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1. URGENT ACTION NEEDED 

Interconnectors facilitate the inter-regional and cross-border transport of power and energy 
and are a pre-requisite for a functioning internal market. The need for a strengthened policy to 
facilitate the completion of priority infrastructure projects was underlined by the EU Heads of 
State and Government at Hampton Court in October 2005. Previously, at the Barcelona 
European Council in 2002, it was also agreed to increase minimum interconnection levels 
between Member States to 10%. Today a significant number of Member States have still not 
achieved this target.1 The European Council of March 2006 called for the adoption of a 
Priority Interconnection Plan (the Plan), as part of the Strategic European Energy Review 
(SEER)2. The European Council of June 2006 asked to give full support to external energy 
infrastructure projects aimed at enhancing security of supplies. 

Energy Policy for Europe (EPE) must pursue the development of an effective energy 
infrastructure to achieve the objectives of sustainability, competitiveness and security of 
supply. 

Sustainability. Substantial new energy infrastructure is needed to integrate electricity 
generated from renewable energy sources. This infrastructure will also improve the efficiency 
of the new and installed generation capacity at the European level and will lessen the chance 
of inefficient investment in generating capacity. 

Competitiveness. Effective performance of energy infrastructure is vital for the operation and 
development of an efficient internal energy market. It serves to boost inter-regional trade, 
which leads to effective competition and reduces the scope for market power abuse. 

Security of supply. Due to the high dependency of the internal energy market from external 
supplies, diversification sources and adequate interconnected networks are needed to increase 
security of supply and solidarity amongst Member States (e.g. energy islands). 

EU policies and measures 

The European Union (EU) has formulated a series of policies aimed at supporting the 
development of an effective energy infrastructure in Europe.  

Firstly, in its Guidelines for trans-European energy networks (TEN-E Guidelines),3the EU has 
identified 314 infrastructure projects ("projects of common interest") whose completion 
should be facilitated and speeded up. These include 42 high-priority "projects of European 
interest" (Annexes 1 and 2), which may be cross-border in nature or have significant impact 
on cross-border transmission capacity. The Guidelines provide a framework for increased 
coordination, for monitoring progress in implementation and where appropriate, for EC 
financial support, including loans by the European Investment Bank (EIB). 

Secondly, the EU has recently introduced specific rules to ensure an appropriate level of 
electricity interconnection and gas supply between Member States, while facilitating a stable 

                                                 
1 E.g. Poland, United Kingdom, Spain, Ireland, Italy, France, Portugal as well as Bulgaria and Romania. 
2 COM(2007)xxx, 10.1.2007. 
3 Decision No 1364/2006/EC. OJ L 262/1 dated 22.9.2006. 
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investment climate (Directives to safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure 
investment4and concerning measures to safeguard security of gas supply5). 

Thirdly, the European Council, in its June 2006 meeting conclusions asked to “give full 
support to infrastructure projects compatible with environmental considerations and aimed at 
opening up new supply routes with a view to diversifying energy imports which would benefit 
all Member States”. 

Finally, in its meeting of 14-15 December 2006 the European Council highlighted the 
importance of the 'realisation of an interconnected, transparent and non-discriminatory 
internal energy market, with harmonised rules,' and 'the development of cooperation to meet 
emergencies, in particular in the case of disruption of supply.' 

Urgent action needed 

Despite this legislation, progress on the development of networks is insufficient. Significant 
obstacles remain. 

As explained in more detail in the Communication of the Commission on 'Prospects for the 
internal gas and electricity market', at present, the European Union is far from being able to 
guarantee to any EU company the right to sell electricity and gas in any Member State on 
equal terms with the existing national companies, without discrimination or disadvantage. In 
particular, non-discriminatory network access and an equally effective level of regulatory 
supervision in each Member State do not yet exist.  

In addition, the European Union has not yet adequately addressed the challenge of investing 
in the right level of new infrastructure based on a common stable European regulatory 
framework in support of the internal market. The necessary degree of co-ordination between 
national energy networks in terms of technical standards, balancing rules, gas quality, contact 
regimes, and congestion management mechanisms, which are necessary to permit cross-
border trade to work effectively, is at present largely absent.It is relevant to mention, in 
particular, that investments are distorted as result of insufficient unbundling. The network 
operators have no incentive to develop the network in the overall interest of the market with 
the consequence of facilitating new entry at generation or supply levels. The above referred 
Communication on the internal market has shown that there is considerable evidence that 
investment decisions of vertically integrated companies are biased to the needs of supply 
affiliates. Such companies seem particularly disinclined to increase, for example, gas import 
capacity (i.e. LNG terminals) in an open process which has, in some cases, led to security of 
supply problems. The same applies, in some cases, to the availability of connection capacity 
for new generation." 

Networks are operating each year closer to their physical limits with an increased probability 
of temporary supply interruptions.6Many countries and regions are still an "energy island", 
largely cut off from the rest of the internal market. This holds in particular for the Baltic 
States7 and the new Member States in South-East Europe. 

                                                 
4 Directive 2005/89/EC. OJ L 33/22 dated 4.2.2006. 
5 Council Directive 2004/67/EC. OJ L 127/92 dated 29.4.2004. 
6 Commission report on creating an internal market in gas and electricity (COM (2005) 518 final).  
7 Even though recently a link between Estonia and Finland was realised. 
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Amounts invested in cross-border infrastructure in Europe appear dramatically low. Only 
€200 million yearly is invested in electricity grids with as main driver the increase of cross-
border transmission capacity8. This only represents 5% of total annual investment for 
electricity grids in the EU, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey. 

These figures do not even match the needs of an effective infrastructure in line with the 
objectives of the EPE. The EU will need to invest, before 2013, at least €30 billions in 
infrastructure (€6 billion for electricity transmission, €19 billion for gas pipelines and €5 
billion for Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals), if it wants to address fully the priorities 
outlined in the TEN-E Guidelines.9 

Connecting more electricity generated from renewable sources to the grid10and internalising 
balancing costs for intermittent generators11will for instance require an estimated €700-800 
million yearly. 

With domestic gas reserves on the decline, imports will cover an increasing part of gas 
demand. This higher reliance requires the alignment of timely investment in all parts of the 
gas chain as well as full support to external energy network interconnections. Despite these 
needs, concerns have been expressed (IEA)12about the serious risks of underinvestment in the 
gas sector overall. 

If the EU continues on its present infrastructure course, none of the EPE objectives will be 
met. Because of congestion, energy prices will be higher. The development of renewable 
energy sources will be hampered by the lack of network transmission capacities either within 
or between Member States. Recent experience shows that a significant bottleneck exists for 
the development of green sources of energy, when the average period for the construction of 
wind farms is roughly three years, and the time needed for connecting and integrating 
geographically dispersed wind farms can be about 10 years.13As a result of insufficient 
network transmission capacities and constrained production, each national electricity market 
will also be more reserve generation capacity to face unpredicted peak increases of demand or 
unexpected failures of generators leading to a less efficient power system. 

Objectives of the Plan 

This Plan illustrates the current state of completion of the 42 projects of European interest, for 
gas and electricity. Although not considered to be projects of European interest, Liquefied 

                                                 
8 Yearly investments for the whole grid accounted for €3.5 billion (€4 billion by 2006); "TEN-E invest' 

study" (2005).  
9 The €6 billion figure corresponds to electricity projects of European interest. This amount is only part 

of the total EU grid needs. IEA projections for total grid investment needs in the EU between 2001 and 
2010 are for instance €49 billion. Investment to relieve congestions is thus only a part of the total 
required. "Lessons from Liberalised Electricity Markets" (OCDE/IEA 2005) 

10 Installed wind power in Europe will grow from 41 GW in 2005 to nearly 67 GW in 2008 ("The 
European Wind Integration Study (EWIS) for a successful integration of Wind power into European 
Electricity Grids"). 

11 High concentration of wind power in Northern Germany, mainly connected to distribution networks and 
with insufficient transmission capacity in the North-South direction, produces huge power flows 
through the neighbouring transmission systems, increasingly affecting system stability and trading 
capacities (EWIS). 

12 IEA Report on "Natural Gas. Market Review 2006. Towards a Global Gas Market". 
13 EWIS 
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Natural Gas (LNG) terminals are also examined14. Many of these projects are progressing 
well but others are not. This Plan accordingly proposes specific measures for the progressive 
completion of the critical projects which are currently experiencing significant delays. Finally 
it proposes measures to facilitate a stable investment framework. 

An accompanying Commission Staff Working Document complements this Plan15which 
extends an earlier analysis.16 

The present plan focuses on the projects of European interest agreed upon by the Council and 
the European Parliament in the TEN-E Guidelines. Other projects17 might be considered in 
the medium or long term in the framework of the next revision of the TEN-E Guidelines. 

2. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPE'S ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

The analysis conducted by the Commission services unearthed various shortcomings. 

Electricity  

20 out of 32 projects of European interest (Annex 3) face delays . 12 of the 20 projects face a 
delay of one to two years while eight are delayed by more than three years. No delays are 
reported for only 12 of the 32 projects of European interest (37%); only five have been fully 
or virtually completed.18A section of one project is waiting the realisation of the other section 
for more than 10 years.19Two projects are under partial construction.20 

Various conclusions can be highlighted regarding the lack of progress: 

– The complexity of planning and other authorisation procedures is the major 
reason for most delays. Even if legal procedures are generally comparable in 
most Member States, the main phases (overall planning application process) 
are implemented through differently structured procedures. This is the case 
when different networks need to be integrated,21when various authorities are 

                                                 
14 A proper look at the interconnections related to oil and petroleum products will also be needed in the 

near future as oil continues to play an important role in EU energy landscape and EU's oil import 
dependency rises to around 90%. New transport infrastructure, such as pipelines, will be needed not 
only for geographical diversification but also to respond to the challenges related to general trends 
towards processing heavier and more sour crudes and to the insufficiency of currently used capacities. 
This will be of particular importance for the EU Member States in Central Europe and the 
Mediterranean. 

15 SEC(2007)xxx 
16 SEC(2006)1059 
17 E.g. the development of the Central Asia – Trans Caspian – Black Sea energy corridor as well as the Baku – 

Erzurum gas pipeline. 
18 Aveline (FR)- Avelgem (BE) line; S- Fiorano (IT) – Robbia (IT) line; S. Fiorano (IT)– Nave (IT) – 

Gorlago (IT) line; V. Hassing (DK) – Trige (DK) line; Estlink undersea cable link between Finland and 
Estonia.  

19 Belgian part of the Moulaine (FR) –Aubange (BE) project, waiting for the French section. 
20 Philippi (EL) – Hamitabad (TR) line; Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) – Schwerin (DE) line.  
21 Delays as a result of the need to integrate high-voltage lines with railway projects (Thaur (AT) -Brixen 

(IT) line). 
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involved,22 or when lengthy consultation periods and authorisation 
procedures exist.23 

– When two or more Member States are concerned by a project, lack of 
harmonised planning and authorisation procedures often lead to excessive 
delays. 

– Objections other than on environmental or health grounds24may significantly 
delay the completion of many projects.25Costly and difficult under-sea cables, 
facing little public opposition, have actually progressed quicker than certain 
contested land interconnections. 

– Financing difficulties for certain projects have also caused delays26, especially 
with regard to the inclusion of "green electricity" and the connections to 
neighbouring countries. 

– Certain transmission System Operators (TSOs) appear to have been slow to 
increase cross-border capacity. This is often the result of inadequate incentives 
provided through the regulatory framework or because some TSOs are part of 
vertically integrated companies unwilling to increase existing supply that might 
be to the detriment of their supply affiliates. Similarly, inappropriate regulated 
supply tariffs recalculated on short-term basis (i.e. every three months or per 
year); have allegedly hindered the development of priority infrastructure. 

Gas 

Overall, most of the 10 gas pipelines of "European interest" are progressing reasonably well 
(Annex 4). 

No significant delays have been reported for the majority of the projects. At least seven of the 
10 pipeline projects of European interest should start operating by 2010-2013: one gas 
pipeline has already been completed27, two are under construction28, and two others are partly 
under construction.29 This infrastructure will represent yearly additional import capacity for 
the EU of around 80-90 bm³ by 2013 (16-17% of EU estimated gas needs for 2010).30 

                                                 
22 Fennoscan undersea cable link between Finland and Sweden, where authorisation procedures include 

dealing with water rights. 
23 Undersea cable link between the UK and the Netherlands, with lengthy authorisation procedures. 
24 Visual impact is often a major concern for local populations. 
25 St-Peter (AT) – Tauern (AT) line, Lienz (AT) – Cordignano (IT) line, Sentmenat (ES) – Bescanó (ES) – 

Baixas (FR) line, Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) – Schwerin (DE) line, Neuenhagen (DE) – Vierraden (DE) 
– Krajnik (PL) line. 

26 Extension of the UCTE network eastwards to include the Baltic States; German extension of the grid to 
integrate green electricity; Tunisia and Italy line. 

27 The Green-stream pipeline between Libya and Italy via Sicily. 
28 TRANSMED II pipeline between Algeria-Tunisia and Italy via Sicily; the Balgzand – Bacton pipeline 

between NL and UK. 
29 North European gas pipeline; Turkey-Greece-Italy gas pipeline. 
30 PRIMES. "European Energy and Transport. Scenarios on key drivers". (2004). 
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On the other hand, work on the 29 LNG terminals and storage facilities has been seriously 
hampered in various Member States. Nine projects31had to be abandoned and it was necessary 
to look for alternative solutions. Five other LNG's are currently blocked.32 

In summary, investment and commitment in the gas chain appears satisfactory. However, 
although several significant pipeline projects are coming to fruition, risks for pipeline 
investments crossing multiple frontiers are perceived to be growing. Delays are also caused 
by environmental concerns or local opposition notably regarding LNG terminals. Rising raw 
material costs and shortages of skilled labour have also been mentioned.33  

3. ACTION NEEDED: THE COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS 

3.1. Key infrastructure undergoing significant difficulties 

The Commission's assessment has provided a basis to ensure that appropriate attention and 
effort are focussed on both EU and national levels. Stakeholders and national authorities 
should now commit themselves to rapid completion. 

Action 1: Identification of the most important infrastructure encountering significant 
difficulties has been made 

Electricity 

The Commission has identified the following key projects which are vital to completing the 
internal market, integrating generation from renewable energy sources into the market and 
significantly improving security of supply, and where facts are known which may lead to 
delays in implementation. 

Projects Justification Completion 
date 
communicated 
in 2004 
(2006) 

Reasons for Delay 

Kassø (DK) – 
Hamburg/Dollern 
(DE) 

This link is essential for integration of large 
volumes of wind electricity in Northern DE, 
DK, North Sea and Baltic Sea and for trade 
with Northern Europe; also for security of the 
grid and trade. 

2010 (2012); 
Project is still in 
study phase 

 

Densely populated area: numerous land 
owners. 

Hamburg/Krümmel 
(DE) – Schwerin 
(DE) 

Integration of wind electricity; closing a gap 
between EU Eastern and Western grid. 

 

2007 (2007) 

 

Authorisation 
phase 

Opposition from local population: routing, 
fear of electromagnetic fields, deterioration of 
landscape view;
Time-consuming public consultation 
procedures; Numerous stakeholders;
No perception of supra-regional or European 

                                                 
31 LNG terminals on the Ionian Coast, at Corigliano Calabro, on the Tyrrhenian Coast, at Montaldo di 

Castro, Tyrrhenian Lamezia Terme, Tyrrhenian San Ferdinando, on the Ligurian Coast, at Vado Ligure 
and second LNG terminal in continental Greece. 

32 LNG terminal at Muggia, LNG terminal at Brindisi, LNG terminal at Taranto, LNG terminal in Sicily, 
LNG terminal at Livorno (offshore). 

33 IEA. 2006. 
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perspectives. 

Halle/Saale (DE) – 
Schweinfurt (DE) 

Same reasons as immediately above. 2010 (2009) 

 

Authorisation 
phase 

Crossing of Thüringer Wald;
Opposition of local population: negative 
impact on tourism, routing, fear of EMF, 
landscape view; Diversity of stakeholders;
No perception of supra-regional or European 
perspectives. 

St-Peter (AT) – 
Tauern (AT)  

Most severely congested area in Central 
Europe causing risks for a secure operation of 
the grid 

2010 (2011) 

 

Authorisation/ 
study phase  

Slowness of the authorisation procedure: 
additional coordination needed; Opposition of 
local population : EMF, landscape view, 
protected birds and insects; Difficult terrain; 
Authorities responsible for EIA and 
permission are not suited to large 
infrastructure projects;  

Südburgenland (AT) 
– Kainachtal (AT)  

See reasons immediately above. 2007 (2009)  

 

Authorisation 
phase 

Slowness of the authorisation procedure; 
Opposition of local population: landscape 
view, EMF, underground cable requested; 
Possible opposition to building of access roads 
to the site; Authorities responsible for EIA and 
permission are not suited to large 
infrastructure projects. 

Dürnrohr (AT) – 
Slavětice (CZ)  

Essential link to new Member State and to 
Central Europe 

2007 (2009); 
Project is still in 
study phase 

AT's opposition to nuclear; Linked to 
strengthening of the Austrian grid (North–
South); 
Protected area; Local population sensitivity to 
EMF (AT) 

Udine Ovest (IT) – 
Okroglo (SI)  

Lines between SI and IT heavily overloaded;  

Significant risk of blackout in Italy 

Link of great importance for power flows at 
EU level 

2009 (2011) 

 

Project is still in 
study phase 

Difficult to identify the cross-border points 
between Italy and Slovenia; 

Highly populated area; Potential commercial 
problem; Definition of the routing: 35% of SI 
territory is devoted to Natura 2000 
programme; Opposition of local population: 
EMF, landscape view; Pre-condition on SI 
side : completion of Berecevo-Krsko line and 
interconnection to HU; 

Prior enhancement of IT grid; 

Power link between 
Lithuania and Poland 
including upgrade of 
the Polish grid(DE-
PL) 

 

Crucial to link the Baltic grid to the UCTE 2012 (2013) 

 

Project is still in 
study phase 

Coordination and lack of sufficient political 
support in the past; Uncertainty due to 
different synchronisation areas; Stability of 
Polish grid; 
Natural protected area crossed; Expropriation 
requires law amendments in PL; Back to back' 
transformer station needed; Uncertainty about 
synchronisation areas. 

Sentmenat (ES) – 
Bescanó (ES) – 
Baixas (FR) 

Crucial for linking the UCTE with the Iberian 
electricity "island".  

 

2007 (2009); 
Authorisation 
phase 

Crossing the Pyrenees; difficult to define of 
cross-border points between Spain and France;
Opposition of local population. 

Moulaine (FR) – 
Aubange (BE) 

 2010 (2012) 

The Belgian part of 
the project is 
finalised whereas 
the French section 
is still in study 

Priority given to the project Avelin-Avelgem;
Difficult acceptability in rural and urban areas;
Route not defined yet on FR side (13 to 16 km 
are missing). 
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phase 

Undersea cable link 
between England 
(UK) and the 
Netherlands (NL) 

 2008 (2010) 

Authorisation 
phase 

Lengthy environmental procedures; lengthy 
Dutch regulations procedure; time-consuming 
public consultation procedures in both 
countries; uncertainty over funding and 
additional grants; uncertainty over regulation 
of the link (e.g. exemption requirements / 
congestion management guidelines). 

Gas 

In the gas sector, the EU needs to diversify its current gas supplies (Norway, Russia and 
Northern Africa). It is important to have a "fourth corridor" pipeline, bringing alternative gas 
(30 bcm or 7% of 2010 gas demand for the EU) from Central Asia, the Caspian region and 
Middle East through the Nabucco Pipeline. 

The EU also needs to ensure that all currently delayed prioritised gas projects are rapidly 
completed. The Commission notes that the GALSI pipeline linking Algeria and Italian 
peninsula (via Sardinia) is facing significant delays. 

Delivery of increased gas imports also needs to be guaranteed at the end of the supply chain, 
for the gas to reach final consumers. The development of downstream distribution is crucial 
(i.e. pipelines linking the German, Danish and Swedish gas markets, as well as between the 
German, the Benelux and the British markets). Finally, LNG can provide greater flexibility, 
particularly to Member States relying exclusively on one single source of gas supply. LNG 
may constitute a good reserve contributing to secure gas supply and increasing 
competitiveness in the market. In this context, the Commission will consider in 2007 whether 
Community action is necessary to increase energy solidarity through an action plan for LNG. 

3.2. Appointing European coordinators to pursue identified priority projects 

Under the TEN-E Guidelines, the Commission may designate a European coordinator, in 
agreement with the Member States concerned and after consultation of the European 
Parliament. 

The coordinator will promote the European dimension of the project and initiate a cross-
border dialogue between promoters, the public and the private sector as well as local and 
regional Authorities and the local population. The coordinator will help to coordinate the 
national procedures (including environmental procedures) and will submit a report on the 
progress of the project or projects and on any difficulties or obstacles which are likely to 
result in a significant delay. 

Action 2: Appointing European coordinators (See section 3.1) 

The Commission will propose early in 2007 the designation of European Coordinators to 
facilitate the completion of the following projects: 

For electricity: 

Power link between Germany, Poland and Lithuania, especially Alytus – Elk (back-to-back 
station); 

Connection of offshore wind power in Northern Europe (Denmark, Germany and Poland); 
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Connection between France and Spain, especially Sentmenat (ES) – Bescanó (ES) – Baixas 
(FR) line. 

For gas: 

NABUCCO pipeline. 

At a later stage, depending on progress, the nomination of European coordinators for the 
following projects will be considered: 

• For electricity: Links within and to Austria; 

• Connections between Italy and Slovenia; 

• Links between UK and the Continental Europe; 

• Moulaine (FR) – Aubange (BE) line. 

For gas: 

• GALSI pipeline linking Algeria, Italy via Sardinia and Toscani, with a branch to 
France via Corsica; 

• The Sweden-Denmark-Germany pipeline; 

• Downstream gas capacity between Germany, Netherlands, Belgium and United 
Kingdom; 

• Completion of various LNG terminals encountering significant delays. 

3.3. Planning of grids according to consumer needs 

The recent blackout which occurred in eight EU countries on 4.11.2006 has highlighted the 
fact that Continental Europe is already behaving in some respects as a single power system, 
but with a network not designed accordingly. 

Europe's power system (including its network infrastructure) has to be planned, built and 
operated for the consumers it will serve. Identifying, planning and building such infrastructure 
in liberalised markets is an ongoing process that requires regular monitoring and coordination 
between market actors. This task is not simply about building more interconnections or power 
plants in each region. It is also about the future energy mix in the EU, about the operation of 
the system with larger quota of intermittent generation, as well as about the geographical 
location of generation sites. Transparency on short and long-term congestion network paths is 
essential. 

In the EU, enhanced coordinated and early planning on the necessary infrastructure and/or 
generation capacity should be carried out in each of the various energy regions as well as 
between the regions. This objective is outlined in the Commission Communication on 
prospects for the internal gas and electricity markets. Two main avenues for an enhanced level 
of TSO coordination will be considered. 
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The use of GALILEO for accurate real-time surveillance of the energy networks is 
indispensable for the development of an innovative 'smart' grid. It will allow monitoring and 
controlling the power system in real time. This technology will also contribute the upcoming 
European Initiative for the protection of Critical Energy Infrastructure. 

Action 3: Coordinated planning at regional levels 

The Commission will propose in 2007 establishing a strengthened framework for TSOs 
responsible for coordinated network planning. 

As explained in more detail in the communication on 'Prospects for the internal gas and 
electricity market'34 this framework should provide a platform for undertaking monitoring 
and analyses on the existing and future developments of networks in each energy area that 
improves the transmission capacities between Member States on a regional basis. It will 
facilitate the dialogue between stakeholders with due regard to socio-economic and 
environmental considerations. It will prepare, fully in line with national planning procedures, 
regional plans for network developments as well as forecasts for balancing supply and 
demand (for peak and baseload). In carrying out its tasks, it will take due account of the 
opinion of regulators and other relevant fora for electricity and gas (i.e. Florence and Madrid 
fora, respectively). 

This enhanced coordination should be complemented with an overview of the planning and 
development of infrastructure on a more European basis. Potential investors for generation 
and transmission need up-to-date information on short and medium-term developments. The 
Office of the Energy Observatory35 should accordingly analyse the EU demand for new 
infrastructure. On the basis of such analysis, the Commission will, if necessary, propose 
amendments to the TEN-E Guidelines and will designate further priority infrastructure of 
European interest. Any potential shortfall should be identified in advance to enable the market 
to react. The Office should provide technical and material support to EU-appointed 
coordinators. 

3.4. Ensuring acceleration of authorization procedures 

Time-consuming legal and licensing procedures constitute significant obstacles to the 
development of certain gas infrastructure and for electricity transmission projects. 
Fragmentation of procedures, strong opposition from local and regional communities, 
unjustified use of veto powers, and large number of entities responsible for the granting of 
permission represent major obstacles. For connections between Member States, lack of 
coordination and different timescales often delay the authorisation procedures. 

Notwithstanding the introduction in some countries of simplified authorisation procedures, the 
main difficulties still persist. Building a new connection may in some cases take more than 10 
years, whereas the construction time for a wind farm or a combined cycle gas turbine is 
between two and three years. 

In the United States, similar problems have occurred in the past (e.g. blackouts in California 
caused by insufficient interconnection and a poorly designed market model leading to market 
abuse). As a result, in case of excessive delay in the realisation of a priority network 

                                                 
34 SEC(2007)xxx 
35 As proposed in the Strategic European Energy Review. 
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infrastructure in a State, planning and authorisation of US inter-federal infrastructure is now 
decided at federal level by the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) providing 
the priority projects are not authorised in due time at the State level. 

The Commission does not consider such an approach to be appropriate for the EU. However, 
effective action is needed if there is to be any realistic hope that the EU gas and electricity 
infrastructure will be able to adapt efficiently to the changing realities of today's energy 
markets. It is vital to reduce the planning and construction time for prioritised EU 
infrastructure, in a way that duly takes into account environmental, safety and health 
concerns. 

Firstly, on the basis of the TEN-E Guidelines, declaring certain priority projects as being of 
"European interest" should help to accelerate them significantly. This declaration includes the 
setting-up of a timetable for completion of the project; including details of the envisaged 
submission of the project through the approval process (co-ordinated assessments may help to 
simplify procedures). For the sake of ensuring the effectiveness of such declaration, the 
Commission considers that identification in the future of projects of European Interest should 
be subject to strict conditions. It should only be granted to projects with significant impact on 
power flows and on trading in the region concerned, where the planning and authorisation 
phase appears to be clear and realistic, and with a positive and robust European added value; 
all parties involved would have to be in agreement. 

Secondly, the Commission will propose, after having consulted the Member States and key 
stakeholders, the streamlining of national authorisation procedures. 

Action 4: Streamlining of authorisation procedures 

The Commission will in 2007 begin revising the TEN-E Guidelines with a view to requiring 
the Member States, with due regard to the subsidiarity principle, to set up national procedures 
under which planning and approval processes for projects of European interest should be 
completed in a maximum time span of five years. 

This does not mean that new standards should be set at EU level on the substantive issues to 
be considered during a planning process. It concerns only the requirement that in such cases 
national procedures be completed within a reasonable time frame, which needs to be done 
whilst respecting environmental legislation and legitimate interest of the affected citizens; this 
should be complemented by appropriate benchmarking of best practices in evaluating national 
standards.  

3.5. Providing a clear framework for investment 

TEN-E projects should primarily be financed by the economic operators concerned. 
Investment in new transmission lines has, however, slowed down. This trend may be partially 
explained by past reserve transmission capacity but, current market design does not create 
incentives for efficient transmission investment. Inappropriate regional pricing models unduly 
mask intra-regional transmission congestion or do not provide access to accurate and timely 
information about the performance of transmission networks. Low investment is surprisingly 
at odds with the increased private-sector appetite for investment in long-term infrastructure 
projects. 

It is thus essential to guarantee a stable and attractive regulatory framework allowing the 
private sector to predict the successful completion of its investment and guaranteeing stable 
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rates of return, while offering a high level of service to customers. In its associated 
Communication on the internal gas and electricity markets, the Commission presents a 
number of actions with such objectives in mind. Proposals are made in particular on 
unbundling and on the need to strengthen the powers of energy regulators; an increase in 
transparency is also referred to. 

Public financing of TEN-E has been an excellent catalyst in enabling private operators to 
embark on the completion of infrastructure projects encountering lengthy procedures or 
substantial costs. EU funding reduces risks of delay; it provides incentives for projects to 
explore the potential use of new technologies or helps to trigger a decision on specific 
projects. 

The EU needs to move towards a better-performing energy infrastructure. The current TEN-E 
budget (€20 million yearly) will not suffice to bring about the vast new investments that are 
needed. The TEN-E budget now has to face: 

– The increasing need for integration of 'green' electricity into the grid; 

– Increasing infrastructure needs due to the enlargement of the European Union 
to 27 Member States; 

– The need to further improve cohesion as requested by the Treaty and the TEN-
E Guidelines and to connect a larger number of regional isolated markets 
within one single market (integration of the new South-East Energy 
Community, integration of the UCTE system with other systems such as the 
CIS and the Euro-Med link, etc); 

This calls for a reflection on whether current EU financing levels are sufficient to address 
EPE objectives. 

Action 5: EU funding 

For these specific purposes the Commission will examine whether increased EU funding for 
TEN-E networks is necessary. 

Again looking to the future, TEN- E financing should mainly be deployed for socio economic 
and planning studies of a much greater EU impact (e.g. extension of the synchronous UCTE 
system into neighbouring countries or incorporation of offshore wind generation into the main 
grid). For gas, studies might address issues such as gas quality standards, possible technical 
harmonisation or the impact of supply pipelines on internal downstream gas networks. 

The Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion Policy in 2007-2013 have identified as a 
priority the need to address Europe's intensive use of traditional energy resources. This will 
include support for the completion of interconnections, with special emphasis on Trans-
European networks, the improvement of electricity grids, and the completion and 
improvement of gas transmission and distribution networks. The Commission encourages 
Member States and their regions and in particular those that joined the Union in 2004 and 
2007, to implement these Guidelines through their investment programmes. Closer 
coordination is also necessary with the EIB and the EBRD for facilitating investment of a 
cross-European nature. Both financial Institutions should consider the projects of European 
interest as one of their top priorities for lending operations. For projects involving countries 
participating in the European Neighbourhood Policy, financing could be made available under 
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the Neighbourhood Investment Fund. The Fund is estimated to leverage four to five times the 
amount of grant funding available under the European Neighbourhood Policy Instrument. 
Equally the African Infrastructure Facility could contribute to promote relevant energy links 
to Europe. 

At the same time, in order to avoid possible impacts on competition in the liberalised energy 
market, which may result from public support to infrastructure investments, it is necessary to 
respect existing Community state aid rules. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With infrastructure investment as it currently stands, the EU will not be able to construct a 
real single internal market. It will not be able to integrate the required increased production of 
electricity from renewable sources. It will also continue paying higher costs as a result of 
congestion and of maintaining inefficient capacity in each of the insufficiently interconnected 
energy areas. 

Full and determined implementation of projects of European interest as well as of the actions 
listed in this Communication is vital. 
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1. DETAILS CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF PRIORITY PROJECTS SPECIFIED IN THE 
TEN-E GUIDELINES 

The main part of this annex is devoted to the presentation of the progress made in the 
implementation of electricity and gas connections, which are declared to be of European 
interest in the recently adopted TEN-E Guidelines 

The highest priority projects, the ‘Projects of European Interest’, have the objective to support 
the rapid implementation of the most important cross-border interconnectors. These projects 
involve cross-border links or have significant impact on cross-border transmission capacity. 
The maturity of the projects is demonstrated by a firm starting date: for the initial projects this 
is the end of 2006 with completion before 2010 or 2013 for gas. The 2006 Guidelines identify 
42 projects of European interest, which are of highest importance to achieve the objectives of 
EU energy policy (see figure 1 and 2). Figure 1 shows electricity projects of European 
interest. Figure 2 shows the projects of European interest for gas indicating the transport 
routes through neighbouring and third countries to the EU. With the exception of under-sea- 
cables, the electricity interconnectors are relatively short in comparison with the gas links. 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals are not included in the list of projects of European 
interest because they are not of a cross-border nature. However, they clearly have an essential 
role in adding gas import capacity and therefore are included in the analysis. 

An overview of the projects of European interest and the LNG terminals is given in Table 1-3 
displaying respectively the electricity projects, gas projects and LNG terminals. 

The analysis will take stock of the progress of the projects of European interest and the LNG 
terminals focussing on administrative, technical and financial problems and, when possible, 
indicating solutions. 
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2. DETAILS CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF PRIORITY PROJECTS IN ELECTRICITY 
NETWORKS 

In this annex, the progress in implementation of the projects of European interest is reviewed 
for each priority axis. Technical information about each project is given in Table 4. 

The most important fact is that all projects are being actively pursued. It appears that the 
declaration of European interest has given a renewed stimulation for some projects with a 
long history. 

The progress in implementation is confirmed by the fact that there are five completed projects 
and one project where one section is finalised. One project is under construction. In total, for 
fourteen projects, i.e. 44% of projects, no delays are reported. 

On the other side eighteen projects, i.e. 56% of projects face delays; eleven projects have a 
delay of between one to two years and seven projects face serious delays of 3 to five years.  

The status of all projects is shown by diagram 1. 

Diagram 1 – Projects of European interest, electricity sector – Progress in implementation 

Diagram 1
Projects of European interest - Electricity sector

Progress in implementation

16%
3%

3%

22%

9%

44%
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Construction phase

Authorisation / Construction phase

Authorisation phase

Authorisation / Study phase

Study phase

Finalised / Study phase

 

The progress in implementation is illustrated project by project in figures 3 and 4. 
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EL.1. France — Belgium — Netherlands — Germany: 

Aveline (FR) - Avelgem (BE) line: 

The link went into operation in 2005. The construction did not face any major problem, in 
spite of the fact that the route crosses a wildlife reserve and that two Belgian regions were 
involved in the permitting procedure. 

Moulaine (FR) – Aubange (BE) line: 

The link is completed on the Belgian side. On the French side, however, the works are not yet 
started. This part of the project of 13 to 16 km length is still in the study phase. In particular, 
the routing is not yet determined. The acceptability by the local population in urban areas 
poses the major difficulty. The line is scheduled to go into operation between 2010 and 2015.  

Assessment: 

The finalisation of the two projects will reduce congestion considerably. Congestion is a 
problem of this region. By additional means, in particular the development of Flexible AC 
Transmission Systems (FACTS), based on high-power electronics, the power flows can be 
better controlled and directed. 

EL.2. Borders of Italy with France, Austria, Slovenia and Switzerland: 

S. Fiorano (IT) – Robbia (IT) 

The new line was completed at the end of 2004 (after 12 years) and its operation began on 20 
January 2005. The obstacles were the opposition of local authorities to the site location, by 
environmental compensations requested and by rationalisation of the network. The solution 
was based on a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with local authorities on changes of 
routes and environmental compensation. 

The development plan for the connection between Italy and Switzerland, S. Fiorano - Robbia, 
was started in 1992. In 2001, the studies on technical and environmental feasibility were 
carried out. Once the feasibility and preliminary design were achieved, a long and painful 
authorisation process started. The approval of the project was obtained thanks to a series of 
compensation measures and environmental impact mitigation, such as the dismantling of 
existing overhead lines in the area affected by this new project. 

S. Fiorano (IT) – Nave (IT) – Gorlago (IT) line 

The line (extending the cross-border link) went into operation in 2003. 

The reconstructing of the line Fiorano - Nave was stopped because the line Fiorano - Robbia 
improved the capacity substantially. The route Nave - Gorlago was rebuilt over 10 km due to 
an archaeological site. 

Austria-Italy (Thaur-Brixen) interconnection through the Brenner rail tunnel 

The project is still in the study phase due to its complexity. The obstacles are crossing the 
Alps, coordination and integration with a railway project (commissioning time, cost and risk 
synergies) and the network rationalisation outside the tunnel. The unique feature of this 
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project is the synergy of different infrastructure, namely the synergy between Railway and 
Electricity Transmission, which leads to an environmently friendly scenario based on the 
continuous use of the pilot tunnel for power transmission. The realisation of this link can be 
achieved by coordination at the Member State level. The line is scheduled to go into operation 
between 2013 and 2018. 

St-Peter (AT) – Tauern (AT) line 

Part I of the project is in the study phase and Part II in the authorisation phase (Part I : St Peter 
– Salzach “Neu”; Part II : Salzach “Neu” – Tauern). 

The project is delayed due to the slowness of the authorisation procedure and local opposition. 
Furthermore, a new procedure is needed for the decommissioning of the old 220 kV line. The 
line is scheduled to go into operation between 2010 and 2012. 

Lienz (AT) – Cordignano (IT) line 

The project is still in the study phase. The project was seriously delayed due to the opposition 
of local authorities to the site location and opposition of the local population on account of 
environmental issues. A solution can possibly be found by means of in-depth consultation 
with local authorities, modification of the site and by rationalisation of the works in these 
areas (when consistent an increase of Total Transfer Capacity is necessary). The line is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2015. 

Venezia Nord (IT) – Cordignano (IT) line 

The project (extending the cross-border link) is still in the study phase due to opposition. The 
consultation with local authorities is ongoing. The line is scheduled to go into operation in 
2011. 

New interconnection between Italy and Slovenia 

The project is still in the study phase due to opposition. The problems are the identification of 
the cross border point in coordination with the Friuli region and Slovenia. Furthermore, 
internal grid reinforcement to the sub-station Udine might be needed. The line is scheduled to 
go into operation in 2009. 

Udine Ovest (IT) – Okroglo (SI) line 

The project is still in the study phase due to opposition of local groups. The problems are the 
difficult identification of the cross border points between Italy and Slovenia, the highly 
populated area and a potential commercial problem. The line is scheduled to go into operation 
in 2010. 

Südburgenland (AT) – Kainachtal (AT) line 

The project is in the authorisation phase. There are severe problems due to the slowness of the 
authorisation procedure and the opposition of the local population. It appears that a 
transparent dialogue with all relevant local interest groups might be needed in conjunction 
with appropriate coordination of the procedures. 

The line is scheduled to go into operation in 2009. 
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Assessment: 

Crossing the Alps together with the sensitivity of the local population put severe constraints 
on the implementation. One possible solution is based on the exploitation of synergies 
between transport and energy infrastructure. In most cases a compromise needs to be found 
between new infrastructure needs and environmental concerns. This has been successfully 
achieved in the completed links and should be taken up in the negotiations. The ongoing 
projects have to be negotiated in a fair and transparent manner, possibly with the help of a 
facilitator or coordinator. 

EL.3. France — Spain — Portugal: 

Sentmenat (ES) – Bescanó (ES) – Baixas (FR) line 

The link between France and Spain has experienced significant difficulties over the years and 
has now reached the authorisation phase. The obstacles are crossing the Pyrenees, the difficult 
definition of cross border points between Spain and France and, in particular, local 
opposition. A solution needs to be based on involving regional actors and by utilising and 
rebuilding existing lines. 

The line is scheduled to go into operation in 2010. 

Valdigem (PT) – Douro Internacional (PT) – Aldeadávila (ES) line and Douro Internacional 
facilities 

The project is in the study phase; its operation is scheduled for 2009. The project route crosses 
rural areas with a low population density. To date, no problem has been identified. 

Assessment: 

Crossing the Pyrenees together with the sensitivity of the local population put severe 
constraints on implementation. A fair compromise needs to be found between new 
infrastructure needs and environmental concerns. This should be negotiated in a transparent 
manner, possibly with the help of a facilitator or coordinator. 

EL4. Greece – Balkan countries – UCTE System 

Philippi (EL) – Hamitabad (TR) line 

The project is under construction and is scheduled to go into operation in 2008. No significant 
problem has been noticed for the time being. 

Assessment: 

A compromise needs to be found between new infrastructure needs and environmental 
concerns. 
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EL5. United Kingdom – continental and northern Europe 

Undersea cable link between England (UK) and the Netherlands 

The link is in the authorisation phase. The main reasons for a delay are the lengthy Dutch 
regulation procedures, lengthy environmental authorisation procedures, and lengthy public 
consultation procedures in both countries. In addition there is the uncertainty over TEN-E 
funding and additional grants, and over regulation of the link (e.g. exemption requirements / 
congestion management guidelines). Solutions could be based on an increased commitment of 
resources by the authorities responsible for environmental licensing, the involvement of 
authorisation parties and of the public in the process (based on communication and 
coordination), and on a greater clarity over regulation of interconnectors. The line is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2010. 

Assessment: 

Crossing the North Sea together with the diversity of procedures put severe constraints on the 
implementation. A compromise has to be found between new infrastructure needs and 
environmental concerns. This should be negotiated and coordinated in a transparent manner, 
possibly with the help of the regulators of the two Member States. 

EL6. Ireland – United Kingdom 

Undersea cable link between Ireland and Wales (UK) 

The link is in the study phase. No significant problem has been noticed to date. It appears that 
the streamlined planning procedure resulting from specific provision for electricity 
interconnectors defined by the Irish government, and the strong involvement of the Irish 
Commission for Energy Regulation has facilitated the progress of the project. The line is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2012. 

Assessment: 

Crossing the Irish Sea together with the diversity of procedures could put severe constraints 
on the implementation. A compromise needs to be found between new infrastructure needs 
and environmental concerns. The involvement at Member State level is essential for finalising 
the project. 

EL7. Denmark – Germany – Baltic Ring 

Kassø (DK) – Hamburg/Dollern (DE) line 

The link is in the study phase. There are ongoing planning activities concerning higher 
transport capacity e.g. with a new interconnector Kassö - Audorf. The main problems 
encountered are the high population density in the area of the project and the difficulty to plan 
for a very large amount of windpower to be transmitted between both countries. A solution 
could be based on the replacement of old line(s) or alternative routes, and on communication 
and coordination with local authorities. The line is scheduled to enter into operation in 2012. 

Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) – Schwerin (DE) line 
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The link is in the authorisation phase. Two Bundesländer are involved (Schleswig-Holstein 
and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern). Problems are the result of the slowness of the procedures 
and of the opposition of the local population. The main arguments raised against the line were 
the routing, the deterioration of landscape view and the fear of the impact of the 
Electromagnetic fields. It appears that a fair and transparent dialogue with all relevant local 
interest groups might be needed. Furthermore, the line is included in the German Renewable 
Energy Sources Act (EEG) adopted in 2000. The line is expected to go into operation at the 
end of 2007. 

Halle/Saale (DE) – Schweinfurt (DE) 

The line is in the authorisation phase, although construction could already start on a 20km 
section. Three Bundesländer are involved, Sachsen-Anhalt, Thüringen and Bayern. The 
obstacles are the slowness of the procedures and the opposition of the local population. The 
main concerns regard the routing and the deterioration of the landscape (scenery of the 
Thüringer Wald), negative impact on tourism and the impact of the Electromagnetic fields. A 
possible solution could be found by using the routes of existing lines, setting up a transparent 
dialogue with all relevant local interest groups and developing coordination with local 
authorities. Furthermore, the line is included in the German Renewable Energy Sources Act 
(EEG) adopted in 2000. The link is expected to go into operation in 2009. 

Connection of Poland and Lithuania, including the upgrading of the Polish electricity network 
and the PL-DE section as necessary, in order to allow participation in the internal energy 
market 

The link has experienced significant difficulties over the years and to date has yet to complete 
the study phase. The main reasons for delays have been the change in scope and the 
coordination between both sides of the project up to 2000 and then environmental concerns 
regarding the natural protected area crossed by the routing. The other obstacles encountered 
are caused by the need for legal amendments to allow the procedure to continue, the 
uncertainty due to different synchronized areas and the lack of a formal public consultation 
process in Poland. The main problems have been overcome by the setting up of working 
groups at company and ministerial level, further studies of the Polish grid stability and 
security, and by using the route of an existing line. Furthermore, it appears that an input from 
UCTE, UPS and IPS and the upgrading of the Polish grid might facilitate the progress of the 
project. The study phase is expected to be completed by 2007 and the line is scheduled to go 
into operation between 2012 and 2013. 

Kassø (DK) – Revsing (DK) – Tjele (DK) line 

The first part of the project (Kassø – Revsing) is in the authorisation phase; its second part 
(Endrup-Idomlund) is in the study phase. The obstacles are due to the dependence on other 
projects (e.g. Kasso-Hamburg/Dollern, Skagerrak IV) and wind power allocation, the difficult 
acceptance of land owners, and the restructuring of relevant authorities. A solution might be 
the upgrading to a 2-circuit overhead line. Furthermore, it appears that only deep support at 
ministerial level will facilitate the progress of the project. The first part of the line is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2009 and the second part in 2015. 

V. Hassing (DK) - Trige (DK) line 
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The project has been in operation since 2004. The construction had to face local opposition 
and the request from land owners for underground cables because of the disturbances to the 
landscape that an overhead line would cause (especially disturbances in farming). The 
solution came with the final approval of the Danish Ministry of Energy due to the declaration 
of European interest, the modification of the Power line route and some relevant 
expropriations. 

Skagerrak 4 (DK) – Norway undersea cable 

The link is in the study phase. The main problem encountered is to estimate the social 
economic benefit for both countries. It appears that the prioritisation of the project in the 
Nordel Master Plan could facilitate its progress. The study phase is to be completed by the 
end of 2006. The line is scheduled to go into operation in 2012. 

Estlink undersea cable link between Finland and Estonia 

The project is in operation since the 4th of December 2006. A strong governmental support in 
both countries and a solid coordination process with authorities participated to the success of 
the completion of the link without any delay. 

The cable link between Estonia and Finland (ESTLINK) constitutes the first and so far the 
only electricity connection of the Baltic states with other Member States of the European 
Union. Consequently, the motivation to complete this connection was high. The 
implementation took in total 7 years, of which 3 years were needed for the authorisation phase 
and only two years for the construction. 

Fennoscan undersea cable link between Finland and Sweden 

The project is in the authorisation phase. Reasons for a delay are the lengthy permit process 
and the environmental impact assessment on the Swedish side, which has to deal with 
Swedish water-rights. A solution might be based on the involvement of regulating authorities 
in the project. Furthermore, the coordination of a detailed environmental impact assessment 
with relevant authorities might help the progress of the project. The line is scheduled to go 
into operation in 2010. 

Assessment: 

The diversity of legal and administrative procedures together with the great sensitivity of the 
local population put severe constraints on implementation. One possible solution is based on a 
solid coordination process including all actors involved or concerned by the project, in order 
to find a fair compromise between new infrastructures needs and environmental concerns. 
This should be negotiated in a fair and transparent manner, possibly with the help of a 
facilitator or coordinator. The transmission of wind generated power to the load centres 
requires additional links in Germany. 

EL8. Germany – Poland – Czech Republic – Slovakia – Austria – Hungary – Slovenia 

Neuenhagen (DE) – Vierraden (DE) – Krajnik (PL) line 

The line is in the authorisation phase on the German side, whereas the interconnection with 
Poland is still in the study phase. A lengthy public consultation procedure, lengthy legal 
procedures on the German side, the lack of legal basis for the interconnection with Poland, the 
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necessary additional upgrading of the Polish internal grid and the opposition of the local 
population are the main reasons for delays. The main arguments raised during the public 
consultation are the routing, the deterioration of the landscape and the fear of Electromagnetic 
fields. A solution could be based on the outcome from the bilateral Polish German study, on a 
fair and transparent dialogue with all the relevant local interest groups and coordination with 
local authorities. Furthermore, it appears that an input from UCTE, UPS and IPS and the 
upgrading of the Polish grid might facilitate the progress of the project. 

The project is scheduled to go into operation after 2010. 

Dürnrohr (AT) – Slavětice (CZ) line 

The line is in the study phase. The main obstacles encountered are the crossing of a protected 
area and the fear of electromagnetic fields. A solution could be based on using the route of an 
existing line. The project is scheduled to go into operation in 2009. 

New interconnection between Germany and Poland 

The link is in the study phase. The main reason for a delay is the need to conduct further 
studies integrating the flows with the Czech Republic. It appears that the progress of the 
project might be facilitated by the outcome from the bilateral Polish German study, an input 
from UCTE, UPS and IPS, and by the upgrading of the Polish grid. The line is scheduled to 
go into operation in 2010. 

Veľké Kapušany (SK) – Lemešany (SK) – Moldava (SK) – Sajoivanka (HU) 

The line is divided into three parts. The two Slovakian parts are in the authorisation phase, 
whereas the link Moldava (SK) – Sajoivanka (HU) is stuck in the study phase. The main 
obstacle is situated on the Hungarian side. Feasibility studies showed the impossibility of 
procuringthe relevant authorisations from the environmental authorities, due to the crossing of 
landscape and forest protection areas and developed sylviculture activity. As a consequence, 
the line Rimavska Sobota (SK) - Sajoivanka (HU) would be preferred but the cross border 
route is not yet defined. The line is scheduled to go into operation in 2011 on its Slovakian 
part, and in 2017 with regard to the interconnection between Slovakia and Hungary. 

Gabčíkovo (SK) – Veľký Ďur (SK) 

The link is currently in the authorisation phase. The project is scheduled to go into operation 
in 2011. No information received on problems possibly encountered. 

Stupava (SK) – south-east Vienna (AT) 

The link is in the study phase. The main obstacles are the strengthening of the Austrian grid 
from north to south, the high number of lines in the region of Vienna, a river to be crossed, a 
protected building (bridge) at the border, and local opposition owing to electromagnetic fields 
and wildlife. A solution might be based on coordination and on changing the route on the 
Austrian side. The line is scheduled to go into operation in 2015. 

Assessment: 

Crossing sensitive areas, the diversity of legal and administrative procedures together with the 
sensitivity of the local population put severe constraints on the implementation. One possible 
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solution is based on a solid coordination process including all actors involved or concerned by 
the project, in order to find a compromise between new infrastructure needs and 
environmental concerns. This should be negotiated in a transparent manner, possibly with the 
help of a facilitator or coordinator. 

EL9. Mediterranean Member States – Mediterranean electricity ring 

Electricity connection between Tunisia and Italy 

The link is in the study phase. The main problems are the uncertainty of the financial returns 
following the base case scenario of energy prices in the Tunisian market, and also the need to 
increase investments in the High Voltage grid in the Sicily and Calabria Regions. The line is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2015. 

Assessment: 

Crossing the Mediterranean together with the involvement of a third country could put severe 
constraints on the implementation. A compromise needs to be found between new 
infrastructure needs and environmental concerns. 
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3.  DETAILS CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF PRIORITY PROJECTS IN GAS 
NETWORKS 

In this annex, the progress in implementation of the projects of European interest is reviewed 
for each priority axis. Technical information about each project is given in Table 5. 

All Pipeline projects are being pursued. The majority of the LNG projects are on-going, 
apparently without major delays (6 projects are completed). However 9 LNG terminals have 
been cancelled. 

Statistics on projects progress 

1. Gas pipelines: 10 projects 

Diagram 2 – Projects of European interest, gas pipelines – Progress in implementation 

Diagram 2
Projects of European interest - Gas pipelines
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The progress in implementation is illustrated project by project in figures 5 and 6. 
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2. LNG terminals: 29 active projects (8 deleted) 

Diagram 3 – Projects of European interest, LNG terminals – Progress in implementation 

Diagram 3
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NG1. Gas connections between Great Britain- northern continental Europe-Russia 

The North European Gas Pipeline (NEGP) 

This pipeline aims at encouraging the development of a new route to deliver Russian gas to 
several Member States. It was recognised as one of the important gas projects of common 
interest at the EU-Russian summits of 2001 and 2003 on which occasion a memorandum of 
co-operation was signed between the UK and Russian Energy Ministers. 

An agreement on the construction was signed in 2005 by the companies involved (Gazprom, 
BASF and EON), and the NEGP company was created the same year with the former German 
Chancellor, Mr Schroeder, as Chairman. In 2006, other companies such as Gaz de France, BP, 
Norsk Hydro and Gasunie have shown their interest in the project. The main source of gas 
will be the new Shtokman field in the Barents Sea, and additional gas from existing or new 
fields in Northern Siberia, like Yuzhno Russkoye. The main destinations will be Germany, 
Sweden, Benelux and perhaps France, and probably Great Britain via the Balgzand-Bacton 
Line (BBL) that will connect the Netherlands and UK gas networks in 2006/2007. 

Details of the Northern Trans-European pipeline project 

It will at first be an underwater pipeline starting near St. Petersburg and crossing the Baltic to 
the north-east German coast at Greifswald. A possible branch could link Sweden, and a 
downstream pipeline will connect Great Britain through Germany and the Netherlands [See 
above]. The total length of the pipeline will be around 2.000 km (of which 1200 km will be 
offshore). It is intended to commission the first pipe in 2010, which will have an annual 
throughput of 27.5 billon cubic metres of gas. Upon construction of the second pipe (in 
2013/2015), the total annual throughput is expected to increase to 55 billion cubic metres. The 
total cost of the twin pipeline project is estimated to exceed €5 billion. 

Political problems: This project, supported by the Russians and the Germans, is clearly in 
competition with the Yamal II project supported by Poland and the Baltic Countries in which 
the Commission is involved. It is now in the authorisation phase, and there should be few 
problems in the construction of the sub sea leg of the pipeline. For the onshore parts of the 
project, some of the routes could be in competition; but these should be easily defined once 
the gas arrives in Germany. 

Additional problem: In the interest of a competitive market, NEGP should be encouraged to 
have an open season especially if the operators need any exemption from TPA. 

The Yamal II project: 

This is again a gas import route from Russia to Germany, but via Belarus and Poland, 
alongside the existing Yamal I Pipeline). Its length is around 700 km, for a nominal capacity 
of 43 bcm/y, and a total cost of 1.5 €B. The date to enter in operation was initially 2010. 

The Polish company PGNiG submitted a proposal for a feasibility study on this project, which 
was selected by the Commission for funding under condition that the relevant Member States 
and companies concerned should be involved, in order to guarantee a comprehensive and high 
quality study. 
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The full support from the governments of the three Baltic States was obtained, but none of the 
relevant companies intends to collaborate. Consequently, PGNiG has informed the 
Commission that they have decided to resign from the study (by letter of 27 January 2006). 

The lack of interest of the three Baltic gas companies can be explained by the fact that 
Gazprom and E.ON have together more than 70% of the shares of these companies. At the 
same time, Gazprom and E.ON are committed in the construction of the NEGP (see above) 
whose aim is to transport gas from almost the same origin and to the almost the same 
destinations, and the cost (more than 5B€) does not allow the two projects to go forward in 
parallel. 

The plans of Russian and German companies, to by-pass the Baltic States and Poland, have 
been of great concern to these countries since they are afraid that it would undermine their 
security of gas supply. From a European perspective, any of the different options for new 
import routes, (including Yamal II) remains of the highest priority. Therefore, the 
Commission’s Funding Decision for the feasibility study is still open and a letter was sent in 
April 2006 to the governments concerned asking for their support and for them to undertake 
any action they consider appropriate to motivate the companies to participate. 

Conclusion: Despite these policy reasons, this project has some chances to be constructed, but 
probably after its competitor (the NEGP), and after 2013. 

The Baltic gas Interconnector 

It connects the markets from southern Sweden, northern Germany and eastern Denmark. 

The study phase (no TEN-E support) was finished in 2001 with some viability. The 
authorisation phase finished in 2004 for Sweden and 2005 for Denmark. The last phase in 
Germany will be at the end of 2006, where there are different parties involved for each type of 
problem encountered. The location of the compressor station remains to be studied. 

The pipeline should enter into operation in 2010 with a capacity of 3 Bm3/pa. Initially, the 
gas came from a part of the North Sea which is now in depletion. Therefore, the source is 
changing from North Sea to Russia. Since the NEGP also foresees a branch to Sweden, the 
objectives of this pipeline should be reviewed. 

The increasing transmission capacity on the Germany-Belgium-Great Britain axis 

This project is the logical complement of the new import pipelines NEGP and Yamal II. It is 
clear that the arrival of an additional capacity of 55 Bm3/pa in Germany will generate 
problems if the downstream pipelines cannot ensure adequate capacity. 

However, the routes initially foreseen can still change until the construction of the NEGP or 
Yamal II. 

One of the major elements of this project is the BBL sub sea pipeline linking the Netherlands 
(Balgzand) to Great Britain (Bacton). Its’ feasibility study was supported by the TEN-E 
budget. 

The total cost of BBL is 0.5 B€, and the project seems to have encountered no important 
problems; construction began in 2005 and it should be in operation in 2007 with a capacity of 
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16Bm3/pa. The BBL project was allowed an exemption from TPA according to Article 22 of 
the gas Directive. This was only possible as it fulfilled the strict criteria of the Directive. 

For the link Germany-Belgium: no information. 

Conclusion on the priority axis N°1: 

Upstream, for the gas imports, one of the two pipelines of the project should be operational in 
2012/2013. Therefore the EU should not have a problem to dispose of 25 to 30 Bcm3/pa 
additional capacity via this axis. Downstream, for the gas distribution, the projects are often 
not definitively fixed, except for the supply of Great Britain via BBL. They will naturally be 
clarified at the approach of the starting date(s) of the major import pipeline(s). 

NG2. Gas connections between Algeria-Spain- Italy-France-northern continental 
Europe 

The pipeline between Algeria-Spain-France and continental Europe (of which MEDGAZ) 

There has been an agreement since 2002 between 6 European gas companies (GDF, Endesa, 
Iberdrola, Total, ENI, and Distrigaz) to buy 8 Bm3/pa of gas from the Algerians (Sonatrach). 

The core element of this pipeline is its offshore part (called Medgaz) linking Beni Saf 
(Algeria) to Almeria (Spain). The study phase (partly supported by the TEN-E budget) 
finished at the beginning of 2006. The authorisation phase seems to have encountered no 
problems and should finish at the end of 2006. The construction phase will begin in 2007 and 
the pipeline should enter into operation in 2009, with an initial capacity of 8 Bm3/pa which 
could be doubled in a second phase. 

The total cost of Medgaz is approximately 700 M€ for the installation of 2 pipes 200 km long 
at a depth of 2100 m, plus the associated onshore stations For the other parts of this project, it 
seems as usual that the downstream pipelines in Spain and France are not yet defined. No 
information on that important aspect. 

The GALSI pipeline linking Algeria to Italy via Sardinia, and with a branch to France via 
Corsica: 

Global budget: around 2 B€, only for the Algeria Italy part, that is to say a 850 km pipeline 
(of which 550 is offshore) plus the associated onshore stations. 

Capacity of the pipeline: 8 Bm3/pa in a first phase which could be doubled in a second phase. 

The initial starting date for the first gas deliveries was 2012/2013, but as it is the very 
beginning of the study phase, and as it should link three Countries, there is a doubt as to this 
starting date. 

No more information on this project, and especially on the connection with Corsica, then 
France. 
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The TRANSMED II pipeline between Algeria-Tunisia and Italy via Sicily 

The first TRANSMED pipeline has been in operation since 1983. This extension is less a new 
pipeline than an upgrading of the Algerian and Tunisian sections which permit an increased 
capacity of approximately 6 Bm3/pa. 

Works began at the end of 2003 and should finished between 2008 (first phase) and 2012 (last 
phase), and as it is an upgrading, it is reasonable to think that it will be fully operational in 
2012. 

No problems have been reported from Algeria or Tunisia, nor from the Italian side. 

Conclusion on the priority axis N°2: 

Upstream: for the gas imports, at least two to three pipelines of the project should be 
operational in 2010/2012. Therefore the EU should not have any problem to dispose of a 
minimum of 15 to 16 Bm3/pa additional capacity via this axis. 

Downstream: for the gas distribution, the projects are often not definitively fixed. They will 
naturally be clarified at the approach of the starting date(s) of the major import pipeline(s); 
Nevertheless, Spain, France and Italy should insist to have a more clear vision of the situation 
on their territories. Concerning the GALSI pipeline, it is not clear whether the branch to 
Corsica is pursued. 

NG3. Gas connections between central and South East Europe-Caspian sea countries – 
Middle East 

The Turkey-Greece Interconnector (TGI) 

This project aims at creating a new import route from the Caspian basin via Turkey, to satisfy 
the Greek gas demand, and beyond (Italy and perhaps the Western Balkan countries.) It has 
received TEN-E support for two different feasibility and technical studies (the last study will 
be finished for Turkey at the end of 2006). It is driven by DEPA (EL) and Botas (TR), who 
signed memorandums of understanding in 2001 and 2004, and a gas sales agreement in 2003. 

The project consists of a pipeline 286 km long (of which 17 km will be offshore and 70 m 
deep), linking Karacabey (TR) to Komotini (EL). The pipe will have a foreseen capacity of 11 
to 12 Bm3/pa. 

The total cost will be around 280 M€ for the construction which should begin at the end of 
2006, in order to have the pipe in operation at the end of 2007/beginning 2008. 

The study phase is almost finished, and the authorisation phase is ongoing without 
encountering any important problems. 

The gas Interconnector Greece-Italy (IGI) 

This project is the prolongation of the previous one: it will transform Greece into a gas transit 
country by the creation of a new import route from the Caspian basin via Turkey to satisfy the 
Italian gas demand. It has received TEN-E support for three different feasibility and technical 
studies (the last one is still ongoing). It is driven by DEPA (EL) and Edison (IT), who signed 
a letter of understanding in 2005. 
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The same year, the Greek Minister of Development and the Italian Minister of Productive 
Activities signed a protocol of cooperation for the realisation of the project. 

It will link Komotini (EL) to Otranto (IT) by a pipeline 800 km long (of which 210 km will be 
offshore and 1400 m deep). The foreseen capacity is 8 Bm3/pa. 

The total cost will be around 1 B€ for the construction which should begin at the end of 2007, 
in order to have the pipeline in operation by the end of 2010. 

The study phase will not be finished before 2007, and the authorisation phase is ongoing 
without encountering any problems. 

To be complete, the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) must be mentioned because it is directly in 
competition with the IGI pipeline: the gas will have the same origin (Caspian Basin via 
Turkey and Greece) and the same final destination (south of Italy), but with a route through 
Albania. It is unclear if this project, which is not a project of European Interest, has the same 
maturity as the IGI project. 

The Nabucco gas pipeline between the Caspian and Middle East gas fields-Turkey-Bulgaria-
Romania-Hungary and Austria 

This project aims again at creating a new import route from the Caspian basin and the Middle 
East via Turkey to satisfy the gas demand of the South east and central European countries. It 
has received TEN-E support for three different studies (the last one on marketing and 
financial issues will finish end in 2007). It is driven by OMV (AT) MOL (HU), Transgas 
(RO), Bulgargaz (BG) and Botas (TR) who signed a cooperation agreement in 2002. 

It will link the Caspian Basin and Middle Eastern countries to Baumgarten in Austria by a 
pipeline 3400 km long (of which 20 km will be offshore and 70 m deep). The pipe will have a 
total capacity of 25 to 30 Bm3/pa in Turkey and 14 to 16 Bm3/pa in Baumgarten (12 to 15 
Bm3/pa would be taken in transit countries). 

The total cost will be 4,5 to 5 B€ for the construction which should begin in 2008, in order to 
have the pipe in operation in 2011. 

The authorisation phase is ongoing without encountering any problems, and it should be 
finished by the end of 2007. 

Conclusion on the priority axis N°3: 

Upstream: for the gas imports, if we consider IGI and TGI as one project, the two pipelines of 
the project for axis N°3 should be operational in 2010/2012. Therefore the EU should not 
have any problems to dispose of a minimum of 30 to 35 Bm3/pa additional capacity via this 
axis. 

Downstream: for gas transport inside the Member States, the projects are not yet well defined. 

NG6. Gas ring between East Mediterranean Member States and their Mediterranean 
neighbours 

The Greenstream pipeline between Libya and Italy via Sicily 
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This project aimed also at creating a new import route from North Africa (Libya) to satisfy 
the gas demand of the South European countries (mainly Italy). The first agreement for 
cooperation was signed between the two operators (Agip-ENI and NOC) in 2001. The 
construction phase began in 2003. The pipeline opened officially at the end of 2004 and was 
fully operational in 2005 with an average capacity of 8 Bm3/pa, and a maximum of 11 
Bm3/pa. This rapid implementation seems to have encountered no problems, even though it 
was mainly a submarine pipeline. 

The other projects of this axis:  

None of them have been selected as Projects of European Interest. 

Conclusion:  

Again an additional capacity of at least 8 Bm3/pa is already available via this axis for the gas 
market of the Union. 

General conclusion on the gas pipeline projects: 

For the upstream pipelines allowing gas imports from outside the Union, the situation is the 
following: At least 75% of the projects (6 to 8) should be constructed in the coming years and 
the corresponding pipelines should enter into operation in 2010 / 2012. That represents an 
additional import capacity of 80 to 90 Bm3/pa in the short and medium term, and even if a 
major pipeline project like NEGP or NABUCCO should fail, the remaining additional 
capacity would be a bit more than 50 Bm3/pa. This roughly corresponds to the target of of the 
Priority Interconnection Plan 

For the downstream pipelines, for gas transport inside the Union, projects are often not well 
defined. They will probably be clarified at the approach of the starting date(s) of the major 
import pipeline(s); Nevertheless, all the recipient Member States should take care of this and 
work with the potential operators to have a clearer vision of the situation on their territories. 

NG4. Liquefied natural gas terminals  

The gas terminals are the other way to import gas and to diversify the supply sources of the 
EU. Today 12 terminals are in operation, which permits the import of around 80 Bm3/pa, but 
there are many projects for extensions or creation of new terminals. 
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The Baltic and North Sea LNG terminal projects: 

Five of these are new and concern one Baltic project (Gdansk in Poland) and 4 North Sea 
projects (Willhelmshaffen in Germany, Eemshaven and two Rotterdam terminals in the 
Netherlands). Problems encountered: no feedback received. 

They are planned to be operational in 2010 with a total capacity of 18/20 Bm3/pa. There are 
also two extensions which concern Zeebrugge (Belgium) and Grain (Great Britain) for an 
additional capacity of 12 Bm3/pa in 2008. If all these projects are implemented, the total 
additional capacity of the gas terminals in this area would be approximately 30 Bm3/pa. It is 
reasonable to envisage that at least half of them will be constructed that is to say 15 Bm3/pa. 

The Atlantic LNG terminal projects: 

The eleven projects of this area concern Great Britain (Anglesey and Milfordhaven for two 
projects), France (Le Verdon), Spain (extensions of Bilbao and Huelva plus new terminals of 
Gijon, Ferrol, Tenerife and Gran Canaria), and Portugal (Madeira). 

The projects are planned to be operational between 2008 and 2011 with a capacity of 30/35 
Bm3/pa. Therefore, if it is considered reasonable to envisage that at least half of them will be 
constructed, the total additional capacity of the gas terminals in this area would be 
approximately 15 Bm3/pa. 

The western Mediterranean sea area: 

The seven projects of this area concern Spain (extension of the three existing terminals of 
Cartagena, Sagunto and Barcelona), France (new terminal at Fos Cavaou), and the West 
Italian coast (New terminals of Toscana offshore, Rosignano, and Gioia Tauro). 

Problems encountered: Mainly political and environmental problems during the authorisation 
phase in Italy. 

The projects are planned to be operational between 2007 and 2011 with a capacity of 15/18 
Bm3/pa. Therefore, if is assumed that at least half of them will be constructed, the total 
additional capacity of the gas terminals in this area would be approximately 8 Bm3/pa. 

The Eastern Mediterranean sea area: 

The nine projects of this area concern Italy (New terminals on the East coast: Empedocle, 
Priolo, Tarento, Brindisi, Rovigo, Trieste Monfalcone), Greece (extension of Revithoussa), 
and Cyprus (New terminal of Vassiliko). 

Problems encountered: Mainly political and environmental problems during the authorisation 
phase in Italy.  

The projects are foreseen to be operational between 2008 and 2012 with a capacity of 30/35 
Bm3/pa. Assuming again that half of them will be constructed, the total additional capacity of 
the gas terminals in this area would be approximately 15Bm3/pa. 
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General conclusion on the LNG terminal projects: 

The construction of LNG terminals encounters more problems than for pipelines. The 
situation appears different between Member States. In some countries like Spain, it seems that 
there are no important problems that are likely to significantly delay the construction; in 
others like Italy, most of the projects are presently more or less blocked in the authorisation 
phase. 

The main problems raised by the TSOs concerned happen at the occasion of the authorisation 
phase, and turn around environmental protection, industrial risk, and political problems at the 
local level. 

Possible solutions could be better information for the local authorities and citizens, a 
collective compensation by financing some public investments, individual compensations by 
financing an insurance adequately covering the risk incurred by the people collected; 
Workshops at European level on exchanges of experiences should also be promoted. 

Despite some critical situations, an additional capacity of 55 to 60 Bm3/pa of gas can be 
planned through gas terminals within the Union. This is somewhat above the target 
announced in the Priority Interconnection Plan 

NG5. Underground gas storage in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece and Baltic region 

With Europe relying more and more on gas from external sources, the Commission is 
concerned that adequate stocks need to be built up to ensure supplies in time of disruption. 
Gas stocks should be ensured for at least two months of normal consumption that is to say 
around 80/85 Bm3. This will contribute to improving the internal market by increasing the 
possibilities for transfer between Members States, and by securing the gas deliveries in case 
of supply crises. 

Today the global capacity of the 130 existing gas storages within the Union is estimated at 70 
Bm3. Additionally there are 37 projects (28 underground reservoirs.) with a total capacity of 
around 20 Bcm3 

Conclusion on NG5: 

With the new projects, we should approach the 85 Bm3 necessary for an acceptable situation.
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4. ANNEXES 

Table 1: Projects of European interest in the electricity sector 

PROJECTS IN ELECTRICITY NETWORKS COUNTRIES 
INVOLVED 

   

1. Aveline (FR) - Avelgem (BE) line BE, FR 

2. Moulaine (FR) – Aubange (BE) line BE, FR 

3. Lienz (AT) – Cordignano (IT) line AT, IT 

4. New interconnection between Italy and Slovenia IT, SI 

5. Udine Ovest (IT) – Okroglo (SI) line IT, SI 

6. S. Fiorano (IT) – Nave (IT) – Gorlago (IT) line IT 

7. S. Fiorano (IT) – Robbia (CH) IT, CH 

8. Venezia Nord (IT) – Cordignano (IT) line IT 

9. St-Peter (AT) – Tauern (AT) line AT 

10. Südburgenland (AT) – Kainachtal (AT) line AT 

11. Austria-Italy (Thaur-Brixen) interconnection through the Brenner rail tunnel AT, IT 

12. Sentmenat (ES) – Bescanó (ES) – Baixas (FR) line ES, FR 

13. Valdigem (PT) – Douro Internacional (PT) – Aldeadávila (ES) line and Douro 
Internacional facilities 

ES, PT 

14. Philippi (EL) – Hamidabad (TR) line EL, TR 

15. Undersea cable link between England (UK) and the Netherlands NL, UK 

16. Undersea cable link between Ireland and Wales (UK) IE, UK 

17. Kassø (DK) – Hamburg/Dollern (DE) line DE, DK 

18. Kassø (DK) – Revsing (DK) – Tjele (DK) line DK 

19. V. Hassing (DK) - Trige (DK) line DK 

20. Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) – Schwerin (DE) line DE 

21. Skagerrak 4 (DK) – Norway undersea cable DK, NO 

22. Connection of Poland and Lithuania, including the upgrading of the Polish electricity 
network and the PL-DE section as necessary to allow participation in the internal 
energy market 

LT, PL, DE 

23. Estlink undersea cable link between Finland and Estonia EE, FI 

24. Fennoscan undersea cable link between Finland and Sweden FI, SE 
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25. Halle/Saale (DE) – Schweinfurt (DE) DE 

26. Neuenhagen (DE) – Vierraden (DE) – Krajnik (PL) line DE, PL 

27. Dürnrohr (AT) – Slavětice (CZ) line AT, CZ 

28. New interconnection between Germany and Poland DE, PL 

29. Veľké Kapušany (SK) – Lemešany (SK) – Moldava (SK) – Sajoivanka (HU) HU, SK 

30. Gabčíkovo (SK) – Veľký Ďur (SK) SK 

31. Stupava (SK) – south-east Vienna (AT) AT, SK 

32. Electricity connection between Tunisia and Italy IT, TN 
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Table 2: Projects of European interest in the gas sector 

PROJECTS IN GAS NETWORKS COUNTRIES 
INVOLVED 

   

33. North European gas pipeline DE, RU 

34. Yamal – Europe gas pipeline DE, PL, BY 

35. Natural gas pipeline linking Denmark, Germany and Sweden DE, DK, SE 

36. Increase in transmission capacity on the Germany – Belgium – United Kingdom 
axis 

BE, DK, SE 

37. Algeria – Tunisia – Italy gas pipeline IT, DZ, TN 

38. Algeria – Italy gas pipeline, via Sardinia and Corsica, with a branch to France IT, FR, DZ 

39. Medgas gas pipeline (Algeria – Spain – France – Continental Europe) ES, DZ 

40. Turkey – Greece – Italy gas pipeline EL, IT, TR 

41. Turkey – Austria gas pipeline AT, HU, RO, 
BG, TR 

42. Lybia – Italy gas pipeline IT, LY 
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Table 3: Liquefied Natural Gas terminal projects 

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS PROJECTS COUNTRIES 
INVOLVED 

   

43. LNG terminal in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Island (ES) ES 

44. LNG terminal in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (ES) ES 

45. LNG terminal in Madeira (PT) PT 

46. LNG in Cyprus, Vasilikos Energy Centre CY 

47. LNG in Crete (EL) EL 

48. LNG terminal at Le Verdon-sur-Mer (new terminal) and pipeline to Lussagnet 
storage 

FR 

49. LNG terminal at Fos-sur-Mer (extension) FR 

50. LNG terminal Huelva II, extending existing terminal ES 

51. LNG terminal Cartagena II ES 

52. LNG terminal Cartagena III, extending existing terminal ES 

53. LNG terminal Galicia (new terminal) ES 

54. LNG terminal Bilbao (new terminal) ES 

55. LNG terminal Valencia region (new terminal) ES 

56. LNG terminal in Barcelona (extension) ES 

57. LNG in Sines (new terminal) PT 

58. LNG terminal Revithoussa II EL 

59. LNG terminal on the North Adriatic Coast (at Monfalcone) IT 

60. LNG terminal at Muggia IT 

61. LNG offshore in the North Adriatic Sea (Rovigo) IT 

62. LNG terminal on the South Adriatic Coast IT 

63. LNG terminal at Brindisi IT 

64. LNG terminal at Taranto IT 

65. LNG terminal at Gioia Tauro IT 

66. New LNG terminal in Italy (Sicily) IT 

67. LNG terminal at Livorno (offshore) IT 

68. LNG terminal at Rosignano IT 

69. LNG terminal Zeebrugge/Dudzele (extension) BE 
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70. Construction of a second LNG terminal in Greece EL 

71. LNG terminal in Poland project PL 
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Table 4: Information concerning electricity projects of European interest 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL1 2.2 Aveline (FR) - Avelgem (BE) line 

43 1.000 -  
1.500 20 (FR) 1 F 2005 

• No problem noticed in spite of the fact that the 
route crosses a wildlife reserve, the Schelde 
river and a Motorway, and 2 Belgian regions 
• Installation of the second circuit on existing 
towers 

• MoU on electrical interconnections in 2005 
between the two countries : response to the 
important cross-border stakes of public service 
missions concerning the security of electricity 
supply 
• Solution involving the reinforcement of an 
existing line 

EL1 2.1 Moulaine (FR) - Aubange (BE) line 

25 400 17 (FR) 0,5 F/S 2010 - 
2015 

FR side: 
• Priority given to the project Avelin-Avelgem 
• Difficult acceptability in rural and urban areas 
• Route not defined yet on FR side (13 to 16 km 
are missing) 

• Optimisation of the 225 kV existing 
interconnection 
• Interministry meeting at the end of Sept 2006 

EL2 2.16 Lienz (AT) - Cordignano (IT) line 

154 1800 140 0,4 S 2015 

• Opposition of local authorities on the site 
location because of farming, natural reserves 
(IT) 
• Opposition of local population because of the 
impact on the landscape view and EMF 
• Lengthy authorisation procedure (AT) 
• Decrease of the EMF level 
• Inexperienced people in charge of the 
authorisation deliveries in such big projects  

• Consultation with local authorities / 
Modification of the site (IT) 
• Information centres for the public (AT) 
• Rationalisation of the interventions on these 
areas (Consistent increase of TTC is necessary) 
• The procedure should involve experienced 
people and with a higher political position 
• Coordination is not a problem : both countries 
are UCTE members 
• Underground cable could be a solution 

EL2 2.35 New interconnection between Italy and 
Slovenia  50 N/A 40 - S 2009 

• Identification of the cross border point in 
coordination with the Friuli region and SI 
• An internal grid enforcement to the sub-station 
Udine might be needed 

• The interconnection shall be attached to the 
railway (corridor 5) 
• The project shall be part of the Italian General 
Development Plan in 2007 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL2 2.36 Udine Ovest (IT) - Okroglo (SI) line 

80-120 800 30-50 0,5 S 2010-
2011 

• Difficult identification of the cross border 
points between Italy and Slovenia 
• Highly populated area 
• Potential commercial problem 
• Definition of the routing : 35% of SI territory 
is devoted to Natura 2000 programme 
• Opposition of local population : EMF, 
landscape view 
• Pre-condition on SI side : completion of 
Berecevo-Krsko line and interconnection to 
HU 
• Need to enhance IT grid 

• Different designs of the Towers are 
considered in order to reduce the visual impact 

EL2 3.8 S. Fiorano (IT) - Nave (IT) - Gorlago 
(IT) line  

10 N/A 100 - F 2003 

• The reconstructing of the line Fiorano - Nave 
was stopped because the real-time monitoring 
system on the line Fiorano-Robbia improved 
the capacity 
• The route Nave -Gorlago was rebuilt on 10 
km due to an archeological site 

  

EL2 3.9 Venezia Nord (IT) - Cordignano (IT) 
line 

N/A N/A 25 - A 2011 

• Consultation with local authorities on going 
• Densely populated area 
• Opposition of local authorities : EMF 
• Autorisation process stopped because of the 
Environmental study 

• Alternative routes are considered in 
cooperation with local authorities 

EL2 3.60 St. Peter (AT) - Tauern (AT) line  

156 1800 380 0,8 (Part 
I) A/S 2009 

2011 

• Slowness of the authorisation procedure : 
additional coordination needed 
• Opposition of local population : EMF, 
landscape view, protected birds and bugs. 
• Forest trees may be cut in defined seasons 
• Difficult terrain 
• Authorities responsible for EIA and 
permitting are not adapted to large 
infrastructure projects 

• Decommissioning of old 220 kV line : new 
procedure needed 
• Early communication with local authorities 
and population 
• Public consultations 
• Expert panels 
• Local information offices 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL2 3.61 Südburgenland (AT) - Kainachtal (AT) 
line 

98 1800 153 - A 2009 

• Slowness of the authorisation procedure 
• Opposition of local population : landscape 
view, EMF, underground cable requested 
• Possibly opposition to building of access roads 
to the site 
• Authorities responsible for EIA and permitting 
are not adapted to large infrastructure projects 

• Public consultations 
• Expert panels 
• Local information offices 

EL2 2.18 Austria-Italy (Taur-Brixen) 
interconnection through the Brenner rail 
tunnel 

57-65 N/A 160 - 300 1 S 2020 

• Crossing the Alps 
• Coordination and integration with Railway 
project (commissioning time, cost and risk 
synergies) 
• Network rationalisation outside the tunnel 
• Use of a new technology solution : gas 
insulated line (more designs needed) 

• Synergy Railway / Electricity Co 
• Synergy of infrastructures (good 
environmental scenario) 
• Continuous pilot tunnel 
• Good coordination with national authorities 
(including Länders) 

EL2 4.3 S. Fiorano (IT) - Robbia (CH) line 

196 1.400 54 (IT) 0,25 F 2005 

• Opposition of local authorities on the sites 
location 
• Environmental compensations requested 
• Rationalisation of the network 
• Weather conditions in the Alps 

MoU with local authorities on changes of routes 
and environmental compensations 

EL3 2.10 Sentmenat (ES) - Bescanó (ES) - Baixas 
(FR) line 

210 1.200 140 0,6 A 2009 

• Crossing the Pyrenees 
• Difficult definition of cross border points 
between Spain and France 
• Opposition of local population 

• Rebuilding existing lines 
• Modify the route 
• Additional public consultation 
• Involving regional actors 
• Project at a standstill : agreement at high 
political level needed 

EL3 2.14 Valdigem (PT) - Douro Internacional 
(PT) - Aldeadavila (ES) line and Douro 
Internacional facilities 65 N/A 70 1,8 S 2009 

• Rural areas and low population density in PT 
• Public consultation procedure in PT not as 
structured as other EU countries : no indication 
of problem yet 

• Excellent communication with Spanish 
partners 

EL4 4.9 Philippi (GR) - Hamitabad (TR) line 
250 N/A 70 0,55 C 2008 

No significant problem for the time being • Line defined as a national priority  
• Setting up of a UCTE sub-committee for the 
line coordination 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL5 2.21 Undersea cable link between England 
(UK) and the Netherlands 

250 1.000 - 
1.320 400 - 500 8 A 2010 

• Lengthy environmental procedures 
• Lengthy Dutch regulations procedure 
(ministry level, adoption by the Parliament, 
involvement of citizens) 
• time-consuming public consultation 
procedures in both Countries 
• Uncertainty over TEN-E funding and 
additional grants 
• Uncertainty over regulation of link (eg 
exemption requirements / congestion 
management guidelines) 

• Increased commitment of resources by 
authorities responsible for environmental 
licensing 
• Involve authorisation parties and public in the 
process, be generous with information and 
coordination opportunities 
• Greater clarity over regulation of 
interconnectors 

EL6 1.1 Undersea cable link between Ireland 
and Wales (UK) 

100-180 N/A 520 3 S 2012 

• New independent status of the TSO in charge 
of the project in IE 
• New authorisation procedure possibly to be 
applied 
• Opposition of local population : EMF, 
landscape view and property devaluation 

• Streamlined planning procedure : Specific 
provision for electricity interconnectors defined 
by the Irish government 
• Strong involvement of the Irish Commission 
for Energy Regulation 

EL7 2.22 Kasso (DK) - Hamburg/Dollern (DE) 
line 

N/A N/A 100 - 200 0,15 S 2012 

• Densely populated area : numerous land 
owners 
• Foreseeing a very large amount of wind 
power to be transmitted between DE and DK 

Replacement of old line 

EL7 3.48 Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) - Schwerin 
(DE) line 

75 1.800 50 - A/C 2007 

• Opposition from local population : routing, 
fear of EMF, deterioration of landscape view 
• Time consuming public consultation 
procedures 
• Numerous stakeholders 
• No perception of supra-regional or European 
perspectives 

• Line legally justified by the EEG  
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL7 3.2 Kasso (DK) - Revsing (DK) - Tjele 
(DK) line 

155 2000-
2500 160 - A/S 2009 

2015 

• Depends on other projects especially between 
DK and DE, e.g. Kasso-Hamburg/Dollern and 
Skagerrak IV, and wind power allocation 
• Difficult acceptance from land owners 
• Restructuring period of authorities 

• Prioritisation at national level 
• Minister's intervention 

EL7 3.2 V.Hassing (DK) -Trige (DK) line 
114 900 120 - F 2004 

• Opposition of local population: request from 
land owners for underground cables because of 
disturbances (farming) in the lanscape 

• Prioritisation at national level 
• Modification of the Power line route 
• Elaboration of a new design 

EL7 4.26 Skagerrak 4 (DK) - Norway undersea 
cable 225 600 260 - S 2012 • Social economic analysis Prioritisation in the Nordel Master Plan 

EL7 2.29 Connection of Poland and Lithuania, 
including the upgrading of the Polish 
electricity network and the PL-DE 
section as necessary to allow 
participation in the internal energy 
market 154 1.000 684 0,15 S 2012-

2013 

• Coordination and commitment of both Poland 
and Lithuania 
• Uncertainty due to different synchronized 
areas 
• Stability of Polish grid 
• Natural protected area crossed 
• Expropriations requires law amendments in 
PL 
• Uncertainty about synchronisation areas 

• Upgrade of Polish grid 
• Further studies of the Polish grid stability and 
security 
• Input from UCTE / UPS / IPS 
• Following the route of an existing line 
• Working groups at company and Ministerial 
level 
• Regular meetings at Ministerial level 
• Back to back station 

EL7 2.30 Estlink undersea cable link between 
Finland and Estonia 105 250 110 0,67 F 2006 

• Weather conditions can delay the cable lay 
down 

• Strong governmental support in both 
countries  
• Good coordination process with authorities 

EL7 2.15 Fennoscan undersea cable link between 
Finland and Sweden 

300 800 250 0,55 A 2010 

• Time consuming permit process 
(environmental permits) : Swedish water-rights 

• The involvement of regulating authorities 
helps a lot 
• The EIA shall be detailed and coordinated 
with relevant authorities before submitting 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL7 3.49 Halle / Saale (DE) -Schweinfurt (DE) 
line 

210 2.400 210 - A 2009 

• Crossing of Thüringer Wald 
• Opposition of local population : negative 
impact on tourism, routing, fear of EMF, 
landscape view 
• Diversity of stakeholders 
• No perception of supra-regional or European 
perspectives 

• Line legally justified by the EEG 
• Reduction of landscape impact by using 
routes of existing lines or motorways 
• Increasing renewable production 

EL8 2.28 Neuenhagen (DE) - Vierraden (DE) - 
Krajnik (PL) line 

125 N/A 439 - A/S 
2009 - 
After 
2010 

• Feasibility study depends on strengthening the 
Polish grid according to the development 
studies and results of PL - DE bilateral WG 
study 
• Additional PL internal grid upgrading 
necessary 
• Legal frame on DE side : prevents relevant 
expropriations for the interconnection with PL 
• Local opposition : route, fear of EMF, 
deterioration of landscape view 
• Time consuming public consultation 

• Upgrade of Polish grid 
• Possible input from UCTE / UPS / IPS study 
• Outcomes from bilateral PL - DE (PSE-O - 
VE-T) study 

EL8 2.33 Dürnrohr (AT) - Slavetice (CZ) line 

96 900 50 - S 2009 

• Austria's opposition to nuclear energy 
• Depends on strengthening the Austrian grid 
from north to south 
• Protected area 
• Local population sensitivity to EMF (AT) 

• Following the route of an existing line 

EL8 2.32 New interconnection between Germany 
and Poland 65 

(Baczyna 
- PL/DE 
border) 

N/A 200 - S 2010 

• No additional transmission capacity but an 
increased loop flow between DE-PL-CZ, which 
will cause follow-up investments and require 
additional studies 
• Additional PL internal grid upgrading 
necessary 
• Agreement PL - DE required 

• Upgrade of Polish grid 
• Possible input from UCTE / UPS / IPS study 
• Outcomes from bilateral PL - DE (PSE-O - 
VE-T) study 

EL8 2.26 
3.75 
3.76  

Vel'ké Kapusany (SK) - Lemesany (SK) 
- Moldava (SK) - Sajoivanka (HU) 165 N/A 140 - S 2017 

• Landscape protection areas, silviculture and 
conservation of forests. Impossible procurement 
of permissions from the environmental 
authorities.  

The line Rimavska Sobota (SK) - Sajoivanka 
(HU) (2.25 -2006 Guidelines) may be preferred. 
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Obstacles Assessment 

EL8 3.77 Gabcikovo (SK) - Vel'ky Ďur (SK) 93 N/A 51 - A 2011  Nothing reported Nothing reported 

EL8 2.27 Stupava (SK) - south-east Vienna (AT) 

53 1800 62 - S 2015 

• Depends on strengthening the Austrian grid 
from north to south 
• High number of lines in the region of Vienna 
• Level of EMF 
• Protected area and wildlife 
• Priority given in AT to other projects eg 
Vienna - Kainachtal 

Coordination of lines 

EL9 4.25 Electricity connection between Tunisia 
and Italy 

200 N/A 195 - 400 - S 2015 

• Uncertainty of the financial results coming 
from the base case scenario of energy prices in 
the Tunisia market 
• Need of increase investments on the HV grid 
in Sicily and Calabria Regions 

  

Status 

F: Finalised 

C: Construction phase 

A: Authorisation phase 

S: Study phase 

D: Deleted 
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NG1 9.3 North European gas pipeline 
(Northstream) 2.117 55 4.400 

(in EU) - C/S 2013 
Nothing reported - 

NG1 9.16 Yamal - Europe gas pipeline 
680 N/A 1.500 

(in EU) 0,9 S not 
started 2009 

• No final decision from governments 
concerned 
• Commitment of Russian side 

  

NG1 7.24 Natural gas pipeline linking Denmark, 
Germany and Sweden (Baltic Gas 
Interconnector) 

200 
(offshore) 3 300 - A 2010 

• Diversity of authorisation counterparts in 
Germany to deal with : time consuming 
procedures 
• Relevancy of the project according to Russian 
gas resources 
• First pipeline project for authorisation 
authorities in DK and SE : time consuming 
procedures 
• Location of the compressor station still to be 
defined 

• Authorisation requested for 4 different 
locations 
• Public awareness campaign and public 
workshops 

NG1 7.17 Increase in transmission capacity on the 
Germany-Belgium-United Kingdom 
axis 

340 N/A 250 0,36 C 2010 

• New EIA procedure in the Walloon region to 
be implemented for the first time 
• Modification of the project (DE-NL-UK 
instead of DE-BE-UK) 
• Investment decision postponed 
• Many Dutch provinces to be crossed 
• Crossing the Ijsselmeer lake 
• Many landowners involved 
• Sensitive nature reserves to be crossed 
• Habitat Directive 
• Dunes of Noord Holland 

• Alternative routes considered 

NG2 9.34 
(correction 
9.33 
asked) 

Algeria - Tunisia - Italy gas pipeline 
(TRANSMED II) 160 

(Sicily 
route) 

N/A 
200 

(TN-IT 
link) 

- C 2008-
2012 

Nothing reported - 
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NG2 9.34 Algeria - Italy gas pipeline, via Sardinia 
and Corsica, with a branch to France 
(GALSI) 

1.550 8-10 1.340 - S 2011 
Nothing reported - 

NG2 9.6 Medgas gas pipeline (Algeria - Spain - 
France - Continental Europe)  200 8 630-800 2 A 2009 Nothing reported - 

NG3 7.12  Turkey - Greece - Italy gas pipeline 
(branch : Greece - Italy gas pipeline) 

800 8 950 8 A 2011 

• Archaeology issues to be taken into account on 
the Greek side (in addition to environmental 
ones) 
• First Greek application for an offshore pipeline 
• Dependence of the project cost on the price of 
steel 
• Availability of offshore laying barges 

  

NG3 9.22 Turkey - Greece - Italy gas pipeline 
(branch Greece - Turkey gas pipeline) 285 11,5 71.3 

(GR part) 4,5 C 2007 

• Political relations between GR and TR 
• The cross border point is a famous 
environmental protected area (Evros-Meric river) 

• Support and involvement by the Ministries of 
Foreign Affairs of both countries 
• The under river part (cross border point) is 
being built by an International company 

NG3 9.21 Turkey - Austria gas pipeline (Nabucco 
pipeline) 

3.282 31 4.600 1,7 
4,8? A 2011 

• Managing a project crossing 5 countries 
• Geomorphology 
• Crossing a river 
• Soil composition 
• Wildlife protection 
• Social circumstances 

• Permanent communication between working 
groups 

NG6 9.20 Libya-Italy (Gela) new submarine 
pipeline (Greenstream) 

600  
(520 
under 
water) 

8 1.400 - F 2004 

• Technical challenge : sea depth, slope of the 
seabed, environmental conditions 
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NG4 6.2 LNG terminal in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, 
Canary Island (ES) - 1  0,8 S not 

started N/A Still in an initial discussion phase : not feasible 
by 2010/2011 

- 

NG4 6.3 LNG terminal in Las Palmas de Gran 
Canaria (ES) -  152  A 2009 Nothing reported - 

NG4 6.4 LNG terminal in Madeira (PT) -    N/A N/A Nothing reported - 

NG4 6.11 LNG in Cyprus, Vasilikos Energy Centre -  670 - S 2010 Nothing reported -  

NG4 6.13 LNG in Crete (GR) -   0,13 S N/A An alternative option to the supply by LNG for 
electricity generation is currently developed 

 

NG4 8.1 LNG terminal at Le Verdon-sur-Mer 
(new terminal) and pipeline to Lussagnet 
storage 

-    S 2011 
Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.2 LNG terminal at Fos-sur-Mer (extension) 

-  400  C 2007 

• SEVESO classification : regulation more 
stringent 
• Upgrading of the seismic risks during the 
construction 

  

NG4 8.3 LNG terminal Huelva II, extending 
existing terminal -  72 Not 

assigned C 2009 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.4 LNG terminal Cartagena II -  79 - F 2002 No specific problem according to the previous 
project Cartagena I 

- 

NG4 8.4 LNG terminal Cartagena III, extending 
existing terminal -  60 - A N/A No specific problem according to the previous 

projects Cartagena I and II 
- 

NG4 8.5 LNG terminal Galicia (new terminal) -  320  C 2007 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.6 LNG terminal Bilbao (new terminal) -  280  F 2003 Nothing reported - 
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NG4 8.7 LNG terminal Valencia region (new 
terminal) -    F 2006 • Lengthy procedures depending on the authority 

level 
  

NG4 8.8 LNG terminal in Barcelona (extension) -  72 Not 
assigned F 2005 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.9 LNG in Sines (new terminal) -   0,9 F 2003 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.10 LNG terminal Revithoussa II 
- 3,4 48 0,77 C 2007 

• Delays in issuance 
• Lengthy procedures 
• Delays in procurement of SCVs 

• Additional studies needed 

NG4 8.11 LNG terminal on the North Adriatic 
Coast (Monfalcone)  - 8 580  A 2008 • Opposition of local authorities and 

environmental groups 
  

NG4 8.11 LNG terminal at Muggia -  580  A 2008 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.12 LNG offshore in the North Adriatic Sea 
(Rovigo) 

-  1.000 - C 2008 

• Numerous permits to obtain (ca 100) 
• Pbs in obtaining the authorizations by the local 
authority (despite the permit delivered by the 
State authority) 
• Infringement procedure launched by DG ENV 
concerning the EIA : lengthy procedure and delay 
of mail exchanges with the Italian Government 
• Insufficient availability of new technology and 
innovative equipment on the market 

• Communication plan 
• Additional local agreements and commitments 
• Sponsorship of local events (e.g.) 

NG4 8.13 LNG terminal on the South Adriatic 
Coast -  330  A/S 2006 Nothing reported - 
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NG4 8.13 LNG terminal at Brindisi 

-  500  C 2009 

• Local approval issues : construction works 
delayed (over-industrialisation of the zone, 
environmental Directives) 
• Lengthy authorisation procedure at national 
level (authorisation rejected twice by the highest 
Italian administrative court, il Consiglio di Stato) 

  

NG4 8.14 LNG terminal on the Ionian Coast -    D 2006 • Negative advice of the region • Incorporated in the Gioia Tauro project 

NG4 8.14 LNG terminal at Corigliano Calabro -    D 2006 • Negative advice of the region • Incorporated in the Gioia Tauro project 

NG4 8.14 LNG terminal at Taranto - 4 600 - A 2009 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.15 LNG terminal on the Tyrrenian Coast -    D 2006 Nothing reported • Incorporated in the Rosignano project 

NG4 8.15 LNG terminal at Montalto di Castro -    D N/A Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.15 LNG terminal at Gioia Tauro 
- 12 640  S 2010 

NB: The implementation of this project is linked 
to the ones of the Livorno LNG plant and the 
Rovigo LNG plant. 

  

NG4 8.15 LNG terminal Tyrrenian (Lamezia 
Terme) -    D 2006 • Negative advice of the region • Incorporated in the Gioia Tauro project 

NG4 8.15 LNG terminal Tyrrenian (S. Ferdinando) -    D 2006 • Negative advice of the region • Incorporated in the Gioia Tauro project 

NG4 8.15 New LNG terminal in Italy (Sicily) -    A 2010 NB Two projects  

NG4 8.16 LNG on the Ligurian Coast -    D N/A Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.16 LNG terminal at Livorno (offshore) 
-  250  A 2006 

• Local opposition due to the possible 
consequences of an explosion on the Pise Tower. 
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NG4 8.16 LNG terminal at Rosignano 

- 8 650 1,4 A 2011 

• Rosignano municipality wants the location to be 
modified (further inland) 
• Additional investments to obtain the approval of 
the Community 

  

NG4 8.16 LNG terminal at Vado Ligure -    D 2006 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.17 LNG terminal Zeebrugge/Dudzele 
(extension)     C 2007 Nothing reported - 

NG4 8.19 Construction of a second LNG terminal 
in Greece -   1 D - Nothing reported - 

NG4 - LNG terminal in Poland project -  400  S 2010-
2011 

Nothing reported - 

Status 

F: Finalised 

C: Construction phase 

A: Authorisation phase 

S: Study phase 

D: Deleted 
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Figure 1: Projects of European interest in the electricity sector and potential contributions of 
Structural funds 

Figure 2: Projects of European interest in the gas sector and potential contributions of Structural 
funds 

Figure 3: State of play of projects of European interest in the electricity sector (EL1, EL5, EL6, EL7 
and partly EL8) 

Figure 4: State of play of projects of European interest in the electricity sector (EL2, EL3, EL4, 
partly EL8 and EL9) 

Figure 5: State of play of projects of European interest in the gas sector (NG1, NG3) 

Figure 6: State of play of projects of European interest in the gas sector (NG2) 
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Commercially Available Advanced Transmission 
Technologies (1)

D-VAR, D-SMESVSC-HVDC, STATCOM, SVC, FACTS

XLPE CablesComposite Core Conductors
(1) U.S. DOE National Transmission Grid Study – May, 2002
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Advanced Transmission Technologies Increase
Reliability

• Higher controllability over grid helps prevent 
cascading events

– Prevents voltage / reactive power collapse
– Prevents equipment overloads

• Undergrounding eliminates major causes of 
outages

– Hurricanes, ice storms, tree contacts, lightning, fires

• Several studies confirm reliability of 
underground transmission

– NC Utilities Commission (Nov. 2003) found that u/g
outage rates are 50% less than overhead

– MD Public Service Commission (Feb. 2000) found that 
u/g systems of urban utilities have lower frequency & 
duration of outages

– Australian government (Nov. 1998) found that high 
voltage u/g systems had 80% less outages than 
overhead
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Underground Transmission Technology Is Proven, Fully 
Operable and Integrated with Grid

• Europe: Almost 5500 km (3400 miles) of high voltage HVDC and 
HVAC > 110 kV underground transmission -- all integrated into grid (1)

– % of all transmission >220 kV (by length) that is underground:
Denmark 16%; United Kingdom 6%

– 25% of new < 400 kV transmission in France is required to be underground

• Traditional and advanced underground HVDC transmission 
technologies provide high availability with manufacturer warranties, 
availability guarantees, liquidated damages, etc.

• Advanced underground HVDC technology implemented in Sweden 
(Gotland 1999), Australia (2000 Directlink multi-terminal and 2002 Murraylink) and
US (2002 Cross Sound Cable)

(1) Commission of the European Community Background Paper – Undergrounding of Electricity Lines in Europe, December 10, 2003 
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Advanced Underground HVDC Transmission 
Technology: Low Impacts, Affordable

• Virtually no visual impacts
• Installation techniques are very simple

– Installation similar to underground fiber optic cable

• No Electric Fields or AC EMF issues
– HVDC and HVAC underground cables have no electric fields
– Advanced underground HVDC cables - DC magnetic fields directly over cable are 

within natural variations of the earth’s DC magnetic field

• Efficient use of existing rights-of-way (roads, pipelines, railroads, etc.)
• O&M cost of advanced underground HVDC less than overhead HVAC
• Advanced underground HVDC cost comparable to underground HVAC
• Advanced underground HVDC costs are declining, overhead HVAC 

costs are increasing
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Murraylink – World’s Longest Underground 
Transmission Link

• In operation since October 2002

• 220 MW HVDC system based on VSC

• Distance 110 miles – all underground

• Average ROW width 13 feet (min 10 feet)

• Converter station sites ~ 3.5 acres each

• Permitting ~ 24 months

• Construction ~ 21 months

• 1 cable failure, found and repaired in 6 days

• 392 cable joints - no failures

• Availability + 98%

• Cost (includes 132 kV and 220 kV 
interconnections) ~ US$ 97M

• Annual O & M cost ~ US$1.5M/year
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Murraylink – Environmental Awards

• Australian Case EARTH 
Award

– 2002 Environmental Excellence Award

• The Institution of Engineers, 
South Australia Division; 2003 
Engineering Excellence 
Awards

– Project infrastructure category
– Overall project winner
– Environmental category

• Royal Australian Planning 
Institute of South Australia; 
Environmental Planning and 
Conservation Award

• LandCare Australia; National 
Recognition for Re-vegetation 
Along Cable Route

right of way 10 ft
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For More Information……

• Our web sites:
– General www.transenergieus.com

– CSC www.crosssoundcable.com

– Australia www.transenergie.com.au

• Contact information:
– Jeff Donahue (508) 870-9900 jeff.donahue@transenergieus.com

– Ray Coxe (508) 870-9900 ray.coxe@transenergieus.com

– José Rotger (508) 870-9900 jose.rotger@transenergieus.com
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Cable Installation Comparison

power cablefiber optic cable
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Cable Installation Gotland - Rock Cutting
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Ploughing of the HVDC Light Cable - Gotland
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Murraylink Cable Installation

right of way 10 ft 392 field joints
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Murraylink – Temporary Housing for Cable Splicing
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Murraylink – Land Cable Trenching
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Murraylink – Open Cut Cable Trench
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HVDC Light - Bridge Conduit / Cable Crossing
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Existing Underground/Sub-sea HVDC Light Projects

• 14 Converters

• 790 MW

• Sub-sea 40 km

• Underground 450 km

Gotland

1999

50 MW, 70 km

Directlink

2000

3X60 MW, 3X 65 km

Murraylink

2002

220 MW, 180 km

Cross Sound 

2002

330 MW, 40 km sub-sea

Tjäreborg

2000

7 MW, 4 km
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Planned Underground/Sub-sea HVDC Light Projects

• 6 Converters

• 430 MW

• Underground 100 km

• Sub-sea 290 km

Estlink

2005

350 MW, 100 km

Troll

2005

2X40 MW, 2X70 km
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DC Magnetic Fields

~ 600 mG

~ 200 mG

~ 700 mG

• The earth’s natural DC magnetic field total intensity varies around the earth from 
approximately 200 mG to 700 mG

• Murraylink’s maximum DC field intensity at 3 feet above the ground directly over the 
cable is 80 mG

• At distances from the cable greater than 10 feet, the change in the earth’s natural 
magnetic field is extremely small
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1. Introduction 

The issue of undergrounding of overhead lines is not new, as underground cables have been 
used since many decades for low and medium voltage lines in urban areas. As more 
environmental considerations started to be taken into account in the construction of electricity 
networks since the 1970’s, underground cables started to be used in high voltage and extra 
high voltage lines, but in limited cases owing to their high cost.  

Some countries such as The Netherlands have reached in the early 1970’s the conclusion that 
a network based on underground cable systems was the answer to many problems of 
electricity networks of environmental nature, such as reliability, space occupancy, reusability 
of rights of way for other purposes. Since this period, various developments in the 
manufacturing of cables and their accessories coupled with more efficient installation 
methods, have led to significantly reduced construction costs for underground cables. 

However, underground cables remain still more expensive than the equivalent overhead lines 
having the same transmission capacity. This fact is less pronounced in lower voltages while in 
higher voltages the cost of cables is still manifold higher than the equivalent overhead lines. 

When lifetime costs are taken into account as well as other advantages of underground cables, 
these latter can be considered as a feasible solution for a number of cases, e.g. in urban areas, 
in areas with high aesthetic value, in cases requiring increased security of supply in critical 
sections of electricity networks (as underground cables are not affected by adverse weather 
conditions such as wind, snow, ice, etc).  

For example, the storms of December 1999 in France destroyed significant parts of the French 
electricity system causing a lot of blackouts. As a result, the French authorities decided to 
follow a new policy of undergrounding significant parts of their electricity system in order to 
secure supply availability under adverse weather conditions.  

A first search on this issue showed that only few other European countries have followed 
concrete policies in undergrounding overhead lines. On the other hand the running by the 
Commission of the Transeuropean networks (TEN) Programme in energy since 1995, showed 
that many critical missing electricity links between Member States on the extra high voltage 
(400 KV mainly and 225 KV) could not be realised owing to strong local objections for 
environmental reasons. This situation has led the Commission to issue a Communication on 
“European Energy Infrastructure”1( Ref.[1]) in December 2001, stressing in particular the 
need to complete these missing links and in particular the cross-border links, in order that the 
internal electricity market to operate without barriers. It is generally expected that the use of 
underground cables in environmentally critical sections of the missing cross-border links 
could alleviate or minimise local oppositions to the construction of overhead lines, as 
underground cables are not visible and their effect on the environment is usually les than 
overhead lines. 

Therefore, taking into account all these facts the Commission decided to review the situation 
of undergrounding of overhead lines in Europe and investigate the possibilities for proposing 
a co-ordinated concerted new action in this field. Such an action could be undertaken in the 

                                                 
1 COM(2001) 775 final 
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framework of the Transeuropean Networks of Energy, with the aim to speed up the 
construction of missing electricity interconnectors and to increase security of supply of 
electricity in Europe. 

It is of great interest to review the current situation of electricity networks (overhead lines and 
cables) in Europe according to the categories of networks in respect to their voltage: low 
voltages (200V to 400V), medium voltages (10kV to 50kV) characterised generally as 
distribution networks, high voltages (60KV to 150KV) that are attributed in some countries as 
distribution and in others as transmission networks, and finally extra high voltages (220KV to 
400KV) which constitute the main transmission networks of Europe. This review will be 
based on the most comprehensive available source of information the Report [13] 
“L’enfouissement des lignes électriques à haute et très haute tension”2, as well as on 
information contained in study Ref. [16]3 as updated after contacts with Europacable4 and 
various European transmission system operators (TSO’s) 

(a) Low voltage networks (200 - 400V) and medium voltage networks (10 - 50 kV) 

The following Tables 1 and 2 are based on information provided by Ref.[13] and updated 
with data provided by Ref.[16] and present the length of “low voltage networks” and 
“medium voltage networks” in a number of EU countries and Norway, as well as the 
percentage of underground cables in these networks. It can be seen that most of the countries 
have achieved to underground more than two thirds of their low and medium voltage 
networks, while the rest countries have achieved quite important percentages of 
undergrounding. Furthermore, the rates of annual increase of undergrounding cables show 
that a serious effort continues by the countries (for which data is available) to underground 
their low and medium voltage networks. 

Table 1: Situation of European networks of low voltage (Source Sycabel5 6) 
Rate of undergrounding/year in the period 

1999/2000 
 Km of network Length of 

network 
(m/habitant) 

Percentage 
underground 

Km/year % 

Netherlands 145.000 8,9 100 %   
UK 377.000 6,4 81 % 9.000 1,4 

Germany 926.000 11,3 75 % 40.000 4,3 
Denmark 92.000 17,6 65 %   
Belgium 108.000 10,6 44 %   
Norway 185.000 41,3 38 %   

Italy 709.000 12,1 30 % 11.000 1,6 
France 632.000 10,5 27 % 20.000 3,1 

Portugal 112.000 11,9 19 %   
Spain 241.000 6,0 17 %   

Austria 65.000 8,0 15 %   

                                                 
2 “L’enfouissement des lignes électriques à haute et très haute tension”, French Senate Report No. 154, 

2001 
3 “Overview of the potential for Undergrounding the Electricity Networks in Europe” Report by ICF 
Consultants to the European Commission, February 2003 
4 Europacable: The Association of European cable manufacturers 
5 Sycabel: The association of French cable manufacturers 
6 data of 1998-1999 from Sycabel as updated according to data provided by Ref. [16] 
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Table 2: Situation of European networks of medium voltage 
Rate of undergrounding/year in 

1999/2000 
 Km of network Length of 

network 
(m/habitant) 

Percentage 
underground 

Km/year % 

Netherlands 101 900 8,9 100 % 2 000 2,0 
Belgium 65 000 6,4 85 % 2 000 3,0 

UK 372 000 6,3 81 % 5 200 1,4 
Germany 475 000 5,8 60 % 12 000 2,5 
Denmark 55 000  10,5 59 %   
Sweden 98 700 12,3 53 %   

Italy 331 000 5,7 35 % 5 100 1,5 
France 574 000 9,5 32 % 8 000 1,4 

Norway 92 000 20,5 31 %   
Spain 96.448 2,4 30 %   

Portugal 58 000 6,1 16 % 950 1,6 
Austria 57 000 7,0 15 %   

Source Sycabel (see footnotes 5 and 6)  

(b) High and Extra High voltage networks 

The following Table 3 is taken form Ref. [13] and presents the situation of high and extra 
high electricity transmission networks in 8 EU countries, as well as in Norway and 
Switzerland, in a rather aggregate form in respect to voltages of networks. 

Table 3: Situation of High and Extra High voltage networks 
 High Voltage Extra High Voltage 

 60-90-110-150 kV 220-275 kV 380-400 kV 

 Km of 
network 

Km of 
undergrou
nd 

% Km of 
network 

Km of 
undergrou
nd 

% Km of 
network 

Km of 
undergr
ound 

% 

Netherlands 6 457 905 14,0 648 6 0,9 1 979 0,4 0,02 
UK 25 825 3 789 14,8 3 029 71 2,3 788 11 1,4 
Germany 76 349 4 740 8,2 21 545 35 0,2 18 314 62 0,3 
Denmark 8 005 1 673 20,9 5 578 375 6,5    
Belgium 5 172 396 7,6 267 - 0 883 - 0 
Norway 19 825 624 3,2 6 049 64 1,1 2 316 36 1,8 
Italy 36 677 449 1,2 13 641 387 2,8 9 751 9 0,1 
France 50 513 1 984 3,9 27 890 813 2,9 20 794 2,5 0,01 
Portugal 9 311 258 3,8 4 409 - 0 1 234 - - 
Switzerland 6 080 680 11,2 5 822 22 0,4 1 800 - 0 

Source Sycabel (see footnote 5) 
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A similar but more complete Table 4 is synthesised from information collected from TSO’s in 
the framework of the studies under Ref. [16] and [17]7. Although there are some differences 
between the information provided by these tables 3 and 4, they present the same tendencies 
for the HV and EHV networks in Europe. The following conclusions can be drawn: 

– In high voltage (HV) networks the percentages of underground cables are medium 
to low. Four countries (NL, UK, DK, CH) have achieved percentages between 
10% and 20%,while the rest of the countries have lower percentages. These HV 
underground sections are usually those in urban and semi-urban areas, as well as 
in environmentally sensitive areas. The relatively high cost of underground cables 
in respect to overhead lines of HV (see Annex I, section I.3) should be considered 
as the main reason for such medium to low percentages of undergrounding 
achieved in the various European countries. 

– In extra high voltage (EHV) networks the percentages of underground cables are 
very low, with average values around 0,5% for 380-400 kV lines and around 2,0% 
for 220-300 kV lines Usually, the underground sections refer to special projects in 
urban areas or environmentally sensitive areas, where the construction of 
overhead lines is rather impossible. The considerably high cost of underground 
cables in respect to overhead lines of EHV (see Annex I, section I.3) should be 
considered as the main reason for such low percentages of undergrounding 
achieved in the various European countries. 

                                                 
7 “Unit costs of constructing new transmission assets at 380 kV within the EU, Norway and Switzerland”, 

Report by ICF Consultants to the European Commission, September 2002 
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Table 4: Length of high and extra-high voltage overhead lines and cables in Europe (source Ref. [16],[17] 

Voltage kV 380-400 kV 220-300 kV 110-150 kV land cable as percent of total 
network % 

Amounts in km land 
cables 

sea 
cables 

lines Land 
cables 

Sea cables Lines land 
cables 

lines 380-400 
kV 

220- 300 
kV 

110-150 
kV 

Austria 56  - 2,418 5 - 3,760 - 6,000 2.3 0.1 -

Belgium - - 883 - - 267 225 3,717 - - 5.7

Denmark 134 16 1,346 - 152 260 5 3,954 9.0 - 0.02

Finland 34 99 3,793 - 2,400 - 15,200 0.9 - -

France 11 - 20,869 828 - 25,496 n.a.- n.a. 0.1 3.1 -

Germany 62 423 18,869 35 - 19,000 n.a.- n.a.- 0.3 0.2 -
Greece - - 2,153 - - - 170 7,745 - - 2.2

Ireland - - 438 75 - 1,676 83 3,611 - 4.5 2.6

Italy 53 316 9,761 165 - 12,557 222 31,158 1.7 1.3 0.7

Luxembourg - - - 6 - 230 n.a.- n.a.- - 2.5 -

Netherlands - - 2,003 6 - 677 220 6,011 - 0.9 3.7

Norway 36 - 2,144 - 64 5,257 - 10,470 1.2 - -

Portugal - - 1,235 11 - 2,588 - 2,400 - 0.5 -

Spain - 15 15,892 92 - 16,351 - 20,706 - 0.6 -

Sweden 4 319 10,706 - 87 4,435 7 15,000 0.4 - 0.05

Switzerland - - 1,597 22 - 5,116 n.a.- n.a. - 0.4 -

UK 132 327 10,052 905 150 13,434 n.a.- N,a,- 1.3 5.6 -

Total 522 1,515 104,772 2,150 453 113,504 849 125,972 0.5 1.9 0.67
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2. Analysis by Country - Current situation of underground cables and relative 
policies 

Austria  

Austria has only added 8 km of 380kV underground cable since 1990, principally in urban 
areas and linking power plants to sub-stations. However, plans by Austrian Power Grid to 
complete the 380kV ring in Austria, particularly in the area between the south of Burgenland 
and the east of Styria, have been stalled with around 30 local communities refusing to allow 
right-of-way for the line. The communities are arguing for an underground cable, which, APG 
contends is eight times costlier than an overhead line. Permit proceedings to complete the 
380kV ring in the Salzburg area with the construction of a 150 km overhead line are 
progressing more smoothly.  

Consideration is also being given to the construction of an additional interconnector with Italy 
running through the Brenner Pass by utilising the future 53 km tunnel of the high speed train 
between Austria and Italy. The proposed technology for the link is GIL although no decisions 
have yet been made on whether to proceed.  

Belgium  

The Belgian transmission network operated by Elia has six different voltages between 30kV 
and 380kV..  

Voltage 380 kV 883 km lines 0 km cables 
Voltage 220 kV 267 km lines 0 km cables 
Voltage 150 kV 2005 km lines 225 km cables 
Voltage 70 kV 2455 km lines 208 km cables 
Voltage 36 kV 0 km lines 1879 km cables 
Voltage 30 kV 3 km lines 207 km cables 

Almost all the network at 36kV and below is underground. Some 8 percent of the 70kV 
network and 11 percent of the 150kV network is also underground. EHV networks are all 
overhead lines 

There has been minimal new investment in new overhead lines in Belgium over recent years 
due to a government policy restricting the construction of new lines. In 1992 Electrabel made 
a declaration of principle about the development of new electricity networks. Since then, there 
has been a ban on the construction of overhead lines in conurbations and new overhead lines 
outside the conurbations may only be installed along existing or planned general 
infrastructure projects (i.e. railways, highways, waterways and airports). It was also agreed 
not to increase the total number of kilometres of overhead lines at voltages of 30 – 220kV. 
Following Elia’s appointment as TSO for Belgium, they plan to discuss with the regulator 
whether this policy should be maintained, or amended, given the impact these measures have 
on the cost of transmission activities.  

At the moment all new constructions are made necessarily with underground cables. Thus, 
major investments over the past few years have been the construction of a 14 km 150 kV 
underground cable between Braine-L’Alleud and Baisy-Thy and a 24 km 150kV underground 
cable between Avernas-Brustem-Landen. Furthermore, a 30 km 150 kV underground cable 
section with double circuit is under construction between Avernas and Bois l’Image, while a 
further 21 km 150 kV underground cable section with double circuit is planned to start its 
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construction in early 2003. Taking into account that the total lengt of cable required for these 
“sections around Avernas will be more than 370 km, it looks to be one of the most important 
underground cable project currently under construction in Europe. The basic aim of this 
project is to supply the Brussels-Liege-Köln High-Speed-Train under construction.  

Other 150kV cable projects are planned (e.g. to connect offshore wind farms) but the award of 
the appropriate permits has often been delayed.  

Denmark  

Denmark has two separate high voltage grid networks. The network in Western Denmark is 
operated and managed by Eltra, and in Eastern Denmark, Elkraft Transmission own the 
400kV grid and Elkraft System operate as TSO.  

The Eltra network is connected by DC sea cables to Norway and Sweden at voltages of 
250kV. The Elkraft network is connected to Sweden via AC cables at voltages of 400kV (two 
cables established in 1973 and 1985), 132kV (established between 1951 – 1964) and 60kV. 
The total capacity is around 1,900 MW. The Eastern Denmark grid is also connected to 
Germany by a 166 km 400kV DC cable with a capacity of 600 MW. This was completed in 
1995.  

A decision has also been made to connect the two systems. The capacity will be 300 MW and 
a 70 km 400kV underground cable (Green Belt) will be laid. It is expected to be operational 
by 2004.  

Within Europe, Denmark has been at the forefront of the replacement of transmission lines 
with cables following a decision in the early 1990s to restructure the power supply to the 
greater Copenhagen area. This included replacing six 132kV overhead lines linking the 
metropolitan area with the rest of Zealand with two new 400kV cable links and substations in 
the northern and southern parts of the city. More than 100 km of 400kV XLPE insulated cable 
were needed to form the two independent power links that went into operation in 1997 and 
1999 respectively.  

Finland  

The transmission network in Finland consists of 3,793 km of 400kV overhead lines and 2,500 
km of 220kV lines. There is also 34 km of underground land DC cables and 99 km of 
submarine cable representing the Fenno-Skan link with Sweden. Cables are used minimally, 
because they are considered by Fingrid to be unreasonably expensive at long transmission 
distances typical of Finland, and because they restrict land-use in the area where the cable has 
been buried. In the most densely populated areas, such as Helsinki, there are some 110kV 
cables.  

Further increases in capacity between Finland and Sweden are under consideration. The 
options are increasing the capacity of the Fenno-Skan DC cable by 10 to 20 percent and the 
construction of a third 400kV AC line in the North. The feasibility study for this line is due to 
be completed at the end of 2003.  

France  

RTE (Gestionnaire du Réseau de Transport d’Electricité) operates two sub-systems: a 400kV 
main transmission and interconnection network which is used for energy exchanges between 
the French regions and other countries, and a regional sub-transmission network with three 
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voltage levels: 225kV, 90kV and 63kV. Approximately 3 percent of the 63/90kV and 225kV 
network is buried, principally in urban centres.  

In 1992 the Protocol between the State and EDF provided that EDF will co-ordinate with the 
developers of linear networks (SNCF and motorways) in order to examine the coexistence of 
electricity lines with transport projects. Under such a co-operation between EDF and SNCF a 
number of projects were examined as a new electricity line 400 kV between France and Italy 
utilising the new high-speed railway line Lyon-Turin. 

In 1997, an Accord was agreed whereby EDF would bury 20 percent of all new high voltage 
lines. RTE state that this was achieved in 1998 when one quarter of all new HV lines (i.e. 
63kV – 150kV) were laid underground. In the 1999 a new Accord had been agreed, which 
runs for three years, while the target for undergrounding was raised to 25 percent. It was also 
agreed that there would be no increase in the total length of the overhead line network. 
Priority is given to investments in urban areas, where the voltages are lower and although 
France is one of the most advanced countries when it comes to burying lines between 150kV 
and 230kV, while there has been almost no undergrounding of 380kV lines in recent years.  

The storms of December 1999 in France destroyed significant parts of the french electricity 
system causing a lot of blackouts. As a result, the French authorities decided to follow a new 
policy of undergrounding significant parts of their electricity system in order to secure supply 
availability under adverse weather conditions. 

This new policy was presented in the reference [2] “Accord Réseaux électriques et 
environnement 2001-2003” between 2 French Ministries, EDF and RTE, and it can be 
summarised briefly as follows: 

(a) Distribution networks: should be made underground or protected 

– 90% of all new medium voltage networks (or 6000 km per year) 

– 2/3 of all new low voltage networks (or 8000 km per year) 

(b) Transmission networks: 25% of all new lines of high voltage should be 
constructed underground (cases of 63, 90 and 225 kV lines), while in the case 
of 400 KV lines undergrounding should only happen in exceptional cases. 

Major proposed projects require approval from the National Commission of Public Debate (an 
independent body) plus the acceptance from local authorities. The authorisation process 
usually takes at least five years.  

France has been using XLPE technology at lower voltages since the 1970s and has a built a 
small (300 metres) GIL linking a nuclear power plant to a substation. Concerns over the use 
of GIL relate mainly to the use of SF6, which is a contributory factor to greenhouse gas.  

Germany  

The structure of the German electricity industry is complex with over 900 electricity 
companies, many of them small municipal utilities. The high voltage grid, though, is now 
owned by four large integrated companies – E.ON Netz, RWE Net, EnBW Transportnetze, 
which are subsidiaries of the three largest German electricity companies and Vattenfall 
Europe AG, which controls HEW, BEWAG and VEAG. There is approximately 35 km of 
buried 220kV and 62 km of 380/400kV underground cables principally in densely populated 
centres such as Berlin.  
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Authorisation for new transmission projects is set out in the Environmental Planning Act 
1990. This stipulates the planning procedures to be adopted for construction of overhead 
cables of 110kV and above. The procedures set out in this legislation include the preparation 
of the planning document and the involvement of affected municipalities. An Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) is also required. Planning permission is not as strict as in some 
other EU Member States and overhead pylons are generally exempt from the federal building 
planning permission procedures and regulations. A planning application to construct a tower 
simply has to be submitted approximately 14 days before construction commences. Many 
lines and cables are situated close to railway lines and motorways, since the land is owned by 
the federal or regional authorities and has a low ground cost/rent.  

Greece  

Greece’s transmission network consists of around 11,000 km of power lines and has until 
recently operated in isolation from the western European grid systems. The interconnected 
mainland transmission system consists of 400kV, 150kV and 66kV lines and is linked to 
neighbouring Albania, Bulgaria and the former Yugoslavia through lines of 400kV and 
150kV. There is a new DC 400kV overhead line and submarine cable (Galatina-Arachthos) 
that links Greece with Italy. There are 170 km of underground cables of 150 kV and 110 km 
of submarine cables. In the 66 kV there exist 15 km of submarine cables. 

Ireland  

The national grid in Ireland comprises over 5,800 km of high and medium voltage lines and 
cables. There is approximately 75 km of underground cables principally at 220kV in urban 
areas of Dublin.  

Italy  

The Italian network consists of 9,761 km of 380kV lines, 12,557 km of 220kV lines and 
20,332 km of 150/132kV lines. There is a 380kV AC cable linking Sicily with the Italian 
mainland (and there are plans to double the capacity) and 44km of DC land cable that forms 
part of the sea cable link with Greece.  

The link between Otranto (It) and Aetos (Gr) required the laying of 163 km of submarine 
cable, which for a large section of its length lies at a depth of around 1,000 metres (a record 
for sea cables). At the Italian end, the 44 km of underground cable is an oil-filled single DC 
conductor that connects to a conventional substation at Galatina via a DC-AC conversion 
station. The project is designed to accommodate a doubling of transmission capacity in future 
years.  

There also DC 200kV sub-sea cables linking Corsica with Sardinia and Italy with Corsica. 
There are plans to build a direct link between Italy and Sardinia and a feasibility study is 
being carried out. At 220kV there are underground cables in urban centres including Rome, 
Naples and Turin. The only land cable project under discussion at present is part of a new 27 
km 380kV line linking Turbigo with Rho in the Milan area. A feasibility study has been 
carried out by TERNA, but the project has not yet been authorised.  

Cabling may be considered in order to complete the 207 km 380kV line between Santa Sofia 
and Matera. The project commenced in 1992 and 200 km (97 percent) has been constructed 
but problems are remaining with the final 7 km. Authorisation has been suspended by the 
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regional authority due to planned changes in the line and an EIA has yet to be approved. Once 
completed, the line will link up with the Italy – Greece interconnector.  

Other planned investments include a 40 km 380kV line linking Redipuglia and Udine. This 
would link up with the planned Cordignano – Lienz interconnection with Austria. There are 
also plans to build a 215 km 380kV line between Rizziconi and Laino in southern Italy to 
reinforce the network between Sicily and Calabria. Work is due to start in April 2003 and the 
line should be operational by April 2006.  

There are also plans to study a new interconnection between Italy and Slovenia. 

Luxembourg  

There are no 380kV lines at present in Luxembourg. The 220kV network measures around 
236 km of which 6 km is underground cable.  

Netherlands  

The 380kV circuit length in the Netherlands is approximately 2,000 km and is all overhead 
line apart from a few cables close to power stations and industrial sites. There is over 220 km 
of underground cable at 150kV (mainly owned by TZH). There has been only minimal 
investment in extending the network over recent years, due in part to the difficulties in getting 
planning approval for new transmission lines. Some new lines are under plans and cabling 
will be considered, if there is significant environmental opposition, but Tennet prefers 
overhead lines, as they are cheaper and more reliable.  

Tennet and National Grid of the UK have established a joint venture (BritNed) to assess the 
feasibility of the construction of a 1,320 MW sub-sea DC cable link between the Netherlands 
and the UK.  

Norway  

Over the past ten years, Statnett has not invested significantly in new power lines or cables 
with the exception of a subsea cable between Norway and Denmark (Skagerrak). Planned 
investments within Norway include the laying of a 130 km 300kV line between Klaebu and 
Sunndalsøra. Statnett is also planning to develop new subsea cable links with the Netherlands 
(NorNed) and the UK (North Sea Interconnector), although Statnett (with Statkraft and E.ON) 
terminated their discussions to construct the planned Viking Cable between Norway and 
Germany.  

The long-term strategy aimed at expanding the transmission network in Norway includes 
construction of new lines at 420kV, reconstruction of existing 300kV lines to 420kV 
including reinforcement of towers. No underground land cable projects are included in the 
plan.  

Portugal  

The use of cables as an alternative has not been a major consideration in Portugal, although 
Rede Eléctrica Nacional (REN) is required to carry out an EIA for ministerial approval on all 
new power line investments. Only 11 km of the 220kV network is cable. The main 
transmission priorities in Portugal in recent years have been to improve the interconnections 
with Spain. The increase in capacity of the Balboa - Alqueva line is expected to be completed 
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in 2004 and a new 86 km line with 1,350 MVA (Douro International) linking Recarei and 
Aldeadavila is expected to be completed by 2006.  

 

Spain  

The Spanish grid network has expanded rapidly in recent years and Red Electrica de Espana 
(REE) currently has some 1,800 km of 400kV lines under construction. As with Portugal, the 
use of cables as an alternative has not been a major consideration, although as elsewhere in 
the EU, all new HV power lines with a length in excess of 15 km are required to have an EIA.  

Construction of new overhead lines has met strong opposition in Spain, but according to REE, 
the local community in Tarifa also opposed the underground cable link with Morocco.  

Spain has been funding research into superconductivity and is looking closely into the 
developments in GIL, which was considered for the 400kV underground project at Madrid 
airport.  

Sweden  

The Swedish network consists of some 10,643 km of 400kV and 4,295 km of 220kV lines 
principally running north to south. There is only 4km of 400kV cable and 7 km of 130kV 
cable. There are HVDC cable links with Denmark, Germany and Poland.  

As with the other Nordic countries, overhead lines are preferred to cables at 400kV. The 
country is sparsely populated and the average length of lines is much longer than in most of 
Continental Europe.  

A study is underway concerning increases in transmission capacity between Norway and 
Sweden, in part due to planned increases in capacity between Sweden and Finland. These 
plans will focus on new lines rather than cables, with the exception of a possible sub-sea 
HVDC cable between Norway and southern Sweden.  

Switzerland  

The high voltage grid consists of some 1,600 km of 400kV lines and approximately 5,000 km 
of 220kV lines and is managed by seven integrated companies: Atel Netz, BKW-FMB and 
EOS form the ‘western group’ and CKW, EGL Grid, EWZ and NOK form the ‘eastern 
group’. In 1999 the companies established ETRANS, whose principal role is to coordinate the 
power transmission between the grids. There is a significant amount of uncertainty regarding 
the future electricity market in Switzerland, including the future organisation of the Swiss 
electricity grid.  

United Kingdom  

There are four transmission systems in the UK, each separately owned and operated. The 
largest system is owned and operated by National Grid in England & Wales. Scottish Power 
owns and operates the system in the south of Scotland and Scottish and Southern Energy own 
and operate the system in the north of Scotland. The fourth is the transmission system 
operated by Northern Ireland Electricity.  
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National Grid’s transmission system operates at 400kV and 275kV and has an electrical 
circuit length of approximately 10,400 km of 400kV lines, 3,615 km of 275kV line, 132 km 
of 400kV underground cable and 425 km of 275kV cable in England & Wales. Most of the 
275kV network was constructed in the 1950s and 1960s with the 400kV network being 
constructed in the 1970s. There is an interconnector with Scotland that has a capacity of 1,600 
MW and also operates at 400kV. The link is currently being strengthened by the construction 
of a 75 km line (5.7 km underground) in North Yorkshire. Once completed the interconnector 
will be upgraded to 2,200 MW.  

National Grid’s network is connected to France via a 270kV DC cable with a capacity of 
2,000 MW. A 500 MW sub-sea interconnector has recently been completed to link Northern 
Ireland with Scotland. The transmission systems in Scotland and Northern Ireland operate 
principally at voltages of 275kV and 132kV.  

In England & Wales, approval for the construction of all but the most minor overhead line 
proposals rests with the Secretary of State for the Department of Trade and Industry. As 
undergrounding is considered to be a “permitted activity” for the utilities, consent is not 
needed for installation of underground cables. As part of any approval process, the 
construction of an overhead line of 220kV or more and over 15 km in length requires an 
Environmental Impact Assessment. The government can also request an EIA for construction 
of any overhead line in a sensitive area, or any line with a voltage above 132kV. In practice, 
these EIA’s are rarely required.  

Applications for overhead line projects are notified to the relevant local planning authorities. 
If they object to the planned line, the Secretary of State is required to call for a public enquiry. 
A recent case was the 75 km line between Middlesbrough and York. Significant public 
concern was raised over the decision to put overhead lines, rather than cables, through the 
Vale of York. An application to construct the line was made in 1991. Following several years 
of public enquiries and hearings it took 10 years for all consents and wayleaves to be put in 
place. National Grid was not in favour of an underground cable on the grounds of cost (the 
overhead line was expected to cost £540,000/km and the cable £8.9 million/km, a cost factor 
multiple of 16 times) and environmental concerns over a 15-metre swathe of sterilised land 
through the countryside. The UK government took the view that the additional cost could not 
be justified and the aerial route was eventually given the go-ahead with the exception of a 5.7 
km cable section.  

More recently, the UK government announced that it was examining a scheme to link wave 
and wind farms to the national grid by running a sub-sea cable down the west coast of 
Scotland and England.  

3. Benefits from a policy of undergrounding of electricity networks in Europe  

Firstly, is examined the case of undergrounding of critical sections of crossborder electricity 
interconnectors, for which there are strong local opposition leading to postponement or 
suspension of the project. By undergrounding these sensitive sections near to urban areas or 
near to rural areas of great aesthetic or historical value, the construction of the missing 
crossborder link could have better chances to be acceptable to local authorities and 
inhabitants; thus, it may be constructed, of course at an extra cost due to the underground 
sections. However, there will be extra benefits for the countries interconnected, as the trade of 
electricity may increase owing to the new link, and prices of electricity may reduce for 
customers,. Furthermore the need to keep reserve capacities in the interconnected countries 
may reduce leading to even lower prices of electricity. 
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In the next section 3.2 the results of a cost benefit analysis comparing extra costs of 
underground sections as well as the resulting benefits for a number of important missing 
crossborder links are presented ; the results are generally positive in the cases of use of 
underground cables over a reasonable length of the missing link. Of course more detailed 
studies for each link should be carried out, taking into account the specific and local 
characteristics of the link, before making decisions for construction of a missing link. 

In the case of adoption of a general policy of undergrounding parts of electricity networks in 
Europe for reasons of increasing security of electricity supply, benefits may accrue to 
different sections of society. In the following Table 5 .an attempt is made to identify the 
various categories of benefits, as well the likely beneficiaries: utilities, their customers, local 
residents and the wider community. 

Table 5: Benefits from undergrounding of electricity lines 

 Beneficiaries 

Benefit type Utilities Customers Local 
residents 

Wider 
community 

Reduced electricity price (from construction of 
missing electricity links) 

√ √  √ 

Reduced transmission losses √   √ 

Lower maintenance costs √    

Improved electricity service  √   

Reduced storm damage √ √  √ 

Reduced accidents (inc. wildlife electrocutions)   √ √ 

Improved views/property values   √  

Health & Environment (e.g. noise, EMFs, vegetation 
management) 

  √ √ 

Source Study Ref. [16] 

As pointed out in earlier sections underground cables generally experience lower losses than 
the equivalent overhead lines. Of course, most losses occur within the lower voltage 
distribution network, as in UK (England and Wales) it is quantified for example that 
approximately 2% of the electricity is lost in transmission networks while 7% is lost in 
distribution networks. 

Anyhow, the reduced losses in underground cables, when considered over the whole lifetime 
of a project, render the ratio of overall costs between underground cables and overhead lines 
less unfavourable for underground cables (see section 2.3).  

Operating and maintenance costs for cables should be less than for lines, however the repair 
of individual faults to underground cables can be much longer. According to data submitted 
as part of the proposed Basslink project in Australia, approximate costs of maintenance on 
National Grid’s UK AC transmission system derived from 1999 cost data are: 

• Overhead line maintenance (£600/circuit-km/year) 
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• Underground cable maintenance (£70/circuit-km/year) 

Terna in Italy reported a similar annual amount (i.e. approx. €1,000/km) for overhead line 
maintenance. Their experience with cables to date is that maintenance costs are minimal. 

Service experience of high voltage lines in the UK has shown that pylons/towers have a 
service life of 60 years and refurbishment of conductors and fittings is required at 
approximately 30-year intervals. In general, transmission cables have an estimated service life 
of 40 years, but service experience in the UK is that some oil-filled cables are ageing 
prematurely and need to be replaced at significant cost. RTE have also suffered maintenance 
problems with cable systems, but principally with the joints and the equipment linking the 
cable with overhead line.  

An additional factor is the time required to repair faults. According to figures produced by 
Hydro Quebec (who operate over 150 Km of underground cable at voltage of 120 kV and 
above) in the Report New Technologies for the Undergrounding of Electricity Lines at High 
and Very High Voltages, Assemblee Nationale de France, a minor repair for an overhead line 
can be repaired within one day compared to up to 5 days for an underground cable. For a 
major repair, the difference is greater, 7 days for an overhead line and up to 20 days for a 
cable. 

Another major benefit of underground cables is that they are not susceptible to storm damage 
and to adverse weather conditions. Minor storm damage to overhead lines across Europe is a 
frequent event, particularly at low/medium voltages, but occasionally (as happened in France 
in December 1999) significant damage can occur to the EHV/HV network.  

Those storms in France in December 1999 resulted in around 8 % of the EHV/HV 
transmission network being put out of order and although 90 % of substations were re-
connected within 4 days, it took six months to complete the repairs to the lines. The total cost 
of damages amounted to € 1.3 billion; but there was no estimate of the economic losses of all 
interrupted activities. The interruption lasted about 15 million customer-days. 

Accidental contact with overhead lines is also a concern. Information from France shows that 
there were 19 deaths due to contact with overhead lines in France in 2000 compared to no 
deaths for contact with underground cables. 

Another important advantage of underground cables is that they are “invisible” in contrast to 
overhead lines with pylons and wires causing visual intrusion. Therefore, underground cables 
present a strong advantage if constructed in the place of overhead lines in urban areas and in 
environmentally sensitive areas, as those of aesthetic, cultural and historical value (see also 
2.4). 

A direct consequence is that property values in proximity to underground cables would be 
higher than in the case when overhead lines were used instead. This is one additional benefit 
for local residents close to the location of electricity projects.  

Finally, in terms of electromagnetic effects, the cables are rather preferable by local 
inhabitants. Cables cause no electric field around them, while their magnetic fields present 
higher values on the ground level just above the trench were the cables are buried; however, 
their magnetic field are weaker at a distance from the trench in comparison to the equivalent 
overhead lines (see also 2.4). 
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Impact of undergrounding on the price of electricity 

After the substantial damages in the transmission system of France due to storms in December 
1999, an assessment was made whether to replace the EHV lines with underground cables in 
France. The burial of all EHV lines was estimated to cost FF 700 billion (€107 billion) 
without quantification of the technical difficulties in laying 400kV lines underground over 
long distances. The view was that the cost could not be economically justified from the 
general interest and utility bill viewpoint. The more targeted plan to underground new 225kV 
lines or those to be replaced was assessed at an extra cost of FF 20 billion(€3 billion) over a 
period of 15 years which is the equivalent of € 200 million per year. It is not clear whether 
this is the additional capital or operating cost, if one assumes operating costs, the total costs of 
the transmission business in France in 2001 (according to EDF’s 2001 financial statements) 
were € 2.1 billion, so the undergrounding of 225 kV lines would add approximately 10% to 
the cost base. As transmission costs represent approximately 10 percent of total electricity 
costs, this additional cost would represent an increase of 1 percent on the cost of electricity. 

From information provided in Reference [16] it is estimated that the undergrounding of a 
percentage of 25% of the HV and EHV networks in Italy and UK will increase the price of 
electricity in these countries between 3% and 5%, while the undergrounding of all HV and 
EHV lines in Italy will increase the price of electricity by 16%. 

4. Possible contribution of underground cables in the realisation of the priority 
projects of the EC Communication on “European Energy Infrastructure” 

In its Communication on “European Energy Infrastructure”, the European Commission 
identified 7 priority projects in electricity networks of Europe. 

• EL1: France-Belgium-Netherlands-Germany: electricity reinforcements needed to 
remove frequent congestion across the Benelux region; 

• EL2: Italian border to France, Austria and Switzerland; increasing electricity 
interconnectors capacities; 

• EL3: France-Spain-Portugal; increasing electricity interconnectors capacity; 

• EL4: Greece-Balkan countries: development of electricity infrastructure to 
connect Greece to the UCTE system; 

• EL5: UK-Continental Europe and Northern Europe: increasing electricity 
interconnection capacity with France and establishing interconnection capacity 
with other countries (e.g. Netherlands and Norway); 

• EL6: Ireland and both Northern Ireland and mainland UK; increasing electricity 
interconnectors capacity; 

• EL7: Denmark-Germany: increasing interconnection capacity. 

This section will look into the possible contribution of underground cables as a means 
achieving the Commission’s objectives, in particular the interconnections between 
France/Spain, France/Italy, France/Belgium and Italy/Austria, etc. Future connections 
between the UK and Ireland and mainland Europe will be via sea cables, while the 
connections between Greece and the Balkan are under construction with overhead lines. 
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France/Spain 

Several attempts have been made to increase interconnection capacity between France and 
Spain since the mid-1990s. This interconnection currently consists of two 400 kV lines (a 
Western route – 1,270 MVA between Hernani and Cantegrit and an Eastern route – 1,650 
MVA between Vic and Baixas). 

In the early 90’s a new link between Cazaril (FR) and Aragon (Spain) with length 187m and 
capacity of 2300MW was decided and the construction advanced in Spain, up to beginning 
1996, when the project was stopped by the French side, owing to environmental reasons. In 
1996/1997, at the request of the French and Spanish governments, EdF and REE carried out a 
study into the various alternatives (some 27 alternatives were considered) available to 
increase interconnection capacity between the two countries. This study was financed by the 
TEN Programme in 1996 and examined the feasibility of an underground cable (either on land 
or under the sea) close to the Mediterranean coast, the use of rail or road tunnels between 
France and Spain and the construction of overhead lines at various places (East, West and 
Central) over the Pyrennées. The conclusions reached were: 

• The cable by the Mediterranean coast was too expensive (FF10 billion, 
approximately € 1,5 billion). The estimated cost was 10 times that of an overhead 
line through the Central Pyrennes and the cable would have only half the capacity 
of the line. There were also concerns that the synthetic and GIL technologies had 
not developed sufficiently for such long distances; 

• The road or rail tunnel alternative was dismissed as being too difficult to maintain 
and if a tunnel were considered to be the best alternative, it would be preferable to 
construct a separate tunnel for the sole use of the electricity cable; 

• Aerial routes to the west and east Pyrennes involved technical problems because 
of differences between the Spanish and French networks. Any proposed 
development to the west or east would only operate at 1,200 MVA; 

• The initial solution of aerial line through the centre of the Pyrennes (linking 
Cazaril and Aragon) was considered finally superior from a technical and 
economic view point while other aerial alternatives through mid Pyrennes would 
have higher cost and face equivalent environmental problems. 

At the end of this study no decision has been taken by the 2 sides on the selection of one of 
the alternatives for construction. 

– Since then further studies have been carried out and a 400kV line parallel to the 
existing line Bescano (F) and Baixas (E) is planned for completion in 2006. It will 
have a capacity of around 1,200 MVA and will run parallel to the future 
Perpignan-Figueres high-speed railway line. This project is one of the conditions 
laid down by the Commission for the approval of the acquisition of a majority 
stake in Hidrocantabrico by EnBW, in which EdF has a 34.5 percent stake. The 
study was financed by the TEN Programme in 2000. 

– A new link is planned in order to increase the capacity between France and Spain 
to 4,000 MW. A new feasibility study is financed in 2002 by the TEN Programme 
to investigate the best alternative among 4 possible routes: 
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– Parallel to western route (Hernani – Cantegrit) 

– Parallel to eastern route (Vic – Baixas) 

– Through the mid-Pyrennes (alternative to Aragon-Cazaril) 

– A new route through western Pyrennes 

 

France/Italy 

Several feasibility studies have been carried out into expanding the three current 
interconnections between France and Italy. 

a). Grande Ile-Piossasco 

A study was carried out in the mid 1990s into the construction of a new 380 kV line between 
Grande Ile in France and Piossasco in Italy with length of 180 km. The project would have 
yielded additional transmission capacity of 1,400 MW. The study in the Italian part was 
financed by the TEN Programme in 1995. Although authorised by the French authorities the 
project has been suspended because of authorisation problems in Italy and reactions by 
environmental groups in France. It may be considered as a case, where the use of 
underground cables in some environmentally critical sections could have made possible the 
construction of this project.  

b). Combination with the new high-speed train line between Lyon and Turin 

Since 1992, there has been a protocol in France whereby EDF should work with other 
infrastructure operators (e.g. SNCF and auto route companies) to examine the conditions for 
the cohabitation of major projects. EDF and SNCF have looked into the possibility of using 
railway tracks and tunnels between Lyon and Turin to lay a 400 kV cable. 

According to a project study the 53 km future tunnel of the new high-speed train Lyon - Turin 
would be used to lay cables of a new 400 kV line. The tunnel route would involve the laying 
of a 400 kV cable on the other side of the track to the railway cables (and escape routes). This 
would also involve widening the tunnel from a diameter of 8 metres to 8.4 metres. The 
estimated extra cost for the electricity line was: 

• FF 750 million for widening the tunnel; 

• F 250 million for equipment to maintain the temperature between 25 and 30 °C; 

• Between FF 200 and 700 million to reinforce 200 tunnel junctions. 

The extra cost was therefore in the order of FF 1.2 to 1.7 billion (€ 183 to 260 million) 
compared to an estimated cost of FF 2.6 billion (€ 400 million) to build a new tunnel solely 
for the electricity cables. In addition, the cost of two 1,000 MVA cables was estimated 
between FF 1.5 and 2.0 billion making the total cost of the link between 3.0 and 3.5 million 
(FF) (approximately 450 to 530 million €). We understand that this project is still under 
review by RTE and GRTN. 

France/Belgium 
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At the request of the Belgian and French electricity regulators, RTE and Elia carried out a 
study into the options for increasing the interconnections between France and Belgium. This 
study recommended the stringing of a second circuit on the existing overhead line between 
Avelgem (B) and Avelin (F) and the completion of the 380 kV line between Aubange (B) and 
Moulaine (F).  

a). For the Avelgem – Avelin connection, underground cables were not foreseen as an 
economic option as the overhead line already exists and the only work required is to equip the 
second circuit. Additionally, had a cable been constructed between the two nodes, there would 
have been a problem of overloading of the underground cable and of underloading of the 
overhead line. Additional expense would have to be incurred on phaseshifters to address this 
problem. 

b). Completion of the 380 kV link between Aubange – Moulaine has been considered for 
some time and the necessary 2 km double circuit line in Belgium has been built. Problems in 
obtaining the necessary permits have prevented the construction of the line in France, 
principally because the proposed 12 km route was passing through an urban area. The 
proposals have been revised to involve either a longer aerial route (18km) or a section of 
underground cable. The problem with the cable solution is that it would be limited to one 
circuit and would create additional expense when connected to the double circuit overhead 
line.  

France/Germany 

Plans to improve transmission links between France and Germany centre around the 
reconstruction of a 105 km 225 kV line into a 130 km 400 kV line between Vigy and 
Marlenheim and a new interconnection between Vigy (FR) and Uchtelfange (DE). The study 
had been financed by the TEN-Energy Programme. Overhead lines were chosen for cost 
reasons and the routes of the new lines were redirected away from residential areas in order to 
gain the support of local communities. Work commenced on the project in June 2002 while 
the interconnection Vigy-Uchtelfangen was inaugurated recently. 

Netherlands/Germany/Belgium 

There are currently no plans to construct new lines between the countries, although a two 
phase shifting transformer has recently been installed in Meeden (NL) to increase capacity 
from Germany by around 1,000 MW. 

Denmark/Germany 

The Western Denmark grid is connected to Germany with one 400 kV, one 220 kV and a 150 
kV link. In connection with imports from Germany, the limit is currently approximately 800 
MW. The constraints arise principally due to internal bottlenecks in southern Jutland and in 
Funen in Denmark. 

Owing to the expansion of wind power in Schleswig-Holstein, the internal transmission 
capacity in the German network reduces the scope for exports from Denmark. Unless the 
German increase in wind power capacity is accompanied by network expansions, the export 
capacity will be further reduced to around 300 MW. 

The possibilities of implementing network expansion in western Denmark and northern 
Germany is being analysed by Eltra and E.ON Netz, but it is unlikely that underground cables 
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will be considered as an option to improve interconnections between the two countries. The 
only interconnection project being studied is the upgrading the 220 kV line between 
Flensburg and Kasso to 380 kV (length about 106 km). The study had been financed by the 
TEN-Energy programme. 

Italy/Austria 

At present the only link between Italy and Austria is a 220 kV line. There are plans to 
improve interconnections through the construction of an 120 km 380 kV double circuit line 
between Lienz and Cordignano with a capacity of 800 MVA. The feasibility study has been 
carried out with financing from TEN Energy Programme, but the project has yet to be 
authorised by the local authorities and it is hoped that the line could be completed by late 
2004. The estimated cost is € 60 million. The use of underground cables could be envisaged 
in case that there are difficulties for authorisations by local authorities. 

New consideration has been given for an additional new interconnection between Italy and 
Austria, by using the 52 km tunnel of the new planned high speed railway interconnection 
between Italy and Austria through the Brenner. 

A consortium including GRTN (IT) and TIWAG (AU) has carried out a preliminary study, 
while a new feasibility study was financed in 2002 by the TEN Programme in order to 
investigate the feasibility of using GIL cables through the railway tunnel. The advantage of 
this solution would be that the cable is non-flammable and would not require compensation 
stations in the middle of the tunnel. However, it is the first time that GIL technology will be 
established over such a long distance (52 km). 

Italy/Switzerland 

There are 8 interconnections between Italy and Switzerland (2 at 380 kV and 6 at 220 kV). 

There are plans to add an additional interconnection through the construction of a 35 km 380 
kV double circuit with a capacity of 1,500 MVA between San Fiorano Brescia and Robbia. 
GRTN is developing the project on the Italian side and Ratia Energie is developing the Swiss 
side. The study of the Italian section had been financed by the TEN-Energy Programme. 
Authorisations in Switzerland are complete, while GRTN started the authorisation process 
and EIA in December 2001, but some local authorities have not yet given authorisation. The 
cost of the Italian part of the line is estimated at € 20million. There are no plans to use cables 
between Italy and Switzerland, but such a solution could be considered, in case of strong 
objections by local communities. 

Finally, there are plans to construct a 11km 220kV merchant transmission interconnection 
between Italy and Switzerland. 9km of the link will be underground XLPE cable. The 
capacity of the link will be 400MW from Italy to Switzerland and 250MW in the other 
directions. The estimated total cost of the project is Euro 20m and the cable is estimated to 
cost five times the overhead line. In Switzerland the cable will go below the highway 
connecting Mendisio and Gaggiolo and in Italy the cable will be buried along a disused 
railway line. The project developers are AET (Swiss utility) and an Italian railway company. 
Authorisations are being sought and completion is expected by the end of 2005 

5. Cost benefit analysis of interconnections 
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An initial assessment of cost and benefits for a limited number of new interconnections 
between France-Italy and France-Spain has been carried out by ICF Consultants in their 
Report [16] to the European Commission. 

As an initial assessment of the economic viability of different potential interconnectors, the 
cost of constructing additional capacity across a number of borders has been compared to the 
projected benefits. The benefits have been estimated from forward electricity price curves 
produced by the ICF Consulting power market model (the Integrated Power Model or IPN). 
The analysis has been carried out on a marginal MW basis, i.e. what benefits would one 
additional MW of capacity produce. Given the possible impact of additional interconnection 
on market prices on one or both ends of a link, a more detailed feasibility analysis would have 
to be carried out for any specific proposal. 

The following Table 6 shows the per MW benefits (discounted present value of future 
revenues from electricity trade minus the present value of construction costs) of four possible 
interconnections (between France-Italy and France-Spain) and per MW cost estimated that 
have been given by the companies involved in each project.  

Table 6: Cost –Benefit analysis of electricity interconnectors 

Interconnection Option Cost € 
million 

MW Cost €/MW NPV of 
Revenues 
€/MW 

Net 
benefitsNP
V €/MW8 

France-Italy Existing rail 
tunnel 

760 2,000 380,000 567,238 187,238 

France-Italy New electricity 
tunnel 

900 2,000 450,000 567,238 117,238 

France-Spain Mediterranean 
Cable 

1,500 1,200 1,250,000 586,398 -663,602 

France-Spain Overhead line 
Central Pyrennées 

168 1,200 140,000 606,829 466,579 

Source: Study Ref. [16] 

The assumptions used and are as follows: 

• All values are expressed in terms of a marginal MW of capacity; 

• A capacity of 2,000MW was assumed for the Italy-France projects and 1,200MW for the 
France-Spain interconnection; 

• Capacity prices and energy prices are the results from a core run of the IPM (i.e. ICF 
Consulting’s main tool for price forecasting); 

• These forward prices are based on marginal production costs estimates and do not take into 
account of possible strategic behaviour by generators (e.g. market power); 

                                                 
8 Revenue is based on 75 percent of the capacity price plus energy revenues net of an estimate for losses 

(2 percent), outages (3 percent) and maintenance (1 percent for cables and 10 percent for lines) 
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• The capacity revenue between France and Italy (as well as between France and Spain) is 
the sum of the capacity price in each country, less a 25 percent reduction due to the 
interconnections between the two markets;  

• The energy revenue is the difference between the energy prices in the two neighbouring 
countries, less 1 percent for maintenance (10 percent in the case of the overhead line), 2 
percent for losses and 3 percent for outages; 

• The NPV is the net present value of investing in 1 MW of interconnection capacity, based 
on a 6 percent discount rate between 2005 and 2025; 

• Cost estimates are taken from the feasibility studies carried out by the transmission 
companies; 

• Under the above assumptions, the only project not to have a positive benefit is the 
Mediterranean cable between France and Spain.  

The analysis shows that there is a net benefit (net NPV of revenues minus construction cost) 
associated with the interconnections between France and Italy and with the overhead line 
between France and Spain through the Central Pyrennées. The cable route France-Spain, 
however, is not beneficial unless the overall cost can be brought down by approximately 50 
percent. 

6. Conclusions  

The following conclusions can be drawn out of the preceding sections: 

(1) On the basis of the analysis in section 1 and especially of Tables 1 and 2 it can be said 
that the cases of electricity networks of low voltage (LV) and medium voltage (MV) 
are adequately advanced by Member States (MS) in terms of percentage of 
undergrounding, while MS continue their efforts to increase these percentage in order 
to achieve higher degree of security of supply. Consequently, it appears that no new 
coordinated action concerning undergrounding will be needed in the case of LV and 
MV electricity networks. 

(2) On the basis of the analysis of the various sections and especially of Tables 3 and 4, it 
can be said that in the cases of high voltage (HV) and extra voltage (EHV) networks, 
the percentages of underground sections are very low when considering the weather 
and other risks, and therefore some type of coordinated action should be undertaken at 
European level. The aim will be to underground at least those sections which are prone 
to adverse weather conditions, so that better levels of security of electricity supply can 
be expected at European level. It will be up to Member States to carry out special 
studies and analyses in order to identify the optimum level for undergrounding their 
HV and EHV networks, taking into account a quantification of related costs and 
expected benefits for the specific geographical and climatic condition of each Member 
State. 

(3) On the basis of the analysis of the various sections and especially of sections 3 and 5 
in the case of Extra High Voltage (EHV) networks there are a number of important 
priority crossborder interconnections which are not constructed owing to strong local 
oppositions for environmental reasons. The use of underground cables in these 
environmentally critical sections of crossborder interconnections may solve the 
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problems and therefore facilitate and speed-up the construction of the missing links in 
the near future. The extra costs for undergrounding these critical sections is expected 
to be outweighed by the additional benefits from the operation of an integrated 
electricity market in Europe without crossborder barriers, fact that will allow increased 
exchanges and trade of electricity and may lead to lower prices of electricity. 
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Appendix I  

Available Technologies for underground cables 

I.1Technical aspects  

Throughout the 20th century overhead electricity lines were regarded as the general mean of 
transmitting electricity. However, it must not be forgotten that for low and medium voltage 
distribution networks as well as for transmission networks up to 150 kV; underground cable 
solutions were and are used more and more in urban and suburban areas. For transmission of 
electricity in extra-high voltage networks of 220 and 380- 400 kV), underground cables were 
installed only in a few specific locations of dense urban areas or in areas with highly 
appreciated aesthetic value.  

The use of underground cables has been possible owing to cost reductions allowed by 
technological improvements in cable manufacturing and installation techniques, and 
development of maintenance free solutions. The cost of underground cables can vary 
dependant upon the voltage of the cable, as well as upon local factors such as land value, need 
for permits, presence of tunnels, operational costs, etc 

Examining the extra high (220 KV and 400 KV) voltage networks, which are of interest for 
transmission of electricity in the framework of the Transeuropean Networks of electricity, one 
can distinguish between the Alternative Current (AC) underground cables, which are the most 
usual case and the Direct Current (DC) underground cables that are of limited use in Europe. 

AC underground cables 

The usual type of cables used for many decades were those of fluid filled or mass 
impregnated type, either pressurised or not. Recent developments in extrusion techniques, in 
material handling systems and cleanliness of materials have led to the introduction of “solid” 
insulation cables usually based on polymeric plastic insulation. 

Today Cross-linked- Polyethylene (XLPE) cables are possible at the very high voltage of 400 
kV and almost a total of 2000 km of various projects exist in various parts of Europe. The 
manufacturing of optimised cables based on these solid insulation materials is more efficient, 
and when used together with standardised pre-moulded accessories, allows for easier and less 
costly installations than those for fluid filled cables. 

One of the main advantages of underground cables is the low level of Joule losses compared 
with equivalent overhead lines. That is the reason why operation costs are very significantly 
reduced in the case of underground cables. 

Yet, there is a limit in EHV undergrounding due to capacitive current requiring introduction 
of compensation stations for links above a certain length called the “critical length”. Usually, 
the maximum length between compensation stations is about 20 Km for EHV cables, which is 
small compared with overhead lines, where smaller capacitive current allows length 10 to 20 
times longer. In general, technological progress has reduced costs and space requirements in 
the compensation field as well. 

On the contrary, underground cables have better performance than overhead lines regarding 
electro-magnetic field generation. Metal screens eliminate radiated electric fields and the risk 
of electrical shocks, moreover the magnetic fields can be managed both in amplitude and 
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space and are usually less than the equivalent overhead lines at a small distance from the 
trench of the cables. 

There are 3 main ways to install underground cable systems: 
– Directly buried underground 
– Put in pre-built concrete conduits, or PE or PVC tubes 
– Tunnels: cables can be installed either in dedicated tunnels or existing tunnels, originally 

built for other purposes. In some cases unused tunnels can provide an opportunity to 
significantly reduce costs and provide an acceptable solution for the high cost problem of 
underground solutions. 

In addition to the cable developments described above, it must be added that installation 
techniques have also been improved. The wider adoption of direct laying, the use of 
“ploughing” and even “mole” techniques has reduced significantly the additional cost items 
associated with installation of the cable system. Whilst these techniques are often applicable 
to lower voltage cables, particularly over short distances, they are not generally suitable for 
HV and EHV transmission cables, which give off large amounts of heat and need careful 
control of the cable spacing and thermal environment. 

Thus, the cable systems have developed significantly, whilst on a comparison basis, the 
overhead line, using air as insulation, has little chance of reducing distances between phases 
and ground. For overhead lines, increases in network operating voltage usually lead to bigger 
and more intrusive tower structures. 

DC underground cables 

DC cables are not used very much in Europe. The choice of DC transmission rather than AC, 
is unique for each scheme, but is usually selected when either distances of more than 100 Km 
are required to be covered, or for interconnecting grids that operate at different frequencies 
asynchronously. 

Although not common so far, extruded cable systems for direct current (DC) applications are 
starting to be used up to 150 kV. Over this level and up to 500-600 kV, existing older 
technology (mass impregnated or fluid filled) can be adopted for high power transmission. 
Developments are being carried out to increase the voltage level of extruded technology. 

Although the DC cables are cheaper than the equivalent AC cables with the same capacity, 
the cost of a full project with DC cables becomes quite high owing to the requirement to add 
on both ends of the DC link converter stations AC-DC and DC-AC, which are quite 
expensive. 

Submarine cables 

For reasons of completeness, submarine cables are referred hereto, although they are not part 
of this Communication. Submarine cables of either AC or DC type are constructed and 
operating in various parts of Europe separated by sea (between Scandinavia and mainland 
Europe, UK-France, UK-Ireland, Italy-Greece).  

At high voltages up to 150 KV extruded cables with plastic insulation are in service, while at 
extra-high-voltage (up to 500 KV) fluid-filled cable systems are generally used, while  

extruded systems are being under development.
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I.2 New technological developments 

Under this title two new technological developments in cables will be examined: a). the Gas 
Insulated Line (GIL) and b). the High Temperature Superconductors (HTS). 

Gas Insulated Line (GIL) 

For 400 kV links a new technology of GIL offers a complementary solution to XLPE cables. 
The technology derives from “armoured transformers” technology and is made from an 
aluminium tube of about 600 mm diameter filled up with insulating pressured gas SF6/N2 
(mixture of nitrogen and SF6). The conductor lies in the middle of the tube separated from the 
tube by regular spacers. There is finally an outer protection of anticorrosion coating. 

The GIL alternative is competitive when very high transmission capacity e.g. 2000 to 4000 
MW is to be transmitted over short distances. As an example for transmission of 2000 MW 
one GIL cable system would suffice, while for XLPE two cable systems of 1000 MW each 
would be required. Another advantage of GIL is that their electric field is zero, while their 
magnetic field is very low. 

As disadvantages can be considered: 
– Big diameter of each phase (600mm), making the system rigid and difficult to install in 

urban areas 
– It uses big quantities of SF6 (green house effect) with danger of leakage and need of 

continuous control 
– As far as end of life aspects, this technology is halfway between overhead lines and 

underground XLPE cables, provided that the gas is recovered with special care. 

A recent development of GIL use is referred to in Reference [7]9. This project concerned the 
substitution of 420 m double overhead line of 220 kV traversing the airport of Geneva and 
constituting part of the UCTE international network. 
The solution selected was that of GIL owing to the strict requirement of very low magnetic 
interference in the vicinity of the airport. Two circuits of 3 GIL (one per phase) were used 
(totalling 2x3=6 GIL cables) inside a tunnel below the level of the airport, in order to leave 
free the space for the PALEXPO fair buildings that were to be built above on this side 
adjacent to the Geneva airport. The project started in September 2000 and was completed 
within 3 months. This GIL link was considered as a second generation of GIL, as a new gas 
mixture was used as insulating medium, consisting mainly of nitrogen and SF6. 

High Temperature Superconducting cables (HTS) 

Superconducting materials are known since about 90 years and have the ability to transport 
high currents without electric losses, when they are cooled to very low temperatures (at 4K 
equal to -269°C, with liquid helium as cooling material). The current material density in a 
superconductor is 300-10 000 times higher than in copper. 

The discovery of high temperature superconducting material (HTS) in 1986 made a 
breakthrough, as the HT materials become superconducting at liquid nitrogen temperature 
(77K equal to -196°C). Cooling at this temperature is a factor of 1000 times less expensive 

                                                 
9 N2/SF6 Gas insulated line of a new GIL generation in Service- CIGRE 2002, Paper 21-204. 

Alter,Amman, Boech, Degen and others. 
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than liquid helium cooling (at -269°C). Thus, new cost effective applications can be 
envisaged in electricity transmission. 

Power cables based on the HTS materials can offer several advantages compared to 
conventional power cable technology due to the unique properties of the HTS material, the 
needed internal cooling and a perfect magnetic shielding (for some designs). The advantages 
of an HTS power cable are: 

• High current and power rating 

• Compact cable dimensions 

• Low losses (less than 1%, compared to 5% to8% for traditional cables) 

• No thermal interaction with the surroundings 

• No magnetic interaction with the surroundings 

Owing to these advantages HTS cables can become the best solution for replacement of old 
cables in compacted urban areas, where demand for electricity increased sharply and there is 
no space to lay down new cables. The replacement of old existing cables with HTS materials 
of the same size would offer a much higher capacity (e.g. about 5 times higher) than with 
conventional cables. 

The main disadvantage to date has been the high cost of HTS wire. The wires used for 
conventional conductors for electricity transmission and distribution are usually made from 
copper or aluminium and the present cost for copper wire is approximately $10 per kAm 
(kiloamperes meters) and $2 per kAm for aluminium wire. In contrast, commercial HTS wire 
(which is made of bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide) costs around $200 per kAm. 
Various R&D programs expect to reduce the HTS cost to $50 per kAm, while in the US the 
Department of Energy Superconductivity programme has established a goal of $10 per kAm. 
A recent study of 2001 (Reference [10]) suggested that significant market penetration could 
be achieved with a cost of $20 per kAm. 

In recent years, the United States government has contributed around $30million in programs 
aimed at meeting the challenge of long-term development of HTS technology for the 
transmission of electric power. A handful of commercial companies including American 
Superconductor Corporation have also developed and manufactured products using 
superconducting wires and power electronic converters. The technology involves grinding up 
the ceramic material, packing it into silver tubes, rolling the tubes into tapes and then heating 
the tapes up to produce wires long enough to be used as superconducting cables.  

A number of cable manufacturers have been working on the development of cable 
demonstration projects, namely Pirelli Energy Cables and Systems (Italy), NKT Cables 
(Denmark), Sumitumo Electric Industries and Furukawa (Japan), Southwire (USA), LG 
Cabels (Korea) and Condumex (Mexico). This has led to a number of HTS cable 
demonstration projects including 400 metres of cable in Detroit and 90 metres of cable in 
Copenhagen.  

In December 2002, Southwire and NKT formed a joint venture (ULTERA) whose aim is to 
produce a 300 metre HTS cable to be installed in an electricity distribution system in 
Colombus, Ohio by 2005. The new design combines a three-phase system, which before 
required three separate HTS lines, into one cable. This reduces by about one half the amount 
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of superconducting material required and reduces the amount of space needed to install the 
cable. An update of the Detroit project was provided by American Superconductor and Pirelli 
to the US Department of Energy in July 2002. Of the three HTS cables installed, leaks had 
been determined in two of the cables that were significant enough to make the cables unstable 
so they cannot be energised. The project is to continue with just one cable, which it is hoped 
will lead to full commercialisation in due course. 

In Denmark, (see Reference [11]10), NTK Cables, in collaboration with the Technical 
University of Denmark and with support from several Danish electricity companies and the 
Danish energy Authority’s Energy Research Programme, has been working on cable-related 
superconducting technology for a number of years. In My 2001 this led to the installation of 
the world’s first superconducting cable in a public electricity grid, which entered service at 
Copenhagen’s Amager substation, a central hub in the Danish capital’s electricity supply 
system. The cable, which supplies more than 150 GWh of power, is part of a grid serving 
some 50,000 households and businesses. The cable, which is cooled using extremely cold 
liquid nitrogen, consists of three separate superconducting cables each 30 metres long spliced 
into the grid where the voltage is 30kV. 

In concluding, at present, HTS cables are still in a prototype state and further research and 
investment will be required to bring down the cost of the wire before the technology can be 
used economically on a large scale. In the opinion of HTS manufacturers it is likely to be 8 to 
10 years before this happens. 

I.3 Cost Considerations 

In general terms underground cables are more expensive than the equivalent overhead lines 
that serves the same flow of electricity. Although a comparison of coasts need a full analysis 
as system during a lifetime, an attempt will be made to present data given in various 
references. The ratio of the cost of underground cable to the equivalent overhead line is 
usually used in various reports and studies as an “easy” indicator for comparisons. This ratio 
is generally increasing with the kV voltage of the cable/overhead line. 

(a) Examples of cost ratios Cables/Overhead Lines 

Some examples of cost rations presented in various sources are the following: 

1. The French “Accord Réseaux Electriques et Environnement 2001-2003” (Ref.[2]) 
gives ratios of: 

• 2-3 times for 63, 90 and 225 kV cables 

• 5-7 times for 400 kV cables 

2. The UK’s National Grid Company report « Overhead or Underground » (Ref.[1]9 
gives ratios between 15 and 25 for 400 kV cables 

 

 

                                                 
10 Design, installation and operation of world’s first High Temperature Superconducting Power Cable in a 

Utility Power Network, CIGRE 2002, Paper 21-205. Stergaard, Tonnensen. 
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3. The Europacable in the paper “Cable systems” (Ref.[3]) and in other information 
provided gives the following ratios: 

• 1-2 times for medium voltage cables (10 kV and 20 kV) 

• 3-6 times for 150 kV cables 

• 5-10 times for 225 and 400 kV cables 

The ICF Consultants in their Report to the European Commission (Ref. [16]) have contacted a 
number of transmission companies, electricity regulators and suppliers in Europe, who have 
provided estimates of the costs of construction of cables in comparison to aerial lines (see 
Table 7). The cost estimates of a 400 kV cable in comparison to a line vary quite considerably 
but in general the cost differences are narrowing compared to a few years ago. In France, for 
example, RTE has reduced its estimates for 400 kV cables from 20 times the cost of aerial 
lines to 10-12 times over the last couple of years. This is attributable to increased R & D into 
the economic life of cables, the laying cables at reduced depths and technological advances in 
cable design. 

Table 7: Multipliers of cost of cables in respect to overhead lines 

 380/400 kV Cables 
to lines multiplier 

150/220 kV 
Cables to lines 
multiplier

Source 

Austria 8 - Verbund APG Styria link 

Belgium N/a N/a Elia declined to provide a cost ratio due 

Denmark 7.2 4.0 Eltra/Elkraft 

ETSO € 5million/km more  ETSO 

Finland 3.5 (sea cable)  Fingrid 

France-rural 10 2.2-3 RTE-Piketty Report 

Ireland - 7.7 ESB National Grid 

Italy 5.9 5.5 Electricity Authority 

Norway 6.5 4.5 Statnett 

UK (E&W) 15-25 N/a National Grid 

Source: Study Ref. [16] 

1. In a report prepared by CIGRE11 (Ref.[5]), a quite comprehensive approach had been 
followed in analysing the data from a questionnaire covering 19 countries (mostly OECD 
countries) for costs of real projects of overhead lines and underground cables. 

As the absolute values of costs of cables may have reduced owing to the technological 
developments in 6 years since 1996, the ratios of costs are to be considered carefully, but they 
show the general trend of increase of costs according to the voltage: 

• Voltage range 110-219 KV ratio 7 (with spread 3,4-16) 

                                                 
11 CIGRE Joint Working Group 21.22.01, December 1996 
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• Voltage range 220-362 KV ratio 13 (with spread 5,1-22,1) 

• Voltage range 363-764 KV ratio 20 (with spread 14,6-33,3) 

In the same study there was an attempt to take into account the costs of losses of electricity 
during the lifetime of an overhead line and an underground cable. The analysis showed that a 
ratio of the range of 15 without considering losses, will become smaller-- between 12 and 7 -
with the consideration of low and high losses during the lifespan of the cable versus the 
overhead line. 

It is noteworthy to mention that in the last decades there is a continuous reduction of costs of 
cables, owing the development of solid insulations, the optimisation of cable design, the use 
of pre-moulded cable accessories and use of more advanced laying methods, all contribute to 
the drastic reduction of costs of cables, a fact that is not observed in the construction of 
overhead lines. 

When coupling installed system costs and the operational costs over the lifetime of the 
systems, the comparison of overall costs between cables and overhead lines become less 
unfavourable for cables, as in the above mentioned case of reference [5] when the cost of 
electricity losses were taken into account. Whilst the load carrying capacity of an equivalent 
sized conductor in a XLPE cable is less than that in an overhead line, this is countered by the 
significant lower losses within the cable, which can be 30% to 60% less than those of an 
overhead line. 

However, it must be stressed here that in case of adoption of a new European initiative to 
underground electricity lines in Europe, there will be a large demand for cables and it can be 
expected that a massive production of cables will create a real new market resulting to 
substantial reductions of prices of cables. 

(b) Other factors to be considered for cost comparisons 

Another factor that must be considered when comparing costs of systems, is the fact that the 
load patterns of the electricity networks become more constant with less pronounced daily 
and seasonal peaks, due to the availability of cheaper electrical equipment and more use of 
air-conditioning and computers. Since the cable systems have the ability to carry constant 
loads virtually independently of the ambient air temperature or wind speed, cable system has 
an additional advantage in lifetime costs comparisons when compared to overhead line 
systems. 

Furthermore, due to environmental considerations the obtaining of right of way permits are 
getting more difficult. It is then necessary to also take into account the land itself and the cost 
of getting planning approval. The cost of the land required is getting more expensive 
especially in urban suburbs. The land coverage required for an overhead line is large and in 
addition cannot be re-used in general for its original purpose. In semi urban areas also the 
land at the side of an overhead line cannot be used due to radiation considerations. Property 
values close to overhead lines are also affected. Although to establish general values is 
difficult, it has been shown in specific studies that in some circumstances a replacement cable 
system could be financed by the recovery of used land for development purposes. 

Detailed consideration must be also given to the costs of maintenance and refurbishment for 
overhead line systems. As well as preventative maintenance to towers and lines, the 
significant cost of tree pruning must be added if woodlands are part of the route. 
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 (c) Cost of new technological developments (GIL and HTS) 

Coming now to the case of innovative technologies for underground cables, such as GIL and 
HTS, there are not a lot of information as most cases refer to experimental pilot projects and 
tests. Anyhow, taking into account the high cost of special materials used and cooling 
technologies used in HTS technologies, it looks very unlikely that the overall construction and 
maintenance costs of GIL and HTS will be lower than those of usual underground cables. 

In the case of a recent development of a 420 m long Gas insulated line at the Geneva airport 
to replace an existing 220 KV line (see [7]) it was calculated that cost of this achievement of 
GIL cable system (including the tunnel) was 12 to 15 times more expensive than that of a new 
overhead line of the same length. 

It was also cited that in case that the life-cycle costs of a GIL transmission line of several 
kilometres in length were compared with the cost of an overhead line, cost-ratios of below the 
factor 10 can be achieved. 

In another study carried out in the framework of the TEN-Energy Programme (see [8])12, 
three alternative technologies of underground cables were examined (Fluid oil insulation 
cables, XLPE cables and GIL) for the substitution of a section of around 7 Km length 
(situated in the Western region of Rome in urbanised and natural areas) of 380 KV double-
circuit overhead transmission line (between the 2,500 MW Torre Valdaliga Nord Power Plant 
and Aurelia Nord substation, just to the west of Rome). The plan was to replace the existing 
double circuit overhead line with cables along a number of possible routes (including a direct 
tunnel, along the roadside and across a turnpike/fields). 
The oil-filled and XLPE cable solutions (4 circuits/12 cables) had a rated power of 1,000 
MVA whilst the GIL solution (2 circuits/6 cables) had a rated power of 2,000 MVA. 
The total estimated costs for the three alternatives were:  

• Oil-filled $44m; 8,4 million €/km 

• XLPE $36m; 6,8 million €/km 

• GIL $68m; 12,9 million €/km 

Compared to about € 0,4 to 0,5 million /km for overhead line, they give ratios of 1:17, 1:14 
and 1:26 respectively. 
XLPE was cheaper than oil-filled due to lower cable costs and HV switchgear. GIL was more 
expensive due to higher cable costs and accessories. Although XLPE was the cheapest 
solution and had the lowest maintenance requirement, TERNA decided to proceed with the 
GIL solution, as it deemed important to develop this technology. 

These 2 cases support the view that the use of new innovative technologies can not reduce 
significantly the cost-ratio of underground cables in respect to overhead lines.  

Concluding this section, it can be stated that the main disadvantage of underground cables in 
respect to overhead lines remains still the high initial construction cost especially for the extra 
high voltages of 220 kV and 380-400 kV, that are of interest for the electricity transmission 
systems in Europe. 

 

                                                 
12 TEN Study E94/98. Project to substitute a part of a double circuit 380 kV overhead transmission line 

with an underground line. Region west of Rome, Italy. 
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I.4 Environmental considerations 

Environmental considerations have played during the last decades an important role in 
decisions about electricity transmission projects and are now replacing engineering 
considerations as the main criterion for selection. Various aspects of environmental 
considerations will be examined. 

(a) Visual impact: 

The cable systems present as their biggest advantage the fact that they are “invisible”. 
Therefore, in urban areas and in environmentally sensitive scenic areas the use of 
underground cables is indispensable, in spite of high construction costs. It is commonly 
accepted that overhead lines are substantial structures and their visual impact outweighs in 
some cases their other advantages. Whilst to place a value on the effects of visual impact is a 
difficult and very subjective exercise, it is very common nowadays that the public opinion of 
local communities and environmentalists have rendered the construction of new overhead 
lines rather impossible in most places in Europe. The installation of a cable system has no 
permanent influence on the landscape, whilst overhead lines and their pylons can be very 
intrusive on the landscape or on an urban area and local amenities 

(b) Impact during construction and operation: 

Excavations during the laying of cables may cause a temporary visual intrusion and 
disturbance to flora and fauna, land uses and archaeological sites. There is much greater 
impact on land when laying underground cables, as much more quantity of soil has to be 
excavated than in the case of overhead lines, when only limited disturbances are caused in the 
area of pylons. 

Of course, such disturbances caused by underground cables last temporarily for a relatively 
short period, while the construction of an overhead line is much quicker (about 5 times as 
fast). Sometimes, however, such effects on land uses may be in eversible even in the case of 
underground cables. 

Again, due to environmental considerations it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain 
right of way permits or even to renew existing ones. The required right of way is very much 
smaller for a cable and once installed, the land above is generally used again for its original 
purpose, except for planting trees. This can result in a considerable saving, considering that in 
an overhead line little use can be made of the land that lies directly under the line or even for 
some distance either side. 

After construction, some constraints remain on farming. When overhead lines have been 
erected, farmers need to use agricultural machinery with care and observe height restrictions. 
With underground cable, certain subsoiling operations below 45cm cannot be carried out 
along the route; and trees cannot be allowed to grow because of the potential danger from root 
damage. 

Repairs to overhead lines are far less disruptive. Damage to tower fittings or to conductors 
may involve the lowering of the conductors to the ground for repair, or sometimes repairs can 
be carried out from trolleys sent along the wires from the towers. Repairs can even be carried 
out from helicopters with the circuits live. 
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(c) Magnetic and electrical fields 

Usually, there have been concerns expressed about the electric and magnetic fields caused by 
overhead lines, below them and at a distance around them. There is still a lot of debate in 
scientific circles about the effects of such fields and about their acceptability or not, and 
therefore safe conclusions can not be drawn in a definite manner. 

Underground cables on the other hand cause no electrical fields by default, while the magnetic 
fields caused by them are rather higher just above the trench but are quickly reduced around 
the trench. Anyhow the magnetic fields both of overhead lines and cables are usually within 
the requirement of EU for minimum values. 

(d) Consumption of raw materials and energy recycling 

The gradual introduction of XLPE cables to replace older types of cables signified that the use 
of oil, fluids, lead and PVC rapidly diminished, while new material appeared such as 
aluminium and polyethylene (PE). This trend made the construction of cables much more 
environmentally friendly in itself. With reductions in size the cables use fewer natural 
resources and at the end of their life they have less scrap and more recyclable materials. 

Another environmental factor that must be considered is the fact that, as underground cables 
incur fewer losses during their operation to transmit electricity than overhead lines, the 
amount of electricity generation required is reduced, which means less greenhouse gas  
emissions overall.  

I.5 Operational Considerations 

Reliability of networks has always been an important factor in network operations. Cables 
have at present a good record of reliability with records showing that an average cable faults 
show 0,072 failures per 100 circuit km/year, with overhead lines showing around 0,170 
failures per 100 circuit Km/year. These average figures are also confirmed by a study carried 
out by DISCAB Group over the last 12 years as presented in the ICF Congress in Barcelona 
in 1995 (see [3] p.5). 

Cable systems with recent developments of new technologies show a decreasing trend of 
annual rates of failure, while overhead lines maintain a relatively constant failure rate mainly 
due to climatic reasons (wind, ice, snow and fog). 

However, it is fair to point out that the time required for locating and repairing a fault is 
greater in cables than in overhead lines. Reference [1] indicates that the time of outage of a 
cable owing to a fault might be 25 times more than the time required for an overhead line of 
the same length. On the other hand Reference [3] indicates that recent surveys give a ratio of 
time of outages of 2 between a cable and an overhead line of the same length. 

Transient faults (surge strikes) are still affecting overhead lines at an average rate of 2,3 times 
per 100 Km/year and most of them may be cleared through reclosure devices without any 
perceivable loss of supply. Such a form of outage is not present in cable systems. 

The load of an overhead line and its capability to carry overloads is purely determined by the 
ambient air temperature and wind speed. Due to the daily unpredictability of both these 
parameters, the calculated continuous loading is set at average parameters, which in some 
cases mean about 40% of the total actual capacity. During overloads the temperature of the 
conductor can reach the design limits within minutes. 
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On the other hand, soil temperature is relatively constant, with a variation range generally 
within +/- 5 degrees centigrade over the whole year. Thus, the calculated continuous current 
permitted for underground cables can more closely match its capacity. In regard to overloads, 
again the stable environment and the bigger thermal capacity means that overloads of 20% 
can be accepted for up to 48 hours without exceeding the design limits of cables. The ability 
to use this property in the design and management of a transmission network is a big 
advantage for cable systems. Moreover, temperature monitoring is today a technology readily 
available for underground systems, which allows to safely optimise the utilisation of the 
network at any point in time. 

Finally, other parameters affecting the security of the network may come into account in some 
areas. Cable systems once installed are not prone to either sabotage or theft of materials or 
energy, neither to external influence due to adverse weather conditions. It is important to refer 
at this point to the large damages caused to the french electricity transmission system during 
the wind storms in December 1999, fact that pushed the responsible french authorities 
(Ministries, EdF, RTE) to conclude the agreement presented in Reference [2]. 

I.6 Comparison of technologies – Conclusions 

All previous sections analysed the advantages and disadvantages of the various types of 
underground cables(UGC) from various points of view: technical, cost, environmental, 
operational. (The Tables of this section present a summary view of the various ways of 
transmitting electricity).  

A first conclusion can be that Overhead Lines (OL) remain the most used means for 
electricity transmission, owing to their lower cost in comparison to UGC. The difference of 
costs between UGC and OL is still high and will remain, unless a future mass production of 
cables reduces their construction cost.  

A second conclusion can be drawn when comparing the various types of UGC, that XLPE 
cables are generally considered to be the cheapest and most developed cable technology. GIL 
cables are to be used in special cases of short distances and when high load levels are present. 
Finally, the HTS option is still in R&D prototype stage and will need a number of years 
before they become commercially available.  

A third conclusion may be that UGC are necessarily applied in special cases, such as in urban 
areas and sensitive ecological, aesthetic or historical areas, or where the security of supply is  
in danger due to frequent adverse weather conditions.
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Appendix II 

The main extra high voltage underground projects world-wide 

The main projects listed below concern extra high voltage underground lines (400 kV to 500 
kV), often over long distances and which are able to convey substantial power (2,000 MW). 
Submarine links projects are not listed considering that undersea cables use different 
technology and are not necessarily subject to the same issues . The information appearing in 
this Annex is provided by References [7], [12], [16] and [18] 

The Shin Keiyo Toyosu Line (Tokyo Crossing - Japan) 

This is a 500 kV AC line with three 900 MW circuits two of which have already been laid 
and put into operation since 2000. It uses the synthetic-insulated cable technology. The line 
was built over approximately 40 km and cost a great deal to install because all of the line was 
laid either beneath tunnels or bridges. Because of the substantial distance that the line covers, 
reactive power compensation substations1 were installed at the extremities of the link. 

The Berlin Crossing (Germany) 

It concerns the 400 kV AC diagonal lines connecting the electricity Ring around Berlin to the 
city centre. A first section of 10.6 km was constructed in 1978 as a double circuit 400 kV 
with low-pressure oil –filled cables. A second section of 7.5 km was built in the early 1990’s 
as a double circuit 400kV cables of low-pressure oil-filled type. A new section of 6.3 km with 
two circuits commissioned at the end of the 1990’s . It used the synthetic-insulated cable 
technology by putting 2X3= 6 XLPE cables of 400 kV in a tunnel at a depth of 25 to 35 m 
below the city..  

The Copenhagen Lines (Denmark) 

These two separate 400 kV lines each with one circuit installed in 1997 and 1999 to connect 
central Copenhagen to the Danish 400 kV grid, through 2n connections in the north and south 
of the city. Synthetic-insulated cables were used for the project. The two lines have a length 
of 22 km and 14 km, respectively. 

The Aalborg-Aarhus Line (Denmark) 

To reinforce the 400 kV network in the western part of Denmark, the electrical utility Eltra is 
building a 400 kV link covering a distance of 140 km (Aalborg-Aarhus). The line, with a 
capacity of 1200 MW, is mainly overhead, but is laid underground when it crosses urban 
areas and areas of ecological interest. Three cable sections (2.5 km, 4.5 km, 7 km) will be 
built using synthetic-insulated cables (double circuit). Commissioning is scheduled for 2004 
for a total cost estimated at 140 million €, the underground part representing a quarter of the 
cost (35 million €) for 10% of the length of the link. 

The Madrid Airport Extension (Spain) 

The 400 kV overhead line with two circuits and a capacity of 1,200 MW which ran alongside 
the Madrid airport had to be replaced by an underground line as part of a project to create new 
runways. The underground line uses the synthetic-insulated cable technology and will be laid 
in a tunnel covering a length of 12.1 km. The works are under way for the first circuit with a 
length of cable of about 37 km (3 phases X 12.1 km). 
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The London Power Reinforcement (United Kingdom) 

This is a 400 kV line with two circuits and a capacity of 1,200 MW. The line is made up of 
two synthetic-insulated cables and covers a distance of 20 km from the centre of London (St. 
John’s wood) to the suburban area. The link is laid in a tunnel. Construction is under way 
with commissioning of the first circuit scheduled for 2004, and that of the second circuit a 
decade later depending on how demand develops. The cost of the line amounts to 350 million 
€, including the electrical substations at the extremities of the line. 

Extension of the Geneva Exhibition Centre (Switzerland) 
This project concerned the substitution of 420 m double overhead line of 220 kV traversing 
the airport of Geneva and constituting part of the UCTE international network. 
The solution selected was that of GIL- gas-insulated cable technology, owing to the strict 
requirement of very low magnetic interference in the vicinity of the airport. Two circuits of 3 
GIL (one per phase) were used (totalling 2x3=6 GIL cables of 400kV) inside a tunnel below 
the level of the airport, in order to leave free the space for the PALEXPO fair buildings that 
were to be built above on this side adjacent to the Geneva airport. The project started in 
September 2000 and was completed within 3 months. This GIL link was considered as a 
second generation of GIL, as a new gas mixture was used as insulating medium, consisting 
mainly of nitrogen 80% and SF6 20%. 

The Middlesbrough-York Line (United Kingdom) 
The 70 km long overhead line with two 400 kV circuits (each with a capacity of 2,000 MW) 
connects the cities of Middlesbrough and York. Significant public concern was raised over the 
decision to put overhead lines, rather than cables, through the Vale of York. An application to 
construct the line was made in 1991. Following several years of public enquiries and hearings 
it took 10 years for all consents and wayleaves to be put in place. National Grid was not in 
favour of an underground cable on the grounds of cost (the overhead line was expected to cost 
£540,000/km and the cable £8.9 million/km, a cost factor multiple of 16 times) and 
environmental concerns over a 15-30 metre swathe of sterilised land through the countryside. 
The UK government took the view that the additional cost could not be justified and the aerial 
route was eventually given the go-ahead with the exception of a 5.7 km cable section in the 
middle of the English countryside. The technology used is a pressurized oil-insulated cable. 
The buried part covers a total ground area of 30 m of width and cost about 100 million €. 

The Hong Kong Interconnection (China) 
The construction of a 12,5 km cable interconnection between two substations in the urban 
area of Hong Kong has begun in 2001. The interconnection of 400 kV will be completed in 
early 2004 and it will boost power supplies in an area of ongoing urban development, where 
the population is estimated to grow from 250,000 to over 340,000 in 2004; The new link is 
expected to serve the customers with quality and reliability, as well as to ensure sufficient 
supply capacity to cater for future demand. 
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1. El Consejo Europeo se ha reunido en Barcelona los días 15 y 16 de marzo en su segundo
encuentro anual de primavera para tratar la situación económica, social y medioambiental de
la Unión. La reunión ha estado precedida de un intercambio de opiniones con el nuevo
Presidente del Parlamento Europeo, D. Pat Cox, sobre las principales cuestiones sometidas a
debate. El Consejo Europeo acoge favorablemente la iniciativa del Presidente de una nueva
colaboración para el diálogo político y el cambio pragmático.

2. Los Jefes de Estado o de Gobierno, los Ministros de Asuntos Exteriores y de Hacienda se han
reunido con sus homólogos de los trece países candidatos para debatir la estrategia de Lisboa
y su aplicación. El Consejo Europeo destaca la estrategia de Lisboa como un incentivo para
que los países candidatos adopten y pongan en práctica objetivos económicos, sociales y
medioambientales clave y como un proceso de aprendizaje mutuo.

&217(;72�32/Ë7,&2�<�(&21Ï0,&2�*(1(5$/
3. El euro demuestra con claridad lo que la Unión Europea puede lograr cuando hay voluntad

política. La misma voluntad política debe aprovecharse para lograr los objetivos económicos,
sociales y medioambientales que la Unión se ha planteado.

4. El Consejo Europeo, sobre la base del informe de primavera de la Comisión, ha pasado revista
a los progresos realizados en los dos primeros años de la estrategia de Lisboa. Toma nota de
que ha habido importantes éxitos, pero también de que existen áreas en las que los progresos
han sido demasiado lentos. El Consejo Europeo ha tomado en cuenta las contribuciones de los
distintos Consejos sectoriales. Ahora, el objetivo consiste en simplificar y consolidar dicha
estrategia para lograr una ejecución más eficaz de las decisiones ya adoptadas y de las que se
han adoptado hoy.

5. La situación económica se encuentra en las primeras fases de recuperación mundial tras el
brusco declive de 2001. La rápida respuesta de política económica, unos indicadores
económicos sólidos y una restauración de la confianza ofrecen una plataforma para esa
recuperación. Ahora bien, se deben mejorar dichas perspectivas mediante un claro
compromiso con la reforma económica para aumentar el potencial de crecimiento y empleo de
la UE.
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6. La coordinación de las políticas fiscales se basa en el compromiso con unas finanzas públicas
sanas y en las reglas de juego acordadas en el Pacto de Estabilidad y Crecimiento. Los
Estados miembros mantendrán o respetarán el objetivo presupuestario a medio plazo de lograr
presupuestos próximos al equilibrio o con superávit a más tardar para 2004. Se debería
permitir que los estabilizadores automáticos cumpliesen su función de modo simétrico,
siempre que no se sobrepase el límite del 3% del PIB en situaciones de caída del ciclo
económico. Esto significa, en concreto, que en fases de expansión se deberían recoger
plenamente los frutos del crecimiento. Los Estados miembros podrán recurrir a la política
fiscal discrecional sólo si antes han creado el necesario margen de maniobra.

El Consejo Europeo invita al Consejo a que siga estudiando la sostenibilidad a largo plazo de
las finanzas públicas como parte de su ejercicio de vigilancia anual, en particular ante el reto
presupuestario que supone el envejecimiento de la población.

7. La zona euro es una unión monetaria sometida a una política monetaria única e independiente
y con políticas fiscales descentralizadas pero coordinadas. Por tanto, es necesario realizar
ulteriores progresos mediante:

− la mejora y armonización de los métodos empleados para elaborar estadísticas e
indicadores de la zona euro. Se invita a la Comisión y al Consejo a que presenten un
informe global sobre estadísticas de la zona euro con antelación suficiente para el
Consejo Europeo de primavera de 2003;

− la realización de un análisis sistemático de la combinación de políticas (SROLF\�PL[) de la
zona euro en su conjunto para evaluar la coherencia de las políticas monetarias y
fiscales respecto de la evolución económica;

− el refuerzo de los actuales mecanismos de coordinación de las políticas fiscales. A este
respecto, la Comisión presentará propuestas para reforzar la coordinación de las
políticas económicas con antelación suficiente para el Consejo Europeo de primavera de
2003.
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8. En este contexto, el Consejo Europeo respalda el documento sobre cuestiones clave. Éste será
la base de las Orientaciones Generales de Política Económica, que serán precisas y
específicas, identificando los retos económicos clave y proponiendo medidas concretas para
hacerles frente. Puntos centrales serán la calidad y el carácter sostenible de las finanzas
públicas, la continuación de las reformas adicionales necesarias en los mercados de trabajo, de
capitales y de productos y la garantía de coherencia con las medidas adoptadas en cada sector.

'HVDUUROOR�VRVWHQLEOH

9. El crecimiento actual no debe en ningún caso poner en peligro las posibilidades de
crecimiento de las generaciones futuras. La estrategia de desarrollo sostenible significa que
las diversas políticas deben ser coherentes con los objetivos a largo plazo de la Unión. Debe
concederse igual atención a las consideraciones económicas, sociales y medioambientales en
el diseño de las políticas y en los procesos de toma de decisiones. En este contexto, las
formaciones pertinentes del Consejo, incluidas ECOFIN y Asuntos Generales, han adoptado
ya sus estrategias para la integración de las cuestiones de medio ambiente, y el Consejo de
Pesca ha dado también los pasos necesarios para llevar a cabo esa misma integración en el
contexto de la próxima revisión de la política pesquera común.

10. El Consejo Europeo acoge con agrado la decisión relativa a la ratificación del Protocolo de
Kioto en nombre de la Comunidad Europea. Insta a sus Estados miembros a que completen
los procedimientos nacionales de ratificación para junio de 2002. El Protocolo debería entrar
en vigor antes de la Cumbre Mundial de Desarrollo Sostenible en Johannesburgo. El Consejo
Europeo recuerda su invitación a otros países industrializados hecha en Gotemburgo.

11. El Consejo Europeo reconoce la importancia del Sexto Programa de Acción en materia de
Medio Ambiente como instrumento clave para avanzar hacia el desarrollo sostenible y acoge
con agrado los recientes progresos en los debates entre el Parlamento Europeo y el Consejo
con vistas a su adopción definitiva.

12. Pero se requieren aún otras acciones. El Consejo Europeo:

− toma nota de la intención de la Comisión de presentar en 2002, a seguir a su informe
sobre tecnologías medioambientales, un plan de acción para hacer frente a los
obstáculos para su adopción;
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− toma nota de la intención de la Comisión de acelerar sus trabajos en la preparación de
una directiva marco sobre tarificación de infraestructuras, a efectos de garantizar que,
para 2004, los distintos modos de transporte reflejen mejor sus costes para la sociedad;

− toma nota de la intención de la Comisión de incluir, antes de que finalice 2002, la
dimensión de la sostenibilidad en la evaluación de impacto que formará parte de sus
esfuerzos más generales en el ámbito de una mejor normativa;

− solicita al Consejo que, en paralelo al acuerdo sobre la apertura de los mercados de la
energía, alcance un acuerdo sobre la adopción de la Directiva sobre fiscalidad de la
energía de aquí a diciembre de 2002, teniendo presentes las necesidades de los
profesionales del sector del transporte por carretera;

− conviene en la necesidad de que la Unión Europea muestre avances sustanciales en la
mejora de la eficacia energética para 2010.

13. Con vistas a la Conferencia de Monterrey sobre la financiación del desarrollo, el Consejo
Europeo acoge con satisfacción el acuerdo sobre ayuda oficial para el desarrollo alcanzado
por los Ministros de Asuntos Exteriores. En el acuerdo se declara que en cumplimiento del
compromiso de estudiar los medios y el calendario que permitan a cada Estado miembro
lograr el objetivo de las Naciones Unidas del 0,7% de AOD/RNB, los Estados miembros que
aún no hayan alcanzado el objetivo del 0,7% se comprometen -como primera medida
significativa- a aumentar individualmente su volumen de AOD en los próximos cuatro años,
dentro de sus respectivos procesos de dotación presupuestaria, al tiempo que los demás
Estados miembros proseguirán sus esfuerzos para mantenerse en una cifra igual o superior al
objetivo del 0,7% de AOD, a fin de alcanzar colectivamente una media de la Unión Europea
del 0,39% en 2006. Habida cuenta de este objetivo, todos los Estados miembros de la Unión
Europea se esforzarán en todo caso por alcanzar, dentro de sus respectivos procesos de
dotación presupuestaria, al menos el 0,33% de AOD/RNB en 2006. El Consejo ECOFIN
examinará otras formas de aliviar la deuda de los países menos avanzados.
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14. El Consejo Europeo, sobre la base de la Comunicación de la Comisión "Hacia una asociación
global en favor del desarrollo sostenible" y de las conclusiones del Consejo Medio Ambiente
de 4 de marzo de 2002, determinará la posición global de la Unión Europea para la Cumbre
de Johannesburgo en su sesión de junio en Sevilla, y en la primavera de 2003 revisará la
estrategia global para el desarrollo sostenible centrándose en la puesta en práctica de los
resultados de la Cumbre Mundial de Desarrollo Sostenible. Subraya la importancia de una
mejor gobernanza mundial en este ámbito.

8Q�HQWRUQR�PiV�IDYRUDEOH�DO�HVStULWX�HPSUHVDULDO�\�D�OD�FRPSHWLWLYLGDG

15. El espíritu empresarial y el correcto funcionamiento del mercado interior constituyen la clave
del crecimiento y de la creación de empleo. El contexto regulador debería fomentar la
actividad empresarial y hacer tan simple como sea posible la creación de nuevas empresas, en
concreto mediante la utilización plena de las posibilidades de Internet. El Consejo Europeo
solicita a los Estados miembros que aceleren la aplicación de la Carta Europea de la Pequeña
Empresa y que tomen ejemplo de las mejores prácticas. El Consejo Europeo toma nota de la
intención de la Comisión de presentar un Libro Verde sobre el espíritu empresarial antes del
Consejo Europeo de primavera de 2003. A partir de este año, el Consejo se reunirá antes de
cada Consejo Europeo de primavera para evaluar los progresos en este sector. El Consejo
Europeo considera que el Comité de Basilea de Supervisión Bancaria debería garantizar que
sus trabajos no resulten en una discriminación de las pequeñas y medianas empresas y solicita
a la Comisión que presente un informe sobre las consecuencias de las deliberaciones de
Basilea para todos los sectores de la economía europea, con especial atención a las PYME.

16. Una plena aplicación de toda la legislación relativa al mercado interior constituye un requisito
previo para el adecuado funcionamiento del mercado interior. Aunque se han realizado
progresos, el objetivo intermedio de transposición a la legislación nacional del 98,5% de la
comunitaria establecido en Estocolmo sólo ha sido alcanzado por siete Estados miembros.
Hay que redoblar los esfuerzos. El Consejo Europeo solicita a los Estados miembros que
realicen más esfuerzos para alcanzar ese objetivo y que se logre, para el Consejo Europeo de
primavera de 2003, el objetivo de transposición del 100% para aquellas Directivas cuya
aplicación lleve una demora de más de dos años.
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17. El Consejo Europeo acoge con satisfacción los avances en la modernización de las normas de
competencia comunitarias. Concede la máxima prioridad a los trabajos en curso a este
respecto e insta al Consejo a adoptar el nuevo marco jurídico para finales de 2002.

18. Además, el Consejo Europeo:

– renueva su llamamiento a los Estados miembros para que reduzcan el nivel global de
ayuda pública en términos de porcentaje del PIB para 2003 y los años sucesivos,
redirijan esa ayuda hacia objetivos horizontales de interés común, incluida la cohesión
económica y social, y la orienten a fallos detectados en el mercado. Una ayuda pública
menor y mejor orientada constituye un elemento clave de una competencia eficaz;

– insta al Consejo a que llegue a un acuerdo sobre el conjunto pendiente de medidas
legislativas sobre contratación pública en su sesión de mayo con vistas a su adopción
final cuanto antes en 2002;

– solicita a la Comisión que haga referencias específicas a los obstáculos técnicos que
siguen existiendo en su actual cuadro de indicadores del mercado interior.

– toma nota del propósito de la Comisión de presentar lo antes posible las propuestas
consecutivas a su Comunicación sobre la estrategia para el mercado interior de los
servicios, incluyendo las necesarias acciones concretas.

En este contexto, el Consejo Europeo reafirma la importancia para el desarrollo económico y
social de la Unión de aumentar la calidad de las administraciones públicas.

19. Los esfuerzos por simplificar y mejorar el contexto regulador proseguirán con vigor tanto a
escala nacional como comunitaria, incluidos los aspectos interinstitucionales, con énfasis
particular en la necesidad de reducir la carga administrativa de las PYME. El Consejo
Europeo invita a la Comisión a presentar, a tiempo para su próxima sesión de Sevilla, el Plan
de Acción de la Comisión, que debería tener en cuenta, en particular, las recomendaciones del
Grupo Mandelkern sobre mejora de la reglamentación.
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20. El Consejo Europeo invita al Consejo a que, sobre la base de las propuestas de la Comisión y
a la luz de las conclusiones del Foro sobre Estabilidad Financiera, analice, antes de junio de
2002, los requisitos para una buena y transparente gestión de las empresas y examine la
posibilidad de crear un Grupo de "sabios".

21. El Consejo Europeo instó en Gante al BEI a que aumentara la financiación en sectores
concretos para contribuir a la recuperación de la economía de la UE. El Consejo Europeo
acoge con satisfacción la reciente respuesta del BEI a esta petición mediante movilización de
préstamos por un volumen estimado de 4.000 – 4.500 millones de euros a lo largo de dos
años, y sigue animando al Banco a que respalde la inversión en sectores particularmente
relevantes para promover la integración económica, la cohesión económica y social, y el
crecimiento y el empleo en la Unión.

5HIRU]DU�OD�FRKHVLyQ�VRFLDO��OD�$JHQGD�6RFLDO

22. El modelo social europeo se basa en un buen funcionamiento de la economía, en un alto nivel
de protección, educación y diálogo social. Un Estado del bienestar activo debería alentar a las
personas a trabajar, puesto que el empleo es la mejor garantía contra la exclusión social. El
Consejo Europeo considera que la Agenda Social Europea aprobada en Niza constituye un
medio importante para reforzar el modelo social europeo. El Consejo Europeo de Primavera
debe constituir la ocasión de una revisión a fondo de los avances logrados en la realización de
sus objetivos. Dicha revisión debe dar un nuevo impulso y conducir, en su caso, a iniciativas
adecuadas. Los objetivos de Lisboa únicamente podrán alcanzarse mediante esfuerzos
equilibrados tanto en el frente económico como en el social.

En lo que se refiere al frente social, esto incluye

– incrementar la participación de los trabajadores en los cambios que les afecten; en ese
sentido, el Consejo Europeo invita a los interlocutores sociales a encontrar fórmulas
para gestionar mejor la reestructuración de empresas mediante el diálogo y un enfoque
preventivo; les hace un llamamiento para que se comprometan activamente en un
intercambio de buenas prácticas al tratar la reestructuración industrial;
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– mejorar los aspectos cualitativos del trabajo; en lo que se refiere, en particular, a la
dimensión de la salud y la seguridad, el Consejo Europeo invita al Consejo a que
examine, con carácter prioritario, la próxima comunicación de la Comisión sobre una
estrategia comunitaria en materia de salud y de seguridad.

23. El Consejo Europeo destaca la importancia de la seguridad en el tráfico de vehículos pesados
de transporte de mercancías así como la necesidad de que se garanticen el cumplimiento y el
desarrollo ulterior de las disposiciones sociales, y pide al Consejo que concluya sus trabajos
sobre el proyecto de Reglamento correspondiente antes de fin de 2002.

24. El Consejo Europeo subraya la importancia que reviste la lucha contra la pobreza y la
exclusión social. Se invita a los Estados miembros a que, en sus planes de acción nacionales,
fijen objetivos orientados a reducir de modo significativo de aquí a 2010 el número de
personas en riesgo de caer en la pobreza y la exclusión social.

25. Con objeto de abordar el desafío que plantea el envejecimiento de la población, el Consejo
Europeo insta a que se acelere la reforma de los regímenes de pensiones, tanto para asegurar
su sostenibilidad financiera como para que puedan seguir cumpliendo sus objetivos sociales;
en este contexto, hace hincapié en la importancia del informe conjunto de la Comisión y el
Consejo sobre las pensiones al Consejo Europeo de primavera de 2003, que se basará en los
informes nacionales de estrategia previstos para septiembre de 2002.

Toma nota del informe inicial del Consejo sobre la asistencia sanitaria y la asistencia a las
personas de edad avanzada, e invita a la Comisión y al Consejo a que estudien más
detenidamente los problemas de accesibilidad, calidad y sostenibilidad financiera a tiempo
para el Consejo Europeo de primavera de 2003.

26. El Consejo Europeo destaca la importancia de la declaración formulada por el Consejo de
Empleo y Política Social sobre el tema de la violencia contra las mujeres.

$&78$&,Ï1�35,25,7$5,$

27. El Consejo Europeo ha identificado tres amplios sectores que requieren un impulso
específico, habida cuenta de su papel primordial para terminar de configurar una verdadera
zona económica común y realizar los objetivos de la Unión a largo plazo. En las
circunstancias actuales, el Consejo Europeo considera que también pueden hacer una
importante contribución a la recuperación económica.
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3ROtWLFDV�DFWLYDV�RULHQWDGDV�DO�SOHQR�HPSOHR��PiV�\�PHMRUHV�SXHVWRV�GH�WUDEDMR

28. El pleno empleo en la Unión Europea es el núcleo de la estrategia de Lisboa y el principal
objetivo de las políticas económicas y sociales, que requiere la creación de más y mejores
puestos de trabajo. Por lo tanto, es necesario seguir prestando especial atención a las reformas
de las políticas de empleo y del mercado laboral.

29. El Consejo Europeo se felicita por la celebración de la Cumbre social previa al Consejo
Europeo de primavera y por la adopción por parte de los interlocutores sociales de un marco
común de actuación para el desarrollo permanente de competencias y cualificaciones. El
Consejo Europeo insta a los interlocutores sociales a que pongan sus estrategias en los
distintos ámbitos territoriales (europeo, nacional, regional y local) y sectoriales al servicio de
la Estrategia y de los objetivos de Lisboa, y a que para ello presenten directamente a la
Cumbre social cada año un informe de sus aportaciones tanto a nivel nacional, en los planes
para el empleo, como a nivel europeo.

El programa plurianual que presentarán en diciembre de 2002 debería incluir ya dicha
contribución, en especial respecto de la adaptabilidad de las empresas en aspectos tales como:
negociación colectiva, moderación salarial, mejora de la productividad, formación
permanente, nuevas tecnologías y organización flexible del trabajo.

(VWUDWHJLD�GH�(PSOHR�UHIRU]DGD

30. La Estrategia de Empleo de Luxemburgo ha demostrado su utilidad. La revisión intermedia de
la Estrategia en 2002 deberá consolidar sus logros e incorporar las metas y objetivos
acordados en Lisboa. En este sentido, la Estrategia deberá:

– simplificarse, en particular reduciendo el número de directrices, sin socavar su
efectividad;

– ajustar el calendario al plazo de Lisboa de 2010, con una evaluación intermedia en 2006
para supervisar el logro de los objetivos intermedios de Estocolmo, según lo definido en
Consejos Europeos posteriores;
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– reforzar el papel y la responsabilidad de los interlocutores sociales al aplicar y
supervisar las directrices.

31. La Estrategia de Empleo revisada debe centrarse en elevar el índice de empleo potenciando
las posibilidades de empleo y suprimiendo los obstáculos y la falta de incentivos para
encontrar o conservar un puesto de trabajo, preservando simultáneamente unos altos niveles
de protección del modelo social europeo. Tal como se indica en el informe sobre participación
de la población activa, es necesaria una sólida interacción entre los interlocutores sociales y
las autoridades públicas, y en particular una atención prioritaria a la formación permanente, la
calidad de trabajo y la igualdad entre los sexos.

32. En cuanto a las actuales políticas de empleo entre otras cosas:

– cuando los Estados miembros persigan rebajas fiscales, deberá darse prioridad a reducir
la presión fiscal de los trabajadores con salarios más bajos;

– deberán adaptarse el régimen fiscal y las prestaciones por desempleo para que el trabajo
resulte rentable y fomentar la búsqueda de puestos de trabajo. Los Estados miembros
deberán plantearse la revisión de determinados aspectos, como la condicionalidad de las
prestaciones de desempleo, la idoneidad, la duración, la tasa de sustitución, la
disponibilidad de beneficios en el empleo, la utilización de créditos fiscales, de sistemas
administrativos y el rigor de la gestión;

– para garantizar la competitividad de la UE y mejorar el empleo en diferentes ramas
profesionales y zonas geográficas, será decisivo que las instituciones laborales y los
sistemas de negociación colectiva nacionales, dentro del respeto de la autonomía de los
interlocutores sociales, tengan en cuenta la relación existente entre la evolución de las
remuneraciones y las condiciones del mercado laboral, permitiendo así una evolución
salarial según criterios de productividad y de diferencias de cualificación profesional.

– con objeto de alcanzar un equilibrio adecuado entre flexibilidad y seguridad, se invita a
los Estados miembros a que, en consonancia con sus prácticas nacionales, revisen las
normativas sobre contratación laboral, y en su caso los costes, con vistas a promover la
creación de puestos de trabajo;
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– los Estados miembros deberán suprimir los elementos que desincentivan la participación
de la mano de obra femenina y, teniendo en cuenta la demanda de servicios de cuidado
de niños y en consonancia con los modelos nacionales de asistencia, esforzarse en
prestar para 2010 servicios de cuidado de niños al menos al 90% de los niños de edad
comprendida entre los tres años y la edad de escolarización obligatoria, y al menos al
33% de los niños de menos de tres años;

– deberán reducirse los incentivos individuales a la jubilación anticipada así como la
creación de mecanismos de jubilación anticipada en las empresas. Deberán
intensificarse los esfuerzos para aumentar las oportunidades de que los trabajadores de
mayor edad continúen en el mercado laboral, por ejemplo mediante fórmulas de
jubilación flexible y gradual y garantizando un acceso efectivo a la formación
permanente. Para 2010 deberá intentar elevarse progresivamente en torno a 5 años la
edad media efectiva a la que las personas cesan de trabajar en la Unión Europea. Los
progresos alcanzados en este ámbito se analizarán anualmente antes de cada Consejo
Europeo de primavera.

3URPRYHU�OD�FXDOLILFDFLyQ�SURIHVLRQDO�\�OD�PRYLOLGDG�HQ�OD�8QLyQ�(XURSHD
33. El Consejo Europeo se congratula del Plan de Acción de la Comisión destinado a suprimir

para 2005 los obstáculos existentes dentro de los mercados laborales europeos, y solicita que
el Consejo dé los pasos necesarios para poner en práctica las medidas propuestas. Deberá
concederse prioridad a los puntos siguientes:

– crear, de conformidad con el Plan de Acción adoptado en Niza, las condiciones legales
necesarias para garantizar una movilidad genuina a todos los que participan en los
ámbitos de la educación, la investigación y la innovación;

– reducir los obstáculos normativos y administrativos al reconocimiento de las
cualificaciones profesionales así como otras barreras resultantes del no reconocimiento
de las cualificaciones formales y de la enseñanza informal teniendo en cuenta el
siguiente guión relativo a la educación;

– garantizar que todos los ciudadanos estén bien formados con cualificaciones básicas,
especialmente aquellas relacionadas con las tecnologías de la información y de las
comunicaciones (TIC), y en particular grupos como el de las mujeres desempleadas;
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– aumentar, en su caso, la posibilidad de transferencia de los derechos de seguridad social,
incluidas las pensiones, en la Unión Europea. En este contexto, el Consejo Europeo pide
que se prosigan con carácter de urgencia y sobre la base de los parámetros convenidos
en el Consejo Europeo de Laeken, los trabajos relativos a la reforma del
Reglamento (CEE) n.º 1408/71 sobre coordinación de los sistemas de seguridad social,
para que el nuevo Reglamento pueda adoptarse antes de finales de 2003.

34. Son necesarias medidas concretas. En este sentido, el Consejo Europeo ha decidido lo
siguiente:

– una tarjeta europea de seguro de enfermedad sustituirá los actuales formularios
impresos necesarios para poder obtener asistencia sanitaria en otro Estado miembro. La
Comisión presentará una propuesta a tal efecto antes del Consejo Europeo de primavera
de 2003. Esa tarjeta simplificará los procedimientos, pero no supondrá cambio alguno
de los derechos y obligaciones existentes;

– se creará un sitio único en Internet de información sobre la movilidad laboral en Europa,
en estrecha cooperación con los Estados miembros, con vistas a que esté plenamente
operativo para finales de 2003 a más tardar.

&RQH[LyQ�GH�ODV�HFRQRPtDV�HXURSHDV

0HUFDGRV�ILQDQFLHURV
35. Consumidores y empresas únicamente cosecharán plenamente los beneficios del euro

mediante un mercado de capitales europeo integrado y eficiente. Unos mercados financieros
competitivos abrirán más opciones y reducirán los precios para consumidores e inversores,
con niveles adecuados de protección. Por ello, el Consejo Europeo:

– acoge con satisfacción el acuerdo sobre las propuestas Lamfalussy e insta a su
aplicación inmediata;
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– reafirma su decidido compromiso de aplicar el Plan de Acción sobre Servicios
Financieros (PASF) y de completar la plena integración de los mercados de valores y
capital de riesgo para 2003 y de los mercados de servicios financieros para 2005;

– solicita al Consejo y al Parlamento Europeo que adopten lo antes posible en 2002 las
propuestas de Directivas sobre garantías, abuso del mercado, intermediarios de seguros,
comercialización a distancia de servicios financieros, conglomerados financieros,
folletos, fondos de pensiones profesionales y el Reglamento relativo a las normas
internacionales de contabilidad.

,QWHJUDFLyQ�GH�ODV�UHGHV�HXURSHDV�GH�HQHUJtD��WUDQVSRUWHV�\�FRPXQLFDFLRQHV

36. Unas redes de energía y de transportes potentes e integradas son la columna vertebral del
mercado interior europeo. Una mayor apertura del mercado, una normativa adecuada, un
mejor uso de las redes existentes y completar las conexiones que faltan aumentará la
eficiencia y la competencia y garantizará un nivel adecuado de calidad, al tiempo que reducirá
la congestión y reforzará por tanto la sostenibilidad.

37. En el sector de la HQHUJtD, el Consejo Europeo:

– acoge con satisfacción el primer informe de la Comisión sobre la apertura efectiva del
mercado interior del gas y la electricidad, acordada en Estocolmo. Solicita a la
Comisión que lo actualice anualmente antes de cada Consejo Europeo de primavera de
modo que puedan evaluarse los progresos efectivos;

– insta al Consejo y al Parlamento Europeo a que adopten, tan pronto como sea posible en
2002, las propuestas pendientes para la fase final de la apertura del mercado de la
electricidad y el gas, que deberán contemplar:

= la libertad de elección del proveedor para todos los consumidores europeos
distintos de los domésticos a partir de 2004 para la electricidad y para el gas. Ello
afectará al menos al 60 % del total del mercado;
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= a la vista de la experiencia adquirida y en una fecha anterior al Consejo Europeo
de primavera en 2003, una decisión relativa a la adopción de nuevas medidas que
tenga en cuenta la definición de las obligaciones de servicio público, la seguridad
del abastecimiento y en particular la protección de las zonas apartadas y de los
grupos de población más vulnerables;

= la separación de la transmisión y la distribución de la producción y el suministro;
= el acceso no discriminatorio de los consumidores y productores a la red, basado en

tarifas transparentes y publicadas;
= la creación en cada Estado miembro de un mecanismo regulador, dentro del marco

reglamentario adecuado, con vistas a garantizar en particular el control efectivo de
las condiciones del establecimiento de las tarifas;

– insta al Consejo a que alcance tan pronto como sea posible en 2002 un acuerdo sobre un
sistema de establecimiento de tarifas para las transacciones transfronterizas en materia
de electricidad, incluida la gestión de la congestión, basada en los principios de no
discriminación, transparencia y simplicidad;

– acuerda asumir el objetivo de que los Estados miembros deberán tener para 2005 un
nivel de interconexiones eléctricas de al menos el 10 % de su capacidad de producción
instalada. Las necesidades de financiación deberán cubrirse principalmente gracias a las
empresas implicadas;

– insta a la adopción, de aquí a diciembre de 2002, de la revisión de las directrices y
normas financieras de acompañamiento relativas a las Redes Transeuropeas de Energía
(RTE), y toma nota de la intención de la Comisión de presentar el informe sobre la
seguridad de los abastecimientos basado en los resultados del debate generado por el
Libro Verde de la Comisión sobre la seguridad del abastecimiento energético, con vistas
a su próxima reunión de Sevilla;

– invita a la Comisión y al Consejo a que analicen para el Consejo Europeo de primavera
de 2006 el rendimiento global del mercado interior de la energía en Europa, en
particular el grado de transposición del marco regulador y sus efectos sobre la
protección de los consumidores, las inversiones en infraestructura, la integración
efectiva de los mercados y las interconexiones, la competencia, y el medio ambiente.
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38. En el sector de los WUDQVSRUWHV, el Consejo Europeo:

– acoge con satisfacción los avances en GALILEO y solicita al Consejo (Transportes)
que, en su sesión de marzo, adopte las decisiones necesarias en relación con la
financiación y el lanzamiento de dicho programa y con la creación de una empresa
común, en cooperación con la Agencia Espacial Europea;

– señalando la importancia de la adhesión de la Comunidad a EUROCONTROL, insta a
que prosigan activamente los trabajos antes de fin de 2002 sobre el conjunto de
propuestas de la Comisión de modo que puedan tomarse las decisiones de hacer realidad
el cielo único en 2004; además, las decisiones sobre las normas propuestas en materia
de asignación de franjas horarias en los aeropuertos deberían adoptarse para finales de
2002;

– sobre la base de un informe de la Comisión sobre el funcionamiento del primer paquete
de medidas ferroviarias, solicita al Consejo que prosiga los trabajos sobre el segundo
paquete, que incluye, entre otras cosas, la interoperatividad y elevados niveles de
seguridad;

− hace un llamamiento a fin de que se adopten de aquí a diciembre de 2002 las propuestas
pendientes en materia de servicios portuarios y contrataciones públicas de servicios;

– solicita al Consejo y al Parlamento Europeo que adopten, de aquí a diciembre de 2002,
la revisión de las directrices y normas financieras de acompañamiento de las redes de
transporte transeuropeas (RTT), incluidos los nuevos proyectos prioritarios
identificados por la Comisión, con miras a mejorar las condiciones del transporte con
elevados niveles de seguridad en toda la Unión Europea y a reducir los cuellos de
botella en regiones como los Alpes, los Pirineos y el mar Báltico, entre otras.

39. En materia de telecomunicaciones, la adopción del nuevo "paquete" en materia de
telecomunicaciones significa que se aplicarán las mismas reglas a todas las tecnologías
convergentes, lo que generará mayor competencia y un trato en pie de igualdad para el sector
en Europa. Se pide a los Estados miembros que garanticen la plena aplicación del nuevo
conjunto de medidas reguladoras en materia de telecomunicaciones para mayo de 2003;
además, debería adoptarse rápidamente la Directiva sobre protección de datos.
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40. Se requieren nuevos avances. Para la próxima fase, el Consejo Europeo:

− otorga prioridad a la disponibilidad y la utilización generalizadas de redes de banda
ancha en toda la Unión para 2005, y al desarrollo del protocolo Internet IPv6;

− solicita a la Comisión que elabore un Plan de Acción e-Europa 2005 global, que deberá
presentarse antes del Consejo Europeo de Sevilla, centrado en las prioridades
mencionadas más arriba y en la seguridad de las redes y de la información, la
administración electrónica, el aprendizaje por medios electrónicos, la sanidad en red y el
comercio electrónico;

− hace un llamamiento a los Estados miembros para que garanticen que, para finales de
2003, la proporción entre número de alumnos y ordenadores personales conectados a
Internet en la Unión Europea pase a uno por cada quince alumnos.

41. La convergencia tecnológica brinda a todas las empresas y a todos los ciudadanos nuevas
oportunidades de acceso a la Sociedad de la Información. La televisión digital y las
comunicaciones móviles de tercera generación (3G) desempeñarán un papel clave en facilitar
un acceso generalizado a servicios interactivos.

En consecuencia, el Consejo Europeo

− hace un llamamiento a la Comisión y a los Estados miembros para que fomenten el uso
de plataformas abiertas que ofrezcan libertad de elección a los ciudadanos en el acceso a
las aplicaciones y servicios de la Sociedad de la Información, en particular a través de la
televisión digital, las comunicaciones móviles 3G y otras plataformas que pueda aportar
la convergencia tecnológica en el futuro; y para que mantengan sus esfuerzos
encaminados a la introducción de las comunicaciones móviles 3G;

− invita a la Comisión a que presente en el Consejo Europeo de Sevilla un análisis
detallado de los obstáculos que subsisten para: la consecución de un acceso
generalizado a los nuevos servicios y aplicaciones de la Sociedad de la Información a
través de plataformas abiertas de televisión digital y de comunicaciones móviles de 3G,
el pleno despliegue de las comunicaciones móviles 3G, el desarrollo del comercio
electrónico y la administración electrónica y el papel que los sistemas nacionales de
identificación y autenticación electrónicas podrían desempeñar en este contexto.
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6HUYLFLRV�S~EOLFRV�GH�FDOLGDG

42. La integración de las redes transeuropeas y la apertura de mercados de servicios públicos
deberían tener plenamente en cuenta la importancia de unos servicios públicos de calidad. A
este respecto, el Consejo Europeo subraya la importancia que reviste para los ciudadanos y
para la cohesión territorial y social el acceso a los servicios de interés económico general. En
este contexto, el Consejo Europeo solicita a la Comisión que

− presente su Comunicación sobre la metodología de la evaluación en el Consejo de mayo
e informe al Consejo Europeo de Sevilla acerca del estado de los trabajos en lo relativo
a las directrices para las ayudas estatales y, en caso necesario, proponga un reglamento
sobre una exención global en este ámbito;

− prosiga su examen con vistas a consolidar y especificar los principios de los servicios de
interés económico general, subyacentes en el artículo 16 del Tratado, en una propuesta
de Directiva marco, respetando al mismo tiempo las especificidades de los distintos
sectores involucrados, y teniendo en cuenta lo dispuesto en el artículo 86 del Tratado.
La Comisión presentará un informe para finales de año.

8QD�HFRQRPtD�FRPSHWLWLYD�EDVDGD�HQ�HO�FRQRFLPLHQWR

(GXFDFLyQ

43. El Consejo Europeo acoge con satisfacción el acuerdo sobre el detallado "Programa de trabajo
para 2010" relativo a los sistemas de educación y de formación. El Consejo Europeo establece
el objetivo de hacer que estos sistemas educativos y de formación se conviertan en una
referencia de calidad mundial para 2010. El Consejo Europeo conviene en que los tres
principios básicos que inspiran este Programa son: la mejora de la calidad, la facilitación del
acceso universal y la apertura a una dimensión mundial.

El Consejo Europeo invita al Consejo y a la Comisión a que informen al Consejo Europeo de
primavera en 2004 sobre la ejecución efectiva del Programa.
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44. El Consejo Europeo solicita otras acciones en este ámbito:

− la introducción de instrumentos concebidos para garantizar la transparencia de los
diplomas y cualificaciones (ETCS, suplementos a los diplomas y certificados,
CV europeo) y una cooperación más estrecha en materia de diplomas universitarios en
el marco del proceso de La Sorbona-Bolonia-Praga antes de la reunión de Berlín
en 2003; en el ámbito de la formación profesional deberían fomentarse acciones
similares;

− mejorar el dominio de las competencias básicas, en particular mediante la enseñanza de
al menos dos lenguas extranjeras desde una edad muy temprana: establecimiento de un
indicador de competencia lingüística en 2003; desarrollo de la cultura digital;
generalización de un título en informática e Internet para los alumnos de secundaria;

− el Consejo Europeo pide a la Comisión que realice un estudio de viabilidad con el
objeto de que se definan opciones para permitir a cada escuela secundaria la creación o
la mejora de una conexión para el hermanamiento a través de Internet con otra escuela
asociada de otro lugar de Europa, y que le informe al respecto en el Consejo Europeo de
Sevilla en el mes de junio;

− promover la dimensión europea en la enseñanza y su integración en las competencias
básicas de los alumnos de aquí a 2004.

45. El Consejo Europeo recibe con satisfacción la Comunicación de la Comisión "Hacer realidad
un espacio europeo del aprendizaje permanente" e invita al Consejo a que adopte una
resolución sobre el aprendizaje permanente antes del Consejo Europeo de Sevilla, teniendo en
cuenta la Estrategia Europea de Empleo.

,QYHVWLJDFLyQ�\�WHFQRORJtDV�GH�YDQJXDUGLD

46. El Consejo Europeo insta de nuevo al Consejo y al Parlamento Europeo a que adopten el
Sexto Programa Marco de Investigación (PM6), junto con sus instrumentos jurídicos, de aquí
a junio de 2002.
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47. Para acortar las distancias entre la UE y sus principales competidores, se debe mejorar de
modo significativo el esfuerzo general en I+D e innovación en la Unión, haciendo especial
hincapié en las tecnologías de vanguardia. Por tanto, el Consejo Europeo:

− conviene en que el gasto global en I+D e innovación en la Unión debería aumentarse
con el objetivo de alcanzar el 3% del PIB para 2010. Dos tercios de esta nueva inversión
deberían provenir del sector privado;

− observa la intención de la Comisión de proponer medidas en la primavera de 2003 para
una mejor integración de la innovación en un Espacio Europeo del Conocimiento, con el
objetivo de mejorar la utilización de los derechos de propiedad intelectual en toda
Europa, desarrollar y reforzar las inversiones privadas y la utilización de capital de
riesgo en la investigación e incrementar el establecimiento de redes entre las empresas y
la base científica;

− reafirma la importancia de la patente comunitaria e insta al Consejo a que convenga en
un enfoque político común en su sesión del mes de mayo. La patente comunitaria ha de
ser un instrumento eficaz y flexible que las empresas puedan obtener a un coste
asequible y que al mismo tiempo cumpla los principios de seguridad jurídica y no
discriminación entre los Estados miembros y garantice un alto nivel de calidad.

48. Las tecnologías de vanguardia constituyen un factor clave para el crecimiento futuro. El
Consejo Europeo solicita al Consejo que estudie antes de junio de 2002 la Comunicación de la
Comisión "Ciencias de la vida y biotecnología - Una estrategia para Europa" y pide al
Consejo y a la Comisión que desarrollen medidas y un calendario que permitan a las empresas
comunitarias explotar el potencial de la biotecnología y al mismo tiempo tomar en debida
consideración el principio de cautela y responder a inquietudes de orden ético y social. Se
invita a la Comisión a que informe sobre los progresos con antelación al Consejo Europeo de
primavera de 2003.
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49. El Consejo Europeo insta al Consejo y a la Comisión a que racionalicen los procesos
correspondientes: hay que centrarse en las acciones encaminadas a la ejecución, en lugar de la
elaboración anual de orientaciones. Con miras a dar un impulso político esencial a las
medidas decisivas para la consecución de los objetivos de la Unión a largo plazo, el Consejo
Europeo ha decidido que los calendarios para la adopción de las Orientaciones Generales de
Política Económica y del conjunto anual de medidas relativas al empleo deben estar
sincronizados lo antes posible.

De esta forma, en su sesión de primavera, el Consejo Europeo revisará y, si fuera necesario,
adaptará el conjunto de políticas económicas, sociales y medioambientales de la Comunidad.
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50. Los Jefes de Estado y de Gobierno se congratulan del inicio de los trabajos de la Convención
sobre el Futuro de Europa, y mantendrán en su reunión de Sevilla una primera discusión al
respecto basándose en un informe de su Presidente D. Valéry GISCARD D'ESTAING.

51. Los miembros del Consejo Europeo han escuchado una presentación del Secretario General
del Consejo, D. Javier SOLANA, de su informe sobre la mejora del funcionamiento del
Consejo y sobre las reformas propuestas para aumentar su eficacia y garantizar una mayor
transparencia del proceso legislativo. El Consejo Europeo ha encargado a la Presidencia que,
en estrecha cooperación con el Secretario General del Consejo, lleve a cabo sobre esta base
todos los contactos adecuados con los miembros del Consejo Europeo y con los
representantes designados por ellos con vistas a la presentación en la reunión de Sevilla de un
informe en el que se propongan medidas concretas para su adopción. El Consejo de Asuntos
Generales estudiará este informe en el marco de la preparación del Consejo Europeo de
Sevilla.

&223(5$&,Ï1�),1$1&,(5$�(8520(',7(55È1($

52. El Consejo Europeo reitera la importancia decisiva de la región mediterránea y su

determinación de desarrollar la asociación euromediterránea. A este respecto, el Consejo

Europeo se congratula por la decisión del Consejo ECOFIN relativa a una Facilidad de

inversión euromediterránea reforzada dentro del BEI, complementada con el Acuerdo de

Asociación Euromediterráneo y una oficina de representación del BEI situada en la zona.

Sobre la base de una evaluación del funcionamiento de la Facilidad, y teniendo en cuenta el

resultado de las consultas con nuestros socios del Proceso de Barcelona, se considerará y

tomará una decisión, un año después del lanzamiento de la Facilidad sobre la creación de una

filial con participación mayoritaria del BEI dedicada a los países mediterráneos asociados.
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53. El Consejo Europeo invita al Consejo, a los Estados miembros, a la Comisión y al BEI a

aunar sus esfuerzos para hallar rápidamente soluciones a los actuales problemas técnicos y

financieros que impiden la plena aplicación de las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo de

Gotemburgo sobre la Asociación Medioambiental de la Dimensión Septentrional.

0(','$6�'(�/26�((�88��62%5(�(/�$&(52

54. El Consejo Europeo ha tomado nota, con gran preocupación, de las medidas introducidas por

los EE.UU. en el sector del acero, que no son conformes con las reglas de la OMC y que se

oponen al espíritu del objetivo común de una mayor liberalización del comercio mundial

acordado en Doha. Apoya plenamente la intención de la Comisión de proseguir las consultas

en el marco de los acuerdos de la OMC y de iniciar un procedimiento con vistas a posibles

medidas de salvaguardia comunitarias.

5$7,),&$&,Ï1�'(/�75$7$'2�'(�1,=$

55. El Primer Ministro irlandés ha explicado el enfoque de su Gobierno para la ratificación del

Tratado de Niza, que deberán completar todos los Estados miembros para finales de 2002 a

fin de permitir que la ampliación se desarrolle tal y como está previsto.

El Consejo Europeo ha acogido con satisfacción el enfoque descrito y ha reiterado su

voluntad de contribuir en todo lo posible a apoyar al Gobierno irlandés en este proceso y ha

acordado volver a ocuparse de este tema en su próxima reunión de Sevilla.

*,%5$/7$5

56. El Consejo Europeo recibe con satisfacción la decisión del Reino Unido y de España de
relanzar el Proceso de Bruselas sobre Gibraltar, establecido en noviembre de 1984; subraya el
apoyo de la Unión Europea al compromiso de ambos Gobiernos de superar sus diferencias
sobre Gibraltar y de concluir un acuerdo global antes del verano; e invita a la Comisión a que
explore las posibles maneras en que la Unión Europea podría apoyar cualquier acuerdo al que
se llegue.
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57. Los Balcanes Occidentales siguen siendo de vital importancia para la estabilidad y la

seguridad de Europa. El Consejo Europeo reitera los compromisos que asumió en Feira en

julio de 2000.

6(5%,$�<�0217(1(*52

58. El Consejo Europeo acoge con satisfacción el acuerdo alcanzado el 14 de marzo en Belgrado
entre los líderes serbios y montenegrinos sobre el principio de un pacto constitucional único
para Serbia y Montenegro. Manifiesta su reconocimiento hacia el trabajo de facilitación del
SG/AR, D. Javier Solana, con ese objeto. Considera que este acuerdo, que consolida una
unión estatal, es un elemento decisivo en la materialización de la perspectiva europea de
Serbia y Montenegro y constituye una importante contribución para la estabilidad en la
región.

59. El Consejo Europeo toma nota del compromiso de ambas partes para lograr un mercado
interior común, incluyendo una política aduanera y comercial común. La UE espera que
ambas Repúblicas contribuyan plenamente al logro de estos objetivos. La UE está dispuesta a
respaldar estos esfuerzos en el contexto del Proceso de estabilización y asociación. La UE
continuará ofreciendo asesoramiento y asistencia y supervisará periódicamente los avances
realizados. La Unión espera también que ambas Repúblicas colaboren entre sí con objeto de
garantizar el funcionamiento de las instituciones comunes.

60. La Unión proseguirá su asistencia económica dentro del proceso de estabilización y
asociación de acuerdo con su actual política de condicionalidad. A la hora de determinar el
nivel y los beneficiarios de esta asistencia, la Unión tendrá plenamente en cuenta los avances
realizados en cada República, incluida la contribución de cada una de ellas al funcionamiento
efectivo del Estado común y a la equiparación con las normas europeas.
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61. El Consejo Europeo recuerda el papel central de la Unión Europea en el proceso de
estabilización, reconciliación y reconstrucción de la ex República Yugoslava de Macedonia.
En ese contexto, el Consejo Europeo expresa la disponibilidad de la Unión Europea a asumir
la responsabilidad, tras las elecciones en la ERYM y a petición de su Gobierno, de una
operación que suceda a la que actualmente lleva a cabo la OTAN en la ERYM, en el
entendimiento de que los acuerdos permanentes de cooperación UE-OTAN ("Berlin plus") ya
surtirían efecto. El Consejo Europeo pide con ese fin a los órganos políticos y militares
competentes del Consejo que elaboren desde ahora, en consultas con la OTAN, las opciones
que permitan a la Unión Europea tomar las oportunas decisiones.

62. El Consejo Europeo subraya la importancia de lograr arreglos permanentes entre la Unión
Europea y la OTAN lo antes posible. Para ello pide también a la Presidencia y al Alto
Representante que mantengan los oportunos contactos a alto nivel para garantizar un resultado
positivo.

25,(17(�0(',2

63. El Consejo Europeo ha adoptado la Declaración de Barcelona sobre Oriente Medio que figura

en el Anexo.

=,0%$%:(

64. La Unión Europea, constatando que el Gobierno de Zimbabwe ha impedido que los
observadores de la UE supervisen las elecciones, y que las conclusiones de los informes del
equipo de observadores del Commonwealth y del Foro Parlamentario de la SADC han sido de
condena, entiende que no pueden considerarse estas elecciones como libres o normales. La
Unión Europea condena la forma en que el Gobierno de Zimbabwe ha organizado las
elecciones.

65. La Unión Europea felicita al pueblo de Zimbabwe por la voluntad civil y democrática
mostrada durante la votación en la elección presidencial.
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66. La Unión Europea expresa su preocupación por las actuales amenazas a los derechos civiles y
políticos de miembros dirigentes del partido de la oposición en Zimbabwe y decide efectuar
un estrecho seguimiento de los acontecimientos. La Unión Europea mantendrá su ayuda
humanitaria al pueblo de Zimbabwe y considerará posibles medidas específicas adicionales
contra su Gobierno.

67. El Consejo Europeo ha decidido enviar una troika de alto nivel próximamente para tratar con
los países de la región SADC acerca de las preocupaciones de la Unión Europea en relación
con Zimbabwe sobre la base de su compromiso con el Estado de Derecho y la democracia.

$1*2/$

68. El Consejo Europeo expresa su satisfacción por el anuncio del cese de las hostilidades en
Angola, hecho por el Gobierno el 13 de marzo, con la perspectiva de alcanzar un alto el fuego
general en el país. El Consejo Europeo acoge favorablemente, asimismo, la intención de las
autoridades de permitir la reorganización política de UNITA y la elección de su nueva
dirección. Anima a las partes a que apliquen plenamente las disposiciones del Protocolo de
Lusaka mediante un diálogo político bajo la égida de las Naciones Unidas a fin de promover
una paz duradera y la estabilidad en Angola. Para hacer frente a la grave situación
humanitaria que afecta a una gran parte de la población angoleña, el Consejo Europeo pide a
las autoridades angoleñas que faciliten las actividades humanitarias de organizaciones
internacionales, iglesias y ONG.

5(3Ò%/,&$�'(02&5È7,&$�'(/�&21*2

69. El Consejo Europeo expresa su preocupación por la evolución de la situación en la República
Democrática del Congo y lamenta los efectos perjudiciales que se están produciendo en la
evolución del diálogo intercongoleño actualmente en curso.

1,*(5,$

70. La Unión Europea se muestra profundamente preocupada por la información recibida acerca
de la posible lapidación de una mujer en Nigeria. Insta a las autoridades nigerianas a que
respeten plenamente los derechos humanos y la dignidad humana, con particular atención a
las mujeres.

__________________
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1. Oriente Medio se halla sumido en una crisis de extrema gravedad. La Unión Europea hace un
llamamiento a ambas partes para que adopten medidas inmediatas y efectivas para detener el
derramamiento de sangre. No existe solución militar a este conflicto. La paz y la seguridad
únicamente pueden lograrse a través de las negociaciones.

2. Para encontrar una salida a la situación actual es fundamental abordar los aspectos de
seguridad, política y economía como elementos inseparables e interdependientes de un mismo
proceso. Es necesario restablecer una perspectiva política sólida y aplicar paralelamente
medidas políticas y de seguridad que se refuercen mutuamente. El Consejo Europeo acoge
calurosamente la adopción de la Resolución 1397 del Consejo de Seguridad de las Naciones
Unidas, que refleja el firme compromiso de la comunidad internacional en este sentido.

3. Dicha Resolución debe llevarse a la práctica urgentemente, en particular la exigencia de que
cesen inmediatamente todos los actos de violencia, incluidos todos los actos de terrorismo,
provocación, incitación y destrucción, así como el llamamiento a las partes israelí y palestina
y a sus dirigentes a que cooperen en la aplicación del plan Tenet y las recomendaciones del
informe Mitchell con objeto de reanudar las negociaciones sobre un acuerdo político.

4. Deben condenarse los ataques terroristas indiscriminados de las pasadas semanas, que han
causado la muerte y heridas a civiles inocentes. Como autoridad legítima, recae sobre la
Autoridad Palestina la plena responsabilidad de luchar contra el terrorismo a través de todos
los medios legítimos a su alcance. Su capacidad a tal efecto no debe ser debilitada. Israel, no
obstante su derecho a luchar contra el terrorismo, debe retirar inmediatamente sus fuerzas
militares de las zonas situadas bajo control de la Autoridad Palestina, detener las ejecuciones
extrajudiciales, levantar los bloqueos y las restricciones, congelar los asentamientos y respetar
el Derecho internacional. Ambas partes deben respetar los principios internacionales en
materia de derechos humanos. El uso excesivo de la fuerza no puede justificarse. Las acciones
contra instituciones y el personal médico y humanitario son absolutamente inaceptables; estas
personas e instituciones deben estar en condiciones de desempeñar plenamente sus cometidos.
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5. Tomando nota de la decisión del Gobierno de Israel de liberar al Presidente de la Autoridad

Palestina, Sr. Arafat, de su confinamiento en Ramallah, el Consejo Europeo exige que se

levanten de inmediato todas las demás restricciones a su libertad de movimientos.

6. El Consejo Europeo acoge con satisfacción la decisión del Presidente de los EE.UU. de enviar

nuevamente a la región al Enviado Especial, Sr. Zinni. La Unión Europea, principalmente por

medio de su Representante Especial, Embajador Sr. Moratinos, está dispuesta a combinar sus

esfuerzos con el Sr. Zinni, con el Enviado Especial de la Federación de Rusia y con el

Coordinador Especial de las Naciones Unidas.

7. El Consejo Europeo sigue convencido de que un mecanismo de supervisión por un tercero

ayudaría a ambas partes a proseguir sus esfuerzos a tal efecto y les insta a considerar

propuestas para aceptar observadores. La Unión Europea y los Estados miembros están

dispuestos a participar en dicho mecanismo.

8. La Unión Europea está firmemente decidida a desempeñar su papel junto con las partes, los

países de la región, los EE.UU., las Naciones Unidas y Rusia en la búsqueda de una solución,

basada en las Resoluciones 242, 338 y 1397 del Consejo de Seguridad de las Naciones Unidas

y los principios de la Conferencia de Madrid, Oslo y acuerdos posteriores, que permitirían a

los dos Estados, Israel y Palestina, vivir en paz y seguridad y desempeñar plenamente su papel

en la región. El Alto Representante, D. Javier Solana, continuará sus consultas periódicas con

todos los actores internacionales involucrados.

9. En lo que respecta al conflicto palestino-israelí, el objetivo general es doble: la creación de un

Estado de Palestina democrático, viable e independiente, poniendo término a la ocupación de

1967, y el derecho de Israel a vivir dentro de fronteras seguras, garantizadas por el

compromiso de la comunidad internacional, y en particular de los países árabes.

10. El Consejo Europeo acoge con satisfacción la reciente iniciativa del Príncipe heredero

Abdullah, de Arabia Saudita, basada en el concepto de total normalización y total retirada con

arreglo a las resoluciones de las Naciones Unidas, que ofrece una oportunidad única que debe

aprovecharse en interés de una solución justa, duradera y global del conflicto árabe-israelí.

Espera que la próxima Cumbre de la Liga árabe en Beirut dé un impulso en este sentido y que

el Gobierno y el pueblo de Israel respondan de modo positivo.
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11. El Consejo Europeo reconoce y encomia a los que siguen trabajando incansablemente por la

paz dentro de la sociedad israelí y palestina, y apoya los contactos directos y el diálogo que

están llevando a cabo ambas partes.

12. Prosiguiendo sus esfuerzos actuales, la Unión Europea realizará una contribución económica

amplia y sustancial para la construcción de la paz en la región, con el fin de mejorar las

condiciones de vida del pueblo palestino, consolidar y respaldar a la Autoridad Palestina,

reforzar la base económica del futuro Estado de Palestina y promover el desarrollo y la

integración económica regional. Con esta perspectiva, la Unión Europea está dispuesta a

contribuir a la reconstrucción de la economía palestina como parte integrante del desarrollo

regional.

13. La Unión Europea sigue convencida de que, para ser duradera, la paz en Oriente Medio

deberá ser global.

_________________
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Documento sobre cuestiones clave en relación con las Orientaciones Generales de
Política Económica de 2002
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1. La UE cuenta con una HVWUDWHJLD�GH�SROtWLFD�HFRQyPLFD bien definida, basada en unas
políticas macroeconómicas orientadas al crecimiento y la estabilidad y en una reforma
económica en continuo avance, lo que, a corto plazo, le permite responder con flexibilidad a
los cambios en las condiciones económicas y, a medio plazo, salvaguarda y fortalece la
capacidad productiva de la economía.

2. La satisfactoria introducción de las PRQHGDV�\�ELOOHWHV�GH�HXUR señala la última etapa de la
creación de la Unión Monetaria Europea, creando una zona monetaria de más de 300 millones
de personas. El euro supone una importante contribución a la estabilidad del sistema
monetario internacional y la economía mundial, al tiempo que sirve de estímulo para
aumentar la integración y fortalecer la idea de “Más Europa”.

3. La circulación del euro acelerará la integración de las economías de la zona euro y contribuirá
a la creación de nuevas oportunidades de inversión, a un mayor crecimiento y a una creación
de empleo más sólida. Pero avanzar hacia una integración e interdependencia más plena
también exige el refuerzo y la aplicación constante de la estrategia de política económica de la
UE.

4. La labor del Consejo Europeo de Barcelona debe consistir en fortalecer las bases operativas
de la Unión Económica y Monetaria y la realización del mercado interior. Se trata de
conseguir XQD�UHVSXHVWD�FRRUGLQDGD que insista en las responsabilidades nacionales a la hora
de establecer las bases para el crecimiento económico de Europa a medio y largo plazo. Los
PHQVDMHV de la política económica deben ser, ahora más que nunca��FODURV��LQHTXtYRFRV�\
UHVSDOGDGRV�SRU�XQD�DSOLFDFLyQ�HQpUJLFD. El compromiso es esencial, para asegurarse de
que se establezca una recuperación sostenida. Ello significa, en última instancia, dar
credibilidad e ímpetu a la reforma económica iniciada en Lisboa y desarrollada en Estocolmo
y salvaguardar la credibilidad del marco macroeconómico.
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5. Las 2ULHQWDFLRQHV�*HQHUDOHV�GH�3ROtWLFD�(FRQyPLFD constituyen el núcleo central de
coordinación de las políticas económicas de la Unión Europea. Deben ser concisas, centrarse
en los principales retos a que se enfrenta la Unión, –con particular atención sobre la zona
Euro, donde se requiere más coordinación– y contribuir a garantizar que las medidas
adoptadas en todos los procesos de coordinación económica de la Comunidad sean coherentes
con ellas.

,,� (172512�(&21Ï0,&2�<�3(563(&7,9$6

6. El FRQWH[WR�HFRQyPLFR�actual muestra una incipiente recuperación general tras el
pronunciado declive de 2001. Algunos de los principales indicadores están empezando a
mostrar que la situación económica se estabiliza, y empiezan a ser frecuentes los indicios de
una actividad económica a punto de recuperarse. No obstante, persiste la inseguridad en
cuanto al ritmo, la escala y la solidez de dicha recuperación, y sigue habiendo riesgos de una
tendencia a la baja.

7. La UHVSXHVWD�GH�OD�SROtWLFD�PDFURHFRQyPLFD�D�OD�UDOHQWL]DFLyQ ha sido rápida y
contundente. Las autoridades monetarias recortaron los tipos de interés, ante la ausencia de
posibles presiones inflacionistas, mientras la política fiscal ponía en marcha los
estabilizadores automáticos, tan importantes para amortiguar las fluctuaciones del crecimiento
de la producción. La rápida respuesta de la política económica, unos fundamentos sólidos y el
restablecimiento de la confianza proporcionan una SODWDIRUPD�SDUD�OD�UHFXSHUDFLyQ. Pero
las perspectivas de recuperación estable han de mejorarse a través de medidas de reforma
estructural, de forma que aumente el potencial de crecimiento.
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8. La zona Euro es una unión monetaria que opera bajo una política monetaria única e
independiente y una serie de políticas fiscales descentralizadas pero coordinadas. Por
consiguiente, es necesario avanzar más para

– mejorar el VHJXLPLHQWR�\�OD�HYDOXDFLyQ�GH�ODV�WHQGHQFLDV�HFRQyPLFDV de la zona Euro,
lo que significa más esfuerzos por mejorar y armonizar los métodos empleados en la
elaboración de estadísticas e indicadores de la zona Euro;
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– llevar a cabo un DQiOLVLV�VLVWHPiWLFR�GH�OD�FRPELQDFLyQ�GH�SROtWLFDV�GH�OD�]RQD� con el
fin de evaluar las implicaciones que tienen la política monetaria y las políticas fiscales
en la evolución económica de la zona Euro, incluidas la inflación, la evolución salarial,
la inversión, así como los tipos de cambio del euro;

– reforzar los mecanismos existentes de FRRUGLQDFLyQ�GH�SROtWLFDV�HFRQyPLFDV��HQ
SDUWLFXODU��ILVFDOHV� dentro del Eurogrupo.

9. La coordinación de las políticas fiscales se basa en un compromiso con la estabilidad
presupuestaria y en las reglas de juego acordadas en el 3DFWR�GH�(VWDELOLGDG�\�&UHFLPLHQWR�
Los Estados miembros mantendrán o respetarán el objetivo presupuestario a medio plazo de
obtener una situación presupuestaria cercana al equilibrio o con superávit para el año 2004, a
más tardar.

Debería permitirse que los estabilizadores automáticos actuaran simétricamente, tanto en los
momentos de mejoría económica como cuando la economía se ralentiza, y siempre que, en
esos momentos adversos, no se supere el límite del 3% del PIB. Ello significa, en particular,
que en las fases de expansión deberían cosecharse totalmente los frutos generados por el
crecimiento.

Los Estados miembros sólo podrían recurrir a una política discrecional si han creado el
necesario margen de maniobra.

10. Se requiere más esfuerzo y coordinación en relación con la FDOLGDG�\�VRVWHQLELOLGDG a largo
plazo de las finanzas públicas:

– FDOLGDG significa conseguir una estructura de ingresos y gastos administrativos que
garantice unas finanzas públicas saneadas y sostenibles y, a la vez, incremente el
potencial de crecimiento de las economías de la Unión. En función de esto, las reformas
fiscal y del gasto deben estar encaminadas a crear condiciones para fomentar el empleo
y la inversión, al tiempo que se suman al objetivo a medio plazo de llegar a una
situación presupuestaria cercana al equilibrio o con superávit;

– la VRVWHQLELOLGDG�requiere una estrategia pluridisciplinar que puede abordar el�impacto
del envejecimiento de la población, incluidas las necesidades de atención sanitaria,
mientras garantiza la solvencia a largo plazo de las distintas finanzas públicas europeas.
La estrategia se debería basar en nuevas reducciones de la deuda pública, aumentos de
las tasas de empleo y reformas de los propios regímenes de jubilación.
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�� 3ROtWLFD�GH�UHIRUPDV�HVWUXFWXUDOHV

���� 5HIRUPDV�GHO�PHUFDGR�GH�SURGXFWRV

11. Las medidas destinadas a liberalizar, abrir e integrar los mercados europeos de productos y
servicios y a aumentar su competitividad contribuyen a crear un sistema productivo flexible,
capaz de colocar los recursos donde estos puedan ser más rentables y, de este modo, impulsar
la producción, el empleo, la renta y las prestaciones sociales. Esta convicción la comparten
todos los Estados miembros de la UE y es el objetivo al que obedece la ambiciosa agenda de
reformas económicas establecida en la cumbre de Lisboa.

12. La eficacia de las reformas económicas nacionales puede mejorar si éstas se coordinan entre
sí y se aceleran hasta ponerse al nivel de quienes han obtenido mejores resultados. Una
política de reforma estructural sincrónica, aplicada con coherencia, ofrece las siguientes
ventajas:

– prepara a la Unión Económica y Monetaria para afrontar las sacudidas exteriores,
incrementando la flexibilidad de los mercados,

– aprovecha las sinergias principales,

– se hace una asignación óptima de recursos, basada en fases de liberalización
emprendidas en común,

– se evitan los embotellamientos y las perturbaciones en los servicios,

– se tiene la garantía de que los operadores europeos compiten en pie de igualdad.

Además, es importante mejorar el marco fiscal, aumentando la cooperación entre los Estados
miembros a la hora de refrenar los regímenes fiscales nocivos y de luchar contra el fraude
fiscal.
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5HIRUPDV�HQ�ODV�LQGXVWULDV�GH�UHGHV

13. Se han hecho importantes avances en la liberalización de las industrias de redes, pero aún
queda mucho camino por recorrer:

– la OLEHUDOL]DFLyQ�QR�KD�LGR�DYDQ]DQGR paralelamente en todos los Estados miembros,

– las posibilidades de comercio intracomunitario son limitadas; aún existen EDUUHUDV�GH
HQWUDGD a los mercados nacionales, se ha avanzado poco en relación con las
LQWHUFRQH[LRQHV y los intercambios entre los Estados miembros son generalmente pocos
y distanciados.

14. Los sectores que están más necesitados de nuevas y urgentes medidas de reforma son la
energía y el transporte. Las estrategias de liberalización deben distinguir dos aspectos
claramente diferenciados: la interconexión y la liberalización efectiva. Estas estrategias de
liberalización también deben tener en cuenta que estas industrias de redes desempeñan
cometidos de interés general. A este respecto, es esencial la existencia de reglamentaciones
muy estudiadas.

$� ,QIUDHVWUXFWXUD�GH�LQWHUFRQH[LyQ

Gas y electricidad:

– acordar, durante la cumbre de primavera, unos objetivos de interconexión física entre
redes de Estados miembros, con su correspondiente calendario, que sean suficientes
para suponer un avance importante hacia el mercado único de la energía, y establecer el
marco apropiado para que pueda desarrollarse la infraestructura pertinente. Las
necesidades de financiación deberían ser atendidas principalmente por las empresas
participantes;

– garantizar a terceros la igualdad de acceso a las redes.

Transporte aéreo:

– continuar activamente con la labor relativa a las iniciativas destinadas a crear un cielo
único europeo antes de 2004, recordando asimismo la importancia de la participación de
la Comunidad en Eurocontrol.
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Redes transeuropeas:

– estudiar activamente las medidas contenidas en el paquete legislativo aprobado por la
Comisión el 20 de diciembre, incluidas las propuestas para la elaboración de proyectos
de infraestructura y los cambios en los sistemas de financiación de las redes
transeuropeas sujetos a limitaciones presupuestarias.

%� /LEHUDOL]DFLyQ�HIHFWLYD

Electricidad y gas:

– establecer durante la cumbre de primavera un calendario ambicioso para el acceso [de
las empresas] � a la libre elección del proveedor.

Transporte ferroviario

– estudiar activamente el “segundo paquete ferroviario”, con el que se pretende introducir
paulatinamente la competencia en la prestación de servicios, basándose en una
evaluación del primero.

&� 6HUYLFLRV�GH�LQWHUpV�JHQHUDO

La liberalización de mercados debería garantizar una competencia efectiva y la conformidad
con las obligaciones relativas a los servicios de interés general (igualdad de acceso,
continuidad de los servicios, seguridad de los usuarios). Dichas obligaciones pueden ser
impuestas, pero en ningún caso deben ocasionar distorsiones de mercado. Con arreglo a lo
dispuesto en el Tratado, los Estados miembros siguen siendo libres de determinar los servicios
de interés general y la forma de organizarlos.

                                                � 1RWD�GH�OD�3UHVLGHQFLD: No hubo unanimidad en el Consejo en cuanto a la redacción de la
frase sobre la liberalización efectiva de la energía.
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0HMRUD�GHO�HQWRUQR�HPSUHVDULDO

15. Uno de los pilares del proceso de reformas económicas es la existencia de una competencia
auténtica y eficaz en el mercado. La competencia proporciona la disciplina y el incentivo para
obtener una mayor eficiencia económica y fortalecer la competitividad de la Unión Europea.

De ahí la importancia de mejorar la capacidad de las DXWRULGDGHV�GH�FRPSHWHQFLD para
adaptarse a los cambios de la estructura económica de la Unión Europea en un mundo cada
vez más globalizado.

16. Reducir las ayudas estatales y destinarlas a objetivos más pertinentes es un elemento clave de
esta competencia efectiva en toda la Unión Europea. Con tal fin, la Unión confirma el
compromiso de los Estados miembros de reducir las ayudas estatales para 2003 en un
porcentaje del PIB, de tratar de eliminar la ayuda cuyos efectos sean más distorsionantes (en
términos de competencia), de reorientarla hacia objetivos más horizontales y comunes,
incluidos los objetivos de cohesión, y de dirigirla hacia defectos del mercado claramente
identificados.

También reitera la necesidad, tanto para la Comisión como para los Estados miembros, de
hacer más transparente el sistema.

17. Debería fomentarse el HVStULWX�HPSUHVDULDO reduciendo al máximo las barreras
administrativas y legales. Habría que determinar parámetros que acorten el tiempo necesario
para la creación de PYME, y se elaborará un plan de acción para mejorar y simplificar el
marco reglamentario, de conformidad con las conclusiones del Informe Mandelkern. La Carta
Europea de la Pequeña Empresa debe seguir aplicándose. Además, es importante mejorar el
tratamiento fiscal de las empresas.

18. El EXHQ�JRELHUQR de las empresas es fundamental para la eficiencia de la economía. Sus
repercusiones sobre la gestión empresarial, la confianza, la inversión y los flujos de capital
son bien conocidas. El Consejo alienta a los Estados miembros a que tomen medidas para
garantizar la transparencia de la gestión y la contabilidad y a que protejan a accionistas y otros
interesados.
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19. La LQFRUSRUDFLyQ�DO�'HUHFKR�QDFLRQDO�\�OD�DSOLFDFLyQ�HIHFWLYD�GH�ODV�'LUHFWLYDV
FRPXQLWDULDV deben intensificarse, de conformidad con las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo
de Estocolmo. Para lograr un auténtico mercado interior es necesario avanzar más
rápidamente en la integración de los mercados de servicios, abrir más la contratación pública,
aplicar en más campos el principio del reconocimiento mutuo y acelerar la labor relativa a las
normas sobre productos.

���� 5HIRUPDV�HQ�ORV�PHUFDGRV�GH�FDSLWDOHV�\�ORV�VHUYLFLRV�ILQDQFLHURV

20. Ante todo, las reformas deben tratar de acelerar la LQWHJUDFLyQ�GH�ORV�PHUFDGRV�ILQDQFLHURV,
y de obtener todos los beneficios que procura una eficiente canalización del ahorro,
reduciendo los costes del capital entrante, para fomentar la inversión en la UE. Como eje
central de estos esfuerzos está el Plan de Acción sobre Servicios Financieros, con arreglo al
cual, las medidas que lo integran deberán plasmarse en legislación antes del 2005 y todas las
partes implicadas habrán hecho lo necesario para lograr un mercado de valores integrado a
finales de 2003. En este contexto, también es necesario aumentar la eficiencia de las
operaciones de compensación y liquidación transfronteriza a escala europea.

21. Para integrar los mercados financieros se debe combinar el reconocimiento mutuo en asuntos
legales, con la aplicación del principio del país de origen y la armonización de las reglas de
conducta básicas para la protección del inversor. Han de cumplirse los siguientes plazos:

– el Consejo y el Parlamento Europeo deben aprobar en 2002:

• la Directiva sobre abuso del mercado,

• la Directiva sobre la utilización de garantías financieras,

• el Reglamento relativo a la aplicación de normas internacionales de contabilidad
en la UE,

• la Directiva sobre mediadores de seguros,

• el proyecto de Directiva sobre los folletos,

• el proyecto de Directiva sobre conglomerados financieros,

• el proyecto de Directiva sobre los fondos de pensiones profesionales.

– deben completarse y aprobarse los proyectos de Directivas que ha de presentar la
Comisión sobre las ofertas públicas de adquisición, sobre el aumento de los requisitos
de información normales y sobre los servicios de inversión.
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22. El FDSLWDO�GH�ULHVJR es otra de las prioridades del programa. Las distintas etapas del plan de
acción sobre capital riesgo deberían haberse cubierto para 2003, con el fin de desmantelar las
barreras que aún impiden la creación de un auténtico mercado europeo de capital de riesgo.

23. La eficacia de estas iniciativas dependerá de que VH�DJLOLFH�HO�SURFHVR�OHJLVODWLYR, poniendo
en práctica las propuestas de reforma del Informe Lamfalussy.

���� 5HIRUPD�GHO�PHUFDGR�ODERUDO

24. La acción política debería centrarse en la modernización del mercado laboral, con objeto de
secundar el proceso de creación de empleo. La UE se ha impuesto a sí misma una serie de
objetivos nada fáciles y queda mucho por hacer: DXPHQWDU�OD�RIHUWD�ODERUDO, velar por que
los costes laborales unitarios sean compatibles con la FRPSHWLWLYLGDG�SHUPDQHQWH de las
economías europeas y contribuyan al aumento de la demanda de empleo y PHMRUDU�OD
FRUUHVSRQGHQFLD�HQWUH�OD�RIHUWD�\�OD�GHPDQGD�GH�HPSOHR.

25. La capacidad de creación de empleo de la economía europea ha mejorado significativamente
en los últimos años, logrando recortes sustanciales en la tasa de desempleo. La ola de
crecimiento de la segunda mitad de los 90, los avances realizados en ciertos aspectos del
funcionamiento del mercado laboral, la coordinación de políticas económicas y la moderación
salarial jugaron un papel decisivo en lograr este cambio. El Consejo observa que se ha
DYDQ]DGR en los siguientes aspectos:

– SROtWLFDV�GH�PHUFDGR�ODERUDO�DFWLYDV. El enfoque utilizado ha sido de carácter
preventivo, centrándose en las posibilidades de empleo de colectivos con dificultades de
inserción laboral debido en particular a su escasa formación. Habría que seguir
trabajando en este terreno y, simultáneamente, llevar a cabo una evaluación que
permitiera mejorar la orientación de estas políticas;

– UHGXFFLyQ�GH�OD�FDUJD�ILVFDO�GHO�WUDEDMR. La UE en su conjunto ha reducido la falta de
incentivos fiscales con relación al trabajo, en especial, de cara a los puestos de trabajo
que exigen menor especialización.
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26. No obstante, KD\�TXH�VHJXLU�HVIRU]iQGRVH en los siguientes ámbitos:

– PHGLGDV�ILVFDOHV, con vistas a aumentar la demanda laboral y la participación en el
mercado laboral;

– VLVWHPDV�GH�SUHVWDFLRQHV�VRFLDOHV que hagan que compense trabajar y fomenten la
búsqueda de empleo como medio para mantener a los demandantes de empleo a salvo
de las trampas de la pobreza y del desempleo. Podrían reformarse los siguientes
aspectos: la condicionalidad de las prestaciones, las condiciones para ser beneficiario, la
duración, la tasa de recolocación, la posible existencia de prestaciones conectadas al
trabajo, la utilización de créditos fiscales, sistemas administrativos y rigor en la gestión;

– VLVWHPDV�GH�IRUPDFLyQ�GH�VDODULRV��Para garantizar la competitividad de la UE y
mejorar el empleo en todas las especialidades y en todas las zonas geográficas, es
crucial que las instituciones laborales y los sistemas de negociación colectiva tengan en
cuenta la relación, entre la evolución salarial y las condiciones del mercado laboral,
permitiendo así una mayor diferenciación de salarios en consonancia con la evolución
de la productividad y los diferenciales de especialidad;

± PHMRUD�GH�OD�HILFLHQFLD�GHO�PHUFDGR�ODERUDO��Son frecuentes las situaciones en las que
coinciden altas tasas de desempleo y escasez de mano de obra. Una de las mejores
formas de garantizar una adecuación óptima entre la oferta y la demanda es aumentar la
movilidad profesional y geográfica de los trabajadores, por ejemplo, mejorando la
transparencia y los métodos de reconocimiento de los distintos sistemas de formación
profesional, y aumentando el tiempo de formación de la actual mano de obra para
mejorar las competencias propias de la sociedad del conocimiento. Los sistemas de
educación y formación desempeñan un papel importante en la mejora de la eficiencia
del mercado laboral;

– SURORQJDFLyQ�GH�OD�YLGD�DFWLYD��Habría que poner freno a los incentivos a la jubilación
anticipada y redoblar los esfuerzos por aumentar las oportunidades en el mercado
laboral de los trabajadores mayores, por ejemplo, estableciendo fórmulas legales de
jubilación parcial;

– eliminar barreras y medidas disuasorias D�OD�SDUWLFLSDFLyQ�GH�ODV�PXMHUHV�HQ�HO
PHUFDGR�ODERUDO, entre otras, mejorar la oferta de guarderías;

– OHJLVODFLyQ�ODERUDO. Evaluar los costes correspondientes a la formulación y la
celebración de los contratos de trabajo, con vistas a establecer un equilibrio adecuado
entre flexibilidad y protección social.
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27. Los elementos clave anteriormente expuestos deberían abordarse tanto dentro de las
Orientaciones Generales de Política Económica como de las Directrices para el empleo,
teniendo debidamente en cuenta, al mismo tiempo, otros temas que surjan en el contexto de la
revisión del Proceso de Luxemburgo.

�� /D�HFRQRPtD�GH�OD�LQIRUPDFLyQ�\�HO�FRQRFLPLHQWR
28. Debería seguir respaldándose la LQLFLDWLYD�H�(XURSD. Habría que acelerar el desarrollo de la

red de banda ancha fomentando aún más la competencia en las redes locales de
telecomunicaciones.

29. /D�LQYHVWLJDFLyQ�\�GHVDUUROOR�\�OD�LQQRYDFLyQ son motores fundamentales de la sociedad
basada en el conocimiento. Es necesario redoblar los esfuerzos por fomentar la I+D y la
innovación, en particular, las empresas de I+D, mediante una estrategia integrada que incluya
más competencia en los mercados de productos, mejor acceso al capital de riesgo, mejor
protección de los derechos de propiedad intelectual y mejor trabajo en red y difusión
tecnológica.

30. Han de seguir desarrollándose FRPSHWHQFLDV�EiVLFDV�\�PpWRGRV�GH�HQVHxDQ]D�QXHYRV para
preparar a la generación que hoy está en las escuelas para la sociedad del conocimiento.

�� 'HVDUUROOR�VRVWHQLEOH
31. El crecimiento actual no debe en ningún caso poner en peligro las posibilidades de

crecimiento de las generaciones venideras. Las consideraciones de orden económico, social y
medioambiental deberían todas ellas tener cabida en la concepción y coordinación de la
política económica de los Estados miembros y la Unión Europea. El Consejo recomienda
firmemente la utilización de instrumentos de mercado en la estrategia de la Unión Europea
para un desarrollo sostenible.

32. Dando curso a las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo, debería trabajarse por
corregir los precios, de forma que reflejen mejor los costes sociales reales de las distintas
actividades.

33. Para fomentar la sostenibilidad, la política ha de ser más coherente. A este respecto, es básico
que se lleven a cabo evaluaciones prospectivas de sus efectos.

34. Es necesario acordar un marco apropiado a escala europea para la fiscalidad de la energía, a
medida que va avanzándose hacia un acuerdo sobre la realización del mercado interior de la
energía.
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(03/(2�<�32/Ë7,&$�62&,$/
��GH�PDU]R�GH�����

1. El Consejo Europeo de Barcelona será la segunda Cumbre de Primavera que desarrolle los
mandatos establecidos en los Consejos Europeos de Lisboa, Feira, Niza, Estocolmo
Goteburgo y Laeken para alcanzar el objetivo estratégico de la Unión Europea de los
próximos años: “Convertirse en la economía basada en el conocimiento más competitiva y
dinámica del mundo, capaz de crecer económicamente de manera sostenible con más y
mejores empleos y con mayor cohesión social”.

2. El Consejo Europeo de Barcelona también estará encargado de examinar los avances
conseguidos en la aplicación de la Agenda Social Europea aprobada en Niza.

3. El Consejo de Empleo y Política Social de 7 de marzo de 2002 valora muy positivamente los
logros obtenidos por la Estrategia Europea de Empleo desde su lanzamiento en 1997 y se ha
reafirmado en la validez de dicho proceso, tanto en tiempos de expansión económica como en
circunstancias menos favorables.

4. Asimismo, el Consejo de Empleo y Política Social valora muy positivamente los avances
realizados en el desarrollo del método abierto de coordinación a fin de asegurar a largo plazo
la sostenibilidad de los sistemas de pensiones, en vistas a la confirmación definitiva por el
Consejo Europeo de Barcelona de dicho método.

5. La Presidencia considera que el Consejo:

• Valora positivamente el Informe de Síntesis de la Comisión y constata que es necesario
intensificar el equilibrio, la coherencia, la FRRUGLQDFLyQ�\�OD�VLQFURQL]DFLyQ�HQWUH�ODV
GLPHQVLRQHV�VRFLDO�\�HFRQyPLFD en el marco de la Estrategia de Lisboa, a través de los
instrumentos empleados en cada una de ellas, en la línea apuntada por los Comités de
Empleo y Protección Social en sus Informes de opinión.
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Esta coordinación deberá afectar especialmente al proceso de las Orientaciones
Generales de Política Económica y al proceso de la Estrategia Europea del Empleo con
el fin de mejorar la consistencia entre ambos procesos. Para ello será necesario
sincronizar los calendarios manteniendo la autonomía de los procesos y que el Consejo
Europeo de Primavera dirija todos ellos de manera coherente y equilibrada. A tal fin el
Consejo Europeo fijará las prioridades políticas que deban desarrollarse por las distintas
formaciones del Consejo.

Entiende que en el caso de la Estrategia Europea de Empleo no es necesaria la fijación
de objetivos diferentes de los marcados de manera general en Lisboa y que, como
consecuencia de ello, la nueva Estrategia Europea de Empleo deberá desarrollarse
hasta 2010, llevándose a cabo una evaluación intermedia en 2006. Es necesaria una
simplificación del proceso, sin su debilitamiento, en particular reduciendo el número de
directrices de empleo. La nueva Estrategia, teniendo en cuenta los resultados de la
evaluación en curso, incorporará todos los elementos positivos del proceso de
Luxemburgo que han permitido que todos los Estados Miembros avancen en el
establecimiento de objetivos y políticas conjuntas, teniendo presente sus características
especificas.

• Mantiene que el SOHQR�HPSOHR es el objetivo esencial de las políticas económicas y sociales,
que requiere la creación de más y mejores empleos. Por ello hay que seguir prestando
atención especial a las reformas de las políticas de empleo y del mercado de trabajo. En este
sentido, es indispensable eliminar las barreras a la incorporación del mercado de trabajo y
promover políticas activas de empleo, manteniendo el enfoque preventivo y la atención
individualizada a los desempleados para evitar que caigan en el paro de larga duración y
mejoren su empleabilidad.

Resalta que para conseguir los objetivos marcados en Lisboa, la Estrategia Europea de
Empleo debería prestar una atención especial a los desafíos que la U.E. tiene planteados
a largo plazo, especialmente a los retos del envejecimiento. La Estrategia Europea de
Empleo debe posibilitar que todas las personas tengan una oportunidad para participar
en la vida activa. También deberá contribuir a la creación de un mercado de trabajo
dinámico y eficaz, donde los trabajadores motivados y formados puedan tener trabajos
de alta calidad y de alta productividad. Así, la Estrategia deberá contemplar
adecuadamente tanto políticas que mejoren la oferta como la demanda de trabajo.
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Por ello, es necesario avanzar en la modernización y reforma del mercado de trabajo,
fortalecer nuestros sistemas de protección social para que, a la vez que brindan ésta a
quienes se encuentran en estado de necesidad, incentiven la participación en la
actividad, apoyar la formación a lo largo de la vida para garantizar la sociedad del
conocimiento y promover políticas que estimulen y no entorpezcan la creación de
puestos de trabajo por los empresarios.

• Subraya la importancia de la FDOLGDG de los puestos de trabajo. La calidad, que no debe crear
nuevas rigideces en el mercado laboral, permitirá mejorar los niveles de empleo. Por ello el
objetivo de crear mejores empleos complementa y refuerza el objetivo de crear más empleos.

• Resalta la necesidad de reforzar el papel de los LQWHUORFXWRUHV�VRFLDOHV en la modernización
de la organización del trabajo, la mejora de la FDOLGDG del mismo, la formación profesional y
el acceso y la permanencia en el empleo. Los interlocutores sociales son corresponsables de
encontrar el equilibrio entre flexibilidad y seguridad en el empleo y de hacer posible la
adaptabilidad de las empresas. Muy especialmente deben jugar el papel principal para
anticipar y gestionar el cambio y lograr el equilibrio que garantice el funcionamiento de las
empresas y los intereses de los trabajadores. La instauración de la Cumbre Social constituye
un avance esencial en la consecución de este objetivo. Las aportaciones que en este foro
realicen los interlocutores sociales serán sin duda un instrumento valiosísimo para profundizar
en vías adecuadas que fortalezcan su participación en la EEE.

Reafirma la necesidad de reforzar la integración social y la OXFKD�FRQWUD�OD�H[FOXVLyQ, a
tenor de lo dispuesto en el Consejo Europeo de Niza, considerando que, no obstante el
carácter multidisciplinar de este fenómeno, el mejor instrumento para lograr la inclusión
es el trabajo, para lo que es esencial la colaboración entre los servicios de empleo y los
servicios sociales, de forma que ambos mecanismos mejoren la empleabilidad de las
personas excluidas socialmente. El empleo es siempre preferible al paro, pero debe
reunir unas condiciones mínimas y ofrecer oportunidades para progresar laboralmente.

Destaca la importancia de la Estrategia comunitaria de lucha contra la exclusión y la
aprobación por los Estados Miembros de los Planes Nacionales. Igualmente insta a los
Comités de Empleo y de Protección Social a que continúen trabajando para la adopción
de objetivos precisos para reducir la exclusión social, teniendo en cuenta los indicadores
aprobados en Laeken y el carácter multidimensional del fenómeno de la exclusión.
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• Igualmente, confirma la importancia del desarrollo de la estrategia de Protección Social,
en relación con la calidad y la viabilidad de las SHQVLRQHV, que propugna las reformas de
los sistemas de pensiones, en el marco del PpWRGR�DELHUWR�GH�FRRUGLQDFLyQ, con el fin
de salvaguardar la capacidad de los sistemas para cumplir sus objetivos sociales,
asegurar la sostenibilidad financiera, y adaptar su capacidad para responder a las nuevas
necesidades de la sociedad. Para alcanzar dichos fines, considera de gran valor y
utilidad los REMHWLYRV�FRPXQHV�\�HO�PpWRGR�GH�WUDEDMR elaborados con vistas a su
confirmación por el &RQVHMR�(XURSHR�GH�%DUFHORQD.

• Destaca la necesidad de seguir trabajando a favor de OD�LJXDOGDG�HQWUH�KRPEUHV�\
PXMHUHV desarrollando medidas que faciliten el acceso y la permanencia de las mujeres
en el mercado de trabajo, evitando las discriminaciones. En este sentido, es importante
incrementar las medidas dirigidas a la conciliación de la vida familiar y laboral, muy
especialmente a través de la creación de servicios para el cuidado de la infancia y demás
dependientes. Asimismo, apoya la necesidad de establecer un enfoque integral y
multidisciplinar para erradicar todo tipo de violencia contra las mujeres con la
cooperación de todos los sectores políticos implicados.

6. La Presidencia observa que el Consejo acoge favorablemente los progresos alcanzados en el
desarrollo de la $JHQGD�GH�OD�3ROtWLFD�6RFLDO, subrayando la importancia de las iniciativas
puestas en marcha en los últimos doce meses.

7. La Presidencia constata que el Consejo acoge positivamente el contenido del 3ODQ�GH�DFFLyQ
GH�PRYLOLGDG�\�FRPSHWHQFLDV y coincide en resaltar la importancia de los tres retos de dicho
Plan: a) mejorar la movilidad profesional, b) promover la movilidad geográfica y c) establecer
cauces de información adecuados sobre oportunidades de empleo y formación en la UE. Para
ello resalta la necesidad de desarrollar y reconocer las cualificaciones y competencias,
incluidas las adquiridas por medios no formales, invertir en recursos humanos y continuar con
los esfuerzos para garantizar la formación a lo largo de la vida, y modernizar los Servicios
Públicos de Empleo, y más específicamente de la red EURES.

8. La Presidencia comprueba el interés del Consejo sobre la importancia del aprendizaje a lo
largo de la vida para ayudar a las personas a incorporarse y permanecer en el mercado laboral
y progresar en su vida profesional, muy especialmente el papel que para este fin tienen los
sistemas de formación desarrollados en un entorno real de trabajo.
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9. La Presidencia observa que el Consejo destaca la necesidad de aumentar OD�SDUWLFLSDFLyQ�HQ
HO�PHUFDGR�GH�WUDEDMR�SDUD�WRGRV�\�IDFLOLWDU�OD�SHUPDQHQFLD�YROXQWDULD�GH�ORV
WUDEDMDGRUHV�PD\RUHV�HQ�OD�DFWLYLGDG como respuesta al reto del envejecimiento. Los
interlocutores sociales han de jugar un papel fundamental en la determinación de las políticas
necesarias. Igualmente, destaca que la jubilación anticipada debe dejar de ser la respuesta
inmediata a los problemas de reestructuración de empresas. Es necesario�dar oportunidades a
los trabajadores mayores para mantener sus empleos, considerando que las fórmulas flexibles
de organización de trabajo (tiempo parcial, teletrabajo entre otras) y la garantía de formación
permanente son instrumentos que ayudan a hacer realidad esas oportunidades.

Igualmente, constata que el Consejo adopta el Informe conjunto de la Comisión y del Consejo
sobre “el incremento de las tasas de participación en el mercado de trabajo y la promoción del
envejecimiento activo”.

10. Como complemento indispensable de las referidas medidas de empleo, destaca la importancia
de las reformas de los sistemas de pensiones de los Estados miembros a fin de FRQILJXUDU
XQD�MXELODFLyQ�JUDGXDO�\�IOH[LEOH, que incentive la elevación voluntaria de la edad real de
jubilación en concordancia con el hecho del aumento de la esperanza de vida, facilite una
transición gradual de la plena actividad al retiro y estimule la participación activa de los
mayores en la vida pública, social y cultural a fin de alcanzar el objetivo del HQYHMHFLPLHQWR
DFWLYR.

11. La Presidencia destaca la importancia del acuerdo alcanzado en el proceso de conciliación en
relación con la Decisión sobre LQFHQWLYDFLyQ�GH�ODV�PHGLGDV�GH�HPSOHR para el futuro
desarrollo de la Estrategia Europea del Empleo en el marco de Lisboa, subrayando la voluntad
de las instituciones de hacer más transparente y accesible la información sobre los resultados
de la Estrategia a los ciudadanos europeos y a los grupos más interesados, con particular
atención a la dimensión regional y local de la misma.

12. La Presidencia constata que el Consejo hace suyo el Informe conjunto del Comité de
Protección Social y del Comité de Política Económica sobre los principios en materia de
atención y asistencia sanitaria para las personas mayores, de modo que se pueda asegurar el
acceso de todos a una atención sanitaria de calidad, se refuerce la transparencia y la calidad de
los sistemas de salud, continúe el proceso de reformas iniciado para hacer compatible el ritmo
de evolución de los gastos con la mejora de la calidad de las finanzas públicas, que permita
asegurar la financiación adecuada de la asistencia sanitaria, con la necesaria cooperación y
participación de todos los actores implicados.
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A tal fin conviene en la necesidad de iniciar y desarrollar durante 2002 y 2003 la cooperación
entre los Estados miembros en las áreas en las que proceder, previa su identificación, al
intercambio de buenas prácticas y de información y a la discusión de los retos comunes a
nivel europeo, que puedan suponer un valor añadido para la consecución de los objetivos de la
Estrategia de Lisboa.
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En el contexto del nuevo objetivo estratégico de la Unión Europea definido por el Consejo Europeo
de Lisboa, y como contribución del Consejo de Mercado Interior, Consumidores y Turismo al
próximo Consejo Europeo de Barcelona;

Expresando su satisfacción por los avances obtenidos mediante las reformas económicas en cuanto
a apertura de mercados y disminución de los precios al consumo, sin menoscabo de las dimensiones
de servicio universal y de calidad de los servicios de interés general;

Observando, no obstante, que en la coyuntura económica actual es importante imprimir un nuevo
ímpetu a las reformas del mercado de productos, especialmente en los sectores en que los avances
han sido lentos, aprovechando la estabilidad derivada del éxito de la introducción del euro y con el
fin de cumplir los objetivos fijados por el Consejo Europeo de Lisboa;

Destacando la necesidad de potenciar la confianza en los mercados, los bienes y los servicios por
parte del mundo empresarial y de los consumidores;

Recordando que es preciso que el correcto funcionamiento del mercado interior contribuya a los
objetivos establecidos en el Tratado de promover un desarrollo armonioso y sostenible en el
conjunto de la Comunidad y de fortalecer la integración horizontal de la cohesión económica, social
y territorial;

Recalcando la importancia de que los mercados funcionen correctamente con miras a la próxima
ampliación de la Unión Europea;

Recordando su contribución al Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo en lo tocante a una Estrategia de
integración de la protección del medio ambiente y el desarrollo sostenible en la política del mercado
interior �;

                                                � 8970/01 MI 82 ENV 237.
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Recordando los aspectos del mercado interior incluidos en las orientaciones generales de las
políticas económicas de 2001;

En relación con la próxima revisión y actualización de la Estrategia de la Comisión para el mercado
interior;

Teniendo presente el análisis de los informes anuales de los Estados miembros y de la Comisión
sobre el funcionamiento de los mercados de productos y capitales en el marco del proceso de
Cardiff;

Desarrollando su contribución de 31 de enero de 2002 sobre las cuestiones clave para la preparación
de las orientaciones generales de las políticas económicas de 2002 en el ámbito del mercado
interior �, y considerando los aspectos pertinentes de los asuntos de mercado interior mencionados
en la comunicación de la Comisión al Consejo Europeo en Barcelona titulada "La Estrategia de
Lisboa: Hacer realidad el cambio" �,

ADOPTA LAS SIGUIENTES CONCLUSIONES:

&UHDFLyQ�GH�ODV�FRQGLFLRQHV�ySWLPDV�SDUD�OD�DFWLYLGDG�HPSUHVDULDO

1. El Consejo de Mercado Interior, Consumidores y Turismo destaca la necesidad de actuar de
manera resuelta con el fin de cumplir el programa de reforma acordado por los sucesivos
Consejos Europeos a efectos de seguir mejorando el mercado interior como entorno dinámico
para la actividad empresarial.

2. Los Estados miembros deberían proseguir sus esfuerzos por reducir el nivel global de la
D\XGD�HVWDWDO, en especial de la ayuda ad hoc, y por reorientarla hacia objetivos horizontales
de interés común, incluida la cohesión económica y social. Para ello, se anima a la Comisión a
que siga facilitando información de forma regular a través del registro y el cuadro de
indicadores de ayudas públicas.

3. Debería proseguir activamente la modernización de las QRUPDV�VREUH�OD�FRPSHWHQFLD para
que pueda aprobar el Consejo la propuesta correspondiente para finales de este año. Las
normas sobre la competencia deben ser aplicadas de modo coherente por la Comisión y por
autoridades de competencia efectivas e independientes.

                                                � 5753/02 MI 12 ECOFIN 37.� COM(2002) 14 – doc. 5654/02.
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4. Deberían intensificarse los esfuerzos con vistas a la rápida adopción por el Consejo y el
Parlamento Europeo del conjunto de medidas legislativas sobre FRQWUDWDFLyQ�S~EOLFD. El
Consejo anima especialmente a la Comisión a que prosiga sus trabajos destinados a facilitar el
acceso de las PYME a los contratos públicos.

5. Teniendo en cuenta la clara prioridad que el Consejo y la Comisión atribuyen a la
VLPSOLILFDFLyQ�\�PHMRUD�GHO�PDUFR�UHJODPHQWDULR, y teniendo presentes las conclusiones del
Consejo Europeo de Laeken, el Consejo exhorta a la Comisión a presentar cuanto antes su
plan de acción durante el primer semestre de 2002, teniendo especialmente en cuenta el
informe del Grupo Mandelkern �. La Comunidad y los Estados miembros deberían redoblar
sus esfuerzos por simplificar y modernizar la legislación y los procedimientos administrativos
que tengan una influencia en la actividad empresarial y en el ámbito de los consumidores a
nivel comunitario, nacional y regional. Además, los actos legislativos, tanto a nivel
comunitario como nacional, deberían ir precedidos de una evaluación del impacto
reglamentario.

6. Debería procurarse con más empeño la eliminación de los restantes REVWiFXORV�WpFQLFRV�DO
FRPHUFLR en el mercado interior y elaborarse un cuadro de indicadores específico que permita
identificar claramente los obstáculos técnicos que persisten y los Estados miembros en que se
producen, así como los avances en la labor de normalización.

Por lo que atañe a la QRUPDOL]DFLyQ, el Consejo ha adoptado el 1 de marzo de 2002 unas
conclusiones por separado, habida cuenta de la importancia estratégica de la normalización
para la aplicación de las diversas políticas comunitarias y de la necesidad de atender con
urgencia al seguimiento del primer informe de la Comisión, de septiembre de 2001 �. En este
contexto, los órganos de normalización deberían conceder especial prioridad a la
determinación de objetivos con vistas a mejorar su eficacia y a la elaboración de un sistema
graduado de nuevos productos.

Se invita a la Comisión a que presente con la mayor brevedad un informe sobre la aplicación
de la Resolución del Consejo, de 28 de octubre de 1999, sobre el UHFRQRFLPLHQWR�PXWXR � y a
que reflexione sobre la determinación de los ámbitos en los que es más adecuado el
reconocimiento mutuo y de aquellos otros en que es más apropiada la armonización.

                                                � 14564/01 MI 195 POLGEN 33.� COM(2001) 527 - doc. 12172/01 MI 139 ECO 255 + COR 1.� DO C 141 de 19.5.2000, p. 5.
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7. El Consejo está a la espera del informe sobre la cuestión del agotamiento de los derechos de
marca que la Comisión presentará en respuesta a la Resolución del Parlamento Europeo de
3 de octubre de 2001.

8. La mejora del mercado interior de los VHUYLFLRV constituye un reto estratégico fundamental
para la Comunidad. Es menester fortalecer la competencia en los sectores de servicios,
apoyada en la supresión de los obstáculos al comercio transfronterizo y al acceso al mercado.
Para ello, el Consejo insta a la Comisión a que presente cuanto antes el anunciado
seguimiento de su Comunicación sobre una estrategia para el mercado interior de servicios �,
y exhorta a los Estados miembros a que cooperen con la Comisión en ese sentido.

9. Son necesarios nuevos esfuerzos para eliminar los obstáculos al GHUHFKR�GH�HVWDEOHFLPLHQWR
de las personas físicas y jurídicas y a la SUHVWDFLyQ�WUDQVIURQWHUL]D�GH�VHUYLFLRV�WpFQLFRV�\
SURIHVLRQDOHV. También deberían adoptarse medidas para promover una mejor movilidad
dentro de la Unión. A tal fin, debería darse prioridad a la propuesta de Directiva sobre el
reconocimiento mutuo de las cualificaciones académicas y profesionales, que se espera que la
Comisión presente dentro de poco.

10. La aplicación plena de la totalidad de la legislación sobre el mercado interior es una
obligación legal de todos los Estados miembros y un requisito previo para el buen
funcionamiento de dicho mercado. Si bien se han logrado avances en la consecución de este
objetivo durante los últimos años, los Estados miembros deberían reforzar su compromiso
respecto a la completa y oportuna DGDSWDFLyQ�GH�VXV�OHJLVODFLRQHV�D�OD�OHJLVODFLyQ�UHODWLYD
DO�PHUFDGR�LQWHULRU y respecto a una reducción acelerada de las deficiencias de adaptación de
sus legislaciones, de conformidad con el objetivo provisional de adaptación legislativa del
98,5% antes del Consejo Europeo de Barcelona, según lo establecido en Estocolmo.

Al evaluar los resultados alcanzados, el Consejo Europeo de Barcelona debería estudiar la
necesidad de adoptar medidas adicionales. Se invita asimismo a la Comisión a poner el
máximo empeño en su función de garante de la DSOLFDFLyQ correcta y el FXPSOLPLHQWR
efectivo de la legislación comunitaria, entre otros medios a través de una pronta y efectiva
acción frente a las infracciones.

                                                � COM(2000) 888 - doc. 5224/01 MI 3.
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)RPHQWDU�OD�FRQILDQ]D�HQ�ORV�PHUFDGRV��ELHQHV�\�VHUYLFLRV

11. La confianza de las empresas y de los consumidores en los bienes y servicios y en el
funcionamiento de los mercados es un requisito previo indispensable para el desarrollo
empresarial en el mercado interior. /D�FRQILDQ]D�GH�ORV�FRQVXPLGRUHV�HQ�HO�FRPHUFLR
WUDQVIURQWHUL]R, incluido el FRPHUFLR�HOHFWUyQLFR, aumentará gracias a la apertura y
accesibilidad de los mercados y debería estimularse reforzando la protección del consumidor,
haciendo más fácil el acceso a la información y a los mecanismos judiciales y de recurso
apropiados, garantizando un DOWR�QLYHO�GH�FDOLGDG�\�GH�VHJXULGDG�GH�ORV�ELHQHV�\�VHUYLFLRV,
y mediante la VXSHUYLVLyQ periódica GH�OD�HYROXFLyQ�GH�ORV�SUHFLRV.

12. Debería darse prioridad al seguimiento efectivo del /LEUR�9HUGH�GH�OD�&RPLVLyQ�VREUH�OD
SURWHFFLyQ�GH�ORV�FRQVXPLGRUHV�1.

Deberían proseguirse los trabajos sobre la propuesta de Reglamento relativo a las
promociones de ventas �.

13. Por lo que atañe a la mejora de los actuales PHFDQLVPRV�SDUD�OD UHVROXFLyQ�GH�SUREOHPDV
con objeto de reforzar la confianza de las empresas y de los consumidores en el mercado
interior, el Consejo ha adoptado, el 1 de marzo de 2002, unas conclusiones por separado
relativas a la iniciativa "SOLVIT" �.

14. Debería darse prioridad a la oportuna y completa aplicación del 3ODQ�GH�DFFLyQ�HQ�PDWHULD
GH�VHUYLFLRV�ILQDQFLHURV. La introducción del euro es otro motivo que muestra que es
primordial que los consumidores y las empresas vean reducidos el coste y los plazos de las
transacciones comerciales transfronterizas. En este sentido cobran particular importancia la
aplicación del Reglamento del Parlamento Europeo y del Consejo, de 19 de diciembre
de 2001, sobre los pagos transfronterizos en euros �, la adopción definitiva de la Directiva
relativa a la comercialización a distancia de servicios financieros �, y una seguridad cada vez
mayor en el uso de los nuevos medios del pago.

15. El Consejo aguarda con gran interés la inminente propuesta de la Comisión sobre ofertas
públicas de adquisición.

                                                � COM(2001) 531 - doc. 12613/01 CONSOM 81 MI 143 ENV 477.� COM(2001) 546 - doc. 12614/01 MI 144 CONSOM 82 CODEC 993.� COM(2001) 702 - doc. 14650/01 MI 193 ECO 363; DO L 331 de 15.12.2001, p. 79.� DO L 344, de 28.12.2001, p. 13.� Posición común del Consejo en doc. 12425/1/01 REV 1 CONSOM 79 ECOFIN 257
CODEC 965.
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6HUYLFLRV�GH�LQWHUpV�S~EOLFR�\�HPSUHVDV�GH�UHG

16. Al tiempo que se están haciendo progresos para la DSHUWXUD�D�OD�FRPSHWHQFLD�GH�ORV
VHUYLFLRV�S~EOLFRV�\�ODV�HPSUHVDV�GH�UHG, se requiere un nuevo compromiso para llevar a la
práctica las reformas acordadas en Lisboa con el fin de que el mercado interior funcione más
eficazmente en sectores clave y que tenga debidamente en cuenta las conclusiones del
Consejo sobre los servicios de interés general, adoptadas el 26 de noviembre de 2001 �.

17. Debería concederse prioridad a alcanzar un acuerdo sobre las propuestas relativas a la
apertura y al desarrollo futuro de los PHUFDGRV�GH�OD�HQHUJtD, teniendo en cuenta el requisito
de satisfacer las necesidades de los usuarios y la necesidad de la transparencia en el mercado
mediante unos instrumentos de regulación adecuados, con vistas a aplicar los objetivos de la
apertura de mercados en estos sectores.

18. Recordando la importancia de la adhesión de la Comunidad a Eurocontrol, deberán
proseguirse activamente los trabajos sobre las LQLFLDWLYDV�SDUD�XQ�HVSDFLR�DpUHR�~QLFR
destinadas a la creación de un espacio aéreo único europeo en 2004.

19. De conformidad con las conclusiones de los Consejos Europeos de Estocolmo y de Laeken, y
siguiendo la primera evaluación horizontal del rendimiento del mercado de las HPSUHVDV�GH
UHG�TXH�VXPLQLVWUDQ�VHUYLFLRV�GH�LQWHUpV�JHQHUDO�presentada por la Comisión en el marco
del proceso de Cardiff �, se invita a la Comisión a que presente nuevas evaluaciones.

20. Deberían adoptarse medidas para asegurar una LQWHUFRQH[LyQ�\�XQD�LQWHURSHUDELOLGDG
eficaces, especialmente en los sectores en que se detecten deficiencias, tales como el
transporte y la energía. En este sentido, debería intensificarse el trabajo sobre las propuestas
de la Comisión relativas a las UHGHV�WUDQVHXURSHDV, incluida su financiación.

                                                � Doc. 14866/01 MI 200 ECO 372 CONSOM 111.� SEC(2001) 1998 - doc. 15192/01 UEM 86 ECOFIN 397 MI 209 ADD 2.
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3ROtWLFD�GH�LQQRYDFLyQ

21. Debería ponerse especial énfasis en la mejora del DFFHVR�GH�ODV�HPSUHVDV��\�HQ�SDUWLFXODU�GH
ODV�3<0(��D�ODV�WHFQRORJtDV�GH�OD�LQIRUPDFLyQ�\�GH�OD�FRPXQLFDFLyQ�para permitirles
extraer el máximo provecho de las posibilidades que ofrecen dichas tecnologías. Así pues,
recordando las Conclusiones del Consejo Europeo de Estocolmo, el Sexto programa marco de
investigación�debería utilizar plenamente, entre otros, los nuevos instrumentos, para promover
una red de excelencia, proyectos integrados y la aplicación conjunta de programas nacionales
dentro del conjunto de prioridades en que se centra, teniendo en cuenta, entre otras cosas, la
necesidad de reforzar la cohesión y las pequeñas y medianas empresas.

22. Deberían continuar los esfuerzos por SURPRYHU�OD�LQQRYDFLyQ��OD�LQYHVWLJDFLyQ�\�HO
GHVDUUROOR�\�HO�HVStULWX�HPSUHQGHGRU��HQ�HVSHFLDO SRU�SDUWH�GH�ODV�3<0(� y por mejorar
su acceso al capital de riesgo, incluido el de las empresas incipientes en sectores de alta
tecnología, mediante la oportuna aplicación del�Plan de acción sobre el capital riesgo. Debería
propiciarse un entorno favorable a la inversión del sector privado en investigación y
desarrollo.

23. Teniendo en cuenta las conclusiones de distintos Consejos Europeos, debería continuarse el
trabajo sobre el modelo comunitario de patente y de utilidad. Tal como declaró el Consejo
Europeo de Laeken, la SDWHQWH�FRPXQLWDULD debería ser un instrumento flexible que implique
el menor coste posible y que al mismo tiempo respete el principio de no discriminación entre
las empresas de los Estados miembros y garantice un nivel alto de calidad.

24. Deberían proseguir también los esfuerzos por proporcionar un marco coherente y efectivo a
las QXHYDV�WHFQRORJtDV, lo cual permitirá a las empresas comunitarias aprovechar todas las
posibilidades de la biotecnología, que es un sector clave, teniendo debidamente en cuenta al
mismo tiempo el principio de cautela, respetando los valores fundamentales y respondiendo a
las preocupaciones éticas y sociales. En este sentido, el Consejo expresa su satisfacción por la
reciente comunicación de la Comisión en materia de ciencias de la vida y biotecnología.

Debería prestarse más atención a la aportación que las nuevas tecnologías pueden hacer al
empleo, a la competitividad y al crecimiento en la Unión.
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$QiOLVLV�GH�ORV�PpWRGRV�HPSOHDGRV�HQ�HO�FRQWH[WR�GHO�SURFHVR�GH�UHIRUPD�HFRQyPLFD�GH�&DUGLII

25. El Consejo invita al Comité de Representantes Permanentes a que efectúe un análisis
exhaustivo de los métodos empleados hasta el momento en relación con los aspectos relativos
al mercado interior del ejercicio anual de Cardiff, y a que le informe al respecto a más tardar
en septiembre de 2002.
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(Johanesburgo, 26 de agosto - 4 de septiembre de 2002)
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1. REAFIRMA que el desarrollo sostenible exige soluciones globales que integren de manera
equilibrada las dimensiones económica, social, y medioambiental; RECONOCE que políticas
sanas, instituciones democráticas, el estado de derecho y el respeto de los derechos humanos
son condiciones previas para lograr un desarrollo sostenible y RECUERDA el acuerdo
adoptado en el Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo sobre el desarrollo de la Estrategia Europea
para el Desarrollo Sostenible;

2. SUBRAYA los vínculos entre la complementariedad de las dimensiones interna y externa de
la estrategia de desarrollo sostenible, los compromisos para intensificar esfuerzos para
acrecentar aún más esas interconexiones y REAFIRMA la necesidad de aplicar plenamente la
dimensión interna acordada en Gotemburgo como forma de abordar los problemas
medioambientales globales, teniendo en cuenta los efectos de las políticas de la UE sobre el
resto del mundo;

3. REAFIRMA que la UE debería desempeñar un papel importante en los esfuerzos globales
para conseguir un desarrollo sostenible en todos los niveles;

4. REITERA la intención de la UE de promover la obtención de resultados pragmáticos en la
Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo Sostenible y la aplicación efectiva de sus resultados,
basándose en el Programa 21 y, entre otras cosas, en el Programa de Desarrollo de Doha, en la
Conferencia de Financiación del Desarrollo de Monterrey, así como en las metas y objetivos
de desarrollo acordados internacionalmente, en particular los que figuran en la Declaración
del Milenio.
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La UE espera que los resultados de la Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo Sostenible (CMDS)
incluyan compromisos políticos globales en favor del desarrollo sostenible, así como
asociaciones entre gobiernos, sociedad civil y el sector privado;

5. REAFIRMA el compromiso de Gotemburgo de alcanzar lo antes posible el objetivo de las
Naciones Unidas del 0,7% del PNB de ayuda oficial al desarrollo y de lograr avances
concretos hacia el logro de ese objetivo antes de la Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo
Sostenible en Johanesburgo en 2002, y el compromiso del Consejo de estudiar los medios y el
plazo de tiempo para que cada Estado miembro cumpla el objetivo de las Naciones Unidas del
0,7% del PNB de ayuda oficial al desarrollo y su compromiso de proseguir sus esfuerzos para
mejorar los instrumentos de cooperación para el desarrollo, especialmente en países afectados
por crisis o conflictos;

6. RECUERDA que el desarrollo sostenible es un objetivo primordial de las políticas, tanto a
nivel nacional como exterior. Debería intensificarse la integración de la dimensión sostenible
en los acuerdos bilaterales y multilaterales de cooperación celebrados por la Unión Europea,
entre otros, con sus países vecinos de la Cuenca Mediterránea y de la Europa Central y
Oriental;

7. INSISTE en que para la UE los principales retos relacionados con la dimensión global del
desarrollo sostenible son los siguientes:

1) erradicación de la pobreza y promoción del desarrollo social, así como de la salud,
2) lograr que la globalización favorezca el desarrollo sostenible,
3) modelos sostenibles de producción y consumo,
4) conservación y gestión sostenible de recursos naturales y medioambientales,
5) fortalecimiento de la gobernanza en favor del desarrollo sostenible en todos los niveles,

en particular la gobernanza medioambiental internacional, con inclusión de la
participación pública,

6) formas de aplicación, con inclusión del fomento de la capacidad y la cooperación
tecnológica;

8. TOMA NOTA de la valoración del Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas de que, pese a
que se hayan hecho algunos avances hacia el desarrollo sostenible desde la Conferencia de las
Naciones Unidas sobre el Medio Ambiente y el Desarrollo (CNUMAD), esos avances han
sido desiguales. Las políticas y programas de desarrollo sostenible en todos los niveles se han
quedado cortos, en muchos aspectos, a la hora de servir a la vez a objetivos económicos,
sociales y medioambientales;
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9. ACOGE con agrado la presentación de la Comunicación de la Comisión "Hacia una
asociación global en favor del desarrollo sostenible", que contribuye al desarrollo de la
estrategia de la UE para el Desarrollo Sostenible, al abordar la contribución de la Unión al
desarrollo sostenible a escala mundial, y propone elementos estratégicos para un "Pacto
global" en la Cumbre Mundial de Johanesburgo. Estas y otras contribuciones de la UE, junto
con la reflexión sobre el desarrollo sostenible en el Consejo Europeo de Barcelona que se
celebrará en marzo de 2002, basándose en las Conclusiones de Gotemburgo, prepararán el
enfoque global de la Unión sobre el desarrollo sostenible. La comunicación de la Comisión y
otros trabajos preparatorios de la UE para la CMDS se tratarán en las correspondientes
formaciones del Consejo; las conclusiones sobre la dimensión global se presentarán al
Consejo Europeo de Sevilla;

10. CONSIDERA que la integración y coherencia de las políticas, a nivel nacional y exterior, son
indispensables para garantizar que los objetivos económicos, sociales y medioambientales de
la UE se apoyan mutuamente y que la UE contribuye de manera eficaz al desarrollo sostenible
a todos los niveles. Con este fin, y de conformidad con las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo
de Gotemburgo, debería llevarse a cabo una evaluación del impacto sobre el desarrollo
sostenible de todas las principales propuestas de política interior y exterior, mediante la cual
se analicen sus consecuencias económicas, sociales y medioambientales. Asimismo debería
proseguir el proceso de adaptación de las principales políticas de la Unión;

11. EXPRESA SU SATISFACCIÓN por los resultados de PrepCom II, en Nueva York, que
servirá como punto de partida para las negociaciones durante PrepCom III. El futuro trabajo
debería centrarse en una serie de prioridades coherentes y orientadas a fines concretos, en el
equilibrio entre los intereses de los diferentes grupos y regiones y en la integración de las tres
dimensiones del desarrollo sostenible en cada uno de los temas abordados;

12. DESTACA que la Unión Europea se ha comprometido a promover la buena gestión, incluida
la participación pública, en todos los niveles. Respecto a la dimensión medioambiental, los
resultados de la tercera reunión del consejo de Administración del PNUMA/Foro Ministerial
Mundial del Medio Ambiente en Cartagena (Colombia) deberían considerarse una fructífera
contribución al proceso de la gobernanza internacional en el ámbito del desarrollo sostenible.
En este contexto, es importante aumentar la contribución a la CMDS y su seguimiento;
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13. PONE DE RELIEVE que los países desarrollados, en especial, deben asumir
responsabilidades para responder a los retos presentes y futuros del desarrollo sostenible y
para asistir a los países en vías de desarrollo en sus esfuerzos para lograr un desarrollo
sostenible. Al mismo tiempo, las políticas internas de los países en desarrollo y una eficaz
contribución de las instituciones internacionales son fundamentales en este contexto.

Ante la perspectiva de Johanesburgo y más allá el compromiso de la UE respecto del
desarrollo sostenible requerirá que se emprendan acciones importantes, como, entre otras,

- la promoción de modelos de consumo y producción sostenibles, disociando el
crecimiento económico de la degradación medioambiental y teniendo en cuenta las
capacidades de los ecosistemas. Esto exigirá un marco político adecuado que fomente la
eficiencia ecológica y desarrolle las capacidades;

- la integración de países en desarrollo en el sistema económico mundial, en particular
mediante la aplicación del Programa de Desarrollo de Doha, y contribuir a garantizar
que las políticas comerciales y los flujos de inversión contribuyan al desarrollo
sostenible. Deberían fomentarse las inversiones y prácticas comerciales responsables
desde el punto de vista medioambiental y social. Deberían fomentarse también las
inversiones extranjeras directas sostenibles en los países en desarrollo y los créditos a la
exportación conformes con el desarrollo sostenible;

- la promoción de la cooperación para el desarrollo sostenible con organismos
internacionales, gobiernos, la sociedad civil, el sector privado y otros interesados.
Debería alentarse a los agentes europeos no gubernamentales, a las organizaciones
privadas y a las autoridades públicas, incluidas las locales, a contribuir al lanzamiento
de dichas cooperaciones compartiendo sus propias experiencias y fomentando la acción
común con sus homólogos de otras regiones;
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- en particular, presentando iniciativas de la Unión, sobre, entre otras cosas: 1) una
cooperación estratégica con la participación de gobiernos y otros interesados en el
acceso al agua potable y saneamiento y una gestión sostenible de las aguas, basada en el
principio de la gestión integrada de cuencas hidrográficas; 2) la energía destinada a
erradicar la pobreza y para el desarrollo sostenible, con especial atención al acceso a
fuentes de energía sostenibles, eficiencia energética mejorada, tecnologías limpias y
energía renovable; 3) medios de dedicar una atención especial a Africa, incluyendo el
apoyo a sus propias iniciativas, como NEPAD; 4) la pronta ratificación de varios
instrumentos internacionales (en particular, relativos al clima, la seguridad biológica,
POP y PIC).

14. CONSIDERA que la aplicación de la dimensión mundial debería abordarse con regularidad
como parte integrante del conjunto de disposiciones relativas a la Estrategia Europea de
Desarrollo Sostenible en las sesiones de primavera del Consejo Europeo. Los resultados y el
seguimiento de la Cumbre de Johanesburgo deberían estudiarse de manera específica en el
momento oportuno.
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RECORDANDO que de conformidad con la Estrategia de desarrollo sostenible adoptada por el
Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo, el Consejo Europeo de primavera revisará los avances obtenidos
en la aplicación de esta estrategia y marcará nuevas pautas para fomentar el desarrollo sostenible;
que el Consejo Europeo de Barcelona iniciará esta nueva política de acercamiento basándose en un
análisis equilibrado y coordinado de las tres dimensiones de la estrategia (social, económica y
medioambiental) al definir, revisar, evaluar y controlar las orientaciones estratégicas de la Unión
Europea.
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15. ENFATIZA la necesidad de seguir actuando para avanzar hacia un desarrollo sostenible y,
para ello, SUBRAYA la necesidad de aplicar plenamente la Estrategia de desarrollo
sostenible y sus prioridades medioambientales, mediante entre otras cosas, las acciones y
medidas adoptadas en las Conclusiones del Consejo del 3 de diciembre  y
12 de diciembre de 2001 , así como nuevas pautas en determinados sectores prioritarios en
los próximos meses.
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16. RECORDANDO que en aplicación de la Estrategia de desarrollo sostenible, el plan de trabajo
adoptado por el Consejo de Asuntos Generales establece la importancia de adoptar un paquete
conjunto sobre desarrollo sostenible que complete la dimensión interna, adoptada en
Gotemburgo, con las dimensiones externa y global, con antelación suficiente para su
presentación en la Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo Sostenible (agosto-septiembre
de 2002) como contribución específica de la UE a los preparativos.

17. REITERA los vínculos y la complementariedad existentes entre las dimensiones interna y
externa a fin de abordar efectivamente el desarrollo sostenible a todos los niveles de
conformidad con los principios de la declaración de Río de Janeiro de 1992 sobre Medio
Ambiente y Desarrollo.
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18. REAFIRMA la importancia de continuar y potenciar el proceso de integración del medio
ambiente en las políticas sectoriales, por constituir un proceso capital y complementario para
lograr un desarrollo sostenible junto con la Estrategia de desarrollo sostenible y el Sexto
Programa de Acción Medioambiental; ACOGE CON AGRADO la intención del Consejo
(ECOFIN y Asuntos Generales) de adoptar estrategias de integración del medio ambiente (el
5 y el 11 de marzo de 2002, respectivamente), así como la contribución del Consejo al
Consejo Europeo de Barcelona para la integración de la dimensión medioambiental en la
política pesquera, donde se ha fijado un calendario para la adopción, antes de finales de 2002,
de su estrategia y de indicadores provisionales.

                                                 Doc. 14589/01 - Indicadores principales medioambientales de desarrollo sostenible para
supervisar los avances en la ejecución de la Estrategia de la UE de desarrollo sostenible. Doc. 15280/01 - Estrategia de la Unión Europea de desarrollo sostenible: desarrollo de los
aspectos medioambientales del Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo.
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19. SUBRAYA el importante papel del Consejo Europeo en el establecimiento, el seguimiento y
el fomento de orientaciones políticas para este proceso de integración y RECUERDA la
necesidad de aplicar inmediata y efectivamente las estrategias aprobadas y de realizar una
evaluación periódica, un seguimiento y una supervisión de su aplicación, de conformidad con
los plazos establecidos; para ello se considera necesario desarrollar indicadores que permitan
analizar de forma objetiva la aplicación de estas estrategias, así como la inclusión de objetivos
a corto, medio y largo plazo, y de calendarios operativos.

20. CONSIDERA la Directiva 2001/42/CE relativa a la evaluación de los efectos de determinados
planes y programas en el medio ambiente como una importante contribución para la efectiva
consecución de la integración de las consideraciones medioambientales en otros sectores.
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21. TOMA NOTA del informe de la Comisión "La estrategia de Lisboa — Hacer realidad el
cambio"; siguiendo las pautas definidas en Gotemburgo, COMPARTE la opinión de la
Comisión sobre la necesidad de pasar de la estrategia a la práctica; CONSIDERA que ese
informe no tiene suficientemente en cuenta la dimensión medioambiental y ENFATIZA la
necesidad de que en su próxima edición refleje más amplia y extensivamente los aspectos
medioambientales para lograr un nuevo enfoque en las decisiones políticas con el que las tres
dimensiones del desarrollo sostenible se expresen más equilibradamente con miras a su
progresiva integración y de conformidad con el plan de trabajo.

22. REITERA la necesidad de una evaluación del impacto de sostenibilidad tal como se
especificaba en las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo que debería abarcar las
principales políticas internas y externas de la UE, SE CONGRATULA de la intención
expresada por la Comisión en su Comunicación sobre la simplificación y mejora del marco
reglamentario, presentada en diciembre de 2001, así como en el informe de síntesis, de
presentar un sistema de evaluación del impacto de sostenibilidad que entraría en
funcionamiento durante este año 2002, e INVITA a la Comisión a que ponga en marcha este
sistema cuanto antes, teniendo en cuenta para ello el análisis equilibrado de las tres
dimensiones del desarrollo sostenible, así como las disposiciones pertinentes del Sexto
Programa de Acción Medioambiental.
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23. DESTACA la importancia de desarrollar y utilizar tecnologías más respetuosas del medio
ambiente y de los recursos en una economía basada en el conocimiento destinada a generar
crecimiento y empleo y a evolucionar hacia patrones de consumo y de producción sostenibles,
así como a fomentar la disociación del crecimiento económico y el uso de recursos.

24. ACOGE CON AGRADO la intención de la Comisión Europea, expresada en el informe de
síntesis, de desarrollar tras el próximo informe sobre tecnología ambiental un plan de acción
para hacer frente a los obstáculos para su aceptación.

25. RECORDANDO que el Consejo Europeo de Gotemburgo añadió una dimensión
medioambiental a la Estrategia de Lisboa, CONSIDERA que la Unión Europea debería
convertirse en una economía altamente eco-eficiente y utilizar energía y recursos naturales de
forma respetuosa con la capacidad de carga del medio ambiente y por tanto enfatiza la
importancia de la contribución de Barcelona para la realización de la Estrategia de desarrollo
sostenible tal como se desarrolló en Gotemburgo.

26. INVITA a la Comisión a establecer una estrategia que contribuya a concienciar a todos los
actores relacionados con el medio ambiente y el desarrollo sostenible y que incluya la
divulgación de la estrategia de la UE en esta materia.
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27. CONSIDERANDO que, para la determinación de los indicadores medioambientales básicos
asociados a la Estrategia de desarrollo sostenible, el Consejo ha adoptado una lista de
indicadores principales relacionados con el medio ambiente -que la Comisión ha incluido en
su informe de síntesis- y ha recomendado establecer un programa de trabajo para que se
prosiga desarrollando la lista abierta de indicadores, INSISTE en la importancia de garantizar
la coordinación entre los diferentes procesos relacionados con el establecimiento de
indicadores.

28. LAMENTA que la Comisión no esté en disposición de presentar el informe sobre la
disponibilidad de los datos y metodologías con vistas al desarrollo de nuevos indicadores para
el desarrollo sostenible ni la propuesta de un plan de trabajo que el Consejo solicitó a la
Comisión en sus Conclusiones de diciembre; toma nota de que la Comisión los presentará a
tiempo para el Consejo de Medio Ambiente de octubre de 2002.
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29. Recordando las prioridades que estableció el Consejo , INVITA a la Comisión -incluida
EUROSTAT-, a la Agencia Europea del Medio Ambiente y a los Estados miembros a
desarrollar los indicadores pertinentes en relación con la salud pública -en particular los
productos químicos- y con la gestión sostenible de los recursos naturales -en particular el
agua, la biodiversidad tanto marina como terrestre y el uso de los recursos-, con objeto de que
el Consejo pueda adoptar en otoño el conjunto de indicadores adecuados que deberán tenerse
en cuenta para los futuros informes de síntesis a partir de 2003, así como para el control y
evaluación del desarrollo sostenible.

30. SOLICITA al Consejo Europeo que respalde la mejora del equilibrio entre los indicadores
económicos, sociales y medioambientales de modo que reflejen un adecuado equilibrio entre
las tres dimensiones del desarrollo sostenible.
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31. RECOMIENDA que los Estados miembros fomenten, refuercen y complementen la Estrategia
de la UE de desarrollo sostenible mediante la aplicación de estrategias nacionales de
desarrollo sostenible en los niveles adecuados y formulen los procesos locales de desarrollo
del Programa 21; RECUERDA que el Consejo Europeo y el Consejo invitaron a los Estados
miembros a elaborar sus estrategias de desarrollo sostenible en el marco de procesos
consultivos nacionales amplios y adecuados, un amplio consenso social y a incluir
procedimientos de evaluación y seguimiento que impliquen la utilización de los indicadores, y
ALIENTA a los Estados miembros a completar esta tarea antes de la Cumbre Mundial para el
Desarrollo Sostenible, garantizando la coherencia entre el nivel de la UE y el de los Estados
miembros a este respecto.

32. INSISTE en la importancia de tener en cuenta las inquietudes relativas al carácter sostenible
en las políticas de ordenación del territorio, así como en la planificación espacial y urbana
dentro de las estrategias en materia de sostenibilidad nacionales, regionales o locales.

                                                 Véase el doc. 14589/01.
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33. SE CONGRATULA de la decisión tomada con respecto a la ratificación del Protocolo de
Kyoto en nombre de la Comunidad Europea, e INSTA a los Estados miembros a finalizar los
procedimientos nacionales de ratificación a más tardar en junio de 2002 (de forma que se
permita la entrada en vigor del Protocolo antes de la Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo
Sostenible en agosto/septiembre de 2002).

34. Recuerda sus conclusiones sobre el cambio climático de 12 de diciembre de 2001 e INSTA a
la Comisión y a los Estados miembros a continuar trabajando en el análisis de posibles
políticas y medidas adicionales, comunes y coordinadas, luchando por la reducción de las
emisiones de gases de efecto invernadero a los niveles propuestos en la primera fase del
Programa Europeo sobre el Cambio Climático, y realizar avances sustanciales en las
propuestas pendientes con objeto de asegurar el cumplimiento de la limitación de emisiones
cuantificada o del compromiso de reducción acordado con arreglo al Protocolo de Kyoto a fin
de permitir que se aplique a su debido tiempo.

35. INVITA a la Comisión y a los Estados miembros a seguir avanzando en la aplicación de las
iniciativas comunitarias contenidas en el Plan de acción sobre la eficiencia energética y en la
de estrategias sobre las fuentes de energía renovable�
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36. RECUERDA la necesidad, como mencionó Gotemburgo, de disociar el crecimiento
económico del crecimiento del transporte, en particular mediante el paso del transporte por
carretera al transporte por ferrocarril, al transporte fluvial y marítimo y al transporte público
de pasajeros, así como una serie de medidas relativas a las fuentes, y tecnologías no
contaminantes.

37. CONSIDERA importante estudiar el potencial de los futuros progresos en la vía de un
desarrollo sostenible, en particular mediante la identificación de las barreras pertinentes que
puedan dificultar la desconexión entre el crecimiento económico y el uso de los recursos.

38. De acuerdo con el objetivo establecido en la Estrategia de desarrollo sostenible consistente en
detener el deterioro de la biodiversidad de aquí a 2010, y teniendo en cuenta el Sexto
Programa de Acción en materia de Medio Ambiente, así como el Convenio sobre la
Diversidad Biológica, CONSIDERA prioritario avanzar en los siguientes aspectos:
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• integrar plenamente las consideraciones de protección y conservación de la
biodiversidad en todos los sectores y actividades relevantes, y ejecutar los planes de
acción comunitarios relativos a la biodiversidad en los ámbitos de la conservación de
los recursos naturales, la agricultura, la pesca y la cooperación económica y el
desarrollo, garantizando el carácter complementario de los planes de acción
comunitarios y las medidas adoptadas en cada país;

• impulsar las acciones necesarias para la aplicación efectiva de la política comunitaria
sobre diversidad biológica, incluida la Estrategia comunitaria en materia de
biodiversidad, en especial mediante el desarrollo final de la Red Natura 2000, y la
aplicación de los instrumentos técnicos y financieros necesarios y de las medidas
requeridas para la plena puesta en práctica de la red y para la protección, fuera de las
zonas acogidas a Natura 2000, de las especies protegidas en virtud de las Directivas
sobre las aves y sus hábitat;

• adoptar medidas que fomenten el acceso y el reparto justo y equitativo de los beneficios
generados por la utilización de los recursos genéticos y los conocimientos tradicionales;

• desarrollar las medidas adicionales necesarias, por ejemplo, la prevención, control y
erradicación de especies exóticas invasivas que pueden producir daños importantes a la
diversidad biológica;

• adoptar y aplicar medidas que mantengan la biodiversidad en los bosques y demás
ecosistemas importantes mediante la creación de redes ecológicas internacionales.

39. INVITA a la Comisión a presentar en breve su propuesta para la ratificación del Protocolo de
Cartagena sobre Seguridad de la Biotecnología en nombre de la Comunidad Europea e
INSTA a los Estados miembros que aún no lo hayan hecho a concluir el procedimiento
nacional de ratificación a fin de permitir que la Comunidad y los Estados miembros ratifiquen
el Protocolo antes de la Cumbre Mundial para el Desarrollo Sostenible (agosto/septiembre
de 2002).

40. Considerando la importancia de actuar a escala comunitaria para proteger los recursos del
suelo, INVITA A LA COMISIÓN a presentar lo más rápidamente posible una comunicación
sobre la protección integrada de la calidad del suelo que sirva de base para una futura
estrategia comunitaria sobre la protección del suelo.
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41. INSTA a la Comisión a presentar un Libro Blanco sobre la política integrada de productos, la
estrategia temática sobre el uso sostenible de los recursos y la estrategia temática sobre el
reciclaje de residuos.

42. CONSIDERA importante fomentar la utilización de medidas fiscales, que incluyan un marco
comunitario adecuado y oportuno tiempo de fiscalidad de la energía, el cambio a una
utilización más eficiente de la energía, una energía y transporte menos contaminantes y la
innovación tecnológica.

43. RECUERDA la importancia que otorga a las prioridades definidas en el Sexto Programa de
Acción y el desarrollo a su debido tiempo de todas las medidas necesarias.

44. Considerando que para avanzar hacia una movilidad sostenible es importante dar un impulso
al cambio hacia medios y modos de transporte más respetuosos del medio ambiente, y
teniendo en cuenta las diferencias locales y regionales dentro de los Estados miembros y de
éstos entre sí y en los países candidatos, deberá concederse prioridad a las iniciativas que
fomenten, en su caso, las inversiones en infraestructuras para el transporte público y para el
transporte por ferrocarril, la navegación interior, el transporte marítimo de corta distancia, las
operaciones intermodales y las interconexiones efectivas en las medidas de desarrollo de la
política común de transportes para el periodo que culmina en 2010; TOMA NOTA en este
contexto de la reciente presentación por la Comisión de su Libro Blanco sobre la política de
transportes.

45. Considerando asimismo la importancia que el transporte urbano tiene en el medio ambiente y
la calidad de vida de las ciudades y su fuerte incidencia en los aspectos ambientales globales
como el cambio climático, TOMA NOTA del propósito de la Comisión de presentar una
comunicación sobre la política urbana de transportes.

46. INVITA a la Comisión a desarrollar un punto de vista estratégico sobre la gestión de los
riesgos tecnológicos, teniendo en cuenta los desafíos sociales, económicos y ambientales que
implica la cuestión del desarrollo urbano sostenible.

47. Tras las conclusiones del Consejo Europeo de Niza (diciembre de 2000) sobre el principio de
cautela, RECUERDA la necesidad de clarificar las disposiciones que deban adoptarse para su
aplicación.
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48. En la medida en que el Informe de síntesis de la Comisión incluirá a los países candidatos a
partir de 2003, CONSIDERA que es importante que éstos tengan en cuenta las políticas y
objetivos de la política estratégica comunitaria para un desarrollo sostenible ya en el período
previo a la adhesión, de forma que su situación se vea reflejada en el Informe de síntesis
de 2003.

3URPRFLyQ�GHO�FDUiFWHU�VRVWHQLEOH

49. Considerando que la consecución a largo plazo de los objetivos de la Estrategia de la UE de
desarrollo sostenible requiere iniciativas y revisiones periódicas, y con el fin de contribuir al
estudio anual que se realizará en el Consejo Europeo de Primavera, el Consejo, a la vista del
Informe de síntesis de la Comisión, del desarrollo y aplicación del Sexto Programa de Acción
en materia de Medio Ambiente, así como el proceso de integración ambiental y otras
contribuciones apropiadas, ACUERDA adoptar conclusiones anuales que establezcan las
directrices sobre la dimensión medioambiental que deberá incluir la Estrategia de desarrollo
sostenible con vistas a su presentación en el Consejo Europeo de Primavera.

50. El Consejo toma nota de que la Comisión se propone elaborar un informe anual sobre medio
ambiente con el objeto de contribuir al trabajo del Consejo de Medio Ambiente en la fase de
preparación de la cumbre de primavera.

________________________
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• Comunicación de la Comisión al Consejo Europeo de primavera en Barcelona: "La estrategia
de Lisboa — Hacer realidad el cambio" (Informe de síntesis)

[doc. 5654/02]
\
Documento de trabajo de los Servicios de la Comisión en apoyo del antedicho informe de
síntesis

[docs. 5654/02 ADD 1 + REV 1 (fr,de,en) + ADD 2]

• Informe de la Comisión sobre la aplicación de las orientaciones generales de la política
económica para 2001

[doc. 6641/02 + ADD1]

• Comunicación de la Comisión al Consejo Europeo: Balance de las operaciones de
introducción del euro fiduciario

[doc. 7020/02]

• Informe anual del Comité de Política Económica sobre las reformas estructurales (2002)
[doc. 6636/02]

• Informe inicial sobre la asistencia sanitaria y la atención a las personas mayores
[doc. 6361/02 + COR 1 (en)]

• Informe conjunto de la Comisión y el Consejo: "Aumento de la tasa de población activa y
fomento de la prolongación de la vida activa"

[doc. 6707/02]

• Programa de trabajo detallado para el seguimiento de los objetivos concretos de los sistemas
de educación y formación en Europa

[doc. 6365/02]

• Plan de acción de la Comisión sobre las capacidades y la movilidad
[doc. 6299/02]

• Comunicación de la Comisión titulada "Hacer realidad un espacio europeo del aprendizaje
permanente"

[doc. 14440/01]

• Conclusiones de la Presidencia sobre la violencia contra las mujeres
[doc. 6994/02]

• Informe del Consejo sobre una estrategia para integrar las cuestiones de medio ambiente y
desarrollo sostenible en las políticas económicas

[doc. 6913/02]

http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4296&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4297&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4285&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4294&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4288&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4279&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4287&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4280&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4277&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4295&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4293&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4291&LANG=1
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• Comunicación de la Comisión: Cuadro de indicadores sobre la aplicación de la agenda de
política social

[doc. 6488/02]

• Comunicación de la Comisión: "Ciencias de la vida y biotecnología - Una estrategia para
Europa"

[doc. 6415/02]

• Hoja de ruta de la Presidencia para los trabajos consecutivos a las conclusiones del Consejo
Europeo de Gotemburgo sobre la estrategia de la Unión Europea de desarrollo sostenible
(EDS)

[doc. 6837/1/02 REV 1 ]

• Estrategia sobre la integración de los aspectos medioambientales en las políticas exteriores
que son competencia del Consejo de Asuntos Generales

[doc. 6927/02]

• Contribución del Consejo de Pesca: Integración del medio ambiente y del desarrollo
sostenible en la política pesquera común

[doc. 6288/02]

• Proyecto de Informe del Consejo Europeo del Parlamento Europeo sobre los progresos
realizados por la Unión Europea en 2001

[doc. 6802/02]

________________________

http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4284&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4281&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4290&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4292&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4276&LANG=1
http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/related.asp?BID=75&GRP=4289&LANG=1
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Finepoint
Factory Day

Pennsylvania Breaker’s high voltage test lab is one
of the host sites for Finepoint’s “Factory Day” tour.

The Circuit Breaker Test &
Maintenance Training Conference
is slated for October.

See page 28 for the
official floor plan.

Finepoint’s
14th Annual

Circuit Breaker 

Test & Maintenance 

Training Conference

October 1-5, 2007
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

www.circuitbreakerconference.com
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Copper theft has
increased 1,150 per cent
from 2005 to 2006.

That’s one thou-
sand, one hundred and
fifty per cent.

This sort of mind-
boggling explosion of
crime in any other sec-
tor of the community
would have headlines
screaming from one
coast to the other, and
people demanding
immediate action from
the police.

But hey, it’s only
the utility; so who cares,
right?

Aside from the
complete foolhardiness
of stealing copper from
active transmission and
distribution networks
(those who do it wrong
once never do it again),
these acts of theft and
vandalism cost
Ontario’s Hydro One an
estimated $1 million a
year.

Copper theft has
become the fastest
growing form of crime
in Ontario, and the cop-
per wire used in power
lines is proving to be an
attractive target for
thieves.

To help combat this
runaway crimewave,
Hydro One is contribut-
ing $10,000 to Crime Stoppers to help
raise awareness among the public.

Crime Stoppers is an organization
that offers financial rewards leading to
the capture and successful prosecution of
criminals.

“This is becoming a very serious
problem,” says Chris Price, Hydro One’s
Director of Security. “These thefts threat-

en the safety of the general public and
Hydro One staff and could negatively
impact electricity reliability. We expect
our partnership with Crime Stoppers, and
working closely with local law enforce-
ment will help reduce this criminal activ-
ity.”

Price explained that the benefits of
partnering with Crime Stoppers include

the option of anonymity when reporting
incidents, and rewards for providing
information leading to arrests. “We
believe that the partnership will increase
identification of metal thieves, and those
paying for stolen metal.” He added that
Hydro One continues to undertake inves-
tigations of copper/metal thefts, and has
invested in improved security systems.

Pat Gillie, President of the Ontario
Association of Crime Stoppers empha-
sized that for citizens who fear reprisal or
are reluctant to get involved, Crime
Stoppers is an option for reporting infor-
mation about this dangerous theft.
“Calling 1-800-222-TIPS is all it takes,”
she says.

The mere fact that Hydro One has
had to take this drastic step to curb the
theft of copper is indicative of the public
attitude toward major utilities.

Many feel that they are not stealing.
Many are upset with the increase in their
electricity bills, and feel justified in steal-
ing from a large corporation.

“They can afford it,” seems to be the
excuse for many caught red-handed.

The owner and operator of Ontario’s
29,000 kilometres of high-voltage trans-
mission network and 122,000 kilometre
low-voltage distribution system, Hydro
One is responsible for thousands of tons
of copper stretching from heavily urban-
ized centers like Toronto to vast wilder-
nesses like that of northern Ontario.

Not unique in having to deal with the
theft of copper, Hydro One is unique in
choosing to use Crime Stoppers as an
extra weapon in the ongoing battle
against theft and vandalism.

With this crime now costing Hydro
One $1 million a year, it would be inter-
esting to see if there was an increased
public vigilance if this cost was itemized
(like the debt retirement) on customers’
electricity bills.

It may be only a few extra cents per
customer, but the message would be clear
- there is a problem, and it is up to every-
one to help put a stop to it.

don@electricityforum.com

EDITORIAL

MAKING EVERYONE ACCOUNTABLE
FOR THEFT

Don Horne
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Oil is oil, whether consumed or
used as fuel. So says the USEPA. All
oils have the same effect on the envi-
ronment when allowed to enter the
sub-soil or, worse, the water table.
Anything that behaves like oil float-
ing on water is considered to be oil.

No site wants to have an oil
spill, into the waterway, or ground-
water, especially in a residential
area. Publicity following a spill will
hurt the company’s image, not to
mention the fines and remediation
costs associated with a spill.

Geosynthetics consist of the fol-
lowing polymeric materials used in
environmental, geotechnical, trans-
portation and hydraulic engineering
applications:

•  Geotextiles – porous textiles;
• Geomembranes – imperme-

able liners;
•  Geogrids – reinforcement grids;
•  Geonets – drainage nets;
• Geosynthetic Clay Liners – rolls of

bentonite in/on geosynthetics;
•  Geocomposites – various assemblages

of geosynthetic and, sometimes, soil materi-
als. 

Geosynthetics, being a man-made syn-
thetic material, can be modified, or combined
with various other geosynthetic materials, to
give the final results required when building
in geotechnical applications.

There is a broad range of geosynthetic
materials available, with more coming on
stream each year to solve problems in civil
engineering.

Some products which are quite common
and have been in use for many years are
products such as geotextiles. Geotextiles can
either be a woven product for lateral flow of
liquids or a fibrous product (nonwovens) for
filtering and separation of soils. Geotextiles
can weigh from as little as 100 g/m - to 1000
g/m - depending on the application.
Geotextiles were first developed in commercial use about 35
years ago for use on railroad beds for stabilization. Today they
are commonly used in such areas as residential gardens, acting
as weed control around plants.

A geomembrane is used in containment applications. It is

an impervious sheet, typically made of plastic. The plastic will
be polypropylene; HDPE; LLPE; PVC, among other types of
resins. These sheets of plastic will range in thickness from 0.25

TESTING

USING GEOSYNTHETICS FOR
OIL CONTAINMENT

By Scott Lucas, President of Albarrie

Continued on Page 10
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mm to 3.5 mm. Geomembranes are manufac-
tured by machinery very similar to that which
manufactures a garbage bag, however the
widths can be up to 15 meters. Geomembranes
will block the mitigation of fluids.

Another product is a Geosynthetic Clay
Liner. This product encapsulates sodium ben-
tonite between two porous sheets of geotex-
tiles. The sheet on the top, the bentonite and
the sheet on the bottom are bonded together
using a special machine that will take fibers
from one sheet of geotextiles and interlock it
together with another sheet. Geosynthetic
Clay Liners, when saturated with water and
under a confining stress, will, like the
geomembrane, become impervious. This 6-
mm thick composite will have the same per-
meability characteristics as 1 meter of com-
pacted clay. 

All of these geosynthetics working in conjunction with
each other have been used for many years in containment
applications, such as municipal solid waste landfills to prevent
the seepage of leachates from the waste entering into the
groundwater. The geosynthetics will also be used to cap the
waste once the cell is full, preventing precipitation from enter-
ing the waste. These geosynthetics are also used for remedia-
tion sites when one wants to prevent the precipitation entering
contaminated soils and further contaminating an area down
stream.

As these geosynthetics are buried where
there is little oxygen and are not subjected to
ultra-violet rays, their half-life has been esti-
mated to be up to 400 years.  

The geomembranes and the
Geosynthetic Clay Liner contain all liquids
whether they are water or hydrocarbons. The
task was to design a system using geosyn-
thetics which would allow precipitation
whether in the form of rain or snow melt to
pass through - and, at the same time, contain
hydrocarbons while not allowing them to
escape.

A product known as Rubberizer, also
known as a co-polymer, has been on the mar-
ket for a considerable period of time. The co-
polymer is basically a type of hydrocarbon
which will absorb other hydrocarbons. These
co-polymers can be designed to absorb hydrocarbons and still
be porous and are typically spread over the surface of the water
to absorb oil which may be floating on the surface. The co-
polymer can also be designed to absorb the hydrocarbons and
congeal, becoming impermeable.

Trials with various co-polymers showed that a product that
absorbed and congealed would prove very useful. With a prod-
uct that totally sealed on full saturation of hydrocarbons any
migration of hydrocarbons from the containment area would be
prevented.

Using the principal developed to manufacture

Geosynthetic Clay Liners, the sodium bentonite was removed
from the equation. A co-polymer was then substituted between
the two porous geotextiles. Trials and laboratory testing were
conducted to assure the correct amount of co-polymer was
installed in the center of the two geotextiles. A correct amount
of co-polymer is required to assure its effectiveness. By spread-
ing the co-polymer mechanically in a production situation, it
can be assured that the correct amount of co-polymer is applied
to the composite as with the bentonite for the Geosynthetic
Clay Liner.

Hence, another Geosynthetic is
born - The Geosynthetic Oil Mat.

As with other containment sys-
tems, various types of geosynthetics
are used for specific reasons. In the
Sorbweb Plus system to contain
hydrocarbons, various geosynthetics
are also used.

On the bottom of the system, The
Geosynthetic Oil Mat is placed over
porous soil to allow for drainage of
the precipitation, water from outside
sources and snow melt. The
Geosynthetic Oil Mat is only active
once hydrocarbons come into con-
tact with it.

The sidewalls around the perimeter
of the system are lined with a

geomembrane which is impervious, directing the flow of any
liquids to the bottom of the system, and preventing any liquid
from leaving the containment area through lateral movement.

Above the Geosynthetic Oil Mat is placed a number of
drainage layers with woven geotextiles between the drainage
layers. Woven geotextiles give a lateral flow so that in the event
of an oil spill, the oil will not flow immediately down to the
Geosynthetic Oil Mat allowing for dispersion of the oil and
other liquids. This dispersion also gives dwell time for the co-

Electricity Today10

Oil Containment
Continued from Page 8

Continued on Page 12

As these geosyn-
thetics are buried
where there is little
oxygen and not
subjected to ultra-
violet rays their
half-life has been
estimated to be up
to 400 years.  

Testing of the system was conducted at the Kinectrics’ Laboratory in Toronto, Ontario
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polymer to fully absorb any hydrocarbon that comes in contact
with it.

The system is topped with fire quenching stone which will
be the reservoir for both the oil and water in case of a catastro-
phe. There are also, within the containment system, additional
hydrocarbon absorption layers.  

If, by some means, the system becomes damaged due to in
situ digging or other unknown reasons, the system is repairable.

A case study of the Sorbweb System proving that it works
was the successful containment of a 4,000 liter spill following
an accident at a site located along the Don River in Toronto,
Ontario Canada.

In another instance, in 2005 there was a fire and cata-
strophic failure of a Main Output Transformer (MOT) at a
nuclear generating station that resulted in an oil spill. Some oil
was ultimately discharged into a large local lake. As a result, the
client commissioned installation of a secondary oil containment
system to protect against damage by any potential future inci-
dents.

The Sorbweb Plus oil containment system was selected
from several competing systems for this project. One of the
major reasons was that there would be no disruption of service
from the installation of the containment system.

This turnkey project was divided into phases. Each phase
involved three main tasks: 

1. Sorbweb Plus system design and material procurement;

2. Construction, including excavation, soil disposal and
Sorbweb Plus installation;

3. Environmental engineering, including soil sampling and
testing.

Kinectrics acted as the general contractor for the entire pro-
ject. The containment system is designed to contain 3,600,000
liters of transformer oil.

Stones and soil were removed from around and behind the
MOT units. Rebar with concrete sloping towards the contain-
ment system areas was installed in some areas where placing
Sorbweb Plus would have been impractical. Additional excava-
tion was performed using Gradall scraping, carried out 15 cm at
a time.

Pre-cast cement blocks formed the exterior and sides of the
below-grade dike of the system. Sand, the initial layer of the
Sorbweb Plus, was spread, followed by oil resistant plastic
around the entire cement perimeter and interior obstructions to
direct any oil or water down through the Sorbweb Plus.
Proprietary layers of the Sorbweb Plus were then installed.
Finally, additional materials and fire-quenching stones com-
pleted the system installation.

Sorbweb Plus solution is an effective and reliable passive
system that provides continuous protection against oil spills
from transformers. It is a smart system that allows water to
drain through a containment area without accumulating, while
retaining any oil that might leak from the transformer. Sorbweb
Plus provides the client with a cost effective, no maintenance
system that will provide reliable secondary oil containment of
spills from transformers over a long period of time.

Electricity Today12

Oil Containment
Continued from Page 10

Features
• The single cable joint has a pre-expanded EPDM rejacketing sleeve and an integrated neutral sock. 
  This “All-in-One”  design is easy to install with minimal steps and short installation time.
• Total length of the splice body on the holdout is 14 inches providing a compact design.
• The joint accepts both mechanical and compression connectors.
• Meets IEEE-404 requirements for 15kV and 28kV.

The new Tyco CSJA Cold Shrinkable joint 
for 15kV and 28kV cables is designed for 
use on all types of industry standard cable.
 
The CSJA is one of the widest range taking 
"All-in-One" splices on the market which 
can be ordered with Tyco's ideally suited 
range taking ShearBolt connector.

LaPrairie Introduces the Tyco “All-in-One” Cold Splice

For product information please contact LaPrairie Inc.
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In the wilds of Northern Ontario, electricity meant the hum
of a diesel generator.

The small hamlets and villages that dot the landscape of
the Canadian Shield are, for the most part, all populated by
First Nations peoples.

Living off the grid has been
- and still is - a reality for the
First Nations’ peoples, but the
realities of the modern world –
primarily the need to create eco-
nomic revenue while reducing
harmful emissions – are becom-
ing more of a fact of life for the
thousands of residents of
Northern Ontario.

Negotiations are currently
under way with a number of First
Nations’ peoples to create an
east-west transmission corridor
from northern Manitoba across
Northern Ontario to Sudbury.
Tapping Manitoba’s hydro-rich
generation reserves is part of a
larger effort to strengthen the
east-west electricity interties
across Canada (there are concur-
rent negotiations with Quebec
and Newfoundland-Labrador to
build similar transmission links
into Ontario).

The obstacles to this
new corridor (terrain, distance,
an estimated cost of $2 billion)
can be overcome (new building techniques, DC transmission
and public/private investment), but the land rights issues may
be the true sticking point.

For the aboriginal peoples, they want a level of partic-
ipation and a benefit from the new transmission corridor. Years
ago when Quebec launched the massive James Bay hydroelec-
tric project, the Cree people in the area established a cadre of
technically trained residents to help build and maintain the pro-
ject. For Hydro One and, by extension, the province of Ontario,
the distance between the communities and small population
size makes creating a viable local workforce of properly trained
individuals truly daunting in a short span of time.

The question of having the First Nations’ peoples make a
sizeable investment in the corridor is moot, considering that the
vast majority of the various peoples still rely on hunting and
fishing to provide an income. The great casino cash cows that

are thriving among their fellow First Nations peoples to the
south cannot be found here.

So that leaves a better, cleaner access to electricity for
these isolated communities – freedom from the noisy, green-
house gas polluting diesel engines currently running the lights,

stoves and refrigerators in Northern Ontario.
Simply string a few lines along the corridor
and all is well.
Except that the corridor will all too likely be
Direct Current, not AC.

The sheer distance of the line necessi-
tates using DC, eliminating the considerable
voltage loss and higher cost of AC transmis-
sion lines.

For these small communities, it doesn’t
look likely that they will each have their own
conversion station built at their doorsteps
along the line, reaping the benefits of the hun-
dreds of megawatts of power running past
their homes.

Any savings that will be had using DC
instead of AC would be quickly eaten up if
conversion stations are constructed for all of
the communities within proximity of the cor-
ridor. This would leave the First Nations peo-
ple back where they started, except that now
they would have a transmission line running
through their lands.

One option that would be attractive to
both the province’s electricity provider and
the First Nations’ groups would be the con-
struction and integration of the tens of thou-
sands of megawatts of wind generation avail-

able in Northern Ontario.
Such wind power could supplement these communities

with not just electricity, but money from the generation they
would be putting into the grid. The staffing, maintenance and
construction of these wind farms would also provide the First
Nations’ peoples with employment opportunities with much
greater permanence than a one-off transmission corridor pro-
ject.

Yes, the wind farm projects would be an additional cost to
the entire project; but it makes more sense to put the money
into more, cleaner generation on a local level than to just build
countless conversion statements drawing power away from the
grid.

Wind doesn’t offer a stable power supply, but it does offer
the First Nations a chance to participate and grow along with
the corridor.  
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In 1996, the
insulated conduc-
tor industry deter-
mined that DC
withstand testing
of the plastic
(XLPE) insula-
tion systems
either in the cable
factory as a rou-
tine production
test or after
installation as the
higher voltage
proof test was
detrimental to the
life of the insula-
tion and therefore
discontinued rec-
ommending DC
testing. 

M e d i u m
voltage EPR
insulating sys-
tems are not sub-
ject to the same
aging characteristics and, therefore, can
be DC tested as required in accordance
with the tables below.

When an insulated cable arrives on
the job site, the recipient should be able
to confidently assume it will attain the
designed service life. This means it must
arrive free of internal discontinuities in
the dielectric such as voids or inclusions,
as well as freedom from air pockets at the
interfaces between the shielding systems
and the dielectric’s surfaces. It is, howev-
er, the specter of mechanical damage, or
substandard splicing and terminating that
could cause the engineers responsible for
continuity of service to desire a field
applied proof test to establish the cable’s
serviceability. 

The time-honored methods of proof
testing in the field involve high potential
direct current (DC). The advantage of the
DC test is obvious. Since the DC poten-
tial does not produce harmful discharge
as readily as the AC, it can be applied at
higher levels without risk or injuring

good insulation. This higher potential
can literally “sweep-out” far more local
defects. The simple series circuit path of
a local defect is more easily carbonized
or reduced in resistance by the DC leak-
age current than by AC, and the lower the
fault path resistance becomes, the more
the leakage current increased, thus pro-
ducing a “snow balling” effect which
leads to the small visible dielectric punc-
ture usually observed. 

Since the DC is free of capacitive
division, it is more effective in picking
out mechanical damage as well as inclu-
sions or areas in the dielectric that have
lower resistance. 

Field tests should be utilized to
assure freedom of electrical weakness in
the circuit caused by such things as
mechanical damage, unexpected envi-
ronmental factors, etc. Field tests should
not be used to seek out minute internal
discontinuities in the dielectric or faulty
shielding systems, all of which should
have been eliminated at the factory, nor

should the DC potential be excessive
such that it would initiate punctures in
otherwise good insulation. 

For low voltage power and control
cables it is general practice to use a meg-
ger for checking the reliability of the cir-
cuit. This consists essentially of measur-
ing the insulation resistance of the circuit
to determine whether or not it is high
enough for satisfactory operation. For
higher voltage cables, the megger is not
usually satisfactory and the use of high
voltage testing equipment is more com-
mon. Even at the lower voltages, high
voltage DC tests are finding increasing
favor. The use of high voltage DC has
many advantages over other types of test-
ing procedure. 

DC FIELD ACCEPTANCE TESTING
It is general practice, and obviously

empirical, to relate the field test voltage
upon installation to the final factory

TESTING

HIGH VOLTAGE PROOF DESIGN TESTING

Continued on Page 16
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applied DC potentials by
using a factor of 80 per-
cent. The final factory-
test voltages can be
found in the appropriate
industry specifications.
This means that prior to
being connected to other
equipment, solid extrud-
ed dielectric insulated
shielded cables rated
5kV and up may be given
a field acceptance test of
about 300 volts per mil. 

The actual test val-
ues recommended for the field acceptance test are presented in
the table on the previous page. If other equipment is connect-
ed it may limit the test voltage, and considerably lower levels
more compatible with the complete system would be in order. 

TEST LIMITATIONS
The DC leakage can be affected by external factors such

as heat, humidity, windage, and water level if unshielded and
in ducts or conduits, and by internal heating if the cable under
test had recently been heavily loaded. These factors make
comparisons of periodic data obtained under different test con-
ditions very difficult. If other equipment is connected into the
cable circuit this makes it even more difficult. In the event hot
poured compound filled splices and terminations are involved,
testing should not be performed until they have cooled to room
temperature.

The relays in high voltage DC test equipment are usually
set to operate between 5 and 25 milliamperes leakage. In prac-
tice, the shape of the leakage curve, assuming constant volt-
age, is more important than either the absolute leakage current
of a “go or no go” withstand test result. 

TEST NOTES
From the standpoint of safety as well as data interpreta-

tion, only qualified personnel should run these high voltage

tests.
After the voltage has been applied and the test level

reached, the leakage current may be recorded at one minute
intervals. As long as the leakage current decreases or stays
steady after it has leveled off, the cable is considered satisfac-
tory. If the leakage current starts to increase, excluding
momentary spurts due to supply-circuit disturbances, trouble
may be developing and the test may be extended to see if the
rising trend continues. The end point is, of course, the ultimate
breakdown. 

This is manifested by an abrupt increase in the magnitude
of the leakage current and a decrease in the test voltage. It
should result in relay action to “trip” the set off the line, but
this assumes the equipment has enough power to maintain the
test voltage and supply the normal test current. Since the total
current required is a function of cable capacity, condition of
dielectric, temperature, end leakage and length, the test engi-
neer must be sure that “relay action” actually signifies a local
fault, rather than being merely an indication that the voltage
had been applied too quickly or one of the other factors con-
tributing to the total current had been the cause. 

At the conclusion of each test, the discharge and ground-
ing of the circuit likewise requires the attention of a qualified
test engineer to prevent damage to the insulation and injury to
personnel. 
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MAINTENANCE PROOF TESTING
It may be justifiable in the case of important

circuits to make periodic tests during the life of the
installation to determine whether or not there had
been significant deterioration due to severe and
perhaps unforeseen operational or environmental
conditions. The advantage of a scheduled proof
test is, of course, that it can frequently “anticipate”
a future service failure, and the necessary repair or
renewal can be made without a service interrup-
tion, usually during a major shutdown. 

Furthermore, a DC test failure is seldom
burned-out, and visual analysis may disclose the
cause and permit corrective action. 

As a note of caution, once a complete circuit
has been connected and all exposed ends sealed, it is not desir-
able when maintenance proof-testing to remove these seals, dis-
connect the conductors, and it is sometimes impossible to pro-
vide “ends” with adequate clearance and length of insulation
surface to permit high voltage testing even at the levels speci-
fied in the following table. 

Further, there is the danger of mechanically injuring the
dielectric during the seal removal and end preparation. This is a
major reason why a “megger test” is often used in maintenance
checking of the numerous circuits in a power plant. 

FREQUENCY OF TESTS
In the case of power plants, it is customary to schedule

desired maintenance proof tests to coincide with planned major
shutdowns. It is not necessary or justifiable to check every cir-
cuit each year. The above schedule is suggested as a guide.

Courtesy of the Okonite Company. You can find this article and
many more like it in our 2007 Wire and Cable handbook. Check
out our website www.electricityforum.com for information on
how to purchase this handbook or others like it.
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Graham Austin, who was an Energy/Environmental
Manager with Alberta Distillers Ltd. in Calgary Alberta writes,
“I retired on May 31st so your magazine will no longer reach
me. Thank you for your past issues - they were most informa-
tive and helpful.”

Ron Mazur, Manager of the System Planning
Department with Manitoba Hydro in Winnipeg, Manitoba says,
“I find the magazine articles very informative and practical.”

James McLaren, Manager of Bear Creek Consulting in
Charlton, Ontario writes, “I find both Electricity Forum and
The (Electrical) Source interesting and an asset when looking
for information and equipment.”

Tim Ross, a Facilities Specialist with Nav Canada in
Edmonton, Alberta says, “Very interesting articles.”

Bill Kay, an Electrical/Int. Foreman with CVRD Inco
Ltd. in Thompson, Manitoba writes, “I look forward to and
enjoy this magazine for its material information and the main-
tenance articles.”

Berni Fuchs, CEO of Chalet Enterprises Inc. in
Edmonton, Alberta says, “Absolutely great resource. Great arti-
cles. Keep up the good work. Really appreciated.”

Michael Chocho, a Senior Buyer with ATCO Electric
in Edmonton, Alberta writes, “I have found your publication to
be very informative, especially the articles. Keep up the good
work.”

Maurice Renaud, an electrician with the Brockville
Mental Health Centre in Frankville, Ontario says, “I enjoy
receiving and reading your magazine.”

Sumantray Patel, an Engineering Manager with
Energy Systems & Applications in Brampton, Ontario writes,
“A very useful magazine with a lot of technical information.”

Ove Albinsson, a Technologist with BC Hydro in
Burnaby, British Columbia says, “Keep up the good work!”

Cole Tucker, a Utilities Technician with the City of
Vernon in Vernon, BC writes, “Good magazine. I like the num-
ber of areas you cover and that it is not focused on only one or
two areas.”

Kevin Trottier, an Electrical Supervisor with Canfor in
Houston, BC says, “I would just like to comment on how much
I enjoy your Canadian Electrical Code sections. It really helps
in keeping me up to date and clarifies a lot with the attached
formulas and explanations. I usually race to that section and
then read the rest of the magazine. Thanks for a good read.”

Roy Shields, an Electrical Supervisor with Canfor in
Prince George, BC writes, “It is a good read for our electrical
room. Thanks.”

Leslie Field, a Senior Product Engineer with General
Electric Co. in Anasco, Puerto Rico says, “I would like to see
more articles on Protective Relays, especially transformer and
distance protective relays.”

Lynn Wong, an Electrical Discipline Manager with
SNC-Lavalin Inc. in Edmonton, Albera writes, “Excellent mag-
azine; informative.”

Scott Morris, a Technical Supervisor with Hydro One
in Hornby, Ontario says, “I enjoy your magazine and find many

READER RESPONSE

YOU SAID IT
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topics applicable to my job. Thanks.”

Greg Anderson, and Asset Manager Lines Stations
with Curchill Falls Labrador Corp. in Churchill Falls,
Newfoundland-Labrador writes, “Good work in supplying me
information.”

Russell Power, and Engineering Planner with Serco in
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, Newfoundland-Labrador says,
“Your publication has provided the company with valuable
information and reference material in the past. Your magazine
is passed down to the installers and maintenance people; they
look forward to your magazines.”

Gordon Reid, a Cableman with BC Hydro in Victoria,
British Columbia writes, “I have greatly appreciated the input
from other technical professionals and have found their judge-
ments and arguments to be advantageous in justifying various
purchases of equipment and software. I also like the emphasis
placed on safe work practices and PPE (personal protective
equipment). Thank you.”

Avtar Bining, a Program Manager with California
Energy Commission in Sacramento, California says, “Good
magazine!”

John Quartermain, an Operations Supervisor with
New Brunswick Power Corp. in St. Stephen, New Brunswick
writes, “I enjoy your magazine and so do the guys in the crew
room. Keep up the good work.”

Dan Ward, a Principal Engineer with Dominion
Virginia Power in Richmond, Virginia says, “Keep up the great
work. Outstanding publication!”

Alfie Yip, Regional Electrical Engineer with
Transport Canada, Ontario Region in North York, Ontario
writes, “You are publishing a very fine technical magazine. I
try to read all the articles and study all the advertisements. I
need to read your magazine in order to keep up to date and
abreast of new technology related to the electrical trade and
profession. Keep up the good work.”

Philip Wood, Practices and Procedures Engineer with
the Toronto Transit Commission in Toronto, Ontario says,
“Electricity Today is a good reference to me. Every issue con-
tains a lot of useful and practical information that is related to
my work.”

Romulus Munteanu, a Manufacturing Engineering
Manager with W.C. Wood Company Ltd. in Guelph, Ontario
writes, “I consider your magazine one of the best from all avail-
able technical publications.”

Melvin Liwag, Operations Manger with the Orlando
Utilities Commission in Orlando, Florida says, “Looking for-
ward to learning more about cutting edge technologies from
your publication.”

Paul Krupicz, Engineering Manager with Tiltran
Services in Tillsonburg, Ontario writes, “We have enjoyed the
magazine and the training sessions put on by Electricity
Forum.”

Theodore Gherian, a Maintenance Engineer with
FirstEnergy Corp. in Akron, Ohio says, “I love this magazine!”

Edward Fatherly, a Senior Electrician with the US
Army Corps of Engineers in Russellville, Arkansas writes,
“Good magazine.”

Paul Duong, an Electrical Technologist with EPCOR
in Edmonton, Alberta states that Electricity Today is “A very
good and educational magazine.”

Dan Ward, a Principal Engineer with Dominion
Virginia Power in Richmond, Virginia writes, “Keep up the
great work. Outstanding publication!”

Falguni Shah, a Distribution Engineer with Oshawa
PUC Networks Inc. in Oshawa, Ontario says, “This magazine
is an excellent source of information.”

Ken Lucoe, an Electrical Foreman of Rides at
Canada’s Wonderland in Vaughan, Ontario says, “Great maga-
zine.”

Peter B. Mahnke, who is involved with Electrical
Maintenance with Karmax Heavy Stamping in Milton, Ontario
says, “Good magazine; I like the number of areas you cover and
that (the magazine) is not focused on only one or two areas.”

If you wish to pass along your comments on the magazine to
our editor, please email them to:

don@electricityforum.com
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RING ARCHITECTURE
A typical ring architecture is shown

in Figure 4a. It is very similar to the
Cascading architecture except that the
loop is closed from Switch N back to
Switch 1. This provides some level of
redundancy if any of the ring connections
should fail.

Normally, Ethernet Switches don’t
like “loops” since messages would circu-
late indefinitely in a loop and eventually
eat up all of the available bandwidth.

However, ‘managed’ switches (i.e.
those with a management processor
inside) take into consideration the poten-
tial for loops and implement an algorithm
called the Spanning Tree Protocol which
is defined in the IEEE 802.1D standard.

Spanning Tree allows switches to
detect loops and internally block mes-
sages from circulating in the loop. As a
result, managed switches with Spanning
Tree actually logically break the ring by
blocking internally. This results in the
equivalent of a cascading architecture
with the advantage that if one of the links
should break, the managed switches in
the network will reconfigure themselves
to span out via two paths.

Consider the following example:
- Switches 1 to N are physically con-

nected in a ring as shown in Figure 4 and
all are managed switches supporting the
IEEE 802.1D Spanning Tree protocol.

- Typically, network traffic will flow
in accordance with Path 1 as shown in
Figure 4. Switch N will block message
frames as they come full circle thereby
logically preventing a message loop.

- Now, assume a physical break in
the Ring occurs, let’s say between
Switches 3 and 4.

- The switches on the network will
now reconfigure themselves via the
Spanning Tree Protocol to utilize two
paths: Path 1 and Path 2 as shown in
Figure 4 thereby maintaining communi-
cations with all the switches. If the net-
work had been a simple cascading archi-

SUBSTATION AUTOMATION

ETHERNET IN SUBSTATION AUTOMATION
APPLICATIONS - PART II

By Marzio P. Pozzuoli, RuggedCom inc. - Industrial Strength Networks

Figure 4a: Ring Network Architecture

Figure 4b: Star Network ArchitectureContinued on Page 22
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tecture, the physical break between
switches 3 and 4 would have resulted in
two isolated network segments.

While Spanning Tree Protocol
(IEEE 802.1D) is useful and a must for
Ring architectures or in resolving inad-
vertent message loops, it has one disad-
vantage when it comes to real-time con-
trol. 

Time!
It simply takes too long; anywhere

from tens of seconds to minutes depend-
ing on the size of the network. In order to
address this shortcoming, the IEEE
developed Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
(IEEE 802.1w) that allows for sub-sec-
ond reconfiguration of the network.

Advantages:
- Rings offer redundancy in the form

of immunity to physical breaks in the
network.

- IEEE 802.1w Rapid Spanning Tree
Protocol allows sub-second network
reconfiguration.

- Cost effective cabling/wiring
allowed. Similar to Cascaded architec-
ture.

Disadvantages:
- Latency – worst case delays across

the cascading backbone have to be con-
sidered if the application is very time
sensitive (similar to Cascading)

- All switches should be Managed
Switches. This is not necessarily a disad-
vantage per se but simply an added com-
plexity. Although, the advantages of
Managed Switches often far outweigh
the added complexity.

STAR ARCHITECTURE
A typical Star architecture is shown

in Figure 4. Switch N is referred to as
the‘backbone’ switch since all of the
other switches uplink to it in order to
form a star configuration. 

This type of configuration offers the
least amount of latency (i.e. delay) since
it can be seen that communication
between IEDs connected to any two
switches, say Switch 1 and N-1, only
requires the message frames to make two
‘hops’ (i.e. from Switch 1 to Switch N
and then from Switch N to Switch N-1.

Advantages:
- Lowest Latency - allows for lowest

number of ‘hops’ between any two

switches connected to the backbone
switch N.

Disadvantages:
- No Redundancy – if the backbone

switch fails, all switches are isolated or if
one of the uplink connections fails, then
all IEDs connected to that switch are lost.

FAULT TOLERANT HYBRID STAR-RING
ARCHITECTURE

A hybrid fault tolerant architecture,
combining star and ring architectures is
shown in Figure 5. This architecture can
withstand anyone of the fault types
shown in Figure 6 and not lose commu-
nications between any of the IEDs on the
network.

Figure 5: Fault Tolerant Hybrid Network

Figure 6: Fault Types Handled

Substation Automation
Continued from Page 20
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FAULT TOLERANT
ARCHITECTURE FOR IEDS

WITH DUAL ETHERNET
PORTS

A fault tolerant archi-
tecture is shown in Figure
7 when IEDs with dual
Ethernet ports are used.
This architecture provides
a high level of availability
(i.e. uptime) and is
immune to numerous
types of faults as shown in
Figure 8.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Ethernet switches

used in substation
automation applications
should comply with
either:

- IEC 61850-3 or
- IEEE P1613
standards for EMI

immunity and environ-
mental requirements to
ensure reliable operation
of networking equipment
in substation environ-
ments.

2. For applications
where the Ethernet net-
work will be involved in
critical protection func-
tions the Ethernet switch-
es should comply with the
Class 2 device definition
given in IEEE P1613 (i.e.
error free communica-
tions during the applica-
tion EMI immunity type
tests)

3. Managed Ethernet
switches with advanced
Layer 2 and Layer 3 fea-
tures such as:

- IEEE 802.3 Full-
Duplex operation (no col-
lisions)

- IEEE 802.1p
Priority Queuing

- IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN

- IEEE 802.1w Rapid
Spanning Tree

- IGMP Snooping /
Multicast Filtering should be used to
ensure real-time deterministic perfor-
mance.

4. A variety of flexible network
architectures offering different levels of
performance, cost and redundancy are

achievable using managed Ethernet
switches.

Marzio Pozzuoli is the founder and pres-
ident of RuggedCom Inc., which designs
and manufactures industrially hardened

networking and communications equip-
ment for harsh environments. Prior to
founding RuggedCom, Mr. Pozzuoli
developed advanced numerical protec-
tive relaying systems and substation
automation technology.

Figure 7

Figure 8
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The electric power industry is devel-
oping new operating methods in response
to the challenging environment it faces:  

• The electric grid is under pressure,
according to the North American Electric
Reliability Council (NERC), which
states that over the next 10 years while
the demand for electricity is expected to
rise by 19% in the United States and 13%
in Canada, confirmed power capacity
will increase by only 6% in the U.S. and
9% in Canada.  Furthermore, total trans-
mission miles are projected to increase
by less than 7% in the U.S. and by only
3.5% in Canada.  

• Reflecting their environmental and
climate change concerns, today’s con-
sumers are becoming interested in chang-
ing their power consumption behaviour,
particularly if financial incentives are
available.  

• In some jurisdictions, distribution
operators must respond to government-
mandated deployment of new technolo-
gies.

Consequently, numerous operators
are turning to Demand Side Management
(DSM) and Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) as a new approach
that can deliver great benefits to power
operators and to their customers.  

Demand Side Management allows
an operator to better manage the capacity
and reliability of its network through the
ability to reduce power demands during
critical peak periods.  This could greatly
help the industry to continue to offer ser-
vice reliability during the next 10 years
and deal with the power generation and
transmission capacity gap identified by
NERC.  Consequently, the adoption of
DSM could allow power generation and
transmission operators to delay the con-
struction of additional facilities.  DSM is
also an additional tool for distributors to
deliver excellent service while ensuring
that costs are kept under control.  

From the consumer’s perspective,
Distribution Side Management empow-

ers distributors’ customers to proactively
manage their power consumption and to
manage their costs.  Interruptible load
tariffs, time-of-use rates, and real-time
pricing deliver the financial incentive for
compliance.  The assurance of greater
service reliability during peak periods
also benefits consumers. 

As part of their Demand Side
Management strategy, a large number of
North American distribution operators
are working on
Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI)
projects.  In some
jurisdictions such as
the province of
Ontario, operators
are responding to
government-mandated goals for smart
meter deployment.  

The creation of a fully digital, 2-way
communication environment between
operators and their customers creates
several opportunities in addition to influ-
encing demand and better controlling
network load.  It allows operators to
detect tampering/theft, to connect/dis-
connect customers based on grid events,
and to collect data that will allow distrib-
utors to optimize their network.
However, this new level of interaction
with customers can result in distribution
operators being vulnerable to attacks by
malicious computer hackers and cyber
terrorists who want to illegally access
operators’ resources.  The motivation for
these attacks can range from neighbours
spying on one another, to attempts at
stealing service, and to efforts to destabi-
lize the grid or cause a blackout.  

It has been recognized that power &
energy organizations are among the top 3
industries to be security targets.  The
existence of cyber vulnerabilities in the
electric system has been confirmed by
numerous organizations, including the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
the US-Canada Power System Outage

Task Force, the U.S. Department of
Energy, and the Canadian Energy
Infrastructure Protection Division.  

AMI projects are also being
deployed over a variety of network types
including wireless technologies such as
ZigBee, WiFi, and cellular.  As recently
explained by a U.S. Justice Department
Information Technology Security
Specialist, each of these wireless com-
munication environments comprises
inherent cyber security challenges.  

To counter those vulnerabilities and
ensure the success of their AMI project,
distribution operators should therefore
put in place a comprehensive cyber secu-
rity program.  This program should be an
integral part of the planning and design
phases of the AMI project to ensure that
service reliability and information priva-
cy are part of the underpinnings of the
AMI deployment.  Operators must
ensure that cyber security risks are well
identified and that appropriate measures
are put in place to address those risks.
Following is the outline of an effective
cyber security approach for Advanced
Metering Infrastructure projects.  

CYBER SECURITY GUIDELINES 
The distribution operator’s efforts to

develop a cyber security program should
be guided by the North American
Electric Reliability Council’s standards
(NERC CIP 002-009), by cyber security
best practices, as well as by the directives
issued by the U.S. Department of Energy,
the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, and the Canadian Energy
Infrastructure Protection Division.  In
addition, the need to adequately protect
computer systems is reinforced by the
obligation for business managers to com-
ply with current legislation aimed at pro-
tecting information privacy as well as
shareholder value.  Legislation such as
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), PIPEDA, and
Bill C198 penalizes corporations and
business managers who do not have doc-

METERING

CYBER SECURITY FOR EFFECTIVE DEMAND SIDE
MANAGEMENT AND AMI PROJECTS

By Peter Vickery, Executive Vice-President, Sales & Business Development, N-Dimension Solutions Inc.
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umented Cyber Security processes and
procedures.  

As specified by NERC, the estab-
lishment of a strong cyber security pro-
gram should start with a vulnerability
assessment so that potential problem
areas can be identified.  The first step in
this process is to conduct a Threat Risk
Assessment (TRA) on the operational
systems to which the AMI infrastruc-
ture is being added.  From this process,
the operator determines the prioritiza-
tion and the focal areas for protection.
After the TRA, the vulnerability assess-
ment can be expanded to include: an
architecture review; an assessment of
security devices, network devices,
servers and workstations; a cyber secu-
rity policy review; and a site audit,
including a physical security audit.  The
assessment can also be expanded fur-
ther to include the overall cyber securi-
ty of an operator, including its informa-
tion systems, to ensure that overall pro-
ductivity is protected from cyber
attacks.  

CYBER SECURITY BEST PRACTICES
It is recommended that, when formulating their Cyber

Security program, distribution operators consider the best prac-
tices that have evolved in this area.  The best practices method-
ology takes a holistic approach to security, and includes 3 dis-
tinct elements:  physical security, human factors, and technolo-
gy security.  For purposes of this article, we will concentrate on
the security of the technology element.  

Through the evolution of the variety and of the severity of
attacks to which technology resources have been exposed over
the past few years, managers have put in place a series of dif-
ferent and separate technical responses.  An analysis of the suit-
ability and reliability of the Cyber Security measures already in
place in a corporation’s environment can
be done by referring to today’s Best Cyber
Security Practices.  Current Best Cyber
Security Practices comprise 8 elements, as
follows:  

• Access to the various technology
resources should be controlled through
mechanisms such as user profiles, user
IDs, and passwords as well as through net-
work segmentation.

• An analysis of the overall vulnerabil-
ity of the technology environment should
be conducted.  This analysis may start with
an extensive security assessment conduct-
ed by outside consultants; it may also rely
on the vulnerability scanning capabilities
delivered by some security appliances.
Once the vulnerabilities have been identi-
fied, they should be addressed with specif-
ic short-term solutions as well as with a
policy to implement an automatic testing
process to uncover new vulnerabilities as
they develop.  

• A layered approach to security is preferable as it ensures
the best protection is available to each technology resource.
The multiple layers create additional impediments to hacker
intrusions.  Perimeter control is attained through protection
implemented at the gateway level while additional protection,
such as anti-virus, can also be implemented on the PC.  

• Sophisticated encryption techniques are now readily
available, and they should be deployed.  

• For maximum effectiveness and reliability, a cyber secu-
rity system must be monitored and its performance measured
periodically to ensure that the stated goals have been reached.

• Mission-critical technology resources must be backed up
regularly to ensure that the corporation could recover effective-
ly from any system breakdown.

• Periodic assessments of the effectiveness of the cyber
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Security measures and of the corpora-
tion’s compliance with legislation and
industry-specific security standards,
such as Sarbanes-Oxley, PIPEDA, Bill
C198, and NERC require that extensive
Audit Logs and Reports be available to
the organization’s management.   

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL RISKS
The deployment of an Advanced

Metering Infrastructure project is a com-
plex undertaking where numerous com-
ponents need to work well together.  As
illustrated below, the implementation of
an AMI project results in the distribution
operator being exposed to both external
and internal cyber security risks.  

CYBER SECURITY
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL RISKS

External risks result from the vari-
ous interconnections with related
resources while internal risks are the
result of the breakdown of various cor-
porate systems and policies.  

To counter external risks, different
layers of protection should be installed,
including:

•   Perimeter protection through fire-
walls and gateways

•    Monitoring
• Intrusion Detection/Intrusion

Protection
•    Encryption

Internal risks should be addressed
with:  

•    Security Policies and Procedures
•    Access Control
•    Password Policies
•    Vulnerability Assessments
•    Monitoring
•    Physical Security Measures

Once protection measures have
been put into place, it is necessary to
monitor results and to take corrective
action when appropriate.

MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT
Given the complexity involved with

successfully deploying an AMI project,
it is essential that a strong management
team lead the project.  This team will
ensure that the efforts of various depart-
ments are well coordinated and that the
cyber security program encompasses all
affected operational systems.
Furthermore, the team should commit to
a periodic cyber security re-assessment

program in order to keep up with con-
stantly changing, ever more sophisticat-
ed cyber attacks.  

INTEGRATION
The cyber security solutions put into

place to support the AMI deployment
should be capable of fully integrating
with the operator’s other operational sys-
tems and they should support the opera-
tor’s cost containment goals.
Consequently, operators should favour
solutions that deliver:  strong cyber secu-
rity, flexibility, open standards, integra-
tion with existing operational systems,
compliance with relevant standards and
regulation, reduced complexity, and
cost-effectiveness.  

CONCLUSION
Power operators fully recognize the

numerous benefits associated with
Demand Side Management.
Distribution operators are making con-
siderable investments in Advanced
Metering Infrastructure and they expect
to enjoy improvements in system effi-
ciencies, service reliability, and prof-
itability.  

It must, however, be clear that the
creation of a 2-way communication net-
work between operator and consumer
creates a challenging environment where
assets must be protected against today’s
computer hackers and cyber terrorists.
The implementation of an effective
Demand Side Management strategy and
of a successful Advanced Metering
Infrastructure project must, therefore,
include a comprehensive, well moni-
tored, and frequently updated Cyber
Security program.  

Peter Vickery’s 25+year successful track
record in the Power & Energy industry
has enabled him to develop an in-depth
understanding of the requirements of
North American Transmission &
Distribution Operators.  While at
Siemens, Schlumberger, BC Hydro’s
PowerSmart, and JPH International,
Peter Vickery designed product and ser-
vice solutions that met and surpassed his
clients’ expectations.
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Are you working safely?
Hopefully the answer is yes - but in the majority of cases,

many are working without the proper PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment), or choosing not to wear it, or not using safe prac-
tices while working on live circuits.

Every year, the Electricity Forum has training courses on
safety and arc flash hazard across Canada, from Vancouver,
British Columbia to St. John’s, Newfoundland. This fall, the
forum is offering courses on NFPA 70E Arc Flash Awareness
Training and Advanced Electrical Safety Training during the
months of September and October. These courses are tailor
made for those who require basic arc flash and safety training
or advanced awareness.

The speakers at
the upcoming forums
include Jim Anderson of
Algonquin Power
Systems, who brings
more than 30 years
experience in the electri-
cal power industry.

Over the past 30
years Jim has developed
and delivered training
program for Electrical
Safety, Arc Flash

Awareness and Training, Hazardous Energy Control, General
Safety in the Workplace, Job Hazard Analysis, and On the Job
Technical Training and Skills Development as related to Power
Production.

Len Cicero, President of Lenco Training & Technical
Services, shares his personal experience with the ongoing
development of CSA Z462, Canada’s version of NFPA 70E.
His knowledge of arc flash awareness and the requirements for
a company to build and develop an electrical safety program
are unparalleled.

Other speakers, like Wes Procyshyn of Manitoba Hydro,
Bryan Johnson and Bill Murphy of AGO Industries, enhance
each training forum with practical experience and decades of
hands-on expertise and industry know-how.

Concurrent with the arc flash and safety training courses
are the Canadian Electrical Code Training seminars.
Information on all these courses - and our on-site courses - can
be found at: www.electricityforum.com/forums/courses; or by
calling: 905 686 1040.
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Booth - Exhibitor

1- Voyten Electric
2- Filtration Solutions 
3- CZAR Inc.

4- Delta Instrument
5- Megger
6- ZTZ Services International
7- Power Substation Services
8- Normandy Machine Co.

9- Breaker Service
10- Filmax
11- Phenix Technologies
12- ROHE
13- Enervac

CONFERENCES

2007 FINEPOINT CIRCUIT BREAKER TEST &
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Booth - Exhibitor

14- Zensol Automation
15- NYNAS
16- ION Science
17- Southern Switch & Contacts
18- Vacuum Electric Switch Company
19- AVO Training Institute
20- National Breaker Services
21- Waukesha Electric Systems 

/High Voltage Supply
22- Velcon Filters
23- Solon Manufacturing
24- Nichols Applied Technology
25- Pascor Atlantic
26- E Manufacturing
27- DILO
28- Vanguard Instruments
29- Concorde Specialty Gases and

Equipment Imaging & Solutions
30- OMICRON electronics
31- Southwest Electric
32- INCON
33- Polar Technology
34- Trantech Radiator Products
35- FLIR Systems
36- Siemens Power T&D
37- Colt Atlantic Services
38- Serveron Corporation
39- Electrophysics
40- PCORE Electric
41- Wahl Instruments
42- HICO America
43- Doble
44- Baron USA
45- Millworks

46- Joslyn Hi-Voltage
47- Powell Electrical Systems
48- Shermco Industries
49- Neoptix Fiber Optic Sensors 
50- Team Industrial Services
51- Satin American
52- Dow Corning
53- PowerPD
54- KoCoS
55- ISA Test
56- LumaSense Technologies
57- Solidification Products

International
58- AREVA T&D
59- Olympus
60- Kelman
61- ACA Conductor Accessories
62- Pennsylvania Breaker
63- Eaton
64- Fluke
65- Midsun Group
66- EA Technology
67- TJ/H2b
68- ABB
69- Noram-SMC
70- American Polywater
71- Square D
72- HVB AE Power Systems
73- American Electrical Testing Co.
74- XEGsys
75- Programma Test Products
76- Insulboot
77- UE Systems
78- Mitsubishi Electric Power Products
79- Vacudyne
80- Reinhausen Manufacturing

MAINTENANCE CONFERENCE

In 1994 Finepoint inaugurated the
annual Circuit Breaker Test &
Maintenance Conference, the electric
power industry's premier event for sub-
station/switchgear maintenance person-
nel.

Participants receive practical train-
ing from users' perspectives, learn facto-
ry authorized test and maintenance pro-
cedures, network with their peers, and
view cutting-edge products at the sup-
plier exhibits each evening in the hospi-
tality rooms. Over 490 delegates attend-
ed the 2006 conference, representing
210 different companies, 46 states, and
nine countries. 

The conference provides attendees,
speakers, and exhibitors with a high
quality, low key opportunity to
exchange information with their peers
and learn from the experts.

Many conference topics focus on
low, medium, and high voltage circuit
breakers. However, related substation
and switchgear topics such as power
transformer maintenance, oil testing and
filtration, SF6 gas handling, safe work
practices, and asset management issues
are also covered. Finepoint's objective is
to provide useful and unbiased informa-
tion that can be immediately applied to
substation and switchgear maintenance

CONFERENCE
AN OCTOBER

TRADITION

Continued on Page 30
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work. 
One unique aspect of the conference is that most speakers

are the electric utility and testing company delegates them-
selves, not suppliers.

The four-day conference begins the first Monday of each
October with a welcoming reception that evening. The factory
day is on Tuesday. The expo of supplier exhibits debuts
Tuesday evening and is also open to participants Wednesday
and Thursday evenings. The conference presentations and
training seminars are scheduled each year on Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday.

FACTORY DAY
The full day at a circuit breaker manufacturing plant has

been a unique feature of the conference since 1996.
Participating manufacturers are ABB (Greensburg/Mt.
Pleasant PA in 1996, 2000, 2005, and 2007), AREVA
(Charleroi PA in 1997, 2001, and 2006),  HVB AE Power
Systems (Suwanee GA in 2004), Mitsubishi (Warrendale PA in
1998 and 2002),  Pennsylvania Breaker and Pennsylvania
Transformer Technology (Canonsburg PA in 2007),and
Siemens (Jackson MS in 1999 and 2003).

The 2007 factory day hosts will be ABB, Pennsylvania
Breaker, and Pennsylvania Transformer Technology.
Attendance growth has compelled Finepoint to add an addi-
tional factory day host for the conference this October and
ABB has recently accepted the opportunity to also open their
doors to conference participants. The PA Breaker and PA
Transformer Technology facilities in Canonsburg can accom-
modate only part of the attendees expected to register for this
year's event, therefore we are expanding to multiple facilities
for the first time.

Pennsylvania Breaker LLC (PAB) is the only US owned
manufacturer of high voltage breakers and has established a
90,000 ft2 design, test, and manufacturing facility located
within the 1.2 million sq. ft. Pennsylvania Transformer
Technology Inc. (PTTI) facility in Canonsburg. 

Recent renovations include upgrades to the W.E. Kerr
High Voltage Test Center and the addition of state-of-the-art
production tooling. The PAB facility supports the design, test-
ing, and manufacturing of circuit breakers from 72.5kV to
550kV, including interrupters and mechanisms. 

The PTTI facility is an industry leader in manufacturing a
total range of types and sizes of single- and three-phase power
transformers and voltage regulators. A partner of PTTI, PAB
was formed to serve USA users of high voltage breakers with
products designed to ANSI/IEEE standards for typical USA
applications (60Hz, high fault currents, high X/R, long lines)
and with USA based expertise and application support.
Finepoint Conference participants will tour both Canonsburg
facilities.

ABB's state-of-the-art high-voltage breaker facility in Mt.
Pleasant serves as the headquarters for ABB's High Voltage
Product division in the United States. Mt. Pleasant replaces the
nearby Greensburg facility which previously hosted the con-
ference in 1996 and 2000. Equipped with the latest in produc-
tion and quality systems, the Mt. Pleasant facility is the pinna-
cle of high-end breaker manufacturing. A full line of high volt-
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Ours Do!
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both traditional timing and travel-motion testing and ener-
gized first trip testing. 

The seminar is being jointly presented by Kelman North
America, leaders in first trip testing, and Vanguard
Instruments, leaders in timing and travel-motion testing, on
Oct. 5. Timing and travel-motion testing of circuit breakers
has been around for over 60 years, while first trip testing is a
relatively recent enhancement. Both techniques have their
unique benefits and the purpose of the seminar is to thorough-
ly cover all aspects of circuit breaker timing and analysis.

Over the last year, global warming has become a front-
burner issue. With that comes increased pressure on SF6 users
to eliminate even the smallest gas emissions. Borrowing on
the 15+ years of experience in the U.S. utility market (50+
years in Europe), DILO Company's Eric Campbell and Lukas
Rothlisberger will conduct the SF6 gas handling and manage-
ment seminar with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's Climate Change Division SF6 Program Manager
Jerome Blackman. 

Based on feedback and input from customers, DILO will
present current industry practices with regard to SF6 handling,
safety, and transportation issues. Topics will include how to
efficiently work with SF6, including complete cylinder emp-
tying, and consolidation. Proper breaker entry procedure, safe-
ty equipment, cleaning process, evacuation of air, and refilling
of SF6 will also be discussed. 

A case study of a recent breaker replacement project -
describing the testing of the SF6, its removal, cleaning, and
eventual refill into newer equipment - will be included.

age dead tank circuit breakers (DTB) ranging from 38 to 800
kV, non-synchronous and synchronous, with interrupting
capacities in excess of 80 kA are manufactured in this ISO-
9001, ISO-14001 and OHSAS 18001 compliant facility. 

The complete line of ABB circuit breaker and GIS legacy
brands (ABB, Asea, BBC, ITE, and Westinghouse) continue to
be actively supported through the High Voltage Service group,
also headquartered at the Mt. Pleasant facility. The service
group boasts the industry's largest available parts inventory
located within their Greensburg PA service shop. ABB's ser-
vice capabilities include authentic OEM parts, life extension
kits, up-rates, retrofits, re-manufacturing, field services,
turnkey installations, fleet assessments, customized products,
diagnostics, monitoring, and customizable training. 

Finepoint Conference participants will tour both the new
DTB factory and the service shop while participating in inter-
active technology presentations. 

HALF-DAY TRAINING SEMINARS
In addition to more than a dozen presentations, each year

the conference features two half-day training seminars at no
additional charge. The 2007 conference includes seminars of
vital interest to the electric utility industry. The "SF6 Gas
Handling and Management" seminar jointly presented by the
EPA and DILO is on Wednesday afternoon, October 3, and the
"Circuit Breaker Timing and Analysis" seminar jointly pre-
sented by Kelman and Vanguard Instruments is on Friday
morning, October 5.

The timing and analysis seminar includes details about
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There are different constraints that limit the power trans-
mission capacity of a system. The power transmission capaci-
ty in permanent regime is defined by:

A. Switchgear characteristics
Certain lines have load capacity limited by some of the

switchgear elements associated to them. The element with the
smaller rated current in any end of the line is identified.

B. Environmental specifications
The determination of load capacity in high voltage cables

must take into account on the one hand the thermal conditions
of the conductors work, such as temperature, wind speed, and
wind direction, and on the other hand the electric conditions of
operation. This is to respect minimum safety distances and

maintain the voltage and the network stability within suitable
limits.

C. Voltage drops
In the network, lines transmit a great amount of energy

from the generating ends to the consuming ones. In these
cases, if the receiving zones do not have compensating reac-
tive elements, the voltage can drop below the limit fixed by
quality criteria.

In such situations, it is advisable to limit the transmission
of these lines to prevent excessively low voltages in the receiv-
ing end as well as to prevent a possible voltage collapse of the
transformer regulators because of a performance over their
possibilities.

D. System stability
Cases of long interconnection lines between zones with no

reactive problems are considered with the voltages maintained
in an acceptable limit; but there can be situations in which
strong interchanges of power demand an excessive angular
phase angle between the positions of the generator rotors of
each area. It is advisable to limit the transmission of these lines
with a view to avoiding the loss of stability and electric sepa-
ration between both zones.

Studies of rated capacities of the different elements that
take part in transmission and distribution have been made, in
an effort to establish the necessity of substitution of those with
insufficient capacity and to be able to establish a plan of equip-
ment maintenance and repair..

These constraints in the operation of the lines are detect-
ed, based on the following criteria: maximum possible current
to transmit over the lines, maximum current of transmission by
thermal limit of the lines and maximum permissible current,
due to switchgear connected to the lines.

TRANSMISSION CAPACITY UPGRADING BY INCREASING
VOLTAGE

Voltage is a measure of the electromotive force necessary
to maintain a flow of electricity on a transmission line. Voltage
fluctuations can occur due to variations in electricity demand
and to failures on transmission or distribution lines.
Constraints on maximum voltage levels are set by the design
of the transmission line. If the maximum is exceeded, short cir-
cuits, radio interference, and noise may occur, transformers
and other equipment at the substations and/or customer facili-
ties may be damaged or destroyed. Minimum voltage con-
straints also exist based on the power requirements of cus-
tomers. Low voltages cause inadequate operation of a cus-
tomer’s equipment and may damage motors.
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Voltage on a transmission line tends
to “drop” from the sending end to the
receiving end. The voltage drop along the
AC line is almost directly proportional to
reactive power flows and line reactance.
The line reactance increases with the
length of the line. Capacitors and induc-
tive reactors are installed, as needed, on
lines to partially control the amount of
voltage drop. This is important because
voltage levels and current levels deter-
mine the power that can be delivered to
customers.

In recent years there has
been much emphasis placed
onmaking appropriate modifi-
cations to existing overhead
lines and to eliminating old AC
transmission lines and substi-
tuting them with new compact
AC lines.

Both these solutions lead
to an increase in the transmit-
ted power by the overhead line
increasing the rated voltage.
This is possible by utilizing the
experience acquired from
using HVAC lines and permit-
ting reduced safety margins in
designing clearances. For com-
pact AC lines, insulated
crossarms and a shorter span
are also used, thereby reducing
the line sag so that a substantial
increase in power density is
achieved.

TRANSMISSION CAPACITY
UPGRADING BY INCREASING

CURRENT DENSITY
When the flow of elec-

trons passes through the line, it
produces heat and the conduc-
tor’s temperature increases. It
is necessary to make a thermal
study to determine if the con-
ductor can stand that tempera-
ture. The temperature of the
conductor is limited by two
factors:
1) The limit of the conductor’s

material
2) Conductor – ground distance

Although aluminium conductors
have been used in overhead transmission
since the end of the 19th century, their
widespread use did not occur until the
1940s, when copper was designated as a
vital war material and was no longer
available for use by electric utilities. To

obtain the desired strength required for
transmission lines, lightweight alumini-
um was combined with the high tensile
strength of steel in the development of
aluminium conductor steel reinforced
(ACSR). Today, most overhead transmis-
sion lines use this conductor construc-
tion.

Steel can stand high temperatures,
up to 200ºC with no changes in the con-
ductor’s properties. Aluminium, on the
other hand, experiences change in the
mechanical properties when the tempera-

ture is higher than 90ºC. The temperature
is a function of the electrical current and
environmental conditions. On a continu-
ous basis, ACSR may be operated at tem-
peratures up to 100ºC and, for short term
emergencies, at temperatures as high as
125°C without any significant change in
the physical properties.

Given the many changes in the way

power transmission systems are being
planned and operated, there is a need to
reach higher current densities in existing
transmission lines, to increase the ther-
mal rating of existing lines. There are dif-
ferent ways to achieve this increase:

1) Increase the maximum allowable
operating temperature to 100°C. For
example, if the line is limited to a modest
temperature of 50°C to 75°C, and the
electrical clearance is sufficient to allow
an increase in sag for operation at a high-
er temperature, then the thermal rating of

the line can be increased. If suffi-
cient clearance does not exist in all
spans, then conductor attachment
points may be raised, conductor ten-
sion increased or other mechanical
methods applied to obtain the neces-
sary clearance at the higher temper-
ature.

2) Use dynamic ratings or less-
conservative weather conditions
relating to wind speed and ambient
temperatures. For example, if the
existing line is already rated at a
temperature near 100°C, and a mod-
est increase of 5% to 15% is desired,
then monitors can be installed and
the higher ratings used when wind
speed is higher than the standard 0.6
m/s and the ambient temperature is
lower than 40°C.

3) Replace the conductor with a
larger one or with one capable of
continuous operation above 100°C.
These solutions would be ideal if the
line was already limited to 100°C,
and the thermal rating increased by
more than 25%. Given the low cost,
high conductivity and low density of
aluminium, no other high-conduc-
tivity material is presently used.
Therefore, replacement with a larger
conductor will result in an increased
load on existing structures because
of an increase of wind/ice and ten-
sion.

The thermal rating of an exist-
ing line can be increased about 50%
by using a replacement conductor
that has twice the aluminium area of

the original conductor. The larger con-
ductor doubles the original strain struc-
ture tension loads and increases trans-
verse wind/ice conductor loads on sus-
pension structures by about 40%. Such
large load increases typically would
require structure reinforcement or
replacement. This drawback to the use of
a larger conductor may be avoided by
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Fig. 1. Current capacity in function of the cross sectional
area

Fig. 2. Sag in function of the conductor temperature for a
span length of 400m
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using the high-temperature, low-sag
(HTLS) conductor, which can be operat-
ed at temperatures above 100°C while
exhibiting stable tensile strength and
creep elongation properties.

Practical temperature limits of up to
200°C have been specified for some con-
ductors. Using the HTLS conductor,
which has the same diameter as the orig-
inal, at 180°C increases the line rating by
50% but without any significant change
in structure loads. If the replacement
conductor has a lower thermal elongation
rate than the original, then the structures
will not have to be raised.

Although the use of a larger conduc-
tor provides a reduction in losses over the
life of the line while operating
temperatures remain at a modest
level, the use of the HTLS con-
ductor reduces capital invest-
ment by avoiding structure
modifications. In either case,
replacing existing conductors
should improve the reliability of
the line because the conductor,
connectors and hardware will all
be new.

INCREASING TRANSMIS-
SION CAPACITY OF OVERHEAD

LINES USING HTLS CONDUC-
TORS

Replacing original ACSR
conductors with HTLS conduc-
tors with approximately the
same diameter is one method of
increasing transmission line
thermal rating. HTLS conduc-
tors are effective because they are capa-
ble of:
1) High-temperature, continuous opera-

tion above 100°C without loss of
tensile strength or permanent sag-
increase so that line current can be
increased.

2) Low sag at high temperature so that
ground and underbuild clearances
can still be met without raising or
rebuilding structures.

The original conductor’s “initial
installed sag” increases to a final “every-
day sag”, typically at 16°C with no ice or
wind, as a result of both occasional
wind/ice loading and the normal alumini-
um strand creep elongation that is a result
of tension over time. This final sag may
increase occasionally because of
ice/wind loading or high electrical loads,
but these effects are reversible.

For most transmission lines, maxi-

mum final sag is the result of electrical
rather than mechanical loads. It is impor-
tant that any replacement conductor be
installed so its final sag under maximum
electrical or mechanical load does not
exceed the original conductor’s final sag
and the existing structures need not be
raised or new structures added. Under
these circumstances, where structure
reinforcement or replacement is to be
avoided, HTLS conductors are used to
advantage.

New construction, long-span cross-
ings can be achieved with shorter towers.
These can be accomplished using the
existing right-of-ways and using all the
existing tower infrastructure, thereby

avoiding extensive rebuilding, avoiding
difficult and lengthy permitting, and
reduced outage times.

TYPES OF HTLS CONDUCTORS
Conductors are constructed from

helically stranded combinations of indi-
vidual wires where galvanized steel
wires are used for mechanical reinforce-
ment, aluminium wires for the conduc-
tion of electricity, and hard-drawn alu-
minium for both mechanical and electri-
cal purposes.

Desirable properties for reinforcing
core-wire material include a high elastic
modulus, a high ratio of tensile strength
to weight, the retention of tensile
strength at high temperatures, a low plas-
tic and thermal elongation, a low corro-
sion rate in the presence of aluminium
and a relatively high electrical conductiv-
ity. The material must be easy to fabri-
cate into wire for stranding.

Among the choices available for
HTLS conductors are:
1) ACSS and ACSS/TW (Aluminium

Conductor Steel Supported)
Annealed aluminium strands over a
conventional steel stranded core.
Operation to 200°C.

2) ZTACIR (Zirconium alloy Aluminium
Conductor Invar steel Reinforced)
High-temperature aluminium
strands over a low-thermal elonga-
tion steel core. Operation to 150ºC
(TAI) and 210°C (ZTAl).

3) GTACSR (Gap Type heat resistant
Aluminium alloy Conductor Steel
Reinforced) High-temperature alu-
minium, grease-filled gap between

core/inner layer.
Operation to 150°C.
GZTACSR (Gap Type
super heat resistant
Aluminium alloy
Conductor Steel
Reinforced).
4) ACCR (Aluminium
Conductor Composite
Reinforced) High-tem-
perature alloy alumini-
um over a composite
core made from alumi-
na fibres embedded in a
matrix of pure alumini-
um. Operation to
210°C.
5) CRAC (Composite
Reinforced Aluminium
Conductor) Annealed
aluminium over fibre-
glass/ thermoplast ic

composite segmented core. Probable
operation to 150°C.

6) ACCFR (Aluminium Conductor
Composite Carbon Fibre
Reinforced) Annealed or high-tem-
perature aluminium alloy over a core
of strands with carbon fibre material
in a matrix of aluminium. Probable
operation to 210°C.

TRANSMISSION CAPACITY UPGRAD-
ING BY USING AC LINES TO TRANSMIT

DC POWER
The fast development of power elec-

tronics based on new and powerful semi-
conductor devices has led to innovative
technologies, such as HVDC, which can
be applied to transmission and distribu-
tion systems. The technical and econom-
ical benefits of this technology represent
an alternative to the application in AC
systems. 

Some aspects, such as deregulation

Fig. 3. HVAC-HVDC cost
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in the power industry, opening of the market
for delivery of cheaper energy to customers
and increasing the capacity of transmission and
distribution of the existing lines are creating
additional requirements for the operation of
power systems. HVDC offer major advantages
in meeting these requirements.

HVDC transmission systems are point-to-
point configurations where a large amount of
energy is transmitted between two regions. The
traditional HVDC system is built with line
commutated current source converters, based
on thyristor valves. The operation of this con-
verter requires a voltage source like synchro-
nous generators or synchronous condensers in
the AC network at both ends. The current com-
mutated converters cannot supply power to an
AC system which has no local generation. The
control of this system requires fast communi-
cation channels between the two stations.

FEASIBILITY OF HVDC TRANSMISSION
A HVDC system can be ‘monopolar’ or

‘bipolar’. The monopolar system uses one
high-voltage conductor and ground return.
This is advantageous from an economic point
of view, but is prohibited in some countries
because the ground current causes corrosion of
pipe lines and other buried metal objects.
However, in Europe, monopolar systems are in
operation. Most of them are used for subma-
rine crossings.

The bipolar system uses two conductors,
one with plus and one with minus polarity. The
mid point is grounded. In normal operation, the
current circulates through the two high-voltage
conductors without ground current. However,
in case of conductor failure, the system can
transmit half of the power in monopolar mode.
Besides, this operation can be maintained for a
limited time only.

Recently, ABB and Siemens started to
build HVDC systems using semiconductor
switches (IGBT or MOSFET) and pulse width
modulation (PWM). The capacity of a HVDC
system with VSCs is around 30-300 MW.
Operating experience is limited but many new
systems are being built worldwide. The PWM
controlled inverters and rectifiers, with IGBT
or MOSFET switches, operate close to unity
power factor and do not generate significant
current harmonics in the AC supply. Also, the
PWM drive can be controlled very accurately.
Typical losses claimed by ABB for two con-
verters is 5%.

DC VERSUS AC
The vast majority of electric power trans-

missions use three-phase alternating current.
The reasons behind a choice of HVDC instead
of AC to transmit power in a specific case are
often numerous and complex. Each individual
transmission project will display its own set of
reasons justifying the choice.
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General characteristics
The most common arguments

favouring HVDC are:
1) Investment cost. A HVDC trans-

mission line costs less than an AC line
for the same transmission capacity.
However, the terminal stations are more
expensive in the HVDC case due to the
fact that they must perform the conver-
sion from AC to DC and vice versa. On
the other hand, the costs of transmission
medium (overhead lines and cables),
land acquisition/right-of-way costs are
lower in the HVDC case. Moreover, the
operation and maintenance costs are
lower in the HVDC case. Initial loss lev-
els are higher in the HVDC system, but
they do not vary with distance. In con-
trast, loss levels increase with distance in
a high voltage AC system

Above a certain distance, the so
called “break-even distance”, the HVDC
alternative will always give the lowest
cost. The break-even-distance is much
smaller for submarine cables (typically
about 50 km) than for an overhead line
transmission. The distance depends on
several factors, as transmission medium,
different local aspects (permits, cost of
local labour etc.) and an analysis must be
made for each individual case (Fig. 3).

2) Long distance water crossing. In a
long AC cable transmission, the reactive
power flow due to the large cable capac-
itance will limit the maximum transmis-
sion distance. With HVDC there is no
such limitation, so, for long cable links,
HVDC is the only viable technical alter-
native.

3) Lower losses. An optimized
HVDC transmission line has lower loss-
es than AC lines for the same power
capacity. The losses in the converter sta-
tions have, of course, to be added, but
since they are only about 0.6% of the
transmitted power in each station, the
total HVDC transmission losses come
out lower than the AC losses in practical-
ly all cases. HVDC cables also have
lower losses than AC cables.

4) Asynchronous connection. It is
sometimes difficult or impossible to con-
nect two AC networks due to stability
reasons. In such cases, HVDC is the only
way to make an exchange of power
between the two networks possible.
There are also HVDC links between net-
works with different nominal frequencies
(50 and 60 Hz) in Japan and South
America.

5) Controllability. One of the funda-
mental advantages with HVDC is that it

is very easy to control the active power in
the link.

6) Limit short circuit currents. A
HVDC transmission does not contribute
to the short circuit current of the inter-
connected AC system.

7) Environment. Improved energy
transmission possibilities contribute to a
more efficient utilization of existing
power plants. The land coverage and the
associated right-of-way cost for a HVDC
overhead transmission line is not as high
as for an AC line. This reduces the visu-
al impact. It is also possible to increase
the power transmission capacity for
existing rights of way. There are, howev-
er, some environmental issues that must
be considered for converter stations, such
as: audible noise, visual impact, electro-
magnetic compatibility and use of
ground or sea return path in monopolar
operation.

In general, it can be said that a
HVDC system is highly compatible with
any environment and can be integrated
into it without the need to compromise
on any environmentally important issues
of today.

See September’s issue of Electricity
Today for Part II.
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This article discusses the use of
advanced technologies to enhance per-
formance of the national transmission
grid (NTG). We address present and
developing technologies that have great
potential for improving specific aspects
of NTG performance, strategic impedi-
ments to the practical use of these tech-
nologies, and ways to overcome these
impediments in the near term.

Research and development (R&D)
infrastructure serving power transmis-
sion is as badly stressed as the grid itself,
for many of the same reasons. The needs
are immediate, and the immediate alter-
natives are few.

Timely and strategically effective
technology reinforcements to the NTG
need direct, proactive federal involve-
ment to catalyze planning and execution.
Longer-term adjustments to the R&D
infrastructure may also be needed, in part
energy policy can evolve as the NTG
evolves.

POWER SYSTEM COMPONENTS
AND RECIPROCAL IMPACTS

The power system has three compo-
nents: generation, load, and transmission.
Electric power is produced by genera-
tors, consumed by loads, and transmitted
from generators to loads by the transmis-
sion system.

Typically, the “transmission system”
(or “the grid”) refers to the high-voltage,
networked system of transmission lines
and transformers. The lower-voltage,
radial lines and transformers that actual-
ly serve load are referred to as the “dis-
tribution system.” The voltage difference
between the transmission system and the
distribution system varies from utility to
utility; 100 kV is a typical value. This
paper focuses only on advanced tech-
nologies for the transmission system.

It is important to understand recipro-
cal impacts among the transmission sys-
tem, load, and generation.

Because the transmission system’s
job is to move electric power from gen-

eration to load, any technologies that
change or redistribute generation and/or
load will have a direct impact on the
transmission system. This can be illus-
trated using a simple two-bus, two-gen-
erator example shown in one-line form in
Figure 1. The solid lines represent the
buses, the circles represent the genera-
tors, and the large arrow represents the
aggregate load at bus 2. Three transmis-
sion lines join the generator at bus 1 to
the load and generation at bus 2.

Superimposed on the transmission
lines are arrows whose sizes are propor-
tional to the flow of power on the lines.
The pie charts for each line indicate the
relation between the loading on each line
and its rated capacity.

The upper and middle transmission
lines have a rating of 150 MVA, and the
lower line has a rating of 200 MVA. In
addition, we assume that the bus 1 gener-
ation is more economical than the gener-
ation at bus 2, and the entire load is being
supplied remotely from the bus 1 genera-
tor. With a bus 2 load of 420 MW, the
power distributes among the three lines
based on their impedances (which are not

identical), so the upper line is loaded at
67 percent, the middle at 89 percent, and
the lower at 100 percent. Note: there are
13 MW of transmission line losses in this
case.

TRANSFER CAPACITY
A natural question to ask is: what is

the transfer capacity of the transmission
system described in Figure 1? That is,
how much power can be transferred from
bus 1 to bus 2?

The answer is far from straightfor-
ward. At first glance, the transfer capaci-
ty appears to be 420 MW because this
amount of power causes the first line to
reach its limit. However, this answer is
based on the assumption that all lines are
in service. As defined by the North
American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC), transfer capacity includes con-
sideration of reliability. A typical reliabil-
ity criterion is that a system be able to
withstand the unexpected outage of any
single system element; this is known as
the first contingency total transfer capa-

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGIES

EXAMINING ADVANCED TRANSMISSION
TECHNOLOGIES - PART I

By Jeff Dagle, Steve Widergren, John Hauer, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Tom Overbye, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Continued on Page 40

Figure 1: Two-Bus Example with No Local Generation
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The Automatic Meter Reading Association (AMRA)
endorses the far-sighted leadership embodied in a National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
resolution to eliminate regulatory barriers to the broad imple-
mentation of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI).   

The resolution acknowledged the role of AMI in support-
ing the implementation of dynamic pricing and the resulting

benefits to con-
sumers.  The reso-
lution further iden-
tified the value of
AMI in achieving
significant utility
operational cost
savings in the areas
of outage manage-
ment, revenue pro-
tection and asset
management.
The resolution

also called for AMI
business case
analyses to identi-
fy cost-effective
deployment strate-
gies, endorsed
timely cost recov-
ery for prudently
incurred AMI
expenditures and
made additional

recommendations on rate making and tax treatment of such
investments.

“We commend NARUC on its visionary policy statement,
and AMRA recommends that state jurisdictions give close con-
sideration of the NARUC resolution in their deliberations
under the Energy Policy Act of 2005,” said Bernie Bujnowski,
AMRA Sr. Vice President of Advocacy. 

AMRA, the international voice of the AMR/AMI industry,
provides information critical to the understanding and applica-
tion of the wide range of AMR/AMI technologies. Through
industry analyses, symposia and relevant publications, AMRA
serves the business interests of utilities and utility technology
suppliers. 
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bility (FCTTC). Based on this criterion,
Figure 2 shows the limiting case with an
assumed contingency on the lower line,
which results in a transfer capability of
only 252 MW. Which number is correct?

The answer depends on system oper-
ational philosophy and on the availabili-
ty of high-speed system controls.

If the operational philosophy
requires that no load be involuntarily lost
following any individual contingency,
and if there are no mechanisms to quick-
ly increase the generation at bus 2, vol-
untarily decrease the load at bus 2, or
redistribute the flow between the remain-
ing upper two lines, then the limit would
be 252 MW. With these limitations, the
only way to increase the transfer capaci-
ty would be to construct new lines.

However, if we relax one or more of
these conditions, the transfer capacity
could be increased without construction
of new lines. For example, one approach
would be to provide at least some of the
bus 2 load with incentives so that, fol-
lowing the contingency, some customers
on bus 2 would voluntarily curtail their
loads.

Incentives might involve price-feed-
back mechanisms or agreements to allow
the system operator to curtail load
through some type of direct-control load
management or interruptible demand.
Another approach would be to have a
mechanism for quickly committing some
local bus 2 generation. Availability of
local generation reduces the net loading
on the transmission system and can
increase its capacity. A third approach
would be to use advanced power elec-
tronics controls such as flexible AC
transmission system (FACTS) devices to

balance the load between the upper two
lines.

The unifying themes of these alter-
native approaches are knowledge about
the real-time operation of the system,
availability of effective controls, and an
information infrastructure that permits
effective use of the controls.

To understand these themes, it is
important to understand the complexity
of the actual national transmission grid.

COMPLEXITY OF THE NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION GRID

The term “national transmission
grid” is something of a misnomer. The
North American transmission grid actual-
ly consists of four large grids, each pri-
marily a synchronous alternating current
(AC) system. Together, these four grids
span parts of three sovereign countries
(U.S., Canada, and Mexico). By far the
largest grid is the Eastern
Interconnection, which supplies power to
most of the U.S. east of the Rocky
Mountains as well as to all the Canadian
provinces except British Columbia,
Alberta, and Quebec. The Western
Interconnection supplies most of the U.S.
west of the Rockies, as well as British
Columbia, Alberta, and a portion of Baja,
California. The remaining two grids are
the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT), which covers most of Texas,
and the province of Quebec. In contrast
to the two-bus example presented above,
the Eastern and the Western
Interconnections contain tens of thou-
sands of high-voltage buses and many
thousands of individual generators and

loads. Because the individual grids are
asynchronous with one another, no
power can be transferred among them
except in small amounts through a few
back-to-back direct current (DC) links.
Several major DC transmission lines are
also used within the individual grids for
long-distance power transfer.

At any given time the loading on the
grid depends on where power is being
generated and consumed. Load is con-
trolled by millions of individual cus-
tomers, so it varies continuously.
Because electricity cannot be readily
stored, generation must also vary contin-
uously to track load changes. In addition,
the impedances of the many thousands of
individual transmission lines and trans-
formers dictate grid loading. With sever-
al notable exceptions, there is no way to
directly control this flow—electrons flow
as dictated by the laws of physics.
Because electricity propagates through
the network very rapidly, power can be
transferred almost instantaneously (with-
in seconds) from one end of the grid to
the other. In general, this interconnectiv-
ity makes grid operations robust and reli-
able. However, it also has a detrimental
effect if the grid fails; failures in one
location can quickly affect the entire sys-
tem in complex and dramatic ways, and
large-scale blackouts may result.

The grid’s ability to transfer power
is restricted by thermal flow limits on
individual transmission lines and trans-
formers; minimum and maximum limits
on acceptable bus-voltage magnitudes;

Transmission Technologies
Continued from page 38

Figure 2: Two-Bus Example with Limiting Contingency

Continued on Page 42
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and region-wide transient, oscillatory,
and voltage-stability limitations. Given
NERC’s reliability requirements, these
limits must be considered not only for
current and actual system operating point
but also for a large number of statistical-
ly likely contingent conditions as well.
The complexity of maximizing the power
transfer capability of the grid while
avoiding stressing it to the point of col-
lapse cannot be overstated.

TECHNOLOGIES TO INCREASE
TRANSFER CAPACITY

The goal of this issue paper is to
examine technologies that can be used to
increase the grid’s power-transfer capa-
bility. This increase can be achieved by a
combination of direct technical rein-
forcements to the grid itself along with
indirect information and control rein-
forcements that improve grid manage-
ment practices and infrastructure.

Direct reinforcement of the grid

includes new construction and broad use
of improved hardware technology.

Strategic decisions regarding these
two types of improvements are a function
of grid management—planning, develop-
ment, and operation. Grid management
involves recognizing transmission needs,
assessing options for meeting those
needs, and balancing new transmission
assets and new operating methods.
Timely development and deployment of
requisite technology are essential to rein-
forcing the grid. 

Requisite technology may not mean
new technology. There is a massive back-
log of prototype technology that can,
given means and incentives, be adapted
to power system applications.

Indirect grid reinforcement includes
improving grid management by means of
technology. Historically, the transmission
system was operated with very little real-
time information about its state. During
the past few decades, advances in com-
puter and communication technology in
general and SCADA (supervisory control
and data acquisition) and EMS (energy
management system) technology in par-

ticular have greatly improved data capa-
bilities. Significant real-time data are
now available in almost every control
center, and many centers can conduct
advanced on-line grid analysis. Despite
these improvements, more can and
should be done.

In the control center, additional data
needs to be collected, better algorithms
need to be developed for determining
system operational limits, and better
visualization methods are needed to pre-
sent this information to operators.
Beyond the control center, additional
system information needs to be presented
to all market participants so that they can
make better-informed decisions about
generation, load, and transmission sys-
tem investments.

INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES THAT AFFECT
TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT

In order to effectively discuss the
role of advanced transmission technolo-
gies, we have to consider how their
deployment is either hindered or encour-
aged by institutional issues. Ultimately,
the bottom line is economics— technolo-
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gies that are viewed as cost effective will
be used, and those that are considered too
costly will not. The issue of cost is not
simple; public policy must address how
costs and benefits should be allocated.

For example, it is difficult to beat the
economics of traditional overhead trans-
mission lines for bulk power transfer.
The lines are cheap to build and entail
relatively few ongoing expenses. But the
siting of new transmission lines is not so
simple; right of way may be difficult to
obtain, and new lines may face signifi-
cant public opposition for a variety of
reasons from aesthetic to environmental.
Advanced technologies can reinforce the
grid, minimizing the need for new over-
head lines, but usually at higher cost than
would be paid to build overhead lines.
The challenge is to provide incentives
that will encourage the desired transmis-
sion investments.

Unfortunately, in recent years the
uncertainties associated with electricity
industry restructuring have hampered
progress in transmission reinforcement.
The boundaries between responsibilities
for operation and planning were once

clearly delineated, but these responsibili-
ties are now shifting to restructured or
entirely new transmission organizations.
This process is far from complete and has
greatly weakened the essential dialogue
between technology developers and
users. Development of new technology
must be closely linked to its actual
deployment for operational use.
Together, these activities should reflect,
serve, and keep pace with the evolving
infrastructure needs of transmission orga-
nizations. The current uncertainty dis-
courages this cohesiveness.

The details and the needs of the
evolving infrastructure for grid manage-
ment are unclear, and all parties are
understandably averse to investments
that may not be promptly and directly
beneficial. Some utilities are concerned
that transmission investments may be of
greater benefit to their competitors than
to themselves. In the near term, relief of
congestion may actually harm their busi-
nesses. 

As a result of such forces, many
promising technologies are stranded at
various points in route from concept to

practical use. Included are large-scale
devices for routing power flow on the
grid, advanced information systems to
observe and assess grid behavior, real-
time operating tools for enhanced man-
agement of grid assets, and new system
planning methods that are robust in rela-
tion to the many uncertainties that are
present or are emerging in the new power
system.

Another important issue is that some
technologies that would enable healthy
and reliable energy commerce are not
perceived as profitable enough to attract
the interest of commercial developers.
Special means are needed to develop and
deploy these technologies for the public
good. Involvement by the federal utilities
and national laboratories may be neces-
sary for timely progress in this area, as
well as a broadening of some activities of
EPRI or similar umbrella organizations
focused on energy R&D along with
development of better mechanisms to
spur entrepreneurial innovation.

Look for Part II in the September issue of
Electricity Today
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Gore Electricity seems to be
receiving the attention of everyone
these days - but mostly negative
attention from political opponents
and righteous environmentalists.
The fact that former vice president
and global warming solutions advo-
cate Al Gore uses twenty times
more electricity in one year than the
average American, says exactly
what?

According to the Nashville
Electricity Service, Al Gore's 20-
room, 8-bathroom, 10,000 square
foot home "devoured" nearly
221,000 kWh per year, more than
20 times the national household
average. Gore's electricity monthly
bill topped $1,359.

If you listen to groups like the
Tennessee Center for Policy
Research, you will hear that while
Al Gore's global-warming documentary,
An Inconvenient Truth, collected an
Oscar for best documentary feature,
maybe he deserves a gold statue for
hypocrisy.

It's always easy to call someone long
on talk and short on walk but the truth is
that Gore electricity is actually "green
electricity". The Gore electricity bill
shows that he voluntarily pays the higher
cost for something called "Green Power
Switch", which uses more expensive
energy from renewable sources like wind
and solar power. How does this work?

Many energy companies are now
offering consumers the opportunity to
purchase electricity from green energy
sources. These green energy sources
include wind energy, hydro energy, bio-
mass, solar energy and will begin to
include marine energy sources such as
wave power, tidal stream and tidal
impoundments and tidal barrages.

This separation of renewable energy
from oil, gas, coal and nuclear is possible
due to the Renewable Energy certificate
schemes now being developed world-
wide. These certificates enable units of
electricity, such as KWh to be identified

as soon as they are produced and fed into
the national grid. All units must be
accounted for both in terms of how and
when they were produced and who sold
them to whom. Theoretically, this means
consumers can “buy” units from specific
turbines. In reality, the actual electrons
running through a consumer’s meter will
not be generated by any source in partic-
ular, as all electricity (for the most part) -
however it has been generated - is fed
into the national grid. Buying green elec-
tricity in this manner means that you are
buying up a certain “tokens” that
acknowledge that every unit you have
used has been made up for from a renew-
able source.

When you switch to an accredited
"Green" electricity provider, you're
instructing them to purchase your nomi-
nated percentage of electricity from new
renewable sources, rather than coal-fired
power stations. You still receive your
electricity in the normal way, but every
kilowatt hour of the nominated percent-
age of Green Electricity you purchased
will be supplied into the grid from a
renewable source.

Gore also purchases offsets for

carbon fuel use. So, technically,
Gore electricity is probably car-
bon neutral, because for every
bit of CO2 he puts into the air, a
forest is built with his money to
sequester that same CO2. Does
he drive an SUV? Of course,
but it's a hybrid SUV.

Gore electricity con-
sumption proves what? He has
done twenty times more for the
environmental movement than
the average American. His con-
tribution to the exchange of
information about Global
Warming has been much more
than the average American. The
truth is that the average
American is not a former vice
president, and the average
American does not reside in a
20-room mansion, has no

domestic staff, does not have an exten-
sive security system with perimeter light-
ing, does not have extensive computer
and communications requirements, not to
speak of HVAC duties, etc. Yes, Al Gore
lives a life of privilege and luxury, as do
most millionaires. If you honestly expect
a wealthy politician, no matter how well-
intentioned, to live life like a serf, you are
badly misguided about the modern
world. Would honest Abe Lincoln (had
he lived to see the day) have moved from
the White House back to the log cabin
from whence he came? Will the world
devolve from its addiction to technology
and modernism, only to embrace the
stone age?

Instead of the whole world environ-
mental initiative being about returning
everyone to the stone age, maybe it could
be about turning our future world into a
bigger and better place, with less harm to
the environment, being a more populated
and prosperous world without fossil
fuels. Isn't that what Gore Electricity is
all about: using more of the "right kind"
of electricity? Or is Gore Electricity real-
ly about who has what and who doesn't
and who shouldn't?

EDITORIAL

MANY STILL MISUNDERSTANDING
GORE’S MESSAGE

Randy Hurst, Publisher
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PPL ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Late in 2004, PPL Electric Utilities completed an AMR

deployment to all of its 1.35 million customers. At PPL
Electric, we deployed a fixed network PLC system for the
majority of customers, supplemented
with a fixed network radio frequency
solution to about 6,000 customers.

It was a highly successful project
- on time, on budget - and afforded
positive regulatory treatment. The
type of risks often associated with
large projects failed to materialize, and the technology is per-
forming at or above expectations, meeting the requirements of
the business case.

In fact, compared with many other high-risk projects such
as customer or financial system deployment, an AMR project is
relatively easy to deploy. In retrospect, one wonders why there

is so much angst in the electric utility industry over deploying
AMR solutions.

While all the above certainly is good news, the real insight
to deployment is not so much the project’s success but rather
the versatility of the solution. The new tool, as expected, has
virtually eliminated estimated bills by automating the meter-
reading processes, and has improved other business processes
through the ability to constantly communicate with the meter.
What was unexpected is how business embraced the tool and
applied it in new,
creative applica-
tions.

In the fall of
2003, a major tropi-
cal storm wreaked
havoc in the PPL
Electric service area,
interrupting service
to more than 40% of
customers. Even
with a partially
deployed system,
storm managers rec-
ognized the benefit of two-way communication with the meter
in assessing restoration progress. 

A completely new storm restoration tool was subsequently
developed incorporating the “ping” capability.

In another unanticipated use, field engineers are geared up
to use information on momentary outages - “blink” counts - as
reliability predictors. Using this data has resulted in more pre-
cisely focused tree trimming efforts, improved analysis of indi-
vidual customer power quality problems and, ultimately, high-
er customer satisfaction. It is interesting to consider that with a
manual meter-reading process, the customer “communicated”
with the utility about 12 times a year.

With the ability to get hourly reads, customers now can
communicate with the company almost 9,000 times a year. The
increased granularity of this information provides some unique
opportunities. The company’s customer service representatives,
armed with easily accessible data on daily or even hourly usage,
approach high-bill complaints with greater levels of confidence.

Having this information has improved credibility with cus-
tomers.

One result has been fewer complaints to the regulators over
handling of customer billing disputes. The AMR system allows
customer call center reps to more effectively address customer
complaints regarding issues such as high bills, connects/dis-
connects and estimated meter readings. AMR is particularly
helpful in addressing high-bill complaints.

METERING

UTILITIES SHARE THEIR VARIOUS
AMR DEPLOYMENT STORIES

Continued on Page 10
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For example, the number of high-bill informal complaints
received by PPL Electric decreased from 525 in 2003 to 273 in
2004 - a drop of 48%. Similarly, the number of justified high-
bill informal complaints for the same period declined from 92
to 11 - a decrease of 88%.

Revenue protection staff anticipates that usage irregulari-
ties will be easier to identify and will result in more solid theft
leads. The system’s operation is even helping to “clean up” the
electric system.

AMR system operators will dispatch service personnel to
locations where meters are not communicating. In many
instances, the source of the failure is not inoperable metering
equipment, but interference associated with problems in the
electric service - i.e., bad neutral. In a similar vein, the compa-
ny is able to better align customer usage with rates. With a new
metering infrastructure, it is able to bill demand customers
appropriately, resulting in an additional $3 million in annual
revenues.

Pennsylvania is a progressive state in terms of utility
deregulation, offering customers competitive alternatives, such
as demand side response programs and the use of distributed
generation and renewable technologies. In selecting a technol-
ogy, it was important for the utility to try to anticipate the ease
or difficulty in adapting it to meet future needs in these areas.
Two-way communication at the meter and the ability to obtain

interval reads provide that flexibility.
Deploying an AMR solution for all customers can be a

daunting task. Developing an acceptable business case, manag-
ing risks and maintaining schedules are significant undertak-
ings. Yet companies that deploy these solutions will find great
improvement in almost every important business dimension -
fiscally, operationally and in customer satisfaction.

PENINSULA LIGHT CO.
Peninsula Light Company (PLC) has just installed an

Automated Meter Reading system. The new system sends data
from each meter back to the office over existing power lines.
AMR technology
allows us to offer a
number of helpful
benefits for PLC
members... like
greater consisten-
cy in billing and
the ability for PLC to provide members with more detailed
information about their power consumption. Should a mem-
ber’s power go out, the automated meters help PLC operations
pinpoint the cause of the outage and accelerate response time.

By deploying AMR technology, PLC has been able to pro-
vide members with more frequent, timely and accurate electric
meter readings without the need for meter readers to go to the
customer’s property. As a result, the need for estimated bills
will be virtually eliminated, leading to greater accuracy on the
consumer’s monthly bill. Another benefit of AMR to PLC cus-
tomers is a more accurate and efficient way to monitor report-
ed outages.

CLARK PUBLIC UTILITIES
Itron, Inc. (ITRI) signed a contract with Clark Public

Utilities, electricity supplier to more than 150,000 customers in
southwest Washington State, providing the utility with technol-
ogy to automate meter data collection throughout its service
territory.

Clark Public Utilities is a customer-owned public utility
district that provides electric
service to more than 150,000
customers throughout Clark
County in Southwest
Washington State. The utility
also provides water and waste-
water service.

Installation of the $10 million meter reading system, the
largest AMR deployment to date by a consumer-owned electric
utility in the U.S., was completed in the fall of 2002. Clark
Public Utilities now uses vehicles equipped with on-board Itron
computers and RF transceivers to automatically collect data
from all of the utility’s 150,000 electric meters simply by dri-
ving down the street.

Because Itron’s AMR meter modules can be read by any of
Itron’s wireless data collection systems, the system also enables
the Vancouver, Wash.-based utility to “migrate” to advanced
fixed network technology in the future without having to
replace installed meter modules should Clark’s data collection
needs change.

“At Clark Public Utilities we’re committed to continually
improve our operational efficiency so that we can keep our rates

Electricity Today10

Continued on Page 12

AMR deployment
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as low as possible, and we’re committed
to achieving the highest level of satisfac-
tion among our customer-owners,” said
Wayne Nelson, CEO and general manag-
er of Clark Public Utilities. 

“Implementation of automatic meter
reading technology from Itron will be a
key step in fulfilling both of these vital
commitments in the years to come.”

Clark’s decision to deploy automatic
meter reading technology, which was
approved by the utility’s board of com-
missioners, came at a time when the util-
ity faced considerable budgetary pressure
due to dramatic increases in wholesale
electricity prices, said Richard Dyer,
director of finance and treasurer at Clark.
However, the efficiency gains, the rela-
tively quick projected payback schedule,
and the strategic value of AMR technolo-
gy made it a very sound investment for
the utility and its customer-owners.

“Like many other utilities, we’ve
faced sky-high wholesale energy prices,
but we believe the capabilities and data
this technology provides will prove criti-
cal to minimizing risk in today’s highly
volatile energy market,” said Dyer. “Now
is not the time to shy away from innova-
tion and technologies that reduce our
costs and improve the way we operate as
a business.”

Clark’s three-member board of com-
missioners echoed that opinion when it
unanimously approved the AMR project.
“It’s easy when you are in a crisis to hun-
ker down and miss opportunities,” Clark
Public Utilities Commissioner Nancy
Barnes commented before casting her

vote in support of the project.
“When you consider the financial

pressures utilities are facing today due to
increasing energy prices, it would have
been very easy for Clark to put this
investment on the shelf until energy
prices stabilize,” said John Hengesh, vice
president and general manager of Itron’s
Water and Public Power business unit.
“But Clark Public Utilities sees AMR
technology as a strategic investment that
reduces costs, increases operational effi-
ciency and delivers reliable, accurate
knowledge about its customers’ energy
consumption. In today’s volatile market
environment, these benefits and capabili-
ties are more critical to utilities than ever
before.”

COLORADO SPRINGS UTILITIES
Colorado Springs Utilities is deploy-

ing an automated meter reading (AMR)
program, with full deployment taking
place from late 2006 through 2010.
Using wireless radio transmitters, AMR
remotely reads customer meters and then
transfers the data into the billing system.
AMR will reduce the need for meter
readers to manually gather utility meter
readings each month. Many utilities are
using AMR as a way to improve cus-
tomer service and control their meter
reading costs, especially in areas with
fenced yards, dogs, landscaping and
other issues that make accessing meters
difficult or unsafe. Benefits include:

Improved customer service, which
includes:

· Minimizing the need to access
customer property to read meters;

· Reducing customer complaints
and damage claims resulting from
monthly visits to customer site;

· Call resolution improvement –
billing complaint calls will be handled
more quickly due to availability of more
frequent meter readings;

· No need for customer to read
their own meters due to meter access
issues;

· Controlled meter reading costs;
· Enhanced customer conve-

nience;
· Fewer employee injuries, espe-

cially in areas with fenced yards, dogs

and landscaping;
· Improved billing accuracy;
· A reduction in operational costs.

EQUITABLE GAS COMPANY
Itron Inc. has announced a new con-

tract with Equitable Gas Company, head-
quartered in Pittsburgh, to install a
mobile automatic meter reading system
throughout Equitable’s service territory.

The deployment includes the instal-
lation of 260,000 Itron radio-based auto-
matic meter-reading endpoints on
Equitable’s natural gas meters as well as
delivery of the mobile data collection
equipment and associated software.
Itron’s mobile automatic meter reading
technology will enable Equitable Gas to
reduce its meter reading process costs
while enabling the utility’s service tech-
nicians to use their time more efficiently.

“We’re deploying Itron’s automatic
meter reading technology as part of our
ongoing efforts to improve customer ser-
vice and reduce our costs,” said Randall
Crawford, president of Equitable Gas
Company. 

“The use of Itron’s technology will
also improve our relationship with more
than 60,000 customers who currently
have indoor meter sets, as the automatic
meter reading technology virtually elimi-
nates the need to disrupt our customers’
daily schedules to read their meters. 

“We will dramatically reduce the
need to estimate meter reads which will
improve our billing accuracy and ulti-
mately work to reduce operating costs
across our system.”

Russ Vanos, vice president and gen-
eral manager of Itron’s hardware solu-
tions group, said Equitable Gas was seek-
ing a cost-effective meter data collection
solution with proven results, and that
Itron’s mobile automatic meter reading
technology was the best fit to meet
Equitable’s business objectives.

EnergyBusinessReports.com
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DC VERSUS AC
The vast majority of electric power

transmissions use three-phase alternating
current. The reasons behind a choice of
HVDC instead of AC to transmit power
in a specific case are often numerous and
complex. Each individual transmission
project will display its own set of reasons
justifying the choice.

General characteristics
The most common arguments

favouring HVDC are:
1) Investment cost. A HVDC trans-

mission line costs less than an AC line for
the same transmission capacity.
However, the terminal stations are more
expensive in the HVDC case due to the
fact that they must perform the conver-
sion from AC to DC and vice versa. On
the other hand, the costs of transmission
medium (overhead lines and cables), land
acquisition/right-of-way costs are lower
in the HVDC case. Moreover, the opera-
tion and maintenance costs are lower in
the HVDC case. Initial loss levels are
higher in the HVDC system, but they do
not vary with distance. In contrast, loss
levels increase with distance in a high
voltage AC system

Above a certain distance, the so
called “break-even distance”, the HVDC
alternative will always give the lowest
cost. The break-even-distance is much
smaller for submarine cables (typically
about 50 km) than for an overhead line
transmission. The distance depends on
several factors, as transmission medium,
different local aspects (permits, cost of
local labour etc.) and an analysis must be
made for each individual case (Fig. 3).

2) Long distance water crossing. In a
long AC cable transmission, the reactive
power flow due to the large cable capac-
itance will limit the maximum transmis-
sion distance. With HVDC there is no
such limitation, so, for long cable links,
HVDC is the only viable technical alter-
native.

3) Lower losses. An optimized

HVDC transmission line has lower loss-
es than AC lines for the same power
capacity. The losses in the converter sta-
tions have, of course, to be added, but
since they are only about 0.6% of the
transmitted power in each station, the
total HVDC transmission losses come
out lower than the AC losses in practical-
ly all cases. HVDC cables also have
lower losses than AC cables.

4) Asynchronous connection. It is
sometimes difficult or impossible to con-
nect two AC networks for stability rea-
sons. In such cases, HVDC is the only
way to make an exchange of power
between the two networks possible.
There are also HVDC links between net-
works with different nominal frequencies
(50 and 60 Hz) in Japan and South
America.

5) Controllability. One of the funda-
mental advantages with HVDC is that it
is very easy to control the active power in
the link.

6) Limit short circuit currents. A
HVDC transmission does not contribute
to the short circuit current of the inter-
connected AC system.

7) Environment. Improved energy
transmission possibilities contribute to a
more efficient utilization of existing
power plants. The land coverage and the
associated right-of-way cost for a HVDC
overhead transmission line is not as high
as for an AC line. This reduces the visual
impact. 

It is also possible to increase the
power transmission capacity for existing
rights of way. There are, however, some
environmental issues that must be con-
sidered for converter stations, such as:
audible noise, visual impact, electromag-
netic compatibility and use of ground or
sea return path in monopolar operation.

In general, it can be said that a
HVDC system is highly compatible with
any environment and can be integrated
into it without the need to compromise
on any environmentally important issues
of today.

POWER CARRYING CAPABILITY OF
AC AND DC LINES

It is difficult to compare transmis-
sion capacity of AC lines and DC lines.
For AC the actual transmission capacity
is a function of reactive power require-
ments and security of operation (stabili-
ty). For DC, it depends mainly on the
thermal constraints of the line.

If, for a given insulation length, the
ratio of continuous-working withstand
voltage is as indicated in equation (1).

Various experiments on outdoor DC
overhead-line insulators have demon-
strated that due to unfavourable effects,
there is some precipitation of pollution
on one end of the insulators and a safe
factor under such conditions is k=1.
However if an overhead line is passing
through a reasonably clean area, k may
be as high as √2, corresponding to the
peak value of rms alternating voltage.
For cables, however, k equals at last 2.

A line has to be insulated for over-
voltages expected during faults, switch-
ing operations, etc. AC transmission lines
are normally insulated against overvolt-
ages of more than 4 times the normal rms
voltage; this insulation requirement can
be met by insulation corresponding to an
AC voltage of 2.5 to 3 times the normal
rated voltage.

On the other hand, with suitable con-
versor control, the corresponding HVDC
transmission ratio is shown in equation
(3).

Thus, for a DC pole-to-earth voltage

OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION

POWER TRANSMISSION CAPACITY UPGRADE
OF OVERHEAD LINES - PART II

By D.M. Larruskain, I. Zamora, O. Abarrategui, A. Iraolagoitia, M. D. Gutiérrez, E. Loroño and F. de
la Bodega, Department of Electrical Engineering, E.U.I.T.I., University of the Basque Country
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Vd and AC phase-to-earth voltage Ep the relations (4) exist.

and substituting (1), (2) and (3) equations, we obtain equa-
tion (5) for the insulation ratio.

DC transmission capacity of an existing three-phase dou-
ble circuit AC line: the AC line can be converted to three DC
circuits, each having two conductors at ± Vd to earth respec-
tively.

Power transmitted by AC:

Power transmitted by DC:

On the basis of equal current and insulation

The following relation shows the power ratio.

For the same values of k, k1 and k2 as above, the power
transmitted by overhead lines can be increased to 147%, with
the percentage line losses reduced to 68% and corresponding
figures for cables are 294% and 34% respectively.

Besides, if the AC line is converted, a more substantial
power upgrading is possible. There are several conversions of
AC lines to DC lines proposals, these conversions are carried
out as a simple reconstruction. The most feasible of them is
Double Circuit AC Conversion to Bipolar DC. It implies tower
modifications that maintain all the conductors at a height above
ground of 1 to 2 meters below the original position of the low-
est conductor during the whole construction phase. Two new
crossarms are inserted at the level of the old intermediate
crossarm.

No change is made to the conductors, the total rated cur-
rent remains the same, which means that the transmitted power
increases proportionally to the adopted new DC line-to-ground
voltage. The conversion of lines where an increase of phase-to-
ground voltage can be higher than 3 is possible when all the
conductors of one AC circuit are concentrated in one DC pole.

The line-to-line (LL) AC voltage is doubled for use with
DC, thus the transmitted power will increase by 3.5 times.

CONCLUSIONS
Given the many changes in the way the power transmission

system is being planned and operated, there is a need to reach
higher current densities in existing transmission lines.

The different types of constraints that limit power transfer
capability of the transmission system are discussed for analyz-
ing the upgrade possibilities to increase the transmission capac-
ity.
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For decades, utilities have used polyeth-
ylene-insulated cables for construction of
underground electrical distribution and trans-
mission lines. The high proliferation of these
types of cables is justified by their low cost,
high availability and ease of installation.
Improvements to the quality of the raw mate-
rials as well as better manufacturing tech-
niques have increased the life expectancy of
these insulated conductors. 

Earlier vintages (pre-1980) have experienced a higher than
expected failure rate. Some of these failures are the conse-
quence of inappropriate installation, dig-ins, power surges or
other operating related incidents, but the degradation of the
polyethylene insulation used in most of these cables is by far,
the single most important source of cable faults. This premature

aging process is caused by water treeing. 
Water trees start with imperfections (surface irregularities,

voids, contaminants, etc.) in the cable insulation. They grow in
all solid dielectric materials in the presence of high AC stress
(caused by imperfections) and water.  These tree shaped struc-
tures are diffuse clouds of microscopic unconnected micro-
voids. They are conductive in presence of water (water that can
contain conductive particles or ions) and can be dielectric when
dry. The presence of water in water trees can facilitate the initi-
ation of electric trees. Water trees reduce the AC break down
(ACBD) strength of polyethylene-insulated cables. In time the
electrical stress exceeds the ACBD and water trees evolve into
electric trees. 

This final state of degradation is irreversible and cable fail-
ure is imminent. A fault will occur in a short period of time: the
electric trees are micro voids that are the final stage of water
trees. They are the consequence of surges, electrical impulses
or partial discharge that increase pressure on permeated water
trees and alter permanently the insulation. Routine procedures
(such as snapping a capacitive charge, bad switching proce-
dures or inappropriate cable testing) if not performed properly
may also produce electric trees. These micro-faults cannot be
rejuvenated.  

Pre-1980 vintage cables suffer a rapid degradation in AC
breakdown performance during the first decade after the cable
is installed. The cable then continues to degrade in perfor-
mance, but at a much slower rate. 

This data would indicate that today’s power system relia-
bility is of great concern to all electrical utility managers with
old underground power cables. The “Post-treat” line in Figure
1 demonstrates how reliability can be rapidly increased using
the silicone treatment technology. ACBD performance is
improved by .5 % per day reaching an increase of 350% over a
two-year period. Over the next 20 or 30 years the treated cable’s
ACBD maintains high levels that out-perform untreated cable.

Canadian Cable Injection Services (CCIS) is the Canadian
leader in applying life-extension technologies to water-dam-
aged power cables, using the patented CableCURE silicone-
based injection fluids. CableCURE has restored over 70 million
feet of cable world wide.  

CABLES

GIVING NEW
LIFE TO CABLE

UNDERGROUND

Figure 1. Typical performance of pre-1980 vintage PE cables and typical post injec-
tion performance.
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NEW DEMANDS ON THE TRANSMISSION GRID
The core objective underlying electricity industry restruc-

turing is to provide consumers with a richer menu of potential
energy providers while maintaining reliable delivery.
Restructuring envisions the transmission grid as flexible, reli-
able, and open to all exchanges no matter where the suppliers
and consumers of energy are located.

However, neither the existing transmission grid nor its cur-
rent management infrastructure can fully support such diverse
and open exchange. Transactions that are highly desirable from
a market standpoint may be quite different from the transac-
tions for which the transmission grid was designed and may
stress the limits of safe operation. The risks they pose may not
be recognized in time to avert major system emergencies, and,
when emergencies occur, they may be of unexpected types that
are difficult to manage without loss of customer load.

The transmission system was originally constructed to

meet the needs of vertically integrated utilities, moving power
from a local utility’s generation to its customers.
Interconnections between utilities were primarily to reduce
operating costs and enhance reliability. That is, if a utility unex-
pectedly lost a generator, it could temporarily rely on its neigh-
boring utilities, reducing the costs associated with having suffi-
cient reserve generation readily available. The grid was not
designed to accommodate large, long-distance transfers of elec-
tric power.

One of the key problems in managing long-distance power
transfers is an effect known as “loop flow”. Loop flow arises
because of the transmission system’s uncontrollable nature. As
power moves from seller to buyer, it does not follow any pre-
arranged “contract path”. Rather, power spreads (or loops)
throughout the network.

As an example, Figure 3 shows how a transmission of
power from a utility in Wisconsin to the Tennessee Valley

TRANSMISSION

EXAMINING ADVANCED TRANSMISSION
TECHNOLOGIES - PART II

By Jeff Dagle, Steve Widergren, John Hauer, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Tom Overbye, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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remains becomes increasingly important. Both limits and mar-
gins must be estimated through computer modeling and com-
bined with operating experience that the models might not and
often cannot reflect.

The “edge” of safe operation is defined by numerous
aspects of system behavior and is strongly dependent on sys-
tem operating conditions. Some of these conditions are not

Authority (TVA) would affect lines through a
large portion of the Eastern Interconnection.

A color contour shows the percentage of
the transfer that would flow on each line; lines
carrying at least two percent of the transfer are
contoured. As this figure makes clear, a single
transaction can significantly impact the flows
on hundreds of different lines.

The problem with loop flow is that, as
hundreds or thousands of simultaneous trans-
actions are imposed upon the transmission sys-
tem, mutual interference develops, producing
congestion. Mitigating congestion is technical-
ly difficult, and very complex problems
emerge when paths are long enough to span
several regions that have not had to coordinate
such operations in the past. These problems
include (but are not limited to) the lack of:
effective procedures, operating experience,
computer models, and integrated data
resources. The sheer volume of data and infor-
mation concerning system conditions, transac-
tions, and events is overwhelming the existing grid manage-
ment’s technology infrastructure.

Increasing the transfer capacity of the NTG will require
combined application of hardware and information technolo-
gies. On the hardware side, many technologies can be devel-
oped, refined, or simply installed to directly reinforce current
transmission capabilities. These technologies range from pas-
sive reinforcements (such as new AC lines built on new rights
of way or better use of existing AC rights of way by means of
innovative device configurations and materials) to super-con-
ducting equipment to large-scale devices for routing grid
power flow. High-voltage direct current (HVDC) and FACTS
technologies appear especially attractive for flow control.
Effectively deployed and operated, such technologies can be of
great value in extending grid capabilities and minimizing the
need for construction of new transmission.

The strategic imperative, however, is to develop better
information resources for all aspects of grid management —
planning, development, and operation. Technologies such as
large-scale FACTS generally require the support of a wide-area
measurement system (WAMS), which currently exists only as
a prototype. Without a WAMS, a FACTS or any major control
system technology cannot be adjusted to deliver its full value
and, in extreme cases, may interact adversely with other equip-
ment. FACTS technology can provide transmission “muscle”
but not necessarily the “intelligence” for applying it.

An example of the information that a WAMS can provide
is shown in Figure 4. Review of data collected on the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) WAMS system fol-
lowing a grid disturbance in 1996, suggests that the informa-
tion that system behavior was abnormal and that the power
system was unusually vulnerable was buried within the mea-
surements streaming into and stored at the control center.

Had better tools been available at the time, this informa-
tion might have given system operators approximately six min-
utes’ warning of the event that triggered the system breakup.

Better information is key to better grid management deci-
sions.

INFORMATION GAPS IN GRID MANAGEMENT
As the grid is operated closer to safe limits, knowing

exactly where those limits are and how much operating margin

19September 2007 

Figure 3: Loop Flow of Power Transfer from Wisconsin to TVA
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well known to system operators,
and even those that are known
may change abruptly. Important
conditions include network
loading, operating status and
behavior of critical transmission
elements, behavior of electrical
loads, operating status and
behavior of major control sys-
tems, and interactions between
the grid and the generators con-
nected to it. Full performance of
the transmission grid requires
that generators provide adequate
voltage support plus a variety of
dynamic support functions that
maintain power quality during
normal conditions and assist the
system during disturbances.

All of these conditions have
become more difficult to antici-
pate, model, and measure direct-
ly. Industry restructuring has
exacerbated these difficulties by requir-
ing that transmission facilities be man-
aged with a minimum of information
concerning generation assets. To borrow
a phrase from EPRI, this is one of many
areas where there is a “critical interactive
role” between “technology and policy.”

Many cases in recent years have
revealed that the “edge” of safe grid oper-
ation is much closer than planning mod-
els had suggested. The Western System
breakups of 1996 are especially notable
in this respect (see Figure 5), but there
have been less conspicuous warnings
before and since. Uncertainties regarding
actual system capability is a long-stand-
ing problem, and it has counterparts

throughout the NTG.
Developing and maintaining realistic

models for power system behavior is
technically and institutionally difficult,
and it requires higher-level planning
technology than has previously been
available. An infusion of enhanced plan-
ning technology — plus knowledgeable
staff to mentor its development and use
— is necessary to support timely, appro-
priate, and cost effective responses to
system needs. Better planning resources
are the key to better operation of existing
facilities, to timely anticipation of system
problems, and to full realization of the
value offered by technology enhance-
ments at all levels of the power system.

CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES IN

NETWORK CONTROL
As noted earlier, the existing
AC transmission system
cannot be directly con-
trolled; electric flow spreads
through the network as dic-
tated by the impedance of
the system components. For
a given set of generator volt-
ages and system loads, the
power-flow pattern in an
electrical network is deter-
mined by network parame-
ters.
Control of network parame-
ters in an AC system is usu-
ally quite limited, so sched-
uling of generators is the
primary means for adjusting
power flow for best use of

network capacity. When generator sched-
uling fails, the only alternative is load
control, either through voltage reductions
or suspension of service. Load control
can be necessary even when some lines
are not loaded to full capacity.

A preferred solution would be a
higher degree of control over power flow
than is currently possible, which would
permit more effective use of transmission
resources. Conventional devices for
power-flow control include series capaci-
tors to reduce line impedance, phase
shifters, and fixed shunt devices that are
attached to the ends of a line to adjust
voltages. 

All of these devices employ mechan-
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Figure 4. Possible warning signs of the Western Systems breakup
of August 10, 1996 – an example of information available from
WAMS
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ical switches which are rela-
tively inexpensive and proven
but also slow to operate and
vulnerable to wear, which
means that it is not desirable to
operate them frequently and/or
use a wide range of settings; in
short, mechanically switched
devices are not very flexible
controllers. Nonetheless, they
are still the primary means
used for stepped control of
high power flows.

HVDC transmission
equipment offers a much
greater degree of control. If the
support of the surrounding AC
system is sufficient, the power
flowing on an HVDC line can
be controlled accurately and
rapidly by means of signals
applied to the converter equip-
ment that changes AC power to DC and
then back to AC. In special conditions,
HVDC control may also be used to mod-
ify AC voltages at one or more convert-
ers. This flexibility derives from the use
of solid-state electronic switches, which

are usually thyristors or gate turn-off
(GTO) devices.

Although HVDC control can influ-
ence overall power flow, it can rarely pro-
vide full control of the power flowing on
particular AC transmission lines.

However, conventional
power-flow controllers that
are upgraded to use elec-
tronic rather than mechani-
cal switches can achieve
this control. This upgrade
opens the way to a broad
and growing class of new
controller technology
known as FACTS. Very
few utilities are in a posi-
tion to break this impasse
as the management func-
tions for which high-level
technologies like FACTS
are of primary relevance
are passing from the utili-
ties to a newly evolving
infrastructure based upon
Regional Transmission
Organizations (RTOs),
Independent System

Operators (ISOs), and other entities. 
This transition is far from complete

in most areas of the U.S., and as yet there
is no “design template” for the nature and
the technology needs of this new infra-
structure.
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Figure 5. Modeling failure for Western System breakup of August
10, 1996. (MW on California-Oregon Interconnection)
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In less than two
years since the Ontario
government announced
an ambitious plan to
install smart electricity
meters in all homes and
small businesses by the
end of 2010, the
province has come a
long way.  

In this short time,
the project to build the
backbone of the provin-
cial smart metering sys-
tem is well advanced,
over 680,000 smart
meters have been installed and several leading local distribution
companies (LDC) are gearing up for the changes that smart
meters will bring to their businesses.

ONTARIO’S SMART METERING SYSTEM 
Ontario’s smart metering system has two key components

– the smart meters themselves, with their local supporting infra-
structure, and the central infrastructure that will house
province-wide data.  While LDCs have been purchasing and
installing customers’ smart meters, the Independent Electricity
System Operator (IESO) has been developing the Meter Data
Management Repository (MDM/R), the data infrastructure that
will be at the core of the system.  The MDM/R is essentially a
large database that will receive, verify, store and manage elec-
tricity consumption data from customers’ smart meters, and
provide that data to LDCs, appropriately processed, for cus-
tomer billing.  

Installing a centralized system like the MDM/R helps to
create a number of efficiencies.  First, it eliminates the burden
on each of the province’s 90 plus LDCs to build and manage
their own data storage and management systems.  A common
system also ensures that uniform data collection and delivery
processes and standards are in place across the province – for
the first time will provide easily accessible, consistent
province-wide information on electricity consumption.

The project has come a long way since the MDM/R speci-
fications were developed last year.  With the support of LDCs
and IBM, the IESO’s contracted supplier, the MDM/R has been
designed and developed and this Fall the first group of LDCs
will be integrating their own smart meter systems into the
provincial MDM/R.

THE BENEFITS OF SMART METERS ARE FAR REACHING
As Ontario moves toward a “conservation culture”, smart

meters will be key to informing and empowering consumers. In
Ontario today, four and a half million electricity consumers pay

a fixed price for electricity, regardless of their
time of use. These consumers have little
incentive to shift their usage away from peri-
ods when demand for electricity is high and
the system is strained.  Smart meters have the
potential to change this.  

Measuring electricity use on an
hourly basis, smart meters provide consumers
with the knowledge they need to manage their
personal electricity use.  This knowledge,
coupled with time-of-use (TOU) electricity
rates, provides consumers with the financial
incentive to shift or reduce their consumption.
Consumers who modify their electricity
usage patterns will save money, contribute to
maintaining the reliability of the electricity

system and help lessen the impact on the environment.
As the system operator, the IESO is also anticipating the

system reliability benefits smart meters can offer.  The TOU
rates established by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) have been
set to reflect the cost to supply electricity at different times dur-
ing the day, and accordingly are significantly higher when
demand for electricity is usually at its highest.  If consumers
respond by shifting their electricity use away from the higher
priced periods, they will help reduce the strain on the electrici-
ty grid during those peak times.

And with enough additional consumer demand response
through smart meters, there could be significant cost savings
across the system.  For instance, if Ontario consumers can help
to reduce or eliminate the peak demands that occur in so few
hours, the need to build expensive peaking generators could be
deferred.  For instance, despite the fact that peak demand
reached 27,005 megawatts (MW) last summer, it exceeded
25,000 MW in only 32 hours for the entire year.  Reducing
demand in these hours could lead to millions of dollars in sav-
ings for Ontario consumers.  

CONSUMER INFORMATION WILL BE CRITICAL
The roll-out of smart meters across the province will

change the way consumers view electricity use and cost, but
these changes do not come without some challenges.

One of these is to ensure that electricity consumers are ade-
quately informed about smart meters and how best to take
advantage of the opportunities they offer.  Unlike the May 1
opening of Ontario’s electricity market in 2002, the switch to
smart meters will roll out over several years. This should facil-
itate ongoing consumer education and feedback on how best to
enhance the value provided by smart meters.  And the various
pilots being conducted with LDCs provide a good opportunity
for LDCs to become familiar with new technology and con-
sumers familiar with TOU rates.  As always, delivering benefits
for customers will be the true measure of success. 

METERING

THE STATE OF ONTARIO’S SMART METERING
INITIATIVEBy Bruce B. Campbell, Vice President, Corporate Relations & Market

Development, Independent Electricity System Operator
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The first significant injection of
technology to the AMR industry was a
drive-by system. Transmitters, mounted
onto the meters themselves, send a signal
to a meter-reading device located in the
back of a utility van. As the van drives
through a neighborhood, the meter reads
would be downloaded. This technology
requires the orchestration of RF signal
processors to transmit the data, database
software to collect the meter reads, and
interface software to validate data and
hold it for billing purposes. Itron has
become the clear champion for this tech-
nology pathway.

The state-of-the-art rarely stands
still and AMR technology is no different.
CellNet, now a division of Schlumberger,
replaced the need for drivers to collect
meter reads with wireless networks that
span entire utility service areas. Through
the CellNet system, meter reads are
transmitted over a cellular network, vali-
dated by CellNet software, and made
available to utility offices over a secure
internet connection. This type of system
provides further cost savings but requires
a larger up-front investment and commit-
ment.

Since then, two other technologies
have demonstrated significant value.
First, powerline technologies champi-
oned by Hunt and TWACS enable elec-
tricity utilities to collect meter reads over
their existing powerline transmission net-
works. These systems transmit data sig-
nals through electrical powerlines them-
selves and have the advantage of being
deployable to every location that an elec-
tric utility serves. One cannot assume the
same reach of powerline technology for
gas and water utilities. Second, advances
in two-way telemetry over public or pri-
vate networks by firms such as
SmartSynch and Tantalus have enabled
utilities to deploy a meter reading system
that gathers meter data in real time.

Given the variety of the technolo-
gies, each with its own cost structure and
value points, how should a utility select a
standard to deploy throughout their ser-

vice area? An installation cost to perfor-
mance roadmap for AMR is provided
here (above).

However, conversations with others
quickly highlighted the shifts within this
paradigm. For instance, the Tantalus
wireless system, which uses public spec-
trum over a private network for transmis-
sion of meter data, provides the perfor-
mance of two-way telemetry but with a
significantly lower cost structure.
Elsewhere, MeterSmart has developed a
means to provide some of the functional-
ity of two-way telemetry while using the
powerline communication system for
transporting signals. To further compli-
cate the temporary clarity, the company
should expect further industry evolution.
With 86% of the market up for grabs,
each technology provider has significant
incentive to innovate and capture the
future market.

TOUCH TECHNOLOGY AMR
With touch-based AMR, a meter

reader carries a handheld computer or
data collection device with a wand or
probe. The device automatically collects
the readings from a meter by touching or
placing the read probe in close proximity
to a reading coil enclosed in the touch-
pad. When a button is pressed, the probe
sends an interrogate signal to the touch

module to collect the meter reading. The
software in the device matches the serial
number to one in the route database, and
saves the meter reading for later down-
load to a billing or data collection com-
puter. Since the meter reader still has to
go to the site of the meter, this is some-
times referred to as “on-site” AMR.

RADIO FREQUENCY AMR
Radio frequency-based AMR can

take many forms. The more common
ones are Handheld, Mobile, and Fixed
network. There are both two-way RF sys-
tems and one-way RF systems in use that
use both licensed and unlicensed RF
bands.

In a two-way system, a radio trans-
ceiver normally sends a signal to a par-
ticular transmitter serial number, telling
it to wake up from a resting state and
transmit its data. The Meter attached
transceiver and the reading transceiver
both send and receive radio signals and
data. In a one-way “bubble-up” type sys-
tem, the transmitter broadcasts readings
continuously every few seconds. This
means the reading device can be a receiv-
er only, and the meter AMR device a
transmitter only. Data goes one way,
from the meter AMR transmitter to the

METERING

EVOLVING TECHNOLOGIES IN AMR

Continued on Page 26
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meter-reading receiver. There are also hybrid systems that com-
bine one-way and two-way technologies, using one-way com-
munication for reading and two-way communication for pro-
gramming functions.

RF-based meter reading usually eliminates the need for the
meter reader to enter the property or home, or to locate and
open an underground meter pit. The utility saves money by
increased speed of reading, has lower liability from entering
private property, and has less chance of missing reads because
of being locked out from meter access.

HANDHELD AMR
Handheld AMR is where a meter reader carries a handheld

computer with a built-in or attached receiver/transceiver (radio
frequency or touch) to collect meter readings from an AMR
capable meter. This is sometimes referred to as “walk-by”
meter reading since the meter reader walks by the locations
where meters are installed as they go through their meter-read-
ing route. Handheld computers may also be used to manually
enter readings without the use of AMR technology.

Handheld AMR systems can be touch based. In this sys-
tem, a meter reader physically touches the MIU with a probe
making contact with the device and automatically collecting its
data. The probe sends out an interrogator signal and in return
receives an answer from the MIU, matching the data to a pre-
recorded serial number for the meter being read. This system
has aspects of both old and new, with automatic readings but
still dependent on human meter readers.

MOBILE AMR
Mobile or “Drive-by” meter reading is where a reading

device is installed in a vehicle. The meter reader drives the
vehicle while the reading device automatically collects the
meter readings. Often for mobile meter reading, the reading
equipment includes navigational and mapping features provid-
ed by GPS and mapping software. With mobile meter reading,
the reader does not normally have to read the meters in any par-
ticular route order, but just drives the service area until all
meters are read. Components often consist of a laptop or pro-
prietary computer, software, RF receiver/transceiver, and exter-
nal vehicle antennas. Mobile units are mounted on vehicles or
backpacks and rely entirely on wireless radio frequency com-
munication. These drive-by readings are conducted on a
monthly basis with both the mobile units and the MIUs send-
ing and receiving information.

FIXED NETWORK AMR
Fixed Network AMR is a method where a network is per-

manently installed to capture meter readings. This method can
consist of a series of antennas, towers, collectors, repeaters, or
other permanently installed infrastructure to collect transmis-
sions of meter readings from AMR capable meters and get the
data to a central computer without a person in the field to col-
lect it. There are several types of network topologies in use to
get the meter data back to a central computer.

Fixed relay systems can be either wireless or via cable,
with the signal sometimes sent along the power lines them-
selves. These can be interrogative, or “bubble up”, systems,
where unprompted MIUs transmit continuous readings every

few minutes. In mobile systems, the human operator is nearly
eliminated, except for the driver of the vehicle whose inter-
rogator unit is accessing multiple MIUs simultaneously. In
fixed relay systems, the human operator is completely replaced.

RF technologies commonly used for AMR include:
· Narrow Band (single fixed radio frequency);
· Spread Spectrum;
· Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS);
· Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS).

POWER LINE CARRIER AMR
Power Line Carrier (PLC) AMR is a method where elec-

tronic data is transmitted over power lines back to the central
computer. This would be considered a fixed network type sys-
tem, and is primarily used for electric meter reading. Some
providers have interfaced gas and water meters to feed into a
PLC type system.

ADVANCED AMR
Originally AMR devices just collected meter readings

electronically and matched them with accounts. As technology
has advanced, additional data can now be captured, stored, and
transmitted to the main computer. This can include events
alarms such as tamper, leak detection, low battery, or reverse
flow. Many AMR devices can also do data logging. The logged
data can be used to collect time of use data that can be used for
water or energy use profiling, time of use billing, demand fore-
casting, rate of flow recording, leak detection, flow monitoring,
etc.

COLORADO SPRINGS UTILITIES CASE STUDY
Colorado Springs Utilities is deploying an automated

meter reading (AMR) program, with full deployment taking
place from late 2006 through 2010.

Using wireless radio transmitters, AMR remotely reads
customer meters and then transfers the data into the billing sys-
tem. AMR will reduce the need for meter readers to manually
gather utility meter readings each month. Many utilities are
using AMR as a way to improve customer service and control
their meter reading costs, especially in areas with fenced yards,
dogs, landscaping and other issues that make accessing meters
difficult or unsafe. Benefits include improved customer service,
which includes:

· Minimizing the need to access customer property to
read meters;

· Reducing customer complaints and damage claims
resulting from monthly visits to customer site;

· Call resolution improvement – billing complaint calls
will be handled more quickly due to availability of more fre-
quent meter readings;

· No need for customer to read their own meters due to
meter access issues;

· Controlled meter reading costs;
· Enhanced customer convenience;
· Fewer employee injuries, especially in areas with

fenced yards, dogs and landscaping;
· Improved billing accuracy;
· A reduction in operational costs.

The AMR Technologies Report can be found at
EnergyBusinessReports.com, an industry think tank and
research report publisher. 
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Raccoons, squirrels and the like
may be seen as cute by some, but
quickly become less lovable when
they get into power stations, interfere
with equipment and cause disruptive,
sometimes costly outages, not to men-
tion their own unpleasant demise.

One back-to-basics solution to
the serious problem of animal intru-
sion currently making a name on the
market is Kinectrics’ PowerKage non-
electric fence, a passive defense sys-
tem for transformers and other electri-
cal systems that works 24/7 to protect
clients’ equipment. The PowerKage
non-electric fence has quickly
become established among animal barrier products available to
the industry, following the system’s successful installation at a

number of North American transmission stations. Kinectrics
has just recently been awarded another contract to install the
PowerKage at 3 large utility substations in Southern Ontario. 

NON-ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
A key feature of PowerKage is its simplified design, which

does not rely on electric power to operate. This offers numerous
safety benefits for station personnel, the public, and even any
potential 4-footed intruders that are effectively prevented from
connecting with power equipment.   

“Kinectrics developed PowerKage as a non-electric tech-
nology because, during an experimental program to test barri-
ers conducted over several years, it proved to be the most effec-
tive option in preventing the ground passage of small animals
— even when tested under worst case conditions,” says Paul
Patrick, Ph. D., of the PowerKage system design team. 

DESIGN SIMPLICITY 
Kinectrics’ PowerKage non-electric fence is modular in

design and easy to install, disassemble or reconfigure. The
modular design of the fence system allows authorized person-
nel to easily remove or take down sections where required to
allow access to work locations if needed. The basic fence com-
ponents consist of 6-foot units, 26” units, inside corner units
and outside corner units. Gates, for both vehicle and personnel
access, are easily accessed by one person in less than a minute,
and are identified by signage to distinguish their location on the
fence line.  

Personnel gates are constructed in six-foot panel sections
mounted with robust heavy-duty double hinges that provide a
four-foot opening (180-degree swing) for entry with both left
and right hinge options. Personnel gates are also supplied with
a hinged, fold-down panel at the bottom of the gate to allow the
upper gate portion to swing freely above accumulated snow

SECURITY

A SIMPLE ANSWER TO ANIMAL INTRUSION
ON POWER SITES

By Margaret Bennett, Kinectrics Inc.
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drifts. 
The vehicle gate is designed to provide an access opening

of 12 feet within an 18-foot unit. Vehicle gates are built with
robust heavy duty double hinges that allow operators to fold
both gates up to180 degrees. Gates come with bolt-action locks
that can be padlocked if necessary.

The PowerKage non-electric fence (and associated
deterrent technologies) does not require special technical work
instructions, work protection practices, monitoring, or indica-
tors for maintenance and general operation. The PowerKage
non-electric fence is grounded to the transformer station
grounding grid to provide continuous ground fault protection
when gates are opened, or when panels and sections of the
fence have been removed. PowerKage poses no hazard to
grounds maintenance crews or inadvertent intruders.
Components are engineered for durability and minimal mainte-
nance.

The PowerKage system offers unique flexibility — fence
layouts can be focused to contain specific problem areas (i.e.
using one or more, smaller fence enclosures within a utility’s
premises). If required, PowerKage can also be combined with
security fencing, an option not typically available with electric
fencing.  

Specific PowerKage system details are designed to meet to
the requirements of individual station sites. For example, the
PowerKage system has additional features that are designed to

prevent animals from gaining access by digging, or using
branches, lines and other objects to gain entry to power sites. 

OPERABILITY 
The PowerKage system layout is designed to minimize

interference with the operation of substation equipment. The
fence is either kept very close to fuses and switches that need
to be operated such that they can be accessed from outside the
fence, or far enough away that they will not interfere with oper-
ator’s switch pole. One person can remove the necessary bolts
or pins to remove any fence panel as necessary. Any grounding
wires installed are connected to the structure’s feet and not the
panels. 

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE 
Kinectrics PowerKage non-electric animal control fence is

designed to be maintenance free. Barring exceptional circum-
stances, no spare parts should be required for the system’s 25-
year life cycle. There are no controllers to be damaged by light-
ning or weather. The only tools required for a PowerKage
installation are a level, rake, shovel, and wrench set.

Preventing animal intrusion is important for utilities. As
Christine McLeod, an Edison regional manager in the U.S. has
observed, “Outages caused by animals may not always be
major, but when they happen at regular intervals they drive peo-
ple crazy.”
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American Electric Power, working
at the request of, and in partnership with,
the American Wind Energy Association
(AWEA), presents a high-level, concep-
tual interstate transmission plan that
could provide a basis for discussion to
expand industry infrastructure needs in
the future. AEP believes that expansion
of Extra High Voltage (EHV) interstate
transmission systems provides increased
reliability, market efficiency, environ-
mental optimization
and national security
for the benefit of
electric customers
across the United
States.

AEP currently
owns two wind farms
in Texas with a total
capacity of 310 MW
and has long-term
agreements to pur-
chase 467 MW of
output from wind
farms in Oklahoma
and Texas. We sup-
port federal and state
policies that reduce
electricity production
costs by facilitating deployment of these
technologies, such as production tax
credits and assurances from state regula-
tors for recovery of investments.
However, AEP does not support a nation-
al mandate that stipulates a Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS) in the overall
electric generation resource mix.

The nation’s transmission system is
at a critical crossroads. The United States
continues to experience transmission bot-
tlenecks that compel the excessive use of
older, less efficient power plants.
Transmission grid capacity constraints
must be eliminated to ensure a fair,
vibrant and open market that gives us the
flexibility to deliver economic and envi-
ronmentally friendly energy to con-
sumers.

AEP believes the nation’s transmis-
sion system must be developed as a

robust interstate system, much like the
nation’s highways, to connect regions,
states and communities. Our highly effi-
cient and reliable 765 kilovolt (kV) net-
work provides a strong foundation for
this system because it is the most effi-
cient, proven transmission technology
available in United States.

The hope is that this article will pro-
mote discussion and set the stage for
action.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Some experts believe the U.S. offers

quantities of wind energy resources well
in excess of future projected electricity
needs. One of the biggest long-term bar-
riers in the adoption of wind energy to
meet this growing demand is the physical
limitations on the nation’s current elec-
tric transmission system. The nation’s
bulk transmission system is currently
inadequate to deliver energy from remote
wind resource areas to electrical load
centers; located mainly on the East and
West coasts. AEP believes that this barri-
er can be overcome by building transmis-
sion infrastructure that will enable wind
power to become a larger part of the
nation’s power generation resource mix.
This transmission system expansion will
bring many additional societal benefits,
including increased reliability and

greater access to lower cost and environ-
mentally friendly resources.

This conceptual transmission plan is
illustrative and should be treated as such.
AEP and other power industry leaders
believe 765 kV in particular has many
benefits over other options. There are,
however, many possible configurations
that could be leveraged to integrate wind
and other resources. The goal is merely
to present this proposal as one possible

scenario to illustrate
the potential that
exists. Additionally,
the intent of this
visionary plan is to
provide an example
that encourages the
type of thinking and,
most importantly, con-
sensus and action nec-
essary to bring trans-
mission and wind gen-
eration together on a
national scale.

The result of
this effort, shown in
Exhibit 1, is a theoret-
ical interstate 765 kV
electricity transporta-

tion system that encompasses major por-
tions of the United States connecting
areas of high wind resource potential
with major load centers. It is projected
that an interstate EHV transmission sys-
tem could enable significantly greater
wind energy penetration levels by pro-
viding an additional 200-400 GW of bulk
transmission capacity. The total capital
investment is estimated at approximately
$60 billion (2007 dollars). While it is by
no means the total solution, this initiative
illustrates the opportunities that exist,
and what might be possible with ade-
quate cooperation, collaboration, and
coordination – “3Cs”.

This article describes the data and
methodology used in developing this
plan, costs, benefits and wind deploy-

TRANSMISSION

INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION VISION FOR WIND
INTEGRATION

Continued on Page 32

Some experts believe the U.S. offers
quantities of wind energy resources well
in excess of future projected electricity
needs. One of the biggest long-term bar-
riers in the adoption of wind energy to
meet this growing demand is the physical
limitations on the nation’s current electric
transmission system.
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ment potential from the plan, and the efforts that will need to
be undertaken to make the visionary concept a reality.

BACKGROUND
This endeavor is a derivative effort associated with a joint

study involving AWEA, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
and National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). This
study is committed to developing an implementation plan that
would enable AWEA’s proposal to provide up to 20% (approx-
imately 350 GW) of the nation’s electricity from wind energy.

AEP, along with members of several other wind, electric
utility, RTO, and governmental organizations, was invited as a
consultant to provide guidance and insight in regard to trans-
mission. Though AEP does not support RPS mandates or
penalties for not achieving mandates, AEP does support
enabling renewable generation through transmission develop-
ment and goals toward that end. Transmission infrastructure is
a critical component in the development of wind generation, in

particular on a national scale with such aggressive goals. It is
this relationship that compelled these organizations to collec-
tively develop an illustrative vision for the bulk transmission
system to satisfy this target.

EXPANDING 765 KV TECHNOLOGY
The power grid in much of the U.S. today is characterized

by mature, heavily-loaded transmission systems. Both thermal
and voltage-related constraints affecting regional power deliv-
eries have been well documented on systems operating at volt-
ages up to, and including, 500 kV. While various mitigating
measures are being proposed and/or implemented, they are
largely incremental in scope and aimed at addressing specific,
localized network constraints. Incremental measures are a
deliberate means of shoring up an existing system in the near-
term, but certainly do not facilitate the incorporation of renew-
able energy and other generation resources on the scale
required to meet the proposed goal. In the longer term, a mature
system facing growing demands is most effectively strength-
ened by introducing a new, higher voltage class that can pro-
vide the transmission capacity and operating flexibility neces-
sary to achieve the goal of a competitive electricity marketplace
with wind power as a major contributor. In addition, a new
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Exhibit 1: Conceptual 765 kV backbone system for wind resource integration (edited by AEP).

Interstate Transmission
Continued from page 30
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high-voltage infrastructure would facilitate the use of the latest
transmission technologies - maximizing the performance, relia-
bility, and efficiency of the system.

The existing AEP 765 kV system provides an excellent
platform for a national robust transmission infrastructure. The
use of 765 kV AC technology would enable an expansion into a
new high-capacity bulk transmission grid overlaying the exist-
ing lower voltage system, with both systems easily integrated
where so required. By contrast, traditional DC technology is
generally limited in its application to point-to-point transmis-
sion. Wind generation resources often cover a wide geographic
area, and the cost to create multiple connections to a DC line
could be substantially higher. A 765 kV AC network would
allow for less complicated future connections of resources and
integration into the underlying system. This type of integrated
AC grid with ample capacity for future growth provides a solid
foundation for reliable service and ease of access to all users.
Furthermore, this network frees up capacity on lower voltage
systems such as 500kV, 345 kV, and 230 kV. This is particular-
ly important as this additional capacity allows operational and
maintenance flexibility, as well as the ability to connect new
generation resources onto the underlying system.

To assess the load carrying ability, or loadability of a high-
voltage transmission line, the concept of Surge Impedance
Loading (SIL) is commonly used. SIL is a convenient yardstick
for measuring relative loadabilities of transmission lines oper-
ating at different voltages, and is that loading level at which the
line attains reactive power self-sufficiency. For example, an

uncompensated 765 kV line has a SIL of approximately 2,400
MW. By contrast, a typical 500 kV line of the same length has
a SIL of approximately 910 MW and a 345 kV line approxi-
mately 390 MW. The relative loadabilities of 765 kV, 500 kV,
and 345 kV considering 150 miles line length (from the St.
Clair Curve), are 3,840 MW, 1,460 MW, and 620 MW, respec-
tively. It is apparent that a 765 kV line, 150 miles in length, can
carry substantially more power than a similarly situated 500 kV
or 345 kV line. Generally, about six single-circuit (or three dou-
ble-circuit) 345 kV lines would be required to achieve the load
carrying ability of a single 765 kV line. Relative loadabilities of
the transmission lines also can be viewed in terms of transmis-
sion distances over which a certain amount of power, say 1,500
MW can be delivered. For a 765 kV line, this loading represents
approximately 0.62 SIL (1,500/2,400 = 0.625) which, accord-
ing to the St. Clair Curve, can be transported reliably over a dis-
tance of up to 550 miles. By contrast, a 345 kV line carrying the
same amount of power can transport reliably only up to 50
miles; this distance would increase to about 110 miles for a
double-circuit 345 kV line.

Additionally, a line’s capability can be increased further
with adequate voltage compensation through the use of devices
such as Static Var Compensators (SVC). High Surge Impedance
Loading (HSIL) technology at 765 kV could also be consid-
ered. While HSIL lines have not been employed in the United
States, studies indicate these lines could provide additional
capacity with a relatively modest increase in cost. Further
research and development into these and other promising tech-
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meant to preclude or replace any pro-
posed projects. Rather, it is meant to sug-
gest one possibility that is believed to
satisfy the goal of connecting areas of
high wind potential with load centers
across the country.

Our analysis relied on input from
the on-going study, wind resource maps
developed by the NREL, and individual
contributions from other participants.

From this information, areas
of high wind potential as
well as cost-effective trans-
mission corridors to major
load centers were identified.

Other existing trans-
mission studies were also
relied upon as pertinent
sources. In many cases,
these existing proposals
include more detailed
analyses and provided

sound technical supporting information.
For example, in the case of Midwest
ISO’s MTEP06 report and the proposal
for the Texas Competitive Renewable
Energy Zone (CREZ) initiative produced
by Electric Transmission Texas (ETT-
AEP joint venture with MidAmerican
Energy Holdings Company), actual

only reduce overall energy consumption
across the system, but also the need for
generating capacity additions, resulting
in a significant reduction in capital
requirements, fuel consumption, and
emissions.

METHODOLOGY
In developing this conceptual 765

kV overlay, it is necessary to make a

number of significant assumptions.
While the routes and connections are
derived based upon engineering judg-
ment, the impact of the proposed overlay
would require significant additional
study by a number of different stake-
holders. In addition, the transmission
corridors shown on this diagram are not

nologies is particularly important in
order to create the most advanced and
reliable future transmission system.

A further benefit of the use of 765
kV lines is the reduced impact on the
environment. As stated above, one 765
kV line can carry a substantially higher
amount of power than transmission lines
operating at lower voltages. For
instance, a single 765 kV line can carry
as much power as three 500
kV lines or six 345 kV
lines. The result is that
fewer lines need to be con-
structed and less right-of-
way clearing necessary
compared to lower voltages
for the same power delivery
capability. Use of higher
voltages also results in a
more efficient system. By
moving power off the lower
voltage systems having higher resistance
and onto the 765 kV, real and reactive
power losses are reduced. It can also be
demonstrated that a 765 kV line incurs
only about one-half of the power losses
of a six-circuit 345 kV alternative, both
carrying the same amount of power. This
reduction in transmission losses will not

By moving power off the lower volt-
age systems having higher resis-
tance and onto the 765 kV, real and
reactive power losses are reduced. 
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study of wind integration using 765 kV
was performed. These reports offered
qualified information to help formulate
the overall plan. Furthermore, a number
of other projects have been proposed in
other areas of the country, including sev-
eral west of the Rocky Mountains. While
these projects do not necessarily consid-
er use of 765 kV, they do identify corri-
dors where additional transmission is
needed.

The vision map was creat-
ed using the following process:

1. Identify and plot the
existing 765 kV system and
other 765 kV proposals to use
as a foundation for expansion.

2. Using other proposals,
determine corridors that have
been identified as lacking
transmission capacity but may
not have been considered for
765 kV.

3. Identify major load centers and
areas of high wind potential. Create links
between areas without proposed trans-
mission development that are determined
to be cost-effective.

4. Connect the proposed 765 kV
segments at strategic locations to form
an integrated 765 kV network overlay
that makes sense from a high level trans-
mission planning and operations per-
spective. These locations would be sub-
stations, existing or new, that best allow
dispersion of power into localized areas.

It is expected that this 765 kV over-
lay could provide enough capacity to

connect up to 400 GW of generation.
This was calculated by dividing the 765
kV network into loops and nodes where
potential wind generation connections
are expected. Each of these connections
would be required to have two or more

outlets on the 765 kV, and therefore
would permit a level of generation equal
to the capability of a single 765 kV line
(allows outage of the other outlet). For
the proposed system as shown in Exhibit
1, there are approximately 55 such
potential connections (of course, in real-
ity there would likely be many more con-
nections in smaller incremental sizes).
Since the length of these lines varies,

assigning a specific SIL value
to the overall system can be
complicated.

However, a typical
765 kV line has physical
equipment limitations
upwards of 4,000 MVA and
conductor limitations upwards
of 10,000 MVA. A loadability
range of 3,600-7,200 MW
(1.5-3 times base SIL) can be
credibly assumed for a given

line. This equates to a total generation
connection potential of approximately
200-400 GW, with even higher levels
achievable by utilizing proper technolo-
gies. This also does not account for dis-
placed generation and additional capaci-

It is expected that this 765 kV
overlay could provide enough
capacity to connect up to 400
GW of generation. 
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ery of the resources to load centers, it is
expected that the 500 kV system in this
area could be enhanced for power deliv-
ery. Although it still may be worthwhile
to extend 765 kV into these areas, it was
decided that the added line mileage and
cost associated with delivering the wind
resources should be the subject of addi-
tional study.

The scenario present-
ed consists of approximately
19,000 miles of new 765 kV
transmission lines. This
mileage includes existing
765 kV project proposals,
such as ETT’s CREZ project
in the ERCOT region and
others in MISO and PJM.
The rough cost of this plan is

estimated to be $60 billion in 2007 dol-
lars. This figure assumes a $2.6 million
per mile 765 kV line cost, as well as an
additional 20% for station integration,
DC connections, and other related costs.
These costs are ballpark estimates creat-
ed without the benefit of detailed engi-
neering and should be considered as
such. Variations in labor, material, and
right-of-way costs can cause these fig-
ures to fluctuate significantly.

There are considerable benefits

From a high level, this visionary
concept would provide maximum access
to wind resources throughout the country
with cost and transmission reliability
given appropriate consideration as well.
Notably, connecting the study’s target
goal of 350 GW could be attainable with
this plan, over time. While this is simply
one of any number of designs that could

be considered, it is believed that a
national 765 kV plan of this approach
would create a robust platform increas-
ing access to renewable energy as well as
facilitating a competitive energy market-
place.

Because the southeastern United
States is deficient in significant, devel-
opable wind resources, no 765 kV lines
have been proposed for that region.
While transmission is needed both for
connection of wind resources and deliv-

ty available on the lower voltage sys-
tems, which may augment this potential.

THE CONCEPTUAL PLAN
The result of this process is a 765

kV backbone system that provides cost-
effective connections from areas of high
wind potential to major load centers.
Furthermore, the overlay would provide
significant reliability benefits to
the overall transmission system
in these areas. Exhibit 1 shows
the theoretical 765 kV backbone
transmission system as devel-
oped in this effort. The base
graphic on the map is the
Composite Wind Resource Map
developed by the NREL. The
color contours on the map show
the wind power density and subsequent
resource potential across the country.
Transmission lines 345 kV and above
are shown with the existing 765 kV sys-
tem highlighted in red. The conceptual
765 kV overlay expansion is shown in
green. DC connections between the
regional interconnections are main-
tained, though optimal integration of
these resources as proposed in this
vision may dictate future synchroniza-
tion of these areas.

The result of this process is a 765 kV
backbone system that provides cost-
effective connections from areas of high
wind potential to major load centers. 
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from a plan of this scale. First, it provides the
most efficient method of interconnecting
remotely located wind generation resources
with a system that is capable of delivering
such resources to the areas that need them.
Today’s aging and heavily loaded transmis-
sion system is inadequate for this purpose,
especially on the scale that is required to
meet new renewable energy goals. An added
benefit is a significantly higher capacity and
dependable transmission grid. Problems
including congestion, aging infrastructure,
and reliability that plague the existing trans-
mission system will be alleviated. A 765 kV
overlay adds considerable stability to the
overall transmission system and reduces the
burden on the lower voltage system. In addi-
tion, operational flexibility is enhanced to a
large extent, especially when outages are
required for maintenance on parallel or
underlying facilities. This may also permit
some obsolete portions of the system to be
retired, upgraded, or replaced. Finally, this
system provides access to a broader range of
generation, facilitating competition that will
ultimately reduce costs to consumers.

FROM VISION TO REALITY
When much of the existing transmission

infrastructure was developed in the mid-20th
century, predictions of today’s electricity
demand were a fraction of what has been
realized. In addition, few at the time would
have foreseen a carbon-constrained future.

There are undoubtedly significant chal-
lenges to overcome before such an aggres-
sive plan could become a reality.
Transmission expansion requires certainty of
cost recovery for investors, which is often
not the case, especially when crossing state,
company, and operational boundaries. As
with most transmission development, the
significant right-of-way requirements of this
vision may certainly delay and obstruct its
formation. It is also difficult to advance from
incremental transmission planning to a larg-
er long-term, multi-purpose strategic plan
that crosses jurisdictional and corporate
boundaries. One of the singular difficulties
with wind generation is the remote location
of the resources. 

Because of this, transmission and gener-
ation planning cannot be divorced from each
other and limited to only few years in to the
future, yet joint coordination of such
requests is difficult and sometimes prohibit-
ed by regulatory edict. Steps in such a direc-
tion have been taken, but there is much more
to be done.

Courtesy of the American Energy Producers
(AEP)
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Monitoring power cables is crucial to maintaining a clean,
stable power supply – and keeping that stream of information
concise and useful can be likened to separating the wheat from
the chaff.

Many hundreds of miles of cable need to be constantly
monitored by the utility every day; but that doesn’t mean bury-
ing the monitoring operator with an avalanche of raw data.

Based out of Austin, Texas, SensorTran Inc. has come up
with the Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) Calibration
Module, providing oil and gas and electrical power companies
with the first truly auto-correcting calibration for DTS.

“Auto-corrective calibration has always been seen as
unachievable in the DTS industry, and we’re proud to be the
first to offer this critical capability,” said Kent Kalar, CEO of
SensorTran. “Our Calibration Module creates an auto-correct-
ing DTS solution that requires minimal human intervention,
even with portable systems that are connected to new probes
all the time. This creates tremendous time and cost savings for
our customers.”

The module offers continuous verification of calibration
and automatically adjusts itself when discrepancies are identi-
fied. It is the auto-correcting capability that provides huge cost
savings by ensuring crews are free to concentrate on mission-
critical tasks instead of resource intensive DTS deployments.

“We can take temperature measurements of up to 36 kilo-
metres in half-metre increments, deploying the fiber in or near
the transmission cable,” says Kalar. “By getting these kind of
accurate measurements, we can help the utility derate their
power factor, allowing them to utilize their cables more effi-
ciently.”

The module creates a unique thermal profile with high and
low temperature reference points that DTS units automatically
recognize as being generated by the Calibration Module. The
DTS unit uses these temperature reference points for accuracy
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CABLES

A COOL WAY TO
MONITOR HEAT

By Don Horne
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verification and auto-
correcting the calibra-
tion of the DTS.

The origins of the
DTS Calibration
Module can be traced
to space.

“It began when
Lockheed Martin need-
ed us to develop sen-
sors to monitor the
cryogenic fuel tanks
inside the X-33 (the
reusable space shuttle
project that was can-
celled by NASA in
2001),” says Kalar.
“We took this technolo-
gy and looked around
to see where it could be
applied elsewhere, and
the electrical T&D
market was a natural
fit.”

Providing 40,000
discrete temperature
measurement points
along the complete
length of optical fiber, the DTS monitor-
ing system provides real-time dynamic
temperature data with high accuracy, fine
resolution and fast measurement speeds.

“The fiber optic DTS method used
the Raman-effect, which was developed
at the beginning of the 1980s in
England,” says Kalar. “This is a proven
technology in Europe, and it is only now
being adopted in North America, with
the Puerto Rico Power Authority, in
Boston and with BC Hydro and in
Edmonton, Alberta.”

The fiber optic-based DTS method
measures temperature using optical fiber
instead of thermocouples or thermistors,
as has typically been the case in the past.

Applications for the technology
include:

Power Transmission Cables –
dynamic temperature and health moni-
toring of long-range power transmission
cables and joints including direct buried
cable, cable tunnels and cable ducts.
Additionally, provides installed data for
input into real-time cable rating and
ampacity calculation software.

Power Distribution Networks – real-
time temperature and health monitoring
for the optimization and health monitor-
ing of entire power distribution net-
works. Ideally suited for direct buried,
cable tunnels and cables installed within
multiple cable ducts.

“The benefits for monitoring power

cables are that it provides real-time
dynamic temperature information along

the full length of transmission cables and
complete networks for load maximiza-
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tion and health moni-
toring, while identify-
ing small hot spot
locations and tempera-
tures (joint health
monitoring for exam-
ple) with no need of
prior knowledge,” says
Kalar.

“It provides accu-
rate and actual temper-
ature data for input
into dynamic cable rating systems or cal-
culations based on installed conditions,
establishes cable thermal profiles and
footprints and additional early fire detec-
tion in cable tunnels and ducts.”

Fiber optic-based distributed tem-
perature monitoring is of a particular
advantage in several common situations:

• When there are a large number of
sensors to be placed. If it is necessary to
place a lot of temperature sensors for
complete monitoring, then the ease of
installation of fiber optic DTS becomes
apparent. A single optical fiber can
replace many point sensors, so all that is
necessary is to route the fiber so that it
provides the necessary measurement

coverage and density.
• When there is no prior knowledge

of sensor placement. When the prelimi-
nary engineering is performed on a pro-
ject, it is not always possible to deter-
mine the correct location for temperature
sensors. The high spatial resolution and
long range of a fiber optic sensor allows
the operator to select which parts of the
fiber to monitor after the project is com-
plete.

• When electrical temperature moni-
toring is impractical. In a situation where
there is a large amount of electromagnet-
ic noise, the data being read from ther-
mocouples and thermistors can be cor-
rupted. However, the data being read by

the DTS is purely optical and thus
immune to contamination in this kind of
environment.

• When electrical temperature moni-
toring is unsafe. There is a risk of spark-
ing inherent in all electrical systems. If
the atmosphere in the area being moni-
tored is in danger of becoming volatile,
then the fact that a fiber optic DTS does
not present a spark hazard can be a sig-
nificant safety advantage.

But the true benefit of DTS technol-
ogy is its ability to fit into the overall
SCADA and smart technologies operated
by the utility.

“We are simplifying the DTS hard-
ware so you don’t need specialized
expertise to operate it within the substa-
tion and distribution monitoring sys-
tems,” says Kalar.

And for smaller utilities, compatible
and simple mean greater savings.

“For a big utility, it is easy – one sys-
tem and one circuit. But for small utili-
ties, they need one system that is portable
and can monitor multiple circuits. It is
crucial that we can work as a node with-
in the SmartGrid. It needs to be an active
plug-and-play technology.”
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AEP’s Operating Companies are
occasionally asked to place sections of
their transmission lines underground.
(Transmission lines differ from distribu-
tion lines by virtue of their much higher
voltage capacity – generally above
40,000 volts.) The reason given for such
requests relates to aesthetics in most
instances.

This article outlines the various fac-
tors that govern decisions about the
placement of transmission lines and
whether they are built overhead or under-
ground.

BACKGROUND
Electric transmission facilities form

the backbone of the bulk electric power
network. Generally, power lines of 69
kilovolts (kV) to 765 kV are considered
to be transmission level voltage.
Underground transmission involves a
construction technique that encapsulates
the conductor in an insulating material
before burying it beneath the ground sur-
face.

Due to the different electrical char-
acteristics of underground construction,
the actual amount of power a buried line
can carry is significantly lower than the
amount of power an overhead line can
deliver. Underground lines physically
store a significant amount of electrical
charge, which means that a larger portion
of the line is required to carry the power
flow. As a result, underground transmis-
sion lines must be relatively short or use
expensive methods, like shunt compen-
sation, to improve the flow of power.

Generally, underground transmis-
sion is used in urban areas due to the lack
of usable rights of way for overhead
transmission. Construction in this envi-
ronment usually entails installations
under sidewalks or under roadbeds. This
increases the amount of labor needed to
cut roads/sidewalks, trench, refill the
trench and repair the surface.

To date, 500kV has been the highest
voltage transmission cable successfully
placed in underground operation world-
wide. The highest in the U.S. is 400kV. A
prototype PPP-insulated 765 kV HPFF

(High Pressure Fluid Filled) cable sys-
tem successfully completed long term
qualification tests at the Electric Power
Research Institute Waltz Mill Test
Facility, but has not been commercially
deployed as yet.

COST ISSUES
Underground cable system costs

depend strongly upon the specific design
and installation conditions. It is not
appropriate to simply state a “standard”
cost ratio of underground to overhead.
Cost ratios have ranged from 1/1
(because of very expensive overhead
construction in urban area, with many
angle structures) to more than 20/1 (rural
areas, inexpensive overhead construc-
tion).

Note that the ratio often depends

more on the denominator (overhead
costs, such as line construction) than the
numerator. Underground cables are
always going to be more expensive
because every foot of the route must be
excavated and restored. In some cases
where the ratio has been low, the utility
has been faced with acquiring extremely
expensive right-of-way for the potential
overhead line.

EVALUATING THE PROS AND CONS
OF UNDERGROUND TRANSMISSION
Beyond the aesthetic value of under-

ground transmission lines, typical forced
outage rates are lower than those for
overhead lines. This is because under-
ground lines are not exposed to storms
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and trees.
However, the combined effects of

forced outage rates and repair times must
be taken into account when comparing
the overall reliability or availability of
both types of transmission. When this is
done, the availability of overhead lines is
typically higher than those for under-
ground lines (see Table 1).

Although a narrower right of way is
typically needed for underground trans-
mission, the entire right of way
must be cleared to allow access
and visibility. Short growing
vegetation is sometimes allowed
in overhead rights of way.

Material lead times, espe-
cially the underground cable and
splices, are significant. This is
due generally to the low amount
of demand and the ability of the
manufacturer to gear up to a par-
ticular cable. This causes the
utility to keep a significant amount of
inventory in case of emergency or risk a
multi-month circuit outage. Due to this
fact, multiple redundancy is often built
into underground circuits by laying par-
allel circuits for emergency, therefore,
increasing cost.

RELIABILITY ISSUES
Outages on underground transmis-

sion cables are primarily caused by dig-
ins (i.e. cable damage due to excavation
in the vicinity of the underground line).
Consequently, the damaged cables must
be located, and then exposed and time-
consuming repairs must be completed
before the cables can be returned to ser-
vice. Typical repair times for under-
ground transmission forced outages are
one to three weeks or longer, months, in
some cases.

Outside of physical damage due to
excavations, underground splice failure
is the leading source of transmission
underground cable failures. Splicing is a
labor intensive, manual process that joins
segments of underground transmission
cables. Besides introducing a source of
electrical resistance, this connection
point also increases the chance for mois-
ture to migrate into the conductor allow-
ing for an electrical short to occur.

Protecting underground systems is
also a challenge. Because most cable
faults are direct shorts (not induced by
transients, i.e., lightning), reclosing on

cables is rarely done automatically. This
means that any protective equipment
operation will lead to a sustained outage
on the cable circuit until a comprehen-
sive inspection is done of the visible
parts of the cable or a non-destructive
electrical test is done on the cable prior
to returning power to the line.

As a result of the much longer repair
times for underground transmission
lines, it is relatively common practice to
design cable circuits with 100 percent
redundancy. That is, two parallel cable
circuits are often installed with each of

the two cables having sufficient capacity
to carry the rated load of the circuit for
the duration of contingency (typically
the mean repair time). This obviously
increases the cost of new transmission
construction.

INSULATING UNDERGROUND
CABLES

All power cables must be insulated
from the ground to achieve meaningful
power flow.

This is achieved by encapsulating
the aluminum or copper power line with
an insulator.

This insulator can take several
forms; from fluids (most common, i.e.,
insulating oil) to solids (non-conducting
dielectric polymer) to gas (sulfur hexa-
fluoride - SF6). Each has characteristic
benefits and flaws.

There are significant differences in
the maximum ampacity (current-carry-
ing capacity in amperes) and power
transfer ratings of the different types of
transmission cables.

OIL/GAS-COOLED UNDERGROUND
CABLES

High Pressure Fluid Filled (HPFF)
underground transmission systems with
system voltages of 69kV to 345kV have
been in commercial operation for over
70 years. HPFF cable systems with rated
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This article describes the design,
implementation, and commissioning of a
complete protection and control system
retrofit project at a large transmission
substation. Fort Thompson Substation,
located in South Dakota, has two
345/230 kV step-down transformers with
two 345 kV lines and twelve 230 kV
lines. Western Area Power
Administration (Western) undertook a
project several years ago to completely
renovate all the protection and control
systems at this substation. They used the
automation practices that Western had
developed to reduce costs of new substa-
tion construction.

While it is easy to cost justify inte-
grating and automating systems when
building a new substation, it is tradition-
ally more difficult to justify automation
system upgrade schemes when doing a
renovation project. However, recent
innovations in the integration capabilities
of microprocessor-based protective
relays, and other substation IEDs, make a
complete integration system upgrade,
including automation, cost effective
compared to selective replacement of
individual IEDs, wiring, and testing.

This article describes the justifica-
tion and special challenges of automating
an existing substation.

It also discusses the overall system
design concept of the integration and
automation schemes that were employed.
Topics covered in the article include:

• Extensive use of fiber-optic cables
to replace all control wiring in the yard;

• Extensive use of multifunctional
protection devices to eliminate wiring
and equipment that would be required in
a traditional design;

• Replacement of hardwired lockout
relays with “soft” logic;

• Elimination of hardwired I/O to the
RTU;

• Project management tools used to
ensure completion dates and to maintain
budget;

• Challenges of designing operator
interface screens;

• Impact on the workforce in migrat-
ing to a completely automated substa-
tion;

• Insights gained in testing and com-
missioning the substation.

INTRODUCTION
Western Area Power Administration

markets and delivers reliable, cost-based
hydroelectric power and related services
within a 15-state region of the central and
western U.S. and is one of four power
marketing administrations within the
U.S. Department of Energy whose role it
is to market and transmit electricity from
multi-use water projects. Western’s trans-
mission system carries electricity from
55 hydropower plants operated by the
Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, and the International
Boundary and Water Commission.
Together, these plants have a capacity of
10,600 megawatts.

Western started its automation pro-
jects with the goal of reducing the con-
struction cost of new substations.
Western estimated it could save 40 per-
cent in building size and cost alone.
Western also estimated similar savings
could be realized in control panel costs
with integrated digital controls.

Western began deploying program-
mable logic controller (PLC) control sys-
tems in 1996 with a pilot project at the
Fort Thompson 230 kV yard. The pilot
substation consisted of four 230 kV lines
with a breaker-and-a-half bus arrange-
ment. These initial designs replaced only
the substation control wiring — no
aspect of protection was included in the
project. The PLC designs included an
industrial computer running a
Wonderware InTouch software applica-
tion as the local operator’s monitoring
and control system human-machine
interface (HMI). After modifications to
the original design, the PLC design

became the standard and was deployed in
20 substations across Western’s service
territory.

Western started looking at alterna-
tives to the PLC design soon after these
installations, and in 1998 they attended
the open house and demonstration of the
Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO)
integrated system design. Meter and
relay (M&R) mechanics at Western were
not comfortable or confident with work-
ing on the PLCs and associated ladder
logic, but they were comfortable working
with microprocessor relays. Western also
experienced PLC control failure associat-
ed with the use of the protocol interface
to SCADA. Western felt that moving
control functionality from the PLCs to a
microprocessor relay and communica-
tions processor would address the relia-
bility and comfort issues that the M&R
employees had with PLCs. Eventually,
Western chose the highly reliable combi-
nation of microprocessor relays and com-
munications processors as their new dig-
ital control system (DCS) design to
replace the PLC-based platform and
chose to make Fort Thompson a pilot
project. Once again, as was done with the
PLC project years earlier, the pilot sub-
station consisted of four 230 kV lines
with a breaker-and-a-half bus arrange-
ment.

In the conversion from the PLC con-
trol system to the DCS design, Western
also decided to include protective ele-
ments, or lockouts, in the DCS design.
One lesson learned from the PLC design
was that mixing digital and hardwired
logic adds complexity to both portions.
Because of the design and manufacturing
processes, typical MTBF, and environ-
mental ratings of PLCs, Western was not
comfortable placing any protective func-
tions in the PLC. Because the DCS
would use protective relays for control, it
seemed natural to have the lockout func-

CONTROL SYSTEMS
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By James Propst, Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) and Mike Dood, Schweitzer Engineering
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system voltages up to and including
765kV are commercially available and
have passed long-term qualification tests.

High Pressure Gas filled (HPGF), is
similar in construction but the dielectric
fluid is replaced by 200 psig nitrogen.
HPGF cable systems are not commer-
cially available for system voltages
above 138kV. 

Gas Insulated Transmission Lines
(GIL) have been used in applications
where high power transfer capabilities
are required, such as short dips in over-
head lines or relatively short substation
connections to overhead lines. GIL gen-
erally utilizes SF6 gas as the insulating
medium.

Compressed-Gas transmission
cables have significantly higher ampaci-
ty ratings (5 kA and higher) than the
other cable system types because:

1. The relatively low insulating
strength of gases (compared to solid and
laminar fluid filled electrical insulations)
means that the diameters of the high volt-
age conductor and aluminum enclosure
must be large. Therefore, the current rat-
ings are also large because of the large
cross section of the high voltage conduc-
tor and enclosure.

2. Dielectric losses, which are losses
of energy that cause a rise in the temper-
ature of the gases (nitrogen and SF6), are
extremely low compared to most solid
and laminar insulating materials. As a
result, compressed-gas cables have
increased ampacity ratings.

Self-cooled HPFF and HPGF trans-
mission cable systems with very large
conductors (3,500 thousand circular
mills - kcmil) typically have power trans-
fer capabilities of 1,200 amperes or less,
which is significantly less than self-con-
tained, fluid-filled (SCFF) cable systems.
This is due to the following reasons:

1. Magnetic losses in the magnetic
steel pipe, like eddy current and hystere-
sis, are comparable to the losses caused
by heat in the high-voltage conductors.
The pipe losses significantly decrease the
ampacity rating of the cables inside of
the pipe.

2. Losses of energy, resulting in the
rise in heat of laminar, fluid-impregnated
insulation are significantly higher than
for XLPE extruded dielectric insulation.

DIELECTRIC (NON-CONDUCTING)
POLYMERS

The first major domestic 345kV
solid dielectric transmission systems
were installed in Connecticut, Long
Island and Chicago in the past several
years. Elsewhere, hundreds of miles of
230 kV solid dielectric cable systems
have been installed in numerous coun-
tries around the world and tens of miles
of 400 kV solid dielectric cables have
been installed in Europe. Japan complet-
ed installation of the first sizeable (two
circuits, 25 miles long) 500 kV cross-
linked polyethylene (XLPE) transmis-
sion cable system in late 2000.

XLPE-insulated cables have a sig-
nificantly higher power transfer capabil-
ity than pipetype systems because of the
lower dielectric losses, absence of pipe
losses, and greater separation among
phases. Large conductor size cables can
have ratings greater than 2000 amperes.

The ampacity rating of XLPE trans-
mission cables are higher compared to
the same conductor size SCFF cable sys-
tem because of the lower dielectric loss-
es and charging current of the XLPE
cables.

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
• The cost to place transmission

facilities underground is, at a minimum,

2-3 times more than the comparable
overhead option. In some situations, the
cost difference can be 10 times more.

• Utility commissions typically
allow electric utilities to include in the
rates charged to all its customers, only
the reasonable costs of facilities neces-
sary to provide safe and reliable service.
In most cases, this would be the cost of
overhead lines. Thus, unless there are
extenuating circumstances that dictate
the use of underground facilities in lieu
of overhead facilities, AEP would not be
able to recover the premium paid to
place facilities underground.

• The time and cost required to iso-
late and repair a problem with under-
ground transmission lines is normally
much greater than for overhead lines.
Circuit outage times will almost always
be greater, too, thus raising the reliabili-
ty risk of operating the system without
all lines in service, and raising the poten-
tial for customer dissatisfaction with
lengthy outages.

• Underground transmission lines
pose a significant safety hazard to non-
electric utility construction personnel
who do not follow proper protocols/laws
/rules and accidentally dig into these
lines.
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With the continued commitment of the Ontario govern-
ment to eventually phase out the coal plants as part of their
green energy plan, and with climate change moving to the top
of the political agenda worldwide, carbon free options, includ-
ing nuclear energy, will become even more important for meet-
ing the growing energy demands of the province. 

In Canada, nuclear power accounts for 15.5 per cent of the
electricity mix, and provides 54 per cent of Ontario’s electrici-
ty sources. However, Ontario’s nuclear plants are aging, and
many will be in need of refurbishment over the next decade. If
these aging nuclear plants are not refurbished, Ontario will be
left with only 5,900 MW of nuclear capacity by 2015 – only a
small fraction of what will be needed; and with large scale
options, such as gas fired plants, subject to price volatility, the
fuel required for this will likely be in scarce supply.  

In October 2005, Bruce Power, Ontario’s second largest
utility, awarded AMEC a contract to project manage the restart

of two of its nuclear reactors, Units 1 and 2, at its Bruce A
power station. Bruce Power, which is located on the shore of
Lake Huron, is home to eight CANDU pressurized heavy water
reactors. Units 1 and 2 were shutdown in the mid-1990s when
the then owner Ontario Hydro decided to concentrate resources
on operating its other reactors. The enormous significance of
this project can be seen in the investment required to bring the
Units on line again.  The project is estimated to cost C$2.75 bil-
lion (US$2.43 billion), funded by the private sector, and is
expected to be complete in 2009. 

AMEC is providing project, contract and construction
management for this highly complex project, as well as engi-
neering acceptance, and the health, safety and environmental
programs and oversight. Currently, the project has over 2,000
staff, working both on and offsite, which is near the peak of
workers expected during the project.  

The restart project is one of the largest and most challeng-
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ing engineering projects to take place
in North America. The project
requires a series of refurbishments,
upgrades and enhancements to the
two reactors. The work includes:

The replacement of reactor’s
pressure tubes and calandria tubes
(480 in each reactor);

Replacements of half the length
of feeder pipes, which provide water
to the fuel channels;

Steam generator replacements (8-
110 t vessels in each unit);

Electrical systems upgrades;
Main condenser refurbishment;
Turbine refurbishment;
Feed water heater refurbishment;
Shutdown system 2 (SDS2)

enhancement; and
Significant other maintenance on

both nuclear and other plant equip-
ment. 

For the remainder of the plant, the opportunity is being
taken to upgrade and enhance other nuclear and non-nuclear
systems. For example, 30 transformers in the two units contain
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). These will be removed and
replaced with non-PCB transformers. 

After both nuclear and non-nuclear systems have been
refurbished and upgraded, Bruce Power will request permis-
sion to refuel Units 1 and 2 from the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission. During refueling, the reactor will be loaded with
natural uranium fuel, except for a small number of depleted
uranium fuel bundles, used to fine-tune reactivity in the fresh
core, at specific locations. Each reactor will require 576 22.5
kg fuel bundles or approximately 260 t of fuel for the initial
refueling. 

From a physical standpoint, this project is extremely chal-
lenging, but this project is also demanding from a regulatory
standpoint. Refueling will require a license amendment
enabling Bruce Power to move the reactors from a safely-laid
up state to a guaranteed shutdown state. Refueling and associ-
ated operations such as refilling the primary heat transport sys-
tem, final system integration, and commissioning will precede
synchronization to the power grid by approximately five
months. 

The overall aim is to improve the safety of the reactors,
and to increase potential generation capacity and reliability.
Completion of the project will enable each Unit to produce
safe, economical power for an additional 25 years.  

Since the project commenced on October 31, 2005, the
project continues to schedule, and has achieved the following
milestones:

The environmental assessment was approved, without any
negative interventions;

An offsite training facility has been set up and operated,
with, to date, over 3500 workers trained in project processes,
prior to them starting work on site; 

Major offices and warehousing facilities are in place;
A construction island has been created around Units 1 and

2, with separate processes and procedures from the operating
units;

Both Units has been fully isolated from the other units, and
decontaminated; with work at the reactor face in Unit 2 already

able to be undertaken in “civvies”;
Feeders in Unit 2 have been removed and progress is well

in hand for removal of the fuel channels; and, 
Ten of the 16 new stream generators have arrived on site

and four are now installed.
Safety is of paramount importance on this project, and, to

date, over 5 million hours have been worked on site without a
lost time incident. In addition doses to workers are well below
budgets, as is the radioactive waste being dealt with on the pro-
ject. Environmental impacts from the construction work have
been minimal.

In addition to AMEC, there are other well known Canadian
companies involved with this project including Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited (AECL) , who is replacing the fuel channels
of the reactors; Babcock and Wilcox, who is supplying the
steam generators and installed bulkhead plates to isolate the
units; SNC Lavalin, who is removing and installing the new
steam generators; Siemens Canada, who is responsible for
refurbishing the turbines and the electrical systems; and
Acres/Sargent Lundy, E S Fox, RCM Technologies, General
Electric of Canada, and Ontario Power Generation, on the bal-
ance of the work. 

Though refurbishments can be completed faster, and the
costs are less than building a new nuclear power station, legacy
issues and proximity to the operating Units, make it more com-
plex. The task of removing steam generators, as well as pres-
sure tubes, calandria tubes and feeder pipes at the same time
significantly increases the challenge, particularly as a number
of these evolutions are first of a kind in the industry. 

The Bruce A restart is just the first stage of a much broad-
er C$4.25 billion (US$3.76 billion) program to extend the life
of the station planned by Bruce Power. With increasing
demand, and aging assets, the success of the Bruce A restart is
critical to securing Ontario’s energy future.   

With the Bruce A restart project now well advanced and on
schedule, this project will ensure nuclear power continues to
play a key role in a diverse energy strategy for Ontario.  

Kevin Routledge is President of AMEC NCL, the nuclear divi-
sion of AMEC in North America, and was until very recently the
Project Director for the Bruce Restart project. For more info
contact kevin.routledge@amec.com
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tion reside there as well. Western chose a
single dedicated microprocessor breaker
failure relay as the “input” point to the
DCS system. The outputs from the DCS
system used contacts from the breaker
failure relay and one of the line relays to
provide a redundant control path for the
power circuit breakers. Communications
processors were used in the design to
provide the interface to SCADA and the
local HMI.

Although this initial DCS design
was a step in the right direction, it was
apparent that an additional iteration in
the design would be required to provide
enhanced economy and simplicity.

The next iteration was the use of
fiber-optic cable to replace copper com-
munications and the relocation of the
DCS system inputs to be field I/O
devices mounted near the station appara-
tus rather than duplicate the inputs with
parallel copper wiring to the centralized
IED. Thus, integrated digital communi-
cations allowed the I/O of the IEDs to be
used for several functions within the
DCS. A single 52a contact from the
breaker auxiliary stack, wired to a remote
I/O device, was used to provide this sta-
tus for the entire system, including the
protective functions.

Alarm points were wired only into
the I/O device at the equipment, instead
of also being separately wired to the con-
trol building and connected to an RTU.

PROJECT DEFINITION
Fort Thompson 345 kV Yard

Operations determined that the
345/230 kV transformers in the 345 kV
yard should be separated from a common
bus, creating a four-position ring bus
configuration. This work required the
addition of a 345 kV breaker and
required modifying the bus work. The
substation controls and relaying were
largely original equipment from the
1960s. Western decided to replace the
control panels because extensive wiring
changes were needed to bring the substa-
tion up to current Western standards for
SCADA.

The substation was built on expan-
sive soils, which tend to move consider-
ably, and which caused the foundation
for the control building to crack in half.
As the two halves settled, a three-inch
crack developed in the wall, which had

been covered with a steel plate to keep
the birds out.

These problems made fixing the
building impractical, so it was replaced
with a modular, energy efficient, low-
maintenance building. The design of a
DCS using integrated relays allowed the
building to be over 40 percent smaller
because integrated systems are much
smaller than conventional PLC and RTU
control designs.

The expansive soils over the years
had created shifting in the control cable
trays, causing the covers to have gaps.
These gaps allowed rodents to enter the
cable tray, causing substantial damage to
control cable jackets. Unjacketed cable
was eaten bare in many spots. The joint
owner of the substation equipment
agreed the control cable should also be
replaced.

Fiber-Optic Cable
Fort Thompson, like most 345 kV

substations, is a large substation. Cable
lengths up to 1,000 feet were to be
replaced. At the time of this project, 12/C
#10 shielded cable cost about $2/foot.

Because the project would require
about 17,000 feet of 12/C cable, the use

of fiber-optic cable was considered as an
option. Western determined that they
could replace the 17,000 feet of 12/C
copper with 2,700 feet of fiber-optic
cable. The cost of 24-fiber cable at the
time of the project was $1.84/foot. This
represented an upfront savings of
$29,000, which would be spent on addi-
tional hardware requirements for the use
of fiber-optic cable. The concept up front
was to show fiber was competitive with
copper in the substation.

The fiber-optic cable would be
installed to each circuit breaker, trans-
former, and reactor. Motoroperated dis-
connect (MOD) controls and inputs
would be wired over copper cable from
the MOD to the associated circuit break-
er where a remote I/O device would be
installed to accommodate both MODs
associated with the circuit breaker. At the
transformers, alarms and trips from sud-
den pressure, winding temperature, and
low oil would be connected to the remote
I/O device and brought to the control
house over fiber. Coupling the MOD and
MOI controls with the major equipment
would save fiber terminations.
Considerable amount of copper cable
would be saved because the MODs were

High-Voltage Substations
Continued from Page 44

Figure 1. Fort Thompson 345 kV yard bus arrangement after Stage 06 modifications were
completed. Four 345 kV circuit breakers, three 13.8 kV reactor breakers, eleven 345 kV
MODs, and two 345 kV interrupters are under DCS control.
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close to the circuit breaker, elimi-
nating up to a 1,000 feet of 12/C
for each MOD from the control
house.

The use of fiber-optic cable
would allow the digital inputs to
be input into the DCS at the
equipment. Western estimated
that at least 75 percent of the DC
wire terminations were eliminat-
ed. Consider that a cable must be
terminated on each end, in this
case to a terminal block in the
building, then to a terminal block
in the RTU, and finally to the
RTU. This would all be replaced
with a single switchboard wire at
the individual piece of equipment.

About this same time, the
logic processor became available
on the market. This device allows
the digital inputs to be distributed
in real time among the relays and
provides SOE (sequence-ofevent)
information for the RTU. The
logic processor allowed a single
52a contact from the breaker to be distributed digitally over
communications links to the primary relay, secondary relay,
breaker failure relay, and the RTU. This further diminished the
required wiring terminations.

The logic processor would also be used to create an
extended digital protection system that tied all the individual
pieces of equipment together to create an extended integrated
protection system.

Because the logic processor would be used for SOE infor-
mation, it needed to receive the digital relay operate event. This
same piece of information would be sent to the breaker failure
relay to initiate breaker failure. The use of the logic processor
would eliminate the long block closing strings and breaker fail-
ure initiate wiring. All of this hardwired logic would be
replaced with EIA-232 cables and settings.

Past Functionality
From the very first pilot project, Western had a high level

of information flow with operations personnel, and they pro-
vided the manufacturer with feedback on their operational
requirements.

Redundant controls were established as a requirement, as
there was a concern about the ability to respond to and correct
equipment failures with the new design. For the same reason,
redundant HMI computers with redundant power supplies and
hard drives running (Redundant Array of Independent Drives)
RAID 1 controllers were used. The new center of the system,
the communications processor, had Modbus Plus  protocol
available, so Western’s previous HMI design modules, also
based on this protocol in the PLC, were used with very little
modification.

Good Site
Fort Thompson was deemed a good site for this project,

because it was relatively small. A total of 7 breakers and 13
switches would be placed under DCS control. This would
require fiber to be installed to 11 pieces of equipment — a very

manageable number. The physical size of the yard made the
fiber attractive, because a lot of copper cable could be elimi-
nated. And, finally, the project had strong support from
Western’s Communications division, which installed and termi-
nated the fiber-optic cable.

THE DCS DESIGN
Controls

Western operations personnel wanted the ability to trip and
close a circuit breaker in the event of equipment failure.
Therefore, Western designed redundant controls as a standard
part of the automation design to eliminate single points of fail-
ure. The redundant control paths were accomplished using a
two-tiered communications processor approach. The top-tier
communications processor receives the SCADA command and
distributes it via global data over the Modbus Plus network to
the lower-tier communications processor. This creates a single
point of failure for SCADA with the top-tier communications
processor, but with an MTBF of greater than 200 years, this risk
was accepted and is far better than single or redundant RTUs.

From the lower-tier communications processors, controls
were passed to the individual protective relays. From the pro-
tective relays, positive, negative, trip 1, trip 2, and close were
hardwired with a 5/C to the circuit breaker. Most circuit break-
er protective trips were hardwired from the protective relays.
Some of the bus protection trips were accomplished with relay-
to-relay communication via the logic processor. In this design,
the Set A protective relay and individual breaker failure relay
provided the redundant control paths for the 345 kV circuit
breakers. The individual breaker failure relay also directly con-
trolled operation for the MODs adjacent to the circuit breaker
via fiber-optic cable.

Eleven MODs and two motor-operated interrupter (MOI)
controls were included in the design.

Only DC power was run to the MODs; control is accom-
plished using the remote I/O devices connected to the fiber-
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Figure 2. Communications Processor Architecture
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optic cable. Open/close commands are sent via fiber from the
individual breaker failure relays to the remote I/O devices.

Reclosing, hot-line orders (HLO), synchronizing, and
local/supervisory statuses for the individual power circuit
breakers are maintained with latch bits in the individual relays.
The latch bits are used in the internal logic of the protective
relays to obtain the control functionality.

The HMI control actions are sent to the lower-tier com-
munications processor via the Modbus Plus network. This
design allowed for the failure of any one box while still main-
taining local control.

SUBSTATION COMPUTER
Hardware Design

Western has used Wonderware as the HMI in their digital
designs for several years. Due to the very limited knowledge of
this software and computers in general in the workforce and the
associated concern over the ability to respond to equipment
failure, Western chose an industrial PC. Western purchased
redundant PCs with hot-swappable redundant power supplies
and hotswappable redundant hard drives. The hard drives use a
SCSI RAID 1 controller to mirror the drives. The PCs are rack
mounted in the control panel. To provide isolation to transients
and to power the PCs, Western installed redundant DC-AC
inverters that are normally fed from AC but switch to DC upon
loss of AC. The inverters served as a universal power supply,
because they switch supply sources without causing any dis-
ruption in the PC. A keyboard, video, mouse (KVM) device
switches the PCs to a single set of LCD displays, keyboard, and
mouse.

HMI Application Design
Western uses a dual display for the HMI. The left screen

displays the station one-line with status.
They also use the buttons on the left screen to fill in the

variables in the right screen template used for PCB control. The
buttons rise when the cursor is placed over them. The 43LS, 79,
and 85 statuses are shown directly on the screen. The 43LR,
52a, and 52b drive the color of the breaker status. When the
43LR is in the local position in the circuit breaker, the breaker
status box is gray, with an M for “Maintenance” indication
independent of the breaker position. The circuit breaker closed
indication is red — open is green.

Western’s Power System Clearance procedures detail two
primary tagging procedures — one for HLO and one for clear-
ances. Western does not tag equipment controls under clearance
with power system clearance tags. The only tag included in the
HMI was for hot-line orders. The HLO tag indicates reclosing
has been turned off and the circuit breaker close path has been
interrupted.

Within the HMI, the HLO tag cannot be turned on when
reclosing is in place. The HLO is represented on the one-line
screen by a yellow HLO tag and flashing indication on the PCB
control screen. If the close function is selected, an HLO
WARNING screen is displayed, and closing is prevented.

The PCB control screen has a representation of a physical
switch for each function. The switch representation was chosen
to make the HMI intuitive. The PCB control screen is the same
for all equipment, with only the appropriate functions visible
and active. For example, the 85 function is disabled for dedi-
cated transformer breaker, or reclosing for a reactor breaker is
disabled. The HMI works by sending the command to the pro-
tective relays and then reading the status back via the commu-
nications processor to effect changes on the HMI displays. The
switch handles rotate and lights change to indicate the appro-
priate status on the PCB control screen.

See the October issue of Electricity Today for Part II
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Figure 3. The I/O device on the right provides open and close
commands for the MODs. It also provides the 43LR, 52a, and 52b
status to the DCS. The I/O device on the left provides inputs into
the DCS for the individual power circuit breakers. Note the extra
fiber-optic cable, which allowed terminations to be completed in
a mobile van and provided additional cable for when the power
circuit breaker is replaced.

Figure 4. Left Fort Thompson 345 kV yard HMI display. The power
flow indication and quantity for the transformers is obtained from
adding the individual breaker failure relays.
Note the HLO tag on 2996.
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L’objectiu d’aquesta publicació, editada conjuntament per la Direcció General d’Energia

i Mines i l’Institut Català d’Energia, és oferir una informació objectiva sobre els diferents

avantatges i inconvenients de les línies elèctriques aèries i subterrànies, segons el nivell de

tensió (alta tensió, mitjana tensió i baixa tensió), i atenent a un ampli conjunt de criteris de

caire econòmic, tècnic i mediambientals.

El contingut de la publicació és eminentment didàctic, per a que la ciutadania, els respon-

sables de les diferents administracions, grups ecologistes, partits polítics, etc. disposin d’una

informació tècnica suficient per a analitzar, en termes generals, la conveniència de la ins-

tal·lació d’una línia elèctrica subterrània o aèria. Les conclusions de l’estudi són coherents

amb els criteris establerts per la Direcció General d’Energia i Mines pel que fa al soterrament

de les línies elèctriques segons  el nivell de tensió i la zona on passa la línia (rural o urbana).

La necessitat d’una publicació com aquesta s’accentua degut a l’actual polèmica existent

sobre la conveniència de soterrar les línies elèctriques a Catalunya, sobretot arran de l’ano-

menada “Declaració de Rubí”, signada per nombrosos alcaldes i responsables municipals de

l’àmbit metropolità de Barcelona, i que feia referència a la necessitat de racionalitzar els

traçats elèctrics existents, així com a les recents resolucions del Parlament de Catalunya en

aquesta matèria.

Introducció
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Aquest informe ha estat elaborat per la

Direcció General d’Energia i Mines i l’Institut

Català d’Energia del Departament de Treball,

Indústria, Comerç i Turisme de la  Generalitat

de Catalunya.

L’elaboració d’aquest informe està motivada

per la necessitat que des de les institucions

públiques es donés a la ciutadania en gene-

ral prou informació per poder avaluar correc-

tament la temàtica associada al soterrament

de les línies elèctriques.

En efecte, l’increment de la sensibilitat

mediambiental de la societat ha comportat

el qüestionament des de diferents grups d’o-

pinió de les pràctiques històriques de les

empreses elèctriques a l’hora de decidir si

una línia havia de ser subterrània o no.

Per altra banda, l’administració competent,

en aquest cas la Generalitat de Catalunya, ha

d’establir els criteris que permetin a les

empreses elèctriques dur a terme les seves

inversions d’una manera estable i, a més,

aconseguir un equilibri entre el servei del

subministrament elèctric i el respecte al

medi ambient.

Aquest informe presenta les tipologies més

comunes de línies elèctriques aèries i subte-

rrànies i en realitza un estudi comparatiu d’a-

vantatges, inconvenients i viabilitat, d’acord

amb els seus condicionants tècnics, de quali-

tat en el servei, mediambientals, legals i eco-

nòmics.

Així, doncs, és un document divulgatiu que

ha de servir per informar, formar i establir

uns criteris generals d’aplicació dels dife-

rents tipus de línies aèries i subterrànies, així

com exposar l’estat actual de la xarxa elèctri-

ca de Catalunya i les previsions de futur.

No s’ha pretès fer una anàlisi tècnica apro-

fundida, que faria complicada la seva lectura

i no aportaria valor didàctic complementari,

ja que es pretén que vagi adreçat a entitats

oficials i administracions que puguin estar

interessades en aquesta temàtica, sense

necessitat de tenir coneixements tècnics

específics i profunds.

1 objecte
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Com que és inevitable utilitzar terminologia

tècnica específica per al seu desenvolupa-

ment, es relaciona a continuació tota aquella

nomenclatura tècnica utilitzada que es con-

sidera d’interès. A més, se’n dóna una defini-

ció que ajuda que el document sigui més

entenedor.

• Alta tensió (A.T.):

Reglamentàriament, es considera alta tensió

tota tensió nominal superior o igual a 1 kV.

Malgrat això, en la terminologia del sector

elèctric es considera alta tensió tota tensió

nominal superior o igual a 110 kV.

• Aparellatge:

Conjunt d’aparells complementaris i neces-

saris a una línia elèctrica o centre de trans-

formació. Comprèn elements de maniobra

(interruptors i seccionadors), de mesura i de

protecció.

• Baixa tensió (B.T.):

Reglamentàriament i en la terminologia del

sector elèctric es considera baixa tensió tota

tensió nominal inferior a 1 kV.

• Bobina de cable:

Element utilitzat per al transport de cables

elèctrics enrotllats fins al seu punt

d’instal·lació. Normalment, estan construïdes

de fusta i elements metàl·lics (veure fotogra-

fia 1).

• Bobina de compensació:

Element per contrarestar o compensar els

efectes capacitius d’una línia elèctrica.

• Cadena d’aïllament:

Conjunt de materials i peces especials per

fixar un conductor a un suport amb l’aïlla-

ment adequat a la tensió de la línia (veure

figura 1).

• Cadireta:

Suport metàl·lic construït amb perfils norma-

litzats, que s’emprava en línies aèries de B.T.

per fixar els conductors en nuclis urbans i

industrials.

• Central elèctrica:

Lloc i conjunt d’instal·lacions utilitzades per

a la producció d’energia elèctrica.

2 terminologia i nomenclatura utilitzada

Fotografia 1. Bobina de cable
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• Centre de transformació:

Instal·lació destinada a la transformació d’e-

nergia elèctrica proveïda d’un o diversos

transformadors reductors d’alta a baixa ten-

sió, amb l’aparellatge de maniobra, protecció

i mesura; i obra civil necessaris, utilitzada per

alimentar xarxes de baixa tensió (veure foto-

grafia 2).

• Circuit elèctric:

És un conjunt de materials elèctrics (conduc-

tors, aïllament, etc.) de diferents fases o pola-

ritats que serveix per portar l’energia elèctri-

ca d’un lloc a un altre. Generalment, és un sis-

tema trifàsic amb tres conductors actius, i

ocasionalment amb conductor neutre i

terres (veure definicions).

• Conductor aïllat unipolar:

És aquell que, a part del conductor actiu, nor-

malment de coure o alumini, incorpora unes

capes externes que li donen l’aïllament

necessari d’acord amb el nivell de tensió de

servei. Aquesta coberta de material aïllant

pot anar associada o no a una coberta addi-

cional de protecció mecànica (veure figura 2).

• Conductor aïllat multipolar:

Igual que l’unipolar, però amb diversos con-

ductors actius dins d’una mateixa coberta

exterior única (veure figura 3).

Fotografia 2. Centre de transformació. Vista exterior i interior.

Figura.1 Vista en planta d’un suport metàl·lic amb les cadenes
d’aïllament
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• Conductor aïllat trenat:

És un conjunt de diversos conductors aïllats

unipolars, que formen un circuit elèctric, dispo-

sats de forma trenada, normalment per a ins-

tal·lacions de B.T. (veure figura 4).

• Conductor nu:

Un conductor nu o despullat és un cable, nor-

malment de coure o alumini, sense cap tipus

de protecció o aïllament extern incorporat.

L’aïllament respecte a altres conductors és l’ai-

re mateix, i l’aïllament respecte als seus suports

s’aconsegueix amb la instal·lació de peces

especials.

• Línia aèria:

Les línies aèries són aquelles en què tots els

seus elements estan per sobre de la superfície

del terreny.

• Línia elèctrica:

És un conjunt de materials de diferents fases o

polaritats que serveix per portar l’energia elèc-

trica d’un lloc a un altre.Aquest concepte,però,

té un abast més ampli que el circuit elèctric, ja

que també engloba els elements de suport

dels conductors i pot estar formada per un o

diversos circuits.

• Línia subterrània:

Les línies subterrànies són aquelles en què tots

els seus elements estan sota la superfície del

terreny.

• Línies de distribució:

Línies elèctriques destinades a portar l’energia

elèctrica,en distàncies curtes o moderades,des

de les subestacions o centres de transformació

fins als consumidors finals.

Segons la Llei 54/97 del sector elèctric, són

aquelles línies de tensió nominal inferior a 220

kV. Malgrat això, les línies de 66, 110 i 132 kV

tenen una funció de subtransport.

• Línies de transport i subtransport:

Línies elèctriques destinades a portar l’energia

elèctrica,a grans distàncies,des dels punts de pro-

ducció fins a les subestacions.

Segons la Llei 54/97 del sector elèctric, les línies

elèctriques de transport són aquelles línies de

tensió nominal igual o superior a 220 kV.

Les línies elèctriques de 66, 110 i 132 kV tenen

una missió de subtransport.

• Mitjana tensió (M.T.):

Reglamentàriament,no existeix el concepte de

mitjana tensió. En la terminologia del sector

elèctric es considera mitjana tensió tota tensió

nominal superior o igual a 1 kV i inferior a 110

kV. A Catalunya, la xarxa de mitjana tensió més

habitual és la de 25 kV.

• Neutre:

En un sistema trifàsic,és el conductor que du la

tensió promig de les tres fases.

Figura 2. Conductor aïllat unipolar

Figura 3. Conductor aïllat multipolar (tetrapolar)

Figura 4. Conductor trenat
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• Subestació de transformació (S.E.):

Instal·lació destinada a la transformació d’ener-

gia elèctrica proveïda d’un o diversos transfor-

madors reductors d’alta a alta tensió o d’alta a

mitjana tensió, amb l’aparellatge de maniobra,

protecció i mesura; i obra civil necessaris, utilit-

zada per alimentar altres subestacions o cen-

tres de transformació (veure fotografia 3).

• Suport d’una línia:

Element portant d’una línia aèria, fixat sobre el

terreny, d’alçada i materials segons la tipologia

dels conductors i del territori. Els suports nor-

malitzats estan construïts de xapa metàl·lica,

perfils metàl·lics (gelosia), formigó o fusta.

Són suports d’angle aquells en què la línia can-

via de direcció. Per aquest motiu, estan subjec-

tes a uns esforços mecànics superiors.

• Terra:

Conductor que pren el potencial de la terra a

través d’uns electrodes clavats en el sòl.

• Tram:

Tros de línia aèria que està compresa entre dos

punts de suport.

• Zona rural:

S’entén per zona rural aquella amb una baixa

densitat de població.

A efectes de la qualitat del servei d’energia

elèctrica, el Decret 329/2001 defineix com a

zona rural aquell conjunt de municipis d’una

comarca amb menys de 2.000 subministra-

ments, excloent-hi les capitals de comarca.

Amb el llindar dels 200 subministraments es

diferencia entre zona rural concentrada i dis-

persa.

• Zona semiurbana:

S’entén per zona semiurbana aquella amb una

densitat mitjana de població.

A efectes de la qualitat del servei d’energia

elèctrica, el Decret 329/2001 defineix com a

zona semiurbana aquell conjunt de municipis

d’una comarca comprès entre 2.000 i 20.000

subministraments, excloent-hi les capitals de

comarca.

• Zona urbana:

S’entén per zona urbana aquella amb una alta

densitat de població.

A efectes de la qualitat del servei d’energia

elèctrica, el Decret 329/2001 defineix com a

zona urbana aquell conjunt de municipis d’una

comarca amb més de 20.000 subministra-

ments, incloent-hi les capitals de comarca,

encara que no superin la xifra anterior.

Fotografia 3. Subestació de transformació. Vista aèria.
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3 La xarxa elèctrica catalana

Des del punt de vista elèctric, Catalunya es

caracteritza per tenir unes zones de genera-

ció d’energia que no coincideixen geogràfi-

cament amb les zones de consum.

Les grans zones de consum elèctric a

Catalunya se centren bàsicament en l’àrea

de Barcelona i la seva perifèria, els polígons

industrials de la zona del Baix Camp de

Tarragona i altres zones puntuals amb activi-

tats econòmiques importants (Costa Brava o

Costa Daurada per la seva activitat turística,

zones específiques del sector terciari, indus-

trial, etc.).

Els principals punts de generació d’energia

elèctrica de Catalunya se centren en la zona

de les nuclears de Tarragona (Ascó-

Vandellòs, amb una potència de l’ordre de

3.000 MW), la zona litoral central de

Catalunya (on es concentren la major part de

centrals tèrmiques convencionals, amb una

potència de l’ordre de 2.000 MW) i la zona de

producció hidràulica del Pirineu lleidatà

(amb una potència de l’ordre de 1.600 MW).

I també altres punts de generació de potèn-

cies menys significatives.

La separació entre les grans zones producto-

res d’energia elèctrica i les zones on es con-

centra el seu consum fa necessària l’existèn-

cia d’una xarxa de línies elèctriques que con-

necti els centres generadors amb les zones

de demanda.

A diferència del que passa amb altres ener-

gies, l’energia elèctrica té la singularitat que

no es pot emmagatzemar, perquè la seva

generació, transport, distribució i consum

funcionen en temps real. Per tant, aquesta

xarxa de línies elèctriques ha de poder

garantir les connexions necessàries entre la

generació i els consums i, a més, les intercon-

nexions a escala nacional i internacional que

permetin l’intercanvi d’energia i regulació

òptima del conjunt del sistema elèctric.

Segons la tensió de funcionament de les

línies i de la seva funció específica, la xarxa

elèctrica es classifica en:

• Línies de transport:

La xarxa de transport té la funció de portar a

grans distàncies l’energia elèctrica generada

a les centrals i des de les subestacions fins als

punts de transformació per a distribució.

Aquest transport s’ha de fer a un nivell de

tensió elevat per minimitzar les pèrdues. Un

major nivell de tensió també permet que la

línia de transport tingui unes dimensions

inferiors (secció i pes dels cables, etc.) i, per

tant, que sigui una infraestructura més eco-

nòmica i amb un menor impacte ambiental.

Normalment, el nivell de tensió d’aquestes

línies de transport se situa entre els 220 kV i

els 400 kV, amb longituds típiques de cente-

nars de quilòmetres.

• Línies de subtransport:

De forma similar a les xarxes de transport,

les xarxes de subtransport serveixen per

portar energia des dels centres de generació

i subestacions fins als punts de transforma-

ció per a distribució, però a distàncies més

curtes. Normalment, el nivell de tensió d’a-

questes línies se situa en els 66, 110 i 132 kV,

amb longituds típiques inferiors als cent

quilòmetres.
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• Línies de distribució:

Sota les xarxes de transport i subtransport, hi

ha les xarxes de distribució, que són les xar-

xes finals per fer arribar l’energia elèctrica

des de les subestacions o des dels centres de

transformació fins al consum. A Catalunya,

aquesta xarxa elèctrica té bàsicament dos

nivells de tensió:

- Distribució en alta tensió a 25 kV 

(puntualment a 15 kV i 11 kV).

- Distribució en baixa tensió a 380 V 

(puntualment a 220 V).

Aquestes línies porten l’energia fins al con-

sum final en l’àmbit local. Així, subministren

directament a clients d’alta tensió o a centres

de transformació alta/baixa tensió i també a

clients de baixa tensió. Les longituds típiques

màximes de les línies d’alta tensió per a dis-

tribució a 25 kV poden ser de l’ordre de 30

quilòmetres i les de baixa tensió normal-

ment són com a màxim de fins a 1 quilòme-

tre (en casos puntuals poden sobrepassar

aquesta longitud).

Per fer més entenedor aquest concepte, es

podria fer un símil amb la xarxa viària, en què

les línies de transport equivaldrien a les

autopistes, les línies de subtransport a les

autovies i les línies de distribució a les carre-

teres comarcals i locals. I en termes numèrics

es pot simplificar dient que la longitud habi-

tual de les línies és d’1 km per kV, i la capaci-

tat d’1 MW per kV.

La xarxa elèctrica catalana té un total de gai-

rebé 100.000 quilòmetres de línies elèctri-

ques, amb 52.000 quilòmetres de baixa ten-

sió (inferior a 1 kV) i 46.000 quilòmetres d’al-

ta tensió (superior a 1 kV), dels quals 9.000

quilòmetres corresponen a la xarxa de trans-

port i subtransport. En conjunt, un 27,5% del

total d’aquestes línies elèctriques de

Catalunya són subterrànies. La resta són de

tipus aeri.

Per poder interconnectar les instal·lacions

esmentades, a causa de l’existència de dife-

rents tensions de funcionament, es cons-

trueixen les anomenades subestacions i cen-

tres de transformació, que possibiliten la

transició entre diferents nivells de tensió. A

Catalunya, hi ha al voltant de 700 transfor-

madors en subestacions (amb una potència

instal·lada de més de 24.500 MVA) i més de

40.000 centres de transformació (amb una

potència instal·lada d’uns 15.000 MVA).
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4 Línies aèries

4.1 Consideracions prèvies

Les instal·lacions aèries per al transport i dis-

tribució d’energia elèctrica, com ja s’ha defi-

nit, són aquelles en què tots els seus ele-

ments estan per sobre de la superfície del

terreny. A Catalunya, pràcticament tota la

xarxa de transport és aèria (línies d’alta ten-

sió), així com la major part de la xarxa de dis-

tribució (línies de mitjana i baixa tensió). Així

mateix, s’observa una forta relació entre la

densitat de població i el nivell de soterra-

ment de les línies elèctriques.

Tot seguit, es fa una descripció de les línies

aèries tenint en compte diferents aspectes,

com ara la seva tipologia i classificació,

segons el seu nivell de tensió.

4.2 Tipologia de les línies aèries

Les línies aèries estan constituïdes pels con-

ductors i els suports, on se subjecten els con-

ductors a través de les cadenes d’aïllament.

Aquesta configuració ve determinada per un

estricte compliment de criteris i requeri-

ments tècnics (càlculs elèctrics i mecànics,

distàncies de seguretat, etc.) recollits en la

reglamentació vigent.

D’acord amb el seu nivell de tensió, es classi-

fiquen en línies de transport (tensions de

220 kV i 400 kV), subtransport (tensions de

66 kV, 110 kV i 132 kV) i distribució (alta ten-

sió, generalment a 25 kV, i baixa tensió, gene-

ralment a 380 V).

4.2.1 Tipologia segons el tipus 

de conductor

Segons la configuració esmentada, les línies

aèries poden desglossar-se en dos grans

grups, segons el tipus de conductor emprat:

• Línies aèries de conductor nu.

En aquest cas, l’aïllament està assegurat per

l’aire.Així, cal assegurar una distància de sepa-

ració entre els conductors i els elements que

els suporten a través de cadenes d’aïllament.

Aquesta distància dependrà de la tensió de

servei de la línia (a més tensió, més distància).

En aquest grup hi trobaríem gairebé totes les

línies de transport i distribució d’alta i mitjana

tensió i algunes línies de baixa tensió.

Fotografia 4. Línia A.T., 400 kV dúplex (dos fils per fase) sobre suports metàl·lics de gelosia.
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• Línies aèries de conductor aïllat.

En les quals el conductor porta incorporat un

material de recobriment aïllant, de manera

que els conductors poden estar en contacte

i també es poden fixar directament sobre un

suport sense utilitzar cap element especial

que proporcioni un aïllament. La majoria d’a-

questes línies són de baixa tensió; excepcio-

nalment i en trams molt concrets són línies

aèries de mitjana tensió (situacions provisio-

nals i/o en casos singulars acordats amb l’ad-

ministració competent).

4.2.2 Tipologia segons el suport

Segons la tipologia del suport a emprar, les

línies aèries poden classificar-se en:

• Línies aèries sobre suports metàl·lics 

de gelosia.

Els suports utilitzats per estendre els con-

ductors estan construïts amb perfils

metàl·lics d’acer amb tractaments anticorro-

sius (generalment, galvanitzat) units entre si,

per cargolam o per soldadura, de manera

que formen una estructura metàl·lica de

gelosia. Per les seves característiques mecà-

niques, aquests suports s’utilitzen en casos

de sol·licitacions mecàniques elevades i alçà-

ries considerables, i per la seva facilitat de

transport i muntatge s’utilitzen en llocs de

difícil accés. Això permet realitzar línies amb

un menor nombre de suports (trams més

llargs), sempre que l’orografia del terreny ho

permeti. La pràctica totalitat de les línies

aèries de transport són amb suports

metàl·lics de gelosia (veure fotografia 4).

La utilització d’aquests suports en línies de

distribució de mitjana tensió respon a criteris

tècnics (esforç mecànic, separació de con-

ductors...) (veure fotografia 5). En línies de

distribució a baixa tensió el seu ús es limita a

trams molt concrets i situacions amb carac-

terístiques molt específiques (encreuaments

de vials i rius amb trams llargs) en què d’al-

tres tipus de suports no són adients.

• Línies aèries sobre suports metàl·lics 

de xapa.

Els suports utilitzats en aquest cas estan for-

mats per una estructura tubular troncopira-

midal, de secció rectangular o rodona, de

Fotografia 5. Línia M.T., 25 kV doble circuit sobre suports metàl·lics de gelosia.
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xapa d’acer galvanitzat. La seva utilització no

està tant estesa com la dels suports

metàl·lics de gelosia. El criteri per a la seva

utilització és similar en ambdós casos, i es

diferencien únicament per criteris estètics. El

suport de xapa és molt més esvelt que el de

gelosia i, en la gamma de suports de gran

esforç i alçària, comporta una menor ocupa-

ció de terreny. La seva menor utilització

davant dels suports de gelosia obeeix també

a criteris econòmics i a impacte visual (super-

fície opaca).

• Línies aèries sobre suports de formigó.

Els suports sobre els quals es recolzen els

conductors són de formigó armat vibrat.

Aquests suports són d’esforç mecànic i alçà-

ries petites (fins a 15 m i 1.600 kg) i, per tant,

la seva utilització es limita a casos determi-

nats i per a trams de distàncies mitjanes. Per

al seu transport i col·locació s’han de preveu-

re accessos per a vehicles pesants, però, en

canvi, l’ocupació de superfície és reduïda. El

seu ús es limita a línies de distribució en mit-

jana i baixa tensió, on els esforços mecànics i

alçàries necessàries fan possible la seva uti-

lització (veure fotografia 6).

• Línies aèries sobre suports de fusta.

Els suports estan constituïts per troncs de

fusta corresponent a espècies de pi, amb

tractament adient per a la seva conservació

contra agents externs, com ara humitat,

insectes i fongs. Per les seves característiques

mecàniques, només admeten trams de dis-

tàncies molt curtes (esforç molt reduït i alça-

ries petites). Actualment, la seva utilització se

centra en línies aèries de baixa tensió en

zones rurals, però eventualment es poden

trobar línies de mitjana tensió. La seva utilit-

zació i facilitat de transport (fins i tot pot ser

manual) permet la seva col·locació en llocs

sense accés rodat (veure fotografia 7).

Fotografia 6. Línia M.T., 25 kV sobre suports de formigó.
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• Línies aèries trenades posades sobre

façana.

En aquest cas, el suport dels conductors són

les façanes dels edificis. Aquest tipus de línia

aèria només és factible en zones urbanes i

se’n pot distingir dos tipus: les esteses sobre

cadiretes i les grapades directament sobre

façana. La primera opció ja no es considera

en els nous projectes, malgrat que encara

n’hi ha en molts indrets. En el segon cas, els

conductors es fixen directament a les parets

de façana dels edificis mitjançant abraçado-

res i respectant les distàncies reglamentàries

als elements constructius i altres serveis.

Aquesta disposició permet una ordenació

visual menys impactant que les línies esteses

sobre cadireta.

A la taula 1 es mostra un quadre resum on es

pot apreciar, segons el nivell de tensió de la

línia aèria, quina tipologia és la més habitual.

TIPOLOGIA Transport i subtransport Distribució en alta Distribució en baixa 
tensió (fins a 30 kV) tensió (< 1 kV)

Sobre suports Molt habitual, en línies existents Molt habitual, sobretot en línies Poc habitual.
metàl·lics de gelosia i de nova construcció. de nova construcció. Només en punts concrets

(encreuaments).

Sobre suports En alguns indrets per Poc habitual, només en casos Gens habitual. En qualsevol cas,
metàl·lics de xapa condicionants de l’entorn. molt concrets i sempre en en suports d’angle

substitució dels de formigó. o amb derivacions.

Sobre suports de formigó Poc habitual Poc habitual en nova construcció. Poc habitual. Només en suports 
en nova construcció. Habitual en línies antigues. d’angle o amb derivacions.

Sobre suports de fusta Mai. Excepcionalment en línies Molt habitual en zones rurals.
de nova construcció. Habitual en En nucli urbà, només quan no
línies antigues. es pot posar sobre façana.

Sobre façana Mai. Mai. Molt habitual i sempre 
en zones urbanes.

Taula 1. Tipologies més habituals de línies elèctriques aèries segons el suport.

Fotografia 7. Línia B.T., amb conductor nu (també anomenat cable convencional)
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5 Línies subterrànies

5.1 Consideracions prèvies

Les instal·lacions subterrànies per al trans-

port i distribució d’energia elèctrica, com ja

s’ha exposat, són aquelles en què tots els

seus elements estan sota la superfície del

terreny. A Catalunya, el nivell de soterrament

de la xarxa de transport és reduït i quasi sem-

pre en zones urbanes. La xarxa de distribució

presenta un nivell de soterrament al voltant

del 30%, tant per al nivell d’alta tensió com

per al de baixa tensió, i també en zones urba-

nes i semiurbanes.

Tot seguit, es fa una descripció de les línies

subterrànies, igual que s’ha fet per a la xarxa

aèria, tenint en compte diferents aspectes,

com ara la seva tipologia i classificació,

segons el seu nivell de tensió.

5.2 Tipologia de línies subterrànies

La classificació segons el nivell de tensió per

a les línies subterrànies correspon al mateix

ordre que les aèries, que ja s’ha descrit en l’a-

partat 4.2 d’aquest estudi.

Les línies subterrànies, bàsicament, estan

constituïdes per uns conductors aïllats

col·locats al fons d’una rasa, prèviament

oberta, i recoberts per capes de sorra i terres

cribades de la mateixa excavació o de nova

aportació i amb les senyalitzacions i protec-

cions adequades (de tipus mecànic, com ara

unes plaques de polietilè). La fondària a la

qual van col·locats els cables depèn del nivell

de tensió de la línia i oscil·la des dels 70 cm

en baixa tensió fins a l’1,5-2 m en alta tensió

(veure figura 5).

Els cables soterrats es poden col·locar també

en l’interior de tubs de polietilè, amb protec-

ció exterior addicional de formigó si cal en

trams amb trànsit rodat per sobre. En qualse-

vol dels dos casos és obligat col·locar una
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Capes de terra (o similar)
compactada cada 15 cm. 
95% proctor modificat

Cable subterrani B.T.
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Capes de terra  
compactada cada 15 cm. 
95% proctor modificat

Cable subterrani
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Sorra
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Figura 5. Detall rasa línia subterrània B.T. (esquerra) i línia subterrània M.T. (dreta) amb cables col·locats directament amb sorra,
placa de protecció de polietilè i cinta de senyalització. (Unitats en centimetres)
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senyalització de la línia subterrània consis-

tent en unes cintes plàstiques que segueixen

la mateixa traça, per damunt d’ella i a una

fondària que varia segons l’acabat superficial

del terreny (generalment, entre 10 i 15 cm de

distància per sota l’acabat superficial) (veure

figures 6 i 7).

També hi ha línies subterrànies que transco-

rren per l’interior de galeries de servei gene-

ralment transitables. Aquestes requereixen

un control de la seva temperatura interior,

sistemes de ventilació, enllumenat normal i

d’emergència. És una solució practicada en

zones urbanes perquè redueix l’ocupació del

terreny, tot i que la inversió és molt elevada

(veure figures 8 i 9, i fotografia 8).
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Figura 6. Detall rasa línia subterrània B.T. (esquerra) i línia subterrània M.T. (dreta) amb cables col·locats en tub de polietilè 
i formigonats i cinta de senyalització. (Unitats en centimetres)
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Figura 7. Detall rasa línia subterrània A.T. amb cables col·locats en tub de polietilè i formigonats i plaques de senyalització.
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Tots els cables de potència tenen en comú

tres components essencials:

• Un conductor metàl·lic, que facilita el pas

del corrent elèctric.

• L’aïllament del cable, també anomenat die-

lèctric, que protegeix contra els contactes

directes.

• La protecció exterior, per evitar les agres-

sions mecàniques, químiques, foc, etc. pro-

cedents de l’exterior.

En els cables subterranis, l’aïllament està

assegurat per un material específic. En un

principi, van ser el paper impregnat en oli i

l’oli mateix, i posteriorment es van incorpo-

rar els aïllaments sintètics i els cables en tub.

Amb el nivell de tensió augmenta el gruix de

l’aïllament necessari, que en el cas dels

cables amb aïllament sintètic va des de

2 mm per a una tensió de 380 V, 40 mm per a

una de 220 kV i fins a 80 mm per a una ten-

sió de 400 kV. Aquest és el motiu pel qual

amb l’augment del nivell de tensió també

augmenta el volum del cable i, per tant,

també es limita el metratge de les bobines

pel seu transport i emmagatzematge.

Pel que fa als tipus de cable per a línies sub-

terrànies, les solucions tecnològiques més

conegudes actualment per a cables unipo-

lars són les següents:

Fotografia 8. Línies elèctriques subterrànies a l’interior d’una galeria de serveis

Connectar a terra
tots els elements
metàl·lics

Perfil Omega
insertit en el
formigó

Mènsula

Abraçadora

Brida

Mènsula

Encintar
amb neoprè (2 voltes)

Figura 8. Detall disposició de línies a l’interior 
d’una galeria de serveis de secció rectangular.
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• Cables amb aïllament per paper impregnat

amb oli

• Cables amb aïllament per dielèctrics sintè-

tics o cable sec [el més habitual és el de

polietilè reticulat extrudit (XLPE).

• Cables en tub, amb circulació d’oli o gas a

pressió (poden ser amb hexafluorur de

sofre, freó, nitrogen o barreges d’aquests

gasos)

Els d’utilització més estesa, però, són els d’aï-

llament per dielèctrics sintètics o cables d’aï-

llament secs, per a tensions d’utilització fins a

220 kV. (veure fotografia 9 i figura 10). En

aquest cas, les solucions tècniques de les

unions, imposades per les limitacions de

metratge de les bobines, són relativament

fàcils d’efectuar i amb un nivell de fiabilitat

elevat.

En canvi, en altres tipus de cable com els d’aï-

llament amb oli, amb unions mixtes, es

requereixen operacions meticuloses que

han de realitzar equips d’especialistes i mit-

jans tècnics molt més complexos, amb un

cost molt superior.

L’estructura dels cables amb aïllament per

paper impregnat amb oli és bàsicament la

dels d’aïllament sec, però la diferència és que

Serveis propis galeria

20 cm per operador

20 cm per operador

Reserva

1 circuit 3 x 240 Cu

6 circuits 3 x 240 Cu (80 MVA)

3 circuits 3 x 240 Cu (40 MVA)

Circuit interconexió

Telefonia

Comunicació dades

Figura 9. Detall de secció tipus d’una galeria de serveis de secció circular.

Conductor

Capa semiconductora

Aïllament de XLPE

Cintes creuades en hè

Pantalla metàl·lica fil
coure+contraespira

Coberta exterior

Figura 10. Estructura d’un cable d’aïllament 
de polietilè reticulat XLPE.
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la capa aïllant està formada per làmines de

paper impregnat, que li confereix les pro-

pietats dielèctriques. En els que hi ha circu-

lació d’oli, el cable va disposat a l’interior

d’un tub per on es fa circular aquest refri-

gerant a pressió. Així, per a aquests tipus de

cable es requereixen instal·lacions auxiliars

per controlar i forçar la circulació del líquid.

Els cables en tub amb circulació de gas

consisteixen en un conductor encapsulat a

l’interior d’aquest de forma que ambdós es

disposen concèntricament, i mantenen

aquesta disposició gràcies a un sistema de

suports axials i radials instal·lats cada certs

metres. L’interior de tub de la coberta s’om-

ple de gas a baixa pressió.

Fotografia 9. Composició. Detall de galeria de serveis. Les dues fotografies superiors mostren circuit de 25 kV.
A les dues inferiors s’aprecia el detall d’una caixa d’empalmaments d’una línia de 220 kV. Tots els conductors són de cable sec XLPE.

9
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6 condicionants de les instal·lacions aèries 
i de les subterrànies. avantatges I INCOnVENIENTS 

Per tal de dur a terme una comparativa

entre les línies aèries i les subterrànies, cal

fer una anàlisi des de diferents perspectives

i assegurar l’homogeneïtat de la compara-

ció.El resultat serà,per a cada un dels aspec-

tes analitzats, els avantatges o els inconve-

nients d’una i altra solució constructiva.

A continuació, s’exposen els condicionants

més significatius que cal tenir en compte.

6.1 Condicionants tècnics

Des d’un punt de vista tècnic, l’aïllament i la

capacitat de transport són els aspectes

més significatius en l’anàlisi comparativa

entre una solució aèria o subterrània.

En una línia aèria, l’aïllament del conductor

nu està assegurat per l’aire. Cal respectar

sempre les distàncies de seguretat marca-

des pels reglaments tècnics, que augmen-

ten amb la tensió de la línia.En canvi,en una

línia subterrània l’aïllament s’assegura per

un revestiment de material aïllant, el gruix

del qual augmenta també amb la tensió.

És important destacar que l’aïllant ha de

cobrir absolutament tota la longitud del

cable sense el més mínim defecte.

Aquest aspecte és de gran rellevància, ja

que condiciona el procés constructiu i

imposa limitacions tècniques que compor-

ten solucions més complexes a mesura que

augmenta el nivell de tensió de la línia.

A continuació, es relacionen els inconve-

nients tècnics d’una línia subterrània

davant d’una d’aèria:

• Dissipació de la calor:

La intensitat màxima admissible en un con-

ductor depèn directament de la temperatu-

ra màxima que pot assolir.En els cables aïllats

aquest fet imposa una limitació del corrent

màxim o bé un augment de la secció.

Aquesta temperatura està influïda per

fenòmens com l’efecte Joule, existents tant

en els cables aeris com en els subterranis,

però amb la diferència que en aquests

últims s’agreuja pels efectes d’escalfament

de l’aïllament en estar sotmès a camps

elèctrics, que augmenten amb la tensió

aplicada.

També es produeix un escalfament en les

pantalles del cable d’un sistema trifàsic per

les variacions del camp magnètic produï-

des pels conductors, que produeixen

corrents induïts a les parts metàl·liques de

les pantalles.

En les línies subterrànies, generalment es

disposen diversos circuits junts i, per tant,

sofreixen un escalfament mutu, que com-

porta una reducció en el transport de

corrent.
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En una línia aèria, la calor produïda es dissipa

per convecció de l’aire que l’envolta, que és

un medi ideal de refrigeració. Al contrari, en

una línia subterrània, l’evacuació de la calor

produïda a l’exterior es realitza amb molta

més dificultat a través del material aïllant i de

la protecció externa, ja que malauradament

aquests materials també tenen propietats

d’aïllament tèrmic.

Tot el que s’ha exposat es tradueix en un

augment de la secció de cable per a una línia

subterrània de l'ordre de 2 a 4 vegades supe-

rior a l’equivalent en una línia aèria, per

mantenir la mateixa capacitat de transport.

Per això els cables subterranis són més volu-

minosos i pesants, amb limitacions en la seva

construcció i transport.

Això significa, per una altra banda, que a

igualtat de potència transportada i tensió, les

pèrdues elèctriques són inferiors en les línies

subterrànies, ja que la resistència del con-

ductor disminueix amb la secció.

• Efecte capacitiu i longitud crítica:

El cable que s’utilitza en les línies subterrà-

nies es comporta com un condensador tipus,

amb dues armadures constituïdes, d’una

banda, pel conductor central i, de l’altra, per

la pantalla metàl·lica col·locada a l’exterior

de l’aïllant, i separades per aquest. Una línia

aèria amb conductor nu presenta una certa

analogia amb el cable subterrani, ja que hi

trobem igualment la presència de dues

armadures (el conductor i el terra) separades

per un aïllant (l’aire).

Com que les línies es troben sota una tensió

alterna, hi ha un intercanvi d’energia amb la

font de tensió deguda a la capacitat elèctrica

del cable. Això es tradueix en una circulació

de corrent paràsit, que és proporcional a la

freqüència i amplitud d’ona, a la longitud del

cable i a una constant (capacitat del cable)

que depèn de la naturalesa i gruix de l’aïllant.

Aquest corrent paràsit o capacitiu és de l’or-

dre de 10 a 40 vegades major en una línia

subterrània que l’equivalent en línia aèria, de

manera que aquest efecte és més acusat en

línies subterrànies.

És per tot el que s’ha exposat anteriorment

que, en el cas de cables subterranis, pot pas-

sar que la intensitat de corrent capacitiu

sigui tan alta que, per a certa llargària de

cable, assoleixi un valor límit i provoqui l’es-

calfament màxim admissible d’aquest, i per

tant no es pugui transportar energia activa o

potència "útil". La longitud que fa que es

compleixi el fenomen descrit s’anomena lon-

gitud crítica.
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La longitud crítica depèn de les característi-

ques elèctriques i de si es troba directament

soterrat en rasa o bé està disposat dintre

d’una galeria de serveis. A la taula 2 es mos-

tra la longitud crítica orientativa per als

cables a alta tensió:

Les longituds anteriors, per tant, no perme-

trien la vehiculació de potència. Per altra

banda, la potència que es podria vehicular és

inversament  proporcional a la longitud del

cable, i arriba a un valor nul amb la longitud

crítica.

En longituds llargues és imprescindible, per

compensar l’efecte capacitiu del cable, dis-

posar de bobines de compensació a aquest

efecte, per disminuir així el corrent parasitari

que hi circula. Hi ha cables, com els de tub

amb gas a pressió (PGC), que tenen menys

pèrdues capacitives i, per tant, la seva longi-

tud crítica augmenta, de manera que es

redueix la necessitat d'instal·lar bobines de

compensació.

• Unions (empalmaments):

Com ha quedat palès, la limitació de la longi-

tud dels trams transportables de cable sub-

terrani exigeix la realització d’unions molt

més freqüents que en les línies aèries.

D’altra banda, aquestes unions poden pre-

sentar problemes pràctics per mantenir la

continuïtat elèctrica, evitar la introducció

d’humitat i assegurar el nivell necessari d’aï-

llament. Per a cables d’aïllament sec, la solu-

ció tecnològica és relativament senzilla

davant dels cables aïllats amb oli i de cables

amb tub, però no deixa de ser una operació

complexa, i qualsevol unió pot constituir un

punt feble de la instal·lació.

6.2 Condicionants de qualitat

del servei

S’entén com a qualitat del servei, segons la

definició del Reial decret 1955/2000, el con-

junt de característiques, tècniques i comer-

cials, inherents al subministrament elèctric

exigibles pels subjectes, consumidors i pels

òrgans competents de l’Administració. La

qualitat del servei elèctric es configura sobre

la base de la continuïtat del subministra-

ment, la qualitat del producte i la qualitat en

l’atenció i relació amb el client. A efectes d’a-

quest estudi comparatiu, s’analitzen els fac-

tors que influeixen directament en la conti-

nuïtat de subministrament, ja que la resta de

factors no es veuen afectats per la tipologia

de la instal·lació.

Tensió Tipus Longitud Longitud
d’operació d’aïllament crítica crítica
(kV) en rasa (km) en galeria (km)

66 Polietilè 230 160

66 Paper 90 70
impregnat 
d’oli

110 Polietilè 150 100

132 Polietilè 130 80

220 XLPE 100 65

400 XLPE 40* 25**

400 XLPE 30* 20**

Taula 2. Longitud crítica d’un tram de cable subterrani.

*Segons seccions.

**La longitud crítica depèn del tipus de refrigeració del cable 
(s’ha de distingir entre ventilació natural o forçada).
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Cal dir que els indicadors registrats de quali-

tat del servei elèctric estan regulats i limitats

en el Reglamento de transporte i distribu-

ción de energía eléctrica (Real Decreto

1955/2000) i pel Reglament del subministra-

ment elèctric (Decret 329/2001) i, per tant, la

qualitat del servei elèctric és un aspecte de

gran transcendència en una anàlisi compara-

tiva de línies aèries en relació amb les subte-

rrànies i cal valorar les diferents implicacions

que comporta cadascuna de les solucions

sobre aquest aspecte.

Tant en les línies aèries com en les subterrà-

nies es produeixen incidències que originen

interrupcions en el subministrament elèctric.

En les xarxes del sistema de distribució en

mitjana i baixa tensió es produeixen inci-

dents amb efectes permanents (o avaries) i

transitoris, que comporten interrupcions en

el subministrament de diversa durada. En

xarxes aèries, el 85% de les incidències són

de curta durada i es resolen en temps infe-

riors al minut i fins i tot, en la majoria dels

casos, en un temps inferior al segon; el 15%

restant són de llarga durada (superior a 3

minuts). En canvi, en les línies subterrànies,

generalment, es presenten interrupcions llar-

gues causades per avaries en un dels seus

trams.

Les causes bàsiques són obvies; per una part,

les línies aèries estan sotmeses a l’acció d’in-

clemències meteorològiques (llamps, vent,

neu...), així com a l’acció humana o de tercers

(contacte amb grues, impactes de vehicles...).

Generalment, en cas d’un incident, es detec-

ten els defectes des dels despatxos de

maniobra i centres de control de forma ins-

tantània per l’actuació de les proteccions de

les capçaleres de les línies. Un cop les protec-

cions han aïllat el defecte, desconnectant la

línia, s’intenta la reconnexió assumint, a prio-

ri, que el defecte no és permanent (no hi ha

avaria), fet que suposa interrupcions de l’or-

dre de segons. Si el defecte és permanent

(s’ha produït una avaria), les proteccions tor-

nen a actuar i es produeix la desconnexió de

la línia fins que el defecte és aïllat i reparat.

En canvi, en el cas de línies subterrànies, les

inclemències meteorològiques no tenen inci-

dència (excepte en el cas que estiguin connec-

tades a línies aèries i no tinguin instal·lats para-

llamps en les conversions aerosubterrànies) i

normalment no es produeixen defectes fugi-

tius, sinó avaries. Tant en el cas de defectes

interns (cas poc freqüent) com en el cas d’ava-

ries provocades per l’acció de tercers (normal-

ment excavadores,pics...), l’avaria comporta un

temps elevat d’indisposició del circuit afectat,

de l’ordre d’hores. Les estadístiques actuals, a

títol orientatiu,pel que fa a xarxes subterrànies

urbanes, xifren en una contribució del 25% de

les avaries de cables pels treballs d’infraestruc-

tura de l’obra civil, que a més a més compor-

ten per als tercers un elevat risc de mort en

aquests tipus d’accidents.
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També cal fer algunes apreciacions pel que

fa als temps de reposició del servei o repara-

ció de l’avaria. El procés de reposició dels ser-

veis consta de tres parts ben diferenciades:

localització de l’avaria en la xarxa, aïllament

del tram afectat i reconnexió a la xarxa.

• Localització de l’avaria:

En cas que el defecte s’hagi produït per l’ac-

ció de tercers, els temps de localització en

ambdós casos, aeri i subterrani, és mínim, ja

que es coneix a priori el lloc exacte i només

cal avaluar l’abast dels danys.

En cas d’un defecte produït per un incident

de tipus meteorològic o per l’envelliment o

defectes dels materials que formen la xarxa,

el temps de localització en un circuit subte-

rrani és molt més gran que en un circuit aeri.

La raó és que en un circuit aeri la localització

és visual i facilitada per equips indicadors, fet

que pot comportar un temps de l’ordre de

minuts. En canvi, en el cas d’un circuit subte-

rrani, es requereixen equips especials i pos-

teriorment l’obertura de prospeccions fins a

trobar el lloc exacte, fet que pot comportar

un temps de l’ordre d’hores.

Cal distingir entre una línia subterrània direc-

tament soterrada (la majoria de vegades en

els nivells de mitjana o baixa tensió) i per

galeria de serveis, en la qual la localització es

pot efectuar visualment o amb equips indi-

cadors i sense necessitat d’efectuar movi-

ments de terra. En aquest cas, el temps és

similar al de les línies aèries. D’altra banda,

aquest temps difereix en ambdós casos si el

defecte s’ha produït en un entorn urbà o

rural. En un entorn urbà, l’accés és millor i el

temps necessari per desplaçar els mitjans de

localització és inferior al necessari en un

entorn rural.

• Aïllament del tram afectat:

Un cop localitzada l’avaria, es procedeix a

aïllar el tram afectat. En aquest aspecte hi ha

dos factors claus, l’estructura de la xarxa i el

punt d’aquesta on es produeix.

En entorns urbans, les xarxes presenten un

estructura mallada, però d’explotació radial,

en zones urbanes amb trams aeris i subterra-

nis i, per tant, en cas d’avaria, normalment es

podrà aïllar la zona afectada i traspassar la

càrrega afectada a la línia connectada que

configura la malla, o bé, en cas de bucle, l’ali-

mentació es realitza per l’altra banda.

D’aquesta forma es pot reposar el servei

sense necessitat d’esperar a la reparació del

tram afectat.

En canvi, en zones rurals, les xarxes de distri-

bució presenten generalment una disposició

radial amb estructura arborescent i, per tant,

una avaria comporta uns temps d’indisposi-

ció més alts, ja que no es restableix el servei

fins que no s’ha efectuat la reparació.

Tanmateix, en les xarxes hi ha punts crítics,

bé perquè no disposen de doble alimentació

o alimentació alternativa, o bé perquè tot i

disposar-ne, aquesta no pot suportar la

sobrecàrrega, i per tant no es pot aïllar el

defecte. Així, el temps d’afectació es perllon-

ga i l’abast de l’incident és major (més usua-

ris amb interrupció del servei).
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• Reparació de l’avaria:

En cas de línies aèries, les reposicions dels

elements afectats comporten operacions

fàcils i amb temps d’execució baixos compa-

rats amb els d’un cable subterrani. La repara-

ció d’un tram subterrani comporta l’obertura

de la rasa i la reposició del tram afectat, amb

la conseqüent realització d’empalmaments i

reposició del paviment, operacions que

òbviament requereixen temps d’execució

més alts.

Les línies de transport tenen un comporta-

ment diferenciat pel que fa a l’aspecte de la

qualitat del servei elèctric. La transcendència

que pot tenir una avaria en una línia de

transport, ja sigui aèria o subterrània, és

d’una magnitud tan gran que en el seu dis-

seny s’introdueixen elements que intenten

minimitzar el risc d’avaries i augmenten la

seva fiabilitat (cables de terra, etc.), de forma

que la taxa anual d’incidències és molt reduï-

da tant en les aèries, que són la majoria, com

en les subterrànies, i les incidències es

redueixen a microtallades que comporten

interrupcions de durades molt curtes (infe-

riors al segon) i quasi sempre produïdes per

inclemències atmosfèriques (llamps). A més

a més, el seu disseny en xarxa mallada, amb

criteris de manteniment del servei en cas de

fallada simple o múltiple de diferents ele-

ments de la xarxa, significa que tot i que es

produeixin avaries, en la majoria dels casos

no es produeix interrupció del subministra-

ment al mercat.

D’altra banda, les subestacions de transport i

de distribució generalment tenen doble ali-

mentació, i per tant poden absorbir una

eventual avaria d’una de les línies que l’ali-

menten, però sempre per un espai de temps

no gaire llarg, per tal de no saturar el sistema.

Els punts febles de la xarxa de transport són

els elements de maniobra i protecció situats

en les subestacions i les transicions o unions

aerosubterrànies, que han d’estar protegits

contra sobretensions, i per tant la realització

de trams subterranis intercalats amb trams

aeris pot afectar negativament la fiabilitat

global d’una línia de transport.
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A continuació, es mostra a la taula 3 un qua-

dre amb valors orientatius de la relació dels

temps mitjans requerits per a reposició del

servei en cas d’avaria per a cada tipus d’ins-

tal·lació, per esglaons de tensió i amb dife-

renciació d’un entorn urbà o rural. Com que

els temps varien àmpliament segons les con-

dicions particulars de cada cas, els valors que

aquí es presenten indiquen només de forma

orientativa el quocient entre el temps en el

cas de xarxa subterrània i el temps per al cas

de xarxa aèria.

Per altra banda, i des d’un punt de vista con-

ceptual, les línies aèries presenten taxes d’in-

cidències en valor mitjà superiors a les línies

subterrànies. En una xarxa de distribució en

mitjana tensió i baixa tensió els valors orien-

tatius estadístics de les taxes d’avaries són de

5-6 avaries/100 km·any per a una xarxa sub-

terrània i de 15-20 avaries/100 km·any per a

la xarxa aèria.

I com s’ha mostrat anteriorment a la taula 3,

per a xarxes de mitjana i baixa tensió, el

temps mitjà d’interrupció per avaria d’una

línia subterrània és de l’ordre de 2 vegades al

corresponent a una xarxa aèria.

Per tant, i centrant-nos en la xarxa de mitjana

i baixa tensió (la principal responsable de les

incidències que afecten la qualitat del servei

del subministrament elèctric), la taxa d’ava-

ries en el cas de línies subterrànies és de l’or-

dre del 30% de la taxa de les línies aèries,

però el temps mitjà d’interrupció en una línia

subterrània és el doble del temps mitjà d’in-

terrupció d’una línia aèria, de manera que el

temps mitjà total anual d’interrupció d’una

xarxa subterrània és de l’ordre del 60% del

d’una xarxa aèria.

Tot i així, existeixen solucions aplicades en

xarxes aèries que permeten arribar a nivells

de qualitat (temps mitjà d’interrupció anual)

similars als que s’aconsegueixen amb una

xarxa totalment subterrània. Aquestes solu-

cions consisteixen en l’automatització de la

xarxa aèria mitjançant punts intermedis de

seccionament, localització de trams avariats,

etc. Aquesta solució comporta un cost

menor que el que representaria disposar

d’una xarxa en subterrani, així com una

millor accessibilitat en àrees rurals.

TEMPS MITJÀ ENTORN URBÀ ENTORN RURAL 
(o les seves proximitats)

AT MT BT AT MT BT
Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri Subt. / Aeri

LOCALITZACIÓ (hores) 4/1 1,5/1 1,5/1 6/1 2/1 2/1

AÏLLAMENT (seg. o min.) 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

REPARACIÓ (hores) 8/1 1,5/1 1,5/1 12/1 2/1 2/1

TOTAL 6/1 1,5/1 1,5/1 9/1 2/1 2/1

Taula 3. Temps mitjà de reposició del servei en línies aèries i subterrànies segons el nivell de tensió i ubicació territorial. Valors orientatius.
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6.3 Condicionants 

mediambientals

6.3.1 Aspectes generals

El tractament que generalment es dóna en

una anàlisi mediambiental comparativa

entre línies aèries i subterrànies es limita

majoritàriament a aspectes visuals i a camps

electromagnètics, que si bé són importants,

no haurien de ser determinants a l’hora de

decantar la balança cap a una banda o altra

en la seva concepció o disseny, sinó que hau-

ria de ser la combinació i valoració de tots els

factors, inclosos els que no es veuen.

S’ha de dir, en tot cas, que l’argument

mediambiental principal en contra de les

línies aèries és l’impacte visual. Tot i així, en

general, una línia elèctrica aèria no genera

especials problemes, però sí una elevada

concentració de línies aèries.

I davant de situacions de fort impacte visual

per concentració de línies elèctriques, és evi-

dent que abans de la solució del soterra-

ment, existeixen d’altres de reducció d’a-

quest impacte amb la disminució d’aquesta

concentració.

A continuació, s’exposa un llistat de condi-

cionants mediambientals i s’inclou els dife-

rents impactes que produeix cada solució.

• Utilització del sòl:

L’aprofitament del sòl pel qual ha de trans-

córrer una línia és fonamental a l’hora de

decidir la seva configuració.

L’ús de sòl urbà o urbanitzable és cada dia

més restrictiu per utilitzar-lo per ubicar-hi

suports on es recolzen els conductors, per

l’alta concentració d’elements urbans, com

ara edificacions, serveis viaris o espais reser-

vats al lleure. D’altra banda, en les grans ciu-

tats hi ha un gran aprofitament del subsòl,

que pot condicionar en un grau alt la utilit-

zació de línies subterrànies. De tota manera,

en aquest àmbit, l’avantatge de la línia sub-

terrània és ben clar, fins i tot davant de solu-

Fotografia 10. Línia elèctrica amb suport tubular.
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cions alternatives de configuracions de línia

aèria amb la utilització d’esvelts suports de

xapa plegada amb restriccions mínimes d’o-

cupació de terreny i únicament amb servi-

tuds en la seva ocupació aèria, encara que es

resolguin, en ocasions, aspectes funcionals i

estètics (veure fotografia 10).

En aquestes zones, el principal avantatge de

la línia subterrània davant de la línia aèria és

l’eliminació de superfícies d’ocupació (no hi

ha suports), ja que tots els elements de regis-

tre s’efectuen en vials públics. A més, s’elimi-

na l’impacte visual, s’eliminen els accidents

per contactes directes amb grues, camions,

etc. i finalment es redueix el soroll per descà-

rregues disruptives en aïlladors i conductors.

En el cas que el sòl per on passa la línia sigui

d’utilització eminentment agrícola, la configu-

ració de la línia ha de ser d’una manera que:

- permeti una utilització màxima del terreny.

- afavoreixi la utilització de maquinària agrícola.

- eviti problemes de contacte o de camps

electromagnètics que provoquin poten-

cials indesitjables, que poden comportar

situacions perilloses, en els sistemes de reg.

En aquest cas, els avantatges d’una línia sub-

terrània es redueixen a la millora dels dos

últims aspectes, ja que per motius de servi-

tud no permet una utilització màxima del

terreny, si el seu traçat no es fa per camins, la

qual cosa no sempre és possible. En canvi,

amb la línia aèria, amb una configuració ade-

quada en la qual tant les alçàries lliures utilit-

zades, des del conductor inferior fins al

terreny, com la superfície ocupada pels

suports siguin compatibles amb les tasques

agrícoles, fan que aquesta solució superi

àmpliament les premisses exposades.

Per a un aprofitament del sòl de caràcter de

sotabosc o d’arbrat de creixement lent (alzi-

nes, oliveres, etc.), on s’ha d’evitar la tala d’ar-

bres i la desforestació del sòl, la línia aèria no

només presenta avantatges evidents, sinó

que, a excepció de la no-execució, és l'única

solució viable per tal de preservar la vegeta-

ció, ja que amb el respecte de les distàncies

reglamentàries i amb un manteniment ade-

quat aquesta vegetació es pot mantenir sota

una línia aèria. Utilitzant suports d’alçada

suficient es pot sobrevolar les zones amb

vegetació amb el mínim dany possible, i

segons la configuració dels suports utilitzats

es minimitza l’impacte visual relatiu de la línia

sobre la superfície boscosa. Aquesta preser-

vació és del tot impossible en el projecte de

les línies subterrànies, en les quals, indepen-

dentment de no poder-se fer en zones on les

rasants no estan perfectament definides, fet

que dificultaria la posterior localització de la

línia, tant per a la realització com per a l’ex-

plotació d’aquesta, cal la no-existència de

vegetació per sobre del seu traçat.

En el cas de terrenys amb explotació forestal,

cal procurar que l’impacte visual de la tala

sigui el menys lesiu possible i útil com a con-

figuració de tallafoc. En aquest cas, per a les

línies subterrànies també és necessària la

tala d’arbrat, igual que en les aèries. Única-

ment es minimitza l’impacte visual per a ten-

sions de distribució, però s’empitjora en

tensions de transport, ja que la tala d’arbrat
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és molt més lesiva puntualment al llarg de la

traça que en el cas d’una línia aèria.

• Servitud de pas

A priori, sembla que la línia subterrània eli-

mina les servituds, però aquesta considera-

ció resulta errònia. La línia subterrània

només elimina les servituds visibles, però

que no són efectives a nivells de liberalitza-

ció total del sòl, ja que mantenen una servi-

tud d’explotació i una prohibició de la utilit-

zació del sòl que la cobreix, excepte en el cas

que sigui per vials.

En terrenys urbans o urbanitzables, sí que eli-

mina les servituds en propietats particulars,

ja que els traçats, encara que augmentant la

seva llargària, s’efectuen per vials i zones de

serveis amb rasants definides.

En terrenys de conreu i zones de bosc, l’im-

pacte sobre el medi ambient d’una línia sub-

terrània és igual o superior, en proporció

directa amb l’increment del seu nivell de ten-

sió, al de les línies aèries.

En línies de transport, l’impacte d’eventuals

estacions de compensació d’efecte capacitiu

i de les estacions de pas d’aeri a subterrani,

les pertorbacions causades per la mateixa

obra i les dificultats de reposició del terreny

per causar el mínim d’impacte són indiscuti-

bles i incompatibles en particular amb la pre-

servació i conservació d’un medi natural de

valor. Aquest impacte s’accentua pel fet de la

prohibició de l’existència d’arbres i la seva

plantació per sobre de la traça d’una línia

subterrània, per raons òbvies d’agressions

externes i la possibilitat de malmetre la ins-

tal·lació i, a més, cal reservar permanentment

vies d’accés per als mitjans necessaris per a

una eventual reparació o pel sol fet de la seva

vigilància i manteniment, extrem que portat

a les línies aèries no és necessari, ja que es pot

dur a terme amb mitjans no tan agressius per

al medi (l’helicòpter, per exemple).

• Protecció de l’avifauna

En aquest aspecte és obvi que l’existència

d’elements que puguin interferir en el vol de

les aus o simplement elements que compor-

ten un perill a l’hora de posar-se sobre punts

Fotografia 11. Línia elèctrica amb elements de protecció de l’avifauna. Detall.
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elevats constitueix un problema. La millor

manera d’eliminar aquesta possibilitat seria

soterrar les línies que transcorren per indrets

amb avifauna protegida.

Malgrat això, mitjançant dissenys adequats

de les línies aèries, l’impacte sobre l’avifauna

es pot minimitzar, per exemple, amb disposi-

cions horitzontals dels conductors, configu-

rats en el mínim nombre de capes, o bé, amb

la senyalització dels cables de forma que

aquests resultin més visibles, augmentant-

ne el volum aparent. També hi ha elements i

disposicions per subjectar els conductors als

suports que impossibiliten que les aus que

s’hi posin efectuïn curtcircuits fase-terra

(veure fotografia 11).

Tot i així, no tots els aspectes són negatius.

Cal destacar que moltes aus rapinyaires

empren els suports i les línies aèries com a

llocs de guaita, les cigonyes fan nius a les

torres de les línies de transport, estols d’o-

cells s’escalfen les potes aprofitant la calor

que desprenen els conductors per efecte

joule, etc...

• Aspectes contaminants

Els aspectes més oblidats a l’hora d’avaluar la

disjuntiva entre línies aèries o subterrànies

són els contaminants, ja sigui directament,

per les matèries primeres emprades en el seu

procés constructiu o al final del seu cicle de

vida. Entre aquests podem destacar que:

- Una línia subterrània requereix una major

utilització de matèries primeres, aproxima-

dament el doble de coure o alumini que l’e-

quivalent per a una línia aèria.

- En una línia subterrània s’utilitzen els

mateixos quilos de materials plàstics en

materials aïllants que els quilos d’acer dels

suports en una línia aèria.

- Quant a moviment de terra, la quantitat de

materials de rebliment i el formigó utilitzats

en la construcció d’una línia subterrània és

de l’ordre de 10 a 20 vegades superior a la

d’una línia aèria. Així el moviment de terra

que provoca la construcció d’un quilòmetre

de línia elèctrica subterrània equival al

volum de terra contingut en una superfície

equivalent a una illa de l’eixample de

Barcelona i d’una alçada de 3,7 m (veure

taula 4).

- Els processos de fabricació dels cables sub-

terranis consumeixen molta més energia

que els cables per a una línia aèria equiva-

lent, ja que per a un cable subterrani cal

fabricar els materials aïllants i després

col·locar-los sobre els conductors.

Impacte directe Línia subterrània Línia Aèria
en la construcció* en galeria de serveis

Moviment de terres 37.000 m3/Km 237,5 m3/Km

Volum formigó 3.060 m3/Km 238,3 m3/Km

Ferro 65.000 Kg/Km 35.250 Kg/Km

Taula 4. Exemple comparatiu de l’impacte que provoca la construcció 
d’un quilòmetre d’infraestructura elèctrica segons sigui aèria o subterrània.

* La Taula està calculada pel cas de 2 circuits de 220 kV 
i 2 circuits de 110 kV.
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- Els materials plàstics termostables que s’u-

tilitzen habitualment en l’aïllament dels

cables subterranis (polietilè reticulat i etilè-

propilè) i per a la seva coberta protectora

(PVC) són molt difícils de reciclar. En canvi,

els utilitzats en les línies aèries són gairebé

tots metalls altament reciclables, excepte

els fonaments.

- Els residus generats en el procés de fabrica-

ció dels cables subterranis, com són els olis

de les màquines per a la seva fabricació, els

olis de l’aïllament i els lubrificants dels pro-

cessos de trefilats de metalls, que tenen un

tractament específic i amb una major pro-

blemàtica, són superiors als dels cables

aeris.

- Els cables subterranis, com que tenen un

volum major que els aeris, requereixen més

bobines de fusta per al seu embalatge.

Aquestes bobines, si bé són reutilitzables

diverses vegades, esdevenen inutilitzables

pel seu ús continu. Això provoca la genera-

ció de milers de tones a l’any de fusta vella,

que s’han d’eliminar per un gestor autorit-

zat. A més, a causa de la presència de parts

metàl·liques no són reutilitzables i l’únic

tractament possible és la incineració.

- Els cables subterranis dissipen la calor

generada pel pas de corrent elèctric a tra-

ves del sòl que els envolta, extrem que es

tradueix en la seva possible dessecació i,

per tant, en un augment de la seva resistivi-

tat tèrmica.

Altres aspectes contaminats que s’han de

destacar són els relatius al soroll que poden

provocar les línies aèries, així com el fet que

les línies aèries provoquen més pèrdues

elèctriques que les línies subterrànies, pel fet

de tenir menys secció a igualtat de capacitat

de potència de transport.

• Incendis forestals

Un altre dels possibles impactes a considerar

de les línies elèctriques és la possibilitat que

una línia elèctrica aèria que travessi el bosc

pugui ocasionar un incendi forestal.

En les condicions adequades de funciona-

ment, una línia elèctrica no deu ser mai la

causa d’un incendi forestal. No obstant això,

existeix la possibilitat que una línia elèctrica

pugui arribar a afavorir un incendi forestal en

determinades condicions ambientals molt

desfavorables de temperatura i sequedat, si

aquestes condicions ambientals es produei-

xen simultàniament amb alguna anomalia

en la línia, com ara:

- Contactes directes entre el conductor des-

pullat d’una línia aèria i la massa forestal

(branques d’arbres, etc.). Aquest fet és molt

poc probable, ja que d’acord amb la norma-

tiva vigent (Decret 268/1996, de 23 de

juliol, del Departament d’Agricultura,

Ramaderia i Pesca de la Generalitat de

Catalunya, pel qual s’estableixen les mesu-

res per a tala periòdica i selectiva de la

vegetació), les distàncies establertes entre

els conductors i la vegetació garanteixen

que aquest fet no es pugui donar en condi-

cions normals de servei de la línia.
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- Explosions d’algun tipus de material antic

(autovàlvules, fusibles, etc.), que poden pro-

duir projeccions de materials calents sobre

la massa forestal. Aquest fet és també molt

poc probable, ja que els materials normalit-

zats actualment són antiexplosius i el mate-

rial antic és gairebé inexistent.

- Trencament d’un conductor, que pot caure

directament a terra o sobre un altre con-

ductor, amb l’aparició de guspires.Aquestes

situacions es controlen amb una correcta

actuació de les proteccions de capçalera de

les línies.

Per evitar aquestes situacions, les compan-

yies elèctriques porten a terme les actua-

cions preventives necessàries i reglamentà-

ries, com ara:

- Revisions periòdiques de les línies, segons

el Decret 328/2001 del Departament de

Treball, Indústria, Comerç i Turisme, que

actualitza i millora el Decret 191/1993.

- Reparació de trams malmesos per agents

externs.

- Tala i poda de vegetació d’acord amb la

normativa d’aplicació.

- Realització de termografies a les línies per

detectar punts calents (avaries potencials).

- Instal·lació de materials normalitzats

moderns (antiexplosius, etc.).

És obvi que totes aquestes apreciacions són

vàlides per a les línies aèries, ja que en les

subterrànies, per les seves condicions de

muntatge, no hi ha possibilitat que es pro-

dueixi cap dels supòsits abans esmentats,

excepte en el cas de cables soterrats d’alumi-

ni, en el que en determinats casos, un curtcir-

cuit intern pot arribar a projectar un raig d’a-

lumini fos a través de la superfície del

terreny.

Per una altra banda, cal també assenyalar

que la integració de les línies aèries en l’en-

torn pot significar un increment del risc dels

equips d’extinció d’incendis, que requeririen

que les torres elèctriques fossin més fàcil-

ment identificades en el paisatge.
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6.3.2 Camps electromagnètics

A banda dels aspectes mediambientals ja

exposats, un altre aspecte que per la seva

rellevància social s’ha volgut tractar específi-

cament en aquest document és la influència

dels camps electromagnètics generats per

les línies elèctriques sobre l’entorn.

Cal però recordar que existeix un camp mag-

nètic natural que és aquell que provoca el des-

viament de les agulles a les brúixoles per indi-

car el nord i té una intensitat de l’ordre de 40

µT. També existeix un camp elèctric natural, i

que en bon temps oscil·la entre 50 i 400 V/m

segons dia i lloc, i pot assolir valors, en cas de

tempestes, 10 o més vegades superiors, doncs

el potencial dels núvols és molt alt.

6.3.2.1 Factors que influeixen en els camps

electromangètics generats per una línia 

elètrica

El fenomen físic de la generació dels camps

electromagnètics de baixa freqüència

(50 Hz) al voltant de les línies elèctriques està

causat per l’existència d’una tensió entre els

conductors i un corrent que hi circula.

Aquestes pertorbacions es comporten com

ones formades per un camp elèctric i un de

magnètic, ambdós oscil·lants, perpendiculars

entre si i que es propaguen a la velocitat de

la llum.

El camp elèctric generat per una línia depèn

bàsicament de la tensió entre els seus con-

ductors i és relativament estable, ja que la

tensió no varia gaire al llarg del temps. En

canvi, el camp magnètic generat per una

línia elèctrica depèn de la intensitat que cir-

cula pel conductor i, per tant, no serà estable.

Depèn en última instància dels consumidors.

El camp elèctric de baixa freqüència (o fre-

qüència industrial) a una altura pròxima a

terra és predominantment vertical i perpen-

dicular a terra. Els objectes en contacte

directe amb el terra, com poden ser arbres,

edificis o fins i tot persones, el distorsionen i

actuen de pantalla, de manera que la càrre-

ga es concentra en la seva superfície i amb

poca incidència a l’interior. Per contra, el

camp magnètic de baixa freqüència pot

induir tensions, i conseqüentment corrents,

en circuits pròxims, fins i tot en el mateix

terreny i en persones, i aquest acostuma a

travessar els objectes i és molt més difícil

d’apantallar o aïllar.

En les línies aèries, ambdós camps són funció

d’una sèrie de paràmetres, com ara:

- Disposició física dels conductors.

- Disposició de les fases en les configura-

cions de línies de doble circuit.

- Distància entre les fases.

- Distància entre les fases i terra.

- Diàmetre del conductor de fase.

- Composició del conductor 

(nombre de cables).

- Presència de cable de terra.
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A continuació es fa una breu descripció de

com varien els camps generats per una línia

aèria en relació amb aquests factors:

• Disposició física dels conductors.

Típicament els conductors d’una línia solen

estar situats en una disposició horitzontal

plana, vertical o triangular, també denomina-

da delta. Per a un mateix nivell de tensió i

amb la mateixa intensitat, es produeix una

reducció més gran en els camps elèctric i

magnètic en les configuracions en què la dis-

tància entre fases és més compacta, com ara

la disposició triangular, encara que aquestes

disposicions requereixen suports d’una

major alçària i, per tant, representen un

major cost econòmic i impacte visual.

• Disposició de les fases en les configura-

cions de línies de doble circuit.

En les línies aèries de doble circuit, un dels

paràmetres que afecta el nivell del camp

generat, tant magnètic com elèctric, és la dis-

posició de les fases dins de la configuració de

la línia. Les disposicions més freqüentment

utilitzades són les denominades Super Haz,

on un circuit es disposa amb les fases ABC i el

seu paral·lel es disposa amb les fases A’B’C’,

anomenades sempre en el sentit vertical de

cada circuit i des de dalt cap a baix, i Baixa

Reactància, on la disposició d’un circuit és

ABC i la del seu paral·lel és C’B’A’, amb el

mateix criteri d’anomenar les fases que l’an-

terior disposició.

S’observa una reducció significativa del

camp elèctric (aprox. 30-40% del valor

màxim) i del camp magnètic amb la distàn-

cia (aprox. 50% a 20 m) per al cas de la dis-

posició de Baixa Reactància davant de la de

Super Haz. Hi ha altres disposicions de les

fases, però els valors de camps generats es

troben en el marge definit per aquestes dues

configuracions extremes.

• Distància entre les fases.

Un dels paràmetres que més influeix en la

generació dels camps és la distància entre

les fases, ja que tant el camp elèctric com el

magnètic són menors com més compacta és

la línia; és a dir, com més pròximes són les

fases, menors són els camps generats. Òbvia-

ment, cal tenir present les distàncies míni-

mes necessàries per assegurar l’aïllament

fase-fase i fase-terra.
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• Distància entre les fases i el terreny.

L’alçària dels conductors sobre el terreny és

un dels paràmetres amb més influència en el

disseny de les línies aèries en general, i en

particular en relació amb els camps magnè-

tics generats, ja que com més gran és l’alçà-

ria dels conductors sobre el terreny menor és

el camp existent a nivell de terra o pròxim a

ell. En el centre del tram (punt equidistant de

cada suport) és on generalment els conduc-

tors es troben més pròxims al terreny i, per

tant, és on el camp elèctric i magnètic asso-

leix nivells més alts.

Així, a les figures 11 i 12 es pot apreciar la

variació del camp elèctric i magnètic, respec-

tivament, en una línia de circuit simple d’una

tensió de 400 kV i amb una intensitat de 500

A per fase per a unes distàncies fase-terra (F-

T) de 10, 14 i 18 m.

• Diàmetre dels conductors.

L’elecció del diàmetre dels conductors de

fase és un compromís entre la capacitat tèr-

mica del conductor i el seu cost econòmic. El

seu efecte sobre els camps generats, a igual-

tat de tensió i potència transportada, resulta

inapreciable per al camp elèctric i nul per al

camp magnètic.

• Composició del conductor 

(nombre de fils).

L’ús de més d’un cable per fase en les línies

trifàsiques està bastant estès, ja que compor-

ta avantatges com ara l’augment de la capa-

citat de transport, que s’incrementa amb el

major nombre de fils per conductor.

L’efecte es produeix normalment sobre el

camp elèctric, que s’incrementa amb el

major nombre de fils per conductor. Aquest

increment s’explica perquè com major és la

superfície exterior total dels conductors per
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Figura 11. Magnitud màxima del camp elèctric (kV/m) a un metre d’alçada per a una línia elèctrica de circuit simple de 400 kV amb una intensitat de
500 A per fase segons la distància entre les fases i el terreny.
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fase per mantenir el mateix potencial fase-

fase i fase-terra és necessari que el nivell de

camp elèctric sigui més alt.

L’efecte sobre el camp magnètic és nul, ja

que se suposa que hi circula la mateixa

intensitat per fase en ambdós casos.

• Presència de cable de terra.

La presència de cable de terra redueix el

camp elèctric. La seva influència, de l’ordre

d’un 1% a un 2%, en la reducció del camp

elèctric serà major segons la seva proximitat

als cables de fase, amb la limitació que impo-

sa l’aïllament elèctric.

D’altra banda, la influència dels cables de

terra sobre el camp magnètic és funció dels

corrents que hi circulen, ja que recullen pos-

sibles corrents harmònics. El seu efecte

d’augment o reducció del camp magnètic

serà funció de l’amplitud i desfasament d’a-

quests harmònics. No existeix una regla

general que ajudi en el seu disseny, tot i que

el seu efecte és petit.

En resum, la magnitud dels camps electro-

magnètics generats per una línia elèctrica

depèn bàsicament de la tensió de la línia i de

la intensitat del corrent que hi circula. Així, els

camps elèctrics seran fonamentalment fun-

ció de la tensió de la línia, i com més elevada

sigui la tensió major serà el camp elèctric. Pel

que fa als camps magnètics, a igualtat de

condicions, el camp magnètic generat serà

bàsicament proporcional a la intensitat que

circula per la línia, tot mantenint la seva dis-

tribució en l’espai.

Pel que fa a la resta de factors que influeixen

en el camp electromagnètic, des del punt de

vista del disseny de línies aèries, l’ordre d’im-

portància és el següent:

- Alçada dels conductors sobre el terreny.

- Disposició física dels conductors.

- Disposició de fases en les línies de doble

circuit.

- Distància entre les fases.

- Nombre de conductors per fase.

- Diàmetre del conductor per fase.
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Així, per afavorir la reducció del camp elèctric

i magnètic, les solucions que millor es com-

porten són la disposició en doble circuit en

Baixa Reactància, configuració en triangle,

configuracions amb els conductors molt ele-

vats sobre el terreny i configuracions tan

compactes com sigui possible, sempre amb

el respecte de les distàncies per a aïllament.

Pel que fa a les línies subterrànies, el camp

elèctric és nul, ja que aquest queda eliminat

per les pantalles associades a la coberta

aïllant. El mateix terreny apantalla els con-

ductors si són de BT.

Per altra banda, el camp magnètic no és

apantallat i, per tant, afecta l’exterior. El valor

del camp magnètic en les línies subterrànies

no depèn de la gran majoria de factors

esmentats anteriorment per a les línies

aèries, ja que les fases dels conductors, amb

el seu aïllament, estan totes gairebé en con-

tacte. Per tant, el cable subterrani es compor-

ta com un únic conductor. El fet més relle-

vant és que un cable subterrani està més

pròxim a terra que una línia aèria i, per tant,

per proximitat el camp magnètic és superior,

tot i que amb la distància disminueix més

ràpidament que en el cas d’una línia aèria.

Podem concloure, doncs, que en una línia

subterrània el camp elèctric queda apanta-

llat i no s’emet a l’exterior i, per tant, aquest

aspecte és més favorable que en una línia

aèria. A més a més, el camp elèctric es pot

aïllar, i a l’interior d’habitatges propers a les

línies és pràcticament nul.

En canvi, en una línia subterrània el camp

magnètic no queda apantallat i els nivells

que es poden assolir són superiors als d’una

línia aèria en les proximitats de la línia, ja que

la distància dels conductors a la superfície

del terreny és inferior en una línia subterrà-

nia que en una d’aèria. A més a més, la inten-

sitat del camp magnètic disminueix, a mesu-

ra que ens allunyem de la línia, més ràpida-
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Figura 13. Comparació del camp magnètic sota una línia aèria i sobre una línia subterrània.
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ment en una línia subterrània que en una

d’aèria. A continuació, a la figura 13 es mos-

tren els valors teòrics del camp magnètic

sobre una línia subterrània i sota una línia

aèria estandarditzada de 400 kV, sota condi-

cions equivalents.

6.3.2.2 Efectes dels camps electromagètics

en els éssers humans

Els camps elèctrics de baixa freqüència

influeixen en el cos humà, igual que ho faria

sobre qualsevol altre element constituït de

partícules carregades, de manera que con-

centra la càrrega en la superfície i té poca

incidència en les parts internes del cos, pel

fet que aquest fa de pantalla del camp.

En canvi, els camps magnètics són molt més

difícils d’apantallar, i els efectes sobre el cos

humà són les forces que es poden produir

sobre les molècules i les estructures cel·lulars

dels teixits. Aquestes forces poden provocar

el moviment de partícules carregades elèc-

tricament, deformar estructures cel·lulars o

fins i tot induir voltatges en les membranes

cel·lulars. Aquest moviment de partícules no

és més que un corrent elèctric que es provo-

ca en el cos humà i que depèn de diversos

factors, com ara el moviment de fluids en l’in-

terior de l’organisme, la distància de l’orga-

nisme i la font del camp, la presència d’es-

tructures que es puguin considerar pantalles

o que poden concentrar el camp, la posició

de la persona en relació amb el camp, les

característiques de la persona (edat, pes,

etc.).

S’han efectuat nombrosos estudis de tipus

epidemiològic, experimental in vivo i experi-

mental in vitro. Tots ells van ser analitzats i

recollits en l’Informe final de la Comissió

d’experts en matèria de línies elèctriques

d’alta tensió, sol·licitat pel Parlament de

Catalunya.

Els estudis epidemiològics intenten relacio-

nar l’exposició als camps magnètics amb

diferents patologies humanes o efectes

nocius sobre la salut humana. Aquests estu-

dis s’enfronten a problemes per la impreci-

sió a l’hora de caracteritzar l’exposició, el

reduït nombre de casos (malalts) i la dificul-

tat d’aïllar l’aportació del camp electromag-

nètic d’altres causes potencials  de malaltia,

entre altres. Per totes aquestes limitacions

en els mètodes d’estimació d’exposició no

hi ha coincidències en els resultats obtin-

guts i aquests són de poca consistència o bé

no donen arguments prou sòlids per establir

una relació causal entre camps electromag-

nètics i determinats tipus de patologies.

En els estudis amb animals en laboratori i en

els estudis cel·lulars, no s’ha pogut demos-

trar la relació dels camps amb els efectes

nocius plantejats. Per tant, davant l’absència

d’evidència científica que estableixi la rela-

ció causal, es recomana l’actitud d’evitació

prudent.

A nivell normatiu, pel que fa a legislació

europea, s’ha emès una recomanació del

Consell de la Unió Europea, publicada al Diari

Oficial de les Comunitats Europees de 12 de

juliol de 1999, relativa a l’exposició del públic

en general a camps electromagnètics (0 Hz a
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300 GHz), basada en els límits marcats pel

Comitè Científic Director de la Comissió i que

limita les emissions de camp electromagnè-

tic a una freqüència de 50 Hz, a valors de 100

µT per a la densitat de camp magnètic i 5

kV/m per a la intensitat de camp elèctric.

Aquests mateixos valors límit han estat esta-

blerts per la International Commision Non-

ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) i la

International Radiation Protection

Association (IRPA), sense restricció de temps.

Cal també fer referència al Reial decret

1066/01 que estableix, entre altres aspectes,

mesures de protecció sanitària davant les

emissions radioelèctriques. Tot i que les dis-

posicions d’aquest R.D. s’apliquen a emis-

sions produïdes per estacions radioelèctri-

ques de radiocomunicacions (alta freqüèn-

cia), al seu annex II, quadre 2 es fixen els

nivells de referència límit per camps electro-

magnètics entre 0 i 300 GHz, incloent els 50

Hz de les línies elèctriques. Aquest quadre és

una còpia de les limitacions fixades per la

recomanació europea de l’any 1999.

Així, doncs, es pot concloure que els nivells

dels camps electromagnètics als quals estan

sotmeses les persones a Catalunya, provo-

cats per les línies elèctriques, estan molt per

sota dels límits establerts.

6.3.3 Quantificació de l’impacte 

ambiental

Els programes de la Unió Europea sobre

medi ambient estableixen la prevenció com

una de les prioritats en política ambiental.

L’objectiu d’aquesta política és evitar els

danys ecològics amb anterioritat a la pro-

ducció, en lloc de basar-se a combatre’n pos-

teriorment els efectes.

Els efectes d’un determinat projecte o actua-

ció sobre el medi han de ser avaluats  per

protegir la salut humana, contribuir a la qua-

litat de vida millorant l’entorn, vetllar pel

manteniment de la diversitat de les espècies

i conservar la capacitat de reproducció del

sistema com a recurs fonamental de vida.

L’eina bàsica que permet d’avaluar els efec-

tes d’un projecte o actuació sobre el medi és

l’Estudi d’Impacte Ambiental (EIA), que

inclou aquests punts:

- Anàlisi detallada de l’indret i l’entorn on és

prevista l’obra, l’activitat o la instal·lació.

- Examen de les alternatives tècnicament

viables i justificació de la solució adoptada.

- Inventari ambiental i descripció de les inter-

accions ecològiques i ambientals clau.

- Identificació i valoració d’impactes, tant en

la solució proposada com en les alternati-

ves corresponents.

- Establiment de mesures protectores i

correctores.

- Programa de vigilància ambiental.

- Document de síntesi.

De l’anàlisi de l’Estudi d’Impacte Ambiental,

es pot determinar el grau d’impacte que el
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projecte suposa per al medi: compatible,

moderat, sever o crític. Posteriorment, l’auto-

ritat competent de Medi Ambient fa un pro-

nunciament (declaració d’impacte) en què

determina, pel que fa als previsibles efectes

ambientals, la conveniència o no de dur a

terme l’activitat projectada i, si s’escau, les

condicions que cal establir per protegir con-

venientment el medi i els recursos naturals.

L’eina fonamental a l’hora d’avaluar l’impac-

te ambiental a Catalunya per a projectes d’o-

bres i instal·lacions és el Decret 114/1988, de

7 d’abril, d’avaluació d’impacte ambiental.

L’annex d’aquest decret, que recull les obres,

instal·lacions i activitats subjectes obligatò-

riament a l’avaluació de l’impacte ambiental,

no fa cap menció expressa a les línies aèries

d’energia elèctrica.

Tanmateix, el punt 12 de l’annex del Decret

114/1988 estableix que qualsevol actuació o

instal·lació que pugui perjudicar notòriament

un espai natural protegit s’ha de subjectar a

una avaluació d’impacte ambiental. Per això,

les línies aèries superiors a 66 kV que puguin

afectar un espai d’aquestes característiques

se sotmeten automàticament a una avalua-

ció de l’impacte ambiental.

En aquest sentit, cal posar de manifest que la

Llei 12/1985 d’espais naturals protegits,

aprovada amb anterioritat al Decret

114/1988 i encara vigent, ja contenia unes

previsions específiques per minimitzar els

impactes ambientals derivats de l’execució

de projectes per establir vials permanents i

línies elèctriques d’alta tensió que afectessin

espais naturals o zones d’alta muntanya.

Pel que fa a la normativa estatal, la Directriu

85/337/CEE es va transposar mitjançant el

Reial decret legislatiu 1302/1986, de 28 de

juny, sobre avaluació d’impacte ambiental, i

el Decret 1131/1988, de 30 de setembre, que

estableix el Reglament pel qual es desenvo-

lupa l’anterior Reial decret legislatiu.

A través del Reial decret llei 9/2000, de 6

d’octubre de 2000, l’Estat espanyol materia-

litza la transposició de la Directriu 97/11/CE,

de 3 de març, que modifica la Directriu

85/337/CEE. L’adequació del marc legal

vigent es fa efectiva introduint diverses

modificacions en el Reial decret legislatiu

1302/1986, de 26 de juny, d’avaluació d’im-

pacte ambiental.

El RDLL 9/2000 distingeix dues categories de

projectes o actuacions, que són aquestes:

- Annex I: Projectes que se subjecten obliga-

tòriament a una avaluació de l’impacte

ambiental.

Aquest annex, en el seu grup 3, apartat g,

recull expressament els projectes consis-

tents en la construcció de línies aèries per al

transport d’energia elèctrica amb un voltat-

ge igual o superior a 220 kV i una longitud
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superior a 15 km. Igualment, el grup 10,

apartat b8, inclou les línies aèries per al

transport d’energia elèctrica amb una lon-

gitud superior a tres quilòmetres que es

desenvolupin en zones especialment sensi-

bles, designades en aplicació de les

Directrius 79/409/CEE i 92/43/CEE, o en

aiguamolls inclosos en la llista del Conveni

de Ramsar. Així, la construcció d’aquestes

tipologies de línies se subjecta preceptiva-

ment a una avaluació de l’impacte ambien-

tal.

- Annex II: Projectes que requeriran una ava-

luació de l’impacte ambiental quan així ho

decideixi l’òrgan ambiental competent, d’a-

cord amb els criteris objectius recollits en

l’annex III, que fan referència a les caracte-

rístiques individuals del projecte, emplaça-

ment, afectacions, etc.

El grup 3, apartat a, d’aquest annex II pre-

veu els projectes de construcció de línies

aèries per al transport d’energia elèctrica,

amb una longitud entre 15 km i 3 km, que

no afectin cap zona especialment sensible.

La inclusió d’aquesta tipologia d’ins-

tal·lacions en aquest annex significa que la

subjecció al procediment d’avaluació de

l’impacte ambiental no és preceptiva.

6.4 Condicionants legals

Un altre dels aspectes a analitzar en la com-

paració d’avantatges i desavantatges entre

línies aèries i subterrànies és el legal. El prin-

cipal aspecte que aquí es té en compte és la

normativa que determina la forma d’execu-

ció de les instal·lacions elèctriques.

Les línies aèries d’alta tensió estan regulades

per una normativa tècnica que compta amb

més de 30 anys de vigència (Decret 3151/68,

de 20 de novembre). En aquest reglament,

s’estableixen els criteris per projectar les

línies aèries, condicions tècniques per al càl-

cul dels elements que la formen (mecàni-

ques i elèctriques), les distàncies de segure-

tat, els criteris en relació amb les característi-

ques del terreny i les interaccions amb d’al-

tres serveis o prescripcions especials, com

distàncies en encreuaments i paral·lelismes

amb altres línies elèctriques, de telecomuni-

cacions, carreteres, ferrocarrils, rius o canals,

pas per zones de bosc o arbres, zones edifi-

cades i altres aspectes.

Pel que fa a línies subterrànies d’alta tensió,

existeixen uns estàndards de construcció

validats per l’organisme oficial competent.

Els criteris a adoptar en matèria de distàncies

de seguretat entre circuits subterranis (d’i-

gual o diferent tensió) o respecte d’altres ser-

veis pròxims (aigua, gas, línies de telecomu-

nicació...), així com altres aspectes construc-

tius (perfil de la rasa, elements de protecció,

materials de rebliment...), estan fixats pels

estàndards propis de les companyies elèctri-

ques i per les recomanacions que la Direcció

General d’Energia i Mines estableix, o en
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casos que s’afecti algun servei públic

(carrers, carreteres...), els requeriments que

imposa l’administració local o l’organisme

oficial afectat.

Les distàncies reglamentàries establertes

entre les línies aèries i les edificacions fan

que sovint les línies soterrades siguin l'única

alternativa possible d’electrificació de deter-

minades zones.

Per altra banda, tot i que no està establert

reglamentàriament quan una línia elèctrica

ha de fer-se aèria o subterrània, la Generalitat

de Catalunya sí que ha establert el criteri de

no autoritzar noves línies elèctriques aèries

d’alta tensió en nuclis urbans i promou el

soterrament progressiu de les línies d’alta

tensió en sòl urbà.

Per últim, cal destacar els condicionants

legals que es deriven de la normativa sobre

qualitat del servei del subministrament elèc-

tric (ja comentat amb més profunditat en el

punt 6.2 del document), que fan que la solu-

ció tècnica més adient (aèria o subterrània)

per garantir la millor qualitat al mínim cost

variï segons la xarxa a alimentar  (zona urba-

na, semiurbana  o rural) i el seu nivell de ten-

sió (A.T., M.T. o B.T.). Per això s’ha de tenir en

compte factors com les taxes d’avaries o inci-

dències, el nombre d’interrupcions en el sub-

ministrament, el grau d’exposició a incle-

mències meteorològiques i agressions exter-

nes o de tercers de la xarxa en qüestió, el

temps necessari per solucionar, aïllar l’avaria o

incidència i restablir la continuïtat del servei.

6.5 Condicionants econòmics

6.5.1 Cost de construcció 

de noves instal·lacions

Un altre aspecte important en l’anàlisi com-

parativa entre línies aèries i subterrànies és la

inversió necessària per dur-les a terme.

En aquest sentit, la taula 4 mostra el cost

base orientatiu l’any 2002 per a la construc-

ció d’un quilòmetre de línia per a diferents

tipus de línies elèctriques, aèries o subterrà-

nies, segons el seu nivell de tensió i prenent

en cada cas l’estàndard constructiu actual.

Cal aclarir que segons la zona on es cons-

trueixi la línia, tant per diferències en el cost

de la mà d’obra com per la seva dificultat pel

tipus de terreny, els preus de cost base

expressats a la taula 4 poden ser notable-

ment diferents als costos finals reals de la

instal·lació. De tota manera, són vàlids a efec-

tes comparatius.

Cal aixi mateix assenyalar que el fet d’existir

una limitació tècnica de les línies subterrà-

nies (“longitud crítica”) fa que la comparativa

només sigui vàlida per a curtes distàncies,

pel fet de tenir que considerar addicional-

ment les inversions en bobines de compen-

sació en cas de longituds més importants.

Les tipologies de línies elèctriques compara-

des són les de construcció més habitual, a fi

de poder tenir ordres de magnitud de les

inversions necessàries en cada cas:
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• Línies aèries

• Transport i subtransport. En aquest cas es

consideren quatre tipus de línies de circuit

simple: una línia aèria a 400 kV per a un trans-

port de l’ordre de 550 MVA de potència, una

línia aèria de 220 kV per a un transport de

l’ordre de 300 MVA de potència, una línia

aèria de 110 kV per a un transport d’una

potència de l’ordre de 150 MVA i una línia

aèria de 66 kV per a un transport de potència

de l’ordre de 50 MVA. En els quatre casos

s’han considerat suports metàl·lics de gelo-

sia i conductors tipus LA-545 per als tres pri-

mers i tipus LA-180 per a l’últim. En tots

aquests casos, el cost aproximat, en cas que

es construís amb suports metàl·lics tubulars

en lloc de torres de gelosia, s’incrementaria

en un 20% aproximadament.

• Distribució. Per al cas de línies d’alta tensió,

es considera una línia aèria a 25 kV de circuit

simple amb una distribució normal de

suports metàl·lics de gelosia i formigó, per a

una potència de 12 MVA (conductor tipus

LA-110). Per al cas de línies de baixa tensió, es

considera una línia aèria a 380 V amb cable

trenat RZ-150 d’un circuit amb suports de

formigó i suports de fusta, amb una distribu-

ció normal, per a una potència d’uns 0,2

MVA.

• Línies subterrànies

• Transport i subtransport. En aquest cas es

consideren quatre tipus de línies de circuit

simple: una línia subterrània a 400 kV per a

un transport de l’ordre de 550 MVA de

potència, una línia subterrània de 220 kV per

a un transport de l’ordre de 300 MVA de

potència, una línia subterrània de 110 kV per

al transport d’una potència de l’ordre de 150

MVA i una línia subterrània de 66 kV per a un

transport de l’ordre de 50 MVA de potència.

En els quatre casos s’ha considerat cable sec

XLPE en rasa i conductors de 1.000 mm2 de

coure en els tres primers i de 400 mm2 d’alu-

mini en l’últim cas. En tots aquests casos, si

en lloc de rasa es realitza la instal·lació en

galeria de serveis, el cost podria ser de l’ordre

d’un 40% superior.

• Distribució. Per al cas de línies d’alta tensió,

es considera una línia de 25 kV subterrània

en rasa amb circuit simple de cable sec XLPE,

per a una potència de l’ordre de 12 MVA i

conductor d’alumini de 240 mm2. Per al cas

de línies de baixa tensió, es considera una

línia de 380 V subterrània en rasa, amb circuit
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simple de cable sec d’aïllament amb polieti-

lè reticulat, per a una potència de l’ordre de

0,2 MVA i conductor d’alumini de 240 mm2.

Finalment, la taula 5 resumeix els diferents

costos, tot calculant una ràtio de cost subte-

rrani/aeri. Aquesta ràtio, que és el quocient

entre el cost de la línia aèria i la línia subte-

rrània de circuit simple, permet avaluar d’una

forma ràpida i senzilla la dimensió del sobre-

cost d’una línia subterrània en cada nivell de

tensió. Cal tenir en compte que la compara-

ció s’ha fet dins d’uns marges d’homogeneï-

tat, en la mesura possible, i salvant aspectes

tan diferencials com ara la zona on s’execu-

ten (urbana, semirural o rural), entre d’altres.

En el cas de línia de doble circuit es mante-

nen aquestes ràtios, però inversament incre-

mentades en aproximadament un 20%.

6.5.2 Costos de manteniment

Qualsevol infraestructura, sigui del tipus que

sigui, un cop executada requereix unes tas-

ques de manteniment preventiu i, si s’escau,

de manteniment correctiu. La no-observació

d’aquest requisit suposaria un envelliment

prematur i conseqüentment una reducció

significativa de la seva vida útil. En el cas de

les línies elèctriques, aquest requisit es fa

doblement necessari. Primer, per allargar la

vida útil de les instal·lacions i evitar així un

increment de les despeses per actualitzar les

instal·lacions i rendibilitzar al màxim la inver-

sió inicial i, en segon lloc, per poder garantir

una bona qualitat del subministrament i

conèixer l’estat real de les instal·lacions, de

manera que s’evita penalitzacions econòmi-

ques imposades pel marc legal regulador

per un alt índex d’interrupció en el subminis-

trament.

Òbviament, el manteniment de les línies

elèctriques té un cost econòmic, que depen-

drà dels mitjans necessaris per efectuar-lo,

de la freqüència en què es realitzi i de la tipo-

logia de la instal·lació.

Tipus de línia Tensió Nombre Potència Cost línia aèria sobre torres Cost línia subterrània Relació cost
(kV) de circuits (MVA) metàl·liques gelosia en rasa línia aèria / 

subterrània

milers PTA / km milers € / km milers PTA / km milers € / km

Transport 400,00 1 550,0 29.500 177,30 350.000 2.103,54 1 / 11,9

Transport 220,00 1 300,0 19.500 117,20 155.000 931,57 1 / 7,9

Subtransport 110,00 1 150,0 15.000 90,15 80.000 480,81 1 / 5,3

Subtransport 66,00 1 50,0 12.500 75,12 50.000 300,51 1 / 4

Distribució AT 25,00 1 12,0 6.200 37,26 22.500 135,22 1 / 3,6

Distribució BT 0,38 1 0,2 4.650 27,95 14.000 84,14 1 / 3

Taula 5. Resum dels costos de construcció de diferents línies elèctriques estàndards.
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El ventall d’actuacions de manteniment pre-

ventiu d’una instal·lació elèctrica es poden

classificar segons la normativa legal per rea-

litzar les revisions reglamentàries (imposa-

des per reglament, Decret 328/2001 del

DOGC) i les instruccions específiques de

cada empresa distribuïdora (voluntàries).

Bàsicament, per a qualsevol tipus

d’instal·lació són les següents:

• Vigilància: consisteix en la inspecció visual

periòdica, que es realitza amb una periodici-

tat inferior a un reconeixement complet. El

seu objectiu és detectar defectes d’aïlla-

ment, situacions antireglamentàries (distàn-

cies de la instal·lació amb el seu entorn) i, en

general, tots aquells defectes en els ele-

ments crítics de la instal·lació que poden

afectar-ne el bon funcionament. La seva

periodicitat és generalment anual.

• Reconeixement: consistent en una inspec-

ció visual periòdica complerta, amb l’objec-

tiu de detectar l’estat de la instal·lació amb

referència amb la reglamentació i la normati-

va interna de les empreses distribuïdores,

necessitat de millores i comprovació dels

paràmetres per a la seva actualització i

correcció, si s’escau. La seva periodicitat és

triennal.

• Mesures de resistència de posada a terra:

consistents a realitzar la mesura de la resis-

tència de les posades a terra (PaT) de les ins-

tal·lacions, especialment en els suports

situats en zones de pública concurrència, els

que tenen elements de maniobra i en punts

de posada a terra del neutre de B.T., amb una

periodicitat de 3 anys, i en totes les altres

amb una periodicitat màxima de 6 anys.

• Mesures de termografia: amb l’objectiu de

detectar punts de la xarxa amb temperatu-

res inadequades i, com a mínim, en totes les

connexions de la línia bàsica i derivacions,

incloses les proteccions o seccionaments.

Es realitza amb una freqüència màxima de

3 anys.

• Verificació: consistent en la comprovació i

reglatge amb correccions, si són necessà-

ries, dels elements de maniobra de la línia.

La seva periodicitat varia segons l’element

al qual s’ha d’efectuar la intervenció i

oscil·la de 3 a 6 anys.

El resultat del manteniment preventiu de

les instal·lacions és un recull de defectes

que es classifiquen segons el risc que com-

porten (crítics, majors, menors o informa-

tius), de manera que es determina el temps

màxim que pot transcórrer per a la seva

correcció.

Les actuacions derivades del manteniment

de les instal·lacions, ja sigui per corregir un

defecte o per millorar-les, constitueixen el

que s’anomena manteniment correctiu de

les instal·lacions.

A les taules 6, 7 i 8 es mostren uns quadres

comparatius entre les despeses de mante-

niment de les instal·lacions aèries i subte-

rrànies, agrupades per esglaons de tensió.

Els valors mostrats són orientatius, a causa

de la dificultat d’obtenció de dades reals,

però vàlids per efectuar una comparació

entre la despesa en instal·lacions aèries i

subterrànies.
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ALTA TENSIÓ (220 kV)

CONCEPTE LÍNIA SUBTERRÀNIA LÍNIA AÈRIA

Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any

Manteniment preventiu

Vigilància i revisions 6.343 38.122,20 10.736 64.524,66

Mesures (PaT i termografies) 8.154 49.006,53 11.534 69.320,74

Verificació 2.853 17.146,88 3.620 21.756,64

Subtotal 17.350 104.275,60 25.890 155.602,03

Tala i poda d’ arbrat(*)

Subtotal 26.312 158.138,30 59.172 355.630,88

Manteniment correctiu

Avaries 431 2.590,36 838 5.036,48

Correcció de defectes 383 2.301,88 843 5.066,53

Subtotal 814 4.892,24 1.681 10.103,01

TOTAL 44.476 267.306,14 86.743 521.335,93

Taula 6. Costos de manteniment per a una línia de transport d’alta tensió. (*) Només en cas de zones rurals i boscoses.

MITJANA TENSIÓ (25 kV)

CONCEPTE LÍNIA SUBTERRÀNIA LÍNIA AÈRIA

Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any

Manteniment preventiu

Vigilància i revisions 3.495 21.005,37 7.736 46.494,30

Mesures (PaT i termografies) 1.324 7.957,40 3.570 21.456,13

Verificació 874 5.252,85 1.240 7.452,55

Subtotal 5.693 34.215,62 12.546 75.402,98

Tala i poda d’ arbrat(*)

Subtotal 13.000 78.131,57 28.623 172.027,69

Manteniment correctiu

Avaries 3.634 21.840,78 5.487 32.977,53

Correcció de defectes 1.542 9.267,61 3.264 19.617,04

Subtotal 5.176 31.108,39 8.751 52.594,57

TOTAL 23.869 143.455,58 49.920 300.025,24

Taula 7. Costos de manteniment per a una línia de mitjana tensió. (*) Només en cas de zones rurals i boscoses.

BAIXA TENSIÓ (380 V)

CONCEPTE LÍNIA SUBTERRÀNIA LÍNIA AÈRIA

Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any Milers PTA / 100 km any € / 100 km  any

Manteniment preventiu

Vigilància i revisions 3.356 20.169,97 6.681 40.153,62

Mesures (PaT i termografies) 1.245 7.482,60 3.495 21.005,37

Verificació 752 4.519,61 215 1.292,18

Subtotal 5.353 32.172,18 10.391 62.451,17

Tala i poda d’ arbrat(*)

Subtotal 13.000 78.131,57 13.000 78.131,57

Manteniment correctiu

Avaries 2.984 17.934,20 1.324 7.957,40

Correcció de defectes 1.123 6.749,37 1.945 11.689,69

Subtotal 4.107 24.683,57 3.269 19.647,09

TOTAL 22.460 134.987,32 26.660 160.229,83

Taula 8. Costos de manteniment per a una línia de baixa tensió. (*) Només en cas de zones rurals i boscoses.
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Independentment dels costos econòmics

associats al manteniment, cal indicar que

l’accessibilitat de les línies elèctriques en

àrees rurals significa una dificultat addicional

al manteniment de la infraestructura elèctri-

ca, i molt especialment si a més a més és sub-

terrània.

6.5.3 Retribució econòmica

El transport i la distribució d’energia elèctrica

són, segons la legislació vigent (Llei 54/97 del

sector elèctric), activitats regulades, a diferèn-

cia d’altres àrees de negoci del sector elèctric

(generació i comercialització). Això vol dir

que les empreses transportistes i distribuïdo-

res d’energia elèctrica no obtenen una retri-

bució directa dels seus clients, sinó que

l’Administració de l’Estat té plena exclusivitat

i potestat en l’establiment d’un model retri-

butiu segons els ingressos globals obtinguts

de les tarifes, els peatges i els preus satisfets.

En el cas de l’activitat del transport, les inver-

sions de les instal·lacions (400 kV i 220 kV)

són remunerades de forma individual per ins-

tal·lació, segons uns costos estàndards esta-

blerts pel Govern, que són actualitzats anual-

ment. Aquests costos estàndards reconeguts

diferencien clarament la retribució de les ins-

tal·lacions aèries de les subterrànies.

S’ha de fer esment, així mateix, que aquestes

infraestructures són objecte de planificació

no indicativa o d’obligat compliment, i apro-

vat pel Congrés dels Diputats.

Pel que fa a l’activitat de la distribució, la seva

retribució es troba actualment en una situa-

ció encara no tancada per la legislació vigent.

El conjunt de l’activitat de la distribució a

nivell espanyol és retribuïda per un total que

fixa el Govern cada any en l’expedient de

tarifes elèctriques. Aquest valor global s’ac-

tualitza anualment.

El fet més rellevant de discussió actual rau en

la forma de repartiment d’aquest import glo-

bal entre totes les empreses distribuïdores

d’energia elèctrica. Fins a l’any 1997, en què

va finalitzar el període d’aplicació de l’ante-

rior sistema   econòmic del sector elèctric

(anomenat Marc Legal i Estable), el reparti-

ment es feia fonamentalment segons l’ener-

gia circulada, i per a les instal·lacions de més

de 36 kV segons l’inventari, aplicant-hi uns

valors estàndards, un període d’amortització

i una taxa de retribució econòmica.

A partir de l’any 1998 es va proposar un nou

model de repartiment en base a la xarxa

elèctrica de referència, anomenat model

Bulnes. Aquest model proposa una xarxa

teòrica de referència per alimentar el mercat

peninsular segons les característiques del

mercat, tenint en compte la realitat cartogrà-

fica. En base a això, estima les inversions

necessàries, la seva retribució i el reparti-

ment entre les empreses distribuïdores.

Per manca de consens entre les empreses dis-

tribuïdores i el Govern, sobre les fonts d’infor-

mació i sobre els resultats (en comparació

amb la realitat de les infraestructures exis-

tents) del model Bulnes, actualment s’aplica
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una solució híbrida entre el Marc Legal i

Estable i l’anomenat model Bulnes o xarxa

de referència.

S’ha de destacar que tot i que aquest model

només té la utilitat de fixar el repartiment de

la retribució econòmica de l’activitat de la

distribució entre tots els distribuïdors, el

model Bulnes estableix orientativament els

criteris tècnics i econòmics de creixement de

la xarxa de distribució, en què s’indiquen els

nivells o percentatges de soterrament de les

línies elèctriques segons la zona on es realit-

zen i el seu nivell de tensió. Cal destacar que

aquests criteris teòrics, no obligatoris, adop-

ten un alt nivell de soterrament en baixa i

mitjana tensió en zones urbanes, que creix

linealment amb la densitat d’edificacions i

polígons (amb sostres del 80% i 90%), i una

electrificació exclusivament aèria en zones

rurals, independentment del nivell de tensió.

En el cas de les línies d’alta tensió, aquest

model les considera totalment aèries, amb

independència de la zona per on transcorren.

En el cas que els criteris de model fossin d’obli-

gat compliment o que la retribució econòmica

d’una distribuïdora depengués del

menor/major compliment dels criteris de la

xarxa de referència,les empreses distribuïdores

obtindrien un senyal econòmic per electrificar i

prioritzar les seves inversions en cada zona.

Amb un model d’aquest estil, conjuntament

amb l’energia circulant, costos d’inversió,

operació i manteniment de les instal·lacions,

així com els incentius per qualitat del servei i

la reducció de les pèrdues, les empreses dis-

tribuïdores poden valorar fins a quin punt la

tarifa cobreix, entre altres aspectes, el sobre-

cost d’una línia subterrània en relació amb la

seva equivalent aèria, i per extensió la rendi-

bilitat d’una i altra solució.

Tanmateix, la Llei del sector elèctric 54/1997

deixa la porta oberta a la inclusió de gravà-

mens territorials autonòmics i/o locals apli-

cables a les tarifes, fet que torna a posar de

manifest que els ciutadans seran, en última

instància, els que pagaran el sobrecost del

soterrament i, per tant, involucra les adminis-

tracions i els mateixos consumidors a l’hora

de determinar fins a quin punt s’està dispo-

sat a assumir el sobrecost del soterrament,

en relació amb un cost mínim del servei mit-

jançant una línia aèria equivalent.

Per altra banda, cal no oblidar que també es

poden obtenir altres beneficis econòmics

del soterrament de línies. L’eliminació de la

servitud visual i la reducció de la superfície

ocupada i, per tant, de la servitud de pas,

sobretot en terrenys urbans o urbanitzables,

es tradueix en una revaloració del sòl, així

com per altres motius ja abordats en apar-

tats anteriors. Encara que aquesta revalora-

ció només beneficiï la propietat del terreny, i

per tant sigui un punt de vista subjectiu,

esdevé en molts casos un factor determinant

a l’hora de determinar la solució constructiva

d’una línia elèctrica, ja sigui de nova cons-

trucció com el soterrament d’una instal·lació

existent. Per tant, és lògic que el beneficiari

interessat, l’Administració o un particular,

n’assumeixi els costos derivats, extrem que ja

contempla de forma explícita la Llei 54/1997

en l’art. 58 (Relacions Civils).
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La taula 9 mostra la longitud de les línies

elèctriques aèries i subterrànies de

Catalunya a escala global i provincial.

Igualment, la figura 14 mostra els percentat-

ges de longitud de línies aèries i subterrànies

per a cadascuna de les províncies catalanes i

per al total de Catalunya.

De les dades anteriors se’n pot despendre

que en les províncies amb més densitat de

població el nivell de soterrament és més alt.

En aquest sentit, la taula 10 mostra les dades

i percentatges, a desembre de 2000, de lon-

gitud de línies de mitjana tensió aèries i sub-

terrànies d’Endesa Distribución, per als

municipis i nuclis de Catalunya amb més de

20.000 habitants, on es pot apreciar la dife-

rència del percentatge de soterrament en

zona urbana o rural.

Així, pel que fa al soterrament de línies en els

nuclis de població, les dades referents als

municipis i nuclis de Catalunya amb més de

20.000 habitants mostren que l’índex de

soterrament és força elevat, al voltant del

95% en els nuclis urbans.

Un altre aspecte interessant és la compara-

ció de Catalunya amb els països del seu

entorn. Així, per tal d’efectuar una anàlisi

comparativa del grau de soterrament de les

línies elèctriques entre Catalunya, Espanya i

altres països europeus, s’han considerat

diversos paràmetres. En aquest sentit, la

taula 11 reflecteix els paràmetres bàsics del

sistema de distribució elèctrica.

A Catalunya, els paràmetres de mercat i de

distribució elèctrica presenten unes ràtios

properes als dels països europeus industria-

litzats, com Itàlia i el Regne Unit, tot i que el

nivell actual de soterrament de línies elèctri-

ques a Catalunya (el 30% de les línies elèctri-

ques de mitjana i baixa tensió estan soterra-

des) està lluny dels valors d’aquests països,

encara que és superior al valor espanyol

(20%) i al francès (28%).

7 situació comparativa de catalunya
amb espanya i altres països europeus

Longitud de les línies elèctriques existents a Catalunya (km)

PROVÍNCIA Baixa tensió (< 1 kV) Alta tensió (µ 1 kV) TOTAL

Aeri Subt. Aeri Subt. Aeri Subt.

Barcelona 20.390,0 9.983,0 15.145,9 8.913,5 35.535,9 18.896,5

Tarragona 6.096,0 1.477,0 6.297,1 781,5 12.393,1 2.258,5

Lleida 5.041,1 2.385,2 7.774,8 375,9 12.815,9 2.761,1

Girona 4.616,8 1.794,8 5.190,1 1.038,0 9.806,9 2.832,8

Catalunya 36.143,9 15.640,0 34.407,9 11.108,9 70.551,7 26.748,9

Percentatge en
relació amb el total 69,8% 30,2% 75,6% 24,4% 72,5 % 27,5%

Taula 9. Longitud de les línies elèctriques existents a Catalunya (km). Any 1998.
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Municipi Província TERME MUNICIPAL NUCLI URBÀ

Km. Aeri Km. Subt. Km.Totals Subt. / Total (%) Km. Aeri Km. Subt. Km.Totals Subt. / Total (%)

Badalona Barcelona 25,73 316,78 342,51 92,49% 1,90 287,77 289,67 99,34%

Barberà del Vallès Barcelona 20,12 70,77 90,89 77,86% 4,17 35,88 40,05 89,59%

Barcelona Barcelona 66,82 2.928,94 2.995,76 97,77% 1,23 2.404,73 2.405,96 99,95%

Blanes Girona 20,41 35,06 55,47 63,21% 7,74 30,91 38,65 79,97%

Castelldefels Barcelona 25,99 55,69 81,68 68,18% 2,18 45,96 48,14 95,47%

Cerdanyola del Vallès Barcelona 52,81 71,28 124,09 57,44% 6,66 45,01 51,67 87,11%

Cornellà de Llobregat Barcelona 11,90 110,53 122,43 90,28% 2,57 94,63 97,20 97,36%

El Masnou Barcelona 6,22 20,69 26,91 76,89% 4,04 19,67 23,71 82,96%

El Prat de Llobregat Barcelona 58,25 140,25 198,50 70,65% 5,56 82,56 88,12 93,69%

Esplugues de Llobregat Barcelona 17,03 59,26 76,29 77,68% 7,12 47,88 55,00 87,05%

Figueres Girona 41,96 41,54 83,50 49,75% 0,09 6,34 6,43 98,60%

Gavà Barcelona 38,58 63,73 102,31 62,29% 0,11 18,11 18,22 99,40%

Girona Girona 72,47 182,61 255,08 71,59% 11,22 148,47 159,69 92,97%

Granollers Barcelona 41,02 81,17 122,19 66,43% 18,41 62,47 80,88 77,24%

Igualada Barcelona 5,89 54,98 60,87 90,32% 2,72 40,28 43,00 93,67%

L’Hospitalet de Llobregat Barcelona 12,45 350,21 362,66 96,57% 15,98 352,89 368,87 95,67%

Lleida Lleida 335,44 190,34 525,78 36,20% 1,89 117,70 119,59 98,42%

Manresa Barcelona 100,59 81,02 181,61 44,61% 20,00 72,37 92,37 78,35%

Mataró Barcelona 38,07 164,35 202,42 81,19% 5,12 142,26 147,38 96,53%

Mollet del Vallès Barcelona 22,32 51,59 73,91 69,80% 6,21 40,51 46,72 86,71%

Montcada i Reixac Barcelona 73,46 53,91 127,37 42,33% 15,81 33,12 48,93 67,69%

Olot Girona 31,09 18,55 49,64 37,37% 1,20 12,82 14,02 91,44%

Premià de Mar Barcelona 0,90 14,55 15,45 94,17% 0,18 14,35 14,53 98,76%

Reus Tarragona 133,38 103,81 237,19 43,77% 3,29 67,06 70,35 95,32%

Ripollet Barcelona 12,36 25,62 37,98 67,46% 2,86 19,83 22,69 87,40%

Rubí Barcelona 69,19 105,39 174,58 60,37% 6,61 45,21 51,82 87,24%

Sabadell Barcelona 130,78 274,14 404,92 67,70% 3,80 211,75 215,55 98,24%

Sant Adrià de Besòs Barcelona 1,90 133,49 135,39 98,60% 1,90 141,56 143,46 98,68%

Sant Boi de Llobregat Barcelona 42,82 91,81 134,63 68,19% 5,93 83,34 89,27 93,36%

Sant Cugat del Vallès Barcelona 69,89 120,93 190,82 63,37% 2,01 35,94 37,95 94,70%

Sant Feliu de Llobregat Barcelona 24,55 41,47 66,02 62,81% 0,78 24,30 25,08 96,89%

Sant Joan Despí Barcelona 20,29 39,97 60,26 66,33% 4,54 30,86 35,40 87,18%

Sant Vicenç dels Horts Barcelona 22,66 28,70 51,36 55,88% 5,48 18,69 24,17 77,33%

Santa Coloma de Gramenet Barcelona 23,40 56,43 79,83 70,69% 1,64 49,84 51,48 96,81%

Tarragona Tarragona 155,96 197,46 353,42 55,87% 0,12 44,32 44,44 99,73%

Terrassa Barcelona 124,19 286,30 410,49 69,75% 28,64 260,15 288,79 90,08%

Tortosa Tarragona 145,17 35,30 180,47 19,56% 4,73 23,29 28,02 83,12%

Valls Tarragona 69,97 23,22 93,19 24,92% 3,20 2,81 6,01 46,76%

Vic Barcelona 68,91 73,11 142,02 51,48% 9,54 47,82 57,36 83,37%

Viladecans Barcelona 50,82 70,47 121,29 58,10% 4,00 51,02 55,02 92,73%

Vilafranca del Penedès Barcelona 55,09 53,08 108,17 49,07% 4,56 37,10 41,66 89,05%

Vilanova i la Geltrú Barcelona 61,29 74,09 135,38 54,73% 3,47 44,09 47,56 92,70%

Total 2.402,14 6.992,59 9.394,73 74,43% 239,21 5.395,67 5.634,88 95,75%

Taula 10. Longitud de línies aèries i subterrànies de mitjana tensió als municipis i nuclis de població de més de 20.000 habitants de Catalunya. Font: Endesa
Distribución.
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D’altra banda, aquestes dades posen de mani-

fest la forta relació entre la densitat de pobla-

ció i el percentatge de soterrament de les

línies de mitjana i baixa tensió, fet que demos-

tra que la pràctica habitual del soterrament de

les línies elèctriques es dóna en les zones urba-

nes o amb densitats de població elevades.

Cal, però, ser prudent en la interpretació d’a-

questes dades, ja que la dispersió de la

població en el territori pot ser diferencial

(per exemple, a Catalunya, la densitat de

població és molt més variant al llarg del terri-

tori que a Itàlia o a la Gran Bretanya), a més

dels aspectes geogràfics, que també condi-

cionen. També s’ha de tenir en compte que

hi ha països amb facilitats legals, com ara

Holanda, que permeten que les línies elèctri-

ques ocupin zones de servituds de vies de

comunicació per efectuar traçats paral·lels,

amb el compromís de l’empresa distribuïdo-

ra que en cas d’ampliació o reforma de la via

de comunicació el desplaçament de la línia

vagi al seu càrrec.

Pel que fa a les línies elèctriques d’alta ten-

sió, els criteris adoptats per les empreses dis-

tribuïdores d’electricitat a Catalunya sobre

Barcelona Tarragona

Línies B.T. + M.T. + A.T.

Línies Aèries Línies Subterrànies

Lleida Girona Catalunya
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22,4

72,5

27,5

Figura 14. Percentatge total de longitud de línies aèries i subterrànies a les províncies catalanes.
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l’estesa de línies en subterrani i el soterra-

ment de línies aèries existents són molt simi-

lars als adoptats per la majoria d’empreses

elèctriques europees. La pràctica comuna és

que l’estesa de cables subterranis en alta

tensió (igual o superior als 66 kV) només es

justifica per a l’alimentació de nuclis urbans

amb una alta densitat de població. El percen-

tatge de línies d’alta tensió subterrànies no

supera mai el 2% de la longitud total, ja que

la majoria d’aquestes instal·lacions es troben

en àrees rurals.

Itàlia Holanda Noruega Portugal Regne Unit Espanya França Catalunya

Indicadors

Nombre de clients 
(M.T. + B.T.) (milers) 32.510 7.231 2.436 5.291 27.033 20.456 n.d. 3.735

Energia (M.T. + B.T.) (GWh) 188.000 70.819 71.000 28.426 276.006 128.290 n.d. 27.668

Població en milions (1994) 57,120 15,381 4,377 9,902 58,395 39,143 57,928 6,090

Superfície (km2) 301.270 37.330 386.958 92.390 244.880 504.780 551.500 31.895

Any 1999 1999 1998 1999 1999 1999 1998 1998

Llargària de les línies (MT+BT) 
de distribució (km) 1.030.900 247.257 277.183 174.208 750.360 571.246 1.196.100 86.740

% de línies aèries 38% 0% 64% 81% 39% 80% 72% 70%

% de línies subterrànies 62% 100% 36% 19% 61% 20% 28% 30%

Ràtios

Densitat de població (Hab./km2) 189,6 412,0 11,2 107,2 238,5 77,5 105,0 190,9

Clients / km2 107,9 193,7 6,30 57,3 110,4 40,5 n.d. 117,1

Energia (GWh / km2) 0,62 1,90 0,18 0,32 1,13 0,25 n.d. 0,87

Longitud de línies (km) / km2 3,42 7,29 0,72 1,96 3,28 1,13 2,17 2,72

Energia (GWh)/Long. línies (km) 0,18 0,29 0,26 0,16 0,37 0,22 n.d. 0,32

Taula 11 Paràmetres bàsics del sistema de distribució elèctrica. Font: Working Group on Quality of Electricity Supply Council of European Energy Regulators,
Electricité de France (EDF) i Direcció General d’Energia i Mines.
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8 Conclusions

Finalment, a la taula 12 es mostra un quadre

resum comparatiu de la idoneïtat de les

línies elèctriques aèries o subterrànies

segons el nivell de tensió (alta tensió, mitjana

tensió o baixa tensió) i l’entorn on s’ubica la

línia (urbà o rural).

En aquesta taula s’ha intentat recollir de

forma senzilla i simplificada les conclusions

sobre cada un dels aspectes analitzats.

Així doncs, pel que fa als aspectes tècnics i

constructius s’ha considerat desfavorable la

instal·lació de línies subterrànies en zones

rurals per raons de major complexitat tècni-

ca, a l’hora que aquesta complexitat queda

compensada per la viabilitat constructiva en

àrees urbanes, especialment per línies d’alta

i mitjana tensió.

En els aspectes legals, només cal fer esment

a les restriccions imposades a les línies aèries

en zones urbanes per motius de distàncies a

les edificacions, especialment per  a les línies

d’alta i mitjana tensió.

Fer una síntesi sobre l’impacte ambiental és

molt complex, però el criteri ha estat el de

mínima afectació general, considerant que

l’impacte visual de les línies aèries en àrees

urbanes és molt elevat, així com el d’agressió

a l’entorn (moviments de terres, desforesta-

ció, etc...) per les línies subterrànies en les

zones rurals.

El cost econòmic és sempre més favorable a

l’opció aèria, tot i que en les àrees urbanes

queda compensat pels beneficis econòmics

d’utilització del sól.

I per últim, en relació al manteniment de

línies i la qualitat del servei del subministra-

ment elèctric, malgrat que les línies aèries

comporten més costos en manteniment, s’ha

de tenir present que és més complicat en les

línies subterrànies en àrees rurals per la difi-

cultat d’accés. Per una altra banda, les línies

aèries poden garantir un mateix nivell de

qualitat que les línies subterrànies, gràcies a

l’automatització de la xarxa. Per tant, en

àrees rurals, la dificultat d’accés i la possibili-

tat tecnològica de l’automatització fa que

l’opció aèria sigui preferible a la subterrània.

Línies Aèries

Entorn Urbà Rural

Nivell de Tensió AT MT BT AT MT BT

Idoneïtat tècnica

Idoneïtat constructiva

Legal

Impacte mediambiental

Cost econòmic

Qualitat de servei / Manteniment

Línies subterrànies

Entorn Urbà Rural

Nivell de Tensió AT MT BT AT MT BT

Idoneïtat tècnica

Idoneïtat constructiva

Legal

Impacte mediambiental

Cost econòmic

Qualitat de servei / Manteniment

Taula 12. Quadre resum comparatiu de la idoneïtat de les línies elèctriques aèries o subterrànies (Color blau = Favorable. Color blanc  = Desfavorable).
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Aquesta taula 11 s’ha d’interpretar de forma

molt genèrica, ja que, com ja s’ha comentat

anteriorment, la idoneïtat d’utilitzar una línia

aèria o subterrània dependrà sempre de

cada cas concret.

En base a tots els aspectes anteriors a consi-

derar, la Generalitat de Catalunya ha esta-

blert uns criteris d’autorització administrati-

va de línies elèctriques.

Aquests criteris han estat compartits per la

Comissió d’experts en matèria de línies elèc-

triques d’alta tensió en el seu informe final i

recollits en el Pla de l’energia a Catalunya en

l’horitzó de l’any 2010.

Aquests criteris són:

a.- En zona urbana:

Noves línies: Les línies elèctriques entre 1 kV

i 400 kV han de ser soterrades. Les línies de

BT han de ser soterrades, o trenades grapa-

des a les façanes si l’Ajuntament ho permet.

Línies existents: Les línies elèctriques entre 1

kV i 400 kV han de ser soterrades o  desplaça-

des de les zones urbanes de forma progressi-

va. Les línies de BT han de ser soterrades o

passades a trenades de forma progressiva.

b.- En zona no urbana ni urbanitzable:

Totes les línies elèctriques poden ser aèries.

Aquesta política, aplicada per la Generalitat

de Catalunya des de fa temps, ha fet que, en

el conjunt de municipis de més de 20.000

habitants, les xarxes elèctriques de mitjana

tensió estiguin soterrades en més d’un 95%

de la seva longitud.

En relació amb les noves instal·lacions no

s’han de plantejar problemes, ja que les

autoritzacions administratives s’adequaran

als criteris establerts, a més a més de que

hauran d’estar sotmeses a l’estudi d’impacte

ambiental.

Pel que fa a les instal·lacions existents caldrà

establir els acords necessaris i aprofitar les

oportunitats (requalificació de terrenys,

noves urbanitzacions, necessitat d’ampliació

de capacitat de les infraestructures, etc.) per

buscar solucions que permetin adequar-se

als criteris establerts (en què el soterrament

no ha de ser necessàriament l'única opció

possible).

Això requerirà acords entre diversos agents,

com ara les empreses elèctriques, els promo-

tors d’habitatges, l’Administració local i auto-

nòmica en l’àmbit energètic, d’ordenació

territorial, entre d’altres.
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1. Introduction 
 
A summary of the results of this report can be found in chapter 7. 

1.1 Objective 
Balance management is the keystone in the well functioning of electricity markets in 
Europe. Each member state has designed a different keystone in this respect. The 
objective of ETSO is to analyse the consequences of steps in  the integration of these 
markets if the differences (or incompatibilities) in balancing mechanisms are kept, in 
order to identify measures needed to allow these integration steps.  
 
Market integration normally leads to more overall efficiency; however there are potential  
side-effects in welfare transfer, resulting for example from the various situations  of each 
country regarding the management of security of supply or the arrangements (and 
therefore costs) for procurement of required balancing services. Where these effects 
originate from differences or incompatibility between balance mechanisms, 
harmonization is required. It is extremely difficult if not impossible to quantify these 
effects ex ante or even to assign them to regulatory differences ex post. In the end it is 
most efficient and fair (level playing field) to use harmonized or at least compatible 
balancing mechanisms throughout Europe. The design of a guideline reference model for 
balancing mechanisms as an aid to come to such harmonization will be a final objective 
for ETSO.  
 
The (intermediate) objective with this report is to analyse the consequences of integration 
steps restricted to cross-border trading of Tertiary Reserves and Energy Balancing, in 
short called Tertiary Reserves in the remainder of this report. 

1.2 Scope of Report 
The potential benefits of increasing opportunities for System Operator Balancing 
activities across borders relate primarily to the procurement of Tertiary Reserves in an 
efficient manner by the possibility of using internal and external reserve resources in a 
competitive environment across a wider area. This is likely to have associated benefits in 
relation to plant loading efficiency (with associated environmental benefit) and a 
decrease in balancing costs, which are ultimately borne by consumers. 
  
Whilst both automatically delivered Frequency Control services and Tertiary 
Reserves/manually instructed Energy Balancing services1 are important in Balance 
Management activities, the trading of automatically delivered Frequency Control services 
(primary and secondary control) is not considered due to the much more complex nature 
of these services. Additionally, it is believed that there is potentially more economic value 
in developing arrangements related to cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves and 
Balancing Energy for timeframes between day ahead and some minutes before real time 
(that is before the action of automatic devices). 
 
This report examines the commercial, market design and relevant technical issues 
including security of supply associated with facilitating an increase in cross border trading 
of Tertiary Reserves for System Balancing purposes.  
 
Chapter 2 will discuss several technical solutions to facilitate cross-border trade of 
Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 3 will discuss the allocation of transmission capacity for 
                                                 
1 See report “Current State of Balance Management in Europe”, published in December 2003, 

available on the ETSO website www.etso-net.org 
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cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 4 of the report will address differences 
in Balancing Services requirements for TSO's and what this means for cross-border trade 
possibilities. Chapter 5 elaborates on possible differences in market structure and market 
design and what effects this may have with cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. 
Chapter 6 discusses potential security of supply issues. Chapter 7 gives an overall 
summary on the key issues and how to address them. 
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2. Technical models for cross-border trading 
of reserves 

2.1 Introduction 
 
Apart from the commercial models presented in the previous report (TSO-TSO or TSO-
Market Party trade) different levels of technical integration in exchange of reserves for 
Balancing purposes can be identified. Two control areas can give each other mutual 
access to their respective balancing resources. According to the commercial model used 
this leads either to a reserve pooling model or to a reserve procurement competition 
model between involved TSO's. A further cooperation model leads to some commonality 
in balancing mechanism in which involved TSO's not only use each others’ reserves but 
also have integrated their reserve requirements to a certain extent in order to save 
reserves.  
 
This chapter provides a more detailed description of four basic technical models each 
representing different levels of technical cooperation/integration. For each technical 
model an example is presented. The examples are based on the following situation: 
Two adjacent TSOs, A and B, must be able to handle a maximum disturbance of 500 
MW in their area each and therefore need 500 MW tertiary reserve capacity to cope with 
this. 

2.2 Technical Model 1: No Trading 
Without reserve trading or exchange possibilities two TSO's procure their own reserves 
based on their own requirements completely separate from each other. Under normal 
circumstances there is no exchange of reserves except in case of emergency where they 
can mutually assist each other. 
 
Example:   
• Both TSOs buy 500 MW in their own area for e.g. a year or month ahead with an 

exclusive right  to use it. The price paid for the reserves comprises a payment for 
availability (which may be 0) and an energy payment for activation 

• In case of disturbance the relevant TSO activates his own tertiary reserve capacity 
regardless of the energy-payment in his own area compared with the energy-
payment in the other area. 

• In the first seconds/minutes after a disturbance, e.g. 500 MW in area A, there will be 
an unplanned exchange of up to 500 MW (due to the share of Primary Reserve not 
provided in A) from area B to A, but after activation of 500 MW tertiary reserve in area 
A this unplanned exchange is neutralized.  

 
This is the traditional model. 

2.3 Technical Model 2: Cross-border Reserve Pooling 

As in Technical Model 1 the two TSO´s  buy all the reserve capacity (availability) in their 
own control area on the basis of contracts according to their own requirements and with 
the exclusive right to use it. In addition the two TSOs establish some kind of a common 
spot market for reserve energy, where they on a voluntary basis and depending on the 
actual situation offer 0-100% of their reserve capacity to the other TSO. When one  of the 
TSOs  needs some reserve he can either activate his own reserve capacity or buy it from 
the other TSO if this is cheaper and feasible with respect to grid constraints. 
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Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs buy 500 MW reserve capacity each with an exclusive 
right to use it. However in the hour considered TSO A offers 100 MW to the common 
reserve pool, while TSO B offers 200 MW to that pool. When TSO A needs activation of 
e.g. 500 MW, he builds a merit order of common reserves plus the reserves in the own 
area not offered to the common pool and activates the cheapest reserves. Thus if 
reserves from area B offered to the common pool are cheaper the activation of up to 200 
MW is made in area B. (Each TSO has reserves from the common reserves pool as well 
as the reserves in the own area not offered to the common pool to choose from).  
It is important to mention that the respective offers to the common pool are made on a 
voluntary bases considering the individual situation of the offering TSO.  
 

500 MW

Area A Area B

Area A Area B

500 MW

Reserve Pool
First come, first serve

500 MW 500 MW

100 MW

200 MW

Merit Order

Flow

Activation
for B

Activation
for A

 
Technical Model 2: cross-border reserve pooling 
 
A model based on this general principle has been used in Nordel. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach   

• does not change the location of the contracted reserve capacity and the requirement 
for unused transmission capacity, because the trade is only made if there is sufficient 
grid capacity 

• reduces the total energy-payment, but not the capacity payment 
• is a very simple way to improve the traditional model because each TSO decides how 

much of his capacity he will offer on the common market and the model therefore 
does not affect security of supply etc. 
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2.4 Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading  

In this model the TSOs can procure part of their reserves in another control area. through 
the organisation of a balancing market, that allows reserve offers from another control 
area. 
 
Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs procure 500 MW reserve capacity each. However in 
this case 

• TSO A procures e.g. 250 MW of his 500 MW requirement in Area B. The other 
250 MW are provided in Area A   

• TSO B procures all of the needed 500 MW in his own area (Area B).  
 
In case TSO A needs activation of 500 MW reserve then 250 MW in area A and 
additional 250 MW in B are activated 

 
Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading 
 
This kind of model is open to reciprocity. TSO B can also activate reserves in area A, if 
he procured it in the same manner. 

2.4.1 Technical Model 3, variant 1 

In this model, the procurement from neighbour control areas covers reserve capacity 
payment and consequently the exclusive right to use the reserve. Activation in real time 
is based on the merit order list of reserve offers. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach, in variant 1 : 
 
• requires that 250 MW unused transmission capacity from B to A is guaranteed   

to avoid overloading of the grid in case of activation  
• potentially reduces the total capacity- and energy-payment.  
 
 
This special case of model 3 in its first variant is used for example in Germany. 

 
500 MW 

Area A  Area B 

 Area A  Area B
500 MW

500 MW

Activation for A 

250  250

Exchange
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RTE allows “Interconnection 
units” to compete with generating 
units in France in his Balancing 
Mechanism. Interconnection units 
are virtual balancing units located 
on the interconnection between 
the area of RTE and the 
neighbouring area. Their physical 
delivery, following a bid 
activation, is monitored through 
the setpoint of the exchange 
program agreed in real time by 
RTE and the neighbouring TSO, 
and injected in both AGC 
systems (Automatic Generation 
Contol, i.e. automated secondary 
load-frequency regulation). 
Therefore RTE does not need to 
monitor physical generating units 
in the neighbouring control area, 
he has only to monitor the 
exchange program between both 
TSOs to check that activated 
energy is really delivered. 

2.4.2 Technical model 3, variant 2 

In this model the procurement from neighbour control areas is only based on energy 
payment. Reserves in the neighbouring control area are only activated if transmission 
capacity is available.: 
  
This model is can be implemented in a very decentralized manner, as the market 
participants can be made responsible for the main parts of the process, and TSOs only 
have to coordinate through the matching 
procedure of their exchange programs. 
Additionally the TSO A has to comply with the 
intraday arrangements of TSO B.. 
 
In this variant 2, a transmission capacity 
reservation is not required, but the activation (and 
therefore the effective purchase) can be done only 
when unused transmission capacity is available. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 3, variant 1, this 
approach: 
 
• does not require reservation of interconnection 

capacity   
• potentially reduces the total energy-payment, 
• does not require any additional contract 

between the TSOs. 
 

This model is implemented in France (for more 
details see box on the right). Main characteristics 
of the currently implemented model is, that 
balancing offers from neighbour TSOs can only be 
activated in compliance with  their intraday cross-
border arrangements. This constraint leads to 
different lead times for activation.  
 

2.5 Technical Model  4: Sharing of Reserve Capacity  

In this model the two TSOs agree on sharing a common reserve and on the individual 
share to be supplied by each TSO. Compared to previous technical models (incl. 
technical model 2)  the important difference is  that the two TSOs do not have an 
exclusive right to use their own share of the common reserve. Whenever needed, the 
reserve is activated according to a common Merit Order as far as this is possible due to 
grid constraints. 
   
Provided there are no geographical distribution requirements and no network 
congestions that restrict access to the reserves it can be shown from probability 
calculations that the sharing can result in a reduction of the total reserve capacity without 
reducing security of supply as measured by e.g. loss-of-load-probability2.  
 
An agreement may only determine the economic burden-sharing, but not necessarily the 
geographical distribution of the common reserve. The feasible geographical distribution is 

                                                 
2 Actual savings depend on the systems involved 
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in any case constrained by the requirement that sufficient unused grid-capacity between 
B and A has to be available at the time of activation.  
 

Example:  
• Both TSOs agree on a common reserve of e.g. 800 MW (which resulted from 

probability calculations taking grid constraints into account) sharing  them 50:50 
• In the simple case both TSOs buy their obligation (400 MW) in their own area, but 

they can choose to buy part of their obligation in other areas if this is cheaper and 
feasible due to grid-constraints.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this case 
 
• requires, that 400 MW unused transmission capacity is available in both directions to 

avoid overloading of the grid. The requirement changes, if e.g.  TSO A buys part of 
his obligation in area B.  

• results in a decrease of the total payment 

Dependent on the conditions such a “common” reserve can in practice be difficult to 
establish. Among others it requires a certain degree of mutual confidence between the 
involved TSO´s and a certain degree of harmonization of rules regarding activation times 
etc. A reduction of the total reserve capacity due to the common reserve may require 
comprehensive calculations taking into account the individual behaviour of the involved 
systems (e.g. types and characteristics of power plants, likelihood of outages, etc.). 
Finally this model requires stable transmission conditions which limits the region for 
which this model can be efficiently applied. 
 
The present model in Nordel can be regarded as a mix of technical models 2 and 4, 
which  probably will be developed into a “clean” technical model 4 in a few years. 
 

 Area A  Area B

    800 MW
Common Reserve 

Flow 
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3. Transmission Capacity 
 
The main physical limitation to cross-border trading/sharing of reserves between TSOs is 
that sufficient interconnection capacity between these areas has to be available. 
Consequently any congestion limits the potential trading/sharing. Thus, for international 
trading/sharing of reserves the availability of respective transmission capacity between 
these areas (Member States or Control Blocks) is a crucial topic. 
 
• Frequency Control vs. Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Reserves and Energy 

Balancing 
o Primary Control is organised as a common shared reserve (see also 4.2.2). Since 

the location of a sudden imbalance - e.g. an outage of a power plant - which 
automatically activates the primary reserves all over the synchronised area is not 
known in advance, no “path” from the generators under primary control to this 
location can be predicted and no reservation for this “path” can be arranged (this 
is the reason for the TRM). Thus, normally a fair distribution of reserves for 
primary control is applied within synchronized systems to limit concentrated 
reserves 

o Automatically activated Secondary Control (UCTE) is used to compensate an 
imbalance in a second step after activation of primary control in the control area 
where this imbalance occurred. For any cross-border provision a “path” from the 
providing generator to the area, where the reserve is potentially needed, can be 
defined. 

Due to the automatic and permanent order/delivery the needed transmission capacity 
for the transport of the respective power/energy cannot be predicted as a schedule 
and therefore reservation of a continuous range of capacity would be necessary. 
 

• Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Energy Balancing - manually instructed delivery) 
For a potential cross-border provision there has to be an underlying schedule for 
delivery to be added to already existing exchange schedules. In case of congestions, 
reservations for transmission capacity can be made similar to reservations for 
“normal” exchanges.  

 
ETSO-Definitions 
Once the transmission capacity is limited, appropriate measures have to be taken to 
organise energy transports. For the purpose of determining the relevant capacities ETSO 
developed definitions for  

• Total Transfer Capacity: TTC 
• Transmission Reliability Margin: TRM 
• Net Transfer Capacity: NTC (=TTC-TRM) 

 
A common feature is that the actual exchange between two areas must not exceed NTC 
after activation of tertiary reserves. Exchange of tertiary reserves therefore requires that 
a part of the NTC is available for this exchange. If a part of NTC is reserved for this 
purpose (Technical Models 3, variant 1 and 4) it reduces the capacity available for 
commercial trade. If it is not reserved (Technical Model 1, 2 and 3, variant 2), then cross-
border reserve trading can not be guaranteed ex ante and is only possible in hours 
where the commercial trade has left unused capacity in the required direction.  
 
Generally it is typical for all kinds of balancing services that it is not possible to predict 
how much of the contracted reserve will actually be needed at a certain time in the future. 
Nevertheless reservation of transmission capacity is needed to be able to physically 
exchange these services in Technical Models 3 and 4. This could imply a waste of 
available resources in case the reserved capacity is not used.  This is avoided in 
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contracts/agreements that only guarantee the provision of the services in case of 
sufficient transmission capacity).   

3.1 Use of TRM 

Within ETSO the TRM is defined as a security margin available to TSO's only which is 
required for a safe normal operation of the interconnected network. It is based on the 
requirement that the unpredictable power flows due to Ohm´s law have to be handled. 
The specific components of these unpredictable power flows are strictly defined by ETSO 
(unintended deviations due to the load-frequency control, emergency exchanges 
between TSOs, inaccuracies - e.g. in data collection and measurements).  
 
Considering these definitions it is consistent to use TRM only for dynamic services where 
source and sink cannot be predicted and reservations - even for a range of capacity - 
cannot be made in advance, as e.g. the Primary Control within UCTE. For all other 
services reservation of capacity using the NTC is necessary. The only exception are 
emergency exchanges between TSOs that can be handled individually by the TSOs 
based on the fact that in emergency cases TSOs have the overview of the current 
situation and they can decide quickly how to react. 
 
Within NORDEL a similar margin is used as the total capacity on interconnections is 
made available to the market (Nord Pool) with exception of margin needed for Frequency 
controlled normal operational reserve (NR). There exists a joint requirement for NR within 
the synchronous NORDEL system of 600 MW divided between TSOs on basis of last 
year load. Capacity not used by the market is available for exchange of tertiary reserve. 
 
TRM is not available for trading of tertiary reserves. 

3.2 Use of NTC 

Within ETSO for all services that require the definition of a source and a sink - as it is the 
case with tertiary reserve  - a part of the NTC has to be reserved, respectively used. 
Considering the different approaches for Cross Border Reserves (section 2.2 throug2.4) 
this applies in particular to Cross-border Reserve Trading. Depending on who is 
responsible for capacity procurement (providing generator or TSO) the arising additional 
costs will be either factored in the prices at the beginning or separately added to the 
prices of the offers (see also section 3.4).  
 
Concerning the handling of such reservations of NTC there exist two basic possibilities: 

a) They are handled the same way as all other commercial exchanges (same 
allocation procedures, same level of liability) 

b) There are separate layers for the respective services (e.g. xxx % of NTC) kept 
free (possible separate allocation, possible higher level of liability) 

 
In case b) the capacity needed for the layer would be lost for commercial exchanges. In 
this case the economic efficiency has to be critically analysed. It must be stressed that 
the separate capacity layer might not be used (due to the general purpose of reserves) 
without any possibility for reallocation. Generally a separate layer could make sense 
(could be efficient) not for balance management but for network security management in 
cases where efficient network security depends on the availability of cross border 
reserves. 
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A separate layer seems to be the only practical solution in case of market-splitting 
(implicit auction of capacity). In the following only explicit auctions are considered. 
 
Considering possibility a) the principle of time related allocation can be described by the 
following graph: 
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Figure 1: Possible allocation and nomination scheme (displayed increase in TTC 
from long term to real time is not typical and could be a decrease as well) 

 
The graph shows how the handling of capacity reservation for the respective balance 
services can be embedded in the usual mechanism of allocation and nomination. 
Normally at any “Gate Closure” point in time (e.g. day-ahead market, intra day Market) 
the available transmission capacity is recalculated. It should be noted that the shown 
increase in TTC in time is not typical and could be a decrease as well. 
 
One important difference to other commercial contracts can be seen in the fact that the 
actually not used capacity is known only in real time and therefore cannot be used for 
any other exchange. Consequently the use-it-or-lose-it-rule is meaningless for capacity 
allocated to Cross-border tertiary reserve. One exception could be long term capacity 
allocation for these reserves, where some “nomination” (general confirmation that the 
already allocated capacity will remain reserved for reserve exchanges) could be 
introduced. In general nomination makes no sense for tertiary reserves unless the 
already allocated but not used capacity can be transferred to another party3.  
 
Even if it is economic for the TSO to buy capacity for reserve purposes, other factors 
may still make this unattractive e.g. reduced capacity/energy trading liquidity for market 
participants.  
 

                                                 
3 a nomination in the sense of disclosure of effective use of grid capacity makes no sense, since 

no TSO knows in advance if he will effectively use the reserve. Thus, corresponding unused 
capacity cannot be re-allocated; nevertheless, the TSO has to care for required capacity and has 
therefore to "nominate" the reserve exchange, which means that he confirms the required 
capacity whatever reserve he will effectively use 
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It is suggested that capacity allocation for tertiary reserves is either part of the 
commercial allocation process or should follow any commercial capacity allocation or 
usage except in cases where this reserve is of vital importance for grid security. Only in 
case capacity is required because of efficient network security management this capacity 
should be reserved in priority to commercial capacity allocation. In general the chosen 
approach strongly corresponds to the question of security of supply (see also chapter 6) 
considering possible rules like e.g. the needed level of availability of cross border 
reserves 

3.3 Meshed grids  

In the simple cases of technical models 2, 3, and 4 above the planned production in each 
area is not (always) re-established after activation of the tertiary reserve and this affects 
the physical exchange between area A and B which, as a result, will deviate from the 
planned value, also after activation of the tertiary reserve.  
 
Thus, in meshed grids cross area reserve exchange not only affects the exchange 
between the two TSOs who trade/share reserves, but also affects the physical exchange 
between all TSOs in the meshed grid.        
 
Therefore the affected TSOs have to be informed and involved in the procedure in some 
way or another. This is of particular interest, because exchanges of balancing services 
will cause fluctuating loads on the lines, which could be rather dynamic and could 
therefore endanger network security significantly.  
 
Moreover, the requirements in adjustment strongly depend on the risks on consumption 
and the production.  The risks on consumption depend on the sensitivity of consumption 
to the climatic conditions.  The risks on the production depend on the size of the principal 
power stations.  Finally the development of the production of wind mill poses problem 
again. 

3.4 Procurement of transmission capacity 

Currently generators/traders procure transmission capacity for their envisaged energy 
exchanges. If balancing services are organised across the borders the question arises if 
the TSOs, who order the services, should take care of the needed capacity or if the 
offering generators themselves should do so. In practice this is not an issue in the TSO-
TSO trade model4.  
 
In the TSO-MP trade model theoretically both solutions are possible. However if the TSO 
would buy the capacity he cannot be sure to get offers. If the service provider takes care 
for the transmission capacity he will have an economic interest to make an offer. 
Therefore the service provider´s procurement of capacity will better reflect the economic 
value of the capacity and there will be no need to distinguish between other commercial 
capacity transactions. Where the capacity is procured as commercial capacity 
reservation procedures would be similar to other commercial exchanges and the 
respective approach does not really matter since there is a price on the capacity. This is 
also true where commercially unused capacity is used for balancing exchanges in real 
time (the price is then zero). Anyway respective regulatory arrangements may be 
required.  

                                                 
4 The TSO-TSO trade model and the TSO-MP trade model are described in the November 2005 

report "Current State of Trading Tertiary Reserves Across Borders in Europe" which can be 
found on the ETSO website 
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In cases where special arrangements for TSO procurement exist - e.g. where efficient 
network security depends on the availability of cross border reserves - these  
arrangements will have to be non discriminating and transparent. 

3.5 Between non-synchronized systems 
In this section the special issue regarding sharing/trading of reserves between non-
synchronized systems are very briefly described.  
 
Whereas within synchronized systems the frequency is the same all over the system at 
any time, not synchronised systems have different frequencies and even different 
frequency criteria and approaches to ensure the required quality of the frequency.  
 
Electric energy can only be transported between non-synchronous systems by means of 
DC-connections which decouple the balancing of the systems (imbalances in one system 
do not cause any automatic change of frequency in the other systems). The conversion 
from AC to DC and to AC again requires appropriate converters. In contrary to 
synchronous connections the load flow on DC-connections is determined by the signals 
to the converter and can be directly controlled (e.g. no loop flows) by the affected TSOs 
and correspondingly TRM is not used for these connections. 
 
As DC-interconnectors when used between non-synchronized systems, couple different 
markets, the interconnectors will often be fully utilized by commercial trade in one 
direction or the other. To guarantee a possibility to exchange reserves between the non-
synchronized systems, a reservation of capacity for that purpose is necessary. If this is 
socio-economic or not, depends on the differences in market prices in the energy 
markets and in the reserve markets on each side of the interconnectors. However, there 
is always a possibility to exchange reserves in the opposite direction of the commercial 
trade even without such reservation. In addition, especially on submarine cables, there 
may be a possibility to exploit overload capacity on the cables for short term exchange of 
reserves depending on the different installations. 

3.6 Summary of the main points 
Focussing on exchanges of Reserves and Energy Balancing the main points can be 
summed up as follows: 
 
• In cases where the TSO must rely on the Cross-border tertiary reserves sufficient 

transmission capacity is generally required. This is especially true for Cross-border 
Reserve Trading and Sharing of Reserves 

• Procedure: as Tertiary Reserves are manually instructed/activated, schedules have 
to be added to the other “commercial” schedules;  
If there is a reservation of capacity for the balancing schedules, capacity not used 
cannot be given back to the market as the capacity is only freed real-time.  

• Use of NTC: handling of Reserves and Energy Balancing is in principle just like 
handling of commercial exchanges based on the usual mechanism of allocation and 
nomination; only possible exception: emergency exchanges between TSOs that can 
be handled individually by the TSOs 

• Transits: all affected TSOs must be involved 
• Open issue: possible priority rules for reserves - if any. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
Cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves must use NTC, this does not apply to 
emergency reserves. TRM is technically required to safely accommodate cross-border 
power flows due to sudden unexpected events, e.g. exchange of emergency reserves. 
 
Loop-flow affected TSOs should be informed of planned and actual trade. 
 
Transmission capacity for cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves should be allocated 
(including loop-flow use of capacity) as any other capacity that uses NTC. Appendix 1 
shows a practical work-out for the Nordic system. 
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4. Physical issues 
 
Given commitments on frequency and area control within a synchronized system where 
the control area is part of, balancing requirements for a given control area depend on the 
physical characteristics of the area under control. Predictability of input to (generation) 
and output from (consumption) the system are the two key factors for balancing 
requirements. For example, the vast development of wind farms requires in some cases 
– dependent on the system and dimensioning criteria - a specific amount of “fast minute 
reserves” available.  
 
Controllability of generation and consumption are the means to cover the balancing 
requirements. The Balancing Mechanism in each control area split the responsibilities on 
balancing between the market and the TSO. Differences in Balancing Mechanisms 
therefore also lead to different balancing needs for the TSO's involved, even if the 
physical characteristics of the area's under control would have been the same. Finally, 
between systems that are not synchronized there may be differences in frequency 
standards that can lead to different balancing services requirements. 
 
All these differences may require different physical characteristics of Balancing Services 
even within the category of Tertiary Reserves. Due to this there may be limited 
compatibility between Tertiary Reserves products on each side of a border. Chapter 2 
has discussed different technical cross-border exchange models that require to a 
different extend compatibility of Tertiary Reserves products, ranging from no to full 
compatibility requirement. Given lack of product compatibility market integration 
possibilities are limited, however cross-border trade of products remains possible.  
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5. Market design issues 
5.1 Roles and responsibilities 

Generally all market parties have the responsibility to balance with respect to their legal 
and/or regulated commitments. These commitments originate from congestion 
management or from system balancing.  

System balancing commitments generally refer to an ex ante submitting of imbalance 
settlement reference points against which deviations in real time from these reference 
points are settled ex post against an imbalance price. The reference points can be on net 
generation, net consumption, net transactions with other market parties or a combination 
of them. Open positions, i.e. where the sum of net generation, net consumption and net 
transactions with other market parties is not zero, may be meaningless (where at least 
one of the three is missing) or may or may not be allowed. 

Congestion management commitments include the notification of all physical injections 
and withdrawals from the transmission grid, with or without a formal status (provisional, 
final). Typically, where final physical notification occurs, it is also used to set (calculate) 
net reference points for imbalance settlement. 

In Appendix 1 an overview is given on roles and responsibilities in balance management 
and related congestion management across Europe. From this overview the following 
differences can be observed: 

• In some systems it seems that the TSO is responsible of the load –generation 
balance only for the operating hour 

• in some systems producers have an obligation to offer available capacity for the 
balancing mechanism 

• some systems allow self-dispatch some others don’t. 

In addition, from the point of view of the responsibilities, the problem of safety remains a 
primordial question 

In the technical models where balancing services are shared or pooled, a certain degree 
of harmonization of the rules of load-shedding can be appropriate. 

Table 1 on the next page shows an overview of contracted reserves in some European 
countries and is also indicative for the differences in roles and responsibilities although 
many differences can also be explained from technical differences between the systems. 

 
Conclusions 
• Differences in underlying cost structures for imbalance pricing could lead to 

incompatible values of products 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles most likely lead to different balancing mechanisms which use 

incompatible products 
• TSO's have different competitive positions in procurement of Tertiary Reserves 
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Table 1: Contracted reserves in some European countries 

peak 
demand largest unit

secundary 
reserves

tertiary reserve 
(activation time 

< 15 min)
emergency 
reserves

slower 
reserves

[MW] [MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
Belgium ELIA1) 13600 1050 150 625
Denmark-East Energinet.dk 2700 600 300 375 à 4502)

EnBW 11000 1500 800 510
Eon Netz 24000 1500 800 1100

RWE TNS 26000 1500 1230 1030
Vattenvall 17000 1000 580 730

England National Grid 55000 1320 23004) < 5005)

Finland Fingrid 14800 850 1015 600
France RTE 83080 1450 500 1000 5006)

Netherlands TenneT 16800 700 250 300
Norway Statnett 23000 1200 20007)

Spain REE 43700 1100 6008)

Sweden SvK 28800 1200 644 600 1400

Country TSO

Germany3)

 
1)  Elia has access to sufficient reserve for any outage via emergency reserves contracted with it's 

neighbours TenneT and  RTE and via the contracts with the production companies which includes an 
obligation for sufficient additional reserve to cover the largest unit it has in operation 

2)  of which 75 à 150 with activation time up to 1 hour daily contracted, max activation time 1,5 uur  
3)  daily contracted 
4)  of which 300 MW superfast (activation time < 2 min, regulating speed > 25 MW/s) 
5)  TSO-TSO contract on cable connection with France 
6)  plus inter-TSO arrangements for 500 MW with NGT, 300 with TERNA, 250 MW with Elia 
7)  only in winter months 
8)  daily contracted through market mechanism 

5.2 Market structure and market architecture 

Currently, balancing markets in different European countries are functioning according to 
different rules. At the same time, in order to enable theirs co-operation within the internal 
European electricity market, i.e. cross-border balancing trading, a certain level of 
balancing rules harmonisation is needed. However, to be able to determine which 
elements of balancing market have to or should be harmonised, while assuring feasibility 
of the task, it is necessary to take into account the relationship which exist between the 
architecture and the structure of balancing market. 

Balancing market architecture defines its functions and its relations to other segments 
of energy market. Main elements of  balancing market architecture are as follows:  

• types of balancing services,  
• methods of procurement of balancing services, 
• methods of balancing services pricing.  

Balancing market architecture creates the foundations for balancing market operation 
(trading), having fundamental influence on its overall efficiency. However, market 
architecture does not have direct influence on actual price of balancing services or 
quality of balancing in terms of system reliability, since this mainly depends on the 
balancing market structure. The market structure is determined by: 

• the number of market participants, 
• generation structure (generation mix), 
• transmission network structure (arrangement and capacity of power lines). 

Most of the commodity markets are based only on bilateral contracts. This approach is 
not possible in case of energy market, since supply and demand has to be balanced at 
every moment, and making a bilateral contract too slow to satisfy real power balance. In 
addition, balancing must respect transmission constraints. It usually makes the balancing 
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a complex numerical optimization problem, which requires sophisticated computer 
systems. 

In practice this results in balancing being performed on a centralized balancing market 
administrated by a system operator. Balancing market opens before the delivery of 
energy and closes after contracts are executed (balancing market is also often referred 
to as ‘real-time market’). The operation of balancing market can be divided into three 
main phases: 

a) balancing offers/bids collection, 

b) balancing offers/bids usage according to current needs, 

c) balancing service settlement. 

 
With minimal approach, a balancing market is the only centrally organized segment of 
the energy market run by the system operator. Such solution assumes that unit 
commitment is performed in a decentralized way based on bilateral and power exchange 
trade by market participants, before opening of balancing market, and real power 
balance is achieved mainly by economic dispatch of the operating units, i.e. changing the 
load of the operating units only. Such an approach is usually sufficient when the 
transmission system is “rich” so that the system can be operated without congestion 
most of the time. But in the congested system this can leave the system operator without 
the necessary resources to satisfy real power balance and to meet the system reliability 
requirements. In such situation two general solutions can be implemented. 
• First, it involves performing bid based security constrained unit commitment on 

balancing market but it also requires opening the balancing market much in advance, 
giving enough time for units to start. Extra time needed depends on particular 
generation structure. This approach can be supported by congestion management 
actions made in advance by system operator (before opening the balancing market), 
e.g. contracting services on bilateral basis. 

• Second solution is based on implementation of additional organized market segments 
– e.g. day-ahead and/or intra-day market run by system operator. In this case bid 
based security constrained unit commitment is performed together with trade on 
these markets. They force the proper commitment and schedule of generation units 
for real-time system balancing in advance in order to assure necessary conditions 
and resources to meet reliability requirements. In markets with a locational pricing 
mechanism, where prices reflect transmission constraint costs, tradable transmission 
rights are often implemented to support the market operation. 

 
Architecture of balancing market has to be adjusted to its structure5. This mainly relates 
to the generation mix and the transmission network structure. The less flexible 
generation sources and the less developed transmission grid the more important the 
selection of appropriate balancing market architecture. This is because the architecture 
could have influence on performance of system operator tasks related to real power 
balance and system reliability requirements. 
 
The basic elements of balancing market architecture are described in the next section. 
This includes an indication of those elements for which harmonisation is required or 
recommended in order to assure proper co-operation of balancing markets. Also, the 
possible negative effects or difficulties which could happen after introduction of cross-
border balancing trading between different markets without previous harmonisation of 
balancing market rules is presented. 
 

                                                 
5 The long-term impact of the architecture on changes of the structure is neglected in this report. 
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Conclusions 
• Different market structures have induced different market achitectures to facilitate 

efficient markets and supply security 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles lead to different balancing mechanisms which use incompatible 

products 

5.3 Market architecture issues 

5.3.1 Gate closure time 
Contracts for electrical energy delivery are being made until the time of physical energy 
flow. The trade is conducted simultaneously on several market segments. Contracts 
made well in advance are usually not standardized. The closer to delivery time, the 
contracts become more standardized as the transaction speed is becoming more and 
more important.  

Trading possibilities for a given time period last until imbalances can not actively be 
influenced by the market any more. This moment is called “the gate closure”. Typically 
the system operator starts the system balancing process and where appropriate also the 
congestion management process after that. On some European markets balancing and 
congestion management actions are also undertaken by the system operator before the 
gate closure, as a preparation for real time activities. 
Gate closure time refers to commercial and technical aspects of market operation. In the 
commercial context it means the latest time for trade nomination, i.e. transactions made 
on forward markets. In the technical sense it indicates the latest time for physical position 
nomination, i.e. planned amount of power to be injected or withdrawn in the given 
network location. 
Gate closure times in Europe vary from day ahead to real-time. The particular time of 
gate closure depends on the time system operator needs for preparing real-time 
balancing and secure network operation. In general it is determined by two factors:  

(i) the results of the previous markets in the extent of total market imbalance and 
feasibilities of generation units schedules from the point of view reliability 
requirements,  

(ii) the flexibility in changing commitment and schedules of generation units 
resulting from generation mix, i.e. start-up times, ramp rate limits. 

 
If schedules resulting from the previous market are feasible and cause a small energy 
imbalance the system operator can manage real-time balancing and secure network 
operation with minimum time. Otherwise system operator needs time for preparing 
proper schedules and sometimes commitment of generation units, which are needed in 
real time.  
 
Summary 
 
Differences in gate closure times across balancing markets in Europe do not have a 
strong impact on possibility of cross-border balancing services trading. Even in case of 
different gate closure times the balancing services trading can be feasible, since it is 
implemented in real time and usually does not need actions before gate closure. 
Nevertheless the harmonization of gate closure times can be an important issue in the 
context of opportunities for trading on different markets but at the same time it could be 
difficult to implement. This is because the variety of gate closure times in Europe results 
mainly from differences in  the structure and current architecture of a particular energy 
market. With the given market structures the harmonization of the gate closure times 
throughout balancing markets would require changes in architecture of some national 
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markets. The extent of modification and the time needed for adaptation can vary 
considerably across markets because of differences in the structure of these markets. 
 
Conclusion 
 
• Differences in gate closure times lead to asymmetry in market opportunities on each 

side of the border 

5.3.2 Bidding rules 
The bidding rules define the type and scope of information submitted by a market 
participant in order to specify the conditions of his participation in the process of  
balancing the system. In general the bidding rules determine the following elements: 

• the object it pertains to (generation unit, group of generation units, market 
participant, load, connection point,...), 

• the offer/bid elements (energy price, start-up costs, no-load costs, upward and 
downward energy ramp rates, ...), 

• the time period (quarter, half hour, hour, day, …). 
 
Bidding rules depend on the products used on the balancing markets, which in turn 
depend on the architecture and the structure of a particular energy market. The detailed 
design of bidding rules result from the tasks that must be performed on the balancing 
market. In unconstrained systems (i.e. without congestion) simple bidding rules could be 
implemented. One part energy bid is usually sufficient for the system operator to satisfy 
real power balance. In constrained systems more complex bidding rules can be 
necessary. In particular transmission network constraints and technical constraints of 
generation units are most important factors having impact on the form of the offer/bid.  
 
Bidding rules vary in details across balancing markets. Inequalities in bidding rules 
between different balancing markets can lead to differences in the procedure of 
delivering the balancing services. This could particularly be inconvenient when 
considering trade of balancing services between markets (control areas). The effect of 
such inequalities may range from: 

a) the need for transformation mechanism (relatively simple with TSO-TSO trade) or 
the larger number of available offer templates 

b) in models with TSO-MP trade create impossibility to trade balancing services 
simultaneously on different balancing markets (e.g. when a reduction bid zeroing 
the generation is placed on the first market and simultaneously incremental bid 
that results in a generation level still below technical minimum appears on the 
second market). 

 
Conclusion: 
Differences in bidding rules have an evident impact on cross-border balancing services 
trading and could make trading more complex or even impossible in some cases. For 
that reason harmonization of bidding rules in order to create better conditions for cross-
border balancing services trading is desirable. But at the same time the differences in 
bidding rules that currently occur come from the need of particular balancing markets, 
therefore harmonization of bidding rules must be treated as a complex and time-
consuming task. As the first step a certain harmonization of products used on balancing 
markets may prove to be necessary. 

5.3.3 Bid activation 
After the gate closure, the offers/bids for balancing services are used on the balancing 
market. The decision process of bid activation is usually organized in the form of an 
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auction where offers/bids are selected to minimize or maximize the quality criterion 
typically given as the function of offers/bids. In practice it comes down to minimization of 
the total cost of system balancing resulting from balancing services usage under network 
(or system)  constraints. The cost of system balancing can include cost of actions related 
to real power balance and cost of congestion management. Depending on the 
mechanism bids might also be activated to help congestion relief. 
 
In unconstrained system bids acceptance could be fast and easy since it is sufficient to 
pick the number of bids arranged in merit order. In constrained system such selection 
can be infeasible because of transmission network constraints. In this case the bids that 
minimize the given quality criterion and fulfil limitations have to be selected. Such 
procedure requires more sophisticated approach and usually is more time consuming. 
 
Conclusion: 
Bid activation rules on balancing markets in Europe vary from unconstrained merit order 
algorithms to bid based security constrained unit commitment problem. Particular rules 
come from the market architecture and are consistent with the market structures and 
responsibilities of the TSO in particular markets. It must be taken into account when 
cross-border balancing services trading is considered. In general there is no question 
about harmonization of bid activation rules throughout balancing markets but question 
about coordination of bid activation processes across involved TSO (connecting and 
purchasing TSO).  

5.3.4 Settlement rules 
Settlement system on the balancing market has two functions: 

a) to settle the balancing services (Balancing services settlement), 
b) to settle the imbalances on an energy resulting from unforeseen deviations 

(Imbalance settlement). 
In Europe both above functions are performed separately6, but settlement rules vary in 
details. 
 
Balancing services settlement  
The payment mechanism for balancing services is generally based upon an energy 
payment and a capacity payment. Energy payments are based upon the MWh of energy 
accepted in bid acceptance process. Accepted bids are paid (i) their bid price, or (ii) the 
marginal price (the bid price of the last bid accepted in a given time interval). Capacity 
payments generally take two different forms and are based on MW of capacity. 

• Payment for availability of service 
o E.g. via a contract which requires a generator to be synchronised, and 

submit agreed bid / offer prices 
• Payment for holding the service when requested 

o E.g. actually being selected to provide an amount of Primary Control 
 
Imbalance settlement  
The sum of a party’s contracted energy volume is compared to their metered energy 
volume and the difference is their imbalance volume (positive or negative).  This is then 
multiplied by the relevant imbalance price.  Principally, there are two types of imbalance 
price mechanisms: 

• dual imbalance pricing where a different price is applied to positive imbalance 
volumes and negative imbalance volumes, 

                                                 
6  Another approach is to use one price in both processes. Practical solution to this is to use LMP 

(Locational Marginal Pricing) method. 
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• single imbalance pricing where a single imbalance price is used for all imbalance 
volumes. 

There are also two methods of determining imbalance prices: 
• average price of energy balancing actions, 
• marginal price of energy balancing actions. 

 
The settlement rules are a key factor in cross-border trading of balancing services. In 
conjunction with the market structure they create the market environment. This 
influences the revenue level of balancing services trading and in fact makes the market 
less or more attractive to external participants. 
 
The main incentive for trading balancing services across borders should be differences in 
balancing market structures like: actual situation in supply and demand for balancing 
services and generation structure as a factor which determinates the cost of services. It 
is important that the settlement rules on the balancing markets do not differentiate these 
markets from the point of view of the potential revenues for the market participants.  
Such (undesirable) situation can occur for example in case of differences in pricing 
mechanisms, methods of costs allocation or in case of existing price-caps. 
 
Summary: 
Harmonization of settlement rules throughout balancing markets is the important factor 
having influence on inter-market trading of balancing services. The most significant issue 
is to ensure the price compatibility across involved balancing markets. However, existing 
differences in settlement rules mainly result from disparities of market architectures 
including regulatory arrangements and market structures. For that reason the 
harmonization of settlement rules may prove to be very complex. 
 
Conclusions 

• differences in imbalance settlement and pricing will lead to cross-border arbitrage 
on imbalance positions, a market party will try to allocate its imbalance volume 
risk to the TSO with the lowest expected imbalance price 

• there will be (positive or negative) price effects for reserves in the local markets 
• balance incentive compatibility may decrease and lead to reduction of local 

reserve margins 
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6. Security of supply issues 
 
Security of supply is well defined by ETSO TF Security of Supply in its 2003 report to the 
ETSO Steering Committee: 
 

• Reliability: The degree of performance of the elements of the bulk electric system 
that results in electricity being delivered to customers within accepted standards 
and in the amount desired. Reliability may be measured by the frequency, 
duration, and magnitude of adverse effects on the electric supply. Electric system 
reliability can be addressed by considering two basic and functional aspects of 
the electric system: Adequacy and Security. 

 
• Adequacy:  The ability of the electric system to supply the aggregate electrical 

demand and energy requirements of the customers at all times, taking into 
account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system 
elements. 

 
• Security: The ability of the electric system to withstand sudden disturbances such 

as electric short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements. 
 
So the issue is reliability with adequacy and security as the two aspects. Generation and 
transmission are the two components of the system considered here. While chapter 3 
has covered the transmission issue "distribution of reserves", this chapter will mainly 
focus on the impact of cross-border trading in tertiary reserves for balance management 
on the generation adequacy issue. 

6.1 Balance management and generation adequacy 
In general balance management is the task of balancing between supply and demand in 
a control area in such a way that frequency is kept within quality standards and inter-area 
exchange is kept within standards as agreed by the TSOs concerned. Balance 
management ultimately fails if a violation of standards requires imperative load-shedding 
by system operators to prevent larger blackouts caused by frequency drops or severe 
overloading of transmission lines. Thus balance management is about all measures a 
system operator can take to prevent violation of frequency or inter-area exchange 
standards. For this purpose the system operator procures primary, secondary, tertiary 
and in some cases also slower response reserves (see Table 1 in section 5.1).  
 
Because of setting (discovering) prices of energy and reserves (influence on the height 
and frequency of price spikes) balance management will affect generation adequacy, 
mainly by impact on long-run commercial investment in generation. Broadly speaking 
generation adequacy is about the question which supply/demand equilibrium the market 
will reach in the long term and whether the system operator will in that equilibrium still be 
able to procure the balance management ancillary services needed to maintain 
frequency and inter-area exchange standards.  
 
Each system operator uses own standards to determine the balance management 
ancillary services needed. Volumes may be based on statistical distributions of 
generation availability and demand forecast errors but can also be based on (simpler) 
deterministic criteria (such as n-1 and n-2) or international standards (such as UCTE's 
standards on primary, secondary and tertiary reserves). 
Balance management ancillary services can be procured by the system operator locally 
(in his own control-area) or in other control-areas. The question is how joining markets 
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Inside or outside the market 
 
There are three requirements that have to 
be met in order for contracted reserves to 
improve long term plant margin. These 
requirements are: 
1. Reserves should be contracted for a 

longer time period. This means that the 
amount contracted must be certain and 
that contracting must be certain to 
continue over a longer time period. 

2. Contracted reserves should be taken out 
of the market. This means that the 
contracted reserves can only be used by 
the TSO, normally this goes along with a 
capacity payment. 

3. Contracted reserves should be 
dispatched outside the market. This 
effectively means that the contracted 
capacity may in no way compete with 
any (potential) capacity in the market. 
For the Dutch system, where the market 
can self-balance down to real-time this 
implies dispatch in restricted emergency 
situations only, namely when load 
shedding is the only alternative to 
prevent a black-out. For other market 
implementations the exact conditions for 
dispatch outside the market need to be 
carefully analysed. 

for Tertiary Reserves in two or more control-areas could influence the security of supply 
of each control-area and all control-areas together?  
 
The important issues from this point of view are: 

• the differences in market architecture 
• the price spike policies implemented in each market 
• allowed ways of procuring of balancing services in different markets 
• market (submarket) linkages 
• possible restrictions that distort the “optimal market conditions” 

6.2 Tertiary Reserves trade and long term generation 
adequacy 

Given the market in each area will reach a certain long term supply/demand equilibrium, 
is that market then sufficiently capable of supplying area peak demands? This question is 
still open to discussion and depends very much on what is perceived sufficient. Besides 
the question of what sufficient means the answer may very well depend on the way 
balance responsibility is arranged, how needed reserves are procured (excluded from the 
market or not) and dispatched, and how 
imbalance is determined and priced. 
Depending on regulatory and contractual 
arrangements Tertiary Reserves may 
compete with capacity in the market or not. If 
they do, security of supply may be 
endangered. If they do not, they may be a 
key to ensuring security of supply. 
 
If regulatory arrangements in the areas 
involved differ in this respect, will cross 
border trade of Tertiary Reserves then affect 
generation adequacy ? Or stated differently, 
how would long term plant margin in each 
area and all areas together be affected ? 
 
This question has been analysed by the 
Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis for the Dutch Ministry of Economic 
Affairs7.  
 
The conclusion of this analysis was: Plant 
margin in the long term is affected by the 
way reserves for balance management are 
procured and dispatched. Procuring reserves 
on a long term basis while taking them out of 
the market and dispatching them outside the 
market improves the long term plant margin. 
The conclusions apply to any market 
arrangement. However, the exact conditions 
for inside or outside the market will differ with different market arrangements (see box).  
The arguments for the conclusion are presented below. 
 

                                                 
7 ISBN 90-5833-224-1, CPB document 89, june 2005, " Looking for an invisible safety net" (Dutch 

only), available at http://www.cpb.nl/eng/pub/cpbreeksen/document/89/  
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Figure 2 
 
Figure 2 illustrates what happens if reserve capacity is contracted but dispatched in 
competition with capacity (and thus also reserves) still available in the market.: 
AC is the average cost curve for supply, D is the price curve for demand. Suppose the 
long term market equilibrium is at point A with price PA and starting from this point an 
amount of reserve is contracted equal to x. Payment for the contract works out as a 
subsidy and the resulting average cost curve of the x MW is therefore lower than the cost 
curve for additional capacity in the market above A. Because x is dispatched inside the 
market, all capacity between A' and A becomes out of merit. The new equilibrium will be 
at the lower pice PA+x at capacity A'+x which will be lower than A as long as the 
downward slope of D is greater than the upward slope of AC, which is generally the case. 
Subsidizing the capacity between A' and A would solve this provided this capacity can be 
accurately determined. This is generally not the case and would result in a high 
regulatory failure risk. 

A
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Figure 3 
 
Figure 3 illustrates what happens to the equilibrium point if reserve is contracted and 
dispatched outside the market (in order to do so this capacity may not be dispatched 
before it is sure that all flexibility inside the market -demand and supply side- is 
exhausted). In this case the immediate resulting capacity in the market is A-x which will 
drive the price up to PA-x. This will invoke new investments until the capacity in the market 
is back at level A. The final resulting capacity is A (in the market) + x (outside the 
market).  
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This effect is insensitive to a particular cross-border trading arrangement, so it does not 
matter whether a TSO-TSO model or a TSO-MP model trading concept is chosen. 
However, if foreign procured reserves are dispatched within the domestic market, it 
competes with domestic capacity thus reducing long term equilibrium generating capacity 
inside the area. This displacement effect (A-A' in Figure 2) will generally be larger than 
the foreign reserve capacity procured (x in Figure 2) and will thus reduce plant margin 
even if the foreign reserves are included therein (A > A'+x). In the selling area, if reserves 
are procured from another area on a longer term basis, it would reduce plant margin for 
the area in the short term but it would not affect the long term equilibrium plant margin. 
Either the capacity involved is in the long term equilibrium of the selling area inefficient 
(out of merit) and would have disappeared anyway or it will be replaced by new 
investments. 
 
Summary: 
Cross-border procured reserves dispatched outside the market improve long term 
generation adequacy in the procuring area. If dispatched inside the market long term 
generation adequacy will reduce. In the selling area, in either case, plant margin will 
reduce in the short term but will recover in the long term equilibrium. This conclusion is 
insensitive to the choice of the trading model. 
 
Consequence: 
In cross-border reserve pooling (see section2.3) the pooled reserves are dispatched in 
merit order. This means that for each control area in the pool foreign reserves are 
competing with domestic ones. Plant margin in each area will therefore reduce in the 
long run. However, generation adequacy in the combined area may not be reduced if the 
required plant margin in the combined area is less than the sum of the required plant 
margins in each area before the pooling. 
 
Conclusion: 
Technical models 2, 3 and 4 may reduce combined generation margins in the long run; 
more reserve capacity may be out of merit in the combined reserve merit order than in all 
individual reserve merit orders combined. Technical model 4 (balancing market 
integration) potentially requires less combined reserve margin. 

6.3 Tertiary Reserve trade and short term generation 
adequacy 

The new draft European directive on Security of Supply includes a requirement for non-
discriminatory handling of all contracts; domestic contracts should be handled equal to 
cross-border contracts. This should prohibit foreign loads (exports) to be shed (reduced) 
before domestic loads if load shedding must be executed. If both systems are at stress 
the reserve should still be made available unless load shedding is at hand in the area 
selling the reserve in which case the used reserve can be reduced to the same rate as 
domestic load is shed, given that shedding of both loads are equally effective. This would 
also be true if only the selling area is at stress, be it that under the principle of mutual 
assistance the operator of the procuring area which is not yet at stress could agree in 
selling reserves back.  
 
Yet this draft directive is not in place and when it is, transposition into national 
legislations will still have to be carried out8. In the meantime only TSO arrangements can 

                                                 
8 Transposition into national law should occur within 24 months after official publication of the new 

guideline (publication expected Q1 2006) 
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provide for the necessary conditions so that externally procured Tertiary Reserves have 
the same quality as domestic ones. This calls for harmonization on rules for reducing 
export capacity on cross-border traded reserves. 
 
Cross-border trading in Tertiary Reserves could also result in short term competition 
between the system operators or regulatory regimes. When the competition occurs 
between markets with different price policies it will favour a high-price-spike policy 
market. For instance, in case of reserves the system operator in the market with low 
price spike policy in some crucial times may find its reserves bought out by the market 
with high price spike policy for this product. Because of buying additional reserves a 
high-price-spike policy market can increase its security of supply. As a result of this, 
security of supply of low-price-spike policy market could be reduced because of lack of 
sufficient amount of reserve. This could require low-price-spike policy markets to adopt 
the higher price spike policy to protect itself from inter-system competition to ensure the 
security of the system. If this would not be allowed from a regulatory point of view 
security problems could arise in the long term. 
 
Conclusion: Differences in regulatory regimes regarding reserve markets should be 
leveled out far enough to prevent buying out of reserves from areas with a low reserve 
price due to policy restrictions. 
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7. Evaluation and follow-up 
 
This report has analysed the challenges in facilitating cross-border trade of Tertiary 
Reserves. 
 
The main challenges are: 
1. Product compatibility 
2. Differences in price structure/incompatible product values 
3. Differences in procurement position of TSOs 
 
There are two major consequences of cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves that have 
to be addressed: 
1. Change in procurement costs for TSOs (increase as well as decrease) 
2. Potential decrease of reserve margins in the long term 
 
In this report four technical models are presented with the following main characteristics 
• Technical models 2 and 4 imply some form of balancing mechanism integration and 

require product harmonization 
• Technical models 2 and 3 may reduce long term reserve margins 
• Technical model 4 enables full integration of balancing mechanisms (centralized 

model) and may reduce reserve margin requirements, however when applied over a 
vaster area may be restricted due to transmission bottlenecks 

 
Necessary condition to facilitate cross-border trade in Tertiary Reserves are: 
• Cross-border availability of the product  
• Cross-border accessibility of the product 
• Security of supply must be kept; involved TSOs should analyse and take measures 

against any deteriorating effects 
 
Preferred but not necessary conditions are: 
• Sufficient competition: market power on Balancing Services should not increase 
• Transparency 
 
A key element for an efficient market is right pricing of products. It is therefore in the 
interest of a good working European market to have coherent imbalance prices in all 
market areas with a transparent and well defined coherency. A good way to reach this is 
through harmonized or compatible  balancing mechanisms in all balancing areas. On the 
road to a regional balancing mechanism involved TSOs can guard the conditions for 
increasing market efficiency while maintaining security of supply. In this developing 
process the principle of efficient congestion management should be a guideline and will 
set the limits of the regions for which balancing market integration is efficient. 
 
The next assignment for this Task Force will be to develop a Balance Management 
Reference Model that can be a guideline in the aforementioned development process 
towards facilitation of cross-border Tertiary Reserves trade and regionally integrated 
balancing mechanisms. 
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Appendix 1 Roles and responsibilities on 
balance management 

Table 2 shows an overview of the differences in roles and responsibilities with respect to 
balancing in European member states. 

The table uses the following abbreviations and concepts: 
 
Abbreviations used Meaning  
BRP Balance Responsible Party 
TSO Transmission System Operator 
CP Connected Party 
NA Not applicable 
AGC Automatic generation control (UCTE only) 
CM Congestion Management 
 
Concept Meaning  
Portfolio balancing settlement is done on the net imbalance of 

the whole portfolio of generation, demand 
and trade 

System balancing over 
settlement period 

maintaining of the energy balance over the 
settlement period only 

System balancing within 
settlement period 

maintaining momentary power balance, if 
done perfectly this automatically implies 
perfect system balancing over the 
settlement period but it is not the same 

Closed portfolio position the net program on all connections for which 
the program responsible party is responsible 
equals the trade programs with other parties 

Zonal balancing balancing to the net program of all 
connections in a zone is required, nodal 
balancing means the same but restricted to 
each node in the network 

Keep nodal position it is not allowed to deviate from the final 
program on each node in the network 
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Table 2:  Roles and responsibilities in balance management and related 
congestion management 

Country Austria

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) ? ? ? which portfolio - Control Area or BRP-portfolio?
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP TSO
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA no check

wind power BRP* TSO TSO
BRP*: specific BRP responsible for total wind generation in the Control 
Area

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO

only for security of supply;
generation adequacy: operational topic; covered by responsibility for 
system balancing

Reserve bidding CP NA NA

System reserves procurement NA NA NA
TSO, by 
contract; Exception Primary Control - obligation for generators

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA no check
keep nodal position NA CP NA generators to inform about significant changes (>50 MW)  
 
Country Germany

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA additional information, not binding
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC

closed portfolio position BRP BRP inside control area exchange schedules can be changed afterwards
wind power TSO TSO TSO TSOs are obliged for balancing by Renewable Energy Law
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP NA
One national common bidding for all regulating and reserve power 
mandatory (in preparation)

System reserves procurement TSO
(Month 
ahead) Regulating power is (will be partially) procured month ahead

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP accepted inter control area exchange schedules
keep nodal position NA NA NA projected nodal infeeds; not binding  
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Table 2 (continued)  
Country Spain (situation from june 2006)

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP BRP
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP Wind power plants are integrated in a BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO
Congestion management

zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO
TSO is the resposible for solving constrainst in differents time windows. 
Most congestions occurs in a zone, not in an only grid node

keep nodal position

  

Country France

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

Portfolio balancing (over settlemen BRP BRP Self balancing until 2 hours before real time (gate closure)
The producers must notify TSO their up to date generation programs, 
the BRP their BRP to BRP energy exchanges and CP their cross 
border programs

#NAAM? NA NA NA Not applicable Today

- Open positions NA NA NA Not allowed, in consistent with general commodity trade conditions, 
weakly endorsed,  - see the item: “closed portfolio position” 

System balancing over settlement 
period

TSO TSO TSO To restore the required margins & for the real time balancing

System balancing within 
settlement period

TSO AGC

Closed portfolio position BRP BRP Legal requirement The law gives a legal framework to the BRP 
agreements and limits, for the TSO, the consequences of the financial 
risks and the physical risks with respect to safety, but the open 
positions are not completely forbidden within limited boundaries. 

Wind power
Security of supply / generation 
adequacy

Adequacy 
plan set by 
government

Government defines the French long-term plan of investments in new 
generating capacity (generation adequacy). These plan is only the 
target, But the legal security requirement and criteria don’t exist. The 
current criteria of the security of supply is a standard practise issued 
from the historical operator

Reserve bidding CP CP Bidding of reserve power (tertiary reserve & standing reserve), also for 
CM, mandatory for all available reserves

System reserves procurement TSO Regulating reserves & fast tertiary reserves (< 15 min & emergency 
Congestion management
Zonal /nodal balancing NA NA NA NA Not possible Today (to be clarified)
Keep nodal position
Socialized congestion 
management

TSO TSO TSO TSO
(Monthly & 

weekly)

From day ahead to real time TSO can call reserve bidding for CM: 
standing reserves (slower reserves) & tertiary reserves. 
TSO can contract, Months & weeks ahead agreements with producers 
or consumers for this purpose  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Greece

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) NA NA NA  BRPs do no exist in Greece.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO Inadvertent Exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO TSO TSO In real time, system balancing includes AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA

wind power TSO TSO CP/TSO

TSO is responsible for the absortion of the entire wind power 
production into the System and the only limitations  are transmission 
constraints 

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO TSO long term contracts for capacity assurance

Reserve bidding CP NA NA
Generators are bidding for reserve with day ahead ancillary services 
offers for primary and secondary reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO

Procurement through co-optimization of energy and reserves (primary, 
secondary and tertiary) based on energy and primary reserve and 
secondary range offers day ahead. Intraday quantities re -scheduling. 
Real time quantities utilization. 

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO

zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA

TSO is responsible for managing physical constraints on the network. 
There are no nodal/zonal balancing but different zonal system marginal 
prices could come up due to system constraints after full 
implementation of our new Code (in two years).

keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

Country Italy

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP NA NA

In the day ahead Market is responsible for balanced offers. The 
financial charge of the phisical unbalance is defined afterwards on the 
final balance. The portfolio balancing is allowed into each zonal market 
only for traders, wholesalers, Italian single buyer,eligible customers. 

- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

About the production, the balancing over the settlement period is 
relating to each production unit.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP NA NA See before
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO (f/P control and balancing resources: hydro, thermal,ecc)

closed portfolio position BRP NA NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP NA CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO NA TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding CP NA CP Only producers

System reserves procurement TSO NA TSO
Procurement through economical and security optimization of the offers 
in the day ahead. Real time quantities utilization.

Congestion management TSO  TSO

zonal/nodal balancing TSO NA TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead energy market. Optimal Power Flow 
in Dispatching Service Market (MSD) and in real time

keep nodal position NA NA NA  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Norway

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP The BRP are responsible for portfolio balancing inn all aspects.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

Not applicable for settlement. The producers must however send inn 
production plans to the TSO.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP NA Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday.
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO  

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding  BRP/CP

System reserves procurement
(Week 
ahead) So fare this has only been necessary in winter (Oktober-March)

Congestion management   

zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday. Nodal plans for 
generation

keep nodal position BRP BRP

  

Country Netherlands

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA not possible
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position BRP BRP legal requirement, weakly endorsed
wind power CP CP CP no discrimation in kind of  connected capacity
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP CP
Zonal bidding of regulating and reserve power, also for CM, mandatory 
for all available reserves

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead) Regulating power bids and emergency power only
Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP Projected nodal infeeds and takeouts, no endorsement

keep nodal position In case of market restrictions only and then only in one direction. 

  

Country Poland

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP only for generation /consumption within the distribution (radial) network 
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP wholesale market 
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period TSO TSO TSO

using the security constrained  unit commitment/economic dispatch 
(including residual load) 

system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO operational system security
Reserve bidding BRP

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead)
primary and secondary reserves contracting (nomination process 
occurs  day ahead)

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP nodal for generation on the wholesale market
keep nodal position BRP BRP required for each generation unit on the wholesale market    
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Sweden

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period)

Imbalace settlement is induvidual for each product, generation, demand 
and trade. BRP has to notify TSO of plans for each product before 
operational hour starts.

- separate 
generation/consumption
- open positions
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP TSO TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA
keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

 

Country United Kingdom

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP NA
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP BRP NA
- open positions BRP BRP NA
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level

wind power NA NA NA Wind Power subject to same market rules as any other fuel type

security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP BRP TSO

Although market is responsible for delivering sufficient energy to meet 
demand, TSO is responsible for ensuring adequate reserve to meet 
demand forecast error and generation plant loss. TSO can participate 
in day ahead and intra day markets to procure this.

Reserve bidding TSO TSO TSO

No reserve market separate from the energy market exists, National 
Grid contracts up to a year ahead through to real time for required 
reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
No reserve market exists National Grid contracts up to a year ahead 
through to real time for required reserves

Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO TSO responsible for managing physical constraints on the network
keep nodal position TSO TSO TSO

Market is responsible for balancing, but TSO can participate in day 
ahead and intra day markets to ensure system balancing in real time

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level
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Appendix 2 Allocation principles for cross-
border exchange of tertiary reserves/ 
energy balancing in the Nordel area 

A2.1 Current principles 
The current principles for capacity allocation are described in the System Operation 
Agreement between the Nordic TSOs. Here it is stated that all available capacity for 
trade “shall be put at the disposal of the players on the electricity market in accordance 
with the general rules applicable to transmission between the subsystems”. For the 
possible remaining capacity after day-ahead-trade there are priority rules for use of 
capacity as shown in the table below. 
 
Priority  Sweden Finland Norway Eastern 

Denmark 
Western 
Denmark 

1 Day-ahead-trade X X X X X 
2 Intra-day-trade X X  X  
3 Tertiary reserves X X X X X 
4 Balance power X X X X X 
 

A2.2 Transmission limitations during the planning phase, 
prior to day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. The day-ahead-market (Elspot) is used to balance transmission limitations between 

the subsystems during the planning phase. The involved TSOs agree on a day-to-
day basis regarding the trading capacity for exchanges between the subsystems. 

 
b. In the event of limited duration for reduced transmission capacity between the 

subsystems, the system operators can agree to use counter-trading. 
 
c. In the event of transmission limitations within an Elspot area, it will be the 

respective TSO´s  responsibility to manage the limitation by using counter-trading 
or by limiting the trading capacity to other areas.  

 

A2.3 Unexpected limitations during the operational phase, 
after the day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. During the operational phase, unexpected reductions of transmission capacity is 

managed between the subsystems using counter-trading. Counter-trading takes 
place during the remainder of the operational day as the TSO´s guarantee trade 
on the day-ahead-market.  
 
For intra-day-trading (Elbas), the trading capacity is reduced for the remainder of 
the operational day. However already agreed trading is guaranteed in the same 
way as day-ahead trading.  
 
Exchange of tertiary reserves and balance power can be executed when there is 
physical capacity on the interconnectors in real time. 
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b. In the event of problems in one party’s subsystem, the causing party will bear the 
full technical, financial and operative responsibility for eliminating the effects of 
the incident. 

 
c. In the event of problems on the cross border connections themselves, the TSO´s 

on both sides of the interconnecor will bear the technical, financial and operative 
responsibility for eliminating the effects of the incident in their own subsystems.  

A2.4 Possible principles in the future 
So far it has been “a common truth” in Nordel that the best socio-economic solution is to 
allocate all available capacity to the day-ahead-trade. This has been based on the 
assumption that the value of energy trade is much higher than the value of exchange of 
reserves and the wish to promote competition in the energy market. This principle has 
now been challenged in discussions regarding new DC-cables between Norway and 
Denmark-West and between Denmark-West and Denmark-East.  
 
In general the value of energy trade compared to the value of exchange of  reserves is 
shown in the figure below. 
 

 
For energy trade the blue curve goes from left to right and for exchange of reserves the 
red curve goes from right to left. 
 
The socio-economic value of energy trade and value of efficient competition in the 
marked is included in the curve for “marginal value of energy trade”. An important part of 
the value is related to the differencies in energy prices on each side of the connection. 
 
When the curves express the marginal value, the area below the curves express the total 
value. The point of intersection between the curves defines the optimal mix of capacity 
allocated for energy trade and exchange of reserves respectively. 
 
In theory the process for capacity allocation could be integrated in the daily auction in the 
Elspot market, decided for a longer periode (yearly, monthly, weekly) or as a fixed value. 

 

The 
optimal 

mix  

Optimal capacity for energy trade Optimal cap. 
for reserves 

Marginal value of  
energy trade 

Marginal value   
of exchange of 
reserves 
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1. Introduction 
 
A summary of the results of this report can be found in chapter 7. 

1.1 Objective 
Balance management is the keystone in the well functioning of electricity markets in 
Europe. Each member state has designed a different keystone in this respect. The 
objective of ETSO is to analyse the consequences of steps in  the integration of these 
markets if the differences (or incompatibilities) in balancing mechanisms are kept, in 
order to identify measures needed to allow these integration steps.  
 
Market integration normally leads to more overall efficiency; however there are potential  
side-effects in welfare transfer, resulting for example from the various situations  of each 
country regarding the management of security of supply or the arrangements (and 
therefore costs) for procurement of required balancing services. Where these effects 
originate from differences or incompatibility between balance mechanisms, 
harmonization is required. It is extremely difficult if not impossible to quantify these 
effects ex ante or even to assign them to regulatory differences ex post. In the end it is 
most efficient and fair (level playing field) to use harmonized or at least compatible 
balancing mechanisms throughout Europe. The design of a guideline reference model for 
balancing mechanisms as an aid to come to such harmonization will be a final objective 
for ETSO.  
 
The (intermediate) objective with this report is to analyse the consequences of integration 
steps restricted to cross-border trading of Tertiary Reserves and Energy Balancing, in 
short called Tertiary Reserves in the remainder of this report. 

1.2 Scope of Report 
The potential benefits of increasing opportunities for System Operator Balancing 
activities across borders relate primarily to the procurement of Tertiary Reserves in an 
efficient manner by the possibility of using internal and external reserve resources in a 
competitive environment across a wider area. This is likely to have associated benefits in 
relation to plant loading efficiency (with associated environmental benefit) and a 
decrease in balancing costs, which are ultimately borne by consumers. 
  
Whilst both automatically delivered Frequency Control services and Tertiary 
Reserves/manually instructed Energy Balancing services1 are important in Balance 
Management activities, the trading of automatically delivered Frequency Control services 
(primary and secondary control) is not considered due to the much more complex nature 
of these services. Additionally, it is believed that there is potentially more economic value 
in developing arrangements related to cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves and 
Balancing Energy for timeframes between day ahead and some minutes before real time 
(that is before the action of automatic devices). 
 
This report examines the commercial, market design and relevant technical issues 
including security of supply associated with facilitating an increase in cross border trading 
of Tertiary Reserves for System Balancing purposes.  
 
Chapter 2 will discuss several technical solutions to facilitate cross-border trade of 
Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 3 will discuss the allocation of transmission capacity for 
                                                 
1 See report “Current State of Balance Management in Europe”, published in December 2003, 

available on the ETSO website www.etso-net.org 
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cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 4 of the report will address differences 
in Balancing Services requirements for TSO's and what this means for cross-border trade 
possibilities. Chapter 5 elaborates on possible differences in market structure and market 
design and what effects this may have with cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. 
Chapter 6 discusses potential security of supply issues. Chapter 7 gives an overall 
summary on the key issues and how to address them. 
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2. Technical models for cross-border trading 
of reserves 

2.1 Introduction 
 
Apart from the commercial models presented in the previous report (TSO-TSO or TSO-
Market Party trade) different levels of technical integration in exchange of reserves for 
Balancing purposes can be identified. Two control areas can give each other mutual 
access to their respective balancing resources. According to the commercial model used 
this leads either to a reserve pooling model or to a reserve procurement competition 
model between involved TSO's. A further cooperation model leads to some commonality 
in balancing mechanism in which involved TSO's not only use each others’ reserves but 
also have integrated their reserve requirements to a certain extent in order to save 
reserves.  
 
This chapter provides a more detailed description of four basic technical models each 
representing different levels of technical cooperation/integration. For each technical 
model an example is presented. The examples are based on the following situation: 
Two adjacent TSOs, A and B, must be able to handle a maximum disturbance of 500 
MW in their area each and therefore need 500 MW tertiary reserve capacity to cope with 
this. 

2.2 Technical Model 1: No Trading 
Without reserve trading or exchange possibilities two TSO's procure their own reserves 
based on their own requirements completely separate from each other. Under normal 
circumstances there is no exchange of reserves except in case of emergency where they 
can mutually assist each other. 
 
Example:   
• Both TSOs buy 500 MW in their own area for e.g. a year or month ahead with an 

exclusive right  to use it. The price paid for the reserves comprises a payment for 
availability (which may be 0) and an energy payment for activation 

• In case of disturbance the relevant TSO activates his own tertiary reserve capacity 
regardless of the energy-payment in his own area compared with the energy-
payment in the other area. 

• In the first seconds/minutes after a disturbance, e.g. 500 MW in area A, there will be 
an unplanned exchange of up to 500 MW (due to the share of Primary Reserve not 
provided in A) from area B to A, but after activation of 500 MW tertiary reserve in area 
A this unplanned exchange is neutralized.  

 
This is the traditional model. 

2.3 Technical Model 2: Cross-border Reserve Pooling 

As in Technical Model 1 the two TSO´s  buy all the reserve capacity (availability) in their 
own control area on the basis of contracts according to their own requirements and with 
the exclusive right to use it. In addition the two TSOs establish some kind of a common 
spot market for reserve energy, where they on a voluntary basis and depending on the 
actual situation offer 0-100% of their reserve capacity to the other TSO. When one  of the 
TSOs  needs some reserve he can either activate his own reserve capacity or buy it from 
the other TSO if this is cheaper and feasible with respect to grid constraints. 
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Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs buy 500 MW reserve capacity each with an exclusive 
right to use it. However in the hour considered TSO A offers 100 MW to the common 
reserve pool, while TSO B offers 200 MW to that pool. When TSO A needs activation of 
e.g. 500 MW, he builds a merit order of common reserves plus the reserves in the own 
area not offered to the common pool and activates the cheapest reserves. Thus if 
reserves from area B offered to the common pool are cheaper the activation of up to 200 
MW is made in area B. (Each TSO has reserves from the common reserves pool as well 
as the reserves in the own area not offered to the common pool to choose from).  
It is important to mention that the respective offers to the common pool are made on a 
voluntary bases considering the individual situation of the offering TSO.  
 

500 MW

Area A Area B

Area A Area B

500 MW

Reserve Pool
First come, first serve

500 MW 500 MW

100 MW

200 MW

Merit Order

Flow

Activation
for B

Activation
for A

 
Technical Model 2: cross-border reserve pooling 
 
A model based on this general principle has been used in Nordel. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach   

• does not change the location of the contracted reserve capacity and the requirement 
for unused transmission capacity, because the trade is only made if there is sufficient 
grid capacity 

• reduces the total energy-payment, but not the capacity payment 
• is a very simple way to improve the traditional model because each TSO decides how 

much of his capacity he will offer on the common market and the model therefore 
does not affect security of supply etc. 
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2.4 Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading  

In this model the TSOs can procure part of their reserves in another control area. through 
the organisation of a balancing market, that allows reserve offers from another control 
area. 
 
Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs procure 500 MW reserve capacity each. However in 
this case 

• TSO A procures e.g. 250 MW of his 500 MW requirement in Area B. The other 
250 MW are provided in Area A   

• TSO B procures all of the needed 500 MW in his own area (Area B).  
 
In case TSO A needs activation of 500 MW reserve then 250 MW in area A and 
additional 250 MW in B are activated 

 
Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading 
 
This kind of model is open to reciprocity. TSO B can also activate reserves in area A, if 
he procured it in the same manner. 

2.4.1 Technical Model 3, variant 1 

In this model, the procurement from neighbour control areas covers reserve capacity 
payment and consequently the exclusive right to use the reserve. Activation in real time 
is based on the merit order list of reserve offers. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach, in variant 1 : 
 
• requires that 250 MW unused transmission capacity from B to A is guaranteed   

to avoid overloading of the grid in case of activation  
• potentially reduces the total capacity- and energy-payment.  
 
 
This special case of model 3 in its first variant is used for example in Germany. 

 
500 MW 

Area A  Area B 

 Area A  Area B
500 MW

500 MW

Activation for A 

250  250

Exchange
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RTE allows “Interconnection 
units” to compete with generating 
units in France in his Balancing 
Mechanism. Interconnection units 
are virtual balancing units located 
on the interconnection between 
the area of RTE and the 
neighbouring area. Their physical 
delivery, following a bid 
activation, is monitored through 
the setpoint of the exchange 
program agreed in real time by 
RTE and the neighbouring TSO, 
and injected in both AGC 
systems (Automatic Generation 
Contol, i.e. automated secondary 
load-frequency regulation). 
Therefore RTE does not need to 
monitor physical generating units 
in the neighbouring control area, 
he has only to monitor the 
exchange program between both 
TSOs to check that activated 
energy is really delivered. 

2.4.2 Technical model 3, variant 2 

In this model the procurement from neighbour control areas is only based on energy 
payment. Reserves in the neighbouring control area are only activated if transmission 
capacity is available.: 
  
This model is can be implemented in a very decentralized manner, as the market 
participants can be made responsible for the main parts of the process, and TSOs only 
have to coordinate through the matching 
procedure of their exchange programs. 
Additionally the TSO A has to comply with the 
intraday arrangements of TSO B.. 
 
In this variant 2, a transmission capacity 
reservation is not required, but the activation (and 
therefore the effective purchase) can be done only 
when unused transmission capacity is available. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 3, variant 1, this 
approach: 
 
• does not require reservation of interconnection 

capacity   
• potentially reduces the total energy-payment, 
• does not require any additional contract 

between the TSOs. 
 

This model is implemented in France (for more 
details see box on the right). Main characteristics 
of the currently implemented model is, that 
balancing offers from neighbour TSOs can only be 
activated in compliance with  their intraday cross-
border arrangements. This constraint leads to 
different lead times for activation.  
 

2.5 Technical Model  4: Sharing of Reserve Capacity  

In this model the two TSOs agree on sharing a common reserve and on the individual 
share to be supplied by each TSO. Compared to previous technical models (incl. 
technical model 2)  the important difference is  that the two TSOs do not have an 
exclusive right to use their own share of the common reserve. Whenever needed, the 
reserve is activated according to a common Merit Order as far as this is possible due to 
grid constraints. 
   
Provided there are no geographical distribution requirements and no network 
congestions that restrict access to the reserves it can be shown from probability 
calculations that the sharing can result in a reduction of the total reserve capacity without 
reducing security of supply as measured by e.g. loss-of-load-probability2.  
 
An agreement may only determine the economic burden-sharing, but not necessarily the 
geographical distribution of the common reserve. The feasible geographical distribution is 

                                                 
2 Actual savings depend on the systems involved 
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in any case constrained by the requirement that sufficient unused grid-capacity between 
B and A has to be available at the time of activation.  
 

Example:  
• Both TSOs agree on a common reserve of e.g. 800 MW (which resulted from 

probability calculations taking grid constraints into account) sharing  them 50:50 
• In the simple case both TSOs buy their obligation (400 MW) in their own area, but 

they can choose to buy part of their obligation in other areas if this is cheaper and 
feasible due to grid-constraints.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this case 
 
• requires, that 400 MW unused transmission capacity is available in both directions to 

avoid overloading of the grid. The requirement changes, if e.g.  TSO A buys part of 
his obligation in area B.  

• results in a decrease of the total payment 

Dependent on the conditions such a “common” reserve can in practice be difficult to 
establish. Among others it requires a certain degree of mutual confidence between the 
involved TSO´s and a certain degree of harmonization of rules regarding activation times 
etc. A reduction of the total reserve capacity due to the common reserve may require 
comprehensive calculations taking into account the individual behaviour of the involved 
systems (e.g. types and characteristics of power plants, likelihood of outages, etc.). 
Finally this model requires stable transmission conditions which limits the region for 
which this model can be efficiently applied. 
 
The present model in Nordel can be regarded as a mix of technical models 2 and 4, 
which  probably will be developed into a “clean” technical model 4 in a few years. 
 

 Area A  Area B

    800 MW
Common Reserve 

Flow 
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3. Transmission Capacity 
 
The main physical limitation to cross-border trading/sharing of reserves between TSOs is 
that sufficient interconnection capacity between these areas has to be available. 
Consequently any congestion limits the potential trading/sharing. Thus, for international 
trading/sharing of reserves the availability of respective transmission capacity between 
these areas (Member States or Control Blocks) is a crucial topic. 
 
• Frequency Control vs. Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Reserves and Energy 

Balancing 
o Primary Control is organised as a common shared reserve (see also 4.2.2). Since 

the location of a sudden imbalance - e.g. an outage of a power plant - which 
automatically activates the primary reserves all over the synchronised area is not 
known in advance, no “path” from the generators under primary control to this 
location can be predicted and no reservation for this “path” can be arranged (this 
is the reason for the TRM). Thus, normally a fair distribution of reserves for 
primary control is applied within synchronized systems to limit concentrated 
reserves 

o Automatically activated Secondary Control (UCTE) is used to compensate an 
imbalance in a second step after activation of primary control in the control area 
where this imbalance occurred. For any cross-border provision a “path” from the 
providing generator to the area, where the reserve is potentially needed, can be 
defined. 

Due to the automatic and permanent order/delivery the needed transmission capacity 
for the transport of the respective power/energy cannot be predicted as a schedule 
and therefore reservation of a continuous range of capacity would be necessary. 
 

• Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Energy Balancing - manually instructed delivery) 
For a potential cross-border provision there has to be an underlying schedule for 
delivery to be added to already existing exchange schedules. In case of congestions, 
reservations for transmission capacity can be made similar to reservations for 
“normal” exchanges.  

 
ETSO-Definitions 
Once the transmission capacity is limited, appropriate measures have to be taken to 
organise energy transports. For the purpose of determining the relevant capacities ETSO 
developed definitions for  

• Total Transfer Capacity: TTC 
• Transmission Reliability Margin: TRM 
• Net Transfer Capacity: NTC (=TTC-TRM) 

 
A common feature is that the actual exchange between two areas must not exceed NTC 
after activation of tertiary reserves. Exchange of tertiary reserves therefore requires that 
a part of the NTC is available for this exchange. If a part of NTC is reserved for this 
purpose (Technical Models 3, variant 1 and 4) it reduces the capacity available for 
commercial trade. If it is not reserved (Technical Model 1, 2 and 3, variant 2), then cross-
border reserve trading can not be guaranteed ex ante and is only possible in hours 
where the commercial trade has left unused capacity in the required direction.  
 
Generally it is typical for all kinds of balancing services that it is not possible to predict 
how much of the contracted reserve will actually be needed at a certain time in the future. 
Nevertheless reservation of transmission capacity is needed to be able to physically 
exchange these services in Technical Models 3 and 4. This could imply a waste of 
available resources in case the reserved capacity is not used.  This is avoided in 
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contracts/agreements that only guarantee the provision of the services in case of 
sufficient transmission capacity).   

3.1 Use of TRM 

Within ETSO the TRM is defined as a security margin available to TSO's only which is 
required for a safe normal operation of the interconnected network. It is based on the 
requirement that the unpredictable power flows due to Ohm´s law have to be handled. 
The specific components of these unpredictable power flows are strictly defined by ETSO 
(unintended deviations due to the load-frequency control, emergency exchanges 
between TSOs, inaccuracies - e.g. in data collection and measurements).  
 
Considering these definitions it is consistent to use TRM only for dynamic services where 
source and sink cannot be predicted and reservations - even for a range of capacity - 
cannot be made in advance, as e.g. the Primary Control within UCTE. For all other 
services reservation of capacity using the NTC is necessary. The only exception are 
emergency exchanges between TSOs that can be handled individually by the TSOs 
based on the fact that in emergency cases TSOs have the overview of the current 
situation and they can decide quickly how to react. 
 
Within NORDEL a similar margin is used as the total capacity on interconnections is 
made available to the market (Nord Pool) with exception of margin needed for Frequency 
controlled normal operational reserve (NR). There exists a joint requirement for NR within 
the synchronous NORDEL system of 600 MW divided between TSOs on basis of last 
year load. Capacity not used by the market is available for exchange of tertiary reserve. 
 
TRM is not available for trading of tertiary reserves. 

3.2 Use of NTC 

Within ETSO for all services that require the definition of a source and a sink - as it is the 
case with tertiary reserve  - a part of the NTC has to be reserved, respectively used. 
Considering the different approaches for Cross Border Reserves (section 2.2 throug2.4) 
this applies in particular to Cross-border Reserve Trading. Depending on who is 
responsible for capacity procurement (providing generator or TSO) the arising additional 
costs will be either factored in the prices at the beginning or separately added to the 
prices of the offers (see also section 3.4).  
 
Concerning the handling of such reservations of NTC there exist two basic possibilities: 

a) They are handled the same way as all other commercial exchanges (same 
allocation procedures, same level of liability) 

b) There are separate layers for the respective services (e.g. xxx % of NTC) kept 
free (possible separate allocation, possible higher level of liability) 

 
In case b) the capacity needed for the layer would be lost for commercial exchanges. In 
this case the economic efficiency has to be critically analysed. It must be stressed that 
the separate capacity layer might not be used (due to the general purpose of reserves) 
without any possibility for reallocation. Generally a separate layer could make sense 
(could be efficient) not for balance management but for network security management in 
cases where efficient network security depends on the availability of cross border 
reserves. 
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A separate layer seems to be the only practical solution in case of market-splitting 
(implicit auction of capacity). In the following only explicit auctions are considered. 
 
Considering possibility a) the principle of time related allocation can be described by the 
following graph: 
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Figure 1: Possible allocation and nomination scheme (displayed increase in TTC 
from long term to real time is not typical and could be a decrease as well) 

 
The graph shows how the handling of capacity reservation for the respective balance 
services can be embedded in the usual mechanism of allocation and nomination. 
Normally at any “Gate Closure” point in time (e.g. day-ahead market, intra day Market) 
the available transmission capacity is recalculated. It should be noted that the shown 
increase in TTC in time is not typical and could be a decrease as well. 
 
One important difference to other commercial contracts can be seen in the fact that the 
actually not used capacity is known only in real time and therefore cannot be used for 
any other exchange. Consequently the use-it-or-lose-it-rule is meaningless for capacity 
allocated to Cross-border tertiary reserve. One exception could be long term capacity 
allocation for these reserves, where some “nomination” (general confirmation that the 
already allocated capacity will remain reserved for reserve exchanges) could be 
introduced. In general nomination makes no sense for tertiary reserves unless the 
already allocated but not used capacity can be transferred to another party3.  
 
Even if it is economic for the TSO to buy capacity for reserve purposes, other factors 
may still make this unattractive e.g. reduced capacity/energy trading liquidity for market 
participants.  
 

                                                 
3 a nomination in the sense of disclosure of effective use of grid capacity makes no sense, since 

no TSO knows in advance if he will effectively use the reserve. Thus, corresponding unused 
capacity cannot be re-allocated; nevertheless, the TSO has to care for required capacity and has 
therefore to "nominate" the reserve exchange, which means that he confirms the required 
capacity whatever reserve he will effectively use 
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It is suggested that capacity allocation for tertiary reserves is either part of the 
commercial allocation process or should follow any commercial capacity allocation or 
usage except in cases where this reserve is of vital importance for grid security. Only in 
case capacity is required because of efficient network security management this capacity 
should be reserved in priority to commercial capacity allocation. In general the chosen 
approach strongly corresponds to the question of security of supply (see also chapter 6) 
considering possible rules like e.g. the needed level of availability of cross border 
reserves 

3.3 Meshed grids  

In the simple cases of technical models 2, 3, and 4 above the planned production in each 
area is not (always) re-established after activation of the tertiary reserve and this affects 
the physical exchange between area A and B which, as a result, will deviate from the 
planned value, also after activation of the tertiary reserve.  
 
Thus, in meshed grids cross area reserve exchange not only affects the exchange 
between the two TSOs who trade/share reserves, but also affects the physical exchange 
between all TSOs in the meshed grid.        
 
Therefore the affected TSOs have to be informed and involved in the procedure in some 
way or another. This is of particular interest, because exchanges of balancing services 
will cause fluctuating loads on the lines, which could be rather dynamic and could 
therefore endanger network security significantly.  
 
Moreover, the requirements in adjustment strongly depend on the risks on consumption 
and the production.  The risks on consumption depend on the sensitivity of consumption 
to the climatic conditions.  The risks on the production depend on the size of the principal 
power stations.  Finally the development of the production of wind mill poses problem 
again. 

3.4 Procurement of transmission capacity 

Currently generators/traders procure transmission capacity for their envisaged energy 
exchanges. If balancing services are organised across the borders the question arises if 
the TSOs, who order the services, should take care of the needed capacity or if the 
offering generators themselves should do so. In practice this is not an issue in the TSO-
TSO trade model4.  
 
In the TSO-MP trade model theoretically both solutions are possible. However if the TSO 
would buy the capacity he cannot be sure to get offers. If the service provider takes care 
for the transmission capacity he will have an economic interest to make an offer. 
Therefore the service provider´s procurement of capacity will better reflect the economic 
value of the capacity and there will be no need to distinguish between other commercial 
capacity transactions. Where the capacity is procured as commercial capacity 
reservation procedures would be similar to other commercial exchanges and the 
respective approach does not really matter since there is a price on the capacity. This is 
also true where commercially unused capacity is used for balancing exchanges in real 
time (the price is then zero). Anyway respective regulatory arrangements may be 
required.  

                                                 
4 The TSO-TSO trade model and the TSO-MP trade model are described in the November 2005 

report "Current State of Trading Tertiary Reserves Across Borders in Europe" which can be 
found on the ETSO website 
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In cases where special arrangements for TSO procurement exist - e.g. where efficient 
network security depends on the availability of cross border reserves - these  
arrangements will have to be non discriminating and transparent. 

3.5 Between non-synchronized systems 
In this section the special issue regarding sharing/trading of reserves between non-
synchronized systems are very briefly described.  
 
Whereas within synchronized systems the frequency is the same all over the system at 
any time, not synchronised systems have different frequencies and even different 
frequency criteria and approaches to ensure the required quality of the frequency.  
 
Electric energy can only be transported between non-synchronous systems by means of 
DC-connections which decouple the balancing of the systems (imbalances in one system 
do not cause any automatic change of frequency in the other systems). The conversion 
from AC to DC and to AC again requires appropriate converters. In contrary to 
synchronous connections the load flow on DC-connections is determined by the signals 
to the converter and can be directly controlled (e.g. no loop flows) by the affected TSOs 
and correspondingly TRM is not used for these connections. 
 
As DC-interconnectors when used between non-synchronized systems, couple different 
markets, the interconnectors will often be fully utilized by commercial trade in one 
direction or the other. To guarantee a possibility to exchange reserves between the non-
synchronized systems, a reservation of capacity for that purpose is necessary. If this is 
socio-economic or not, depends on the differences in market prices in the energy 
markets and in the reserve markets on each side of the interconnectors. However, there 
is always a possibility to exchange reserves in the opposite direction of the commercial 
trade even without such reservation. In addition, especially on submarine cables, there 
may be a possibility to exploit overload capacity on the cables for short term exchange of 
reserves depending on the different installations. 

3.6 Summary of the main points 
Focussing on exchanges of Reserves and Energy Balancing the main points can be 
summed up as follows: 
 
• In cases where the TSO must rely on the Cross-border tertiary reserves sufficient 

transmission capacity is generally required. This is especially true for Cross-border 
Reserve Trading and Sharing of Reserves 

• Procedure: as Tertiary Reserves are manually instructed/activated, schedules have 
to be added to the other “commercial” schedules;  
If there is a reservation of capacity for the balancing schedules, capacity not used 
cannot be given back to the market as the capacity is only freed real-time.  

• Use of NTC: handling of Reserves and Energy Balancing is in principle just like 
handling of commercial exchanges based on the usual mechanism of allocation and 
nomination; only possible exception: emergency exchanges between TSOs that can 
be handled individually by the TSOs 

• Transits: all affected TSOs must be involved 
• Open issue: possible priority rules for reserves - if any. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
Cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves must use NTC, this does not apply to 
emergency reserves. TRM is technically required to safely accommodate cross-border 
power flows due to sudden unexpected events, e.g. exchange of emergency reserves. 
 
Loop-flow affected TSOs should be informed of planned and actual trade. 
 
Transmission capacity for cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves should be allocated 
(including loop-flow use of capacity) as any other capacity that uses NTC. Appendix 1 
shows a practical work-out for the Nordic system. 
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4. Physical issues 
 
Given commitments on frequency and area control within a synchronized system where 
the control area is part of, balancing requirements for a given control area depend on the 
physical characteristics of the area under control. Predictability of input to (generation) 
and output from (consumption) the system are the two key factors for balancing 
requirements. For example, the vast development of wind farms requires in some cases 
– dependent on the system and dimensioning criteria - a specific amount of “fast minute 
reserves” available.  
 
Controllability of generation and consumption are the means to cover the balancing 
requirements. The Balancing Mechanism in each control area split the responsibilities on 
balancing between the market and the TSO. Differences in Balancing Mechanisms 
therefore also lead to different balancing needs for the TSO's involved, even if the 
physical characteristics of the area's under control would have been the same. Finally, 
between systems that are not synchronized there may be differences in frequency 
standards that can lead to different balancing services requirements. 
 
All these differences may require different physical characteristics of Balancing Services 
even within the category of Tertiary Reserves. Due to this there may be limited 
compatibility between Tertiary Reserves products on each side of a border. Chapter 2 
has discussed different technical cross-border exchange models that require to a 
different extend compatibility of Tertiary Reserves products, ranging from no to full 
compatibility requirement. Given lack of product compatibility market integration 
possibilities are limited, however cross-border trade of products remains possible.  
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5. Market design issues 
5.1 Roles and responsibilities 

Generally all market parties have the responsibility to balance with respect to their legal 
and/or regulated commitments. These commitments originate from congestion 
management or from system balancing.  

System balancing commitments generally refer to an ex ante submitting of imbalance 
settlement reference points against which deviations in real time from these reference 
points are settled ex post against an imbalance price. The reference points can be on net 
generation, net consumption, net transactions with other market parties or a combination 
of them. Open positions, i.e. where the sum of net generation, net consumption and net 
transactions with other market parties is not zero, may be meaningless (where at least 
one of the three is missing) or may or may not be allowed. 

Congestion management commitments include the notification of all physical injections 
and withdrawals from the transmission grid, with or without a formal status (provisional, 
final). Typically, where final physical notification occurs, it is also used to set (calculate) 
net reference points for imbalance settlement. 

In Appendix 1 an overview is given on roles and responsibilities in balance management 
and related congestion management across Europe. From this overview the following 
differences can be observed: 

• In some systems it seems that the TSO is responsible of the load –generation 
balance only for the operating hour 

• in some systems producers have an obligation to offer available capacity for the 
balancing mechanism 

• some systems allow self-dispatch some others don’t. 

In addition, from the point of view of the responsibilities, the problem of safety remains a 
primordial question 

In the technical models where balancing services are shared or pooled, a certain degree 
of harmonization of the rules of load-shedding can be appropriate. 

Table 1 on the next page shows an overview of contracted reserves in some European 
countries and is also indicative for the differences in roles and responsibilities although 
many differences can also be explained from technical differences between the systems. 

 
Conclusions 
• Differences in underlying cost structures for imbalance pricing could lead to 

incompatible values of products 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles most likely lead to different balancing mechanisms which use 

incompatible products 
• TSO's have different competitive positions in procurement of Tertiary Reserves 
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Table 1: Contracted reserves in some European countries 

peak 
demand largest unit

secundary 
reserves

tertiary reserve 
(activation time 

< 15 min)
emergency 
reserves

slower 
reserves

[MW] [MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
Belgium ELIA1) 13600 1050 150 625
Denmark-East Energinet.dk 2700 600 300 375 à 4502)

EnBW 11000 1500 800 510
Eon Netz 24000 1500 800 1100

RWE TNS 26000 1500 1230 1030
Vattenvall 17000 1000 580 730

England National Grid 55000 1320 23004) < 5005)

Finland Fingrid 14800 850 1015 600
France RTE 83080 1450 500 1000 5006)

Netherlands TenneT 16800 700 250 300
Norway Statnett 23000 1200 20007)

Spain REE 43700 1100 6008)

Sweden SvK 28800 1200 644 600 1400

Country TSO

Germany3)

 
1)  Elia has access to sufficient reserve for any outage via emergency reserves contracted with it's 

neighbours TenneT and  RTE and via the contracts with the production companies which includes an 
obligation for sufficient additional reserve to cover the largest unit it has in operation 

2)  of which 75 à 150 with activation time up to 1 hour daily contracted, max activation time 1,5 uur  
3)  daily contracted 
4)  of which 300 MW superfast (activation time < 2 min, regulating speed > 25 MW/s) 
5)  TSO-TSO contract on cable connection with France 
6)  plus inter-TSO arrangements for 500 MW with NGT, 300 with TERNA, 250 MW with Elia 
7)  only in winter months 
8)  daily contracted through market mechanism 

5.2 Market structure and market architecture 

Currently, balancing markets in different European countries are functioning according to 
different rules. At the same time, in order to enable theirs co-operation within the internal 
European electricity market, i.e. cross-border balancing trading, a certain level of 
balancing rules harmonisation is needed. However, to be able to determine which 
elements of balancing market have to or should be harmonised, while assuring feasibility 
of the task, it is necessary to take into account the relationship which exist between the 
architecture and the structure of balancing market. 

Balancing market architecture defines its functions and its relations to other segments 
of energy market. Main elements of  balancing market architecture are as follows:  

• types of balancing services,  
• methods of procurement of balancing services, 
• methods of balancing services pricing.  

Balancing market architecture creates the foundations for balancing market operation 
(trading), having fundamental influence on its overall efficiency. However, market 
architecture does not have direct influence on actual price of balancing services or 
quality of balancing in terms of system reliability, since this mainly depends on the 
balancing market structure. The market structure is determined by: 

• the number of market participants, 
• generation structure (generation mix), 
• transmission network structure (arrangement and capacity of power lines). 

Most of the commodity markets are based only on bilateral contracts. This approach is 
not possible in case of energy market, since supply and demand has to be balanced at 
every moment, and making a bilateral contract too slow to satisfy real power balance. In 
addition, balancing must respect transmission constraints. It usually makes the balancing 
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a complex numerical optimization problem, which requires sophisticated computer 
systems. 

In practice this results in balancing being performed on a centralized balancing market 
administrated by a system operator. Balancing market opens before the delivery of 
energy and closes after contracts are executed (balancing market is also often referred 
to as ‘real-time market’). The operation of balancing market can be divided into three 
main phases: 

a) balancing offers/bids collection, 

b) balancing offers/bids usage according to current needs, 

c) balancing service settlement. 

 
With minimal approach, a balancing market is the only centrally organized segment of 
the energy market run by the system operator. Such solution assumes that unit 
commitment is performed in a decentralized way based on bilateral and power exchange 
trade by market participants, before opening of balancing market, and real power 
balance is achieved mainly by economic dispatch of the operating units, i.e. changing the 
load of the operating units only. Such an approach is usually sufficient when the 
transmission system is “rich” so that the system can be operated without congestion 
most of the time. But in the congested system this can leave the system operator without 
the necessary resources to satisfy real power balance and to meet the system reliability 
requirements. In such situation two general solutions can be implemented. 
• First, it involves performing bid based security constrained unit commitment on 

balancing market but it also requires opening the balancing market much in advance, 
giving enough time for units to start. Extra time needed depends on particular 
generation structure. This approach can be supported by congestion management 
actions made in advance by system operator (before opening the balancing market), 
e.g. contracting services on bilateral basis. 

• Second solution is based on implementation of additional organized market segments 
– e.g. day-ahead and/or intra-day market run by system operator. In this case bid 
based security constrained unit commitment is performed together with trade on 
these markets. They force the proper commitment and schedule of generation units 
for real-time system balancing in advance in order to assure necessary conditions 
and resources to meet reliability requirements. In markets with a locational pricing 
mechanism, where prices reflect transmission constraint costs, tradable transmission 
rights are often implemented to support the market operation. 

 
Architecture of balancing market has to be adjusted to its structure5. This mainly relates 
to the generation mix and the transmission network structure. The less flexible 
generation sources and the less developed transmission grid the more important the 
selection of appropriate balancing market architecture. This is because the architecture 
could have influence on performance of system operator tasks related to real power 
balance and system reliability requirements. 
 
The basic elements of balancing market architecture are described in the next section. 
This includes an indication of those elements for which harmonisation is required or 
recommended in order to assure proper co-operation of balancing markets. Also, the 
possible negative effects or difficulties which could happen after introduction of cross-
border balancing trading between different markets without previous harmonisation of 
balancing market rules is presented. 
 

                                                 
5 The long-term impact of the architecture on changes of the structure is neglected in this report. 
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Conclusions 
• Different market structures have induced different market achitectures to facilitate 

efficient markets and supply security 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles lead to different balancing mechanisms which use incompatible 

products 

5.3 Market architecture issues 

5.3.1 Gate closure time 
Contracts for electrical energy delivery are being made until the time of physical energy 
flow. The trade is conducted simultaneously on several market segments. Contracts 
made well in advance are usually not standardized. The closer to delivery time, the 
contracts become more standardized as the transaction speed is becoming more and 
more important.  

Trading possibilities for a given time period last until imbalances can not actively be 
influenced by the market any more. This moment is called “the gate closure”. Typically 
the system operator starts the system balancing process and where appropriate also the 
congestion management process after that. On some European markets balancing and 
congestion management actions are also undertaken by the system operator before the 
gate closure, as a preparation for real time activities. 
Gate closure time refers to commercial and technical aspects of market operation. In the 
commercial context it means the latest time for trade nomination, i.e. transactions made 
on forward markets. In the technical sense it indicates the latest time for physical position 
nomination, i.e. planned amount of power to be injected or withdrawn in the given 
network location. 
Gate closure times in Europe vary from day ahead to real-time. The particular time of 
gate closure depends on the time system operator needs for preparing real-time 
balancing and secure network operation. In general it is determined by two factors:  

(i) the results of the previous markets in the extent of total market imbalance and 
feasibilities of generation units schedules from the point of view reliability 
requirements,  

(ii) the flexibility in changing commitment and schedules of generation units 
resulting from generation mix, i.e. start-up times, ramp rate limits. 

 
If schedules resulting from the previous market are feasible and cause a small energy 
imbalance the system operator can manage real-time balancing and secure network 
operation with minimum time. Otherwise system operator needs time for preparing 
proper schedules and sometimes commitment of generation units, which are needed in 
real time.  
 
Summary 
 
Differences in gate closure times across balancing markets in Europe do not have a 
strong impact on possibility of cross-border balancing services trading. Even in case of 
different gate closure times the balancing services trading can be feasible, since it is 
implemented in real time and usually does not need actions before gate closure. 
Nevertheless the harmonization of gate closure times can be an important issue in the 
context of opportunities for trading on different markets but at the same time it could be 
difficult to implement. This is because the variety of gate closure times in Europe results 
mainly from differences in  the structure and current architecture of a particular energy 
market. With the given market structures the harmonization of the gate closure times 
throughout balancing markets would require changes in architecture of some national 
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markets. The extent of modification and the time needed for adaptation can vary 
considerably across markets because of differences in the structure of these markets. 
 
Conclusion 
 
• Differences in gate closure times lead to asymmetry in market opportunities on each 

side of the border 

5.3.2 Bidding rules 
The bidding rules define the type and scope of information submitted by a market 
participant in order to specify the conditions of his participation in the process of  
balancing the system. In general the bidding rules determine the following elements: 

• the object it pertains to (generation unit, group of generation units, market 
participant, load, connection point,...), 

• the offer/bid elements (energy price, start-up costs, no-load costs, upward and 
downward energy ramp rates, ...), 

• the time period (quarter, half hour, hour, day, …). 
 
Bidding rules depend on the products used on the balancing markets, which in turn 
depend on the architecture and the structure of a particular energy market. The detailed 
design of bidding rules result from the tasks that must be performed on the balancing 
market. In unconstrained systems (i.e. without congestion) simple bidding rules could be 
implemented. One part energy bid is usually sufficient for the system operator to satisfy 
real power balance. In constrained systems more complex bidding rules can be 
necessary. In particular transmission network constraints and technical constraints of 
generation units are most important factors having impact on the form of the offer/bid.  
 
Bidding rules vary in details across balancing markets. Inequalities in bidding rules 
between different balancing markets can lead to differences in the procedure of 
delivering the balancing services. This could particularly be inconvenient when 
considering trade of balancing services between markets (control areas). The effect of 
such inequalities may range from: 

a) the need for transformation mechanism (relatively simple with TSO-TSO trade) or 
the larger number of available offer templates 

b) in models with TSO-MP trade create impossibility to trade balancing services 
simultaneously on different balancing markets (e.g. when a reduction bid zeroing 
the generation is placed on the first market and simultaneously incremental bid 
that results in a generation level still below technical minimum appears on the 
second market). 

 
Conclusion: 
Differences in bidding rules have an evident impact on cross-border balancing services 
trading and could make trading more complex or even impossible in some cases. For 
that reason harmonization of bidding rules in order to create better conditions for cross-
border balancing services trading is desirable. But at the same time the differences in 
bidding rules that currently occur come from the need of particular balancing markets, 
therefore harmonization of bidding rules must be treated as a complex and time-
consuming task. As the first step a certain harmonization of products used on balancing 
markets may prove to be necessary. 

5.3.3 Bid activation 
After the gate closure, the offers/bids for balancing services are used on the balancing 
market. The decision process of bid activation is usually organized in the form of an 
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auction where offers/bids are selected to minimize or maximize the quality criterion 
typically given as the function of offers/bids. In practice it comes down to minimization of 
the total cost of system balancing resulting from balancing services usage under network 
(or system)  constraints. The cost of system balancing can include cost of actions related 
to real power balance and cost of congestion management. Depending on the 
mechanism bids might also be activated to help congestion relief. 
 
In unconstrained system bids acceptance could be fast and easy since it is sufficient to 
pick the number of bids arranged in merit order. In constrained system such selection 
can be infeasible because of transmission network constraints. In this case the bids that 
minimize the given quality criterion and fulfil limitations have to be selected. Such 
procedure requires more sophisticated approach and usually is more time consuming. 
 
Conclusion: 
Bid activation rules on balancing markets in Europe vary from unconstrained merit order 
algorithms to bid based security constrained unit commitment problem. Particular rules 
come from the market architecture and are consistent with the market structures and 
responsibilities of the TSO in particular markets. It must be taken into account when 
cross-border balancing services trading is considered. In general there is no question 
about harmonization of bid activation rules throughout balancing markets but question 
about coordination of bid activation processes across involved TSO (connecting and 
purchasing TSO).  

5.3.4 Settlement rules 
Settlement system on the balancing market has two functions: 

a) to settle the balancing services (Balancing services settlement), 
b) to settle the imbalances on an energy resulting from unforeseen deviations 

(Imbalance settlement). 
In Europe both above functions are performed separately6, but settlement rules vary in 
details. 
 
Balancing services settlement  
The payment mechanism for balancing services is generally based upon an energy 
payment and a capacity payment. Energy payments are based upon the MWh of energy 
accepted in bid acceptance process. Accepted bids are paid (i) their bid price, or (ii) the 
marginal price (the bid price of the last bid accepted in a given time interval). Capacity 
payments generally take two different forms and are based on MW of capacity. 

• Payment for availability of service 
o E.g. via a contract which requires a generator to be synchronised, and 

submit agreed bid / offer prices 
• Payment for holding the service when requested 

o E.g. actually being selected to provide an amount of Primary Control 
 
Imbalance settlement  
The sum of a party’s contracted energy volume is compared to their metered energy 
volume and the difference is their imbalance volume (positive or negative).  This is then 
multiplied by the relevant imbalance price.  Principally, there are two types of imbalance 
price mechanisms: 

• dual imbalance pricing where a different price is applied to positive imbalance 
volumes and negative imbalance volumes, 

                                                 
6  Another approach is to use one price in both processes. Practical solution to this is to use LMP 

(Locational Marginal Pricing) method. 
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• single imbalance pricing where a single imbalance price is used for all imbalance 
volumes. 

There are also two methods of determining imbalance prices: 
• average price of energy balancing actions, 
• marginal price of energy balancing actions. 

 
The settlement rules are a key factor in cross-border trading of balancing services. In 
conjunction with the market structure they create the market environment. This 
influences the revenue level of balancing services trading and in fact makes the market 
less or more attractive to external participants. 
 
The main incentive for trading balancing services across borders should be differences in 
balancing market structures like: actual situation in supply and demand for balancing 
services and generation structure as a factor which determinates the cost of services. It 
is important that the settlement rules on the balancing markets do not differentiate these 
markets from the point of view of the potential revenues for the market participants.  
Such (undesirable) situation can occur for example in case of differences in pricing 
mechanisms, methods of costs allocation or in case of existing price-caps. 
 
Summary: 
Harmonization of settlement rules throughout balancing markets is the important factor 
having influence on inter-market trading of balancing services. The most significant issue 
is to ensure the price compatibility across involved balancing markets. However, existing 
differences in settlement rules mainly result from disparities of market architectures 
including regulatory arrangements and market structures. For that reason the 
harmonization of settlement rules may prove to be very complex. 
 
Conclusions 

• differences in imbalance settlement and pricing will lead to cross-border arbitrage 
on imbalance positions, a market party will try to allocate its imbalance volume 
risk to the TSO with the lowest expected imbalance price 

• there will be (positive or negative) price effects for reserves in the local markets 
• balance incentive compatibility may decrease and lead to reduction of local 

reserve margins 
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6. Security of supply issues 
 
Security of supply is well defined by ETSO TF Security of Supply in its 2003 report to the 
ETSO Steering Committee: 
 

• Reliability: The degree of performance of the elements of the bulk electric system 
that results in electricity being delivered to customers within accepted standards 
and in the amount desired. Reliability may be measured by the frequency, 
duration, and magnitude of adverse effects on the electric supply. Electric system 
reliability can be addressed by considering two basic and functional aspects of 
the electric system: Adequacy and Security. 

 
• Adequacy:  The ability of the electric system to supply the aggregate electrical 

demand and energy requirements of the customers at all times, taking into 
account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system 
elements. 

 
• Security: The ability of the electric system to withstand sudden disturbances such 

as electric short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements. 
 
So the issue is reliability with adequacy and security as the two aspects. Generation and 
transmission are the two components of the system considered here. While chapter 3 
has covered the transmission issue "distribution of reserves", this chapter will mainly 
focus on the impact of cross-border trading in tertiary reserves for balance management 
on the generation adequacy issue. 

6.1 Balance management and generation adequacy 
In general balance management is the task of balancing between supply and demand in 
a control area in such a way that frequency is kept within quality standards and inter-area 
exchange is kept within standards as agreed by the TSOs concerned. Balance 
management ultimately fails if a violation of standards requires imperative load-shedding 
by system operators to prevent larger blackouts caused by frequency drops or severe 
overloading of transmission lines. Thus balance management is about all measures a 
system operator can take to prevent violation of frequency or inter-area exchange 
standards. For this purpose the system operator procures primary, secondary, tertiary 
and in some cases also slower response reserves (see Table 1 in section 5.1).  
 
Because of setting (discovering) prices of energy and reserves (influence on the height 
and frequency of price spikes) balance management will affect generation adequacy, 
mainly by impact on long-run commercial investment in generation. Broadly speaking 
generation adequacy is about the question which supply/demand equilibrium the market 
will reach in the long term and whether the system operator will in that equilibrium still be 
able to procure the balance management ancillary services needed to maintain 
frequency and inter-area exchange standards.  
 
Each system operator uses own standards to determine the balance management 
ancillary services needed. Volumes may be based on statistical distributions of 
generation availability and demand forecast errors but can also be based on (simpler) 
deterministic criteria (such as n-1 and n-2) or international standards (such as UCTE's 
standards on primary, secondary and tertiary reserves). 
Balance management ancillary services can be procured by the system operator locally 
(in his own control-area) or in other control-areas. The question is how joining markets 
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Inside or outside the market 
 
There are three requirements that have to 
be met in order for contracted reserves to 
improve long term plant margin. These 
requirements are: 
1. Reserves should be contracted for a 

longer time period. This means that the 
amount contracted must be certain and 
that contracting must be certain to 
continue over a longer time period. 

2. Contracted reserves should be taken out 
of the market. This means that the 
contracted reserves can only be used by 
the TSO, normally this goes along with a 
capacity payment. 

3. Contracted reserves should be 
dispatched outside the market. This 
effectively means that the contracted 
capacity may in no way compete with 
any (potential) capacity in the market. 
For the Dutch system, where the market 
can self-balance down to real-time this 
implies dispatch in restricted emergency 
situations only, namely when load 
shedding is the only alternative to 
prevent a black-out. For other market 
implementations the exact conditions for 
dispatch outside the market need to be 
carefully analysed. 

for Tertiary Reserves in two or more control-areas could influence the security of supply 
of each control-area and all control-areas together?  
 
The important issues from this point of view are: 

• the differences in market architecture 
• the price spike policies implemented in each market 
• allowed ways of procuring of balancing services in different markets 
• market (submarket) linkages 
• possible restrictions that distort the “optimal market conditions” 

6.2 Tertiary Reserves trade and long term generation 
adequacy 

Given the market in each area will reach a certain long term supply/demand equilibrium, 
is that market then sufficiently capable of supplying area peak demands? This question is 
still open to discussion and depends very much on what is perceived sufficient. Besides 
the question of what sufficient means the answer may very well depend on the way 
balance responsibility is arranged, how needed reserves are procured (excluded from the 
market or not) and dispatched, and how 
imbalance is determined and priced. 
Depending on regulatory and contractual 
arrangements Tertiary Reserves may 
compete with capacity in the market or not. If 
they do, security of supply may be 
endangered. If they do not, they may be a 
key to ensuring security of supply. 
 
If regulatory arrangements in the areas 
involved differ in this respect, will cross 
border trade of Tertiary Reserves then affect 
generation adequacy ? Or stated differently, 
how would long term plant margin in each 
area and all areas together be affected ? 
 
This question has been analysed by the 
Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis for the Dutch Ministry of Economic 
Affairs7.  
 
The conclusion of this analysis was: Plant 
margin in the long term is affected by the 
way reserves for balance management are 
procured and dispatched. Procuring reserves 
on a long term basis while taking them out of 
the market and dispatching them outside the 
market improves the long term plant margin. 
The conclusions apply to any market 
arrangement. However, the exact conditions 
for inside or outside the market will differ with different market arrangements (see box).  
The arguments for the conclusion are presented below. 
 

                                                 
7 ISBN 90-5833-224-1, CPB document 89, june 2005, " Looking for an invisible safety net" (Dutch 

only), available at http://www.cpb.nl/eng/pub/cpbreeksen/document/89/  
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Figure 2 
 
Figure 2 illustrates what happens if reserve capacity is contracted but dispatched in 
competition with capacity (and thus also reserves) still available in the market.: 
AC is the average cost curve for supply, D is the price curve for demand. Suppose the 
long term market equilibrium is at point A with price PA and starting from this point an 
amount of reserve is contracted equal to x. Payment for the contract works out as a 
subsidy and the resulting average cost curve of the x MW is therefore lower than the cost 
curve for additional capacity in the market above A. Because x is dispatched inside the 
market, all capacity between A' and A becomes out of merit. The new equilibrium will be 
at the lower pice PA+x at capacity A'+x which will be lower than A as long as the 
downward slope of D is greater than the upward slope of AC, which is generally the case. 
Subsidizing the capacity between A' and A would solve this provided this capacity can be 
accurately determined. This is generally not the case and would result in a high 
regulatory failure risk. 

A

PA-x

PA

MW

€/MWh
ACA

A-x A+x
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Figure 3 
 
Figure 3 illustrates what happens to the equilibrium point if reserve is contracted and 
dispatched outside the market (in order to do so this capacity may not be dispatched 
before it is sure that all flexibility inside the market -demand and supply side- is 
exhausted). In this case the immediate resulting capacity in the market is A-x which will 
drive the price up to PA-x. This will invoke new investments until the capacity in the market 
is back at level A. The final resulting capacity is A (in the market) + x (outside the 
market).  
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This effect is insensitive to a particular cross-border trading arrangement, so it does not 
matter whether a TSO-TSO model or a TSO-MP model trading concept is chosen. 
However, if foreign procured reserves are dispatched within the domestic market, it 
competes with domestic capacity thus reducing long term equilibrium generating capacity 
inside the area. This displacement effect (A-A' in Figure 2) will generally be larger than 
the foreign reserve capacity procured (x in Figure 2) and will thus reduce plant margin 
even if the foreign reserves are included therein (A > A'+x). In the selling area, if reserves 
are procured from another area on a longer term basis, it would reduce plant margin for 
the area in the short term but it would not affect the long term equilibrium plant margin. 
Either the capacity involved is in the long term equilibrium of the selling area inefficient 
(out of merit) and would have disappeared anyway or it will be replaced by new 
investments. 
 
Summary: 
Cross-border procured reserves dispatched outside the market improve long term 
generation adequacy in the procuring area. If dispatched inside the market long term 
generation adequacy will reduce. In the selling area, in either case, plant margin will 
reduce in the short term but will recover in the long term equilibrium. This conclusion is 
insensitive to the choice of the trading model. 
 
Consequence: 
In cross-border reserve pooling (see section2.3) the pooled reserves are dispatched in 
merit order. This means that for each control area in the pool foreign reserves are 
competing with domestic ones. Plant margin in each area will therefore reduce in the 
long run. However, generation adequacy in the combined area may not be reduced if the 
required plant margin in the combined area is less than the sum of the required plant 
margins in each area before the pooling. 
 
Conclusion: 
Technical models 2, 3 and 4 may reduce combined generation margins in the long run; 
more reserve capacity may be out of merit in the combined reserve merit order than in all 
individual reserve merit orders combined. Technical model 4 (balancing market 
integration) potentially requires less combined reserve margin. 

6.3 Tertiary Reserve trade and short term generation 
adequacy 

The new draft European directive on Security of Supply includes a requirement for non-
discriminatory handling of all contracts; domestic contracts should be handled equal to 
cross-border contracts. This should prohibit foreign loads (exports) to be shed (reduced) 
before domestic loads if load shedding must be executed. If both systems are at stress 
the reserve should still be made available unless load shedding is at hand in the area 
selling the reserve in which case the used reserve can be reduced to the same rate as 
domestic load is shed, given that shedding of both loads are equally effective. This would 
also be true if only the selling area is at stress, be it that under the principle of mutual 
assistance the operator of the procuring area which is not yet at stress could agree in 
selling reserves back.  
 
Yet this draft directive is not in place and when it is, transposition into national 
legislations will still have to be carried out8. In the meantime only TSO arrangements can 

                                                 
8 Transposition into national law should occur within 24 months after official publication of the new 

guideline (publication expected Q1 2006) 
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provide for the necessary conditions so that externally procured Tertiary Reserves have 
the same quality as domestic ones. This calls for harmonization on rules for reducing 
export capacity on cross-border traded reserves. 
 
Cross-border trading in Tertiary Reserves could also result in short term competition 
between the system operators or regulatory regimes. When the competition occurs 
between markets with different price policies it will favour a high-price-spike policy 
market. For instance, in case of reserves the system operator in the market with low 
price spike policy in some crucial times may find its reserves bought out by the market 
with high price spike policy for this product. Because of buying additional reserves a 
high-price-spike policy market can increase its security of supply. As a result of this, 
security of supply of low-price-spike policy market could be reduced because of lack of 
sufficient amount of reserve. This could require low-price-spike policy markets to adopt 
the higher price spike policy to protect itself from inter-system competition to ensure the 
security of the system. If this would not be allowed from a regulatory point of view 
security problems could arise in the long term. 
 
Conclusion: Differences in regulatory regimes regarding reserve markets should be 
leveled out far enough to prevent buying out of reserves from areas with a low reserve 
price due to policy restrictions. 
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7. Evaluation and follow-up 
 
This report has analysed the challenges in facilitating cross-border trade of Tertiary 
Reserves. 
 
The main challenges are: 
1. Product compatibility 
2. Differences in price structure/incompatible product values 
3. Differences in procurement position of TSOs 
 
There are two major consequences of cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves that have 
to be addressed: 
1. Change in procurement costs for TSOs (increase as well as decrease) 
2. Potential decrease of reserve margins in the long term 
 
In this report four technical models are presented with the following main characteristics 
• Technical models 2 and 4 imply some form of balancing mechanism integration and 

require product harmonization 
• Technical models 2 and 3 may reduce long term reserve margins 
• Technical model 4 enables full integration of balancing mechanisms (centralized 

model) and may reduce reserve margin requirements, however when applied over a 
vaster area may be restricted due to transmission bottlenecks 

 
Necessary condition to facilitate cross-border trade in Tertiary Reserves are: 
• Cross-border availability of the product  
• Cross-border accessibility of the product 
• Security of supply must be kept; involved TSOs should analyse and take measures 

against any deteriorating effects 
 
Preferred but not necessary conditions are: 
• Sufficient competition: market power on Balancing Services should not increase 
• Transparency 
 
A key element for an efficient market is right pricing of products. It is therefore in the 
interest of a good working European market to have coherent imbalance prices in all 
market areas with a transparent and well defined coherency. A good way to reach this is 
through harmonized or compatible  balancing mechanisms in all balancing areas. On the 
road to a regional balancing mechanism involved TSOs can guard the conditions for 
increasing market efficiency while maintaining security of supply. In this developing 
process the principle of efficient congestion management should be a guideline and will 
set the limits of the regions for which balancing market integration is efficient. 
 
The next assignment for this Task Force will be to develop a Balance Management 
Reference Model that can be a guideline in the aforementioned development process 
towards facilitation of cross-border Tertiary Reserves trade and regionally integrated 
balancing mechanisms. 
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Appendix 1 Roles and responsibilities on 
balance management 

Table 2 shows an overview of the differences in roles and responsibilities with respect to 
balancing in European member states. 

The table uses the following abbreviations and concepts: 
 
Abbreviations used Meaning  
BRP Balance Responsible Party 
TSO Transmission System Operator 
CP Connected Party 
NA Not applicable 
AGC Automatic generation control (UCTE only) 
CM Congestion Management 
 
Concept Meaning  
Portfolio balancing settlement is done on the net imbalance of 

the whole portfolio of generation, demand 
and trade 

System balancing over 
settlement period 

maintaining of the energy balance over the 
settlement period only 

System balancing within 
settlement period 

maintaining momentary power balance, if 
done perfectly this automatically implies 
perfect system balancing over the 
settlement period but it is not the same 

Closed portfolio position the net program on all connections for which 
the program responsible party is responsible 
equals the trade programs with other parties 

Zonal balancing balancing to the net program of all 
connections in a zone is required, nodal 
balancing means the same but restricted to 
each node in the network 

Keep nodal position it is not allowed to deviate from the final 
program on each node in the network 
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Table 2:  Roles and responsibilities in balance management and related 
congestion management 

Country Austria

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) ? ? ? which portfolio - Control Area or BRP-portfolio?
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP TSO
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA no check

wind power BRP* TSO TSO
BRP*: specific BRP responsible for total wind generation in the Control 
Area

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO

only for security of supply;
generation adequacy: operational topic; covered by responsibility for 
system balancing

Reserve bidding CP NA NA

System reserves procurement NA NA NA
TSO, by 
contract; Exception Primary Control - obligation for generators

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA no check
keep nodal position NA CP NA generators to inform about significant changes (>50 MW)  
 
Country Germany

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA additional information, not binding
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC

closed portfolio position BRP BRP inside control area exchange schedules can be changed afterwards
wind power TSO TSO TSO TSOs are obliged for balancing by Renewable Energy Law
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP NA
One national common bidding for all regulating and reserve power 
mandatory (in preparation)

System reserves procurement TSO
(Month 
ahead) Regulating power is (will be partially) procured month ahead

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP accepted inter control area exchange schedules
keep nodal position NA NA NA projected nodal infeeds; not binding  
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Table 2 (continued)  
Country Spain (situation from june 2006)

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP BRP
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP Wind power plants are integrated in a BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO
Congestion management

zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO
TSO is the resposible for solving constrainst in differents time windows. 
Most congestions occurs in a zone, not in an only grid node

keep nodal position

  

Country France

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

Portfolio balancing (over settlemen BRP BRP Self balancing until 2 hours before real time (gate closure)
The producers must notify TSO their up to date generation programs, 
the BRP their BRP to BRP energy exchanges and CP their cross 
border programs

#NAAM? NA NA NA Not applicable Today

- Open positions NA NA NA Not allowed, in consistent with general commodity trade conditions, 
weakly endorsed,  - see the item: “closed portfolio position” 

System balancing over settlement 
period

TSO TSO TSO To restore the required margins & for the real time balancing

System balancing within 
settlement period

TSO AGC

Closed portfolio position BRP BRP Legal requirement The law gives a legal framework to the BRP 
agreements and limits, for the TSO, the consequences of the financial 
risks and the physical risks with respect to safety, but the open 
positions are not completely forbidden within limited boundaries. 

Wind power
Security of supply / generation 
adequacy

Adequacy 
plan set by 
government

Government defines the French long-term plan of investments in new 
generating capacity (generation adequacy). These plan is only the 
target, But the legal security requirement and criteria don’t exist. The 
current criteria of the security of supply is a standard practise issued 
from the historical operator

Reserve bidding CP CP Bidding of reserve power (tertiary reserve & standing reserve), also for 
CM, mandatory for all available reserves

System reserves procurement TSO Regulating reserves & fast tertiary reserves (< 15 min & emergency 
Congestion management
Zonal /nodal balancing NA NA NA NA Not possible Today (to be clarified)
Keep nodal position
Socialized congestion 
management

TSO TSO TSO TSO
(Monthly & 

weekly)

From day ahead to real time TSO can call reserve bidding for CM: 
standing reserves (slower reserves) & tertiary reserves. 
TSO can contract, Months & weeks ahead agreements with producers 
or consumers for this purpose  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Greece

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) NA NA NA  BRPs do no exist in Greece.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO Inadvertent Exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO TSO TSO In real time, system balancing includes AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA

wind power TSO TSO CP/TSO

TSO is responsible for the absortion of the entire wind power 
production into the System and the only limitations  are transmission 
constraints 

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO TSO long term contracts for capacity assurance

Reserve bidding CP NA NA
Generators are bidding for reserve with day ahead ancillary services 
offers for primary and secondary reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO

Procurement through co-optimization of energy and reserves (primary, 
secondary and tertiary) based on energy and primary reserve and 
secondary range offers day ahead. Intraday quantities re -scheduling. 
Real time quantities utilization. 

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO

zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA

TSO is responsible for managing physical constraints on the network. 
There are no nodal/zonal balancing but different zonal system marginal 
prices could come up due to system constraints after full 
implementation of our new Code (in two years).

keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

Country Italy

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP NA NA

In the day ahead Market is responsible for balanced offers. The 
financial charge of the phisical unbalance is defined afterwards on the 
final balance. The portfolio balancing is allowed into each zonal market 
only for traders, wholesalers, Italian single buyer,eligible customers. 

- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

About the production, the balancing over the settlement period is 
relating to each production unit.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP NA NA See before
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO (f/P control and balancing resources: hydro, thermal,ecc)

closed portfolio position BRP NA NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP NA CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO NA TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding CP NA CP Only producers

System reserves procurement TSO NA TSO
Procurement through economical and security optimization of the offers 
in the day ahead. Real time quantities utilization.

Congestion management TSO  TSO

zonal/nodal balancing TSO NA TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead energy market. Optimal Power Flow 
in Dispatching Service Market (MSD) and in real time

keep nodal position NA NA NA  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Norway

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP The BRP are responsible for portfolio balancing inn all aspects.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

Not applicable for settlement. The producers must however send inn 
production plans to the TSO.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP NA Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday.
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO  

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding  BRP/CP

System reserves procurement
(Week 
ahead) So fare this has only been necessary in winter (Oktober-March)

Congestion management   

zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday. Nodal plans for 
generation

keep nodal position BRP BRP

  

Country Netherlands

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA not possible
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position BRP BRP legal requirement, weakly endorsed
wind power CP CP CP no discrimation in kind of  connected capacity
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP CP
Zonal bidding of regulating and reserve power, also for CM, mandatory 
for all available reserves

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead) Regulating power bids and emergency power only
Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP Projected nodal infeeds and takeouts, no endorsement

keep nodal position In case of market restrictions only and then only in one direction. 

  

Country Poland

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP only for generation /consumption within the distribution (radial) network 
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP wholesale market 
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period TSO TSO TSO

using the security constrained  unit commitment/economic dispatch 
(including residual load) 

system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO operational system security
Reserve bidding BRP

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead)
primary and secondary reserves contracting (nomination process 
occurs  day ahead)

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP nodal for generation on the wholesale market
keep nodal position BRP BRP required for each generation unit on the wholesale market    
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Sweden

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period)

Imbalace settlement is induvidual for each product, generation, demand 
and trade. BRP has to notify TSO of plans for each product before 
operational hour starts.

- separate 
generation/consumption
- open positions
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP TSO TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA
keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

 

Country United Kingdom

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP NA
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP BRP NA
- open positions BRP BRP NA
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level

wind power NA NA NA Wind Power subject to same market rules as any other fuel type

security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP BRP TSO

Although market is responsible for delivering sufficient energy to meet 
demand, TSO is responsible for ensuring adequate reserve to meet 
demand forecast error and generation plant loss. TSO can participate 
in day ahead and intra day markets to procure this.

Reserve bidding TSO TSO TSO

No reserve market separate from the energy market exists, National 
Grid contracts up to a year ahead through to real time for required 
reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
No reserve market exists National Grid contracts up to a year ahead 
through to real time for required reserves

Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO TSO responsible for managing physical constraints on the network
keep nodal position TSO TSO TSO

Market is responsible for balancing, but TSO can participate in day 
ahead and intra day markets to ensure system balancing in real time

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level
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Appendix 2 Allocation principles for cross-
border exchange of tertiary reserves/ 
energy balancing in the Nordel area 

A2.1 Current principles 
The current principles for capacity allocation are described in the System Operation 
Agreement between the Nordic TSOs. Here it is stated that all available capacity for 
trade “shall be put at the disposal of the players on the electricity market in accordance 
with the general rules applicable to transmission between the subsystems”. For the 
possible remaining capacity after day-ahead-trade there are priority rules for use of 
capacity as shown in the table below. 
 
Priority  Sweden Finland Norway Eastern 

Denmark 
Western 
Denmark 

1 Day-ahead-trade X X X X X 
2 Intra-day-trade X X  X  
3 Tertiary reserves X X X X X 
4 Balance power X X X X X 
 

A2.2 Transmission limitations during the planning phase, 
prior to day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. The day-ahead-market (Elspot) is used to balance transmission limitations between 

the subsystems during the planning phase. The involved TSOs agree on a day-to-
day basis regarding the trading capacity for exchanges between the subsystems. 

 
b. In the event of limited duration for reduced transmission capacity between the 

subsystems, the system operators can agree to use counter-trading. 
 
c. In the event of transmission limitations within an Elspot area, it will be the 

respective TSO´s  responsibility to manage the limitation by using counter-trading 
or by limiting the trading capacity to other areas.  

 

A2.3 Unexpected limitations during the operational phase, 
after the day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. During the operational phase, unexpected reductions of transmission capacity is 

managed between the subsystems using counter-trading. Counter-trading takes 
place during the remainder of the operational day as the TSO´s guarantee trade 
on the day-ahead-market.  
 
For intra-day-trading (Elbas), the trading capacity is reduced for the remainder of 
the operational day. However already agreed trading is guaranteed in the same 
way as day-ahead trading.  
 
Exchange of tertiary reserves and balance power can be executed when there is 
physical capacity on the interconnectors in real time. 
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b. In the event of problems in one party’s subsystem, the causing party will bear the 
full technical, financial and operative responsibility for eliminating the effects of 
the incident. 

 
c. In the event of problems on the cross border connections themselves, the TSO´s 

on both sides of the interconnecor will bear the technical, financial and operative 
responsibility for eliminating the effects of the incident in their own subsystems.  

A2.4 Possible principles in the future 
So far it has been “a common truth” in Nordel that the best socio-economic solution is to 
allocate all available capacity to the day-ahead-trade. This has been based on the 
assumption that the value of energy trade is much higher than the value of exchange of 
reserves and the wish to promote competition in the energy market. This principle has 
now been challenged in discussions regarding new DC-cables between Norway and 
Denmark-West and between Denmark-West and Denmark-East.  
 
In general the value of energy trade compared to the value of exchange of  reserves is 
shown in the figure below. 
 

 
For energy trade the blue curve goes from left to right and for exchange of reserves the 
red curve goes from right to left. 
 
The socio-economic value of energy trade and value of efficient competition in the 
marked is included in the curve for “marginal value of energy trade”. An important part of 
the value is related to the differencies in energy prices on each side of the connection. 
 
When the curves express the marginal value, the area below the curves express the total 
value. The point of intersection between the curves defines the optimal mix of capacity 
allocated for energy trade and exchange of reserves respectively. 
 
In theory the process for capacity allocation could be integrated in the daily auction in the 
Elspot market, decided for a longer periode (yearly, monthly, weekly) or as a fixed value. 

 

The 
optimal 

mix  

Optimal capacity for energy trade Optimal cap. 
for reserves 

Marginal value of  
energy trade 

Marginal value   
of exchange of 
reserves 
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1. Introduction 
 
A summary of the results of this report can be found in chapter 7. 

1.1 Objective 
Balance management is the keystone in the well functioning of electricity markets in 
Europe. Each member state has designed a different keystone in this respect. The 
objective of ETSO is to analyse the consequences of steps in  the integration of these 
markets if the differences (or incompatibilities) in balancing mechanisms are kept, in 
order to identify measures needed to allow these integration steps.  
 
Market integration normally leads to more overall efficiency; however there are potential  
side-effects in welfare transfer, resulting for example from the various situations  of each 
country regarding the management of security of supply or the arrangements (and 
therefore costs) for procurement of required balancing services. Where these effects 
originate from differences or incompatibility between balance mechanisms, 
harmonization is required. It is extremely difficult if not impossible to quantify these 
effects ex ante or even to assign them to regulatory differences ex post. In the end it is 
most efficient and fair (level playing field) to use harmonized or at least compatible 
balancing mechanisms throughout Europe. The design of a guideline reference model for 
balancing mechanisms as an aid to come to such harmonization will be a final objective 
for ETSO.  
 
The (intermediate) objective with this report is to analyse the consequences of integration 
steps restricted to cross-border trading of Tertiary Reserves and Energy Balancing, in 
short called Tertiary Reserves in the remainder of this report. 

1.2 Scope of Report 
The potential benefits of increasing opportunities for System Operator Balancing 
activities across borders relate primarily to the procurement of Tertiary Reserves in an 
efficient manner by the possibility of using internal and external reserve resources in a 
competitive environment across a wider area. This is likely to have associated benefits in 
relation to plant loading efficiency (with associated environmental benefit) and a 
decrease in balancing costs, which are ultimately borne by consumers. 
  
Whilst both automatically delivered Frequency Control services and Tertiary 
Reserves/manually instructed Energy Balancing services1 are important in Balance 
Management activities, the trading of automatically delivered Frequency Control services 
(primary and secondary control) is not considered due to the much more complex nature 
of these services. Additionally, it is believed that there is potentially more economic value 
in developing arrangements related to cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves and 
Balancing Energy for timeframes between day ahead and some minutes before real time 
(that is before the action of automatic devices). 
 
This report examines the commercial, market design and relevant technical issues 
including security of supply associated with facilitating an increase in cross border trading 
of Tertiary Reserves for System Balancing purposes.  
 
Chapter 2 will discuss several technical solutions to facilitate cross-border trade of 
Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 3 will discuss the allocation of transmission capacity for 
                                                 
1 See report “Current State of Balance Management in Europe”, published in December 2003, 

available on the ETSO website www.etso-net.org 
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cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. Chapter 4 of the report will address differences 
in Balancing Services requirements for TSO's and what this means for cross-border trade 
possibilities. Chapter 5 elaborates on possible differences in market structure and market 
design and what effects this may have with cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves. 
Chapter 6 discusses potential security of supply issues. Chapter 7 gives an overall 
summary on the key issues and how to address them. 
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2. Technical models for cross-border trading 
of reserves 

2.1 Introduction 
 
Apart from the commercial models presented in the previous report (TSO-TSO or TSO-
Market Party trade) different levels of technical integration in exchange of reserves for 
Balancing purposes can be identified. Two control areas can give each other mutual 
access to their respective balancing resources. According to the commercial model used 
this leads either to a reserve pooling model or to a reserve procurement competition 
model between involved TSO's. A further cooperation model leads to some commonality 
in balancing mechanism in which involved TSO's not only use each others’ reserves but 
also have integrated their reserve requirements to a certain extent in order to save 
reserves.  
 
This chapter provides a more detailed description of four basic technical models each 
representing different levels of technical cooperation/integration. For each technical 
model an example is presented. The examples are based on the following situation: 
Two adjacent TSOs, A and B, must be able to handle a maximum disturbance of 500 
MW in their area each and therefore need 500 MW tertiary reserve capacity to cope with 
this. 

2.2 Technical Model 1: No Trading 
Without reserve trading or exchange possibilities two TSO's procure their own reserves 
based on their own requirements completely separate from each other. Under normal 
circumstances there is no exchange of reserves except in case of emergency where they 
can mutually assist each other. 
 
Example:   
• Both TSOs buy 500 MW in their own area for e.g. a year or month ahead with an 

exclusive right  to use it. The price paid for the reserves comprises a payment for 
availability (which may be 0) and an energy payment for activation 

• In case of disturbance the relevant TSO activates his own tertiary reserve capacity 
regardless of the energy-payment in his own area compared with the energy-
payment in the other area. 

• In the first seconds/minutes after a disturbance, e.g. 500 MW in area A, there will be 
an unplanned exchange of up to 500 MW (due to the share of Primary Reserve not 
provided in A) from area B to A, but after activation of 500 MW tertiary reserve in area 
A this unplanned exchange is neutralized.  

 
This is the traditional model. 

2.3 Technical Model 2: Cross-border Reserve Pooling 

As in Technical Model 1 the two TSO´s  buy all the reserve capacity (availability) in their 
own control area on the basis of contracts according to their own requirements and with 
the exclusive right to use it. In addition the two TSOs establish some kind of a common 
spot market for reserve energy, where they on a voluntary basis and depending on the 
actual situation offer 0-100% of their reserve capacity to the other TSO. When one  of the 
TSOs  needs some reserve he can either activate his own reserve capacity or buy it from 
the other TSO if this is cheaper and feasible with respect to grid constraints. 
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Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs buy 500 MW reserve capacity each with an exclusive 
right to use it. However in the hour considered TSO A offers 100 MW to the common 
reserve pool, while TSO B offers 200 MW to that pool. When TSO A needs activation of 
e.g. 500 MW, he builds a merit order of common reserves plus the reserves in the own 
area not offered to the common pool and activates the cheapest reserves. Thus if 
reserves from area B offered to the common pool are cheaper the activation of up to 200 
MW is made in area B. (Each TSO has reserves from the common reserves pool as well 
as the reserves in the own area not offered to the common pool to choose from).  
It is important to mention that the respective offers to the common pool are made on a 
voluntary bases considering the individual situation of the offering TSO.  
 

500 MW

Area A Area B

Area A Area B

500 MW

Reserve Pool
First come, first serve

500 MW 500 MW

100 MW

200 MW

Merit Order

Flow

Activation
for B

Activation
for A

 
Technical Model 2: cross-border reserve pooling 
 
A model based on this general principle has been used in Nordel. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach   

• does not change the location of the contracted reserve capacity and the requirement 
for unused transmission capacity, because the trade is only made if there is sufficient 
grid capacity 

• reduces the total energy-payment, but not the capacity payment 
• is a very simple way to improve the traditional model because each TSO decides how 

much of his capacity he will offer on the common market and the model therefore 
does not affect security of supply etc. 
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2.4 Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading  

In this model the TSOs can procure part of their reserves in another control area. through 
the organisation of a balancing market, that allows reserve offers from another control 
area. 
 
Example:  

As in Technical Model 1 both TSOs procure 500 MW reserve capacity each. However in 
this case 

• TSO A procures e.g. 250 MW of his 500 MW requirement in Area B. The other 
250 MW are provided in Area A   

• TSO B procures all of the needed 500 MW in his own area (Area B).  
 
In case TSO A needs activation of 500 MW reserve then 250 MW in area A and 
additional 250 MW in B are activated 

 
Technical Model 3: Cross-border Reserve Trading 
 
This kind of model is open to reciprocity. TSO B can also activate reserves in area A, if 
he procured it in the same manner. 

2.4.1 Technical Model 3, variant 1 

In this model, the procurement from neighbour control areas covers reserve capacity 
payment and consequently the exclusive right to use the reserve. Activation in real time 
is based on the merit order list of reserve offers. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this approach, in variant 1 : 
 
• requires that 250 MW unused transmission capacity from B to A is guaranteed   

to avoid overloading of the grid in case of activation  
• potentially reduces the total capacity- and energy-payment.  
 
 
This special case of model 3 in its first variant is used for example in Germany. 

 
500 MW 

Area A  Area B 

 Area A  Area B
500 MW

500 MW

Activation for A 

250  250

Exchange
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RTE allows “Interconnection 
units” to compete with generating 
units in France in his Balancing 
Mechanism. Interconnection units 
are virtual balancing units located 
on the interconnection between 
the area of RTE and the 
neighbouring area. Their physical 
delivery, following a bid 
activation, is monitored through 
the setpoint of the exchange 
program agreed in real time by 
RTE and the neighbouring TSO, 
and injected in both AGC 
systems (Automatic Generation 
Contol, i.e. automated secondary 
load-frequency regulation). 
Therefore RTE does not need to 
monitor physical generating units 
in the neighbouring control area, 
he has only to monitor the 
exchange program between both 
TSOs to check that activated 
energy is really delivered. 

2.4.2 Technical model 3, variant 2 

In this model the procurement from neighbour control areas is only based on energy 
payment. Reserves in the neighbouring control area are only activated if transmission 
capacity is available.: 
  
This model is can be implemented in a very decentralized manner, as the market 
participants can be made responsible for the main parts of the process, and TSOs only 
have to coordinate through the matching 
procedure of their exchange programs. 
Additionally the TSO A has to comply with the 
intraday arrangements of TSO B.. 
 
In this variant 2, a transmission capacity 
reservation is not required, but the activation (and 
therefore the effective purchase) can be done only 
when unused transmission capacity is available. 
 
Compared to Technical Model 3, variant 1, this 
approach: 
 
• does not require reservation of interconnection 

capacity   
• potentially reduces the total energy-payment, 
• does not require any additional contract 

between the TSOs. 
 

This model is implemented in France (for more 
details see box on the right). Main characteristics 
of the currently implemented model is, that 
balancing offers from neighbour TSOs can only be 
activated in compliance with  their intraday cross-
border arrangements. This constraint leads to 
different lead times for activation.  
 

2.5 Technical Model  4: Sharing of Reserve Capacity  

In this model the two TSOs agree on sharing a common reserve and on the individual 
share to be supplied by each TSO. Compared to previous technical models (incl. 
technical model 2)  the important difference is  that the two TSOs do not have an 
exclusive right to use their own share of the common reserve. Whenever needed, the 
reserve is activated according to a common Merit Order as far as this is possible due to 
grid constraints. 
   
Provided there are no geographical distribution requirements and no network 
congestions that restrict access to the reserves it can be shown from probability 
calculations that the sharing can result in a reduction of the total reserve capacity without 
reducing security of supply as measured by e.g. loss-of-load-probability2.  
 
An agreement may only determine the economic burden-sharing, but not necessarily the 
geographical distribution of the common reserve. The feasible geographical distribution is 

                                                 
2 Actual savings depend on the systems involved 
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in any case constrained by the requirement that sufficient unused grid-capacity between 
B and A has to be available at the time of activation.  
 

Example:  
• Both TSOs agree on a common reserve of e.g. 800 MW (which resulted from 

probability calculations taking grid constraints into account) sharing  them 50:50 
• In the simple case both TSOs buy their obligation (400 MW) in their own area, but 

they can choose to buy part of their obligation in other areas if this is cheaper and 
feasible due to grid-constraints.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compared to Technical Model 1, this case 
 
• requires, that 400 MW unused transmission capacity is available in both directions to 

avoid overloading of the grid. The requirement changes, if e.g.  TSO A buys part of 
his obligation in area B.  

• results in a decrease of the total payment 

Dependent on the conditions such a “common” reserve can in practice be difficult to 
establish. Among others it requires a certain degree of mutual confidence between the 
involved TSO´s and a certain degree of harmonization of rules regarding activation times 
etc. A reduction of the total reserve capacity due to the common reserve may require 
comprehensive calculations taking into account the individual behaviour of the involved 
systems (e.g. types and characteristics of power plants, likelihood of outages, etc.). 
Finally this model requires stable transmission conditions which limits the region for 
which this model can be efficiently applied. 
 
The present model in Nordel can be regarded as a mix of technical models 2 and 4, 
which  probably will be developed into a “clean” technical model 4 in a few years. 
 

 Area A  Area B

    800 MW
Common Reserve 

Flow 
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3. Transmission Capacity 
 
The main physical limitation to cross-border trading/sharing of reserves between TSOs is 
that sufficient interconnection capacity between these areas has to be available. 
Consequently any congestion limits the potential trading/sharing. Thus, for international 
trading/sharing of reserves the availability of respective transmission capacity between 
these areas (Member States or Control Blocks) is a crucial topic. 
 
• Frequency Control vs. Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Reserves and Energy 

Balancing 
o Primary Control is organised as a common shared reserve (see also 4.2.2). Since 

the location of a sudden imbalance - e.g. an outage of a power plant - which 
automatically activates the primary reserves all over the synchronised area is not 
known in advance, no “path” from the generators under primary control to this 
location can be predicted and no reservation for this “path” can be arranged (this 
is the reason for the TRM). Thus, normally a fair distribution of reserves for 
primary control is applied within synchronized systems to limit concentrated 
reserves 

o Automatically activated Secondary Control (UCTE) is used to compensate an 
imbalance in a second step after activation of primary control in the control area 
where this imbalance occurred. For any cross-border provision a “path” from the 
providing generator to the area, where the reserve is potentially needed, can be 
defined. 

Due to the automatic and permanent order/delivery the needed transmission capacity 
for the transport of the respective power/energy cannot be predicted as a schedule 
and therefore reservation of a continuous range of capacity would be necessary. 
 

• Tertiary Reserve (Reserves and Energy Balancing - manually instructed delivery) 
For a potential cross-border provision there has to be an underlying schedule for 
delivery to be added to already existing exchange schedules. In case of congestions, 
reservations for transmission capacity can be made similar to reservations for 
“normal” exchanges.  

 
ETSO-Definitions 
Once the transmission capacity is limited, appropriate measures have to be taken to 
organise energy transports. For the purpose of determining the relevant capacities ETSO 
developed definitions for  

• Total Transfer Capacity: TTC 
• Transmission Reliability Margin: TRM 
• Net Transfer Capacity: NTC (=TTC-TRM) 

 
A common feature is that the actual exchange between two areas must not exceed NTC 
after activation of tertiary reserves. Exchange of tertiary reserves therefore requires that 
a part of the NTC is available for this exchange. If a part of NTC is reserved for this 
purpose (Technical Models 3, variant 1 and 4) it reduces the capacity available for 
commercial trade. If it is not reserved (Technical Model 1, 2 and 3, variant 2), then cross-
border reserve trading can not be guaranteed ex ante and is only possible in hours 
where the commercial trade has left unused capacity in the required direction.  
 
Generally it is typical for all kinds of balancing services that it is not possible to predict 
how much of the contracted reserve will actually be needed at a certain time in the future. 
Nevertheless reservation of transmission capacity is needed to be able to physically 
exchange these services in Technical Models 3 and 4. This could imply a waste of 
available resources in case the reserved capacity is not used.  This is avoided in 
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contracts/agreements that only guarantee the provision of the services in case of 
sufficient transmission capacity).   

3.1 Use of TRM 

Within ETSO the TRM is defined as a security margin available to TSO's only which is 
required for a safe normal operation of the interconnected network. It is based on the 
requirement that the unpredictable power flows due to Ohm´s law have to be handled. 
The specific components of these unpredictable power flows are strictly defined by ETSO 
(unintended deviations due to the load-frequency control, emergency exchanges 
between TSOs, inaccuracies - e.g. in data collection and measurements).  
 
Considering these definitions it is consistent to use TRM only for dynamic services where 
source and sink cannot be predicted and reservations - even for a range of capacity - 
cannot be made in advance, as e.g. the Primary Control within UCTE. For all other 
services reservation of capacity using the NTC is necessary. The only exception are 
emergency exchanges between TSOs that can be handled individually by the TSOs 
based on the fact that in emergency cases TSOs have the overview of the current 
situation and they can decide quickly how to react. 
 
Within NORDEL a similar margin is used as the total capacity on interconnections is 
made available to the market (Nord Pool) with exception of margin needed for Frequency 
controlled normal operational reserve (NR). There exists a joint requirement for NR within 
the synchronous NORDEL system of 600 MW divided between TSOs on basis of last 
year load. Capacity not used by the market is available for exchange of tertiary reserve. 
 
TRM is not available for trading of tertiary reserves. 

3.2 Use of NTC 

Within ETSO for all services that require the definition of a source and a sink - as it is the 
case with tertiary reserve  - a part of the NTC has to be reserved, respectively used. 
Considering the different approaches for Cross Border Reserves (section 2.2 throug2.4) 
this applies in particular to Cross-border Reserve Trading. Depending on who is 
responsible for capacity procurement (providing generator or TSO) the arising additional 
costs will be either factored in the prices at the beginning or separately added to the 
prices of the offers (see also section 3.4).  
 
Concerning the handling of such reservations of NTC there exist two basic possibilities: 

a) They are handled the same way as all other commercial exchanges (same 
allocation procedures, same level of liability) 

b) There are separate layers for the respective services (e.g. xxx % of NTC) kept 
free (possible separate allocation, possible higher level of liability) 

 
In case b) the capacity needed for the layer would be lost for commercial exchanges. In 
this case the economic efficiency has to be critically analysed. It must be stressed that 
the separate capacity layer might not be used (due to the general purpose of reserves) 
without any possibility for reallocation. Generally a separate layer could make sense 
(could be efficient) not for balance management but for network security management in 
cases where efficient network security depends on the availability of cross border 
reserves. 
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A separate layer seems to be the only practical solution in case of market-splitting 
(implicit auction of capacity). In the following only explicit auctions are considered. 
 
Considering possibility a) the principle of time related allocation can be described by the 
following graph: 
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Figure 1: Possible allocation and nomination scheme (displayed increase in TTC 
from long term to real time is not typical and could be a decrease as well) 

 
The graph shows how the handling of capacity reservation for the respective balance 
services can be embedded in the usual mechanism of allocation and nomination. 
Normally at any “Gate Closure” point in time (e.g. day-ahead market, intra day Market) 
the available transmission capacity is recalculated. It should be noted that the shown 
increase in TTC in time is not typical and could be a decrease as well. 
 
One important difference to other commercial contracts can be seen in the fact that the 
actually not used capacity is known only in real time and therefore cannot be used for 
any other exchange. Consequently the use-it-or-lose-it-rule is meaningless for capacity 
allocated to Cross-border tertiary reserve. One exception could be long term capacity 
allocation for these reserves, where some “nomination” (general confirmation that the 
already allocated capacity will remain reserved for reserve exchanges) could be 
introduced. In general nomination makes no sense for tertiary reserves unless the 
already allocated but not used capacity can be transferred to another party3.  
 
Even if it is economic for the TSO to buy capacity for reserve purposes, other factors 
may still make this unattractive e.g. reduced capacity/energy trading liquidity for market 
participants.  
 

                                                 
3 a nomination in the sense of disclosure of effective use of grid capacity makes no sense, since 

no TSO knows in advance if he will effectively use the reserve. Thus, corresponding unused 
capacity cannot be re-allocated; nevertheless, the TSO has to care for required capacity and has 
therefore to "nominate" the reserve exchange, which means that he confirms the required 
capacity whatever reserve he will effectively use 
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It is suggested that capacity allocation for tertiary reserves is either part of the 
commercial allocation process or should follow any commercial capacity allocation or 
usage except in cases where this reserve is of vital importance for grid security. Only in 
case capacity is required because of efficient network security management this capacity 
should be reserved in priority to commercial capacity allocation. In general the chosen 
approach strongly corresponds to the question of security of supply (see also chapter 6) 
considering possible rules like e.g. the needed level of availability of cross border 
reserves 

3.3 Meshed grids  

In the simple cases of technical models 2, 3, and 4 above the planned production in each 
area is not (always) re-established after activation of the tertiary reserve and this affects 
the physical exchange between area A and B which, as a result, will deviate from the 
planned value, also after activation of the tertiary reserve.  
 
Thus, in meshed grids cross area reserve exchange not only affects the exchange 
between the two TSOs who trade/share reserves, but also affects the physical exchange 
between all TSOs in the meshed grid.        
 
Therefore the affected TSOs have to be informed and involved in the procedure in some 
way or another. This is of particular interest, because exchanges of balancing services 
will cause fluctuating loads on the lines, which could be rather dynamic and could 
therefore endanger network security significantly.  
 
Moreover, the requirements in adjustment strongly depend on the risks on consumption 
and the production.  The risks on consumption depend on the sensitivity of consumption 
to the climatic conditions.  The risks on the production depend on the size of the principal 
power stations.  Finally the development of the production of wind mill poses problem 
again. 

3.4 Procurement of transmission capacity 

Currently generators/traders procure transmission capacity for their envisaged energy 
exchanges. If balancing services are organised across the borders the question arises if 
the TSOs, who order the services, should take care of the needed capacity or if the 
offering generators themselves should do so. In practice this is not an issue in the TSO-
TSO trade model4.  
 
In the TSO-MP trade model theoretically both solutions are possible. However if the TSO 
would buy the capacity he cannot be sure to get offers. If the service provider takes care 
for the transmission capacity he will have an economic interest to make an offer. 
Therefore the service provider´s procurement of capacity will better reflect the economic 
value of the capacity and there will be no need to distinguish between other commercial 
capacity transactions. Where the capacity is procured as commercial capacity 
reservation procedures would be similar to other commercial exchanges and the 
respective approach does not really matter since there is a price on the capacity. This is 
also true where commercially unused capacity is used for balancing exchanges in real 
time (the price is then zero). Anyway respective regulatory arrangements may be 
required.  

                                                 
4 The TSO-TSO trade model and the TSO-MP trade model are described in the November 2005 

report "Current State of Trading Tertiary Reserves Across Borders in Europe" which can be 
found on the ETSO website 
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In cases where special arrangements for TSO procurement exist - e.g. where efficient 
network security depends on the availability of cross border reserves - these  
arrangements will have to be non discriminating and transparent. 

3.5 Between non-synchronized systems 
In this section the special issue regarding sharing/trading of reserves between non-
synchronized systems are very briefly described.  
 
Whereas within synchronized systems the frequency is the same all over the system at 
any time, not synchronised systems have different frequencies and even different 
frequency criteria and approaches to ensure the required quality of the frequency.  
 
Electric energy can only be transported between non-synchronous systems by means of 
DC-connections which decouple the balancing of the systems (imbalances in one system 
do not cause any automatic change of frequency in the other systems). The conversion 
from AC to DC and to AC again requires appropriate converters. In contrary to 
synchronous connections the load flow on DC-connections is determined by the signals 
to the converter and can be directly controlled (e.g. no loop flows) by the affected TSOs 
and correspondingly TRM is not used for these connections. 
 
As DC-interconnectors when used between non-synchronized systems, couple different 
markets, the interconnectors will often be fully utilized by commercial trade in one 
direction or the other. To guarantee a possibility to exchange reserves between the non-
synchronized systems, a reservation of capacity for that purpose is necessary. If this is 
socio-economic or not, depends on the differences in market prices in the energy 
markets and in the reserve markets on each side of the interconnectors. However, there 
is always a possibility to exchange reserves in the opposite direction of the commercial 
trade even without such reservation. In addition, especially on submarine cables, there 
may be a possibility to exploit overload capacity on the cables for short term exchange of 
reserves depending on the different installations. 

3.6 Summary of the main points 
Focussing on exchanges of Reserves and Energy Balancing the main points can be 
summed up as follows: 
 
• In cases where the TSO must rely on the Cross-border tertiary reserves sufficient 

transmission capacity is generally required. This is especially true for Cross-border 
Reserve Trading and Sharing of Reserves 

• Procedure: as Tertiary Reserves are manually instructed/activated, schedules have 
to be added to the other “commercial” schedules;  
If there is a reservation of capacity for the balancing schedules, capacity not used 
cannot be given back to the market as the capacity is only freed real-time.  

• Use of NTC: handling of Reserves and Energy Balancing is in principle just like 
handling of commercial exchanges based on the usual mechanism of allocation and 
nomination; only possible exception: emergency exchanges between TSOs that can 
be handled individually by the TSOs 

• Transits: all affected TSOs must be involved 
• Open issue: possible priority rules for reserves - if any. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
Cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves must use NTC, this does not apply to 
emergency reserves. TRM is technically required to safely accommodate cross-border 
power flows due to sudden unexpected events, e.g. exchange of emergency reserves. 
 
Loop-flow affected TSOs should be informed of planned and actual trade. 
 
Transmission capacity for cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves should be allocated 
(including loop-flow use of capacity) as any other capacity that uses NTC. Appendix 1 
shows a practical work-out for the Nordic system. 
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4. Physical issues 
 
Given commitments on frequency and area control within a synchronized system where 
the control area is part of, balancing requirements for a given control area depend on the 
physical characteristics of the area under control. Predictability of input to (generation) 
and output from (consumption) the system are the two key factors for balancing 
requirements. For example, the vast development of wind farms requires in some cases 
– dependent on the system and dimensioning criteria - a specific amount of “fast minute 
reserves” available.  
 
Controllability of generation and consumption are the means to cover the balancing 
requirements. The Balancing Mechanism in each control area split the responsibilities on 
balancing between the market and the TSO. Differences in Balancing Mechanisms 
therefore also lead to different balancing needs for the TSO's involved, even if the 
physical characteristics of the area's under control would have been the same. Finally, 
between systems that are not synchronized there may be differences in frequency 
standards that can lead to different balancing services requirements. 
 
All these differences may require different physical characteristics of Balancing Services 
even within the category of Tertiary Reserves. Due to this there may be limited 
compatibility between Tertiary Reserves products on each side of a border. Chapter 2 
has discussed different technical cross-border exchange models that require to a 
different extend compatibility of Tertiary Reserves products, ranging from no to full 
compatibility requirement. Given lack of product compatibility market integration 
possibilities are limited, however cross-border trade of products remains possible.  
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5. Market design issues 
5.1 Roles and responsibilities 

Generally all market parties have the responsibility to balance with respect to their legal 
and/or regulated commitments. These commitments originate from congestion 
management or from system balancing.  

System balancing commitments generally refer to an ex ante submitting of imbalance 
settlement reference points against which deviations in real time from these reference 
points are settled ex post against an imbalance price. The reference points can be on net 
generation, net consumption, net transactions with other market parties or a combination 
of them. Open positions, i.e. where the sum of net generation, net consumption and net 
transactions with other market parties is not zero, may be meaningless (where at least 
one of the three is missing) or may or may not be allowed. 

Congestion management commitments include the notification of all physical injections 
and withdrawals from the transmission grid, with or without a formal status (provisional, 
final). Typically, where final physical notification occurs, it is also used to set (calculate) 
net reference points for imbalance settlement. 

In Appendix 1 an overview is given on roles and responsibilities in balance management 
and related congestion management across Europe. From this overview the following 
differences can be observed: 

• In some systems it seems that the TSO is responsible of the load –generation 
balance only for the operating hour 

• in some systems producers have an obligation to offer available capacity for the 
balancing mechanism 

• some systems allow self-dispatch some others don’t. 

In addition, from the point of view of the responsibilities, the problem of safety remains a 
primordial question 

In the technical models where balancing services are shared or pooled, a certain degree 
of harmonization of the rules of load-shedding can be appropriate. 

Table 1 on the next page shows an overview of contracted reserves in some European 
countries and is also indicative for the differences in roles and responsibilities although 
many differences can also be explained from technical differences between the systems. 

 
Conclusions 
• Differences in underlying cost structures for imbalance pricing could lead to 

incompatible values of products 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles most likely lead to different balancing mechanisms which use 

incompatible products 
• TSO's have different competitive positions in procurement of Tertiary Reserves 
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Table 1: Contracted reserves in some European countries 

peak 
demand largest unit

secundary 
reserves

tertiary reserve 
(activation time 

< 15 min)
emergency 
reserves

slower 
reserves

[MW] [MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
contract

[MW]
Belgium ELIA1) 13600 1050 150 625
Denmark-East Energinet.dk 2700 600 300 375 à 4502)

EnBW 11000 1500 800 510
Eon Netz 24000 1500 800 1100

RWE TNS 26000 1500 1230 1030
Vattenvall 17000 1000 580 730

England National Grid 55000 1320 23004) < 5005)

Finland Fingrid 14800 850 1015 600
France RTE 83080 1450 500 1000 5006)

Netherlands TenneT 16800 700 250 300
Norway Statnett 23000 1200 20007)

Spain REE 43700 1100 6008)

Sweden SvK 28800 1200 644 600 1400

Country TSO

Germany3)

 
1)  Elia has access to sufficient reserve for any outage via emergency reserves contracted with it's 

neighbours TenneT and  RTE and via the contracts with the production companies which includes an 
obligation for sufficient additional reserve to cover the largest unit it has in operation 

2)  of which 75 à 150 with activation time up to 1 hour daily contracted, max activation time 1,5 uur  
3)  daily contracted 
4)  of which 300 MW superfast (activation time < 2 min, regulating speed > 25 MW/s) 
5)  TSO-TSO contract on cable connection with France 
6)  plus inter-TSO arrangements for 500 MW with NGT, 300 with TERNA, 250 MW with Elia 
7)  only in winter months 
8)  daily contracted through market mechanism 

5.2 Market structure and market architecture 

Currently, balancing markets in different European countries are functioning according to 
different rules. At the same time, in order to enable theirs co-operation within the internal 
European electricity market, i.e. cross-border balancing trading, a certain level of 
balancing rules harmonisation is needed. However, to be able to determine which 
elements of balancing market have to or should be harmonised, while assuring feasibility 
of the task, it is necessary to take into account the relationship which exist between the 
architecture and the structure of balancing market. 

Balancing market architecture defines its functions and its relations to other segments 
of energy market. Main elements of  balancing market architecture are as follows:  

• types of balancing services,  
• methods of procurement of balancing services, 
• methods of balancing services pricing.  

Balancing market architecture creates the foundations for balancing market operation 
(trading), having fundamental influence on its overall efficiency. However, market 
architecture does not have direct influence on actual price of balancing services or 
quality of balancing in terms of system reliability, since this mainly depends on the 
balancing market structure. The market structure is determined by: 

• the number of market participants, 
• generation structure (generation mix), 
• transmission network structure (arrangement and capacity of power lines). 

Most of the commodity markets are based only on bilateral contracts. This approach is 
not possible in case of energy market, since supply and demand has to be balanced at 
every moment, and making a bilateral contract too slow to satisfy real power balance. In 
addition, balancing must respect transmission constraints. It usually makes the balancing 
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a complex numerical optimization problem, which requires sophisticated computer 
systems. 

In practice this results in balancing being performed on a centralized balancing market 
administrated by a system operator. Balancing market opens before the delivery of 
energy and closes after contracts are executed (balancing market is also often referred 
to as ‘real-time market’). The operation of balancing market can be divided into three 
main phases: 

a) balancing offers/bids collection, 

b) balancing offers/bids usage according to current needs, 

c) balancing service settlement. 

 
With minimal approach, a balancing market is the only centrally organized segment of 
the energy market run by the system operator. Such solution assumes that unit 
commitment is performed in a decentralized way based on bilateral and power exchange 
trade by market participants, before opening of balancing market, and real power 
balance is achieved mainly by economic dispatch of the operating units, i.e. changing the 
load of the operating units only. Such an approach is usually sufficient when the 
transmission system is “rich” so that the system can be operated without congestion 
most of the time. But in the congested system this can leave the system operator without 
the necessary resources to satisfy real power balance and to meet the system reliability 
requirements. In such situation two general solutions can be implemented. 
• First, it involves performing bid based security constrained unit commitment on 

balancing market but it also requires opening the balancing market much in advance, 
giving enough time for units to start. Extra time needed depends on particular 
generation structure. This approach can be supported by congestion management 
actions made in advance by system operator (before opening the balancing market), 
e.g. contracting services on bilateral basis. 

• Second solution is based on implementation of additional organized market segments 
– e.g. day-ahead and/or intra-day market run by system operator. In this case bid 
based security constrained unit commitment is performed together with trade on 
these markets. They force the proper commitment and schedule of generation units 
for real-time system balancing in advance in order to assure necessary conditions 
and resources to meet reliability requirements. In markets with a locational pricing 
mechanism, where prices reflect transmission constraint costs, tradable transmission 
rights are often implemented to support the market operation. 

 
Architecture of balancing market has to be adjusted to its structure5. This mainly relates 
to the generation mix and the transmission network structure. The less flexible 
generation sources and the less developed transmission grid the more important the 
selection of appropriate balancing market architecture. This is because the architecture 
could have influence on performance of system operator tasks related to real power 
balance and system reliability requirements. 
 
The basic elements of balancing market architecture are described in the next section. 
This includes an indication of those elements for which harmonisation is required or 
recommended in order to assure proper co-operation of balancing markets. Also, the 
possible negative effects or difficulties which could happen after introduction of cross-
border balancing trading between different markets without previous harmonisation of 
balancing market rules is presented. 
 

                                                 
5 The long-term impact of the architecture on changes of the structure is neglected in this report. 
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Conclusions 
• Different market structures have induced different market achitectures to facilitate 

efficient markets and supply security 
• Cross-border reserve markets should not discriminate between market participants 
• Different TSO roles lead to different balancing mechanisms which use incompatible 

products 

5.3 Market architecture issues 

5.3.1 Gate closure time 
Contracts for electrical energy delivery are being made until the time of physical energy 
flow. The trade is conducted simultaneously on several market segments. Contracts 
made well in advance are usually not standardized. The closer to delivery time, the 
contracts become more standardized as the transaction speed is becoming more and 
more important.  

Trading possibilities for a given time period last until imbalances can not actively be 
influenced by the market any more. This moment is called “the gate closure”. Typically 
the system operator starts the system balancing process and where appropriate also the 
congestion management process after that. On some European markets balancing and 
congestion management actions are also undertaken by the system operator before the 
gate closure, as a preparation for real time activities. 
Gate closure time refers to commercial and technical aspects of market operation. In the 
commercial context it means the latest time for trade nomination, i.e. transactions made 
on forward markets. In the technical sense it indicates the latest time for physical position 
nomination, i.e. planned amount of power to be injected or withdrawn in the given 
network location. 
Gate closure times in Europe vary from day ahead to real-time. The particular time of 
gate closure depends on the time system operator needs for preparing real-time 
balancing and secure network operation. In general it is determined by two factors:  

(i) the results of the previous markets in the extent of total market imbalance and 
feasibilities of generation units schedules from the point of view reliability 
requirements,  

(ii) the flexibility in changing commitment and schedules of generation units 
resulting from generation mix, i.e. start-up times, ramp rate limits. 

 
If schedules resulting from the previous market are feasible and cause a small energy 
imbalance the system operator can manage real-time balancing and secure network 
operation with minimum time. Otherwise system operator needs time for preparing 
proper schedules and sometimes commitment of generation units, which are needed in 
real time.  
 
Summary 
 
Differences in gate closure times across balancing markets in Europe do not have a 
strong impact on possibility of cross-border balancing services trading. Even in case of 
different gate closure times the balancing services trading can be feasible, since it is 
implemented in real time and usually does not need actions before gate closure. 
Nevertheless the harmonization of gate closure times can be an important issue in the 
context of opportunities for trading on different markets but at the same time it could be 
difficult to implement. This is because the variety of gate closure times in Europe results 
mainly from differences in  the structure and current architecture of a particular energy 
market. With the given market structures the harmonization of the gate closure times 
throughout balancing markets would require changes in architecture of some national 
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markets. The extent of modification and the time needed for adaptation can vary 
considerably across markets because of differences in the structure of these markets. 
 
Conclusion 
 
• Differences in gate closure times lead to asymmetry in market opportunities on each 

side of the border 

5.3.2 Bidding rules 
The bidding rules define the type and scope of information submitted by a market 
participant in order to specify the conditions of his participation in the process of  
balancing the system. In general the bidding rules determine the following elements: 

• the object it pertains to (generation unit, group of generation units, market 
participant, load, connection point,...), 

• the offer/bid elements (energy price, start-up costs, no-load costs, upward and 
downward energy ramp rates, ...), 

• the time period (quarter, half hour, hour, day, …). 
 
Bidding rules depend on the products used on the balancing markets, which in turn 
depend on the architecture and the structure of a particular energy market. The detailed 
design of bidding rules result from the tasks that must be performed on the balancing 
market. In unconstrained systems (i.e. without congestion) simple bidding rules could be 
implemented. One part energy bid is usually sufficient for the system operator to satisfy 
real power balance. In constrained systems more complex bidding rules can be 
necessary. In particular transmission network constraints and technical constraints of 
generation units are most important factors having impact on the form of the offer/bid.  
 
Bidding rules vary in details across balancing markets. Inequalities in bidding rules 
between different balancing markets can lead to differences in the procedure of 
delivering the balancing services. This could particularly be inconvenient when 
considering trade of balancing services between markets (control areas). The effect of 
such inequalities may range from: 

a) the need for transformation mechanism (relatively simple with TSO-TSO trade) or 
the larger number of available offer templates 

b) in models with TSO-MP trade create impossibility to trade balancing services 
simultaneously on different balancing markets (e.g. when a reduction bid zeroing 
the generation is placed on the first market and simultaneously incremental bid 
that results in a generation level still below technical minimum appears on the 
second market). 

 
Conclusion: 
Differences in bidding rules have an evident impact on cross-border balancing services 
trading and could make trading more complex or even impossible in some cases. For 
that reason harmonization of bidding rules in order to create better conditions for cross-
border balancing services trading is desirable. But at the same time the differences in 
bidding rules that currently occur come from the need of particular balancing markets, 
therefore harmonization of bidding rules must be treated as a complex and time-
consuming task. As the first step a certain harmonization of products used on balancing 
markets may prove to be necessary. 

5.3.3 Bid activation 
After the gate closure, the offers/bids for balancing services are used on the balancing 
market. The decision process of bid activation is usually organized in the form of an 
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auction where offers/bids are selected to minimize or maximize the quality criterion 
typically given as the function of offers/bids. In practice it comes down to minimization of 
the total cost of system balancing resulting from balancing services usage under network 
(or system)  constraints. The cost of system balancing can include cost of actions related 
to real power balance and cost of congestion management. Depending on the 
mechanism bids might also be activated to help congestion relief. 
 
In unconstrained system bids acceptance could be fast and easy since it is sufficient to 
pick the number of bids arranged in merit order. In constrained system such selection 
can be infeasible because of transmission network constraints. In this case the bids that 
minimize the given quality criterion and fulfil limitations have to be selected. Such 
procedure requires more sophisticated approach and usually is more time consuming. 
 
Conclusion: 
Bid activation rules on balancing markets in Europe vary from unconstrained merit order 
algorithms to bid based security constrained unit commitment problem. Particular rules 
come from the market architecture and are consistent with the market structures and 
responsibilities of the TSO in particular markets. It must be taken into account when 
cross-border balancing services trading is considered. In general there is no question 
about harmonization of bid activation rules throughout balancing markets but question 
about coordination of bid activation processes across involved TSO (connecting and 
purchasing TSO).  

5.3.4 Settlement rules 
Settlement system on the balancing market has two functions: 

a) to settle the balancing services (Balancing services settlement), 
b) to settle the imbalances on an energy resulting from unforeseen deviations 

(Imbalance settlement). 
In Europe both above functions are performed separately6, but settlement rules vary in 
details. 
 
Balancing services settlement  
The payment mechanism for balancing services is generally based upon an energy 
payment and a capacity payment. Energy payments are based upon the MWh of energy 
accepted in bid acceptance process. Accepted bids are paid (i) their bid price, or (ii) the 
marginal price (the bid price of the last bid accepted in a given time interval). Capacity 
payments generally take two different forms and are based on MW of capacity. 

• Payment for availability of service 
o E.g. via a contract which requires a generator to be synchronised, and 

submit agreed bid / offer prices 
• Payment for holding the service when requested 

o E.g. actually being selected to provide an amount of Primary Control 
 
Imbalance settlement  
The sum of a party’s contracted energy volume is compared to their metered energy 
volume and the difference is their imbalance volume (positive or negative).  This is then 
multiplied by the relevant imbalance price.  Principally, there are two types of imbalance 
price mechanisms: 

• dual imbalance pricing where a different price is applied to positive imbalance 
volumes and negative imbalance volumes, 

                                                 
6  Another approach is to use one price in both processes. Practical solution to this is to use LMP 

(Locational Marginal Pricing) method. 
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• single imbalance pricing where a single imbalance price is used for all imbalance 
volumes. 

There are also two methods of determining imbalance prices: 
• average price of energy balancing actions, 
• marginal price of energy balancing actions. 

 
The settlement rules are a key factor in cross-border trading of balancing services. In 
conjunction with the market structure they create the market environment. This 
influences the revenue level of balancing services trading and in fact makes the market 
less or more attractive to external participants. 
 
The main incentive for trading balancing services across borders should be differences in 
balancing market structures like: actual situation in supply and demand for balancing 
services and generation structure as a factor which determinates the cost of services. It 
is important that the settlement rules on the balancing markets do not differentiate these 
markets from the point of view of the potential revenues for the market participants.  
Such (undesirable) situation can occur for example in case of differences in pricing 
mechanisms, methods of costs allocation or in case of existing price-caps. 
 
Summary: 
Harmonization of settlement rules throughout balancing markets is the important factor 
having influence on inter-market trading of balancing services. The most significant issue 
is to ensure the price compatibility across involved balancing markets. However, existing 
differences in settlement rules mainly result from disparities of market architectures 
including regulatory arrangements and market structures. For that reason the 
harmonization of settlement rules may prove to be very complex. 
 
Conclusions 

• differences in imbalance settlement and pricing will lead to cross-border arbitrage 
on imbalance positions, a market party will try to allocate its imbalance volume 
risk to the TSO with the lowest expected imbalance price 

• there will be (positive or negative) price effects for reserves in the local markets 
• balance incentive compatibility may decrease and lead to reduction of local 

reserve margins 
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6. Security of supply issues 
 
Security of supply is well defined by ETSO TF Security of Supply in its 2003 report to the 
ETSO Steering Committee: 
 

• Reliability: The degree of performance of the elements of the bulk electric system 
that results in electricity being delivered to customers within accepted standards 
and in the amount desired. Reliability may be measured by the frequency, 
duration, and magnitude of adverse effects on the electric supply. Electric system 
reliability can be addressed by considering two basic and functional aspects of 
the electric system: Adequacy and Security. 

 
• Adequacy:  The ability of the electric system to supply the aggregate electrical 

demand and energy requirements of the customers at all times, taking into 
account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system 
elements. 

 
• Security: The ability of the electric system to withstand sudden disturbances such 

as electric short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements. 
 
So the issue is reliability with adequacy and security as the two aspects. Generation and 
transmission are the two components of the system considered here. While chapter 3 
has covered the transmission issue "distribution of reserves", this chapter will mainly 
focus on the impact of cross-border trading in tertiary reserves for balance management 
on the generation adequacy issue. 

6.1 Balance management and generation adequacy 
In general balance management is the task of balancing between supply and demand in 
a control area in such a way that frequency is kept within quality standards and inter-area 
exchange is kept within standards as agreed by the TSOs concerned. Balance 
management ultimately fails if a violation of standards requires imperative load-shedding 
by system operators to prevent larger blackouts caused by frequency drops or severe 
overloading of transmission lines. Thus balance management is about all measures a 
system operator can take to prevent violation of frequency or inter-area exchange 
standards. For this purpose the system operator procures primary, secondary, tertiary 
and in some cases also slower response reserves (see Table 1 in section 5.1).  
 
Because of setting (discovering) prices of energy and reserves (influence on the height 
and frequency of price spikes) balance management will affect generation adequacy, 
mainly by impact on long-run commercial investment in generation. Broadly speaking 
generation adequacy is about the question which supply/demand equilibrium the market 
will reach in the long term and whether the system operator will in that equilibrium still be 
able to procure the balance management ancillary services needed to maintain 
frequency and inter-area exchange standards.  
 
Each system operator uses own standards to determine the balance management 
ancillary services needed. Volumes may be based on statistical distributions of 
generation availability and demand forecast errors but can also be based on (simpler) 
deterministic criteria (such as n-1 and n-2) or international standards (such as UCTE's 
standards on primary, secondary and tertiary reserves). 
Balance management ancillary services can be procured by the system operator locally 
(in his own control-area) or in other control-areas. The question is how joining markets 
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Inside or outside the market 
 
There are three requirements that have to 
be met in order for contracted reserves to 
improve long term plant margin. These 
requirements are: 
1. Reserves should be contracted for a 

longer time period. This means that the 
amount contracted must be certain and 
that contracting must be certain to 
continue over a longer time period. 

2. Contracted reserves should be taken out 
of the market. This means that the 
contracted reserves can only be used by 
the TSO, normally this goes along with a 
capacity payment. 

3. Contracted reserves should be 
dispatched outside the market. This 
effectively means that the contracted 
capacity may in no way compete with 
any (potential) capacity in the market. 
For the Dutch system, where the market 
can self-balance down to real-time this 
implies dispatch in restricted emergency 
situations only, namely when load 
shedding is the only alternative to 
prevent a black-out. For other market 
implementations the exact conditions for 
dispatch outside the market need to be 
carefully analysed. 

for Tertiary Reserves in two or more control-areas could influence the security of supply 
of each control-area and all control-areas together?  
 
The important issues from this point of view are: 

• the differences in market architecture 
• the price spike policies implemented in each market 
• allowed ways of procuring of balancing services in different markets 
• market (submarket) linkages 
• possible restrictions that distort the “optimal market conditions” 

6.2 Tertiary Reserves trade and long term generation 
adequacy 

Given the market in each area will reach a certain long term supply/demand equilibrium, 
is that market then sufficiently capable of supplying area peak demands? This question is 
still open to discussion and depends very much on what is perceived sufficient. Besides 
the question of what sufficient means the answer may very well depend on the way 
balance responsibility is arranged, how needed reserves are procured (excluded from the 
market or not) and dispatched, and how 
imbalance is determined and priced. 
Depending on regulatory and contractual 
arrangements Tertiary Reserves may 
compete with capacity in the market or not. If 
they do, security of supply may be 
endangered. If they do not, they may be a 
key to ensuring security of supply. 
 
If regulatory arrangements in the areas 
involved differ in this respect, will cross 
border trade of Tertiary Reserves then affect 
generation adequacy ? Or stated differently, 
how would long term plant margin in each 
area and all areas together be affected ? 
 
This question has been analysed by the 
Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis for the Dutch Ministry of Economic 
Affairs7.  
 
The conclusion of this analysis was: Plant 
margin in the long term is affected by the 
way reserves for balance management are 
procured and dispatched. Procuring reserves 
on a long term basis while taking them out of 
the market and dispatching them outside the 
market improves the long term plant margin. 
The conclusions apply to any market 
arrangement. However, the exact conditions 
for inside or outside the market will differ with different market arrangements (see box).  
The arguments for the conclusion are presented below. 
 

                                                 
7 ISBN 90-5833-224-1, CPB document 89, june 2005, " Looking for an invisible safety net" (Dutch 

only), available at http://www.cpb.nl/eng/pub/cpbreeksen/document/89/  
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Figure 2 
 
Figure 2 illustrates what happens if reserve capacity is contracted but dispatched in 
competition with capacity (and thus also reserves) still available in the market.: 
AC is the average cost curve for supply, D is the price curve for demand. Suppose the 
long term market equilibrium is at point A with price PA and starting from this point an 
amount of reserve is contracted equal to x. Payment for the contract works out as a 
subsidy and the resulting average cost curve of the x MW is therefore lower than the cost 
curve for additional capacity in the market above A. Because x is dispatched inside the 
market, all capacity between A' and A becomes out of merit. The new equilibrium will be 
at the lower pice PA+x at capacity A'+x which will be lower than A as long as the 
downward slope of D is greater than the upward slope of AC, which is generally the case. 
Subsidizing the capacity between A' and A would solve this provided this capacity can be 
accurately determined. This is generally not the case and would result in a high 
regulatory failure risk. 

A

PA-x

PA

MW

€/MWh
ACA

A-x A+x

D

 
Figure 3 
 
Figure 3 illustrates what happens to the equilibrium point if reserve is contracted and 
dispatched outside the market (in order to do so this capacity may not be dispatched 
before it is sure that all flexibility inside the market -demand and supply side- is 
exhausted). In this case the immediate resulting capacity in the market is A-x which will 
drive the price up to PA-x. This will invoke new investments until the capacity in the market 
is back at level A. The final resulting capacity is A (in the market) + x (outside the 
market).  
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This effect is insensitive to a particular cross-border trading arrangement, so it does not 
matter whether a TSO-TSO model or a TSO-MP model trading concept is chosen. 
However, if foreign procured reserves are dispatched within the domestic market, it 
competes with domestic capacity thus reducing long term equilibrium generating capacity 
inside the area. This displacement effect (A-A' in Figure 2) will generally be larger than 
the foreign reserve capacity procured (x in Figure 2) and will thus reduce plant margin 
even if the foreign reserves are included therein (A > A'+x). In the selling area, if reserves 
are procured from another area on a longer term basis, it would reduce plant margin for 
the area in the short term but it would not affect the long term equilibrium plant margin. 
Either the capacity involved is in the long term equilibrium of the selling area inefficient 
(out of merit) and would have disappeared anyway or it will be replaced by new 
investments. 
 
Summary: 
Cross-border procured reserves dispatched outside the market improve long term 
generation adequacy in the procuring area. If dispatched inside the market long term 
generation adequacy will reduce. In the selling area, in either case, plant margin will 
reduce in the short term but will recover in the long term equilibrium. This conclusion is 
insensitive to the choice of the trading model. 
 
Consequence: 
In cross-border reserve pooling (see section2.3) the pooled reserves are dispatched in 
merit order. This means that for each control area in the pool foreign reserves are 
competing with domestic ones. Plant margin in each area will therefore reduce in the 
long run. However, generation adequacy in the combined area may not be reduced if the 
required plant margin in the combined area is less than the sum of the required plant 
margins in each area before the pooling. 
 
Conclusion: 
Technical models 2, 3 and 4 may reduce combined generation margins in the long run; 
more reserve capacity may be out of merit in the combined reserve merit order than in all 
individual reserve merit orders combined. Technical model 4 (balancing market 
integration) potentially requires less combined reserve margin. 

6.3 Tertiary Reserve trade and short term generation 
adequacy 

The new draft European directive on Security of Supply includes a requirement for non-
discriminatory handling of all contracts; domestic contracts should be handled equal to 
cross-border contracts. This should prohibit foreign loads (exports) to be shed (reduced) 
before domestic loads if load shedding must be executed. If both systems are at stress 
the reserve should still be made available unless load shedding is at hand in the area 
selling the reserve in which case the used reserve can be reduced to the same rate as 
domestic load is shed, given that shedding of both loads are equally effective. This would 
also be true if only the selling area is at stress, be it that under the principle of mutual 
assistance the operator of the procuring area which is not yet at stress could agree in 
selling reserves back.  
 
Yet this draft directive is not in place and when it is, transposition into national 
legislations will still have to be carried out8. In the meantime only TSO arrangements can 

                                                 
8 Transposition into national law should occur within 24 months after official publication of the new 

guideline (publication expected Q1 2006) 
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provide for the necessary conditions so that externally procured Tertiary Reserves have 
the same quality as domestic ones. This calls for harmonization on rules for reducing 
export capacity on cross-border traded reserves. 
 
Cross-border trading in Tertiary Reserves could also result in short term competition 
between the system operators or regulatory regimes. When the competition occurs 
between markets with different price policies it will favour a high-price-spike policy 
market. For instance, in case of reserves the system operator in the market with low 
price spike policy in some crucial times may find its reserves bought out by the market 
with high price spike policy for this product. Because of buying additional reserves a 
high-price-spike policy market can increase its security of supply. As a result of this, 
security of supply of low-price-spike policy market could be reduced because of lack of 
sufficient amount of reserve. This could require low-price-spike policy markets to adopt 
the higher price spike policy to protect itself from inter-system competition to ensure the 
security of the system. If this would not be allowed from a regulatory point of view 
security problems could arise in the long term. 
 
Conclusion: Differences in regulatory regimes regarding reserve markets should be 
leveled out far enough to prevent buying out of reserves from areas with a low reserve 
price due to policy restrictions. 
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7. Evaluation and follow-up 
 
This report has analysed the challenges in facilitating cross-border trade of Tertiary 
Reserves. 
 
The main challenges are: 
1. Product compatibility 
2. Differences in price structure/incompatible product values 
3. Differences in procurement position of TSOs 
 
There are two major consequences of cross-border trade of Tertiary Reserves that have 
to be addressed: 
1. Change in procurement costs for TSOs (increase as well as decrease) 
2. Potential decrease of reserve margins in the long term 
 
In this report four technical models are presented with the following main characteristics 
• Technical models 2 and 4 imply some form of balancing mechanism integration and 

require product harmonization 
• Technical models 2 and 3 may reduce long term reserve margins 
• Technical model 4 enables full integration of balancing mechanisms (centralized 

model) and may reduce reserve margin requirements, however when applied over a 
vaster area may be restricted due to transmission bottlenecks 

 
Necessary condition to facilitate cross-border trade in Tertiary Reserves are: 
• Cross-border availability of the product  
• Cross-border accessibility of the product 
• Security of supply must be kept; involved TSOs should analyse and take measures 

against any deteriorating effects 
 
Preferred but not necessary conditions are: 
• Sufficient competition: market power on Balancing Services should not increase 
• Transparency 
 
A key element for an efficient market is right pricing of products. It is therefore in the 
interest of a good working European market to have coherent imbalance prices in all 
market areas with a transparent and well defined coherency. A good way to reach this is 
through harmonized or compatible  balancing mechanisms in all balancing areas. On the 
road to a regional balancing mechanism involved TSOs can guard the conditions for 
increasing market efficiency while maintaining security of supply. In this developing 
process the principle of efficient congestion management should be a guideline and will 
set the limits of the regions for which balancing market integration is efficient. 
 
The next assignment for this Task Force will be to develop a Balance Management 
Reference Model that can be a guideline in the aforementioned development process 
towards facilitation of cross-border Tertiary Reserves trade and regionally integrated 
balancing mechanisms. 
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Appendix 1 Roles and responsibilities on 
balance management 

Table 2 shows an overview of the differences in roles and responsibilities with respect to 
balancing in European member states. 

The table uses the following abbreviations and concepts: 
 
Abbreviations used Meaning  
BRP Balance Responsible Party 
TSO Transmission System Operator 
CP Connected Party 
NA Not applicable 
AGC Automatic generation control (UCTE only) 
CM Congestion Management 
 
Concept Meaning  
Portfolio balancing settlement is done on the net imbalance of 

the whole portfolio of generation, demand 
and trade 

System balancing over 
settlement period 

maintaining of the energy balance over the 
settlement period only 

System balancing within 
settlement period 

maintaining momentary power balance, if 
done perfectly this automatically implies 
perfect system balancing over the 
settlement period but it is not the same 

Closed portfolio position the net program on all connections for which 
the program responsible party is responsible 
equals the trade programs with other parties 

Zonal balancing balancing to the net program of all 
connections in a zone is required, nodal 
balancing means the same but restricted to 
each node in the network 

Keep nodal position it is not allowed to deviate from the final 
program on each node in the network 
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Table 2:  Roles and responsibilities in balance management and related 
congestion management 

Country Austria

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) ? ? ? which portfolio - Control Area or BRP-portfolio?
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP TSO
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA no check

wind power BRP* TSO TSO
BRP*: specific BRP responsible for total wind generation in the Control 
Area

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO

only for security of supply;
generation adequacy: operational topic; covered by responsibility for 
system balancing

Reserve bidding CP NA NA

System reserves procurement NA NA NA
TSO, by 
contract; Exception Primary Control - obligation for generators

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA no check
keep nodal position NA CP NA generators to inform about significant changes (>50 MW)  
 
Country Germany

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA additional information, not binding
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC

closed portfolio position BRP BRP inside control area exchange schedules can be changed afterwards
wind power TSO TSO TSO TSOs are obliged for balancing by Renewable Energy Law
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP NA
One national common bidding for all regulating and reserve power 
mandatory (in preparation)

System reserves procurement TSO
(Month 
ahead) Regulating power is (will be partially) procured month ahead

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP accepted inter control area exchange schedules
keep nodal position NA NA NA projected nodal infeeds; not binding  
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Table 2 (continued)  
Country Spain (situation from june 2006)

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP BRP
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP Wind power plants are integrated in a BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO
Congestion management

zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO
TSO is the resposible for solving constrainst in differents time windows. 
Most congestions occurs in a zone, not in an only grid node

keep nodal position

  

Country France

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

Portfolio balancing (over settlemen BRP BRP Self balancing until 2 hours before real time (gate closure)
The producers must notify TSO their up to date generation programs, 
the BRP their BRP to BRP energy exchanges and CP their cross 
border programs

#NAAM? NA NA NA Not applicable Today

- Open positions NA NA NA Not allowed, in consistent with general commodity trade conditions, 
weakly endorsed,  - see the item: “closed portfolio position” 

System balancing over settlement 
period

TSO TSO TSO To restore the required margins & for the real time balancing

System balancing within 
settlement period

TSO AGC

Closed portfolio position BRP BRP Legal requirement The law gives a legal framework to the BRP 
agreements and limits, for the TSO, the consequences of the financial 
risks and the physical risks with respect to safety, but the open 
positions are not completely forbidden within limited boundaries. 

Wind power
Security of supply / generation 
adequacy

Adequacy 
plan set by 
government

Government defines the French long-term plan of investments in new 
generating capacity (generation adequacy). These plan is only the 
target, But the legal security requirement and criteria don’t exist. The 
current criteria of the security of supply is a standard practise issued 
from the historical operator

Reserve bidding CP CP Bidding of reserve power (tertiary reserve & standing reserve), also for 
CM, mandatory for all available reserves

System reserves procurement TSO Regulating reserves & fast tertiary reserves (< 15 min & emergency 
Congestion management
Zonal /nodal balancing NA NA NA NA Not possible Today (to be clarified)
Keep nodal position
Socialized congestion 
management

TSO TSO TSO TSO
(Monthly & 

weekly)

From day ahead to real time TSO can call reserve bidding for CM: 
standing reserves (slower reserves) & tertiary reserves. 
TSO can contract, Months & weeks ahead agreements with producers 
or consumers for this purpose  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Greece

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) NA NA NA  BRPs do no exist in Greece.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO Inadvertent Exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO TSO TSO In real time, system balancing includes AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA

wind power TSO TSO CP/TSO

TSO is responsible for the absortion of the entire wind power 
production into the System and the only limitations  are transmission 
constraints 

security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO TSO TSO TSO long term contracts for capacity assurance

Reserve bidding CP NA NA
Generators are bidding for reserve with day ahead ancillary services 
offers for primary and secondary reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO

Procurement through co-optimization of energy and reserves (primary, 
secondary and tertiary) based on energy and primary reserve and 
secondary range offers day ahead. Intraday quantities re -scheduling. 
Real time quantities utilization. 

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO

zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA

TSO is responsible for managing physical constraints on the network. 
There are no nodal/zonal balancing but different zonal system marginal 
prices could come up due to system constraints after full 
implementation of our new Code (in two years).

keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

Country Italy

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP NA NA

In the day ahead Market is responsible for balanced offers. The 
financial charge of the phisical unbalance is defined afterwards on the 
final balance. The portfolio balancing is allowed into each zonal market 
only for traders, wholesalers, Italian single buyer,eligible customers. 

- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

About the production, the balancing over the settlement period is 
relating to each production unit.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP NA NA See before
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO (f/P control and balancing resources: hydro, thermal,ecc)

closed portfolio position BRP NA NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP NA CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO NA TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding CP NA CP Only producers

System reserves procurement TSO NA TSO
Procurement through economical and security optimization of the offers 
in the day ahead. Real time quantities utilization.

Congestion management TSO  TSO

zonal/nodal balancing TSO NA TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead energy market. Optimal Power Flow 
in Dispatching Service Market (MSD) and in real time

keep nodal position NA NA NA  
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Norway

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP The BRP are responsible for portfolio balancing inn all aspects.
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA

Not applicable for settlement. The producers must however send inn 
production plans to the TSO.

- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period BRP BRP NA Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday.
system balancing within 
settlement period NA NA TSO  

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA A gate closure for trade and plans makes this impossible in real time.
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO

The TSO is responsible in real time and must plan in advance to meet 
this responsibility.

Reserve bidding  BRP/CP

System reserves procurement
(Week 
ahead) So fare this has only been necessary in winter (Oktober-March)

Congestion management   

zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP TSO
Zonal balancing in the day-ahead-market and  intraday. Nodal plans for 
generation

keep nodal position BRP BRP

  

Country Netherlands

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP portfolio energy programs, self-balancing
- separate 
generation/consumption NA NA NA not possible
- open positions NA NA NA not allowed
system balancing over settlement 
period NA NA TSO inadvertent exchange
system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position BRP BRP legal requirement, weakly endorsed
wind power CP CP CP no discrimation in kind of  connected capacity
security of supply/generation 
adequacy no collective responsibility

Reserve bidding CP CP
Zonal bidding of regulating and reserve power, also for CM, mandatory 
for all available reserves

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead) Regulating power bids and emergency power only
Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP Projected nodal infeeds and takeouts, no endorsement

keep nodal position In case of market restrictions only and then only in one direction. 

  

Country Poland

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP BRP only for generation /consumption within the distribution (radial) network 
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP wholesale market 
- open positions NA NA NA
system balancing over settlement 
period TSO TSO TSO

using the security constrained  unit commitment/economic dispatch 
(including residual load) 

system balancing within 
settlement period TSO AGC
closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power CP CP CP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy TSO operational system security
Reserve bidding BRP

System reserves procurement
(Year 

ahead)
primary and secondary reserves contracting (nomination process 
occurs  day ahead)

Congestion management TSO TSO TSO
zonal/nodal balancing BRP BRP nodal for generation on the wholesale market
keep nodal position BRP BRP required for each generation unit on the wholesale market    
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Table 2 (continued) 
Country Sweden

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period)

Imbalace settlement is induvidual for each product, generation, demand 
and trade. BRP has to notify TSO of plans for each product before 
operational hour starts.

- separate 
generation/consumption
- open positions
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

closed portfolio position NA NA NA
wind power BRP BRP BRP
security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP TSO TSO
Reserve bidding BRP BRP BRP
System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing NA NA NA
keep nodal position NA NA NA

  

 

Country United Kingdom

Balance management
day 

ahead
intra-
day

real-
time other Comments

portfolio balancing (over 
settlement period) BRP BRP NA
- separate 
generation/consumption BRP BRP NA
- open positions BRP BRP NA
system balancing over settlement 
period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

system balancing within 
settlement period

BRP/ 
TSO

BRP/ 
TSO TSO

closed portfolio position BRP BRP NA

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level

wind power NA NA NA Wind Power subject to same market rules as any other fuel type

security of supply/generation 
adequacy BRP BRP TSO

Although market is responsible for delivering sufficient energy to meet 
demand, TSO is responsible for ensuring adequate reserve to meet 
demand forecast error and generation plant loss. TSO can participate 
in day ahead and intra day markets to procure this.

Reserve bidding TSO TSO TSO

No reserve market separate from the energy market exists, National 
Grid contracts up to a year ahead through to real time for required 
reserves

System reserves procurement TSO TSO TSO
No reserve market exists National Grid contracts up to a year ahead 
through to real time for required reserves

Congestion management
zonal/nodal balancing TSO TSO TSO TSO responsible for managing physical constraints on the network
keep nodal position TSO TSO TSO

Market is responsible for balancing, but TSO can participate in day 
ahead and intra day markets to ensure system balancing in real time

TSO can participate in day ahead and intra day markets for balancing, 
at gate closure portfolio imbalance positions are fixed and subject to 
cash out.  TSO is responsible for ensuring real time energy balance but 
not at a portfolio level
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Appendix 2 Allocation principles for cross-
border exchange of tertiary reserves/ 
energy balancing in the Nordel area 

A2.1 Current principles 
The current principles for capacity allocation are described in the System Operation 
Agreement between the Nordic TSOs. Here it is stated that all available capacity for 
trade “shall be put at the disposal of the players on the electricity market in accordance 
with the general rules applicable to transmission between the subsystems”. For the 
possible remaining capacity after day-ahead-trade there are priority rules for use of 
capacity as shown in the table below. 
 
Priority  Sweden Finland Norway Eastern 

Denmark 
Western 
Denmark 

1 Day-ahead-trade X X X X X 
2 Intra-day-trade X X  X  
3 Tertiary reserves X X X X X 
4 Balance power X X X X X 
 

A2.2 Transmission limitations during the planning phase, 
prior to day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. The day-ahead-market (Elspot) is used to balance transmission limitations between 

the subsystems during the planning phase. The involved TSOs agree on a day-to-
day basis regarding the trading capacity for exchanges between the subsystems. 

 
b. In the event of limited duration for reduced transmission capacity between the 

subsystems, the system operators can agree to use counter-trading. 
 
c. In the event of transmission limitations within an Elspot area, it will be the 

respective TSO´s  responsibility to manage the limitation by using counter-trading 
or by limiting the trading capacity to other areas.  

 

A2.3 Unexpected limitations during the operational phase, 
after the day-ahead-trade. 

 
a. During the operational phase, unexpected reductions of transmission capacity is 

managed between the subsystems using counter-trading. Counter-trading takes 
place during the remainder of the operational day as the TSO´s guarantee trade 
on the day-ahead-market.  
 
For intra-day-trading (Elbas), the trading capacity is reduced for the remainder of 
the operational day. However already agreed trading is guaranteed in the same 
way as day-ahead trading.  
 
Exchange of tertiary reserves and balance power can be executed when there is 
physical capacity on the interconnectors in real time. 
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b. In the event of problems in one party’s subsystem, the causing party will bear the 
full technical, financial and operative responsibility for eliminating the effects of 
the incident. 

 
c. In the event of problems on the cross border connections themselves, the TSO´s 

on both sides of the interconnecor will bear the technical, financial and operative 
responsibility for eliminating the effects of the incident in their own subsystems.  

A2.4 Possible principles in the future 
So far it has been “a common truth” in Nordel that the best socio-economic solution is to 
allocate all available capacity to the day-ahead-trade. This has been based on the 
assumption that the value of energy trade is much higher than the value of exchange of 
reserves and the wish to promote competition in the energy market. This principle has 
now been challenged in discussions regarding new DC-cables between Norway and 
Denmark-West and between Denmark-West and Denmark-East.  
 
In general the value of energy trade compared to the value of exchange of  reserves is 
shown in the figure below. 
 

 
For energy trade the blue curve goes from left to right and for exchange of reserves the 
red curve goes from right to left. 
 
The socio-economic value of energy trade and value of efficient competition in the 
marked is included in the curve for “marginal value of energy trade”. An important part of 
the value is related to the differencies in energy prices on each side of the connection. 
 
When the curves express the marginal value, the area below the curves express the total 
value. The point of intersection between the curves defines the optimal mix of capacity 
allocated for energy trade and exchange of reserves respectively. 
 
In theory the process for capacity allocation could be integrated in the daily auction in the 
Elspot market, decided for a longer periode (yearly, monthly, weekly) or as a fixed value. 
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Introduction 
 
 
The year 2006 brought energy back into the political agenda. The March European Commission Green Paper 
on an Energy policy for Europe clearly identified a number of pressing challenges and launched a wide 
discussion on possible approaches and concrete measures.  
 
The role of the grid as the essential facilitator of the power flows was – also in this context – strongly 
recognised. Further political discussion on what should be the vision for internal and external expansions of 
the grid, including the issue of accelerating constructions of the transmission lines of European interest will 
continue throughout 2007 and beyond. 
 
EURELECTRIC – the Union of the Electricity Industry jointly with UCTE the Union for the 
Coordination of Transmission Electricity wishes to contribute to this debate with a factual report on 
interconnections development, entitled European, CIS and Mediterranean Interconnection: State of Play 
2006.  
 
The report in your hands is already the 3rd edited version of a regular report prepared by the joint 
EURELECTRIC-UCTE working group SYSTINT with contributions from SYSTMED∗ and other experts. It 
provides an up-to-date snapshot of development of interconnections and electricity markets across the 
European and Eurasian continents and in the Mediterranean basin. With 51 country reports, it aims to serve 
as an information aid to all parties in the wider European space involved with the challenges of 
interconnections development. 
 
The first chapter of the report begins with a short introduction on the history of interconnections and explains 
the main factors that led to the current framework for interconnection development. The main part of this 
chapter focuses on an overview of the current status of the interconnected electric system, providing 
information on the following blocks of power systems: UCTE, NORDEL, United Kingdom, 
Interconnected/Unified Power Systems of CIS and Baltic States, Turkey, South-Eastern and South-Western 
Mediterranean blocks; plus Mediterranean Isolated Systems. Individual contributions from countries covered 
by these blocks are presented in the Annex 1. The driving forces underpinning ongoing development of 
interconnection and the current and potential new studies and projects themselves are presented in the second 
chapter of the report. Overall conclusions and recommendations are summarised in the third and final 
chapter. 
 
The SYSTINT working group - the author of the report - was set up in 1990, jointly with the former Union 
for the Co-ordination of Production and Transmission of Electricity (UCPTE) to study the possibility of 
interconnecting the Western and Central European systems. Today, this working group operates within the 
framework of the Memorandum of Understanding between EURELECTRIC and UCTE, signed in October 
2000. 
 
In line with its mission, EURELECTRIC focuses on the electricity industry as a whole, including the value 
chain from generation through transmission and distribution to supply to final customers. However, 
EURELECTRIC represents the transmission network users’ point of view in matters related to the 
functioning of the EU electricity market, while UCTE is responsible for the co-ordination of technical and 
operational matters, especially system security and adequacy, of the synchronously interconnected system. In 
order to ensure co-ordination with other relevant associations and activities, SYSTINT liaises with NORDEL 
and the SYSTMED working group.   
 

                                                      
∗  The SYSTMED Working Group was formally set up in 1993 by UNIPEDE (now EURELECTRIC), in agreement with MEDELEC, the “Liaison 

Committee of Electricians around the Mediterranean Basin”, composed of the following 5 Electricity Industry Associations: EURELECTRIC, 
UCTE, COMELEC, UPDEA (Africa), AUPTDE (Arabian countries). 
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1. THE INTERCONNECTED ELECTRIC SYSTEMS: PRESENT 

STATUS 
 
 
1.1 The Long Process of Developing Interconnected Electric Systems 
 
For the continental part of Europe, the development of cross-border lines started in 1920, mainly as a way 
of taking advantage of the Swiss hydropower. Surprisingly, cross-border interconnections took place before 
the national interconnections since in most European countries the national networks were not yet 
interconnected, and the process of interconnection slowed down and was restricted to radial operation of 
power plants from one country to another. 
 
After the Second World War, the process of constructing cross-border lines restarted, resulting in the 
creation of three main systems by 1958. These systems comprised the following groups of countries: 

 France, Spain and Portugal; 
 Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Austria and former Czechoslovakia; and  
 Italy; 

plus a part of Switzerland which was divided between these three blocks.  
 
The systems were isolated from each other, with exchanges restricted to radial operation using the 220 kV 
lines. 
 
In 1958, synchronous operation of the two first blocks was achieved with a common point in Switzerland 
and moved towards full synchronous operation in the early 1960s. Former Yugoslavia joined in 1977, 
followed by Greece (with Albania) in 1985. In order to assist and promote the process of integration, the 
Union for the Co-ordination of Production and Transmission of Electricity (UCPTE) was founded in 
1951. In 1999, UCPTE changed its name into UCTE which is now the Organisation of Transmission 
System Operators. 
 
Northern European countries started the process of integrating their national systems later. The first 
noticeable tie lines were put into operation at the beginning of the 1960s, but developed strongly under the 
aegis of the Organisation for Nordic power co-operation (NORDEL). Several undersea cables (direct 
current lines) interconnect the Nordic system with neighbouring countries (Germany, Poland and the Baltic 
States) as well as a powerful back-to-back station – the UPS of Russia. Another project to interconnect the 
Netherlands and Norway via submarine line is well advanced. 
 
The current UCTE system comprises the transmission systems of 23 European countries. Through the 
networks of the UCTE, about 450 million people are supplied with electric energy, with an annual electricity 
consumption totalling approximately 2600 TWh. Thirty-five transmission system operators (TSO) have 
agreed upon a strong common regime of frequency control in order to maintain a stable 50-Hz frequency, 
which is quickly restored even in the case of a loss of generating capacity of 3000 MW.  
 
With the permanent interconnection of the CENTREL system (organisation for the synchronous 
interconnection of the electric power system of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and Hungary) to the 
UCTE system in 1995, some 60 GW were added to the 400 GW of UCTE. Apart from many other 
preparatory measures, the UCTE “catalogue of measures”, often referred to as "Maßnahmenkatalog", 
required remedies (e.g. power system stabilisers (PSS)) against inter-area oscillations within the enlarged 
system (the longest distance covered is about 3000 km from Portugal to the eastern boarder of Poland). For a 
long time, the continental part of Denmark has been running its power system synchronously with UCTE.  
 
The grids of South-East Europe have been part of the UCTE synchronous system since 1974. As a 
consequence of war damages in some areas of ex-Yugoslavia, the greater part of the Balkan Peninsula 
(including the Greek system) was disconnected from the central UCTE system in 1991. After 13 years of 
separation, the UCTE 1 & UCTE 2 zones were reconnected again in October 2004. Following a one-month 
successful test phase, a gradual commercial exchange between the former zones started on 1 November 
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2004. Romania and Bulgaria were permanently synchronously connected to the former UCTE 2 zone in 
summer 2003. In the same year, they became new members of UCTE. This important physical reconnection 
performed in 2004 (Figure 1) will allow gradual reintegration of the electricity markets of the former 2nd 
UCTE synchronous zone – Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Montenegro, the Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Greece - into the European Union’s internal electricity 
market.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: The reconnection of UCTE1 & UCTE2 zones in 2004 
 
Following the synchronous connection of CENTREL with UCTE in October 1995, the Western power 
system of Ukraine (so called “Burshtyn island”) has been running a permanent operation with the UCTE 
system since 2003, after a trial year of synchronous operation. 
 
In addition, there already exist some AC (alternating current) interconnections beyond the border of the 
UCTE system. In 1997, an AC submarine cable was put into operation to connect Spain with Morocco across 
the Strait of Gibraltar. As there are further interconnections between Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, this part 
of Africa is now synchronously connected to the UCTE system. This large synchronous zone operates at the 
same frequency and is often referred to as TESIS (Trans-European Synchronously Interconnected System). 
 
Even within the UCTE system, there are some smaller networks (the islands of Sardinia and Corsica) that 
are connected to the main system via DC submarine links to continental Italy. Between Italy and Greece, a 
DC (Direct Current) cable link across the Adriatic Sea supports the interconnection between these two 
countries’ power systems (which started commercial operation in 2002). 
 
While the UCTE system is mainly based on thermal production capacities (51% conventional, 35% nuclear 
out of 587 GW installed capacity), the five Nordic countries - Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and 
Iceland - rely mainly on hydro production (61% hydro out of 89 GW installed capacity).  
The Nordic TSOs co-operate within NORDEL, an organisation similar to UCTE. The NORDEL system is 
connected to the UCTE system (including the continental part of Denmark) via powerful DC submarine 
cables. DC back-to-back converters (1400 MW) also exist between Finland and Russia. 
 
Since 1986, the British system, comprising the supply systems of England, Wales and Scotland, has been 
interconnected with France via a 2 000 MW DC submarine cable link (greatly reinforcing the former 
connection of 160 MW dating from the 1960s). The Republic of Ireland operates an isolated system, with a 
weak connection only to Northern Ireland. Northern Ireland is now interconnected with Scotland via a 500 
MW HVDC “Moyle” link. 
 
1.2 The Main Driving Forces behind the Formation of the Present 

Interconnected Electric System  
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The formation of the present UCTE system results from a series of successive interconnections of national 
systems. This has been realised through a step-by-step process, where the procedures, tests and studies were 
standardised and where the new connecting countries adopted the UCTE standards.  
 
In the past, the expansion of the system has been realised to satisfy the need for security and reliability of the 
system and to allow commercial exchanges between vertically integrated utilities.  
 
This process has been very successful, leading to the creation of one of the biggest synchronous systems in 
the world with a high level of security and reliability.  
 
The system has reached such a size and has developed such detailed common standards that no essential 
improvement of the whole UCTE system can be expected from the interconnection of new systems. 
However, new geographical extensions of the synchronous areas will be considered and investigated for the 
benefit of electricity market participants. For many countries, the synchronous interconnection of their 
electricity systems to the UCTE area represents significant economic and technical advantages. The same is 
true for peripheral countries of the UCTE. UCTE will pursue its efforts to develop the synchronous area, 
while observing objective criteria and procedures in order to maintain the whole system on a high level of 
reliability and stability.  
 
Investigation on the possible interconnection of power systems of countries located on the Southern and 
Eastern Mediterranean Sea, who are not UCTE members and from which Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia are 
synchronously connected to UCTE, is a much more recent and still on-going process. This project was 
motivated by two goals, on one hand increasing security and reliability and on the other facilitating 
commercial trading of electricity.  
 
The situation in the Mediterranean basin is similar to the one years ago in Europe, when interconnections 
were weak (or not existing at all). The gains in reliability that can be obtained through new interconnection 
links are quite important in the early phase, but later on, when internal links are enhanced, the additional 
gains are becoming progressively less important. Another push for interconnections relates to the possibility 
of developing systematic electricity exchanges in the presence of differences in the generation costs. 
 
Many of the South Eastern Mediterranean Countries (SEMC) - by interconnecting among themselves - are 
seeking to achieve that first advantage. They are however now also looking to the second challenge - the 
possibility to export electricity from countries rich in domestic fuel (oil and natural gas) to countries 
(including European ones) with a higher fuel cost. For this purpose, new links are being studied which, by 
using Direct Current technology, can cross the sea and thus reduce transportation distances. 
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1.3 The Main Blocks: Present Status  
 
The present European electric power system comprises a variety of regional, national and supranational 
supply systems. Some of these systems are operated synchronously under the same frequency control 
regime, and are interconnected by a great number of AC links, thus forming in reality a single, densely 
meshed, system. Other systems are interconnected by one or more powerful DC interconnectors, leading to 
manageable structures. Some others have to be operated as isolated systems, reflecting the geographical 
borders of Europe.  
 
The following main blocks as depicted in Figure 2 are described in the next chapters:  

 European mainland synchronous  power system (UCTE system),  
 Power system of the Nordic countries (NORDEL),  
 Power system of the United Kingdom (UKTSOA),  
 Power system of Ireland & North Ireland (ATSOI) 
 Unified and interconnected power systems of the Commonwealth of Independent States and 

Baltic States (IPS/UPS) 
 Power system of Turkey,  
 South-Eastern Mediterranean Block  
 South-Western Mediterranean Block and  
 Mediterranean Isolated Systems.  

 

Turkey

NORDEL

UCTE 1 

IPS/UPS

SEMB

UK

Ireland

Figu
re 2:  The synchronous zones in 2006 
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1.3.1 European Mainland Synchronous Power System - UCTE Block 
 
The Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) coordinates the operation and 
development of the electricity transmission grid from Portugal to Poland and from the Netherlands to 
Romania and Greece. UCTE, the association of transmission system operators in continental Europe in 23 
countries, provides a reliable market base to all participants of the Internal Electricity Market and beyond.   
 
The UCTE area now comprises the following countries: Portugal, Spain, France, Belgium, Luxemburg, 
Netherlands, Switzerland, part of Denmark, Germany, Italy, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Poland, 
Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Serbia, Montenegro, Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Romania, Bulgaria  and the western power system of Ukraine. The three 
Maghreb countries (Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia) are also synchronously interconnected to this system. 
 

 
 
Figure 3:  European countries represented in UCTE in 2006 
 
There are now new challenges TSOs have to face since the start of the liberalisation process of the electricity 
sector in Europe. Grids must play a decisive role in coping with the dramatically growing cross-border flows 
for commercial reasons and also with the substantial amount of wind energy fed into grids without 
simultaneous reinforcement of the transmission infrastructure. UCTE’s utmost priority is to ensure first of all 
of the compliance by all TSOs with the technical standards and requirements as defined in the UCTE 
Operation Handbook. Beyond this and as an outlook towards the horizon of 2010, UCTE is to master the 
upcoming challenges essentially in two areas: 

 System operation challenges and 
 System development (internal/external) 

 
In the context of the system operation challenges, UCTE advocates the following approach: 

 Following recent developments, it appears that the regional markets within UCTE perimeter are 
likely to be the building blocks of any broader European market integration that will necessarily 
encompass non-EU countries. The UCTE main focus is standardising power system security 
standards as much as possible within each European system. 

 To promote the reliable and efficient operation of the interconnected power systems via its Security 
Package. This contains: the Operation Handbook, the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) and the 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process.  

 UCTE in close cooperation with European Transmission Systems Operators ETSO is already 
actively contributing to the formulation of the European Commission programme on critical 
infrastructure protection. 
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 UCTE is part of the advisory board of the Energy Technology Platform launched by the European 
Commission in order to enhance the research and development activities relevant to the TSO 
business. 

 
Challenges of system development – from the UCTE perspective, there are no geographical limits to the 
development of the synchronously interconnected UCTE system. However, such extensions have to be 
realised in a legal framework that is compatible with the MLA in which the UCTE standards are embedded. 
This shall ensure that system security is not jeopardised. However “technical” limits could arise if: 

 Incidental wide area oscillations became structural and/or 
 No agreement with parties requesting the extension can be reached about the costs for additional 

security devices/measures. 
 
Basic data of the UCTE power system 
 
The following Table 1 summarises basic data on countries belonging to the UCTE zone. 
 

Countries Installed Peak Load* Consumption 
 Capacity (GW) GW TWh/year 
Albania 1.63 1.20 4.33 
Austria 18.30 10.521 63.174 
Belgium 15.80 13.059 87.169 
Bosnia Herzegovina 4.00 1.821 11.191 
Bulgaria 13.18 6.222 36.083 
Croatia 3.70 2.810 16.557 
Czech Republic 16.20 9.576 62.693 
Denmark (West) 7.60 6.10 35.60 
France 114.30 82.319 482.400 
Germany 111.20 82.527 556.371 
Greece  11.80 9.140 52.876 
Hungary 8.00 6.146 39.314 
Italy 78.30 54.115 330.441 
Luxembourg 1.70 0.942 6.237 
Macedonia, FYR 1.30 1.450 78.074 
Montenegro 0.87 0.78 4.6 
Netherlands 20.60 16.858 114.658 
Poland 32.077 21.578 130.612 
Portugal 11.60 8.669 49.863 
Romania 17.077 7.974 51.889 
Serbia  8.39 6.44 38.11 
Slovakia 8.00 4.323 26.283 
Slovenia 2.80 2.074 12.767 
Spain 58.80 37.92 252.764 
Switzerland 17.30 9.724 63.047 
Ukraine (West) 2.40 0.85 4.10 

TOTAL 587.01 405.138 2 611.203 
* Peak Load 3rd Wednesday of each country 

 
Table 1: National electricity consumption and maximum load in 2005 (Source: UCTE Statistics 2005) 
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Figure 4: UCTE Block – net production in 2005 (Source: UCTE Statistics 2005) 
 
The total length and voltage of EHV lines in the UCTE system are shown in Table 2. 
 
Countries Voltage Lines  Countries Voltage Lines 
 Level (km)   Level (km) 
Albania 400 kV n.a. Luxembourg 400 kV 0
 220 kV n.a.  220 kV 236
Austria* 400 kV 2 474 Macedonia 400 kV 419
 220 kV 3 765  220 kV 103
Belgium  400 kV 1 324 Montenegro 400 kV 225
 220 kV 400  200 kV 402
Bosnia Herzegovina 400 kV 766 Netherlands 400 kV 2 003
 220 kV 1507  220 kV 683
Bulgaria 400 kV n.a. Poland 400 kV 4 919
 220 kV n.a.  220 kV 7 908
Croatia** 400 kV 1 159 Portugal 400 kV 1 501
 220 kV 1 145  220 kV 2 854
Czech Republic 400 kV 3 421 Romania 400 kV 4 795
 220 kV 1 922  220 kV 3 945
Denmark (West) 400 kV 833 Serbia 400 kV 1 594
 220 kV 39  220 kV 2 170
France 400 kV 21 008 Slovakia 400 kV 1 753
 220 kV 26 319  220 kV 962
Germany 400 kV 19 400 Slovenia** 400 kV 510
 220 kV 16 300  220 kV 328
Greece 400 kV 4 156 Spain 400 kV 16 951
 220 kV 11 029  220 kV 16 244
Hungary 400 kV 2 364 Switzerland 400 kV 1 780
 220 kV 1 188 220 kV 4 956
Italy 400 kV 10 528 TOTAL 400 kV 103 883

 220 kV 11 387 225 kV 115 792
* year 2000, ** year 2004 
 
Table 2: Inventory of transmission network installations as of 31 December 2005 (Source: UCTE Statistics 2005) 
 
Market aspects of the UCTE zone are discussed under Chapter 2.1.3 “The EU internal 
energy market and its main features” 
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1.3.2 The Power System of Nordic Countries 
 
Nordel is a body for co-operation between the transmission system operators (TSOs) in the Nordic 
countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden), whose primary objective is to create the 
conditions for, and to develop further, an efficient and harmonised Nordic electricity market.  
Nordel was established in 1963 as the collaboration organisation of the major Nordic electricity companies. 
The principles and rules for operating the pan-Nordic electricity system and coordinated development of 
transmission links between countries have constituted key issues for Nordel. Iceland is not physically 
connected to the other Nordic countries, but still participates in Nordel collaboration. As early as the 1960s, 
an important issue for Nordel was establishing trading principles that would lead to the Nordic power plants 
being utilised cost-effectively. The important factors underlying this positive trend include an extensive 
system operation agreement, a Nordic regulating power, a joint power exchange for spot trading, an 
extensive exchange of information, a good collaboration during operational events, and a coordinated 
development of the national grid.  
 
Nordel shares the EU vision of a single European electricity market. The path to achieving this is via 
continued cross-border collaboration. 
 
Nordel’s current tasks fall mainly into the following categories: 

 system development and rules for network dimensioning  
 system operation, operational security, reliability of supply and exchange of information  
 principles of transmission pricing and pricing of ancillary services  
 international co-operation  
 maintaining and developing contacts with organisations and regulatory authorities in the power 

sector, particularly in the Nordic countries and Europe  
 preparing and disseminating neutral information about the Nordic electricity system and market  

 
Most of Nordel’s work is carried out by committees and working groups (e.g. Nordel’s Operations 
Committee, Planning Committee and Market Committee). Collaboration is ongoing between Nordel’s 
Operations Committee and its sister organisation UCTE and there is agreement that the future holds many 
challenges. 
 
Nordel also serves as a forum for contact and co-operation between the TSOs and representatives of the 
market players in the Nordic countries. Besides Nordel, the following bodies and structures exist: 

 The Nordic Council of Ministers;  
 Cooperation forum of Nordic energy regulators - NordReg; 
 Cooperation forum of electric power industry - Nordenergy; 
 The Nordic power market place - NoordPool.  

 
The Nordic TSOs have been working together closely in order to increase the efficiency and improve the 
functioning of the Nordic electricity market since the deregulation of the market. The harmonisation that has 
been accomplished proved to be beneficial both from the Nordic point of view and from the national 
perspective. In recognition of this achievement, the Nordic Energy Ministers continue calling for further 
harmonisation of the Nordic market and implementation of new solutions and changes in the existing rules 
and practices. Thus, they fully supported conclusions and recommendations for further integration and 
harmonisation of the Nordic electricity market as presented in the 2005 report “Enhancing Efficient 
Functioning of the Nordic Electricity Market”. Further progress is expected to be achieved in the following 
issues: i) system responsibility and the role of the TSOs; ii) transmission capacity management; iii) planning 
and financing of Nordic grid investments; iv) balance management; v) procurement and coordination of 
operational reserves; and vi) peak production capability and peak load. 
 
Basic data electric power 2005 

 
 
 Denmark Finland Iceland Norway Sweden Nordel 

Installed capacity MW 12 677 16 617 1 507 28 793 33 212 92 806 
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Generation GWh/a 34 353 67 862 8 679 137 948 154 729 403 571 
Consumption GWh/a 35 728 85 006 8 679 125 908 147 332 402 653 
Export GWh/a 11 623 1 525 0 15 692 21 972 13 727 
Import GWh/a 12 998 18 669 0 3 652 14 575 14 645 
Net imports GWh/a 1 375 17 144 0 -12 040 -7 397 -918 

 
Table 3: Basic data of Nordic power system 

 

Basic data Nordic high voltage network 2005 
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* Corrigendum:  ‘Starno – Słupsk’ should read ‘Total length of line/km’  (254 km) and ‘of which cable/km’ (254 km)  
 

 
The Nordic power market place (Nord Pool) 
 
The Nord Pool Group1 comprises the parent company, Nord Pool ASA, and the wholly owned subsidiary 
Nord Pool Clearing ASA and Nord Pool Consulting. The ownership of Nord Pool Spot is shared by the 
Nordic transmission system operators (TSOs) and Nord Pool ASA.  
 
The physical Nordic power market – Elspot and Elbas 
 
The Elspot market was established in 1993 as a market place for physical trading of power in Norway, which 
was the first country in the world to deregulate the market for power trading. In 1996 Sweden followed with 
their deregulation and the exchange area was extended to include both Norway and Sweden. Finland 
followed in 1998 and Denmark with Jutland in 1999 and Zealand in 2000. Elspot has proven to be a success 
among four countries. Elspot is operated by Nord Pool Spot AS.  On Elspot, hourly power contracts are 
traded daily for physical delivery in the next day's 24-hour period. Elspot's price mechanism is used to 
regulate the flow of power where there are capacity restrictions in the Norwegian grid and between the 
various countries. Thus, Elspot may be viewed as a combined energy and capacity market. Price calculation 
is based on the balance between bids and offers from all market participants. This trading method is referred 
to as equilibrium point trading, auction trading, or simultaneous price setting.  
 
Nord Pool Finland Oy opened the Elbas market on 1 March 1999. Elbas is the organised balance adjustment 
market for Sweden and Finland. Elbas also includes Western Denmark from mid-August 2004. It is planned 
to introduce Elbas market in Western Denmark and Norway. The Kontek link between Eastern Denmark and 
Germany will soon open for Elbas intraday market. 
 

                                                      
1  More information available: http://www.nordpool.com/ 
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On Elbas, continuous adjustment trading in hourly contracts can be performed until one hour before the 
delivery hour. The trading horizon is at the longest to the end of the next day. Contracts for the following day 
are opened for trading daily after the day-ahead Elspot prices have been set. 
 
The financial market 
 
In developing Nord Pool's financial market, the power exchange places great emphasis on satisfying 
demanding customer groups with sophisticated needs for administration and risk management. At the same 
time, Nord Pool must meet the needs of customers wishing to use traditional routines and operational 
systems for their trading. Thus Nord Pool offers a number of Financial Power Contracts that can be used 
profitably by a variety of customer groups. 
 
Trade may be conducted via Nord Pool's electronic trading system or by bidding via telephone. Settlement 
and delivery are carried out as financial price-hedging settlements without any physical delivery of 
electricity. 
 
Nord Pool clearing 
 
Nord Pool Clearing ASA (NPC) is a licensed and regulated clearinghouse and a wholly owned subsidiary to 
Nord Pool ASA. Through NPC, members are offered clearing of contracts traded over the Nordic Power 
Exchange and financial contracts traded in the OTC market.  
 
NPC acts as a clearing counter party for derivative contracts and offers complete solutions for clearing of 
current products traded on and outside the Nordic Power Exchange. For financial electricity contracts, this 
means that standard contracts are evaluated together and the clearing member is given one net position in 
each contract series. This net position is the foundation for calculating the daily margin call and settlement.  
 
1.3.3 The Power System of the United Kingdom (UKTSOA) 
 
Liberalisation of the UK electricity industry2, which began in 1990, has created a competitive market in 
which suppliers can sell electricity nationwide and all consumers can choose their supplier.  Privatisation 
was carried out in stages beginning with England and Wales, then Scotland and lastly in Northern Ireland. 
This has resulted in three separate electricity markets for the three regions: England and Wales; Scotland; 
and Northern Ireland. The systems are fully interconnected, facilitating the flow of electricity between the 
regions. 
 
England and Wales 
 
In England and Wales transmission has been completely separated from supply and generation. National 
Grid is the transmission network owner and system operator.  It has a duty to develop and maintain an 
efficient, co-coordinated and economic transmission system and facilitate competition in supply and 
generation. National Grid also ensures that the system is balanced at all times. Distribution is legally 
separated from supply and generation. 
 
There are 38 major players in the generation market. Under the British Electricity Trading and 
Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) formerly NETA, bulk electricity in England, Wales and Scotland is 
traded between generators and suppliers through bilateral contracts and on power exchanges. A small volume 
of energy is traded through the Balancing Mechanism, through which National Grid balances output with 
demand. Generation is in effect self-despatching. 
 
Any company holding a supply licence can sell electricity, however distribution and transmission companies 
may not hold supply licences. Suppliers may supply customers nationwide using the transmission and 
distribution networks. 
 

                                                      
2  Full features of the UK electric system are described in the country file in the report annexes 
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There are 12 licensed Distribution Network Operators in England and Wales, and two in Scotland. The 14 
distribution systems are run as separate monopoly businesses. 
 
Scotland 
 
Scottish Power and Scottish and Southern Electricity cover the full range of electricity provision from 
generation, transmission and distribution through to supply. Each activity is undertaken by individual 
companies within the vertically integrated organisations. However, from April 2005, the role of 
Transmission System Operator was transferred to National Grid under the BETTA arrangements. 
 
Northern Ireland 
 
Northern Ireland Electricity (NIE) is the regulated provider of transmission, distribution and 
procurer of energy for Northern Ireland. There are only 3 main generators.  
 
Currently NIE plc comprises:  
 the Power Procurement Business (administers the remaining long term-power purchase contracts that 

were put in place at privatisation to support the trade sale of the power stations)  
 the Supply Business (which performs the public electricity supplier role)  
 the Transmission and Distribution Business (ownership of the transmission and distribution assets and 

distribution system operation) 
 
The Transmission System Operation Business is conducted through a separate legal entity called SONI 
Limited - a wholly owned subsidiary of NIE plc. 
 
All four businesses are regulated under NIE's Transmission and Public Electricity Supply Licence 
Document. 
 
1.3.4 Interconnected/Unified Power Systems of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States and Baltic States  
 
The Interconnected/Unified power systems (IPS/UPS) have a long history dating from the beginning of the 
last century (1920s) - when the Moscow and Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) power systems (PSs) were 
created and synchronised at 110 kV. In 1926 the first central dispatching service (CDS) in the Moscow and 
Petrograd PSs was established, followed in 1940 by the UDS of the Upper Volga PSs (Nizhny Novgorod, 
Ivanovo and Yaroslavl) and the Dispatching Centre of the South. 
 
In 1956, the first transmission double circuit line 400 kV Kuibyshev (Samara) - Moscow was commissioned 
to allow joining the PSs of Centre and Middle Volga areas for parallel operation. This event marked the 
launch of further integration of PSs and creation of the interconnected power system (IPS) of the European 
part of the USSR with UDC put in operation in 1957. In this period, two of the biggest Hydro Power Plants 
(HPPs) (2300 and 2500 MW) were built on the Volga River (in Samara and Volgograd). 
 
At the end of the 1950s to the beginning of the 1960s, the UDCs of other regions, notably the North-West, 
Middle Volga, Northern Caucasus, Siberia and Central Asia were established. This development required the 
establishment of the supreme level of hierarchy of dispatching management. Thus, in 1969, the Central 
Dispatching Office (CDO) of the interconnected power system of USSR became operational.  
 
In 1972, the IPS of Kazakhstan (without the Alma-Ata and South-Kazakhstan PSs which were part of the 
IPS of Central Asia) joined the UPS of USSR. In 1978, with the commissioning of the 500 kV transmissions 
line Siberia – Kazakhstan – Urals the IPS of Siberia joined for parallel operation. 
 
This remarkable development, which resulted in the establishment of the UPS of the USSR, covered the 
period of 1956-1978. The year 1956 was marked by the actual formation of the IPS and switching to parallel 
operation of the IPS of Centre and the IPS of Middle Volga. This was followed by: 

 the IPS of Urals in 1958;  
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 the IPS of the South (Ukraine, Moldova) in 1962; 
 the IPS of the North-West in 1966;  
 the IPS of the Northern Caucasus in 1969 and concluded by joining 
 the IPS of Kazakhstan and the IPS of Siberia in 1978.  

 
The early 1960s were characterised by the launch of large-scale construction of transmission lines between 
PSs of the COMECON partners. In 1962, the Central Dispatching Office of the Interconnected Power 
Systems (the CDO-IPS) was established in Prague. In the period 1962-1987, the following overhead 
transmission lines (OHL) 400-750 kV (see Table 4) were put into operation and served to synchronise the 
PSs of Hungary, GDR, Poland and Czechoslovakia as well as Romania and Bulgaria. 
 

OHL 750 kV Ukraine – Hungary (1978) 
OHL 750 kV Ukraine – Poland (1985) 
OHL 400 kV Ukraine – Slovakia (1964) 
OHL 400 kV Ukraine – Hungary (1977) 
OHL 400 kV Ukraine – Romania (1977) 
2 OHL 220 kV Ukraine – Hungary (1962) 

Lvov Section: 

1 OHL 220 kV Ukraine – Poland (1967) 
 
OHL 750 kV Ukraine – Romania  (1986) 
OHL 750 kV Romania – Bulgaria (1987) 

Moldavian Section: 

OHLOHL 400 kV Moldova – Bulgaria  (1972) 
 
Table 4:  Transmission lines to allow synchronous operation of the Central and South European Countries with 

USSR   
 
During this period, the electricity was exported from the UPS to Mongolia, Finland, Turkey and Afghanistan 
via OHL 110-220 kV operating in island mode. 
 
The UPS of the USSR was connected to NORDEL via a HVDC back-to-back in the Vyborg area. Presently, 
three OHL 400kV exist between Russia and NORDEL. Two of them originate from the Vyborg back-to-
back station, the third one is used for the island operation of the north-west combined cycle power plant 
(CCPP - 3*150 MW) to the Nordel PSs. In addition, several OHL 110-150 kV are working in island mode.  
 
The main features of the 1970s and 1980s were the increase of capacity coming from nuclear power plants 
built up predominantly in the European part of Russia, the growth of generating capacities and the increase 
of voltage levels of transmission lines. In 1980, the biggest generating unit (1200 MW) was put in operation 
on the Kostroma Thermal Power Plant (TPP).  
 
In the following next twenty years the additional HPPs were commissioned: 

 in the 1970s – Bratsk (4100 MW) and Krasnoyarsk HPP(5000 MW);  
 in the 1980s– Sajano-Shushenskaja HPP 6400 MW (10*640 MW).  

 
At the same time, more than two dozens of powerful TPPs were put into operation. Among them: Kostroma 
(3600 MW) in the Centre, Refta (3800 MW) and Perm (2400 MW) in the Urals, Surgut-2 (4800 MW) in 
Tyumen, and Zaporozhye (3600 MW) in Ukraine. Their generating units were 300-500-800 MW, and 
besides them several nuclear power plants were built with generating units of 1000 MW, including 
Leningrad, Kursk, Balakovo (4*1000 MW each) in Russia, Zaporozhye (6*1000 MW) in Ukraine, and 
Ignalina (2*1500 MW) in Lithuania. 
 
The total capacity of all power stations of the country in 1987 was 334.5 GW with an annual production of 
1665 TWh. At the end of the 1980s, the Ultra high voltage OHL 1150 kV Barnaul - Ekibastuz - Kokchetav - 
Kustanai - Chelyabinsk was built. 
 
The last decade of the 20th century was characterised by a reduction of electricity consumption due to the 
economic slow-down caused by the sector restructuring. Lack of investments delayed commissioning of new 
generating capacities and construction of new transmission lines and substations. During this period the 
power systems pool of the COMECON members broke up, the neighbouring PSs, except the IPS of Belarus 
and the IPS of the Baltic States, were separated from the UPS at various times. 
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Since the year 2000, the PSs of the UPS of the former USSR have been reunited (except the PS of Armenia) 
and now also include in parallel operation the Central Asia IPS (without the PS of Turkmenistan which, like 
the PS of Armenia functions in parallel with the PS of Iran). 
 
The decrease in consumption in the beginning of the new century was replaced by economic growth 
observed in all CIS countries. Figure 5 shows the curve of electricity consumption in the period of 1990-
2005 for the UPS of Russia. The rate of growth of power consumption was about 4 % in recent years. 

Figure 5:  UPS of Russia Consumption in 1990-2005 

 
Interconnected power systems of Baltic States 

 
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the power system of the three Baltic states was coordinated by DC 
Baltija (the Baltic Dispatching Centre), which was founded in 1991 with the participation of Lietuvos 
Energija AS, Latvenergo and Eesti Energia AS. The TSOs of all three Baltic States decided at the beginning 
of 2006 to end the operation of this company by 30 November 2006. The future coordination will be 
performed by splitting the main functions between all three TSOs. 
 
The current total installed capacity of the Baltic IPS is 99992255,,8899  MW and includes a wide spectrum of 
generation types: nuclear power plant (Ignalina nuclear power plant (NPP)), CHPs, thermal, hydro and 
pumped storage power plants. Hence, electricity is generated from many fuel types, including oil shale, gas, 
oil, peat, water and nuclear. In January 2005, the annual peak demand of the Baltic IPS was 4 504 MW and 
comprised 1 664 MW (net) in Lithuania, 1 333 MW (net) in Estonia and 1 272 MW (gross) in Latvia. 
 
The transmission network of the Baltic IPS consists mainly of 330 kV transmission lines which in January 
2004 had a total length of 4 210.2 kilometres. The regional operational control allows taking into account the 
generation structure of each country to deal efficiently with demand or generation deviations from planned 
values.  
 
The Ignalina NPP currently generates energy from one 1300 MW RBMK type reactor. The first reactor was 
shut down at the end of 2004 and the second reactor will be shut down in 2009 as it was agreed by the 
Lithuanian government during the EU accession period. 
 
The pre-feasibility study to build new nuclear power plant in Ignalina was in place by 2006 and was 
performed by Eesti Energia, Latvenergo and Lietuvos energija. Results of the studies were positive and were 
handed to the Lithuanian government for review and final decision. 
 
On 30 March 2006 the BALTSO organisation was established among all three Baltic TSOs. The organisation 
is non-profit and the main aim is to coordinate cooperation between Baltic TSOs. 

 
IPS/UPS synchronous zone structure 
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IPS/UPS synchronous zone currently includes all the power systems of the following CIS and Baltic 
countries: Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan 
Kirghizia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, plus Mongolia (14 countries in total). The IPS of the East (Russia) 
operates separately from the UPS of Russia and does not appear in the synchronous zone. 
 
The Armenian and Turkmenian PSs operate in parallel with the PS of Iran and form another synchronous 
zone.  
 
National PSs and connections between them are shown on the common block diagram of the synchronous 
zone (Figure 6). The two 330 kV lines between Ukraine and Belarus which had been disconnected for more 
than 15 years were reconnected on 1 January 2006. The UPS of Russia is represented by its interconnected 
power systems (IPS) that correspond to the control areas of the 2nd level in the UPS. 
 
The following blocks consisting of PSs of various countries may be considered evident in the IPS/UPS: 

 the IPS of the Baltic States: the PSs of Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania), with the 
dispatching centre in Riga, responsible for planning and regulation of power balance of the whole 
block, coordinating of repairs and operative switching with neighbours, etc; 

 the block of the PS of Ukraine and Moldova;  
 the block of the IPS of Central Asia, with an International Dispatching Centre in Tashkent, 

providing operative management of the UPS; 
 the UPS of Kazakhstan with the IPS of Central Asia; as the IPS of Central Asia within the limits of 

the synchronous zone borders only on the UPS of Kazakhstan, then the UPS of Kazakhstan with the 
IPS of Central Asia form a second level block in which the CDO of the UPS of Kazakhstan 
regulates the balance in relation to another part of synchronous zone (in this case, to the UPS of 
Russia only). 

The rest of PSs of the IPS/UPS represent independent blocks. 
 
At present, each of the blocks regulates the active power balance with frequency deviation correction (or 
without it). The UPS of Russia carries out the static frequency control, under the law ∆f=0. 
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Figure 6: UPS/IPS structure and permissible changes  
 
The electrical links 220-750 kV between main blocks of IPS/UPS power system are given in the following 
Table 5.  
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 FROM  TO  Operating  
Voltage (kV) 

Thermal Rating, 
A (for t=25o C) 

Volgograd (RU) Donbass (UA) ±400 
(HVDC line) 

2000 (± 180 
MW) 

Kursk NPP (RU) Severoukrainskaya (UA) 750 2000 
Novovoronezh (RU) Donbass (UA) 500 2000 
Kursk NPP (RU) Sumy Severnaya (UA) 330 1420 
Kursk NPP (RU) Shostka (UA) 330 1650 
Valuiki (RU) Zmiev TPP (UA) 330 1420 
Belgorod (RU) Zmiev TPP (UA) 330 1650 
Shebekino (RU) Losevo (UA) 330 1650 
Pryidonsk (RU) Velikotsk (UA) 220 710 
Shakhty (RU) Pobeda (UA) 500 2000 
Novocherkassk TPP (RU) Uzhnaya (UA) 330 1650 
Nesvetai TPP (RU) Pobeda (UA) 220 710 
Syisoevo (RU) Lugansk TPP (UA) 220 825 
Taganrog 15 (RU) Amvrosievka (UA) 220 710 

Russia - 
Ukraine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Syisoevo (RU) Velikotsk (UA) 220 710 
Smolensk NPP (RU) Belorusskaya (BY) 750 2000 
Talashkino (RU) Vitebsk (BY) 330 1420 
Roslavl (RU) Krichev (BY) 330 1650 

Russia - 
Belarus 

 Novosokolniki (RU) Polotsk (BY) 330 1420 
Tsentralnaya (RU) Inguri HPP (GE)  500 2000 

Russia - 
Georgia 

Psou (RU) Bziby (GE) 220 825 

Russia -    
Azerbaijan 

Derbent (RU) Iashma (AZ) 330 1420 

Balakovo NPP (RU) Stepnaya (KZ) 500 
(operates at 

220) 

2000 

Chelyabinsk (RU) Kustanay(KZ) 1150 
 (operates at 

500) 

2000 

Troitsk TPP (RU) Sokol (KZ) 500 2000 
Irikla TPP (RU) Dzhetygara (KZ) 500 2000 
Kurgan (RU) Avrora (KZ) 500 2000 
Barnaul (RU) Ekibastuz (KZ) 1150 

 (operates at 
500) 

2000 

Rubtsovsk (RU) Ermak TPP (KZ) 500 2000 
Rubtsovsk (RU) Ust-Kamenogorsk (KZ) 500 2000 
Omsk (RU) Ekibastuz TPP (KZ) 500 2000 
Irtysh (RU) Ermak TPP (KZ) 500 2000 

Russia - 
Kazakhstan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Omsk (RU) Avrora (KZ) 500 2000 
Pskov (RU) Tartu (EE) 330 1420 
Leningrad (RU)  Baltija TPP (EE) 330 700*2  

Russia - 
Estonia 

Kingisepp (RU) Estonia TPP(EE) 330 2000 
Russia – 
Latvia 

Pskov (RU) Rezekne (LV) 330 1210 

Sovetsk (RU, Kaliningrad) Jurbarkas (LT) 330 1380 
Sovetsk (RU) Kruonio PSHP (LT) 330 1380 

Russia - 
Lithuania 

Sovetsk (RU) Klaipeda (LT) 330 1350 
Vyiborg (RU) Ullikkialia (FI) 400 1650*2 (two 

circuits) 
Russia - 
Finland 

 
Vyiborg (RU) Kymi (FI) 400 1650 

Chernobyl (UA) Mozyr (BY) 330 1650 Ukraine -
Belarus Chernigov (UA) Gomel (BY) 330 1380 

Usatovo Moldavian GRES AC Single, 
330 

1251.8 

Katovska  Moldavian GRES AC Single, 
330 

1051.7 

Novoodeska Moldavian GRES AC Single, 
330 

1051.7 

Ukraine -
Moldova 

Artsyz Moldavian GRES AC Single, 
330 

1051.7 
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 FROM  TO  Operating  
Voltage (kV) 

Thermal Rating, 
A (for t=25o C) 

Kotovska Rybnitsa no.1 AC Single, 
330 

1051.7 

Kotovska Rybnitsa no.2 AC Single, 
330 

1051.7 

 

Dnistrovska HPP Beltsy AC Single, 
330 

1143.2 

Byelorusskaya (BY)  Ignalina NPP (LT) 750  
(operates at 

330) 

1420 

Molodechno (BY) Vilnus (LT) 330 1380 
Polotsk (BY) Ignalina NPP (LT) 330 1890 
Smorgon (BY) Ignalina NPP (LT) 330 1420 

Belarus - 
Lithuania 
 

 

Grodno (BY) Alytus (LT) 330 1380 
 
Table 5:  Existing Interconnection Lines between IPS/UPS Blocks (only 220 kV and more) 

The structure of the interface between the synchronous zones of the IPS/UPS and the UCTE is shown in 
Figure 7, where dark blue colour lines are for 750 kV, red – for 400 kV, green for 220 kV. Lines are 
numbered with Roman figures. 
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Figure 7:  IPS/UPS – UCTE interface. 
 
Installed capacity and balances 
 
The installed capacity of the whole IPS/UPS is more than 330 GW. Some key data (installed capacity, 
maximum load as well as the annual electric power consumption in 2004 of the countries–participants of the 
synchronous zone) are in Table 6.  
 
Country Installed Capacity (MW) Maximum Load (MW) Consumption (TWh) 
Azerbaijan 5 683 3 950 20.20 
Belarus 7 847 5 720 33.00 
Georgia 4 388 1 609 8.12 
Kazakhstan 18 596 9 432 58.00 
Kyrgyzstan 3 747 2 933 11.10 
Moldova 2 984 1 147 5.40 
Estonia 3025 1307 7.00 
Latvia 2054 1282 6.00 
Lithuania 49581 1916 8.00 
Russia 208 500 142 000 877.90 
Tajikistan 4 422 2 854 16.10 
Uzbekistan 11 558 7 925 49.20 
Ukraine 52 860 29 311 170.60 

1 One single unit at Ignalina NPP is taken into account 
 
Table 6: Basic data of the UPS/IPS system 
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Structure of the main network 
 
Two scales of nominal voltages are used in the synchronous zone: 750-330-110 kV and 1150-500-220-110 
kV. 
 
Characteristics of these networks are given in Table 7 for different countries. In the western countries of the 
zone (Ukraine, Belarus, the Baltic states), and also in the western part of the UPS of Russia the scale 750-
110 kV is applied while in the eastern part of Russia, Kazakhstan and Central Asia it is the scale 1150-500-
220 kV. Both scales are used in Eastern Ukraine, Central Russia, North Caucasus, Azerbaijan, Georgia. The 
main network of 220-750 kV carries out the functions of transporting electricity and the 220 kV network in a 
number of regions serves also for distribution purposes. The network 6-10-20-35 kV including the 110 kV 
serves for electricity distribution.   
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Country Voltage Level Lines (km) 

Azerbaijan 110-220- 
330-500 6349.00 

Belarus 0.38-750 263 509.00 

Georgia 110-220- 
330-500 9199.00 

220-500-11501 23247.00 Kazakhstan 0.4-1150 464 132.00 
110-220-500 6388 540.40 Kyrgyzstan 0.4-500 66 165.00 
110-330-400 391.00 Moldova 0.4-400 63 397.40 

Estonia 110-330 5193.00 
Latvia 110-330 4535.00 
Lithuania 110-330 6658.00 
Russia 110-154-220-330-400-500-750-11501 449348.00 
Tajikistan 110-500 4 371.00 
Uzbekistan 0.4-500 23 000.00 

220-750 ≈22 000.00 
Ukraine 0,4-750 >1 000 000.00 

1 All 1150 kV lines operate now under 500 kV 
 

Table 7: Transmission facilities in UPS/IPS system 
 
Coordination bodies 
 
The cooperation of electric power industry of the CIS countries is coordinated by the Electric Power 
Council of CIS (CIS EPC) and the Executive Committee established in 1992. Within this framework, the 
Commission on Operative-Technological Coordination of parallel operation of PSs of the CIS and Baltic 
countries (KOTK) is responsible for proposing recommendations on principles of technical operation of PSs 
and developing corresponding documents. 
 
A similar body (Council) is in place for Central Asian IPS and Kazakhstan’s UPS coordination, where water 
use has a crucial importance. Another coordinating body – the Technical Committee of electric ring BRELL 
(Belarus – Russia – Estonia – Latvia – Lithuania), includes representatives of these countries.  
 
1.3.5 The Power System of Turkey 
 
The Turkish block includes the system of Turkey without its small isolated part in the southern region 
supplied by Iran. The Turkish power system is currently not prepared for synchronous operations with other 
countries, but there are many interconnections such as those to Azerbaijan, Armenia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Iran, 
Iraq and Syria. Two 400 kV interconnection lines exist between the Turkey and Bulgaria, and one 400 kV 
line between southern Turkey and the northern part of Syria. However, these lines are not currently used.  
 
Turkey’s rapid growth in electricity demand, which has led to almost a doubling of installed generating 
capacity over the past decade, is expected to continue in the foreseeable future. This could lead to building a 
total installed generating capacity of as much as 65 GW by 2010. The electricity sector is undergoing an 
enormous restructuring process, in order to meet the requirements of EU membership. At the same time, 
Turkey is in the process of becoming a UCTE member and is assessing the possibility for its synchronous 
interconnection to the UCTE zone3 . With a view to covering the future peak demand of electricity, 
synchronous operation of the Turkish and UCTE system would be helpful from a system adequacy point of 
view. 
 

                                                      
3  The Turkish power system is described in the country file in the report annexes 
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Figure 8: Turkey and electrical interconnections in North Africa 
 
1.3.6 South-Eastern Mediterranean Block 
 
The south-eastern Mediterranean block (SEMB) includes the electric systems of five countries (Libya, 
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon) that are synchronously interconnected. The block has a total installed 
capacity of 35.3 GW. In 2005, the electricity demand was of roughly 142.6 TWh and the peak load was 
about 29.2 GW. The total length of electrical lines is of about 79 088 km. Table 10 indicates the voltage level 
of these lines (from 60 to 500kV). 
 
Libya was connected to Egypt in 1998 through a double circuit 220 kV overhead line. Egypt was connected 
in 1999 to Jordan, via a 13 km 400kV submarine cable of 600MW capacity from Aqaba (Jordan) to Taba 
(Egypt). The Jordanian system was connected in 2001 to Syria through a 217 km single circuit of 400kV 
overhead line from Amman North (in Jordan) to Der Ali (in South Syria). 
 
In the west, work is in progress to interconnect Syria with Lebanon through a 400 kV overhead line from 
Damas (Syria) to Kesara (Lebanon). It is expected that this interconnection would be put into operation in 
the near future. In the north, a 400kV line exists towards Turkey, but at present it is not operated.  
 
The existing interconnections in the Mashreq block are part of the EIJLLST interconnection project (between 
the following seven countries: Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya and Turkey).  
 
Turkey has chosen to be connected to UCTE (see more about the ongoing study, under 2.2.1). 
 
 

Countries 
 

Installed 
Capacity(GW) 

Peak Load 
(GW) 

Consumption 
TWh/year 

Libya 5.125 3.857 18.893
Egypt 18.827 15.678 85.781
Jordan  2.019 1.751 8.698
Syria 7.058 6.008 23.511
Lebanon 2.312 1.920 5.697

TOTAL 35.341 29.214 142.58
 
Table 8: SEMB - Installed capacity, peak and annual consumption in 2005 (Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 

2005) 
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Countries Thermal Hydro RES Others Total 
 

Libya 22.450 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.450
Egypt 74.863 12.644 0.523 13.269 101.299
Jordan  9.589 0.057 0.003 0.005 9.654
Syria  31.4898 3.445 0.0002 0.00 34.935
Lebanon 9.079 1.046 0.00 0.00 10.125

 TOTAL 147.4708 17.192 0.5262 13.274 178.463
 
Table 9: SEMB – Generated Energy (TWh/year) by sources in 2005 (Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 2005) 
 
 

 Countries 
 

Voltage 
Level (kV) 

Lines 
(km)  

Countries 
 

Voltage 
Level (kV) 

Lines 
(km) 

Libya 400 – 500 - Syria 400 – 500 760
  220 – 230 13 119   220 – 230 5 046
  60 – 150 13 434   60 – 150 6 746
     
Egypt  400 – 500 2 295 Lebanon 400 – 500 21
 220 – 230 13 920   220 – 230 350
  60 – 150 18 715   60 – 150 1 265
     
Jordan 400 – 500 871 TOTAL 400 – 500 3 947
  220 – 230 17   220 – 230 32 452
 60 – 150 2 529   60 – 150 42 689

 
Table 10: SEMB -Transmission facilities in 2005 (Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 2005) 
 
 
1.3.7 South-Western Mediterranean Block  
 
This block includes three countries: Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia. 
 
In the late 1980s, the idea of a submarine connection between Spain and Morocco emerged and both DC and 
AC techniques were analysed. The decision was taken in favour of an AC undersea interconnection, which 
was put into operation in October 1997. This submarine interconnection synchronously connects the South-
Western Mediterranean Block (SWMB) to Spain and UCTE. The second step in this interconnection was 
achieved in July 2006, with the operation of another undersea connection in parallel with the exiting one. 
Then, the Spain-Morocco interconnection was composed of seven undersea cables (three per circuit and one 
spare) and the corresponding reactors for reactive power compensation. These developments will allow 
reaching an ATC of 800 MW.  
 
The SWMB has a total installed capacity of 15.9 GW. In 2005, the electricity demand was about 55.6 TWh 
and the peak load was roughly 11.6 GW. 
 
Today, the electric systems of the three Maghreb countries are interconnected with six existing lines: two 
between Morocco and Algeria (both 225 kV lines) and four between Algeria and Tunisia (two at 90kV, one 
at 150kV, one at 220kV). An additional 400kV double circuit line between Morocco and Algeria will be in 
place in the first quarter of 2007. A new line between Algeria and Tunisia will also be initially operated at 
225 kV though being aimed at becoming a 400 kV line.  
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The total transmission length of the present network amounts to about 39 284 km (from 500kV to 60 kV). 
The voltage and total length of lines in this system is shown in Table 13. 
 
 

Countries 
  

Installed 
Capacity(GW) 

Peak Load 
GW 

Consumption 
TWh/year 

Morocco 5.237 3.520 17.630
Algeria 7.492 5.921 27.631
Tunisia 3.234 2.172 10.374
TOTAL  15.963 11.613 55.635

 
Table 11: SWMB- Installed capacity, peak and annual consumption in 2005 (Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 

2005) 
 
 

Countries Thermal Hydro RES Others Total 
Tunisia 11.485 0.155 0.42 0.955 13.015
Algeria 32.971 0.555 0.00 0.00 33.526
Morocco 17.54 1.412 0.206 0.00 19.158
TOTAL  61.996 2.122 0.626 0.955 65.699

 
Table 12: SWMB - Generated Energy (TWh/year) by sources in 2005 (Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 2005) 
 
 

 Countries 
 

Voltage 
Level (kV) 

Lines 
(km)  

Countries 
 

Voltage 
Level (kV) 

Lines 
(km) 

Morocco 400 – 500 727 Tunisia* 400 – 500 -
  220 – 230 6 959   220 – 230 2 431
  60 – 150 10 146   60 – 150 2 553
     
Algeria 400 – 500 117 TOTAL 400 – 500 844

 220 – 230 9092 220 – 230 18 482
  60 – 150 7 259   60 – 150 19 958

* Figures of 2004 
 
Table 13: SWMB - Transmission facilities in 2005(Source: AUPTDE Statistical Bulletin 2005) 
 
1.3.8 The Mediterranean Isolated Systems: Israel, Cyprus and Malta 
 
The electrical systems of Israel, Cyprus and Malta constitute “electrical islands” not interconnected to any 
other electrical networks of the Mediterranean Basin. 
 
This situation is however meant to change in the case of Israel, which could become part of the 
Mediterranean Ring when two lines Israel-Gaza and Gaza-Egypt would possibly be erected in some years. 
The Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) has an order from the Palestinian National Authority to build a 161 kV 
double circuit line to the Gaza strip. This project is at present still in the design phase but was identified as of 
importance to the Palestinian Authority by Energy Ministers of Israel, the Palestinian Authority, France and 
the European Commission. 
 
The situation in Malta may also change as there are plans for a submarine interconnection with the electrical 
grid in Sicily. This is expected to be implemented by 2010-12, and will effectively result in Malta losing its 
present ‘isolated system’ status. As a small island state         Malta has experienced a growth in electricity 
demand of over 50% since 1990. The main problems faced by Malta are the limited land space available for 
development of power generating plant, the lack of local fuels and the lack of economies of scale. This 
generally implies a higher unit cost of generation and greater problems in meeting the emissions limits in 
environmental legislation. At present the generating plant is a mix of conventional HFO (1%S) fired steam 
plant and gas turbine plant fired using gas oil (0.2%S), including an 110MW CCGT plant.   
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There are plans to construct a large (circa 70-100MW) offshore wind farm although the completion date for 
this project which will be implemented in phases is not expected to be before 2015. 
 
For the time being, there is no plan to connect the electrical system of Cyprus with any other neighbouring 
electrical system by means of a submarine connection, due to the peculiarities of the topography of the 
probable crossings (nature of the sea bed, depth etc.). 
 
The Electricity Authority of Cyprus in its effort to reduce its dependency on oil for power generation and its 
associated negative impact on the environment has already installed and commissioned one 130MW 
combined cycle generator (diesel/natural gas) and plans to have energised by 2009 three such generators of 
total capacity equal to 504MW. Generators will operate on diesel until the Government of Cyprus has built 
the necessary LNG terminals to receive natural gas from abroad. 
 
1.3.9 Summary of Existing Interconnections in the Mediterranean Region 
 
The effort for the construction of new power plants that is necessary to keep the adequate reliability indexes 
and security margins in the Mediterranean national systems can be mitigated by suitably exploiting electrical 
interconnections between countries4 and by reinforcing them to allow bigger power and energy exchange.  
 
At the end of 1997, the grids of Spain and Morocco were interconnected by a single 400 kV circuit in 
alternative current including some 27 km of submarine cable line links the substations of Tarifa in Spain and 
Ferdioua in Morocco. The thermal limit of this interconnection is 730MW. In 2005, the transfer of energy 
was 898 GWh from Spain to Morocco, and 110 GWh from Morocco to Spain, and in 2006 those transfers 
were 1999 GWh and 27 GWh, respectively. In July 2006 a second submarine link was put in operation, 
having the same characteristics as the existing one. Despite the interconnection capacity, the current 
interchange capacity between both systems is currently around 400 MW. 
 
Morocco and Algeria are interconnected by two single 225 kV circuits, both commissioned in 1998. The 
links are rated for 640 Amp. The commercial capacity between the countries is about 240 MW. In 2005, 
Morocco exported 105 GWh to Algeria, and Algeria exported 136 GWh to Morocco. A new 400kV double 
circuit line was constructed in 2003 and initially  operated at 225 kV before being operated to its maximum 
(400 kV). 
 
Tunisia is nowadays interconnected with Algeria through 4 lines: one at 225 kV, another one at 150 kV and 
two at 90 kV. In 2005, the commercial capacity between these two countries was 258 MW, allowing a 
transfer of 139 GWh from Algeria to Tunisia and of 150 GWh from Tunisia to Algeria. A fifth 400kV line, 
to be initially operated at 225 kV, was completed recently to reinforce interconnection between these two 
countries. 
 
Tunisia and Libya could in the future possibly be synchronously interconnected by two links: a double 
circuit 225 kV line between the substations of Medenine in Tunisia and Abou Kammech in Libya and a 
single 225 kV circuit between Tataouine in Tunisia and ElRouis in Libya. These lines have been constructed 
(2003), but their operation has not yet begun. A request to close these two lines, which would extend the 
main UCTE synchronous area to Libya, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, was presented to UCTE. A 
UCTE study is therefore ongoing and a synchronisation test was carried out in November 2005. Results were 
however unsuccessful (for more, see under 2.2.1).  
 
Libya and Egypt are interconnected by a double 225 kV circuit linking the substations of Toubruk in Libya 
and Saloum in Egypt. The link was commissioned in 1998 and the commercial capacity between the 
countries is of 600 MW. Currently however, due to technical limitations, the maximum exchangeable power 
is of 180 MW. In 2005, Libya exported 105 GWh to Egypt, and Egypt exported 151 GWh to Libya. A 
second line of 1000 MW is projected between Tobruk (Libya) and Aldbaah (Egypt) and would be in 
operation by 2010-2015. 
 

                                                      
4  All the existing interconnection lines among the Mediterranean countries (European side and South and East 

Mediterranean side) are reported in the country annexes 
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Egypt and Jordan have been interconnected since 1997 by a single 400 kV circuit with a capacity of 550 
MW between Taba (Egypt) and Aqaba (Jordan). This capacity is expected to be increased to 1100 MW by 
2010. In 2005, Egypt exported about 741 GWh to Jordan. 
 
Jordan and Syria have been connected since 2001 through a single 400 kV circuit between Amman North 
(Jordan) and Der Ali (Syria) with a capacity of 800 MVA. In 2005, Syria exported about 241 GWh to 
Jordan. 
 
Lebanon and Syria are connected through a 225 kV line that was commissioned in 1972. In 2003, the 
commercial capacity between the two countries was about 200 MW, which allowed the Lebanese system to 
import 455 GWh from Syria. A new 44 km line at 400 KV is being commissioned. 
 
Syria and Turkey erected a 400 kV line in 2003. Its operation however will probably be initiated only after 
the connection of Turkey to UCTE. 
 
Between Turkey and Bulgaria there are currently two 400 kV circuits linking respectively Babaeski s/s and 
Hamitabat s/s in Turkey to the Maritsa East power plant in Bulgaria, without interconnection to the 
Bulgarian Grid (pocket operation).  
 
In March 2002, Turkey and Greece signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the construction of a 400 
kV line between Babaeski in Turkey and Filippi in Greece. The line is under construction to be 
commissioned in 2008. 
 
The following Table 14 summarises the main characteristics of interconnections in the Mediterranean region. 
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Country (from Substation) to Country (to Substation) 
Type 

AC/DC
Voltage 

[kV] 

Thermal 
limit (A) 
winter 

year 
operation 

Algeria Ghazaouet Morocco Oujda AC 225 640 1988 
Algeria  Tlemcen Morocco Oujda AC 225 640 1988 
Algeria Djebel Onk Tunisia Metlaoui AC 150 510 1984 
Algeria  El Aouinet Tunisia Tajerouine AC 225 640 1984 
Algeria  El Aouinet Tunisia Tajerouine AC 90 380 1952 
Algeria  El Kala Tunisia Fernana AC 90 510 1956 

Morocco Oujda Algeria Ghazaouet AC 225 640 1988 
Morocco  Oujda Algeria Tlemcen AC 225 640 1988 
Morocco  Mellousa Spain Tarifa AC 400 730 MW 1996 
Tunisia  Fernana Algeria El Kala AC 90 510 1956 
Tunisia  Metlaoui Algeria Djebel Onk AC 150 510 1984 
Tunisia  Tajerouine Algeria El Aouinet AC 225 640 1984 
Tunisia  Tajerouine Algeria El Aouinet AC 90 380 1952 
Tunisia  Medenine Libya Abukamash AC 220 2x620 2003 
Tunisia  Tataouine Libya Rowis AC 220 620 2003 
Libya  Tobruk Egypt Saloum AC 220 2x630 1998 
Libya  Abukamash Tunisia Medenine AC 220 2x620 2003 
Libya  Rowis Tunisia Tataouine AC 630 620 2003 
Egypt  Taba Jordan Aqaba AC 400 1270 1997 
Egypt  Saloum Libya Tobruk AC 220 2x630 1998 
Jordan  Aqaba Egypt Taba AC 400 1270 1997 
Jordan  Irbed Syria Cheikmiskin AC 230 770 1980 
Jordan  Amman North Syria Der Ali AC 400 1450 2001 

Lebanon  Deir Nebouh Syria Tartus AC 230 770 1972 
Syria  Cheikmiskin Jordan Irbed AC 230 770 1980 
Syria  Der Ali Jordan Amman North AC 400 1450 2001 
Syria  Tartus Lebanon Deir Nebouh AC 230 770 1972 
Syria Aleppo Turkey Birecik AC 400 n.a. Not in oper.

Turkey  Babaeski Bulgaria Maritsa East AC 400 500 MW n.a. 
Turkey Hamitabat Bulgaria Maritsa East (III) AC 400 2000 MW 2002 
Turkey  Hopa Georgia Batum AC 220 300 MW  
Turkey Kars Armenia Leninakan AC 220 300 MW  
Turkey PS3 Iraq Zakho AC 400 500 MW  
Turkey Igdir Nahcievan Babek AC 400 100 MW  
Turkey  Dogubeyazit Iran Bazargan AC 154 100 MW  
Turkey Baskale Iran Khoy AC 154 200 MW  
Greece Arachthos Italy Galatina DC 400 500 MW end 2001 
Greece Kardia Albania Elbasan AC 400 600 MW  
Greece Thessaloniki Macedonia Negotino AC 400 1400 MW  

 
Table 14: Existing interconnections in the S&EMCs (Source: OME, Electricity interconnections in the 

Mediterranean countries, October 2006) 
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2. THE INTERCONNECTED ELECTRIC SYSTEMS: DEVELOPMENTS 
 
2.1 The Driving Forces for Further Development of Interconnected Electric 

Systems 
 
Section 1.2 presented the dynamics that led to the current interconnection situation in the EU, UCTE and 
other regions. These, essentially related to reasons of security of supply, are now changing and shifting to 
more commercial and political ones. Yet, such politically driven extensions of the synchronous zone should 
not endanger the reliability and security of the systems. A good balance should thus be sought. 
 
2.1.1 The Need to Increase the Reliability and Security of Systems 
 
The operational activities of transmission system operators in 23 European countries are coordinated by 
UCTE. Their common objective is the security of operation of the interconnected power system. Close co-
operation of member companies is required to make the best possible use of benefits offered by 
interconnected operation. Over the years, UCTE has been developing a number of technical and 
organisational rules and recommendations that constitute a common reference for smooth operation of the 
power system. These rules and recommendations are now integrated into one single Security Package 
composed of three complementary pillars:  

 The Operation Handbook,  
 The Multilateral Agreement and  
 The Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process. 

 
The Operation Handbook (OH) 
 
The development of the Operation Handbook started before the corresponding mandate was given by the EU 
Regulatory Forum in Florence in 2001. The support of the Operation Handbook to security of supply is 
explicitly recognised in the Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of electricity 
supply and infrastructure investment. 
 
The Operation Handbook divides the operational issues into separate policies which comprise the relevant 
rules. The following policies are covered: 

 Load-Frequency Control and Performance; 
 Scheduling and Accounting;  
 Operational Security;  
 Coordinated Operational Planning;  
 Emergency Operations;  
 Communication Infrastructure; 
 Data Exchanges;  
 Operational Training. 

 
The Multilateral Agreement (MLA) 
 
The Multilateral Agreement is the legal instrument, which makes technical standards of the Operation 
Handbook binding among TSOs. It primarily defines the procedure of handling alleged infringements of 
standards of the Operation Handbook. All UCTE members signed the MLA which came into force on 1 July 
2005. Today, signing of the MLA is a prerequisite for UCTE membership. As such, the agreement goes 
beyond the borders of the European Union granting to each UCTE member equal rights and obligations in 
the context of operational security regardless of whether the TSO is operating in an EU Member State or not. 
 
The Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process (CMEP) 
 
The introduction of the Operation Handbook standards sets out a procedure to monitor the compliance with 
the standards. This was a starting point to launch a new Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process. 
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This process is based on the assumption that UCTE, on behalf its members, will coordinate the efforts of 
individual TSOs to monitor the compliance with the OH standards. The first trial period covering the first 
three policies was carried out over the year 2006. The results will form the basis for future modifications of 
the process itself as well as the contents of the Operation Handbook. 
 
2.1.2  The Request from New Countries to Be Connected to the UCTE System 
 
In parallel to the reinforcement of the internal network, UCTE is dealing with several requests for the 
expansion of its synchronously interconnected area to neighbouring countries.  
 
The following studies are being currently carried out by UCTE (see Chapter 2.2.1): 

 The synchronous interconnection of Turkey with UCTE 
 The interconnection between Tunisia and Libya 
 The IPS/UPS study; and  
 A possible study on connecting power systems of Moldova/Ukraine to UCTE  

 
2.1.3 The EU Internal Energy Market and its Main Features 
 
Energy Policy 
 
The 21st century is characterised by a new energy era. The dispute over the price of gas supply between 
Ukraine and Russia triggered a discussion over the security of supply and Europe’s ability to face new 
energy challenges. Thus, the year of 2006 brought energy back to the political agenda with demands for a 
new energy policy for Europe. To reflect on this the European Commission published in March 2006 a 
Green Paper outlining an approach to achieve the aim of sustainable, secure and affordable energy supplies. 
The paper outlines six priority areas for actions:  

 Internal Energy Market;  
 Solidarity and internal supply security;  
 Sustainable and diverse energy mix;  
 Climate change;  
 Research and development, innovation and technology;  
 Coherent external energy policy.  

The paper calls for a “single European grid”; a “European grid code” to be worked out by a “European 
Centre of Energy Networks”.  
 
In a response to the discussion launched by the Green Paper, the Commission tabled on 10 January 2007 a 
comprehensive package of measures to establish a new Energy Policy for Europe to combat climate 
change and boost the EU’s energy security and competitiveness. To achieve this objective, the Commission 
proposes to focus on a number of energy related measures: improving energy efficiency, raising the share of 
renewable energy in the energy mix, as well as new measures to ensure that the benefits of the internal 
energy market reach everyone, reinforcing solidarity among Member States, with a more long term vision for 
energy technology development, a renewed focus on nuclear safety and security, and determined efforts for 
the EU to “speak with one voice” with its international partners, including energy producers, energy 
importers and developing countries. 
The Energy Package includes: 

 A report on the implementation by the Member States of the internal gas and electricity markets as 
well as the results of an enquiry of the state of competition in these sectors; 

 A Plan for Priority Interconnections in the electricity and gas networks of the Member States so that 
a European grid becomes a reality; 

 Proposals to promote sustainable power generation from fossil fuels; 
 A roadmap and other initiatives to promote renewables, notably biofuels for transport; 
 An analysis of the situation of nuclear energy in Europe; 
 A work sheet for a future European Energy Strategic Technology Plan. 
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The Energy Efficiency Action Plan which the Commission adopted on in October 2006 also forms part of the 
Action Plan. The Commission asked the European Council to endorse its proposals at its Spring Summit on 
8-9 March 2007. 
 
EU Internal Electricity Market 
 
The process of liberalisation has progressed, but is still ongoing and swift progress is needed towards a fully 
competitive pan-European electricity market. The Commission in its regular progress report concluded that 
with the adoption of the 2nd Electricity and Gas Directives the basic framework for the development of a real 
internal market is in place but that further progress is needed to ensure effective implementation in all 
Member States. However, the Commission does not exclude new EU legislation for the electricity sector, but 
proposed some possible options for the further development of markets on 10 January 2007, as a part of the 
Energy Package. 
 
Fundamentally, the construction of the EU internal market requires that strong focus be put on ensuring 
sufficient harmonisation of the existing markets. An acceleration of the move from national structures to a 
pan-European market is needed. In this respect, all key players support ERGEG’s regional initiative aimed at 
progressing on regional market integration but it is essential that an ambitious agenda and timetable for this 
integration be set and that the European Commission gets more involved in order to provide a real European 
perspective to the process.  
 
To ensure a real regional/ European development of the market and of the grid, further cooperation of TSOs 
(and Regulators) is fundamentally needed. It should be essential to ensure that these act as one and that 
effective regional grid planning processes be developed everywhere in the EU. Further progress towards 
more cooperation between TSOs and a more regional mindset in the development of the grid is foreseen in 
the course of 2007. 
 
EU Energy Infrastructures 
 
The creation and completion of a truly European internal market requires sufficient gas and electricity cross-
border transmission capacity. In this context, the Trans-European Energy Network (TEN-E) Guidelines are 
an important policy instrument with the objective to boost and accelerate the implementation and 
construction of connections and to increase the incentives for private investors. They also contribute to 
reinforcing the security of energy supply by better linking the national markets and by strengthening 
relations with third countries in the energy sector. For this purpose, the missing links in the transmission 
infrastructure have been identified and ranked according to their impact on cross-border trade and associated 
inter-regional exchanges. 
 
The revised Trans-European Energy Network Guidelines adopted by Council in July 2006 focus on full 
integration of the new Member States into the network and present 42 projects of European interest.  
The guidelines specify the following 9 axes for priority electricity networks projects: 

 France - Belgium - Netherlands - Germany: electricity network reinforcement in order to resolve 
congestion in electricity flow through the Benelux States; 

 Borders of Italy with France, Austria, Slovenia and Switzerland: increasing electricity 
interconnection capacities; 

 France - Spain - Portugal: increasing electricity interconnection capacities between these countries 
and for the Iberian peninsula and grid development in island regions; 

 Greece - Balkan countries - UCTE System: development of electricity infrastructure to connect 
Greece to the UCTE System and to enable the South-Eastern Europe electricity market; 

 United Kingdom - Continental Europe and Northern Europe: establishing/increasing electricity 
interconnection capacities and possible integration of offshore wind energy; 

 Ireland - United Kingdom: increasing electricity interconnection capacities and possible integration 
of offshore wind energy; 

 Denmark – Germany – Baltic Ring (including Norway – Sweden – Finland – Denmark – Germany 
– Poland – Baltic States – Russia): increasing electricity interconnection capacities and possible 
integration of offshore wind energy; 
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 Germany – Poland – Czech Republic – Slovakia – Austria – Hungary – Slovenia: increasing 
electricity interconnection capacities; 

 Mediterranean Member States – Mediterranean Electricity Ring: increasing electricity 
interconnection capacities between Mediterranean Member States and Morocco – Algeria – Tunisia 
- Libya – Egypt – Near-East Countries – Turkey. 

 
The notion of Projects of European Interest (see also Chapter 2.3.2) is thus reintroduced to designate 
projects which are of a cross-border nature or have significant impact on cross-border transmission capacity. 
They will top the list of projects vying for co-financing not only through the TEN-E budget but also from 
other sources of EU funding such as the European Investment Bank. An implementation timetable will be 
agreed between the Member States and the Commission. In addition, the revised TEN-E provides a 
framework for increased coordination, exchange of information and the possibility of appointing a European 
Coordinator. The Commission does not intend to appoint a single European coordinator working on all 
European interest projects. Instead, it has indicated that there are likely to be several European coordinators 
on a case-by-case basis. 
 
As a part of the Energy Package published on 10 January 2007, the Commission included a Plan for Priority 
Interconnections. 
 
Challenges of Wind Energy 
 
Renewable energy sources (RES) play an increasingly important role within the European electricity system. 
Regarding the future growth in Europe’s RES capacities the major contribution will come from new wind 
power. Fast capacity growth, limited predictability and the geographical concentration in coastal and remote 
areas constitute an enormous challenge to the successful integration of wind power into the European 
electricity system. In order to cope with this challenge, UCTE proposes a number of actions and 
investigations that need to be taken by legislators, regulators, grid operators and grid users aiming at 
establishing a harmonised set of rules for the integration of wind power.  
 
2.1.4  On-going Political Processes and External Relations 
 
External Energy Policy 
 
The European Commission adopted on 13 May 2003 a Communication which aims to strengthen energy 
co-operation with neighbouring countries. The paper stresses that the progressive creation of a real 
European electricity and gas market, including potentially more than 35 countries should be a clear medium-
term objective of the European Union. This objective to establish a much wider electricity market with non-
EU countries could become a considerable driver for the construction of further interconnections between the 
EU and its neighbouring countries.  
 
The need for a coherent external energy policy has been highlighted in the recent Green Paper on EU Energy 
Policy. In response the Commission and High Representative prepared in June 2006 a common paper on “An 
external policy to serve Europe’s energy interests”, which constitutes a solid basis for the external policy. 
Building on this paper, in October 2006, the Commission adopted a more extensive concept paper “External 
Energy Relations – from principles to action”. It is becoming clear that the goal of Europe’s external energy 
policies must be to ensure a secure and affordable supply of primary energy for Europe. A more coordinated 
approach to external policies, with energy issues properly integrated is also widely stressed. External aspects 
play an important role in the Commission’s January proposal for an Energy Policy for Europe, which will be 
further discussed in 2007. 
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EU-Russia Energy Dialogue 
 
As regards Russia, concrete discussions have now begun to identify issues that need to be addressed so as to 
achieve substantive equivalence in market opening. The interconnection of the Russian and continental EU 
electricity grid has been recognised as one of the projects of “common interest” at the EU-Russia Summit of 
October 2001. However, in order for integrated markets to function in an acceptable, efficient and secure 
manner, a level playing field must be ensured. This requires that all parts of such a wider market are 
organised on the basis of equivalent rules with respect to the degree of market opening and other important 
market rules, such as regulation of network access and unbundling. Furthermore, environmental protection 
and safety standards for electricity production must be comparable, including the level of nuclear safety. In 
the framework of the EU-Russia energy dialogue, the four Thematic Groups (Trade, Infrastructure, 
Investments and Energy Efficiency) were created with the view to increasing business involvement and 
providing practical proposals for next actions. Recommendations for further work as proposed in the groups’ 
final reports were adopted by the Permanent Partnership Council on energy convened in December 2006. 
They agreed on closer cooperation on comparing energy strategies, forecasting scenarios, implementation 
energy efficiency action plans and further exchange of information. A reference was made to the joint 
EURELECTRIC-CIS EPC Roadmaps towards compatible electricity markets in the EU and CIS regions. In 
the next phase a number of thematic groups would be reduced to three, focusing on energy efficiency, market 
developments and energy strategies. Meanwhile, the first-ever meeting of the EU-Russia Permanent 
Partnership Council on environment took place in October 2006 and launched the EU-Russia Energy 
Dialogue on Environment, climate change, biodiversity and environment and economic development. Seven 
new joint working groups focusing on specific issues are being established.   
 
The creation of the South-East Europe Regional Energy Market 
 
The Commission’s intention to extend the EU energy regulatory framework has been successfully 
accomplished in the Energy Community Treaty signed between the EU and nine partners from South-East 
Europe. The legally binding Treaty in force from 1 July 2006 requires application of the EU rulebook in the 
field of energy, environment (plus a specific chapter on RES) and competition. It sets a later market-opening 
deadline than for EU states – January 2008 instead of July 2004 for industrial and commercial customers, 
and January 2015 instead of July 2007 for all customers. It also requires the reduction in the sulphur content 
of certain liquid fuels by 31 December 2011 and the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air 
from large combustion plants by 31 December 2017. Meanwhile, to ensure that countries are effectively 
moving towards these objectives, national electricity roadmaps and action plans were prepared and adopted 
by the Ministerial meeting in October 2006. In addition, Turkey, Norway, Ukraine and Moldova were also 
admitted as observers to the Treaty.  
 
Mediterranean Region: Revision of the EU TENs Guidelines and Proposals of the Euro-
Mediterranean Energy Partnership 
 
The rate of energy exchange among South and East Mediterranean countries is quite low in comparison with 
that of UCTE countries but it is assumed that the strengthening of interconnections would lead to production 
savings due to the shifting of load demand curves and to the difference in primary energy costs. Plans thus 
exist for increasing the level of interconnection between Southern and Eastern Mediterranean systems but 
also for the construction of new links towards Europe (see below, section 2.2.5). 
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Electrical interconnections Exports Imports Total 
Portugal-Spain 2806 9477 12283 
France-Spain 7284 749 8033 
France-Italy 14493 702 15195 
Italy-Greece 268 711 979 
Italy-Slovenia 2 7931 7933 
Slovenia-Croatia 1076 7944 9020 
Croatia-BiH 1340 2735 4075 
BiH-Serbia & M. 893 911 1804 
Serbia& M.-Macedonia 1990 1 1991 
Greece-Macedonia 71 796 867 
Greece-Albania 1056 15 1071 
Albania-Serbia&M. 711 193 904 
Spain-Morocco 898 111 1009 
Algeria-Spain   0 
Algeria-Morocco 74 47 121 
Algeria-Tunisia 58 150 208 
Tunisia-Libya  0 0 
Egypt-Libya 196 105 301 
Egypt-Jordan 741 3 744 
Syria-Jordan 241 2 243 
Syria-Lebanon 455  455 
Israel-PNA 1665  1665 
TOTAL intra-Mediterranean 36318 32583 68901 

 
Table 15: Electricity Exchanges between Mediterranean Countries in 2005 (GWh). (Source: UCTE 2005; 

EURELECTRIC Oct 2005; AUPTDE 2005; Comelec; Companies & OME) 
 
In September 2006, the EU adopted a Decision on trans-European energy networks (TENs decision), which 
defines as priority projects for electricity networks the increase of interconnection capacities between France 
– Spain – Morocco – Algeria – Tunisia – Libya – Egypt – near Eastern countries – Turkey – Greece and Italy 
(the Mediterranean Electricity Ring project). In addition to this, the decision also mentions the construction 
of an interconnection of European interest between Tunisia and Italy. With this decision, it is expected that 
the infrastructure financing by the EU and the EBRD on those lines will be strongly increased. 
 
In the framework of the Euro-Mediterranean Energy Partnership, a number of energy cooperation priorities 
were proposed by the Euro-Med Energy Forum (i.e. governments’ Directors General) for 2007-2010. 
Concerning electricity interconnection development, the priorities still have to be endorsed by Energy 
Ministers in a Euro-Mediterranean ministerial conference some time in 2007. Interestingly, the Forum 
recommends that concrete solutions to enhance financing opportunities for energy projects of common 
interest in the Euro-Mediterranean region be developed. They suggest to ensure better use of the existing 
financing instruments and to create additional financing instruments if appropriate. A donors’ working group 
could for example be envisaged to facilitate the coordination of financing sources and ensure their 
complementarities. This proposal (together with the exact list of projects of common interest) will have to be 
adopted by the Euro-Mediterranean ministerial conference in 2007. 
 
2.2 On-going Projects and Studies  
 
2.2.1 UCTE On-going Studies 
 
UCTE studies and monitors the development of the UCTE synchronous area. At present, UCTE faces 
important challenges concerning the eastward development of the EU power system. UCTE has already 
successfully interconnected the CENTREL countries, Romania and Bulgaria, Western Ukraine and re-
connected the South-East Europe in 2004. The Maghreb has been interconnected since 1999. 
 
Other systems are presently requesting to synchronously interconnect their systems with the UCTE grid: 
IPS/UPS, Turkey, Ukraine/Moldova and investigations also continue to link Tunisia and Libya. 
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Such extensions of the UCTE system might be achieved via adoption and where necessary adaptation of 
technical standards as required by the UCTE Operation Handbook. Although in case of IPS/UPS, UCTE has 
expressed the readiness to determine a minimum set of mutual requirements maintaining the present 
reliability and security level and does not consider a possible UCTE-IPS/UPS interconnection as a UCTE 
extension, but as a joint synchronous operation of two very large power systems. UCTE is also very 
concerned about “limits” (technical, legal, efficiency and manageability of coordination tasks etc.) to the 
enlargement of the EU power system which could for example double in size alone in case of an 
interconnection with the IPS/UPS systems. Presently running projects and studies will detect security risks 
for a non-interrupted electricity supply and define and safeguard additional reliability measures and 
procedures. UCTE believes that new entrants who are opting for a full integration will have to fully respect 
its binding security rules. UCTE as technical association of TSOs does perform on request investigations 
about possible interconnections and measures to be taken by the requested parties. However, UCTE cannot 
take on its own final decisions for extension of the synchronous area. Besides the UCTE assessment of the 
technical feasibility, European and national authorities along with stakeholders will have to contribute to a 
final decision – with additional investigations concerning the reciprocity of market conditions and 
environmental standards. 
 
Electrical Integration of Turkey 
The connection of the Turkish Power System with the former UCPTE (presently UCTE) power system has 
been on Turkey’s agenda since the 1970s.  
 
In the 1980s, the international scenario for the synchronous interconnection of Turkey with its neighbouring 
countries differed from the present option. This was due to the fact that two bordering countries - Bulgaria 
(north-west) and Georgia (north-east) were part of the CMEA (USSR and Eastern European Countries) 50Hz 
power pools. Hence, Turkey was surrounded by the two synchronous zones. Two tie lines were built:  

 400kV single circuit line in 1975 between the Babaeski substation (Turkey) and the Maritsa-3 
substation (Bulgaria);  

 220kV single line in 1970 between Hopa (Turkey) and Batumi (Georgia). 
However, given Turkey’s priority of synchronous connection with the Western Europe power pool, the two 
tie lines with Bulgaria and Georgia have been used for many years only for energy exchanges on islanded 
loads or directed generation. 
 
Due to the international situation in the 1970s and 1980s, the interconnection of Turkey with the UCPTE 
power pool was only possible via Greece. This was analysed in a relevant study adopted in 1989. 
Consequently, the following links were proposed: two 400kV single circuit triplet bundle cardinal conductor 
lines, from the Hamitabat 1200MW gas fired thermal power plant (Turkey) to Thessaloniki (Greece). An 
intermediate substation was planned at Philippi (Greece). Initially only one of the two 400kV circuits was 
proposed for the implementation. And another substation at Kehros (Greece) between Philippi (Greece) and 
Turkish border is about to be connected. A Construction Agreement was signed on in May 2003 for the 
construction of Babaeski–Filippi 400 kV tie line between Greece and Turkey, which is expected to be 
completed in 2007.  
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Figure 9: Planned single-line diagram for the connection of Turkish Power System with UCTE 
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Since the early 1990s, preliminary studies have been performed for various interconnection options between 
the networks of Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria. Recent studies from 2000-2001 confirmed that the considered 
synchronous connection is feasible and viable. 
 
In early 2000, TEAS applied for UCTE membership. In parallel, UCTE confirmed to study possibilities for 
the synchronous interconnection of the Turkish Power System to UCTE and the subgroup on Turkey was set 
up. 
 
Prior to any decision, UCTE asked to perform Static and Stability Studies assessing the possible impacts of 
the new extension of the regional and UCTE systems. This is essential to ensure the continuity of the smooth 
functioning of the entire UCTE System. 
 
The following results of the studies are envisaged: 

• Conditions for system stability of the entire UCTE system in the event of contingencies determined. 
• Power exchange capacity between the Turkish Power System and the UCTE Power System 

determined.  
• Any technical risks and possible counter-measures identified (if necessary).  
• UCTE capability of monitoring the Turkish Power System, as required by the UCTE procedures. 

 
The work on studies was launched in November 2005. Final results of this 18 month study-project are 
expected in the 1st half of 2007.  
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Figure 10: 400kV Turkish Power System 
 
The latest considered scenario will enable the connection of Turkey to the UCTE grid via three single-circuit 
400kV lines (two 400kV lines between Turkey and Bulgaria and one 400kV line between Turkey and 
Greece). The planned 400kV 3-circuit connection and the configuration of 400-220kV systems in the Balkan 
countries and Hungary will ensure a reliable interconnection with Central Europe, which is adequate for the 
MW capacity of the Turkish power system. 
 
The interconnection of Turkey with the UCTE grid via Greece and Bulgaria is also a pre-requisite for the 
feasibility of the prospective Mediterranean Synchronous Ring. However, given UCTE’s technical 
requirements, the synchronisation Turkey’s power system with its Eastern and South-Eastern neighbours 
cannot be realised in the short-term.  
 
According to the UCTE procedure for a planned extension of the synchronous zone, a Project Group was set 
up to manage the interconnection of the Turkish power system with UCTE. This Project Group is responsible 
for the preparatory phase and the trial parallel operation including the necessary system tests as well. The 
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Project Group will be finished when the Turkish power system fulfils all requirements for a reliable and 
secure parallel operation with UCTE. 
 
The possible synchronisation of Turkish and Syrian Power Systems has been investigated in the framework 
of the Mediterranean Ring study.  
 
Tunisia and Libya 
 
The closure of the two, already built, 225kV lines between Tunisia and Libya would extend the UCTE 
synchronous zone to the following five countries: Libya, Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon (Morocco, 
Algeria and Tunisia being already synchronously interconnected to UCTE). At the request of Tunisia and 
Libya, UCTE is conducting a study to take an appropriate decision concerning the technical feasibility of 
closing these two interconnection lines.  
    
After a detailed programme which included network studies; the installation of WAMS (measurement tools); 
and two months of measuring campaign on the suitable settings of power system stabilisers in Libya, a 3-day 
closure test was launched on midday 21 November 2005. This test led to the opening of the Tunisia-Libya tie 
line and the tripping of the Algeria-Morocco Interconnections 7 minutes after breakers closure in the 
Tunisia-Libya interconnection. 
After this failure, an in-depth analysis using WAMS and control centre recordings was performed to 
determine the origin of the incident. The main conclusion of these analyses is that normal daily load 
deviations can often activate the defence plans at international tie lines. 
 
To prevent these problems, it is necessary to: 

 Commission the scheduled network reinforcements in the TAM systems (400 kV corridor Spain-
Morocco-Algeria, additional 225kV interconnection line Algeria-Tunisia). 

 Check the Automatic Generation Control (AGC) proper performances in some countries. 
 
CIS and Baltic States 
 
In January 2002 the Electric Power Council of the CIS requested UCTE to study possibilities of synchronous 
interconnection of the European power grid – UCTE with the transmission systems of CIS and Baltic States. 
The connection of these two power systems is not a new issue and so far a number of studies5 were 
elaborated. However, this project is not of the same kind as a “simple” extension of the UCTE synchronous 
area, like all other UCTE past and present extensions. This should be rather seen as the attempt to 
interconnect two large electrical blocks that are of similar size.  
 
For the time being both systems operate according to different technical standards; the UCTE system is 
based on a decentralised power/frequency control policy and the UPS system is based on a centralised 
control system where the peripheral areas are under load control. Although last time the frequency control 
also becomes decentralised – the IPS of Baltic States and IPS of Ukraine have built their own secondary 
power/frequency controllers.  
 
The following facts summarise the nature of the project:  

 Presently, there is no existing electricity system in the world spanning more than 10 time zones with 
different load characteristics and various generation structures; 

 Due to the similar size of the power systems, it is a project of a completely new dimension; 
 All previous studies can be considered only as preliminary investigations; 
 Improving or at least securing at its present level the reliability of the present power systems is a 

guiding principle for each step in the process of interconnection. 

                                                      
5  «Technical Study of the Interface between the Extended West European Power System and their Eastern 

Neighbours» - 1996 (PreussenElektra AG - Bayernwerk AG - EDF - RWE Energie AG),  «Study on Conditions 
of Interconnected Operation of the UCPTE system and Power Systems of Eastern Europe and Central Asia» –
1997  (PreussenElektra AG  - IREL), the study TACIS EREG 9601 “Synchronous Interconnection of the TESIS 
and UPS Networks – Requirements and Feasibility” finished in 1999.  
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After the completion of a pre-feasibility study in 2003, dealing with steady state load-flow analysis, it was 
agreed to launch a detailed feasibility study. The study was launched in 2005. The three-year project will 
evaluate in different scenarios the feasibility of synchronous coupling the power systems of IPS/UPS and 
UCTE and identify all necessary measures and their respective costs, being well aware that the fundamental 
prerequisite to any system development is to maintain or increase the security of operation of both systems, 
once coupled. The study is performed as a joint project under the responsibility of UCTE. More than 100 
experts from UCTE and IPS/UPS are involved in the project. The UCTE part of the project budget is co-
financed by the European Commission from the TEN-E Programme. 
 
The three main questions to be answered by the study are: 

 Is a full synchronous interconnection of IPS/UPS with UCTE feasible? 
 What are the mandatory requirements on both sides? 
 What are the associated costs? 

 
On the working level, five working groups deal with subtasks such as steady-state analysis, system 
dynamics, power system control, operational and organisational issues and legal aspects. The total project 
duration is globally divided into several main phases such as data collection and modelling, system 
simulation and verifying and summarising of results.  
 
The results – to be delivered in 2008 - will be used as a basis for further decisions on system extension on 
both sides. 
 
The Project Status Summary Report published in December 2006 concluded: 

 Data compilations and models available at the end of 2006 and the results of first steady state load 
flow calculations already performed do not allow to identifying fundamental technical barriers to a 
positive assessment of the feasibility of a synchronous operation between IPS/UPS and UCTE. 

 The next essential step to be started in the beginning of 2007 will address the dynamic behaviour 
including the control performance of the common system model, once both systems would be 
synchronously interconnected. This will be the crucial step towards assessing the technical 
feasibility of a possible synchronous interconnection. 

 Besides the technical, operational and reliability standards including their legal and contractual 
framework, the study will deliver in 2008 a list of necessary investments to be made on both sides 
of the investigated interface, and their associated costs. 

 Furthermore, in 2008 the study will present an open outlook on other non-synchronous system 
coupling possibilities with the aim of a global benchmark in terms of economic efficiency for the 
investigated system coupling. 

 
 
2.2.2 Nordic Countries – Grid Investment Projects 
 
Two projects connecting the Nordic market with the neighbouring markets are presently going on: 
 

 The NorNed Link between Norway and the Netherlands. TenneT and Statnett have started the 
construction of the 580 km long NorNed cable between Norway and the Netherlands. The link will 
be commissioned before the turn of the year 2007/2008. 

 
 Estlink between Finland and Estonia. Nordic Energy Link AS has constructed a 350 MW DC 

merchant interconnection across the Gulf of Finland. It is the first interconnector linking the Baltic 
countries with the Nordic electricity system. Estlink was commissioned in December 2006. 

 
With the aim of improving the prerequisites for an efficient Nordic electricity market, Nordel has identified 
five network investments deemed especially important from a Nordic perspective. During the year, various 
possibilities have been analysed for financing and organising these investments. A bilateral financing model 
with earmarked congestion revenues has shown itself to be the best and simplest solution in the short-term. 
The system-responsible companies make investment decisions, implement, and finance the projects, 
entailing that no major structural or regulation-related changes need to be introduced. Today, the Nordic 
TSOs are investing € 1,000 million in five prioritised network projects. 
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Figure 11: Status of the reinforcement measures in Nordic countries 
 
2.2.3 United Kingdom 
 
England - Norway, North Sea Interconnector 
 
For three years National Grid has been developing an interconnection between the east coast of England and 
the south west coast of Norway under a Joint Development Agreement with Statnett (the Norwegian grid 
operator). The project is referred to as the North Sea Interconnector (NSI). NSI will have a capacity of 
around 1200 MW, and at around 700km length it will be the longest DC sub-sea cable in the world. 
Construction was due to start in 2002 and completion is envisaged by 2007. A seabed survey was completed 
in October 2000 and a feasible route was identified.  This project is currently on hold. 
 
Britain – Netherlands Interconnector, BritNed 
 
Following feasibility studies in 1999 carried out under a joint development agreement, National Grid and 
TenneT (the grid operator in the Netherlands) established a joint venture company, BritNed Development 
Ltd., to develop a sub sea interconnector between England and the Netherlands. The link will be around 
200km long and capacities between 1000 and 1320 MW are being considered. The target date for 
commercial operation is 2010. 
 
Wales – Ireland 
 
National Grid and ESB NG undertook a feasibility study in 2000/2001 to identify the options for a HVDC 
sub sea link between the West Coast of Wales and the East Coast of Ireland. 
 
2.2.4  Commonwealth of Independent States and Baltic States 
 
During the last years more and more interconnection projects of Baltic IPS with NORDEL and UCTE are 
considered. So far all of them are DC technology based. After the construction of Estlink 1 based on ABB 
Light technologies, a second Estlink cable project has been proposed and might be based on conventional 
DC technologies although details are not known. Both Lithuania and Latvia are studying projects for DC 
connection with Sweden. The first one is SwedLit cable with retard power of 700-1000MW connecting area 
of Klaipeda (Lithuania) with the south of Sweden and a pre-feasibility study is ongoing. The second one is 
the Gotlink cable proposed by the Latvian side which could be connecting the Ventspils area (Latvia) with 
Gotland (Sweden), in this case requiring reinforcement of connection between Gotland and continental 
Sweden. Some activities related to the “old” Poland-Lithuania AC connection with DC back-to-back could 
be noted, but without particular progress. 
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One of the main considerations for the Baltic IPS future power balance is the closure of the second Ignalina 
NPP reactor (Lithuania). During 2006 based on government decisions Eesti Energia, Latvenergo and 
Lietuvas Energija together with invited consultant companies performed a study in order to identify the need 
for new nuclear power plant construction in the Ignalina area. As a consequence it was decided that there are 
grounds for continuing with this project and a proposal was made to the Lithuanian government. If this 
proposal will be supported, all three Baltic states may become major investors in the new NPP construction. 
 
Azerbaijan – Iran, Georgia  
 
Two lines between Azerbaijan and Iran are under construction and will be commissioned in 2007:  

 OHL 330/400 kV Imishly – Tagi Dizek (330 – in Azerbaijan, 400 – in Iran) with a transport 
capacity of about 450 MW; 

 OHL 230 kV Massaly – Astara, 250 MW.  
With existing two OHL (230 kV Parsabad and 110kV Astara) between Azerbaijan and Iran the power 
transmission corridor will pass 700-800 MW). The restoration of the interconnector 500 kV/650 MW (OHL 
– “Muhranisvelli”) between Azerbaijan and Georgia is planned for 2007. With existing OHL (330 kV 
Gardabani) between Azerbaijan and Georgia, the transport capacity will be increased up to 1000MW. This 
project is highly considered by Azerbaijan as a connection towards Black Sea basin countries and GUAM 
countries’ power markets in the near future. 
 
Armenia – Iran, Georgia 
 
The feasibility study of a new double-circuit OHL 400 kV Razdan TPP (Armenia) – Akhar, Khoy (Iran) was 
completed in 2006 and the construction began in 2007. With that and two existing OHL 220 kV the net 
transport capacity Armenia – Iran amounts to 1200 MW. 
 
From the same Razdan TPP (Armenia), another OHL 400 kV is to be built in 2007 to Ksani SS (Georgia), 
where a new AT 500/400 kV is also foreseen. The designing phase is already finished. 
 
Many other projects are under discussion, e.g. non-synchronous links Georgia – Turkey, from the IPS of 
Central Asia to the south, but there are no clear plans yet. 
 
2.2.5  Mediterranean Countries 
 
Around 19 major interconnection development projects exit in the Mediterranean region, among which is the 
reinforcement of the interconnections from Egypt to Morocco (ELTAM project), some HDVC 
interconnections in the Mediterranean basin and a number of projects to reinforce interconnections in the 
Mashrek. For a full list of these projects, see table 15 below. 
 
The ELTAM Project 
 
A study on the reinforcement of interconnections between Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco 
(ELTAM) to 400 kV was launched in 2000. It was lead by Tractebel Engineering and financed by the Arab 
Fund (FADES). The study was completed in 2004. 
 
A full 400 kV reinforcement of interconnections is expected to facilitate market integration between the five 
countries. Following on from the conclusions of the study, which was finalised in 2004, the completion of all 
400 kV interconnection lines is expected by 2010: 

 400kV interconnection Tunisia-Libya (Bouchemma – El Rowis); 
 400kV interconnection Libya – Egypt (Tobruk – Saloum) including 400kV/500kV transformers in 

Tobruk. 
 
Meanwhile, the introduction of the 400 kV is gradually beginning to take place. In Tunisia, STEG planned to 
build a 400 kV axis in the system between the north and south of the country (expected by 2015). In Algeria, 
in June 2005, the first 400 kV station came into operation in Skikda. Three Algerian 400 kV lines had 
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already been completed in 2002 and 2003, though they are still being operated at 200 kV for now. In Algeria, 
the 400kV backbone from west to east is expected to be completed before 2010. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Interconnection projects in 400-500 kV for the whole ELTAM region (Source: presentation at 

the 2006 Convention of COMELEC). 
 
HVDC interconnections in the Mediterranean basin 
 
Recently, issues of security of supply, integration of electricity markets and economic cooperation in the 
Mediterranean region have drawn some attention to the idea of North-South HDVC links (between Spain/ 
France/ Italy and the Maghreb countries). Early in 2000, significant feasibility studies were begun to identify 
the most economically viable undersea corridors. The impetus to start these studies came in particular from 
Algeria and Libya, who are very interested in increasing their exports to Europe. 
 

 
 
Figure 13: Possible HVDC interconnections in the Mediterranean region (Source: Article by B. Cova and 

al.) 
 
The feasibility study Algeria-Spain was conducted by CESI for the AEC (Algerian Energy Company), with 
the involvement of the Spanish and Algerian TSOs. Completed in 2003, the study came to the conclusion 
that, besides transmission costs, the production costs in Algeria (gas costs plus costs for the financing of 
poser stations) and the sales prices in Spain would strongly influence the profitability of the project. Much 
thought is still given to the idea of submarine cables between Algeria and Europe, and Algeria organised an 
international conference in late 2005 with the view to seek the involvement of foreign partners. The decision 
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on the possible implementation of the project is now in the hands of AEC, Sonelgaz and Red Electrica de 
Espana.  
 
If a decision to build the interconnection would be made, the study suggests that the best solution would be a 
1000 MW and 500 kV direct HVDC connection between Terga (Algeria) and the Litoral de Almeria (Spain), 
together with a 200 MW AC connection crossing Morocco. The significant depth of the sea (1900 m) is 
however a critical element that would call for substantial engineering work (maximum depth reached so far: 
1000 m for the connection Italy-Greece). 
 
The Algeria-Italy feasibility study was also conducted by CESI (and TERNA) on behalf of the Italian and 
Algerian TSOs. It was completed in June 2004. Two solutions for a 500 to 1000 MW 400 kV 
interconnection were studied: a “direct” line between El Hadjar (Algeria) and Latina (Italy) and an 
“optimised” line between El Hadjar and South Sardinia. The “direct” line is reaching the limits of technical 
feasibility given the depth of the sea in the region (2000 m). The “optimised” solution faces equivalent 
problems but with lower levels of investment and power losses (cost estimated to € 750-900 million for the 
direct line; € 205-578 million for the optimised line). The construction of this line is however also under 
question as its financial feasibility is uncertain and the project is strictly tied to the entry in service of the 
SAPEI project (HDVC cable between Sardinia and mainland Italy). 
 
A consortium of Algerian and foreign companies was established in November 2005 for the realisation, 
exploitation and financing of the two undersea cables (Algeria-Italy via Sardinia; Algeria-Spain). 
 
A feasibility study for a 500 MW Tunisia-Italy interconnection was carried out by CESI and finalised in 
February 2006. It is expected that this interconnection could be in operation by 2010-2011. The estimated 
cost is around € 380-410 million. 
 
Finally, a study for an interconnection Libya-Italy is also to be launched. 
 
Interconnection developments in the Mashrek region 
 
Several projects exist in the region, which have different status. Among these are notably the following: 

 The upgrade of the Libya-Egypt double circuit 220kV interconnection to 400kV in Libya and 
500kV in Libya (with a transformation from 400 to 500 kV in Tobruk, Egypt); and the 
reinforcement of the interconnection with a second line of 1000 MW between Tobruk and Aldbaah 
(Egypt), projected for 2010-2015. 

 The reinforcement of the current 400kV Egypt-Jordan submarine cable to 1100MW by 2010. 
 The doubling of the interconnection capacity between Lebanon and Syria (to 400 MW) in two 

phases. The first phase, already commissioned in 2004, now allows for the transfer of 300 MW. 
Around 2010, the second phase should be commissioned. 

 The doubling of the existing 400kV interconnection between Syria and Jordan by 2010. 
 The coming on stream on 2007 of the two new lines between Algeria and Tunsia, and between 

Algeria and Morocco. The construction is completed and will be operational by 2007 (firstly 
operated at 225kV and later under 400kV). 
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Electrical Line Thermal 
Limit (A) 

Length 
(km) 

Tension kV 
AC or DC 

OVL or 
subsea  

Year of  
operation 

Spain - Algeria  2000  500 DC subsea under study 
Italy - Algeria -  400 or 500 DC subsea 2010 
Italy - Tunisia 500  500 DC subsea 2010 
Algeria - Morocco (3rd line) 1720x2 250 220 AC (400 AC)  2005 (2010) 
Algeria-Tunisia (5th  line) 1720 120 220 AC (400 AC)  2005 (2010) 
Tunisia-Libya (3rd line)  210 400 AC   2010 
Libya-Egypt (2nd line)  -  400/500 AC  2010-2015 
Reinforcement EG-LI-TU-
AL-MO (ELTAM project) 

  400 AC  2015 

Egypt-Jordan (2nd line) 880 20 500/400 DC subsea 2010 
Egypt-Palestine 1440  220  2007 
Palestine (WB)-Palestine 
(Gaza) 

1440  220 or 240  2007 

Palestine - Jordan 1450  400  2007 
Jordan-Syria (2nd line)  210 400 AC  2010 
Lebanon - Syria 1660 22 400 AC  2004 (2010) 
Syria-Turkey 1440 124 400 AC  2008 
Turkey-Greece 2165/2887 250 400 AC  2007 
Libya- Italy   HVDC  Study soon 
Sardinia-Peninsula of Italy   HDVC  2007-08 
Balearic Islands – Mainland 
Spanish Peninsular system 

  HVDC subsea Foreseen 2009 

 
 
Table 16: Major interconnection development projects in the Mediterranean region (Source: OME, 

Electricity interconnections in the Mediterranean countries, October 2006) 
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2.3 The List of Projects  
 
2.3.1 Projects and Studies Completed in 2005 - 2006   
 
The European transmission system operators continuously reinforce the transmission network. The list below 
summarises studies and projects completed within the period of 2005 – 2006 to show the progress achieved 
since the 2nd SYSTINT Report, published in 2005.  
 

Country/Lines 
 

Characteristics of Lines Status 

Estonia   
Estonia - Finland  Estlink – submarine cable, 350MW, 150kV December  2006 
   
Finland:   
Finland - Estonia  Estlink – submarine cable, 350MW, 150kV December 2006 
   
Hungary:   
Györ - Szombathely AC OHL Double 400kV Completed in 2006 
   
Italy   
Fiume Santo – Latina DC submarine cable Double 500 kV Study completed in 2005 

(project launched) 
Candela – Foggia AC OHL Single 380 kV Completed in 2005 
Turbigo – Bovisio AC OHL Single 380 kV Completed in 2006 
Laino – Rizziconi AC OHL Single 380 kV Completed in 2005 
S.Teresa – Bonifacio (F) AC submarine cable Single 150 kV Completed in 2006 
S.Fiorano - Nave - Gorlago AC OHL Single 400 kV No more included in the Italian 

Grid Development Plan. 
   
Norway:   
Viklandet-Nyhamna (Connection 
offshore project Ormen Lange) 

AC OHL 420kV Completed in December 2006 

   
Portugal:   
Cedillo (ES)-Falagueira AC OHL 400kV  Opening of a former line in a 

substation near the border. 
Commissioned in 2005 

   
Romania:   
Nadab-Beckescsaba (HU) AC OHL Double 400kV Study completed in 2005  

(project launched) 
Arad-Nadab AC OHL Single 400kV Study completed in 2005 

(project launched) 
Oradea-Nadab AC OHL Single 400kV Study completed in 2005 

(project launched) 
Gutinas-Bacau AC OHL Single 400kV Study completed in 2006 
Bacau- Roman AC OHL Single 400kV Study completed in 2006 
Roman-Suceava AC OHL Single 400kV Study completed in 2006 
   
Russia:   
Tver NPP – Belozerskaya (with the 3-d 
unit 1000 MW)  

AC OHL Single 750kV, 272km Completed in December 2004 

Entries of Amur – Khabarovsk line to 
Bureya HPP (East)  

AC OHL Single 500kV, 2х64 km  2004 

Bureya HPP - Khabarovsk (East)  AC OHL Single 500kV, 238 km 430 2005 
Primorskaya TPP – Khekhtsir1 (East) 
500 

AC OHL Single 500kV, 290 km  Completed in November 2006 

Blagoveschensk (Russia) – Sirius 
(China) 

Double circuit OHL 220 kV, 350 MW Commissioned in November 2006 

   
Serbia:   
Ugljevic (BH) – Sremska Mitrovica AC OHL Single 400kV Completed in 2006 
Sombor -Subotica AC OHL Single 400kV Completed in December 2006 
Jagodina 4 New SS 400/110kV Completed in December 2006 
Sombor 3 New SS 400/110kV Completed in December 2006 
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Switzerland   
Commissioning of the “Bernina” line 
with the T-connection Sils/Pradella – 
Gorlago and the circuit Filisur – San 
Fiorano 

AC double circuit line in 380 kV operation January 2005 

Commissioning of the station Robbia 
positioned between the existing 
stations Sils, Filisur and Pradella on the 
one side and Gorlago and San Fiorano 
on the other side 

Station in 380 kV operation. The 
commissioning of the station Robbia led to a 
topology change on the route of the 
“Bernina” line.  
The following circuits have been thus 
created: Filisur – Robbia; Sils/Pradella – 
Robbia; Robbia – Gorlago; Robbia – San 
Fiorano 

October 2005 

Commissioning of the “Nufenen” line 
between All’ Acqua and Ulrichen 

AC double circuit line in 220 kV operation. 
Using this line topological changes have been 
introduced resulting in the creation of the T-
connection Fisch/Airolo – Ponte and the 
circuit Mörel – Airolo 

October 2005 

Renovation works in the 220 kV 
Chamoson substation after 4 years of 
construction concluded 

Station Chamoson 220 kV is an important 
node for the evacuation of generation  of 
hydro power plants 

2006 

   
Sweden:   
Långbjörn Reinfurbished switchyard and new 

transformers 
Completed in 2006 
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2.3.2 Ongoing and Planned Projects for the Reinforcement of the Present System   
 
Following on from the previous chapter, the list below shows the internal and international projects for the 
reinforcement of the present system. 
 
Projects in bold are “projects of the European interest” as specified in the TEN-E Guidelines adopted in 
July 2006. 
 
Country/Lines Characteristics of Lines Status Starting date 

Study/Project 
Austria:    
10 – Lienz (AT) – Cordignano (IT) AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project  
Südburgenland (AT) – Kainachtal 
(AT) 

AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project  

Tauern (AT) – Salzach – St. Peter 
(AT) 

AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project  

Zell/Ziller – Westtirol AC Upgrade 220kV to 380 kV Foreseen project  
Lienz – Obersielach AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project  
Wien-Südost (AT) – Györ (H) AC Additional 380kV system Foreseen project  
Slavetice (CZ)- Dürnrohr (AT) AC Additional 380kV system Foreseen project  
    
Belgium:    
05 – Aubange (BE)  – Moulaine (FR) AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing study  
Avelgem (BE)– Avelin (FR) AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project   
    
Bulgaria:    
29 – Chervena Mogila s/s – Stip (MK) AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study  
30 – Maritza East 3 s/s – Filippi (GR) AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study  
Zlatitsa – Plovdiv AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction  
    
Croatia:    
18 – Ernestinovo-Pécs (HU) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study (to be 

commissioned by 2010) 
 

08 – Mraclin-Prijedor/HPP Jajce (BH) AC OHL Single 220kV Ongoing reconstruction (to be 
commissioned in 2007) 

 

HPP Dubrovnik - Trebinje (BH) AC OHL Single 220kV Foreseen reconstruction  
Plomin –Vodnjan AC OHL Double 220 (110) kV Ongoing project (to be 

commissioned in 2007) 
 

Submarine cable to Italy DC Submarine 400-500 kV Foreseen study (to begin in 
2007)  

 

Zagvozd – Plat AC OHL Double 400 (220) kV Ongoing study   
    
Czech Republic:    
 Slavetice-Durnrohr (AT) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project (install 2nd 

circuit) 
 

Krasikov-H.Zivotice AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing project  
Bezdecin-C.Stred AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing project  
Nosovice-Prosenice AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study (REC, inst 2nd 

circ) 
 

    
Denmark:    
Vendsysselværket-Ferslev AC OHL Single/Double 400kV Under construction (com. 2004)  
KontiSkan 1 (Denmark West-Sweden) DC Submarine 400 kV Reconstruction (com. 2005)  
(Vester Hassing) /Tange-Trige AC OHL combined 150-400 kV Foreseen project (upgrading 

150 kV, com. 2005) 
 

Kassø-Revsing-Tjele AC OHL Double 400 kV Foreseen project (upgrading 
from single line, com. 2007) 

 

Kasso(DK) - Hamburg/Dollern (DE)     
Denmark-Norway Submarine cable Skagerak 4 Ongoing study   
    
Finland:    
Finland – Sweeden AC/DC 400kV 500MW Foreseen project  
    
France:    
12 – Bescano (ES) – Baixas  AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project   
05 – Moulaine (FR) - (Belgium-BE) AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing study  
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Avelin (FR) - Avelgem (BE) AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project   
    
Greece:     
30 - Maritza East 3  (BG) – Filippi  AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study  
33 - Filippi – Babaeski (TR) AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (com 

2008) 
 

Florina – Bitola (MK) AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (com 2007)  
Korinthos – Patras AC OHL Double 150kV Under construction (com 2006), 

partially completed 
 

Langadas – Philippi AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (com 2008)  
Ag. Dimitrios – Trikala AC OHL Double 400kV Cancelled  
    
Germany:    
02 - St. Peter (AT) – Isar (DE) AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project 2020  
Hamburg (DE) – Schwerin (DE) AC OHL Double 400 kV Ongoing project 2004 
Diele Phase-Shift-Transformers Under construction (com 

2007/08) 
2006 

Bechterdissen – Twistetal Installation of second circuit  Ongoing project 2005 
Hamburg/Nord - Dollern AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project 2006 
Audorf – Hamburg/Nord AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project 2006 
Ganderkesee – Wehrendorf AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project 2006 
Diele - Niederrhein AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project 2006 
Wahle - Mecklar AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing project 2006 
Hradec – Vernerov – Vitkov – 
Mechlenreuth 

AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project 2016  

Prenzlau – Berlin/Neuenhagen 
(Uckermark-OHL) 

AC OHL Double 380 kV Ongoing project 2006 

Extension of Uckermark-OHL and 
upgrading Vierraden - Krajnik 

AC OHL Double 380 kV Foreseen project after 2015  

Lauchstädt - Vieselbach AC OHL Double 380 kV Ongoing project 2004 
Vieselbach - Altenfeld AC OHL Quadruple 380 kV Ongoing project 2005 
Altenfeld - Redwitz AC OHL partly Quadruple 380 

kV 
Ongoing project 2005/2006 

    
Hungary:    
17 – Héviz – Cirkovce (SI) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study (com.2008-

2009) 
 

18 - Ernestinovo (HR) –Pécs AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study (com. 2010)  
35 - Sajoivanka-Rimavska Sobota 
(SR)  

AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project  

03 - Szombathely –Südburgenland  
        (AT) 

AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project  

19 – Pécs – Sombor (CS) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study  
    
Italy:    
Udine (IT) - Okroglo (SI) AC OHL Double 380kV Ongoing study  
Sorgente – Rizziconi  AC Submarine Double 380 kV Foreseen project  
Fiume Santo – Latina DC Submarine Double 500 kV Under construction (com 2008-

2009) 
 

Cordignano (IT)– Lienz (AT) AC OHL Double 380kV Foreseen project  
Matera – Santa Sofia AC OHL Single 380kV Under construction (com 2007)  
Italy – Austria (Thaur-Brixen) AC underground Single 380kV Ongoing study  
Venezia Nord (IT) – Cordignano (IT) AC OHL Single 380kV Ongoing study  
    
Lithuania:    
21 - Ełk (PL) – Alytus  AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study (2002, com after 

2008)* Back to Back 600MW 
station in Alytus 

 

    
Macedonia:    
29-  Stip - Chervena Mogila (BG) AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (starting 

2005) 
 

32 - Bitola – Florina (GR) AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (starting 
2005) 

 

37 - Skopje 5 – Niš (CS) AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study  
Macedonia – Albania - Italy AC OHL Single 400kV 

(Macedonia – Albania) 
DC submarine cables 400kV 
(Albania-Italy) 

Ongoing study  

Montenegro:    
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Podgorica-Tirana (AL) AC OHL Single 400 kV Ongoing study  
    
Netherlands:    
Netherlands – UK HVDC 400kV Submarine 

1300MW 
Ongoing study  

Netherlands - Norway ACDC 450kV subsea link, 580km, 
700MW 

To be commissioned in late 
2007 or early 2008 

 

    
Norway:    
Norway – Netherlands  ACDC 450kV subsea link, 580km, 

700MW 
To be commissioned in late 
2007 or early 2008 

 

Nea-Järpstrømmen (SE) OHL 420kV 2009  
Norway - Denmark Submarine cable Skagerak 4 Ongoing study  
Norway – Germany  Subsea link 1000MW (merchant 

link) 
New study  

Evje-Holen OHL 420 kV In operation 2008  
Sima-Samnanger OHL 420 kV Planned: 2009-2011  
Fardal-Aurland OHL 420 kV Planned 2010-2015  
Balsfjord-Melkøya OHL 420 kV Planned 2010-2015  
Several voltage and temperature 
upgrading projects 

   

    
Poland:     
21 - Ełk – Alytus (LT) AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project  (com after 

2010) 
1992 – study was 
launched, 1st 
expected com. -
1999 

23 - Rzeszów Widełka –  
      Khmielnitskaya (UA) 

Activating AC OHL Single 750 kV 
line + BTB station 

Foreseen project (com after 
2010) 

1st report on BTB 
ready in 1995 

 15 - Krajnik – Vierraden (DE) AC OHL Double 400 kV 
(switching over from 220 kV to 
400 kV level) 

Foreseen project (com not 
defined yet, further 
investigations by bilateral 
WG agreed)  

 

16 – New 3rd 400 kV PL – DE line  AC OHL Double 400 kV line or 
PST on lines PL – DE 

Project not defined yet, further 
investigations by bilateral WG 
expected 

 

24 - Byczyna – Varin (SK) AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project (further 
investigations by bilateral WG 
agreed) 

 

Ostrow-Rogowiec/Trebaczew AC OHL Double 400kV Under construction (com 2008) 1st planned com – 
1997 

Ostrow – Plewiska AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction (com 2007) 1st planned com 
1997 

Dunowo –Zydowo – Krzewina - 
Plewiska 

AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project (com 2015)  

Kromolice - Patnow AC OHL Double 400kV Under construction, upgrading 
line (com 2009) 

 

Patnow - Grudziadz AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project, upgrading 
line, (com  2015) 

 

    
    
Portugal:    
Minho-Galiza AC OHL 400kV New interconnection at north of 

country, 2010 (under study) 
 

Macedo de Cavaleiros-Pueblo de 
Sanabria 

AC OHL 220kV  New interconnection at north of 
country, 2010 (under study) 

 

Pocinho - Aldeadávila 1 (ES) AC OHL 220kV   
Pocinho - Aldeadávila 2 (ES) AC OHL 220kV   
Douro Internacional- Aldeadávila 
(ES) 
 
 
 
 

AC OHL 400kV 

Final situation, 2009, of the 
interconnections with 
Aldeadávila after the opening 
of the Douro Internacional 
substation, 2008, and the 
refurbishment and upgrading 
works on the two existing 
interconnections. 

 

Algarve-Andaluzia 
 
 

AC OHL 400kV New interconnection at south of 
country, 2010 (under study) 

 

    
Romania:    
OHL Nadab  - Bekescsaba  (HU) AC OHL Double 400kV Project launched (com 2008)  
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OHL Oradea – Nadab  AC OHL Single 400kV Project launched (com. 2008)  
OHL Arad – Nadab  AC OHL Single 400kV Project launched (com. 2008)  
OHL Suceava-Balti  (MD) AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing study (com.2015)  
OHL Gadalin-Suceava AC OHL Single 400kV Study will begin end 2007 

(com.2015) 
 

OHL Timisoara-Vrsac (SM) AC OHL Single 400kV Study will begin end 2007 
(com.2015) 

 

OHL Ostrovu Mare -Cetate  AC OHL Single 220kV Study completion 2007 (com 
2010) 

 

OHL Portile de Fier -Cetate  AC OHL Single 220kV Study completion 2007 (com 
2010) 

 

OHL Portile de Fier-Ostrovu Mare  AC OHL Single 220kV Study completion 2007 (com 
2010) 

 

OHL Portile de Fier I – Resita  AC OHL Single 400kV Study completion 2007 (com 
2010) 

 

OHL Resita –Timisoara – Arad  AC OHL Single 400kV Study will begin end 2007 
(com.2010) 

 

 OHL Gutinas-Bacau AC OHL Single 400kV SS Bacau project to be launched  
2007 (com.2010) 

 

 OHL Bacau- Roman AC OHL Single 400kV SS Roman project to be 
launched  2008 (com.2010) 

 

 OHL Roman-Suceava AC OHL Single 400kV project launch 2008-2009 
(com.2010) 

 

Constanta-Pasakoy (TR) DC  Submarine 400kV Pre-feasibility study completed 
2006, further study  

 

    
Russia:    
Tver NPP - Kaluga (with the 4-th unit 
1000 MW)  

AC OHL Single 750kV, 320 km Planned 2011  

Balakovo NPP - Kurdium (Middle 
Volga)  

AC OHL Single 500kV, 238 km Design 2008  

Kurdium – Frolovo (Middle Volga – 
Center)  

AC OHL Single 500kV, 377 km Design 2008  

Frolovo – Rostov (Center – North 
Caucasus)  

AC OHL Single 500kV, 460 km Design 2007  

Krasnoarmeisk – Gazovaya (Middle 
Volga – Urals)  

AC OHL Single 500kV, 450km  Design 2008  

Kurgan – Kozyrevo (Urals)  AC OHL Single 500kV, 280 km  To be built in 2007  
Barabinsk – Omsk (Siberia)  AC OHL Single 500kV, 382 km  To be built in 2007  
Gusinoozersk TPP – Petrov-
Zabaikalsky (Siberia)  

AC OHL Single 500kV 184 km  Commissioned 2006  

Kola NPP – Petrozavodsk (IPS of 
North-West) 

AC OHL Single 330kV, 759 km  2004-2008  

Serbia:    
19 – Pécs (HU) – Sombor AC OHL Double 400kV Foreseen project Not yet defined 
37 - Niš  – Skopje (MK) AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing project (to be 

commissioned by 2009) 
2006 

Romania - Serbia AC OHL Single 400kV  Ongoing study 2006 
    
Slovakia:    
Moldava (Rimavska Sobota) (SK) - 
Sajoivanka (HU)  

Double AC, 400 kV Ongoing project  

Varin - Byczyna (PL)  Double AC, 400kV Ongoing project  
Stupava (Podunajske Biskupica) 
(SK) - Austria 

Double AC, 400kV Ongoing project  

Lemesany (SK) – Moldava (SK) Double AC, 400 kV Ongoing project  
    
Slovenia:    
Krsko – Bericevo AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project (to be 

commissioned by 2010) 
 

17 – Cirkovce – Heviz (HU) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project  
Okroglo (SI)– Udine (IT) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing study  
    
Spain:    
12 – Bescanó (ES)– Baixas (FR) AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project/Under 

construction (commisioned 2009) 
 

Adrall (ES) – Andorra (Andorra) AC OHL Double 220kV Ongoing project, upgrading existing 
double circuit line 110kV 
(commisioned 2008) 
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Aldeadavila (ES)-Douro 
International (PT) 

AC OHL Double 400kV Ongoing project/Under 
construction (commisioned 2009) 

 

New 400 kV corridor Andalucía (ES) – 
Algarve (PT) 

AC OHL Double 400kV Decided. Detailed definition under 
study . Expected  2010-2011 

 

New 400 kV “Miño” corridor Gacilia 
(ES) – Northern Portugal (PT) 

AC OHL Double 400kV Decided. Detailed definition under 
study. Expected  2013-2014 

 

New corridor northwest of Spain-
northeast of Portugal (ES) –(PT)   

Not defined Not decided. To be studied  

Spain (ES) - Algeria DC Submarine cable  Not decided.Under Study. Not 
expected before 2015-2016 

 

    
Switzerland:    
Bickigen - Flumenthal Reconstruction of the existing double circuit 132 kV line into a line 

with one 132 kV and one 220 kV circuit; 16.9 km 
2007 

Mühleberg - Wattenwil Reconstruction of the existing 132 kV line into a double circuit line 
with one 220 kV and one 132 kV circuit; 32 km 

2008 

Chamoson – Chandoline - Chippis Replacement of the existing double circuit 220 kV line by a new triple 
circuit line (2 x 220 kV + 1 x 380 kV) in order to establish a new 380 
kV circuit Choson – Chippis and re-establish the 220 kV circuits in 
somewhat different order; 27.5 km.  Intersection of one of the 220 kV 
circuits into the 220 kV station Chandoline 

2009 

Chippis – Mörel - Airolo Divers constructions, reconstructions and decommissioning in order to 
rebuild the series of the existing 220 kV double (to the most part) 
circuit lines between Chippis, Mörel and Airolo into a new series of 
lines with one 380 kV and one 220 kV system. In that way a new 380 
kV circuit Chippis – Airolo will be established; the length of the part 
Chippis – Mörel is 44 km 

2012 

Chippis – Stalden Hanging up of the second 220 kV circuit on the existing 220 kV line; 
27.5 km 

2009 

Obfelden – Thalwil Replacement of the existing 150/50 kV line by a new single circuit 
220 kV line; 10 km 

Not before 2010 

Galmiz - Mathod Divers constructions, reconstructions and decommissioning in order to 
establish (after having realised some other projects in preparation) a 
series of 380 kV circuits on the route Bassecourt – Pieterlen - Mühle-
berg – Mathod – Romanel with 380/220 kV transformers in 
Mühleberg and Romanel; 59 km 

2012 

Connection Schiffenen Construction of a connecting double circuit 220 kV line to the 220 kV 
station Schiffenen that will be intersected into the existing circuit 
Mühleberg – Hauterive; 2.1 km 

2015 

Galmiz - Schiffenen Construction of a new double circuit line with a 220 kV circuit Galmiz 
– Schiffenen; 7 km - the other circuit is foreseen for the 65 kV voltage 
level 

2014 

    
Sweden:    
Horred Reinfurbished switchyard 2007 2003 
Ramsele Reinfurbished switchyard 2008 2006 
Hjälta  Reinfurbished switchyard 

and reactive compensation 
2007 2004 

Strömma Reinfurbished switchyard 2008 2005 
Stenkullen – Lindome 400 kV New line 2007 1999 
Nea-Järpströmnmen (Norway-
Sweden) 400 kV 

New line 2009 2004 

Fenno-Skan 2 (Finland – 
Sweden) 

New HVDC cable 2010 2003 

Hallsberg-Skåne (Sydlänken) 
400 kV 

New line 2011 2003 

    
Turkey:    
33 – Filippi (GR) – Babaeski AC OHL Single 400kV Ongoing project *  
31 – Maritza East 3 (BG) – 
Hamidabat  

AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction  *  

Birecik – Aleppo (Syria) AC OHL Single 400kV Under construction  
    
UK:    
England – NL HVDC 400kV Submarine 1300 

MW 
Ongoing study  

Wales – Ireland HVDC 400kV Submarine Ongoing study  
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500MW 
* Lines have been mentioned at both sides of concerned countries 
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3. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The beginning of 2006 started with Europe-wide debate on the main features of a common European Energy 
Policy. Expectations are high as Europe needs to be urgently equipped with a long-term vision accompanied 
by a proper policy framework and realistic objectives to be able to face the pressing challenges of an 
increasing energy demand, import dependency and the threat of climate change. Discussion will continue 
throughout 2007 after the European Commission tabled in January 2007 a comprehensive Energy Package 
proposing more concrete measures and actions. An underlying feature and at the same time a challenging 
task for the new Energy Policy would be to pursue the objectives of sustainability, competitiveness and 
security of supply in compatible and tangible ways. 
 
The important role of open and transparent energy markets in helping to cope with these challenges, notably 
contributing to security of supply, has been recognised. The electricity grid is the backbone of any electricity 
market. Interconnections facilitate transport of power and energy and hence are a prerequisite for any market 
development.  

 
However, the original function of the interconnected electricity system, which started its expansion in the 
late 1950s, was to improve the security of supply at European level, providing backup in case of local 
shortages. To this end, the system has been developed with a view to assuring mutual assistance between 
national subsystems, including common use of reserve capacities and optimisation of the use of energy 
resources by allowing exchanges between systems.  

 
Presently, there are a number of dominant movements shaping the structure and functioning of the European 
electricity sector and impacting the development of networks: 
• The recent and still on-going debate on a future Energy Policy for Europe 
• The ongoing liberalisation process, requiring further reinforcement of the power system, especially in 

cross-border transmission capacity 
• The possible expansion of the current UCTE synchronous area eastwards and southwards in response to 

requests coming from other systems and following the EU’s expansion strategy 
• Large scale capture of renewable energy (wind power) 

 
A vision of a European grid and the essential role of TSOs in securing network operation, but also as a 
market integration facilitator was stressed in the Commission’s March 2006 Green Paper. Further discussion 
will continue within the framework of a European Energy Policy on how to improve coordination between 
TSOs. 
 
The liberalisation of energy markets has brought tremendous changes in the way markets are operated and 
developed. With further electricity market integration, commercial flows among and through EU Member 
States are rapidly increasing, which was not foreseen in the original system design. Consequently, 
transmission lines are now frequently operating closer to their technical limits as far as allowed by the 
security criteria.  

 
The power cuts and electricity blackouts which occurred in several parts of Europe in 2003 and 2004, but 
also the recent one of 4 November 2006, demonstrated the urgent need to strengthen energy networks in 
Europe, to establish sufficient generation capacity to provide alternative transmission routes, and to improve 
defence plans. These events have led to investigations on more dynamic system security criteria and on the 
need for more relevant information-exchange and strengthened coordination and co-operation among TSOs. 

 
New challenges relating to infrastructure also arise in the context of the environmental targets set by the 
European Union. Adequate energy infrastructure is a key requirement to accommodate new energy sources, 
which frequently require additional investment. This is especially true for the connection of wind farms now 
being located in off-shore sites, and for distributed generation.  

 
Against this background, interconnector-investments are crucial to ensure both the commercial capacity and 
the security of the network. Of particular importance are measures to reinforce transmission networks so as 
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to be able to respond to more, and unexpected, changing patterns of flows in networks due to commercial 
activities and the cost-minimising approach of market parties, plus growth in renewable energies and other 
distributed generation.   

 
In this context, the UCTE Operation Handbook – a comprehensive set of binding common security and 
reliability standards – in force since July 2005, constitutes an important milestone towards ensuring high 
operational security in the interconnected system. 

 
No less important is to overcome obstacles surrounding the construction of new transmission lines, 
especially the opposition at local and regional level with regard to authorisation procedures and the growing 
public resistance. The lead times for obtaining permits for interconnection projects need to be shortened. 
Mechanisms must be found to achieve a better balance between the interests of society at large and the 
concerns of local communities. When it comes to public acceptance for projects and the issuing of 
regulations, public authorities and the public at large must be made aware of the crucial importance of 
guaranteeing the availability of a sufficient level of power generation and transmission infrastructure. The 
importance of this issue has been finally recognised at the political level. Some concrete proposals have been 
made in the European Commission’s Communication on Priority Interconnections issued in January 2007. 
 
The power system of much of the European Union is a single integrated system. Adding new grid elements 
has an effect on an important part of that overall system. All transmission system operators affected by these 
new investments should therefore coordinate such grid developments and jointly study in advance the 
positive and negative consequences of the system changes. This approach is should also be pursued when 
dealing with requests for synchronous interconnection to UCTE. A series of studies have to be carried out to 
assess not only the feasibility of such an extension, but also the impact on the whole UCTE system.  
 
To optimally integrate distributed energy resources and renewable energy sources, to get closer to the 
system’s physical limits while maintaining security, it is vital to improve knowledge of system behaviour, to 
develop new concepts of control and protection and new means of simulation and optimisation, and to adopt 
appropriate market regulation. All these items demand a broad effort in RTD organised at international level 
and involving TSOs and other market players. 
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advancement of society and in helping provide solutions to the challenges of 
sustainable development.  
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supervised by five Committees. This “structure of expertise” ensures that 
EURELECTRIC’s published documents are based on high-quality input with up-
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 EURELECTRIC pursues in all its activities the 
application of the following sustainable 
development values: 
 
Economic Development 
Growth, added-value, efficiency 
 
Environmental Leadership 
Commitment, innovation, pro-activeness 
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Transparency, ethics, accountability 



 
What is UCTE? 
The Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) co-ordinates the interests of 
transmission system operators in 23 European countries. Their common objective is to guarantee the 
security of operation of the interconnected power system. 50 years of joint activities laid the basis for a 
leading position in the world, which the UCTE holds in the quality of synchronous operation of 
interconnected power systems. Through the networks of the UCTE 450 million people are supplied 
with electric energy and annual electricity consumption totals approx. 2300 TWh. Close co-operation 
of member companies is imperative to make the best possible use of benefits offered by interconnected 
operation. For this reason, the UCTE has developed a number of rules and recommendations that 
constitute the basis for the smooth operation of the power system. Only the consistent maintenance of 
the high demands on quality will permit in the future to set standards in terms of security and reliability 
as in the past. 
 
Key figures 
33  Transmission System Operators (TSO) 
23   European Countries 
450  million Customers served by the represented power systems 
540 GW  Installed capacity 
2400 TWh  Electricity consumption in 2003 
265 TWh  Sum of electricity exchange between member TSOs  
200.000 km  Length of high-voltage transmission lines managed by the TSOs 
 
Principles 
– UCTE is convinced that the reliability of the biggest electric European synchronous interconnected 

area and the development of stable conditions for flourishing electricity markets in this area are 
inseparable and mutually interdependent issues. 

– UCTE manages the security of the UCTE system, which is the ability of the system to withstand 
major or sudden disturbances, such as the loss of production units, grid elements, but also 
accidents or attacks. 

– UCTE is monitoring the adequacy of the UCTE system, which is the structural ability of the 
system to balance actual power and energy demand. 

– Each member TSO in UCTE is responsible for the quality of its own transmission system services, 
and together, all UCTE members will keep up the technical basis for a sound market development. 

– UCTE ensures the quality of international transmission services, and also an early alert in case of 
declining generation and/or transmission capacities that might lead to sudden restrictions or 
adverse impacts on competitive electricity markets. 

 
Please do not hesitate to visit our website or to contact us for information or publications: 
 

Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity - 
UCTE 
15 Boulevard Saint-Michel 
BE - 1040 Brussels 
BELGIUM 
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ANNEX 1: The Interconnected Electric Systems - Country Reports 
 
 
UCTE 
 
 

AUSTRIA 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  5959 
 Hydro 11698 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 2667 
 Total 20324 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 25.878 
 Hydro 39.019 
 Nuclear  
 Renewables 1.462 
 Total 66.359 
Annual consumption, TWh 69.024 
Imports, TWh 20.397 
Exports, TWh 17.732 
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The year 2005 was characterised by a high use of the Austrian transmission grid. Especially the lines from 
the north to the south of Austria were loaded up to the maximum capacity. This was due to the high 
production in the north and the high demand in the south on the one hand and the solely market based 
operation of power plants on the other. Only congestion management measures (e.g. reduction of the 
production in the north and increase of production in the south requested by TSO) guaranteed a safe 
operation of the grid. To prevent this situation arising in the future and to ensure security of supply without 
expensive congestion management measures,  APG is determined to build as soon as possible a 380kV-line 
Südburgenland to Kainachtal.  
 
Another key development was the increase of installed wind power plants up to 956MW and the injected 
energy also tightened the above mentioned situation. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 

 Verbund-Austrian Power Grid AG (manager of control area APG) 
 Tiroler Regelzone AG (manager of control area TIRAG) 
 VKW Übertragungsnetz AG (manager of control area VKW-UNG) 
 9 province service utilities 

 
Main generators  
Electrical Power plants > 200MW Typ P [MW] 
Malta S 850 
Kaprun S 333 
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Zemm/Ziller S 936 
Sellrain-Silz S 781 
Kaunertal S 392 
Kopswerk S 247 
Lünerseewerk S 232 
Rodund I S 198 
Rodund II S 276 
Altenwörth R 328 
Greifenstein R 293 
Ybbs-Persenbeug R 237 
Aschach R 287 
Wallsee-Mitterkirchen R 210 
Dürnrohr T 405 
Dürnrohr 2 T 352 
Voitsberg 3 T 330 
Theiss T 757 
Mellach T 246 
Neudorf-Werndorf T 285 
Simmering T 973 
Donaustadt T 376 
Riedersbach T 220 

 
Distributors 
13 province and urban electricity service utilities and other regional distributors at medium voltage level 
 
Main traders  
About 80 balance groups are acting on the Austrian electricity market. 
Other players 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 

Interconn. Capacity Allocation method Momment 
A>CZ 600MW Base Auction www.auction-office.at 

www.ceps.at 

CZ>A 50MW Base; 
150MW Peak 

Auction www.auction-office.at 
www.ceps.at 

A>I 110MW Jan-Apr, Oct-Dec; 
100MW Mai- Sep; 

Splitting of capacity only share of A 

I>A 110MW Jan-Apr, Oct-Dec; 
100MW Mai- Sep; 

Splitting of capacity   

APG>SLO 225MW Base; 100MW Peak Splitting of capacity   
SLO>APG 225MW Base; 100MW Peak Splitting of capacity   
APG>H 100MW Base Splitting of capacity Allocation by H 

H>APG 100MW Base, 100MW Peak Splitting of capacity Allocation by A 
 
Auction: The allocation of capacity is organised by an auction office. 
 
Splitting of capacity: Each country (TSO) is responsible for 50% of the available capacity. The allocation of 
each share takes place according to national laws. 
Splitting of direction: Each country is responsible for a single direction.  
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Base: 01.01.2005 00:00h – 31.12.2005 24:00h 
Peak periods: 07.01.2005 – 31.12.2005 Monday to Friday daily 08:00h – 20:00, excluding during Austrian 
holidays. 
 
Existing international interconnections  

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Meiningen Y-Rehag(CH 
(Montlingen Sarelli) 

AC-Double 
 

220 501 
782 

Bürs Obermooweiler(D) AC-Double 380 2 x 1369 
Bürs Herbertingen, 

Dellmensingen(D) 
AC-Double 220 389 

762 
Westtirol Memmingen(D) AC-Single 220 762 
Westtirol Leupolz(D) AC-Single 380 1316 
Silz Oberbrunn(D) AC-Double 220 2 x 793 
St.Peter Altheim(D) AC-Single 220 301 
St.Peter Simbach(D) AC-Single 220 301 
St.Peter Pirach(D) AC-Single 220 518 
St.Peter Pleinting(D) AC-Single 220 518 
Westtirol Pradella(CH) AC-Double 380 2 x 1340 
Lienz Soverzene(I) AC-Single 220 257 
Obersielach Podlog(SLO) AC-Single 220 351 
Kainachtal Maribor(SLO) AC-Double 380 2 x 1514 
Wien-SO Györ(H) AC-Single 380 1514 
Wien-SO Györ(H) AC-Double 220 2 x 305 
Bisamberg Sokolnice(CZ) AC-Double 220 2 x 269 
Dürnrohr Slavetice(CZ) AC-Single 380 1711 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 
Thaur(A) Bozen(A) AC-Double 380    

 
Future projected interconnections 
Lienz(A)-Cordignano(I), AC-Double 380kV 
Wien Südost(A)-Slavetice(CZ) (Construction of an additional 380kV line) 
Study needs 
Congestion management (internal, external) 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
To achieve a 100% opening of the electricity market in Austria,  a balance group system was implemented 
on 1 October 2001. The legal base is the Austrian Electricity Act (ElWOG). A balance group is a virtual 
alliance of market participants within a control area. Market participants are producers, traders and 
costumers which must belong to a balance group of their choice. The balance group coordinator (settlement 
agency) calculates the needed balancing energy (deviation of program and physical values) for each balance 
group and charges it to the balance group. 
 
The control area manager is responsible for load frequency control, that is the balance of fed in and 
consumed power at every moment. In case of deviations,  the primary and the secondary control try to 
balance the system automatically. If the deviation cannot be balanced through this mechanism, the control 
area manager calls up additional balance energy according to a merit order which is prepared by the balance 
group coordinator, based on offers for balance energy from producers. 
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The first important step for the liberalisation was unbundling,(i.e.. the separation of transmission, distribution 
and generation), which took place on 19 February 1999 The delivered energy is charged by the supplier 
based on contracts with a negotiated price for delivered energy. The use of the network is charged by the 
usage of the grid, which is a natural monopoly.  
 
The Energy Control Ltd. - is the regulatory authority and responsible for monitoring, supporting and 
regulating the Austrian electricity market. 
 
For more detailed information on the Austrian electricity market, see the listed homepages (see chapter 5). 

 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

www.bmwa.gv.at Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs an Labour 
www.e-control.at Electricity Control (Regulator) 
www.apcs.at Settlement Agency (Control area APG) 
www.aundb.at Settlement Agency (Control areas TIRAG and VKW-UNG 
www.apg.at TSO 
www.tirag.at TSO 
www.vkw-grid.at TSO 
www.veoe.at Others 
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BELGIUM 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  8673 
 Hydro 1493 
 Nuclear 5801 
 Renewables 385 
 Total 16352 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 36.9 
 Hydro 1.3 
 Nuclear 44.9 
 Renewables 0.2 
 Total 83.3 
Annual consumption, TWh 83.8 
Imports, TWh 14.3 
Exports, TWh 8.0 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
According to the provisions of the Special Act of 8 August 1988, the Federal Government of Belgium is 
responsible for “matters which, owing to their technical and economic indivisibility, require equal treatment 
at national level”. This includes, amongst others, tariffs (e.g. for using the transmission and distribution 
networks), the production and the transmission of electricity at a voltage level above 70 kV.  
 
The federal law of 29 April 1999 transposing EU Directive 96/92 into Belgian law was published in the 
Official Bulletin on 11 May 1999. This law defines the general framework for the opening of the Belgian 
electricity market, which has been put into effect in stages through different executive decrees.  
 
The text adopted includes all the directive's essential clauses and supplements them on numerous points.  
 
The law establishes  the access conditions for third parties to the transmission network as well as the related 
regulatory aspects. Consequently, a Federal Regulatory Commission has been set up in 2000 in order to 
monitor the electricity and gas markets. The Commission is responsible for advising authorities on the 
organisation and operation of the liberalised electricity and gas markets. Moreover, it supervises and 
monitors the application of relevant laws and regulations. 
 
A General Council (consisting of representatives of the federal and regional Governments, of associations of 
employees, employers and small businesses as well as generators, distributors and consumers, is responsible 
for monitoring its operation.  
 
The regional legislators(Flemish, Walloon and Brussels) have the power to regulate distribution and local 
transmission of electricity over networks with a voltage level less than or equal to 70 kV. 
The three regions have also transposed the EU Directive: 

 Flanders : decree of 17 July 2000;  
 Wallonia : decree of 12 April 2001;  
 Brussels : decree of 19 July 2001.  
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Each of the three regions has also set up a regulatory commission, which is responsible for establishing the 
technical legislation regulating the distribution networks (up to 70 kV) and defining the eligibility conditions 
for customers connected to this grid (most SMEs and  household consumers). 
In Flanders, all electricity consumers are eligible since 1 July 2003; in Wallonia and Brussels, the industrial 
consumers are already eligible whereas the “smaller”business and household customers will gradually 
become eligible. 
 
Most of legal documents as well as further information are available on the websites of the following 
Institutions:  

 Federal Public Service Economy (Federal Government)  
 CREG (Federal Regulator)  
 VREG (Regulator of the Flemish Region)  
 CWAPE (Regulator of the Walloon Region)  
 IBGE-BIM (Regulator of the Brussels Region) 

 
The royal decrees implementing the new multi-annual tariff system established in the amended Electricity 
Act (transposing EU Directive 2003/54/EC),  were not available at the beginning of 2006. Multi-annual 
tariffs are expected to be introduced as from 2007. 
 
On 3 December 2005 the CREG authorised Elia to allocate the Belgian-French border transit capacity via a 
coordinated auction sale. A similar auction sale was authorised for the north border with the Netherlands on 
the 22 December 2005. 
 
Belpex was created on 7 July 2005 by Elia, power stock exchange APX, Powernext and Dutch transmission 
system operator Tennet to operate the power exchange in Belgium. Elia holds a share of 70 % and the three 
other participants hold 10% each. On 15 December 2005 French transmission system operator RTE took 10 
% of Belpex capital from Elia’s share. On 12 January 2006, the Belgian federal government approved 
Belpex's application for a licence to operate the power exchange in Belgium.  

The Belpex Day-Ahead Market (DAM) provides standardised products (hourly instruments) for producers, 
distributors, industrial groups, traders and brokers to sell and purchase electricity. The financial clearing and 
settlement of the Belpex DAM will be secured by a central counterparty, which will offer guarantee of 
payment. 

The prices for electricity on the Belgian DAM are determined via a double-sided blind auction. These prices 
are also known as market clearing prices and are quoted in €/MWh. These clearing prices will be published 
daily on the Belpex website. Furthermore, these hourly market prices and volumes are used as a basis for the 
calculation of the Belpex DAM indexes which are also published on the website. 

The Belpex DAM market model may be characterised by three distinctive layers: 
 Trading  
 Clearing and Settlement  
 Delivery 

 
 
 
The following picture illustrates this market model: 
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CREG approved the trilateral market coupling as communicated by Elia on 6 September 2006. However, the 
launch of Belpex as a day-ahead spot market coupled with APX and Powernext also requires the approval of 
the Dutch and the French regulator. Such approvals are expected by the end of September 2006. 
 
Trading of electricity will start on Belpex during the third quarter of 2006. Market coupling will replace 
auctions for daily capacity in both directions at the Dutch and French borders. Implicit daily auctions will 
ensure that capacity at the borders is used more efficiently. Monthly and annual capacity will continue to be 
auctioned as in the past. 
 
Further information are available through the from Belpex website www.belpex.be 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The high-voltage network is operated by ELIA, an independent public limited company founded in June 
2001 in order to comply with the federal requirements of independence. ELIA former shareholders 
(Electrabel and SPE) reached an agreement with the Federal Government on the shareholder structure. 
Electrabel holds now 27.45 % of the shares, Publi-T (a cooperative company representing the Belgian 
municipalities) has taken a 30 % stake, 0.54 % of the shares are held by Elia's employees, and 2.55 % by 
Publipart and 39.45 % of the shares are listed on the Euronext Brussels stock exchange. 
 
A law of 29 April 1999 defines the mission and the general framework of rules of access to the transmission 
network for customers in Belgium, and for the transit of electricity. The technical legislation regulating this 
access has been published by Royal decree of 19 December 2002 (Official Bulletin of 28 December 2002) 
and the Belgian Federal Government has,  by Ministerial Order of 13 September 2002 (Official Bulletin of 
17 September 2002),  officially appointed ELIA as Transmission System Operator. 
 
ELIA System Operator (ESO) has a licence as TSO at the federal level, as well as licences as distribution 
system operator in Flanders and local or regional transmission system operator in the Walloon and Brussels 
regions. 
 
Main generators  

 Electrabel (Net generation capacity: about 13 165 MW in Belgium) 
 SPE (Gen. capacity: 1 500 MW in Belgium) 
 RWE (from 2005 with 50% of 385 MW at BASF Antwerp) 
 Essent (from 2006 with 120 MW at INEOS Antwerp) 
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New generating units 2004 
 Cogeneration (3 units ≤ 0.7 MW each) : 2 MW 
 Wind turbine (13 units of 2 MW each) : 26 MW 

 
New generating units 2005 

 Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (Zandvliet Power :400 MW) 
 Cogeneration (3 units ≤ 4.8 MW each) : 5.9 MW 
 Wind turbine (23 units ≤ 2 MW each) : 40 MW 

 
New generating units 2006 

 Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (INEOS :120 MW) 
 
Ongoing projects in generation (for 2006 and after) 

 Wind energy onshore (135 units ≤ 2 MW each, mainly in 2006-2007) : 247 MW 
 Wind energy offshore (50 units x 2 MW each, but Council of State cancelled recently the related 

licence) : 100 MW 
 Wind energy offshore (60 units x 5 MW each) : 300 MW 
 Cogeneration and biofuel motor (8 units ≤ 3.2 MW each) : 14 MW 
 Hydro (1 unit) : 0.5 MW 

 
Distributors 
The former distribution companies (mainly inter-municipal companies) have been appointed as operator of 
the distribution network for their respective territory. In order to comply with the regional legal 
requirements, they transferred their sales activities to another company, when their customers will become 
eligible. 
 
Number of distribution system operators 
Private companies   1
Municipality companies   4
Mixed Inter-municipality companies(a)  15
Pure Inter-municipality companies   8
(a) association of the public sector with a private company more often ELECTRABEL  
 
In Belgium,  91 % of the total electricity demand can be provided by the customer’s choice. Only household 
low-voltage customers in the Walloon and Brussels-Capital Regions do not yet benefit from the status of 
eligible customer. In the Walloon Region, household customers are able to choose their suppliers freely since 
1 January 2007. No date is set for the Brussels-Capital Region,  but this shall occur before 1July 2007. 
 
Main traders and other players 
The Royal Decree of 2 April 2003 on licence for the supply of electricity by third parties and the rules of 
conduct which apply to third parties was published in the Belgian Official Bulletin on 22 April 2003. 
Henceforth, a licence is required for supplying electricity to customers connected to the transmission grid or 
linked via a direct line with a voltage higher than 70 kV. The application must be submitted to CREG, the 
federal regulator, which will investigate the application. The licence is given by the relevant minister and the 
ministerial decision is published in the Belgian Official Bulletin. The licence is granted for a period of five 
years.  
 
The decree also sets out the rules of conduct which apply to the suppliers. These rules of conduct concern: 

 the general obligations on suppliers;  
 interruption of supply;  
 the content of the supply contract;  
 the obligation to provide information. 

 
A licence is also required to supply to end users connected to distribution networks. These licences are 
delivered by  regional regulators, namely VREG in Flanders, CWAPE in Wallonia and BIM/IBGE in 
Brussels. 
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Suppliers are required to submit to the regulators a number of green power certificates in proportion to their 
sales. Consequently, they are also potential buyers of green power certificates. Generators of renewable 
power and cogeneration facilities can obtain approval from the regulators. In doing so, they receive green 
power certificates that they can sell to suppliers. In Flanders, a distinction is drawn between green power and 
high-quality cogeneration. In Wallonia, the concept of green power includes high-quality cogeneration. 
 
The list of holders of a supply licence in Wallonia, Flanders and Brussels are listed on the website of the 
respective regulators. 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Avelgem Avelin (France) AC Single 380  
Avelgem  Mastaing (France) AC Single 380  
Achene Lonny AC Single 380  
Zandvliet Borssele/Geertruindenber

g 
AC Double 380  

Herderen Masbracht AC Single 380  
Meerhout Masbracht AC Single 380  
Aubange  Moulaine AC Single 220  
Jamiolle  Chooz AC Single 220  

 
ELIA and RTE set up in July 2002 an auctioning system on the transfer capacities between France and 
Belgium (combining former systems organised separately by ELIA and RTE). 
 
ELIA, TenneT, RWE Net and E.On Netz set up an auctioning system on the transfer capacities between the 
Netherlands and Belgium and between the Netherlands and Germany; this system is operated by TSO 
Auction, a subsidiary of TenneT (NL). 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 
Aubange Moulaine AC Double 380    

 
Phase shifter transformers are going to be installed in Monceau, Kinrooi and Zandvliet to regulate the transit 
through Belgium. 
Transit capacity was enhanced by the end of 2006 when the voltage on the Chooz (F)-Monceau (B) line will 
be increased from 150 V to 220 kV between Jamiolle and Monceau and a phase shifter was installed in 
Monceau in February 2007. 
 
Future projected interconnections 
Courcelles Gouy 380 kV AC 2 circ. OHL 2 km 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
As part of the Electricity Act, the Belgian Transmission System Operator ELIA must draw up a development 
plan explaining how it intends to adapt the system to the future needs of system users. This development plan 
covers a period of 7 years and is updated every 2 years. The plan contains a detailed estimate of the capacity 
requirements and specifies the investment programme that the system operator will have to implement in 
order to meet these requirements. The development plan takes account of the need for adequate reserve 
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capacity and any trans-European project. The development plan is submitted to the CREG, who in turn 
submits it to the Minister for approval. 
 
3.3 Main events 

 
25 and 26 November 2005: extreme weather conditions overnight caused a power failure on more than 20 
lines causing several power cuts in the provinces of East Flanders and Antwerp. Power supply on the high-
voltage network was restored at around 4.30 p.m. on Saturday 26 November. 
27 June 2006: an incident in the 150 kV substation of Bruges resulted in the outage of several 150 kV lines 
and power cuts in cities in the North-West of Belgium. The situation was back to normal after 1h30. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
(The following information is mainly provided from the ELIA website www.elia.be) 
 
General 
ELIA operates the 380-26 kV power grid in Belgium. Accordingly, ELIA is: 

 the federal transmission system operator;  
 a distribution system operator in Flanders;  
 the regional transmission system operator in Brussels;  
 the local transmission system operator in Wallonia.  

 
The distribution system operators (DSOs) operate, maintain and develop lower-voltage networks (up to 
70 kV by law, but usually at 15 kV and lower). The distribution system operators fall under the authority of 
Belgium’s three regions. 
 
Among installations connected to the grid, a distinction can be drawn between generation and consumption 
facilities. The vast majority of consumers are connected to the lower-voltage networks of distribution system 
operators. The larger generating facilities inject their energy into the grid at a voltage of 70 kV or higher. 
Some 300 generation and consumption facilities are connected to ELIA networks.  
 
The ELIA networks perform three major functions. The 380 kV links form the backbone of the Belgian and 
European network. International supplies transit over these lines, and the nuclear power stations as well as 
the Coo pump storage station are also connected to the 380 kV network. The 220- and 150 kV connections in 
turn carry electricity to large consumption centres and ensure Belgium's domestic supply. Finally, power is 
carried over 70- and 36-kV lines to the off-take points used by the distribution companies. Large industrial 
customers are directly connected to the high-voltage grid.  
 

Geographic length (km) 
on 01.01.2006 

Voltage Overhead lines Underground cables Total 
380 kV 890 0 890 
220 kV 297 0 297 
150 kV 2 012 344 2 356 
70 kV 2 425 270 2 695 
36 kV 8 1 926 1 934 
30 kV 26 146 172 
Total 5 658 2 686 8 344 
 
The Belgian network forms an integral part of the European transmission network. Connections with the 
Netherlands and France primarily carry electricity at 380 kV. Thanks to these international connections, the 
Belgian electricity market is an international market where power can be imported and exported. At the same 
time, these international connections also offer an additional safeguard: if necessary, ELIA can ask 
neighbouring TSOs for assistance.  
 
Third parties may use ELIA grid to transmit electricity. ELIA offers a range of services in order to steer this 
in the right direction.  
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The connection of facilities to ELIA grid is governed by a connection agreement. 
 
Any party wishing to transmit electricity over the ELIA grid must first sign an access contract which 
stipulates the level of compensation required for using the ELIA grid. The places where energy is injected 
into or withdrawn from the grid are called access points. 
 
An access responsible party (ARP) is appointed for each access point. The ARP is responsible for the actual 
injection and off-take of energy. He is also responsible for maintaining balance between its injections and off 
takes. The ARP submits 'nominations', programmes which determine where, when and how much electricity 
is injected into or withdrawn from the grid. ARPs are authorised to perform their tasks under a contract 
signed with ELIA. 
 
Further information can be accessed through the ELIA website. 
 
Connection Agreement 
All equipments required to connect the installations of a grid user to the ELIA-grid are  subject of a 
connection agreement which stipulates all mutual rights and obligations between ELIA and the grid user 
(producer/consumer). The connection agreement contains also the necessary technical descriptions 
concerning the installations to be connected to the ELIA-grid (such as voltage level, point of connection, 
installation description, equipment protection). This information is required by ELIA to monitor the safe and 
reliable functioning of its grid.  
 
Specific tariffs are applicable for the realisation of new  connections as well as adaptation and/or the use of 
them, including the operation and maintenance of existing connection equipments. 
 
Access - Access Responsible Party 
Any party wishing to access to the ELIA grid from one or more injection and/or off take points within the 
ELIA control area, must first sign an access contract stipulating the level of compensation for using the 
ELIA grid. An access responsible party (ARP) is appointed for each access point. The ARP is responsible 
for the injection and/or off take of energy.  
 
ARPs are authorised to perform their tasks under an Access Responsibility Contract signed with ELIA. Once 
the ARP has been authorised, it is included in the ARP’s Register. Examples access contracts are available 
on ELIA website. 
 
Access contract for customers directly connected to the ELIA grid. 
 
In these contracts a distinction is drawn between:  

 access rights at an off take point in Belgium;  
 access right at an injection point in Belgium.  

 
Any party wishing to import or export electricity must first obtain capacity on the interconnection links 
between Belgium and the Netherlands, or between Belgium and France. Here, the following distinction can 
be drawn:   

 access rights on the South Border for imports from France:  
 access rights on the South Border for exports to France;  
 access rights on the North Border.  

 
To use these access rights, the appointed ARP must submit a nomination to ELIA the day before the desired 
day of transmission. 
 
Nomination / Balance 
The ARP is responsible for maintaining quarter-hourly balance between total injections and total off 
takes under its responsibility. 
 
The ARP must submit to ELIA an access schedule of all injections and off takes (also known as a 
'nomination') by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the transmission.  
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ARPs can also buy electricity from and sell it to each other. This is done on the 'hub'. Both buyer and seller 
must submit their nominations by 12 noon on the day prior to the transmission. If the two nominations do not 
correspond, the buyer and seller have one hour to reconcile them. If they fail to do so, then the 'inconsistent' 
nominations will only be accepted if grid security is not jeopardised. However, the relevant ARPs will have 
to pay a price for external inconsistency.  
 
In addition, Access Responsible Parties can avoid an imbalance caused by unexpected circumstances, such 
as breakdown of an industrial client or a production unit,  by exchanging energy on the "intra-day hub" on an 
intra-daily basis (meaning at the same day). The nomination for this exchange has to be passed to ELIA 
before noon the following day. 
 
ELIA uses measurement data to check that each ARP is actually complying with his obligation to ensure 
balance. If an imbalance is detected between the injections and off takes monitored by a given ARP, then the 
ARP will have to pay the price for imbalance.  
 
Metering 
Each connection, interconnection and injection point of the ELIA grid has been equipped with energy 
metering devices. They are used for collecting, saving and controlling energy exchanges. The data obtained 
allows technical and economic control of the energy transport. 
 
 
ELIA offers various metering-data services to system users: 

 provision (supply)of metering impulses;  
 provision of load curves (monthly / daily / near-time).  
 upon the system user's request and in accordance with the technical regulations,  ELIA can also offer 

services that do not directly relate to the ELIA system. 
 
In order to control the energy exchange balance, European system operators have to interchange market 
participant’s data. This requires a uniform identification system. 
 
For this purpose ETSO has developed a code system named EIC (ETSO Identification Code). Each market 
participant has to dispose of such a code which is valid throughout Europe. ELIA is the Issuing Office for 
Belgium and it is therefore authorised to issue EIC codes. Market parties that already dispose of an EIC code 
do not need to apply for another code. 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

Federation of the Electricity and Gas Network Managers in Belgium  www.synergrid.be  
Transmission System Operator (TSO) www.elia.be  
Private Electricity Company www.electrabel.com  
Public Electricity Generating Company www.spe.be  
The Electricity and Gas Regulatory Commission  
(Federal regulator) 

www.creg.be  

The Flemish Electricity and Gas Regulatory Commission www.vreg.be  
The Walloon Energy Commission CWAPE (Walloon regulator) cwape.wallonie.be  
The Brussels Institute for Environment management (IBGE-BIM) 
(Brussels regulator) 

www.ibgebim.be  

Ministry of Economic Affairs (Belgium) www.mineco.fgov.be  
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BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  1797 
 Hydro 2092 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 40 
 Total 3929 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 6.61 
 Hydro 5.96 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 0.14 
 Total 12.71 
Annual consumption, TWh 10.92 
Imports, TWh 2.17 
Exports, TWh 3.58 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The process of reforming the electricity sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) began in 2000, with the 
signature of statements on electricity policy, followed by the adoption in 2002 of the Act on Transmission of 
Electric Power, Regulator and System Operator of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Entity Laws on 
Electricity. However it is only in 2004 that the actual process of reform of the electricity sector began in 
practice, following the adoption of the Law establishing an Independent System Operator for the 
Transmission System of BIH and the Law establishing the Company for Transmission of Electric Power in 
BIH. 
 
Laws adopted at the State and Entity levels have provided for the establishment of the regulatory practice in 
the electricity sector of BiH. Today, three regulatory commissions exist in the country: 

 SERC (State Electricity Regulatory Commission) – competent for ISO BiH, Transco BiH and 
international trading. 

 Two entity commissions (Regulatory Commission for Electricity in the Federation of BIH and the 
Regulatory Commission for Electricity of Republika Srpska) – competent for generation and supply 
on their respective area and for internal trade. 

 
The Independent System Operator in BiH (ISO BiH) started its operation in July 2005, and the Company for 
Transmission of Electricity in BIH (Transco BiH) started in February 2006. ISO BIH and Transco are two 
separate and independent companies (fully unbundled) from other electricity market actors. 
 
The electricity market in BiH is a single economic space and it is founded on a free and equal access to the 
electricity transmission network, the principles of regulated approach as well as  relevant EU Directives. 
Currently  there are three regulated generation-distribution companies (mainly state-owned) which have 
licenses for internal and international trade of electricity and have the right to buy or sell electricity on the 
market.  
Additionally, one of these companies has a license for trading, and by the end- of 2006 few companies will 
receive licenses for trading (ongoing). 
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In June 2006 SERC issued a Decision on the Scope, Conditions and Time Schedule of Electricity Market 
Opening in BIH. According to the Decision,  electricity market opening in BIH shall be implemented in 
accordance with the time schedule according to which the eligible customer status may be acquired by: 

 all customers with annual consumption of electricity higher than 10 GWh as of January 1, 2007, 
 all customers with annual consumption higher than 1 GWh as of January 1, 2008, 
 all customers, except households, as of January 1, 2009, 
 all electricity customers as of January 1, 2015. 

 
Following this Decision and the coming into force of the initial consumption level for eligible customers, the 
percentage of electricity market opening in BiH shall be around 33%. From  January 1, 2008 the percentage 
of electricity market opening shall be around 40%. 
 
The Way and scope of privatisation are not yet finally defined. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
According to legal and regulatory framework in BiH,  ISO and Transco exist as two separate companies with 
defined tasks. 
 
The Independent System Operator in Bosnia and Herzegovina (ISO BiH) 
Main tasks: 

 system operation to ensure reliability; 
 operation of all high voltage transmission facilities in BiH that are rated at 110 kV or above; 
 administration of  balancing market; 
 supply of ancillary services and provide system services; 
 develop a long-term indicative generation development plan. 

 
The Company for Transmission of Electricity in BIH (Transco BiH) 
Transco BiH owns the transmission system of BiH (400 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV networks, include SS 
110/x) and conducts its transmission and transmission related activities in full compliance with technical 
standards. 
 
Main generators and Distributors  
Today, there are three generation-distribution-supply companies in BiH. All of them are regulated and 
supply regulated (non-eligible) customers. These companies are: 
 
Elektroprivreda Bosne i Hercegovine (EPBiH) 

 ca 600.000 consumers, installed capacity 1691 MW, yearly consumption 3,5 TWh, yearly generation 
ca 5,7 TWh. 

 
Elektroprivreda Hrvatske Zajednice Herceg-Bosna (EPHZHB) 

 ca 150.000 consumers, installed capacity 775 MW, yearly consumption 3,2 TWh, yearly generation 
ca 1,8 TWh. 

 
Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske (ERS) 

 ca 400.000 consumers, installed capacity 1423 MW, yearly consumption 3,0 TWh, yearly generation 
ca 5,2 TWh. 

Main traders  
 
Until November 2006 four companies obtained licenses for electricity trade (internal and external). 
 
 
3.  Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
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Existing international interconnections  
 

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

TE Ugljevik Ernestinovo (CRO) AC 
Single 400 kV 1329 

Mostar 4 Konjsko (CRO) AC 
Single 400 kV 1329 

Prijedor 2 Međurić (CRO) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

Prijedor 2 Mraclin (CRO) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

TS Gradačac Đakovo (CRO) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

TE Tuzla Đakovo (CRO) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

Mostar 4 Zakučac (CRO) AC 
Single 220 kV 360 

TE Ugljevik S.Mitrovica (SR) AC 
Single 400 kV 1329 

Višegrad Požega (SR) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

Trebinje Podgorica (Montenegro) AC 
Single 400 kV 1329 

Sarajevo 20 Piva (MN) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

Trebinje Perućica (MN ) AC 
Single 220 kV 316 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Transco BiH is in charge for preparing a long-term plan for the development of the transmission network. 
After revision by ISO BiH,  the plan will be send to SERC for approval. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The BiH electricity market is currently based on bilateral contracts between utilities (generation-supply 
companies) and bilateral export/import contracts. In the future, the market will be based on bilateral 
agreements between producers and suppliers, eligible consumers, traders and on balancing market managed 
by ISO BiH for balance-adjusting and settlements. 
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5. Other 
 

Links Institutions/companies 

www.derk.ba State Electricity Regulatory Commission 
www.ferk.ba Regulatory Commission for Electricity in Federation of BIH  
www.reers.ba Regulatory Commission for Electricity of Republika Srpska 
www.nosbih.ba Independent System Operator in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
www.elektroprenos.ba Company for Transmission of Electricity in BIH 
www.elektroprivreda.ba Elektroprivreda BiH 
www.ephzhb.ba Elektroprivreda HZHB 
www.ers.ba Elektroprivreda RS 
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BULGARIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW  
 Thermal   6553  
 Hydro   2870  
 Nuclear   2880  
 Renewables   0  
  Total 12303 
Yearly generation by fuel, TWh   
 Thermal   20.849  
 Hydro     4.664  
 Nuclear   18.407  
 Renewables   0  
  Total 43.920  
Annual consumption, TWh   36.462  
Import TWh     0.799  
   
Export TWh     8.380  
 
 
2.  Industry structure  
 
2.1  Recent key developments 
 
Following the adoption of a new Energy Act by the Bulgarian Parliament on 26 November2003, Bulgaria 
has fully harmonised its legislation with EU requirements. The Energy Act foresees the restructuring and a 
step-by-step liberalisation of the energy sector in the country. Its application will lead to significant changes 
directly related to the NEK structure and activities.   

 
On 11 April 2006, the Board of Directors of Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD (NEK EAD) issued 
a decision on the restructuring of the Company.  
 
The adopted model of unbundling of NEK foresees the establishment of a new subsidiary company – 
Electricity System Operator EAD, 100% owned by NEK EAD, which will perform the functions of 
Transmission System Operator, Balancing Market Administrator as well as operation and maintenance of the 
transmission system which will remain property of NEK EAD. 
 
The unbundling of NEK EAD is in accordance with the provisions of EC Directive 2003/54 on legal, 
functional and accounts separation of the transmission system operator from non-transmission-related 
activities of the company able to compete on the market, in particular in trading and generation.  
 
Following its restructuring, NEK EAD will perform the functions of wholesale public supplier, hydro 
generator and electricity trader as a holder of three separate licenses. Pursuant to the Energy Act NEK EAD 
will purchase electricity under the existing long-term PPAs with TPP Maritsa East 1, TPP Maritsa East 2 and 
TPP Maritsa East 3 as well as the electric energy produced by renewable energy sources and CHP plants at 
preferential prices, and upon resolution by the Council of Ministers, will proceed with the development of 
the NPP Belene project. 
 
The model will be implemented following effectiveness of the amendments to the Energy Act. 
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Investments  
A priority in the NEK Investment Program for 2005 is given to the construction of projects in compliance 
with the energy policy for the system development in order to provide stable and reliable power supply, 
losses reduction in electricity transmission and transformation, development and modernisation of the 
transmission system and increase of the hydro power capacities in the country.   
 
Main achievements in 2005  
The electric power system of Bulgaria has been the main exporter within the Balkan region for the recent 
years. About 75% of the electricity export in this part of Europe was realised by NEK EAD. Besides being 
the main exporter, NEK EAD acts also as a guarantor of power supply in the event of deviations from the 
forecasts. 
 
NEK EAD and Elektrostopanstvo Macedonia (ЕСМ) have signed agreements for joint implementation of 
400 kV Bulgaria-Macedonia power line with a total length of 150 km, 80 km of which are on the territory of 
Bulgaria. The construction of the new interconnection line will be a new stage in the strategy of the electric 
power companies of the Balkan countries for improving the connections among the electric power systems 
in the Region that are in parallel operation and to facilitate the creation of a Regional Energy Market.  
 
In 2005, four new dispatch control systems were commissioned at the Regional Dispatch Centres (RDC) in 
Sofia, Plovdiv, Pleven and Varna. The Sinaut Spectrum systems at RDC are some of the most modern 
systems for dispatch control. 
 
During the summer 2006, the s/s Plovdiv 400/110 was commissioned, and it will play a very important role 
for load flow and stability in the south region of Bulgarian network.  
 
2.2  Main actors 
 
TSO 
With the legal unbundling of the Electricity System Operator as from 1 January 2007,  the new company acts 
as an operator of the national transmission network (110, 220, 400 and 750 kV) and will hold a license for 
system control. 
 
Main generators (incl. IPPs) 
The main generators in the Bulgarian Power system are: 
Kozloduy NPP - 2880MW (since 1.01.2007 – 2000MW). 
Maritsa East 2 TPP - 1450MW 
Varna TPP - 1260 MW 
Maritsa East 3 TPP - 800 MW 
Bobov Dol TPP - 630 MW 
 
Foreseen projects for new generating units 
Maritsa East 1 TPP (2 x 300 MW). 
Zhankov Kamak (80 MW). 
 
Number of distributors 
3 distribution companies, operating the grids of 110 kV and medium voltage. 
 
Main traders & other players (exchanges etc) 
The National Electric Company (NEK) performs the role of the Wholesale Public Supplier, Hydro Generator 
and Electricity Trader. More than 10 companies are holders of a Trading License, out of which 5 are active 
in the market. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1  Status of international interconnections 
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Existing Interconnections 
FROM (BG)  TO  Type AC/DC  U, kV  S, MVA  
  Single/Double    
Kozloduy NPP  Tintareni (RO)  AC - Double  400  2600  
Kozloduy NPP  Isalnita (RO)  AC - Single  220  360  
Sofia West s/s  Nish (YU)  AC - Single  400  1300  
Blagoevgrad s/s  Thessaloniki (GR)  AC - Single  400  1300  
Dobrudja s/s  Isaccea (RO) AC - Single  400  900 
Varna s/s  Isaccea (RO)  AC - Single  400 2500 
Maritza East 3 s/s  Babaeski (TR)  AC - Single  400  1300  

Maritza East 3 s/s  Hamidabat (TR)  AC - Single  400  1300  

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
FROM  TO  Type AC/DC  U,kV  S,MW  
  Single/Double    

Expected date for 
commissioning the line  

Chervena Mogila s/s  Stip (FIROM)  AC - Single  400  1300   

Zlatitsa s/s (BG)  Plovdiv s/s (BG)  AC - Single  400  1300   

 
3.2  Network development plan 
 
The transmission network will be capable of carrying out continuously its main application – transmission of 
the required electricity quantities under the existing standards for electricity supply quality and reliability 
without violating the operational technological parameters and the equipment technical limitations.   
 
The transmission network development plan is a document that describes the future changes and 
development of the transmission grid as well as the expected operational characteristics of the transmission 
grid over the years.  
 
The process of planning will envisage a necessary time for projects preparations as well as proposals from 
different parties concerned, in a non-discriminatory way.    
 
The plan identifies those points in the power grid that are most suitable for creating new connections for 
future electricity transmission,  in order to encourage the competition and transmission network 
development.   
 
The Development Plan contains the following information about the operating parameters of the 
transmission network:  

 Transmission capacity by main directions; 
 Power flows at maximum EPS loading;  
 Loading of the nodes of users’ connection to the transmission grid; 
 Short circuit current levels at 750 кV, 400 кV, 220 кV and 110 кV busbars of the distribution and 

transformer substations; 
 Losses of power and energy during transmission and transformation in the electric power network at 

a maximum EPS loading;  
 Proposals for the transmission network development and/or changes in the topology;  
 Planned exchanges of electric power with the foreign partners; 
 Proposals for the construction of new interconnection lines. 

 
During a normal operation mode the transmission network shall meet the security criterion “n – 1”.  
 
When a nuclear power plant is connected to the transmission network, the security criteria “n -2” is applied.  
 
The power grid configuration will allow to carry out planned outages of the facilities for repair purposes 
without violating the security criteria mentioned above. 
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Once approved by the Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources (MEER), the transmission network 
development plan is published and made  accessible to all existing and potential users of the transmission 
network.  
 
The Bulgarian transmission network observes the UCTE Operation Handbook recommendations.   
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Market Model 
The Bulgarian electricity market is operating in a competitive environment since September 2004. The trade 
under freely negotiated prices represents 55% from consumer’s consumption, eligible to switch between 
suppliers, and about 14.5% from the total country net demand. The current eligibility threshold is 9 GWh. As 
from 1 January 2007, all industrial customers have the right to switch electricity suppliers. The adopted 
Amendments and supplements to the Energy Act in September 2006 regulate the relations after 1 July 2007, 
when the market will be liberalised for all customers, including households’ consumers. 
 
The market model of bilateral contracts and a balancing market will be developed further.  A complex 
market place incorporating a spot “day-ahead market” for short-term deals with electricity and ancillary 
services will be put in place progressively.   
 
In a new market environment NEK’s commercial relations are likely to change significantly. In its function 
as Transmission Company and wholesale public supplier, the company will enter into agreements with 
market participants. At the same time the Electricity System Operator will enter into agreements with market 
participants in respect of providing system services and balancing. 
 
The functions of the Electricity System Operator relating to the organisation of the electricity market include: 

 Registration of trading participants and balance responsible parties; 
 Validation and registration of delivery schedules under contracts; 
 Validation and registration of offers and bids for balancing energy; 
 Preparation of merit orders of balancing energy sources; 
 Determination of imbalance prices and settlement of balance responsible parties imbalances; 
 Drawing up settlement statements, issuance and receipt of invoices; 
 Management of a market operation database; 
 Management of a separate balancing energy accounts; 

 
The provision which gives the legal basis for trans-border market opening provides for the possibility of 
concluding electricity transactions between generators, traders, the wholesale public supplier, the public 
retailers of electricity, eligible consumers, and local entities in EU Member States, as of the date of 
Bulgaria’s EU accession on 1 January 2007 
 
The secondary legislation (commercial and technical codes) will be further developed and amended in 
compliance with the last amendments to the Energy Act. The main regulations comprise: 

 New nomination and scheduling procedures; 
 Gate closure for the different markets; 
 Introduction of market based balancing mechanism; 
 Introduction of market principles for contracting reserve and ancillary services;  
 Capacity allocation and congestion management mechanisms using a market based approach 

(explicit or implicit auctions).  
 
 
5.  Websites.  
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Link  Company  

www.nek.bg  NEK  
www.dker.bg  State Energy Regulatory Commission  
www.doe.bg  Ministry of Energy and Energy Resources  
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CROATIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption Data1 (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  1944 
 Hydro (all = large+small) 2080 
 Nuclear 0 
 Other renewables (wind, waste, solar) 8 
 Total 4032 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 5.1 
 Hydro (all = large+small) 6.4 
 Nuclear 0 
 Other renewables (wind, waste, solar) 0.1 
 Total 11.6 
Annual consumption, TWh 16.7 
Imports, TWh 8.8 
Exports, TWh 3.6 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1. Recent key developments  

 
The year 2000 is generally considered as the starting point of the reform in the energy sector in Croatia, 
including the electricity sector, when the concept of energy sector reform was adopted on the basis of earlier 
preparatory activities. In relation to the Electricity sector, in July 2001 the Parliament of the Republic of 
Croatia adopted key energy laws (i.e. Energy Act, Electricity Market Act and Energy Activities Regulation 
Act). These acts introduced market relations in the electricity sector, provided for gradual liberalisation of 
the electricity market and defined a transparent relation between energy undertakings and customers. This 
has created a legislative framework for further restructuring of the electricity sector based on a public service 
obligation (tariff customers' supply, network infrastructure services and system operation) and a competitive 
market. The electricity market was opened to customers with an annual consumption above 40 GWh and 
network access has been provided through regulated third party access. After that, the Croatian Energy 
Regulatory Council was set up; Energy Development Strategy of the Republic of Croatia was passed as well 
as a number of secondary legislative acts. 
 
Following changes in the European energy legislation, changes have also been made in the Croatian 
legislative framework in order to harmonise national provisions with EU energy legislation related to 
electricity (especially Directive 2003/54/EC and Regulation 1228/2003/EC). Towards the end of 2004, new 
energy laws (Energy Act, Electricity Market Act and Energy Activities Regulation Act) were approved.  
 
Among other changes, such as the creation of several new institutions responsible for the implementation of 
new energy laws, the timeline for further opening of the electricity market was set up: 

• January 1, 2005, for customers with a consumption above 20 GWh 
• July 1, 2006, for customers with a consumption above 9 GWh, 
• July 1, 2007, for all commercial customers, 
• July 1, 2008, for all customers. 

 
Hrvatska energetska regulatorna agencija (HERA) – Croatian Energy Regulation Agency (CERA), 
whose mandate also includes electricity, was established in July 2005, as the successor to the Croatian 

                                                      
1 Please try to ensure consistency with EURELECTRIC EURPROG report “Statistics and prospects for the European electricity sector” 
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Energy Regulatory Council. The organisational structure of CERA comprises a Steering Committee, a 
Director and professional service staff. The Steering Committee, composed of 5 members, is appointed by 
the Croatian Parliament following a proposal of the Government. The Agency issues and revokes licenses for 
energy activities, resolves complaints relating to operator’s work, rejection to connect or conditions for 
connection to the network.  CERA is also responsible for adopting methodologies for tariff systems, for 
connection to the network and for electricity system balancing. In addition, it monitors the implementation of 
the rules on allocation of cross-border capacity, on separation of accounts, on connection of new producers 
and customers, on the level of transparency of competition, and whether deadlines for repairs and 
connections are met. CERA does also carry out supervision of tariff systems and charges, network access 
and quality of services provided by energy undertakings. 
 
Hrvatski operator tržišta energije (HROTE) – Croatian Energy Market Operator (HROTE) was 
established under the Electricity Market Act in March 2005. The main tasks of the market operator are to 
adopt Electricity Market Rules and to organise the market, to propose measures for market improvement, to 
register contractual obligations between market participants, to keep records of eligible customers and to 
keep a register of eligible producers. HROTE is responsible for settlement of balancing energy and recording 
and matching of contractual schedules. HROTE enters into contracts with eligible producers who are entitled 
to an incentive price and with suppliers, in order to ensure minimal share of electricity produced from 
renewable sources and cogeneration. It also calculates, collects and allocates the funds collected from 
charges for incentivising renewable energy sources and cogeneration to eligible producers. At the end of 
2006 HROTE has been separated from HEP Group and its ownership assigned to the Republic of Croatia.  
 
The establishment of the transmission system operator (TSO) and the distribution system operator 
(DSO), as legal, accounting and functional unbundled companies, has been carried out in compliance with 
the requirements of the EU Directives and national legislation as part of the restructuring of incumbent utility 
Hrvatska Elektroprivreda d.d. (HEP). 
 
HEP was established in 1990 as a public enterprise and in 1994 it was transformed into the stock company 
Hrvatska Elektroprivreda d.d. (HEP d.d.). The Republic of Croatia has retained full ownership of HEP d.d. 
and in March 2002 the Act on privatisation of HEP d.d. was passed. Pursuant to the Act, HEP d.d. will be 
privatised in the manner of corporate privatisation with the Republic of Croatia retaining the ownership of 
51% of HEP d.d. shares until the Republic of Croatia becomes a member of the European Union, and 
individual interested investors will be able to buy up to 10% of shares. 
 
As of 1 July 2002 HEP d.d. started to operate as a group of related daughter companies (HEP Group) headed 
by the parent company HEP d.d. (a holding). 
 
With the approval of the remaining set of secondary legislation throughout 2006, the institutional, 
organisational and legal preconditions for continuing the electricity market opening in the Republic of 
Croatia are being met. 
 
In the framework of the negotiations for EU accession, explanatory and bilateral screening meetings (i.e. 
analytical examination of the acquis) for Chapter 15 (Energy) and Chapter 21 (Trans-European Networks) 
took place in 2006. 
 
The Republic of Croatia is geographically, especially in terms of its electricity system, a link between 
Central and South-East Europe. It is one of the signatories of the Energy Community Treaty (signed on 25 
October 2005, ratified by Croatian Parliament in June 2006, and in force since 1 July 2006). 

 
2.2. Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
HEP – Operator prijenosnog sustava d.o.o. (HEP- Transmission System Operator LLC) was founded in 
March 2005 by merging the two previously existing regulated companies, namely CROISMO LLC. and 
HEP-Transmission LLC. HEP-OPS holds a license for electricity transmission and, as from the 4 April 2005, 
performs the activity of the transmission system operator. Its basic tasks are power system control, operation, 
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maintenance, development and construction of the transmission grid, as well as the production of a part of 
reactive electricity.  
 
Main generators  
HEP – Proizvodnja LLC (HPPs, TPPs, CHPs) 
TPP Plomin LLC 
Industrial/“self-producers” power plants (INA, Petrokemija, Belišće, DINA …) 

 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units 

 
New units in CHPP Zagreb (100 MW under construction), TPP Osijek (250 MW),  TPP Sisak (250 
MW), and TPP Plomin (500 MW)  
New HPP Lešće /under construction/, Zaprešić and Drenje (app. 40 MW each) 
New Wind Parks ( > 300 MW) 

 
Distributors 
HEP-Operator distribucijskog sustava d.o.o. was founded in December 2005 through a transformation of the 
previously existing HEP-Distribution LLC.  
HEP-ODS holds the license for electricity distribution and performs the activity of a distribution system 
operator (with 21 regional distribution areas that operate medium voltage networks and exceptionally parts 
of 110 kV network in larger urban areas).  
 
Main traders  
17 licensed companies  
 
Other players 
For supply business there are 3 licensed companies. 
Status of eligible customer: more than 100 customers (with an annual consumption exceeding 9 GWh,), 
which amounts to approximately 25% of the total annual electricity consumption in Croatia. 
 
 
3.  Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1. Status of international interconnections  
 
Croatian Transmission Grid is well interconnected with neighbouring grids. Existing interconnection include 
all high voltage levels (400, 220 and 110 kV). 

 
Total length of high voltage lines is 7125 km (400 kV – 1159 km, 220 kV – 1212 km and 110 kV – 4754 
km) with 158 substations 400-110/x kV with 11043 MVA transformer capacity installed. 
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Existing international interconnections  

 
From  To Type AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MW 

Tumbri NPP Krško (SI) AC, D 400 2528 
Melina Divača (SI) AC, S 400 1264 
Pehlin Divača (SI) AC, S 220 366 
Žerjavinec Cirkovce (SI) AC, S 220 311 
Nedeljanec HPP Formin (SI) AC, S 110 120 
Buje Koper (SI) AC, S 110 95 
Matulji Ilirska Bistrica (SI) AC, S 110 95 
Žerjavinec Heviz (H) AC, D 400 2600 
Nedeljanec  Lenti (H) AC, S 110/120 95 
D.Miholjac  Siklos (H) AC, S 110/120 120 
Konjsko Mostar (B&H) AC, S 400 1264 
Ernestinovo TPP Ugljevik (B&H) AC, S 400 1264 
HPP Zakučac Mostar (B&H) AC, S 220 311 
Međurić Prijedor (B&H) AC, S 220 311 
Đakovo TPP Tuzla (B&H) AC, S 220 311 
Đakovo Gradačac (B&H) AC, S 220 311 
HPP Dubrovnik Trebinje (B&H) AC, S 220 492 
Županja Orašje (B&H) AC, S 110 95 
Gračac Kulen Vakuf (B&H)  AC, S 110 120 
Knin Bos.Grahovo (B&H) AC, S 110 120 
Buško Blato Livno (B&H) AC, S 110 120 
Imotski  Grude (B&H) AC, S 110 80 
Opuzen Čapljina (B&H) AC, S 110 95 
Opuzen Neum (B&H) AC, S 110 95 
Ston Neum (B&H) AC, S 110 95 
Komolac  Trebinje (B&H) AC, S 110 95 
Ernestinovo S. Mitrovica (SR) AC, S 400 1264 
B. Manastir Apatin (SR) AC, S 110 120 
Nijemci Šid (SR) AC, S 110 120 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

 
From To Type AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MW Date  for study 

completion 
Expected date for 

commissioning the line 
under study 

Ernestinovo 
(HR) 

Pécs (H) AC, D 400 2600 2004 2010 

Croatia Italy DC, submarine 
cable 

400 - 
500 

500-
1000 

2007 2015 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

 
From  To Type  AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MW Expected date for 

commissioning the line 
Mraclin (HR) Prijedor/HPP 

Jajce (B&H) 
AC, S 220 311 2007 

(Reconstruction) 
HPP Dubrovnik 
(HR) 

Trebinje (B&H) AC, S (second line) 220 492 2007 
(Reconstruction) 

Plomin Vodnjan AC,  D 220 (110) 700 2007 

 
Future projected interconnections 
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Possible upgrading or strengthening of interconnections with Bosnia & Herzegovina and /or Slovenia may be 
considered, as well as establishing the first electricity interconnection with Montenegro, the only neighbour 
without connection to Croatian grid. 

 
Study needs 
See above, and a possible strengthening of internal 400 kV connections on north-south and east-west routes. 

 
3.2. Network development plan 

 
TSO and DSO have a legal obligation to prepare a proposal for their three-year Transmission (respectively 
Distribution) Network Development and Construction Plan in line with the Energy Development Strategy of 
the Republic of Croatia and the Programme for its implementation. Both plans are being submitted to CERA 
each year for approval, in order to enable financing of the planned investments from transmission and 
distribution network fees. 
TSO and DSO have to harmonise their proposals, particularly as regards their interfaces. 
 
3.3.   Main events 
 
Due to the steady electricity consumption growth (in average 4 %), both in winter and summer, all time peak 
demand of 3100 MW was recorded in early 2006. 
 
The project for overall revitalisation and modernisation of the TSO’s information and communication 
technology system has been launched in order to improve performance and reliability of the Croatian 
transmission grid operation in several phases.  
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The bilateral market model, which is based on electricity trading via bilateral contracts, was chosen for the 
initial phase of the electricity market opening in Croatia. Contractual parties in the bilateral contract for 
electricity supply are an eligible customer and a supplier. Bilateral contracts on purchase/sale of electricity 
(wholesale) are concluded between a supplier, a trader or a producer. Apart from the supply contract and the 
electricity purchase/sale contract, an eligible customer and a producer must also conclude the contract on  
network usage with TSO or DSO depending on the voltage level they are connected to. 
 
A participant in the electricity market (a market participant) is any producer, supplier, trader and eligible 
customer. A producer, (except the one with a generation facility of up to 1 MW), a supplier or a trader must 
have a license to carry out energy activities. These licences are issued by the Croatian Energy Regulatory 
Agency. 
 
TSO is responsible for the procurement of electricity required for the system balance. Every supplier has a 
responsibility to TSO for any deviation done by its customer. Apart from the suppliers, other entities 
responsible for deviation include the producers ( regarding their generation facilities) and the traders 
(regarding the implementation of the registered contractual schedules). All balance responsible parties are 
obliged to enter into balancing energy contract with TSO. 
 
The electricity market model in Croatia distinguishes between the following (see Figure): 

• the system of public service obligation of tariff customer supply, 
• open electricity market. 
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Through the process of further market opening the number of tariff customers, i.e. the "portion" of the public 
service system is expected to decrease. However, when a tariff customer from the household category or a 
small customer acquires a status of an eligible customer but does not wish to exercise that right, it can remain 
in the system of public service electricity supply. 
 
In three neighbouring countries, there are significant Croatian investments in generating plants, made in the 
period before the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia. Unfortunately, the exercise of the rights attached 
to these investments is still unsettled, especially with the Republic of Serbia and partly with the Republic of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

Ministry of the Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship www.mingorp.hr 
Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency www.hera.hr 
Croatian Energy Market Operator www.hrote.hr 
HEP-Operator prijenosnog sustava d.o.o. (TSO) www.hep.hr/ops 
HEP Group www.hep.hr 
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CZECH REPUBLIC 

 
 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 

 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW  
(gross) Thermal  11444 
 Hydro   2165 
 Nuclear   3760 
 Renewables (without Hydro)       43 
 Total 17412 
Yearly generation by fuel, TWh 

Thermal 54.760 
Hydro   3.027 
Nuclear 24.728 
Renewables (without Hydro)   0.064 

(gross production) 

Total 82.579 
Annual consumption, TWh * 62.691 
Imports  12.351 
Exports  24.985 

* net production + balance - Pumping Storage Power Station (hydro) consumption 
 
 
2.  Industry structure  
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
Legislative (selected list) 

 Energy Act (Act No.458/2000 Coll. on business conditions and public administration in the energy 
sector), and related regulations.  

 Rules governing electricity market operation (Regulation No. 541/2005 Coll.), set by the Energy 
Regulatory Office (ERU). 

 The Grid Code 
 
2.2 Main actors  
 
TSO 
CEPS,a.s.  is the transmission system operator and owner of power lines for a total length of 5,388 km (4,396 
route kilometres), of which 66% are 400 kV lines, 33% are 220 kV lines and 1% are 110 kV lines.  
 
TSO is responsible for parallel operations with the power systems of neighbouring countries via cross-border 
tie-lines according to UCTE rules. It has a duty to maintain, upgrade and develop the transmission system 
according to Grid Code standard. TSO offers customers the transmission capacity of its facilities, ensures 
balance in the Czech power system, provides system services, and procures ancillary services and standard-
quality electricity supply.  
 
The principles underlying CEPS’s activities are defined, in accordance with the Energy Act, in the Grid 
Code. The current version of this document, as approved by the Energy Regulatory Office (ERU), is 
available at www.ceps.cz.   
 
Shareholders of CEPS: Osinek,a.s. (51 % of State-owned shares), Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (15 
% shares),  Ministry of Finance (34 % shares). 
 
Main producers 
CEZ,a.s.  
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SU,a.s.,   ECKG-Kladno,   Dalkia Morava,   Elektrarny Opatovice 
 
Number of distributors 
Three DSO (Distribution System Operators), operating the grids of 110 kV and lower voltage. 
It is CEZ Distribuce, a.s.,  E.ON Distribuce, a.s. and PREdistribuce, a.s.   
 
Relevant market players  
Producers, TSO, DSOs, the market operator (OTE), electricity traders, customers.  
 
Main generators (incl. IPPs) 

Type No. of Units MW/Unit Total MW 
TPS 1 500 and more 500 
 22 200-210 4450 
 12 100-200 1360 
 30 50-100 1672 
 x up to 50 2668 
CCGT+SCGT 2 100-200 374 
 3 50-100 232 
 x up to 50 168 
NPS 2 1000 2000 
 8 220 1760 
HPS 2 200-500 650 
 4 100-200 450 
 6 50-100 484 
 x up to 50 565 

 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Planned construction of a second circuit on the existing 400 kV line to Austria.  
Under construction or planned new 400 kV lines: 

 between substations Krasikov-H.Zivotice and 
 between Bezdecin – C. Stred 
 between Vyskov (Chotejovice) – Babylon 
 between Hradec – Vitkov (Vernerov) 

 
Under reconstruction with installation of a second circuit on the existing 400 kV line between substations 
Nosovice-Prosenice. 
 
Existing Interconnections (To Country, Type AC/DC, Voltage, Capacity) 
 

 FROM (CZ) TO Type  
AC/DC 

U,kV P,MW 

1.  HRADEC ROHRSDORF     (DE) AC  400 1206 
2.  HRADEC ROHRSDORF     (DE) AC  400 1206 
3.  HRADEC ETZENRICHT     (DE) AC  400 1363 
4.  PRESTICE ETZENRICHT     (DE) AC  400 1363 
5.  SLAVETICE DURNROHR       (AT) AC  400 1386 
6.  SOKOLNICE BISAMBERG      (AT) AC  220   251 
7.  SOKOLNICE BISAMBERG      (AT) AC 220   251 
8.  NOSOVICE VARIN                 (SK) AC  400 1206 
9.  SOKOLNICE KRIZOVANY      (SK) AC  400 1206 
10.  SOKOLNICE STUPAVA           (SK) AC  400   831 
11.  LÍSKOVEC POV.BYSTRICA (SK) AC  220   221 
12.  SOKOLNICE SENICA               (SK) AC  220   250 
13.  ALBRECHTICE DOBRZEN           (PL) AC  400  1206 
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14.  NOSOVICE WIELOPOLE       (PL) AC  400  1206 
15.  LISKOVEC BUJAKOW          (PL) AC  220   400 
16.  LISKOVEC KOPANINA         (PL) AC  220   400 

 
Other Developments in TSO 
More than 40% of the total number of substations (400 and 220kV) is currently under remote control from 
the National Control Centre in Prague. The Company’s strategic objective is that all of the substations are 
under remote control by the y.2013. Equipping of the backup Control Centre with all the functions necessary 
for transmission system control in emergency situations. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Since 2006, all the end consumers are eligible customers. Consequently, the Czech electricity market is been 
fully opened. 
 
Electricity transits. Czech national rules for cross-border exchanges in electricity (exports, imports and 
transits) were unified during the period 2004-2005 and harmonised with the respective rules applied by 
neighbouring TSOs. Consequently, integrated contracts for cross-border electricity transfers were introduced. 
 
Auctions – allocation of available transfer capacity on interconnectors. Transfer capacity is being 
allocated by means of auctions organised in cooperation with neighbouring transmission system operators 
(SEPS, PSE-O, VE-T, E.ON and APG), in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner. Coordinated yearly 
auctions for transfer capacity on interconnectors between ČEPS, PSE-O and VE-T for 2006 were organised 
via the e-Trace trading system implemented at the end of 2004. Monthly auctions were organised throughout 
the year and daily auctions were launched in April 2005. The introduction of the e-Trace system brought 
about a considerable improvement in terms of the transfer of capacity rights purchased in yearly or monthly 
auctions; such rights may be transferred to another transmission system user up to the moment when 
electricity transfer is arranged for which the allocated capacity is to be used. ČEPS is responsible for 
carrying out the functions of the Coordinated Auctions Office in 2005 and 2006. Joint auctions (yearly, 
monthly and daily) for available transfer capacity on interconnectors with other neighbouring TSOs 
continued to be organised on a bilateral basis. 
 
Negotiations on organising coordinated auctions for available transfer capacity on interconnectors with other 
TSOs within the Central European region (APG, E.ON, MAVIR, SEPS and ELES) commenced in February 
2005. Subsequently, agreements on coordinated auctions for available transfer capacity on interconnectors 
between ČEPS, E.ON, PSE-O, SEPS and VE-T were signed in November 2005. The first coordinated 
auction for yearly capacity allocation for 2006 was held in November 2005. Auction rules for the year 2007 
are currently being prepared  and  the main principles being preserved.  
 
ITC – Inter TSO Compensation (formerly CBT – Cross-Border Trade). The Company has joined the 
European transmission system operators’ clearing and settlement scheme known as ITC. The aim of the 
scheme, implemented in compliance with Regulation of the European Parliament and Council No. 
1228/2003, is to harmonise the financial settlement of the costs of electricity transfer across international 
interconnectors. This issue has recently received a lot of attention from the European Commission and 
substantial changes to ITC scheme principles were requested due to anticipated significant unfavourable 
financial impact on ČEPS and subsequently on the Czech Republic as a whole. 
 
Energy and financial flows. Amount of electricity transferred across the transmission system, including 
transits: 61 379 GWh. Transmission losses 833 GWh (Specific losses in energy input to the transmission 
system, including transits: 1,3 %).   CEPS,a.s. Revenues:  15 975,0 (in mil. CZK),  Expenses before tax total: 
12 671,8  
 
 
5.  Other 
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Link Companies 

www.ceps.cz TSO (CEPS,a.s.) 
www.e-trace.biz Coordinated Auction Office 
www.cez.cz Producer (CEZ,a.s) 
www.eru.cz Energy Regulatory Office (ERU) 
www.ote-cr.cz Electricity Market Operator (OTE) 
www.mpo.cz the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MPO) 
www.csze.cz Czech Association of Energy Sector Employers (CSZE) 
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FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  1010 
 Hydro 518 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables - 
 Total 1528 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 4.997 
 Hydro 1.478 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables - 
 Total 6.475 
Annual consumption, TWh 8.089 
Imports, TWh 1.659 
Exports, TWh 0.045 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Ministry of Economy 
The Ministry of Economy is the institution responsible for policy-making and governance in the electricity 
sector. Up until 31 December 2004 the Macedonian power sector has been under the responsibility of the 
electric utility “Elektrostopanstvo na Makedonija”(ESM), a vertically integrated state-owned company. The 
government started a restructuring of the power sector in order to increase its efficiency and to respond to the 
EU directives. 
 
The first step in the energy reform process was the unbundling, on 1 January 2005, of the vertical integrated 
state-owned company ESM into two companies: 

1. MEPSO (the Transmission System Operator, Grid Owner and Market Operator, join stock state-
owned company) 

2. ESM (Company for production and distribution of electricity) 
 

The second step was unbundling, on 1 September 2005, of ESM (Company for production and distribution 
of electricity) into three companies: 

1. ELEM – Company for production of electricity; 
2. ESM – Company for distribution of electricity; 
3. TPP Negotino.  
 

ESM-distribution was privatised by EVN Austria in March 2006. TPP Negotino is currently on-going a 
process of privatisation. 
 
The Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC)  
In December 2002, the energy law was modified in order to establish a Regulatory Commission for Energy 
of Republic of Macedonia. In 2003 a Regulatory Commission was appointed by the Parliament as an 
independent body for regulating activities in the energy sector in Macedonia. 
The ERC regulates the whole energy sector, namely electricity, natural gas, district heating, oil and 
geothermal energy. it is responsible for supply quality  for promoting a competitive energy market. In 
addition, ERC is responsible for defining the methodology for price setting and prescribes the tariff system. 
The ERC also issues licences for performing certain activities in the energy field and monitors performances. 
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The ERC participates in dispute settlement as well  initiating or submitting proposals for modification to 
laws or other regulation in the energy sector. 
 
The State Energy Agency 
The State Energy Agency , soon to be  established,  will be in charge of technical support for data 
management, for strategy analysis and for project assessment. 
 
Laws 
A new Energy Law was approved on 23 May 2006. This responded to the need to:   
 

 Regulate  the complete energy field in one law. 
 Approximate and harmonise national legislation in the Republic of Macedonia with EU legislation 

and approximation to the economic and criteria and conditions set in the acquis communautaire. 
Approximate with Directive 2003/54/EC; Directive 2003/55/EC 
o law covers the market  liberalisation,  
o protection of competition, criteria on investments in electricity, gas, oil and thermal and 

geothermal sector,  
o relations and obligations in the regulated part of the market, 
o principles of sustainable development of the electricity, gas, oil and thermal and geothermal 

sector,  
o maintenance, usage, storing and financing ways for oil derivative commodity reserves etc. 

 Creation of the conditions for EU integration and achievement of membership in the energy fields.  
 
Secondary Legislation 
On January 2005, the Energy Regulatory Commission passed a Rulebook on the method and conditions for 
regulating electricity prices. The rulebook regulates the method for establishing, approving and controlling 
prices for generating, transmitting and distributing electricity.  
The Rulebook describes: 

1. Methods and calculations of regulated maximum revenue of the electricity transmission 
company, the electricity distribution company and the electricity generation company for tariff 
consumers. 

2. Methods and procedures for applying for an approval and price control.  
 

 
Grid Code  
The Grid Code was approved by Regulatory Commission on 25 August 2006 and published  on 6 September 
in Official Gazette. The Grid Code describes minimum technical requirements for connection and for open 
access to the transmission network and basic technical and organisations instructions for operation and 
planning of transmission network. The Main issues of the Grid Code are:  

 Explicit definition of technical rules with transparency in operation of transmission network and 
unification of regulations for the system and  

 Legalisation of the relationship between users of transmission network.  
 
 
 
Market Code  
A draft Market Code (MC) has been prepared by SEETEC in cooperation with MEPSO,  as part of its 
assistance to the Macedonian Government and its institutions.  In accordance to Article 44-d of the Energy 
Law , MEPSO -Market Operator has a duty to publish the Market Code in the Official Gazette with a  
provisional confirmation from the Regulatory Commission. The official version has to be approved by the 
Regulatory Authority.  The Macedonian electricity market is based on Third Party Access, bilateral contracts 
and balancing mechanism.  
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator (TSO) 
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On 14 November 2005, the Energy Regulatory Commission issued four licences for MEPSO in accordance 
with the new amendments in the Energy Law: 

1. License for System Operators; 
2. License for Transmission Operators; 
3. License for Market Operators; 
4. License for Wholesale Public Suppliers of tariff customers. 

 
All of these are activities of public interest,. As a result, the provider must fulfil the obligation for provision 
of public services (obligation for provision of access and connection and secure, safe, quality and continuity 
delivery and supply of electricity for all system  users, prices and tariffs previously endorsed and published 
by the Regulatory Commission, as well as efficient exploitation of electricity resources, protection and 
improvement of the environment and climate) in the manner and through the procedure determined by the 
licence for performing the corresponding electricity activity, in accordance with the terms and conditions 
stated by  law or by any another regulation. 
 
High voltage transmission system operates at four (4) voltage levels: 110, 150 (which will be dropped out, 
i.e. upgraded at 400 kV), 220 and 400 kV. The length of overhead transmission lines is about 418.7 km on 
400 kV voltage level, 103.2 km length of overhead transmission lines on 220 kV voltage level, 22.5 km 
length of OHTL-s on 150 kV voltage level and 1479.7 km length OHTL-s on 110 kV voltage level. 
 
The backbone of the system is the 400 kV level. The ring of three 400 kV lines connects the biggest 
consumption area in the northern parts in the country (Skopje) with the main power generation plants, 
situated in the southern parts (Bitola and Negotino).  
 
The transmission system , in the year 2005, included 44 substations 110/x kV, one substation 110/150 kV 
with 100 MVA installed capacity, two substations 220/110 kV with total 600 MVA installed capacity and 
four substations 400/110 kV with total 2100 MVA installed capacity. 
 
Main generators  
TPP Negotino was established as a separate company on 1 September 2005,  with an installed capacity of 
210 MW, heavy fuel oil (mazut) and is consideration generation as a reserve capacity. 
 
ELEM, a company for electricity production was established in the second step of the energy reform on 1st 
September 2005.  
 
ELEM has a License for generation of electricity as “Regulated Generator”,  which is a producer of 
electricity for tariff consumers who has an obligation to sell its entire production to the wholesale tariff 
supplier according to a regulated agreement. 
 
The generation by ELEM is shared between thermal and hydro power plants. The ELEM’s thermal power 
plants, with an installed capacity of 800 MW, represent 50% of total installed capacity, and the hydro power 
plants, with an installed capacity of 518 MW, represent approximately 34% of total. 
 
New ongoing projects by ELEM:  

 HPP Sv.Petka which will be with average generation 63 GWh, installed capacity 36,40 MW , which 
will be finished year 2008. 

 Brod-Gneotino – lignite mining which will extended operation life of mine Suvodol and will supply 
TPP Bitola with fuel in next 30 years. 

 
Development generation projects: 
 

Projects Implementation Installed capacity/Generation Construction 
period 

1. HPP Boskov Most BOT concession 70 MW/126 GWh 4,5 years 
2. Utilisation of river Crna Reka 

- HPP Cebren - BOT concession 1. 333-347 MW/ 840-786 GWh 1. 6 years 
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- HPP Galiste - BOT concession 2. 194 MW / 262 GWh 2. 5 years 
3. Vardar Valley Project – Feasibility study details with development of energy sector, agricultural sector, 
environmental protection and possible navigation way- include 12 HPP and one storage lake  
1. Storage Lukovo pole  
2. HPP Veles 
3. HPP Gradec 
4. HPP Kukurecani 

 1. 110 GWh 
2. 93 MW/ 300 GWh 
3. 54,60 MW/ 252 GWh 
4. 17 MW/  80 GWh 

1. 4 years 
2. 7 years 
3. 4 years 
 

4. CCHPP Energetika Independet Power Plant Electricity 190 MW / 1.100 GWh 
Heat 150 MW / 620 GWh 

 

5. Suvodol Deep Underlying Seam Mining – extension of operating life of mine Suvodol in next 30 years for TPP 
Bitola 
6. Zivojno Lignite Mining - extension of operating life of mine Suvodol in next 30 years for TPP Bitola 
7. Wind Energy – measuring campaign in cooperation with Norwegian Government  
Technical Parameters:  

- number of potential location – 20 
- average wind speed – 6,7-8,4 m/s 
- installed capacity per location – 25-33 MW 
- number of units per location – 10-15 
- generation per location – 100 GWh 

 
Distributors 
ESM-distribution was privatised by EVN Austria in March, 2006. 
ESM- distribution has four licenses: 

1. Distribution of electricity (owner of distribution network); 
2. Distribution System Operator 
3. Supply of electricity for retail tariff customers; 
4. ESM Distributed Generation. 

 
The distribution network comprises over 17 000 km of overhead lines and over 5 000 km of underground 
cables. The primary distribution network operates at 110, 35, 20 and 10 kV voltage levels, while the 
secondary distribution is performed on the 0.4 kV voltage level. 
 
2.2.4. Main traders & other players 
MEPSO contacting with 9-10 traders for electricity supply for wholesale tariff consumers based on 
competitive bidding and for transit through Macedonian power system. In accordance with the new Energy 
Law,  the electricity trader is responsible for providing the electricity market operator with information on 
the quantities and diagram of electricity loads from sale contracts with eligible consumers, export and import 
contracts as well as for contracts for transit through the transmission network. 
 
Direct consumers who receive the electricity at delivery point on the transmission network,  and which have 
status of tariff consumers and who are consuming or planning to consume at least 20 GWh of electricity 
during each year,  would be an eligible consumer. Consumption of direct consumers amounts to 25-30% of 
total consumption of electricity in Macedonia. 
 
In accordance with the provisions of the Energy Law, Government of Republic of Macedonia can extend 
through a Government Decision, the  category of customers which could be eligible consumers based on 
different criteria including consumption, voltage level, group of consumers or type of network (transmission 
or distribution). 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1. Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections 
The Macedonian power system has interconnection lines with Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia (UNMIK).  
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FROM (BG) TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

SS Skopje 5 SS Kosovo B 
(Serbia-UNMIK) AC, single 400 1330 

SS Dubrovo SS Thessaloniki (Greece) AC, single 400 1330 

SS Skopje 1 220* TPP Kosovo A 
(Serbia-UNMIK) AC, single 220 314 

SS Skopje 1 220* TPP Kosovo A 
(Serbia-UNMIK) AC, single 220 314 

SS Bitola 1 SS Florina (Greece) AC, single 150 100 
SS Kriva Palanka SS Skakavica (Bulgaria) AC, single 110 110 
SS Susica SS Petric (Bulgaria) AC, single 110 110 

*out of operation because of damage  
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 

FROM (BG) TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 

SS Skopje 5 SS Nis (Serbia) AC single 400 1330 2007 2009 

SS Bitola 2 Albania - Italy AC single – DC 
single 400 1330-1000 2007 2011 

 
Lines (internal and cross-border) and Substations under construction 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

SS Stip SS Chervena Mogila 
(Bulgaria) AC, single 400 1330 

SS Stip SS 400/110 300 MVA 
End of the 2007 

SS Skopje 5 – expansion  New transformer 400/110 300 MVA End of the 2006 
SS Bitola 2 SS Florina (Greece) AC, single 400 1330 Middle of  2007 
SS Vrutok – SS Gostivar – SS Polog – SS 
Tetovo (internal line) AC, double 110 110 End of the 2007 

 
 
 
Future projected interconnections 
 
Feasibility Study of the 400 kV OHTL and 400 kV Submarine Cable Interconnections from 
Macedonia to Albania and to Italy  
 
On 25 March 2000, Albania, Bulgaria and Macedonia signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for 
the development of the East-West power corridor, which involves a series of 400 kV overhead transmission 
line (OHTL) interconnections between Bulgaria, Macedonia and Albania.  
 
On 13 April  2005, in Sofia, Albanian Minister of Industry  and Energy, the Bulgarian Minister of Energy 
Resources, the Italian Minister of Production Activities and the Macedonian Minister of Economy signed a 
“Join Statement for Energy Infrastructure Cooperation” for cooperation in particular of the energy 
infrastructure and declared their support to the development of a Regional Energy Market and to the 
implementation of the Energy Community Treaty, taking into account that one of the important directions for 
the region and for Europe for energy resources transmission and supply is along route of European Corridor 
No.8.  
 
The section of the 400 kV OHTL interconnection between Bulgaria and Macedonia is under-construction 
financed by EBRD. Italy has also joined the initiative and is looking toward the extension of this East-West 
power corridor by the development of a 400 kV submarine cable link between Albania and Italy. 
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Feasibility study includes investigations and calculations of 400 kV interconnection, with a 400 kV 
interconnection overhead transmission line (OHTL) between Albania and Macedonia and the 400 kV 
submarine cable interconnection between Albania and Italy. 
 
The study aims at assessing if these interconnections are technically and economically feasible and if a 
bankable report can be subsequently prepared for potential lenders. 
 
This study is undertaken by SEETEC at the request of KESH of Albania, NEK of Bulgaria, MEPSO of 
Republic of Macedonia and TERNA of Italy. 
 
Site investigation 
In the summer 2005  first investigations for  alternative corridors on the territory of Macedonia and Albania 
were finalised 
 
Load flow analyses 
In October 2005 load flow analyses were prepared by MEPSO with an alternative for connection with OHTL 
Bitola (Macedonia)– Elbasan (Albania) – Vlore (Albania) and with theHVDC submarine cable from 
Vlore(Albania)  to  Brindisi (Italy). The other alternative which was proposed from Italian side from Bitola 
(Macedonia) – Elbasan (Albania) – Tirana (Albania) – Dures (Albania) as OHTL and as HVDC submarine 
cable from Dures (Albania)  to Bari (Italy) was analysed in May 2006. A Regional Network Model for 2010 
(RM 2010) is used for a detailed view of regional network operation imposing different power transfers. This 
model is developed in the framework of the SECI Regional Transmission Planning Project.  
 
Regional Cooperative Projects 
 
Electric Power Systems of SECI Countries for better integration to European System- Regional 
Transmission System Planning Project 
 

Scope of the Regional TSP Project 

The overall idea of the Transmission System Planning (TSP) project is to introduce a regional approach in 
transmission network planning practice and to construct a common database for the electricity network in the 
region that will be constantly updated and used of all power utilities from the South-eastern Europe 
countries.  

The TSP Project, which was launched in March 2001,  is accomplished in two phases. The 1st phase was 
finalised in January 2003 and the 2nd phase proceeded in May 2003 and should be finalised by the end of 
2006 with an option to be extended in 2007. 

The following countries are involved in the project: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Macedonia, Romania, Serbia – EPS and Montenegro. Slovenia and UNMIK joined the project in the 2nd 
phase. Greece, Turkey and Hungary also cooperate in the project. 

1st phase of the Regional TSP Project 

In the 1st phase three main goals has been successfully accomplished: 

 Installation of well-known PSS/E software in each country and training of transmission planning 
personnel. 

 Construction of regional transmission network model for the year 2005. 

 Preparation of the study where all potential interconnection projects are distinguished and 
technically compared. 

In the framework of the project PSS/E software was purchased and delivered and appropriate training 
courses for experts from the power companies in SEE were performed. That means that transmission 
planning engineers in SEE have the universal software tool and therefore access to easier way for 
exchanging information and data. 

The 2005 regional model was built based on the internal national models prepared by experts from each 
country using PSS/E.  EKC (Electricity Coordination Centre from Belgrade) was entrusted to merge all 
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individual models, perform the harmonisation, tests of accuracy, implementing the links (interconnections) 
for the base case. Interactive communication and work in the process of the model construction was 
established and several steps were taken until the final result achieved. In addition, based on an established 
cooperation with relevant UCTE bodies, a UCTE equivalent on the borders of the region was defined and 
implemented. The model comprised mainly 220 and 400 kV level network, and parts with lower voltage 
level if they have significant influence. Two regimes were modelled: winter peak and summer peak regimes. 
The model has been prepared only for the steady state analyses. 

Using the regional network model for 2005 a Regional Electricity Interconnection Planning Study was 
prepared. The study considered 13 scenarios of power exchange and 12 new candidate investment options, 
which led to several hundreds of power flow simulations, handled by PSS/E. A prioritisation procedure 
based on technical criteria was used to rank candidate lines. 

2nd phase of the Regional TSP Project 

In the next phase of the TSP Project, planning activities are further extended: 

 Expanding and updating existing model for the year 2005 and construction of models for year 2010. 

 Publishing of reports and studies on: 

1. network bottlenecks, 

2. network development and new investments till 2010, 

3. light load regime in the region, 

4. dynamic performance of the network, 

5. cooperation on EC/WB regional supply/demand study. 

 Organising workshops and trainings for enrichment of technical knowledge of planning staff. 

The regional Network Model for 2010 comprises the complete transmission network of countries in 
Southeaster Europe. 750 kV, 400 kV, 220 kV, 150 kV, 120 kV and 110 kV voltage level is implemented in 
the model. Influence of the rest of the network: West UCTE, CENTREL and Burstyn area in Ukraine are 
modelled with appropriate equivalents. All generation units that are connected to the transmission network 
are modelled as they are in reality (with respective step-up transformers). Topology of the network, power 
production and demand in RM 2010 match two regimes:  

 forecasted 3rd Wednesday in January in 2010, 10:30 CET (peak load) and   

 forecasted 3rd Wednesday in July in 2010, 03:30 CET (light load).  

Size of the RM 2010 is shown in the following table: 

Buses Plants Machines Loads Branches TR-s Shunts 

5494 968 1443 3447 8321 2009 232 

The model is expanded with sequence and dynamic data that gives opportunities for complete system 
analyses: steady-state load flow, faults analyses and dynamic simulations. 

Upgrading of the Regional TSP Project 

The 8th Athens Forum asked for reinitiating of SECI TSP Project. The main goal is the establishment of a 
regional electricity market. Therefore, new investments in generation and transmission are necessary in order 
to maintain security of supply in a market environment. A challenging task is to apply regional approach in 
prioritisation of generation and transmission projects by defining the transmission planning criteria. Focus in 
analyses should be put not only on the Balkans, but the wider SEE region including Italy, Hungary, Turkey, 
Moldova and Ukraine should be considered. 

SECI TSP Group will take these tasks to fulfil Athens Forum requirements: 

 Preparation of the Study on regional transmission planning methodology and criteria applicable for 
prioritisation of transmission line projects in market conditions.  

 Update of the SECI TSP Study based on Generation Investment Study (GIS) supply/demand 
scenarios and new regional planning criteria. In preliminary analyses will be used regional network 
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model 2010 with some potential projects implemented. Later, SECI group will precise details of 
model for 2015. Study to be completed by spring 2007. 
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Status of interconnection lines in SEE, year 2010 

 

Cross-border transmission capacities 

MEPSO allocate cross-border transmission capacities on monthly level using NTC based mechanisms. 

Due to the strong interdependence among the transmission capacities for certain SEE borders, SEE’s TSOs, 
through SETSO NACMPF SG, have agreed on a regular procedure for making monthly reference network 
model, in order to obtain compatible and comparable results in monthly binding NTC calculation. Most of 
TSOs use this model as a basis for the monthly NTC calculation. Modelled reference regime is 3rd 
Wednesday at 10.30 am  of next month. The countries whose models are exchanged and merged into a 
common regional model according to  this procedure are: Albania, BiH, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, 
Austria, Macedonia, Romania, Slovenia, Serbia, Montenegro and Ukraine (Burstyn). 

Since only bilateral allocation procedures exist in the region at present, the interdependence among these 
borders has been taken into account by calculating the composite, simultaneously feasible NTC values, 
which are then fractioned per individual borders, then again split 50:50 at each border and offered at the 
separate allocation procedures. When calculating Macedonian north border transmission capacity, 
simulations consider joint import of Macedonia, Greece and Albania from Bulgaria and Serbia. Considering 
capacity of south Macedonian border to Greece, export from north to Greece and Albania is simulated. In 
that manner, typical borders are “coupled” into a composite NTC calculation, assessing maximum bulk 
power flow from north to south and distributing NTC on north and south Macedonian border. 

 

3.2. Network development plan 

The Regulatory Commission has to approve MEPSO’s short and medium term investment programs which 
have to be prepared as a licence obligation.  

In accordance with new Grid Code which was established at the end of August 2006, MEPSO will create a 
System Reliability Report every year in the future. 

Retrospect reports published in year Y concern the years Y-1 and Y-2. Forecast reports published in year Y 
concern three levels of forecasts : 

Short term forecast :  years Y+1,Y+2 and Y+3 

Middle term forecast : year Y+5  
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Long term forecast :  year Y+10  

The System Reliability Report has to Ensure that the least cost development of the transmission system is 
able to cope with future demands and maintain a level of quality in compliance with the UCTE reliability 
standards. This report is based on the forecast demand, the assessment of the generation adequacy (the 
generation can meet the demand for the following years with respect to the N-1 criterion), the assessment of 
the transmission system adequacy and the need for interconnection with other power systems. The aim of 
this report is to propose a list for the construction of new transmission network elements and network 
enhancements. 

This report, after approval by the Regulatory Authority has to be published and provided to UCTE as a 
System Adequacy Forecast.  

 

4. Electricity market structure 
 

Cross-border trading 

Since the beginning of the electricity market liberalisation process,  the tarification of cross-border network 
access, now known as ITC (inter TSO compensation) has been one of the most important and consequently 
most discussed issues among the European countries. 

Following the Athens Forum’s decision , the ITC mechanism was implemented in  SETSO countries in the 
second half of 2004, based on the same principles of the ITC mechanism applied in European Union by 
ETSO. The ITC mechanism consists in a calculation of the compensation for the usage of each transmission 
network for cross border flows in the SEE countries, thus calculating the so-called “SEE ITC fund” and the 
financing of that SEE ITC fund. 

As a result of the positive experience gained from the first implementation and the expectation to merge the 
two existing funds SETSO and ETSO as per January 1st 2006, SEE CBT Clearing and Settlement Agreement 
2005 was signed at the beginning of 2005. The calculation of the fund for 2005 was based on the real 2004 
data. However,  due to the reconnection of the UCTE synchronous zone in October 2004, significant changes 
in the cross-border flows and consequently in the transits have occurred, resulting in unexpected increase of 
fund. As a result am unexpected increases of payments of the countries that are exporting and importing 
electricity was registered 

.The existence of two separate ITC funds within the same synchronous zone has generated irregularities in 
the remuneration of the usage of each transmission network in the SEE countries. In order to overcome these 
irregularities, an Addendum to the 2005 Agreement  was signed in September 2005. 

After ETSO SC decision to postpone the merger of the  two ITC funds (ETSO and SETSO) to 2007, 
significant efforts have been made by all the parties of SETSO in order to maintain the mechanism functional 
during 2006. A compromise solution called “50% Edge Country Concept” (average value of calculation with 
and without Edge Country Concept is amount to be paid in the fund), as well as capping the SEE ITC fund, 
was adopted and an  Agreement for 2006 was signed in March. 

Electricity Market Design 

The main objective of the Market Model in Macedonia is to provide sufficient flexibility to interface with 
market designs considered in the region and fit well in Regional Market and European Internal Market. The 
Electricity Market Design Plan proposes a gradual approach in market opening in a way which allows  the 
consumers and to the electricity sector as a whole to obtain the highest gains at the minimum risk and  at the 
lowest implementation cost. 

The creation of appropriate Electricity Market Design Plan, according to which a transition from vertically 
integrated utility structure to an open access market structure is achieved primarily on bilateral contracts 
between suppliers and consumers, required the prior establishment of policy principles and the identification 
of the main constrains to the  development of a competitive electricity market in Macedonia. 

The Policy principles which were established are: Consumer Benefit Principle (bring benefit for the 
consumers by ensuring reliability at appropriate economic costs); Recognition of Assets Principle (identify 
the attributes, capabilities, and deficiencies of existing assets); Cost Matching Principle (match costs and 
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revenues for all participants in the electricity sector); No-Cross Subsidies Principle (make subsidies explicit 
and eliminate them where possible); Management of Human Impacts Principle (identify and manage human 
impacts produced by the  reform); Public Service Principle (provide every household consumer with an 
opportunity to purchase a secure supply of electricity at transparent and reasonable prices); Sustainable 
Development Principle (favour development employing non-renewable sources in a rational manner and 
renewable sources in a sustainable manner); and EU Compatibility Principle (comply with relevant EU 
Directives and Athens Memoranda). 

 
The following figures presents a schematic representation of the selected Market Model:. 
 

 

LIBERALIZED MARKET REGULATED MARKET 

 
            ELEM GENERATION 

DIRECT TARIFF
CUSTOMERS 

ESM DISTRIBUTION 

DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK   DSO   RRS 

DISTRIBUTION 
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CUSTOMERS  

CONTRACT 

CONTRACT 

TENDER 
TRADERS

IPPs 

DISTRIBUTED 
GENERATION 

DISTRIBUTION 
ELIGIBLE 

CUSTOMERS 

DIRECT 
ELIGIBLE 

REGIONAL 
MARKET 

  MEPSO 

TRANSMI
SSION TSO    MO RWSS 

CONTRACT 

 
 
The Market Participants and their relationships are shown by Double arrows – double lines represent 
network services, while single arrow – single lines represent electricity supply flows. Dash – dot lines 
represent the supply flows which are not available with the initial opening of the market. 
 
The essential attributes of the Market Participants are as follows: 

 MEPSO comprises four separate units to perform functions of transmission owner 
(TRANSMISSION), system operator (TSO), market operator (MO) and regulated wholesale supplier 
of tariff customers (RWSS). For the foreseeable future,  it will be owned by the Government of the 
Republic of Macedonia. As transmission system owner, MEPSO owns, maintains, operates, and 
expands the transmission system. As system operator, MEPSO performs power system dispatch, and 
procure ancillary services under regulated contracts with ELEM. As market operator, MEPSO has 
responsibility for monitoring regulated wholesale agreements and creating, over time, market 
opportunities for eligible customers. Finally, as regulated wholesale supplier, MEPSO procures 
electricity demanded by Tariff Customers on their behalf. MEPSO procures electricity under: i) 
Regulated Purchase Agreements with ELEM under regulated rates; and ii) unregulated electricity 
supply agreements, subject to tendering procedure, with other sources (TRADERS, IPPs, other 
generators, located within or outside the country). MEPSO’s procurement function will: i) allocate 
the benefits of Macedonia’s existing generation mix to all Tariff Customers within Macedonia; and 
ii) help keep wholesale prices at reasonable levels. 

 ELEM represents the newly established company AD Macedonian Power Plants, which owns all the 
generating facilities formerly owned by the vertically integrated utility and which are connected to 
high voltage grid. It has an obligation to sell all the generation requested by MEPSO to MEPSO 
under regulated contracts in order to maintain the benefits of depreciated assets for tariff consumers, 
while providing financial stability for units which may not otherwise survive in competitive markets. 
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 ESM Distribution comprises four separate units to perform functions of distribution network owner 
(DISTRIBUTION), Distribution System Operator (DSO), Regulated Retail Supplier of Tariff 
Customers (RRS) and ESM Distributed Generation. As distribution network owner, ESM 
Distribution owns all distribution systems, maintains, and expands the distribution systems. As 
distribution system operator, ESM Distribution operates the distribution systems, and provides 
distribution services to the future Distribution Eligible Customers, allowing for competition at a 
distribution level in the further opening of the market. As regulated retail supplier, ESM Distribution 
procures electricity demanded by Distribution Tariff Customers, under Regulated Purchase 
Agreements with MEPSO and Distributed Generation. ESM Distributed Generation unit owns, 
maintains and operates few small generation units formerly owned by vertically integrated utility and 
connected to the distribution grid.  

 Eligible Customers will purchase electricity from other sources, to the extent they choose not to 
remain Tariff Customers, with balancing and transmission services provided by MEPSO. The initial 
eligibility threshold is defined as consumption of at list 20 GWh/year for customers directly 
connected to the transmission network (DIRECT Customers). As further opening of the market 
occurs at lower voltages or consumption levels, eligible customers will also receive distribution 
services from ESM Distribution. Further opening of the market will be initiated by a Government 
Decision and implemented by licensees under Regulator’s control.  

 Tariff Customers purchase bundled services from ESM Distribution or MEPSO, depending on 
weather the tariff Customer is Low Voltage or High Voltage. Tariff customers include: i) those not 
yet permitted to be eligible customers; ii) those potential eligible customers who choose to continue 
purchasing bundled services; and iii) eligible customers as long as  they continue to purchase 
regulated services, such as transmission and ancillary services, or balancing energy. 

 Distributed Generation includes generation units connected to distribution network, which are not 
owned by ESM Distribution. Distributed Generation sells electricity to ESM Distribution under 
regulated contracts. With further opening of the market for competition at a distribution level, 
Distributed Generation will be offered an opportunity to also sell electricity to Eligible Customers 
and Traders. 

 
5. Other 
 
Link  Company 
www.mepso.com.mk MEPSO – Macedonian Transmission System Operator 
www.elem.com.mk ELEM - Macedonian Power Plants 
www.esmak.com.mk ESM distribution (EVN Macedonia)  
www.erc.org.mk Energy Regulatory Commission of Macedonia  
www.economy.gov.mk Ministry of Economy 
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FRANCE 

 
 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data∗ (year 2005) 

 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW [1] 
 Thermal Conventional 25300 
 Hydro 25400 
 Thermal Nuclear 63300 
 Renewables 1500 
 Total 115500 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh [2] 
 Thermal Conventional 58.9 
 Hydro 56.0 
 Thermal Nuclear 430.0 
 Renewables 4.3 
 Total 549.2 
Annual consumption, TWh [2] 482.4 
Imports, TWh [2] 32.3 
Exports, TWh [2] 90.9 
[1] Values denote brute power at generator mains. 
[2]  Values denote net energy at substation –i.e., consumption at power stations are netted-. 
(Data are derived from temporary closure of year 2005) 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments (liberalisation, TSO, unbundling etc.) 
 
Regulations 
December, 19 1996 - European directive 96/92/CE regarding common rules for the implementation of the 
single European Electricity Market. 
 
March, 1  1999 -  As from this date, EDF has arranged to open up the market to competition for eligible 
customers consuming over 100GWh per year and  all requests for network access were directed to a single 
input point, the BART (Office for Transmission System Access) 
 
February, 10 2000 - French Act n° 2000-108 on the modernisation and development of the public electricity 
service (Official Journal of 11 February 2000).  
 
March, 24 2000 -Order of the Secretary of State for Industry (Official Journal of 30 March 2000), setting up 
the Electricity Regulation Commission (CRE). The main task of this independent administrative authority is 
to monitor the electricity market and to verify the absence of discrimination, cross subsidies or constraints on 
competition. 
 
May, 2 2000 -French Decree n° 2000-381 on the organisation and the functioning of the Electricity 
Regulation commission (CRE) (Official Journal 4 Mai 2000) 
 
May, 30 2000 -French Decree n° 2000-456 on the eligibility of electricity consumers reducing the eligibility 
level from 100GWh/year to 16GWh/year 
 
July, 1 2000 - Creation of the single French Transmission System Operator RTE (approved by the French 
Electricity Regulation Commission),  which legally remained within the EDF group but unbundled from 
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EDF on managerial, financial and technical issues (recommendation of the CRE dated 12 July 2000) in order 
to ensure transparency and a fair competition on the French market. 
 
August, 31 2000 -  A Notice listing eligible consumers for 2000 published in the Official Journal. This list 
will be completed on 24 November 2000. 
 
October 2000  - The CRE reports on the introduction of a balancing market and a spot market for the 
electricity in France. 
 
November 2000 - publication of the « trading » decree N°2000-1069 on the purchase of electricity for resale 
to eligible customers. 
 
November, 14, 2000 - the CRE approves the « balance responsible contract » proposed by RTE. 
 
December 14, 2000 - Decision of the French electricity regulatory commission, regarding the creation of a 
non-mandatory power exchange on the French hub.  
 
August 14, 2001 - French legal Statement authorising the indirect participation of EDF/RTE in Powernext 
through a joint venture with other European TSOs (HGRT). 
 
September 20, 2001-Decision of the French Electricity Regulation Commission, regarding the market code 
for Powernext. 
 
November 26, 2001, first day of quotation at Powernext. 
 
January 23, 2003 - the French Electricity Regulation Commission issues a decree approving the rules of the 
balancing mechanism (which begins operations on April 2003) in accordance to Article 15 of the French Act 
n° 2000-108 dated February 10, 2000 on the modernisation and development of the public electricity service 
(Official Journal of February 11, 2000), modified by the French act dated January 3, 2003, (Official Journal 
of January 4, 2003),  
 
February 5, 2003 -French Decree n° 2003-100 on the eligibility of electricity consumers. As from this dare 
the eligibility level in France reduced from 16GWh/year to 7GWh/year. In addition, , municipal distribution 
companies also become eligible.  
 
June 26, 2003- new EU Directive 2003/54/CE  amending the EU Directive 96/92/CE and dealing with 
market opening, unbundling issues, regulatory issues, regulated TPA issues, and public service obligations.  
 
December 24, 2003-Communication of the French electricity regulatory Commission toward the 
implementation of the new EU Directive 2003/54/CE in France by July 1, 2004.  
 
July 1st, 2004- All professional customers become eligible representing 70% of the French market.  Full 
Market opening to be accomplished by 1 July  2007.  
 
August 9, 2004-  French Act 2004-803 (Official Journal of August 11, 2004) amending French Act of 
February 10, 2000 and enforcing the new EUDirective 2003/54/CE. As a result,  EDF becomes a joint stock 
company and RTE is foreseen as a  separate legal entity, subsidiary of EDF with an independent 
management  
 
April 4, 2005 - The first development plan for the public electricity transmission system (2003-2013) is 
approved by the Minister of Industry. 
 
August 31, 2005 -  Governmental decree published on the Official Journal approving the RTE articles of 
association.  
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September 1, 2005 - RTE becomes a limited liability company with an Executive Board and a supervisory 
board. “RTE-EDF Transport” is the official legal name of the new corporation which may go on operating 
under the commercial name of RTE. 
 
December 1, 2005 - The CRE decision, referring to the decision of the European Court of Justice on 7 June  
2005,  puts an end to a system that granted transactions under long term contracts for priority access to 
interconnections 
 
January 1, 2006 - All capacity allocations on interconnections with EU countries are based on market 
mechanism and done via a bidding system. 
 
2.2 Key actors 

  
TSO 
The single French Transmission System Operator RTE (8300 employees) is responsible for the operation and 
maintenance of the French EHV and HV networks between 400kV and 63kV. 
 
To fulfil this task RTE is organised into four divisions: 
 
The Power System Division which includes, 
The National Control Centre (CNES) managing power flows on the 400kV network, real time nation wide 

balance between generation and demand, access to the system by European players. 
Seven Regional Control Centres (CRES) managing power flows on the 225kV & HV networks as well as 

transmission system access by customers and market players based in France. They are also responsible 
for customer relations and for system development and renewal. 

The National Information Engineering Centre (CNII) dealing with RTE information system engineering and 
the operational management of projects in this field. 

 
The Power Transmission Division which includes, 
The National Transmission Expertise Centre in charge of engineering activities policies and methods  related 

to transmission system operation and development 
Seven regional transmission units dealing with the construction, operation and maintenance of transmission 

system structures 
 

The Economics and Finance Division in charge of establishing RTE’s economic and financial policy It is 
also in charge of its accounting and financial management and for RTE management control and statistics. 

 
The Human Resources Division managing RTE’s human resources policy 
 
The Legal Department, managing RTE’s legal affairs with regard to competition law. this division is also 
managing RTE’s real estate policy. 
 
 
The General Secretary managing, the Audit Mission, the Quality Mission, the Security & 
Confidentiality Mission and reporting directly to RTE’s Chief Executive Officer, so as do the 
Communication and External Relation Department  
 
The Information System Department reporting directly to the Director of the Power System Division, 
 
The International Affairs Department managing the subsidiary of RTE “RTE International” in charge of 
international consulting activities and reporting directly to the Director of the Economics and Finance 
Division of RTE 
 
Main generators (incl. IPPs) 
The four main generating companies in France are: 
 
Electricité de France (EDF) 
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Turnover 34400M€, installed capacity-102GW, generation-482TWh, employees-117000, 
 

Energie du Rhône (former CNR) 
Turnover 459 M€, installed capacity-3GW, generation-12,5TWh, employees 1060, 

 
Société Nationale d’Electricité et de Thermique (SNET) 
Turnover 810M€, installed capacity-2,5GW, generation-8,7TWh, employees-1074, 

 
Société Hydroélectrique du Midi (SHEM) 
Turnover 75M€, installed capacity-0,8GW, generation-2 TWh, employees-220, 

 
Electrabel (Suez Group) direct via 25% in Chooz B1 &B2 (750MW), 14% in Tricastin (458MW),  
 
Virtual Power Plants (14-45TWh/year) under the cover of Powernext, acting in this 
case as a broker on the OTC market.  
 
Number of distributors 
 
Historical background: Based on the French Act of 15 June 1906, the public distribution of electricity has 
been placed under the responsibility of local territorial administrations (councils, regions, or public joint 
ventures). The management of these local public utilities has been either given to a public operator (today 
EDF for 93% of the local councils) or are managed directly by the local councils through communal 
subsidiaries, which may work together within syndicates.  
 
Beside EDF, Electricité de France (EDF) 
Turnover electricity-34400M€, sales in distribution-~316 TWh, employees-117000 [80000 in the distribution 
sector], customers-31000000 

There are in France 22 municipal distribution companies. The 4 main distributors are: 

Electricité de Strasbourg (ES)  
Turnover electricity-~415M €, sales electricity ~6 TWh, employees-1363, customers-435000 living in 
376 communal entities 

 
Gaz et Electricité de Grenoble (GEG)  

Turnover electricity-59M€, sales electricity -8 TWh, employees-448 
 
 
 
Usine d’Electricité de Metz (UEM)  

Turnover electricity-135M€, sales electricity ~1,7TWh, employees-500, customers-140000, 
 
Vialis (Colmar)  

Turnover electricity-53M€, sales electricity –0,4TWh, employees-259, customers-36650, 
 
Main traders & other players (exchanges etc.) 
The other actors selling to eligible customers on the French market are:  

 
Energie du Rhône- sales on the French market outside EDF-1,5TWh 
RWE PLUS sales on the French market –1TWh 
ENDESA France sales on the French market- 0,6TWh 
Electrabel (via SHEM) sales on the French Market  2TWh 
CNR (Main shareholder Electrabel 49,97%)-sales on the French Market 12,5TWh 
SNET (Main share holder Endesa 65%)-sales on the French market 8,7TWh 
Total (via Gas and Power North Europe)-sales on the French market 9,5TWh 
HEW (now Vattenfall Europe)-sales on the French market 3TWh 
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The eligible customers are not allowed to trade on Powernext 
  
On November 1st 2006, the 52 registered members on Powernext are 
 
AARE-TESSIN LIMITED FOR ELECTRICITY (ATEL) 
ABLY CARBON SAS 
ACCORD ENERGY LIMITED 
AEM TRADING Srl 
ATEL TRADING AG 
BARCLAYS BANK Plc 
BGC INTERNATIONAL 
BKW FMB ENERGIE SA 
BNP PARIBAS 
BP GAS MARKETING LIMITED 
CALYON 
CARBON CAPITAL MARKETS 
CARGILL INTERNATIONAL SA 
CENTRICA ENERGIA S.L.U. 
CEZ, a.s.  
CLIMATE CHANGE MARKETS LIMITED 
CLIMATE CORPORATION EMISSIONS TRADING GmbH 
COMPAGNIE DE CHAUFFAGE INTERCOMMUNALE DE L'AGGLOMERATION GRENOBLOISE 
COMPAGNIE NATIONALE DU RHÔNE 
CONSUS FRANCE SARL 
CONSUS sp. z.o.o. 
DANSKE COMMODITIES A/S 
DELTA ENERGY BV 
DERIWATT AG 
DUBUS SA 
E.ON SALES & TRADING GmbH 
ECOPROGRESSO SA  
ECO-WAY SRL 
EDF TRADING LIMITED 
EDISON TRADING S.p.A. 
EDP ENERGIAS DE PORTUGAL SA 
ELECTRABEL SA 
ELECTRICITE DE STRASBOURG 
ELEKTRIZITÄTS-GESELLSCHAFT LAUFENBURG (EGL) 
EnBW TRADING GmbH 
ENDESA GENERACION SA 
ENDESA TRADING SA 
ENECO ENERGY TRADE B.V. 
ENEL TRADE S.p.A. 
ENERG.IT 
ENERGIE OUEST SUISSE SA (EOS) 
ENIPOWER S.p.A. 
ESSENT ENERGIE TRADING B.V. 
FIRST HYDRO COMPANY 
FORTIS BANK SA - NV 
GAS NATURAL SDG SA 
GASELYS 
GREENSTREAM NETWORK LTD 
HEMLOCK (LUX) SARL 
IBERDROLA GENERACION SAU 
IMC TRADING BV 
ITALCEMENTI SPA 
J. ARON & COMPANY 
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KALIBRA XE FRANCE 
MAN FINANCIAL LTD. 
MARCEAU TRADE SAS 
MERRILL LYNCH COMMODITIES (EUROPE) LIMITED 
MERRILL LYNCH COMMODITIES GmbH 
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INTERNATIONAL LIMITED. 
MORGAN STANLEY CAPITAL GROUP INC. 
NORDOSTSCHWEIZERISCHE KRAFTWERKE AG (NOK) 
NORSK HYDRO ENERGIE AS 
NUON ENERGY TRADE WHOLESALE N.V. 
ORBEO SAS 
ÖSTERREICHISCHE ELEKTRIZITÄTSWIRTSCHAFTS-AG (VERBUND) 
PETRO CARBO CHEM GmbH 
PETUM s.r.o. 
POWEO 
PRAVDA CAPITAL s.r.o. 
RWE TRADING GmbH 
SAGACARBON 
SEMPRA ENERGY EUROPE LIMITED 
SHELL ENERGY TRADING LTD 
SHELL TRADING INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
SIET SpA 
SNET 
SOCIETE GENERALE SA 
SPE SA 
STATKRAFT MARKETS GmbH 
STX SERVICES (WALLICH & MATTHES BV) 
TOTAL GAS AND POWER LIMITED 
TOTSA TOTAL OIL TRADING SA 
TRAFIGURA ELECTRICITY ITALIA S.p.a. 
UNION FENOSA GENERACION SA 
USINE D'ELECTRICITÉ DE METZ 
VATTENFALL TRADING SERVICES GmbH 
VEETRA (filiale de Dalkia, division Energie de VEOLIA Environnement) 
VELCAN ENERGY 
VICAT 
VOLTALIA 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
Existing Interconnections (To Country, Type AC/DC, Voltage, Capacity); 

FROM TO U [kV] Cap* [MVA] 
France United Kingdom   
Mandarins Sellindge 4*270 DC 2000 
France Spain   
 Errondenia Irún  1*132 111 
 Mouguerre Arkale  1*220 290 
 Cantegrit Hernani  1*400 1,110 
 Pragnéres Biescas II  1*220 270 
 Lac D'Oo Benós  1*110 95 
 Baixas Vic  1*400 1,530 
France  Switzerland/Italy   

Manbelin Basse court (CH) 1*400  
Génissiat  Romanel(CH) 2*400  
Sierentz Basse court (CH) 1*400  
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Sierentz Laufenbourg (CH) 1*400  
Sierentz Asfart (CH) 1*400  
Génissiat  Verbois(CH) 2*225  
Cornier Riddes (CH)  2*225  
Pressy La Batiaz(CH) 1*225  
    
Albertville Rondissonne (I) 2*400  
Praz-St André Venaus (I) 1*400  
Trinité Victor Camporosso (I) 1*225  
France Germany   
Vigy Uchtelfangen 2*400  
Mulhbach Eichstten 1*400  
Sierentz Kuhmos 1*400  
Vogelgrun Eichstten 1*225  
Emile Huchet Ensdorf 1*225  
France Belgium   
Avelin Avelgem 1*400 +1*400 in 2005 
Lony Achene 1*400  
Chooz Jamiolle 1*225  
Mt-Saint-Martin Aubange 1*225  
 
Following a European decision related to the capacity allocation on interconnections, the former priority 
given to long term contract was abolished on January 1, 2006 on all cross-border lines connecting France to 
the other EU countries (Switzerland excluded). The whole capacity allocation has been based since that date 
on market mechanisms,  
 
 
 
 
 
This concerns the management of the following interconnections FR/SP, FR/I, F/B, F/UK, F/D, 
 
The related auctions may be annual, monthly or daily 
These auctions may be implicit or explicit 
These auctions may be for imports, exports or both 
These auctions may be coordinated between TSOs or unilateral 
The related income is shared between the concerned TSOs 
 
The capacities which have not been allocated on an annual base (optional) are available on a semester basis 
(optional), on a monthly basis and finally on a daily basis with the use of the total unused capacities 
(available capacities after the periodical auctions plus reserved but unused capacities based on the principle 
“Use it or loose it”) 
 
On the F/GB interconnection (IFA) the auctions are open and based on a “pay as bid system”.  
For the monthly, quarterly,  semestrial and  annual allocations,  the capacities are awarded when the bids are 
stable for 2’ (no additional upward bid). Players are then paying what they have been bidding for.  
 
The other auctions are closed and always based on the marginal bidding price and not on a “pay as bid” 
system. 
 
If a capacity allocated on a monthly basis has to be reduced because of real time constrains, the concerned 
player is being reimbursed 110% of the price he has paid for this capacity. 
 
Case FR/SP 
Closed monthly explicit auctions (+ daily auctions from 31/01/2006) 
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Case FR/D (RWE,EnBW) 
Closed monthly and daily explicit auctions 
Each TSO deals with its exports 
 
Case FR/B 
Closed monthly and daily explicit auctions 
Capacity allocation by RTE in agreement with ELIA 
 
Case FR/I 
Monthly auctions by each TSO on 50% of the capacities from France to Italy RTE. As regards the capacities 
from Italy to France, since there is no constrain there is no capacity allocation mechanism. 
 
-Future Evolutions 
A « market coupling » between F/B/NL (thus between Powernext, Belpex and APX) should be implemented. 
Through this mechanism, the explicit auctions will become implicit. The congestion costs on 
interconnections are given by the price differences between the concerned markets. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Structure of the electricity market 
 

OTC contracts
suppliers

customers
~ 450 TWh / y

Deviation
settlement

ST, MT or LT

Day ahead spot market

~ 12 TWh / y

participants

D - 1  ( 4 p.m. )

Infra day

“real time” mechanism

20 to 30 TWh / y

membersmembers

OPERATOR: TSO

OPERATOR: INDEPENDANT MARKET OPERATOR

NO OPERATOR, DIRECT  CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS

Market Clearing Price

Pay as Bid, then calculation of Average Upward Prices (AUP) and Average Downward Prices (ADP)

Market players

Balancing
mechanism

Financial flows

87 Balance Responsible

Members of balance perimeters

Time scale

If P=C

if redispatching TPA Tariff

Structure of the french electricity market

 
Figure:   Structure of the Electricity Market 
 
A market player has to belong to a balance perimeter. The global declared energy balance of a perimeter has 
to be zero. The balance responsible is financially liable for the settlement of unbalances 
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The 87 balance responsibility entities through the balance 
responsibility contract are paying ex-post the measured unbalances 

of their balance perimeter

Foreign 
TSO

Consumers import

Distribution grid

Transmission grid

Generation site
Eligible site

Eligible site
Eligible site

Losses 13 TWh/y

Balancing 

BEN
BRE

BEN
site

BEN site

Balance 
Perimeter 1

Power-
next

BRE 2

global export

global import

BEN: Block Exchange Notification
1231 representing 180TWh in 2004  

Figure:  Structure of the Electricity Market from Balancing Perspective 
 
Deviations in balance perimeters are settled ex-post between RTE and balance responsibilities. 
 

I =   Generation measured - Cons measured + Purchase - Sales - Σ Balancing 

Global French System needs 
less electricity
Program > Demand

I positive = surplus I negative = deficit

A-RTE pays

ADP*(1-K)

C-RTE pays

Powernext Price 

D-RTE receives

AUP*(1+K)

B-RTE receives

Powernext Price 

realisation declaration

Global French System needs 
more electricity 
Program < Demand

Till 31/03/2005 K=0,18
From 01/04/2005 K=0,15
From 01/01/2006 K=0,05

The ex-post deviation settlement
For a given Balance perimeter

A decision of the french regulator taken on March 17, 2005 obliges RTE to reimburse at the end of 
the year to the balance responsible the credit balance of the global yearly consolidated balancing 
account .

 
Figure3:  The deviation settlement price  
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The prices indicated in this figure are calculated every 1/2hour and depend on the real time load evolution 
and on 3 price references: 
The Powernext day ahead market clearing price for the concerned ½ hour 
The Calculated average price of upward bids on the balancing mechanism for the concerned ½ hour (AUP) 
The calculated average price of downward bids on the balancing mechanism for the concerned ½ hour 

(ADP) 
 
Financial and Energy Flows 
The following figure shows the energy flows (in red and always through RTE), the financial flows (in green 
–direct between suppliers and customers when they concern OTC contracts or Powernext,- through RTE in 
all other cases). Financial flows are referring either to energy supply or to transmission services.  
 

••Consumers/Distributors/TradersConsumers/Distributors/Traders

•• connectionconnection
••70% 70% invesmentsinvesments till 1st S/Still 1st S/S
••100%  investments & maintenance & 100%  investments & maintenance & 
operation  for back up if requestedoperation  for back up if requested

•• withdrawalwithdrawal
regulated TPAregulated TPA--tarifftariff

••balance responsible balance responsible 
service service 
••0,11€/MWh sink  financing 0,11€/MWh sink  financing 
reservation of tertiary minute reserves reservation of tertiary minute reserves 
15’ & 30’15’ & 30’

•• balancingbalancing
mechanismmechanism (PAB) (PAB) 

• Producers/TradersProducers/Traders
•• connectionconnection
100%  investments till 1st  TR100%  investments till 1st  TR

••injection injection 
0,18€/MWh                      0,18€/MWh                      to to 

financing the CBT mechanismfinancing the CBT mechanism

••ancillary servicesancillary services
ff--8€/MWh8€/MWh
ff--6,92€/MW/6,92€/MW/11//2 2 hh
UU--88M€ for 533TWh88M€ for 533TWh
••balance balance responrespon--
siblesible serviceservice

•• balancingbalancing
mechanismmechanism (Pay As Bid)(Pay As Bid)

•• losses losses (PAB)(PAB)

G(2%)  Network G(2%)  Network accessaccess L (98%)L (98%)

EnergyEnergy supplysupply

InvoicingInvoicing of transmission servicesof transmission services

400kV400kV--63kV63kV

InvoicingInvoicing of of energyenergy supplysupply

 
Figure:  The Financial and Energy Flows on the French Electricity Market 
 
Financial and Energy Flows – the case of distribution (below 63 kV)  
 
There are several networks operators (GRDs). EDF-GRD is the main one. 
An eligible customer connected at a voltage below 63kV may either contract directly with the GRD (option 

1) or give a mandate to its supplier to deal with the grid operator (option 2). 
As a consequence (in the case of option 2) the supplier may collect from its customer the network access fees 

on behalf of the GRD and repay the GRD. In this case there is one network access contract between the 
supplier and the GRD and one global contract (electricity supply + network access) between the supplier 
and the eligible customer. 
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GRDGRD

••Eligible customers below 63kVEligible customers below 63kV

•• connectionconnection

•• withdrawalwithdrawal
regulated TPAregulated TPA--tarifftariff

••balance responsible balance responsible 
service service 
••0,11€/MWh sink  financing 0,11€/MWh sink  financing 
reservation of tertiary minute reserves reservation of tertiary minute reserves 
15’ & 30’15’ & 30’

• Producers/TradersProducers/Traders
•• connectionconnection
100%  investments till 1st  TR100%  investments till 1st  TR

••injection injection 
0,18€/MWh                      0,18€/MWh                      to to 

financing the CBT mechanismfinancing the CBT mechanism

••ancillary servicesancillary services
ff--8€/MWh8€/MWh
ff--6,92€/MW/6,92€/MW/11//2 2 hh
UU--88M€ for 533TWh88M€ for 533TWh
••balance balance responrespon--
siblesible serviceservice

•• balancingbalancing
mechanismmechanism (Pay As Bid)(Pay As Bid)

•• losses losses (PAB)(PAB)

G(2%)  Network G(2%)  Network accessaccess L (98%)L (98%)

EnergyEnergy supplysupply

InvoicingInvoicingof transmission servicesof transmission services InvoicingInvoicing of of energyenergy supplysupply

OPTION 1OPTION 1
 

Figure:  Financial and Energy Flows – the case of distribution (Option 1) 
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InvoicingInvoicing of transmission servicesof transmission services InvoicingInvoicing of of energyenergy supplysupply

OPTION 2OPTION 2
 

Figure:  Financial and Energy Flows – the case of distribution (Option 2) 
 
 
5.  Other 
 
Web sites and other contact information at national level, where further information can be found 
 

Link  Company 

http://www.ademe.fr/ ADEME (Agence pour le développement et la maîtrise de l'énergie) 
http://www.cnr.tm.fr/ CNR (Compagnie Nationale du Rhône, liée à Electrabel) 
http://www.cre.fr/ CRE (Commission de régulation de l'électricité) 
http://www.edf.fr/ EDF (Électricité de France) 
http://www.energiedurhone.fr EDR (Énergie du Rhône) 
http://www.electricite-
strasbourg.fr EDS (Électricité de Strasbourg) 

http://www.energie-plus.fr Énergie Plus (actualité sur l'énergie et l'environnement) 
http://www.deroyer.fr/anroc/Dat
aHtml/Organism/FNCCR.htm FNCCR (Fédération nationale des collectivités concédantes et régies) 

http://www.geg-grenoble.fr GEG (Gaz et Electricité de Grenoble) 
http://www.industrie.gouv.fr/acc
ueil.htm Ministère de l'Industrie 

http://www.rte-france.com/ RTE (Réseau de transport d'électricité) 
http://www.ferroviaire.f-
g.fr/attente/act_shem.htm SHEM (Société hydroélectrique du Midi, groupe SNCF) 

http://www.snet-electricite.fr/ SNET (Société nationale d'électricité et de thermique, groupe Endesa) 
http://www.uem-metz.fr/ UEM (Usine d'Électricité de Metz) 
http://www.vialis.tm.fr Vialis (Régie Municipale de Colmar) 
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GERMANY 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW (net) – Overall Supply 
 Thermal  80499 
 Hydro (incl. pumping storage) 10390 
 Nuclear 20343 
 Renewables (excl. water) 21033 
 Total 132265 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh (net) Overall Supply 
 Thermal 358.9 
 Hydro (incl. pumping storage) 27.7 
 Nuclear 154.6 
 Renewables (excl. water) 40.1 
 Total*) 581.3 
Annual consumption, TWh 563.6 
Imports, TWh 53.4 
Exports, TWh 61.9 
*) including network losses, but excluding the electrical energy consumed by the pumps of pumping storage 

stations. 
Source: VDEW, VDN 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1. Recent key developments  
 

 Liberalisation of the German electricity market has reached 100%. (Law dated April 25th, 1998) 
 Legal unbundling of TSOs is implemented. Legal/management separation or accounting unbundling 

of DSO is nearly completed, where legally provided. 
 On 13 July 2005, the former regulatory authority for telecommunications and postal services 

(RegTP) was renamed to Federal Network Agency (BNetzA). The regulatory authority under the 
guiding responsibility of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi) is now 
responsible for representing the interest of market participants in the fields of electricity, gas, 
telecommunications, postal services and railways.  

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
4 German Transmission System Operators bear responsibility for their control areas and the German system 
(EnBW Transportnetz AG, E.ON Netz GmbH, RWE Transportnetz Strom GmbH, Vattenfall Europe 
Transmission GmbH). 
 
Main generators  
Main generating companies are RWE, E.ON, Vattenfall and EnBW. A growing number of IPPs enter into 
the German market. 
 
Distributors 
In Germany, there exist more than 900 Distribution System Operators. 
 
 
Main traders & other players 
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Citiworks, E.ON Sales & Trading, EDF Trading, Electrabel Deutschland, EnBW Ges. für Stromhandel, 
Endesa Trading, Enercity Trade, EOS Avenis, GETEC Energie, MVV Energiehandel, NUON Energy Trade 
& Wholesale, RWE Trading, Trianel European Energy Trading, Vattenfall Trading Services 
 
2.3 Main events 
 
Due to temporary high load flows from North to South (strong feed in of wind energy in Northern/Eastern- 
Germany and high demand in the South of Europe), topology and re-dispatching measures (changes of 
power plant scheduling) have been implemented to comply with the n-1 criterion in the transmission grid. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections  
Existing interconnections (between countries, type AC/DC, voltage, capacity) are listed in the attached file 
as well as a figure of the German interconnected power system. 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 
Denmark – Germany interconnector: there are ongoing planning activities concerning higher transport 
capacity (e. g. with a new interconnector Kassö – Audorf). As a part of these activities, a joint study is 
currently being carried out by energinet.dk and E.ON Netz. The study elaborates and evaluates short-term 
measures to increase transfer capacity between the two grids. 
 
Netherlands – Germany interconnector: feasibility Study on the  possibilities for increasing the NTC-values. 
 
Poland – Germany interconnector: there are ongoing planning activities. Both TSOs are studying 
possibilities for increasing the NTC-values. 
 
Czech Republic – Germany interconnector: There are ongoing planning activities concerning a new 
interconnector between Czech Republic and Germany (Vitkov/CZ-Mechlenreuth or CZ – Pleinting). A first 
feasibility study of an additional 380-kV interconnection between Vitkov/CZ-Mechlenreuth was carried out. 
A more detailed common feasibility study by CEPS and E.ON Netz with involvement of VE-T is planned to 
start in October 2006. 
 
Austria – Germany: there are ongoing planning activities concerning a replacement of the existing 220-kV-
interconnector Altheim-St. Peter (AT) by a new 380-kV-interconnector St. Peter (AT) – Isar (DE) to increase 
the transport capacity between APG (A) and E.ON Netz (DE).  
 
UCTE-IPS/UPS: Collaboration and data provision for the Feasibility Study. Synchronous Interconnection of 
the Power Systems of IPS/UPS with UCTE carried out jointly by UCTE and IPS/UPS under the 
responsibility of UCTE. 
 
UCTE-Turkey: Collaboration and data provision for the UCTE Interconnection Study analysing the future 
synchronous interconnection of Turkey with the UCTE power system. The study is performed by UCTE. 
 
Lines under construction or in authorisation process (internal and cross-border) 
Route Distance 

(km) 
Type of work and Technical Information In operation 

Hamburg/Krümmel (DE) – 
Schwerin (DE) line 

75 New OHL 2007 

Halle/Saale (DE) – Schweinfurth 
(DE) line 

210  New OHL + upgrading of existing OHL 2008/15 

Hamburg Nord (DE) – Dollern 
(DE) 

45 New 380-kV OHL 2010 

Ganderkesee (DE) – Wehrendorf 
(DE) 

80 New 380-kV OHL 2010 
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Study needs 
The increasing construction of (particularly off-shore) wind power plants entails study needs relating to 
system technology and operational aspects.  
 
Therefore, a general study (the “dena study”) has been finalised in 2005. This study investigated the effect of 
an increased wind power production on the networks and conventional power plants until 2020. A second 
part of this study may be launched in 2006/07. 
 
TSOs repeatedly addressed in recent years the necessity of a thorough examination of RES – and especially 
wind power- integration on European level. ETSO and UCTE launched the European Wind Integration 
Study (EWIS). A Consortium of 16 Transmission System Operators (TSO) from 14 countries, representing 
the four main synchronous electricity systems in Europe, will provide a specific support. External 
stakeholders will also be invited to join an Advisory Board based in the needs of the study and the respective 
commitments about an active participation . 
 
The overarching goal of the present study project is to address especially the network issues arising from 
large scale wind power plants, particularly relevant to European TSOs and to make proposals for a generic 
and harmonized European-wide approach towards wind energy issues. The scope of the work covers all 
technical, operational and market / regulatory aspects related to the integration of wind power in Europe at a 
large scale. The final objective is to set up a model for the integration of the capacities of RES, and more 
specifically wind power within Europe, as forecasted in different scenarios to be covered by the study. The 
short term objective (2008) is to bring solutions to the problems identified in each synchronous power 
system. For long term goal is to bring common pan-European recommendations in order to avoid that the 
present concerns appear in other Europeans areas when wind power is introduced at a larger scale. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The TSO plans the development of its network in such a way to have at its disposal a transmission system 
which is adequately dimensioned for the projected transmission tasks, and which allows for secure and 
reliable system management and economical system usage at an adequate quality of supply. 
 
The system reserve shall be dimensioned in accordance with the (n-1) criterion. Owing to forecasting 
uncertainties, observance of the defined minimum requirements at the planning stage is essential. 
 
The TSO will draw up economic network plans on the basis of the current load and generation situation and 
the projected development of the facilities which are already connected or will be connected in the 
foreseeable future. Congestion occurring at short notice as a result of changing loop flows and transits cannot 
be taken into consideration in the network development planning. 
 
The TSO will  be responsible for initiating the public approval procedures required for the development of 
his network, and for launching the construction tasks upon the granting of approval. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
Market situation 
The German open energy market is the largest and most fluid market in Europe driven by competitive forces. 
In comparison to other EU Member States,  the electricity market in Germany functions quite well2. 
 
Initially deregulation brought many new competitors into the market, which offered new products and 
services mostly at extremely low prices. The players being already in th market reacted to this situation  with 
more attractive electricity payment scales and an improved customer service.  
 
 

                                                      
2  Energy Sector Inquiry (Draft Preliminary Report), European Commission, 28 February 2006 – Chapter C (I3 and II1) 
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In addition, for the first time the  customer was placed to the centre stage of the corporate strategic planning. 
 
Competition has caused companies to think in a more economic manner , which has allowed to  increase 
efficiency and reduce costs. As far as possible, these cost savings have been passed on to the customers. 
 
Electricity prices have dropped sharply since the market was opened up. Since the beginning of the 
deregulation,  competition has led to powerful cuts in prices – accounting for up to 20% reductions in private 
customer bills and up to 40% for industrial customers. Unfortunately, however, the state has grabbed the 
gains our customers should have enjoyed from deregulation by radically increasing taxes and other charges. 
 
At least two third of these can be allocated to the eco-tax and the concession fee. Additionally, the support 
for renewable energy increases the energy price and the support for cogeneration increases the network 
charges. 
 
Company merging 
The deregulation of the energy market was a catalyst, which set the process of concentration in motion. 
Driven by the unrestricted access to the networks and the lifting of local distribution limitations, the 
corporate trading situation in the energy industry has seen a radical and dynamic change.  
 
Since 1998, two hundred new suppliers have come into the German market, many from abroad. The number 
of market players has increased particularly in the electricity sales and energy trading sectors.  
 
Political aspects 
On 13 July 2005, the former German RegTP (regulatory authority for telecommunications and postal 
services) was renamed to Federal Network Agency. The regulatory authority under the guiding responsibility 
of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology is now responsible for representing the interests of 
competitors and customers in the fields of electricity, gas, telecommunications, postal services and railways.  
 
In the field of electricity, the BNetzA ensures that all market participants comply with the new German 
Energy Industry Act, which was implemented in July 2005 and its corresponding regulations. Focus is also 
put on undistorted competition in the electricity market and on the control of network charges. It ensures 
non-discriminatory access to electricity networks and controls the adequacy of use-of-system charges.  
 
In relation to this issue, the German electricity system operators were required to deliver an application for 
their network fees to be checked and approved ex ante by the BNetzA - for the first time in October 2005. 
Another central issue of the Agency will be the conceptualisation of an incentive regulation of revenues to be 
implemented by 2009. 
 
An important subject that concerns the entire German industry is the question of wind energy subsidies. 
However, as regards the planned expansion of wind energy – where for instance in Germany the plans are for 
capacity to increase from 18,400 megawatts at the end of 2005 to ca. 25,000 megawatts by 2010 – this area 
needs to be adjusted on a political level.   
 
The long term effect of increasing electricity infeed wind mills was analysed in depth in the “dena study”. 
 
Except for the subsidies for renewable energies,  the German system operators are also facing difficulties 
resulting from the integration of wind energy and new conventional power plants. At the moment, 30 thermal 
power plants with an installed generation capacity of about 26 GW are projected or in process of 
construction. To ensure system stability and to contribute to develop competition in the German electricity 
markets, the 4 German TSO have spent 643 billion Euros in their grids in 2005 – an increasing amount 
compared to those of the last three years. Moreover,  further investments of up to hundred million Euros will 
be required over the next ten years for the expansion of the network, such as  transmission networks.  
 
Another important area is the upcoming emissions trading issue. During the forthcoming shaping of the 
emission certificate trading in the so-called "National Allocation Plan", e climate protection efforts must be 
individually recognised in as so-called "early actions". This will ensure fair play and equal treatment.  
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However, the German market is going through a natural maturing process, previously observed in the Nordic 
market. The future shape of the market will be strongly dependent on the underlying political framework in 
Germany and the EU. Here the political forces must take up the challenge. Clear political decisions have to 
be made as this uncertain political framework has a disastrous effect on the ability to make long-term plans 
for the companies´ business. 
 
The rapid development of the market has caused changes in the legal situation (“EC Regulations”, UCTE-
MLA, “German Energy Industry Act”). Considering  this new legal framework into account, the 
“Transmission Code 2003” and the “Distribution Code 2003” are currently revised by the Association of the 
German Network Operators. 
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5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.vdn-berlin.de Verband der Netzbetreiber – VDN – e.V. beim VDEW 
www.strom.de Verband der Elektrizitätswirtschaft – VDEW – e.V. 
www.ucte.org Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) 
www.etso-net.org European Transmission System Operators 
www.enbw.com 
 

Energie Baden Württemberg AG 
EnBW Transportnetz Strom AG 

www.eon-energie.com 
www.eon-netz.com 

EON Energie AG 
E.ON Netz GmbH 

www.rwe.com 
www.rwetransportnetzstrom.com 

RWE AG 
RWE Transportnetz Strom GmbH 

www.vattenfall.de 
www.vattenfall.de/transmission 

Vattenfall Europe AG 
Vattenfall Europe Transmission GmbH 
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GREECE 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW* 
 Thermal  8172 
 Hydro 3059 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables 644 
 Total 11875 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 43.3 
 Hydro 5.4 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables 0.9 
 Total 49.6 
Annual consumption, TWh 53.4 
Imports, TWh 5.6 
Exports, TWh 1.8 
*  Gross values 
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Officially, market deregulation in Greece started on 19.2.2001. The regulatory framework for the 
organisation of the electric sector was established by the law 1773/99. According to the provisions of 
this law: 
A Regulatory Authority (RAE) was established. Its main functions include advise the Minister of 

Development and grant production licenses to new producers and supplier licenses to suppliers of 
electricity to eligible customers. Furthermore, RAE is also responsible for supervising the whole 
sector and for establishing  rules for the proper functioning of the Market. 

An Independent Transmission System Operator (HTSO) was also established. This is an independent 
company with 51% of its shares belonging to the State and 49% to producers. The HTSO is 
accountable for the system operation, planning new transmission assets, programming the 
transmission system maintenance as well as providing access to the system to new producers and 
HV consumers. In addition  it is responsible for the functioning of the market and for allocating the 
capacity of the interconnection lines to users. 

Eligible customers are able by law to choose their supplier. Eligible customers are all HV and MV 
consumers. 

The energy producers by renewable sources of energy have the right to sell energy to HTSO at 
regulated prices, which are very advantageous. Furthermore, production is scheduled by priority. 

There have been some recent changes in the energy deregulation legal framework which aimed at 
giving incentives to private producers to construct new power production assets.  

The recently passed law 3468/2006 for RES provides considerable incentives for photovoltaic 
projects, regulates high fixed feed-in tariffs and simplifies environmental licensing procedures. 

Currently, the HTSO is carrying out an on-going tender for the construction of a combined cycle unit 
of 400 MW.  

A new Grid Code governing has been established (17/05/2005), which will gradually be applied by 
2008.  

 In December of 2005 a combined cycle unit in Thessaloniki was connected to the System by an IPP 
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(EN.THES), while in May of 2006 a similar unit was connected committed in Lavrio by PPC. 
Furthermore, three open cycle, gas turbine units of total capacity 148 MW were connected in 
December of 2004, providing reserve capacity to the system. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Main generators: 

 PPC: 
o Lavrion station, fuel-oil and Natural Gas (5 units) 1.572 MW 
o Kardia station, lignite (4 units) 1.250 MW 
o Ptolemaida station, lignite (4 units) 620 MW 
o Ag. Dimitrios station, lignite (5 units) 1.595 MW 
o Meliti station, lignite (1 unit) 330 MW 
o Megalopolis station, lignite (4 units) 850 MW 
o Liptol station, lignite (2 units) 43 MW 
o Komotini station, Natural Gas (1 unit) 495 MW 
o Aliveri station, fuel-oil (2 units) 300 MW 
o Ag. Georgios station, Natural Gas (2 units) MW 
o Hydro plants 3.059 MW 

 EN.THES: Natural Gas Unit  395 MW 
 HERON THERMOELECTRIKI: Gas Turbines (3 units) 148 MW 

 
Foreseen/Ongoing projects for new generating units: 

 The Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE) has issued licenses to IPPs of about 5000 MW 
for thermal units. The commissioning date is not yet known. The HTSO has provided access 
to the Grid to about 3200 MW of thermal units. 

 The Regulatory Authority (RAE) has issued licenses to IPPs of about 4500 MW for renewable 
energy projects. The HTSO has provided access to the Grid to about 2300 MW for RES. 

 
Number of Distributors 
Only one, PPC 
 
Main traders & other actors (exchanges etc) 
The following list includes the licensed by RAE traders of electricity: 

 CINERGY GLOBAL TRADING LTD 
 ATEL HELLAS S.A. 
 ENEL TRADE S.P.A. 
 EDF TRADING LIMITED 
 E.ON SALES & TRADING GMBH 
 RWE TRADING GMBH 
 ENTRADE GMBH 
 VERBUND AUSTRIAN POWER TRADING AG 
 EDISON TRADING SPA 
 HERON THERMOELECTRIKI  
 NECO SA 
 EFT HELLAS SA 
 HELLENIC PETROLEUM SA 
 EGL HELLAS SA 
 ATHENS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
 MYTILINAIOS SA 
 TERNA ENERGIAKI ΑΒΕΤΕ 
 EUROPEAN TRADE OF ENERGY GKIOUZELIS – XATZIDIMITRIOU  
 VERBUND - AUSTRIAN POWER TRADING ENERGA HELLAS SA 
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3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing Interconnections 

From (BG) To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

V,kV Thermal limits 
(MVA) 

Thessaloniki Blagoevgrad s/s (BG) AC -  Single  400 1400 
Thessaloniki Dubrovo (FYROM) AC – Single 400 1400 
Kardia Elbasan (AL) AC – Single 400 600 
Aetos Galatina (I) DC – Single 400 500 

 
Ongoing studies on international/cross-border interconnections: 

From (GR) To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

V,kV Thermal 
limits 

(MVA) 

Date of study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 
under study  

N. Santa Maritza 3 (BG) AC -  Single  400 1400 Completed Not defined yet 
Arahthos 2nd DC link to 

Galatina (IT) 
DC -  Single  400 500 Not defined yet Not defined yet 

 
Main Lines under construction (internal and cross-border): 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

V,kV Thermal limits 
(MVA) 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Florina (GR) Bitola (FYROM) AC -  Single  400 1400 2007 
Philippi (GR) N. Santa (GR) AC - Double 400 2 X 1400 2008 
N. Santa (GR) Babaeski (TR) AC - Single 400 2000 2008 
Langada (GR) Philippi (GR) AC - Single 400 2000 2009 
Korinthos (GR) Koumoundouros (GR) AC - Double 400 2 X 1200 2010 
Rouf (GR) Koumoundouros (GR) AC - Double 400 2 X 1200 2011 
Rouf (GR) Aharnes (GR) AC - Single 400 1200 2011 
Megalopolis (GR) Patras (GR) AC - Double 400 2 X 1200 2011 
Megalopolis (GR) Korinthos (GR) AC - Double 400 2 X 1200 2012 
Korinthos (GR) Patras (GR) AC – Double 150 2 X 200 2007 

 
3.2 Network development plans 
 
PPC is the owner of the HV and EHV network, while the Hellenic Transmission System Operator 
(HTSO) has the responsibility of operation and planning of the grid. HTSO is also responsible for 
providing access to the network for new producers, new high voltage consumers and the distribution 
company (also PPC).  
 
Each year, HTSO prepares the so-called “Development Study of the Transmission System”, a system 
planning study for the next 5 years. The study is submitted to the Regulation Authority (RAE), which 
makes the final proposal to the Minister of Development. After the Minister’s approval, the study 
becomes the official development program for the interconnected system which is realised by 
PPC/Transmission, the owner of the transmission assets. 
 
An exception is allowed for the required assets for the connection to the Grid of Renewable Sources 
Producers. These can be constructed by any interested part. In any case, the owner of the transmission 
assets is PPC. 
 
The cost of the new assets is incurred in the following way: the assets needed to connect a new user 
(producer, consumer, distribution s/s) - the connection assets - are paid by the user who is also liable 
for the maintenance. The cost of all other assets is paid through the Transmission tariffs. All users of 
the Grid (except RES plants) share the Transmission fees. The total cost estimate is calculated every 
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year by HTSO, taking into account the maintenance cost, the assets depreciation cost, a return rate on 
the involved capital and the administration cost of the HTSO services. 30% of this budget is 
reimbursed by the producers and 70% by the consumers. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
The entire operation of the Hellenic Interconnected Electrical Power System is governed by the 
System Operating Code issued in the Official Government Gazette, Issue B/ No 654/30.5.01 and 
modified in Issue B/ No 655/17.05.05.  HTSO is responsible for the operation of the electricity market. 
The market is based on a pool model with the following  acting entities:  
 

 Producers, Auto producers 
 Suppliers 
 Importers 
 Exporters 
 Customers (captive, non-captive / eligible) 

 
Producers and load representatives supply every day  the TSO with their offers for the next day. The 
offers must reflect at least the variable production cost. TSO makes a sort list of the offers starting 
from the cheaper one, and decides on the schedule of the next day. The cost of the most expensive 
power unit scheduled defines the System Marginal Price (SMP). This price is used for the market 
settlement. With the gradual implementation of the new grid codes, the calculation of the System 
Marginal Price will also take into account bids for the provision on ancillary services, reserves as well 
as start-up and shut down costs. Furthermore, with the full implementation of the new grid codes, in 
cases of network congestion, a bi-zonal market will take place, where separate SMPs will be 
calculated for the North and South System. 
 
The main concepts of the market settlement are the following: 

 The cost of all exchanged energy is calculated every hour using the corresponding SMP. 
 HTSO keeps an uplift account containing the cost of ancillary services, losses, differences 

between contractual imports/exports and real flows, special levy for producers from renewable 
sources, administration cost of TSO, etc. This account is settled by the consumers through the 
corresponding suppliers and directly by them when they import energy for their own use. 

 
As for the cash flows every month: 

 The conventional producers are credited for the energy produced, the ancillary services they 
procure to the system and a special payment when they are obliged to operate some units even 
if their offer price is higher than the SMP.  

 The renewable producers are paid for the energy produced by a fixed tariff, which is usually 
higher than SMP. 

 The suppliers are debited for the energy absorbed by their customers and the corresponding 
amount in the uplift account. 

 The consumers importing energy for their own use are debited for the corresponding uplift 
account. 

 All players except renewable producers are debited for the Transmission fees. 
 
Furthermore, with the implementation of the new grid codes, a capacity market is established. 
Through this capacity assurance mechanism, capacity availability contracts are signed between 
producers and load representatives. HTSO is responsible for calculating the System Available 
Capacity, monitoring of Capacity Availability Ticket (CAT) issued by producers, as well as 
calculation and monitoring of the appropriate Capacity Availability Contract (CAC) required by Load 
Representatives to comply with their Capacity Adequacy Obligation. Load representatives who do not 
comply with their capacity obligations are fined by HTSO. The collected fines are used to finance 
reserve capacity when necessary. The payments relating to the capacity contracts are made directly 
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from the load representatives to the producers. However, during the transitional period up to the full 
implementation of the new grid codes, HTSO is responsible for charging the load representatives 
according to their calculated Capacity Adequacy Obligation and reimbursing producers for their issued 
Capacity Availability Tickets. 
 
Finally, recent changes in the legislature have allowed HTSO to issue tenders for new capacity, in 
order to ensure system adequacy. In this framework, HTSO procured a tender for reserve gas turbines, 
which were installed in 2004 and is currently holding a tender procedure for a combined cycle unit of 
400 MW. 
 
 
5.  Other 
 
Web sites and other contact information, where more information can be found 
 

Link  Company 

www.rae.gr Regulatory Authority 
www.desmie.gr Hellenic Transmission System Operator 
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HUNGARY 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  5844 
 Hydro 48 
 Nuclear 1755 
 Renewables 953 
 Total 8600 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 19.8 
 Hydro 0.2 
 Nuclear 13.8 
 Renewables 2.1 
 Total 35.7 
Annual consumption, TWh (excluding losses) 34.6 
Imports/Exports saldo, TWh 6.2 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
Hungarian power utility MVM Rt and its subsidiaries are among the most important players in the 
Hungarian electricity sector. 
 
The primary task of MVM Rt is to purchase electricity from Hungarian power stations and abroad, and 
sell it on to the distribution companies via its supply network. 
 
The group is active in the generation of electrical energy, international trade, the development and 
operation of the national grid and dispatch. The operation and development of the power transmission 
network is the task of transmission lines operator OVIT Rt. The MVM group includes Hungary’s only 
nuclear power station (Paks Nuclear Power Plant) and a coal-fired power station (Vértes Power Plant). 
It is also MVM’s responsibility to ensure security of supply through the secondary reserve gas turbines 
operated by subsidiary GTER Kft. Operational management of the Hungarian power system and load 
distribution for all Hungary’s power stations is carried out by MAVIR Rt. 
 
As the most important nationally-owned corporate group in the Hungarian electricity sector, MVM is 
an active participant on the international electricity market, and an associate member of the Union for 
the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) in Western Europe, with which it has formed 
complex and ever expanding network connections. MVM carries out its duties in compliance with the 
regulatory system in force, electricity laws and other related legislation. Operation meets ISO 9001 
quality standards, and MVM is also preparing to launch an integrated environmental management 
system. 
 
State-owned MVM takes maximum advantage of the opportunities on the emerging Hungarian 
market, as well as the international one, in order to make both its supply and trading activities 
competitive. Alongside its core activity, MVM Rt aims to become an active player on the 
telecommunications and heat-services market, and is jockeying for position in the energy markets of 
neighbouring countries, as a strategic investor. In the interest of attaining all these goals, MVM plans 
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to fully exploit the synergies and diversification opportunities inherent in the group’s member 
companies, and achieve strong strategic and financial management at holding level.  
 
Energy policy is based on the principles accepted in 1992 by the Government and in 1993 by the 
Hungarian Parliament. The most important objective is to fulfil the conditions required by the 
European Union.  
 
The main items of the energy policy are as follows:  
 

 To maintain and improve security of supply  
 Energy conservation, energy efficiency  
 Environmental issues at the existing power plants as well as in the future developments  
 Least cost planning within operation and development of the power system with extension 

step by step of elements of competition  
 Creation of market oriented organisational, ownership, economic and legal regulations  
 To solve problems of the coal mining industry  
 To increase the role of publicity in the decision making processes in the power industry   

 
The Hungarian administration will transpose and implement EU Directive on Electricity (Directive 
2003/54/EC) into the Hungarian law. Hungary shall designate the Transmission System Operator 
(TSO) in order to fulfil the requirements of the Directive.  
 
In Hungary there are two legally separate undertakings for operating the transmission network. There 
exists the transmission company, the authorised network operator, MVM Rt., and the independent 
system operator - ISO (MAVIR Rt.), which operates the electric power system. At the moment,  
neither MVM Rt. nor MAVIR Rt. are able to meet the requirements of TSO as determined by the 
Directive. Discussions are in progress among the concerned parties (Hungarian Energy Office, MVM 
Rt. and MAVIR Rt.) and a study on the alternatives of the Hungarian TSO has been already 
accomplished. The most important difference between the Directive and the Hungarian legislation is 
arising from the responsibilities of the two market players (operation, maintenance, development of 
the transmission network). 
 
In order to fulfil the EU Directive, it is necessary to amend the Act No. CX of 2001 on electricity 
(VET). 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator  

 Transmission Company: MVM Rt. 
 Independent system operator: MAVIR Rt. 

 
Main generators  

 Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd. 
 Dunamenti Power Plant Company Ltd. 
 AES Tisza Power Plant Company Ltd. 
 Mátra Power Plant Ltd. 
 

CCGT power plants:  
 Csepel II.: 389 MW (investment of PowerGen, to be commissioned in 2000)  
 Power plant Debrecen: 110 MW (investment of the TITASZ supply company, to be 

commissioned in 2001))  
 The Budapest Power Plant Ltd., also CCGT at the site of the Power Plant Újpest, with 

installed capacity 110 MW to be commissioned in 2004 
 Reconstruction, retrofit 
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Distributors 
 East Hungarian Electricity Supply Company Ltd. (TITÁSZ Rt.) 
 South Hungarian Electricity Supply Company Ltd. (DÉMÁSZ Rt.) 
 North-West Hungarian Electricity Supply Company Ltd. (ÉDÁSZ Rt.) 
 South-West Hungarian Electricity Supply Company Ltd. (DÉDÁSZ Rt.) 
 North Hungarian Electricity Supply Company Ltd. (ÉMÁSZ Rt.) 
 Budapest Electricity plc. (ELMŰ Rt.) 

 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1. Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections 

FROM  TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA 

Sándorfalva Subotica AC - Single 400 996 
Sándorfalva Arad AC - Single 400 497 
Hévíz* Zerjavinec AC - Double 400 1385 
Győr** Vienna AC - Double 400 996 
Győr Vienna AC - Double 220 205 
Tiszalök Munkachevo AC - Single 220 380 
Kisvárda Munkachevo AC - Single 220 366 
Sajószöged Munkachevo AC - Single 400 2350 
Albertirsa Zahidnoukrainskaja AC - Single 750 1500 
Győr Gabcikovo AC - Single 400 996 
Göd Levice AC - Sinlge 400 996 

* temporarily double line  
** only on the Hungarian side 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 
line under study 

Sajóivánka Rimaszombat AC - double 400 1385 end of 2004 2010 
Hévíz Cirkovce AC - Single 400 1385 middle of 2004 2008 
Pécs Ernestinovo AC - Double 400 1316 middle of 2007 2010 
Békéscsaba Oradea AC - Single 400 1177 end of 2004 2008 
Győr* Vienna AC - Double 400 996 it is up to the 

Austrian partner 
200? 

* (2nd circuit) on the Hungarian territory it is a double line but from the border it is a single line (it will be form a Szombathely-Vienna 
line after finalisation) 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Győr Szombathely AC – Double  400 1843 2006 

* it is constructed as a double line but as a single line will be used between Győr-Szombathely, the 2nd circuit will be used as a 
Szombathely-Vienna line after the 2nd circuit will be mounted on the existing Győr-Vienna line on Austrian territory. 
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Future projected interconnections 
From  To Type  AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MVA Expected date for 

commissioning the line 
Szombathely Hévíz AC - double 400 1385  2010 
Békéscsaba Arad AC - single 400 1177 2013 
Albertirsa (Békéscsaba)- 

Szolnok 
AC - single 400 800 2014 

Szombathely Südburgenland AC - double 400 1385 2015 

 
Transmission and distribution network of the Hungarian Electric Power System (2005) 

Szombathely

Pécs

Szombathely

Pécs

 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
  
State of Play (at  end of 2005) 
In Hungary there are two legally separate undertakings for operating the transmission network. There 
exists a transmission company, the authorised network operator, Hungarian Power Companies Ltd. 
(MVM Rt.), as the owner of the transmission grid. The Hungarian Power Companies Ltd. has 
decision–making rights with respect to maintain, operate and develop the transmission network.  
 
Besides the Hungarian Power Companies Ltd.,  there exists an independent system operator - ISO 
(MAVIR Rt.), which operates the electric power system of Hungary, including the power flow 
management on the system and it is responsible for ensuring a secure, reliable and efficient electric 
power system in the short, medium and long term.    
 
Developing the Planning Directives 
For the safe and effective operation of the power system, network development plans are need to be 
made by the transmission company and distribution companies for 120 kV network. The independent 
system operator is developing the principles of Network Development, which has to contain the 
minimum technical requirements of the network development. This directive must be followed by the 
authorised network operators when making the network developing plans for the transmission network 
(400 kV, 220 kV), and the 120 kV part of the distribution network.  
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Network Development Plans 
Companies owning the licenses of transmission and distribution (authorised network operators are 
required to elaborate development plans for the networks they are operating. Minimum technical 
requirements of the Network Development Directive must be taken into consideration when 
elaborating their own plans.  Transmission and distribution companies and companies owning public 
network elements are required to elaborate and publish the plans at least twice a year and send it to the 
independent system operator (MAVIR).  
 
The Independent System Operator is responsible for harmonising the development plans of the 
transmission and distribution companies in order to fulfil the security requirements of the system. 
After examination,  the ISO returns to the  companies the network elements  which have to be 
constructed for fulfilling the required security level. If there is a plan, which has not been proposed but 
is considered necessary by the ISO and is of high importance for the system, the ISO shall initiate the 
improvements at the concerned authorisation operator. In the event an authorisation operator fails to 
implement the necessary network improvements requested by the independent system operator, the 
ISO can launch  a tender for improvements in the electricity transmission network and the distribution 
system specified in the Grid Code that affect the operation of the transmission system. (It is the ISO’s 
responsibility to evaluate the bids and send the results to the Regulator for approval before the results 
are announced.) If the tender is unsuccessful, the ISO is required to undertake the required network 
development at the initiative of the Regulator. 
 
The network development initiatives considered necessary by the independent system operator, 
accepted by the Hungarian Energy Office,  have to be carried out by the transmission and distribution 
companies.  
 
Any party shall be entitled to set up a direct line or a new network element at its own business risk, but 
it shall obtain the prior consent of the Commission - granted in agreement with the independent system 
operator and the competent authorised network operators of the area - and shall notify the independent 
system operator upon completion in the manner specified in the Grid Code. 
 
With due regard to the development plans and proposals of authorised network operators, the 
independent system operator prepares a development plan for the grid at least one time every second 
year. The installation of lines specified in the Grid Code, but not included in the development plan or 
in proposal,  must be reported to the ISO. 
 
The operational and network development costs of the transmission network are covered by the 
transmission tariff. Transmission tariff also contains the costs paid by the transmission company for 
the transmission network elements not owned  by the transmission company. Authorised transmission 
network operator shall share the income of the transmission tariffs with the owners of the transmission 
network elements. 
 
Authorised network operators shall, as agreed with the independent system operator, maintain the 
necessary technical conditions for supplying electricity to the consumers connected to them at a 
connection point. 
 
An authorised transmission operator, the competent distributor of a specific area or an authorised 
public utility supplier,  shall provide information on the technical and financial criteria related to 
satisfying consumer demand and cooperate with the customers in specifying the most favourable 
manner of receiving electricity. If a connection is established under financial and technical conditions 
specified in specific other legislation, authorised network operators may claim the connection cost 
specified therein. 
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3.2 Main events 
 
There was no important event in the Hungarian power system in 2005. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The reform of the electricity industry commenced in 1994-95, when Act No. XLVIII of 1994 on the 
Production, Transportation and Supply of Electricity was formulated and came into effect, the 
Hungarian Energy Office was established and, in 1995, the privatisation of the public concerns in the 
sector began. 
 
Privatisation took place in several phases. At present, the majority of power stations and 100% of the 
electricity suppliers (today called network and service provider companies as a result of privatisation) 
are privately owned. 
 
The endeavours of the European Union to establish a uniform internal market have included the 
liberalisation of the energy sector. As a result, Act No. CX of 2001 on Electricity came into effect on 1 
January 2003. 
 
The Hungarian electricity market has a large number of mutually independent market players. They 
are as follows: 

 the power stations;  
 the network companies (MVM Rt., which operates the transmission network) 
 distribution companies 
 the independent systems operator (MAVIR Rt.); 
 public service wholesale and public service retail service providers;  
 electricity traders;  
 consumers (authorised and public service consumers);  
 small power stations  
 other users of the system. 

 
The producers produce the electricity and feed it into the transmission or distribution networks. At 
present, there are 18 licensed producers in the electricity sector. As regards licensing, the built-in 
production capacity of the power stations is the decisive factor; power stations with built-in capacity 
of at least 50 MW require licences. 
 
The transmission and distribution network licence holders are responsible for the "transportation" of 
electricity, its transmission and distribution from producers to consumers. These market players are 
obliged to provide free access to the networks without discrimination. 
 
The systems controller plans and controls the operations of the electricity system. It is independent of 
producers, traders and consumers. Its tasks comprise system level operative control, resource planning, 
preparation for network operations, the settlement of electricity and the provision of system-level 
services. 
 
From the perspective of consumers, the electricity system may be divided into two parts. The first one 
is the public service segment supplying public service consumers. In that segment, public service 
wholesaler purchases electricity from the producers, generally under long-term contracts, then sells it 
to the public service providers, who resell it to public service consumers at an officially set price. 
 
As the first step towards the liberalisation of the market, the Government decided on a 30-35% 
authorisation level in order to facilitate partial liberalisation of the market (that corresponds to the 
above-mentioned 6.5 GWh/year limit). Thereafter, tracking the liberalisation of the market in the EU 
was the objective. In the meantime, the EU reviewed its Directive 96/92/EC (concerning common 
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rules for the internal market in electricity) and adopted a policy of accelerating the opening of the 
market. This means that as from 2004, all consumers other than household consumers shall be 
authorised consumers in the Member States of the EU, while from 2007, households shall also be 
authorised, i.e. the market shall be 100% liberalised. 
 
From 1st of January 2006 a real Transmission System Operator was created in Hungary, in the frame 
of a daughter company of MVM, and it is MAVIR, the former ISO. The transmission system assets 
were imported into the system operator, and the transmission license with the concerning knowledge 
and practice was restructured from MVM to MAVIR for the more efficient operation.    
 
 
5. Other 
 
Link  Company 

www.mvm.hu Hungarian Power Companies Ltd. 
www.mavir.hu Hungarian Power System Operator Company 
www.eh.gov.hu Hungarian Energy Office 
www.apvrt.hu Hungarian Privatisation and State Holding Company 
www.gkm.hu Ministry of Economy and Transport 
www.energiainfo.hu Useful link about everything that is power 
www.centrel.org CENTREL 
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ITALY 

 
 
1. Basic Capacity, Generation and Consumption Data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  59797 
 Hydro 21139 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables (*) 2356 
 Total 83292 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 253.1 
 Hydro 42.9 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables (*) 7.7 
 Total 303.7 
Annual consumption, TWh 309.8 
Imports, TWh 50.3 
Exports, TWh 1.1 
(*)  Geothermal, wind and photovoltaic 
 
 
2.  Industry Structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The year 2005 and 2006 saw rapid legal consolidation of the organisation and liberalisation rules for the 
energy sector in compliance with the Directive 54/2003/ECand the Regulation 1228/2003/EC, for the 
electricity sector, and Directive 55/2003/EC for the gas sector.   
 
The most important legal provisions which affected the main changes in the energy sector in year 2005 and 
2006  are entrenched  into the following legislative acts: 

 Law 290/2003, establishing emergency rules for the security of the national electricity system, 
providing for, among other issues, the unification between the ownership and the management of the 
national transmission grid; 

 Law 239/2004 concerning the “reorganisation of the energy sector, and enabling authority to 
government to review the provisions currently into force in energy matters”. The main objective of 
this law was, among others, to clarify the relationships between the central Government and the 
regional and local authorities for the energy sector and to set rules on demand and supply side such 
as,  for instance: 
- the application of the opening market rules to all customers until July 2007 as provided into the 

Directive 2003/54/EC; 
- the promotion of investments for the realisation of new power plants 
- the promotion to build new transmission electricity lines through simplified authorisation 

procedures. 
 
On the basis of the Italian Law 239/04,  the Government issued on 11 May 2004 a Prime Minister’s Decree 
in order to establish the criteria and conditions for the unification between the ownership and the 
management of the national electricity transmission grid. Linked to those rules, the Prime Minister Decree 
establishes also the definition of two fundamental acts: 
 

 The grid transmission, dispatch, development and safety code (called: Grid Code)  
 the new concession to manage the electricity transmission and dispatching activity by the new 

independent transmission system operator.  
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On 1 November 2005, coinciding with the date of transfer of the TSO business segment sold off by GRTN 
Spa, TERNA Rete Elettrica Nazionale S.p.A., becomes the concession holder for the transmission and 
dispatching activity. 
 
During 2005 and at the beginning of 2006, the following legal acts were issued with an impact on the energy 
sector, and in particular on the Transmission System Operator activity: 
 

 the Italian Decree of the Minister of Productive Activities dated 12 December 2005 containing the 
“Review of the emergency procedures for dealing with the lack of coverage of natural gas 
requirements, in the event of unfavourable climatic events” On the basis of these rules, TERNA 
adopts the reference role of the entire national electricity sector for the purposes of operational 
management of emergency procedures; 

 
 the Italian Decree Law 19 dated 25 January 2006 containing the “Transitory provisions for the 

reduction of natural gas consumption in the thermo electric sector”, which aimed at reducing the 
consumption level of natural gas in the thermo electric sector in order to deal with critical situations 
within the national energy system. According to the provisions of this law,  TERNA shall 
acknowledge the dispatching priority of the fuel oil plants; 

 
 the Italian Decree Law 152 dated 3 April 2006 containing “Rules on Environmental Issues”, consists 

of a code to harmonise national environmental rules with EU Directives. Among the most important 
provisions, the law sets the application of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) to the Plan 
for the Development of the National transmission electricity network issued by TERNA; 

 
 the Italian Ministerial Decree dated 21 October 2005 containing the “Formalities and criteria for the 

issue of exemption for the discipline of the right of third parties to access new power lines”. The 
Decree, issued on the basis of the Italian Law 290/2003, in compliance with the Regulation 
1228/2003/EC, sets the conditions for issuing the exemption to third party access rules by private 
parties (so called Merchant lines).  

 
During 2005 and at the beginning of 2006 the Italian regulator consolidated its regulatory rules.  The most 
important events that the Regulator faced came from the increase of energy costs during 2005, partly  due to 
severe gas shortage  which made difficult to foresee increases of energy prices and tariffs.  
 
The most important issues for the Italian regulator in year 2005 are related to: 

 the promotion of the competition and the liberalisation of the energy market, through reinforced 
actions in order to reduce the power of the main generators in the electricity market; 

 the economic and technical rules to reinforce the legal and management unbundling of electricity and 
gas companies; 

 the introduction of an incentive regulation for the management of dispatching activity.  
 
A brief summary of the main regulatory resolutions issued by the Electricity and Gas Authority (AEEG), 
follows: 

 Resolution 15/05 which confirmed the criteria and rules for the coverage of costs related to the 
transmission sector after the unification between the ownership and the management of the national 
transmission network;  

 Resolution 79/05 and 49/06 which favourably assessed the Grid Code and its following updated 
version issued by TERNA and containing the technical requirements to access the grid as well as the 
general criteria for the development of the network;  

 Resolution 226/05, which  aimed at issuing the provisions for the transmission and dispatching of 
electricity within the structure for the unification of the ownership and management of the national 
transmission network. By means of this rules,  the Regulator introduces the concept of incentive 
regulation for the dispatch activity managed by the TSO. 

 Resolution 269/05 concerning the rules and conditions for imports of electricity for the year 2006 on 
the basis of the criteria envisaged by the decree of the Minister of Productive Activities dated 13 
December 2005. The Resolution, on the basis of the congestion management criteria set forth in the 
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Regulation 1228/2003/EC, establishes  the market mechanism for handling congestions via implicit 
auction through the day ahead energy market of the electricity exchange, and the rules for the 
allocation of the coverage from the risk associated with the differential of prices between imports 
and exports. Those rules are applied to assign the 50% of the total import capacity available for the 
year 2006 on the Italian borders. The remaining 50% is assigned according to the regulations laid 
down by the neighbouring countries; 

 Resolutions 281/05 concerning the economic conditions for connection to electricity grids (with 
voltage over 1 kV) by electricity generating plants using conventional and/or renewable sources.  

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
TERNA Rete Elettrica Nazionale S.p.A. - is the company in charge of electricity transmission and 
dispatching activity over the high-voltage (HV) and extra-high voltage (EHV) grid throughout Italy.  
 
Its current structure is the result of the acquisition implemented in November 2005 of the branch of business 
of GRTN as defined by Prime Minister’s Decree of 11 May 2004.  
 
TERNA is a listed company. Its shares were first traded on the Stock Exchange on June 2004.  
 
Currently, its relative majority shareholder is “Cassa Depositi e Prestiti”, with a  stake of 29,99% of 
TERNA’s share capital. The other Shareholders are: Retail market (26,76%), Institutional investors 
(33,06%), Insurances (5,04%), ENEL (5%).  
 
In August 2005, TERNA started the process for completing the acquisition of the other portions of national 
transmission HV and EHV owned by other parties.  
 
In August 2005, TERNA acquired the Transmission assets owned by ACEA Trasmissione and in November 
2006, it began the acquisition of the assets owned by EDISON and AEM Trasmissione. As of today,  
TERNA is the owner of more than 96% of the national transmission network throughout Italy.  
 
TERNA owns two subsidiary companies in Brazil: Transmissora Sudeste Nordeste S.A: (TSN) and 
Novatrans Energia S.A.  
 
Main generators  
The figure below shows the market share of the main generators until September 2006:  
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Generator Market Share (%) 
ENEL PRODUZIONE S.P.A. 47,6% 
GRTN 10,8% 
EDIPOWER S.p.A. 8,5% 
ENDESA ITALIA SPA 7,8% 
EDISON TRADING S.P.A. 5,0% 
ENIPOWER S.P.A. 5,9% 
AEM TRADING S.R.L. 2,4% 
TIRRENO POWER S.P.A. 2,8% 
ACEAELECTRABEL TRADING SPA 1,4% 
SIET 1,2% 

 
Distributors 
In Italy there are almost 200 distribution companies. The most important are : 

 Enel Distribuzione 
 AEM Milano 
 ACEA Roma 
 IRIDE Energia 
 ASM Brescia 
 AGSM Verona 

 
Main traders  
The main trading companies operating in Italy are: 
 

 Enel Trade 
 Edison Trading 
 EGL Italia 
 Aare Ticino SA di Elettricità   
 Sorgenia 
 Endesa Trading 
 EDF Trading 
 AEM Trading 

 
Other players 

 The Electricity and Gas Regulatory Authority (AEEG) 
 The Ministry of Economic Development  
 The Ministry of Economy and Finance  

 
3.  Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV 

Italy France   
Venaus Villarodin AC single circuit 380 
Rondissone  Albertville AC double circuit 380 
Camporosso  Le Broc-Carros AC single circuit 220 
Santa Teresa Bonifacio AC single circuit 150 
Italy Switzerland   
Musignano  Lavorgo AC single circuit 380 
Bulciago  Soazza AC single circuit 380 
S. Fiorano Robbia AC double circuit 380 

Avise  Riddes AC single circuit 220 
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Valpelline  Riddes AC single circuit 220 
Pallanzeno  Moerel AC single circuit 220 
Ponte  Airolo AC single circuit 220 
Mese  Gorduno AC single circuit 220 
Italy  Austria   
Soverzene  Lienz AC single circuit 220 
Italy  Slovenia   
Redipuglia  Divaccia AC single circuit 380 
Padriciano  Divaccia AC single circuit 220 
Italy  Greece   
Galatina  Arachthos DC single circuit 200 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 
 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 
under study 

Italy 
 

Slovenia AC double circuit 
 

380 
 

 2007  

Italy 
 

Austria AC single circuit 
 

380 
 

 2006  

Italy France AC single circuit 380  2007  

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for commissioning 
the line 

Matera 
 

Santa Sofia AC single circuit 380  starting operation in 2007 

Sardegna 
(Fiumesanto) 

Penisola Italiana 
(Latina) 

Bipolar DC 
 

500 1000 starting 
operation in 2008 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
On an annual basis, TERNA draws up the National Transmission Development Plan on the basis of the 
general criteria set by the Italian Regulatory Authority and subject to the approval of the Ministry of 
Economic Development. The Network plan contains the criticalities of the grid and the main development 
measures to be realised over a short and long term period.  
 
Main events 
 
As far as the operation of the national transmission network, the main events which occurred in 2006 in the 
Italian transmission systems are:  
 
11 January: outage Power line 380 kV Rumianca-Sarlux.  Energy not supplied: 66 MWh 
17 July: outage Power line 380/220 kV Chiaramonte Gulfi. Energy not supplied 748 MWh. 
25, 26, 27July: load shedding procedure of interruptible clients 
4, 5 November: load shedding procedure of interruptible clients and not interruptible clients 
 
As far as the development of the national network, during the course of 2005, TERNA completed the 
technical and administrative procedures for the authorisations of the following projects: 

 connection between Sardinia and Italian mainland (SAPEI) 500 kVcc line; 
 Matera-  Santa Sofia 380kV line; 
 Sardinia - Corsica (SARCO) 150kV cable.  

 
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 
GME (Gestore del Mercato Elettrico - Market Operator) is responsible for organising and managing the 
electricity market, an electronic marketplace where the clearing price is obtained from the intersection of 
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electricity demand bids with supply offers submitted by market participants. The electricity market is also a 
physical market, where the schedules of electricity injections into and withdrawal from the power grid are 
defined under the economic merit-order criterion.  
The electricity market consists of:  

 Day-Ahead Market - MGP(energy market); 
 Adjustment Market - MA (energy market);  
 Ancillary Services Market - MSD. 

In particular: 
 Day –Ahead Market (MGP): it closes at : 9:00 a.m. of the day proceeding the day to which offers/bid 

refer; this market hosts the majority of electricity purchase and sale transactions. Offers/bids may 
also be submitted in the days preceding the MGP session to which they refer, i.e. up to 9 days before. 

 Adjustment Market (MA): it opens at 10:30 a.m., after the notification of the MGP results, and 
closes at 2:00 p.m.; in this market, participants may revise the schedules defined in the MGP, by 
submitting additional supply offers or demand bids; 

 Ancillary Services Market (MSD): it opens at 2:30 p.m., after the notification of the MA results, and 
closes at 4:00 p.m. In the MSD, TERNA S.p.A. procures the resources required for managing, 
operating and controlling the system (intra-zonal congestion relief, creation of reserve capacity, real-
time balancing). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.terna.it TERNA website 
www.mercatoelettrico.it GME website 
www.autorita.energia.it Electricity and Gas Authority 
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LUXEMBOURG 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  480  
 Hydro   1128  
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables 66  
 Total 1675  
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal  3.105  
 Hydro  0.872  
 Nuclear - 
 Renewables  0.107  
 Total  4.084  
Annual consumption, TWh   6.231  
Imports, TWh   6.401  
Exports, TWh 3.151  
 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
8 November 2004: Creation of Cegedel Net S.A. Cegedel Net’s corporate purpose is the management of 
electricity transmission and distribution networks in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Accordingly, since 1 
January 2005, Cegedel Net has been managing the Cegedel Group’s transmission and distribution networks. 
This is because the European Directive of 26 June 2003 on the deregulation of the electricity market requires 
the legal separation of electricity transmission and distribution activities from other sector activities such as 
the generation and supply of electricity. Although this directive is still being transposed into national 
legislation, Cegedel, in accordance with the spirit of the directive, set up Cegedel Net S.A., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Cegedel S.A. on 8 November 2004. Cegedel Net’s corporate purpose is the non-discriminatory 
operation of transmission and distribution networks in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. It was on this basis 
that it was charged with managing the parent company Cegedel’s networks. The new grid operator is 
responsible for the planning, building, development, maintenance and operation of these networks. Under 
service contracts, Cegedel Net assigns the technical staff - who remain employed by the parent company – 
the  responsibility for the construction, operation, maintenance and repair of its networks, except for the 
high-voltage networks whose construction and operation remains under the responsibility of Cegedel Net. 
This subcontracting arrangement means that the grid operator employs only 103 people. 
 
The electricity market is opened: 

 All non domestic clients are actually eligible. 
 100% opening will be achieved by 1 July 2007, but the new law could even specify an earlier date 

for this opening. 
 Legal unbundling of TSO/DSO and commercial activities. 

 
 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
CEGEDEL NET S.A., the public transmission and distribution system operator. 
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SOTEL, a cooperative society of steel industry with overhead lines between factory plants. 
 
Main generators  
SEO, pump storage 1.100 MW 
TWINERG, thermal cogeneration 385 MW 
 
Distributors 
Own distribution by the following Municipalities : 
Ville de Luxembourg 
Ville d’Esch-sur-Alzette 
Ville de Diekirch 
Ville d’Echternach 
Ville d’Ettelbruck 
Steinfort 
Vianden 
Private Distributors: 
Mersch 

 
Main traders & other players 
CEGEDEL Trade and supplier 
SOTEL 
SOTEG 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections  

FROM TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Luxembourg Germany    
Heisdorf Trier AC single circuit 220 490 
Heisdorf Quint AC single circuit 220 490 
Flebour Bauler AC single circuit 220 490 
Roost Bauler AC single circuit 220 490 
Vianden Niederstedem AC double circuit 220 2 x 490  
Vianden Niederstedem AC single circuit 220 730 
Vianden Bauler AC single circuit 220 730 
Luxembourg Belgium    
Belval Aubange AC double circuit 220 2 x 358 
Belval Aubange AC double circuit 150 2 x 157 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 
On behalf of CEGEDEL NET, a study is to be prepared in order to determine the pros and cons of future 
interconnections to neighbouring TSOs. 
 
 
 
Network development plan 
Network development and needs for new transmission lines under responsibility of TSO/DSO CEGEDEL 
NET S.A.. 
The Ministry for Economic Affairs/Energy will watch over the grid development and the interconnections.  
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4. Electricity market structure 
 
According to the new law, operation and practical rules will be defined in a "Grid Code". 
Access to the grid is granted to all suppliers, producers, and clients that conform with the opening criteria. 
Consumers, traders and suppliers will build individual balancing groups. 
Schedules must be given before 14h30 of the day ahead of the consumption. The energy bought by a 
balancing responsible (production or import from another balancing group) is injected in the balancing 
group. Consumption of energy or export to another balancing group is debited to the balancing group. 
Settlement of a balancing group will be done on a ¼ hour base by the TSO and the needed regulation energy 
is charged to the balancing group. 
 
Since Luxembourg (CEGEDEL NET) has no frequency regulation responsibility inside UCTE, the 
regulation energy is bought by the TSO CEGEDEL NET from the zone regulation responsible (RWE NET) 
at the same conditions as this party will procure it in the market.  
 
Network users have to pay for the use of the grid. This will include costs for  investments, capital costs, 
operational costs, losses, and system services as well as international interconnections. 
 
All prices for the use of the network are agreed by the Ministry/Regulatory and published. Producers will not 
have to pay for the network (G=0) 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.cegedel.lu 
www.cegedelnet.lu 
 

CEGEDEL  
CEGEDEL NET 

www.ilr.lu Regulatory Authority 
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MONTENEGRO 

 
 
1.  Basic Capacity, Generation and Consumption (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal 

Hydro 
Nuclear 
Renewables 

Total

210 
658 

0 
0 

868 

Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 

Hydro 
Nuclear 
Renewables 

Total

890 
1.834 

0 
0 

2.724 

Annual consumption, TWh (losses included) 4.543 
Imports, TWh 1.819 
Exports, TWh 0 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1  Recent key developments 
 
After the Energy Law came into force in June 2003, the conditions for the organisational restructuring of 
Electric Power Industry of Montenegro (Elektroprivreda Crne Gore, hereinafter referred to as EPCG-AD 
Niksic) and the liberalisation of electricity market were created. In January 2004, Energy Regulatory Agency 
was established in compliance with the Energy Law as autonomous, functionally independent and non profit 
organisation. In October 2005 Montenegro accepted the Treaty on Establishment of Energy Community of 
South Eastern Europe, which came into force on 1 July  2006. 
 
According to new “Internal Organisation of EPCG-AD Niksic” (published on 29 July, 2005), EPCG-AD 
Niksic is a vertically integrated and functionally unbundled undertaking, with clearly unbundled 
responsibilities and management at all levels. There are four Functional Entities (FC): Transmission, Supply, 
Distribution, Generation, and one organisational entity Elektrogradnja, plus the Head Offices of the 
Company.  
 
All laws and bylaws were harmonised with the Directives issued by the European Parliament and the 
Council of the European Union. Montenegro has been an active participant of Athens Forum and signed the 
Athens Memoranda of Understanding for the establishment of an Energy Community for South Eastern 
Europe. 
 
Functional Unit Transmission is an independent transmission, control system and market operators. 
Regulatory Agency issued licenses to these operators on 1 January 2006. The market operator has created 
market rules, which are, after the adoption procedure within the  Electric Power Industry of Montenegro, 
submitted to Regulatory Agency for adoption. 
 
 
 
2.2  Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
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Transmission FC consists of Elektroprenos, National Dispatching Center and Market Operator. Each of those 
is a relevant license holder.   
 
Elektroprenos deals with the maintenance, modernisation, upgrading and development of the  transmission 
system of Montenegro. 
 
National Dispatching Center (NDC)-TSO controls the electric power system of Montenegro, power flows in 
the network and towards other interconnected systems, contracts ancillary services, guarantees reliability and 
efficiency of system operation, provides and maintains electricity metering, etc.  
 
Main generators 
There are three power plants (Generation FC): Perucica HPP, Piva HPP and Pljevlja TPP, and 7 small HPPs 
(installed capacity – 9 MW).  
 
Main power plants owned by EPCG are: 
Perućica HPP 307 MW 
Piva HPP 342 MW 
Pljevlja TPP 210 MW 
 
Foreseen/outgoing projects for new generating units 
In Montenegro: 
 
Koštanica HPP 552 MW and 1120.4 GWh yearly production 
Morača HPP: 357,2 MW (with 3 units)  and 1053.9 GWh yearly production 
 or 238 MW (with 2 units)  and 693.7 GWh yearly production 
Pljevlja TPP 210 MW and 1000 GWh yearly production 
Komarnica HPP 168 MW and 231 GWh yearly production 
Ljutica HPP 224 MW and 553.6 GWh yearly production 
 
Distributors 
Distribution FC consists of 16 local distributions which maintain, develop and manage 35 kV, 10 kV and 0.4 
kV grids.  

 
Main traders 
According to Draft Market Rules, the Regulatory Agency issues licenses to trades, but traders in 
Montenegrin market currently do not have the licenses. There are 8 traders at the moment, and it is expected 
that the number will increase once the 400 kV Podgorica – Elbasan line is completed.  
 
Other players 
Supplier 
The only privileged supplier for tariff customers is Supply FC (regulated sector).  
 
Eligible customers 
There are 3 eligible customers in Montenegro and their consumption represent 50% of the total consumption 
in Montenegro. They procure one third of their consumption in the free market, at contracted prices.  
 
 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 

 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing international interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double U, kV Thermal capacity, 

MVA 
Podgorica Trebinje(BiH,RS) AC-Single 400 1330 
Ribarevine Kosovo(Sr) AC-Single 400 1330 
Perucica Trebinje(BiH,RS) AC-Single 220 275 
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Piva Buk Bijela(BiH,RS) AC-Single 220 380 
Podgorica Vau Dejes(Alb) AC-Single 220 275 
Pljevlja Bajina Basta(Sr) AC-Single 220 275 
Pljevlja U.Pozega(Sr) AC-Single 220 380 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To 
Type AC/DC 

Single 
/Double 

U, 
kV 

Thermal 
capacity, 

MVA 

Date for  study 
completion 

Expected  
date for commissioning  

the line  
under study 

Podgorica Elbasan(Al) AC-Single 400 1300 2007 2009 
 
Future projected interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U, 
kV 

Thermal 
capacity 

MVA 

Expected date for  
commissionig the 
 line under study 

Pljevlja 
TPP 

Buk Bijela HPP 
(BiH  R.Srpska)     

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Elektroprenos, as license holder, is responsible for development of transmission network (400 kV, 220 kV 
and 110 kV). According to the Energy Law and Grid Code, there are short-term (one year)  and medium-
term (5 years) development plans.  
 
Distribution FC is responsible for distribution network development plans and distribution network 
development itself.  
 
Transmission FC and Distribution FC must harmonise their development plans.  
 
3.3 Main events 
 
8 old 110/35 kV power transformers, 8 220 kV circuit breakers and 20  400 kV disconnectors have been 
replaced with new ones.  New 110 kV Podgorica – Cetinje line was put in operation on 31 December  2004. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
Electricity Market is managed by the Market Operator in accordance with Law, License and Rules. The 
Market Operator organises and manages the electricity market for the benefit of the  electricity market 
participants and all transmission network users. The Market Operator has no right to participates in the 
electricity market as a  market participant for its own need.  
According to the Energy Law, Transmission FC shall apply to the Agency for the Market Operator License. 
According to the Energy Law, the Market Operator, as holder of “Electricity Market Operator License”, 
submits to the Agency for approval rules that establish: 

 the rules and regulations governing participation in the electricity market in Montenegro; and 
 a framework and timetable for the creation of an energy supply market. 

 
The Market Operator shall: 
 maintain records, that include all legally binding obligations of Suppliers and Contract 

Customers; 
 establish rules and procedures in order to ensure that such procedures are objective, transparent 

and non-discriminatory; 
 receive bids for the supply of electricity; 
 oversee, maintain and improve the system of economic dispatch; 
 coordinate with the Transmission System Operator (TSO); 
 organise a financial wholesale electric energy settlement in Montenegro;  
 coordinate with the Transmission System Operator concerning the annual maintenance of 

transmission facilities; 
 preserve the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information; 
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 define the procedure for resolving disputes occurred in electricity market; 
 coordinate electronic software development and organise training for market participants; 
 establish Rules for submitting and creating programs, and other rules defining in detail certain 

segments related to electricity market. According to Draft Rules it is foreseen that the major part 
of trade will be performed through bilateral contracts between electricity market participants. It 
is foreseen that there will be an Intraday Market for the purpose of balancing electric power 
system of Montenegro, as well as the ancillary services market which will be based on principle 
of bilateral contracts between TSO and ancillary services provider.  

 
 
5.  Other 
 
Link Company 
www.epcg.cg.yu Elektroprivreda Crne gore-Electric Power Industry of Montenegro 
www.regagen.cg.yu Regulatory Energy Agency 
www.vlada.cg.yu/eng/minekonom/ The Ministry of Economy 
www.tso-epcg.com TSO-Montenegro  
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NETHERLANDS 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  19475 
 Hydro 37 
 Nuclear 449 
 Renewables 2016 
 Total 21977 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 88.6 
 Hydro 0.1 
 Nuclear 3.8 
 Renewables 3.9 
 Total 96.4 
Annual consumption, TWh 114.7 
Imports, TWh 23.7 
Exports, TWh 5.4 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
As from 1 July 2004  the entire electricity  market is open. For green energy,  it was already open for all 
customers as from  1 July 2002.  
 
Three out of the five biggest producers were privatised and got foreign owners after the liberalisation in 
1998. One owner has already left and the generation was bought by a distributor. Privatisation of suppliers 
(distributors) is still under discussion. A law is being discussed in Parliament for the unbundling the 
activities of network operators and suppliers. Network operators will not be allowed to be privatised (at least 
not in the coming years). Suppliers will receive permission to privatise once they have separated their 
network activities. 
 
The TSO, TenneT, is fully unbundled from market parties. Since the end of 2001,  the shares are in the hands 
of the national authorities. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
TenneT is since 1998 acting as TSO for the Netherlands. It is responsible for providing system services for 
the whole system and transmission services on the 220- and 280 kV-level in the whole country. 
 
Transmission services on lower voltage levels are provided by some 20 network operators. In 2004 TenneT 
has taken over the transmission service of a regional network company and its aim is to become the 
transmission operator for all voltages above 110kV. During 2005 the operational activities of the regional 
control-centre of the acquired network were integrated in the national-control centre of TenneT.  
 
 
Main generators  
The main locations for generation are: 
- Eemshaven 2400 MW 
- Maasbracht 1300 MW 
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- Geertruidenberg 1250 MW 
- Hemweg 1200 MW 
- Maasvlakte 1050 MW 
- Velsen   850 MW 
- Borssele   850 MW 

 
One big power plant (850 MW) came in operation in 2004 near Rotterdam along with  some smaller units 
and several wind power installations. Some new industrial units are foreseen in 2007 (300 MW) and in the 
period up to 2010,  2400 MW new generating capacity might be connected to the grid. For the years after 
that,  several initiatives are taken but it is still unclear which projects will have priority. Some older 
generating plants may be decommissioned if the market circumstances become unfavourable for their 
economic operation.  

 
Distributors 
 
There are a large number of suppliers of electrical energy. However,  some merging has taken place among 
the distributors. The biggest suppliers on the moment are NUON, Essent and Eneco 
 
Main traders & other players 
 
A very important player is the Amsterdam Power Exchange, which operates a day-ahead market and an 
adjustment market. Furthermore,  some brokers are active and all producers and suppliers may act as trader, 
directly or via the APX. 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections 
 

FROM  TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA 

Meeden (Nl) Diele (D) AC double + PSTs 380 2 x 1000 
Hengelo (Nl) Gronau (D) AC double 380 2 x 1790 
Maasbracht (Nl) Rommerskirchen/Siersdorf (D) AC double 380 2 x 1710 
Maasbracht (Nl) Gramme/Meerhout (B) AC double 380 1 x 1350/1 x 1420
Geertruidenberg (Nl) Zandvliet (B) AC single 380 1 x 1645 
Borssele (Nl) Zandvliet (B) AC single via 

380/150 kV 
transformers 

380 1 x 450 

 
The total sum of the capacity is 14 865 MVA. Taking into consideration the actual flows in Germany, 
Belgium and the Netherlands, the (N-1) reserve margin and the TRM (300 MW) a total cross-border capacity 
of 3850 MW (ATC) is available for the market. 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 
Maasvlakte (Nl) UK DC single ? ? 2007 2010 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Eemshaven (Nl) Feda (N) DC single + 450 700 Begin 2008 
Maasvlakte Bleijswijk AC double 380 2 x 2750 2010 
Bleijswijk Beverwijk AC double 380 2 x 1900 2012 
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Future projected interconnections 
Studies are regularly performed with the Belgian and German TSOs in order to study the weak points in the 
transmission and interconnection system. As a result,  the Belgian TSO is installing Phase shifters on the 
Netherlands-Belgian border. 
 
Study needs 
The optimal settings of the 6 Phase shifting transformers which will be present in the future on the border 
with Germany and Belgium  needs further attention. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
In accordance with the Electricity Act,  the network operators must draw up every other year a so-called 
Capacity Plan in order to aggregate the future capacity requirements, to identify possible bottle-necks and 
adapt the system to the future needs of system users. The capacity Plan is submitted to the Regulator, who 
examines it and who gives advises about the content to the Minister. 
 
The capacity plan identifies future needs for transmission and estimates a more exact approximation (over a 
7-year period) of the resulting flows in the grid. All network operators collaborate in performing the 
necessary studies and inquiries and the measures to solve bottlenecks have to described. 
 
A map of the existing high voltage grid is given below. 

 
 
 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
In some periods of the year there were extensive flows along the Dutch grid because of huge wind power 
generation in the Northern part of Germany and a strong demand in the Southern part of Germany, Belgium 
and France. These transit flows caused that, over  ten days,  the ´(N-1) security level´ on the border with 
Germany was overstepped for a total of about 8 hours. In order to enhance the manageability of these transit 
flows, consultations began with German, Belgian and French TSOs and authorities. As a result, by the end of 
the year, detailed operational arrangements have been agreed upon, in which each of the involved TSOs is 
committed to take counter-measures to reduce these transports when jeopardising network security. On the 
25 November 2005,  storms in combination with heavy snowfall in the North-Western part of Europe caused 
ice-deposits on overhead lines which resulted in line-galloping and damage on several lines, mainly in the 
regional grids. The earthing-conductors of the 380 kV interconnections with Belgium 
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´Borssele/Geertuidenberg-Zandvliet´ were seriously damaged. Total loss of interconnection with Belgium 
could be avoided, but the (N-1) security was nevertheless endangered during some hours. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
In the Netherlands the 1997 EU Directive has been implemented in the Electricty Act 1998, which provided 
for a gradual liberalisation to 100% over the period until 1 July 2004. At the same time a Regulator (Dte) 
was established to supervise compliance with this Act and to implement guidelines and codes for a proper 
and efficient functioning of the system. 
 
A whole range of electricity supply functions were unbundled when the Electricity Act 1998 came into force. 
Trading of electricity and separately keeping balance are the major new aspects in the current set-up of 
electricity supply.  
 
The function of transmission remained more or less the same but the environment in which the network 
operators and network managers have to operate  has changed completely. The market parties, generators 
and consumers, trade their goods and the network has to facilitate their wishes. 
 
Rather than the power balance being preserved by the generating companies using central dispatch, as it was 
before, it is now the system operator, which is in charged with preserving the balance. In order to be able to 
acquit itself of this responsibility, TenneT, in its role of the Dutch Transmission system operator, has 
introduced a system of Programme Responsibility through which the balance between demand and supply is 
secured in advance by approval of the energy programmes submitted by the Programme Responsible Parties. 
 
The need to maintain the power balance has also prompted the establishment of a special market for 
regulating and reserve power. Any current discrepancies between planned and actual supply and demand are 
offset and settled using the market. TenneT makes contracts with market parties for a portion of the 
regulating and reserve power requirement, so as to ensure a minimum supply of regulating power and 
reserves. 
 
The current trade has prompted virtually all electricity companies to set up strong trading and risk 
management organisations. This has been a major operation as prior to liberalisation most of these 
companies had no involvement in trading and volume and price risks were hardly an issue. 
 
The organisational set-up of the electricity market predominantly consists of trade via public exchanges and 
contractual trade. Both types of trade have become increasingly internationally oriented in recent years. 
 This process of internationalisation has already caused significant changes to occur in the load flows across 
the European grid and this phenomenon has required the expansion of the capacity of the cross-border 
interconnections between the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. An auction of cross border capacity has 
been set up to deal with shortage on international exchange capacity. 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.tennet.org TSO for the Netherlands 
www.apx.nl Amsterdam Power exchange (daughter company of TenneT) 
www.tso-auction.org TSO Auction (daughter company of TenneT) 
www.nma-dte.nl Dienst uitvoering en toezicht Energie (regulator) 
www.energiened.nl EnergieNed (association of energy companies) 
www.minez.nl Ministry of Economic Affairs 
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POLAND 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005*) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  29724 
 Hydro 2245 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 108 
 Total 32077 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 140.18 
 Hydro 3.55 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 0.22 
 Total 143.95 
Annual consumption, TWh 130.06 
Imports, TWh 5.00 
Exports, TWh 16.19 
Load of pump storage power plant 2.16 
* The Energy Market Agency data (netto)  
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 

The PSE-Operator S.A. company has been separated from the organizational structure of PSE SA. As of July 
1, 2004 the Company acts as the Polish Transmission System Operator.  

On December 27, 2006 General Assembly of PSE SA made a resolution to transfer (not later than December 
31, 2006) PSE-Operator S.A. (as material dividend) to the Ministry of the Treasury. From that moment PSE-
Operator SA is no longer part of PSE Capital Group. 

Currently, involved parties, are working on solution of transferring the transmission assets from PSE SA to 
PSE-Operator S.A. 
 
Renewable energy 

In August 2001 the Polish Parliament adopted .Strategy for renewable energy. The goal of the strategy is to 
achieve 7,5 – 9 % of total electric energy production from renewable energy sources (RES) in total end-users 
consumption up to 2010 (increase a 1,5 % with relation to resolution from 2003). Detailed information on 
this subject provided Resolution of Minister of the Economy of 19 December 2005 on the detailed scope of 
the duties to purchase electricity and heat from renewable energy sources and electricity co-generated with 
the production of heat. 
 
In May 2003 a secondary legislation to the Energy Law concerning the obligation to purchase electricity and 
heat from renewable energy sources and electricity generated in combined heat and power units, was 
amended. The modification combines details of calculation of RES shares and technical specifications of the 
energy sources. In 2005 this purchase obligation amounts to 3,1 % in total annual sale of electricity of the 
specific energy company. 

Under the provisions of amended the Energy Law to the extent pertaining to renewable sources of energy all 
power companies dealing with generation of electricity or its trade and selling such energy to the end-users 
on the territory of Poland are obliged to obtain and submit to the President of Power Sector Regulatory 
Office the certificates of origin confirming that energy has been generated at renewable sources of energy for 
the purposes of their cancellation. 
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The task of running a register of green certificates and organisation of trade in proprietary rights under the 
green certificates was commissioned to the Towarowa Giełda Energii S.A., as the sole entity in Poland 
running a commodity exchange in the understanding of the Commodity Exchanges Act dated October 26, 
2000. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
 
PSE-Operator S.A. – performing the tasks of transmission system operator in Poland within the scope and in 
the manner stipulated in valid legal regulations and in the condition for the decision of the President of the 
Energy Regulatory Office. 

On 15 April 2004 PSE-Operator S.A. was granted a license for transmission and distribution of electric 
energy and it started its operation on 1 July 2004. 

PSE-Operator S.A. is not the owner of the transmission assets, but use the assets, on the basis of a ‘Leasing 
Agreement’ concluded with PSE SA. 
 
Main generators  
Main generators (for the end of 2005) are as follows:     
 
Bełchatów   TPP 4430 MW Pątnów TPP 1200 MW 
Kozienice TPP 2880 MW Łaziska TPP 1155 MW 
Połaniec TPP 1800 MW Siersza TPP 805 MW  
Rybnik S.A. TPP 1775 MW  Łagisza TPP 710 MW 
Dolna Odra TPP 1742 MW Ostrołęka TPP 626 MW 
Turów TPP 2106 MW Siekierki  CHP 619 MW 
Jaworzno III S.A. TPP 1345 MW Adamów TPP 600 MW 
Opole S.A. TPP 1519 MW Skawina 575 MW 
 
In 2005 the rated power of the Pumped-Storage Power Plants amounted to 1708,5 MW.  The most important 
PSPP are as follows: 
 
Żarnowiec  PSPP 716 MW Solina PSPP 206,5 MW 
Porąbka – Żar PSPP 540 MW Dychów PSPP 90 MW 
Żydowo PSPP 156 MW   
 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units; 

 Bełchatów II   TPP               833MW   (2009) 
 Pątnów                                  464 MW  (2008) 
 Łagisza                                 460 MW  (2009) 

 
Distributors 
The distribution sub-sector covers 14 distributive enterprises holding the  concessions from the President of 
the Energy Regulatory Authority for the distribution and turnover of electricity energy. They are responsible 
for the distribution of electric energy through 110 kV lines and medium voltage network, supplying energy 
to final consumers and commercial turnover of energy. 
 
Main traders & other players 
The following entities play an active role on the electricity market: generators, distribution companies (main 
buyers of energy), wholesale electricity traders, big end customers (using TPA rules), Towarowa Giełda 
Energii SA as the Polish Power Exchange and PSE SA (since July 2004 PSE Operator SA) as a TSO. Over 
200 companies have concession for the turnover of electric energy. 
 
There are also companies offering the purchase of electric energy via Internet: Platforma Obrotu Energią 
Elektryczną as the Electricity Trading Platform, Kantor Energii as the Electricity Shop or Trade Operator  
and Internetowa Hurtownia Energii (The Internet Energy Wholesale). 
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3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing international interconnections 

 
From (PL) 

 
To 

Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U, kV Thermal 
capacity*),  MVA

Krajnik Vierraden (Germany) 
 

AC- Double 400, 
operating on 

220 kV 

 
914 

Mikułowa  Hagenwerder (Germany) 
  

AC-  
2*Single/Double1) 

400 2772  

Dobrzeń  Albrechtice (Czech Republic) AC- Single2) 400 1205 
Wielopole Nosowice (Czech Republic) AC- Single2)  400 1205 
Kopanina  Liskovec (Czech Republic) AC- Single2)  220 412  
Bujaków  Liskovec (Czech Republic) AC- Single2) 220 412  
Krosno Iskrzynia Lemesany (Slovak Republic) 

 
AC- Double 400 1662  

Słupsk Starno (Sweden) 
 

DC ±450 600 MW 

Zamość Dobrotwór (Ukraine)  AC- Single 220 385 
Białystok Roś (Belarus) AC- Single 220 Disconnected 
Rzeszów Widełka  Khmelnitskaya (Ukraine) 

 
AC- Single 750 Disconnected 

1) on Polish side two single-circuit line, on Germany side double tower double circuit  line. 
2) lines are constructed as one double circuit  
*) temperature below 100 C (data for  2006) 
 
Ongoing studies on international/cross-border interconnections (data for  2006); 

From (PL) To   Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U, kV P,MW Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study  
Rzeszów 
Widełka 

Khmelnitskaya (Ukraine) AC-Single 750 1200 back-to-
back 

 
*, **) 

Not defined yet 
 
 

Poland Germany 
(3rd interconnection) 

AC- Double 400 Not defined 
yet 

*, ** ) 
 

Not defined yet 
 

Byczyna Varin  
(Slovak Republic) 

AC – Double 400 Not defined 
yet  

*, **) 
 

Not defined yet 

*)  Prefeasibility study was completed in 2001. 
**) New study have been/ will be initiated 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) (data for  2006): 

From (PL) To (PL)             Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U, kV Thermal 
capacity, MVA 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 

line 
Olsztyn Mątki Olsztyn AC-Single 220 492 2006 
Ostrów Plewiska *) AC-Single (on double tower) 400 1871 2007 
Rogowiec Ostrów AC-1st circuit of double line 400 1358 2008 
Trębaczew Ostrów AC- 2nd circuit of double line 400 1358 2008 
Pątnów  Kromolice AC- Double  400  3742 2009 
Pasikurowice Wrocław  AC-Single 400  1871 2011 
Świebodzice Wrocław  AC-Single 400 1871 2011 

*)  It’s planned to introduce 400 kV line Plewiska – Ostrów to new Kromolice substation   in 2009 
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Couplings under construction (internal) (data for  2006): 
 

Station 
 

U/U, kV/kV Expected date for 
commissioning 

Olsztyn Mątki 400/220  2006 
Gdańsk I  *) 400/220  2007 
Byczyna **) 400/220  2009 
Morzyczyn 400/220 2009 

*) The existing 400 kV line Żarnowiec – Gdańsk Błonia will be introduced to Gdańsk substation 
**)  The  existing 400 kV line Tarnów – Tucznawa will be introduced to Byczyna substation. 

 
Future projected interconnections  

From (PL) To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U, kV Thermal capacity, 
MVA 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 

line 
Krajnik Vierraden (Germany) AC- Double 

 
Switch over to 400 

kV  
3242 

 
Not defined 

yet 
Ełk 

 
Alytus (Lithuania) AC -  Double 

 
400 

 
1000 MW back-to-

back converter station 
After 2010 

 
 
Study needs 
Feasibility study on technical means for the elimination of the transmission grid “bottle necks” for East - 
West  and West - East electricity transfer: 

 
 Switching over the existing line Krajnik – Vierraden (Germany) from 220 kV to 400 kV level –  The 

technical analysis have been initiated  by the bilateral (VE-T and PSE-Operator) working group, 
 Installation of the phase shifting transformers on existing and future 400(380) kV  interconnection 

lines between Poland and Germany or Poland – Germany 3rd interconnection - new analysis by the 
bilateral working group VE-T and PSE-Operator will be eventually decided to be done as the next 
phase of the previous studies, 

 New 400 kV Poland – Slovakia line will be analysed by the bilateral (PSE-Operator S.A. and SEPS 
a.s.) working group. 

 
Feasibility study on activating the existing 750 kV Rzeszów Widełka – Khmelnitskaya international line by 
means of back-to-back converter station in Rzeszów Widełka substation.   
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Development Plan 
In compliance with the Energy Law and licenses obtained from the Energy Regulation Authority (ERA), 
PSE-Operator S.A. periodically elaborates  “Development plans for covering current and future electricity 
demand” (Similar plans are being prepared by distribution companies). 
 
These documents refer to the area of regulated activity and are subject to an agreement with the President of 
the ERA. The draft of the Development Plan for the period 2006 – 2020 was sent to the President of the ERA 
for approval at the middle of July 2006.  
 
The Development Plan contains the following information:  

 on the current status of the transmission system,  in terms of the requirement for power and 
electricity, sources of generation, the state of the transmission network, including the transmission 
bottlenecks in it and their consequences, the reliability of introducing power from the power station 
and the supply to customers, as well as on the capability of providing transmission services to the 
participants of the electricity market and also the assessment of the investment activities to date,  

 on the scopes of electricity supply that are forecast for the coming years, together with demand 
forecast  for power and electricity, and also on the expected way of covering that demand,  

 on the directions of the required development of the transmission infrastructure of the TSO 
(modernisation and new investments), together with the timetable for their implementation over the 
coming years, as the result of the technical and economic analyses that have the purpose of 
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minimising the negative effects of the transmission bottlenecks that have also been forecasted for 
future years, and also the assessment of the economic effectiveness of investment activities,  

 the TSO’s financial analysis for the coming years, taking into account the costs, sources of income 
and the funding for the planned investment outlay.  

 
In line with the PSE-Operator S.A. Development Plan, PSE  SA’s medium term investment plans for 5 year 
periods are prepared according to the principle of progressive planning that is a plan which is prepared each 
year for the forthcoming 5-year period.   
 
3.3  Main events 
 

Due to extreme cold weather in January, the peak demand in Polish power system reached its highest ever 
level since 1988 with 24640 MW (gross value). However, the generation reserves were still sufficient despite 
some generating companies had to limit their output due to extremely low temperatures (e.g. difficulties in 
lignite transport).  

Also in the summer,  Poland experienced extraordinary weather conditions, this time long lasting heat wave 
with extraordinary high temperature (the highest for the latest 227 years, i.e. since temperature has been 
recorded in Poland) and low rainfall (25% of average rainfall). These unusual weather conditions led to very 
difficult operational situation beginning with voltage instability incident on 26.06.2006 and further shortage 
of available generation capacity during the most of July. On 26.06.2006 the combination of several 
circumstances - among others - demand significantly higher then expected (especially for reactive power), 
forced outages of several generating units, including two must run ones combined with the long term 
overhaul of the important pump storage power plant resulted in serious voltage instability in north-east part 
of Poland. To prevent further spreading of voltage decrease and to return power system to normal operation 
PSE-Operator S.A. had to undertake several extraordinary remedial actions, including the load shedding of 
110 MW. The extraordinary weather conditions continued in the next five weeks leading to operation of 
Polish power system close to its limits. Power system demand significantly increased by 10% comparing to 
the last year, mainly due increased usage of air-conditioning and cooling devices. On the other hand this long 
lasting heat wave caused significant limitations of generating capacities available in power plants due to 
deterioration of their cooling conditions as well as increase of network constraints in their vicinities. In order 
to balance the system PSE-Operator  S.A. had to undertake extraordinary remedial actions by calling-up all 
available generating units usually non-dispatchable by TSO and curtailing on certain days the transmission 
capacities in export direction already allocated in monthly and yearly auctions. Furthermore, in two cases 
PSE-Operator  S.A. had to use the support from the neighbouring TSOs in the form of emergency energy 
deliveries to maintain necessary generation reserves. Moreover, to manage difficult network operating 
conditions in the northern part of Poland PSE-Operator  S.A. used in most working days of July emergency 
deliveries from Swedish TSO SvK. All these actions allowed secure operation of the Polish power system 
until August when the weather came back to normal conditions. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Organisation of the electricity market 
 
The power market comprises three elements, which function as complementary markets: 

 active power market - the subject of trade is active power, delivered in specific volumes, at specific 
price, time and supply point, 

 technical market - the subject of trade are ancillary services, as well as electricity generated by 
specific generation units forced by technical constrains of the power system and its reliability and 
quality conditions, 

 financial market - the subject of trade are financial contracts concerning supply of electricity. 
 
The active power market in Poland is composed of the bilateral transactions (contractual) segment, the 
exchange segment and the balancing segment. The balancing segment administrated by the PSE-Operator 
S.A. is used for covering balance-adjusting actions and settlements which are necessary to execute electricity 
sale contracts concluded on the first two segments. 
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Contractual segment 
 
In this segment, direct contracts with distribution companies are also executed, as with generators and 
trading companies, including a daughter company PSE-Electra SA. A contractual segment covering long-
term contracts made between PSE SA and generators that are then transferred to distribution companies and 
end users via the wholesale tariff.  
 
Exchange segment 

The exchange segment covers exchange trades between market participants. 

The exchange segment covers contracts for supplying electricity within a given period of time, and the price 
is worked out on the basis of equalising the supply and the demand for electricity. 

On the exchange market trades is carried out by means of contracts concluded at Polish Power Exchange. 
Polish Power Exchange (Towarowa Giełda Energii S.A.) operated The Day Ahead Market from June 2000 
and Future Market from October 2002. 
 
Balancing segment 

In 2005, 74 entities participated in the balancing market, including 19 generators, 19 buyers, 34 trading 
companies, the Energy Exchange and PSE-Operator S.A. itself as the Transmission System Operator. 
Technical and commercial data was reported by 39 market operators, referring to 283 scheduled units. 
Market players provided 14.2 TWh of balancing energy to the balancing market. 

 
Financial and Energy Flows 
Providing transmission services constitutes the main source of revenues from activities of PSE-Operator SA. 
 
As part of non-tariff trading, PSE SA sold electricity to three power companies: 

 PSE-ELECTRA SA – market sales; in 2005 it reached 12.2 TWh, which means an increase of about 
86% from the 2004 volumes; 

 Pumped Storage Power Plants (ESP SA); electricity sold for pumping purposes totalled 2 TWh, 
which represents 98.7% of the 2004 performance; 

 PSE - Operator SA; 1.9 TWh (101.2% of plan) was sold to cover the balance gap in the transmission 
network. 

 
Total export of electricity in 2005 amounted to 14 315,5*) GWh ( within the confines of trade exchange 14 
290,3 GWh).Total import of electricity  in 2005 amounted to 3 129*) GWh (within the confines of trade 
exchange 3 118,6 GWh). 

                                                      
*  In comparison with value in the table from the paragraph 1., this value doesn’t contain amounts of electricity coming from loop flows 

crossing the Polish transmission system. 
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Cross-border electricity trade  
   

In 2005 three transmission system operators: PSE-Operator S.A., CEPS (the Czech Republic) and VE-T 
(Germany) launched coordinated auctions for cross-border transmission capacities which initiated the 
development of regional electricity market in the Central and Eastern Europe. In the middle of April 2005 
the first daily auction for transmission capacity on Polish borders place. The prepared and agreed with 
regulators at the end of 2005 auction rules became a basis for functioning of the auction system providing 
transmission capacities for the year 2006. The annual auction for 2006 took place in November 2005 and the 
first monthly auction for January 2006 took place on 13 December 2005. The most important changes in the 
auction rules for 2006 include: 

• extension of the co-ordinated mechanism of auctions for transmission capacities to additional two TSOs 
(E-ON and SEPS), 

• making the auction definition and rules more precise, among others within the area of compliance with 
EU regulations, including transparency, securities, accounting procedures, reduction of transmission 
capacities, 

• limitation of single bid made by a single auction participant to 50 MW, 
• introduction of so-called bound bids (made for several cross-sections which may, in the course of auction 

process, be accepted or rejected as a whole). 

Since 2005 PSE - Operator S.A. publishes forecasts of cross-border transmission capacity determined with 
taking into consideration security standards, rules of power system operation and operation planning. 

Total Transfer Capacity is published on PSE-Operator SA website www.pse-operator.pl 
 
 
5. Other 
 
Institutions/companies Links  

PSE-Operator SA  www.pse-operator.pl 
Polish Power Grid Company www.pse.pl/ 
PSE – ELECTRA SA www.pseelectra.pl 
Energy Regulatory Authority www.ure.gov.pl/ 
Ministry of the State Treasure  www.msp.gov.pl / 
Ministry of Economy www.mg.gov.pl 
Energy Market Agency www.are.waw.pl/ 
Information Centre on the Electricity Market www.cire.pl / 
Polish Power Exchange www.polpx.pl/ 
Electricity Trading Platform www.poee.pl 
Electricity Shop www.jac-entra.pl 
Internet Energy Wholesale www.ihe.com.pl 
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PORTUGAL 

 
 

1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (net values, year 2005)  
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  6561 
 Hydro 4915 
 Nuclear  
 Renewables 1347 
 Total 12823 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 33.3 
 Hydro 4.9 
 Nuclear  
 Renewables 3.5 
 Total 41.7 
Annual consumption, TWh  47.9 
Imports, TWh 9.6 
Exports, TWh 2.8 
 
 
2. Industry structure  
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Regulation 
The key issues in the evolution of the Portuguese electrical sector towards the liberalisation are: 
 
1989 - Generating market opening to Small Independent Producers 
1995 - Legislation setting a new framework for the Electricity Sector, which imposes 

the legal unbundling of Generation, Transmission and Distribution and imposes 
the obligation of a tendering process for new generating capacities: 
• Decree Law 182/95 
• Decree Law 183/95 
• Decree Law 184/95 
• Decree Law 185/95 
• Decree Law 185/95 
• Decree Law 187/95 

1996 - Establishment of a Regulatory Entity 
1997 - Legal Framework for the privatisation of a full vertically integrated Electricity 

Sector under the EDP Group. 
1999 - Beginning of the final consumers Electricity Market liberalisation 
2000 - Ownership and management separation of REN (transmission) from EDP group. 

Decree Law 198/2000 
2003 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Definition of the conditions for the participation of external agents and traders in 
the Portuguese market. 
Legal framework for the termination of the PPA´s (Power Purchase Agreements 
within the Public System), for the organised market and for the agents that 
operate in the Portuguese market. 
• Decree Law 184/2003 
• Decree-Law 185/2003 

2004 - Total market opening. All low voltage clients are free to choose alternative 
suppliers. 
• Decree-Law 36/2004 
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• Decree-Law 192/2004 

2006  Legislation setting a framework for the Electricity Sector fully compatible with 
Directive 2003/54/EC: 
• Decree-Law 29/2006 
• Decree-Law 172/2006 
 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
TSO 
REN - Rede Eléctrica Nacional, S. A., the Portuguese TSO, is the sole company responsible for the system 
and market operation in mainland Portugal. It holds the concession of the transmission network – lines and 
substations of 150, 220 and 400 kV – including the interconnection with Spain. 
 
Main generators  
Main generating companies in Portugal are EDP Produção, Tejo Energia and Turbogás. 
 
The main generating plants are of the thermal type. In the following table are selected those plants with 
installed capacity greater than 180 MW: 
 

Alto Lindoso 630 MW 
Aguieira 336 MW 
Vila Nova II (Frades) 196 MW 
Miranda 369 MW 
Picote 195 MW 
Bemposta 240 MW 
Pocinho 186 MW 
Valeira 240 MW 
Régua 180 MW 
Carrapatelo 201 MW 
Alqueva  240 MW 
T. Outeiro CC 990 MW 
Ribatejo  1176 MW 
Pego 584 MW 
Carregado 710 MW 
Setúbal 946 MW 
Sines 1192 MW 
Tunes 197 MW 

 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units  
In the following table are indicated the expected new generation: 
 
 a) Conventional 

Year 
 

Name 
 

Type 
 

Ratted power 
(MW) 

2006 Tunes Thermo Fuel Decommissioned -32 
2006 Pego or Sines Thermo CC 800 
2008 Carregado  Thermo SC 250 

 Tunes Thermo Fuel Decommissioned -166 
2009 Baixo Sabor Hydro 138 
2010 Picote II Hydro 232 

 Barreiro Thermo Fuel Decommissioned -56 
 Salamonde II Hydro 160 

2011 Ribatejo (group 3) Thermo CC 392 
 Barreiro Thermo Fuel Decommissioned -710 

2012 Sines Thermo CC 400 
 Sines Thermo CC 400 

2013 Venda Nova III Hydro 424 
 Setúbal Thermo CC 400 

 
 b) Renewable (wind) 
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5000 MW of wind power generators are expected by 2010. In 2005 a  maximum value of 746 MW was 
achieved, currently representing 14% of the daily demand of Portugal, and in 2006 (September, 21st), 1124 
MW. The installed capacity of wind power is bigger than 1500 MW and more than 55 MV are currently 
under construction. It is foreseen that in 2010, 39% of the country’s  demand will be met through renewable 
sources of different types. 
 
Number of distributors  
In mainland Portugal there is one distribution company (EDP Distribuição) that operates the grids of 60 kV 
and below and there are ten small low voltage distributors that represent less than 1% of the total electricity 
delivered. 
 
Main traders and other players  
At the end of 2005, there were two producers (EDP Comercialização and EDP - Energias de Portugal) 
representing 1493 MW of the installed capacity, one trader (EDP Comercialização) and six external agents, 
acting as traders through the international interconnections, operating in the Non Binding System. The 
external agents fulfilling the conditions to participate in  the non biding System were: 

 Endesa Energia, S. A.; 
 Iberdrola, S. A.; 
 Unión Fenosa Generación, S. A.; 
 EDP Energia Ibérica, S. A.; 
 Unión Fenosa Comercial, S. L.; 
 Viesgo Generación, S. L. 

 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing Interconnections  
All existing interconnections are of the AC type, single circuit, with Spain. They are indicated in the table 
below from north to south. The interconnections in italics support local demand and are exploited by the 
distribution company: 

Name U (kV) Capacity (MVA) 
(winter values) 

Alto Lindoso-Cartelle 1/2 400 2 x 1330 
Conchas-Lindoso 132 131 

Aldeadávila-Bemposta 220 384 
Aldeadávila-Pocinho 220 384 

Saucelle-Pocinho 220 384 
Cedillo-Falagueira 400 1 386 

Santa Marina-Elvas 60 50 
Alqueva-Balboa (1/2) 400 1x1 386 (*) 

(*)Double line- one circuit installed 
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Lines under construction  

Name U (kV) 
Winter 

Capacity 
(MVA) 

Foreseen 
date 

Bodiosa-Paraimo 400 a) 827 2007 
Ferro-Castelo Branco 1 & 2 220 2 x 384 2006 

Batalha-Pego 400 1386 2006 
Rio Maior-A. Mira 400 b) 1386 2006 
Fanhões-Trajouce 220 768 2007 
Sines-Portimão 3 400 c) 520 2006 

Sines-Portimão 1 & 2 
Portimão-Tunes 1 & 2 150 d) 2 x 195 

2 x 195 2006 

a) Initially at 220 kV. 
b) Prolongation to Alto de Mira of previous Rio Maior-Fanhões. 
c) Initially at 150 kV. 
d) Opening at Portimão of previous Sines-Tunes 1 & 2. 
 
Foreseen cross-border interconnections  

Name U 
(kV) 

Winter 
Capacity 
(MVA) 

Type of action Foreseen date 

Minho-Galiza 400 1386 New interconnection at north 
of country 2010 * 

Macedo de Cavaleiros-Pueblo de 
Sanabria 220 500 New interconnection at north 

of country 2010 * 

Douro Internacional- Aldeadávila 1 220 910 
Douro Internacional- Aldeadávila 2 220 910 2008 

Douro Internacional- Aldeadávila 400 1 386 

Upgrading of one line in this 
region to 400 kV double 

circuit, initially at 220 kV  2009 

Algarve-Andaluzia 400 1386 New interconnection at south 
of country 2010 * 

* - Under study. 
 
3.2 Network development plans  
 
The Portuguese Transmission System Operator (REN - Rede Eléctrica Nacional, S.A.) is the sole entity 
responsible for the elaboration of the transmission network (150, 220 and 400 kV) development plan. 
 
The plan is elaborated every two years and covers a period of six years plus the four ahead, the latter being 
included merely as a reference. The Portuguese Regulator shall approve this plan. To elaborate the plan,  the 
TSO takes into account the established security rules (Grid Code), the evolution of the power in the 
transmission substations, the demand forecast, the producers’ requests, the Electricity Market, especially the 
Iberian one, and the plans of the distribution company. 
 
The operational and network development costs of the transmission network are covered by the transmission 
tariffs. 
 
3.3 Main events  
 

 On 7 July 2005, the tripping of the line 220 kV Urrô-Recarei due to a forest fire, caused disturbances 
in the power grid and, consequently, the thermal plant of Turbogas (three generators of 330 MW 
each) lost about 640 MW. 

 On 8 November 2005, the tripping of the line 220 kV Recarei-Canelas due to thunderstorm caused 
disturbances in the power grid and, consequently, the thermal plant of Turbogas lost about 650 MW 
(one generator had tripped and the other two had lost some power generation) as well as a loss of 
approximately 150 MW of wind power. 

 Due to an uncommon concentration of algae, the thermal power plant of Sines faced technical 
problems which caused simultaneous tripping of three generators (900 MW), three generators (900 
MW), four generators (1200 MW) and three generators (900 MW)on 4 April 2005, 4 April 2005, 8 
April  2005 and 28 March 2006 respectively.  
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These events have caused considerable unbalances between generation and demand with immediate 
repercussion on the cross-border power flow. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Organisation 
The needed arrangements to end the Power Purchase Agreements (PPA’s) between several generators and 
REN are currently under revision. 
 
For the time being, PPA’s costs are included in the energy tariff of the last resource supplier. 
 
Surplus costs of renewable and co-generated electricity are included in an access tariff paid by all customers. 
 
All the Portuguese consumers are allowed to change to the Market System. The infrastructure to control 
customers switching is fully operational. However, for the being, regulated final tariffs of the last resource 
supplier do not reflect actual costs. Many customers supplied in previous years by alternative suppliers are 
returning to the last resource supplier. 
 
In October, 2002, the Portuguese and Spanish governments decided to establish an Iberian Power Market 
Operator, composed of two poles: one in Portugal, responsible for the medium  and long term markets and 
one in Spain, responsible for the spot market. The company that operates the Portuguese Pole is starting its 
operation. Several agreements between the Portuguese and the Spanish governments are still needed to 
enable the Spanish Daily Power Market to become the Iberian Power Spot Market. 
 
For the time being, power market operation is essentially based on bilateral contracts, some of them resulting 
from Spanish Daily Power Market transactions. 
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5.  Other 
 

Link 
 

Companies 
 

www.ren.pt REN - Rede Eléctrica Nacional, S. A. (Portuguese TSO and unique 
transmission company)                                    
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www.erse.pt Entidade Reguladora do Sector Energético (The Portuguese Regulator for gas 
and electricity) 

www.dge.pt Direcção Geral de Geologia e Energia (The General Directorate for Geology 
and Energy) 
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ROMANIA 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  10176 
 Hydro 6245 
 Nuclear 655 
 Renewables 1 
 Total 17077 
Yearly generation by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 29.764 
 Hydro 19.908 
 Nuclear 5.132 
 Renewables 0 
 Total 54.804 
Annual consumption, TWh 51.889 
Imports, TWh 1.605 
Exports, TWh 4.520 
Net values 
 

Energy data 2005

36%

9%

55%

Hydro power stations

Nuclear power stations

Fossil fuel power stations

 
 
Government policy was to encourage the use of renewable resources. For  2005  they represent under 1%  of 
the energy generation (425 MWh wind ) 
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2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
Romanian Power Sector restructuring process 
Liberalisation, privatisation, TSO unbundling 
 
The restructuring process of the power sector towards unbundling, privatisation and a competitive electricity 
market, started in 1998 and to date it has undergone several stages during which different separate joint stock 
companies and subsidiaries were created: 
 

 National company NUCLEARELECTRICA SA,  (nuclear generation), (1998); 
 National Power Grid Company CN TRANSELECTRICA SA ( 2000), TSO; 
 Generation company TERMOELECTRICA SA , reorganised in 2004, now includes 3 subsidiary 

commercial companies and 4 subsidiaries for electricity and heat generation, and 12 subsidiaries for 
maintenance and servicing (Termoserv). 

 Energy Complex commercial companies Rovinari, Turceni, Craiova ( 2004); 
 Generation company HIDROELECTRICA SA, organised into 12 subsidiaries (2000-2003); it also 

includes subsidiaries for maintenance and servicing (Hidroserv); 
 other producers and self producers; 
 the distribution and supply  group ELECTRICA SA , initially organised in 8 regional subsidiaries 

(2000-2003) and now including 4 subsidiaries. 
 
To date,  4 regional subsidiaries ( Dobrogea, Banat, Craiova, Moldova) of the state-owned electricity 
distribution and supply group Electrica S.A. were privatised (acquired by ENEL(2), CEZ, EON), and the 
privatisation of a 5th company  is in the final stages (it will be acquired by ENEL). 
 
The Privatisation of distribution companies will continue. A hydropower privatisation process was initiated. 
This included: 

 agreements with foreign partners regarding completion of some hydropower objectives; 
 sale by tender of 150 micro HPPs. with the purpose of rehabilitation and modernisation; 18 micro 

HPPs were sold by the end of 2004. 
 organisation of Hidroserv  overhauling subsidiaries for privatisation.  

 
The maintenance and servicing subsidiaries Termoserv of TERMOELECTRICA were also organised in view 
of privatisation. 
 
Until 2006 Transelectrica remained a joint - stock 100% state-owned company, its shares being held by the 
Ministry of Economy and Commerce. 
 
Actions were taken during 2005 towards privatisation of Transelectrica Shares: 

 Government Decision 184/28 March 2005: the Strategy on accelerating the privatisation and 
attracting investments stipulated for Transelectrica :  

o a primary initial public offer of up to 15% of the company shares, followed by floatation on 
the Bucharest Stock Exchange; 

o privatisation by restitution of a Transelectrica’s stake, based on Law 10/2001on the legal 
regime of some buildings abusively taken over between March 1945-December 1989. 

 Government decision  708/19 July 2005 :  
 Primary initial public offer: 10% of Transelectrica shares, followed by floatation on the Stock 

Exchange in Bucharest. Preliminary Prospectus finalised to be submitted to National Securities 
Commission (CNVM) for approval. 

 Privatisation by restitution: 5%. 
 Law 247/19 July 2005: participation to Ownership Fund with 15% of Transelectrica shares. 
 Conclusion on future ownership: 15% Ownership Fund, 10% IPO, 5% privatisation by restitution; 

70%  Transelectrica (state ownership). 
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The primary initial public offer of Transelectrica’s shares took place between 14-28 June 2006. After the 
successful closure of the public offer (over subscribed, allocation pro-rata), Transelectrica shares were listed 
for trading on the Bucharest Stock Exchange in August 2006.  
 
After the participation to Ownership Fund  and the public offer , the stake of State ownership, through the 
Ministry of Economy and Commerce, was reduced  to 76.49%. 
 
ICEMENERG, ICEMENERG Service and FORMENERG are scheduled to be launched for privatisation. 
 
Regulatory framework 
The domestic primary legislation for the Romanian electricity industry is the comprehensive Energy Law 
no.318/2003, adopted in July 2003  by the Romanian  Parliament.  
 
The secondary legislation consists of regulations issued by the Romanian Electricity and Heat Regulatory 
Authority (ANRE) and include: 

 Licenses and authorisations 
 Technical Transmission Grid Code (2004 version) 
 Technical Distribution Grid Code 
 Wholesale Electricity Market Commercial Code (2004 version, the new version in currently under 

discussion) 
 Tariffs and tariff methodology 
 Framework contracts for trading arrangements 

 
The European Union legislation is a relevant part of the Romanian legislative framework.  
 
Another document related to energy policy is the "Road Map for Energy Field in Romania", issued by the 
Ministry of Industry and Resources and approved with the Government Decision no. 890/29 July 2003. 
 
2.2. Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
TRANSELECTRICA S.A. - The National Power Grid Company is the  Transmission  System Operator 
(TSO) and is responsible for the transmission and system operation, including management functions of the 
electric energy  market and the interconnection with the neighbouring power systems.Transelectrica owns 
transmission assets, ensuring a non-discriminatory and regulated network access. 
 
Transelectrica operates according to the Transmission and System Operator Licenses and the Transmission 
Grid Code.  Transelectrica key functions are: 

 Transmission and System Operator of the Romanian Power System ; operates / manages: 
o the grid infrastructure  
o the dispatching infrastructure (EMS/SCADA – Energy Management System/Supervisory 

Control and Data Acquisition)  
o capacity allocation on interconnections  
o green certificates. 

 Balancing Market Operator -OPE ; operates the balancing market platform  
 Commercial Operator of the electricity market through  OPCOM, a legal subsidiary ; operates: 

o trading platforms  
o green certificates trading platform  

 Metering operator of the wholesale electricity market through its branch OMEPA; operates the 
metering system. 

 Telecommunication and IT operator, through TELETRANS, a legal subsidiary; operates the optic 
fibre, digital telecom system  

 
Transelectrica’s main responsibilities are: 

 Technical and operational management of the Power System, to ensure the safe and stable operation 
of the system. Provides the real time control of the power system, by using the ancillary system 
services acquired in the ancillary services market and the balancing market; 
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 Management of interconnected operation within UCTE and electricity transits with neighbouring 
countries; takes part in DACF, congestion management, CBT; 

 Non-discriminatory access and grid connection to all grid customers in a transparent manner; 
 Market administration through its legally independent subsidiary OPCOM and metering service 

through OMEPA 
 Operation, maintenance and development of its assets;  
 Planning of National Power System and transmission network development, including the 

EMS/SCADA system . 
Transelectrica does not trade electricity, except to cover its own technical transmission losses and for 
ancillary services. 
 
Transelectrica fulfils the dispatching system functions through its National Power Control Operational 
Unit including the Central Dispatching Centre and five Regional Dispatching Centres. It provides the control 
of all dispatchable units within the Romanian Power System (342 units at present). 
Transelectrica fulfils its functions related to power transmission services through eight territorial 
transmission branches in Bacau, Bucuresti, Cluj, Constanta, Craiova, Pitesti, Sibiu and Timisoara. 
Transelectrica is the asset manager and operates the high voltage transmission grid. 
The national transmission system managed by Transelectrica provides public services and cross-border 
services in co-operation with foreign electric power systems, undertaken by the National Power Control 
Operational Unit  
 
Romanian Transmission Network 

Network Voltage Substations OHL  
 

OHL  

  Units 
(T, AT) 

Unit  
power 

by construction 
voltage 

by operating voltage  

kV nr. Nr. MVA km km 
750 1 2  1250   154.6   154.6 
400 32  2 

20  
22 
23 

500 
400 
250 
200 

4794.7 4201.6 

220 44 63 
2 
1 

200 
400 
100 

3944.8 
 

4537.9 

110        41.4      41.4 
TOTAL 78 134 34900 8935.5 8935.5 

 
The technical parameters of the equipment, as well as its operating and maintenance methods are based on 
the European IEC standards, made even more rigorous by the technical standards adopted by Transelectrica. 
 
Transelectrica group has a market-focussed structure, including a number of 100% owned legal 
subsidiaries: 

 OPCOM, the Romanian Electricity Market Operator;  
 SMART, provides grid maintenance services to Transelectrica. 
 TELETRANS, provides IT and communications services for the administration of electrical 

transport networks;  
 FORMENERG, provides vocational training services for all power industry; 
 ICEMENERG, provides scientific research, technological engineering and design, technical 

assistance and support service; 
 ICEMENERG Service, provides service in the field of equipment production for electricity 

distribution and control. 
 
Transelectrica became an ETSO member in November 2004. 
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Romanian Transmission network  
 
 
 
Main generators  
SC TERMOELECTRICA  S.A. 
Joint stock commercial company, 100 % state-owned generating company, under the authority of the 
Ministry of Economy and Commerce, Termoelectric has , as main object of its  activities,  the generation of 
electricity and heat by the firing of the fossil fuel. In parallel it performs also a number of complementary 
and support activities, such as technical revisions, overhauls, planning and pursuance of repairing and 
maintenance activities, rehabilitation and modernisation works, etc. 
 
After an ample restructuring aimed-at-efficiency programme, at the end of 2005 Termoelectrica SA 
underwent  the following organisational structure: 

 3 subsidiaries – joint stock commercial companies for electricity and heat generation, with legal 
personality : Electrocentrale Bucuresti, Electrocentrale Deva and Electrocentrale Galati; 

 4 own subsidiaries for electricity and heat generation :Borzesti, Braila, Doicesti, Paroseni; 
 1 branch for the valorisation of the assets; 
 12 subsidiaries – joint stock commercial companies for maintenance and servicing (Termoservs), 

with legal personality, established with a view to privatisation in a relative short period of time. 
 

 
 
ELECTROCENTRALE BUCURESTI  SA 
Joint stock, 100 % state-owned generating company, has in operation cogeneration TPPs  Bucuresti Sud (gas 
and fuel-oil, 550MW), Bucuresti Vest, Progresu, Grozavesti, Titan, Palas  and TPP Iernut (gas, 800MW). 
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ELECTROCENTRALE DEVA  SA 
Joint stock, 100 % state- owned generating company, has in operation TPP Mintia  (coal, gross installed 
capacity 1270MW, 3 units retrofitted-modernised. 
 
ELECTROCENTRALE GALATI SA 
Joint stock, 100 % state- owned generating company, has in operation TPP Galati, gas, 375MW. 
 
On 31 December 2005, the installed capacity of Termoelectrica amounted to 5520 MW. 
 
ENERGY COMPLEX COMMERCIAL COMPANIES   
100% state owned, including TPPs and lignite mines: 

Rovinari: includes TPP Rovinari, lignite, gross installed capacity 1320 MW (4x330MW, units 
retrofitted/modernised). 

Turceni: includes TPP Turceni, lignite, gross installed capacity 1650MW(5x330MW, units 
retrofitted/modernised). ; one more unit is in modernisation process. 

Craiova: includes TPP Isalnita, lignite, gross installed capacity 630MW (2x315MW, control systems 
modernised), and TPP Craiova Nord, lignite,300MW. 

 
HIDROELECTRICA  S.A. 
At present the largest generating state-owned company, it supplies electricity and water system management 
services by using the country’s hydropower resources. It manages almost all Romanian hydropower plants 
and has 12 regional branches. 
 
Hidroelectrica administer 326 hydropower plants (including water pumping stations and 205 small&micro 
hydropower stations), for a total  installed capacity of 6335 MW.  
 
The largest HPPs are : 

 HPP Portile de Fier : installed capacity  970MW (5x194MW modernised units); one more unit in 
modernisation; 

 HPP Lotru : installed capacity 510W (3x170MW). 
 
Hidroelectrica supplies over 90% of the secondary regulation reserve and 100% of the rapid tertiary reserve. 
 
NUCLEARELECTRICA 
Since July 27, 1998 Nuclearelectrica S.A. was set up as a 100% ssttaattee  oowwnneedd generating company, under of 
the authority of the Ministry of Economy and Commerce, with the main mission to produce nuclear-
generated electricity, heat and nuclear fuel. The company has also an active participation in the nuclear 
power development program in Romania. 
 
Nuclearelectrica includes three branches, no legal person: 

 CNE PROD is operating the Cernavoda unit no.1 NPP (706,5 MW, CANDU 6 type). 
 FCN - Pitesti, the nuclear fuel fabrication plant, with an initial capacity of 90 tons per year, 

sufficient to provide all the necessary fuel for the Cernavoda NPP unit no. 1 operation.  
 In 2004 the production capacity was increased in order to ensure the necessary fuel supply for the 

second unit in Cernavoda. 
 CNE INVEST includes at present unit no. 2 to 5 of Cernavoda NPP. For the time being, its main 

tasks are the completion of unit no. 2 and the preservation of the work carried out in units no 3 to 5.  
 

The second unit (708MW) will be commissioned in 2007; after a testing period beginning in April, it is 
expected to that commercial operation will commence in July 2007.   
A mixed company will be constituted to finalise works on units 3 and 4; work will begin in 2008 and the 
units are expected to be commissioned by 2013 and  2014 respectively (2x720MW) . 
 
Other independent producers including 2 wind generation companies. 
 
Self producers 
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Distributors 
 
ELECTRICA. S.A 
Electrica S.A. is a state-owned group of distribution and supply companies, operating the distribution 
network (110 kV and below) and providing electricity supply services. 
 
It was organised initially as a group of 8 regional electricity distribution and supply subsidiary companies 
defined as commercial companies, with 100% state-own stock , but 4 regional subsidiaries were privatised in 
2004-2005. As a result, at present it includes: 

 ELECTRICA MUNTENIA NORD  S.A. 
 ELECTRICA MUNTENIA SUD  S.A. 
 ELECTRICA TRANSILVANIA NORD S.A.  
 ELECTRICA TRANSILVANIA SUD  S.A. . 

 
Privately own Electricity Distribution& Supply Companies: 

 ENEL ELECTRICA BANAT  S.A.    
 ENEL ELECTRICA DOBROGEA  S.A.  
 EON ELECTRICA MOLDOVA  S.A.   
 CEZ ELECTRICA OLTENIA  S.A.    

 
Privatisation of ELECTRICA MUNTENIA SUD  S.A. to ENEL is being finalised. 
 
There are also corresponding regional energy services subsidiary companies, which provide for the 
maintenance and overhauling services on a contractual basis. 
 
The distribution and supply subsidiaries and companies are also distribution operators, through the 
specialised units of distribution power dispatchers that are under the National Power Control Operational 
Unit authority and carry out the distribution network operations. 
 
While performing the electricity distribution services, the distribution & supply subsidiaries and companies 
act as a natural monopoly on a license base having the obligation to provide a public service and a non-
discriminatory access to its networks to all electricity customers in Romania and to all generators that may 
request it. 
 
Main traders 
Romanian Trade Companies: ROMENERGO, ROMELECTRO, GRIVCO, UNICOM, etc. 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1  Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From   To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW * 

Portile de Fier (RO) 
Djerdap (Serbia 
Montenegro) 

AC single 400 1108 

Tantareni (RO) Kozlodui (BG) AC double 400 2x1108 
Isaccea (RO) Dobrudja (BG) AC single 400 831 
Isalnita (RO) Kozlodui (BG) AC single 220 305 
Arad (RO) Sandorfalva (HU) AC single 400 1108 
Rosiori (RO) Mukacevo (W-UA) AC single 400 1108 
Isaccea (RO) ** Vulkanesti (MD) AC single 400 734 
Husi (RO) ** Cioara (MD) AC single 110 50 
Tutora (RO) ** Ungheni (MD) AC single 110 50 
Stanca (RO) ** Costesti (MD) AC single 110 50 
Gura Vaii (RO) **  Sip (SM) AC single 110 92 
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Jimbolia (RO) ** Kikinda (SM) AC single 110 57 
Ostrovu Mare (RO) ** Kusijak (SM) AC single 110 114 
Isaccea (RO)*** Ukraina Sud (UA) AC single 750 4540 

* including equipment limits 
** island operation 
*** problems at some towers 
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Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections and internal lines 

From To Type AC/DC
Single/Doubl

e 

U,kV P,MW
* 

Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 
line under study 

Nadab (RO) Bekesksaba (HU) AC double 400 2x1205 2005 2008 
Suceava (RO) Balti (MD) AC single 400 1205 Discussions 

with MD 
2015 

Timisoara(RO) Vrsac (SM) AC single 400 1205 will begin 
end 2007 

2015 

Internal 
Oradea Nadab AC single 400 1205 2008 
Arad Nadab AC single 400 1205 

2005 
2008 

Ostrovu Mare Cetate AC single 220 331 2010 
Portile de Fier Cetate AC single 220 331 2010 
Portile de Fier Ostrovu Mare AC single 220 331 

2007 

2010 
Suceava Gadalin AC single 400 1205 will begin 

end 2007 
2015 

Internal upgrading from 220kV to 400kV  
Portile de Fier Resita AC single 400 1205 2007 2010 
Resita Timisoara AC single 400 1205 2010 
Timisoara Arad AC single 400 1205 

will begin 
end 2007 2010 

Gutinas Bacau AC single 400 1205 2010 
Bacau Roman AC single 400 1205 2010 
Roman  Suceava AC single 400 1205 

2006 
 

2010 
* Thermal limit 
 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Isaccea (RO) Varna (BG) AC single 400 831* 2007 works finalised in 
2004 on RO side 

Nadab (RO) Bekesksaba (HU) AC double 400 2x1205 2008 
Oradea(RO) Nadab(RO) AC single 400 1205 2008 
Arad(RO) Nadab(RO) AC single 400 1205 2008 

* including equipment limits 
 
Future projected interconnections 
In June 2005 Transelectrica and its counterpart Turkish Company TEIAS signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with a view to jointly elaborate a system study on the opportunity to build a high voltage DC 
submarine cable to interconnect the power systems of Turkey and Romania.  
 
The project will be performed by Transelectrica SA, Romania and TEIAS, Turkey. The 400 km long cable, 
with a forecasted capacity 600MW, will connect the power systems of the two countries by means of the 400 
kV substations in Constanta (Romania) and in Pasakoy (Turkey) below the Black Sea level. The pre-
feasibility system study was completed  in June 2006. 

 
Other network information  

 In 2005 works for installation about 4000 km of optical fibre were completed. 
 The new EMS/SCADA system furnished by AREVA was commissioned in May 2005; the migration 

to the new system was finalised in April 2006. 
 An ETSO node at the National Power Control Center was commissioned in 2005, insuring access to 

the ETSO server and easy participation to DACF on the EH. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
According to the responsibilities stated in the energy Law no.318/2003, the Transmission Grid Code and the 
power transmission license, The National Power Grid Company Transelectrica SA, as the Romanian TSO 
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and manager of the transmission system,  has the obligation to carry out and report about a long-term 
development plan for the transmission network.  
 
The “Long Term Development Plan for the Electricity Transmission Grid” has a time horizon of 10 years 
and it is elaborated every 2 years. It is submitted for notification to ANRE (Romanian Electricity and Heat 
Regulatory Authority) and for approval to the Ministry of Economy and Commerce, and it is a public 
document. The Plan last update includes the period 2004-2014. 
 
The TN planning activity includes  : 

 establishing the investment and major rehabilitation programs for the considered time frame; 
 identifying the opportunities for installing new  capacities; 
 foundation and forecast of transmission tariffs evolution. 

Transelectrica undertakes planning studies and construction of the necessary transmission installations in 
order to prevent system security problems. The cost of new transmission assets is paid through transmission 
tariffs. 
 
To comply with the technical and operational regulations of the RPS and UCTE, and based on strategic 
documents such as the long term development plan and the business plan (last update for 2004-2013), 
Transelectrica has initiated from 2001 a wide modernisation/rehabilitation program focused on the following 
major projects:  

 Modernisation of the dispatching control EMS/SCADA and building the wholesale electricity 
market infrastructure, the remote control and telecommunication included.  

 Development of the existing cross-border interconnection capacity . 
 Modernisation of the transmission grid substations with the latest technologies (primary equipment 

and modern digital command-control-protection systems) meant to enable reduced maintenance and 
remote control. International interconnection substations and those connecting the vital power plants 
have been included in the first class of priority. 

 
The synthesis of the major investment projects 2001-2015: 
 
1st vector – construction and development of the electricity market infrastructure 
 
Phase 1 - Rehabilitation and modernisation of the transmission-dispatch system, launched in 2001, financed 
by EBRD, EIB, PHARE:  

 optic fibre telecommunication system (commissioned in 2005),  
 new EMS-SCADA facilities (commissioned in 2005),  
 new metering system (commissioned in 2004-2005) 

 
Phase 2 - Balancing market (step) and new trading platform (power exchange) (Commissioned in 2005);  

 Balancing market (step II) (commissioned in 2006) and infrastructure for regional market 
 
2nd Vector – Rehabilitation and modernisation of the HV grid (UCTE compliance) substations 
 
Phase 1 11 substations: Constanta, Oradea (commissioned in 2005) , Slatina, Rosiori,, Iernut 

400/220kV (commissioned in 2006)/110kV, Sibiu, Bucuresti Sud, Fundeni, Gutinas, Brazi, 
Cernavoda  (underway). 

Phase 2 11 substations CCP modernisation, Paroseni, AT& shunt reactor (launched/underway) 
Phase 3 Isalnita, Gura Ialomitei, Lacu Sarat, Brasov, Mintia (feasibility studies stage) 
 
3rd Vector – Development of HV grid (UCTE compliance) –interconnection OHLs 
 
Phase 1 400 kV Oradea-Nadab-Bekescsaba (Hungary) and Nadab-Arad (launched) 
Phase 2 400 kV Upgrading on Moldova axis (Gutinas -Bacau Sud -Roman Nord -Suceava) (launched) 
 400 kV Gadalin-Suceava-Balti (Moldova) (feasibility studies stage) 
Phase 3 400 kV upgrading on Banat axis and 400 kV Ohl Timisoara-Vrsac (Serbia) (feasibility studies 

stage); 
 Submarine DC cable connection Romania – Turkey (pre-feasibility study completed 2006) 
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The projects can be identified on the map bellow. 
  

 
 
Distribution development plans are elaborated separately by distribution responsible parties. Transelectrica 
provides the necessary data about the transmission network. There is no direct connection between 
transmission and distribution plans. Specific studies are undertaken  by Transelectrica (or sub-contracted to 
specialised companies), regarding the development of some 110kV areas with an impact on the transmission 
network operation (usually with significant generation). 
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3.3 Main events 
 
February 2005: Transelectrica and the TSOs from Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Macedonia, 
Serbia and Montenegro  under the ETSO umbrella, agreed to carry out  the  cross-border trade mechanisms 
(CBT) for 2005,  following the principles of 2005 ETSO mechanism applied in the European Union. The 
mechanism facilitates the cross-border electricity trades in South-Eastern Europe.  
 
April 2005: During the simultaneous rehabilitation in the northern area of 400/220kV substation Rosiori and 
400kV substation Iernut, and operation with temporary long line Gadalin-Mukacevo, a combination of night 
import coupled with maintenance on 400kV Arad-Sandorfalva led to durable overload on the 400/110kV 
transformer Gadalin, with impact on the transformer integrity.  The maintenance proceeded with the tie-line 
Arad-Sandorfalva reconnected during the night. The Gadalin transformer had to be  switched off for several 
days for repairs.  NTC calculation was readjusted to better take into consideration North to South parallel 
flow on 400kV Mukacevo-Gadalin due to outside transactions; Romanian import NTC was  reduced until 
2006. 
 
May 2005 : contract was signed between Transelectrica and  Magyar Villamos Muvek Rt (MVM Rt) to 
construct  the  400 kV Oradea (RO) –Bekescsaba (HU) interconnection line. In Romania,  the investment 
projects includes the interconnection line, the new 400 kV Nadab interconnection substation and the 
installation of a shunt reactor within the 400 kV Oradea substation. 
 
June-August 2005: Romania was confronted with severe floods and several electric lines were extensively 
damaged. For  instance,   it was necessary to disconnect 400kV line Portile de Fier-Slatina in order to allow 
for strengthening works on a tower foundation.. In spite of the difficulties caused by the bad weather, 
Transelectrica specialists  managed to put again in operation all the affected lines. 
 
November 2005: MOU signed between Transelectrica and JP “Elektromreza Srbije” –EMS – Serbia for the 
construction of the new interconnection line Timisoara (RO) – Vrsac (Serbia). 
 
In 2005 the Romanian power system operated without any dysfunction, at quality parameters, in accordance 
with the requirements of the Technical Grid Code. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
Romania has chosen to implement the European liberalised market model where the producers and suppliers 
are free to conclude transactions with electricity.  
 
The structure and model of the electricity marked were oriented towards a full competitive market. The 
Romanian Electricity and Heat Regulatory Authority issued secondary  legislation in line with this purpose 
(new Commercial Code and related procedures for market operation). 
 
During the period March 2005 – September 2006 new trading platforms were developed according with the 
Road Map provisions. These new trading platforms ensure the competitive electricity purchase and sale for 
different time horizons by implementing the multi - market concept trough bilateral contracts, day ahead and 
balancing markets, associated with the self scheduling principle.  
 
Since July 2005, the market opening degree 
increased to 83.5% meaning the freedom to 
choose the supplier for all end consumers 
except households; 100% market opening 
expected by 2007.  
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The electricity market operator OPCOM is operating: 
 
a) Day Ahead Market covering up to 8% of the transacted energy ( yearly average 7%), in ongoing a 
process to become a full operational power exchange.  
 
Participation to this market is voluntary. It is based on simple price-quantity bids for each trading interval of 
the next day, expressing the willingness to buy or sell, no matter if the participant is a generator or supplier. 
Consequently, a better matching of spot trading product with the market participant’s expectations was 
achieved, encouraging the participant to undertake daily opportunities. 
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The number of market participants grew from 45 in the 1st stage (July 2005) up to 65 at the end of 2005, with 
an average of 30 participants trading every day. The volumes place it in the medium liquidity area of the 
European power exchanges. 
 
It is expected that OPCOM will take actions to capture more of the Romanian wholesale market volume and 
to extend the trading area by attracting the interest of other neighbouring countries for the existing day ahead 
market  
 
b) Centralised bilateral contracts market, where almost 3% from net consumption is traded, with public 
auctions. The establishment of this bilateral contracts market aims at  creating a transparent framework to 
conclude electricity selling/purchase contracts. These contracts comprise both the general terms and the 
specific extension with related clauses that must be proposed by the seller and agreed by the purchaser, 
intended to be further improved based on the standard frame contracts issued by EFET (European Federation 
of Energy Trades).  
 
c) Centralised Green Certificates Market. The quota system combined with trading of green certificates 
was established by a Romanian Government decisions as a support scheme for RES. There is a mandatory 
yearly quota fixed by Regulatory Authority that is applied for all suppliers to final consumers. The green 
certificates price is market based set: either bilateral contracts concluded between producers and suppliers or 
centralised auction within the market operated by OPCOM. There is a scale for offer prices between a lowest 
price limit,  to protect the E-RES generators,  and a highest price limit to protect the consumers. At the 
beginning of 2006 the number of green certificates traded through the centralised market reached 5997. 
 
 
Transelectrica as TSO operates: 
d) Balancing Market, representing up to 4% from internal consumption; trial operation began in January 
2005.  Until now,  74 Romanian Balance  Responsible Parties (including EON which applied for a Romanian 
license) and 7 foreign Balance Responsible Parties and 21 producers are registered as active participants in 
this market.  The balancing market is controlling: 

 exchanges between Balancing Market Participants; 
 energy offers provided for each dispatchable unit (139 dispatchable units); 
 dispatchable units physical notification and availabilities; 

The data flow is controlled by three software: 
 Scheduler Software: capable to take over all the energy transactions between the BRP (and also to 

signal eventual mismatches between the transactions or imbalances), Physical Notifications and 
availabilities by dispatchable units); 

 Balancing Market Offer software: capable of taking over the offers coming from the Producers and 
displays dispatch orders by Dispatch Units and energy type; 
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 Balancing Market clearing order software: a tool which loads all dispatch orders by energy type for 
each dispatchable unit. 

 
Three products are acquired in this market: Secondary Regulation, Fast Tertiary Regulation (max. start-up 
time of 15 minutes) and Slow Tertiary Regulation (start-up time of more than 1 hour).  
 
After the daily scheduling process, Balancing Market participants are obliged to offer their entire capacity to 
the TSO. All production capacity that is declared as being used in the Physical Notifications, is offered as 
Downward Regulation, while all unused capacity is offered as Upward Regulation. In contrast to the first 
stage, all offers specify energy prices and individual units.  
 
Balancing Energy for Winter Wednesday by type is represented below: 

STR=slow tertiary reserve;  FTR=fast tertiary reserve;   SR=second reserveVarianta 1: valori orare adunate in modul
E i t ti t PE 13696 MWh
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A special feature of the Romanian Balancing Market is the use of single unit-based offers, which can be 
flexibly used for different types of regulation in a cost-minimising way: when capacity is not used for one 
type of regulation, it is automatically made available for other types.  
 
e) Ancillary Services Market is the first stage of reserve procurement through reserve tenders. Monthly 
reserves are tendered about a week before the start of the relevant month.  Accepted offers are paid the 
market clearing price under a reserve capacity contract which includes an obligation to offer a corresponding 
amount of capacity during the second stage of the procurement, i.e. the Balancing Market.  
 
f) Cross-Border Capacity Allocation Market 
The common agreement of European associations towards hybrid solution for market based cross border 
capacity allocation as both explicit and implicit auctions is being implemented.  
 
The Romanian TSO is promoting explicit auctions as current solution. 
 
At the end of 2004 and at the beginning of 2005,  bilateral agreements were concluded with neighbours 
(HU,BG,CS) for yearly & monthly NTC calculation and allocation.  ATCs are split 50% / 50% between 
partners and allocated according to their own practice. Since February 2005, the  allocation of the Romanian 
quota is calculated  by yearly and monthly explicit auctions (price for congestion). 
 
In order to maximise trade volumes: 

 a monthly NTC profile is calculated, considering several monthly sub-periods if necessary, 
depending on the simultaneous / successive maintenance programs during the month  (see figure 
bellow). 

 a restricted netting is allowed at monthly level for exchanges controlled by the same commercial 
agent on the same border. 

 
The degree of usage of available transfer capacity has increased from less than 50% at the beginning of 2005 
up to 100% at the end of 2005, showing the dynamic behaviour of the market. 
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As can be seen from the figures below, between November 2005 and February 2006 export/import schedules 
exceeded the export/import NTC, due to accepted netting. The  working days exchange balance represented 
80-100% of the export transfer capacity. 
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Transelectrica participates in the  virtual coordinated auction test pilot in the former 2nd zone initiated in 
February 2005 (exchanges of monthly forecasts and monthly calculation of border capacities and PTDFs), 
and from the beginning of 2006, it  takes part in dry-run  implementation of Coordinated Auctions in SEE 
region. 
 
Both Transelectrica and OPCOM are also proposing the  implementation of market splitting in cluster to be 
progressively expanded to a regional dimension by collecting the available border capacity remaining in day 
ahead term after the monthly explicit auctions allocation and eventually not used physical transmission 
rights. 
 
As the physical market matures, chances to establish a financial market will increase. The OPCOM IT 
trading platform can support the trading of MBI such as CO2 allowances and efficiency certificates.  
 
Regarding the retail market, an opening extension to 100% is expected by mid 2007. This will enhance the 
real opening degree and the supplier’s activity in wholesale market. The suppliers’ existence and activity 
required by 54/03/EC Directive is a welcomed specificity of the Romanian market within SEE framework.  
 
Transelectrica provides for power market participants: 
 
Transmission services : to market participants who are injecting or extracting power in/from the system. The 
transmission tariffs are regulated by ANE according to a “revenue-cap” methodology and are published in 
the Official Journal. The transmission tariffs are also divided in zonal G and L components, depending on the 
geographical location of the injection/extraction points. The generators pay the G-component and the 
distributors/eligible customers pay the L-component of the transmission tariff. 
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Transelectrica is a contracting party of the South-East European Inter TSO Compensation (SETSO ITC) 
mechanisms for transits. That means that the company does not longer charge transmission fees for transits 
over the Romanian transmission network. 
 
System service ensures the continuous and safe operation of the power system while keeping all its 
performance parameters at rated values. The system service tariff is charged only to the loads (extracting 
points) and is also regulated by ANRE and published in the Official Journal, the corresponding revenues are 
intended to cover all the dispatching costs, including the ancillary services. 
 
Market administration services consist of making available to all market participants the trading platforms as 
well as performing the settlement and clearing operations. Tariffs are regulated by ANRE, published in the 
Official Journal and, charged only to the loads (extracting points).  
 
 

 
Customer’s share for transmission services in 2005 
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Customer’s share for system services 

 
Market players : at present there are  licenses for 30 producers, 7 ancillary services suppliers (Energy 
Complex companies Craiova, Rovinari, Turceni, Elecrocentrale Bucuresti, Deva, Hidroelectrica, 
Nuclearelectrica), 83 electric energy suppliers, 200 eligible consumers, 1 system operator (Transelectrica-
balancing and ancillary market), 8 distribution operators. 
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5. Other 
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CN TRANSELECTRICA S.A. www.transelectrica.ro 
ANRE (Romanian Electricity and Heat Regulatory Authority) www.anre.ro 
TRANSELECTRICA Balancing Market Department                    * www.ope.ro 
OPCOM (Romanian Electricity Market Operator) www.opcom.ro 
FORMENERG (Vocational Training Services) www.formenerg.ro 
TELETRANS (Trade Company for Telecommunication & IT 
Services) 

ww.teletrans.ro 

SMART (Transelectrica Maintenance Services) www.smart-sa.go.ro 
HIDROELECTRICA (Hydro Generation Company) www.hidroelectrica.ro 
TERMOELECTRICA (Thermal Generation Group) www.termoelectrica.ro 
NUCLEARELECTRICA (Nuclear Generation Company) www.cne.ro 
ELECTRICA (Distribution Companies) www.electrica.ro 
ROMENERGO Group www.romenergo.ro 
ROMELECTRO Group www.romelectro.ro 
GRIVCO Group www.grivco.ro 
 
*  The site offers contact data  to other actors  in the energy sector 
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SERBIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  5524 
 Hydro 2866 
 Nuclear  
 Renewables  
 Total 8390 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 26.5 
 Hydro 12.8 
 Nuclear  
 Renewables  
 Total 39.3 
Annual consumption, TWh 38.1 
Imports, TWh 7.9 
Exports, TWh 9.1 
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The first important steps towards the liberalisation of electricity market in Serbia were the  approval of 
Serbian Energy Development Strategy and the new Energy Law (in 2004). The Energy Law fully complies  
with EU directives and the guiding principles for liberalisation in the energy sector in countries aiming at 
accessing to the European Union and it respects the commitments made by Serbia when signing the Athens 
Memoranda of Understanding for the establishment of regional electricity market in South Eastern Europe. 
In October 2005, Serbia signed The Treaty on Establishment of Energy Community of Southeast Europe and 
it was ratified by the Serbian Parliament in July 2006. The Treaty, which came into force on 1 July 2006, sets  
clear legal obligations for  the implementation of the acquis communautaire on energy, environment, 
competition and renewables.  
 
According to the provisions of the Energy Law, the electricity sector was unbundled and some new 
institutions were established in 2005: 

 The Energy Agency of Republic of Serbia (AERS) as the regulatory body; 
 Elektromreža Srbije (EMS) as a transmission, system and market operator; 
 Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS) as a production, distribution and supply company. 

EMS and EPS are public companies which are fully unbundled i.e. ownership unbundling has been achieved 
on 1 July 2005. 
 
Concerning secondary legislation envisaged by the  new Energy Law, the following legislation has been 
approved since October 2005: Licensing rules, Decree on conditions for electricity supply, Energy permits 
rules, Connection pricing methodology, Transmission tariff methodology, Distribution tariff methodology 
and Tariff consumers price methodology. The Transmission Grid Code has been drafted and is currently in 
the process of approval, while the Distribution Grid Code and Market Code are in preparation.  
 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
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Elektromreža Srbije (EMS) is the Serbian Transmission System and Market Operator established as a public 
company as from 1 July 2005. 
Its basic tasks are: 

 The management of assets (operation and maintenance, as well as the development of Serbian 
transmission system consisting of 400 kV, 220 kV and part of 110 kV network); 

 The system operation (including balancing and metering); 
 The organisation of the electricity market (administration and development). 

 
Main generators  
There are five generation companies licensed for electricity production. Two of them comprise hydro power 
plants, two include thermal power plants and there is one company with CHPs. All five companies are 
daughter companies owned by the public company Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS) which was established on 1 
July 2005.  
 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units 
Thermal power plant Kolubara B (total installed capacity 700MW) 
 
Distributors 
There are 5 distribution companies licensed for distribution, distribution system operation and retail supply 
of tariff consumers. All five companies are daughter companies owned by the public company 
Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS). They operate part of the 110 kV network as well as  medium and low voltage 
networks.   
 
Main traders  
Up to September 2006,  eight trading companies (including EPS) obtained licenses for electricity trade on the 

Serbian market.  
 
Other players 
Wholesale public supplier 
Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS) is licensed as wholesale public supplier and is in charge of supply of tariff 
consumers in Serbia.  
 
Eligible Customers 
Conditions for acquiring eligible customer status are defined in the Energy Law. Eligibility is defined as 
voluntary with an annual consumption threshold of 25 GWh. If all the consumers within this threshold 
became eligible, this would corresponds to approximately 12% of the market opening.  
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.2 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double U, kV Capacity, MVA 

Djerdap HPP Portile De Fier 
(Romania) 

AC 
Single 400 1100 

Niš Sofia West (Bulgaria) AC 
Single 400 1330 

Kosovo B TPP Ribarevina (Montenegro) AC 
Single 400 1330 

Kosovo B TPP Skopje (FYR of 
Macedonia) 

AC 
Single 400 1330 

Sremska Mitrovica Ernestinovo (Croatia) AC 
Single 400 1330 

Sremska Mitrovica Ugljevik (BiH/Republic 
of Srpska) 

AC 
Single 400 1330 

Subotica Sandorfalva (Hungary) AC 
Single 400 1330 

Kosovo A TPP Skopje (FYR of  
Macedonia) 

AC 
Single 220 347 
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Kosovo A TPP Skopje (FYR of 
Macedonia) 

AC 
Single 220 347 

Prizren Fierza (Albania) AC 
Single 220 347 

Požega Pljevlja (Montenegro) AC 
Single 220 347 

Požega Višegrad (BiH/Republic 
of Srpska) 

AC 
Single 220 347 

Bajina Bašta Pljevlja (Montenegro) AC 
Single 220 347 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV Thermal 
capacity, 

MVA 

Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 
line under study 

Serbia* Romania AC 
Single 400 1330 2006. 2010 

* There are a few possible combinations of the end nodes 
 

Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
From  To Type  AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV Thermal 

capacity, 
MVA 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 

line 

Niš Skopje (FYR of 
Macedonia) 

AC 
Single 400 1330 2009 

Subotica Sombor AC 
Single 400 1330 2006 

 
Future projected interconnections 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV Thermal 
capacity, 

MVA 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 

line 

Sombor Pecs (Hungary) AC 
Single 400 1330 after 2010 

 
3.2. Network development plan 
 
According to the Energy Law, EMS ensures transmission system development in line with five-year 
development plans and, based on the Transmission Grid Code,  it prepares yearly development plans. The 
development plan specifies the construction schedule of new energy facilities and the modernisation  of 
existing ones within the transmission system. 
EPS is responsible for preparing development plans for generation facilities and distribution system. EMS 
and EPS development plans are regularly harmonised. 
 
 
3.3. Main events 
 
In December 2005,  the upgrade of the transformer substation 220/110 kV “Sremska Mitrovica 2” to 400kV 
level was finished, including the introduction of a reconstructed 400 kV tie-line towards Ernestinovo 
(Croatia) and a new 400 kV tie-line towards Ugljevik (BiH/Republic of Srpska). 

 
 

4. Electricity market structure 
 
EMS is in charge of the electricity market organisation and should perform the following tasks according to 
the Energy Law: 

 Organisation of the market on the territory of the Republic of Serbia; 
 Maintaining  records of all contracts either directly between market players or on the electricity 

market; 
 Organisation and development of the market in transparent and non - discriminatory way, as well as 

ensuring of data confidentiality; 
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 Preparation of the Electricity Market code, which has to be approved by the Energy Agency of the 
Republic of Serbia; 

 
The market design has been drafted and the Market Code is in preparation. 
 
According to the draft market design, the proposed market model will be implemented in a three phase 
approach coping with the evolution of the regulated electricity tariffs in Serbia. In the final stage,  the 
Serbian market shall consist of three layers:  

 OTC contracts 
 Day-ahead market 
 Intra-day balancing market 

 
In addition to this,  different mechanisms (either market based or regulated) will be introduced for 
procurement of ancillary services, interconnector capacity allocation, purchase of losses and congestion 
management. 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

www.mem.sr.gov.yu Serbian Ministry of Mining and Energy 
www.aers.org.yu Energy Agency of Republic of Serbia 
www.ems.co.yu Elektromreža Srbije (EMS) 
www.eps.co.yu Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS) 
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SLOVAKIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW (brutto values) 
 Thermal   2966 
 Hydro  2429 
 Nuclear  2640 
 Renewables  3 
 Total  8039 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh (netto values) 
 Thermal  8.2 
 Hydro 4.6 
 Nuclear 16.3 
 Renewables 0 
 Total 29.1 
Annual consumption, TWh 26.3 
Imports, TWh 8.6 
Exports, TWh 11.3 
Pumped storage consumption, TWh 0.1 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
Two acts concerning the energy sector - the Energy Act No. 656/2004 Coll. and the amendment of the 
Regulation Act No. 658/2004 Coll. implementing the EU legislation into the national legislation, -  were 
approved by Parliament in November 2005 and entered into force on 1 January 2005. These acts have had 
significant impact on the whole legal framework.  
 
New legislation establishes responsibilities and rights for TSO and electricity market participants as follows:  
 

 Regulation of the Government, establishing rules for electricity market operation, 
 Decree of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, establishing the way of loss calculation 

caused by the unauthorised electricity demand, 
 Decree of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, establishing details of range and 

procedure of providing the necessary information for state authorities, 
 Decree of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, establishing details for procedures in 

emergency states, 
 Decree of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, establishing details of range of the 

technical conditions for connection, access and operating of transmission system.  
 

2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s. 
SEPS, a.s. was founded on 21 January 2002 by splitting the former company Slovenské elektrárne into three 
independent joint-stock companies, namely Slovenské elektrárne, Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava 
(SEPS, a.s.) and Tepláreň Košice.  
 
SEPS, a.s. as a Slovak TSO,  ensures the electricity transmission via its 400 kV a 220 kV lines in Slovakia 
region, as well as import, export, transit of electricity and its measurement. The reliable electricity 
transmission to customers is assured while respecting non-discriminatory and transparent principles for 
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access to the grid in accordance with the requirements and recommendations resulting from international 
cooperation and with minimal environmental impact. 
 
In the ownership of National Property Fund of the Slovak Republic are 100 % shares of SEPS, a.s., however 
the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic performs executive rights. 
 
 During 2005 the activities of SEPS, a.s. focused primarily on the elaboration, approval and subsequent 
publication of two important documents which are legally binding for all market participants: 
 

 “Technical conditions for connection, access and operating of the transmission system” (it replaced 
the  former TSO Grid Code). The purpose of this document is to provide minimal technical, 
construction and operation conditions and technical rules for connection, access and usage of the 
transmission system for electricity market participants. The document came into force on 1 
November 2005 after the approval by the Board of Directors and implemented in June 2006.  

  
 “The Trading Code”,  including rules and standards of TSO activities in the field of services 

provisions, purchasing the services and electricity for covering losses and access to grid, as well as 
contract and financial conditions for providing services to all transmission system users in 
transparent way. It came into force on 30 December 2005 after approval by the Regulation 
Authority. 

 
SEPS, a.s. reacts to all challenges through an appropriate development of the transmission system of 
Slovakia, especially in the field of implementation of advanced technology for control and operation of 
transmission system and also reacts to changes in generation portfolio by building up new lines and 
interconnections: 
 

 New head quarter of the Slovak Power Dispatching Center (SED) in Žilina was completed  in 2005, 
 The realisation of further building and technology parts of the priority investment project - the 

reconstruction of the 400 kV electricity substation Križovany, due to decommissioning of NPP V1 
Jaslovské Bohunice in 2006 - 2008, 

 Investments into the electricity substation remote control systems, trade and information systems and 
also into innovation of main technology components. 

 
Main generators  
The joint-stock company Slovenské elektrárne, a.s. is the operator of two nuclear power plants, two thermal 
power plants, and 34 hydroelectric power plants. The company’s line of business includes electricity 
generation, imports, exports, sales and distribution. SE, a.s., provides heat generation, sales. 
 
List of main generators (incl. IPPs) on the Slovak territory  
Jaslovské Bohunice NPP V-1, V-2 1760 MW 
Mochovce NPP 880 MW 
Čierny Vah HPP 735 MW 
Gabčíkovo  HPP 720 MW 
Vojany  1 TPP 660 MW 
Vojany 2  TPP 660 MW 
Nováky TPP 522 MW 
Bratislava PPC 218 MW 
Košice TPP 121 MW 
 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units 
expected projects without final decision for construction 
 
Malženice PPC 385 MW 
Trebišov 765 MW  
PPC Žilina 500 MW 
 
Distributors 
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Západoslovenská energetika, a.s. (ZSE, a.s.) -  is the largest power distribution company in Slovakia 
(nearly 950 000 customers). It is a shareholding company and member of the E.ON Group. It supplies 
electric power via its own distribution networks in the territories of four Western Slovakian regions and 
Bratislava. It provides services of distribution, sales, purchase and generation of electricity to a million 
customers. 
 
Stredoslovenská energetika, a.s. (SSE, a.s.)  - is a power supply and distribution company. It conducts its 
business in the Regions of Žilina and Banská Bystrica and in a part of the Trenčín Region, where it delivers 
and distributes electricity to some 690,000 customers - businesses and households, providing its customers 
with complex services related to the power distribution, supply and use. EdF entered SSE as a strategic 
partner 
 
Východoslovenská energetika a.s. (VSE, a.s.) - is a distribution company whose main activity is to 
purchase, distribute and sale electricity in the Region of Košice, Prešov and a part of Banská Bystrica 
Region. (nearly 600 000 customers). The company RWE Energy has entered into strategic partnership with 
VSE, a. s. 
 
Main consumers (connected to the power system of Slovakia) 
Four industry companies: 

 Duslo, Šaľa 
 OFZ, Široká 
 US Steel, Košice 
 Slovalco, Žiar nad Hronom 

 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

FROM  TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U [kV] S [MVA] 

Považská Bystrica (SK) Lískovec (CZ) single AC 220 274 
Senica (SK) Sokolnice (CZ) single AC 220 326 
Varín (SK) Nošovice (CZ) single AC 400 1386 
Križovany (SK) Sokolnice (CZ) single AC 400 1323 
Veľké Kapušany (SK) Mukačevo (UA) single AC 400 831 
Gabčíkovo (SK) Győr (H) single AC 400 1386 
Levice (SK) Göd (H) single AC 400 1330 
Lemešany (SK) Krosno (PL) single AC 400 831 
Lemešany (SK) Krosno (PL) single AC 400 831 
Stupava (SK) Sokolnice (CZ) single AC 400 831 
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Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U [kV] S [MVA] Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the 
line under study 

Moldava (SK) or 
Rimavská Sobota (SK) Sajoivanka (H) double AC 400 1386 * 2004 2017 

Varín (SK) Byczyna (PL) double AC 400 1386 * 2007 2015/2020 
*one circuit 
 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U [kV] S [MVA] Expected date for 
commissioning the line  

Lemesany (SK)  Moldava (SK) double AC 400 1386 * 2011 
 
Future projected interconnections 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U[kV] S [MVA] Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Stupava (SK) or 
Podunajské Biskupice Austria double AC 400 1386 * 2015 
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3.2 Network development plan 
 
 

 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The definition of price regulation for electricity supplies to protected customers and for electricity 
distribution to eligible customers was carried out under the supervision of the Regulatory Office for Network 
Industries (ÚRSO) and pursuant to Act on regulation No. 658/ 2004 Coll. of 26th October 2004. This 
establishes at the same time the conditions and the method of regulation in network industries, the conditions 
for the performance of regulated activities, the rights and obligations of regulated entities, and establishing 
the rules for the operation of the electricity market.  Prices and tariffs for services provided by Slovenská 
Elektrizačná Prenosová Sústava, a.s., to trading partners were governed during 2005 by ÚRSO decisions 
taken in late 2004 and over 2005. The fundamental framework for price regulation was laid down by Decree 
of the Office for Regulation of Network Industries of 31sAugust 2004 No. 2/2004, which establishes 
particulars of the procedure in regulation of prices for electricity generation, transmission, distribution and 
supplies and in establishing the scope of economically eligible costs and reasonable profit. On 30 June 2005, 
the Decree No. 2/2005  came into force and it now represents the price regulation framework  
Pursuant to the new legislation, the business conditions of  Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s., 
were revised and approved by of the  ÚRSO Decision No. 0001/2005/02/PP dated 30 December 2005 as part 
of Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s., Operating Regulations. 
 
The services provided by Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s., in 2005 arise from its TSO 
obligations (SEPS, a.s., as the supplier):  

 provision of power reservation on transformers and electricity transmission over the transmission 
system,  

 coverage of losses occurring in electricity transmission over the transmission system,  
 system services,  
 administration of collection of the fee for system costs to Slovenské elektrárne, a.s.,  
 evaluation and accounting of deviations,  
 cross-border trading (electricity exports, imports, transit) within and outside of the CBT 

mechanism,  
 allocation of transmission capacity on cross-border profiles through auctions,  
 cross-border electricity exchanges.  
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5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.sepsas.sk  Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s. 
www.seas.sk Slovenské elektrárne, a.s. 
www.economy.gov.sk Ministerstvo hospodárstva Slovenskej republiky 
www.urso.gov.sk Úrad pre reguláciu sieťových odvetví 
www.zse.sk Západoslovenská energetika, a.s. 
www.sse.sk Stredoslovenská energetika, a.s. 
www.vse.sk Východoslovenská energetika, a.s. 
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SLOVENIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  1255 
 Hydro 845 
 Nuclear 670 
 Renewables 0 
 Total 2770 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, GWh 
 Thermal 4.640 
 Hydro 3.036 
 Nuclear 5.613 
 Renewables 0 
 Total 13.289 
Annual consumption, GWh 12.389 
Imports, GWh 5.833 
Exports, GWh 6.026 
 
Annual production in 2005 was 13.289 GWh, 1 % lower than in 2004 (13.392 GWh). This reduction in 
production resulted primarily from unfavourable hydrologic conditions. The production of electricity in 
hydro power plants was,  in comparison with 2004, lower by as much as 16 %. On the other hand, the 
production of nuclear energy was larger than expected, with a production growth of as much as 7.7 %. In 
addition, there was an increase in the production of some thermal power plants that, on average, achieved a 
4.3 % growth in comparison with the previous year.  
 
Consumption was 12,389 GWh of electricity, which was 320 GWh, or 2.6 % higher than in the previous 
year. The consumption of customers connected to the distribution networks increased the most, with a  4.8 % 
in comparison to 2004. However the customers on the transmission network consumed 0.3 % less electricity.  
 
Export increased  by 148,6 %, import by 3,74 %. In 2005 imports covered 12.3 percent of Slovenia’s demand 
for electricity.  
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Legal framework of the  electricity industry in Slovenia is defined in: 

 Energy Act (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 26/2005) which adopted all 
requirements from the new Electricity directive,  

 
And its sub law legislation, among them the most important legislative instruments are: 
 

 Act for determining the methodology for network charges calculations and the methodology for 
network charges for energy firms and Order setting of network charges for the electricity networks 
usage (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 84/2004). 

 Decree on the method for the implementation of public service obligation relating to the activities of 
the system operator of the electricity distribution network, and the public service obligation relating 
to electricity delivery to tariff customers (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 
117/2004). 

 Decision on prices for electricity delivery for households and prices covering supplier’s expenses on 
electricity delivery (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 66/2004, 38/2005). 
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 Decree on the rules for determining prices and purchasing of electricity from qualified electricity 
producers (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 25/2002) and decision on prices and 
premiums for purchasing of electricity from qualified electricity producers (Official Journal of the 
Republic of Slovenia No. 8/2004). 

 Rules on setting prices for the use of electricity networks and the criteria for the justification and 
clarification of costs (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 134/2003) in part, which 
governs the appendixes for preferential dispatching and the appendix for supervising contracts in the 
organised electricity market and the means for operating the Agency. 

 The Regulation fixing of prices of network charges for distribution and transmission networks 
(Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 70/2004). 

 Order for setting the average costs of connecting new network users and for increasing the 
connection power of existing users (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 11/2003) and 
its correction (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No.16/2004). 

 Price Control Act (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 63/1999). 
 Consumer Protection Act (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 98/2004). 

 
Slovenia was one of the first Member States to transpose into its own legislation the Directive 2003/54/EC 
concerning the common rules for the Internal Market in Electricity. Location of the Slovenian transmission 
network between the neighbouring networks of Austria, Croatia and Italy represents a big challenge for 
trading with electricity, mainly because of the significant price differences in the region. Physical flows of 
electricity towards Italy increased significantly after some Balkan countries synchronised again their 
networks with the European energy network. The transparency and conditions for cross-border trading in the 
European area allowed an increase in the amounts traded in the regions with lower prices. The amount of 
electricity, imported and exported through the Slovenian transmission network amounted to 75 % of the 
annual consumption of Slovenian customers. 
 
Related to unbundling,  the transmission system operator for the whole of Slovenia is a single legal entity 
that does not carry out any other activity. The companies for electricity distribution maintain separate 
accounts for their different energy-related activities i.e. distribution and electricity supply respectively. The 
system operators report annually to the Energy Agency and make their financial statements publicly 
available. 
 
In 2005 the Energy Agency prepared and implemented the second regulatory framework for setting and 
charging for the network charges for the use of electricity networks in the regulatory period 2006–2008. 
With respect to economic regulation, the method of price capping included in the price basket was applied. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
Elektro - Slovenija (ELES)’s mission is to provide suppliers and consumers with non-discriminatory 
transmission of high-quality electricity. As a public company under a 100 % state ownership, ELES has been 
entrusted with three major responsibilities - to act as an electric power transmission company,  as system 
operator, and through subsidiary company as a market operator in Slovenia. Other ELES subsidiaries are also 
engaged in telecommunication business and organisation of industry training programmes. At the end of 
2005, ELES had 471 employees. The power transmission network encompasses 2594 km of HV network. 
 
The key infrastructure investment projects are itemised in the state-mandated 480 million euro Transmission 
Network Development Programme to 2014. The construction of 400 KV Beričevo-Krško link, which will 
involve the closure of a 400 kV loop in Slovenia, can be regarded as a most crucial investment. 
 
ELES will have to find more efficient concepts of network management and technical solutions to the key 
question of how to balance the commercially agreed and the actual flows of electricity through the network 
and to fix it with apposite international agreements. 
 
As the existing high power flows through Slovenia already is starting to seriously jeopardise the operation of 
domestic transmission network,  ELES will have to fundamentally examine the construction of some new 
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international links, The 400 kV Cirkovce-Pince connection with Hungary and the Okroglo-Videm 
interconnection with Italy shall be in the foreground.  
 
Main generators  
In 2005 the production structure was as follows: 41 percent in the nuclear power plant, 34 percent in thermal 
power plants, and 25 percent in hydro power plants. The largest production share was held by Holding 
Slovenske elektrarne, d.o.o. The other companies - Gen Energija, d.o.o. the owner of Slovenian half of the 
Nuclear Power Plant Krško, Cogeneration Power Plant TE-TO Ljubljana, d.o.o., and Thermal Power Plant 
Trbovlje, d.o.o. – act independently in the electricity market. 
 
In addition to the so-called system production in large power stations, the Slovenian electricity system also 
includes some dispersed production operating on the distribution network. Among them, two types of 
production are particularly important to Slovenia, namely the production in small hydroelectric power 
stations and the production in industrial facilities for the co-generation of heat and electricity. 
 
Holding Slovenske Elektrarne HSE was established as a result of, and in response to, the processes of 
market deregulation. On 26 July 2001 the government of the Republic of Slovenia established HSE as an 
integrated entity of six companies, as follows: the hydropower producers Dravske elektrarne Maribor, 
Savske elektrarne Medvode and Soške elektrarne Nova Gorica, the combined gas-fired power plant TE 
Brestanica, the coal-fired power plant TE Šoštanj and the Premogovnik Velenje coalmining company. The 
Group includes also two investment companies and three international companies (HSE Italia, HSE Balkan 
Energy, HSE Hungary). 
 
HSE was founded primarily with a view to ensure a unified front of the majority of power generation 
companies under free market conditions, implement the construction of Hydropower Stations on the Lower 
Sava River project, and improve the competitiveness of the companies integrated in the Group. Accordingly, 
HSE was set to become the leader and key factor in the transformation of the Slovenian power generation 
sector.  
 
HSE production companies produce more than 50% of the all electricity generated in Slovenia. A 
combination of different energy sources has proven to be HSE’s key to providing safe, reliable and quality 
power supply to domestic as well as foreign consumers.  
 
The unified front presented to the market by the companies integrated in the Group has resulted in improved 
market competitiveness, optimisation of efficient and effective utilisation of power generation capacities as a 
function of changing market conditions, reduction of negative financial effects arising from loss of 
production, a more comprehensive range of electricity products offered, reduction of risk in relation to long-
term contracts, and improved opportunities on the foreign markets. 
 
HSE business operations include energy management, environmental management and the management of 
related logistic processes. The broad spectrum of business activities can be grouped as follows: 
 

 sales and trading of electricity,  
 power generation and production of raw materials required for the generation of electricity,  
 optimisation of production in HSE companies,  
 provision of ancillary services required for the operation of the power system,  
 project management and implementation of projects in the energy sector as well as environmental 

projects.  
 
HSE core business interests are in the energy sector and in relation to environmental activities. In addition to 
achieving the core objectives that led the Government of the Republic of Slovenia to establish HSE, the 
strategic development of the company has followed the concept of multi-utility and the implementation of 
new production programmes including gas, oil, coal, electricity, water and waste. The diversification of sales 
programmes is necessary primarily for ensuring a balanced distribution of risks. The adopted multi-utility 
concept includes the expansion of HSE trade activities to commodity markets. Trading in those markets 
represents an additional opportunity to improve the performance of HSE and reduce risk in relation to 
electricity trading. 
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HSE is the protagonist of the largest investment into this country’s power-generation sector – the projected 
construction of a series of five hydropower plants (HPPs) on the lower reaches of Slovenia’s Sava River; 
namely: the new run-of -river plants at Boštanj, Blanca, Krško, Brežice and Mokrice. These new facilities, 
which shall be constructed by 2018, will more than double the power generated on the Sava. Their total 
output shall account for 21 % of the Slovenian hydropower production, and it is anticipated that they shall 
meet 6 % of the nation’s energy needs.  
 
Hydropower Plant Annual production (GWh) Installed capacity (rated output) (MW) Start of operations 

Boštanj 115 32.5 2006 
Blanca 160 42.5 2009 
Krško 149 39.5 2012 
Brežice 161 41.5 2015 
Mokrice 135 30.5 2018 
Total 721 156.5  
 
In addition, it is expected that, in the period until 2008 the following new production units will be 
constructed:  

 HPS Boštanj: 33 MW, which will start to operate in May 2006; 
 TPS Šoštanj: two additional gas generators (2 x 42 MW) as part of Block 5, their completion is 

expected in 2008, after this reconstruction the total power of Block 5 will be 378 MW, the project is 
in the phase of project engineering; 

 Pumped-Storage Power Station Avče: 190 MW in the turbine and pumping regimes, is already under 
construction, and is expected to start operating in 2009. 

 
GEN Energija is legal successor of Slovenian investment in Nuclear Power Plant Krško (NEK). It was 
organised first as a subsidiary of ELES and now as a 100 % state owned company under the Contract 
between the Government of the Republic of Slovenia and the Government of the Republic of Croatia on the 
regulation of status and other legal relations connected to investment in NEK, its exploitation and 
decommissioning. 
 
Having the only one production source is connected with high operational risks and having in mind the 
requirements of EU regarding competition on open electricity market the Government of the Republic of 
Slovenia is going to strengthen the company with Termoelektrarna Brestanica d.o.o. (TEB) and Savske 
elektrarne Medvode d.o.o. (SEM) they are now governed by HSE. The main goal of Gen Energija is to 
develop market and investment capabilities with strategic connections and existent production capacities in 
Slovenia. 
 
Beside trading, the main electricity source of Gen Energija is  the Nuclear Power Plant Krško (NEK). The 
basic capital of NEK is divided into two equal shares owned by the partners Gen Energija l.l.c. and Hrvatska 
Elektropriveda p.l.c., Zagreb. NEK produces and supplies electricity exclusively in favour of the two 
partners, who each have the right and obligation to use 50% of its total output. On other hand electricity 
production costs are covered by the two partners. 
 
NEK has been in regular operation since 1984 and will continue to operate for roughly another twenty years. 
The main achievement in operation is the transition to an 18-month fuel cycle while,  in terms of investment 
allocation, priority was given to secondary equipment such as the replacement of feedwater heat exchangers,  
low pressure turbines and of the  main cooling units as well as upgrading the process information system. 
The two new low pressure turbines have a higher load factor in comparison with the existing turbines, which 
means approximately 3 % greater outgoing power or more than 20 additional MW. Its power is now on the 
threshold of 670 MW.  
 
Thermal Power Plant Trbovlje is an independent power producer as well as a stranded investment. It is 
composed of two production units namely of PE2 unit on coal with the power threshold of 125 MW and a 
gas unit with two turbine aggregates with power of 31,5MW. 
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Thermal Power Plant TE-TO Ljubljana is an environmentally friendly manufacturer of heat, electrical 
energy and process steam. Its production capacities are 430 MW of heat, 103 MW of electrical energy and 
100 t/h of process steam. As regards cogeneration,  it simultaneously produces both electricity and heat and 
attains a higher efficiency level than  isolated production while   reducing negative effects  on the 
environment. Joint efficiency is a at a 70% level. It provides electrical energy for 3% of the Slovenian 
demand and more than 90 % of demand for heat in the district heating system of the city of Ljubljana. 
 
Distributors 
Within distribution Economic Interest Grouping of Electricity Companies, the new legislation were adopted, 
i.e. procedures for the legal separation of business activities, as the legal separation of the activities has to be 
completed with reference to the systemic operator of the distribution network from other activities by 1 July 
2007. Some proposals for the future organisation of distribution companies in Slovenia has already been 
drawn up and sent to the competent Minister.  
 
Besides procedures for the legal separation of distribution activities, other equally important preparations are 
under way, notably the preparations for the transition of the status of all customers who will become eligible 
customers. In accordance to the legislation, this will also take place on 1 July  2007. Therefore, household 
customers will also be able to choose their electricity supplier. The task of distribution companies as an 
electricity supplier will be to provide simple and transparent procedures for customers as well as preserving 
and strengthening the market share. 
 
In line with the provisions of the Energy Act, the new organisational structure of five distribution companies 
has already been put in place. In the framework of regulated activities in two common sectors were 
established; the sector for managing the distribution network and the sector for distributing electricity. 
Within the framework of the marketing practices, there are in common two operating sectors organised; the 
sectors for purchasing and selling electricity and service sectors.  
 
In the field of purchase and sale of electricity, a drastic increase in prices in reference markets was registered 
in the second half of 2005. This was reflected  on the daily market of electricity within Slovenia. The average 
purchase price was in 2005 significantly higher than in 2004. The purchase prices at the end of 2005 
increased by more than 45 % in comparison to January 2005. 
 
In Slovenia there are five distribution companies. These are. 
 
Elektro Celje, d.d., is a Public Enterprise registered as a joint-stock company. The Government currently 
holds 79.5% of the shares. As of 31 December 2005,  it employs 701 workers (in 2003 691). The company 
has sold 1.395 GWh of electricity (1,710 GWh in 2003) and distributed 1.787 GWh of electricity to its 
147.633 eligible and tariff customers. 
 
Elektro Gorenjska, d.d., is a Public Enterprise registered as a joint-stock company. The Government 
currently holds 79.5% of shares. As of 31 December 2005 it employs 316 workers (319 workers in 
2003).The company has sold 940 GWh of electricity in 2005 (952 GWh in 2003) and distributed 967 GWh 
to its 80,547 eligible and tariff customers. 
 
Elektro Ljubljana, d.d. is a Public Enterprise registered as a joint-stock company. The Government 
currently holds 79.5 % of shares. As of 31 December 2005,  it employs 863 workers (951 workers in 2003). 
The company has sold 3.251 GWh of electricity in 2005 (3.269 GWh in 2003) and distributed 3.587 GWh 
(3310 GWh in 2003) to its eligible and tariff customers.  
 
Elektro Maribor, d.d., is a public Enterprise registered as a joint-stock company. The Government currently 
holds 79.5 % of shares. As of 31 December 2005, it  employs 863 workers (895 workers in 2003). The 
company has sold 2.096 GWh of electricity in 2005 or 5 % more than in 2004 (1947 GWh in 2003) to its 
202.302  eligible and households customers (197,417 customers in 2003). The sale  to eligible customers 
increased by 18 % while the sale to households decreased by 12 %. 
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Elektro Primorska, d.d., is a Public Enterprise registered as a joint-stock company. The government 
currently holds 79.5% of shares. As of 31 December 2003, it  employs 500 workers. Company has sold 1,251 
GWh of electricity in 2003 to its 116,679 eligible and tariff customers. 
 
Main traders & other players 
Main traders on Slovenian market are: 
 

 APT Power Trading SL, d. o. o.  
 C & G, d. o. o.  
 Electras, d. o. o.  
 Električni finančni tim, d. o. o. 
 Elektro Maribor, d. d.  
 Atel Energija, d. o. o.  
 Ezpada energija, d. o. o.  
 Holding Slovenske elektrarne, d. o. o. 

3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections  

FROM TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U (kV) 

Divača Redipuglia AC single 400 
Divača Melina AC single 400 
Krško Tumbri AC double 400 
Maribor Kainachtal AC double 400 
Divača Padriciano AC single 220 
Divača Pehlin AC single 220 
Cirkovce Mraclin AC single 220 
Podlog Obersielach AC single 220 

 
Ongoing studies and activities in internal and cross-border HV lines; 
Internal 2x400 kV Beričevo-Krško power line: Following a public exhibition and examination of the 
proposed route of the new Beričevo-Krško power line, critiques and comments were collected and collated. 
An audited statement on environmental impacts was also made. On these basis,  the national spatial plan was 
then amended accordingly and adopted by Government (Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia No. 
5/06). 
 
International 2x400 kV Cirkovce-Pince power line: A 400 KV link with Slovenia’s eastern neighbour 
Hungary is under preparation, by way of which the country will have acquired high voltage transmission 
connections with all its neighbours. An assessment of the 400 kV Cirkovce substation was finished  and 
examination has been made of the collective ecological and environmental impacts of a proposed corridors 
of the projected Cirkovce-Pince overhead line with Hungary. A comparative study of the various versions 
thereof was also undertaken, upon which the positions and statements of the spatial planning stakeholders 
were acquired. 
 
International 2x400 kV Okroglo-Udine power line: The provision of an additional 400 kV link with Italy, 
namely between Okroglo and Udine, is also under examination.  
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
According to Energy Act,  “The National Energy Programme” shall determine the long-term development 
goals and guidelines of the energy systems and energy supply, investment in public infrastructure, the use of 
commercially available technologies to acquire energy resources, and the generation of energy and the 
expected extent of investment by private sector investors in energy-related activities. In the preparation of 
the National Energy Programme, the methodology of total treatment of all phases, from production to use of 
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energy, shall be applied. A National Energy Programme shall be adopted every five years by National 
Assembly of Republic of Slovenia at the proposal of the Government. 
 
Transmission and distribution system operators and production companies are obliged every two years to 
prepare and publish an estimate of generation and transmission capacities which will be connected to the 
network, the need for interconnections with other networks and the demand for electricity for the subsequent 
five years. 
 
Transmission and distribution system operators shall produce a development plan every two years for the 
electricity transmission and distribution network of the Republic of Slovenia and a development for 
generation capacity. The Development plan must be compiled for a minimum of 10 years and must be 
harmonised with the National Energy Programme. The Government shall issue the consent for the plan. 
 
A development plan for minimum of 10 years shall also be produced by providers of energy and fuel 
generation or processing activities, and the providers of petroleum derivatives. 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
Slovene consumers were provided with a reliable supply of high quality of electrical power throughout the 
year via ELES’ transmission network.  
 
However,  after the connection of the UCTE synchronous zone II in October 2004, surpluses of inexpensive 
power emerged in South Eastern Europe, which traders now sell to other areas – mainly to Italy – where the 
prices of electrical energy are higher. Due to the geographical location of Slovenia, power flows towards 
Italy through Slovenia have significantly increased, reaching on occassions1800 MW , four times higher than 
the agreed loads, This represents a real threat to the reliability of operation of the Slovene transmission 
network. 
 
In early April, however, the company had to introduce restrictions on the flow of power across its network in 
order to avoid the possibility of overload and thus ensure undisturbed consumer supply. ELES was forced to 
restrict the import from Croatia and export to Austria. Despite this measure, ELES experienced some 
difficulties in ensuring the N-1 security criterion because - due to the topology of the network and its 
technical capacities - such instruments can exert only a limited influence on physical flows originating from 
foreign transmission systems that pass the Slovene transmission network. The flow of power towards Italy 
increased by 29.3 percent in 2005, whereas the flow of electricity entering the network from Croatia 
increased by 47.5 percent. At the same time flows from Austria decreased by 32.9 percent, all of which 
clearly points the conditional dependability of Slovenia’s EES in relation to changes occurring across the 
transmission networks in neighbouring countries. Considering the infrastructure available, such global 
changes caused by market disparity have led to significant unsustainable increases in trans-national power 
flows. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
With the opening of the electricity market, electrical energy became a marketable commodity. Since 15 April 
2001, Slovenian energy-related legislation allows customers with a  connected capacity of more than 41 kW 
at a single point of supply, to freely choose their suppliers of electricity. In accordance with the amended 
Energy Act of May 2004, as from 1 July 2004, all customers, except households, are considered to be 
eligible customers. The legislation classifies households as tariff customers until 1 July 2007. After this date,  
households will also freely choose their suppliers of electricity. Tariff customers are provided with 
electricity, in accordance with the tariff system, by distribution companies in the framework of the public 
service of the supply of electricity to tariff customers.  
The figure below shows a diagram of the Slovenian electricity market. 
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The organised electricity market represents the trading in the daily market for electricity. The market 
operator (Borzen, d.o.o.) provides organised exchange of demand and supply of electricity, as well as trading 
by products within defined time periods. The new Ordinance relating to the Operating Mode of the Public 
Service of Operating the Market for Electricity ( Official Journal of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 52/06), in 
force since 5 June 2006, gives the market operator some new responsibilities: 
 
The market operator is now responsible to make balance contracts, rather than the  transmission system 
operator 

 The procedure of changing supplier has been made simpler and shorter, as it is no longer necessary 
to obtain the written consent from the current supplier.  

 The period in which the supplier is to be changed has also been shortened. 
 
One of the issues associated with the electricity market is the appropriate regulation of access to the cross-
border paths, including the mode of establishing and announcing free cross-border capacities, as well as the 
modes of their allocation to the respective participants. The regulation EC 1223/2003 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council allows Slovenia to use, until 1 July 2007, the Rules on the Mode and 
Conditions for Allocating and the Criteria for the Access to Cross-Border Transmission Capacities (Official 
Journal of the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 103/02, 103/03)  when allocating the access to cross-border 
transmission capacities, and the mechanisms for congestion management that are in the domain of the 
Slovenian transmission system operator. The prices for the access to the cross-border connections are 
regulated by the Decision on Setting the Network Charge for the Use of Electricity Networks (Official 
Journal of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 84/04), and they are part of the price for the use of networks. The 
tenders and auctions for free capacities are published at the system operator’s address (ELES-TSO). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 
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http://www.mg.gov.si/ Ministry of the Economy 
www.agen-rs.si Energy agency of the Republic of Slovenia 
www.eles.si Elektro-Slovenija 
www.borzen.com Borzen – Slovenian Market Operator 
www.hse.si Holding Slovenske Elektrarne 
www.dem.si Dravske Elektrarne Maribor 
www.seng.si Soške Elektrarne Nova gorica 
www.savske-el.si  Savske Elektrarne 
http://www.te-sostanj.si/ TPP Šoštanj 
http://www.te-tol.si/ Cogeneration TPP Ljubljana 
http://www.teb.si/ GPP Brestanica 
http://www.gen-energija.si/ Holding Gen-Energija 
www.nek.si Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko 
www.elektro-celje.si Elektro Celje 
www.elektro-gorenjska.si Elektro Gorenjska 
www.elektro-ljubljana.si Elektro Ljubljana 
www.elektro-maribor.si Elektro Maribor 
www.elektro-primorska.si Elektro Primorska 
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SPAIN 

 
 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) ∗ 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW (1) 
 O.R. Thermal Conventional 30925 
 Coal 11424 
 Heavy Fuel and Gas 6647 
 Gas-Combined Cycle 12224 
 O.R. Hydro (no minihydro) 16657 
 O.R. Thermal Nuclear 7876 
 S.R. Renewables (without great 

hydro) 
12497 

 S.R. Non Renewables 6645 
 Total 73970 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh (1) 
 O.R. Thermal Conventional 136.24 
    Coal 77.39 
    Heavy Fuel and Gas 10.01 
    Gas-Combined Cycle 48.84 
 O.R. Hydro (no minihydro) 19.17 
 O.R. Thermal Nuclear 57.54 
 S.R. Renewables (without great 

hydro) 
28.03 

 S.R. Non Renewables 22.23 
 Total 263.32 
Annual consumption, TWh 246.19 
Imports, TWh 8.07 
Exports, TWh 9.41 
[,:thousand; .: decimal point]  
[1] Values denote gross power at generator mains. 
[2] Values denote net energy at substation –i.e., internal consumption at power stations are previously netted-. 
[O.R. stands for “Ordinary Regime”: obligations and price associated to market procedures] 
Total OR=54,829 MW installed generation capacity 
[S.R.: stands for “special regime”: plants complying with efficiency and renewable energy usage; they have less operation obligations, production 
guaranteed except for system security reasons and reattributed with a bonus] 
Total SR=19,142 MW installed generation capacity 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1  Recent key developments (liberalisation, privatisation, TSO, unbundling etc.) 
 
Regulation 
General: After publication , on November 1997, of the 54/97 Electricity Act, which started the liberalisation 
of the power system –applied upon generation and supply-, the main reference concerning regulation of the 
transmission grid is the Royal Decree 1955/2000, published in December 2000 (dealing with issues such as 
the development of the transmission network, access to the grid and public interest of facilities and 
authorisation procedures, quality related to transmission grid.) The philosophy based in the lack of network 
capacity reserve for planning and access is one of the main features of this regulation. 
Recent key developments 
Concerning most significant regulatory developments since 2005:  

                                                      
*  Data are derived from closure of year 2005 and correspond to the mainland peninsular system (thus, it does not include the Insular systems 

of Balearic and Canary Islands; these have a combined dimension of 4,116 MW –installed generation- and 14,52 TWh  -annual energy 
consumption )  
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 Royal Decree-Law 5/2005 (March’05) adapting the market regulation to the Iberian Power Market 
(see next chapter) 

 Law 24/2005 (November’05) introducing a number of reforms oriented to give impetus to 
productivity (including the elimination of tariffs over 1 kV by 2010) 

 Royal Decree 1556/2005 (December’05) concerning 2006 electricity tariffs, which introduces a 4,8 
% increase as well as a revision mechanism every 6 months. 

 Royal Decree-Law 4/2006 (February’06) increasing the functions of the Energy National 
Commission, particularly in terms of approving company purchases and sales. 

 New regulation for international interchanges according to European directions; specific 
development for the Spain-France interconnection based on a joint explicit auctions system for the 
allocation of capacity interconnection has started in June 2006. From the beginning, RTE and REE 
will jointly organise monthly, daily and two intra-day explicit auctions. Later in 2006, the number of 
intra-day auctions will increase up to six, as well as the annual auction for 2007 will launched.  

 
Additionally, The White Book on the regulation of generation in the Spanish Power System was published in 
June 2005, dealing with different “imperfections” in the power generation market and proposing correcting 
regulatory mechanisms. Main issues were the limitation of market power of the generation and the 
elimination of tariffs.   
 
Organisation. 
Iberian Power Market: At the end of 2001, a governmental agreement between Portugal and Spain was 
signed in order to develop the Iberian Power Market (MIBEL, Mercado IBérico de ELectricidad). For this 
purpose both national TSOs, REN and REE were appointed responsible for elaborating all necessary 
procedures related to system operation, a process which involves the coordination of legal, market, 
operation, development, equipment and planning issues. In  parallel, Regulatory Bodies (CNE and ERSE) 
have been made  responsible for coordinating the general legal and regulatory issues. The initial objective of 
2003 was postponed and the first integrated actions have started in 2006. 
 
In the MIBEL,  two main modalities for energy contracting are considered: the free bilateral contracting 
between the agents and the organised contracting in a Power Exchange. Moreover, in the organised Power 
Exchange there will be two possibilities: Day ahead contracting and medium or long term contracting. The 
agents will have full freedom to establish bilateral contracts or to fulfil their contracts in the Power Exchange 
-Day ahead or Futures- in full equality of conditions. 
 
The Power Exchange will be managed by the Iberian Market Operator (Operador del Mercado Ibérico, 
OMI) that will have two “poles”: 

 The Spot Market, located in Spain -Madrid- (OMI-E), will organise a day-ahead market and an intra-
daily market that will held several contracting sessions. 

 OMI-E will match the bids and offers submitted by the agents and will set the price for each 
negotiated product at which all buying and selling contracts will be cleared. 

 The Futures Market located in Portugal -Lisbon- (OMI-P) will offer for negotiation medium or long 
term financial products (year contracts, quarter contracts, month contracts, week contracts, …).  

 
System Operation is to be performed in two control areas, Portugal and Spain, each one managed by the 
respective System Operator (REN in Portugal and REE in Spain), who will be respectively responsible for 
the security and system technical management, as well as the management of System Services and their 
associated markets, including the respective commercial settlement. In each control area the responsible 
System Operator acts as a Single Buyer of System Services.  
 
Both System Operators will coordinate progressively their activities, and some regulation is being 
elaborated; at this point, the main issue is the procedure for assigning  international capacity. There are 
however some regulatory differences (e.g. the grid capacity reserve for generators existing in the Portuguese 
system is not guaranteed in the Spanish system).  
 
2.2  Main actors 
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Spanish Power System: Up to 1997, the electric power sector was structured around traditional companies 
sharing generation and distribution, and Red Eléctrica was already acting as transmission system operator 
although based on centralised optimisation of generation resources. 
 
After the Electricity Act 54 of 1997, from the 1 January 1998 the generation and trading are liberalised and a 
wholesale market has been  created, involving the following actors: 

 
 Generators, liberalised,   
 Transmission Companies, regulated 
 Distribution Companies, regulated 
 Trading companies, liberalised 

 
Coordinated by: 
 System Operator, regulated 
 Market Operator, regulated 

 
The obligations concerning activities and separation or unbundling requirements are shown next graph: 
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The following table details within each activity,  the different functions as well as the requirements 
concerning Administrative Authorisation and Record: 
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Activity Classification Agent/Institution Administrative 
Authorisation 

Administrative 
Record 

Production         
Ordinary regime Liberalised Generators Yes Yes 

Special regime 
Regulated (*) 
Liberalised Special regime generators Yes Yes 

Complementary services 
Regulated (*) 
Liberalised Generators/ Special Regime/Consumers Yes (*) 

Electric network         
Transmission      
Development planning Regulated System Operator (*) (*) 

Construction Liberalised 
Red Eléctrica de España, S.A./ 
Transmission Companies/ Other Yes   

Maintenance planning Regulated System Operator/ Transmission Operator (*) (*) 
Maintenance Liberalised Transmission Companies    
Transmission Operation Regulated Red Eléctrica de España, S.A. (*) (*) 
Distribution      
Development planning Liberalised Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Construction Liberalised Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Maintenance planning Regulated Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Maintenance Regulated Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Distribution Operation Regulated Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Transactions         
Production market      
Organised contracting Liberalised Market Agents/ OMEL Yes Yes 
Free contracting Liberalised Market Agents Yes Yes 
International exchanges Liberalised Market Agents Yes Yes 
Retail market      
Retails to eligible clients Liberalised Trading Companies Yes Yes 
Retails to regulated 
tariff clients Regulated Distribution Companies Yes Yes 
Supplementary 
activities      
Liquidations Regulated OMEL/ CNE (*) (*) 

Billing 
Regulated (*) 
Liberalised 

Distribution Companies/ Trading 
Companies/ OMEL Yes Yes 

Measurement Regulated 
System Operator/ Distribution 
Companies (*) (*) 

Coordination         
Technical operation of 
the system Regulated Red Eléctrica de España, S.A. (*) (*) 
Economic operation of 
the market Regulated 

OMEL (Spanish Electricity Market 
Operator) (*) (*) 

Electricity enquiry         
Regulated tariff 
customers Regulated Consumers Yes No 
Eligible customers Liberalised Consumers Yes No 

(*) Activities that the Regulation entrusts to a particular Institution. 
 
Transmission System Operator 
Red Eléctrica de España (REE) is the company responsible for the system operation of the whole mainland 
Spanish System and the extra peninsular systems (in 2003, REE was appointed System Operator of the 
Electric Systems of Canary Islands, Balearic Islands, Ceuta and Melilla, being this function effective from 
2004) as well as the main transmission company (transmission system is made up by  220 and 400 kV levels, 
in addition to international interconnection of any voltage level).  
Before the end of 2002, REE owned 96% of 400 kV lines and around 30% of 220 kV lines; up until this 
moment, REE has acquired transmission grids from ENDESA and UNION FENOSA, and entered into the 
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ownership of the former IBERDROLA transmission assets (complete ownership from 2005). Currently, REE 
owns the vast majority of the transmission system (16,846 km at 400 kV and 16.458 km at 220 kV). 
 
Main generators (incl. IPPs) 
The main generating companies in Spain are Endesa, Iberdrola, Unión Fenosa, Hidrocantábrico, Gas Natural 
and Viesgo (ENEL Group). Several international companies are also planning to enter the Spanish system.  
 
The main generating units of the Spanish power system are the nuclear plants of the last generation. The 
following graphs identifies those with rated power around 1,000 MVA: 
 

PLANT RATED POWER  
[MW at substation] 

TRILLO  1066
VANDELLOS II 1040
COFRENTES  1025
ASCO (G.1) 992
ASCO (G.2) 992
ALMARAZ (G.1) 983
ALMARAZ (G.2) 974

 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units; 
Due to the lack of regulation in the generation expansion process, future data are at the level of forecasts. 
Two main “families” concentrate most of the expectations: 
 

 A great number of power plants with combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) have been announced 
(applications for access to the grid addressed to the system operator add more than 70,000 MW), 
both from national and foreign generating companies. 

 In the last 6 years, 12.224 MW have already been installed and expected installed power for 2010 
may reach to 20,000 ÷ 30,000 MW. 

 Apart from CCGT, for the end of the current planning horizon (2011) some 1.000 MW are expected 
in pumping hydro plants (repowering of existing ones) and some 1.000 MW of coal plants 
(supercritical). 

 In addition to the 9,800 MW of wind power generators installed at end of 2005, there are a huge 
number of applications for access to the grid from agents (more the 80,000 MW have been received 
at REE) and regional plans (more than 40,000 MW are announced by Regional Administrations -
competent for wind plants authorisation-). At national level, 20,000 MW has been established as 
objective in the Spanish System for 2010. 

 
Number of distributors 
5 main distributing companies (Endesa, Iberdrola, Unión Fenosa, Hidrocantábrico and Viesgo) have direct 
connection with the transmission grid and operate the grids of 132 kV and lower voltages. In addition, there 
are many local distributors with no connection to the transmission grid. Currently, 325 distributors are 
officially registered as distributors. 
 
Main traders & other players (exchanges etc.) 
The main national companies above mentioned have,  within their holdings,  the corresponding trading 
company (legal separation between grid activities –regulated- and trading activities –liberalised- are required 
in the Spanish system). There are also a number of licensed trading companies (authorised to negotiate 
within the Spanish system, with the main aim of supply eligible customers) as well as external agents 
(authorised for international interchanges). Both groups may be consulted in the Market Operator web-page 
(www.omel.es) or that of the National Commission for Energy (www.cne.es). 
 
At the moment, there are 57 registered traders. 
 
The original objective to open the market in 2007 for all consumers has been accelerated and since the 1  
January 2003,  all consumers are entitled to chose supplier or participate in the energy market –qualified 
consumers-. However,  on 10 of them currently  exercise the right of participating in the energy market, 
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either directly as a market agent, via a trading company or through  bilateral contracts with a producer. The 
main reason for this the  current advantageous energy tariffs for the large consumers in strategic sectors, such 
as railways and  metal plants. Finally, there are currently 24 registered external agents, authorised for 
establishing commercial interchanges through the international interconnections, whether for importing or 
exporting.   
 
Final Remark: In relation to agents, it is relevant to mention that immediately after the publication of The 
White Book on the regulation of generation in the Spanish Power System, there was an attempt to acquire 
Endesa by Gas Natural followed by another offer from Eon, which have issued respective Acquisition Public 
Offers. The offer of acquisition of Gas Natural is currently subject to appeal in the Court and suspended; the 
one from Eon has been approved by the Energy National Commission in July 2006 subject to certain 
conditions, (mainly, to sell some 7,000 MW, restrictions in the reselling of assets as well as particular 
conditions for insular systems).  
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1  Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing International Interconnections 
The following Table shows the current international interconnections, where the recent variations are marked 
in bold. 

 2005: The commissioning of the new Balboa-Alqueva 400 kV line and the up rating of Cedillo-
Falagueira 400 kV line, both in the Spain-Portugal Interconnection. 

 2006: The commissioning of the 2nd circuit of the Spain-Morocco submarine interconnection (3 new 
cables). 

 
FROM TO U [kV] Cap* [MVA]

SPAIN FRANCE 
Irún   Errondenia 132 111 [*]
Arkale   Argia 220 410
Hernani   Argia 400 1,430
Biescas II   Pragnéres 220 270
Benós   Lac D'Oo 110 100 [*]
Vic   Baixas 400 1,510
SPAIN ANDORRA 
Adrall   Escaldes 110 2 x 120 [D/C]
SPAIN PORTUGAL 
Cartelle   Lindoso 400 2 x 1,040 [D/C]
Conchas   Lindoso 132 105 [*]
Aldeadávila   Bemposta 220 320
Aldeadávila   Pocinho 220 320
Saucelle   Pocinho 220 320
Cedillo   Falagueira 400 1,150
Balboa   Alqueva 400 1,223
Santa Marina   Elvas 66 2 x 80 [D/C]
Rosal V. de Ficalho 15 [*]
Enzinasola Barrancos 15 [*]
SPAIN MOROCCO 
Puerto de la Cruz  Melloussa 400 2 x 730 [SMC]
All existing interconnections are AC type and single circuit overhead lines, except: 

[D/C]: double circuit line ;  
[SMC]: submarine cable to Morocco 

Cap*: Thermal Rate at Summer Season (Only Spanish side limits; necessary to complement with the corresponding TSO in the “TO” country) 
[*] In italics, interconnections with purposes of support to local demand, which are  disregarded for interchange capacity computation and  most 
purposes 
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Foreseen developments in international/cross-border interconnections: 
FROM TO U  

[kV] 
Cap*  

[MVA] Nature of action Status** Foreseen date Comments 

SPAIN FRANCE 
Bescanó Baixas 400 2x1,825 New double circuit 

overhead line 
Decided 2008 - 2010 High difficulty due to 

opposition 
Fundamental for supporting 
Iderian systems and 
markets (“less 
fundamental” for French 
system) 

New 400 kV corridor Under study ≥ 2010 Bilateral RTE-REE studies 
ongoing 

SPAIN ANDORRA 
Adrall Andorra  220 2 x 620 New double circuit 

overhead line 
substituting  existing 
110 kV  

Decided ≥ 2009  

SPAIN PORTUGAL 
Aldeadávila International 

Duero 
400 2x1,825 New double circuit 

overhead line 
Decided 2009 - 2010 New facilities are mostly 

located in Portuguese 
system (Aldeadávila 
substation is located less 
than 1 km from the border) 

New 400 kV corridor Andalucía-Algarve Under study  
New 400 kV corridor Galicia (Vigo area) – Northern Portugal Under study  

SPAIN MOROCCO 
        

SPAIN ALGERIA 
New 400 kV Direct Current Cable Under study ≥ 2010 Preliminary feasibility 

studies carried out. Not 
decided 

*: Thermal Rate at Summer Season (Only Spanish side limits; necessary to complement with the corresponding TSO in the “TO” country). For new 
lines, capacities are estimated project values. For reinforcement of existing lines, it is the new value. 
**: Decision denotes the confirmation of the action, although some design specifications must be detailed. 
 
3.2  Network development plan 
 
Within the Spanish Power System, Red Eléctrica de España (REE), as the Transmission System Operator, is 
responsible for the technical management of the system, including the elaboration and proposal of grid 
expansion plans to the regulator (the Ministry of Economy), the competent Administration responsible for 
approving and publishing the transmission plan.  
 
While the expansion generation forecasts have indicative character - and generating companies make their 
own investment decisions - the transmission grid plan has a binding nature and different time-scopes or 
horizons are established in the current regulation. Long term plans observe a time frame of 20 years and must 
be issued every 5 years. These plans have the purpose of establishing the main strategic development 
guidelines, which are generally associated to new transmission corridors and new interconnection substations 
(especially at 400 kV level).  
 
A very important advantage of this stage is the possibility of advancing in parallel studies (environmental, 
legal procedures), with moderate costs albeit highly time-consuming. 
 
Results from long term plans do not lead to operative decisions but they serve as a general framework for 
integrating short and  medium term plans: 

 Medium term plans -10 years horizon- result from the full process of  data acquisition from affected 
agents and administrations and full associated analysis carried out every 4 years.  

 Short term plans -5 years horizon- are carried out every year. Since they are the most immediate, 
they have the most operative purpose of updating and adjusting medium plans. Therefore, they take 
into account major variations experienced over the medium term hypotheses, as well as those results 
from the access and connection process.  
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A graphical representation of the preceding stages may be seen in the following figure, where participation 
of Agents, Regulatory Body (CNE), Regional Administrations (CCAA) and Ministry of Industry, Tourism 
and Commerce (MIN; which represents the actual regulator, responsible for planning) is shown, with the 
final approval of Government (Gob. Cabinet) and Congress. 
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-Capability of the grid for the demand supply and evacuation of
generation, pointing out potential limitations.
-Response to suggestions and proposals from other agents.
-Coordination of Development Programs of external power systems.
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The following Table summarises the main magnitudes of the current transmission grid, together with the 
current transmission plan Horizon 2011, which includes a very large number of new facilities: 
 
 
 
 

Existing (December 2005) and Planned 400 kV 220 kV 
Existing Lines [km of circuit ] (1) 16845 16458

Up rating existing lines [km of circuit ] 3347 3437

New lines [km of circuit ] (2) 5496 3044

Existing Substations [nº of bays] 886 1969

New Substations and expansion of existing substations [nº of  new 
bays] 

706 1256

Existing Compensation [Mvar] (L) 7014
(C)   200 (C) 600

New Reactive Compensation [Mvar] (L) 2650
(C) 800

Existing Transformers [MVA] (3) 55959 

New Transformers [MVA] (4) 30650 

(1) All overhead lines, except 16 km underground cables in 400 kV and 114 km underground cables in 220 kV 
(2) All overhead lines, except 14 km underground cables in 400 kV and 270 km underground cables in 220 kV 
(3) Only transmission transformers (it includes 400/132 belonging to REE).  
(4) For the new elements, 400/132 transformers –to be owned by the distribution companies- do not belong to the transmission grid. 
 
3.3  Main events 
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Quality of supply: No major events concerning unsupplied energy to consumers –blackouts- have been 
registered in period 2005-2006.  In this context, the following Table summarises the events in the 
transmission grid and supply consequences during this period in terms of supply continuity indicators. 
 

PERIOD  
2005 2006 (January to June) 

Number of Incidents with supply interruptions 23 13 
Energy Non Supplied [MWh] 549,7 491,4 
System Minutes [min] 1,18 1,53 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
With the Electricity Act 54 of 1997, the generation and trading has been liberalised and a wholesale market 
was created as from the 1 January 1998, with the following main features: 
 
• Market Operator (OMEL) manages the energy offers and bids system 
• The market is organised around registered “agents” 

– Energy Sellers: producers and external agents registered as sellers.  
– Energy Buyers: distributors, traders, eligible clients and external agents (i.e., non-national 

agents) registered as buyers 
• Non mandatory pool with two types:  

– Organised daily energy market (daily and intradaily) 
– Physical bilateral contracts (between eligible clients or external agents and producers or external 

agents) 
• Participation of the demand in the bidding process of the pool 
• Market mechanisms are applied in the processes managed by both operators, based on firm transactions 

and marginal bid as reference market price: 
– Market Operator (OMEL) manages the purely commercial aspects in successive markets: 

• Daily:  Simple bid matching algorithm for each one of the 24 hours of the following 
day, where complex conditions allowed (transversal coupling in energy and economics). 
Determination of Marginal Price as price of the last production unit to attend the 
demand. 

• Intradaily: 6 additional adjustment markets to cope with the deviations in generation 
and demand 

– System Operator (REE) manages the technical aspects in system services markets for technical 
constraints, secondary & tertiary operating reserves, singular deviations, reactive management 

• Complementary Services System (regulation, voltage control and service relocation) to assure the energy 
supply in the appropriate conditions of quality, reliability and security. These services can be compulsory 
or voluntary. Regulated capacity payments for contribution of generators to long term security of supply. 

• Complementary Services Market for voluntary regulation services in addition to the Daily Market. 
• “Special Regime generation” (related to high energy efficiency and renewable sources) have particular 

conditions: 
– the economic relationship is with the distribution company. When producers do not go to the 

Market, the production is guaranteed (in security system conditions) and the distribution 
company is obliged to buy it.  

– in terms of operation, they are not obliged to communicate production programmes to the 
distribution company when the power is lower than 10 MW (distributor must foresee 
production). When power capacity is over 10 MW, they have to communicate a foreseen 
production with economical consequences (in case of not participating in the Power Market). 

– The producers may choose two ways of retribution: 
• A flat rate all the day long, when they do not participate in the Power Market 
• Tariff composed of the price fixed in the market plus a bonus depending on the power 

and technology, and an incentive to participate in the Power Market (possible retribution 
for power guarantee). 

• Possible retribution (or penalty) for the reactive power compensation 
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• Market Operator liquidates the transactions caused by the Power Market (SO collaborates in the process). 
OMEL determines the final price to pay for the costumers and the amount received by the energy sellers. 
These prices include: 
− The price obtained in the coupling of bids and offers in the daily market (Marginal Price) 
− The price of deviations for technical constraints included in the Daily Viable Program 
− The price of coupling in the intradaily market 
− Power guarantee cost 
− The price obtained in the coupling of bids and offers in the Complementary Services Market 
− Corrections caused by the deviations of the Final Hourly Program  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electricity Market Performance 
 

Energy offers:
Price & amount of energy
for each hour of the 
following day

Energy inquiries:
Amount of energy
for each hour of the 
following day

Bids & Offers coupling:
• For each hour
• Marginal price (referent market price)

Market Operator

• Bids & Offers coupling
• Physical bilateral contracts     Daily Base Program
• International exchanges

• Daily Base Program
• Technical constraints            Daily Viable Program
• Complementary services

System Operator

Daily Market

Energy offers:
Price & amount of energy
for each one of the 6 
periods of the day

Energy inquiries:
Amount of energy
for each one of the 6 
periods of the day

Bids & Offers coupling:
• For each period (4 hours)

Market Operator

Intradaily Market

• Bids & Offers coupling
Daily Final Program

• Daily Base Program

Energy deviation management and secondary and tertiary regulation for changes in Daily Final Program (System Operator)
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Structure of the Power Sector (Energy Flows): 
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Commercial Flowchart: 
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Scheme of a typical Yearly Economic Balance: 

 

TARIFF 
CLIENTS

ELIGIBLE 
CLIENTS

INCOMES

• Energy Sales

• Tolls

• Tolls by international 
Interconnections

• Other services

Distribution and 
Trading Companies

Acquisition Cost of
Market Energy

• Generators

Acquisition Cost of
Special Regime Energy

• Generators

Transmission Cost

• REE
• Power Companies

Distribution Cost (1)

• Distribution
• Commercial Management
• Service Quality
• Demand Management

Diversification and 
Supply Security Costs

• Special Regime and Interruption Complement
• Nuclear Moratorium
• Financial Plan for the Second Cycle of Nuclear Power Plants
• Strategic Stock of Nuclear Power Plants

Permanent Costs of the Power System

• Market Operator (OMEL)
• System Operator (REE)
• Regulatory Body (CNE)
• Extra-peninsular Complementary Costs
• Transition of Concurrency Costs (CTCs)

• Specific Cost
• Fix Retribution

• General Assignation
• Specific Assignation
• Coal Stock
• Coal Bonus
• Coal Bonus Reduction
• Extra-peninsular Generation Revision
• Extraordinary Financial Plan (2)
• Incomes Dismounting
• Liquidity Deficit

 
 
(1) It includes the recognised costs for commercial management corresponding for distribution companies 
(2) ELCOGAS 
 
This scheme represents the economical regulated relationships. Transmission companies receive their 
remuneration through a settlement process administered by the Electricity Commission.  
 
Regulated tariff clients pay for the consumed energy and other services, such as electrical attempt. Eligible 
clients pay tolls for using the grid plus other services. This amount is recollected by distribution and trading 
companies, which report to the Electricity Commission their income from the sale of electricity and  tolls, 
and is used for: 

 The Electricity Commission deducts a fixed percentage to cover permanent costs of the system 
(OMEL, SO, CNE, Extra-peninsular complementary costs), the costs of maintaining the diversity 
and security of the electricity supplies and the energy purchase price paid by distribution companies 
to generation companies (ordinary and special regime). 

 The remaining part is applied to cover recognised remuneration for transmission and distribution, as 
well as transition of concurrency costs. If a deficit situation occurs, a priority order is establish to 
covert the transmission and distribution cost. 

 
 
5.  Other 
 

Link  Company 
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http://www.ree.es Red Eléctrica de España [REE] 
(Spanish TSO and main Transmission Company) 

http://www.mityc.es Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce [MITC] 
(National Administration competent for main regulation) 

http://www.cne.es Comisión Nacional de la Energía [CNE] 
(Advisory Regulation Commission) 

http://www.omel.es Compañia Operadorea del Mercado Eléctrico [OMEL] 
(Market Operator) 
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SWITZERLAND 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
The DETEC (Federal Department of Energy, Transport, Environment and Communication) collects 
information about the Swiss electricity capacity, generation, consumption and typical daily loads, which is 
published each year in a statistical report. The report can be downloaded from the DETEC website [1]. 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  666 
 Hydro 13317 
 Nuclear 3220 
 Renewables 185 
 Total 17388 
Yearly generation by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 3.139 
 Hydro 30.128 
 Nuclear 22.020 
 Renewables  
 Total 55.287 
Pump storage consumption, TWh -2.540 
Physical Imports, TWh 37.298 
Physical Exports, TWh 29.828 
Annual consumption, TWh 61.637 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
SWISSGRID has become operative as the TSO responsible for the operation of the whole Swiss 
transmission network as from the 15 December 2006. The operative start of SWISSGRID was delayed due to 
a decision of the Competition Commission with following conditions for an operative start: 
 

 SWISSGRID is obliged to grant free access to the network installation in its possession and/or under 
its operation 

 SWISSGRID is obliged to create a cost account for its activities 
 The founder companies of SWISSGRID (ATEL, BKW, CKW, EGL, NOK, EOS and EWZ) are 

obliged to create cost accounts for their own network installations that are under SWISSGRID 
operation 

 SWISSGRID is obliged to publish its network tariffs and the conditions for the use of the network 
 SWISSGRID is not allowed to produce,  sell, trade electricity and posses or operate distribution 

installations unless the latter are necessary for its own consumption, safe network operation or for 
the purpose of reserve capacity. 

 SWISSGRID is not allowed to own shares of companies that produce, sell or trade electricity and of 
companies possessing or operating distribution installations. 

 The members of the SWISSGRID governing board are not allowed to be board or management 
members of companies that produce, sell or trade electricity and of companies possessing or 
operating distribution installations if this companies perform activities on commercial basis. 

 
The organisation of Swiss electricity grid companies “Swisselectric” (its members comprise ATEL, BKW, 
CKW, EGL, EOS and NOK) decided to appeal against the first and the last issue of this decision.  
“Swisselectric” recognises the necessity of granting free access to the transmission network, but it pleads for 
a transition period of time for the implementation. As to the SWISSGRID governing board, “Swisselectric” 
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points out that only members that are active in the electricity industry are capable of taking qualified 
decisions concerning activities of a TSO. The appeal was approved by the Recurring Commission. With this 
decision the last obstacles for an operative start of SWISSGRID were removed. 
 
Following rejection of the EML (Electricity Market Law) on 22 September 2002, the question arose on  how 
the regulatory framework for the Swiss electricity industry should be formulated. 
 
In March 2003 the DETEC appointed an expert commission with the purpose of laying down the basic form 
for this regulatory framework. The Federal Council released the draft of the new Federal Electricity Supply 
Act for consultation during the period 30 June t- 30 September 2004. A revised version after the consultation 
has been presented to Parliament for discussion and,  most probably, it will be approved in the spring 2007. 
 
The Electricity Supply Law will create a regulatory framework mainly for the liberalisation of the electricity 
market, for cross-border transmission and for the promotion of hydro power and other renewable energy 
sources. 
 
Parliament approved the new Nuclear Energy Act on 21 March 2003, and the referendum deadline expired 
on 4 September 2003. The Act mentions in particular that new nuclear power stations are in principle an 
option for the supply of Switzerland with electrical energy but the possibility is given to hold a referendum 
against every such project. 
 
Consultation on the draft of the new Nuclear Energy Ordinance took place from the middle of May to the 
middle of August 2004. The Federal Council then approved the Ordinance on 10 December 2004, and went 
on to declare the Act and Ordinance effective as of 1 February 2005. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The seven main utilities (ATEL, BKW, CKW, EGL, NOK, EOS and EWZ) own the Swiss transmission 
system [2]. The seven main utilities in the transmission level founded SWISSGRID [3] as an independent 
TSO for the operation of the whole Swiss electricity transmission grid. 
 
Main generators  
The production of electricity is accomplished by about 80 power plant operators, which are mainly 
subsidiaries of the seven main utilities.  
 
Distributors 
About 900 municipal or regional distribution companies 
 
Main traders & other players 
The seven main utilities are at the same time the main traders within Switzerland. 
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3.  Interconnections development 
 
3.1 Status of interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections (31.12.2005) 
 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV S, MVA 

Italy Switzerland    

Ponte  Airolo  AC single circuit 220  273 
Mese  Gorduno  AC single circuit 220  273 
Bulciago  Soazza  AC single circuit 380  1205 
Musignano  Lavorgo  AC single circuit 380  1182 
Gorlago Robbia  AC single circuit 380  1240 
S. Fiorano Robbia  AC single circuit 380  1240 
Avise  Riddes  AC single circuit 220  303 
Valpelline  Riddes  AC single circuit 220  303 
Pallanzeno  Mörel AC single circuit 220  273 
Germany Switzerland    

Gurtweil  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 220  449 
Gurtweil  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 220  449 
Kühmoos  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 220  449 
Kühmoos  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 220  449 
Kühmoos  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1498 
Kühmoos  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1498 
Kühmoos  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1240 
Tiengen  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1047 
Tiengen  Beznau  AC single circuit 380  1066 
Tiengen  Beznau  AC single circuit 220  308 
Kühmoos  Asphard  AC single circuit 380  1240 
Engstlatt  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1550 

France  Switzerland    

Sierentz  Asphard AC single circuit 380  1214 
Sierentz  Bassecourt  AC single circuit 380  1234 
Sierentz  Laufenburg  AC single circuit 380  1156 
Mambelin  Bassecourt  AC single circuit 380  1066 
Bois-Tollot  Verbois  AC single circuit 380  1260 
Bois-Tollot  Chamoson  AC single circuit 380  1447 
Génissiat  Verbois  AC single circuit 220 327 
Génissiat  Verbois  AC single circuit 220 327 
Pressy Vallorcine AC single circuit 220  333 
Cornier  Riddes  AC single circuit 220  286 
Cornier  St.-Triphon  AC single circuit 220  286 

Austria Switzerland    

Y-Rehag  Meiningen  AC single circuit 220  464  
Winkeln Meiningen AC single circuit 220 718 
Pradella  Westtirol  AC single circuit 380  1240 
Pradella  Westtirol  AC single circuit 380  1240 

 
The two new interconnections between Switzerland and Italy, namely Gorlago-Robbia and S. Fiorano-
Robbia,  helped to improve the load situation in the southern part of Switzerland compared to the situation at 
the time of the  black-out in Italy on 28 September 2003. 
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Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
In the short term (until 2010) only Swiss internal lines are in the planning phase 
 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Bickigen Flumenthal AC single circuit 220 kV  2007 

Mühleberg Wattenwil AC single circuit 220kV  2008 

Both lines are implemented in an existing transmission corridor but the voltage level is increased from 132 
kV to 220 kV. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communication appointed a high level 
working group on  “Transmission Lines and Security of Supply” to deal with the needs of the network 
development in the future. The members are representatives of cantons, Swiss Federal Railways, electricity 
utilities, organisations for environmental protection and governmental institutions. The main tasks of the 
Working Group (WG)will be the following: optimisation of the transmission network and improvement of its 
connections to the railway network, priority settings for construction projects, investigation of reasons for 
long authorisation procedures and recommendations for an improvement of the legislation concerning the 
construction of lines. The WG started its activities on 13 December 2005. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The Swiss Utilities are very active on the international markets. The prices for electricity traded on the 
SWEP (Swiss Electricity Power) oscillated only between 24.37 and 60.10 euros/MWh in 2004, whereas the 
volatility was larger again in 2005 with a peak value of 175.90 euros/MWh and a higher average price. On 
the other side,  the end consumer price was very stable around 100 euros/MWh during the last years. The 
total expenses of end consumers for electricity in 2003 amounted to slightly less than 9 billion Swiss francs. 
 
A principle decision of the Federal Court on 20 June 2003 confirmed a decision of the Anti-Trust 
Commission, which had granted network access to third parties in a case between a distribution company and 
a big customer, a decision based on the Anti-Trust Law. By that decision, a free network access is in 
principle granted, even without an Electricity Supply Law which regulates this aspect. 
 
The auctioning process of the capacity allocation on the Swiss/German border started in December 2005 
with unexpected high prices. 
 
5. Other 
 
Link  Company 
www.energie-schweiz.ch Federal Department of Energy 
www.atel.ch Aare-Tessin Electricity Company AG: 
www.bkw.ch Bernische Kraftwerke AG 
www.egl.ch Elektrizitätsgesellschaft Laufenburg AG 
www.ewz.ch Elektrizitätswerk der Stadt Zürich 
www.eos-gd.ch Energie ouest suisse 
www.nok.ch Nordostschweizerische Kraftwerke 
www.ckw.ch Zentralschweizerische Kraftwerke 
www.etrans.ch Koordination Schweizerisches Übertragungsnetz 
www.swissgrid.ch TSO Schweizerisches Übertragungsnetz; ETRANS-follow up 

company 
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Others 
 
 

ALBANIA 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  160
 Hydro 1440
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables 0
 Total 1600
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 0.077
 Hydro 5.332
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables 0
 Total 5.409
Annual consumption, TWh 5.933
Imports, TWh 0.643
Exports, TWh 0.119
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Energy sector activities are regulated by Law N° 9072, dated 22 May 2003, that regulates 
electrical power sector activities and defines the rights and duties of physical and legal 
persons and administrations involved in this sector as well as the procedures to select and 
develop a market model and the rules of electricity market. 
The main purposes of this law are the following: 

• To define the institutional authority regulating the Electric Regulatory Entity, 
hereinafter ERE; 

• To restructure, commercialise and finally privatise KESH and to develop a 
competitive energy market; 

• To support the regional electricity trade; 
• To improve investment conditions in the electricity sector. 

 
The best way to achieve these objectives and to attract the necessary investments at the lowest 
possible cost is to prepare for and introduce market focus into the power sector through 
targeted privatisation of the distribution and generation functions. 
 
Albania Power System is managed by KESH sh.a, through the Production and Distribution 
Divisions, its staff structure, and Transmission System Operator, with the abbreviation “OST” 
sh.a., which  is completely separated from KESH sh.a. 
 
The government of Albania intends to sell the majority of shares in each of the generation and 
distribution companies to international strategic investors.  
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Any mass privatisation of a generation or distribution company will be timed to occur 
subsequent to the sale of a majority of the shares in that company to international strategic 
investor(s). An assessment will be made as to whether a reduction in the current 20% 
minimum requirement for mass privatisation to Albanian citizens would significantly increase 
the interest of potential strategic investors. 
 
The Government of Albania requires that KESH should function as a commercial entity,  
applying modern financial rules and practices. Transmission functions will remain under 
public ownership to ensure system security. 
 
The privatisation process will be fair, transparent, and realised through competitive 
international tenders of ownership rights to strategic investors. Privatisation is planned to 
begin with distribution companies moving on to generation. The transmission function will 
remain under public ownership and control, as described above. Generation will be privatised 
in order to reduce market inefficiencies and encourage competition within the sector. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Key players of the Albanian Energy Sector are: 
 
The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Energy, which was created in September 2005, by 
merging the  Ministry of Economy and the Ministry of Industry and Energy. It represents the 
Government as the owner of the energy sector assets (state owned enterprises and their 
assets). The Ministry is responsible for policies in this sector, realisation of the targets for the 
Albanian Power Corporation and Transmission System Operator, and acts as a controller of 
the various technical and financial performances of KESH sh.a. and OST sh.a.. In addition, it 
drafts and approves for the Council of Ministers the various documents,  such as the Power 
Sector Action Plan, the Energy Sector Action Plan, the Power Sector Policy Statement and the  
Market Design. It also ensures  the fulfilment of the obligations arising from these Action 
Plans through the creation of task forces and through the Department of Energy which 
operates  in their structure. 
 
The National Energy Agency, was  created in 1997 by transforming the previous National 
Committee on Energy (established in 1993 with the objective  of separating energy policy 
from regulating and ownership matters). It acts as an advisor to the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Energy, and is responsible for carrying out analyses on energy policy, compiling 
energy statistics, making forecasts, liaising with foreign entities (governments/international 
organisations). This agency is also responsible for the design of the National Energy Strategy,  
which was drafted and approved in the middle of 2003 as well as implementing this strategy. 
The agency also takes an active part in various task forces which have been created for 
drafting Market Rules, Market Design and Grid Codes. It also drafts laws related, for 
example,  to the energy efficiency. 
 
The Entity for Electricity Regulation (Electricity Regulation Authority) was created 
according to the provisions of Law N° 7970 of July 1995 on electricity regulation and Law 
No. 9072 dated May 2003. The board of the regulator was nominated in February 2004, under 
the provisions of the new Power Sector Law No. 9072 of 22 May 2003. 
It is an independent body with the following competencies: 

• Setting the rules and requirements for granting, modifying and revoking licenses to 
companies for generation, transmission, distribution, supply, export and import of 
electric power; 

• Setting,  regulating and reviewing wholesale and retail tariffs and the terms and 
conditions of service of electric energy proposed by a licensee or reviews them 
according to circumstances; 
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• Assuring that the Investment Programs and Power Purchasing Agreements are 
consistent with least cost planning principles; 

• Protecting the interests of consumers of electric energy concerning tariffs by assuring 
that:  
- such tariffs are in accordance with recognised ratemaking principles; and 
- the other conditions of service as to quality, efficiency reliability and security 

of electric energy supply are reasonable according to the circumstances; 
 

• Resolving disputes between the licensees and consumers and between or among the 
licensees; 

• Maintaining a proper balance between the interests of licensees, consumers, the state, 
investors and other participants in the electric energy sector; 

• Promoting electric energy efficiency and improvements in the quality of service in 
electric power sector; 

• Promoting competition in the electric energy sector; 
• Monitoring  and controlling the operation of services by licensees, with powers of 

inspection, access, acquisition of documentation, and relevant information; 
• Controlling whether the licensee that provide electric power service to customers is 

respecting the terms of the contract or is providing services consistently with 
standards established by the terms of license or any regulation approved by the ERE; 

• Co-operating with the corresponding authorities of other countries or international 
organisations and participates in the activities organised by such authorities and 
organisations; 

• Publicising the conditions under which the electric energy services are provided in 
order to ensure maximum transparency and supply  competitiveness; 

• Approving  the Grid Operation Code and Distribution Operation Code and other 
codes which regulate the licensees’ activities and their relations with the customers; 

• Approving mandatory working standards for licensees in generation, transmission and 
distribution of electric energy; and 

• Approving Rules of Practice and Procedures which will be used in performing the 
ERE’s function under this law. 

 
Albanian Transmission System Operator (OST) Company Profile 
OST sh.a.,  the State Owned Joint Stock company responsible for the transmission of 
electricity, was established in June 2004 and was registered in the Court of Tirana in July 
2004. The objects of its activities are as follows: 

• The integrated operation and management for the reliable functioning of the 
Transmission System, coordinating the needs for country power supply with the 
possibility of their covering from the different sources. 

• It operates and manages the internal power system and internal market and takes part 
in the regional and wider market of the region.. 

• It operates and manages the transmission system internally and the interconnections 
with regional power systems. 

• The operation of the electric power’s supply to eligible customers connected directly 
to the transmission system. 

• Help  managing power’s import and export. 
• Maintenance and development of the Transmission assets and the development and 

extension of the transmission system in fully coordination with  the generation and 
distribution functions or power supply clients. 

• The development of the transmission system according to the long-term provisions 
and development plans of the power supply areas included interconnection links with 
the electrical power systems of the neighbouring countries. 

• The maintenance and development of the auxiliary transmission assets. 
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OST was licensed for the activity by ERE on December 2004. The mission of OST related to 
its duty, as System Operator is mainly to ensure the continuity and reliability of the electricity 
supply and the correct coordination of the generation and transmission systems. The activities 
to be carried out are under the System Operation Directorate (responsible for the short and 
real time planning and operation), including Transmission Planning Office (responsible for 
the long term system planning) and Metering Office. 
 
The mission of OST related to Transmission activity is mainly to manage and supervise the 
design, construction and maintenance activities of the High Voltage Transmission Grid (lines, 
substations and communications systems) that allow the electricity supply to be guaranteed 
according to the necessary security and efficiency conditions. The activities to be carried on 
are nowadays spread into two main Directorates: 

 In the Assets and Development Directorate, performing those activities related to the 
design OST transmission grid facilities (lines, substations and auxiliary facilities) and 
responsible for planning the Engineering and Construction works, assuring the 
accomplishment of the established procedures. 

 In the Maintenance Directorate, that manages and supports technically the 
maintenance activities and personnel. 

  
The Albania Transmission Grid Code is approved by ERE on Decision No.58, dated 28 
December 2005. 
 
The Grid Code is constituted of: Planning Code, Connection Conditions, Operation Code and 
a Glossary of Terms developed as in a separate document. 
 
KESH sh.a. (Albanian Power Corporation) was created out of the  Foundation Act   dated 17 
October 1995  and order No.74 (2 November 1995) by the Ministry of Finance through a 
transformation of the economic unit Albanian Power Corporation. The Company is registered 
at Tirana’s Court, as legal person, on Decision No.12728, dated 6 November 1995. KESH is 
the State Owned Joint Stock holding company responsible for the Albanian Electricity Sector 
operation. It is also responsible for the production, import – export, distribution as well as 
electricity supply to costumers directly connected to the Albanian Grid.  
 
The objects of the activity of the Company are as follows: 

• the generation, distribution, supply, purchase and sale of electricity and other 
energies, 

• import and export of electricity and energetic materials, 
• operation and maintenance of equipment, machinery and all its other assets, 
• extension, modernisation and repair of power plants and corresponding network 

equipment, 
• construction of new plants for electricity generation, 
• Performance of activities for the study, design, advice and consultancy about 

activities defined in items a-e. 
 
The Company should perform any commercial and financial operations related directly or 
indirectly to its scope of responsibility within the foreseen limits of the legislation in force. 
 
Main generators and distributors, KESH sh.a. 
KESH is composed by two divisions (Generation and Distribution), which are respectively 
made up of 6 generation units and 8 distribution zones. The electricity in Albanian Power 
System is more than 98 % generated by Hydro Power Plants. The most important is Drin 
River Cascade with three hydropower plants, which produced over 88% of total electricity 
supply.  
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The other cascades generate the other 10%. KESH has a very important Rehabilitation 
Program, which is under implementation. This program has foreseen the full rehabilitation 
work in Vau Deja HPP (5 units), Fierza HPP (4 units), Ulza HPP (4 units), Shkopeti HPP (2 
units), Bistrica 1 (3 units) and Bistrica 2 (1 unit). 
 
 
The Government of Albania intends to encourage load shifting and demand side management 
programs, construction of cogeneration plants and electricity production through renewable 
energy production. New cogeneration plants and renewable energy facilities that are 
economically efficient will reduce technical losses in transmission and distribution networks 
and the actual electricity supply deficit, and also constitute a valuable pilot program to test 
market-opening scenarios on a broader basis and introduce some competitive pressure into the 
internal electricity market. 
 
The Government of Albania policy is to encourage private investments in the energy sector. 
ERE has provided a regulatory process to approve Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs). A 
number of areas need to be addressed by promoting concrete policies and transparent rules. 
These include (i) risk allocation and granting of selected guarantees; (ii) implementation of a 
mechanism to support project finance for local components of the projects in the case of joint 
ventures with local partners; (iii) full transparency of rules and procedures for the granting of 
concessions and the tender selection process; and (iv) simplified and clearly defined 
procedures relating to rules of foreign business operations in Albania. 
 
Traders 
Companies licensed for electricity trade in Albania so far are: 

• GSA ltd 
• Wonder Power ltd 
•  

These Companies are allowed to participate in the cross-border allocation procedure 
organised by OST sh.a. 
 
Eligible Customers with annual consumption above 100 GWh: 

• Darfo ltd 
• Kurum ltd 

 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
The main Transmission System in Albania is composed by the 400, 220 and 110 kV. OST has 
120.2 km 400 kV lines, 1102.8 km 220 kV lines, 34.4 km 150 kV line and 1202.2 km 110 kV 
lines. The main Transmission Network is composed by 220 kV and 400 kV lines. The 220 kV 
network is completely meshed and connect the main plants in the North of Albania with load 
centres in areas of Tirana, Elbasan and Fieri. The 110 kV network is used for the supply of the 
Distribution System. Part of this network is meshed and other part is radial. 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnectors 
 
From To Type V [kV] P [MW] 
Albania Greece AC Single circuit 400 500 
Albania Serbia (UNMIK) AC Single circuit 220 260 
Albania Montenegro AC Single circuit 220 250 
Albania Greece AC Single circuit 150 40 
 
Albania network development plan includes new important projects not only for Albania but 
also for South Eastern Europe’s  Region. 
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These projects are considered as medium term developments and will be in operation by the 
end of 2008 or early 2009: 
 
400 kV Connection Project (75 million Euro) 400 kV Line Tirana2 (AL) – Podgorica (MN) 
with length 154 km (125.5 km in Albanian side where 80 km will be double circuit and 28.5 
km in Montenegrin side); 400/220/110 kV Tirana 2 Substation with 2x300 MVA 400/220 kV 
and 2x120 MVA 220/110 kV; 400 kV Line Tirana2 – Elbasan2 with length 48 km. 
 
Albanian National Dispatch Center (21 million Euro) 
 
Rehabilitation and Upgrading the existing 220/110 kV Substations (50 million Euro). 
This project is for replacement of the Control-Monitoring-Protection and replacement of the 
primary equipment in 8 substations 220/110kV. 
 
Extension of the 220 kV network in Vlora area (20 million Euro) 220 kV Double Circuit 
Line from Fieri to Vlora with length 30 km; 220/110 kV Substation in Babica (Vlora area) 
with 2x100 MVA; Connection with existing 110 kV network. 
 
The construction of three new 220/110 kV substations in Shkodra area, in Komani and in 
the area of Lac (North of Tirana) where is foreseen the connection with 110 kV existing 
network. 
 
The possibility for construction of the new 400 kV ties line with UNMIK-Kosovo 
(Tirana2 – Kosovo B) with length about 235 km (under feasibility study). 
 
The possibility for construction of the new 400 kV tie line with FYR of Macedonia and 
DC Cable with Italy (under feasibility study). 
 
Bearing in mind the OST’s above mentioned objectives, it is important to emphasise that the 
implementation schedule for all these projects has been delayed this due to funding problems 
as well as problems related to the affected communities. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The Planning Code (PC) specifies the criteria and procedures to be applied by OST sh.a. in 
order to plan and develop the Transmission System. Transmission System Users should 
consider the Planning Code as they plan the development of their systems/objects. The 
Transmission System should be planned in time in order to allow system users to plan the 
expansion of their systems/objects. Therefore PC defines time periods for information 
exchange between OST sh.a. and users. Confidentiality is maintained for the exchanged 
information. Standards and Procedures within the Planning Code aim to consult OST sh.a. 
and Users on how to have an efficient, coordinated, safe and economic Transmission System 
that shall fulfil future demand. 
 
Electric Power System Planning and Development  

• OST sh.a. shall prepare the Prospective Plan that represents the basis for all further 
detailed Planning of the Albanian Power Sector. The whole generation and 
distribution activities and eligible customer planning shall be based on the 
Prospective Plan. 

• The Prospective Plan shall cover a 15-year period of forecasts on electricity demand, 
peak load, additional electric capacity, transmitting capacity, losses and other 
important parameters of the Electric Power System. 
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• The Prospective Plan contains the Transmission System and Users action plan related 
to electricity imports, exports and load shedding. 

• OST sh.a. shall evaluate the demand for electricity based on data from Distribution 
Companies and Eligible Customers. However, OST sh.a. shall perform partial 
analysis to define the demand and load for the following final customer categories: 

- household 
- public services 
- agriculture (pumping stations for water irrigation) 
- industrial 

• Distribution Companies shall analyse in details the load for all customer categories. 
Similarly, all eligible Customers shall submit their needs for expansion and load to 
OST sh.a. 

• OST sh.a. shall elaborate all data and prepare a detailed plan. 
• OST sh.a. shall assess losses, in percentage and in value, for the whole Transmission 

System as well as for its special elements, as follows: 
- Based on an assessment of Transmission System power losses during the 

peak load determined by Flow Distribution studies carried out using 
computer software; 

- Based on pilot studies of special elements through metering of electricity in 
both sides of respective elements. 

 
3.3 Main events 
 
At the end of June 2005, V.Dejes HPP was put out of operation due to a fire on the step-up 
transformer block associated with damaging of secondary circuits of power plant. As a result, 
about 200 MW missed for more than one month, and that quantity was replaced and produced 
by other upstream HPPs increasing the water consumption of Fierza’s lake. Meanwhile the 
inflows at Drini Cascade reduced too much starting from July until the end of November, 
compared with normal average inflows for the season. In the meantime, following the 
decrease of energetic reserves at Fierza’s lake, in order to face the situation by manage 
consumption of electricity, KESH started a program of load shedding with about 25% of the 
demand. At the same time, all efforts were done to increase the electricity import of about 8 
GWh per day, under very difficult conditions due to limited transmission border capacities 
available in the region. With all these measures taken and the increase of Drin river inflows 
during December, it was possible to improve the energetic situation suitably. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
In accordance with the power sector restructuring program, that will lead to the establishment 
of multi buyer multi seller system, on the generation side Simplified Market will be formed in 
the first phase with competition of the energy prices (variable charge). The execution of this 
Market will be managed by OST sh.a. All participants in this Market are as follows: 
 
a. Transmission System and Market Operator (“TSMO”). 
The TSMO on an annual basis determines the requirements for must run reliability resources 
and through annual bilateral contracts purchases all electricity that the Distribution Divisions 
or Companies (“DDC’s”) need to supply Tariff Customers and related necessary ancillary 
services. Purchases from External Suppliers (imports) will be made under a transparent 
auction process pursuant to Market Rules adopted by the ERE.As the TMM (“Transitional 
Market Model”) evolves, the TSMO role as a power purchaser will reduce to simply that of 
providing and purchasing ancillary services, consistent with the envisioned role of TSMOs 
and TSOs in the proposed REM. 
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b. The Public Generating Company (KESH) (“PGC”). 
PGC (Power Generating Company) will sell to TSMO (1) ancillary services and electricity 
generated by existing hydro units at regulated prices under annual bilateral contracts, and (2) 
additional electricity requested by TSMO to meet unanticipated load of Tariff Customers to 
the extent of availability. When the TMM has been operating successfully for a reasonable 
period of time (at least 18 months) the PGC may sell up to 5% of the capacity from existing 
hydro to the Export Market, assuming such capacity is not otherwise already contracted, at 
unregulated prices. Initially, all benefits from domestic hydro capacity will be preserved for 
Albanian Tariff Customers. Once the market is operating successfully, it may be beneficial to 
introduce another unregulated seller into the market. Conceivably, the PGC’s participation as 
a competitor in the unregulated market might have a positive effect on prices to the benefit of 
Tariff Customers. Again, however, even that future participation should be limited to preserve 
most hydro benefits for Tariff Customers. 
 
c. Independent Power Producers (“IPP”). 
The IPP’s that may be developed in Albania and may sell capacity and energy to the TSMO 
and to Eligible Customers at commercially agreed upon terms or, if no agreement can be 
reached, on terms approved by the independent regulator that both facilitate development of 
such projects and provide Consumer Benefit. 
 
d. External Suppliers.  
External Suppliers that are based outside Albania and that export power into Albania to PGC 
(economy energy), the TSMO and a limited number of Eligible Customers; 
 
e. Distribution Divisions or Companies (“DDC’s”). 
DDC’s that will together own, maintain, expand and operate the distribution system 
throughout Albania, each operating in defined, non-overlapping service areas. Currently these 
are all owned and operated by KESH. Currently, the DDC’s operate as divisions of KESH. 
 
f. Tariff Customers. 
Tariff Customers that will purchase electricity at regulated rates only from the DDC’s serving 
the area in which they are located; 
 
g. Eligible Customers. 
Eligible Customers that will be able to purchase electricity from IPP’s and External Suppliers. 
The number of such customers shall be limited initially and the total energy needs of these 
customers shall also be limited and not exceed the energy requirements of the DDC’s that 
cannot be served from existing domestic generation and imports thereby reducing the 
probability of blackouts.  Those limitations are necessary to preserve the commercial viability 
of KESH during the transition period of the TMM. In the initial stages of market development 
reflected by the TMM, Eligible Customers will not purchase from the PGC.  Such purchases 
would give them priority access to PGC’s low cost hydro that is reserved at regulated prices 
for the benefit of all Tariff Customers. 
 
h. Independent Regulator (“ERE”). 
The ERE that will have responsibility for regulating performance by Market Participants of 
their regulated activities, under appropriate rules and regulations and in accordance with 
transparent procedures. Albania’s new Power Reform Law (effective August of 2003) 
provides a legal basis for the exercise of those responsibilities by the ERE. 
 
Relations Among Market Participants. 
The relationships among, and the role of, market participants in the physical operation of the 
Transitional Market Model are based upon the bilateral contracts between the various 
participants. Many of these contracts will be subject to approval and enforcement by the 
Independent Regulator (ERE).  
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TSMO will have responsibility for operating, maintaining, and expanding the transmission 
system, including approving dispatch schedules proposed by PGC to meet its requirements to 
deliver energy during each hour, and the dispatch schedules proposed by IPPs and External 
Suppliers to meet their contractual obligations. PGC, Eligible Customers, and IPPs will be 
required to register all contracts for the purchase and sale of electricity with TSMO so that 
TSMO can operate the transmission system reliably and efficiently. TSMO will also have the 
right to dispatch directly all capacity procured under the AASSA (the Annual Ancillary 
Services Supply Agreement) or under unregulated ancillary services supply agreements. In 
the event of a system emergency, TSMO may issue emergency dispatch instructions to all 
generating facilities in accordance with procedures identified in a Grid Code drafted with 
input from market participants and adopted and enforced by the ERE. 
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TURKEY 
 
 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  25879
 Hydro+Renewables 12941  
 Nuclear 
  
 Total 38820
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 122.2
 Hydro+ Renewables 39.8
 Nuclear 
  
 Total 162.0
Annual consumption, TWh 160.8
Imports, TWh 1.8
Exports, TWh 0.6
 
 
2. Industry structure  
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Turkish electricity industry has been dominated by large, publicly owned and vertically 
integrated companies but the situation is changing. In the past, the major player was the 
Turkish Electricity Authority (TEK), which was established in 1970 and had a statutory 
monopoly until 1984.  Starting from 1984, the private sector was able to participate in 
generation, transmission and distribution through three different modes, namely BOT, BOO 
and TOOR. Following the recent market liberalisation, these modes have been abolished but 
legal obligations arising from them had to be taken into account in market reforms. 
 

 In 1994, TEK was split into two separate state-owned companies, namely TEAŞ and 
TEDAŞ.  

 The arbitration issue has been resolved through the amendments to the Constitution 
under the Law No: 4446 of August 1999. By this law, local and international 
arbitration became applicable to the private power investment contracts. 

 The principals and procedures to be followed by the parties when disputes arise from 
concession contract for public services have been put into effect in Law No: 4501 of 
December 1999. 

 On 3 March 2001-Electricity Market Law No: 4628 came into effect and a profound 
structural reform was initiated in the electricity sector. The aim of the EML is to 
create a competitive, transparent, and commercially viable electricity market that 
encourages private investment without Government’s guarantees and provides 
sufficient, reliable, and low-cost electricity to consumers. It is for the most part 
compatible with EU Electricity Directive of 2003. The most important provisions of 
the EML were the establishment of an independent regulator, a licensing framework 
for market participants, bilateral contracts between market participants, balancing and 
settlement mechanism, eligible consumer concept and regulated third party access.  
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 In October 2001 TEAS has been unbundled into three successor companies namely 
EUAS (Electricity Generation Company), TEIAS (Turkish Electricity Transmission 
Company), TETAS (Electricity Trading and Contracting Company).  

 In November 2001-Energy Market Regulatory Authority (EMRA) which is 
autonomous and governed by the Board has been appointed.   

 In August 2002 the Regulator issued the Licensing and Tariff Regulation and 
following this EMRA started to accept applications for licenses on September 3, 
2002. 

 4 September 2002-Import and export regulation issued. 
 22 January 2003-Grid code issued. 
 3 March 2003-The Market has been opened to competition for eligible customers 

consuming over 9 GWh/year. From 25 January 2006, eligibility limit reduced to 6.0 
GWh/year.  

 13 March 2003-TEIAS having Transmission Licence. 
 19 March 2003-Transmission Tariffs approved. 
 27 March 2003-Connection and Use of Transmission System Communiqué issued. 
 In November2004-System Quality and Security of Supply Regulation issued. 
 In November 2004-Balancing and Settlement Communiqué issued. 
 Balancing and Settlement mechanism started its real operation in August 2006. 
 In 2005 Import and Export Regulation revised. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator (TEİAŞ) 
The Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation (TEIAS) is and will be the sole owner & 
operator of the national transmission network (66, 154 and 400 kV). Network of the 400 kV 
system is as given below. 
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Functions of TEİAS 
Main functions are as follows; 

 Transmission system owner and operator (TSO) 
 Balancing Market Operator 
 Provision of connection to and use of transmission system services to all users 

without discrimination, through “Connection and Use of System Agreements” 
 Monitoring real-time system reliability, purchase and provide ancillary services, 

through “Ancillary Service Agreements” 
 International interconnection activities-Development of infrastructure 
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Revenue 
By Law and Transmission License, TEIAS; is not allowed in the trade of electricity, but 
collect the required revenue only from charges for provision of transmission services. The 
charges that are applicable under the provision of transmission services are;  

 Connection Charges 
 Use of System Charges 
 System Operation Charges  
 Market Operation Charges 

 
Connection Charges are related to the costs of the assets for the connection of the user to the 
network. Only the new users pay it at once.  
Use of System Charges are related to the cost of installing, operating and maintaining 
transmission system for bulk transfer of energy and system security and quality of supply. 
System Operation Charges are related to the costs of the real time generation-demand 
balancing service and ancillary services. System Operation charges and Use of System 
Charges are paid by all users based on their capacity. It is aimed to collect the %50 of each of 
the required revenue that is related with Use of System and System Operation Charges from 
Generation and %50 from the Demand. 
 
Main generators 
EÜAŞ owns 58.2 ℅ of the total installed capacity of 38,82 GW. Power plants under BOT and 
BOO contracts, TOOR contracts and others, mostly cogeneration plants, account  22 ℅, 1.7 ℅ 
and 18.1 ℅  of the total installed capacity respectively.  
 
Main generators in the Turkish Power System are (by considering the generators more than 
500 MW capacity); 
 
 - Atatürk HPP - 2400 MW 
 - Karakaya HPP - 1800 MW 
 - Keban HPP - 1328 MW 
 - H.Uğurlu HPP - 520 MW 
 - Altınkaya HPP - 700 MW 
 - Ambarlı NGCC+FO - 1344 MW+630 MW 
 - Hamitabat NGCC - 1244 MW 
 - Bursa NGCC - 1434 MW 
 - Seyitömer TPP - 615 MW 
 - Soma TPP - 1030 MW 
 - Kemerköy TPP - 650 MW 
 - Yatağan TPP - 630 MW 
 - Elbistan TPP - 1360 MW 
 - Çayırhan TPP  - 640 MW (TOR) 
 - Birecik HPP - 750 MW (IPP) 
 - Adapazarı NG - 770 MW (IPP) 
 - Gebze NG  - 1540 MW (IPP) 
 - Oymapınar HPP - 540 MW 
 - Unimar NGCC - 505 MW (IPP) 
 - Berke HPP - 510 MW 
 - Birecik HPP - 750 MW (IPP) 
 - Aliağa NGCC - 1520 MW (IPP) 
 - İskenderun TPP (2x660 MW) -1320 MW (IPP) 
 - Ankara NGCC  -770 MW (IPP) 
 - Elbistan 2 TPP -1410 MW 
 
Foreseen/Ongoing Projects for new generating units   
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 Borçka HPP 300 MW, by  end of 2006 
 Deriner HPP 672 MW, by 2007 

 
Distributors 
TEDAŞ and its seven affiliated regional distribution companies dominate the distribution and 
retailing sector and operate the distribution system (below 36 kV).  Turkey’s distribution 
network has been divided into 21 regions, one of which is currently operating under a TOOR 
contract. The government’s objective is to privatise the remaining 20 distribution regions by 
the end of 2006. 
 
Main traders & other players (exchanges etc.) 
The main traders are TETAS (Turkish Electricity Trade and Contracting Corporation) and 
KARTET private wholesale company. TETAŞ has been established principally to take over 
the BOO, BOT and TOOR contracts in the context of market liberalisation.  
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Turkey has interconnection lines with all neighbouring countries except Greece. However  
interconnection line between Greece and Turkey is under construction. Turkish power system 
is not synchronously operated with neighbouring systems. Therefore, power import and 
export contracts signed before the introduction of EML are carried out via “island“ operation: 
Turkey’s importing regional areas are run synchronously with the network of the 
neighbouring country or vice-versa.  
 
After the EML cross-border electricity is allowed for licensed market participants namely 
TETAS, Private wholesale companies, retailers (and distribution companies have retailer 
licence) and EÜAŞ ( for only export). 
 
 According to provision of Import-Export regulation, regarding the technical aspects, it is only 
possible to operate the Turkish electricity system together with the electricity system of other 
countries by any of the methods of   synchronous parallel operation, directed unit mechanism 
and asynchronous parallel (DC) operation   for import and export. Isolated region operation 
can be applied also for export.  
 
Existing international Interconnections  
No FROM  TO  Type AC/DC Length U,kV P,MW 

  Single/Double km 
1 Babaeski (TR) Maritsa East (Bulgaria) AC-Single 136 400 500 
2 Hamitabat (TR) Maritsa East (Bulgaria) AC-Single 90+ 400 2000 
3 Hopa (TR) Batum (Georgia) AC-Single 28 220 300* 
4 Kars (TR) Gumri (Armenia) AC-Single 78.4 220 300* 
5 PS3 (TR) Zakho (Iraq) AC-Single 16+ 400 500 
6 Iğdır (TR) Babek (Nahcievan) AC-Single 87.3+ 154 100* 
7 Doğubeyazıt (TR) Bazargan (Iran) AC-Single 73 154 100* 
8 Başkale (TR) Khoy (Iran) AC-Single 100 400 2000** 
9 Birecik HPP(TR) Aleppo (SR) AC-Single  400 1000 

(+) To border 
(*) Capacity is limited by regional transmission system and 220/154 kV , 154/132 kV transformers capacity 
(**) This line energised at 154 kV so capacity is limited by 200 MW 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 
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FROM (TR) TO  Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date for Study  
Completion 

Expected date for  
commissioning the line 

under study 

Babaeski Filippi (GR) AC-Single 400 2000 2001 2007 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
Transmission Expansion Programme 
Transmission lines (400 kv) 
Period 2005 to 2010 
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1 Tirebolu-İyidere (Kalkandere) 1 400 133 3B 1272 MCM Second half of 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

2 İyidere (Kalkandere)-Borçka HPP 1 400 127 3B 1272 MCM Second half of 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

3 Borçka HPP-Deriner HPP-Yusufeli HPP 1 400 75 3B 954 MCM  2008 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

4 Yusufeli HPP-Erzurum SS 1 400 130 3B 954 MCM 2008 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

5 Babaeski-Greece(Border)  1 400 64 3B 954 MCM 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

6 Aliağa SS-Manisa SS  1 400 39 3B 1272 MCM 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

7 Isıklar SS-Manisa SS 1 400 27 3B 1272 MCM 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

8 Erzurum-Horasan SS-Agrı SS 1 400 82 3B 954 MCM 2006 

9 İkitelli SS-Davutpasa SS Cable 1 400 13 2000 mm2 2006 

10 Yıldıztepe SS-Davutpasa SS Cable 1 400 9 2000 mm2 2007 

11 (Karakaya-Atatürk)Brş-Hilvan SS 2 400 1 3B 954 MCM 2006 

12 Karabiga SS-Çan-Soma TPP  1 400 135 3B 954 MCM 2006 

  (Grounding Wire FO)           

14 Mersin-İskenderun TPP 1 400 130 3B 954 MCM 2007 

15 Erzin-Hatay 1 400 90 3B 954 MCM 2007 

16 Unimar TPP-Babaeski SS 1 400 14 3B 954 MCM 2006 
18 Seydişehir--Varsak SS 1 400 76 3B 954 MCM 2007 
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Study Needs 
Studies for Synchronisation of the Turkish Power System with the UCTE Power System: 
 
TEAS made an application to UCTE for membership on 21 March 2000. The UCTE Steering 
Committee took a decision on 26 April 2000 to consider and evaluate all possibilities for the 
synchronous interconnection of the Turkish power system to the UCTE power system.  
 
In this connection, a subgroup was formed under the System Development Working Group to 
tackle with the issue of Turkey’s possible connection to UCTE.  
 
This subgroup has already taken a number of steps concerning Turkey’s application for the 
connection to UCTE power system, such as; 
 

 Identified strategies, technical pre-requisites and sequence of operation 
 Defined further studies and preliminary tests needed concerning the envisaged 

connection of Turkey to UCTE, 
 Prepared the terms of reference for the activities that must be concluded prior to 

taking a decision for the connection of the Turkish power system to the UCTE power 
system. 

 
The terms of reference in question were approved in principle by the UCTE Steering 
Committee (Bratislava meeting of April 2002) and the Committee proposed the execution of 
the Static Studies and Stability Studies that will analyse the impacts of Turkey’s 
interconnection on the entire UCTE system by the local UCTE Transmission System 
Operators (TSO’s) in the region.  
 
The results of these activities will constitute a basis for the decision to be taken by UCTE 
with regard to the connection of Turkish power system to UCTE power system.  
 
Financial support has been obtained by EU for the project under 2003 Financial Assistance 
Program. A service Contract has been signed on 28 September 2005 in Brussels by UCTE and 
Turkey to perform the studies up to the first quarter of 2007. 
 
On the ground of the preparatory work done by the System Development WG, the UCTE 
Steering Committee took the decision to set up a Technical Committee UCTE – Turkey 
regarding the issues for the synchronous operation of Turkish power system with UCTE.  
 
Later, on the basis of the UCTE Steering Committee decision regarding the new structure and 
new responsibilities of the Technical Committee and the Technical Committee Chairman,  it 
was considered suitable to rename the Technical Committee as UCTE Project Group (PG) for 
Interconnection of Turkey and the Technical Committee Chairman – as Project Manager, 
respectively. The Project Manager will report to the UCTE SC at its request and the SC will 
make decisions on specific milestones and will give permissions for works continuation. The 
PG will elaborate a comprehensive document entitled “Contractual Agreement”, which will 
include all technical, organisational and legal issues needed as preconditions for the 
interconnection of the Turkish Power System to the UCTE network. The Contractual 
Agreement will reflect the results and the recommendations of the Complementary Static and 
Stability Studies. 
 
After the SC approval and decision, the PG will monitor the implementation of the measures 
stated in the Contractual Agreement, the mandatory Final Tests of the Turkish Power System 
and the trial parallel operation till the final interconnection to the UCTE Network.  
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The PG will work in close cooperation with the UCTE Competence Centres during the 
discussions of issues related to the UCTE network extension strategy and reliability of the 
parallel operation, as well as legal issues. 
 
3.2  Network development plan 
 
All legal entities to be engaged in market activities must obtain the relevant license for each 
facility if the subject market activity is to be performed in more than one facility, prior to the 
commencement of their market activities.  
 
IPPs apply to Regulatory Authority (EMRA) to obtain generation license for the new 
generations. EMRA send these offers to TEİAŞ for examination of connection opportunities 
of the offered new generation. TEİAŞ performs required studies to define the connection 
opportunities of the offered new generation to the existing system, than informs the EMRA 
about its decision on the connection possibilities for the new generation offer.  
 
Under the law, TEİAŞ is the owner of the HV and EHV network and also responsible for 
planning construction, operation and maintenance of the transmission system. Therefore every 
year, TEİAŞ prepares the “Transmission System Investment Plan” and additionally the “Ten 
Year Statement Report” for the developments of the transmission system in ten years period. 
This document is submitted to the Regulatory Authority (EMRA), which makes the final 
proposal. The document must be approved by the EMRA, MENR and the State Planning 
Organisation. After the approval, the document formalises the official development program 
for the interconnected system.  
 
The connection assets needed to connect a new user (producer, consumer, distribution s/s)-the 
connection assets- are paid by the user. The cost of all other assets is paid through the 
Transmission tariffs. In any case, the owner of the assets is always TEİAŞ. 
 
If there is more than one offer for the same connection point of the system, the offers will be 
decided by EMRA and the license will be given by EMRA to the suitable company. The types 
of the licenses will be granted by the EMRA in order to be engaged in market activities. 
 
In addition to obtain licenses for market activities, all legal entities engaged in market 
activities shall be obligated comply with provisions of the applicable laws and regulations 
depending on the type of their operations.  
 
3.3 Main events 
 
In the South-Western region of Turkey on 1 July 2006, a regional blackout occurred due to 
the lack of generation and due to a coordination deficit between private generation companies 
and TSO of the Turkish power system, in particular the disobedience of private generation 
companies to the orders of National Dispatch Centre during the pre-disturbance emergency 
state conditions. In spite of the efforts made in planning, engineering, construction, operation 
and maintenance of the large public power systems aimed at minimising the risk of regional 
and national blackouts, such events unavoidably occur occasionally also in the most 
developed countries of Europe and North America, being inherent to the complexity of the 
technology of power generation, transmission and distribution. Experience has also shown 
that the countermeasures aimed at minimising the risk of blackouts are more easily applicable 
in the “vertically integrated” power systems.  In the liberalised systems, where many different 
companies are separately the owners or responsible of generation, transmission, dispatching, 
distribution, telecommunications and marketing, the economical interest of individual 
companies can prevail; then situations of inefficient or un-timely operation coordination may 
occur, such as to jeopardise the successful application of part of the actions against the 
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blackouts.3 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
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3 Blackout of the South-Western Electric Power Subsystem of Turkey of the July 1st , 2006 Report by Prof. F. ILICETO, 
Consultant to TEIAS 
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United Kingdom and Ireland 
 
 

UNITED KINGDOM 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  63631
 Hydro 4181
 Nuclear 11852
 Renewables 2074
 Total 81738
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, GWh 
 Thermal 293566
 Hydro 4961
 Nuclear 81618
 Renewables 9620
 Total 397595
Annual consumption, GWh 408846
Imports, GWh 11160
Exports, GWh -2839
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
The electricity industry operates in three distinct geographical regions: England and Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. The systems are fully interconnected, facilitating the flow of 
electricity between the regions. There is open access to the grids and distribution networks. 
The supply market operates on the same basis as other retail markets and suppliers can 
operate on a nationwide basis. The same privatisation principles applied to all three regions. 
In England and Wales the monopoly elements of the business – transmission and distribution 
– have been separated from those which are subject to competition – supply and generation. 
By the end of 2006/07 the power system in England and Wales will be made up of 159 Large 
Power Stations (not including 16 auxiliary gas turbines), the 400 kV and 275 kV transmission 
system and 12 distribution systems. (Fig.A1.2) Since May 1999 the electricity market has 
been fully open to competition and any company holding an electricity licence can supply 
customers nationwide using distribution networks and paying the distribution companies for 
the use of their system. Competition in the retail market is well established and the market 
share of incumbent suppliers continues to generally fall; at the end of March 2005, 10.8 
million (43 per cent) of domestic electricity customers had transferred away from their home 
supplier. 
 
In March 2001, New Electricity Trading Arrangements (NETA) was introduced in England 
and Wales. Under NETA bulk electricity is traded between generators and suppliers through 
bilateral contracts and on power exchanges.  
 
In April 2005 the British Electricity Transmission and Trading Arrangements (BETTA) were 
introduced that enabled a single GB wholesale electricity market.  Under BETTA National 
Grid became the system operator for the combined GB system operating the assets of both 
Scottish transmission networks as well as its own England and Wales network.  It also 
became responsible for producing a set of GB charging arrangements and for the recovery of 
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these charges.  National Grid Company is the sole holder of an electricity transmission licence 
for England and Wales and owns and operates the high-voltage electricity transmission 
system. 
 
The three transmission licence holders are regulated by a five-year RPI-X price control 
currently set until 2007.  Allowed revenues for the next price control period from 2007-2012 
are currently being debated between Ofgem and the transmission licence holders. 
 
As a System Operator, National Grid is regulated under an incentive scheme, where benefits 
of cost savings in system operation are shared with customers. In Scotland, the two main 
companies Scottish Power and Scottish and Southern Energy, cover the full range of 
electricity provision. They operate generation, transmission, distribution and supply 
businesses. The entire output of the two nuclear power stations in Scotland, which are owned 
by British Energy plc, was up to 2005 sold to these two suppliers under long term contracts. 
In addition, there are about 25 small independent hydro stations and some independent 
generators operating fossil-fuelled stations, which sell their output to Scottish Power and 
Scottish and Southern Energy. 
 
The electricity supply in Northern Ireland is also in private hands. Northern Ireland Electricity 
plc (NIE) (part of Viridian Group) is responsible for power procurement, transmission, 
distribution and supply in the Province. Generation is in the hands of three private sector 
companies who own the four major power stations. There is a link (re-established in 1996) 
between the Northern Ireland grid and that of the Irish Republic, along which electricity is 
both imported and exported. In December 2001, the Moyle interconnector, the link between 
Northern Ireland’s grid and that of Scotland was inaugurated. 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Governments Energy Review was published on 11 July 2006.  The findings of the review 
concern the following: 

 Energy needs: The government will publish a white paper around the end of 2006 on 
energy policy for the next 30 or 40 years  

 Nuclear power: "New nuclear power stations would make a significant contribution to 
meeting our energy policy goals," says the review - if existing capacity is replaced 
carbon emissions would be lower by the equivalent of 22 gas-fired power stations  

 
Emissions trading: The government is planning an emissions trading scheme for the 5,000 
large British businesses and public services not covered by the European trading scheme.  
Higher prices for carbon polluting generators are proposed. 
 
Cleaner energy: More must be done to encourage smaller scale electricity generators - and 
combined heat and power plants - sited close to where the power is used.  Low carbon 
alternatives such as bio mass, solar power and heat pumps will be encouraged. Renewables: 
Electricity companies will have to provide 20% of energy from renewables - up from the 
current 15%. Fossil fuels: Carbon capture and storage could cut emissions by 80-90% from 
fossil fuels.   
 
The last Energy White Paper was published in February 2003. There are four goals for the 
energy policy: 

 to cut the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions by 60% by 2050, with real progress by 
2020; 

 to maintain the reliability of energy supplies 
 to promote competitive markets in the UK and beyond 
 to ensure that every home is adequately and affordably heated 
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In order to achieve the first goal the Government 
a) confirmed the commitment to have 10% of UK electricity produced from renewable 

sources by 2010. The new target in the White paper is by 2020 to double the renewables 
share of electricity from 2010 target. 

b) set another target: to achieve 10GWe of good quality Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
by 2010. 

 
The two would require very substantial changes in the way the distribution networks are 
designed, organised and financed. It would also have a significant effect on the transmission 
system, as well as on electricity prices. 
 
The regulatory arrangements are crucial for the development of infrastructure which will 
permit the development of renewable generation. Discussions are currently taking place 
between OFGEM and the transmission owners on plans to upgrade the transmission network 
across Great Britain. 
 
S.O Regulation 
On Friday 24th March 2006, National Grid responded to the regulator’s (Ofgem) final 
proposals on SO cost incentives for 2006/7.  The response rejected Ofgem’s two financial 
external cost incentives for 2006/07 as neither proposals offered an appropriate balance of 
risk and reward and the company would expect to make a loss under either target. National 
Grid has accepted a target for the internal scheme components of £107.9m.  
As a result Ofgem will regulate NGET's external costs in line with its existing powers but 
without an external incentives scheme. The company will still be obligated under its 
Transmission Licence to operate the system in an economic and efficient manner.  
 
Plant Mix 
Wholesale electricity prices have started to rise due to the increased cost of gas in generating 
electricity, higher coal prices and recovery from unsustainably low wholesale price levels, and 
this is starting to be reflected by recently announced price rises for domestic customers.  Peak 
wholesale electricity prices for winter 2003/2004 have risen by about 60% since the lowest 
point in August 2002.  In addition, between 2003 and 2005, the price of domestic electricity 
has risen in real terms by 10.6%. 
 
These higher prices encouraged the return of mothballed plant to generation. As a result the 
projected plant margin, reflecting installed capacity as formally notified to NGET, is around 
22% in 2006, compared with 16.5% in July 2003.  High gas prices in the UK due to a lack of 
reform in mainland Europe along with dwindling North Sea continental shelf gas reserves 
have also made coal plant economically attractive again.   
 
The plant mix for 2005/06 is shown in Chart 2.2. 
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2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operators 
There are four transmission system operators in the UK each separately owned and operated. 
In England and Wales the transmission system is owned and operated by National Grid 
Electricity Transmission (NGET), part of National Grid. It owns and operates 7,200 circuit 
km of OHL (275 kV and 400 kV); 660 km of underground cable; has 341 substations, and 
196 supply points.  The GB transmission system as a whole consists of 22,190 circuit km of 
OHL (132 kV, 275 kV and 400 kV); 1,140 km of underground cable; and 575 substations.  
Outside of England & Wales the transmission system is owned by: 

 in the North of Scotland by Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission Limited 
 (SHETL) 
 in the South of Scotland by SP Transmission Limited (SPTL).  
 in Northern Ireland by SONI, a subsidiary of Northern Ireland Electricity plc (NIE) 

(part of the Viridian Group). It has 400 km of 275 kV lines and 894 km of 110kV 
double circuit and single circuit lines which link the province’s three power stations 
and external interconnectors to 30 main sub stations 

 
All these companies operate under a transmission licence granted by Ofgem – the Office of 
Gas and Electricity Markets which regulates the electricity industries in Great Britain. 
 
Main generators 
In the new GB market the main generating companies as of May 2005 are: 
 
Generator Installed Capacity (MW) % market share 
Powergen (Eon) 9,101 12 
British Energy 11,568 15 
Innogy (RWE) 9,435 12 
Centrica 2,089 3 
EdF Energy 4,820 6 
Scottish Power 6,095 8 
Scottish & Southern Energy 8,704 11 
Drax 3,945 5 
BNFL 2,312 3 
International Power 1,556 2 
Others - 23 
 
Scotland has substantial overcapacity and currently produces 70% more electricity than it 
needs. The surplus output is exported to England and Wales, and Northern Ireland. 
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Almost 90% of Northern Ireland’s output is provided by Ballylumford (Premier Power, a 
subsidiary of British Gas) and Kilroot (AES). The smallest plant is Coolkeeragh. 
 
For detailed information on all transmission contracted Large Power Stations and directly 
connected External Interconnections See Table 3.3. and Table 3.4 in National Grid Seven 
Year Statement on www.nationalgrid.com/uk/library/documents. 
Both these tables include the assumptions relating to the commissioning dates of proposed 
new generation projects detailed later in Commissioning Date Assumptions. 
 
Distributors 
There are 12 licensed Distribution Network Operators (DNO) in England and Wales and two 
in Scotland. Each DNO owns and operates the local electricity distribution system within its 
own authorised area. (see below) 
 

 
 
All DNOs have statutory duties to develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and 
economical system of distribution and facilitate competition in generation and supply. 
They have a duty to connect any customer who requires a supply. DNOs are obliged to meet 
minimum standards of performance related to distribution services, which are set by Ofgem. 
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CE Electric UK 
CE Electric UK, through its subsidiaries Northern Electric Distribution (NEDL) and 
Yorkshire Electricity Distribution (YEDL), delivers electricity to 3.6 million customers 
throughout the North East of England, Yorkshire and north Lincolnshire. It is owned by 
MidAmerican Energy Holdings Company. www.ce-electricuk.com 
 
Central Networks  
Powergen, the UK subsidiary of E.ON, completed the £1.146 billion acquisition in 2003 of 
Midlands Electricity from Aquila. Powergen's distribution business now combines Midlands 
Electricity and East Midlands Electricity and operates under the name Central Networks.  The 
company delivers electricity to 4,769,190 customers via 97,000 substations and 132,936 km 
of overhead lines and underground cables. www.central-networks.co.uk 
 
EDF Energy 
EDF Energy is one of the largest energy companies in the UK. EdF is a major generator and it 
supplies electricity and gas to over 5 million customers through its regional brands: London 
Energy, SWEB Energy and Seeboard Energy. www.edfenergy.co.uk 
 
Scottish and Southern Energy 
Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) owns one transmission network and two distribution 
networks totalling 123,000 km of overhead lines and underground cables. This covers one 
third of the UK landmass and delivers electricity to 3.3 million customers. In addition to its 
networks business, SSE supplies gas and electricity to over five million customers, operates 
the fifth largest generation portfolio in the UK and is involved in energy trading, gas storage, 
contracting, retailing and telecoms. www.scottish-southern.co.uk 
 
ScottishPower 
ScottishPower's Infrastructure Division takes in the UK wires businesses, which include three 
asset owner companies and an asset management business. www.scottishpower.com 
 
This structure was introduced in October 2001 to comply with the Utilities Act. The 
companies within the Infrastructure Division are: 
 
SP Transmission 
owns the transmission network in south and central Scotland (132 kV and above), including 
the interconnector between Scotland and England and the Scottish land based part of the 
interconnector linking Scotland and Northern Ireland. 
 
SP Distribution 
owns the distribution network (from 33 kV downwards) in south and central Scotland. 
 
SP Manweb plc 
owns the distribution system in Merseyside, Cheshire and North Wales. 
 
PowerSystems 
manages and maintains the network on behalf of the asset owners. 
 
United Utilities 
United Utilities Electricity plc manages 58,000 km distribution network which delivers 
25,400 GWh of electricity annually from NG to more than 2.5 million customers in North-
West England. www.unitedutilities.com 
 
Western Power Distribution 
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Western Power Distribution operates and maintains the electricity distribution network in 
South West England and South and West Wales. It delivers electricity to 2.5 million 
customers over a 26,000 sq kms service area. www.westernpower.co.uk 
 
Northern Ireland Electricity plc 
Transmission and Distribution business is responsible for operation of the network to deliver 
electricity to 688,000 customers in the Province. www.nie.co.uk/home.htm 
 
Suppliers, traders & other players 
Across the UK there are only two survivors of the 14 autonomous Regional Electricity 
companies (RECs) floated when the industry was privatised in the early 1990-s, Scottish 
Power and Scottish and Southern Energy. Since privatisation transactions worth £67 billion 
have taken place and six companies now control the supply business of the original 14 
regional supply companies. 
 
Supply Business Brands Name Owner 
Powergen Powergen UK Powergen (Eon) 
EdF Energy EdF Energy UK EdF 
British Gas British Gas British Gas (Centrica) 
Scottish Power Scottish Power Gas & Electricity Scottish Power 
Southern Electric 
Scottish Hydro Electric 
SWALEC 
Atlantic Electric & Gas 

SSE Energy Supply Scottish & Southern Energy 

npower Npower  Innogy (RWE) 
Northern Ireland Electricity Energia Viridian Group 
 
Power exchanges: 
Three power exchanges started trading: the UK Power Exchange (UKPX) (www.ukpx.com); 
the Automated Power Exchange (UKAPX) (www.apx.com); and the International Petroleum 
Exchange (IPE). The last one ceased to trade electricity contracts after April 2002 because of 
a lack of interest in its products. UKPX is the largest power exchange by volume traded 
(about 863 GWh in March 2006) 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

England Scotland AC 3x400 kV 
1x275 kV 
2x132 kV 

2500 

England 
Sellindge, Kent 

France 
Les Mandarins 

HVDC Bipolar 
4 pairs of cables 

+270 kV 2000 
 

Scotland Northern Ireland (Moyle 
Interconnector) 

HVDC Two 
monopoles, 
each 250 kV 

500 

England Isle of Man AC 90 kV 50 
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Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 
From To Type AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MW Date  for study 

completion 
Expected date for 

commissioning the line 
under study 

England Norway HVDC +500 kV 1200 - Project has received 
environmental licences 
but is currently on hold

England Netherlands HVDC  1000- 
1320 

- 2010 (commercial 
operation) 

Wales Ireland HVDC  1x500 
or 
2x250 

- c. 2012 

 
3.2 Network development plan  
 
Since the restructuring of the Electricity Supply Industry in England and Wales in 1990, 
uncertainty has presented a challenge to the network planner. The broad approach to planning 
the future development of the transmission system is to maximise the utilisation of the 
existing system. This is achieved through the strategic deployment of power flow control and 
reactive compensation devices to make full use of the existing capability of the transmission 
network. This approach also has the advantage of helping keep the environmental impact of 
system reinforcements to a minimum. Moreover NGET seeks to use devices which are 
relocatable so that, as the system evolves and needs change, they can be moved to other parts 
of the system, thus maintaining a high utilisation of investments. 
 
Since 1990 National Grid has invested more than £5 billion on capital expenditure on 
maintaining the high level of performance (e.g. in terms of reliability and availability) of the 
transmission system. Improvements include increasing capacity on main constraint lines by 
over 60%; this combined with technological advances have enabled reduction of congestion 
costs by 65% since 1994.  Over that period since privatisation there have been significant 
changes in the electricity market. 
 
National Grid has to conform with its licence obligation to make offers to any User wishing to 
use its system in respect of new generation and/or demand. The timescale depends, amongst 
other things, on the size and location of the development. 
 
The GB 400 kV and 275 kV transmission system for 200/07 as existing on 1 December 2005 
is shown geographically in Figure A1.2. 
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In general, the level and location of generation remains the major factor in determining the 
need for transmission reinforcement. However, in some areas (e.g. importing areas) demand 
can exert the greater influence and as such there is an increasing need for accurate demand 
forecasts in terms of both level and location. 
 
Planned transmission developments may include:  
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Developments needed for 'transmission contracted' generation and demand cited in relevant 
bilateral agreements as being necessary precursors to a connection.  
 
Infrastructure developments required to meet the general needs of the system as it evolves 
rather than the needs of any specific user (generation or demand).  
 
The aggregate power station capacity is set to rise from 76.3GW in 2006/07 to 94.5GW by 
2012/13. This is an increase of 23.8% or 18.2GW over the period from the 2006/07 winter 
peak to the 2012/13 winter peak. This net increase is made of the following:  

 an increase of 9.7GW in CCGT capacity (12.7%);  
 an increase of 4.9GW in on-shore wind generation capacity (6.4%);  
 an increase of 3.3GW in off-shore wind generation capacity (4.3%);  
 an increase of 1.3GW in new import capability (1.7%);  
 an increase of 601MW in CHP capacity (0.77%);  
 an increase of 554MW in Pumped Storage and Hydro capacity (0.73%);  
 an increase of 135MW in Large Unit Coal capacity (0.18%);  
 a decrease of 2.3GW in Nuclear Magnox capacity (3.1%) 

 
Of the 27.3GW of additional transmission contracted capacity since 2000/01, 15.8GW or 58% 
is CCGT plant and 9.4GW or 34% is due to wind farms. Similarly, of the 8.8GW of new 
contracted capacity either existing or under construction, 7GW or 79% is CCGT plant and 
1.2GW or 13.4% is due to wind farms.   
 
There are no major new lines planned for construction in the next five years. The new 
developments on the network are likely to be to connect renewable generation. For additional 
information on the subject see: www.dti.gov.uk/energy/renewables/publications 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
The highest electricity demand last winter was 60.3 GW for the half-hour ending 17:30 on 
Monday 29 November 2005. This compares to the highest demand of 59.5 GW for a single 
half-hour in 2004-05.  
 
NISM and HRDR 
National Grid issued Notices of Inadequate System Margin (NISMs), when the amount of 
available electricity generation in excess of demand fell below a specified level in a given 
period, signalling a need for more electricity generating capacity to be made available. NISMs 
were issued on five occasions over the 2005/06 winter. Whilst this is typical of recent winters 
and low by historic standards, it is difficult to compare year on year as National Grid 
regularly revises the thresholds for issuing NISMs. On each occasion the market responded 
with the necessary additional capacity, which resulted in the cancellation of the NISM. One 
High Risk of Demand Reduction (HRDR) notice was issued on 29 December. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The new arrangements are based on bilateral trading between generators, suppliers, traders 
and customers across a series of markets operating on a rolling half-hourly basis. Under these 
arrangements generators self despatch their plant rather than being centrally despatched by 
National Grid. The trading arrangements are essentially the same under BETTA with the 
market extended into Scotland.  There are three stages to the new wholesale market, plus a 
new settlement process. These are illustrated in Figure 10.1. 
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Figure: Overview of NETA Market Structure 
 
Participation in the bilateral markets (i.e. the Forward/Futures contract market and the Short-
term bilateral markets) and the Balancing Mechanism (i.e. offer/bid submission) is optional. 
Participation in Settlements is mandatory. The Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC) 
provides the framework within which participants comply with the Balancing Mechanism and 
Settlement Process. The BSC is administered by a non-profit making entity called Elexon. 
 
Gate Closure is the point in time when market participants notify National Grid (as System 
Operator) of their intended final physical position and was set initially at 3½ hours ahead of 
real time. Gate Closure time was reduced to 1 hour ahead of real time in July 2002. 
 
Forwards and Futures Contract Market 
The bilateral contracts markets for firm delivery of electricity operate from a year or more 
ahead of real time (i.e. the actual point in time at which electricity is generated and consumed) 
typically up to 24 hours ahead of real time. 
 
Short-term Bilateral Markets (Power Exchanges) 
Power Exchanges operate over similar timescales, although trading tends to be concentrated 
in the last 24 hours. 
 
Balancing Mechanism 
The Balancing Mechanism operates from Gate Closure through to real time. It exists to ensure 
that supply and demand can be continuously matched or balanced in real time. The 
mechanism is operated with the System Operator, National Grid, acting as the sole 
counterparty to all transactions. 
 
Participation in the Balancing Mechanism, which is optional, involves submitting ‘offers’ 
(proposed trades to increase generation or decrease demand) and/or ‘bids’ (proposed trades to 
decrease generation or increase demand). The mechanism operates on a ‘pay as bid’ basis. 
 
National Grid has a general duty to operate the transmission system in an efficient, economic 
and co-ordinated manner through the procurement and utilisation of Balancing Services 
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including Balancing Mechanism bids and offers. This duty is underpinned by the new 
Balancing Services Incentive Arrangements. 
 
All market participants are required to inform National Grid of their net physical flows in 
both the Forwards and Futures Contract Market and the Power Exchange. Initial Physical 
Notifications (IPNs) are submitted at 11.00a.m. at the day ahead stage. These are continually 
updated until Gate Closure when they become the Final Physical Notifications (FPNs). 
 
Imbalances and Settlements 
Power flows are metered in real time. Imbalance volumes are settled at one of the dual 
imbalance prices; System Buy Price (SBP) and System Sell Price (SSP). 
 
Figure 10.2 provides a simplified example where the metered energy output of a generator 
exceeds the contracted position. 
 

 
 
 
Further information on the electricity market in the UK can be found on: 
www.nationalgrid.com/uk/library/documents/sys 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

DTI: Digest of United Kingdom 
Energy Statistics 

www.dti.gov.uk  

Ofgem: Regulator of Electricity 
and Gas Markets 

Ofgem: Regulator of Electricity and Gas Markets 

Electricity Networks Association www.energynetworks.org  
Electricity Association www.electricity.org.uk  
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IRELAND 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2003) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW(excludes 132MW of CHP) 
 Thermal  5091
 Hydro 15
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables 223
 Total(2003) 5329
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal Not Available
 Hydro Not Available
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables Not Available
 Total(2002) 24.66
Annual consumption(2002)(excluding CHP), TWh 21.23
Imports, TWh Not Available
Exports, TWh Not Available
Table : Generation Profile, (data for end of 2002 &2003) 

 
2.  Industry structure 
 
Historically the electricity generation, transmission, distribution and supply functions have 
been provided by a single vertically integrated, state controlled entity called the Electricity 
Supply Board (ESB). Currently, ESB is 95% state owned and 5% employee owned. This is 
the situation that existed from 1927 to the late 1990’s, post the 1996 EU Electricity Directive.  
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The legal framework regulating currently the electricity industry in the Republic of Ireland is 
encapsulated in the following: 
The Electricity Regulation Act, 1999 (No. 23 of 1999); 
Statutory Instrument No.445 of 2000. This is entitled: European Communities (Internal 

Market in Electricity) Regulations 2000. 
 
These legal instruments provide for the introduction of competition in the generation and 
supply of electricity in compliance with the European Parliament Directive of 1996.  They 
give the necessary powers to the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER), which is 
responsible to the Government, to licence and regulate the generation, transmission, 
distribution and supply of electricity. 
 
The CER is also responsible for setting the price controls for each of the businesses of the 
statutory regulated ESB. 
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2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The physical extent of the Transmission Network Assets can be seen in Table 2. 
 

Voltage 
(Volts) 

Overhead lines 
(kilometres) 

Underground Cables 
(kilometres) 

Substations (units) 

400kV 440km 2km 3 
220kV 1,700km 80km 21 
110kV 5,600km 140km 105 

 
The Statutory Instrument (SI) provides for the separation of the duties of the Transmission 
System Operator and the Transmission System Owner.  At present a ring-fenced part of ESB 
is performing the role of Transmission System Operator in Ireland. ESB continues to own the 
transmission system and has received a Transmission System Owner licence. The SI 
establishes a new state-owned company, known as EirGrid to be the licensed Transmission 
System Operator. 
 
The SI requires that an Infrastructure Agreement be negotiated between ESB and EirGrid.  
This Agreement will be the framework under which ESB and EirGrid will co-ordinate 
operation, maintenance and development of the transmission system.  It is envisaged that the 
Infrastructure Agreement will be in place in the course of 2004. 
 
Main generators  
The generation playing field is made up of the incumbent, ESB, with several other 
independent generators. A significant number of the independent are relatively small CHP 
and renewables, but in terms of total capacity they are insignificant.  
In the past 2 years, two significant units have been commissioned at Dublin Bay Power and 
Huntstown, both of which are run independently of the incumbent. In addition, recent 
permission has been granted by the CER for the construction of a further two independent 
generators (100MWs each) on separate sites in the West of Ireland at Tynagh and Aughinish. 
The current capacity levels and forecasts until 2009 are described in Table 3. 
 

Plant capacity – Exported (MW) 
Year End 
 

2003 
 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Large scale units  
(includes retirement of peat) 

 

5091 5031 5131 51331 5131 5131 5131 

 
Wind 203 316 429 542 655 768 881 
Hydro 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

 
Renewables 

LFG/Waste 20 25 35 45 55 65 75 
Total Renewables 238 357 481 605 729 853 977 
 

132 137 147 157 167 187 207 CHP 
SSG – Thermal 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
 
Total 5470 5534 5768 5902 6036 6180 6324 
 
It is apparent that the generation market as it exists at present will undergo significant 
changes, with several players waiting for regulatory clarifications before they enter the 
market. In light of this uncertainty, the Regulator is undertaking actions to ensure that 
increased security of supply, a requirement forecast by the TSO, can be obtained through 
regulatory intervention. 
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Given the demand forecasts for the period 2003- 2009 by the TSO, and complying with 
international standards of there being an annual expectation of 8 hours of supply loss to 
customers, the TSO has indicated that there is a requirement for increased generation 
capacity, given the planned closures of several units and new build programmes. 
 
The TSO has recommended the following needs: 
“ to maintain the supply-demand balance in the longer term….300MW of centrally 
despatched , large scale plant by 2005, 250MW more by 2007 and 150MW more by 2009”. 
 
In July 2002 the CER commissioned consultants to consider the issues facing those 
considering investing in the Irish Electricity Market. This report was commissioned 
following the CER’s concerns that the initial strong interest shown in investing in the Irish 
had not materialised. The main findings were that proposals were withdrawn due to: 
“…amongst other matters, failure to secure one or more of the planning permissions, gas 
capacity and grid connections”; another reason cited was the lack of financial institutions’ 
appetite to finance merchant risk. 
 
In the light of the findings and in advance of the requirement under the Minister’s Policy 
Direction of July 1999, the CER has initiated a review of the wholesale trading arrangements 
to be introduced in 2005. The aim of the review is to establish trading arrangements which 
suit the Irish market and that will increase certainty, transparency and liquidity for entrants. 
This review is in its initial stages and the CER has published its first high-level model 
proposals. 
 
In light of the urgency with which additional generation capacity is said to be required by the 
TSO’s forecasts, the CER has proposed further measures to incentives entry. The proposal 
reflects the principles that the CER shall apply when securing additional capacity in 
generation in 2005. The main principles of interest include: the incumbent supplier offering a 
contract to the successful bidder to offer a greater degree of certainty; the contract will not be 
for more than 10years in duration; the contract will be flexible to ensure that it can be 
successfully transferred into the new trading arrangements; and the incumbent generator will 
not bid into the process. 
 
In addition to the above, the CER and Ofreg are also undertaking research into the 
establishment of an ‘all island market’ where both the Northern Ireland and Republic can be 
considered to be a single party and the possibility of further increased interconnection with 
Great Britain. 
 
Distributors 
The Distribution system is made up by the sole incumbent ESB, who is currently the 
distribution asset owner and system operator. It is envisaged that the asset owner will remain 
a monopoly business. 
In accordance with the EU Directive 2003, the system operation function will be separated 
from ownership by 2007. 

 
Main Suppliers 
The main suppliers at retail level currently are: 
The Public Electricity Supplier (PES);  
ESB Independent Energy (ESBIE), 
Energia, 
-Bord Gas, 
Airtricity, 
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In terms of the market composition, PES (which is the ring fenced supply business within 
ESB) has about 68% of the annual energy sales to customers, while about 34% is divided 
between the remaining four retail companies above.  
 
3.  Interconnections development 
 
3.1 Status of interconnections 
 
Ireland is a lightly interconnected market with interconnection with Northern Ireland of a 
275kV line and two 110kV lines. Through agreement, arrangements have been made between 
the TSO and the System Operator of Northern Ireland (SONI) to ensure system security thus 
leaving an allowed transfer capacity of 170MW North-South flow and 70MW South –North 
which is currently set at zero for daytime flows.  
 
The island of Ireland is interconnected to the United Kingdom system in Scotland from 
Northern Ireland via the Moyle interconnector which has a capacity of 500MW. 
 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA 

Louth  Tandragee AC-Double 275kV 600 
Letterkenny Strabane AC-Single* 110kV 126 
Corraclassy Enniskillen AC-Single* 110kV 126 

* Purpose is to provide standby on both sides of the international border in the event of circuit outage. 
 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MVA Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Flagford Srananagh AC-Single 220kV 518 2006 
Srananagh Local Network AC-Single 110kV 

 
126 2006 

Tarbert Tralee No.2 AC-Single 110kV 
 

164 2006 

Banoge Loop-in  AC-Double 110kV 
 

126 2005 

Gorman Loop-in  AC-Double 110kV 126 2005 

Study needs 
Recent reference has been made to a possible double circuit 500kV undersea cable 
interconnection, approx. 75kms. long, between Ireland and Wales. This is at a very 
preliminary stage where the technical and financial justifications have not been concluded. 
The Government has expressed a desire for independent funding for this project, if it is 
decided to proceed.  
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Capital investment in the Transmission and sub-transmission systems has increased 
significantly in recent years as can be seen from Table 6. 
 
 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Transmission System 30.5 30.5 27.9 32.0 90.0 136.0 

Sub-transmission System:       
    110kV substations 10.2 22.4 33.6 33.4 61.4 58.9 
    38kV System 21.1 22.9 22.8 26.3 28.5 27.2 
Total 61.8 75.7 84.2 91.7 179.9 222.1 
Table:  Capital Investment in the Transmission and Sub-transmission systems  
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This increase in expenditure reflects the scale of network reinforcement that has taken place 
during the period.  Individual projects have facilitated the offloading of new power stations, 
including wind farms, increased capacity on the transmission network, voltage enhancement 
at particular locations of the network, reinforcement of the sub-transmission and distribution 
networks and finally refurbishment and up-rating of existing 110kV lines. 
 
A major investment programme is underway to reinforce the Grid in order to meet 
international supply standards. In addition the ESB has made a further submission to the CER 
on accelerating its programme of MV and sub-transmission work which is now being 
considered by CER.   
 
It has been recognised that the networks system is in need of considerable reinforcement and 
upgrading. This is not only to match the increased levels of growth in the consumption of 
electricity but to also match the Government’s own published policy. 
 
The main risks faced by the networks businesses include environmental and financial risks, 
introduced by legislation or regulatory direction.  
 
Conditions for Appraisal, Approval, Funding and Implementation 
 
The CER has accepted the need for major investments in expansion and reinforcements of the 
networks system to ensure that demand growth is met and that system security and reliability 
is maintained in accordance with international standards and practices. Under the price 
control regime ESB submits its proposals for a five-year period for capital investment and 
operating costs.  These proposals are evaluated by CER and a determination made on the 
allowed investments, operating costs and rate of return (currently 6.5%). For distribution, 
network investment is usually made on the basis of the total allowed amount, and individual 
projects are not generally subject to individual approval.  
However, in the case of transmission given the split between the operator and owner, the CER 
has taken a project by project approach.      
 
The allowed amounts for both Transmission and Distribution investment under the 2001–
2005 price controls are shown in Table 7. 
 

Transmission allowed Capex 
2001: €90m; 

2002-2005: €131m per annum 

Programme Approved forecast By CER 
€m. (nominal) 

Distribution Reinforcements 665 
Rural MV/LV Renewal 375 
Replacement 136 
Other 72 
New connections 603 
Total 1851 

 
Investment risks in Networks 
Network investments by regulated businesses across all markets face similar risks which 
include: 

Changes in investment criteria and economic assessment guidelines. These have been internal 
to ESB and they continue to be internal to TSO and are not subject to public scrutiny. 
Environmental assessment guidelines are based on internal procedures and external 
guidelines and legislation. Public scrutiny of the environmental impact and the strength of 
the environmental lobby continue to increase and opposition to overhead lines may 
increase. 

The Transmission Planning Criteria set out the standards that are applied in the planning 
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timeframe. 
Connection charging policy: The first investor must fund a shallow connection.  If there is 

spare capacity in the shallow connection it could be taken up by a subsequent investor. 
First investors may be entitled to a refund if the shallow connection assets are 
subsequently used by a later investor or are subsequently incorporated into the 
transmission system.   

It is Government strategic policy to enhance the infrastructure of the Border, Midland and 
Western (BMW) regions and other locations under the National Development Plan (NDP).   

Rising funding: Regulatory Price Controls by the CER determine the framework for future 
investment over five years, whereas loan terms are well in excess of this period. 

 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The current market in Ireland is fully liberalised in relation to generation. 
 
The networks assets businesses (transmission and distribution), and the transmission system 
operation/market operation business are all presently state controlled. It is currently envisaged 
that this will remain the case for these businesses into the foreseeable future. 
 
The retail market is currently partially liberalised for industrial and commercial customers and 
it is intended that it will be fully liberalised to include all residential customers by 2005. 
 
The price controls for each of the businesses (Generation, Transmission, Distribution and 
Supply) will be reviewed by the CER towards the end of 2004. 
 
 
5. Other 
 
Link  Company 

www.esb.ie ESB 
www.cer.ie Commission for Energy Regulation 
www.eirgrid.com Eirgrid 
www.esbie.ie ESBIE 
www.airtricity.com Airtricity 
www.energia.ie Energia 
www.bordgais.ie Bord Gais 
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NORDEL 
 

DENMARK 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  9433
 Hydro 11
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables 3135
 Total 12579
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal (81%) 27.72
 Hydro 0
 Nuclear 0
 Renewables (wind power – 19%) 6.62
 Total 34.35
Annual consumption, TWh 35 728
Imports, TWh 12 998
Exports, TWh 11 623
Source: Nordel Annual Report and Dansk Energiforsynings statistic 2005 
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
The further improvement of the internal energy market is supported by the transmission 
system operators. Denmark is a fully integrated partner in the Nordic pool system Nord Pool. 
The market opening in Denmark is now unlimited and open for all end consumers. All end 
consumers have been free to trade their consumption, apart from the priority consumption, in 
the market. As of January 1, 2005 end consumers are free to trade their entire consumption in 
the market. 
 
The priority production is defined by law for wind production and small CHP, fuelled by 
biogas. As a special obligation, the TSOs have the balance responsibility for production from 
wind and from units < 5 MW.  
 
The Parliament has passed an amendment to the energy act so that production from wind and 
from units > 5 MW from local CHP will be fully commercial and market based as of January 
1, 2007.  
 
The priority production receives the market price plus a subsidy. This subsidy is financed by 
end consumers from a special PSO-fee. 
 
Denmark is split into two electrically separate areas. From 1 January 2005 there is only one 
TSO, Energinet.dk, in Denmark covering both areas and the new TSO was merged Gastra – 
The Danish gas TSO. The Danish state has taken over the ownership of the TSO, 
Energinet.dk. 
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Generation is connected to the transmission grid, the medium voltage grid and the distribution 
grid. The increase in local renewable and CHP production units has resulted in a situation 
with a major part of the production connected to the lower voltage grid. 
 
There are no plans for new primary conventional units connected to the transmission grid. In 
eastern Denmark one coal fired unit is rebuild to a coal and biomass fired unit to be put into 
operation 2007/2008. In Western Denmark a 200 MW offshore wind farm will be 
commissioned in 2008. In Eastern Denmark a 200 MW offshore wind farm will be 
commissioned in 2009. 
 
There are over 60 network companies, but an ongoing restructuring process will reduce this 
number. 
 
There are a number of market players (traders, producers and buyers). Further information is 
available on the Internet (see below). 
 
 
3. Interconnection Developments 
 
3.1 Status of interconnections 
 
Existing interconnections 

Between And Type Capacity 
Eksport/Import MW 

Denmark West/Energinet.dk Norway/Statnett HVDC 1,000/1000 
Denmark West/Energinet.dk Sweden/Svenska Kraftnät HVDC      630/670 
Denmark West/Energinet.dk Germany/E.ON Netz AC   1,200/800 
Denmark East/Energinet.dk Sweden/Svenska Kraftnät AC 1,750/1,350 
Denmark East/Energinet.dk Germany/Vattenfall Europe HVDC 600/600 
Source: Nordels Energibalance 2008 from October 2006-12-18 
 
 
4. Market structure 
The market structure is based on the Nordic Power Pool Nord Pool. Market rules can be 
found on home pages for Energinet.dk and nordpool.com. 
 
The interconnections between Denmark and Germany are handled in a two stage procedure. 
First a capacity auctioning and afterwards a bilateral trade based on the obtained capacity, see 
home pages for Energinet.dk and E.ON Netz (www.eon-netz.de) 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.energinet.dk Energinet.dk 
www.nordel.org Nordel 

www.nordpool.com Nord Pool, the Nordic Power Exchange 
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FINLAND 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  10847
 Hydro 3017
 Nuclear 2671
 Renewables (Wind) 82
 Total 16617
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 31.8
 Hydro 13.6
 Nuclear 22.3
 Renewables 0.2
 Total 67.9
Annual consumption, TWh 85.0
Imports, TWh 17.9
Exports, TWh 0.9
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Finnish electricity market was gradually opened up for competition with the Electricity 
Market Act (386/1995). Since the autumn of 1998, it has been possible for all electricity 
consumers, including households, to arrange tender competitions for their electricity 
purchases. The electricity market reform aimed to improve efficiency and environmental 
benefits, as the Nordic hydropower capacity is taken into efficient use and the market also 
allows the so-called green electricity trade.  
 
The opening up of the market has strongly influenced the electricity trade. Before the 
opening, distribution electricity installations and large-scale electricity consumers concluded 
long-term delivery contracts on wholesale electricity with electricity producers. Nowadays a 
major part of the wholesale trade in electricity takes place at the Nordic Power Exchange 
Nord Pool, whose ELSPOT market price sets the electricity market price in the Nordic 
countries. Besides the power exchange, electricity is traded on the so-called OTC market and 
directly between the buyer and the seller.  
 
Development of the forms of electricity trade has resulted in variations in the price of 
electricity on the Nordic electricity market according to the hydropower production capacity, 
which is dependent on rains, and to the electricity consumption rate. In addition to physical 
electricity trade, it is possible to buy and sell electricity-related forward contracts at the Nord 
Pool. These forward contracts are used, for example, for controlling the risks of electricity 
trade, when the electricity retailers and large-scale electricity consumers can protect 
themselves against the price variations of market electricity. 
 
The smaller-scale electricity consumers connected to distribution networks, such as small 
enterprises and households, buy their electricity from retailers. The majority of the retailers 
also act at the same time as local distribution network companies, but the buyers of electricity 
are not bound to a local vendor, but can buy their electricity from any vendor they like. 
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2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
Fingrid Oyj is the national grid operator in Finland. The Energy Market Authority controlling 
the Finnish electricity market has placed Fingrid under the so-called system operator 
responsibility. Finngrid maintains the national power balance management and ensures that 
the Finnish power system is maintained and used in a technically appropriate manner. 
Finngrid is also responsible, together with the other Nordic grid operators, for safeguarding 
the necessary reserves for the operation of the power system. Around a hundred regional 
distribution network operators are engaged in electricity transmission in the distribution 
networks. 
 
The electricity network operations are subject to a monopoly and require a grid permit granted 
by the Electricity Market Authority. The Electricity Market Act places equality and 
reasonability requirements on grid operators. 
 
The Ministry of Trade and Industry handles the redemption permit applications concerning 
power lines, and the Government grants the permits. The Ministry of Trade and Industry also 
renders advisory opinions on matters regarding land use and planning related to the permits. 
 
Main generators  
Fortum, Teollisuuden Voima, Pohjolan Voima, Helsingin Energia, Kemijoki, Vaskiluodon 
Voima, Alholmens Kraft, UPM-Kymmene, Stora Enso, Metsä-Botnia 
 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units 
The fifth nuclear unit owned by Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) is under construction. The 
18th Dec 2003 TVO signed contract concerns the delivery of a nuclear power plant unit  
(Olkiluoto 3) with electric output of about 1,600 MW. It will have a pressurised water reactor 
with 4,300 MW thermal power to be delivered by the French-German Framatome ANP.  The 
turbine plant will be based on the German Siemens technology.  The Framatome ANP  
Siemens consortium will supply the nuclear power plant unit as a turnkey delivery.  
 
On 17 Feb 2005 Government granted a construction licence to the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear power 
plant unit. 
 
On 25 Jan 2006 the supplier consortium of the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear power plant unit confirmed 
that the reactor building civil works and the manufacture of certain primary components are 
delayed as compared to the original schedule. Towards the end of 2006 the delay in the 
project schedule has remained unchanged, and is about one year. The new plant unit will 
generate electricity for the very first time at the end of 2009, and commercial operation is to 
start in the second quarter of 2010. 
 
There exists a governmental program to increase renewable power generation (incl. hydro) to 
31 % of power demand by 2010.  
 
Distributors 
Around a hundred regional distribution network operators are engaged in electricity 
transmission in the distribution networks. 
 
Main traders  
Chevys Voiman Ostajat Oy , EGL Nordic AS, Energibolaget i Finland AB, Energiameklarit 
Oy, Fingrid Oyj , Fortum Power and Heat Oy, Fortum Markets Oy, Graninge Kainuu Oy, 
Gyproc Oy, Helsingin Energia, Kaakon Energia Oy, Kuopion Energia, Kymppivoima 
Hankinta Oy, Kaakon Energia Oy , Kainuu Energia Oy, Lahti Energia Oy, Lindex Oy, M-real 
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Oyj, Outokumpu Oyj, PVO-Pool Oy, RAO Nordic Oy, SOK , Station 1 Finland Oy, 
Satapirkan Sähkö Oy, Sempra Energy Europe Ltd, Statkraft SF, Tampereen Sähkölaitos, 
Turku Energia Oy, UPM Kymmene Oy Energia , Vantaan Energia, Vattenfall Sähköntuotanto 
Oy. 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1  Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing international interconnections  

  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Finland  Sweden    
Ossauskoski Kalix AC Single 220 
Petajaskoski Letsi AC Single 400 
Keminmaa Svartby AC Single 400 

1600 Import 
1200 Export 

Rauma Forsmark DC Single 400 550 
Åland / Tingsbacka Sweden / Senneby AC Single 110  80 
Finland / Ivalo Norway / Varangebotn AC Single 220 100 
Finland Russian Federation    
Yllikkala Vyborg AC Double 400 
Kymi Vyborg AC Single 400 

1400 Import 
      0 Export 

Imatra Svetogorsk AC Double 110 100 Import 
Ivalo Kaitakoski AC Single 110  60 Import 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for study 
completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 
Finland / 
Rauma 

Sweden/Finnbo
le 

DC Single 500 600-
800 

2007 2010 

Finland / Kymi 
? 

Russia 
/Kernovo 

DC Double ? 1000 ? ? 

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

From  To Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

 Finland / 
Espoo 

Estonia / Harku DC Single +  150 350 Dec 2006 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The Electricity Market Act defines rules and responsibilities for the operators of the 
transmission and distribution grid systems.  Electricity system operation calls for a licence 
issued by the electricity market authority.  This licence includes among many other issues 
following two obligations:  

 The system operator shall maintain, operate and develop its electricity system and the 
connections to other systems in accordance with its customers' reasonable needs, and 
to secure, for its part, the supply of sufficiently high-standard electricity to its 
customers (obligation to develop the electricity system). 

 On request and against reasonable compensation, the system operator shall connect to 
its system electricity consumption sites and power generating installations meeting 
required technical specifications within its area of operation (obligation to connect). 
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3.3 Main events 
 
No major power outages happened in the power system of Finland in 2005/2006  
 
 
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 

Time

Time of 
delivery

Regulating 
market

Day-ahead 
spot market

Balance 
adjustment 
market

TSO

PX - power exchange
TSO - transmission system operator
OTC - over the counter

PX

OTC

Day 
before 
delivery

Years, months, weeks and days before delivery

Physical derivatives market (physical delivery): 
futures, forwards, options, structured deals

PX: standard contracts

OTC: standard and nonstandard contracts

Market structure in electricity 
trading

Financial derivatives market (financial 
settlement): futures, forwards, options, 
structured deals

PX: standard contracts

OTC: standard and nonstandard contracts

PX

OTC

 
 

Price Form ation in the Spot Market: 
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5. Other 
 

Link  

www.energia.fi/eindex.html 
www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi/eng/index.html 
www.fingrid.com/index_eng.html 
www.nordel.org/eng/index.html 
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NORWAY 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  244
 Hydro 28268
 Nuclear -
 Renewables (wind) 281
 Total 28793
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 0.976
 Hydro 136.465
 Nuclear -
 Renewables (wind) 0.507
 Total 137.948
Annual consumption, TWh 125.908
Imports, TWh 3.652
Exports, TWh 15.692
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The integrated Nordic electricity market is today better functioning than any other regional 
market for electricity in the world. Norway is part of this market and hence the Norwegian 
market is well functioning, too. This was also stated in the preliminary reports from EU and 
ESA (EFTA Surveillance Authority) on the energy sector inquiries carried out in 2005. 
 
However, it is the aim of the electricity industry in Norway to contribute to further developing 
this market, especially with respect to harmonised handling of bottlenecks and common rules 
on how to procure reserve capacity. This aim is also shared by the electricity industry in the 
other Nordic countries.  
 
Nordic Energy Ministers stated in 2005 the aim of developing a common Nordic retail  
market for electricity. This vision is also shared by the electricity industry in Norway. 
 
Norway has not fully adopted EU's Emission Trading Directive, but the Norwegian legislation 
is as close to this directive that emission allowances freely can be traded between Norway and 
the EU Member States. However, a formal decision has now been taken to fully implement 
the EU Directive. 
 
One of the hottest political debates in Norway the last years has been whether the ownership 
of Norwegian hydro power shall revert to the State or not. It has, however, turned out to be 
impossible to find a political agreement on a solution which creates «a level playing ground» 
to both private and public owners, as required by ESA. The Norwegian Government has 
therefore decided not to make any changes of the law from 1917. This decision will most 
likely lead up to a legal case at the EFTA court of Justice. 
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The Norwegian Regulator has started to finalise a new regulatory framework for economical 
control and regulation of the network monopolies, which shall come into force on 1 January 
2007.  
 
There has been a stand still throughout 2005 for the earlier notified system for «Green 
Certificates» for new renewable production capacity. It has been the intention that the 
Norwegian system should be compatible with the Swedish system, and thus create a common 
Norwegian/Swedish market for such certificates. However, early 2006 the Norwegian 
Government announced that this goal could not be achieved  and now looks for other «and 
more effective mechanisms» for renewable support. The Norwegian electricity industry 
regrets this decision strongly. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
Statnett SF is responsible for construction and operation of the central grid, and operates the 
whole of this facility. As the transmission system operator (TSO) in Norway, Statnett is also 
responsible for short- and long-term coordination. This means that it coordinates the operation 
of the entire Norwegian power supply system to ensure the amount of electricity generated 
equals consumption at all times. The Statnett SF state enterprise owns 87 per cent of the 
central grid. Statnett is responsible on a continuous basis for identifying and developing the 
instruments required to maintain a moment-to. moment balance between supply and demand 
at times when electricity supply is very tight. In addition, Statnett plays a central role in the 
development and operation of transmission connections to other countries. 
 
Main generators  
The decision has  now been formally taken to build the first gas fired power plant in Norway 
and the work has started (Kårstø, 420 MW in operation 2007). 
During the year two new wind power farms have been put into operation. 
More wind power has been decided and altogether 230 MW new hydro power will be 
developed in 2006-2007. 
The five biggest power producers in Norway are. 

 Statkraft AS 35.9 TW h,  8677 MW, market share 30% 
 BKK Produksjon AS 6.9 TW h,  1612 MW, 5.8% 
 Norsk Hydro AS 6.9 TW h,  1527 MW. 5.8% 
 E-CO Vannkraft AS 6.8 TW h, 1887 MW, 5.6% 
 Lyse produksjon AS 5.9  TW h, 1544 MW, 4.9% 

 
Distributors 
Grid companies may own a local, regional or parts of the central grid. A total of 176 
companies are engaged in grid management and operation at one or more levels. Of these, 47 
are pure grid companies. Most grid companies are wholly or partly owned by local 
authorities. 
 
Main traders & other players 
The 10 largest traders in Norway are ranked by supply: Statkraft AS, Norsk Hydro 
Produksjon AS, Fjordkraft AS, Hafslund Strøm AS, LOS AS, Lyse AS, Troms Kraft Marked 
AS; Nord-Trøndelag Elektrisitetsverk FKF, Norske Shell AS and Fortum Markets AS. 
 
 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
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Existing interconnections 

From To U [kV] Cap* [MVA]
Norway Denmark West 
Kraistiansand  Tjele  HVDC 1040
Norway Finland 
Varangerboth Fingrid 220 AC 120  100
Norway Sweden 

Sildvik  Tornehamn 132 AC 120/50*

Ofoten  Ritsem 400 AC 700/1350*

Rössåga  Ajaure 220 AC 415
Nea  Järpströmmen 275 AC 600
Eidskog Charlottenberg 132 AC 100
Hasle/Halden  Borgvik /Skogssäter 400 AC 2200
*)  Exports/Imports 
 
Planned interconnections 
Statnett has applied for a licence by Norway’s Ministry of Petroleum and Energy to organise 
and conduct exchange of power between Norway and the Netherlands. Such licence will 
permit construction of the NorNed cable by the two countries’ transmission system operators. 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 
The liberalisation process opens up new opportunities for Norway with a view to increasing 
value creation in the Norwegian power system through increased power trade with the 
Continent. In addition to the NorNed project, Statnett wishes to establish a minimum of 600-
1200 MW new cable capacity to other countries and 600 MW further HVDC cable capacity to 
Denmark is assumed as a first step. 
 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
The NorNed Project: 
Feda, Norway to Eemshaven, The Netherlands, HVDC, 450 kV, 700 MW (2007) 
 
Nea- Järpströmmen upgrade: 
Nea, Norway to Järpströmmen, Sweden upgrade from 300 kV to 420 kV. 
 
Internally: The biggest challenges in developing the main grid the coming years are 
associated with: 

 Consumption increase in Central Norway (county of Møre og Romsdal) 
 Plans for larger amounts of wind power production in Northern Norway 
 Supply to Bergen area 
 Security og electricity supply 

Several projects are underway to cover this by increasing utilisation of the existing system 
and expansion of transmission facilities (voltage upgrade and new power lines) 
 
3.2. Network development plan 
 
Statnett has worked out a grid development plan 2005-2020 being the reference for getting the 
permissions from the Regulator and the Ministry step by step. A close co-operation within the 
Nordic system by NORDEL, is a part of this together with relevant authorities and TSOs 
outside the Nordic system 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
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The power supply in Norway is regulated by the Energy Act. Market based power trading is 
one of the principles incorporated in this statute. Similar legislation is found in Sweden, 
Denmark and Finland. The Nordic countries form a common power market, which also links 
to Russia, Germany and Poland. 
 
The power market is divided into wholesale and end user segments. Electricity is traded 
bilaterally between different market players and in the market organised by the Nord Poll 
Nordic power exchange. A number of companies’ broker standard bilateral contracts, but 
growing proportion of contracts is traded in Nord Pool's markets. Bilateral contracts still have 
the largest market share. 
 
Nord Pool's products are divided into three principal categories: the physical market, financial 
market and clearing. 
 
Physical trade between the Nordic countries is based on Nord Pool's electricity market. 
However, financial contracts may also be concluded bilaterally between players in the various 
countries. Nord Pool offers trading in forward contracts and settlement to exchange members 
in the financial market. 
 
In 2005 contracts worth NOK 399 billion were traded and cleared by Nord Pool. 
 
As the first exchange in the world, Nord Pool opened on 11 February 2005 for trading in 
release rights (CO2). 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.statnett.no Statnett SF 
www.nordel.org NORDEL 
www.nordpool.com Nord Pool 
www.odin.dep.no Ministry of Oil and Energy 
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SWEDEN 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data*(year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW [1] 
 Thermal Conventional* 4984
 Hydro 16150
 Nuclear 8961
 Renewables 3117
 Total 33212
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh [2] 
 Thermal* 3.9
 Hydro 72.1
 Nuclear 69.5
 Renewables** 9.2
 Total 157.7
Annual consumption, TWh [2] 147.3
Imports, TWh [2]*** 14.6
Exports, TWh [2] 22.0
[1] Values denote brute power at generator mains. 
[2] Values denote net energy at substation –i.e., consumption at power stations are netted. 
* Including renewable biomass 
** Excluding renewable biomass and hydro. Also all hydro generation and parts of Conventional Thermal (5.0 TWh) is 
renewable 
*** Import / export include also all transits through Sweden 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.2  Main actors 
 
TSO 
The Swedish national electricity grid is state owned and operated by Svenska Kraftnät 
(280 employees), and is basically comprised of 400 kV and 220 kV power lines 
switchyards and transformer stations and foreign links for AC and DC. The total 
power-line length is approximately 15,000 km. 
 
Main generators 
Available capacity (MW) January 2006 

Company Name Hydro 
Power 

Nuclear Power Wind Power Other Thermal Total 

Vattenfall AB  7 968  4602 26 1251 13903 
E.ON Sverige AB 2746 2584 19 1720 7092 
Fortum Power and 
Heat 

3129 16666 0 1442 6238 

Skellefteå Kraft AB  674  62 0 69 805 
Svenska Kraftnät  0  0 0 640  640 
Statkraft Sverige 
AB 

281 0 0 0 281 

Tekniska Verken 
Linköping 

91 0 0 165 256 

Jämtkraft AB 210 0 1 45 256 
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Number of distributors 
There are 168 local grid companies in Sweden. The sizes of these companies’ electricity grids 
vary tremendously. The smallest company has about 3 km of power lines, while the largest 
has more than 115,000 km. 
 
The Largest Distributors 
Company Number of customers 
E.On Sverige AB 1150002 
Vattenfall AB 918759 
Fortum Power and Heat 855084 
Göteborg Energi AB 277278 
Lunds Energikoncernen AB 105724 
Mälarenergi AB 100593 
Tekniska verken i Linköping AB 88961 
Skellefteå Kraft AB 65356 
Öresundskraft AB 64320 
Jämtkraft AB  61275 
Source: Svensk Energi (2006) 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1  Status of international  interconnections 
 
Existing Interconnections 
From  To  U [kV]  Cap. to Sweden 

[MVA] 
Cap. from Sweden 

[MVA] 
Sweden  Denmark    
Göteborg Vester Hassing 250 HVDC  290 270 
Lindome Vester Hassing 285 HVDC 380 360 
Mörarp 1 og 2 Teglstrupgård 132 AC    
Söderåsen Gørløsegård 400 AC 1350 1750 
Söderåsen Hovegård 400 AC   
Borrby Hasle (Bornholm) 60 AC 60 60 
Sweden Finland    
Kalix Ossauskoski 220 AC    
Letsi Petäjäskoski 400 AC 1600 1200 
Svartbyn Keminmaa 400 AC   
Forsmark Raumo 400 HVDC 550 550 
Senneby Tingsbacka (Åland) 110 AC 80 80 
Sweden  Norway    
Tornehamn  Sildvik  132 AC    
Ritsem  Ofoten  400 AC    
Ajaure  Rössåga  220 AC  1000 1300 
Järpströmmen  Nea  275 AC    
Linnvasselv Tunnsjö 66 AC 50 50 
Höljes Lutufallet 132 AC 40 20 
Charlottenberg  Eidskog  132 AC  100 100 
Borgvik Hasle 400 AC    
Skogssäter Halden 400 AC 2150 2150 
Sweden  Germany    
Västra Kärrstorp Herrenwyk 450 DC  390 460 
Sweden  Poland    
Stärnö Slupsk  450 DC  600 600 
* To Sweden 
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Reinforcement plans 
The three most important cross-sections with connections to Sweden have been pointed out 
by Nordel to be expanded: 

 Between Central Sweden and Southern Sweden 
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 Fenno-Skan interconnection between Finland and Sweden 
 Nea-Järpströmmen cross-section between Norway and Sweden 

 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Structure of the Electricity Market 
 

 
Figure: Structure of the Electricity Market 
 
Sellers and buyers of electricity are linked together economically in a chain of contracts from 
the generator to the end user. Physical delivery is channelled through the grid, regional 
network and local network. 
 
There are three levels of responsibility for the balance on the Swedish electricity market. On 
the national level, Svenska Kraftnät is responsible for the balance of the entire electricity 
system, under the Electricity Act. This means that the Balance Service maintains the 
electricity balance between production and consumption on an instantaneous – or minute-by-
minute - basis. The Balance Service also collaborates with similar functions in Norway, 
Finland and Denmark. By monitoring and, when required, correcting imbalances between the 
Nordic countries, the system operators can ensure that each country is doing its fair share of 
the necessary joint regulation work. The second level of responsibility consists of the balance 
providers, which are obligated under the Balance Obligation Agreement to maintain their 
company balances on an hourly basis. On the third level of responsibility, we find the great 
majority of players - the electricity suppliers who supply electricity to consumers, or those 
who are consumers themselves. The players who have not signed a Balance Obligation 
Agreement with Svenska Kraftnät, has to enter into an agreement with a balance provider 
who will then manage the balance on their behalf. 
 
Bids for balance regulation are arranged in order of price and form a "staircase" for each hour 
of operation. When central measures are subsequently required to adjust the electricity 
balance, the balance service activates the most favourable bid. This regulation using manual 
interventions is combined with the automatic frequency controlled regulation of the 
generators at certain power stations. Svenska Kraftnät purchases such regulating power, via 
weekly and 24-hour contracts, from electricity producers that have these possibilities. 
 
At the end of each hour, the regulation price is determined in accordance with the most 
expensive taken during downward regulation (the balance measure taken during upward 
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regulation (the balance service purchases electricity), or the cheapest measure service sells 
electricity), used during the hour. This final regulation price applies to all those selected to 
regulate the balance upwards or downwards. 
 
 
5.  Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.nordpool.com Nordpool 
www.svenskenergi.se Svensk Energi (Swedenergy) 
www.svk.se Svenska Kraftnät 
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Baltic States 
 

ESTONIA 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  2252.8
 Hydro 4.7
 Nuclear -
 Renewables 37
 Total 2294.5
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal (including other small types) 9.862
 Hydro 0.032 
 Nuclear -
 Renewables 0.055
 Total 9.949
Annual consumption, TWh 6.914
Imports, GWh 0.345
Exports, GWh 1.894
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The biggest event was the launch of the construction of the Estonian-Finnish undersea cable 
Estlink. It is the first step in connecting Estonia with the European power system. The Estlink 
cable will enable Eesti Energia to trade in the Nordic electricity market. It is estimated that 
the cable will make possible sales of up to 2 TWh per year of electricity to Finland. 
 
The shutdown of one of the units of the Ignalina nuclear power plant provided Estonia with 
the opportunity to enter the Lithuanian electricity market and to export electric energy to 
Lithuania. With the completion of the two new fluidised bed technology-based power blocks 
in Narva, the focus of the Eesti Energia investment activities was turned from generation to 
network development. 
 
New common study for new possible nuclear power plant in Baltic States has begun. 
 
TSO National Grid (OÜ Põhivõrk) commenced the extension of the 330 kV Harku substation, 
which is an important junction in the Balto-Scandic Estlink connection. TSO also started the 
construction of the 330 kV Balti-Kiisa overhead power line, which will be completed in 
autumn 2006. 
 
Several important projects were completed by TSO in the financial year. TSO renovated the 
110 kV distribution board of the Tartu substation, the 110 kV Allika substation, the 110 kV 
Valga substation and the 330 kV Rakvere substation. We also renovated the 110 kV 
Tõnismäe-Endla and Tõnismäe-Elektrijaama cable lines. 
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2.2 Main actors 
 
Concerning the state owned sector, Eesti Energy AS is owner of owner of TSO National 
Grid); majority of distribution network (OÜ Jaotusvõrk), main power plants (Narva Power 
Plants and Iru Power Plant ), oil-shale mining and treatment(AS Eesti Põlevkivi) and some 
other companies( Telecommunications network etc. 
There are two private distribution networks owners: Fortum (in Viimsi region and west part of 
Estonia) and AS Narva Elektrivõrgud (east part of Estonia). Also there are some local CHP 
owners and as well private RES producers (major boost among the wind and CHP plants 
developers/owners). 
 
Transmission system operator 
In Estonia, transmission network is operated by TSO National Grid (OÜ Põhivõrk) and 100% 
owned by Eesti Energia AS. TSO has responsibility to assure the access to the transmission 
network of new producers, new high voltage consumers and distribution companies. 
TSO develops his network to ensure connected consumers, producers and other network 
managers’ legitimate/sufficient needs. 
 
Main generators  
Electricity generation is concentrated into two oil shale fuelled power stations in Narva 
region: Eesti and Balti power plants. These plants were designed to supply northwest region 
of USSR. During soviet regime approximately 50% of electricity was exported. 
 
The Estonian oil shale power plants are 21-45 years old. Their basic equipment is very close 
to the operation time limit and in next 5-15 years they must be either properly reconstructed 
or closed. In addition, new generating capacity is needed. The structure of the generating units 
needs also improvement as the existing units were designed to cover the base load. 
 
Eesti Energia AS owns presently five thermal power plants. These are: Balti power plant (PP), 
Eesti PP, Iru PP, Ahtme CHP and Kohtla-Järve CHP. Currently power plants owned by Eesti 
Energia AS, produces 97% of total Estonian electricity production. Whereby, almost 90% of 
electricity is produced by condensation aggregates in Eesti PP and Balti PP (Narva 
Elektrijaamade AS). 
 
Eesti and Balti PP will stay as two major energy producers in Estonia. There is ongoing 
development of new technology for oil-shale combustion. Two energy units (brut capacity 
2*215 MW, net capacity 2*190 MW) in Eesti and in Balti power plant are modified. Base 
load and half peak-load are suitable to cover with condensation aggregates. Condensation 
aggregates can work under constant load or they can react quickly for relatively leisurely load 
changes. There is not possible to cut grand condensation aggregates just for the peak load 
duration. 
 
For ensuring Tallinn district with electricity during the next couple of years, 200 MW 
combined-cycle unit to Iru CHP. Usable fuel should be natural gas. 
 
In the future, there is possibility to build two Large CHP plants in Estonia. Potential usable 
fuels are natural gas, black coal and nuclear fuel. 
 
Using natural gas, the threshold question is future natural gas prices as well as its possible 
security of supply problems. Such power plant should be situated on near gas-pipe routes, 
primarily near Tallinn. Another possibility is Tartu. 
 
Speaking about black coal, its advantage is stable price and wide availability. Possible 
locations for such new power plant are primarily seaport towns like Tallinn and Paldiski. 
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New coal or natural gas power plants capacity could be 500-1000 MW. 
 
Building a nuclear power plant is most problematic for mankind because of diffusive 
preconceptions and a big issue remains the plant possible location. The most feasible location 
should be Paldiski district and its capacity could be 600-1500 MW. 
 
On the assumption of necessity, the objective is to cover all regions load from local power 
plants (local CHPs). Besides, power production dispersing and different fuels usage is 
presumed (renewable energy interaction). 
 
Distributors 
There are three distribution companies in Estonia: OÜ Jaotusvõrk, which is owned by Eesti 
Energia and it is assigned the task of distributing electricity to the final consumer via the 35 
kV low-voltage and medium-voltage network and of managing these networks; Fortum (owns 
and operates networks in Western Estonia and in area of Viimsi peninsula) and Narva 
Elektrivõrgud (East part of Estonia, now owned by Viru Keemia Grupp). 
 
Main traders & other players 
The Three main traders in the Estonian energy sector are Eesti Energia, Fortum and Narva 
Elektrivõrgud. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
Estonia is ready to establish new interconnection with Finland (HVDC sea cable Estlink, 350 
MW) by the end of 2006. Possible new interconnections with Finland (Estlink 2 etc.) are 
under discussion. Possible new interconnection between Estonia-Latvia with 330 kV power 
line from Sindi to Riga CHP-2 is also under discussion. 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Estonia and Russia are connected with 3x 330 kV lines; Estonia and Latvia are connected 
with 2 lines. One 330 kV line (Eesti PP – Pskov SS) is connected loose. Majority of 220 kV 
systems will soon be replaced with 110 kV or 330 kV grids. The most necessary 330 kV grid 
renovations are planned to be completed before 2010 (table 1.1). Estonian 110-330 kV grid 
condition is sufficient. Estonian has a very good interconnection with Russia and sufficient 
interconnection with Latvia. 
 
Existing interconnections  

FROM (BG) TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Tartu  (Tsirguliina) - Valmeira 2*AC-400 330  
Eesti power plant (PP) Tsrguliina 2*AC-400 330  
Tsirguliina Valmeira 2*AC-400 330  
Balti PP Leningradskaja ACO*600x2 330  
Eesti PP  Kingisep 2*AC-300 330  

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

Kiisa  Bakti PP ACSR-402/52 330  December 2006 
Harku Espoo DC 150 350 November 2006 
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Future projected interconnections 
There are no projected interconnections ahead. 
 
Network development plan 
According to economic growth, demand forecasts, different scenarios of location of 
interconnections and power plants, it is necessary to increase transmission capacity to major 
consumption regions (regions Tallinn, Tartu, Pärnu). 
 
According to the development plan for 110-330 kV transmission grids (TSO), it is a basic 
recommendation to construct Tartu-Sindi-Harku 330 kV power ring according to the 
following steps: 

 Section Tartu-Viljandi (primarily on 110 kV voltage level) by 2010 
 Section Viljandi-Sindi (on 330 kV voltage level) by 2013 
 Section Sindi-Harku according to the foundation of power plants in Pärnu and Tallinn 

and second interconnection between Estonia and Finland (roughly after 2017). 
 
Construction of the Tartu -(Viljandi)- Sindi -(Lihula)- Harku 330 kV transmission line 
enables to construct 330 kV substations in Viljandi, in Lihula and Paldiski if required. This 
new line enables also to use full export capacity of Estlink.  
 
From existing substations,  Aruküla 220 kV substation will be transferred to 330 kV after 
drain of residual life-time of 220 kV transmission line (roughly 2013-2014). 
 
By the end of period after drain of residual lifetime,  most of existing 330 kV transmission 
lines has to be reconstructed to larger cross-section (3x 400 mm2), which ensures essentially 
larger transmission capacity. 
 
According to demand growth and connection of customers, it is necessary to install in 330 kV 
substations additional power transformers (in Harku, Aruküla, Sindi, Balti and Püssi 
substations) and replace existing power transformers with powerful ones (in Tartu and Sindi 
substations. 
 
Every year, TSO puts together a so-called “ Development plan of the transmission network”. 
This document includes the National Grid network planning for next 7 years and it is based on 
a forecast of the energy demand in the next 7 years. This document is submitted to the 
Estonian Energy Market Inspectorate (EMI). EMI will evaluate the report and if deficiencies 
are found, EMI enters a writ for National Grid.  
 
This framework document is also the official development program followed by the  National 
Grid observes when building new substation/power line or renovating old ones. 
 
As the use of renewable energy is gaining ground all over the world, the Estonian energy 
sector will have to make huge investments in environment-friendly  technology in the coming 
years. 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
The biggest event was the launch of construction of the Estonian-Finnish undersea cable 
Estlink. It is the first step in connecting Estonia with the European power system. The Estlink 
cable will enable Eesti Energia to trade in the Nordic electricity market. It is estimated that 
the cable will make possiblesales of up to 2 TWh per year of electricity to Finland. 
 
The shutdown of one of the units of the Ignalina nuclear power plant provided Estonia with 
the opportunity to enter the Lithuanian electricity market and to export electric energy to 
Lithuania. With the completion of the two new fluidised bed technology-based power blocks 
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in Narva, the focus of the Eesti Energia investment activities was turned from generation to 
network development. 
 
TSO commenced the extension of the 330 kV Harku substation, which is an important 
junction in the Balto-Scandic Estlink connection. TSO also started the construction of the 330 
kV Balti-Kiisa overhead power line, which will be completed in autumn 2006. 
 
Several important projects were completed by TSO in the financial year. We renovated the 
110 kV distribution board of the Tartu substation, the 110 kV Allika substation, the 110 kV 
Valga substation and the 330 kV Rakvere substation. We also renovated the 110 kV 
Tõnismäe-Endla and Tõnismäe-Elektrijaama cable lines. 
 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
There is no yet appropriate energy agency established in Estonia. Responsibility for the 
drafting and the implementation of the energy policy in Estonia lies within the Ministry of 
Economic Affaires and Communication. The supervisory role is set on Energy Market 
Inspectorate 
The energy business is definitely a global business. The European Union has established the 
liberation of the power market as one of its goals and Estonia, as Member State, must follow. 
The closest free electricity markets to Estonia are the NordPool – very attractive future market 
for Estonia. 
AS Eesti Energy AS is responsible for planning for IPP-s, where  planning depending on their 
own needs  and implementation feasibility, it must considers the rules entrenched in existing 
Energy Acts: 

 Electricity Market Act of Estonia; 
 National Grid Code; 
 Long-term development plan for the Estonian Fuel and Energy Sector up to 2015 

(vision up to 2030); 
 National Energy Conservation Program and Action Plan for Energy Conservation; 
 National Environmental Strategy; 
 Electricity sector development plan up to 2015. 

 
Estonian energy sector legislation overview and as well all legal documents can be found at 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication homepage: 
http://www.mkm.ee/index.php?id=11407 
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LATVIA 

 
 
1. Basic Capacity, Generation and Consumption Data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW (net values) 
 Thermal  565.0
 Hydro 1545.8
 Nuclear -
 Renewables 36.5
 Total 2147.3
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 1.335
 Hydro 3.294
 Nuclear -
 Renewables 0.095
 Total 4.723
Annual consumption4, TWh 6.871
Imports5, TWh 5.087
Exports, TWh 2.940
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The dominant role in Latvian electricity market is played by AS Latvenergo, which is the 
holding company, comprised of several subsidiaries, business units and joint stock companies, 
responsible and licensed for electricity (2070 MWel) and heat (1610 MWth) production, 
transmission, distribution and trading, as well as for telecommunication business. In addition, 
in the electricity sector there are about 15 other companies, which have trading licences, 8 
companies, which were licensed for distribution services and about 205 small electricity 
producers (total 135 MWel). In the Latvian electricity market AS Latvenergo have a share of 
about 65%-70% in generation business and 98%-99% in power supply.  
 
The creation of market conditions in electricity sector is one of the priorities of the 
Government of Latvia. For the electricity supply sector this means that the electricity energy 
market in Latvia must be opened gradually and work in accordance with the provisions of the  
Directive 2003/54/EC of 26 June 2003, which concerns common rules for the internal market 
in electricity (so called IEM directive).  
 
To ensure independence of the TSO and guarantee non-discriminatory access to the 
transmission grid, the new directive requires at least legal independence of the TSO as 
provided by the status of a legal person by 1 July 2004. Latvia has fulfilled this obligation on 
8 June 2005, when AS Augstsprieguma tīkls, 100% owned by AS Latvenergo was 
established.  
 
The reorganisation of seven regional electricity distribution subsidisers of AS Latvenergo into 
legally independent joint stock company AS Sadales tīkls is on the way and is scheduled to be 
completed by 1 July 2007. The company will be 100% owned by AS Latvenergo.  
                                                      
4  Annual net electricity consumption, including end-user consumption and electricity losses in networks, but excluding self 

consumption of power plants. 
5  Imports-exports: physical power flows in the system. 
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The biggest challenges of this reorganisation process are the separation of trading and system 
operator functions, as well as the creation of one company from seven regional utilities.  
 
Generation and trading are the business units of the holding company AS Latvenergo. 
 
According to the Section 20.1 of the Energy Law of Latvia: 

 Being a national economy object of State importance, the stock company Latvenergo 
shall not be privatised. All stocks of the stock company Latvenergo are the property 
of the State, and they are not to be privatised or alienated.   

 The Pļaviņi, Ķeguma and Rīga hydroelectric power plants on the River Daugava, the 
Rīga 1 and 2 thermal power plants, electricity transmission networks, and existing 
electricity distribution and telecommunications networks, and equipment in the 
ownership of the stock company Latvenergo may not be utilised as a pledge for the 
provision of credit or the securing of other liabilities, and these objects as not to be 
privatised property may be transferred and be the property or in the possession of 
only such a capital company where all the capital shares are the property of the stock 
company Latvenergo and which may not be privatised or alienated.  

 If the stock company Latvenergo is reorganised, the newly established holder of the 
right shall be a successor in rights and obligations of the stock company Latvenergo 
and the provisions referred to in Paragraph one and two of this Section shall apply 
thereto. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
AS Augstsprieguma tīkls  
 
Main generators  
The main generators remain Plavinas HPP, Kegums HPP and Riga HPP with a total installed 
capacity around 1500. In addition to this is Riga 1 CHP with 150 CCGT and the construction 
of with 270MW GT plus 150MW ST at Riga 2 CHP is just started and is planned to finish in 
2008 
 
Latvian power system is the system with power capacity deficit. This is mainly associated 
with unpredictable output of hydro generation. 
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Nowadays, the installed net generation capacity of Latvian power system is approximately 
2150 MW, while peak electricity demand in 23rd January 2006 was 1420 MW.  
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Large power plants 
Name Start of operation Number of units Power Capacity6, MW 
Plavinas HPP 1965-1966 10 860 
Kegums HPP-1 1939.  

(1947-1953) 
4 71 

Kegums HPP-2 1979 3 190 
Riga HPP 1974-1975 6 399 
Riga CHP-1 2005 3 144 
Riga CHP-2 1975-1979 4 356 
Total  30 2020 
 
Distributed resources: 
Type Number of plants Power Capacity, MW 
Hydro 149 25.8 
Wind 16 26.4 
Sewage gas 1 2.1 
Landfill gas 2 5.5 
Biomass 4 2.6 
Cogeneration 32 65.0 
Total 196 127.4 
 
During the winter maximum periods, the loading of Daugava hydro power plants (with 
installed capacity 1535 MW) is only 300-500 MW, while Riga thermal power plants are 
loaded at approximately 400-450 MW, distributed generation gives not more than 50 MW. It 
means that during winter maximum, Latvian power system is not sufficient in terms of power 
generation capacity. Import supplies on average provide 400-800 MW. 
 
During the flood period (in spring) the situation is quite different. Hydro power plants are 
operated at nominal capacity (1300-1500 MW), thus Latvia manage to export approximately 
up to 700-800 MW. 
 
Plus information about “Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units” 

Name of power station maximum 
output 
MW 

Category (*) 
 

Date of commissioning or 
shutdown 

Riga CHP-1* 144 Fossil fuel power plant (CCGT CHP, 
gas) November 2005 

Imanta CHP* 45 Fossil fuel power plant (CCGT CHP, 
gas) October 2006 

Wind parks** 140 Renewable energy sources 2007 – 2010 
Biomass CHP plants** 40 Renewable energy sources 2007 – 2010 
New unit in  
Riga CHP-2*** 410 Fossil fuel power plant (CCGT CHP, 

gas) June-July 2008 

Old unit in  
Riga CHP-2 100 Fossil fuel power plant (extraction 

steam CHP, gas) June-July 2008 (shutdown) 

Old unit in  
Riga CHP-2 56 Fossil fuel power plant (extraction 

steam CHP, gas) June-July 2008 (shutdown) 

Kurzeme coal  
power plant ***** 400 Fossil fuel power plant (coal power 

plant, CFB or PCC) 2012 – 2015 

Baltic nuclear power plant 
(Latvian share) 400-600 Nuclear energy 2017 – 2025 

*  - already commissioned 
**  - to meet RES-E targets in accordance with 2001/77/EC. Investment support schemes. 
*** - under construction 
**** - possible capacity of gas turbines for balancing and  reserve purposes (not decided) 
***** - coal power plant in the Western part of Latvia (Liepaja or Ventspils) for diversification. Pre-feasibility study was 
conducted (not decided) 
 

                                                      
6 net 
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Jointly with Eesti Energia and Lietuvos energija Latvenergo performs pre-feasibility study for 
new nuclear power plant in Ignalina that could be joint project for all three Baltic states. The 
possible size of the power plant will be determined during these pre-feasibility studies. 
 
Distributors 
Largest distribution company: 
AS Sadales tīkls that is created by merging seven regional Latvenergo distribution companies. 
Planned that legally will b come independent from Latvenergo in 2007. Some really small 
players like “Vats” and “LDz” are around. 
 
Main traders 
Main trader is Latvenergo that at present plays role of the Public trader as well and in addition 
has shares in the Estlink (Nordlink). Some smaller traders like “BALTENERGOTRADE” are 
around but majority of the still not participate in the electricity market. 
 
Other players 
According to the Section 33 of Electricity Market Law: 
One public trader shall operate in the territory of Latvia, and it shall be established by a 
merchant who has a distribution licence with the largest area of operation in Latvia and whose 
number of users connected to the networks thereof is the largest in Latvia. 
 
The mentioned merchant is AS Latvenergo. 
 
A public trader shall have the following duties: 

 to supply electricity to all associated users  throughout the territory of Latvia. 
 The public trader shall supply electricity to the associated users, who are connected to 

a network of a distribution system operator – the establisher of the public trader – in 
accordance with the procedures specified by the Cabinet. The public trader shall 
ensure the electricity supply of the associated users connected to the networks of 
other distribution system operators by selling the volume necessary for the supply of 
such associated users to the relevant distribution system operator; 

 to procure electricity produced in the co-generation process in accordance with the 
procedures specified in Section 28 of this Law; 

 to procure electricity, which is produced by using renewable energy resources, in 
accordance with the procedures specified in Sections 29 and 30 of this Law; 

 to procure electricity necessary for the supply of the associated users; 
 to procure electricity in accordance with the procedures specified in Section 24 of this 

Law;  
 to fulfil the duties of the final guaranteed supplier. 

 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From  To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Latvia Estonia AC, single, L301 330 550 
Latvia Estonia AC, single, L351 330 730 
Latvia Russia AC, single, L309 330 690 
Latvia Lithuania AC, single, L457 330 290 
Latvia Lithuania AC, single, L316 330 570 
Latvia Lithuania AC, single, L324 330 540 
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Latvia Lithuania AC, single, L451 330 860 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 

Latvia Estonia AC or DC, 
single 330 600-

1000 2007 2012-2020 

 
Future projected interconnections 
There was an idea of considering the HVDC submarine interconnection between Latvia and 
Sweden via Gotland island. So called GOTLINK project. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
In the concept of the Latvian power systems development for 2025 the following projects for 
transmission system were mentioned: 

 AC or DC line or cable 330 kV Latvia – Estonia; 
 New 330 kV loop Grobiņa-Ventspils-Tume-Imanta with construction of substations 

of Venspils un Tume; 
 New line 330 kV Rēzekne-Gulbene; 
 330 kV substation for reconstructed Riga 2 CHP with new generators; 
 New 110kV substations in Riga’s area. 

 
3.2 Main events 
 
No major outages in the transmission grid during the year. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
Opening up of the market in Latvia is to be implemented in several stages, in accordance with 
the Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers on eligible customers for electricity (21 
September 1999). The stages are described in the table below. 
 
Threshold for eligible consumers (share of the market) Year of implementation 
Market opening 2000 
>100 GWh annually (5%) 2000–2001 
>40 GWh annually (13%) 2002 
>20 GWh annually (19%) 2003 
>1 GWh annually (45%) until 30th June 2004 
All non-household consumers (75%) 2004–2007 
All consumers After 1st July 2007 
 
The Electricity market law was approved on 25 May 2005. It stipulates the relationships 
between market participants and system operators, their rights and responsibilities, defines the 
main principles of trading, public service obligations, power system auxiliary services, 
authorisation procedure for new generation and transmission capacity, change of supplier, etc.  
 
The secondary legislation - Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers, which consider detailed 
procedures of electricity trading, balancing and auxiliary services, power purchase from 
supported generation, as well as tariff methodologies, which support the Electricity market 
law are still under development or approval. 
 
At this stage the electricity market model of Latvia assumes the existence of eligible and non-
eligible consumers. Non-eligible consumers are supplied by the Public Trader at regulated 
end-user tariffs, while eligible consumers could have a right to enter into the bilateral 
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agreement with traders or directly with power producers (after obtaining of trading license) 
and pay system operators for their services. 
 
At the moment approximately 75% of consumers are eligible. By 1 July 2007 all the 
consumers will have a right to be eligible. However, up until  now,  none of eligible 
consumers have used their right to change supplier. In this case,  the Public Trader supplies 
them at regulated tariffs. 
 
The public Trader is obliged to purchase the public service obligations – supported generation 
(cogeneration and renewable) at regulated feed-in tariffs, which are higher, than prices in the 
wholesale markets. All consumers must compensate Public Trader expenses, associated with 
these obligations. 
 
The Regulator (Public Utility Commission) set the prices for eligible consumers and for 
supported generation. Latvian Grid Code is stipulating the activities of Transmission System 
Operator.  
TSO is responsible for provision of balancing services to market participants at transmission 
level, while DSO – at distribution level.  
 
At this stage, there are no provisions in the Electricity market law which foresee the operation 
of open day-ahead, forward, intra-day and balancing markets. 
 
Cogeneration 
Section 28 of electricity market law establishes  that an entrepreneur who produces electricity 
in the process of co-generation may acquire the right to sell the produced electricity within the 
framework of the mandatory procurement. 
 
The Public Trader is obliged to purchase electricity from cogeneration power plants, which 
could guarantee the “origin of electricity from high-efficiency cogeneration”. Every producer, 
which might demonstrate that the electricity they sell is produced from high efficiency 
cogeneration, based on a useful heat demand, could apply for this support scheme. Electricity 
from cogeneration should be purchased at supportive feed-in tariffs. All the electricity 
consumers should cover costs of this public obligation. 
 
Detailed procedures and rules about the purchase of electricity and heat from cogeneration 
(CHP plants) are described in the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia on 
“electricity production in cogeneration process” (the new version of this Regulation was not 
approved yet) and the tariff methodology No. 311 (for cogeneration plants) approved by the 
Regulator on 21 December 2005. Both documents are in full conformity with the EU 
Directive 2004/8/EC on the promotion of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand. 
 
The Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia shall prescribe (in the above mentioned Regulation) the 
criteria for the qualification of co-generation power plants for acquiring the right to sell 
electricity to the Public Trader. One of the criteria is a primary energy savings (PES), 
calculated according to the formula specified in the Directive 2004/8/EC. PES should be at 
least  0% for small and micro cogeneration (with capacity below 1 MW) and at least 10% - 
for all other cogeneration plants. 
 
Price of electricity produced in CHP plant in condensing mode shall be determined based on 
market principles (not regulated). Electricity producers must offer this energy in a free 
market.   
 
 
 
Renewable energy sources 
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According to EU Directive 2001/77/EC, Member States shall take appropriate steps to 
encourage greater consumption of electricity produced from renewable energy sources (RES-
E). The global indicative target for RES-E is 12% of gross domestic electricity consumption 
by 2010, for the European Community the target is 22.1%.  
 
In the Treaty of Accession to the European Union (2003), Latvia has verified its target to 
increase the share of electricity production from RES-E from 42.4% (1999) to 49.3% 
(including large hydro power plants) of gross domestic electricity consumption by 2010. 
 
However, there are many disputes concerning the reference year for gross domestic electricity 
consumption. The footnote (***) for the table in the Annex of the Directive 2001/77/EC, for 
the new Member States was specified in the Treaty of Accession to the European Union. It 
includes the following statement: “For the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia, gross national electricity 
consumption is based on 2000 data.”  
 
If the base year is 2010, the additional volume of electricity to be produced by RES-E in 
Latvia is 1.4 TWh, but if the base year is 2000 this additional power volume is 0.45 TWh. 
This substantial difference in almost 1 TWh, might significantly limit the free electricity 
market in Latvia, due to utilisation of non market-based mechanism for the support of 
electricity production from renewable energy sources.  
 
The problem of allocation of RES-E obligations should be solved on EU level, because the 
similar issues concerns all the countries with high share of renewable energy in the electricity 
balance (Austria, Sweden, Finland, Spain, Denmark etc). 
 
The Electricity market law has verified the obligation for Latvia to increase the share of 
electricity production from RES-E to 49.3% of gross domestic electricity consumption by 
2010.  
 
The Public Trader is obliged to purchase electricity from renewable energy sources, except 
large hydro power plants (with capacity superior than 5 MW) at prices determined during the 
tendering process. The tenders for the right to conclude power purchase agreements (PPA) 
with “renewable energy producers” for the duration not less than 5 years, but not superior 
than 10 years are organised by the Regulator and the Ministry of Economy of Latvia. The 
Regulator set the “starting price” for the tender. Bid prices provided by competitors should be 
less than the “starting price”. The producer, who offered the lowest bid shall be announced as 
a winner. If nobody could offer the price below the “starting price”, the Regulator organise 
the new tender with the higher starting price.  
 
The total amount (in terms of energy) of such PPAs should be adequate to fulfil Latvian 
obligation on RES-E. For each type of renewable energy a separate tender is organised. All 
the consumers (both eligible and captive) should compensate the costs of the Public Trader, 
associated with the purchase of RES-E obligation or buy a renewable energy. The distribution 
of RES-E obligation by type of renewable technologies are summarised in the table below. 
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Renewable energy source by type 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Hydro power plants with capacity > 5 MW  41.28% 39.21% 37.25% 35.39% 
Hydro power plants with capacity < 5 MW 1.04% 1.26% 1.47% 1.64% 
Wind generators 1.48% 4.22% 5.34% 6.94% 
Biogas power plants 0.38% 0.42% 0.67% 0.76% 
Biomass power plants 0.44% 1.26% 3.07% 4.53% 
Solar energy 0.00% 0.01% 0.03% 0,04% 
Total 44.62% 46.40% 47.83% 49.30% 

 
thief on the one hand Daugava hydro power plants are free to trade on electricity market, on 
the other, they should be one of the major contributors to RES-E obligation. That is why the 
Public Trader would have to buy electricity from Daugava HPPs to fulfil the RES-E 
obligation. 
The share of electricity produced by renewable energy sources and cogeneration might reach 
up to 75%-85% of gross domestic electricity consumption, which would leave a very little 
space for the free competition. 
 
Security of electricity supply 
Latvian electricity market law also foresees the possibility to launch the tender for the  
development of new generation capacity, in case the TSO (in his adequacy report) see the 
threat to security of electricity supply. Similar support mechanism with intermediation of the 
Public Trader is proposed for this public obligation. The Ministry of Economy is responsible 
for the decision to launch such a tender. Despite on the TSO indications on possible shortage 
of power capacity in the Baltic region, the Ministry haven’t use this instrument to increase the 
capacity. This measure would further reduce the free competition in the electricity market. 
 
 
5. Other 
 

Institutions/companies Links 

Ministry of Economics of the Republic of Latvia http://www.em.gov.lv/ 
Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Latvia http://www.vidm.gov.lv/ 
Public Utilities Commission (Regulator) http://www.sprk.gov.lv 
Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia http://www.csb.lv/ 
Bank of Latvia (exchange rates) http://www.bank.lv/eng/main/finfo/notvalkur/ 
Latvian Transmission System Operator http://www.ast.latvenergo.lv/ 
AS Latvenergo (energy holding company) http://www.latvenergo.lv/ 
DC Baltija7 http://www.dcbaltija.lv/english/main_eng.php 
AS Latvijas Gaze http://www.lg.lv/ 
AS Rigas Siltums http://www.rs.lv/ 
Competition Council http://www.competition.lv/ 
National Energy Inspection http://www.vei.gov.lv/ 
 
 

                                                      
7 Joint venture of Estonia – Latvia – Lithuania “Baltic Power Systems Control Centre Ltd.” Since 1st  January 2007 will be 
substituted by BALTSO. 
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LITHUANIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  2631
 Hydro (including pump storage plant) 1024
 Nuclear 1300
 Renewable 4
 Total 4959
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 3.7
 Hydro 0.8
 Nuclear 10.3
 Renewable 0.0
 Total 14.8
Gross annual consumption, TWh 10.1
Imports, TWh 1.1
Exports, TWh -4.1
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
The unit No 1 of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant was closed at the end of 2004. 
The state owned power companies Lietuvos Energija, Latvenergo and Eesti Energija signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding and started preparation of the Feasibility Study of the new 
nuclear power plant in the Baltic States. The  Feasibility Study should be completed by 1 
November, 2006. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The single Lithuanian Transmission System Operator Lietuvos energija AB (Joint Stock 
Company) is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Lithuanian transmission 
grid 330 - 110 kV and Lithuanian power system. 
 
Lietuvos Energija AB owns: 

 1607 km overhead lines 330 kV, 
 4400 km overhead lines 110 kV, 
 21 km underground 110 kV cable lines,   
 12 substations 330 kV, 
 207 substations 110 kV, 
 Kaunas Hydroelectric Power Plant (100,8 MW), 
 Kruonis Hydro Pump Storage Power Plant (900 MW), 
 The control centre of Lithuanian power system, 
 The telecommunication network and information system. 

Under the Law on Electricity Lietuvos energija AB is responsible for: 
 Management and development of the transmission grid, 
 Secure and reliable operation of the Lithuanian power system, 
 Operation of electricity market in Lithuania. 
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Main generators  

 State-owned company Ignalinos atomine elektrine (Ignalina NPP) at present has 
installed one unit with capacity 1300 MW. 

 Joint stock company Lietuvos elektrine AB (Lithuanian PP) has installed capacity 
1800 MW. 

 Vilnius CHP belongs to Vilniaus energija UAB. Its two units, 180 MW capacities 
each, apart from the electricity generation is also used for heat energy supply to 
Vilnius city. 

 Kauno termofikacijos elektrine UAB (Kaunas CHP) has installed capacity 170 MW. 
It produces electricity and heat energy to Kaunas city, 

 Mazeikiu elektrine AB (Mazeikiai CHP) has capacity 160 MW. It is used not only for 
electricity production, but also for heat energy supply to Mazeikiai oil refinery.  

 At present time is under construction new Panevezys combine cycle CHP. Projected 
capacity – 35 MW, scheduled commissioning – end of 2007. 

 
Distributors 
There are two distribution companies in Lithuania: 

 “Rytu Skirstomieji Tinklai” AB (Eastern distribution networks) was founded on 
December 31, 2001, after reorganisation of the company Lietuvos Energija AB. It 
performs the functions of a distribution network operator and a public supplier. The 
company is in charge of maintenance, reliability and development of low (0.4 kV) 
and medium (35-10 kV) voltage electricity networks, as well as of electricity supply 
to the customers within the territory covering 34.7 thousand square kilometres with 
the population of 1.7 million. The company provides its services to up to 700 
thousand of customers.  

 
 Public limited company VST AB was privatised on 23rd December 2003. The main 

shareholder of the privatised company is Lithuanian capital private limited company 
NDX Energija. The Company distributes and supplies electric power within the 
western and midland territory of Lithuania. The territory covers area of 30,378 square 
kilometres with approximately 1.8 million residents. The Company provides its 
services to over 672 thousand clients.  

 
Main traders  
In 2005 there were 8 suppliers – 3 public and 5 independent, although 24 has licenses of 
suppler. 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
The original design of the Lithuanian 330 kV grid is the part of a large high voltage network 
loop that goes from Lithuania via Latvia, Estonia, St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Smolensk in 
Russia and closed through Belarus. Due to that circumstance Lithuanian power system has to 
operate in parallel with power systems of neighbouring countries maintaining reliability of 
supply. On February 7, 2001 Baltic power companies Eesti Energia, Latvenergo and Lietuvos 
energija signed a multilateral agreement along with RAO EES of Russia and Belenergo of 
Belarus on parallel operation of Baltic, Russia and Belarus power systems.  
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3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double U,kV P,MW 

Lithuania – Latvia 
Klaipeda   Grobinia AC, single 330 789 
Siauliai Jelgava AC, single 330 789 
Panevezys  Pliavine AC, single 330 789 
Ignalina NPP Liksna AC, single 330 943 
Lithuania – Belarus 
Ignalina NPP Polock AC, single 330 1097 
Ignalina NPP Belarusskaja AC, single 330 1143 
Ignalina NPP Smorgon AC, single 330 943 
Vilnius Molodechno AC, single 330 943 
Alytus Grodno AC, single 330 789 
Lithuania – Kaliningrad region (Russian Federation) 
Kruonis  Sovietsk AC, single 330 1143 
Jurbarkas  Sovietsk AC, single 330 572 
Klaipeda Sovietsk AC, single 330 572 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double U,kV P,MW Date  for study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 

Lithuania Sweden Sea cable DC  700-
1000 2007 Not defined yet 

 
Future projected interconnections 
In June 2005,  based on decision of the European Parliament, the interconnection project of 
Lithuanian and Polish power grids was included in the list of priority projects in Europe. In 
September 2005, the transmission system operators from Lithuania and Poland – Lietuvos 
energija and Polskie Sieci elektroenergetyczne SA– as well as the Ministry of Economy of 
Lithuania and the Ministry of Economy of Poland signed a Communiqué. The power 
companies continued their negotiations on the interconnection of the grids of Poland and 
Lithuania. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Lietuvos energija as Transmission System Operator (TSO) is responsible for preparation of 
transmission system development plans. “5 year investment plan” and “10 years investment 
plan“ Lietuvos energija schedule each two years. These investment plans should be revised 
and approved by Board of the company (acceptance of all investment projects including 
substantiations, business plans for each commercial project, project schedules, etc.), Ministry 
of economy (as main owner), Regulator and State Control. 
 
Distribution companies frame their investment plans. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The trade in electricity is carried out in the domestic market as well as through export and 
import. In Lithuania electricity is traded at: 
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 The wholesale electricity market, by concluding bilateral sale-purchase agreements 
between electricity producers and suppliers. They can sell or buy deficient or surplus 
quantities of electricity at the auction. 

 The retail electricity market, by concluding bilateral sale-purchase agreements 
between eligible customers and suppliers. 

From July 2004 all non-residential customers may choose supplier freely. In 2005 only 4 
customers had chosen independent suppliers.  
 
In 2005 players of Lithuanian electricity market were: 

 Producers – 8; 
 Suppliers – 8 (3 public and 5 independent, although 24 has licenses of suppler); 
 Eligible consumers – 4, although all, except households, has the right to be eligible; 
 Lietuvos Energija as Transmission System Operator, Market Operator and 

Exporter/Importer. 
 
Transactions concluded with electricity suppliers are for trading in the following three types 
of electricity: 

 Contractual electricity, that is bought or sold in accordance with bilateral contracts 
signed between Producers and Suppliers. 

 Public Service Obligations (PSO) electricity, that are bought from the power plants 
included in the Public Service Obligation List, and sold to all Suppliers. 

 Additional electricity, which are bought by market operator and sold to the suppliers 
and transmission system operator if the quantities of contractual electricity and 
electricity complying with public service obligations electricity are not sufficient. 
Additional electricity is sold at the auction arranged for producers by the market 
operator. 

 
The auction is organised for Producers only as the quantities of electricity in transactions with 
suppliers are defined on a monthly basis. Only transactions with producers are based on 
hourly basis. After implementing commercial accounting system on consumption side the 
auction of additional energy will be open for other market participants as public suppliers and 
independent suppliers. 
 
In 2005, in the Lithuanian wholesale electricity market the electricity suppliers bought 9.3 
TWh. 5.5 TWh (59.8 %) were purchased from producers by concluding bilateral agreements, 
1.6 TWh (16.6 %) by carrying out public service obligations and 2.2 TWh (23.6 %) of 
additional electricity were purchased at the auction administrated by the market operator. 
 
 
5. Other 
 
Link 
 

Companies 

www.lrs.lt Seimas (the Parliament of Republic of Lithuania 
www.ukmin.lt Ministry of Economy The Republic of Lithuania 
www.regula.lt National Control Commission for Prices and Energy 
www.lietuvosenergija.lt Lietuvos Energija AB (TSO and MO) 
www.rst.lt Rytu Skirstomieji Tinklai AB (Eastern Distribution Networks) 
www.vest.lt VST AB (Western Distribution Company) 
www.iae.lt Ignalinos atomine elektrine (Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant) 
www.lelektrine.lt Lietuvos elektrine AB (Lithuanian Power Plant) 
www.mel.lt Mazeikiu elektrine AB (Mazeikiai CHP) 
www.vilniaus-energija.lt Vilniaus energija UAB (Vilnius CHP) 
www.kte.lt Kauno termofikacijos elektrine UAB (Kaunas CHP) 
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Unified Power Systems  
 
 

AZERBAIJAN 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (МW) 
 Thermal 4654 4691
 Hydro 1030 1030
 Total 5684 5721
Electricity production at power plants (TWh) 
 Thermal 19.0 19.6
 Hydro 2.8 3.0
 Total 21.7 22.6
Electricity consumption (TWh) 23.6 23.6
Import (TWh) 0.3 1.4
Export (TWh) 2.1 2.4
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Between 2000-2003 Yenikendskaya HPP, with total capacity of 150 MW (4   units 37.5 MW 
each) was put into operation. In 2000-2001, in the result of Bakinskaya TPP-1 reconstruction, 
two 53.5 MW gas turbine units and 2 recovery boiler units with 200 t/h rating were put into 
operation. In 2002,  400 MW steam-gas unit was put into operation at  “Shimal” TPP.  
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The Central Dispatching Control organisation (CDC), being a part of the OSC “Azerenergy", 
acts as a transmission system operator. 
 
The CDC draws up electric capacity balance. Regulation of the electric capacity balance is 
carried out with regard to parallel operation with the Russian Federation and Iranian power 
systems. 
 
The CDC provides operation conditions of the power plants and HV networks subordinated 
operatively to the state electric entity, shut down of the equipment for repair, and coordination 
of the parallel operation with the electric power systems of other states. 
 
Main generators  

№ Power plant Installed capacity 
(MW) 

Thermal power plants 
1 Azerbaijanskaya TPP (CHP) 2400 
2 Ali-Bairamlinskaya TPP (CHP) 1050 
3 TPP “Shimal” 550 
4 Bakinskaya TPP (CHP) -1  106 
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Hydro power plants 
1 Minghechevirskaya HPP 399 
2 Shamkirskaya HPP 380 
3 Yenikendskaya HPP 150 

 
Generating facilities being design and under construction 
In 2007, reconstruction of the Minghechaurskaya HPP will be completed after replacement of 
units Nos. 1 and 3 the HPP total capacity will make 420 MW. 
 
In the period 2005-2007 506 MW steam gas unit will be constructed and put into operation at 
the Sumghaitskaya TPP-1. In 2006-2008, the second steam gas unit will be constructed at 
TPP “Shimal”. 
 
In 2005-2007 five diesel power plants with 8.75 MW module units are planned for 
construction in Astara (87.5 MW), Sheki (87.5 MW), Khachmaz (87.5 MW), Nakhichevan 
(87.5 MW) and Baku (105 MW). 
 
It is also planned to reconstruct Ali-Bairamlinskaya TPP with a  total capacity of 900-1000 
MW. 
 
Between 2010-2014,  a 900 MW TPP is planned to be constructed near Sanghachal 
settlement. 
 
Distributors 
The following companies carry out electricity distribution along the territory of the Republic 
of Azerbaijan: 

 Bakinskaya HV electricity network; 
 Sumgaitskaya HV electricity network; 
 Gyadzhinskaya HV electricity network; 
 Ali-Bairamlinskaya HV electricity network; 
 electricity network management of Nakhichevan. 

 
Main traders 
Wholesale electricity trade is carried out by the JSC “Azerenergy”. The private companies 
«Barmek and BAYVA», which took the distribution network under a long-term control, 
ensure electricity sale to end consumers. 
There are no electricity exchanges and other trade sites in Azerbaijan at present. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues  
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections 
     Country Name of substation Voltage 

(kV) Length (km) Transmission 
capacity (MVA) 

Iran Imishli-Parsabad 230 64 250 
Georgia Akstafa – Gardabani 330 64 340 
Russia Yashma – Derbent 330 214 412 
Turkey Babek – Igdyr 154 94 160 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Electricity transmission network of Azerbaijan consists of several hundreds of substations and 
transmission lines of different voltage. 
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Transmission network includes: 
Substations: 
Apsheron - 500 kV Govsany - 220 kV 
Agdzhabedi –330 kV Mushvig - 220 kV 
Agdam – 330 kV Sanas Govshagy – 220 kV 
Akstafa - 330 kV Nizami - 220 kV 
Gyandza - 330 kV Promysel 
Imishli - 330 kV Sangachaly - 220 kV 
Yashma – 330 kV Khyrdalan - 220 kV  
Akhsu - 220 kV Babek -220 kV 
Gabala - 220 kV and 38 substations of 110 kV 
 
Transmission lines: 
500 кV: Apsheronskaya Nos. 1 and 2; 
330 kV: Akstafinskaya Nos. 3 and 4, Ali-Bairamlinskayay Nos. 3 and 4, Imishlinskaya 

No. 3, Minghechaurskaya Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6;  
220 кV: Ali-Bairamlinskaya Nos. 1 and 2, Apsheronskaya Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6, 

Akhsuinskaya, Gabalinskaya, Govsanskaya Nos. 1 and 2,  Masallinskaya No. 3, 
Minghechaurskaya Nos. 1 and 2, Mushvigskaya, Sangachalskaya, Yashminskaya, 
and 170 110 kV transmission lines. 

 
Total installed capacity of substation transformers of the main network amounts to 9380 
MVA, including 500kV substations – 1200 MVA, 330 kV – 2085 MVA, 220 kV – 3139 
MVA, 110 kV – 2956 MVA. 
 
Total length of the transmission lines amounts to 6300 km. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
Legal regulation of the relations between the enterprises in the power sectors made on the 
basis of the Law “On electricity industry”.  
 
Market opening 
The electricity market opened for all groups of participants is planned to be established in the 
coming 3-4 years. . State power enterprise JSC (open stock company) “Azerenergy” buys 
electricity from the producers in accordance with the contracts, transports it along the HV 
transmission lines. JSC “Azerenergy» also makes electricity exchange with foreign countries.  
Power supply enterprise as legal entity purchases electricity from the state energy enterprise 
and electricity producers and sells it to the consumers. 
 
State regulation bodies 
The Bodies of executive power (Cabinet of Ministers, Ministry of Industry and Energy, 
Ministry of Economic Development, State Tariff Council) bear responsibility for: 

 issuance of special permissions for electricity production, transmission, distribution 
and sale; 

 conclusion of agreements giving rights to transport and distribute electricity across a 
certain territory; 

 electricity prices (tariffs) regulation; 
 issuance of special permissions for export and import of electricity; 
 execution of state control over efficient, safe and reliable electricity production, 

transportation, distribution and consumption. 
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The system of electricity generation and transmission is an integrated part of JSC 
“Azerenergy”, except small HPP, which are announced open for privatisation. Distribution 
networks are expelled from the “Azerenergy” structure and handed over to private companies. 
 
Agreements on electricity distributions are concluded between an executive power body and a 
future supply (distribution) company for a limited time period not exceeding 30 years. 
 
Pricing system 
Electricity tariffs are considered by the State Tariff (Price) Council of Azerbaijan and 
approved by the Cabinet of Ministers. 
 
There are the  following electricity tariffs (prices): 

 purchase price established by the electricity generator; 
 wholesale price; 
 retail price of the electricity sold to the consumers; 
 import/export prices. 

 
Interstate electricity transmission 
Cross-border electricity export/import tariffs and electricity transit tariffs are fixed on the 
basis of the existing contracts agreed with the authorised bodies top authorities. 
Electricity import and export are not liable to customs taxation and the only custom service 
duty ranging 0.15 – 0.3% of the declared electricity price is levied. 
 
Investments in the generating facilities  
Investments in the generating facilities are regulated within the framework of existing 
legislation and protected by the provisions of the Law “On protection of foreign investments”. 
In accordance with the Law “On electric and thermal plants” each legal or physical person not 
restricting the third person rights, has a right for construction, reconstruction and operation of 
power plants. 
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BELARUS 

 
 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (gross values – year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  7 903.2
 Hydro 12.0
 Nuclear -
 Renewables -
 Total 7915.2
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 30.68
 Hydro 0.02
 Nuclear -
 Renewables -
 Total 30.7
Annual consumption, TWh 34.7
Imports, TWh 9.0
Exports, TWh 5.0
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
The energy industry of the Republic of Belarus (including generation, transmission, 
distribution of electric energy and dispatch control) is under government regulation. Functions 
of government regulation in the area of tariff policy are fulfilled by the Ministry of Economy 
of the Republic of Belarus. 
 
The Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Belarus is responsible for the effective functioning 
of energy industry, energy policy, developing measures for energy safety and the 
development of energy safety policy.  
 
Concern BELENERGO is a vertically integrated state power company responsible for power 
generation, transmission and distribution of electricity in the country. It consists of 37 
companies including 6 regional power companies, RUP “ODU” (National Power Control 
Centre), research and development institutes, maintenance and mounting organisations. 
Concern BELENERGO is also importer and exporter of electric energy. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission System Operator 
There is no specially appointed TSO in Belarus. Functions of TSO are distributed between 
Concern BELENERGO, RUP “ODU” and regional power companies. Transmission assets are 
in the state ownership.  They are assigned to the regional power companies through the right 
of economic management. 
 
Main power plants 
There are no independent producers and generation companies in Belarus. Power plants are 
subsidiaries of region power companies. Main power plants with installed capacity more than 
500 MW are: 
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• Lukomlskaya TPP  – 2412 MW 
• Berezovskaya TPP  – 1060 MW 
• Minskaya TEC4 (CHP)  – 1035 MW 
• Gomelskaya TEC (CHP)  –   540 MW 
• Novopolotskaya TEC (CHP)  –   505 MW 

 
Foreseen/Outgoing projects for new generating units 
New generation units with steam-gas turbines are planned to be installed in 2007 – 2008 at 
Minskaya TEC3 (230 MW) and Berezovskaya TPP (2x25 MW). A possibility for 
constructing a nuclear power plant in Belarus is being discussed.   
 
Distributors 
6 regional power companies operate the grids of 110 kV and below.  
 
Main traders  
Concern BELENERGO acts as a single buyer. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

FROM (Belarus) TO 
Type AC/DC 
Single/Double U, kV P, MW 

Belorusskaya s/s Smolenskaya NPP (Russia) AC -  Single  750 1000 
Vitebsk s/s Talashkino s/s (Russia) AC -  Single  330 780 
Kritchev s/s Roslavl s/s (Russia) AC -  Single  330 940 
Polotsk s/s Novosokolniki (Russia) AC -  Single  330 570 
Grodno s/s Alitus (Lithuania) AC -  Single  330 780 
Molodechno s/s Vilnus (Lithuania) AC -  Single  330 780 
Molodechno s/s Ignalinskaya NPP (Lithuania) AC -  Single  330 810 
Polotsk s/s Ignalinskaya NPP (Lithuania) AC -  Single 330 780 
Belorusskaya s/s Ignalinskaya NPP (Lithuania) AC -  Single 330 810 
Mozyr s/s Chernobyl NPP (Ukraine) AC -  Single 330 940 
Gomel s/s Chernigov s/s (Ukraine) AC -  Single 330 780 
Ross s/s Bialystok s/s (Poland) AC -  Single 220 220 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 
None.  
 
Lines under construction  
None. 
 
Future projected interconnections 
Only internal 330 kV grid is to be developed and reconstructed within the next few years 
mainly in the western part of the country. A part of 220 kV lines and substations will be 
decommissioned and replaced by 330 kV grid. 
 
Study needs 
A study on building a nuclear power plant (including legal, human, environmental, economic 
and other factors) foreseen in the future 
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3.2. Network development plan  
 
A general network development plan is elaborated by the concern BELENERGO over a 
several year period (from 5 to 10). In 2005 the State Program on modernisation of the 
Belarusian power system, energy saving and increasing of own fuel sources utilisation by 
2010 was elaborated  and adopted by the decree of the President of Republic of Belarus. The 
Ministry of Energy is a coordinator of the State Program and concern BELENERGO is 
responsible for its implementation. Both transmission and distribution plans are included in 
the State Program. 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
No substantial events influenced on system security happened in the Belarusian power 
system. There were two trippings of the 750 kV line Belorusskaya s/s – Smolenskaya NPP 
(Belarus – Russia) as well as two trippings of the shunt reactor installed at this line. 
Disconnections of the shunt reactor caused increase of voltage at Belorusskaya substation but 
they remained within permissible limits.  
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
The market of electricity is regulated. The electricity market structure is shown below. 
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Figure:  Structure of Electricity Market in Belarus 
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Specificities of Power System  
 
99,8% of generation in Belarusian power system are thermal power plants, and about a half of 
installed capacity are CHP power plants. Some of them have cogeneration units of large 
capacity (180 and 250  MW).  During the winter period, CHP power plants produce up to 
60% of the electricity. 
 
5. Other 
 
Link Company 
http://www.minenergo.gov.by 
http://www.energo.by 
e-mail:   odu@odu.energo.by 
 

Ministry of Energy  
Concern BELENERGO 
RUP “ODU” 
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GEORGIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 1788 1678
 Hydro 2733 2740
 Other 158 158
 Total 4679 4576
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 0.9 1.0
 Hydro 6.0 6.3
 Total 6.9 7.3
Electricity consumption (TWh) 8.2 8.6
Import (TWh) 1.3 1.5
Export (TWh) 0 0.1
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
 
The company JSC “Georgian State Electric System" ltd. plays the role of a transmission 
system operator. 
 
Main generators 

No. Power station Installed capacity 
(MW) 

Thermal power plants 
1 Tbilisskaya TPP 1700 
2 Tkvarchelskaya TPP 220 
3 Tbilisskaya TPP (CHP) 18 
Hydroelectric stations 
1 Inguri HPP 1300 
2 Vardnili HPP 220 
3 Zhinvali HPP 130 
4 Khrami HPP-I 113 
5 Ladjanuri HPP 112 
6 Khrami HPP-II 110 

 
Distributors 
Distributing electric companies: 

 JSC “Telali”, 
 JSC “United Distributing Electric Power Company of Georgia”, 
 LLC “Distributing Electric Power Company of Adjaria”, 
 JSC “Distributing Electric Power Company of Kakhetia”.  

There are two licensees having the right to transmit electricity in Georgia: 
 LLC (limited liability company) “Georgian State Electric System” having the most 

part of means for electricity transmission; 
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 JSC “Sakrousenergo” which possesses 500 kV transmission lines “Kavkasioni”, 
“Imereti”, “Kartli-1”, “Kartly-2”, “Moukhrais Veli”, and intersystem link “Adjara”. 

 
Dispatching is provided by LLC “Georgian State Electric System” and “Regional Energy 
Centre for International Cooperation”. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections 
 

Country Substations Voltage, kV Length, km Transmission 
capacity (MVA) 

Ksani – Azerbaijanskaya TPP  500 283 1515 
Azerbaijan 

Tbilisskaya TPP – Akstafa 330 64 450 

Armenia Tbilisskaya TPP – Alaverdi 220 61,5 210 

Ingouri HPP – Central 500 408 1412 
Russia 

Bzybi – Psou 220 41,5 254 

Turkey Batoumi  – Khopa 220  30 251 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
  
The electric network system includes 449 substations, including 2 substations of 500 kV, 17 – 
220 kV, 156 – 110 kV, 274 – 35 kV. The length of HV transmission lines totals to 9154 km, 
including 500 kV – 572 km, 330 kV – 21 km, 220 kV – 1565 km, 110 kV - 3907 km, 35 kV – 
3134 km. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The Energy Wholesale Market of Georgia was formed in 1999 according to the Law “On 
Electricity and Gas”. 
 
The association of direct consumers and licensees of electric power industry represent legal 
organisational form of the Wholesale Market. In February 2002 the Energy Wholesale Market 
of Georgia was transferred to the international consortium IBEDROLA according to the 
managing contract. 
 
The functions and tasks of the Energy Wholesale Market of Georgia are as follows: assistance 
in efficient functioning of this branch of economy, development of competitiveness, creation 
of favourable investment media, and assistance in establishing stable cooperation between 
licensees. 
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ARMENIA 

 
 

1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (МW) 
 Thermal 1756 1756 
 Nuclear 408 08 
 Hydro 1039 1043 
 Total 3203 3207 
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 1.6 1.8
 Nuclear 2.4 2.7
 Hydro 2.0 1.8
 Total 6.0 6.3
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 5.3 5.47
Import (TWh) 
 0.3 0.33
Export (TWh) 
 1.0 1.16
 
 

2. Industry structure  
 

2.1. Recent key developments 
 
Currently the energy sector of Armenia is one of the most fully operational and cost-effective 
branches of the country's economy. Armenia fully covers energy demand in the internal 
market and successfully performs an electricity exchange with Iran and Georgia on mutually 
beneficial basis. 
 
The implemented and ongoing reforms in the energy sector and the establishment of market 
relations as well as the development of legislation and tariff policy regulation by law, the 
implementation of privatization procedure and other measures, are the factors that have 
secured the efficient and uninterrupted operation of the system.  
 
As the result of power sector restructuring, the vertically integrated power system have been 
replaced: 

• 5 generation major plants and 39 small generation companies;  
• Transmission company (220 kV network); 
• Distribution company(0,4-6/10-35-110 kV network); 
• Dispatching Center (operator of power system); 
• Settlement Center;  
• Construction, installation, repairing companies, etc; 
• Scientific-research and design institutes. 

= 
The Energy Sector Development Strategy of Armenia was adopted by the Government of 
Armenia in June 2005. The primary objective of the mentioned strategy is to formulate 
strategic goals for the development of the energy system in Armenia until 2025. It aims to 
identify the avenues to achieve those goals, based on the principles adopted by the 
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international community for sustainable development.  
 
The Strategy aims at the resolution of the following primary problems: 

• Providing reliable energy supply at low rates to satisfy the fundamental needs of all 
customers, while enhancing energy conservation, input of energy efficient 
technologies in all branches of economy; 

• Avoiding methods of importing the primary sources that might expose the security 
and economy of Armenia to events political impacts beyond the control of the 
Republic of Armenia; 

• Ensuring the safe operation of the ANPP to time as its energy can be replaced with 
new nuclear unit and decommissioning can proceed without unacceptable economic 
and energy security impacts; 

• Ensuring sustainable energy supply, based on the principles of sustainable 
development and in compliance with the international environmental commitments of 
the Republic of Armenia; 

• Creation of an electric energy system that is export oriented and generates high added 
value. 

 
Analysis and assessment of opportunities to diversify supplies, achieve regional integration 
are a critical element of Armenia’s Energy Sector Development Strategy. The projects on 
rehabilitation and modernisation of Electricity Transmission and Distribution Networks have 
been successfully implemented and are being continued by the financial assistance of 
international and financial organisations. It is planned fully completion of transmission HV 
network modernisation and implementation of the projects on improvement of 
interconnections with neighbouring countries. 
 

2.2. Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
 
“The Electric Power System Operator” CJSC plays the role of a transmission system operator. 
 
Other actors: 

• “Armenian electric networks” CJSC – distribution company, 
• generating entities including “Armenian NPP” CJSC, “Hrazdan TPP” CJSC, “Yerevan 

TPP” CSJC, “Vorotan Cascade of HPPs” CSJC, “Sevan-Hrazdan Cascade of HPPs” 
CJSC, 

• “HV electric network” CJSC – transmission company. 
• “The Settlement Centre” CJSC. 
 

Main generators  
 

No. Electric power plants Installed capacity (MW) 
Thermal power plants 

1 Hrazdan TPP 1110 
2 Yerevan TPP 550 
3 Vanadzor TPP 96 

Nuclear power plants 
1 Armenian NPP 408 

Hydro power plants  
1 Spandarian HPP 76 
2 Shamb HPP 171 
3 Tatev HPP 158 
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4 Sevan HPP 34 
5 Hrazdan HPP 82 
6 Argel HPP 224 
7 Arzni HPP 70 
8 Kanaker HPP 102 
9 Yerevan HPP 44 
10 Dzora HPP 26.4 

= 
Generating facilities being constructed and under construction 
 
During 2006, thirteen (13) small HPPs with total capacity of 25,45 MW are under 
construction. The Meghri HPP of 140 MW is designed. At the present small HPPs with total 
capacity of 56 MW are exploited. 
 

3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
 Status of international interconnections 

 
Existing international transmission lines 

 

Country Name of substation Voltage 
(kV) 

Length 
(km) 

Transmission 
capacity (MVA) 

Azerbaijan Hrazdan HPP – Akstafa 33
0 108 400 

Ararat-2 – Babek 22
0 99.6 250 

Ararat-2 – Norashen 11
0  98 85 

Azerbaijan 
              
(Nakhichevan) 

Agarak – Ordubad 11
0  30 85 

Alaverdi – Tbilisi TPP 22
0 63.5 250 

Alaverdi 2/Lalvar – Sadakhlo 11
0 32.1 85 Georgia 

Ashotsk – Ninotsminda 11
0 35,8 85 

 NKR Goris – Shushi 11
0 58 85 

Iran I Shinuhair – Agarak 22
0 176,5 250 

Iran II Shinuhair – Agarak 22
0 176.5 250 

Turkey Gumri – Kars 22
0  80 250 
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Transmission lines of Armenia 

 
From a substation To a substation Voltage (kV} 

Maximum 
current (A) 

Length (km) 

Agarak Shinuhair 220 835 81.8 

Alaverdi 2 to border of  Georgia 220 690 63.4 

Alaverdi Vanadzor 220 690 47.0 

Ararat Armenian NPP 220 835 85.6 

Ararat Yeghegnadzor 220 835 65.8 

Ararat Shahumian 220 835 70.3 

Armenian NPP Ashnak 220 835 38.6 

Armenian NPP Marash 220 835 58.5 

Armenian NPP Shahumian 220 1670 32.6 

Ashnak-2 Gyumri-2  220 835 54.8 

Atarbekian HPP Shahumian 220 1380 56.1 

Atarbekian Hrazdan TPP 220 945 11.6 

Yeghegnadzor Lichk 220 690 16.6 

Yeghegnadzor Shamb HPP 220 835 89.6 

Yeghegnadzor Spandarian HPP 220 690 70.9 

Hrazdan TPP Kamo 220 690 46.8 

Hrazdan TPP Marash 220 835 61.5 

Hrazdan TPP Vanadzor 220 945 49.9 

Hrazdan TPP Vanadzor 220 835 43.3 

Hrazdan TPP Zovuni 220 835 56.3 

Kamo Lichk 220 690 25.4 

Gyumri-2 Vanadzor 220 835 79 

Shahumian Zovuni 220 835 19.4 

Shinuhair Shamb HPP 220 835 21.6 

Shinuhair Spandarian HPP 220 690 41.7 

The total length of the 220 kV transmission lines is 1313.8 

 
 
3.2. Network development plan 

In the past,  there was only one 330 kV overhead transmission line which connected the 
Hrazdan HPP with Akstafa substation  (Azerbaijan). At present this line is not operative, 
though from the Armenian side it is technically ready to be operated. 220 kV overhead line 
and two 110 kV overhead lines are also out of operation.  220 kV transmission network 
covers practically the whole territory of Armenia; its total length exceeds      1300 km. Two-
chain lines connect the Armenian NPP with the substation “Ashnak” and the Hrazdan TPP 
with Atarbekyan. There are fourteen (14) 220 kV substations in the system. 

Electricity supply to internal consumers is provided by well-developed network with  110 kV 
overhead lines and 119 substations; the total length of lines is 3170 km.  
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The power system of Armenia is capable to interact with those of other countries. In 
particular, economic links are established with the power systems of Georgia and Iran though 
there is a practical opportunity of connecting it to the energy systems of Turkey and 
Azerbaijan as well as those of non-border countries like Turkmenistan and Russia. 

 
4. Electricity market structure 

 

The Energy Law regulates market relations in the Republic of Armenia. The Law regulates 
relations of state bodies of Armenia and economic entities of the electricity sector, including 
pricing, licensing and relations between suppliers and consumers. 

At present,  economic relations between economic entities of the power sector are based on 
the scheme “single buyer”; the role of the latter is carried out by the CJSC “Armenian 
Electricity Networks”.  

The Government of the Republic of Armenia, in particular, elaborates the state policy in the 
field of electricity industry through the Ministry of Energy and the Commission for 
Regulation of Public Services. The main regulation means are as follows: licensing, 
establishing regulated tariffs, working out model forms of agreements, approving market 
rules, studying investment program of development. Tariffs established by the Commission 
cannot be appealed in legal forms or changed. 

Electricity supply is provided exclusively by the “Armenian Electricity Networks” CJSC. The 
retail and wholesale markets are organised and function according to market rules approved 
by the Commission. 
 
The principles for forming regulated tariffs are as follows: 

- provide a compensation of well-grounded expenses for operation and maintenance, 
depreciation of fixed assets and amortization of intangible assets; 

- provide a possibility  for securing reasonable profit; 
- include the necessary and well-grounded expenses for insurance; 
- include expenses for respecting environment protection norms; 
- include expenses for the temporary closure and maintenance of power facilities. 

Electricity export prices are not regulated. 

Licenses for the construction and restoration of generating facilities are given by the 
Commission with regards to the program for further development of the energy sector and the 
necessity of rational use of local resources.  

The Law of Armenia on foreign investments protects foreign investors. 
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KAZAKHSTAN 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 

 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 16238 16324
 Hydro 2247 2248
 Total 18485 18572
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 56.3 56.5
 Hydro 8.0 7.8
 Other 2.3 3.2
 Total 66.6 67.5
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 64.7 68.1
Import (TWh) 
 3.4 3.1
Export (TWh) 
 5.3 2.5

 
2. Industry structure 

 
2.1 Recent key developments 

 
In 2000-2003, the following generating facilities were put into operation at the power plants: 

- units Nos. 2 and 4 (“Frame” type) of 34 MW each at industrial gas-turbine power 
plant (GTES-144), Atyrauskiy region – in 2000; 

- units Nos. 1, 2 and 3 (PG 6561 (B) type) of 34.3 MW each at GTES-KPK 
“Karachaganakskaya” (West-Kazakhstan region) – in 2001-2002; 

- turbine No. 4 of 29 MW at Aktyubinskaya TPP (CHP) – in 2002; 
- steam power unit of 37 MW (SPP-37) at the power plant of the Aktyubinsky 

ferroalloy factory – in 2002; 
- turbines Nos. 4 and 5 of 17 MW each at the Rudnenskaya TPP  – in 2002; 
- turbo-generator No. 3 of 30 MW at Zhezkazganskaya TPP - 2003; 
- turbo-generator No. 3 of 30 MW at the Balkhashskaya TPP - 2003. 

 
2.2 Main actors 

 
Transmission system operator 
In 2004 the JSC “Kazakhstan Company for controlling electric networks” (KEGOC) was 
appointed to be the system operator. The system operator provides the following system 
services: 

- electricity transmission by the National electric network, 
- technical dispatching, 
- power control, 
- arranging the balance of electricity production – consumption. 

Centralised dispatch control is provided by the National Dispatch Center of the System 
Operator; the Center is the head branch of the JSC “KEGOC”. 
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Main generators 
 

No: Power station Installed capacity 
(MW) 

Thermal power plants 
1 LLC "AES Ekibastuz (Ekibastuzskaya GRES-1) 4000 
2 JSC “Euro-Asian power company”  (Yermakovskaya TPP) 2110 
3 Zhambylskaya TPP named after Baturov  1230 
4 JSC “Ekibastuzskaya TPP-2 1000 
5 LLC “MAEK-Kazatomprom” TPP (CHP)-2 630 
6 LLC “MAEK-Kazatomprom” TPP (CHP)-3  625 
7 JSC “Kazakhmys” (Karagandinskaya TPP-2) 608 
8 APK Alma-Atinsnskaya  TPP (CHP)-2 (Alma-Atinskaya CHP-2) 510 
9 JSC “Pavlodarenergo” (Pavlodarskaya CHP-3) 440 

10 LLC “Aksessenergo” 380 
11 JSC “Aluminium od Kazakhstan” (Pavlodarskaya CHP-1) 350 

Hydroelectric plants 
1 LLC “AES Shulbinskaya NPP” 702 
2 Bukhtarminskiy HPP  675 
3 JSC “APK” (Kapchagaiskaya HPP) 364 
4 LLC “AES Ust-Kamenogorskaya NPP” 331 

 
The feasibility study of construction of units Nos. 3 and 4 of 500 MW each at the 
Ekibastuzskaya TPP is under development. In 2006 reconstruction of unit No. 4 of the 
Yermakovskaya TPP with capacity increase of up to 310 MW is envisaged. Reconstruction 
of all generating units of this TPP is planned for completion by 2016. The construction of the 
Moinakskaya HPP with the capacity of 300 MW on the river Charyn (planned time of putting 
into operation is 2009) and the Kerboulakskaya HPP of 50 MW on the river Ili have begun. 
The issue of construction of the Bulakskaya HPP of 78 MW is under consideration of the 
Government of Kazakhstan at present. 
 
Distributors 
There are more than twenty companies which carrying out electricity distribution over the 
territory of Kazakhstan. 
 
Other players 
Institutes: KazNIPIEnergoprom, Institute “Energy”, Almatyhydroproject, 
Kazcselenergoproject, Kazakhstan Scientific-Research Institute of Power Industry. The 
energy producing organizations of Kazakhstan have founded the Pool of electric capacity 
reserves for the purpose of providing uninterruptible electricity supply under unforeseen 
situations.   
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3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1.  Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections 
 

Length (km) 

Country Name of substation Voltage (kV) 
Total 

Over the 
territory of 
Kazakhstan 

Transmission     
capacity, 

MVA 

Kostanai – Chelyabinskaya 500 (1150) 338 208 900
 Ekibastuzskaya - 
Barnaulskayaя 500 (1150) 700 325 800

Aurora – Kurgan 500 276 116 500
Aurora – Tavricheskaya 500 282 116 500
Sokol – Troitskaya TPP 500 164 161 900
JSC"EEC" – Irtyshskaya 500 255 242 900
JSC "EEC" – Rubtsovsk 500 331 171 1200
AES Ekibastuz – Tavricheskaya 500 370 238 900
Zhetikara – Iriklinskaya GRES 500 196 93 900
Stepnaya – Balakovskaya NPP 500 297 55 250
Ulke – Novotroitskaya 500 153 107 330
Ust-Kamenogorsk – Rubtsovsk 500 150 70 800
Aurora – Makushino 220 184 114 250
Aktyubinsk – Orsk 220 170 158 240
Kimpersai – Orsk 220 85 73 250
Petropavlovskaya CHP-2 – 
Ishim 220 150 59 250

Priuralskaya – Troitskaya TPP 220 45 42 250
Stepnaya – Golovnaya 220 247 116 120

Russia 

Uralsk – Kinel 220 250 67 190
Shymkent – Tashkentskaya TPP 500 112 98 1200
Zhilga – Tashkentskaya TPP 220 77 67 300Uzbekistan 
Shimkentskaya – Tashkentskaya  
TPP 220 132 112 400

Almaty – Bishkek 500 299 299 700
Zhambyl – Bishkek 500 211 210 900
Almaty – Glavnaya 220 199 189 240
Zhambylskay TPP – Bishkek 220 178 175 240
Zapadnaya – Bystrovka 220 80 54 220

Kyrghyzstan 

Shu – Glavnaya 220 174 164 240
 
3.2. Network development plan 
 
The electricity network of Kazakhstan includes: 

- transmission lines of 0.4 – 1150 kV with total length 464132 km, 
- 3419 substations of 35 – 1150 kV with total capacity of 63178 MVA. 

 
Transmission lines with voltage levels of 220 kV and more are not subjected to privatisation.  
 
The regional network companies operate networks with voltages of 110 kV and below, and 
provide electricity transmission to consumers on the retail market. The JSC “KEGOC” 
provides interstate and interregional electricity transmission from power plants to consumers 
of the wholesale market. 
 
To increase electricity supply from TPPs of the Northern Kazakhstan to consumers in the 
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southern regions of the Republic JSC “KEGOC” is carrying out the project of constructing the 
second North-South 500 kV line of 1115 km long. Putting this line into operation will allow 
increasing electricity supply to the South up to 1300 -1350 MW. Construction of one-chain 
intersystem link Northern Kazakhstan – Aktyubinskaya region with voltage of 500 kV, length 
of 500 km and transmission capacity of 700 MW has begun; for the first time it is being 
realised on the basis of concession agreement between private company and the Ministry of 
Energy and Mineral Resources of Kazakhstan. The construction is planned for completion in 
2008. 
 
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 
In February 2004,  the Concept of further improving market relations in electricity industry 
was adopted by the Government’s Decree. Based on this Concept the Law “On electricity 
industry” was approved. 
 
The further development of the competitive wholesale market of electricity is based on 
creating the system of interfaced markets acting in parallel including: 

- market of decentralised electricity trade, 
- market of centralised electricity trade (spot trade), 
- balancing on-line market, 
- market of auxiliary services. 

 
The market of centralised electricity trade is organised and carried out by the Operator of the 
centralised trade market.  
 
The Law “On electric power industry” envisages stage-wise realisation of measures directed 
at development of competitiveness on the retail electricity market, including: 

- restructuring of vertically integrated regional electric companies; 
- completion of regional electric companies privatisation with separation of electricity 

trade functions from function of electricity transmission by regional networks; 
- establishment of several energy supplying companies within a single territorial entity; 
- insurance of the right of choice of the electricity supplier for retail consumers. 

 
The tariffs of electricity transmission provided by the regional electric companies are 
regulated by the Agency for Control of Natural Monopolies of Kazakhstan. 
In June 2005 JSC “KEGOC” initiated establishment of the Coordinating Electric Power 
Council of the Central Asia with participation of electric power companies of Kazakhstan, 
Kyrghyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan 
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KYRGYZSTAN 

 
1.  Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 791 716
 Hydro 2951 2910
 Total 3743 3626
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 1.0 0.9
 Hydro 14.1 14.0
 Total 1.1 14.9
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 11.8 12.2
Import (TWh) 
 0.1 0
Export (TWh) 
 3.4 2.7
 
2.  Industry Structure  
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
In 2001 the Tashkoumyrskaya HPP with capacity of 450 MW reached the design output. In 
2002 the Shamaldysaiskaya HPP of 240 MW was put into operation. In 2003 the construction 
of the Kambaratinskaya HPP-2 of 360 MW began.  
 
Within the framework of the Power and district heating rehabilitation project realised by the 
JSC “Kyrgyzenergo” together with the World Bank, ABD, the Northern Fund of 
Development, governments of Denmark, Switzerland and Russian Federation, turbo-generator 
No. 11 at TPP in Bishkek was put into operation. 
 
2.2  Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The JSC “National Electric Grid of Kyrgyzstan” with 93.72% share of the state property, 
which transmits electricity by internal networks of 110 – 500 kV and interstate transmission 
lines, plays the role of the Kyrgyz power system Operator. 
 
Main generators 

№ Power plant 
Installed 
capacity,  

MW  
Thermal power plants 

1 Bishkekskaya CHP 666 
2 Oshskaya CHP 50 

Hydropower plants 
1 Toktogoulskaya HPP 1200 
2 Kourpsaiskaya HPP 800 
3 Tash-Koumyrskaya HPP 450 
4 Shamaldy-Saiskaya HPP 240 
5 Uch-Kourganskaya HPP 180 
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Distributors 
In July 2001 seven electric network companies – JSC “Electro” were formed on the basis of 
privatisation of the “Kyrgyzenergo”. These companies distribute electricity by 0,4 – 35 kV 
network over the territory of Kyrgyzstan and include: 

- JSC “Power Plants”; 
- JSC “National Electric Grid of Kyrgyzstan”; 

• OSC "Severelectro" (the city Bishkek, Chuyskaya and Talasskaya oblasts); 
• OSC "Vostokelectro" (Issyk-Kulskaya and Narinskaya oblasts); 
• OSC  "Oshelectro" (Oshskaya and Batkenskaya oblasts); 
• OSC "Zhalal-Abad Electro" (Zhalal-Abadskaya oblast); 

- JSC “Bishkekteploset”. 
 
3. Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1  Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections 

Country Substations Voltage, kV Length, km Transmission 
capacity, MW 

Zhambyl – Frounzenskaya 500 210,9 870 
Frounzenskaya – Almaty 500 298,6 870 
Zhambylskaya TPP – 
Frounzenskaya 220 178,4 270 

Almaty – Glavnaya 220 198,7 270 
Glavnaya – Chu 220 173,8 270 

Republic of 
Kazakhstan 

Bystrovka – Zapadnaya 220 80,0 247 
Lochin – Toktogulskaya HPP 500 172,4 870 
Lochin – Ortyabrskaya -1,2 220 87,9 240 
Lochin – Uzlovaya -1,2 220 65,3 240 
Kzyl-Ravat – Kristall 220 91,1 550 
Yulduz – Kristall 220 76,9 330 
Sardor – Kristall 220 69,3 330 

Republic of 
Uzbekistan 

Sokin –Alay -1,2 220 45,9 115 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Electric network of the Kyrgyz power system includes: 

 0.4 – 500 kV transmission lines with total length of 86820 km, including 500 kV lines 
– 541 km, 220 kV – 1714 km, 110 kV – 4340 km; 

 518 electric substations with voltages of 35 – 500 kV, including 2 substations 500 kV 
with capacity of 1829 MVA, 14 – 220 kV/2777 MVA, 173 – 110 kV/4112,4 MVA. 

 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The basic principles of organisation and regulation of economic activities in fuel and energy 
complex are determined by the Laws “On energy industry”, “On electricity industry”, “The 
rules of using National electricity network of Kyrgyz Republic”. 
 
In 2001 “Kyrgyzenergo” was transformed into two joint stock companies: JSC “Power 
Plants” having 93.72% share of the state property, which consolidated power plants with 
capacity over 30 MW, and JSC “National Electricity Grid of Kyrgyzstan”. 
 
The power plants with capacity up to 30 MW were transferred to the private possession.  
 
Choice of the electricity supplier may be made by industrial consumers (12% of total 
consumption of the internal market), trade companies (5% of total consumption), and 
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distributing electricity network companies (total distribution of 87% consumed electricity). 
 
Since October 2005, the “National Agency of the Kyrgyz Republic for antimonopoly policy 
and development of competitiveness” has been carrying out state regulation of the industry. 
The National Agency is authorised for licensing in the electricity sector, establishing tariffs 
for electricity and heat, coordination of standards and normative documents on services 
provided to consumers of energy resources, carrying out international cooperation. 
 
Tariffs for electricity supplied to commercial organisations are subject of the state regulation. 
The tariffs are approved by the National Agency. Export/import tariffs when crossing national 
borders are established on the bases of interstate protocols. There are no custom duties for 
export and import of electricity in the Kyrgyz Republic. . There are only fixed customs 
charges (0.15% of electricity price) for processing of export and import customs formalities, 
and levying VAT tax at the place of destination, when the electricity is imported. 
 
To create favourable conditions for attracting foreign investments, the Law “On foreign 
investments in Kyrgyz Republic” has been adopted. The Law provides state guarantees for 
foreign investors applicable to juridical and physical persons. The Kyrgyz Republic provides 
non-discriminative national treatment regime to the foreign investors. 
 
The right of electricity trade is given to the electricity suppliers being the juridical persons. As 
a rule, they are represented by owners of generating facilities and distributing electricity 
network companies. All state and non-state juridical persons have a right to sell electricity on 
the basis of licenses issued by the National Agency. 
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REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 2846 2850
 Hydro 64 64
 Other 74 74
 Total 2984 2988
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 3.8 3.8
 Hydro 0.3 0.4
 Other 0.1 0.1
 Total 4.2 4.3
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 5.6 5.8
Import (TWh) 
 1.8 1.6
Export (TWh) 
 0.4 0
 
 
2.  Industry infrastructure 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The Central Dispatching Office of the power system, being part of the state enterprise 
"Moldelektrika" plays role of the national transmission system operator. 
 
Main generators 
 

No. Power station Installed capacity 
(MW) 

Thermal power plants 
1 Moldavian GRES 2520 
2 Kishinevskaya CHP-2 240 
3 Kishinevskaya CHP -1 66 
4 Beltskaya CHP 24 
5 Other CHPs (sugar refineries) 74 

Hydroelectric stations 
1 Dubossarskaya HES 48 
2 Kosteshtskaya HES 16 

 
Distributors 
The following companies carry out electricity distribution over the territory of Moldova: 
 

o The Kishinev electricity networks; 
o The North-Western electrical networks; 
o The Northern electrical networks; 
o The Central electrical networks; 
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o The Southern electrical networks; 
o The Eastern electrical networks; 
o The South-Eastern electrical networks. 

 
Main traders 
The right to sell electricity is given to all holders of licenses for electricity supply using 
regulated of non-regulated tariffs. 
 
3. Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1. Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing international interconnections 
Country Name of substation Voltage, kV Length, km Transmission 

capacity, MVA 
Moldavian GRES – Usatovo  330 64.37 400 
Moldavian GRES – Novo- Odesskaya 330 45.0 400 
Moldavian GRES – Kotovskaya 330 145.8 400 
Moldavian GRES – Artsiz 330 104.4 850 
Beltsy – Dnestrovskie HPPs 330 123.0 400 
Rybnitsa no. 1 – Kotovskaya 330 36.4 850 

The Ukraine 

Rybnitsa no.2 – Kotovskaya 330 36.4 850 
Romania Vulkaneshty – Isakcha (Romania) 400 54.7 665 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The electric network includes 15001 substations of 6 – 400 kV with total capacity 10022 
MVA. 
 

Voltage, kV Number (unit) Installed capacity, MVA 
400 1 500 
330 5 2525 
110 166 3687 
35 133 846 
6-10 14698 3464 
 
The length of 0.4 kV – 400 kV transmission lines is 64706.9 km. It includes: 
 

Voltage (kV) Length (km) 
400 On territory of Republic of Moldova                   214.0 
330 532.4 
110 5231.1 
35 1378.4 
6-10 24499.0 
0.4 33066.0 

Total 64706.9 
 
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 
Regulation of economic and commercial activities in the electricity sector is carried out by the 
National Agency for Regulation in Electricityr Industry (NARE). 
 
Generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity are carried out on the basis of 
separate licenses. The Law “On electric power”,  rules out the possibility of combining any of 
the activities mentioned above by one juridical person. 
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The main principles of creating a  functioning market are as follows: demonopolisation and 
decentralisation of the electric power sector, separate licensing of electricity ptoduction, 
transmission, distribution and supply and regulation of the market by an independent public 
body. 
 
Joint stock companies are the principal market actors at present. Among them,   there are 
three electricity distributing companies with 100% of foreign capital, two electricity 
distributing companies and four power plants with 100% of state property and one 
commercial electricity import operator. Two other power plants and two distributing 
companies are subjects to privatisation. 
 
Liberalisation of the electricity market will be carried out in stages. The consumer having the 
right to conclude contracts with a supplier of electricity must obtain the status of Independent 
Consumer from NARE. 
 
Tariffs for production, transportation and supply of electricity are approved by NARE. 
Regulated tariffs are used for internal producers. Non-regulated tariffs are used for external 
suppliers 
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TAJIKISTAN 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Unstalled capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 329 318 
 Hydro 4067 4037 
 Total 4396 4355 
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 0.2 0.2 
 Hydro 16.7 16.9 
 Total 16.5 17.1 
Electricity consumption (TWh) 16.9 17.3 
Import (TWh) 4.8 4.5 
Export (TWh) 4.4 4.3 
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Construction of small hydroelectric stations has been developed in the last decade. The 
following small HES were built: 

 "Sponzh" on the Bartang river; 
 "Savnob" on a spring of the kishlak Savnob; 
 "Tekharb" on the Vanch river inflow; 
 "Andorbak" on the Kamochdara river; 
 "Pamir-1" on the Gunt river; 
 Khazora on the Ziddi river and some others. 

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The Central dispatching service (TSDS) being a part of the Open Joint Stock holding 
company "Barki-Tochik" (OAK HK "Barki-Tochik") acts as a transmission system operator. 
 
Main generators 

№ Power plants Installed capacity, MW 
Thermal  
1 Doushanbinskaya CHP 198 
2 Yavanskaya CHP 120 

Hydro 
1 Nurekskaya HPP 3000 
2 Baipazinskaya HPP 600 
3 Golovnaya HPP 240 
4 Kairakkoumskaya HPP 126 
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Foreseen and ongoing projects 
In the long-term perspective, a complex development of the water resources of such rivers as 
Pyandzh, Vakhsh, Zarafshon, Kafarnigan and others should be envisaged to provide domestic 
consumers with electricity and carry out electricity export to the neighbouring countries. 
 
It is necessary to continue construction of hydropower facilities on the river Vakhsh 
including: 

 Rogunskaya HPP with installed capacity of 3600 MW and annual electricity 
production of 13.1 TWh. The first stage of construction will be completed in 2009. 

 Sangtudinskaya HPP-1 with installed capacity of 670 MW and annual electricity 
production of 2.7 TWh. The agreements with the Government of the Russian 
Federation concerning completing construction and putting HPP into operation have 
been concluded. 

 Sangtudinskaya HPP-2 with installed capacity of 220 MW. According to the 
agreement between ministries of energy of Tajikistan and Iran HPP has to be 
constructed and put into operation within four years. 

 
Distributors 
Electricity distribution and supply are provided by Open Joint Stock Holding Company 
“Barki Tochik”. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing international interconnections  

  Country Name of substation Voltage, kV Length, 
km 

Transmission 
capacity, MVA 

Regar – Guzar 500 257 1560
Regar – Surkhan 500 162 580
Regar – Gyulcha 220 48 690
Regar – Denau 220 49 690
Zarya – Syr-Daryinskaya TPP – 
Kairakumskaya HPP 220 48 690

Khudzhand – Syr-Daryinskaya 
TPP 220 42 690

Uzlovaya – Syr-Daryinskaya 
TPP 220 5 600

Kizilinsky track of land – Syr-
Daryinskaya TPP 220 9 600

Donkurgan – Metallurgy 110 9 380

Uzbekistan 

Kanibadam – Yaipan 110 12 600
Kyrghyzstan Kanibadam - Batkent 220 53 600
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
220-110 kV transmission lines form the main distributing network of the Republic. 500 kV 
overhead lines are used to transmit electricity from the Nurekskaya HPP and for connection of 
the National power system with the United power system of the Central Asia. 
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Total length of 110-500 kV transmission lines is 4371 km, installed capacity of substations of 
110 – 500 kV is 10161 MVA. 
 
In the coming five years it is necessary to reconstruct and restore electric networks of 0,4-110 
kV, and equip networks with modern means of communication, telemetry and control. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The Law of the Republic of Tajikistan «On power industry» determines the basic 
organisational and legal principles of regulation of economic activities in the field of 
electricity industry.  
 
The state regulation in the field of electricity industry is carried out by means of licensing, 
taxation, financing, providing investment, social and scientific-technological policy. 
 
The Ministry of Energy of Tajikistan on the auction basis effects licensing; openness and 
transparency of the auctions is ensured. 
 
Energy enterprises on the territory of the Republic of Tajikistan can be created and function 
on the bases of various forms of ownership (state, private, corporate, joint). 
 
Tax or other privileges can be established for foreign investments in the electricity industry. 
 
Electric power plants and distributing networks may be handed over by the government of the 
Republic of Tajikistan into concession. 
 
At present 24 electric power facilities including 10 distributing companies have been 
reincorporated as joint stock companies. 
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UZBEKISTAN 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 10619. 0 10619.0
 Hydro 1419.6 1419.6
 Other 319 319
 Total 12357.6 12357.6
Electricity production (TWh) 
 Thermal 42.3 40.2
 Hydro 6.0 6.0
 Other 1.4 1.4
 Total 49.7 47.6
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 49.4 47.3
Import (TWh) 
 0.64 0.67
Export (TWh) 
 0.89 0.96
 
2. Industry infrastructure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
In 1995 the 7th power unit with boiler (П-64-3), turbo-unit (K-300-240-3) and generator 
(TBB-320-2E) was put into operation. 
 
In 2001-2002 reconstruction of power units Nos. 7 and 8 was carried out at the 
Syrdaryinskaya TPP at the expense of EBRD credit. As a result of this reconstruction the 
capacity of the power units was brought to the design capacity of 300 MW; it allowed 
improving operational reliability of equipment and technical-and- economic indices of power 
plant.  
 
In 2005 the power unit №1 of 800 MW was put into operation at the Talimarjanskaya TPP. 
 
2.2  Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The Central dispatching service being a part of the State joint-stock company "Uzbekenergo" 
plays the role of a transmission system operator. 
 
Main generators 

№ Power plant Installed capacity, 
MW 

Thermal power plants 
1 Syr-Daryinskaya TPP 3000 
2 Novo-Angrenskaya TPP 2100 
3 Tashkentskaya TPP 1860 
4 Navoiyskaya TPP 1250 
5 Takhiatashskaya TPP 730 
6 Angrenskaya TPP 484 
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7 Ferganskaya CHP 305 
Hydropower plants 
1 Charvakskaya HPP 620 
2 Khojikentskaya HPP 165 
3 Touyamuyunskaya HPP 150 
4 Andizhanskaya HPP 140 
5 Farkhadskaya HPP 126 
6 Gazalkentskaya HPP 120 

 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1.  Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing international interconnections 
 

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The electric network comprises over 235900 km of transmission lines of various voltage 
levels and substations with total transformer capacity over 47800 MVA. 
 
Electricity transportation from generating facilities to distributing-and-selling enterprises is 
carried out by the unitary enterprise “Uzelektroset” by the main networks of 220-500 kV; the 
length of these lines exceeds 7500 km. Electricity supply to consumers is provided by 
regional distributing-and-selling enterprises by transmission lines of 0.4 – 110 kV with the 
length of over 228130 km, including cable lines 10600 km long. 
  
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 
The  de-monopolisation process of energy production, distribution and supply is currently in  
progress.  

Country Name of substations Voltage, kV Length, 
km 

Transmission 
capacity, MVA 

Tashkentskaya TPP – Chimkent 500 105,0 900 
Tashkentskaya TPP – Chimkent 220 117,4 310 Kazakhstan 
Tashkentskaya TPP – Djilga 220 110,5 240 
Lochin – Toktogulskaya HPP 500 178,0 850 
Lochin – Oktyabrskaya 220 2х87,7 450 
Lochin – Osh 220 2х65,3 250 
Kyzyl-Ravat – Kristall 220 28,1 260 
Sardor – Kristall 220 69,3 320 
Sokin - Alay  220 2х46,0 200 
Fazylman – Oktyabrskaya 220 2х35,9 130 

Kyrghyzstan 

Yulduz – Kristall 220 62,0 320 
1000 to s/s Regar Regar – Guzar 500 250,3 
1350 to s/s Guzar 

Regar – Surkhan 500 162,3 460 
Regar – Denau 220 49,8 260 
Regar – Gulcha 220 48,0 260 
Cyr-Daryinskaya TPP – KNS 220 2х6,6 250 
Cyr-Daryinskaya TPP – Zarya 220 75,9 300 
Cyr-Daryinskaya TPP – Khojent 220 47,0 260 
Cyr-Daryinskaya TPP – Uzlovaya 220 2х4,9 500 
Sary-Bazar– Rudaki 220 86,0 250 
Sogdiana – Rudaki 220 48,2 250 

Tajikistan 

Obikhayot – Asht 220 48,0 260 
Maryiskaya TPP – Karakul 500 369,0 850 
Karakul – Ghrjou 220 67,6 200 Turkmenistan 
NS-3 КМК – Voskhod  220 44,0 130 
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Unitary Enterprise “Talimarjanskaya TPS” is intended to be transformed into a joint-stock 
company in 2007, whereas Unitary Enterprise “Tashkentskaya TPS” in 2008. 
 
All enterprises of the distribution and supply network are transformed into joint stock 
companies.  
 
The issues of unbundling of the operation and supply functions of these enterprises are under 
development at present. 
 
The gradual restructuring and further reforming of the electricity sector will allow to create 
competitive environment and to meet demand in electricity and heat of the industrial 
consumers and population. 
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THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption key data 
 
 2004 2005 

Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 148.3 149.2
 Nuclear 22.7 23.7
 Hydro 45.5 46.1
 Total 216.6 219.0
Electricity production  (TWh) 
 Thermal 609.4 633.0
 Nuclear 144.7 149.3
 Hydro 177.8 169.7
 Total 931.9 952.0
Electricity consumption (TWh) 
 924.8 939.6
Import (TWh) 
 12.2 9.9
Export (TWh) 
 19.2 22.3
 
 
2. Industry infrastructure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
In the period 1995-2005 turbine capacities of 14.81 GW were put into operation at the power 
plants of Russia including 12.28 GW at the power plants of RAO UES. 
 
The following generating facilities were put into operation at the expenses of investment 
means of RAO UES: 
 

Project name Design capacity, 
MW 

Capacity, put into operation in 2000-
2005, MW 

Boureia HPP 2000 1005 
Irganai HPP 800 107 
Cascade of  N. Cherekskaya HPP 120 60 
Zelenchuk HPP 160 160 
North-Western CHP 900 4501) 

Kaliningrad CHP-2 900 450 
Sochi CHP 79 79 

1) The 2-d CC unit 450 MW was connected to the grid in November 2006. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The JSC “System Operator – Central Dispatching Office of UES” (SO–CDO UES) plays the 
role of the System operator of the Unified national (all-Russia) electric grid. The JSC “SO-
CDO UES” comprises seven United dispatch offices (UDC) and 57 regional Dispatch offices.  
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Main generators 

№ Power plant Installed capacity, 
MW 

Thermal power plants 
1 Surgut TPP-2 4800 
2 Refta TPP 3800 
3 Kostroma TPP 3600 
4 Surgut TPP-1 3280 
5 Ryazan TPP 2650 
6 Stavropol TPP 2400 
7 Zainsk TPP 2400 
8 Konakovo TPP 2400 
9 Irikla TPP 2400 
10 Perm TPP 2400 
11 Novocherkassk TPP 2112 
12 Kirishskaya TPP 2100 
13 Troitsk TPP 2059 

Hydropower plants 
1 Sayano-Shushenskaya HPP 6400 
2 Krasnoyarsk HPP 6000 
3 Bratsk HPP 4500 
4 Boguchansk HPP (under construction) 3000 
5 Ust-Ilim HPP 3840 

6 Volzhskaya HPP (town Volzhsky) 2541 

7 Zhigouly HPP, Zhigoulyevsk 2300 
8 Boureia HPP (under construction) 2000 
9 Cheboksary HPP 1370 
10 Saratov HPP 1360 
11 Zeia HPP 1330 
12 Nizhnekamsk HPP 1205 

13 Zagorsk pumped storage hydro power plant 
(PSHPP) 1200 

14 Votkinsk HPP 1020 
15 Chirkei HPP 1000 

Nuclear power plants 
1 Balakovo NPP 4000 
2 Leningrad NPP 4000 
3 Koursk NPP 4000 
4 Smolensk NPP 3000 
5 Kalinin NPP 3000 
6 Novovoronezh NPP 1834 
7 Kola NPP 1760 
8 Volgodonsk NPP 1000 
9 Beloyarsk NPP 600 

 
Main traders 
Non-Commercial Partnership “Administrator of Trade System of Wholesale Electricity 
Market of UES of Russia” (ATS, non-profit organisation) plays the role of the main trader. 
The main goal of the Administrator is the organisation and financial arrangements on the 
wholesale market, protection of interests of suppliers and purchasers.  
 
Functions of the ATS: 

- Registry of all whole-sale market participants (including “FOREM” Ltd.);  
- Admission to the whole-sale market (except “FOREM” Ltd.); 
- Calculation of the per hour volumes and free sector prices; 
- Calculation of the per hour volumes of the regulated sector; 
- Calculation of the market participant’s inadvertent deviations and its costs 
depending from the initiatives; 
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- Calculation of the reserve cost; 
- Organisation of financial calculations in free sector and on the reserve service.  

 
JSC “RAO UES INTERNATIONAL” (Inter RAO UES) is now the single commercial 
export/import operator (60% owned by RAO and 40% by “Rosenergoatom”).  

 
3. Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
Existing international interconnections 

Country Name of transmission Voltage, kV Length, km  
Transmission 
capacity, 
MVA 

Vyborg (Lenenergo) - Yullikyalya 400 2x43 as far as 
border 1000-1200

Svetkogorsk HPP (Kola) - Imatra 110 20 as far as 
border 100Finland 

Kaitakoski HPP-4 (Kola) - Ivalo 110 8,5 as far as 
border 50

Norway Borisoglebsk HPP (Kola) - Kirkines 154 2,2 as far as 
border  90

Kingisepp (Lenenergo) – Estonskaya TPP 330 61,7 
Leningrad (Lenenergo) – Baltiskaya TPP 330 2х174,5 

1000Estonia 
Pskov (Pskovenergo) - Tartu 330 137 350-400

Lanvia Velikoretsk (Pskovenergo) - Rezekne 330 170,6 350
Sovetsk (Yantarenergo) - Klaipeda 330 101 
Sovetsk (Yantarenergo) –Yurbarkas 
(Kaunas) 330 60 Lithuania  
Sovetsk (Yantarenergo) – Kaishyadorskaya 
HPSPP 330 200 

450-700

Smolensk NPP (Centre) - Belorusskaya 750 417.7 
Talashkino (Centre) - Vitebsk 330 132,5 
Roslavl (Center) - Krichev 330 106 

1200-1600Belarus 

Novosokolniki (Pskovenergo) - Polotsk 330 161 330-350
Kursk NPP (Center) - Severoukrainskaya 750 187 

 Novovoronezhskaya NPP (Center) - 
Donbass 500 345,6 

Kursk NPP (Center) – Sumy Severnaya 330 129,4 
Bekgorod (Center) – Zmiyevskaya TPP 330 132 
Shebekino (Center) - Losevo 330 82 
Valuiki (Center) - Zmiyevskaya TPP 330 185,5 
Kursk NPP (Centre) - Shostka 330 161 

2000 to the 
South

2200 to the 
North

Volgograd (Center) – Donbass (DC 
transmission) 400 415 180

Shakhty (North Caucasus) - Pobeda 500 86 
Novocherkassk TPP (North Caucasus) - 
Yuzhnaya 330 152,8 

Taganrog –15 (North Caucasus) - 
Amvrosiyevka 220 64 

Sysoyevo (North Caucasus) – Vekikotsk 220 41 

The Ukraine 

Sysoyevo (North Caucasus) – Lougansk 
TPP 220 82,4 

1500-1700

Central (North Caucasus) – Ingouri HPP 500 411 Georgia 
Psou (North Caucasus) – Bzybi 220 43,4 

350

Azerbaijan Derbent (North Caucasus) – Yashma 330 231 ±300
Kinel (Mid. Volga) – Uralskaya 220 250,4 
Golovnaya (Mid. Volga) – Stepnaya 220 247,3 

Balakovo NPP (Mid. Volga) - Stepnaya 500 (switched on 
at 220 кV) 297,7 

390

Novotroitskaya (the Urals) - Ulke 500 (switched on 
at 220 кV) 154 

Kazakhstan 

Orsk (the Urals) – Kimpersay 220 89 

530
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Orsk (the Urals) – Aktyubinsk 220 170  
Kourgan (the Urals) – Avrora 500 275,7 

Chelyabinsk (the Urals) - Kostanay 
1150 (switched on 

at
500 кV)

336 

Irikla TPP (the Urals) - Zhitikara 500 196,4 
Troitsk TPP (the Urals) - Sokol 500 164 
Troitsk TPP (the Urals) - Priuralsk 220 44,5 
Makoushino (the Urals) - Avrora 220 184 

1500 to 
Kazakhstan  

800-1000 to the 
Urals

Ishim (the Urals) – Petropavlovskaya CHP-
2 220 158 switched off

Barnaul (Siberia) - Ekibastouz 
1150 (switched on 

at
500 кV)

704 switched off

Roubtsovsk (Siberia) – Ust-Kemenogorsk 500 149,7 

Roubtsovsk (Siberia)  – EEK 500 331 

300-500
to Kazakhstan

700-900 to 
Siberia

Tavricheskaya (Siberia) - Avrora 500 282 1000 to Omsk
Irtyshs (Siberia) - EEK 500 254 
Tavricheskaya (Siberia) – NPP Ekibastouz 500 371 
Rayonnaya (Siberia) – Velikhanovo 220 110 
Urozhay (Siberia) – Mynkul 220 104 
Irtysh (Siberia) - Velikhanovo 220 57 

 

Irtysh (Siberia)  – Mynkul 220 118 

100-150

Selenduma (Siberia) - Darkhan 220 2х191,5 
Mongolia 

Kharanora TPP (Siberia) - Choibolsan 220 (switched on 
at 110 кV) 265 

300-350

China Blagovechthensk (East) - Kheikhe 220 (switched on 
at 110 кV) 25,8 80-100

 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Characteristics of the substation equipment and overhead transmission lines operated by the 
JSC “Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System” (FGC UES). 
 
In 2005 the FGC UES provided functioning of the 364 transmission lines (220 – 1150 kV) 
with a total length of 45895.3 km and 135 substations including: 
 
Substations (s/s): 

- 2 s/s of 1150 kV with installed transformer capacity of 1002 MVA,  
- 8 s/s of 750 kV – 20435.7 MVA, 
- 82 s/s of 500 kV – 94204.5 MVA, 
- 1 s/s of 400 kV – 4925.5 MVA, 
- 36 s/s of 330 kV – 14640.5 MVA, 
- 1 s/s of 220 kV – 375    MVA, 
- 6 s/s of 110 kV – 56.3 MVA. 

 
Transmission lines (TL): 

- 2 TL of 1150 kV      820.2 km, 
- 2 TL of 800 kV – 402.3 km, 
- 13 TL of 750 kV – 2971.5 km, 
- 195 TL of 500 kV – 31818.8 km, 
- 3 TL of 400 kV – 126.4 km, 
- 96 TL of 330 kV – 7894.2 km, 
- 36 TL of 220 kV – 1798.9 km, 
- 17 TL of 110 kV – 63    km. 

 
A total installed capacity of the power transformers of 220 – 1150 kV operated at power 
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plants of the FGC UES is 134382 MVA (excluding isolation and auxiliary transformers). The 
total capacity of reactor at the enterprises is 24822.4 MVA. 
 
4. Electricity Market Structure 
 
The process of restructuring of the industry started in 2000 with the elaboration of the 
Concept of reform of RAO UES. According to the Concept of Strategy of RAO UES for 
2005-2008, the basic goal of the reform is improving efficiency of electric power enterprises 
and creating the conditions for further development on the basis of private investments. 
 
The main goals and tasks of RAO UES restructuring are as follows: 

- to provide reliability and sustainability of electricity and heat supply of consumers 
being a part of RAO UES during the transition period; 

- to increase market cost of the Holding RAO UES and companies formed during the 
restructuring period; 

- to improve current efficiency and develop profile types of business in RAO UES; 
- to improve transparency of the company and the system of corporative management; 
- To provide implementation of reform of RAO UES. 

 
To achieve these goals, the splitting natural monopoly (electricity transmission, operative 
dispatch control) and competitive (electricity production and supply, repair and maintenance) 
functions are carried out, and the structures of separate activities are created instead of 
vertically integrated companies. Generating, supplying and repairing companies will become 
private and will compete. 
 
At present, the creation of basic infrastructure organisations has been completed. The 
following structures have been created: 

- JSC “FGC UES” – organisation for managing the Unified national (all-Russia) 
electric grid; 

- JSC “SO–CDO UES” (System Operator) – organisation for providing services to 
the subjects of the wholesale market; 

- Administrator of the trade system of the wholesale market (Non-commercial 
partnership). 

 
In January 2006, generating companies were formed as a result RAO UES reforms and they 
began to operate on the wholesale market of electricity and power (FOREM) as independent 
market players. Simultaneously, with the electricity market development, the creation of the 
subjects of the market continues.  
 
The process of separation of the network companies from the regional JSC “AO-energos» is 
continuing and 52 main network companies have been formed on the basis of the reorganized 
“AO-energos”. 
 
Beginning in 2006, one of the most important directions of the reform development in the 
electricity industry has been attracting foreign investments. In accordance with the proposal 
of RAO UES management, it is supposed that private investments will be attracted to heat 
generation by means of additional emission of shares of the generating companies. In 2006 
the first tenders for attraction of funds within the mechanism of guaranteeing investments are 
planned to be held. Within the first investment projects it is planned to put into operation new 
generating capacities of 2850 MW. 
 
Liberalisation of the retail market has moved forward together with the liberalisation of the 
wholesale one. 
 
Reorganisation of JSC “RAO UES of Russia” 
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The main volume of transformations of the Holding “RAO UES of Russia” is planned to be 
completed in 2006; it will allow beginning the reorganisation of the parent company “RAO 
UES of Russia”. 
 
The reorganisation of “RAO UES of Russia” is planned to take place in two stages. During 
the first stage, 2-3 territorial generating companies from RAO UES are expected to be 
separated. During the second stage, the reorganisation will involve a splitting up together with 
the creation of companies of a special purpose structure of the sector of industry. The second 
stage is planned to be completed by mid-2008. 
 
As a result of completing the second stage of reform, the structure of the electricity industry 
will include: 

- JSC “Federal Grid Company of UES of Russia” (FGC UES); 
- JSC “System Operator – Central Dispatching Office of UES of Russia” (SO–CDO 

UES); 
- JSC “Federal Wholesale Hydro-generating Company” (Hydro); 
- Six thermal wholesale generating companies (WGC) and 14 territorial generating 

companies (TGC); 
- Holding of interregional network companies (IRNC); 
- Holding of isolated AO-energo; 
- JSC “Far East electric power company”. 

 
Generating companies 
The wholesale generating companies (WGC) are created on the basis of the large federal 
power plants, which belong to RAO UES and “AO-energos”. Territorial generating 
companies (TGC) will become the subjects of electricity wholesale market and retail market 
of electricity and heat. Seven WGCs have been created; six – on the basis of TPPs, one – on 
the basis of HPPs. Till the end of 2006 10 TGC of 14 are planned to be created.  
 
JSC “Federal Grid Company of UES of Russia” (FGC UES) 
The JSC “FGC UES” was created in June 2002. RAO UES is the only stockholder of this 
company. The main areas of activities of “FGC UES” are the following: 

- control of united national electric grid; 
- provision of services to the subjects of the electricity wholesale market; 
- investment activity in the field of developing the united national electric grid; 
- Maintenance of electric networks. 

 
Interregional distributing network companies 
At present, distributing network companies are created in the majority of AO-energos. In 
2003-2008 these companies will be united in the holding companies – interregional 
distributing network companies. The creation of interregional network companies is carried 
out within the framework of the process of consolidation of the main network assets. 
 
Development of electricity (power) market 
Creating of competitive electricity market is one of the key tasks of the reform. The special 
purpose model of the wholesale and retail markets supposes: 

- to form the common market space on the European territory of Russia; 
- to create the efficient infrastructure of the wholesale market (administrator of 

trade system, system operator, sale company); 
- To create three sectors of electricity trade; sector of long- and medium-term 

bilateral financial agreements, market for a day ahead, balancing market. 
 
From the beginning of 2006, 44 generating companies have entered the wholesale market. 
In the course of the reform, the energy sale companies have been created, the main function of 
which is supply of electricity purchased on the wholesale market to the final consumers. 
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At the present time the shares of energy sale companies are under trust management of 
territorial generating companies. 
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TURKMENISTAN 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data 
 
 2004 2005 
Installed capacity of power plants (MW) 
 Thermal 2900 3056
 Hydro 1 1
 Total 2901 3057
Electricity production  (TWh) 
 Thermal 11.9 12.8
 Hydro 0 0
 Total 11.9 12.8
Electricity consumption (TWh) 10.8 11.5
Import (TWh) 0 0
Export (TWh) 1.1 1.3
 
 
2. Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
In Turkmenistan work is carried out to extend operation period and keep the operational possibilities of 
existing power units at a high level.  
 
At the beginning of 2006 the renewed power unit of 200 MW was put into operation at the Maryiskaya TPP. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
The Central Dispatching Control (CDC), being a part of the Turkmen State power technological corporation 
"KUVVAT", plays the role of a transmission system operator. 
 
Main generators 

№ Power plants Installed capacity, MW 

Thermal plants 
1 Maryiskaya TPP 1250 
2 Turkmenbashinskaya CHP 590 
3 Ashkhabadskaya TPP 254 
4 Abadanskaya TPP 248 
4 Seidinskaya CHP 80 
5 Balkanabadskaya TPP 46 

Hydropower plants 
1 Gindukushskaya HPP 1,2 

 
 
 
 
Foreseen and ongoing projects 
The work on construction and installation of the second gas turbine of 123 MW at the Abadanskaya TPP and 
three gas turbines of 42 MW each at the Bakkanabadskaya TPP is continued by the US company “General 
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Electric” and Turkish company “Chalyk-Energy”. The agreement was signed between the Government of 
Turkmenistan, “General Electric” company and “Chalyk-Energy” company, in force until 2011, with the 
objective of putting into operation generating capacities up to 1548 MW and increasing the total installed 
capacity of the power system up to 4654 MW. 
 
 
3. Transmission networks and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing interconnections 

Country Substations Voltage, kV Length, 
km 

Transmission 
capacity, MVA 

Maryiskaya TPP - Karakul 500 369 1000 
Charjev – Karakul 220 67 120 Uzbekistan 
Talimardzhanskaya TPP - NS-3 220  200 
Balkan - Aliabad 220   

Iran 
Shatlyk - Serakhs 220   

 
New substations and HV transmission lines constructed by Turkmen electric power engineers and workers 
will allow beginning electricity supply to Afghanistan. At present,  the construction of 220 kV transmission 
line from Serkhetabad to Gherat is carried out.  
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
Electric networks of Turkmenistan operate at voltages 35, 110, 220 and 500 kV. Total length of these 
transmission lines is 15000 km. The length of 0.4-10 kV distributing networks amounts to hundreds of 
thousands kilometres. Over 400 substations of 35-500 kV and over 10000 transformer stations of 10/6/0.4 
kV are in operation in the country. 
 
In 2002 four substations of 35-110 kV were put into operation. HV transmission lines at voltages of 35, 110 
and 220 kV with total length of 110 km were built. The construction of 220 kV transmission line 230 km 
long from the town of Turkmenabata to the town of Atamurata began. 
 
In 2001 the largest substation “Serdar-500” with total transformer capacity of 501 MVA was constructed and 
put into operation. 
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UKRAINE 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  33372.4 
 Hydro 4735.6 
 Nuclear 13835.0 
 Renewables 74.8 
 Total 52017.8 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 84.121 
 Hydro 12.320 
 Nuclear 88.756 
 Renewables 0.038 
 Total 185.236 
Annual consumption, TWh 176.884 
Imports, TWh 0 
Exports, TWh 8.351 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 

 There were no changes in the responsibilities of Ukrainian TSO 
 National Electricity Regulatory Commission of Ukraine (hereinafter NERC) adopted “The Rules for 

Connection of Electricity Facilities to the Network” (Regulation No. 1137 of 14 December 2005) 
 Regulation of NERC No. 910 of 17 October 2005 modified “The Rules for Electricity Usage”  

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
There are 275 enterprises of all forms of ownership at the Wholesale Electricity Market of Ukraine, i.e.: 
 
Transmission System Operator 
The Ukrainian TSO is National Power Company “Ukrenergo”, which operates transmission power lines as 
well as cross-border lines and dispatches the Integrated Power System of Ukraine (hereinafter Ukrainian 
IPS).  
 
Main generators 
Electricity producers – NAEC “Energoatom” (4 nuclear plants), JSC “Ukrgidroenergo” (7 HPPs), 5 thermal 
generating companies (14 TPPs), 44 CHPPs and wind power plants.  
 
Distributors 

 42 distributing companies of different forms of ownership, that supply power to the consumers on 
the regulated tariff; 

 171 private firms that supply power on the non-regulated tariff; 
 
 
Main traders & other players 

 Electricity Market  
 9 industrial users, that buy power directly at Wholesale Electricity Market  

 
Main events 
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The parallel operation with the Belarus power system was restored in 2005 and from January 1, 2006 
Ukraine exports about 2,5 TWh to it.    
There were no outages or blackouts in the Ukrainian IPS during 2005-2006. 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Existing interconnections  

FROM  TO Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW 

Ukraine Russia    
Myhailivka  Volzhskaya HPP  DC Single + 400 360 
Donbaska  Novovoronezhskaya NPP  AC Single 500 1732,1 
Pobeda Shakhty  AC Single 500 1732,1 
Amvrosyivka Taganrog  AC Single 220 417,3 
Luganska TPP Syisoevo  AC Single 220 956,4 
Velikotsk Syisoevo  AC Single 220 346,8 
Velikotsk Pryidonsk  AC Single 220 346,8 
Pivdenna Novocherkassk TPP          AC Single 330 1051,7 
Pivnichnoukrainska  Kurskaya NPP         AC Single 750 2598,1 
Zmyivska TPP Belgorod  AC Single 330 1046,0 
Zmyivska TPP Valuiki  AC Single 330 1046,0 
Losevo Shebekino  AC Single 330 1143,2 
Sumy Pivnichna Kurskaya NPP  AC Single 330 1046,0 
Shostka Kurskaya NPP  AC Single 330 1143,2 
Ukraine Belarus    
Chernobyl NPP Mozyr  AC Single 330 990,5 
Chernigov  Gomel  AC Single 330 852,2 
Ukraine Poland    
Dobrotvir Zamość  AC Single 220 381,1 
Khmelnytska NPP Rzeszów Widełka  AC Single 750 Disconnected 
Ukraine Romania    
Mukachevo Rosiori  AC Single 400 1385,6 
Ukraine Slovak Republic    
Mukachevo V. Kapusany  AC Single 400 1385,6 
Ukraine Hungary    
Zahidnoukrainska Albertirsa  AC Single 750 997,7 
Mukachevo Sajószöged  AC Single 400 1385,6 
Mukachevo Tiszalök  AC Single 220 381,1 
Mukachevo Kisvárda  AC Single 220 381,1 
Ukraine Moldova    
Usatovo Moldavian GRES  AC Single 330 1251,8 
Kotovska Moldavian GRES  AC Single 330 1051,7 
Novoodeska Moldavian GRES   AC Single 330 1051,7 
Artsyz Moldavian GRES  AC Single 330 1051,7 
Kotovska Rybnitsa no. 1  AC Single 330 1051,7 
Kotovska Rybnitsa no.2  AC Single 330 1051,7 
Dnistrovska HPP Beltsy  AC Single 330 1143,2 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV 

Pivdennoukrainska NPP Isaccea (Romania) AC Single 750 
Rivnenska NPP Mikashevichy (Belarus) AC Single 330 
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Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
FROM  TO Type  AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV P,MW Expected date for 

commissioning the line 
Rivnenska NPP Kyivska AC Single 750 2598 2008 
Adjalyk Usatovo AC Single 330 1051 2007 
Novoodeska Artsyz AC Single 330 657 2008 
Dnistrovska HPP Bar AC Single 330 1143 2008 
Tashlykska HPSPP No. 
1, 2 

Pivdenno-ukrainska 
NPP 

AC Single 330 1190 2007 

Simferopol Sevastopol AC Single 330 657 2008 

 
Future projected interconnections 

 Reconstruction of OHL 750 kV Pivdennoukrainska NPP – Isaccea (Romania) along with 
construction of 750 kV Prymorska SS; 

 Construction of OHL 330 kV Rivnenska NPP – Mikashevichy (Belarus) and then extend the line to 
750 kV Belaruskaya SS and switch the line to 750 kV 

 
Study needs 
There is a need to develop the project documentation for the above-mentioned projects.  
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
To date, “The Energy Strategy till 2030” was adopted, defining the main directions for the development of 
the Ukrainian power sector.  
 
 “The Road Map for the Development of Ukrainian IPS until 2010 with Prospects until 2015” is currently 
being developed, based on “The Energy Strategy until 2030”. This Road Map comprises the following 
issues: 

 growth of the levels of power supply and power load at regions and significant knots; 
 location and power of new power plants; 
 balances of power and energy; 
 Directions for development of transmission power network. 

 
“The Road Map for the Regional Power Plants” is developed on the basis of “The Road Map for the 
Development of Ukrainian IPS”. 
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4. Electricity market structure 
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5.  Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.ukrenergo.energy.gov.ua National Power Company “Ukrenergo”  
http://mpe.kmu.gov.ua/control/uk/ind
ex  

Ministry of Fuel and Energy of Ukraine 

www.nerc.gov.ua 
 

National Electricity Regulatory Commission of Ukraine 

www.er.gov.ua State Enterprise “Energorynok” 
www.uie.kiev.ua State Foreign Trade Company ”Ukrinterenergo” 
www.energoatom.kiev.ua 
 

National Nuclear Energy Generating Company “Energoatom” 

www.naftogaz.com National Joint-Stock Company “Naftogaz Ukrainy” 
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Arab Union 
 

JORDAN 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 

 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Steam/ HFO 390
 Steam/Natural Gas 650
 Hydro 12
 Gas Turbine / Natural Gas 150
 Gas Turbine / Diesel 353
 Diesel Engines / Diesel 43
 Combined Cycle / Diesel 300
 Wind 1.4
 Biogas 1
 Total 1900
Yearly generation by fuel Type, GWh 
 Steam/ HFO 2681
 Steam/Natural Gas 5288
 Hydro 57
 Gas Turbine / Natural Gas 648
 Gas Turbine / Diesel 341
 Diesel Engines / Diesel 73
 Combined Cycle / Diesel 558
 Wind 3
 Biogas 5
 Total 9654
Annual consumption, GWh 8712
Imports, GWh 982
Exports, GWh 0.3

 
 

2. Industry structure 
 
2.1  Recent key developments 
 
Jordan has taken a number of significant steps to restructure and reform its power electricity 
sector, including: 

 Transforming the former Jordan Electricity Authority (JEA) into National Electric 
Power Company (NEPCO), a share holding company owned totally by the 
government. 

 Unbundling of NEPCO (mother company) into 3 companies : 
o NEPCO: National Electric Power Co.. It is the single buyer of the electrical 

power in Jordan as a shareholding co. owned by the government.  It is 
responsible for transmission of electric power from the generation stations 
to the distribution companies and large consumers through the high  
voltage transmission lines.  It is also responsible for controlling and 
supervising the operation of the generation units through the National 
Control Center, and for the electrical inter-connection with neighbouring 
countries. 
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o CEGCO: Central Electricity Generating Co., owned by the government, is 
responsible for electrical power generation from the existing power station. 

o EDCO: Electricity Distribution Co. owned by the government, is 
responsible for the distribution of electrical power in the Southern and 
Eastern Parts of the country, and Jordan Valley. 

 
The Electricity Regulatory Commission has been established as a new regulatory body 
organising the relation among the electric power companies and between the electric power 
companies and the consumers. 
 
Two private distribution companies already exist: 

Jordan Electric Power Co. (JEPCO) 
It is responsible for electrical distribution in the central part of the country.  It is 
completely owned by the private sector. 

Irbid District Electricity Co. (IDECO) 
It is responsible for electrical distribution in the Northern parts of the country.  It 
is owned by the government and the private sector. 

 
The single buyer model has been selected for the power sector of the country. 
 
The Government of Jordan represented by the Executive Privatisation Commission and the 
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR) completed the procedures for privatising 
the electricity generation and distribution activities. The assigned consultant by MEMR 
completed the first and the second stages of the privatisation study of the generation and 
distribution activities, which included studying the technical, financial, legal and 
environmental aspects of the electricity sector’s structure, evaluating the electricity 
companies, preparing the privatisation strategy and the related tender documents and 
agreements. 
 
The consultant prepared also the time schedule needed for privatising the Central Electricity 
Generating Company (CEGCO) and prepared pre-qualification conditions (Strategic 
Partnership) as well. 
 
On 5 April 2004, the tender procedures for selling about (51%) of CEGCO were commenced. 
The investor’s pre-qualification stage was started and then the data investigation stage was 
carried out by the qualified investors and finally ended by submitting the final offers which 
were received on 6/1/2005. These offers were evaluated and found to be lower than the 
required level. 
 
Upon the willingness of some of the financial investors to purchase its part of CEGCO 
offered for selling, the Cabinet of Ministers took a decision in the session held on 21 June 
2005 to give the financial investors a chance to participate in the bidding, and the 
participation should not be confined only to strategic partners. Accordingly, the consultant 
was requested to make the necessary modifications and update the tender documents of 
privatising this company in order to enable the participation of those financial investors in this 
bidding. 
 
In addition to that, the Cabinet decided to start the privatisation process of Electricity 
Distribution Company (EDCO), in order to sell the whole company and to sell also the 
government’s share in Irbid District Electricity Company (IDECO), which amounts to 55.4%. 
This process has to be done in parallel with the privatisation program of CEGCO without 
Waiting for achieving progress in implementing the generation privatisation process. 
 
The privatisation of Samra Electric Power Generating Company (SEPGCO) will be 
implemented through a competitive tender.  
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The tender documents and the necessary agreements for the process of selling the company 
will be prepared through employing an international consultant by the Executive Privatisation 
Commission. The required procedures for preparing the terms of reference needed for 
employing this consultant are progressing. The tenders for privatising this company will be 
issued in due time. 
 
Another task of the consultant is to study and to make recommendations in relation to the 
Transmission, Market Operation, and System Operation activities of NEPCO. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
During 2005, NEPCO continued in managing effectively the interconnected electric system in 
Jordan, and in providing electricity in accordance with the adopted specifications from all the 
available sources (CEGCO, the Egyptian electrical interconnection) at a least economical 
cost,  while maintaining the security of the electric system.  The operational studies necessary 
for the electric system were prepared, in addition to the operation manuals and 
implementation of the required maintenance plans and making the necessary calculations in 
regard to the electric interconnection lines.  
 
Main generators 
Main generating units in Jordan in 2005  

1- CEGCO 1636 MW 
Aqaba thermal power station 650MW + 6MW Hydro 
Hussein thermal power station 396MW 
Power Risha station 150MW 
Rehab Power station 360MW 
Marka Power station 100MW 
Amman south power station 60MW 
Karak Power station 24.5MW 
Aqaba Central 10.5 MW 
Tafila 1.5 MW 
Ma'an & Remote Villages 2 MW 
AL-Ibrahimiah 0.3 MW 
Hofa 1.125 MW 
2- Other Organisations 138 MW 

Total 1900 MW 
 

First IPP Project 
Al-Samra Electric Power Generation Co (SEPGCO) was established in 2003, in accordance 
with the Companies Law, as a shareholding private company owned totally by the 
government. This company is responsible for electric energy generation activity alongside 
with the CEGCO. Its capital is JD (50) million with a total generating capacity of (300) MW 
as a first stage. 
SEPGCO will be  working as a combined cycle generation station burning natural gas.  
SEPGCO had worked as a simple cycle in 2005 and will be working as a combined cycle in 
year 2007. 
 
Second IPP Project 
An International consultant was employed in March 2002 to prepare the tender documents 
and agreements for the project which will be carried out on B.O.O basis with a generation 
capacity of 370 MW . The tender documents for the project were issued in 2005.  This station 
is expected to be operational as a simple cycle in the summer of 2007 and as a combined 
cycle in the summer of 2008. 
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Distributors  
There are Three Distribution Companies in Jordan operating the networks of 33kV, 11kV and 
400v. 

 Jordan Electric Power Co. (JEPCO) 
 Irbid District Electricity Co. (IDECO) 
 Electricity Distribution Co . (EDCO) 

 
Main traders and other players (exchanges) 
NEPCO (National Electric Power Co.) acts as the single buyer. 
 
 
3. Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international  interconnections 
 
The most important achievements of NEPCO in the field of interconnection with the Arab 
neighbouring countries can be summarized as follows: 

 
Existing interconnections : 
 

• The Jordanian – Egyptian interconnection 
AC interconnection 
400kV 
The interconnection tie line is a Submarine cable single circuit with capacity 550 MW which 
will be raised to 1100 MW when transferred to DC after 2010, from Aqaba S/S in Jordan to 
Taba S/S in Egypt. The Jordan – Egypt electric interconnection project was inaugurated and 
operated in 16/3/1999. In years 2003, 2004,2005 about 972,788 and 741 Gwh respectively 
were imported from the Egyptian electrical system. 
 

• The Jordanian – Syrian interconnection 
AC interconnection 
400 kV 
The interconnection tie line is a single circuit overhead transmission line form Amman North 
S/S in Jordan to Der Ali S/S/ in Syria with capacity of 800 MVA.The project was officially 
inaugurated on 14/3/2001.  Electric energy exchange between the two networks continued in 
kind, it was agreed on the tariff of electric energy exchange between the two sides. In years 
2004,2005 about 38 and 241 Gwh respectively were imported from the Syrian electrical 
system.The above two interconnections are part of the seven countries interconnection project 
(EIJLLST).  This project includes also Turkey, Iraq, Libya and Lebanon in addition to Jordan, 
Egypt and Syria. 
 
Future projected interconnections 
 

• The Electric Interconnection Project of the Mediterranean countries (MEDRING) 
Through a consortium which includes the electric entities of some EU Member States (Spain, 
France, Italy and Greece) and some countries of the Mediterranean region which are not 
members of the European Union (Jordan, Egypt, Syria, Algeria, Tunis and Turkey), NEPCO 
participated in conducting technical and economical feasibility studies for the electric 
interconnection of the Mediterranean countries.  The final studies of the project have been 
completed and the final report was issued in middle 2003. The studies showed that the 
implementation of this project is feasible, both technically and economically. 
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• Project of Pan Arab Electric Interconnection 
In 2005 NEPCO participated in preparing the draft terms of reference for studying the 
electrical interconnection between Arab countries and other countries, and for evaluating the 
usage of natural gas for exporting electricity. This aimed at conducting cost effective and 
technical feasibility studies to determine the optimal way for completing the interconnection 
of the electrical networks of the Arab countries,  including those countries which are not yet 
joining the existing interconnection projects, and to review the existing interconnection 
projects and existing and future gas networks, and study alternatives for the usage of the 
natural gas in electricity generation and its export for the coming twenty years. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
In 2005 NEPCO constructed and expanded the main substations of 400/132/33 kV and 132/33 
kV, and 132 kV and 400 kV lines needed for connecting the main substations.   
 
The added transforming capacities in 2005 were 496 MVA and the added transmission lines 
were 54 km-circuit, in addition to many transmission projects, constructing new main 
substations and expanding the existing substations. 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
On 21 and 26 December 2005 a fire occurred on generator transformers of Aqaba Thermal 
Power Station Units #5 and #4 respectively causing both transformers failure. Both failures 
occurred on the same phase (red) and exhibited the same failure mode, i.e. failure occurred at 
the 400 kV cable connection end of the transformer / oil bushing on generator feeders 5 and 4 
with almost identical damage to surrounding equipment. 
 
The failures were examined and analysed by local and international experts, who postulated 
several scenarios for the reason behind these failures. After long research and analysis it was 
found that the problem was a manufacturing defect in the transformer HV bushings. 
 
By summer 2006 both failed units were back in service and  the network was restored.  
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The single buyer model has been selected for the power sector in Jordan where NEPCO 
purchases electric energy from different sources and transmits and sells it to the distribution 
companies and the bulk supply consumers supplied from the national grid and exchange the 
electric energy with the neighbouring interconnected countries (Egypt, Syria).  
 
 
5. Other 
 
The government commissioned NEPCO to purchase natural gas from Gas Developer 
Company (Fajr) and sell it to all electric power stations in the Kingdom.  Since the 
inauguration of the Jordanian-Egyptian gas pipeline in July 2003, burning natural gas started 
at the third unit of ATPS in August 2003, followed by the fourth and fifth units in September 
and October of the same year respectively. Rehab Power Station started burning natural gas in 
May 2006 working as a combined cycle system. 
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COMELEC 
 

ALGERIA 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (key data  2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  7161
 Hydro   209
 Diesel oil   175
 Total 7545
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal  32.691
 Hydro 0.555
 Diesel oil 0.281
 Total 33.527
Annual consumption, TWh 31.870
Imports, TWh 0.247
Exports, TWh 0.275
 
2. Industry structure 
 
Since the nationalisation of 1947, SONELGAZ has had the monopoly for production, 
transport and distribution of electricity and gas in Algeria.  The Algerian network was 
interconnected with the Tunisian network with 220 kV in 1975 and in 1988 with the 
Moroccan network.  The three networks are synchronously interconnected to the European 
network since the underground liaison Morocco – Spain was brought into operation in 1997. 
 
Trade between the 3 Maghreb countries has been carried out on the basis of annual or specific 
contracts. It is also important to point out that ONE and SONELGAZ are external operators 
on the Spanish electricity market.  They buy and sell using bilateral contracts and/ or by 
contacting the Spanish market operator OMEL. 
 
The key figures for SONELGAZ in 2005 are: 
 

Installed capacity 7545 MW 
Production 33.5 TWh 
Electricity customers 5 602 480 
Gas customers 2 061 941 
Network length HT 16 778 km 
Network length MT 100 510 km 
Network length BT 127 830 km 
Gas network length HP 6 105 km 
Gas network length MP 28 620 km 
Staff 19 779 agents 
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2.1 Recent key developments 
 
The main provisions of the Law of 5 February 2002, which governs the sector of electricity 
are: 
The opening of the electricity sector to private investments and in particular the competitive 

activities of electricity (production and supply) and natural gas, so as to achieve:  
A reduction of costs 
An improvement of the quality of service to customers  
A creation of competition in the electricity sector 

Any investor who so wishes, can produce electricity with a simple authorisation.  For 
distribution, a system of concession is in place. 

The State remains in charge of ensuring the quality of public service.  
Access to transmission and distribution networks, regulated natural monopolies, is guaranteed 

for all.  
In order to ensure that there is no discrimination between operators, the following bodies have 

been created:  
An Independent System Operator 
A Market Operator 
A Regulatory Commission for electricity and gas 

The latter, which must be independent and autonomous, has the following mission:  
To control the public service 
To advise public authorities on the organisation of the market 
To control and monitor the respect of regulations by the operators.  

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
The main actor remains SONELGAZ.  However, the electricity sector is in full change since 
the promulgation of the law of 5 February 2002. One of the main provisions of this law is the 
opening to competition of production and supply. 
 
In this context, the production business has already noted the arrival of the following 
operators: 
-  Sonatrach (SUD)    300  MW 
-  Kahrama (Arzew) 345   MW 
-  SKS  (Skikda) 825  MW 
-  SKB  (Berrouaghia) 500  MW 

 
It is also important to point out that SONELGAZ, currently vertically integrated, is now a 
holding company with legally independent subsidiaries for production, transmission and 
distribution of electricity and transport of gas.  
 
Transmission system operator  
 
Main generators 
Ras Djinet station, Steam turbine - Natural Gas (4 units) 672 MW 
Hamma station, Gas Turbine – Natural Gas (2 units) 418 MW 
Marsat station, Steam turbine - Natural Gas (5 units) 840 MW 
Jijel station, Steam turbine – Natural Gas (3 units) 588 MW 
Hassi Messaoud West station, Gas Turbine – Natural Gas (3 units) 369 MW 
M’sila station, gaz Turbine, Natural gas (25 units) 806 MW 
Tiaret station, gas turbine, Natural gas (7 units) 420 MW 
Hassi Messaoud North, Gas station (12 units) 392 MW  
Arzew Desalination station, Gas turbine– Natural Gas (3 units) 345 MW 
Skikda station, Combined Cycle - natural Gas (2 units) 825 MW 
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Foreseen/outgoing for new generating units 
 
 Berrouaghia, Gas turbine – natural Gas (2 units) ............ 500 MW, 2007 
 Hadjret Ennous station Combined Cycle - natural Gas  

(2 units) ...........................................................................
 
1200 MW, 2008 

 
 
3. Interconnection developments Transmission Network and System Issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections 
 
Existing interconnections (year 2005) 
Country Substation 

of 
Country Substation 

of 
Type Length 

(Km) 
V (kV) Thermal 

limit (A) 
Algeria Ghazaouet Morocco Oujda AC-single 47 225 640 
Algeria Tlemcen Morocco Oujda AC-single 66 225 640 
Algeria Djebel Onk Tunisia Metaloui AC-single 59 150 510 
Algeria El Aouinet Tunisia Tajerouine AC-single 62 225 640 
Algeria El Aouinet Tunisia Tajerouine AC-single 60 90 510 
Algeria El Kala Tunisia Fernana AC-single 48 90 510 
 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
Country Substation 

 
Country Substation 

 
Type Length 

(Km) 
V (kV) Thermal 

limit (A) 
Date 

of 
operation 

Algeria Hassi Ameur Morocco Bourdime AC-double 250 400 2x1720 2007 
Algeria Hadjar Tunisia Djendouba AC-single 160 400 1720 2007 
 
Future projected interconnections 

Country Substation 
 

Country Substation 
 

Type V (kV) Capacity 
(MW) 

Date 
Of 

operation 
Algeria Hassi Ameur Spain Almeria DC 500 1000 

+1000 
2008 potential project 
2010 potential project 

Algeria Hadjar II Italia 
 

Cagliari Sud    2010 potential project 

 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
These plans rise from the provisions contained in the law of 5 February, 2002.  The following 
are currently in progress: 
The restructuring of SONELGAZ in a holding with subsidiaries responsible for specific 

activities (legal separation) since 1 January 2004. 
The creation of an Independent System Operator where SONELGAZ will hold only 10% of 

the capital.  
The preparation for setting up a regulatory authority whose members are nominated by the 

President of the Republic. 
The preparation for setting up an Electricity Exchange within five years.  
As of now, new system operators already established themselves into the production market. 
For distribution, it is also foreseen to introduce competition with a system of concessions on 

the basis of specifications and tenders. 
The law foresees that eligible customers can freely conclude with producers, sales 

representatives and/ or distributors and negotiate supply contracts.  
Prices in use for the transmission and distribution networks are regulated and fixed by the 
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Regulatory Commission according to a specific procedure  
Captive customers will pay an equal tariff throughout the whole country (“péréquation 

tarifaire”) 
The market will be made up of: 

Bilateral contracts between operators 
An electricity exchange to which producers, sales representatives and consumers 

will call upon day after day  
 
In order to conform the electricity sector to this law, modifications will be introduced before 
2008. 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.sonelgaz.dz SONELGAZ 
www.mem-algeria.dz Energy Ministry 
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LIBYA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 

 Thermal 5125 
 Hydro - 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewable 0.209 
 Total 5125.209 

Yearly generation by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 22.5 
 Hydro - 
 Nuclear - 
 Renewable - 
 Total 22.5 

Annual consumption, TWh 18.89 
Imports, TWh 0.105 
Exports, TWh 0.195 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments 
 
Nowadays, General Electricity Company of Libya (GECOL) is the only power electrical 
utility in the country responsible for: Generation, Transmission and Distribution of the 
Electrical energy in the country. The main key figures (Year 2005) are as follows: 
 
Peak Demand 3857 MW 
Installed Capacity 5125 MW 
Energy Generated 22500 GWh 
Total length of the 220 kv Transmission System  13138 km 
Total length of the 66 & 33 kV sub-transmission system  21410 km 
Total length of the 11 kV distribution system 56228 km 
Number of Customers 1184707 
Per Capita Consumption 3119 Kwh/capita  
Number of 220 kv Substations 64 
220 kv Substation Capacity 11706 MVA 
Number of 66 & 30 kv Substations 471 
Total Capacity of 66 & 30 kv Substations 12039 MVA 
 
Future Perspectives of the Libyan Electricity: 
 
The peak load of electrical power in Libya is continuously increasing with a relatively high 
growth rate of 8% per annum. Accordingly, the power generation as well as the transmission 
network is also expanding. 
 
The fundamental objective of the electrical Master Plan of the Libyan system is to secure and 
guarantee the electrical power supply to the growing demand of electrical energy to all sectors 
in the country. Recent studies have shown that the expected peak demand in Libya in the year 
2010 will be about 6000 MW and the figure is expected to reach 8500 MW by year 2015 and 
around 10000 MW by 2020. Therefore, a total of about 5500 MW generation capacity needs 
to be added during the period 2006 - 2012 with a mixed generation options (Steam & 
Combined Cycle) using natural gas. 
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Year 2010 2015 2020 
Total MW 6000 8400 9800 

 
 
In order to transmit the electrical energy generated from the various power plants and to 
reinforce the local interconnections and interconnections with neighbouring countries (Egypt 
& Tunisia), the Future plan of the Libyan Transmission System is concentrated on the EHV 
400 kV grid. The 400 kV network will be implemented by constructing: 20 (400/220kV) 
substations and about 5000 km of 400kv transmission lines. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator(s) (TSO(s)): 
GECOL is the operator of the national transmission network (220, 66 and 30kV). Within 
GECOL’s organisation, there is a general department responsible for energy management and 
transmission. A ‘three-level structure’ control centre is under construction and will soon be 
put into operation. The national control centre equipped with the latest technologies such as 
AGC and EMS is based on a fibre optic network. This centre will control the HV and EHV 
networks in addition to generation plants and will also coordinate with the neighbouring 
national control centres for interconnection operation. 
 
Libya is soon to have two regional control centres: 

- Benghazi’s regional control centre (BRCC),  in operation since 2001 to control the 
220kV system in the eastern region of the grid,  

- Tripoli’s regional control centre (TRCC), currently under construction and expected to 
be in operation with the national control centre (NCC) at the beginning of 2007. 
Furthermore, ten distribution control centres (DCCs) are scheduled during the next five 
years plan. These control centres will control the distribution network (66, 30 and 11kV) 
all over the country. 

 
Main generators (No IPPs Exist): 
Main generation in Libyan power system are: 
Zawia (gas)                                      990MW  
West mountain (gas) 624MW 
Khoms (steam) 480MW 
Khoms (gas) 600MW 
Tripoli west (steam) 565MW 
Trikpoli south (gas) 500MW 
Musrata steel (steam) 507MW 
Beghazi north (gas)                         600MW 
Derna (steam) 130MW 
Tobruk (steam) 190MW 
Zwitina (gas) 200MW 
 
Foreseen/outgoing projects for new generating units (up to 2012): 
Benghazi (heat recovery)* 2x150MW 
Zawia (heat recovery)* 3x150MW 
Tripoli west (steam) 4x325MW 
Gulf (steam) 4x350MW 
Musrata steel CC I 750MW 
Benghazi west CC I 750MW 
Musrata steel CC I 750MW 
Sarir (Gas)                                   250 MW 
Tubrok Cogeneration                  500 MW 
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* The steam part added to convert existing gas turbine to combined cycle. 
 
Distributors: 
General Electricity Company of Libya (GECOL) acts as a single distributor. GECOL also has 
a general department responsible for operation and maintenance of the distribution network.  
There are moreover ten regional departments carrying out the distribution job. 
 
Main traders & other players (exchange etc.): 
GECOL acts as a single trader in the electricity market. 
 
2.3 Main events 
During 2005, the commissioning and operation of the West Mountain Power plant (4 gas 
units of 156 Mw each, with a total installed capacity of 624 MW) took place. In addition, two 
gas units of 165 MW each were put into operation at the Zawia Power Plant bringing the total 
capacity of the plant to almost 1000 MW. Moreover, the first 400 kv transmission line and 
two 400/220 kv substations were put into operation, thus connecting the south-west of the 
country to the north via a 440 km EHV 400 kv line. 
 
3. Interconnection developments: 
 
3.1 Status of interconnections 
 
Existing interconnections 
 

From (Libya) To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U, KV P, MW 

(thermal) 
Length 
(km) 

Tobruk Saloum (Egypt) AC-Double 220 600* 165 
Abukamash Mednine (Tunis) AC-Double 220 400 210 
Rowis Tatouini (Tunis) AC-Double 220 200** 160 
*  Due to technical limitation the maximum exchangeable power a bout 180MW. 
**  Expected to be in operation during 2007. 
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections: 
GECOL and TERNA of Italy recently launched an economic and technical feasibility study to 

interconnect Libya and Italy via a sub-marine DC link across the Mediterranean Sea. This 
interconnection will reinforce the security of supply of the two countries and will enhance 
the electrical interconnection between Europe and North Africa.  

 
Lines under construction: 
Internal: 
 

400kV lines 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U,KV P,MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date 
for 

Commissioning 
the line 

Wadi Rabia Homis 
Switching AC-Single 400 1000 120 2008 

Homis 
Switching Misurata AC-Single 400 1000 120 2008 

Misurata Sirt AC-Single 400 1000 300 2008 
Sirt Hoon AC-Single 400 1000 480 2010 
Sirt Gdabia AC-Single 400 1000 240 2008 

Gdabia Gwarsha AC-Single 400 1000 120 2008 
Wadi Rabia Rowis AC-Double 400 1000 250 2010 
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220kV lines 

From (Libya) To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U,KV P,MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date for 
Commissioning 

the line 
Azzahra Tripoli South AC-Double 220 400 19 2007 

Benghazi North Gwarsha AC-Double 220 400 45 2008 
 

220kV Under Ground Cables 

From(Libya) To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U, KV P, MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date for 
Commissioning the 

line 
Tripoli West Saraj AC-Double 220 350 13.6 2010 

Saraj Sidi Hamid AC-Double 220 350 7.5 2008 
Sidi Hamid National AC-Double 220 350 8 2006 

National Souk Aljmaa AC-Double 220 350 12.5 2006 
Souk Aljmaa Ain Zara AC-Double 220 350 5.5 2006 

Benghazi 
Power 

Benghazi 
Center AC-Double 220 350 15.5 2006 

 
Future projected interconnections 
 
Libya and Egypt interconnection: 
It has been planned to connect the two systems at 400/500 kV in the future starting from year 
2012 

 

From(Libya) To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U,KV P,MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date for 
Commissioning the 

line 
Gdabia Toubruk AC-Single 400 1000 375 2010 

Gwarsha Toubruk AC-Single 400 1000 350 2010 
Toubruk Matroh (Egypt) AC-Single 500 1000 250 2012 

 
Libya-Tunisia interconnection: 

From(Libya) To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U,KV P,MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date for 
Commissioning the 

line 
Sorman South Buchemma AC-Single 400 1000 350 2012 

 
Planned internal 400 kV lines: 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/double U,KV P,MW Length 

(km) 

Expected date for 
Commissioning the 

line 
Wadi Rabia Bani walid AC-Double 400 2000 150 2010 
Bani walid Sirt AC-Double 400 2000 260 2010 

Sirt Ras lanuf AC-Double 400 2000 230 2010 
Ras lanuf Gdabia AC-Double 400 2000 250 2010 
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TUNISIA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  3170
 Hydro 63
 Nuclear --
 Renewables 19
 Total 3252
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 11.903 9
 Hydro 0.1452
 Nuclear --
 Renewables 0.0424
 Total 12.0915
Annual consumption, TWh 11.373
Imports, TWh 0.139
Exports, TWh 0.142
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1.   Recent key developments  

 

The new Tunisian law, allowing for private generation of electricity, was published on 1 April 
1996. However, the Tunisian Electricity and Gas Company (STEG) remains the only 
electricity utility responsible for transmission and distribution in the country.  

Another law, concerning the small power units of generation from the fatal gas, was published 
on 3 June 2002. 

 
2.3. Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
STEG is the only transmission operator for Tunisia. 
 
Main generators  
SOUSSE: two steam thermal units of 320 MW plus a combined cycle of 364 MW. 
RADES: four thermal units of 710 MW plus an IPP combined cycle of 471 MW. 

 
Foreseen/ outgoing projects for new generating units: 
One Gas turbine unit of 120 MW for 2007. 
400 MW single-shaft combined cycle for 2009. 

 
Distributors 

    STEG is the only distribution operator for Tunisia. 
 
Main traders & other players 

   None 
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3.  Interconnections development 
 
3.1.    Status of interconnections  
 

Existing interconnections: 
FROM (Tunisia) TO Type AC/DC 

Single/Double 
U,kV Thermal limit 

(A) 

Tajerouine El. Aouinet (Algeria) AC-Single 225 620 

Metlaoui Jebel Onk (Algeria) AC-Single 150 620 

Fernana El Kala (Algeria) AC-Single 90 525 

Tajerouine El. Aouinet (Algeria) AC-Single 90 450 

Mednine Abou Kamash (Libya) AC-Double 225 620 

Tataouine Rowies (Libya) AC-Single 225 620 

 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections; 

STEG intends to participate in the study “ENCOURAGE’ on the optimisation of future 
“energy corridors” between EU and neighbouring countries. This study will involve the 
European Union, the Southern & Eastern Mediterranean countries, Eastern Europe and 
Russia. It will be led by a consortium composed by the ECN (Energy Research Centre of the 
Netherlands), the OME, the CESI (Italy) and the Frauenhofer Institut (Germany). 

The Feasibility Study Stage is now achieved by CESI in February 2006. The date for the  
realisation for this project is foreseen by 2010-2011.  

 
Lines under construction (internal and cross-border) 
 

FROM (Tunisia) TO (Tunisia) Type  AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV Expected date of 
operation 

Mornaguia Mateur AC-Single     400 (*) December 2006 

Mateur Jendouba AC-Single     400 (*) March 2007 

Zahrouni  Mornaguia AC-Double  90 December 2006 

Korba Menzel Temime AC-Single  90 November 2007 

(*) This line in 400 kV will be operated in 225 kV. 

 

FROM (Tunisia) TO  Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV Expected date of 
operation 

Jendouba El. Hadjar (Algeria) AC-Single 400 (*) 2006 

 (*) This line in 400 kV will be operated in 225 kV. 
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3.2. Main events 
 
28 June 2005: putting into operation of the 400 kV line (exploited in 225kV) Jendouba-Hajjar 
(interconnection between Tunisia and Algeria). 

21 November 2005: failure of the UCTE test for the closure of the interconnection Tunisia-
Libya (due to the action of watt metric relays on the Tunisia-Algeria interconnection). 
 
 
5. Other 
 
Link  Company 

www.steg.com.tn 

 

 
STEG 
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Isolated systems 
 
 

CYPRUS 
 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  1118
 Hydro -
 Nuclear -
 Renewables -
 Total -
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 4.348
 Hydro -
 Nuclear -
 Renewables -
 Total 4.348
Annual consumption, TWh 3.940
Imports, TWh -
Exports, TWh -
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Electricity Market in Cyprus,  in line with the new E.U Directive,  has opened to 
approximately 35% since the 1 May 2004. A new law was enacted(N.122(I)/2003) and all the 
relevant rules and regulations have been issued (Transmission & Distribution Rules, Market 
Rules, Tariff Rules, License Regulations and Performance Indicators). 
 
The Electricity Directive allows Member States to impose upon their electricity undertaking 
public service obligations in the general economic interest. These may relate to the following 
categories: 
 

 Security 
 Rural development 
 Quality of supply 
 Price of supply 
 Environmental protection.  

 
The Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) has been restructured, thereby establishing the 
following : 

 
 A generation business 
 The transmission system operator independent in legal terms. 
 The transmission business 
 The distribution business, and 
 The supply business. 
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In order to comply with the present EU Directive requirements,  EAC has set up a 
separately identifiable Transmission and Distribution System Organisation within EAC. In 
addition,  the area’s responsibilities are separated in accounting terms between the supply 
function and the network function.  
 
Business units are run as independent profit centres. Business unit managers are 
effectively managing independent business lines operating commercially at arm length 
from other business units of EAC. Managers are responsible for the financial performance 
of their business unit.  

 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
Established on 14/04/2004 
 
Main generators 
EAC VASSILIKO P.S – 428 MW 
EAC DHEKELIA P.S  -360 MW 
EAC MONI P.S – 330 MW 
 
New Generation 
Vassiliko P.S phase three, which includes the installation of one new combined cycle 
generator 220 MW capacity(Under construction – License for operation: 10/11/2005). 
 
Vassiliko P.S phase four, which includes the installation of two new combined cycle 
generators of 440 MW  total capacity(License for operation: 24/02/2006). 
 
Conventional Generation under License for operation : 303 MW 
 
Renewable Energy Sources(RES) Generation under License for operation : 122 MW 
 
Distributors 
Distribution for the whole of Cyprus remained within EAC but unbundled in accounting 
terms following a decision by the Government of Cyprus in line with the provisions of the EU 
Directive for small isolated systems. 
 
Main traders & other players 
Not applicable for Cyprus 
 
 
3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of interconnections: Internal only (to be completed within the next 2 to 3 

years) 
 Vassilikos – Tseri double circuit line (twin conductor). 
 Tseri – Lakatamia circuit underground cable. 
 Kophinou - Mari circuit overhead line. 
 Tseri – Strovolos circuit underground cable. 
 Ipsonas – Trimiklini double circuit overhead line. 
 Akoursos – Poli double circuit overhead line. 
 Tee Off to Ayios Athanasios double circuit underground cable. 
 Dhasoupolis – Strovolos circuit underground cable. 
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3.2 Network development plan 
 
According to the law provisions, the Electricity Authority of Cyprus is the owner of the 
distribution and transmission networks and the TSO is the system operator as from 1 May 
2004. The TSO has the responsibility for producing a development plan for the grid, issue 
terms for connection to the transmission network and oversee that EAC develops the network 
in accordance with the published development plan and takes every step in maintaining the 
grid to industry standard. 
 
The TSO has to submit yearly to the Regulatory Authority an updated ten-year plan for the 
development of the transmission network. Following the approval of the Regulatory 
Authority, EAC has the responsibility to implement the development plan. 
 
The main milestones that EAC needs to go through in order to construct a new transmission 
link are the following: 
 
- Detailed design including environmental study 
- Town planning approval (including approval from all affected local Authorities) 
- Government approvals 
- Wayleaves (compulsory from District Officer) 
- Actual construction 
 
To complete a new overhead transmission link (from inception to final commissioning) can 
take approximately 3 to 4 years but usually it takes more than 5 years and sometimes 8 to 10 
years. 
 
3.3 Main Events 
Nothing worthy of mentioning. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The electricity market in Cyprus opened for 35% of the annual consumption .The market is 
expected to function according to the following guiding principles: 
 

 The TSO, independent in legal terms, shall operate the Transmission system and the 
market. 

 The bulk of energy shall be traded through bilateral contracts between the 
generators/customers. 

 The balancing market shall operate ONLY for the half-hourly energy deficiencies or 
surplus using the most economic options available to the TSO through bits and offers 
of the available generators. 

 The ancillary services shall be traded by the TSO using long term offers from 
available generators. 

 All conventional generators above 1 MW and renewable generators above 5 MW are 
to be scheduled daily through the TSO. 

 The drawing below shows schematically how the electricity market is expected to 
operate: 
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5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

Http//www.eac.com.cy Electricity Authority of Cyprus 
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ISRAEL 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  10,318 
 Hydro 7 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 9 
 Total 10,334 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 48.4 
 Hydro 0.02 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables 0.02 
 Total 48.44 
Annual consumption, TWh 44.3 
Imports, TWh 0 
Exports, TWh 0 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
Currently, the Israel Electric Corp. (IEC) is a government owned monopoly. The IEC operates the 
generation, transmission and distribution systems. A share of the generation expansion plan is allocated to 
IPPs through governmental auction.  
 
In May 2003, the Israeli Parliament certified a new law for a reform in the electricity industry that was 
planned to take place at the beginning of March 2006.  The target is to restructure the industry as follows: 
Generation – competitive 
Transmission – a natural monopoly  
Distribution – regional monopoly 
 
At the same time trade in electricity will be developed. 
 
In March 2006, the government decided to postpone the implementation of the reform to March 2007. 
 
During the transition period, IEC will own generation, transmission and distribution in a holding company 
with subsidiaries. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator 
 
Since the IEC is a government-owned vertically integrated electric utility, the TSO functions as a central 
dispatch centre. 
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Main generators  
Nominal capacity of existing generating units by type of fuel: 
 

Fuel Type/Unit Type Nominal Capacity (MW) 
Coal 4840 
Fuel oil 1766 
IPPs 30 
Jet Engines 512 
Gas Turbines – heavy duty 1798 
Combined cycle 1372 
Total 10318 

 
2.3 Main events 
 
The most important event is that Israel has now begun using natural gas for its electricity production. 
 
3.  Interconnections development 
  
Not relevant. Israel is an island system, not interconnected with any other electrical system. 
 
4.  Electricity market structure 
 
Currently, the Israel Electric Corp. (IEC) is a government-owned vertically integrated electric utility.  
 
According to Electricity Sector Law of March 1996, the Public Utility Authority (PUA) – Electricity was 
established. Its main functions are as follows: 
 Determining tariffs and the methods of updating them, 
 Determining specifications for the level, standard and quality of service supplied by the essential service 

supplier (currently IEC). 
 
In June 2003, the Israeli government decided to reform the electricity industry as follows: 
 
 First step: IEC will be functionally unbundled into generation, transmission, local distribution and 

customer services. 
Generation – competitive 
Transmission – a natural monopole  
Distribution – regional monopoles 

 Second step: deregulation and privatisation of wholesale generation and customer services. T&D services 
will remain regulated but will be available to all T&D users under mandatory access. 

 
A share of the expansion power plan is allocated to IPP’s through governmental auction. Two private owned 
combined cycle generators of approximately 350MW each, won two separate auctions. These generators are 
planned to be constructed according to the system generation expansion plan before 2010. (See also section 
2.1 above) 
 
5. Other 
 

Link  Company 

www.israel-electric.co.il 
(Investor relations) 

IEC 
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MALTA 

 
 
1. Basic capacity, generation and consumption data (year 2005) 
 
Installed capacity by fuel, MW 
 Thermal  571 
 Hydro 0 
 Nuclear 0 
 Renewables <0.1 
 Total 571 
Yearly generation fuel by fuel, TWh 
 Thermal 2.263 
 Hydro  
 Nuclear  
 Renewables  
 Total 2.263 
Annual consumption, TWh 2.263 
Imports, TWh 0 
Exports, TWh 0 
 
 
2.  Industry structure 
 
2.1 Recent key developments  
 
The Malta Resources Authority was set up by Act of Parliament in 2000, as a public corporate body to 
regulate the use of water, energy and mineral resources in Malta. The MRA has recently published an 
‘energy plan’ for Malta (online access on www.mra.org.mt). This compliments the Generation Plan 
previously published by Enemalta Corporation (online access on www.enemalta.com.mt).  
 
Generation of electricity in Malta is liberalised subject to operating licences from the regulatory authorities. 
At present the only generator is Enemalta Corporation. 
 
Transmission and distribution of electricity is under the  responsibility of the Distribution System Operator – 
Enemalta Corporation. The transmission system is at present negligible since it consists of two circuits at 
132kV, and Malta is classified as a ‘Small Isolated System, therefore at present Malta has no transmission 
System Operator. 
 
2.2 Main actors 
 
Transmission system operator  
Malta is classed as a Small Isolated System and Enemalta Corporation is the Distribution System Operator 
 
Main generators  
Enemalta Corporation is the main generator. There are plans for Enemalta to add 100MW of local generating 
capacity by 2009. 
 
Distributors 
As stated above, Enemalta Corporation is the DSO.  
 
Other players 
MRA – Energy Regulator 
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3.  Transmission network and system issues 
 
3.1 Status of international interconnections  
 
Ongoing studies in international/cross-border interconnections 

From To Type AC/DC 
Single/Double 

U,kV P,MW Date  for 
study 

completion 

Expected date for 
commissioning the line 

under study 
Malta Sicily DC (double) 200 200 2007 2010 

 
Study needs 
There is a need to undertake a detailed study of interconnection with Sicily and North Africa. 
 
3.2 Network development plan 
 
The network plan is developed by Enemalta after considering the local rate of growth at substation and 
distribution centre level, projected developments, both in terms of increased load and of new generation 
capacity, and present condition of the system (from fault and outage statistics). This plan is referred to the 
regulatory authority for endorsement. 
 
3.3 Main events 
 
During the period 2005-06, the system was able to deliver the required power. A number of feeder circuits 
are now rated below their required n-1 rating, implying that feeder outages may result in prolonged outages 
to consumers until the feeders are repaired. There were no major events during this period. 
 
 
4. Electricity market structure 
 
The present market structure is a de-facto vertically integrated system, with the sole generator supplying the 
distribution system. There are no significant generators apart from Enemalta, and no distribution or retail 
companies except for Enemalta. 
 
The Distribution system is modelled as a ‘Single buyer’, and although generation is liberalised, there is only 
one major generator. 
 
 
5. Other 
 
Institutions/companies Links 

Enemalta Corportion www.enemalta.com.mt 
Malta Resources Authotity 
Ministry of Investment, Industry 
and IT 

www.mra.org.mt 
www.miti.gov.mt 
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ANNEX 2: Abbreviations  
 

AC Alternating current 

ATC Available transmission Capacity 

AUPTDE Arab Union of Producers, Transmission & Distribution 
Companies 

COMELEC Maghreb association of the electricity sector 

CDO Central Dispatching Organisation 

CENTREL Organisation for the synchronous interconnection of the 
electric power systems of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Poland and Hungary with the UCTE power systems 

CEER Council of European Energy Regulators 

CHP Combined Heat and Power 

CIGRE International Council on Large Electric Systems 

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States 

DC Direct current 

ETSO European Transmission System Organisation  

EU European Union 

GW Gigawatt 

HVDC High-voltage direct current 

IPS Integrated Power System 

kV Kilovolt 

MEDELEC Mediterranean Liaison Committee 

MW Megawatt 

NETA New Electricity Trading Arrangements 

NSI North Sea Interconnector 

NORDEL Organisation for Nordic power cooperation 

NPP Nuclear Power Plant 

OME Observatoire Méditeranéen de l'Energie 

PS Power System 

TEAS Turkish Electric Generation and Transmission Company 

TEN Trans-European Network 

TESIS Trans-European Synchronously Interconnected System 

TSO Transmission System Operator 

SUDEL Regional group for the coordination of electricity 
transmission in the 

 South-East European Interconnected System 
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SYSTINT Joint EURELECTRIC and UCTE working group dealing 
with system development 

SYSTMED Working group dealing with network developments around 
the Mediterranean Sea 

TWh Terawatt hour 

UNIPEDE International Union of Producers and Distributors of 
Electrical Energy 

UCPTE Union for the Co-ordination of Electricity Generation and 
Transmission 

UCTE Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity 

UES Unified Energy Systems of Russia 

UPDEA Union of Producers and Distributors of electricity in Africa 

UPS Unified Power System 
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ANNEX 3: Contributors to the report 
 

 
Chairman 

 
FR 
FRANCE 
 

Mr. Georges DE MONTRAVEL 
Head of International Affairs 
RTE (Réseau de Transport 
d'Electricité) 
Immeuble Ampere 34/40 
rue Regnault 4 
FR-92068 PARIS LA DEFENSE 
 

Tel: + 33 1 41 02 23 97 
Fax: + 33 1 41 02 28 67 
Email: Georges.demontravel@rte-france.com 

 
Contributors 

 
AL 
ALBANIA 

Mr. Luan ARANITASI 
Head of NDC 
AL-TIRANA 
 

Tel:  +355 4 22 77 92 
Tel:  +355 4 22 77 92 
E-mail: aranitasil@kesh.com.al 

AT 
AUSTRIA 

Mr. Ernst REITTINGER-HUBMER 
Verband der Elektrizitätsunternehmen 
Österreichs (VEÖ) 
Am Johannisberg 5 Unterlaa 
AT-1100 WIEN 
 

Tel:  +43 1 53113 52290 
Fax: +43 1 53113 153271 
E-mail: reittingere@verbund.at 

BE 
BELGIUM 

Mr. Marc STUBBE 
Deputy Manager 
SUEZ-TRACTEBEL 
Av. Ariane 7 
BE-1200 BRUSSELS 
 

Tel: + 32 2 773 79 18 
Fax: + 32 2 773 88 90 
Email: marc.stubbe@tractebel.com 

BA 
BOSNIA-
HERZEGOVINA 

Mr. Mirsad SABANOVIC 
Independent System Operator  
Hamdije/Eamerlia 2 
BA-71000 SARAJEVO 
 

Tel: + 387 33 275 738 
Fax: + 387 33 276 541 
Email: m.sabanovic@nosbih.ba 

BG 
BULGARIA 
 

Mrs. Tatiana PETKOVA 
Expert 
Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania 
(NEK) 
Veslets Str., 5 
BG-1040 SOFIA 
 

Tel: + 359 2 989 00 19 
Fax: + 359 2 981 01 02 
Email: tpetkova@ndc.bg 

BY 
BELARUS 
 

Mr. Aliaksej SHIRMA 
General Director of NPCC 
BELENERGO 
K. Marks Str., 14 
BY-220677 MINSK 
 

Tel:  +375 17 218 23 00 
Fax: +375 17 218 24 55 
Email: shirma@odu.energo.net.by 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs. Natalia RECHETNIKOVA 
Deputy Head of Planning Operation 
Department 
BELENERGO, National Power 
Control Centre 
K. Marks Str., 14 
BY-220677 MINSK 
 

Tel: + 375 17 218 23 24 
Fax: + 375 17 218 24 55 
Email: rechetnikova@odu.energo.net.by 

CH 
SWITZERLAND 
 

Mr. Philippe HUBER 
Head of Grid Planning and Studies 
Etrans AG 

Tel: +41 58 580 2422 
Fax: +41 58 580 2121 
Email:  philippe.huber@etrans.ch 
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Werkstrasse 12 
CH-5080 LAUFENBURG 
 

CY 
CYPRUS 
 

Mr. Michalis KANIKLIDES 
Assistant Manager Networks 
Electricity Authority of Cyprus 
Amphipoleos 11  
P.O. Box 24506 
CY-1399 LEFKOSIA 
 

Tel: +357 222 01420 
Fax:  
Email:  mkanikli@eac.com.cy 

CZ 
CZECH 
REPUBLIC 
 

Mr. Karel WITNER 
Manager of Special Processes Dept. 
CEPS a.s. ( Czech Transmission Grid ) 
Transmission Grid Development 
Elektrarenska 774 / 2 
CZ-101 52 PRAHA 10 
 

Tel: + 420 2 67104 351 
Fax: + 420 2 67104 488 
Email: witner@ceps.cz 

DE 
GERMANY 

Dr.-Ing. Frank BERGER 
Vattenfall Europe Transmission 
GMBH 
Chausseestrasse 23 
DE-10115 BERLIN 
 

Tel: + 49 30 5150 2077 
Fax: + 49 30 5150 2770 
Email: frank.berger@vattenfall.de 

 Mr. Rüdiger REINISCH 
Vattenfall Europe Transmission 
Netzgestaltung/Network Design 
Chausseestr. 23  
DE-10115 BERLIN 
 

Tel: +49 30 5150 2108 
Fax: +49 30 5150 2770 
Email: Ruediger.Reinisch@vattenfall.de 

DK 
DENMARK 
 

Mr. Flemming KJAERULF 
Nyborg Forsyning&Service  
Gasværksvej 2  
DK-5800  NYBORG 
 

Tel: +45 633 15010 
Fax: +45 633 15001 
Email: fkr@nfs.as 

DZ 
ALGERIA 
 

Mr. Rabah TOUILEB 
Deputy Director 
Société Algérienne de l'Electricité et du 
Gaz (SONELGAZ) 
bd Colonel  Krim Belkacem, 2 
DZ-16000 ALGER 
 

Tel: + 213 2 172 31 86 
Fax: + 213 2 172 31 69 
Email: r.touileb@sonelgaz.dz 

ES 
SPAIN 
 

Mr. Juan Francisco ALONSO-
LLORENTE 
Head of Access to the Grid Department 
Red Eléctrica de España S.A. 
P  Conde de los Gaitanes 177 
La Moraleja - Alcobendas 
ES-28109 MADRID 
 

Tel: + 34 91 650 85 00  
 + 34 91 650 20 12 
Fax: + 34 91 650 45 42  
 + 34 91 650 76 77 
Email: jfalonso@ree.es 

FI 
FINLAND 
 

Mr. Heikki HEIKKILÄ 
Senior Adviser  
Fortum Power and Heat Oy 
Energy Management 
P.O.Box 30 
FI-00048 FORTUM 
 
 

Tel: + 358 10 45 33 510 
Fax: + 358 10 45 33 513 
Email: heikki.heikkila@fortum.com 

FR 
FRANCE 
 
 

Mr. Jean SENOT 
International Affairs 
RTE (Réseau de Transport 
d'Electricité) 
Immeuble Ampere 34/40 

Tel: + 33 1 4102 1653 
Fax: + 33 1 4102 2867 
Email: jean.senot@rte-france.com 
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rue Regnault 4 
FR-92068 PARIS LA DEFENSE 

GB 
UNITED 
KINGDOM 

Mrs. Marina BATE 
Business Development Manager 
National Grid Transco 
Dover Lodge 
1 Dover Close, Branksome Park 
GB-BH13 6EA POOLE 
 

Tel: +44 1202 752303 
Fax:  
Email: marina.bate@uk.ngrid.com 

 Mr. Steven MURRAY 
Business Development 
National Grid  
Dover Lodge 
1 Dover Close, Branksome Park 
GB-BH13 6EA POOLE 
 

Tel: +44 1926 654259 
Fax:  
Email: steven.murray@uk.ngrid.com 

GR 
GREECE 
 
 

Mr. Giannis KABOURIS  
Head of System Planning Studies 
Hellenic Transmission System 
Operator (HTSO) 
11, Amfitheas str 
GR-171 22 NEA SMYRNI 
 

Tel: +30 210 9466 924 
Fax: +30 210 9466 880 
Email: kabouris@desmie.gr 

HR 
CROATIA 
 
 

Mr. Damjan MEDIMOREC 
Department Director  
HEP-Operator prijenosnog sustava 
d.o.o. (HEP-TSO LLC) 
Development and Institutional Affairs 
Department 
Kupska 4 
HR-10000 ZAGREB 
 

Tel: + 385 1 6322 608 
Fax: + 385 1 6322 564 
Email: damjan.medjimorec@hep.hr 

HU 
HUNGARY 
 

Mr. Andras TUROCZI 
Senior Engineer 
Magyar Villamos Müvek Rt. (MVM 
Rt.) 
Transmission Network Planning 
Vám utca 5-7 
HU-1011 BUDAPEST 
 

Tel: + 36 1 224 63 92 
Fax: + 36 1 202 03 91 
Email: aturoczi@mvm.hu 

IE 
IRELAND 
 

Mr. John KIRBY 
Head of Network Systems 
Electricity Supply Board (ESB) 
Osprey House 
Grand Canal street 
IE-2 DUBLIN 
 

Tel: + 353 1 702 66 65 
Fax: + 353 1 678 51 43 
Email: john.kirby@mail.esb.ie 

IL 
ISRAEL 
 
 

Dr. David ELMAKIS 
Vice President 
The Israel Electric Corporation Ltd. 
P.O. Box  10 
IL-31000 HAIFA 
 

Tel: + 972 4 818 3700 
Fax: + 972 4 818 3724 
Email: elmakis@iec.co.il 

IT 
ITALY 
 
 
 

Mr. Pier Francesco ZANUZZI 
Terna Rete Electrica Nazionale S.p.A.  
P.zza Deffenu, 1 
IT-09100 CAGLIARI 
 

Tel: + 39 070 352 2270 
Fax: + 39 070 362 2294 
Email: pierfrancesco.zanuzzi@terna.it 

JO 
JORDAN 
 

Dr. Allan KHALIL 
National Electric Power Company 
(NEPCO) 
PO BOX 2310 

Tel: + 962 6 585 8615 
Fax: + 962 6 581 8336 
Email: akhalil@nepco.com.jo 
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JO-11181 AMMAN 
 

LT 
LITHUANIA 
 

Mr. Antanas JANKAUSKAS 
Head of System Planning Division 
Joint Stock Company Lietuvos 
Energija 
Zveju, 14 
LT-2600 VILNIUS 
 

Tel: + 370 37 309 613, +370 68 754 658 
Fax: + 370 37 309 603 
Email: antanas.jankauskas@lpc.lt 

LU 
LUXEMBOURG 
 

Mr. Georges BONIFAS 
Directeur, Membre du Comité de 
Direction 
CEGEDEL S.A. 
2, Thomas Edison Strassen 
LU-2089 LUXEMBOURG 
 

Tel: + 352 26 24 63 62 
Fax: + 352 26 24 65 83 
Email: georges.bonifas@cegedel.lu 

LV 
LATVIA 
 

Mr. Arnis STALTMANIS 
Manager of Power System Reliability 
Department 
AS Augstsprieguma Tikls 
Darzciema 86 
LV-1073 RIGA 
 

Tel: +371 772 8282 
Fax: +371 772 5211 
Email: arnis.staltmanis@latvenergo.lv 

ME 
MONTENEGRO 

Mr. Jovan PAVICEVIC 
Electric Power Utility of Montenegro 
Moskovska 39 
ME-81000 PODGORICA 
 

Tel: +381 81 407 660 
Fax: +381 81 245 568 
Email: ot-j.pavicevic@cg.yu 

MK 
MACEDONIA, 
FORMER 
YUGOSLAV 
REPUBLIC  
 

Ms. Elizabeta SILJANOVSKA-
ATANASOV  
MEPSO - Macedonian Electricity 
Transmission System Operator 
str. “Orce Nikolov” bb 
MK-1000 SKOPJE 
 

Tel: +389 2 3149 096 
Fax: +389  2 3110 323 
Email: elizabetas@mepso.com.mk 

NL 
NETHERLANDS 
 

Dr. Wil L. KLING 
TENNET bv 
Power System Operations 
Postbus 718 
NL-6800 AS ARNHEM 
 

Tel: + 31 26 373 14 66  
 + 31 26 373 11 11 
Fax: + 31 26 373 16 15 
Email: w.kling@tennet.org 

NO 
NORWAY 

Mr. Roald HAUGEN 
Senior Advisor 
STATKRAFT AS 
Lilleakerveien 6 
PO Box 200, Lysaker 
NO-0216 LILLEAKER 
 

Tel: +47 905 83 031  
 +47 22 20 11 25 
Fax: +47 24 06 78 98 
Email: roald.haugen@statkraft.no 

PL 
POLAND 
 

Mr. Adam KACZANOWSKI 
Chief Specialist 
Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne 
Operator S.A. (PSE-Operator S.A.) 
ul. Mysia, 2 
PL-00-496 WARSAW 53 
 

Tel: + 48 22 340 12 48 
Fax: + 48 22 350 24 73  
Email:  adam.kaczanowski@pse-operator.pl 
 

 Dr. Adrian ORZECHOWSKI 
Transmission Specialist 
Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne SA 
Polish Power Grid Company 
ul. Mysia, 2 
PL-00-496 WARSAW 53 
 

Tel: + 48 22 693 23 94 
Fax: + 48 22 693 10 65 
Email: adrian.orzechowski@pse.pl 
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PT 
PORTUGAL 
 

Mr. Artur LOURENÇO 
Consultor / Board Advisor 
REN-Rede Eléctrica Nacional, S. A. 
Av. Estados Unidos da América, 55 
PT-1749-061 LISBOA 
 

Tel: +351 210013110 
Fax:  +351 210013950 
Email: artur.lourenco@ren.pt 

RO 
ROMANIA 

Ms. Rodica BALAURESCU 
Transelectrica SA 
Blvd. Hristo Botev, N  16-18 
RO-70035 BUCHAREST 
 

Tel: +40 213 035652 
Fax: +40 213 035819 
Email: rbalaurescu@transelectrica.ro 

RS 
SERBIA 

Mrs. Dejana POPOVIC-
MILOVANOVIC 
System Operation Division 
JP "Elektromreza Srbije" - EMS 
Vojvode Stepe 412 
RS-11000 BELGRADE 
 

Tel: +381 11 3972 920 ext. 352 
Fax: +381 11 3970 217 
Email: dejana.popovic@ems.co.yu 

SE 
SWEDEN 

Dr. Jan SUNDELL 
Senior Adviser 
Vattenfall AB 
Birger Jarlsgatan 33 
SE-162 87 STOCKHOLM 
 

Tel: +46 8 739 64 31 
Fax: +46 8 739 51 23  
Email: jan.sundell@vattenfall.com 

SI 
SLOVENIA 
 

Mr. Mirjan TRAMPUZ 
Elektro-Slovenija, d.o.o. (ELES) 
Hajdrihova 2, p.p. 255 
SI-1000 LJUBLJANA 
 

Tel: +386 1 474 2501 
Fax: +386 1 474 2512 
Email: mirjan.trampuz@eles.si 

SK 
SLOVAKIA  
(Slovak Republic) 
 

Mr. Peter GABRIS 
Head of External Relations Department 
SEPS, a.s. 
Mileticova 5 
SK-824 84 BRATISLAVA 
 

Tel: + 421 250 692 159 
Fax: + 421 250 692 319 
Email: gabris_peter@sepsas.sk 

TN 
TUNISIA 
 

Mrs. Souad ALLAGUI 
Chef du Département Planification 
Transport 
S.T.E.G 
38 rue Kémal Ataturk 
TN-1021 TUNIS 
 

Tel: + 216 71 845 047 
Fax: + 216 71 842 621 
Email: sallagui@steg.com.tn 

TR 
TURKEY 

Mrs. Yildiz DURUKAN 
Manager 
TEIAS 
Inonu Bulvari No: 27 Ana Bina 
AG Floor Room no 49 A Block 
Bahcelievier 
TR-06490 ANKARA 
 

Tel: + 090 312 222 76 30 
Fax: + 090 312 222 78 10 
Email: ipkm@teas.gov.tr 

UA  
UKRAINE 
 

Mr. Sergii KORNIUSH 
Head of International Development & 
European Integration Department 
National Power Company 
"UKRENERGO" 
25 Kominterna Street 
UA-01032 KYIV 
 

Tel: + 380 44 238 30 39 
Fax: + 380 44 238 39 67 
Email: kornyush@nec.energy.gov.ua 
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 Mr. Maxim ZORIN 
Head of Perspective Development 
Department 
National Power Company 
"UKRENERGO" 
25 Kominterna Street 
UA-01032 KYIV 
 

Tel: + 380 44 238 30 62 
Fax: + 380 44 238 32 81 
Email: ZORIN_M@nec.energy.gov.ua 
 

CIS EPC Mr. Eugeny S. MISHUK 
Chairman of the Executive Committee 
of CIS EPS 
Electric Power Council of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States 
7 Kitaigorodsky proezd 
RU-109074 MOSCOW 
 

Tel: + 7 095 710-56-87  
 + 7 095 710-66-02 
Fax:  
Email: mes@energo-cis.org 

 Mr. Vladimir VOLOSSKY 
Director, Foreign Relations 
Department 
Electric Power Council of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States 
7 Kitaigorodsky proezd 
RU-109074 MOSCOW 
 

Tel: + 7 095 710-46 63 
Fax: + 70 95 925 86 05 
Email: vvolosski@energo-cis.org 

 Mr. Artem GERTSEN 
Head of Department 
Electric Power Council of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States 
7 Kitaigorodsky proezd 
RU-109074 MOSCOW 
 

Tel: + 7 095 220 59 43 
Fax: + 7 095 925 86 05 
Email: gam@energo-cis.org 

NORDEL Mr. Heikki HEIKKILÄ 
Senior Advisor 
Fortum Power and Heat Oy 
Energy Management 
P.O.Box 30 
FI-00048 FORTUM 
 

Tel: + 358 10 45 33 510 
Fax: + 358 10 45 33 513 
Email: heikki.heikkila@fortum.com 

CESI Mr. Bruno COVA 
CESI 
Via Rubattino 54 
IT-20134 MILANO 
 

Tel: +390 2 2125 5431 
Fax: +390 2 2125 5843 
Email: cova@cesi.it 

UCTE Mr. Juan Manuel RODRIGUEZ 
GARCIA 
Head Department 
Red Eléctrica de España S.A. 
P° Conde de los Gaitanes 177 
La Moraleja - Alcobendas 
ES-28109 MADRID 
 

Tel: +349 1 659 9916 
Fax: +349 1 650 4542 
Email: rodgarju@ree.es 

OME Mr. Habib ELANDALOUSSI 
Responsable Scientifique 
Observatoire Méditerraneen de 
l'Énergie (OME) 
Arche des Dolines- 7, rue Soutrane 
Les Bouillides - Garbejaire- BP 248 
FR-06905 SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS 
CEDEX 
 

Tel: +33 492966697 
Fax: +33 492966699 
Email: andalous@ome.org 
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Union of the Electricity Industry - EURELECTRIC - A.I.S.B.L. 

Boulevard de l’Impératrice, 66 - bte2  -  B - 1000 BRUXELLES 
Tel.  : + 32 2 515 10 00  -  Fax.  : + 32 2 515 10 10 

www.eurelectric.org 
TVA : BE 0462 679 112 



































HVDC Light® Cables 

Submarine and land power cables



HVDC Light System 

HVDC Light is a transmission system in one ABB 

turn-key delivery including cables, converters, 

transformers etcetera. ABB has the capability to 

provide the complete chain of services from design 

to commissioning.

Applications:

• Power transmission

• Reactive power control in both connected AC  

 networks

• Connecting not synchronized networks, offshore  

 platforms, wind farms etc.

Main technical features are:

• Advantageous for long distance cable transmission

• Power reversal without interruption

• Can start up dead AC network

• No increase of short circuit currents

• Equal or longer service life than XLPE AC cables.

The HVDC Light cables to offshore platform  The light and robust HVDC Light cables can be laid with very cost effecient laying methods We produced and installed MurrayLink, the world’s  
longest land cable

Land or submarine cable bipoleAC
DC

DC
AC

2 



HVDC Light Cables

The cable system is complete with cables, accessories 

and installation services.

The cables are operated in bipolar mode, one cable 

with positive polarity and one cable with negative 

polarity.

The cables have polymeric insulating material, which is 

very strong and robust. This strength and flexibility 

make the HVDC Light cables perfect for severe 

installation conditions:

• The submarine cables can be laid in deeper  

 waters and on rough bottoms

• The land cables can be installed less costly with  

 ploughing technique

• HVDC cables can now also go overhead with  

 Aerial Cables.

Environmentally friendly 

• Magnetic fields are eliminated since HVDC Light  

 cables are laid in pairs with antiparallel DC currents

• Risk of oil spill, as in paper-oil-insulated cables, 

 is eliminated.

More than 1,600 km HVDC Light cables installed:

Submarine cable reference projects

Estlink, Estonia - Finland 
Interconnecting the Baltic countries  
with the Nordic countries 
350 MW at 150 kV, 2 x 75 km submarine cable,  
2 x 29 km land cable, year 2006

Troll A offshore gas platform, Norway 
Unique and efficient combination of power transmission  
and frequency regulated electric drives 
2 x 40 MW at 80 kV, 4 x 68 km, year 2004

Cross Sound Cable, USA 
Fully controllable power to Long Island 
330 MW at 150 kV, 2 x 42 km, year 2002

Land cable reference projects

MurrayLink, Victoria – South Australia 
The world’s longest land cable 
200 MW at 150 kV, 2 x 180 km, year 2002

DirectLink, New South Wales – Queensland 
Different tariffs call for trade 
3 x 60 MW at 84 kV, 6 x 65 km, year 2000

Tjaereborg, Denmark 
Power quality and variable frequency for wind mill parks 
8 MW at 10 kV, 2 x 4.5 km, year 2000

Gotland Island, Sweden 
Network control at extensive use of wind mills 
50 MW at 80 kV, 2 x 70 km, year 1999

We produced and installed MurrayLink, the world’s  
longest land cable

 3

Cable ship for the Cross Sound Cable 330 MW feeder to Long Island - floating the cable end ashore



ROV, Remote Operated Vehicle for under water monitoring of submarine cable laying

1. Tropical climate. Cables with copper conductor, normal for submarine cables.

Area Ampacity 80 kV cable bipole 150 kV cable bipole 300 kV cable bipole

Con-
ductor

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

mm² A A MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 282 338 45 54 4.7 42 85 101 8.5 60 169 203 15 90

120 323 387 52 62 5.5 44 97 116 9.4 61 194 232 16 91
150 363 436 58 70 6.7 47 109 131 10 63 218 262 17 93
185 411 496 66 79 7.4 49 123 149 11 64 247 298 18 95
240 478 580 76 93 8.4 52 143 174 12 67 287 348 20 99
300 544 662 87 106 9.4 56 163 199 13 69 326 397 22 102
400 626 765 100 122 11 61 188 230 16 75 376 459 24 105
500 722 887 116 142 13 66 217 266 18 78 433 532 26 108
630 835 1030 134 165 15 71 251 309 21 83 501 618 30 114
800 960 1187 154 190 17 76 288 356 24 88 576 712 33 118

1000 1092 1355 175 217 21 81 328 407 26 96 655 813 37 122
1200 1188 1474 190 236 24 85 356 442 29 100 713 884 40 126
1400 1297 1614 208 258 27 89 389 484 32 103 778 968 43 130
1600 1397 1745 224 279 30 92 419 524 35 107 838 1 047 47 133
1800 1490 1860 238 298 32 96 447 558 38 110 894 1 116 50 137
2000 1589 1987 254 318 35 99 477 596 41 113 953 1 192 53 140
2200 1676 2086 268 334 40 103 503 626 45 118 1 006 1252 58 145
2400 1764 2198 282 352 42 106 529 659 48 121 1 058 1319 61 148
2600 1848 2307 296 369 45 109 554 692 51 123 1 109 1384 63 150
2800 1927 2401 308 384 48 111 578 720 54 126 1 156 1441 67 152
3000 2007 2512 321 402 50 114 602 754 57 128 1 204 1 507 70 155

Sea soil: Temperature 28 deg.C,  burial 1.0 meter,  thermal resistivity  1.2 K x W/m

HVDC Light Cable bipole data 

Cable loaded on board the laying vessel, directly from the ABB high voltage cable factory
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80 kV modules 150 kV modules 300 kV modules

Converter DC 
current

Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power

Type A MW Type A MW Type A MW
M1 627 102.0 M4 627 191.3 M7 627 382.6
M2 1233 200.5 M5 1233 376.0 M8 1233 752.1
M3 1881 306.1 M6 1881 573.9 M9 1881 1147.9

Converter 
types



The precision work of submarine cable laying is closely monitored in every step

2. Tropical climate. Cables with aluminium conductor, normal for land cables.
for higher transmission capacity, see cables with copper conductor

Area Ampacity 80 kV cable bipole 150 kV cable bipole 300 kV cable bipole

Con-
ductor

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

mm² A A MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 211 258 34 41 1.2 33 - - - - - - - -

120 240 298 38 48 1.3 34 - - - - - - - -
150 269 332 43 53 1.5 36 81 100 2 50 - - - -
185 305 378 49 60 1.6 38 92 113 3 52 - - - -
240 351 439 56 70 1.9 40 105 132 3 54 211 263 5 80
300 400 503 64 80 2.1 43 120 151 3 57 240 302 6 82
400 456 581 73 93 3 46 137 174 4 60 274 349 6 86
500 536 672 86 108 3 50 161 202 4 63 322 403 7 89
630 591 744 95 119 3 53 177 223 5 67 355 446 8 93
800 711 898 114 144 4 57 213 269 5 71 427 539 8 97

1000 811 1026 130 164 5 61 243 308 6 75 487 616 9 101
1200 888 1123 142 180 6 65 266 337 7 79 533 674 10 105
1400 980 1242 157 199 6 69 294 373 8 83 588 745 11 108
1600 1044 1326 167 212 7 72 313 398 9 86 626 796 12 112
1800 1129 1434 181 229 8 75 339 430 9 89 677 860 13 115
2000 1198 1524 192 244 8 78 359 457 10 92 719 914 14 118
2200 1265 1600 202 256 9 81 380 480 11 95 759 960 15 121
2400 1330 1681 213 269 10 84 399 504 11 98 798 1 009 16 123
2600 1394 1762 223 282 10 86 418 529 12 100 836 1 057 16 126
2800 1455 1840 233 294 11 89 437 552 13 103 873 1 104 17 128
3000 1513 1916 242 307 12 91 454 575 14 105 908 1 150 18 131

Soil: Temperature 28 deg.C,  burial 1.0 meter,  thermal resistivity  1.2 K x W/m

Submarine and land HVDC Light cables
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80 kV modules 150 kV modules 300 kV modules

Converter DC 
current

Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power

Type A MW Type A MW Type A MW
M1 627 102.0 M4 627 191.3 M7 627 382.6
M2 1233 200.5 M5 1233 376.0 M8 1233 752.1
M3 1881 306.1 M6 1881 573.9 M9 1881 1147.9

Converter 
types



Cable laying vessel at the ABB harbor Trenching and laying of land cables in Australia

3. Moderate climate. Cables with copper conductor, normal for submarine cables.

Area Ampacity 80 kV cable bipole 150 kV cable bipole 300 kV cable bipole

Con-
ductor

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

mm² A A MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 343 404 55 65 4.7 42 103 121 8.5 60 206 242 15 90

120 392 463 63 74 5.5 44 118 139 9.4 61 235 278 16 91
150 441 523 71 84 6.7 47 132 157 10 63 265 314 17 93
185 500 596 80 95 7.4 49 150 179 11 64 300 358 18 95
240 583 697 93 112 8.4 52 175 209 12 67 350 418 20 99
300 662 797 106 128 9.4 56 199 239 13 69 397 478 22 102
400 765 922 122 148 11 61 230 277 16 75 459 553 24 105
500 883 1072 141 172 13 66 265 322 18 78 530 643 26 108
630 1023 1246 164 199 15 71 307 374 21 83 614 748 30 114
800 1175 1438 188 230 17 76 353 431 24 88 705 863 33 118

1000 1335 1644 214 263 21 81 401 493 26 96 801 986 37 122
1200 1458 1791 233 287 24 85 437 537 29 100 875 1 075 40 126
1400 1594 1962 255 314 27 89 478 589 32 103 956 1 177 43 130
1600 1720 2123 275 340 30 92 516 637 35 107 1 032 1 274 47 133
1800 1830 2265 293 362 32 96 549 680 38 110 1 098 1 359 50 137
2000 1953 2407 312 385 35 99 586 722 41 113 1 172 1 444 53 140
2200 2062 2540 330 406 40 103 619 762 45 118 1 237 1 524 58 145
2400 2170 2678 347 428 42 106 651 803 48 121 1 302 1 607 61 148
2600 2275 2814 364 450 45 109 683 844 51 123 1 365 1 688 63 150
2800 2373 2937 380 470 48 111 712 881 54 126 1 424 1 762 67 152
3000 2473 3066 396 491 50 114 742 920 57 128 1 484 1 840 70 155

Sea soil: Temperature 15 deg.C,  burial 1.0 meter,  thermal resistivity  1.0 K x W/m
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80 kV modules 150 kV modules 300 kV modules

Converter DC 
current

Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power

Type A MW Type A MW Type A MW
M1 627 102.0 M4 627 191.3 M7 627 382.6
M2 1233 200.5 M5 1233 376.0 M8 1233 752.1
M3 1881 306.1 M6 1881 573.9 M9 1881 1147.9

Converter 
types

HVDC Light Cable bipole data 



Cable on turntable on the cable laying vesselLaying the submarine HVDC Light cable to the Troll A gas platform in the North Sea

4. Moderate climate. Cables with aluminium conductor, normal for land cables.
for higher transmission capacity, see submarine cables with copper conductor

Area Ampacity 80 kV cable bipole 150 kV cable bipole 300 kV cable bipole

Con-
ductor

Close 
laying

Spaced 
laying

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

Close 
laying

Spaced 
sep. 

trenches

Weight 
per 

cable

Outer 
cable 
diam.

mm² A A MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 258 310 41 50 1.2 33 - - - - - - - -

120 294 357 47 57 1.3 34 - - - - - - - -
150 330 402 53 64 1.5 36 99 121 2 50 - - - -
185 374 458 60 73 1.6 38 112 137 3 52 - - - -
240 432 533 69 85 1.9 40 130 160 3 54 259 320 5 80
300 492 611 79 98 2.1 43 148 183 3 57 295 367 6 82
400 565 705 90 113 3 46 170 212 4 60 339 423 6 86
500 659 816 105 131 3 50 198 245 4 63 395 490 7 89
630 727 964 116 154 3 53 218 289 5 67 436 578 8 93
800 877 1094 140 175 4 57 263 328 5 71 526 656 8 97

1000 1001 1252 160 200 5 61 300 376 6 75 601 751 9 101
1200 1096 1371 175 219 6 65 329 411 7 79 658 823 10 105
1400 1211 1517 194 243 6 69 363 455 8 83 727 910 11 108
1600 1291 1621 207 259 7 72 387 486 9 86 775 973 12 112
1800 1395 1752 223 280 8 75 419 526 9 89 837 1 051 13 115
2000 1482 1866 237 299 8 78 445 560 10 92 889 1 120 14 118
2200 1571 1963 251 314 9 81 471 589 11 95 943 1 178 15 121
2400 1652 2066 264 331 10 84 496 620 11 98 991 1 240 16 123
2600 1729 2166 277 347 10 86 519 650 12 100 1 037 1 300 16 126
2800 1806 2263 289 362 11 89 542 679 13 103 1 084 1 358 17 128
3000 1878 2356 300 377 12 91 563 707 14 105 1 127 1 414 18 131

Soil: Temperature 15 deg.C,  burial 1.0 meter,  thermal resistivity  1.0 K x W/m
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80 kV modules 150 kV modules 300 kV modules

Converter DC 
current

Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power Converter DC 

current
Sending 
power

Type A MW Type A MW Type A MW
M1 627 102.0 M4 627 191.3 M7 627 382.6
M2 1233 200.5 M5 1233 376.0 M8 1233 752.1
M3 1881 306.1 M6 1881 573.9 M9 1881 1147.9

Converter 
types
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Presentació

L’any 2000 el Parlament de Catalunya amb el

consens de tots els grups parlamentaris aprovà

una moció per la qual s’instà al Govern de la

Generalitat de Catalunya a crear una comissió

d’experts que establís criteris pel que fa a

l’impacte de l’alta tensió sobre els essers vius

i avalués les mancances de la xarxa elèctrica.

En base a aquest mandat, la comissió va ésser

oficialment creada per Acord de Govern el mes

de maig de 2000 i al llarg de tot aquell any va

desenvolupar la seva activitat.

Com a resultat de tot el seu treball al principi

de l’any 2001, la Generalitat de Catalunya va

publicar l’Informe final de la comissió d’experts

en matèria de línies elèctriques d’alta tensió

que recollia les anàlisis realitzades i les

conclusions i recomanacions derivades

d’aquestes.

La primera edició d’aquella publicació resta en

l’actualitat exhaurida, tanmateix vista l’actualitat

de la temàtica tractada, el Departament de

Treball i Indústria ha cregut adient fer-ne una

reedició.

Per tal d’ésser fidels al contingut d’aquell

document, aquesta reedició és íntegra en el

seu contingut, però cal esmentar que la situació

ha evolucionat des d’aquell moment i això es

palesa fonamentalment en els primers quatre

punts del document.

Aquests quatre punts seran, sense dubte,

corregits pel Nou Pla de l’Energia de Catalunya,

que es troba en la fase final de la seva redacció,

el qual especificarà les noves tendències pel

que fa al creixement de la demanda energètica

del nostre país i l’evolució de les infrastructures

elèctriques que hi ha hagut per a absorbir-la,

així com de la prospecció futura d’una i altres.

Tanmateix, segueix tenint vigència l’anàlisi que

es fa per l’impacte ambiental associat a aquesta

mena d’infrastructures i per l’estudi de la

interacció dels camps electromagnètics amb

la població exposada.

Val a dir, que la legislació posterior a l’informe,

així com les accions impulsades per

l’administració catalana, han estat coherents

amb els continguts i recomanacions dels

capítols dedicats a aquesta temàtica i han influït

i continuen incidint en el disseny i la construcció

de les infraestructures elèctriques.

Fetes aquestes consideracions, entenem que

aquesta publicació segueix assolint l’objectiu

d’aportar transparència a un tema d’actualitat

com és la implantació de les infraestructures

energètiques necessàries per a millorar la

qualitat de vida de la població de Catalunya.

Josep Isern i Sitjà

Director General d’Energia, Mines i

Seguretat Industrial

Biblioteca de Catalunya. Dades Cip:

Comissió d'Experts en Matèria de Línies Elèctriques d'Alta Tensió
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La Moció 11/VI del Parlament de Catalunya

sobre empreses elèctriques de 15 de març del

2000, en I'apartat d), insta el Govern de la

Generalitat a "crear una comissió d'experts que

estableixi uns criteris pel que fa a l'impacte de

I'alta tensió sobre els éssers vius i avaluï les

mancances de la xarxa elèctrica, tant de qualitat

com d'abastament, el seu creixement potencial

i el traçat de la xarxa que optimitzi els trams de

les línies ja existents, per evitar-ne l'impacte

sobre el territori".

Aquesta Comissió d'Experts ha estat creada

per l'Acord del Govern de la Generalitat de 29

de maig del 2000, publicat en el DOGC de 15

de juny del 2000, i és formada pels següents

membres:

> Ricard Bosch, enginyer industrial, professor

titular de la UPC;
> Alicia Granados, doctora en medicina i 

cirurgia, presidenta electa de la Societat 

Internacional d'Avaluació de Tecnologia 

Mèdica;
> Paulino Montané, enginyer industrial, 

consultor energètic;
> Antoni Perramon, enginyer industrial, 

higienista industrial;
> Josep Maria Serena, enginyer industrial, 

consultor ambiental.

La Comissió d'Experts fou formalment consti-

tuïda el dia 8 de juny del 2000, i en aquesta

sessió de constitució s'acorda la metodologia

de treball que havia de seguir. Atès que la

Direcció General d'Energia i Mines i I'lnstitut

Català d'Energia de la Generalitat de Catalunya

tenen en curs diferents treballs relacionats amb

les tasques de la Comissió -bàsicament els

treballs d'elaboració del Pla de l'energia a Ca-

talunya en l'horitzó de I'any 2010- i disposen

d'una extensa informació al respecte, s'acordà

també que aquesta fixés els objectius i els criteris

dels treballs complementaris a efectuar, els quals

serien executats pels organismes abans esmen-

tats.

Igualment es van definir els objectius bàsics de

la Comissió d'Experts, que són aquests:

1. Establir uns criteris sobre I'impacte de les

Iínies elèctriques d'alta tensió en els éssers vius.

2. Avaluar les mancances de la xarxa elèctrica,

tant de qualitat com d'abastament.

3. Avaluar el creixement potencial de la xarxa

elèctrica.

4. Avaluar el traçat de la xarxa, de manera que

optimitzi els trams de les línies ja existents per

evitar I'impacte que pot produir en el territori.

La Comissió d'Experts va recalcar la necessitat

d'abordar aquests objectius des d'un planteja-

ment general, atesa I'amplitud de cadascun

deIs objectius definits. Així, per exemple, en

relació al quart objectiu, optà per analitzar els

casos concrets més rellevants i definir uns criteris

i recomanacions de caire general, per comptes

d'avaluar cada cas individualment.

Per a analitzar aquests diferents objectius de la

Comissió, s'han tingut en compte els diferents

estudis i informes que corresponen als temes

següents:

• Previsió de la demanda d'energia i potència

del mercat elèctric.

I n f o r m e  f i n a l

1.   Antecedents
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2.1. Introduccló

El sector elèctric és un dels pilars fonamentals

per al desenvolupament econòmic i social de

Catalunya. La utilització generalitzada de

l'energia elèctrica en la societat actual s'ha

convertit en un factor inherent als models de

vida i als hàbits dels ciutadans. La seva decisiva

contribució a la millora del benestar i la qualitat

de vida respecte dels segles precedents n'ha

fet un bé imprescindible, del qual depenen la

major part de les activitats de la vida quotidiana.

En aquest sentit, el coneixement de la situació

actual i l'anàlisi de la previsió futura de les seves

necessitats es converteix en un element decisiu

per a assegurar la garantia d'abastament del

mercat i del creixement econòmic dins un

esquema de desenvolupament sostenible,

tenint en compte la normativa vigent en cada

moment.

Aquesta normativa vigent del sector és

emparada per la Llei 54/97 del sector elèctric

i pel desenvolupament reglamentari posterior.

L’esmentada Llei preveu bàsicament la

liberalització del sector elèctric, en què es fixen

les següents parts del negoci:

> Producció
Règim ordinari, liberalitzat i sotmès a un règim

d'ofertes a un pool d'energia gestionat per

l'empresa operadora del mercat Operadora del

Mercado Eléctrico (OMEL).

Règim especial, sotmès a preus regulats i amb

un funcionament determinat per les normes

que dicten els Reials decrets 2818/98 i

23óó/94.

> Transport
Sistema planificat i retribuït per un mecanisme

de valors reconeguts com a estàndard.

Comprèn la xarxa peninsular de 400 kV i 220

kV, com també les Iínies d'interconnexió

internacional. Red Eléctrica de España (REE)

és l'empresa operadora del sistema i la principal

propietària de la xarxa de transport.

> Distribució
Sistema liberalitzat amb preus regulats, retribuït

fonamentalment en funció de l'energia que

circula per la xarxa.

> Comercialització
Sistema liberalitzat, per al qual, a partir de l'any

2003 la totalitat del mercat podrà escollir

subministrador. Actualment el grau de

Iiberalització és d'un 50% aproximadament.

La xarxa està disponible per als agents

autoritzats mitjançant el pagament d'un peatge

regulat.

2.2. Situació empresarial

L’actual situació empresarial del sector elèctric

a Catalunya és la següent:

• Una gran empresa distribuïdora, Fecsa-

    Enher I, pertanyent al Grup Endesa.

• Una gran empresa generadora, Endesa

  Generación, propietària dels grans grups

   hidràulics i tèrmics convencionals i que és

  titular, conjuntament amb Iberdrola, d'una

  societat propietària dels grups nuclears.

• Un important nombre d'empreses acollides

 al règim especial (cogeneració, energies

 renovables i tractament de residus).

• Una empresa transportista, Red Eléctrica de

España, SA (REE), propietària de la xarxa de

C O M I S S I Ó  D ’ E X P E R T S  E N  M A T È R I A  D E  L Í N I E S  E L È C T R I Q U E S  D ’ A L T A  T E N S I Ó
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• Previsió de I'oferta de la producció en règim

ordinari i en règim especial.

• Previsió de la cobertura d'energia i de potència.

• Necessitats de Iínies d'interconnexió.

• Necessitats a les xarxes de transport, 

transformació i distribució.

• Les instal.lacions elèctriques i l'impacte 

en el territori.

• Els camps electromagnètics.

Aquests estudis han estat dirigits i supervisats

pels membres de la Direcció General d'Energia

i Mines i de l'Institut Català d'Energia esmentats

a continuació:

Albert Mitjà, Director General d'Energia i Mines;

Agustí Andreu, Sotsdirector General d'Energia;

M. Teresa Aragonès, Cap del Servei d'Energia

Elèctrica;

Joan Esteve, Cap de l'Àrea de Planificació i

Estudis;

Josep M. Marín, Cap del Servei d'Anàlisi i

Planificació Energètica.
A partir de la informació exposada i de les

normatives vigents, la Comissió d'Experts s'ha

plantejat la seva tasca en el sentit de donar unes

respostes raonables i equilibrades sobre la

situació actual i les necessitats de futur.

Aquest document reflecteix, per tant, el resum

dels treballs encarregats i realitzats per la Co-

missió d'Experts, com també les conclusions i

recomanacions derivades d'aquests treballs.

2. El sector elèctric català
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  transport a 400 kV i de la major part de la

  xarxa a 220 kV.

• Un seguit de petites empreses distribuïdores,

  arrelades en diferents comarques de

  Catalunya.

2.3. Infraestructures elèctriques
a Catalunya

2.3.1. Introducció
Catalunya, des del punt de vista elèctric, es

caracteritza per disposar d'unes zones de

producció elèctrica i d'altres de gran consum

elèctric, que no coincideixen geogràficament:

Les zones de gran consum elèctric a Catalunya

són aquestes:

• Barcelona i la seva àrea perifèrica, que

 representa l'aglomeració urbana, industrial

  i de serveis més important de Catalunya,

  amb gairebé un 70% de la població.

• La zona del Camp de Tarragona, per la

 presència del complex petroquímic, que

  representa el punt de major densitat de

 consum energètic de Catalunya i un dels

  més importants de l'Estat.

•  Altres zones, com la Costa Brava o la Costa

  Daurada, que presenten unes crestes de

   demanda estacionals relacionades amb

  l'activitat turística.

2.3.2. Centrals elèctriques
Les grans zones productores d'energia elèctrica

es troben a les àrees següents:

• La zona central de les comarques de

  Tarragona, on es troben els tres grups

 nuclears actualment en servei a Catalunya,

  dos a Ascó i un a Vandellòs, que aprofiten

  la capacitat de refrigeració del riu Ebre i del

  mar. La potència global d'aquests tres grups

  és d'uns 3.000 MW.

• La zona litoral central de Catalunya, on hi

 ha la majoria de les centrals tèrmiques

 convencionals en servei, situades arran de

 la costa per a poder estar connectades a la

  xarxa de gas natural i aprofitar la capacitat

  de refrigeració del mar. Les centrals són a la

  desembocadura dels rius Besòs i Foix, amb

  una potència total d'uns 2.500 MW.

• La zona dei Pirineu Ileidatà, on es concentra

  la major part dels aprofitaments hidràulics

  del nostre país. La potència instal.lada supera

  la xifra de 1.600 MW. Cal destacar el paper

  que juguen aquestes centrals en la regulació

  del sistema elèctric, que és bàsica per a

  adaptar d'una manera contínua la producció

  d'electricitat a la demanda. Aquesta tasca

 la duen a terme fonamentalment les centrals

  hidràuliques, a causa de la flexibilitat que

  tenen per a variar la seva producció gairebé

  immediatament.

• Fora d'aquestes àrees, les centrals

 elèctriques més significatives són la central

  tèrmica de carbó de Cercs, ubicada en

  aquesta zona per la proximitat de les mines

  de carbó i altres centrals menys importants.

Les centrals elèctriques catalanes més

significatives (de més de 100 MW de potència

instal.lada) es detallen en la taula següent:
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2.3.3. Xarxa elèctrica catalana
La separació entre les grans zones productores

d'energia elèctrica i les zones on es concentra

la demanda d'electricitat fa necessària

I'existència d'una xarxa de Iínies elèctriques que

connecti els centres productors amb els centres

de consum.

A més a més, I'energia elèctrica té la singularitat

que la generació, el transport, la distribució i el

consum funcionen en temps real, ja que no es

pot emmagatzemar. Per tant, aquesta xarxa ha

de ser prou segura per a garantir el

subministrament d'energia en cas d'interrupció

parcial del servei. Així mateix ha de permetre

les connexions necessàries, tant en I'àmbit

internacional com en I'estatal, per a regular

d'una manera òptima el conjunt del sistema i

facilitar els intercanvis d'energia entre les diferents

àrees geogràfiques.

La xarxa elèctrica catalana té un total de gairebé

100.000 km de Iínies elèctriques - amb 52.000

km de baixa tensió (inferior a 1 kV) i 46.000 km

d'alta tensió (superior a 1 kV) -, dels quals

9.000 km corresponen a la xarxa de transport

i subtransport. És important de destacar que

un 27,5% de les Iínies elèctriques a Catalunya

són soterrades.

La xarxa elèctrica es divideix així mateix, en les

seccions següents:

> Xarxa de transport
La xarxa de transport té la funció de transportar

a grans distàncies I'energia generada a les

centrals elèctriques. Aquest transport s'ha de

fer a un nivell de tensió elevat, per minimitzar

les pèrdues des dels centres de producció fins

als punts de consum. Un major nivell de tensió

permet també que la Iínia de transport tingui

unes dimensions inferiors (secció i pes dels

cables, mesures dels suports) i, per tant, que

sigui una infraestructura més econòmica i amb

un menor impacte ambiental.

A Catalunya, com a la resta d'Europa, el nivell

de tensió d'aquestes Iínies de transport se situa

entre 220 kV i 400 kV. En altres països, aquests

nivells poden ser superiors, corn ara en les Iínies
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Principals centrals elèctriques catalanes

Nota: No s’inclou la central Badalona II, declarada indisponible l’any 1999.

Vandellòs II Nuclear 1.081 7.528,4

Ascó I Nuclear 1.020 3.115 8.472,2 23.511,7

Ascó II Nuclear 1.014 7.511,1

Sant Adrià Fuel/Gas 1.050 467,9

Foix Fuel/Gas 520 2.020 978,8 1.797,9

Besòs Fuel/Gas 450 351,2

Cercs Carbó 160 160 685,5 685,5

Estany Gento Hidràulica de bombatge 451 451 278,7 278,7

Riba-roja Hidràulica 263 546,2

Tavascan Hidràulica 153 524 139,5 828,9

Canelles Hidràulica 108 143,2

CENTRAL Tipus Potència (MW) Producció any 1999 (GWh)
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que han de transportar energia a grans distàncies

(els Estats Units o el Canadà), on la tensió pot

superar els 1.000 kV. Per sota de la xarxa de

transport hi ha la xarxa de subtransport, de

110 kV, de gran importància en àrees de gran

consum, com és Catalunya.

> Xarxa de distribució
Per sota de la xarxa de transport, hi ha la xarxa

de distribució, que és la xarxa de capil.laritat

per a fer arribar l'energia elèctrica als usuaris.

A Catalunya consisteix bàsicament en la xarxa

elèctrica a 25 kV per a la mitjana tensió i a

380 V per a la baixa tensió.

Les línies de mitjana tensió, que tenen la missió

de distribuir l’energia elèctrica en l’àmbit local,

poden subministrar energia directament als

clients de mitjana tensió i arribar també als

centres de transformació de mitjana tensió a

baixa tensió.

1312

> Transformació
La transició entre nivells de tensió es fa mit-

jançant les estacions receptores (ER) i els centres

de transformació (CT).

Mitjançant les estacions receptores, que tenen

com a objectiu connectar les línies de transport

o d'alta tensió amb les de mitjana tensió,

s'acosta l'energia elèctrica al consumidor. A

Catalunya, el nombre de transforrnadors a les

estacions receptores arriba gairebé a 700,

amb una potència instal·lada de més de

24.500 MVA.

Als centres de transformació s'abaixa

novament el nivell de tensió, fent-lo passar

de mitjana a baixa (per sota de 1 kV), per tal

de procedir al subministrament final dels clients

que utilitzen baixa tensió. A Catalunya hi ha

més de 40.000 transformadors als centres de

transformació, amb una potència instal·lada

d'uns 15.000 MVA.

De manera simplificada, els grans eixos de

la xarxa de transport a 400 kV són els

següents:

> Línies que uneixen les centrals nuclears

entre elles i amb les estacions receptores

més properes a l’àrea de Barcelona i el

cinturó industrial:

>Vandellòs >ER Begues >ER Rubí

>Vandellòs >ER Pierola >ER Vic

>Ascó >ER Begues >ER Pierola >ER Sentmenat

>Ascó >ER Sentmenat

>Ascó >Vandellòs

> Línies que uneixen l’àrea productora

hidràulica del Pirineu amb els centres

consumidors:

>Sallente >ER Calders >ER Sentmenat

> Línies d'interconnexió amb la resta de

l'Estat i amb França:

- ER Rubí - Mequinensa (Terol)

- Ascó - ER Aragó (Terol)

- Vandellòs - ER la Plana (Castelló)

- ER Vic - ER Baixàs (Rosselló - França)

Quant a la capacitat de transformació instal·lada

a Catalunya, les estacions receptores més impor-

tants són aquestes:

> Begues 400/220 kV 1x500 MVA

> Pierola 400/220 kV 1x500 MVA

> Rubí Enher 400/220 kV 2x500 MVA

> Rubí Fecsa 400/220 kV 1x500 MVA

> Sentmenat 400/220 kV 3x500 MVA

> Vic I 400/220 kV 2x300 MVA

> Vic II 400/220 kV 1x200 MVA

> Ascó 400/110 kV 1x200 MVA

> Calders 400/110 kV 1x300 MVA

> Can Barba 400/110 kV 1x300 MVA

> Pierola 400/110 kV 1x300 MVA

> Vandellòs 400/110 kV 2x200 MVA

Potència total 400/AT:  6.300 MVA

Principals centraIs elèctriques i línies de transport i subtransport de Catalunya

Tavascan

Sallente

Canelles

Cercs

Badalona
Besòs

Sant Adrià

Foix

Vandellòs

Ascó
Riba-roja

Centrals Elèctriques
Tèrmiques Fuel-Gas
Hidràuliques
Tèrmiques Nuclears
Tèrmiques Carbó

Xarxa Elèctrica
110 - 132kV
220 Kv
380 - 400kV
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PRODUCCIÓ BRUTA (règlm ordinari) 32.898

Hidràulica 5.979

Tèrmica 26.919

Carbó 1.609

Gas 528

Fuel 1.270

Nuclear 23.512

CONSUMS DE BLOC (règim ordinari) -1.233

PRODUCCIÓ NETA (règim ordinari) 31.665

BOMBAMENT (règim ordinari) -812

PRODUCCIÓ DISPONIBLE (règim ordinari) 30.853

COMPRES AUTOPRODUCTORS (règim especial) 6.605

SALDO IMPORTACIONS-EXPORTACIONS 688

TOTAL DISPONIBLE 38.146

PÈRDUES TRANSPORT I DISTRIBUCIÓ 3.548

ENERGIA DISPONIBLE PER AL MERCAT 34.598

Balanç elèctric Zona Catalana any 1999 (Dades en GWh)

Centrals de règim ordinari 4.976

Hidràuliques 1.284

Carbó 142

Fuel/gas natural 601

Nuclears 2.949

Producció de règim especial 865

TOTAL PRODUCCIÓ 5.841

SALDO INTERCONNEXIONS 810

TOTAL DEMANDA DE POTÈNCIA 6.651

Zona Catalana. Cobertura de la potència en l'hora de màxima demanda de 1999 (19h 22/11/1999)
(Valors en MW, en barres central)

Les previsions de creixement de la demanda

per a l'any 2000 posen de manifest que el

sistema elèctric català és importador d'energia

en un 5% del seu mercat i que, per a cobrir la

potència màxima, cal un saldo d’importació

d’uns 1.000 MW (un 15% del total).

Per a fer front al creixement futur del mercat,

és convenient de reduir aquests saldos

importadors instal· lant noves centrals

productores i augmentant la capacitat

d'interconnexió, per tal de garantir el

funcionament del sistema intern en cas d’una

manca simple de disponibilitat (fallada d'un

grup generador o d'una línia de transport) amb

un equilibri raonable entre més centrals i més

interconnexions. Així mateix les xarxes de

transport i distribució, juntament amb la

t rans fo rmac ió ,  han  de  ga ran t i r  e l

subministrament al mercat amb una adequada

qualitat del servei.

La potència instal·lada de producció i la

capacitat de les línies d'interconnexió són els

elements bàsics per a garantir l’abastiment

del mercat a través d’una xarxa de transport,

transformació i distribució prou àmplia per a

assegurar no solament la demanda màxima

i la qualitat del servei, sinó també la continuïtat

del subministrament en casos de no

disponibilitat.

Cal recordar que l’energia elèctrica no es pot

emmagatzemar i que cal disposar en tot moment

dels mitjans adequats per a assegurar la

continuïtat del subministrament.

2.4. Balanç Elèctric Català

Els balanços elèctrics d'energia i potència en

hores punta són els instruments que concreten

en dades la situació actual i permeten de

plantejar uns escenaris de futur. El balanç elèctric

de Catalunya de l'any 1999 és el que mostra la

taula següent:

Baixàs

670 MW

Vic

Sallente Calders

Mequinensa

Aragó Ascó

Can BarbaSentmenat

Rubí Rubí-C

Begues

Vandellòs

La PLana

200 MW

1960 MW
Pierola

275 MW

275 MW

990 MW

370 MW

Tot seguit, es mostren de forma gràfica els principals fluxos de potència activa en els nusos

d’interconnexió:
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3.1. Introducció

Per tal d'analitzar les infraestructures elèctriques

existents i la necessitat d'altres de noves, cal

desenvolupar prèviament una previsió de la

demanda i l'oferta d'electricitat a Catalunya,

com també de la cobertura d'aquesta demanda

per l'oferta, tant pel que fa a l'energia, com a la

potència per a l'hora punta del sistema elèctric

català.

En aquest sentit, la Comissió d'Experts ha

emprat com a base per a la seva anàlisi els

treballs i documents que la Direcció General

d'Energia i Mines i l'lnstitut Català d'Energia

duen a terme dins el Pla de l'energia en l'horitzó

de l'any 2010 i, més concretament, els estudis

de previsions i del Pla d'infraestructures

energètiques de l'esmentat pla.

3.2. Previsió de la demanda del mercat

Per a analitzar la previsió futura de la demanda

d'energia elèctrica a Catalunya, s'ha partit dels

quatre escenaris de creixement que preveu la

Unió Europea per a cadascun dels estats

membres, actualitzats a finals de l'any 1999.

Prenent com a referència aquests quatre

escenaris per a l'Estat espanyol, s'han creat

uns escenaris propis per a Catalunya, a partir

de les previsions de creixement econòmic

aportades pel Departament d'Economia,

Finances i Planificació i de l'elasticitat entre la

demanda elèctrica i el PIB a Catalunya.

Els escenaris previstos són aquests:

• Escenari BASE. Manteniment de les

tendències existents de creixement econòmic

i desenvolupament energètic. Taxa de creixement

del PIB d'un 3,2% en el període 2000-2005 i

d'un 3,1% en el període 2005-2010.

• Escenari ALT. Creixement econòmic alt. Taxa

de creixement del PIB d'un 3,7% en el període

2000-2005 i d'un 3,6% en el període 2005-

2010.

• Escenari BAIX. Creixement econòmic baix,

amb xoc petrolier abans de l'any 2005. Taxa de

creixement del PIB d'un 1,5% en el període

2000-2005 i d'un 2,6% en el període 2005-

2010.

• Escenari MAE (MediAmbiental i Eficient).

Creixement econòmic mitjá, combinat amb

polítiques de potenciació de les tecnologies de

millora ambiental i eficiència energètica.

Els creixements acumulats de la demanda

d'energia elèctrica des de l'any 2000 fins al

2010 resultants de l'aplicació d'aquests

escenaris són els següents:

• BASE: 43,2%
• ALT: 51,4%
• BAIX: 26,5%
• MAE: 37,0%

A més de la previsió relacionada amb un

creixement econòmic general, s'han tingut en

compte els consums singulars dels sub-

ministraments corresponents a aquestes noves

infraestructures:
> Tren d'Alta Velocitat (Madrid - Barcelona 

frontera francesa);
> Tren d'Alta Velocitat (regional);
> ampliació del port de Barcelona;
> ampliació de I'aeroport del Prat;
> ZAL (Zona Logística. 2a fase a la Zona 

Franca);
> Depuradora del Prat;
> ampliació de factories al polígon petro-

químic de Tarragona;
> Fòrum de les Cultures 2004, incloent-hi 

Diagonal Mar i Barcelona 22@;
> Port Aventura - Projecte Universal.

3.  Previsions de creixement del mercat 
elèctric.  Període 2000-2010
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Les principals reflexions que es poden fer amb

aquestes previsions són aquestes:

• El consum d'energia elèctrica a Catalunya ha

  crescut gairebé un 70% en el període 1986-

  1999.

• És previst que en l'any 2010, el consum

 d’energia elèctrica a Catalunya sigui un 43%

   superior al de l’any 2000, en el cas de

  l'escenari prospectiu BASE (tendencial).

La principal conclusió és que anem cap a

un mercat que en l’any 2010 duplicarà els

valors que tenia a l'inici de la dècada dels

anys noranta, i per aquest motiu les

infraestructures requereixen unes accions

que cobreixin les necessitats a mitjà i a llarg

termini, tenint en compte la llarga durada de

la seva execució, la necessitat d’assegurar

l'abastament d’energia per a garantir el

subministrament al mercat i els objectius de

millora de la qualitat del servei elèctric.

3.3. Previsió de l'oferta de la producció
en règim ordinari i en règim especial

Segons la Llei 54/97 del sector elèctric, la

generació d'energia elèctrica és una activitat

liberalitzada que ha de desenvolupar la iniciativa

privada i, per tant, no sotmesa a planificació.

Malgrat això, per a analitzar la cobertura de la

demanda i del futur desenvolupament de les

infraestructures de transport d'energia elèctrica,

cal fer unes previsions de l'oferta a partir de les

expectatives dels agents del sector i de les

necessitats futures.

En aquest sentit s'ha fet una previsió de la futura

oferta d'energia elèctrica, en base als següents

factors principals:

• Manteniment de l'equilibri entre l'oferta i la

  demanda, que històricament ja ha existit a

  Catalunya d'una manera raonable;

• peticions i tràmits en curs per a construir nous

 grups productors.

Pel que fa al règim ordinari, s'ha considerat com

a previsió raonable de construir 6-7 grups de

cicle combinat, de 400 MW cadascun (2.400-

2.800 MW en total, amb 2 grups a Tarragona,

2-3 grups a Sant Adrià de Besòs i 2 grups a

Móra la Nova), com també de tancar gradualment

algunes centrals de fuel i de carbó (Besòs i Cercs).

En el règim especial i d'acord amb les previsions

de la Junta de Residus, és previst de construir

noves plantes productores per a una potència

compresa entre 1.000 MW i 1.740 MW, dels

quals 480 MW corresponen a plantes de

tractament de purins i 1.000 MW a parcs eòlics

situats principalment a les comarques de Lleida

i Tarragona.

En aquestes previsions caldrà tenir en compte

els estudis d'impacte ambiental i el compliment

dels acords i normatives sobre emissions i

immissions vigents en cada moment.

3.4. Previsió de la cobertura d'energia
i potència

A partir de la demanda del mercat considerada

per l'escenari BASE i tenint en compte la previsió

de noves centrals, esmentades abans, s'han

analitzat els balanços d'energia i de potència

en l'hora punta del sistema (tarda d'hivern entre

les 19 i les 20 hores).

En aquest sentit, cal fer les consideracions

següents:

• Per tal de planificar el desenvolupament de les

  infraestructures elèctriques a Catalunya en el

  període 2000-2010, convé de considerar els

  escenaris a més llarg termini (fins a l'any 2020),

  per tal de confirmar la validesa i coherència

  de les actuacions previstes en el període

  2000-2010.

• Cal planificar el desenvolupament de les

 infraestructures per a cobrir principalment la

  demanda de potència màxima del mercat

 amb la garantia adequada, d'acord amb els

  criteris tècnics establerts per l'operador del

 sistema.

Dels resultats més rellevants de les anàlisis

efectuades destaquen aquests punts:

• fins a l’any 2002, augmenta la situació actual

  de saldo importador, tant en energia com en

  potència en l'hora punta del sistema;

• posteriorment, en entrar en funcionament les

  noves centrals de cicle combinat i de règim

 especial, aquest saldo importador disminueix

  i fins passa a ser Ileugerament exportador pel

  que fa a l'energia; en canvi, continua sent

  deficitari en potència en hores punta;

• finalment, en l'any 2010 -si és compleixen

 totes les previsions- hi ha un saldo importador

  de potència similar al de l’any 1999 i un lleuger

  excedent d'energia d'exportació.

Per tant, qualsevol demora en la posada en

funcionament de les noves centrals previstes

o bé un creixement del mercat superior a

l’escenari considerat, ens portarà a una

situació més compromesa que l'actual, amb

l’agravant que, en ser les magnituds de les

possibles desviacions més importants, la

capacitat de reacció seria més lenta, atès el

llarg període de maduració que comporten

les grans infraestructures.

BALANÇOS DE PREVISIÓ D'ENERGIA A CATALUNYA (dades en GWh)

Any 2000 Any 2005 Any 2010

Demanda en barres de central 41.003 49.604 58.104

Producció total neta 39.187 54.458 59.772

Consum de bombatge 371 371 371

Saldo d'interconnexions 2.187 -4.483 -1.298

Saldo d'interconnexions / Demanda en barres de central 5.33% -9.04% -2.23%

Signes dels saldos: + importador - importador
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4.1. Introducció

A partir de les anàlisis de previsió abans

esmentades, la Comissió d'Experts ha avaluat

la necessitat de desenvolupar les infraestructures,

tant pel que fa als mitjans de producció com a

les xarxes de transport, infraestructures de

transformació i xarxes de distribució.

En aquest sentit cal destacar que la darrera fase

de desenvolupament important de les

infraestructures elèctriques a Catalunya fou als

inicis de la dècada dels vuitanta, coincidint amb

la construcció dels grups nuclears de les

comarques tarragonines i la necessitat d'evacuar

i transportar l'energia subministrada per aquestes

centrals als centres de consum.

4.2. Mitjans de producció

El creixement acumulat del mercat elèctric català

que cal esperar en el període de l'any 2000 al

2010 és d’un 40%. Per a cobrir aquest

creixement amb un equilibri raonable entre

l’oferta i la demanda i retirar del servei les centrals

obsoletes, cal instal·lar uns 2.400 a 2.800 MW,

amb centrals de cicle combinat, de 6 a 7 grups

de 400 MW cadascun, com també entre 1.000

i 1.750 MW, amb centrals corresponents al

règim especial (cogeneració, energies renovables

i residus).

Com hem esmentat abans, cal seguir amb cura

el compliment d'aquestes previsions d'oferta,

ja que el creixement de la demanda s'ha de

cobrir en condicions de seguretat i qualitat del

servei durant tot el període considerat. Les

demores o anul·lacions en la construcció d’una

part significativa d'aquestes noves instal·lacions

tindrien unes conseqüències molt serioses

(restriccions, talls de subministrament, fallades ....)

a l’hora d'assegurar la cobertura del mercat

elèctric a Catalunya en el període 2000-2010.

En aquest sentit, la Comissió d'Experts fa les

següents recomanacions:

Pel que fa al règim ordinari i com a resultat

de la liberalització d'aquesta activitat, cal

dur a terme les accions necessàries perquè

les centrals que es preveuen construir es

portin a terme realment en els terminis

previstos i es compleixen les previsions

realitzades.

Quant al règim especial, cal continuar

potenciant-ne el desenvolupament, posant

l'èmfasi en els següents aspectes clau:

- Estabilitzar les primes econòmiques a les

  instal·lacions del règim especial, ja que és un

  factor determinant per a construir les centrals

  previstes i mantenir la viabilitat econòmica de

  les actuals.

- Aplicar plans específics que permetin la

 viabilitat de les noves centrals en el règim

  especial (cogeneració, energies renovables

  i residus) mitjançant la participació dels

  promotors i les empreses distribuïdores i de

  transport, com també preveure l'aplicació

 d'ajuts públics (Unió Europea, Pla de foment

  d'energies renovables, etc.), ja que hi ha

 grans dificultats per a connectar-les a la

  xarxa, tant des del punt de vista tècnic

  com econòmic.

Tenint en compte que una bona part de les

noves centrals de generació es basen en

l’ús del gas natural com a combustible,

l'abastiment i la xarxa de gas han de poder

respondre a aquestes noves necessitats.

4.3. Línies d'interconnexió

Pel que fa a les interconnexions de la xarxa

elèctrica catalana amb la de la resta de l'Estat

espanyol i amb la de l'Estat francès, una vegada

4. Necessitats de desenvolupament de 
les infraestructures

BALANÇOS DE PREVISIÓ DE POTÈNCIA MÀXIMA A CATALUNYA (dades en MW)

ANY 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Demanda màxima en barres de central (escenari BASE) 7.257 8.758 10.233 11.465 12.658

Criteri N (sense fallades)

Producció màxima 6.180 8.607 9.080 9.728 10.236

Saldo 1.077 151 1.153 1.737 2.422

Criteri N-I (amb pèrdua d’un equip nuclear)

Producció màxima 5.732 8.174 8.662 9.322 9.842

Saldo 1.525 584 1.571 2.143 2.816

Signes dels saldos: + importador - importador
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analitzats els fluxos de potència i energia en la

situació actual i en l'escenari de futur, les

principals reflexions que en poden derivar són

les següents:

• La capacitat d’interconnexió teòrica avui dia

a Catalunya, amb criteris de seguretat estable,

és de 1.600 MW. Ara bé, el fet que importi uns

1.000 MW, amb previsió d'increment fins a la

posada en marxa de noves centrals en cicle

combinat, significa que en el moment actual

els marges de seguretat del sistema català

s'estan exhaurint.

• Segons les darreres dades de la Unió per a

la Coordinació del Transport d'Electricitat

(UCTE), les interconnexions internacionals dels

països de l'UCTE, que són la Unió Europea i

la major part dels països de l’Europa central i

oriental, representen com a mitjana un 11%

de la seva demanda elèctrica. Aquesta xifra es

redueix a un 4% per a l'Estat espanyol i a un

5% per a Catalunya, tenint en compte totes

les interconnexions catalanes amb l'Estat

francès i l'Estat espanyol. En definitiva, la

Península Ibèrica és pràcticament una «illa

elèctrica» separada de la resta d'Europa.

• Cal tenir present la necessitat de mantenir

l'equilibri entre els mitjans de producció propis

i la capacitat d’interconnexió, a fi i efecte

d'optimitzar el nombre de noves centrals i línies.

• L'adequada connexió de la xarxa elèctrica

catalana amb les xarxes europees facilitarà al

mercat català i als seus consumidors l'accés

a altres productors, operadors i mercats, amb

els consegüents beneficis per als consumidors

elèctrics catalans.

En aquest sentit, una vegada analitzats els

estudis presentats, basant-se en les

consideracions abans esmentades, la Comissió

d'Experts fa aquestes recomanacions:

Cal disposar d’un increment significatiu de

la capacitat d'interconnexió de Catalunya,

estimat en uns 700 MW per al període 2000-

2004 i en uns 700 MW addicionals en el

període 2005-2010, de la manera següent:

• Augmentant en 700 MW la capacitat d'in-

terconnexió entre Catalunya i la resta de l'Estat

espanyol, mitjançant la construcció d'una línia

de transport d'un circuit de 400 kV entre Graus

i Isona, de manera que es posi en marxa en el

període 2003-2004.

• Posant en marxa un segon circuit de la línia

existent a 400 kV Vic-França o bé construint una

nova línia entre Bescanó i la frontera francesa,

seguint el traçat del Tren d'Alta Velocitat, la qual

cosa representa un nou increment de la capacitat

d'interconnexió de 700 MW.

Aquestes noves interconnexions, conjuntament

amb les ja existents, permetran de mantenir la

seguretat del sistema elèctric a Catalunya i

facilitar l’accés dels consumidors catalans al

mercat europeu amb ofertes competitives.

4.4. Xarxes de transport i transformació

La Comissió d'Experts ha analitzat les necessitats

de desenvolupament de les xarxes de transport,

transformació i distribució, tenint en compte els

escenaris de creixement del mercat i la

corresponent situació geogràfica, les noves

centrals de producció i els centres de

transformació més adients per a adequar les

noves necessitats a les instal.lacions existents,

minimitzar l'impacte en el territori i aplicar unes

solucions tècniques i econòmiques raonables.

Cal destacar que s'ha tingut cura que els criteris

tècnics de seguretat per a abastir el mercat es

compleixin d'una manera homogènia per a totes

les comarques catalanes.

Les principals recomanacions fetes arran dels

estudis analitzats són les següents:

• La concepció bàsica i l'arquitectura de la

xarxa de transport a 400 kV té plena vigència

a Ilarg termini.

• Les actuacions previstes quant a

reforçament de la xarxa de 400 kV

corresponen bàsicament a l’alimentació de

noves instal·lacions de transformació de

400/220-110 kV, per a assegurar l’alimentació

de la xarxa de distribució que presenta

saturacions o noves necessitats, com també

la connexió de noves centrals. Entre aquestes

actuacions, la Comissió destaca les

següents:

1 > La construcció d'una línia de doble circuit, de

400 kV (Sentmenat-Vic-Bescanó), i un nou centre

de transformació, de 400/220 kV a Bescanó, per

a abastar amb garantia el mercat de les comarques

gironines i l'alimentació del Tren d'Alta Velocitat

en aquesta zona abans del 2004.

2 > També és necessària la construcció de nous

centres de transformació, de 400/220 kV i

400/110 kV, a la Secuita i el Penedès, per a

atendre els mercats del Garraf i de Tarragona,

com també per a alimentar el Tren d'Alta Velocitat

a les comarques tarragonines.

3 > Igualment s’ha de reforçar l'alimentació del

mercat elèctric del Barcelonès i de la seva zona

d'influència. En aquest sentit cal construir nous

centres de transformació, de 400/220 kV, a

Santa Coloma de Gramenet i Viladecans, per a

atendre el creixement d'aquests mercats.

• Cal reforçar la xarxa de 220 kV i 110 kV i

construir nous centres de transforrnació, de

220/110/25 kV, per a alimentar la xarxa de

distribució en diferents indrets, per tal

d'atendre les saturacions i els nous

subministraments. També s'han de tenir en

compte les noves instal·lacions i ampliacions

que requereix el règim especial. Dins

aquestes actuacions, la Comissió d'Experts

destaca les següents:

1. Subestacions
Artesa de Segre, Terra Alta, Llançà, Cassà de

la Selva, Les Franqueses, Sant Cugat, Mataró,

Cervelló, Castelldefels i diverses ampliacions en

les existents.

2. Línies
Posada en marxa de les línies de Juià -Castell

d'Aro i Vilajuïga - Llançà i canvis de tensió i de

conductors en les existents. Línies de connexió

de les instal·lacions de depuració de purins i

parcs eòlics.

4.5. Xarxes de distribució. Qualitat del
servei elèctric

En relació al desenvolupament i millora de la

xarxa de distribució elèctrica a Catalunya, i

després d'haver analitzat la informació disponi-

ble al respecte, la Comissió d'Experts fa les

següents reflexions:

• La qualitat del subministrament elèctric a

Catalunya ha evolucionat positivament en els

darrers deu anys, en base als paràmetres

generalment utilitzats (TIEPI: temps d'interrupció

de la potència instal·lada), amb l'excepció de

l'any 1999, en què l’evolució va ser negativa a

causa dels aiguats dels mesos de setembre i

novembre. Les incidències en la xarxa de

distribució de mitjana tensió tenen un pes d'un

85% de l’efecte total.

• El fet d'augmentar el nivell de qualitat actual

del subministrament elèctric requereix un

considerable augment d'inversió en la xarxa de

distribució de mitjana tensió, per la qual cosa

les empreses de distribució i la Generalitat han

establert uns plans específics, fixant uns criteris



raonabIes de millora per a orientar aquestes

actuacions.

• Cal destacar que, tenint en compte l'im-

portant creixement futur del mercat i les

necessitats de millora actuals, el model de

retribució regulat segons la Llei 54/97 limita els

recursos necessaris per a fer front a totes les

necessitats. Per això caldrà definir nous criteris

de retribució que permetin que els plans

requerits siguin viables.

• Un altre aspecte important pel que fa a la

qualitat del servei és la necessitat de resoldre

la problemàtica associada a les petites

empreses distribuïdores situades en zones de

muntanya -bàsicament a les comarques de

Lleida- perquè s'integrin als plans de qualitat

de tot el sector.

Les principals recomanacions són les següents:

Disposar dels recursos adients per a fer

front a les inversions necessàries i aplicar-

los per tal d'obtenir la qualitat de servei

requerida pels consumidors de Catalunya.

En concret, cal fer aquestes actuacions:

• Implantar noves estacions receptores, ubicades

de tal manera que, si hi ha prou demanda

elèctrica, la longitud de les línies principals no

superi el límit de 30 km.

• Prioritzar la millora i potenciació de les

infraestructures elèctriques en aquelles zones

de gran activitat en els sectors industrial i de

serveis.

• Procurar que els nuclis de població superior

a 2.000 habitants no tinguin cap alimentació

amb antena, sinó que formin part d'una xarxa

mallada o que tinguin una alimentació doble.

• Automatitzar les xarxes i instal·lacions i

adequar-les tecnològicament.

• Unificar la tensió de la xarxa de distribució

prenent l'estàndard de 25 kV.

• Continuar fent el procés de racionalització de

traçat de línies, sempre que ho permetin les

exigències de seguretat i localització dels

subministraments.
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5.1. Introducció

Els programes de les comunitats europees sobre

el medi estableixen la prevenció com una de les

prioritats en política ambiental. L'objectiu

d'aquesta política és evitar, amb anterioritat a

la producció, els danys ecològics i no combatre

posteriorment els seus efectes.

Els efectes d'un determinat projecte o actuació

sobre el medi han de ser avaluats per a protegir

la salut humana, contribuir a la qualitat de vida

millorant l'entorn, vetllar pel manteniment de la

diversitat de les espècies i conservar la capacitat

de reproducció del sistema com a recurs

fonamental de vida.

L'eina que permet d'avaluar els efectes d'un

projecte o actuació sobre el medi és l'Estudi d'lm-

pacte Ambiental (EIA), que inclou aquests punts:

• Anàlisi detallada de I'indret i l'entorn on és 

prevista l'obra, I'activitat o la instal·lació;

• examen de les alternatives tècnicament 

viables, justificant-ne la solució adoptada;

• inventari ambiental i descripció de les 

interaccions ecològiques i ambientals clau;

• identificació i valoració d'impactes, tant en la

solució proposada com en les alternatives 

corresponents;

• establiment de mesures protectores i 

correctores;

• programa de vigilància ambiental;

• document de síntesi.

Definint-se:
• Impacte ambiental compatible. És el que es

recupera immediatament en cessar l'activitat

 i que no ha de menester mesures correctores.

• Impacte ambiental moderat. És el que no

 necessita mesures correctores intensives i

 que, quan cessa I'activitat, la consecució de

  les condicions inicials del medi requereix un

  cert temps per a recuperar-se.

• Impacte ambiental sever. És aquell en què

 la recuperació de les condicions del medi

  exigeix d'adoptar unes mesures correctores

  i en el qual, incloent-hi aquestes mesures

 correctores, la recuperació demana un ampli

  període de temps.

•  Impacte ambiental crític. La magnitud d'a-

    quest impacte és superior al llindar acceptable,

  i implica una pèrdua permanent de la qualitat

  de les condicions ambientals, sense

 recuperació possible, fins i adoptant unes

 mesures correctores.

Entendrem per declaració d'impacte el

pronunciament que fa l'autoritat competent de

Medi Ambient un cop conegut el Projecte, l’EIA

i les al·legacions, determinant, respecte als

efectes ambientals previsibles, la conveniència

o no de dur a terme l'activitat projectada i, si

s'escau, les condicions que cal establir per a

protegir convenientment el medi i els recursos

naturals.

5.2. Marc legal

L’eina fonamental a l’hora d'avaluar l'impacte

ambiental a Catalunya per a projectes d’obres

i instal·lacions és el Decret 114/1988 de 7 d'abril,

d'avaluació d'impacte ambiental. L'annex

d'aquest Decret, que recull les obres,

instaI· lacions i  act iv i tats subjectades

obligatòriament a l'avaluació de l’impacte

ambiental, no fa cap menció expressa a les

línies aèries d’energia elèctrica.

Tanmateix, el punt 12 de l’annex del Decret

114/1988 estableix que qualsevol actuació o

instal·lació que pugui perjudicar notòriament un

espai natural protegit se subjectarà a una

avaluació de l'impacte ambiental. Per això, les

línies aèries superiors a 66 kV que puguin afectar

un espai d'aquestes característiques se sotmeten

automàticament a una avaluació de l'impacte

ambiental.

5.  Impacte ambiental de les línies elèctriques

Evolució del TIEPI de mitjana tensió a Catalunya

Any Imprevist    Programat Total

1990 5,13 1,72 6,85

1991 4,80 1,42 6,22

1992 4,07 1,28 5,35

1993* 5,38 1,25 6,63

1994 3,23 1,25 4,48

1995 3,34 1,21 4,45

1996 2,72 0,92 3,64

1997 2,42 0,72 3,14

1998 2,17 0,61 2,78

1999 3,44 0,69 4,13

(*) Apagada del 24 dagost de 1993
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En aquest sentit cal posar de manifest que la

Llei 12/1985 d'espais naturals protegits,

aprovada amb anterioritat al Decret 114/1988

i encara vigent, ja contenia unes previsions

específiques per a minimitzar els impactes

ambientals derivats de l'execució de projectes

per a establir vials permanents i línies elèctriques

d'alta tensió que afectessin espais naturals o

zones d'alta muntanya.

Pel que fa a la normativa estatal, la Directriu

85/337/CEE es va transposar mitjançant el Reial

decret legislatiu 1302/1986, de 28 de juny, sobre

avaluació d'impacte ambiental i el Decret

1131/1988, de 30 de setembre, que estableix

el reglament pel qual es desenvolupa l'anterior

Reial decret legislatiu.

Per mitjà del Reial decret llei 9/2000, de 6

d'octubre del 2000 (d'ara en endavant, RDLL

9/2000), l'Estat espanyol materialitza la trans-

posició de la Directriu 97/11/CE, de 3 de març,

que modifica la Directriu 85/337/CEE.

L'adequació del marc legal vigent es fa efectiva

introduint diverses modificacions en el Reial

decret legislatiu 1302/1986, de 26 de juny,

d'avaluació d'impacte ambiental.

El RDLL 9/2000 distingeix dues categories de

projectes o actuacions, que són aquestes:

• Annex I: Projectes que se subjecten

obligatòriament a una avaluació de l'impacte

ambiental.

• Annex II: Projectes que requeriran una

avaluació de l'impacte ambiental quan així ho

decideixi l’òrgan ambiental competent, d'acord

amb els criteris objectius recollits en l'annex Ill,

que fan referència a les característiques

individuals del projecte, emplaçament,

afectacions, etc.

L’annex I, grup 3, apartat g de l'esmentat RDLL,

recull expressament els projectes consistents

en la "construcció de línies aèries per al transport

d'energia elèctrica amb un voltatge igual o

superior a 220 kV i una longitud superior a 15

km", per la qual cosa la construcció d'aquesta

tipologia de línies se subjecta preceptivament

a una avaluació de l’impacte ambiental.

De fet, si ens remetem a la normativa sectorial,

podem observar que la Llei 54/1997, del sector

elèctric, en la disposició addicional dotzena, ja

va modificar en el seu dia el Reial decret legislatiu

1302/1986, ampliant la llista de les actuacions

o instal·lacions sotmeses a una avaluació de

l'impacte ambiental i incloent expressament la

construcció de línies aèries d’energia elèctrica

amb una tensió igual o superior a 220 kV i una

longitud superior a 15 quilòmetres.

A part de l'incís anterior i retornant al RDLL

9/2000, s'observa que, segons el que disposa

l'annex I, grup 10, apartat b 8, també se

sotmeten preceptivament a una avaluació de

l'impacte ambiental "les línies aèries per al

transport d'energia elèctrica amb una longitud

superior a tres quilòmetres que es desenvolupin

en zones especialment sensibles, designades

en aplicació de les Directrius 79/409/CEE i

92/43/CEE, o en aiguamolls inclosos en la llista

del Conveni de Ramsar".

L'annex II, grup 3, apartat a del RDLL 9/200

preveu els projectes de construcció de línies

aèries per al transport d'energia elèctrica, amb

una longitud entre 15 km i 3 km, que no afectin

cap zona especialment sensible. La inclusió

d'aquesta tipologia d'instal·lacions en aquest

annex significa que la subjecció al procediment

d’avaluació de l'impacte ambiental no és

preceptiva.

A partir la documentació continguda en l’ElA,

l'òrgan ambiental emetrà una decisió motivada

i pública, basada en els criteris que recull l'annex

III del RDLL 9/2000, en la qual dirà si l'actuació

projectada se sotmet o no a una avaluació de

l'impacte ambiental.

5.3. Recomanacions

Malgrat que a Catalunya ja s’aplica la normativa

ambiental vigent, la Comissió creu que es poden

establir uns criteris generals per a les noves

línies elèctriques, que serien aquests:

1. La planificació territorial de Catalunya tindrà

en compte les necessitats d'espais i corredors

per a situar les infraestructures elèctriques

necessàries per a abastir electricitat.

2. Els plans generals d'urbanisme municipals

hauran de tenir en compte les necessitats

d'espais i  corredors per a situar les

infraestructures elèctriques necessàries per a

abastir electricitat en l'àmbit de la seva

planificació. Així mateix hauran de reservar

l'espai previst pel Pla territorial de Catalunya.

En cap cas no s'admetran els usos no

permesos en els espais i corredors reservats

o a les zones d'influència de les línies i

instal·lacions elèctriques.

3. Abans de planejar nous corredors de línies

aèries, caldrà exhaurir totes les mesures que

permetin d'incrementar la capacitat de les línies

existents, que són les següents:

> Doble circuit;
> augment de la tensió;
> canvi de conductor.

4. La planificació de les noves línies ha de tenir

en compte la possibilitat de racionalitzar les

existents, agrupant-les o substituint-les de

manera que redueixin el seu impacte global.

5. Les línies noves que hagin de sotmetre's a la

declaració d'impacte ambiental hauran de posar

un èmfasi especial a corregir el seu impacte en

aquests àmbits:

> Zones habitades;
> sòl;
> protecció de la coberta vegetal;
> accessos per a la construcció i el manteniment;

> erosió;
> desforestació;
> utilització d'herbicides;
> xarxes de drenatge;
> emissions de partícules en la construcció;
> soroll;
> podes i tales periòdiques de la vegetació;
> incendis;
> efectes paisatgístics;
> servituds de pas i reducció d'altres activitats;
> avifauna (nius i col·lisions per a les aus, caus

per a la resta)
> activitats agro-pequàries;
> biodiversitat;
> camps electromagnètics;
> medi sòcio-econòmic.

6. En zones densament poblades, se soterraran

les noves instal·lacions de distribució.

7. Es convenient de fer el seguiment de les

millors tecnologies disponibles quant a impacte

ambiental.
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6.1. Introducció

Un dels punts objecte de la Comissió és

l'establiment d'uns criteris sobre l'impacte de

les línies elèctriques d'alta tensió en els éssers

vius i, concretament, la possible influència dels

camps electromagnètics generats per aquestes

línies en la salut de les persones.

Al marge de l'ampli recull d'informació científica

sobre els camps electromagnètics posat a

disposició de la Comissió, s'han fet un parell

d'actuacions concretes per aportar més dades

i facilitar l'adopció de criteris per part d'aquesta

Comissió. Són les següents:

- Elaboració d'un model teòric de càlcul del

camp magnètic generat per les línies elèctriques;

- validació dels resultats teòrics d'aquest model

mitjançant unes mesures de camp i comprovació

dels nivells de camp magnètic generats per

línies d'alta tensió.

Una càrrega elèctrica a l'espai crea un camp

elèctric al voltant seu. Les unitats de mesurament

del Sistema Internacional per a la intensitat del

camp elèctric són els V/m (volts/metre).

Si les càrregues elèctriques es mouen en l'espai,

donant lloc a un corrent elèctric, aquesta variació

de càrrega genera un camp magnètic al voltant

seu. Les unitats de mesurament del Sistema

Internacional per a la intensitat del camp magnètic

són els A/m (ampers/metre). En el context dels

efectes biològics s'utilitza sovint una magnitud

relacionada, que és la densitat de flux magnètic

o inducció magnètica per a caracteritzar el camp,

expressada en teslas o gauss, d'acord amb la

següent relació: 1gauss = 100 µtesla.

Les característiques que defineixen els camps

elèctric i magnètic són la magnitud o amplitud

de camp i la seva freqüència de variació en el

temps. La magnitud de camp elèctric i magnètic

és expressada en les unitats esmentades en els

paràgrafs anteriors, mentre que la freqüència

d'interès en el cas de les línies elèctriques és de

50 Hz (cicles/segon) a Europa. A aquesta

freqüència d'emissió del camp tan baixa, no es

pot associar mai la capacitat de ionització de la

matèria que travessa amb els valors de camps

elèctric i magnètic habituals en les línies elèctriques.

L’exposició a un camp elèctric i magnètic no

és un fenomen nou, ja que des de sempre els

éssers humans s'han vist afectats per camps

estàtics externs (freqüència de variació igual a

zero) i corrents interns provocats per reaccions

químiques indispensables per a la vida. El que

sí és nou i propi d'aquestes últimes dècades

és l'aparició de múltiples emissors de camp

elèctric i magnètic de freqüència alternant,

entre els quals hi ha les línies elèctriques, que

afecten permanentment un sector molt impor-

tant de la població.

D'aquesta manera el nostre entorn presenta

més habitualment càrregues variants en el

temps que no pas càrregues estàtiques. Així

I'existència de camp elèctric implica general-

ment un camp magnètic, mentre que la

presència d'un camp magnètic implica sempre

I'existència d'un camp elèctric. Per això s'acos-

tuma a parlar de camp electromagnètic,

englobant ambdós camps.

Cal tenir present que els camps elèctrics de

baixa freqüència influeixen en el cos humà, tal

com ho farien en qualsevol altre element constituït

de partícules carregades, concentrant la càrrega

a la superfície i amb poca incidència en les parts

internes del cos, pel fet que aquest fa de pantalla

al camp. Per contra, és molt més difícil fer de

pantalla al camp magnètic a baixes frequències,

ja que aquest camp acostuma a travessar el

cos humà impertorbat i a induir-hi corrents

circulars interiors. Els hipotètics efectes biològics

nocius d'aquests últims camps són els que

tradicionalment han suscitat més interès.

6.  Els camps electromagnètics
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6.2. Estudis efectuats sobre
els possibles efectes per a la salut

Tenint en compte els resultats contradictoris

dels estudis científics a l'abast, un dels

arguments més utilitzats per a criticar la hipotètica

associació entre l'exposició a camps

electromagnètics i l'aparició d'algun tipus de

patologia greu és l'absència d'un mecanisme

d'actuació plausible o un model animal o cel·Iular

que pugui confirmar aquesta relació, malgrat

els importants esforços de nombrosos grups

d'investigadors per trobar els mecanismes

d'interacció entre els camps i els sistemes

biològics.

6.2.1. Estudis epidemiològics
Encara que la major part dels estudis disponibles

tant en entorns domèstics com en ambients

laborals, no han trobat que hi hagi cap relació

entre els camps electromagnètics i l'aparició

d'efectes nocius per a la salut, cal comentar les

discrepàncies generals detectades en els

resultats aportats pel conjunt d'estudis efectuats

i també les limitacions observades en els quals

han registrat relacions -malgrat que siguin febles

i de poca significació estadística- entre els camps

i determinades leucèmies o tumors cerebrals.

La inconsistència dels resultats que s'ha observat

en diferents estudis publicats pot ser explicada

per la imprecisió a l'hora de caracteritzar l'exposició

derivada dels mètodes indirectes que han utilitzat

els investigadors per a avaluar-la retrospectivament,

davant la impossibilitat de mesurar d'una manera

real el camp electromagnètic durant el període

d'inducció de la malaltia.

Aquestes limitacions en els mètodes utilitzats

com a estimadors d'exposició provoca que,

dins un mateix estudi, no hi hagi coincidència

en els resultats obtinguts d'acord amb els

mètodes d'avaluació emprats, com ara els

càlculs de nivell de camp mitjançant el codi de

cables, els efectuats a partir de la distància de

separació de les línies o els camps mesurats

de forma puntual o contínua.

A tot això cal afegir-hi els biaixos estadístics que

incorporen els estudis, el reduït nombre de casos

(malalts) i la dificultat d'aïllar i individualitzar

l'aportació d'un camp electromagnètic originat

per les línies elèctriques de les altres fonts gene-

radores del camp.

Tenint en compte el risc de treure unes

conclusions definitives dels estudis epide-

miològics efectuats i considerant que, en

qualsevol cas, els increments de risc relatiu que

mostren alguns estudis sòn molt moderats, hom

conclou que no hi ha arguments prou

convincents per a defensar una relació causal

entre els camps i determinats tipus de càncer.

6.2.1. Estudis experimentals “in vivo"
Els estudis amb animals de laboratori pretenen

d'acostar-se a les condicions reals d'exposició

i busquen dades rellevants per tal d'establir uns

valors límit segurs per als éssers humans a partir

de l'experimentació amb animals, aplicant

diferents intensitats de camp per trobar possibles

relacions dosi-resposta.

El resultats obtinguts no aporten proves que

indiquin que l'exposició a camps electro-

magnètics provoca càncer o altres efectes nocius

per a la salut dels animals als nivells habituals

que generen les línies elèctriques d'alta tensió.

6.2.2. Estudis experimentals “in vitro"
Els estudis cel·lulars volen descobrir els

mecanismes subjacents fonamentals que

relacionen els camps electromagnètics amb

possibles efectes biològics nocius. Busquen els

canvis cel·lulars o moleculars per trobar pistes que

indiquin la manera en què una força física es

converteix en una acció biològica dins el cos humà.

Les evidències aportades pel conjunt d'estudis

suggereixen que els camps electromagnètics a

50 Hz no tenen cap capacitat genotòxica, per

la qual cosa és molt improbable que puguin

influir en l'etapa d'iniciació del càncer. No s'ha

pogut demostrar que hi hagi altres hipotètics

efectes nocius en els nivells de camp que ens

interessen.

6.3. Normativa d'aplicació

Actualment no hi ha cap legislació estatal vigent

que limiti els nivells de camp electromagnètic;

les dues normes principals considerades a l'hora

d'establir els nivells de referència són la

Recomanació del Consell de la Unió Europea

de 12 de Juliol de 1999, relativa a l'exposició

del públic en general a camps electromagnètics

i basada en les directrius marcades pel Comité

Científic Director de la Comissió, i els límits esta-

blerts per la International Commission on Non-

Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) de l'abril

de 1998. Val a dir que la ICNIRP és una

organització científica de referència per a tots

aquests temes i reconeguda formalment per

l'Organització Mundial de la Salut (OMS).

Tant la Recomanació del Consell de la Unió

Europea com els límits de la ICNIRP fixen els

següents nivells de referència per a l'exposició

del públic en general als camps electromagnètics

a 50 Hz, sense restricció de temps:

- 5 kV/m per a la intensitat de camp elèctric;
- 100 µtesla per a la densitat de flux magnètic.

S’ha de tenir present que aquests organismes

utilitzen únicament els efectes comprovats per

a la limitació recomanada de les exposicions,

basats normalment en estudis científics que han

identificat el nivell llindar a partir del qual els

animals de laboratori tenen un comportament

anormal, afegint-hi posteriorment un factor de

seguretat.

Les especulacions sobre els hipotètics efectes

a llarg termini no poden constituir la base on

fonamentar l'establiment dels nivells o límits de

referència.

Aquests nivells són establerts per al públic en

general, sense ser determinats pels requeriments

de petits grups amb una possible sensibilitat

més alta als camps.

Els elevats factors de seguretat que incorporen

els límits intenten minimitzar la possibilitat que

es puguin produir efectes a llarg termini per a

la salut i protegir les col·lectivitats més sensibles

als camps electromagnètics.

6.4. Anàlisi dels resultats dels treballs
encarregats

La Comissió d'Experts va encarregar l'elaboració

d'un model teòric de càlcul del camp magnètic

generat per les línies elèctriques, per tal de

conèixer més acuradament la relació que hi ha

entre el nivell de camp magnètic i la distància

de separació a una línia elèctrica.

Aquest model, basat en la llei de Biot i Savart,

afirma entre altres coses que, per a un conductor

rectilini recorregut per un corrent elèctric, el valor

de la inducció magnètica en un punt és

proporcional al corrent que travessa el conductor

i inversament proporcional a la distància de

separació del punt al conductor, mentre que en

el cas de tres conductors recorreguts per un

sistema de corrent trifàsic, la inducció magnètica

en un punt separat suficientment dels conductors

és proporcional al corrent i a la separació de

fases, i quasi inversament proporcional al quadrat

de la distància del punt als conductors.

Els resultats d'aquest model teòric van ser

confirmats posteriorment pels mesuraments

reals que s'efectuaren en diversos punts de la

xarxa elèctrica d'alta tensió catalana amb els

mitjans adequats. A més a més, s'observà que

el màxim nivell d'inducció magnètica mesurat

a sota de les línies d'alta tensió va ser inferior
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a 5 µtesla, per una tensió de línia de 400 kV

amb intensitats de corrent elèctric en el moment

de fer el mesurament, entre 200 i 300 A. El

camp magnètic corresponent a aquestes

intensitats, atesos aquests resultats, no ha de

ser motiu de preocupació.

6.5. Conclusions i recomanacions

La por que hom experimenta per allò que

desconeix o que simplement no pot veure,

juntament amb una relativa desinformació per

part d'alguns mitjans de comunicació, pot fer

augmentar considerablement la problemàtica

relacionada amb la presència dels camps electro-

magnètics en el món en què vivim. Les línies

elèctriques són indispensables per al bon

funcionament de la nostra societat, i els camps

que generen són inevitables si volem mantenir

l'estil de vida que tenim gràcies a l'energia

elèctrica. Cal aportar informació provada i

objectivitat a l’hora de considerar aquest tema.

Malgrat la convicció que cal continuar investigant

en alguns aspectes, com ara els sistemes

d'exposició i dosimetria o els estudis

epidemiològics no retrospectius, és evident que

el coneixement científic que es té d'aquesta

matèria s'ha anat ampliant considerablement

aquests darrers anys i es pot concloure, tal com

ha fet recentment I'OMS d'acord amb les últimes

revisions de la literatura científica, que el

coneixement actual no confirma l'existència de

cap conseqüència greu i irreversible per a la

salut humana causada per l'exposició als camps

electromagnètics de baixa magnitud i freqüència,

com els generats a les línies elèctriques.

En mantenir-se, però, algunes incerteses, que

el coneixement futur potser aclarirà, es recomana

actuar segons el principi de la limitació prudent

(prudent avoidance) que implica el fet de limitar

l'exposició fins on sigui raonable, barat i fàcil de

dur a terme. Això també ens farà estar en

consonància amb el principi ALARA o tan baix

com sigui raonablement possible (as low as

reasonably achievable), és a dir, evitant les

exposicions innecessàries.

La principal conclusió que podem extreure dels

treballs encarregats és que, segons els resultats

calculats amb el model teòric i els valors

obtinguts en els mesuraments de camp, els

màxims nivells d'inducció magnètica estan vint

vegades per sota dels nivells de referència fixats

per la recomanació del Consell de la Unió

Europea i per la ICNIRP (International

Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation

Protection).

Això permet concloure que la població de

Catalunya és sotmesa habitualment a uns

n ive l ls  de camp e lect romagnèt ic

considerablement per sota dels límits fixats

pels organismes esmentats, tenint en compte

les distàncies de separació reglamentàries

entre els espais ocupats normalment per les

persones i les línies elèctriques.

Aquestes distàncies són:

Per últim, cal mantenir un seguiment constant

de la informació que la comunitat científica

proporcioni per tal d'introduir, si s'escau, les

mesures i correccions que convingui en cada

moment.

7.1. Planificació energètica

a) Anàlisi de la demanda i generació d'energia

elèctrica a Catalunya a mig termini (any horitzó

2010). Esborrany i document final. Direcció

General d’Energia i Mines (DGEiM) / Institut

Català d’Energia (ICAEN). Gener del 2000.

b) Balanços d'energia elèctrica i de demanda

màxima del sistema català en el període 2000-

2010.  Necess i ta ts  d ' in te rconnex ió .

DGEiM/ICAEN. Maig del 2000.

c) Documents de treball del Pla de millora de la

qualitat del subministrament d'energia elèctrica

i Pla de l'energia a Catalunya en l'horitzó de

l'any 2010. DGEiM/ICAEN. Abril del 2000.

- Capítol 1. Conceptes generals i criteris

específics de la continuïtat del subministrament.

- Capítol 2. Definició dels indicadors de qualitat

tècnica i de qualitat de les instal·lacions.

- Capítol 3. Criteris i procediments per a

determinar els paràmetres de qualitat.

- Capítol 4. Propostes d'actuació en la

infraestructura per a millorar la continuïtat.

- Capítol 5. Definició d'objectius temporals per

als nivells i estàndards de continuïtat. Valors de

referència.

7.2. Xarxa elèctrica

a) Les infraestructures elèctriques a Catalunya.

DGEiM/ICAEN. Juliol del 2000.

b) Les infraestructures elèctriques a Catalunya:

línies elèctriques en projecte. DGEiM/ICAEN.

Juliol del 2000.

c) Pla global d'actuacions a la xarxa elèctrica

de Catalunya. FECSA-ENHER. Febrer del 2000.

- Annex 1. Tempestes 99. Comportament de

  les instal·lacions.

- Annex 2. Criteris de planificació.

- Annex 3. Criteris de manteniment.

- Annex 4. Actuacions més significatives en

 xarxes d'AT.

- Annex 5. Actuacions més significatives en

  xarxes MT i BT.

- Annex 6. Revisions termogràfiques.

Estiu de 1999.

- Annex 7. Accions a l'àrea de comunicació.

d) Criteris per a definir la xarxa elèctrica de

Catalunya. DGEiM/ICAEN. Octubre 2000.

e) Annex. Documents tècnics de l'acord entre

l'Ajuntament de Vilafant, la Universitat Politècnica

de Catalunya i lberdrola per a construir la línia

de 132 kV entre la Jonquera i Figueres. Juny

de 1999.

7.3. Normativa elèctrica

a) Decret 3151/1968, de 28 de novembre, pel

qual s'aprova el Reglament de línies aèries d’alta

tensió.

b) RD 3275/1982, de 12 de novembre, pel qual

s’aprova el Reglament sobre condicions

tècniques i garanties de seguretat en centrals

elèctriques, subestacions i centres de

transformació.

c) Decret 191/1993, de 13 de juliol, pel qual es

determina el procediment aplicable per a efectuar

els reconeixements periòdics de les instal·lacions

de producció, transformació, transport i

distribució d'energia.

d) Llei 54/1997, de 27 de novembre, del sector

elèctric.

e) Reial decret 1955/2000, d’1 de desembre

pel qual es regulen les activitats de transport,

distribució comercialització, subministrament i

els procediments d'autorització d'instal·lacions

d'energia elèctrica.

7.  Bibliografia i referències

Tensió Distància als conductors en
de la línia (kV) les condicions més 

desfavorables en zones 
accessibles a persones: 
finestres, terrasses... (m)

Fins a 66 5

110 5

132 5

220 5,5

380 7,1
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7.4. Camps electromagnètics

7.4.1. Reculls bibliogràfics
a) L’efecte dels camps magnètics residencials

en la població adulta i les estratègies de

prevenció en relació a l'exposició als camps

electromagnètics. Agència d'Avaluació

Tecnològica Mèdica. Maig de 1999.

b) L’efecte dels camps magnètics residencials

en la població infantil. Agència d'Avaluació

Tecnològica Médica. Desembre de 1998.

c) Efectes dels camps electromagnètics en els

éssers vius. CREB (Centre de Recerca en

Enginyeria Biomèdica, UPC). Juny de 1999 i

juliol del 2000 (2a edició).

d) Possibles efectes sobre la salut i el medi

ambient dels camps electromagnètics produïts

per les línies elèctriques d'alta tensió. Centro de

Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales

y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT).

d) Informe Bristol sobre electromagnetisme i

salut. Coordinadora contra línies d'alta tensió i

instal·lacions de transformació. Abril de 1999.

e) Els camps magnètics generats per les línies

elèctriques d'alta tensió. DGEiM. Estudi teòric.

Juliol del 2000.

f) Assaigs de mesurament de campmagnètic

de baixa freqüència en línies d'alta tensió (17

casos). LGAI. Juliol del 2000.

g) Els camps magnètics generats per les línies

elèctriques d'alta tensió. DGEiM. Validació

d'estudi teòric. Desembre del 2000.

h) Influència dels camps electromagnètics en la

salut (DGEiM). Novembre de 1998.

7.4.2. Estudis publicats
a) Ansari, R.M. i Hei, T.K. (2000); Effects of 60

Hz extremely low frequency magnetic fields

(EMF) on radiation and chemicalinduced

mu tagenes i s  i n  mamma l i an  ce l l s ,

"Carcinogenesis" 21, pp.1221 -1226.

b) Morandi, M.A. et al (1996); Lack of an EMF-

induced genotoxic effect in the Ames assay,

"Life Sciences" 3, pp. 263-271.

c) Boorman, G.A., Rafferty, C.N. et al (2000);

Leukemia and lymphoma incidence in rodents

exposure to low-frequency magnetic fields,

"Radiat Res", pp. 627-636.

d) Mandeville, R. et al (1997); Evaluation of the

potential carcinogenicity of 60 Hz linear sinusoidal

continuous wave magnetic fields in Fischer F344

rats, "FASEB J" 11, pp. 1127-1136.

e) Anderson, L.E., Boorman, G.A. et al (1999);

Effect of 13 week magnetic field exposures on

DMBA-initiated mammary gland carcinomas in

female SpragueDawley rats, "Carcinogenesis"

20, pp. 1615-1620.

f) Ekström, T. et al (1998); Mammary tumours

in Sprague-Dawley rats after initiation with DMBA

followed by exposure to 50 Hz electromagnetic

fields in a promotional scheme. "Cancer Letters"

123, pp. 107-111.

g) Kheifets, Ll. et al (1997); Leukemia risk and

occupational electric field exposure in Los

Angeles County, California, "Amer J Epidem"

146, pp. 87-90.

h) Guenel, P. et al (1996); Exposure to 50 Hz

electric field and the incidence of leukemia,

brain tumors, and other cancers among French

electric utility workers, "Amer J Epidem" 144,

pp. 1107-1121.

i) Savitz, D.A. i Loomis, D.P. (1995); Magnetic

field exposure in relation to leukemia and brain

cancer mortality among utility workers, "Amer

J Epidem" 141, pp. 123-134.

j) Moulder, J.E. (1996); Biological studies of

Power Frequency fields and carcinogenesis,

"IEEE EMBS Magazine", agost, pp. 31-40.

k) McBride, M.L., Gallagher, R.P. et al (1999);

Power-frequency electric and magnetic fields
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T omorrow ś technology is here –
ABB Cable System Solutions. By
selecting an effective Cable Sys-

tem Solution numerous drawbacks
related to traditional overhead transmis-
sion technology can be eliminated, not
least the esthetic ones. Overhead lines
can now be replaced by underground
cables at comparatively low cost, in
some cases only a few times higher
than for an overhead transmission sys-
tem. The difference is reduced if one
takes into account such factors as main-
tenance costs, system losses and reno-
vations. Furthermore, congested areas
benefit from an ABB Cable System
Solution as land formerly occupied by
an above ground system can now be
utilised for other things.

Reliable systems on 
a deregulated market
The deregulation of the electricity mar-
ket has changed the parameters for the
electrical trade. This has led to a differ-
ent approach regarding operational and
maintenance costs for generation, trans-
mission and distribution systems.

Future grids have to be reliable, envi-
ronmentally friendly, cost efficient and

have a low visual impact. Due to de-
regulation it is very likely that opera-
tional margins in the industry will
increase.

ABB ś Cable System Solutions are
based on our XLPE, cross-linked poly-
ethylene, cable which meets the com-
prehensive requirements of Interna-
tional standards and specifications as
well as those of our customers. 

We offer our customers:
• Cost and technically efficient cable 

system solutions
• Environmentally friendly cable system 

solutions

Power XLPE cables versus Power
Lines; a comparison
A comparison between Power XLPE
cables and Power lines is a valuable
one to make before a permit applica-
tion is submitted for upgrading an
existing system or planning a new one.
Such an analysis should immediately
reflect the differences and similarities
between the systems and it is very
likely that the new infrastructure will
gain from an underground cable sys-
tem.

Advantages of an underground
XLPE cable transmission system

Environment
• Little or no visual impact
• No electrical fields and low magnetic 

fields
• High safety - no risk of fallen over-

head lines
• No external corona discharges

Grid Security
• Not effected by rain, ice, snow, fog 

or dust

Economy
• No maintenance requirements
• Lower power losses
• Less land used
• Higher value for buildings and the 

surrounding land

Operation
• Higher reliability, fewer faults
• Higher short term overload capacity 

Actions for a better environment
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The product development of extruded
cables has accelerated during the last
decade. The combination of new prod-
uct technology and advanced material
technology already yield cable system
solutions for a new infrastructure. 

Triple extrusion (inner conducting
shield, insulation and outer conducting
shield processed in one sealed opera-
tion) and dry vulcanisation (no water
or steam during vulcanisation) together
with improved material cleanliness and
handling systems are the key success
factors for the extruded cable perfor-
mance of today.

The result of this development is that
extruded insulation can withstand
much higher stresses than was believed
possible at the start in the early 70s
when the design criterion was estab-
lished. 

Extruded transmission cables can be
made with thinner insulation than
before without jeopardising the per-
formance of the cables.

These so called lean extruded cables
enable installations of longer cable
lengths with  fewer joints. Therefore
more cost efficient and simpler installa-
tion methods can be used with this
type of cable.

World class system solutions
ABB has manufactured cables with
polymeric insulation since the early 70s
and is today a leading supplier of effi-
cient, environmentally friendly high
quality cable system solutions at all
voltage levels. 

Our products and systems can be
found all over the world (over 85% of
our turnover is exported).

Demands for environmentally
friendly transmission/distribution sys-
tem solutions are stronger today than
ever before. In cooperation with other
ABB companies with differing electrical
specialities we are well prepared to
meet the challenges of future demands.

A complete system
ABB does not only manufacture cables.
We can supply turnkey solutions for
the new deregulated market. Our envi-
ronmentally friendly cable based sys-
tems have created new solutions for
transformers, switchgear and compen-
sation equipment whether they be
installed indoors or underground. In all
cases it means more land being made
available and easier planning of city
infrastructures.

The right solution for you
We would like to assist you in finding
the most optimal cable system solution.
Not only complying with your require-
ments from a technical and environ-
mental point of view but also supply-
ing it at a reasonable cost.

We offer:
• System studies
• System optimisation
• Project management
• Guidance on permit application
• Civil works
• Installation, supervision and erection
• Testing and start-up operations
• Documentation
• Monitoring
• Financing (leasing, etc.)

XLPE Cable Systems 
- an improved technology

Due to improved production process, material cleanliness and handling systems, the manufacturing of XLPE cables of today has been optimi-
sed both regarding quality as well as cost. 

XLPE Performance 

1970 2000

Electric StressUnavailability

Cost
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ABB Power Technology Products AB
High Voltage Cables
P.O. Box 546
SE-371 23 Karlskrona, Sweden
Phone +46 455 556 00
Fax +46 455 556 55
E-mail: sehvc@se.abb.com
www.abb.com

ABB Energiekabel GmbH
Rhenaniastrasse 12-30
DE-681 99 Mannheim, Germany
Phone +49 621 8507 01
Fax +49 621 8507 294
E-mail: abb-energiekabel.dekab@de.abb.com
www.abb.com

For additional information please contact you local ABB Sales Office

Brochure issued by:



Updates in "It's time to connect”, rev 4, 2007-10 (web version) 
 
Page 33 
The lower table on the page has been corrected 
 
 
Updates in "It's time to connect”, rev 3, 2006-09 (web version) 
 
Page 4 
Foreword by Per Haugland added 
 
 
Updates in "It's time to connect”, rev 2, 2006-02 (web version) 
 
Pages 28 and 31 
Layout drawings have been provided with building dimensions. 
 
Page 33 
The last table on the page has been corrected.  
 
Pages 33 - 36 
Area 3200 mm2 has been removed in all tables. 
 
Page 50 
The third column has been rewritten: 
 

Observed energy availability from two of our projects in commercial operation is above 98% as 
shown in the figure below. Since the number of installed equipment are less for an HVDC Light 
scheme compared to a conventional HVDC scheme the target value for availability is equal or even 
better for HVDC Light compared to conventional HVDC. 

 
Page 51 
The scheduled maintenance and unavailability has been corrected: 
 

5.1.13 Maintainability 
 
….  As an example, the remaining maintenance effort for a 350 MW module that requires 
curtailment of the HVDC transmission is estimated to require approximately 160 man-hours every 
second year per station. The time to do this work is estimated to be 60 hours, the necessary 
workforce will then be six persons, and the minimum scheduled unavailability will then be maximum 
0.35% average per year…. 

 



It’s time to connect

- Technical description of HVDC Light® technology
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After the huge blackout in August 2003, a federal order 

allowed the first use of the Cross Sound Cable HVDC Light® 

Interconnector. The cable interconnection was a great part 

of the success in getting Long Island out of the dark and 

restoring power to hundreds of thousands of customers 

across Long Island. LIPA Chairman Richard Kessel heralded 

Cross Sound Cable as a “national symbol of how we need to 

enhance our infrastructure”.
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Our	need	for	energy	as	a	naturally	integrated	part	of	society	is	increasing	and	
electricity	is	increasing	the	share	of	the	total	energy	used.	It	is	more	true	than	
ever	that	electricity	is	a	base	for	building	a	modern	society	but	also	a	main	
tool	to	raise	well-being	in	developing	countries.	By	this	follows	more	focus	on	
how	the	electricity	is	generated	and	distributed.	In	addition	society	requests	
less	environmental	impact	from	transmission	and	generation	and	higher	reli-
ability	and	availability.	To	combine	these	goals	there	is	a	need	for	new	tech-
nologies	for	transmitting	and	distributing	electric	energy.

In	this	book	we	present	our	response	to	these	needs,	the	HVDC	Light®	tech-
nique.	This	technology	has	matured	over	the	last	ten	years	and	is	today	ready	
for	a	broader	use.	HVDC	Light®	is	making	invisible	underground	transmission	
systems	technically	and	economically	viable	also	for	long	distances.	This	is	
now	a	reality.	The	technology	is	also	well	suited	for	a	number	of	applications	
such	as	power	supply	to	offshore	platforms,	connecting	offshore	wind	farms,	
improving	grid	reliability,	city	infeed	and	powering	islands.	In	these	applica-
tions	specific	characteristics	of	the	technology	such	as	compact	and	light	
weight	design,	short	installation	and	commissioning	time,	low	operation	and	
maintenance	cost	and	superior	control	of	voltages,	active	and	reactive	power	
can	be	utilized.

It	is	my	true	belief	that	the	HVDC	Light®	technique	will	actively	contribute	to	
the	development	of	transmission	systems,	in	line	with	the	requests	given	from	
our	society.

September	�006

Per	Haugland
Senior	Vice	President
Grid	Systems
ABB	Power	Systems

Proven technology in new applications
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1.0 Development of   
HVDC technology  
– historical background  

Direct	current	was	the	first	type	of	
transmission	system	used	in	the	very	
early	days	of	electrical	engineering.	
Even	though	the	AC	transmission	
system	came	later	on	to	play	a	very	
important	role	the	development	of	
DC	transmission	has	always	contin-
ued.	In	the	19�0´s	the	strive	for	more	
and	more	power	raised	again	the	
interest	for	high	voltage	DC	trans-
mission	as	an	efficient	tool	for	trans-
mission	of	large	power	volumes	
from	remote	localities.	This	initiat-
ed	the	development	of	mercury	arc	
converters	and	more	than	�0	years	
later	in	1954	the	worlds	first	com-
mercial	HVDC	link	based	on	mer-
cury	arc	converters	went	into	opera-
tion	between	the	Swedish	mainland	
and	the	island	of	Gotland.	This	was	
followed	by	many	small	and	larger	
mercury	arc	schemes	around	the	
world.	Around	�0	years	later	in	the	
early	1970´s	the	thyristor	semicon-
ductor	started	to	replace	the	mercu-
ry	converters.

ABB	have	delivered	more	than	55	
HVDC	projects	around	the	world	
providing	more	than	45000	MW	
capacity.	The	largest	bipole	deliv-

ered	is	�150	MW.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Installation of an HVDC Light® station

1.1 What is HVDC Light®? 

HVDC	Light®	is	the	successful	and	
environmentally-friendly	way	to	
design	a	power	transmission	system	
for	a	submarine	cable,	an	under-
ground	cable	or	back-to-back	trans-
mission.

HVDC	Light®	is	HVDC	technology	
based	on	voltage	source	converters	
(VSCs).	Back-to-back	or	combined	
with	extruded	DC	cables,	power	rat-
ings	from	a	few	tens	of	megawatts	
up	to	several	hundreds	of	mega-
watts	are	available.	HVDC	Light®	
converters	are	based	on	insulated	
gate	bipolar	transistors	(IGBTs)	and	
operate	with	high	frequency	pulse	
width	modulation	in	order	to	achieve	
high	speed	and	as	a	consequence	
small	filters	and	independent	control	
of	both	active	and	reactive	power.

HVDC	Light®	cables	have	extruded	
polymer	insulation.	Their	strength	
and	flexibility	make	the	HVDC	Light®	
cables	well	suited	for	severe	instal-
lation	conditions	both	underground	
as	a	land	cable	and	as	a	submarine	
cable.

The	converter	station	design	is	
based	on	voltage	source	convert-
ers	employing	state	of	the	art	turn	
on/turn	off	IGBT	power	semicon-
ductors.	

HVDC	Light®	has	the	capability	to	
rapidly	control	both	active	and	reac-
tive	power	independently	of	each	
other,	to	keep	the	voltage	and	fre-
quency	stable.	This	gives	total	flex-
ibility	regarding	the	location	of	the	
converters	in	the	AC	system	since	
the	requirements	of	short-circuit	
capacity	of	connected	AC	network	
is	low	(SCR	down	to	zero).

The	HVDC	Light®	design	is	based	
on	a	modular	concept.	For	DC	volt-
ages	up	to	±150	kV	most	of	the	
equipment	is	installed	in	enclosures	
at	the	factory.	For	the	highest	DC	
voltages	the	equipment	is	installed	in	
buildings.		The	required	sizes	of	the	
site	areas	for	the	Converter	stations	
are	also	small.	All	equipment	except	
the	power	transformers	is	indoors.

Well-proven	and	tested	equipment	
at	the	factory	make	installation	and	
commissioning	quick	and	efficient.	

1 Introduction
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The	stations	are	designed	to	be	
unmanned.	They	can	be	operated	
remotely	or	could	even	be	automat-
ic,	based	on	the	needs	of	the	inter-
connected	AC	networks.		Mainte-
nance	requirements	are	determined	
mainly	by	conventional	equipment	
such	as	the	AC	breakers,	cooling	
system,	etc.	

The	cable	system	is	complete	with	
cables,	accessories	and	installation	
services.	The	cables	are	operated	in	
bipolar	mode,	one	cable	with	posi-
tive	polarity	and	one	cable	with	neg-
ative	polarity.

The	cables	have	polymeric	insulat-
ing	material,	which	is	very	strong	
and	robust.

This	strength	and	flexibility	make	
the	HVDC	Light®	cables	perfect	for	
severe	installation	conditions:

-	The	submarine	cables	can	be	laid		
	 in	deeper	waters	and	on	rough		
	 bottoms.

-	The	land	cables	can	be	installed		
	 less	costly	with	ploughing		
	 technique.

-	HVDC	cables	can	now	also	go		
	 overhead	with	Aerial	Cables.

1.2 Reference projects 

1.2.1 Gotland HVDC Light®, 
Sweden 

- Client need
An	environmentally-friendly	way	of	
connecting	of	wind	power	to	the	
load	centre	of	the	grid	and	high	
functional	requirements	on	perfor-
mance	in	the	network.

- ABB response
50MW/±�5	MVar	HVDC	Light®	con-
verters	and	140	km	(�x70	km)		
±80	kV	HVDC	Light®	land	cables.

A pair of HVDC Light® land cables

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The environmental benefits is:
-	 Magnetic	fields	are	eliminated		
	 since	HVDC	Light®	cables	are	laid		
	 in	pairs	with	DC	currents	in	oppo-	
	 site	directions.

-	 Risk	of	oil	spill,	as	in	paper-oil-	
	 insulated	cables,	is	eliminated.

-	 The	cable	insulation	is	PE	based		
	 and	not	dangerous.

-	 The	cable	metals	can	be	reused.

Power transmission via cables gives
-	no	visual	impact

-	no	ground	current	

-	no	electromagnetical	fields.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

HVDC Light® station in Näs, Gotland

•	Stability	in	the	system.

•	Power	flows,	reactive	power	
demands,	as	well	as	voltage	levels	
in	the	system.	To	meet	the	output	
power	variation	from	the	wind	tur-
bines,	an	automatic	power	flow	con-
trol	system	has	been	developed	to	
minimize	the	losses	and	avoid	over-
load	on	the	AC	lines.	In	normal	con-
ditions	the	overall	SCADA	system	
determines	the	set	points	for	active	
and	reactive	power	to	minimize	the	
total	losses	in	the	whole	system.	
This	function	is	important	so	that	
there	is	no	need	for	the	operators	to	
be	on	line	and	carry	out	the	control	
manually.

Overall	experiences	are	that	the	
control	of	power	flow	from	the	con-
verters	makes	the	AC	grid	easier	to	
supervise	than	a	conventional	AC	
network	and	the	power	variations	do	
not	stress	the	AC	grid	as	much	as	in	
normal	networks.	Voltage	quality	has	
also	been	better	with	the	increased	
wind	power	production.	Sensitive	
customers,	such	as	big	industri-
al	companies,	now	suffer	less	from	
disturbances	due	to	voltage	dips	
and	other	voltage	quality	imperfec-
tions.	Even	if	the	network	cannot	
manage	all	AC	faults,	the	average	
behavior	over	a	year	points	to	much	
better	voltage	quality.

1.2.2 Direct Link, Australia 

- Client need
Environmentally-friendly	power	link	
for	power	trading	between	two	
states	in	Australia.

- ABB response
�	x	60	MW	HVDC	Light®	converters	
and	�90	km	(6x65km)	±80kV	HVDC	
Light®	land	cables.

- Summary – Directlink
Directlink	is	a	180	MVA	HVDC	Light®	
project,	consisting	of	three	paral-
lel	60	MVA	transmission	links	that	
connect	the	regional	electricity	
markets	of	New	South	Wales	and	
Queensland.	Directlink	is	a	non-reg-
ulated	project,	operating	as	a	gener-
ator	by	delivering	energy	to	the	high-
est	value	regional	market.	

The	Directlink	project	features	three	
innovations	which	minimize	its	envi-
ronmental,	aesthetic	and	com-
mercial	impact:	the	cable	is	buried	
underground	for	the	entire	65	km,	it	
is	an	entrepreneurial	project;	it	was	
paid	for	by	its	developers;	and	the	
flow	of	energy	over	HVDC	Light®	
facilities	can	be	precisely	defined	
and	controlled.		The	voltage	source	
converter	terminals	can	act	inde-
pendently	of	each	other	to	pro-
vide	ancillary	services	(such	as	VAR	
support)	in	the	weak	networks	to	
which	Directlink	connects.		Experi-

- Summary – Gotland HVDC Light®

For	the	Gotland	scheme	it	has	been	
possible	to	develop	and	imple-
ment	practical	operational	measures	
mainly	thanks	to	the	experienced	
flexibility	of	HVDC	Light®.	Essential	
aspects	to	consider	were:

•	Flicker	problems	were	eliminated	
with	the	installation	of	HVDC	Light®.	
Apparently	the	transient	voltage	
control	prevents	the	AC	voltage	from	
locking	to	the	flicker.

•	Transient	phenomena	at	which	
faults	were	dominant.	This	was	the	
most	significant	problem.	The	paral-
lel	connection	of	HVDC	with	the	AC	
grid	and	the	weak	grid	in	one	station	
make	the	response	time	very	impor-
tant.	Even	the	asynchronous	gen-
erator	behavior	has	an	impact	dur-
ing	AC	faults.	It	has	been	shown	that	
a	standard	voltage	controller	cannot	
be	used	to	manage	these	situations.	
The	parameter	settings	have	to	con-
sider	that	the	system	must	not	be	
too	fast	in	normal	operation	and	that	
it	has	to	act	rapidly	when	something	
happens,	which	has	been	easily	
accomplished	with	HVDC	Light®.

Studies	of	fault	events	in	the	AC	
system	have	shown	considerable	
improvements	in	behavior	both	dur-
ing	the	faults	and	at	recovery,	including	
improved	stability.	
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The Tjæreborg HVDC Light® station

ence	with	the	operation	of	Directlink	
with	three	parallel	links	started	in	
the	middle	of	�000	and	confirms	the	
expected	excellent	behavior	of	the	
controllability	of	the	transmission.

1.2.3 Tjæreborg, Denmark 

- Client need
A	small-scale	HVDC	Light®	system	
to	be	used	for	testing	optimal	trans-
mission	from	wind	power	generation

- ABB response
8	MVA	HVDC	Light®	converters	and	
9	km	(�x4,5	km)	±9	kV	HVDC	Light®	
land	cables.

- Summary – Tjæreborg HVDC 
Light®

The	purpose	of	the	Tjæreborg	
HVDC	project	was	to	investigate	
how	the	controllability	of	HVDC	
Light®	could	be	used	for	optimal	
exploitation	of	the	wind	energy	by	
using	the	converter	to	provide	a	

collective	variable	frequency	to	the	
wind	turbines.	The	Tjæreborg	wind	
farm	can	either	be	connected	via	the	
AC	transmission	only,	or	via	the	DC	
transmission	only,	or	via	the	AC	and	
the	DC	cables	in	parallel.	The	HVDC	
Light®	control	system	is	designed	
to	automatically	connect	via	the	AC	
transmission	if	the	wind	power	pro-
duction	is	below	500	kW,	and	via	
the	DC	cables	if	the	power	is	higher	
than	700	kW.	

Experience	has	been	gained	of	the	
successful	use	of	HVDC	Light®	for:

•	Start	and	stop	of	the	wind	turbines	
at	low	and	high	wind	speeds.

•	Automatic	switching	between	the	
AC	and	DC	transmission	was	per-
formed	smoothly	by	automatically	
synchronizing	the	wind	turbines	to	
the	AC	grid.

•	Start	against	black	network.	This	
was	tested,	as	an	isolated	AC	grid,	
e.g.	an	islanded	wind	farm,	has	to	
be	energized	from	the	DC	transmis-
sion.

•	With	a	connected	wind	turbine	
generator,	the	frequency	was	varied	
between	46	and	50	Hz.	A	separate	
test	without	connected	wind	tur-
bines	demonstrated	that	the	HVDC	
Light®	inverter	frequency	could	be	
varied	between	�0	Hz	and	65	Hz	
without	any	problems.

Directlink HVDC Light® station 3 x 60 MW
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1.2.4 Eagle Pass, US 

- Client need
Stabilization	of	AC	voltage	and	pos-
sibility	to	import	power	from	Mexico	
during	emergencies

- ABB response
�6	MVA	HVDC	Light®	back-to-back	
converters.

- Summary – Eagle Pass
HVDC	Light®	back-to-back	was	
chosen	since	other	alternatives	
would	have	been	more	expensive,	
and	building	a	new	AC	line	would	
have	faced	the	added	impediment	
of	having	to	overcome	difficulties	
in	acquiring	the	necessary	rights	of	
way.	Furthermore,	if	a	HVDC	back-
to-back	based	on	conventional	
technology	had	been	considered,	
there	were	concerns	that	such	a	
solution	might	not	provide	the	nec-
essary	level	of	reliability	because	of	
the	weakness	of	the	AC	system	on	
the	U.S.	side	of	the	border.

To	mitigate	possible	voltage	insta-
bility	and	at	the	same	time	allow	
power	exchange	in	either	direction	
between	the	U.S.	and	Mexico	with-
out	first	having	to	disrupt	service	to	
distribution	system	customers,	an	
HVDC	Light®	back-to-back	rated	at	
�6	MVA	at	1�8	kV	was	installed	and	
commissioned.		

1.2.5 Cross Sound Cable, US 

- Client need
Environmentally-friendly	controllable	
power	transmission	to	Long	Island

- ABB response
��0MW	MW	HVDC	Light®	convert-
ers	and	84	km	(�x4�	km)	±150	kV	
HVDC	Light®	submarine	cables.	The	
two	HVDC	Light®	power	cables	and	
the	multi	fibre	optic	cable	were	laid	
bundled	together	to	minimize	the	
impact	on	the	sea	bottom	and	to	
protect	oysters,	scallops	and	other	
living	species.	The	cables	were	bur-
ied	six	feet	into	the	sea	floor	to	give	
protection	against	fishing	gear	and	
ships	anchors.	The	submarine	Fibre	
Optic	cable	is	furnished	with	19�	
fibres.

- Summary – Cross Sound Cable
The	Cross	Sound	Cable	project	is	
a	40-km	HVDC	Light®	transmis-
sion	between	New	Haven,	Connecti-
cut	and	Shoreham	on	Long	Island	
outside	New	York.	It	supply	trans-
mission	of	electric	energy	to	Long	
Island.	The	rating	is	��0	MW	with	
possibility	of	both	local	and	remote	
control.	

Testing	of	the	Cross	Sound	Cable	
project	was	completed	in	August	
�00�.		The	big	blackout	in	the	north-
eastern	states	happened	on	August	
14,	�00�	and	the	Cross	Sound	
transmission	became	an	important	
power	supply	route	to	Long	Island	
when	restoring	the	network	during	
the	blackout.	Some	hours	after	the	
blackout,	a	federal	order	was	given	
to	start	emergency	operation.	In	
addition	to	providing	power	to	Long	
Island,	the	AC	voltage	control	pro-
vided	by	the	link	of	both	Long	Island	
and	Connecticut	networks	showed	
that	it	could	keep	the	AC	voltages	
constant.	During	thunderstorms	that	
occurred	before	the	networks	were	
completely	restored,	several	+100	
to	–70	Mvar	swings	were	noticed	
over	�0	seconds.	AC	voltage	was	
kept	constant.		The	transmission	
remained	in	emergency	operation	
during	fall	�00�.	The	owner	has	
concluded	that	the	cable	intercon-
nection	was	a	great	part	of	the	suc-
cess	of	getting	Long	Island	out	of	
the	dark,	and	restoring	power	to	
hundreds	of	thousands	of	customers	
across	Long	Island.	

HVDC Light® station at Shoreham

Steady-State 100 MW CT —> LI 
during thunderstorm. ACVC APC SHM. 
Measurement in Shoreham Converter 
Station (DASH-18) Sunday 17 August 
2003 – 18:48:00.000
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1.2.6 MurrayLink, Australia

- Client need
Environmentally-friendly	power	link	
for	power	trading	between	two	
states	in	Australia.

- ABB response
�00	MW	HVDC	Light®	convert-
ers	and	�60	km	(�x180	km)	±150kV	
HVDC	Light®	land	cables.

- Summary – MurrayLink
MurrayLink	is	a	180	km	underground	
�00	MW	transmission	between	Red	
Cliffs,	Victoria	and	Berry,	South	Aus-
tralia.	It	links	regional	electricity	mar-
kets	and	uses	the	ability	of	HVDC	
Light®	technology	to	control	power	
flow	over	the	facility.	The	voltage	

source	converter	terminals	can	act	
independently	of	each	other	to	pro-
vide	ancillary	services	(such	as	var	
support	and	voltage	control)	in	the	
weak	networks	to	which	it	is	con-
nected.		Operating	experience	is	
that	its	AC	voltage	control	consider-
ably	improves	voltage	stability	and	
power	quality	in	the	connected	net-
works.	In	addition,	shunt	reactors	in	
neighboring	networks	can	normally	
be	disconnected	when	the	link’s	AC	
voltage	control	is	on.

On	loss	of	an	AC	line	there	is	a	run-
back	from	�00	MW	to	zero.

The	project	has	won	the	Case	
EARTH	Award	for	Environmental	
Excellence.

Cable transport for Murray Link  
project

Cable laying for MurrayLink project
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1.2.7 Troll A, Norway 

- Client need
Environmentally-friendly	elec-
tric	power	to	feed	compressors	to	
increase	the	natural	gas	production	
of	the	platform,	combined	with	little	
need	of	manpower	for	operation.

- ABB response
�	x	40	MW	HVDC	Light®	converters	
and	�7�	km	(4x68	km)	±60kV	HVDC	
Light®	submarine	cables.

- Summary – Troll A
With	the	Troll	A	pre-compression	
project,	HVDC	transmission	con-
verters	are	being	installed	offshore	
on	a	platform	for	the	first	time.	The	
transmission	design	for	this	first	
implementation	is	for	40	MW,	+/-60	
kV	and	converters	for	two	identical	

transmissions	has	been	installed	and	
tested.	On	the	Troll	A	platform,	the	
HVDC	Light®	transmission	system	
will	directly	feed	a	high-voltage	vari-
able-speed	synchronous	machine	
designed	for	compressor	drive	with	
variable	frequency	and	variable	volt-
age,	from	zero	to	max	speed	(0-6�	
Hz)	and	from	zero	to	max	voltage	(0-
56	kV).

The	inverter	control	software	has	
been	adapted	to	perform	motor	
speed	and	torque	control.		The	con-
trol	hardware	is	identical	for	rectifier	
and	motor	converters.

Over	the	entire	motor	operating	
range,	unity	power	factor	and	low	
harmonics	are	assured,	while	suf-
ficiently	high	dynamic	response	is	
always	maintained.	There	is	no	tele-

communication	for	control	between	
the	rectifier	control	on	land	and	the	
inverter	motor	control	on	the	plat-
form	-	the	only	quantity	that	can	be	
detected	at	both	ends	of	the	trans-
mission	is	the	DC-link	voltage.	How-
ever,	the	control	system	has	been	
designed	so	that,	together	with	a	
telecommunication	link,	it	could	pro-
vide	for	land-based	operation,	fault-
finding	and	maintenance	of	the	plat-
form	station.
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1.2.8 ESTLINK HVDC Light‚ 

Link, Estonia - Finland 

- Client need
Improved	security	of	the	electricity	
supply	in	the	Baltic	States	and		
Finland

Reduced	dependence	of	the	Bal-
tic	power	systems	and	an	alterna-
tive	electricity	purchase	channel	to	
cover	potential	deficits	in	generating	
capacity.	

- ABB response
�50	MW	HVDC	Light‚	converters	
and	�10	km	(�x105	km)	±150kV	
HVDC	Light®‚	submarine/land	
cables.

- Summary – ESTLINK
ESTLINK	is	a	�50	MW,	�1	km	
underground/	74	km	submarine	
cable	transmission	between	Harku	
substation	in	Estonia	and	Espoo	
substation	in	Finland.	It	links	the	
Baltic	power	system	to	the	Nord-
pool	market	and	uses	the	ability	of	
HVDC	Light®‚			technology	to	con-
trol	power	flow	over	the	facility.	The	
voltage	source	converter	terminals	
can	act	independently	of	each	other	
to	provide	ancillary	services	(such	
as	var	support	and	voltage	control)	
improving	the	voltage	stability	of	the	
Estonian	grid.		The	implementation	
phase	of	the	project	is	short	and	the	
Link	will	be	in	operation	in	the	end	
of	�006.
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2.1 General 

A	power	system	depends	on	sta-
ble	and	reliable	control	of	active	
and	reactive	power	to	keep	its	
integrity.	Losing	this	control	may	
lead	to	a	system	collapse.	Voltage	
source	converter	(VSC)	transmis-
sion	system	technology	such	as	
HVDC	Light®	has	the	advantage	
of	being	able	to	almost	instantly	
change	its	working	point	within	its	
capability	and	control	active	and	
reactive	power	independently.	This	
can	be	used	to	support	the	grid	
with	the	best	mixture	of	active	and	
reactive	power	during	stressed	
conditions.	In	many	cases	a	mix	
of	active	and	reactive	power	is	the	
best	solution	compared	to	active	
or	reactive	power	only.	VSC	trans-
mission	systems	can	therefore	
give	added	support	to	the	grid.	

As	an	example,	simulations	done	
at	ABB	have	shown	that	for	a	par-
allel	case	(AC	line	and	DC	trans-
mission)		where	the	VSC	trans-
mission	system	is	connected	in	
parallel	with	an	AC	system,	the	
VSC	transmission	system	can	
damp	oscillations	�-�	times	better	
than	reactive	shunt	compensation.	
The	benefits	with	a	VSC	transmis-
sion	system	during	a	grid	resto-
ration	can	be	considerable	since	
it	can	control	voltage	and	stabi-
lize	frequency	when	active	power	
is	available	in	the	remote	end.	The	
frequency	control	is	then	not	lim-
ited	in	the	same	way	as	a	conven-
tional	power	plant	where	boiler	
dynamics	may	limit	the	operation	
during	grid	restoration.

With	the	above	benefits	HVDC	
Light®	is	the	preferred	to	be	used	
for	a	variety	of	transmission	applica-
tions,	using	Submarine	cables,	Land	
cables	and	back-to-back.

2.2 Cable transmission Systems

2.2.1 Submarine Cables

- Power supply to islands 
The	power	supply	to	small	islands	
is	often	provided	by	expensive	local	
generation	e.g.	diesel	generation.	By	
installing	an	HVDC	Light®	transmis-
sion	electricity	from	the	main-land	
grid	can	be	imported.	Another	issue	
is	the	environmental	benefits	to	the	
island	by	reducing	emission	from	
local	generation.	

Since	HVDC	Light®	is	based	on	VSC	
technique	the	converter	can	operate	
without	any	other	voltage	source	on	
the	island	i.e.	no	local	generation	on	
the	island	is	needed	for	proper	oper-
ation	of	the	system.	

- Remote small-scale generation
Many	times	remote	small-scale	
generating	facilities	are	located	on	
islands	that	will	not	need	all	the	gen-
erated	power	at	all	situations,	which	
can	then	be	transmitted	by	HVDC	
Light®	to	a	consumer	area	on	the	
mainland	or	an	adjacent	island.		

- Interconnecting power systems
The	advantages	of	HVDC	Light®	
are	of	high	value	when	connecting	
between	individual	power	systems,	
especially	when	they	are	asynchro-
nous.		This	refers	to	the	possibili-
ties	to	control	the	transmitted	power	
to	an	undertaken	value	as	well	as	
being	able	to	provide	and	control	
reactive	power	and	voltage	in	both	
the	connected	networks.		

- Power to/from/between Offshore 
platforms
HVDC	Light®	made	it	possible	with	
its	small	footprint	and	its	possibili-
ties	to	operate	at	low	short-circuit	
power	levels	or	even	to	operate	with	
“black”	network	to	bring	electricity:	

-	from	the	shore	to	the	platform

-	from	platform	to	shore	

-	between	platforms

The	most	important	and	desirable	
characteristics	for	offshore	platform	
installation	are	the	low	weight	and	
volume	of	the	HVDC	Light®	convert-
er.	Offshore,	the	converter	is	located	
inside	a	module	with	controlled	envi-
ronment,	which	makes	it	possible	to	
design	the	converter	even	smaller	
for	an	offshore	installation	than	for	a	
normal	onshore	converter	station.

2.2.2 Underground cables

- Interconnections
The	environmental	advantages	of	
HVDC	Light®	are	of	high	value	when	
connecting	between	two	power	sys-
tems.		This	refers	to	the	possibilities	
to	control	the	transmitted	power	to	
the	desired	value	as	well	as	being	
able	to	provide	and	control	reac-
tive	power	and	voltage	support	in	
the	connected	networks	to	improve	
AC	network	stability.	Other	impor-
tant	factors	are:	avoiding	loop	flows,	
sharing	of	spinning	reserve,	emer-
gency	power	etc.	

The	fast	AC	voltage	control	by	
HVDC	Light®	converters	can	also	
be	used	to	operate	the	connected	
AC	networks	close	to	its	maximum	
permitted	AC	voltage	and	by	that	
reduce	the	line	losses	in	the	con-
nected	AC	networks.

2 Applications
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2.3 Back-to-back 

A	back-to-back	station	consists	of	
two	HVDC	Light®	converters	located	
close	to	each	other	i.e.	with	no	DC	
cables	in	between.

2.3.1 Asynchronous Connection

If	the	AC	network	is	divided	into	dif-
ferent	asynchronous	areas	connec-
tion	between	the	areas	can	easily	
be	done	with	HVDC	back-to-back	
converters.	This	gives	a	number	of	
advantages:

-		Sharing	of	spinning	reserve.

-		Emergency	power	exchange		
	 between	the	networks

-	 Better	utilization	of	installed		
	 generation	in	both	networks

-	 Voltage	support

-	 Etc

In	many	cases	the	connection	
between	two	asynchronous	areas	
is	made	at	a	weak	connection	point	
in	AC	systems	on	the	borders	of	the	
areas.	HVDC	Light®	is	very	suitable	
with	its	possibilities	of	operating	at	
low	short-circuit	ratios	for	this	type	
of	connection.	

2.3.2 Connection of important 
loads

For	sensitive	loads	an	HVDC	Light®	
back-to-back	system	is	of	impor-
tance	for	keeping	the	AC	voltage	
and	AC	frequency	on	proper	levels	if	
the	quality	of	those	properties	of	the	
connected	AC	network	is	not	suf-
ficient	for	the	connected	load.	The	
fast	reactice	power	control	proper-
ties	of	HVDC	Light®‚	can	be	used	for	
flicker	mitigation.

- Bottlenecks
In	addition	to	the	power	transmit-
ted	by	the	HVDC	Light®	system,	an	
HVDC	Light®	transmission	in	parallel	
with	an	existing	AC	line	will	increase	
the	transmitting	capacity	of	the	AC	
line	by	the	inherent	voltage	support	
and	power	stabilizing	capability	of	
the	HVDC	Light®	system.

- Infeed to cities
Adding	new	transmission	capac-
ity	by	AC	lines	into	city	centers	is	
costly	and	in	many	cases	the	per-
mits	for	new	ROW	are	difficult	get.		
An	HVDC	Light®	cable	needs	less	
space	than	an	AC	overhead	line	and	
can	carry	more	power	than	an	AC	
cable	and	is	therefore	many	times	
the	only	practical	solution,	should	
the	city	centre	need	more	power.	
Also	the	small	footprint	of	the	HVDC	
Light®	converter	is	of	importance	for	
realizing	city	infeed.	Another	bene-
fit	of	HVDC	Light®	is	that	it	does	not	
increase	the	short-circuit	current	in	
the	connected	AC	networks.

2.2.3 Aerial Cables.

Since	HVDC	Light®	Land	Cables	
have	low	weight/m	it	is	possible	to	
install	the	land	cables	hanging	in	
poles	if	found	better	than	burying	
the	cables.

2.4 HVDC Light® and wind  
power generation 

HVDC	Light®	is	a	transmission	sys-
tem	which	has	characteristics	suit-
able	for	connecting	large	amounts	
of	wind	power	to	networks,	even	at	
weak	points	in	a	network	and	with-
out	having	to	improve	the	short-cir-
cuit	ratio.

This	is	contrary	to	conventional	AC	
transmission	systems,	which	nor-
mally	require	a	high	SCR	compared	
to	the	power	to	be	entered.		With	big	
wind	power	farms	coming	along	and	
becoming	a	considerable	share	of	
the	total	power	generation	in	a	net-
work,	wind	power	farms	will	have	to	
be	as	robust	as	conventional	power	
plants	and	stay	online	at	various	
contingencies	in	the	AC	network.	
Various	types	of	compensation	will	
then	be	needed	to	preserve	power	
quality	and/or	even	the	stability	of	
the	network.	

HVDC	Light®	does	not	require	any	
additional	compensation,	as	this	
is	inherent	in	the	converters.	It	will	
therefore	be	an	excellent	tool	for	
bringing	wind	power	into	a	network

2.5 Comparison of AC, conven-
tional HVDC and HVDC Light®

- Comparison DC Cable system 
and AC Cable system 

DC Cable system
-	 No	limit	on	cable	length

-	 No	intermediate	station	needed

-	 No	increase	of	capacitance	in	the		
	 AC	network	(avoids	low	order		
	 resonances)

-	 DC	voltages	mean	less	aging	and		
	 longer	cable	life

AC Cable system
-	 Cable	capacitance	limits	the		
	 practical	cable	length

-	 Reactive	compensation	is	needed
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- HVDC Light®, power from  
50 – 1100 MW

- Conventional HVDC, power up 
to 3000 MW

A P P L I C A T I O N S

IGBT used as active component  
in valves

Thyristor used as active  
component in valves

-	 Multi-chip	design	

-	 Forward	blocking	only

-	 Current	limiting	characteristics

-	 Gate	turn-off	and	fully	controllable;		
	 forced	commutation

-	 High-speed	device

-	 Single	silicon	wafer

-	 Both	forward	and	reverse	blocking		
	 capability

-	 Very	high	surge	current	capability

-	 No	gate	turn-off;	line	commutated

-	 Each	terminal	is	an	HVDC		
	 converter	plus	an	SVC

-	 Suitable	both	for	submarine	and		
	 land	cable	connections

-	 Advanced	system	features

-	 Footprint	(e.g.	550	MW):		
	 1�0	x	50	x	11	meters

-	 Short	delivery	time

-	 Most	economical	way	to	transmit		
	 power	over	long	distances.

-	 Long	submarine	cable		
	 connections.

-	 Around	three	times	more	power	in	a		
	 ROW	than	overhead	AC

-	 Footprint	(e.g.	600	MW):		
	 �00	x	1�0	x	��	meters

The pulse width controls both 
active and reactive power

-	 The	IGBT	CAN	be	switched	off		
	 with	a	control	signal.		
	 Fully	controllable.	

=	 forced	commutation	up	to	�000	Hz

Phase angle control

			Pmax										Pmin

-	 The	thyristor	cannot	be	switched		
	 off	with	a	control	signal.

-	 It	automatically	ceases	to	conduct		
	 when	the	voltage	reverses.		

=	 line	commutated,	50/60	Hz

- Comparison of HVDC Light® and conventional HVDC
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-	Upper	trace:	Reactor	voltage

-	Middle	trace:	Valve	voltage

-	Lower	trace:	DC	Voltage

-	Upper	trace:	Transformer	voltage

-	Middle	trace:	Valve	voltage

-	Lower	trace:	DC	voltage

HVDC Light® deep sea cables

Mass impregnated HVDC cable

A P P L I C A T I O N S

0.00m 80.00m 100.00m
-400.00K

0.00K

600.00K

v(trafo1)-v(neutral) T

0.00m 80.00m 100.00m
-200.00K

0.00K

800.00K

-v(R11) T

0.00m 80.00m 100.00m
0.00K

675.00K

v(dc1)-v(dc2) T

CLASSIC CONVERTER 03 .CIR
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- Simplified single-line diagram for HVDC Light® 

- Simplified single-line diagram for conventional HVDC 

DC capacitor
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2.6 Summary of drivers for  
choosing an HVDC Light®   
application 

2.6.1 AC Network Support

-	 Active	and	reactive	power		
	 independently	and	rapidly		
	 controlled

-	 Operation	down	to	short-circuit		
	 ratios	of	zero

-	 Loop	flows	of	power	are	avoided

-	 Black	start	is	possible

-	 Stabilization	of	connected	AC	grids

-	 Sharing	spinning	reserve	between		
	 areas

-	 Continously	variable	power	from		
	 full	power	in	one	direction	to	full		
	 power	in	reverse

-	 Emergency	power	support

-	 Increase	power	in	parallel	AC	lines

-	 No	commutation	failures

-	 Multi-terminal	system	simple

-	 No	minimum	power	-	can	operate		
	 down	to	zero	power

-	 Additional	reactive	shunt	compen-	
	 sation	is	not	required.	(Only	small		
	 harmonic	filters	are	needed.)

-	 Only	conventional	AC	transformers		
	 are	required

-	 The	HVDC	Light®	control	can	be		
	 designed	so	that	the	HVDC	Light®		
	 stations	can	eliminate	flicker	and		
	 selected	harmonics	in	the	AC	grid.

-	 The	HVDC	Light®	stations	can	be		
	 operated	as	STATCOMs,	even	if		
	 the	HVDC	Light®	Station	is	not		
	 connected	to	the	DC	line	(staged		
	 implementation:	build	one	or	two		
	 stations	for	voltage	stabilization		
	 –	connect	them	later	with	cables		
	 and	you	have	an	interconnection)

- An HVDC Light® can control both active and reactive power

Operating	area

Y-axis : active power

- Reactive power exchange for conventional HVDC
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2.6.2 Undergrounding by cables

-	 No	visible	impact	of	overhead	lines		
	 –	underground	cables	instead

-	 Easier	to	get	permission

-	 No	electromagnetic	fields

-	 No	audible	noise,	unlike	OH	lines

2.6.3 Required site area for 
converters

-	 Less	required	space/MW	than		
	 conventional	HVDC

-	 Indoor	design	-	reduced	risk	of		
	 flashover.

-	 Small	space	requirement	and	low		
	 weight	are	very	important	for	off-	
	 shore	applications

2.6.4 Environmentally sound

-	 No	electromagnetic	magnetic		
	 fields	from	cables

-	 Audible	sound	reduced	by	indoor		
	 design

-	 Look	like	an	ordinary	industrial		
	 building,	no	outdoor	switchyards

-	 Low	building	height

-	 Bipolar	operation	–	no	need	for		
	 electrodes

2.6.5 Energy trading

-	 Fast	and	accurate	power	control	–		
	 you	get	the	power	you	want

-	 No	filter	switchings	at	power		
	 change

-	 Smooth	power	reversal	(stepless		
	 power	transfer	around	zero	MW)

2.7 HVDC Light® Cables 

2.7.1 Long lifetime with HVDC

The	inherent	lifetime	of	insulating	
materials	is	better	for	HVDC	than	for	
AC.	This	applies	also	for	cables.

2.7.2 Submarine Cables

- Low losses
HVDC	cables	are	generally	much	
more	efficient	for	long	distance		
transmissions	than	AC	cables,	in	
particular	for	high	power.

The	reason	is	that	AC	cables	must	
be	rated	for	the	capacitive	charging	
current,	beside	the	transferred	active	
current.	The	capacitive	charging	cur-
rent	is	proportional	to	the	length	and	
the	voltage	of	the	AC	cable,	and	for	
a	certain	distance	there	is	no	capac-
ity	left	for	the	active	power	transmis-
sion.	DC	cables	have	no	capacitive	
charging	current	i.e.	all	the	transmis-
sion	capacity	of	the	cable	is	avail-
able	for	active	power	transmission.	
The	capacitive	power	generated	by	
long	AC	cables	must	be	taken	care	
of.	

AC	submarine	cables	need	non-
magnetic	material	for	the	wire	
armour,	to	avoid	ferromagnetic	loss-
es,	thus	copper	or	aluminium	alloy	
or	non-magnetic	stainless	steel	
wires	are	used.

For	DC	cables	there	are	no	mag-
netic	losses,	hence	galvanized	steel	
wires,	which	have	better	tensile	
properties	and	lower	weight	com-
pared	to	copper	wires	can	be	used	
for	the	tensile	armour.

Following	example	shows	the	differ-
ence:

Transmission	of	550	MW	by	subma-
rine	cables	of	a	distance	of	75	km:

HVDC	cable:

150	kV	HVDC	Light®	cables,	�	
cables	with	a	copper	conductor	
cross-section	of	1400	mm�	and	steel	
wire	tensile	armour.	The	weight	of	the	
two	cables	is	�x��	kg/m	=	64	kg/m.

AC	cable:

��0	kV	XLPE	cable,	�	cables	with	
a	copper	conductor	cross-section	
of	1600	mm�	and	copper	wire	ten-
sile	armour.	The	weight	of	the	three	
cables	is	�x60	kg/m	=	180	kg/m.
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- Deep sea waters
HVDC	Light®	cables	are	the	best	
cables	for	large	water	depths,	by	fol-
lowing	reasons:

-	The	polymeric	insulation	is	
mechanically	robust.

-	The	HVDC	cables	are	generally	
less	heavy	than	AC	cables	for	the	
same	transferred	power,	see	above.	
This	gives	lower	tensile	force	during	
laying	of	the	cables.

-	It	is	advantageous	to	use	galva-
nized	steel	wires	for	tensile	armour.	
A	galvanized	steel	wire	has	better	
tensile	properties	than	most	amag-
netic	materials	that	can	be	used.

- Laying and repair
HVDC	Light®	cables	are	very	flex-
ible	with	respect	to	various	installa-
tion	methods,	due	to	its	robust	and	
flexible	insulation	material.	Should	a	
repair	be	required,	the	availability	of	
suitable	cable	ships	is	thus	good.	

-	The	cable	can	be	coiled	on	a	cable	
laying	ship	(except	for	cables	with	
double	cross	laid	armour	for	large	
depths).	The	possibility	to	coil	the	
cables	makes	it	possible	to	lay	the	
cable	from	small	barges	and	trans-
port	the	cable	by	freight	ships	with-
out	turntables	for	the	cables.	

-	It	is	in	most	cases	possible	to	lay	
the	two	bipolar	cables	close	to	each	
other	(e.g.	by	bundling	of	the	cables)	
in	one	common	trench.

-	The	bending	radius	of	the	polymer-
ic	insulated	HVDC	Light®	cable	is	
smaller	compared	to	paper	insulat-
ed	cables,	which	makes	it	possible	
to	use	laying	ships	with	smaller	pay-
off	wheel,	and	also	smaller	trenching	
equipment.

- Good resistance when installed 
Particularly	when	comparing	with	
paper-oil	insulated	cables,	the	HVDC	
Light®	cables	can	resist	repeat-
ed	bending	without	fatigue	of	the	
insulation.	This	is	critical	for	cables	
hanging	in	spans	over	uneven	bot-
toms.

A P P L I C A T I O N S

Typical laying and trenching operation

Coiled cable on small cable laying barge
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2.7.3 Underground Cables

- Permitting
In	many	cases	it	is	easier	to	get	
Right	Of	Way	for	underground	
cables,	compared	to	overhead	
transmission	lines.	The	main	rea-
sons	are:

-	 Less	visual	impact

-	 Smaller	width	of	the	required	right		
	 of	way.

- Handling
HVDC	Light®	cables	have	many	
advantages	compared	to	other	
cable	types,	e.g.:

-	HVDC	Light®	cables	have	smaller	
bending	radius	compared	to	paper	
insulated	cables.	This	makes	it	pos-
sible	to	use	smaller	cable	drums	for	
transportation,	and	makes	it	pos-
sible	to	use	compact	installation	e.g.	
on	offshore	platforms.	The	smaller	
bending	radius	also	makes	it	possi-
ble	to	go	around	obstacles	such	as	
rocks,	etc.

-	HVDC	Light®	cables	are	possi-
ble	to	handle	at	lower	temperatures	
compared	to	paper	insulated	cables.

- Minimum bending radius for stan-
dard designs
During	installation	the	bending	radi-
us	should	exceed	15xDe.	

When	the	cable	is	installed	(no	force	
applied	to	the	cable)	the	bending	
radius	must	exceed	10xDe.

De	is	the	external	diameter	of	the	
cable

- Maximum pulling forces for land 
cables
When	the	pulling	nose	is	attached	to	
the	conductor	the	following	tensile	
forces	should	not	be	exceeded:

-	70	N/mm�	for	Cu	conductors

-	40	N/mm�	for	Al	conductors

- Jointing
HVDC	Light®	cable	joints	are	usual-
ly	installed	inside	of	a	portable	joint-
ing	house,	which	is	placed	in	the	
joint	bay.	This	pre-built	jointing	house	
provides	adequate	light,	dust	con-
trol,	clean	work	surfaces	and	cable	
stands	to	place	the	joint	within	com-
fortable	reach	of	the	cable	jointers.	
A	crew	of	two	cable	jointers	usual-
ly	works	together	as	a	team.	A	joint	

Jointing container, placed over the 
cables during jointing at Murray Link.
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crew	can	complete	one	of	these	
joints	in	one	working	day.	

- No power magnetic fields of 
power frequency
There	is	no	power	frequency	mag-
netic	field	from	a	DC	cable;	there	is	
only	a	static	magnetic	field,	similar	to	
the	earth	magnetic	field.

Recommended	levels	of	static	mag-
netic	field	strength	are	significant-
ly	higher	than	for	power	frequency	
fields	(from	AC	power	lines),	since	
there	is	no	induction	effect	and	
magnetic	fields	are	similar	to	that	of	
the	earth	itself.	

A	conventional	mono-polar	HVDC	
cable	scheme	with	a	current	of	1000	
amps	gives	a	magnetic	field	of	�0	
micro-Tesla	magnitude	at	a	distance	
of	10	metres.	This	is	approximate-
ly	half	the	magnitude	of	the	Earth’s	
natural	magnetic	field.	With	HVDC	
Light®	Cables	the	magnetic	field	is	
reduced	to	less	than	0.�	micro-Tesla	
which	is	1%	of	the	natural	magne-
tism.

- Aerial Cables
For	installation	sections	of	a	cable	
route	were	burial	not	is	feasible,	due	
to	e.g.	very	rocky	terrain,	the	cables	
can	be	hanged	in	poles	or	installed	
above	ground	in	cable	trays.	Cable	
designs	without	lead	sheath	or	
paper	insulation	are	not	sensitive	to	
vibrations.	Paper	insulated	lead	cov-
ered	cables	would	be	destroyed	if	
used.
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3.1 Independent Power transfer 
and power quality control 

The	HVDC	Light®	system	allows	
fully	independent	control	of	both	
the	active	and	the	reactive	power	
flow	within	the	operating	range	of	
the	HVDC	Light®	system.	The	active	
power	can	be	continuously	con-
trolled	from	full	power	export	to	full	
power	import.	Normally	each	sta-
tion	controls	its	reactive	power	flow	
independently	of	the	other	station.	
However,	the	flow	of	active	power	
to	the	DC	network	must	be	bal-
anced,	which	means	that	the	active	
power	leaving	the	DC	network	must	
be	equal	to	the	active	power	com-
ing	into	the	DC	network,	minus	the	
losses	in	the	HVDC	Light®	system.	
A	difference	in	power	would	imply	
that	the	DC	voltage	in	the	system	
would	rapidly	increase	or	decrease,	
as	the	dc	capacitor	increases	its	
voltage	with	increased	charge.	With	
a	normal	design	the	stored	energy	
is	equivalent	to	around	�	ms	power	
transmission	on	the	system.	To	
attain	this	power	balance,	one	of	the	
stations	controls	the	DC	voltage.

This	means	that	the	other	station	
can	adjust	arbitrarily	the	transmit-
ted	power	within	the	power	capabil-
ity	limits	for	the	HVDC	Light®	system,	
whereby	the	station	that	controls	the	
DC	voltage	will	adjust	its	power	to	
ensure	that	the	balance	(i.e.	constant	
DC	voltage)	is	maintained.	The		bal-
ance	is	attained	without	telecommu-
nication	between	the	stations,	quite	
simply	based	on	measurement	of	the	
DC	voltage.
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3.2 Absolute and predictable  
power transfer and voltage  
control 

The	active	power	flow	can	be	deter-
mined	either	by	means	of	an	active	
power	order	or	by	means	of	fre-
quency	control.

The	converter	stations	can	be	set	to	
generate	reactive	power	through	a	
reactive	power	order	or	to	maintain	a	
desired	voltage	level	in	the	connect-
ed	AC	network.

The	converter’s	internal	control	loop	
is	active	and	reactive	current,	con-
trolled	through	measurement	of	the	
current	in	the	converter	inductor	and	
using	orders	from	settings,	which	
an	operator	can	make	of	active	and	
reactive	power.	

In	an	AC	network	the	voltage	at	
a	certain	point	can	be	increased/
reduced	through	generation/con-
sumption	of	reactive	power.	This	
means	that	HVDC	Light®	can	con-
trol	the	AC	voltage	independently	in	
each	station.	

3.3 Low power operation 

Unlike	conventional	HVDC	convert-
ers,	the	HVDC	Light®	converter	can	
operate	at	very	low	power,	and	even	
at	zero	power.	The	active	and	reac-
tive	power	are	controlled	indepen-
dently,	and	at	zero	active	power	the	
full	range	of	reactive	power	can	be	
utilized.

3.4 Power reversal 

The	HVDC	Light®	transmission	sys-
tem	can	transmit	active	power	in	
any	of	the	two	directions	with	the	
same	control	setup	and	with	the	
same	main	circuit	configuration.	This	
means	that	an	active	power	trans-
fer	can	be	quickly	reversed	without	
any	change	of	control	mode,	and	
without	any	filter	switching	or	con-
verter	blocking.	The	power	reversal	
is	obtained	by	changing	the	direc-
tion	of	the	DC	current	and	not	by	
changing	the	DC	voltage	as	for	con-
ventional	HVDC.	The	speed	of	the	
reversal	is	determined	by	the	net-
work.	The	converter	could	reverse	to	
full	power	in	milliseconds	if	needed.	

The	reactive	power	controller	oper-
ates	simultaneously	and	indepen-
dently	to	maintain	the	ordered	reac-
tive	power	exchange	unaffected	
during	the	power	reversal.

3.5 Reduced power losses in  
connected AC systems 

By	controlling	the	grid	voltage	level,	
HVDC	Light®	can	reduce	losses	in	
the	connected	grid.	Both	transmis-
sion	line	ohmic	losses	and	genera-
tor	magnetization	losses	can	be	
reduced.	Significant	loss	reductions	
can	be	obtained	in	each	of	the	con-
nected	networks.

3.6 Increased transfer capacity  
in the existing system 

- Voltage increase
The	fast	and	accurate	voltage	con-
trol	capability	of	the	HVDC	Light®	
converter	makes	it	possible	to	oper-
ate	the	grid	closer	to	the	upper	limit.	
Transient	overvoltages	would	be	
counteracted	by	the	fast	reactive	
power	response.	The	higher	volt-
age	level	would	allow	more	power	to	
be	transferred	through	the	AC	lines	
without	exceeding	the	current	limits.	

3 Features
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- Stability margins
Limiting	factors	for	power	trans-
fer	in	the	transmission	grid	also	
include	voltage	stability.	If	such	grid	
conditions	occur	where	the	grid	is	
exposed	to	an	imminent	voltage	col-
lapse,	HVDC	Light®	can	support	
the	grid	with	the	necessary	reactive	
power.	The	grid	operator	can	allow	
a	higher	transmission	in	the	grid	if	
the	amount	of	reactive	power	sup-
port	that	the	HVDC	Light®	converter	
can	provide	is	known.	The	transfer	
increase	in	the	grid	is	larger	than	the	
installed	MVA	capacity	of	the	HVDC	
Light®	converter.	

3.7 Powerful damping control  
using P and Q simultaneously 

As	well	as	voltage	stability,	rotor	
angle	stability	is	a	limiting	factor	for	
power	transfer	in	a	transmission	
grid.	HVDC	Light®	is	a	powerful	tool	
for	damping	angle	(electro-mechani-
cal)	oscillation.	The	electromechani-
cal	oscillations	can	be	rather	com-
plex	with	many	modes	and	many	
involved	components.	It	is	therefore	
not	always	possible	to	find	robust	
damping	algorithms	that	do	not	
excite	other	modes	when	damping	
the	first	ones.	Many	control	meth-
ods	that	influence	the	transmis-
sion	capacity	can	have	difficulties	
in	these	complex	situations.	Mod-
ulating	shaft	power	to	generators,	
switching	on	and	off	load	demand	
or	using	an	HVDC	Light®	connected	
to	an	asynchronous	grid	are	meth-
ods	that	can	then	be	considered.	
These	methods	have	the	advantage	
that	they	actually	take	away	or	inject	
energy	to	damp	the	oscillations.	

HVDC	Light®	is	able	to	do	this	in	a	
number	of	ways:

-	 by	modulating	active	power	flow		
	 and	keeping	the	voltage	as	stable		
	 as	possible	

-	 by	keeping	active	power	constant		
	 and	modulating	reactive	power	to		
	 achieve	damping	(SVC-type		
	 damping)

Line	current,	power	flow	or	local	fre-
quency	may	be	used	as	indicators,	
but	direct	measurement	of	the	volt-
age	angle	by	means	of	Phasor	Mea-
surement	Units	can	also	be	a	solu-
tion	to	achieve	observability.

3.8 Fast restoration after  
blackouts 

HVDC	Light®	can	aid	grid	restora-
tion	in	a	very	favorable	way.	Volt-
age	support	and	frequency	support	
are	much	needed	during	such	con-
ditions.	This	was	proven	in	August	
�00�,	when	the	north-east	USA	
experienced	a	blackout,	by	the	
excellent	performance	of	the	Cross	
Sound	Cable	Project	that	inter-
connects	Connecticut	and	Long	
Island.	A	black-start	capability	can	
be	implemented.	It	can	be	benefi-
cial	for	an	HVDC	Light®	operator	to	
speed	up	grid	restoration	because	
the	lack	of	energy	(typically	the	first	
6-�4	hours)	may	initiate	considerably	
higher	prices	for	energy.	

3.9 Islanded operation 

The	HVDC	Light®	converter	sta-
tion	normally	follows	the	AC	volt-
age	of	the	connected	grid.	The	volt-
age	magnitude	and	frequency	are	
determined	by	the	control	systems	
of	the	generating	stations.	In	case	of	
a	voltage	collapse,	a	“black-out”,	the	
HVDC	Light®	converter	can	instanta-
neously	switch	over	to	its	own	inter-
nal	voltage	and	frequency	reference	
and	disconnect	itself	from	the	grid.	
The	converter	can	then	operate	as	
an	idling	“static”	generator,	ready	
to	be	connected	to	a	“black”	net-
work	to	provide	the	first	electricity	to	
important	loads.	The	only	precondi-
tion	is	that	the	converter	at	the	other	
end	of	the	DC	cable	is	unaffected	by	
the	black-out.	

3.10 Flexibility in design 

The	HVDC	Light®	station	consists	of	
four	parts:	

-	 The	DC	yard,	with	DC	filtering	and		
	 switches

-	 The	converter,	with	the	IGBT		
	 valves	and	the	converter	reactors

-	 The	AC	filter	yard

-	 The	grid	interface,	with	power		
	 transformer	and	switches

The	different	parts	are	interconnect-
ed	with	HV	cables,	which	makes	it	
easy	to	separate	the	parts	physically,	
so	as	to	fit	them	into	available	sites.	
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3.11 Undergrounding 

Except	for	back-to-back,	HVDC	
Light®	always	employs	HV	cables	
for	the	DC	power	transmission.	The	
cables	are	buried	all	the	way	into	
the	DC	part	of	each	converter	build-
ing.	When	the	landscape	has	been	
restored	after	the	cable	laying,	the	
transmission	route	quickly	becomes	
invisible.

3.12 No magnetic fields 

The	two	HVDC	Light®	cables	can	
normally	be	laid	close	together.	As	
they	carry	the	same	current	in	oppo-
site	directions,	the	magnetic	fields	
from	the	cables	cancel	each	other	
out.	The	residual	magnetic	field	is	
extremely	low,	comparable	to	the	
level	of	the	Earth’s	magnetic	field.	

Magnetic	fields	from	DC	cables	are	
static	fields,	which	do	not	cause	any	
induction	effects,	as	opposed	to	the	
fields	from	AC	cables	and	lines.	

The	electromagnetic	field	around	an	
HVDC	Light®	converter	installation	
is	quite	low	since	all	apparatus	is	
located	in	a	building	designed	to	be	
a	very	efficient	shield.	The	shielding	
is	needed	to	minimize	emissions	in	
the	radiofrequency	range,	i.e.	radio	
interference.	The	background	is	that	
the	HVDC	Light®	operates	with	high	
internal	current	derivatives	and	a	
commutation	frequency	in	the	order	
of	1-�	kHz.	Such	transients	and	fre-
quencies	might	cause	radio	interfer-
ence	if	not	properly	controlled	and	
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shielded.	Considering	these	condi-
tions,	the	overall	and	detailed	design	
has	been	done	to	ensure	proper	
mitigation	of	radio	interference	and	
corresponding	fields.	The	electro-
magnetic	field	levels	around	the	
installation	are	therefore	well	below	
values	stipulated	in	appropriate	stan-
dards	for	human	exposure.

The	performance	is	verified	through	
measurements.

The	HVDC	Light®	converter	installa-
tion	is	connected	to	the	AC	power	
grid/system	through	AC	overhead	
lines	or	AC	cables.	Effective	filter-
ing	prevents	current	harmonics	from	
loading	into	the	connected	AC	lines/
cables.	This	means	that	they	can	be	
considered	as	normal	AC	lines/cables	
installed	within	the	power	grid/system.

3.13 Low environmental impact 

The	fact	that	no	electric	or	mag-
netic	clearance	from	the	cables	is	
needed,	and	that	the	converter	sta-
tions	are	enclosed	in	a	building,	
makes	the	impact	of	the	transmis-
sion	system	on	the	environment	very	
low.	The	building	can	be	designed	
to	resemble	other	buildings	in	the	
neighborhood,	and	the	cables	are	
not	even	visible.	

3.14 Indoor design 

To	avoid	high	steel	support	struc-
tures,	to	facilitate	maintenance	and	
to	improve	personal	safety,	the	AC	
filters,	converter	reactors	and	DC	

filters	are	mounted	directly	on	low	
foundations/supports	and	are	kept	
within	a	simple	warehouse-style	
building	with	lockable	gates	and	
doors.		The	building	will	keep	high-
frequency	emissions	and	acoustic	
noise	low	and	protect	the	equipment	
from	adverse	weather.

3.15 Short time schedule 

The	converter	valves	and	associat-
ed	control	and	cooling	systems	are	
factory	built	in	transportable	enclo-
sures.	This	ensures	fast	installation	
and	on-site	testing	of	the	core	sys-
tems.	

The	building	is	made	up	of	stan-
dardized	parts,	which	are	shipped	to	
the	jobsite	and	quickly	assembled.

A	typical	delivery	time	from	order	
to	hand-over	for	operation	is	�0	
months	or	less,	depending	of	course	
on	local	conditions	for	converter	
sites	and	cable	route.
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4.1 General 

4.1.1 Modular concept

The	modular	concept	of	the	ABB	
IGBT	valves	and	standard	voltage	
levels	of	the	DC	transmission	cables	
permit	different	power	levels	and	
mechanical	setups	to	best	suit	each	
application.

Modularization	of	HVDC	Light®	aims	
at	the	most	cost-effective	technical	
and	topological	solution	for	a	spe-
cific	project,	combined	with	a	short	
delivery	time.

The	various	configurations	provide	
the	overall	most	economical	solu-
tion.	The	chosen	DC	voltages	are	
in	line	with	the	ABB	High	Voltage	
Cable	(HVC)	product	range,	i.e.		80	
kV,		150	kV	and		�00	kV.	The	cho-
sen	valve	currents	are	in	line	with	
the	ABB	Semiconductors	product	
range.	The	StakPakTM-type	IGBTs	
from	ABB	Semiconductors	are	of	a	
modular	design,	i.e.	the	active	parts,	
the	IGBT	and	diode	chips,	are	orga-
nized	in	sub-modules.	Thus	the	cur-
rent	rating	of	the	device	is	flexible,	
ranging	in	steps,	i.e.	�	sub,	4	sub	
and	6	sub.	Each	sub-module	com-
prises	six	IGBT	chips	and	three	
diode	chips.

4.1.2 Typical P/Q diagram

HVDC Light® modules
Currents

580A	(�	sub) 1140A	(4	sub) 1740A	(6	sub)

Voltages
±	80	kV M1 M2 M3
±	150	kV M4 M5 M6
±	�00	kV M7 M8 M9

Simplified circuit diagram

The	fundamental	base	apparent	
power	at	the	filter	bus	between	the	
converter	reactor	and	the	AC	filter	is	
defined	as	follows	(see	figure	above):
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The	active	and	reactive	power		
components	are	defined	as:

Where:	

δ=		phase	angle	between	the	filter	
voltage	UF		and	the	converter	volt-
age	UC

L	=	inductance	of	the	converter	
reactor

Changing	the	phase	angle	δ con-
trols	the	active	power	flow	between	
the	converter	and	the	filter	bus	and	
consequently	between	the	converter	
and	the	AC	network.

Changing	the	amplitude	difference	
between	the	filter	voltage	UF	and	the	
converter	voltage	UC	controls	the	
reactive	power	flow	between	the	
converter	and	the	filter	bus	and	con-
sequently	between	the	converter	
and	the	AC	network.

4 Products
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Active	power	flow	

If	the	Uc	is	in	phase-lag,	the	active	
power	flows	from	AC	to	DC	side	
(rectifier)

If	the	Uc	is	in	phase-lead,	the	active	
power	flows	from	DC	to	AC	side	
(inverter)

Reactive	power	flow

If		UF	>	Uc,	there	is	reactive	power	
consumption.

If		UC	>	UF,	there	is	reactive	power	
generation.

P R O D U C T S

With	the	OPWM	(Optimized-Pulse-
Width-Modulation,	ref.	Section	5.�.�)	
control	strategy	is	possible	to	create	
any	phase	angle	or	amplitude	(up	to	
a	certain	limit)	by	changing	the	PWM	
pattern.	This	offers	the	possibility	to	
control	both	the	active	and	reactive	
power	independently.

The	typical	P/Q	diagram,	which	is	
valid	within	the	whole	steady-state	
AC	network	voltage,	is	shown	in	the	
figure	below.	

Typical	P/Q	diagram	within	the	whole	voltage	range.	Y-axis:	Active	power	
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The	P/Q	diagram	shown	is	for	
a	back-to-back	i.e.	no	distance	
between	the	two	stations.	The	1st	
and	�nd	quadrants	represent	the	
rectifier	and	the	�rd	and	4th	the	
inverter.	A	positive	value	of	Q	indi-
cates	delivery	of	reactive	power	to	
the	AC	network.	It	should	be	noted	
that	the	reactive	power	can	be	con-
trolled	independently	in	each	station.

Note	that	there	are	limitations	that	
have	been	taken	into	account	in	the	
calculation	of	this	typical	P/Q	dia-
gram.
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4.2 HVDC Light® modules 

For	a	specific	project,	the	appropri-
ate	HVDC	Light®	module	and	cable	
(if	any)	have	to	be	selected.

The	different	HVDC	Light®	modules	
are	presented	below.		The	typical	
power	capacity	and	total	losses	for	
different	cable	lengths	are	also	given	

for	each	module.	Note	that	a	typical	
cable	size	has	been	chosen1.	The	
procedure	generally	used	for	the	
selection	of	a	cable	size	leads	to	the	
minimum	permissible	cross-section-
al	area,	which	also	minimizes	the	ini-
tial	investment	cost	of	the	cable.

P R O D U C T S

Converter types M1 M2 M3

Max.	DC	voltage	(pole	to	ground) kV	 80 80 80

Base	power MVA 101 199 �04

DC	current	(IdcN) A 6�7 1��� 1881

Table	1:	Data	for	80	kV	modules,	typical	values

Converter
DC  

voltage
DC  

current 
DC cable

Sending 
power

Receiving power (MW)

types kV A Cu	in	mm� MW Back-to-back 50	km 100	km �00	km 400	km
800	
km

M1 80 6�7 �00 10�.0 98.7 96.0 9�.0

M� 80 1��� 1�00 �00.5 194.0 191.0 188.5 18�.0

M� 80 1881 �800 �06.1 �96.0 �9�.0 �90.5 �85.0 �74.0

Table	�:	Transfer	capability	for	different	cable	lengths,	typical	values	80	kV	modules

4.2.1 - 80 kV modules

- Data sheet (power) and power capacity vs cable lengths
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- Typical layout

Example	of	a	40	MW	land	station	

40	x	18	x	8.5	meters

16	m

10	m

15	m

A- Typical layout of an offshore 
module
The	offshore	station	is	designed	for	
compactness,	i.e.	space	and	weight	
capacity	are	very	expensive	and	
scarce	resources	on	an	offshore	
installation,	in	a	marine	environment.	
The	offshore	environment	is	very	
tough.	The	high-voltage	equipment	
is	installed	inside	a	module	with	a	
ventilation	system	designed	to	pro-
tect	the	high-voltage	equipment	and	
electronics	from	salt	and	humid	air.	

Example	of	a	40	MW	offshore	station	

Approximate	weight:	�75	tonnes
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4.2.2 - 150 kV modules

- Datasheet (power)

Converter types M4 M5 M6

Max.	DC	voltage	(pole	to	ground) kV 150 150 150

Base	power MVA 190 �7� 570

DC	current	(IdcN) A 6�7 1��� 1881

Table	�:	Data	for	150	kV	modules,	typical	values

Converter
DC  

voltage
DC  

current 
DC cable

Sending 
power

Receiving power (MW)

types kV A Cu	in	mm� MW Back-to-back 50	km 100	km �00	km 400	km 800	km

M4 150 6�7 �00 191.� 185.0 18�.0 179.0 174.0

M5 150 1��� 1�00 �76.0 �6�.7 �61.0 �58.0 �5�.0 �4�.0

M6 150 1881 �800 57�.9 555.1 55�.0 549.5 544.0 5��.0

Table	4:	Transfer	capability	for	different	cable	lengths,	typical	values	for	150	kV	modules

- Typical layout

HVDC	Light®	�50	MW	block

80	x	�5	x	11.5	meters
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4.2.3 - 300 kV modules

-	Datasheet	(power)

Converter types M7 M8 M9

Max.	DC	voltage	(pole	to	ground) kV �00 �00 �00

Base	power MVA �80 747 1140

DC	current	(IdcN) A 6�7 1��� 1881

Converter 
DC  

voltage
DC  

current 
DC  

Cable
Sending 
power

Receiving power (MW)

types kV A
Cu	in	
mm� MW

Back-to-
back

50	km 100	km �00	km 400	km 800	km

M7 �00 6�7 �00 �8�.6 �70.0 �67.0 �64.5 �59.0 �47.5

M8 �00 1��� 1�00 75�.1 7�7.� 7�4.5 7��.0 716.5 705.5 68�.5

M9 �00 1881 �800 1147.9 1110.1 1107.0 1104.5 1099.0 1088.0 1066.0

Table	5:	Data	for	�00	kV	modules,	typical	values

Table	6:	Transfer	capability	for	different	cable	lengths,	typical	
values	for	�00	kV	modules
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- Typical layout

HVDC	Light®	700	MW	block
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4.2.4 Selection of modules

A	financial	optimization	of	the	entire	
project,	including	both	converters	
and	cables,	must	be	done	individu-
ally	for	each	project,	since	active/
reactive	power	demand,	cable	
length,	sea/land	cable	and	cable	
installation	must	be	considered.	In	
general	it	is	more	economical	to	
choose	a	lower	voltage	and	high-
er	current	for	short	distances.	For	
longer	distances	it	is	in	most	cases	
more	economical	from	the	point	of	
view	of	cable	cost	and	losses	to	
choose	a	higher	voltage,	even	if	a	
higher	DC	voltage	increases	the	cost	
of	the	converters.

4.3 HVDC Light® Cables 

4.3.1 Insulation

The	HVDC	Light®	polymer	cables	
for	HVDC	are	similar	to	XLPE	AC	
cables,	but	with	a	modified	poly-
meric	insulation.	XLPE	cables	have		
been	used	for	AC	from	the	late	
1960s.	

4.3.2 Submarine Cable data

Below	find	cable	data	(capabil-
ity,	losses	etc	for	submarine	cables	
installed	in	different	tropical	and	
moderate	climate	zones)
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Area Ampacity 80	kV	cable	bipole 150	kV	cable	bipole �00	kV	cable	bipole

Con-	
ductor

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight	
per	cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

mm² Amps Amps MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 �8� ��8 45 54 4,7 4� 85 101 8,5 60 169 �0� 15 90
1�0 ��� �87 5� 6� 5,5 44 97 116 9,4 61 194 ��� 16 91
150 �6� 4�6 58 70 6,7 47 109 1�1 10 6� �18 �6� 17 9�
185 411 496 66 79 7,4 49 1�� 149 11 64 �47 �98 18 95
�40 478 580 76 9� 8,4 5� 14� 174 1� 67 �87 �48 �0 99
�00 544 66� 87 106 9,4 56 16� 199 1� 69 ��6 �97 �� 10�
400 6�6 765 100 1�� 11 61 188 ��0 16 75 �76 459 �4 105
500 7�� 887 116 14� 1� 66 �17 �66 18 78 4�� 5�� �6 108
6�0 8�5 10�0 1�4 165 15 71 �51 �09 �1 8� 501 618 �0 114
800 960 1187 154 190 17 76 �88 �56 �4 88 576 71� �� 118
1000 109� 1�55 175 �17 �1 81 ��8 407 �6 96 655 81� �7 1��
1�00 1188 1474 190 ��6 �4 85 �56 44� �9 100 71� 884 40 1�6
1400 1�97 1614 �08 �58 �7 89 �89 484 �� 10� 778 968 4� 1�0
1600 1�97 1745 ��4 �79 �0 9� 419 5�4 �5 107 8�8 1	047 47 1��
1800 1490 1860 ��8 �98 �� 96 447 558 �8 110 894 1	116 50 1�7
�000 1589 1987 �54 �18 �5 99 477 596 41 11� 95� 1	19� 5� 140
��00 1676 �086 �68 ��4 40 10� 50� 6�6 45 118 1	006 1	�5� 58 145
�400 1764 �198 �8� �5� 4� 106 5�9 659 48 1�1 1	058 1	�19 61 148
�600 1848 ��07 �96 �69 45 109 554 69� 51 1�� 1	109 1	�84 6� 150
�800 19�7 �401 �08 �84 48 111 578 7�0 54 1�6 1	156 1	441 67 15�
�000 �007 �51� ��1 40� 50 114 60� 754 57 1�8 1	�04 1	507 70 155

	
Sea	soil:	Temperature	�8	deg.C,		Burial	1.0	metre,		Thermal	resistivity		1.�	K	x	W	/m
Cable:	Copper	conductor,		HVDC	polymer	insulation,		Steel	wire	armour

HVDC Light® Cable bipole data 

Submarine	cables

Tropic climate, submarine cables with copper conductor

Resistance Voltage	drop Losses	per	cable	at	50%	load Losses	per	cable	at	100%	load
Copper

Conductor
per	phase
�0	deg.C

Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying

mm² ohm/km V/km V/km W/m W/m W/m W/m
95 0,19� 54 65 8 1� �7 5�

1�0 0,15� 99 118 8 1� �8 55
150 0,1�4 90 108 9 1� �9 57
185 0,0991 81 98 9 1� 40 59
�40 0,0754 7� 87 9 1� 41 61
�00 0,0601 65 80 9 14 4� 6�
400 0,0470 59 7� 10 14 44 66
500 0,0�66 5� 65 10 15 46 69
6�0 0,0�8� 47 58 10 16 47 7�
800 0,0��1 4� 5� 11 16 49 75
1000 0,0176 �8 48 11 17 50 78
1�00 0,0151 �6 45 11 17 51 79
1400 0,01�6 �� 41 11 17 51 79
1600 0,011� �� �9 1� 18 5� 8�
1800 0,0098 �9 �6 11 18 5� 81
�000 0,0090 �9 �6 1� 19 55 85
��00 0,0080 �7 �� 1� 18 54 84
�400 0,007� �6 �� 1� 19 55 85
�600 0,0068 �5 �1 1� 19 55 86
�800 0,006� �4 �0 1� 19 56 87
�000 0,0059 �4 �9 1� 19 57 89
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Area Ampacity 80	kV	cable	bipole 150	kV	cable	bipole �00	kV	cable	bipole

Con-	
ductor

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight		
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
laying

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

mm² Amps Amps MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 �4� 404 55 65 4,7 4� 10� 1�1 8,5 60 �06 �4� 15 90

1�0 �9� 46� 6� 74 5,5 44 118 1�9 9,4 61 ��5 �78 16 91
150 441 5�� 71 84 6,7 47 1�� 157 10 6� �65 �14 17 9�
185 500 596 80 95 7,4 49 150 179 11 64 �00 �58 18 95
�40 58� 697 9� 11� 8,4 5� 175 �09 1� 67 �50 418 �0 99
�00 66� 797 106 1�8 9,4 56 199 ��9 1� 69 �97 478 �� 10�
400 765 9�� 1�� 148 11 61 ��0 �77 16 75 459 55� �4 105
500 88� 107� 141 17� 1� 66 �65 ��� 18 78 5�0 64� �6 108
6�0 10�� 1�46 164 199 15 71 �07 �74 �1 8� 614 748 �0 114
800 1175 14�8 188 ��0 17 76 �5� 4�1 �4 88 705 86� �� 118
1000 1��5 1644 �14 �6� �1 81 401 49� �6 96 801 986 �7 1��
1�00 1458 1791 ��� �87 �4 85 4�7 5�7 �9 100 875 1	075 40 1�6
1400 1594 196� �55 �14 �7 89 478 589 �� 10� 956 1	177 4� 1�0
1600 17�0 �1�� �75 �40 �0 9� 516 6�7 �5 107 1	0�� 1	�74 47 1��
1800 18�0 ��65 �9� �6� �� 96 549 680 �8 110 1	098 1	�59 50 1�7
�000 195� �407 �1� �85 �5 99 586 7�� 41 11� 1	17� 1	444 5� 140
��00 �06� �540 ��0 406 40 10� 619 76� 45 118 1	��7 1	5�4 58 145
�400 �170 �678 �47 4�8 4� 106 651 80� 48 1�1 1	�0� 1	607 61 148
�600 ��75 �814 �64 450 45 109 68� 844 51 1�� 1	�65 1	688 6� 150
�800 ��7� �9�7 �80 470 48 111 71� 881 54 1�6 1	4�4 1	76� 67 15�
�000 �47� �066 �96 491 50 114 74� 9�0 57 1�8 1	484 1	840 70 155

Moderate climate, submarine cables with copper conductor

Sea	soil:	Temperature	15	deg.C,		Burial	1.0	metre,		Thermal	resistivity		1.0	K	x	W	/m
Cable:	Copper	conductor,		HVDC	polymer	insulation,		Steel	wire	armour

Resistance Voltage	drop Losses	at	50%	load Losses	at	100%	load
Copper		

Conductor
per	phase		
�0	deg.C

Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying

mm² ohm/km V/km V/km W/m W/m W/m W/m
95 0,19� 66 78 6 8 �7 �8
1�0 0,15� 60 71 6 9 �8 �9
150 0,1�4 55 65 6 9 �9 41
185 0,0991 50 59 7 9 �0 4�
�40 0,0754 44 5� 7 10 �1 44
�00 0,0601 40 48 7 10 �� 46
400 0,0470 �6 4� 7 10 �� 48
500 0,0�66 �� �9 7 11 �4 50
6�0 0,0�8� �9 �5 8 1� �6 5�
800 0,0��1 �6 �� 8 1� �7 55
1000 0,0176 �� �9 8 1� �8 57
1�00 0,0151 �� �7 8 1� �9 58
1400 0,01�6 �0 �5 8 1� �8 58
1600 0,011� 19 �4 9 1� 40 61
1800 0,0098 18 �� 9 1� �9 60
�000 0,0090 18 �� 9 14 41 6�
��00 0,0080 16 �0 9 14 41 6�
�400 0,007� 16 �0 9 14 41 6�
�600 0,0068 15 19 9 14 4� 64
�800 0,006� 15 18 9 14 4� 65
�000 0,0059 15 18 9 14 4� 66
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4.3.3 Land Cable data

Below	find	cable	data	(capability,	losses	etc	for	submarine	cables	installed	in	
different	tropical	and	moderate	climate	zones)

Area Ampacity 80	kV	cable	bipole 150	kV	cable	bipole �00	kV	cable	bipole
Con-	
duc-	
tor

Close		
laying

Spaced	
laying

Close	
laying

Spaced		
Sep.	tren-

ches

Weight		
per		

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced		
Sep.	

trenches

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
Sep.	

trenches

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

mm² Amps Amps MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 �11 �58 �4 41 1,� �� - - - - - - - -
1�0 �40 �98 �8 48 1,� �4 - - - - - - - -
150 �69 ��� 4� 5� 1,5 �6 81 100 � 50 - - - -
185 �05 �78 49 60 1,6 �8 9� 11� � 5� - - - -
�40 �51 4�9 56 70 1,9 40 105 1�� � 54 �11 �6� 5 80
�00 400 50� 64 80 �,1 4� 1�0 151 � 57 �40 �0� 6 8�
400 456 581 7� 9� � 46 1�7 174 4 60 �74 �49 6 86
500 5�6 67� 86 108 � 50 161 �0� 4 6� ��� 40� 7 89
6�0 591 744 95 119 � 5� 177 ��� 5 67 �55 446 8 9�
800 711 898 114 144 4 57 �1� �69 5 71 4�7 5�9 8 97
1000 811 10�6 1�0 164 5 61 �4� �08 6 75 487 616 9 101
1�00 888 11�� 14� 180 6 65 �66 ��7 7 79 5�� 674 10 105
1400 980 1�4� 157 199 6 69 �94 �7� 8 8� 588 745 11 108
1600 1044 1��6 167 �1� 7 7� �1� �98 9 86 6�6 796 1� 11�
1800 11�9 14�4 181 ��9 8 75 ��9 4�0 9 89 677 860 1� 115
�000 1198 15�4 19� �44 8 78 �59 457 10 9� 719 914 14 118
��00 1�65 1600 �0� �56 9 81 �80 480 11 95 759 960 15 1�1
�400 1��0 1681 �1� �69 10 84 �99 504 11 98 798 1	009 16 1��
�600 1�94 176� ��� �8� 10 86 418 5�9 1� 100 8�6 1	057 16 1�6
�800 1455 1840 ��� �94 11 89 4�7 55� 1� 10� 87� 1	104 17 1�8
�000 151� 1916 �4� �07 1� 91 454 575 14 105 908 1	150 18 1�1

HVDC Light® Cable bipole data 

Land	Cables
Tropic climate, land cables with aluminium conductor for higher  
transmission capacity, see submarine cables with copper conductor

Soil:	Temperature	�8	deg.C,		Burial	1.0	metre,		Thermal	resistivity		1.�	K	x	W	/m	
Cable:	Aluminum	conductor,		HVDC	polymer	insulation,		Copper	wire	screen

Area	Al Resistance Voltagedrop Losses	at	50%	load Losses	at	100%	load
Conductor at	�0	deg.C Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying

mm² ohm/km V/km V/km W/m W/m W/m W/m
95 0,�� 68 8� 4 6 17 �6
1�0 0,�5� 61 75 4 6 17 �7
150 0,�06 55 68 4 6 18 �7
185 0,1640 50 6� 4 6 18 �8
�40 0,1�50 44 55 4 6 18 �9
�00 0,1000 40 50 4 7 19 �0
400 0,0778 �5 45 4 7 19 ��
500 0,0605 �� 41 5 7 �1 ��
6�0 0,0469 �8 �5 4 7 �0 �1
800 0,0�67 �6 �� 5 8 �� �6
1000 0,0�91 �4 �0 5 8 �� �7
1�00 0,0�47 �� �8 5 8 �� �7
1400 0,0�08 �0 �6 5 8 �4 �8
1600 0,0186 19 �5 5 9 �4 �9
1800 0,016� 18 �� 5 9 �5 40
�000 0,0149 18 �� 6 9 �6 4�
��00 0,01�� 17 �1 6 9 �5 41
�400 0,01�1 16 �0 6 9 �6 41
�600 0,011� 16 �0 6 9 �6 4�
�800 0,0104 15 19 6 9 �6 4�
�000 0,0097 15 19 6 9 �7 4�
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Area Ampacity 80	kV	cable	bipole 150	kV	cable	bipole �00	kV	cable	bipole

Con-	
ductor

Close		
laying

Spaced	
laying

Close	
laying

Spaced		
Sep.		

trenches

Weight		
per		

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced		
Sep.		

trenches

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

Close	
laying

Spaced	
Sep.		

trenches

Weight	
per	

cable

Diam.	
over	
cable

mm² Amps Amps MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm MW MW kg/m mm
95 �58 �10 41 50 1,� �� - - - - - - - -
1�0 �94 �57 47 57 1,� �4 - - - - - - - -
150 ��0 40� 5� 64 1,5 �6 99 1�1 � 50 - - - -
185 �74 458 60 7� 1,6 �8 11� 1�7 � 5� - - - -
�40 4�� 5�� 69 85 1,9 40 1�0 160 � 54 �59 ��0 5 80
�00 49� 611 79 98 �,1 4� 148 18� � 57 �95 �67 6 8�
400 565 705 90 11� � 46 170 �1� 4 60 ��9 4�� 6 86
500 659 816 105 1�1 � 50 198 �45 4 6� �95 490 7 89
6�0 7�7 964 116 154 � 5� �18 �89 5 67 4�6 578 8 9�
800 877 1094 140 175 4 57 �6� ��8 5 71 5�6 656 8 97
1000 1001 1�5� 160 �00 5 61 �00 �76 6 75 601 751 9 101
1�00 1096 1�71 175 �19 6 65 ��9 411 7 79 658 8�� 10 105
1400 1�11 1517 194 �4� 6 69 �6� 455 8 8� 7�7 910 11 108
1600 1�91 16�1 �07 �59 7 7� �87 486 9 86 775 97� 1� 11�
1800 1�95 175� ��� �80 8 75 419 5�6 9 89 8�7 1	051 1� 115
�000 148� 1866 ��7 �99 8 78 445 560 10 9� 889 1	1�0 14 118
��00 1571 196� �51 �14 9 81 471 589 11 95 94� 1	178 15 1�1
�400 165� �066 �64 ��1 10 84 496 6�0 11 98 991 1	�40 16 1��
�600 17�9 �166 �77 �47 10 86 519 650 1� 100 1	0�7 1	�00 16 1�6
�800 1806 ��6� �89 �6� 11 89 54� 679 1� 10� 1	084 1	�58 17 1�8
�000 1878 ��56 �00 �77 1� 91 56� 707 14 105 1	1�7 1	414 18 1�1

Moderate climate, land cables with aluminium conductor
for	higher	transmission	capacity,	see	submarine	cables	with	copper	conductor

Soil:	Temperature	15	deg.C,		Burial	1.0	metre,		Thermal	resistivity		1.0	K	x	W	/m	
Cable:	Aluminum	conductor,		HVDC	polymer	insulation,		Copper	wire	screen

Area	Al Resistance Voltage	drop Losses	at	50%	load Losses	at	100%	load
Conductor at	�0	deg.C Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying Close	laying Spaced	laying

mm² ohm/km V/km V/km W/m W/m W/m W/m
95 0,�� 8� 99 6 8 �6 �7
1�0 0,�5� 74 90 6 8 �6 �9
150 0,�06 68 8� 6 9 �7 40
185 0,1640 61 75 6 9 �8 41
�40 0,1�50 54 67 6 9 �8 4�
�00 0,1000 49 61 6 10 �9 45
400 0,0778 44 55 7 10 �0 46
500 0,0605 40 49 7 11 �� 48
6�0 0,0469 �4 45 7 11 �0 5�
800 0,0�67 �� 40 7 1� �4 5�
1000 0,0�91 �9 �6 8 1� �5 55
1�00 0,0�47 �7 �4 8 1� �6 56
1400 0,0�10 �5 �� 8 1� �7 58
1600 0,0186 �4 �0 8 1� �7 59
1800 0,016� �� �9 8 1� �8 60
�000 0,0149 �� �8 9 14 �9 6�
��00 0,01�� �1 �6 9 1� 40 6�
�400 0,01�� �0 �5 9 14 40 6�
�600 0,011� �0 �4 9 14 41 64
�800 0,0105 19 �4 9 14 41 64
�000 0,0098 18 �� 9 14 41 65
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age.	In	order	to	maximize	the	active	
power	transfer,	the	converter	gener-
ates	a	low	frequency	zero-sequence	
voltage	(<0.�pu)	which	is	blocked	
by	the	ungrounded	transformer	sec-
ondary	winding.

Single-line	diagram	of	an	HVDC	Light®	Converter

5.1.1 Power transformer

The	transformer	is	an	ordinary	sin-
gle-	or	three-phase	power	trans-
former,	with	tap	changer.	The	
secondary	voltage,	the	filter	bus	
voltage,	will	be	controlled	with	the	
tap	changer	to	achieve	the	maxi-
mum	active	and	reactive	power	
from	the	converter,	both	consump-
tion	and	generation.	The	tap	chang-
er	is	located	on	the	secondary	side,	
which	has	the	largest	voltage	swing,	
and	also	to	ensure	that	the	ratio	
between	the	line	winding	and	a	pos-
sible	tertiary	winding	is	fixed.

The	current	in	the	transformer	wind-
ings	contains	hardly	any	harmonics	
and	is	not	exposed	to	any	DC	volt-

The	transformer	may	be	provided	
with	a	tertiary	winding	to	feed	the	
station	auxiliary	power	system.

5.1 Main circuit 

- Single-line diagram

5 Descriptions
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5.1.2 Converter reactors

The	converter	reactor	is	one	of	the	
key	components	in	a	voltage	source	
converter	to	permit	continuous	and	
independent	control	of	active	and	
reactive	power.

The main purposes of the converter 
reactor are:
•	 to	provide	low-pass	filtering	of	the		
	 PWM	pattern	to	give	the	desired

fundamental	frequency	voltage.	
The	converter	generates	harmon-
ics	related	to	the	switching	fre-
quency.	The	harmonic	currents	
are	blocked	by	the	converter	reac-
tor	and	the	harmonic	content	on	
the	AC	bus	voltage	is	reduced	by	
an	AC	filter.	

•	 to	provide	active	and	reactive
power	control.	The	fundamen-
tal	frequency	voltage	across	the	
reactor	defines	the	power	flow	
(both	active	and	reactive)	between	
the	AC	and	DC	sides.	Refer	to	
Typical	P/Q	diagram	and	active	
and	reactive	power	definitions.	

•	 to	limit	the	short-circuit	currents

There	is	one	converter	reactor	per	
phase.		They	consist	of	vertical	coils,		
standing	on	insulators.	They	are	sev-
eral	meters	high	and	several	meters	
in	diameter.	Shields	eliminate	the	
magnetic	fields	outside	the	coils.

The	short-circuit	voltage	of	the	con-
verter	reactor	is	typically	15%.

The	stray	capacitance	across	the	
reactor	should	be	kept	as	low	as	
possible	in	order	to	minimize	the	
harmonics	coupled	to	the	filter	side	
of	the	reactor.	The	high	dv/dt	on	the	
bridge	terminal	at	each	switching	will	

result	in	current	pulses	through	all	
capacitances	to	ground.	As	these	
current	pulses	pass	through	the	
valve	they	should	be	minimized.	The	
filter	side	of	the	reactor	can	be	con-
sidered	as	ground	at	high	frequen-

D E S C R I P T I O N S

cies	and	the	capacitance	across	
the	reactor	should	therefore	be	low.	
These	requirements	have	led	to	the	
design	of	converter	reactors	with	air	
coils	without	iron	cores.
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5.1.3 DC-Capacitors

The	primary	objective	of	the	valve	
DC	side	capacitor	is	to	provide	a	
low-inductance	path	for	the	turned-
off	current	and	also	to	serve	as	an	
energy	store.	The	capacitor	also	
reduces	the	harmonics	ripple	on	the	
direct	voltage.	Disturbances	in	the	
system	(e.g.	AC	faults)	will	cause	DC	
voltage	variations.	The	ability	to	limit	
these	voltage	variations	depends	on	
the	size	of	the	DC	side	capacitor.

The	DC	capacitor	is	an	ABB	DryHED	
capacitor.	For	high	voltage	applica-
tions,	this	technology	makes	possi-
ble	capacitors	of	a	dry,	self-healing,	
metallized	film	design.	The	DryHED	
design	has:

n	 Twice	the	capacity	in	half	the		
	 volume

n	 Corrosion-free	plastic	housing

n	 Low	inductance

n	 Shortened	production	time	and		
	 simplified	installation

5.1.4 AC-filters

Voltage	source	converters	can	
be	operated	with	different	control	
schemes,	most	of	which	use	pulse	
width	modulation	to	control	the	ratio	
between	DC	and	AC	side	funda-
mental	frequency	voltage.	Looking	
at	the	AC	side	converter	terminal,	
the	voltage	to	ground	will	be	any-
thing	but	sinusoidal	as	indicated	in	
the	figures	on	the	following	pages.	
The	most	frequent	application	of	
voltage	source	converters	is	as	
machine	drives	(in	industrial	applica-
tions)	where	this	is	of	less	or	no	con-
cern.	However,	connecting	a	voltage	
source	converter	to	a	transmission	
or	distribution	system	requires	the	
voltage	to	be	made	sinusoidal.	This	
is	achieved	by	means	of	the	convert-
er	reactor	and	AC	filters.

D E S C R I P T I O N S

The	distorted	waveform	of	the	con-
verter	terminal	voltage	can	be	
described	as	a	series	of	harmonic	
voltages	

1

1cos
h

hh thEE 	

where	Eh	is	the	hth	harmonic	EMF.	
The	magnitude	of	the	harmonic	
EMFs	will,	naturally,	vary	with	the	DC	
voltage,	the	switching	frequency	(or	
pulse	number)	of	the	converter,	etc.	
But	it	will	also	depend	on	the	cho-
sen	PWM	technology	of	the	con-
verter.	To	illustrate,	the	figures	below	
give	two	examples:

n	 A	converter	utilizing	a	sinusoidal		
	 PWM	with	�rd	harmonic	injection		
	 (that	is	when	a	�rd	harmonic		
	 is	added	on	the	fundamental		
	 frequency	modulator		
	 to	increase	the	power	rating	of		
	 the	converter)

n	 A	converter	using	a	harmonic		
	 cancellation	PWM	or	OPWM.
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Voltage source converter operated with a sinusoidal PWM with 3rd harmonic 
injection. The blue dotted line shows the fundamental frequency voltage com-
ponent of the converter terminal to ground voltage.
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Both	figures	above	give	the	convert-
er	terminal	phase-to-ground	volt-
age	(with	fundamental	component	
indicated)	together	with	the	corre-
sponding	harmonic	spectrum.	The	
spectrum	is	given	as	positive	and	
negative	sequence	components	and	
zero-sequence	components.	The	
power	transformer	between	filter	bus	
and	connecting	AC	bus	will	effec-
tively	prevent	the	latter	entering	the	
AC	network.

In	a	typical	HVDC	Light®	scheme,	
AC	filters	contain	two	or	three	
grounded	or	ungrounded	tuned	filter	
branches.

Voltage source converter operated 
with a harmonic cancellation PWM. 
The blue dotted line shows the 
fundamental frequency voltage com-
ponent of the converter terminal to 
ground voltage.

Example of an HVDC Light® AC filter.

D E S C R I P T I O N S
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Depending	on	filter	performance	
requirements,	i.e.	permissible	volt-
age	distortion	etc,	the	filter	configu-
ration	may	vary	between	schemes.	
But	a	typical	filter	size	is	somewhere	
between	10	to	�0%	of	rated	power.	
Typical	requirements	on	filter	perfor-
mance	are

− Individual	harmonic	distortion,

	
1

h
h U

U
D ≈	1%

− Total	harmonic	distortion,	

h

hDTHD 2 ≈	1.5%	to	�.5%	

− Telephone	influence	factor,

h

2
h1hfmessage1 DC5hfTIF ≈	40	to	50	

The	above	indices	are	all	based	on	
voltage	measured	at	the	point	of	
connection	of	the	DC	scheme.	The	
first	two	are	direct	measures	of	volt-
age	quality,	whilst	the	third,	TIF,	is	
a	weighted	measure	and	is	a	com-
monly	used	indication	of	expect-
ed	telephone	interference.	The	TIF	
value	is	based	on	the	C-message	
weight	presented	in	E.E.I.	Publica-
tion	60-68.
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C−message weight vs frequency.

C-message weight

5.1.5 DC filters

For	HVDC	Light®	converters	in	com-
bination	with	HVDC	Light®	cables,	
the	filtering	on	the	DC	side	by	the	
converter	DC	capacitor	and	the	line	
smoothing	reactor	on	the	DC	side	
is	considered	to	give	sufficient	sup-
pression	of	harmonics.	

However,	under	certain	circumstanc-
es,	if	the	DC	cable	route	shares	the	
same	right	of	way	or	runs	close	by	
subscribers	telephone	wires,	railroad	
signaling	wires	or	similar,	there	is	a	
possibility	of	exposure	to	harmonic	
interference	from	the	cable.	Under	
these	circumstances	and	for	condi-
tions	where	a	local	preventive	mea-
sure	is	not	feasible,	e.g.	improving	
the	shielding	of	subscriber	wires,	the	
third	party	(telephone	company,	rail-
way	company	etc)	should	be	con-
sulted	for	permissible	interference	
limits.	

D E S C R I P T I O N S

A	typical	requirement	can	be	
expressed	as	an	equivalent	
weighted	residual	current	fed	
into	the	cable	pair	at	each	sta-
tion.	The	current	is	calculated	as	

h

hhfeq IPPI 2
1800 )*(*)/1( 	where:

n	 Ieq	is	the	psophometrically	weight-	
	 ed,	800	Hz	equivalent	disturbing		
	 current.

n	 Ih,	is	the	vector	sum	of	harmonic		
	 currents	in	cable	pair	conductors		
	 and	screens	at	harmonic	h

n	 Phf1,	is	the	psophometric	weight		
	 at	the	frequency	of	h	times	the		
	 fundamental	frequency.

The	weighting	factor	in	this	exam-
ple	is	the	UIT	(CCITT)	psophomet-
ric	weighting	factor.	Sometimes	the	
C-message	factor	mentioned	above	
used	instead.	

If	additional	filtering	is	required,	the	
remedy	is	to	add	a	filter	on	the	DC	
side,	consisting	of	either	a	common	
mode	(zero-sequence)	reactor	or/	
and	a	single-tuned	filter	or	filters.
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5.1.6 High-frequency (HF)  
filters

In	voltage	source	converters	the	
necessarily	high	dv/dt	in	the	switch-
ing	of	valves	means	that	the	high	
frequency	(HF)	noise	generation	is	
significantly	higher	than	for	conven-
tional	HVDC	converters.	To	prevent	
this	HF	noise	spreading	from	the	
converter	to	the	connected	power	
grids,	particular	attention	is	given	
to	the	design	of	the	valves,	to	the	
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Applicable	standards

•	 CISPR	11

•	 ENV501�1-5

Psophometric weight
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shielding	of	the	housings	and	to	
ensuring	proper	HF	grounding	con-
nections.	For	example,	the	valves	
contain	HF	damping	circuits	on	both	
AC	and	DC	sides	to	ensure	that	as	
little	HF	disturbance	as	possible	will	
spread	from	the	valve	area.

To	further	limit	HF	interference,	a	
radio	interference	(RI)	filter	capacitor	
is	connected	between	the	AC	bus	
and	earth,	and	an	AC	line	filter	reac-
tor	is	installed.	With	these	measures	

the	scheme	will	meet	the	require-
ments	of	applicable	standards	for	
emission.

If	power	line	carrier	(PLC)	is	used	
nearby	in	the	connected	power	
grid,	additional	PLC	filters	may	be	
required,	i.e.	an	additional	AC	line	
filter	reactor	and	a	properly	tuned	
capacitor	to	earth.
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The StakPak™ IGBT with four and six sub-modules.

5.1.7 Valves 

- The IGBT position
The	semiconductor	used	in	HVDC	
Light®	is	the	StakPak™	IGBT	from	
ABB	Semiconductors.	The	IGBT	
(insulated	gate	bipolar	transistor)	is	
a	hybrid	of	the	best	of	two	worlds.	
As	a	conducting	device,	the	bipo-
lar	transistor	with	its	low	forward	
voltage	drop	is	used	for	handling	
high	currents.	Instead	of	the	regu-
lar	current-controlled	base,	the	IGBT	
has	a	voltage-controlled	capaci-
tive	gate,	as	in	the	MOSFET	device.	
To	increase	the	power	handling,	six	
IGBT	chips	and	three	diode	chips	
are	connected	in	parallel	in	a	sub-
module.	A	StakPak™	IGBT	has	
two,	four	or	six	sub-modules,	which	
determine	the	current	rating	of	the	
IGBT.	

A	complete	IGBT	position	con-
sists	of	an	IGBT,	a	gate	unit,	a	volt-
age	divider	and	a	water-cooled	heat	
sink.	Each	gate	unit	includes	gate-
driving	circuits,	surveillance	circuits	
and	optical	interface.	The	gate-driv-
ing	electronics	control	the	gate	volt-
age	and	current	at	turn-on	and	
turn-off,	to	achieve	optimal	turn-on	
aand	turn-off	processes	of	the	IGBT.	
The	voltage	across	the	IGBT	dur-
ing	switching	is	measured,	and	the	
information	is	sent	to	the	valve	con-
trol	unit	through	an	optical	fiber.	The	
voltage	divider	connected	across	the	
IGBT	provides	the	gate	unit	with	the	
current	needed	to	drive	the	gate	and	
feed	the	optical	communication	cir-
cuits	and	the	control	electronics.	

D E S C R I P T I O N S
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- Valve function
To	be	able	to	switch	voltages	high-
er	than	the	rated	voltage	of	one	
IGBT,	several	positions	are	connect-
ed	in	series	in	each	valve.	The	most	
important	matter	is	that	all	IGBTs	
must	turn	on	and	off	at	exactly	the	
same	moment,	to	achieve	an	evenly	
distributed	voltage	across	the	valve.	
ABB	has	a	well-proven	solution	that	
regulates	each	IGBT	position	indi-
vidually	in	the	valve	to	the	correct	
voltage	level.	The	flexibility	of	the	
IGBT	as	semiconducting	device	also	
makes	it	possible	to	block	the	cur-
rent	immediately	if	a	short	circuit	is	
detected	and	so	prevent	damage	to	
the	converter.		A	single	valve	for	a		
150	kV	module	consists	of	around	
�00	series-connected	IGBTs.

- Valve bridge
HVDC	Light®		is	based	on	a	two-
level	topology,	meaning	that	the	out-
put	voltage	is	switched	between	
two	voltage	levels.	Each	phase	has	
two	valves,	one	between	the	posi-
tive	potential	and	the	phase	outlet	
and	one	between	the	output	and	

the	negative	potential.	Thus,	a	three-
phase	converter	has	six	valves,	
three	phase	current	reactors	and	a	
set	of	DC	capacitors.	The	diagram	
below	shows	the	principle	schemat-
ics	of	an	HVDC	Light®	converter.

- Mechanical design
The	HVDC	Light®	converter	valves	
are	for	DC	voltages	up	to	150	kV	
assembled	inside	an	enclosure	
made	of	steel	and	aluminum.	The	
shielded	enclosure	helps	to	improve	
the	electromagnetic	compatibility	of	
the	converter.	Another	advantage	
is	that	the	enclosure	is	made	as	a	
standard	container,	which	simplifies	
the	transport	of	the	converter	to	the	
site.	With	this	method,	most	of	the	
HVDC	Light®	converter	parts	can	
be	pre-assembled	at	the	produc-
tion	location	to	minimize	the	assem-
bly	work	on	site.	Some	of	the	testing	
can	also	be	done	before	transporta-
tion,	so	reducing	the	installation	and	
commissioning	time	on	site.

All	IGBTs	and	coolers	in	a	stack	are	

Principle schematic of a three-phase two-level HVDC Light® converter.
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mounted	tightly	together	under	very	
high	pressure,	to	minimize	contact	
resistance	and	to	increase	cooling	
capacity.

The	stacks	are	pressed	togeth-
er	with	glass	fiber	bolts,	which	ful-
fill	both	insulation	and	mechanical	
strength	criteria.	Circular	aluminum	
shields	are	mounted	around	the	
IGBT	stacks	to	smooth	the	electrical	
field	around	the	high-voltage	equip-
ment.	The	stacks	are	suspended	
on	an	insulator	from	the	ceiling	of	
the	valve	enclosure.	This	installation	
method	makes	the	converter	resis-
tant	to	earthquakes	and	other	move-
ments.	

Overall,	the	assembling	method	with	
shielded	stacks	hanging	in	enclo-
sures	with	controlled	humidity	lev-
els	makes	it	possible	to	reduce	the	
distances	between	the	high-volt-
age	parts	and	the	surroundings.	
This	makes	HVDC	Light®	a	compact	
power	transmission	technology.	
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Inside a Valve Enclosure

Today,	there	are	no	standards	that	
fully	cover	the	testing	of	an	HVDC	
Light®	converter	valve.	The	AC	and	
DC	voltage	applications	are	tested	
according	to	IEC	60700-1,	to	the	
extent	that	the	standard	is	appli-
cable.	The	switching	and	lightning	
impulse	tests	are	performed	accord-
ing	to	IEC	60060.

All	IGBT	positions	are	tested	before	
the	stacks	are	assembled,	in	a	
sophisticated	routine	test	line.	In	
this	process,	the	IGBT,	the	voltage	
divider	and	the	gate	unit	are	tested	
together.	
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Afterwards,	parts	of	the	converter	
valves	are	type	tested	in	an	H-bridge	
test	setup.	The	tests	are	performed	
on	a	downscale	of	the	converter	
valves,	with	only	a	few	positions	in	
series	and	with	reduced	AC	voltage.	
Four	valves	are	connected	in	an	H-
bridge	configuration,	which	makes	
it	possible	to	test	both	rectifier	and	
inverter	operation.	Phase	angles,	
voltages,	current	and	filters	can	be	
adjusted	to	simulate	most	of	the	
HVDC	Light®	operation	modes.	

5.1.8 Valve cooling system

All	HVDC	Light®	positions	are	
equipped	with	water-cooled	heat	
sinks	providing	high-efficiency	cool-
ing.	The	valve	cooling	systems	are	
manufactured	by	SwedeWater,	a	
member	of	the	ABB	group.

To	be	able	to	use	water	as	cooling	
liquid	in	direct	contact	with	high	volt-
age	potentials,	it	is	of	great	impor-
tance	that	the	water	has	very	low	
conductivity.	The	water	is	circulat-
ing	through	the	heat	sink	in	close	
contact	with	each	IGBT,	which	effi-
ciently	transports	the	heat	away	
from	the	semiconductor.	The	cool-
ing	water	circuit	is	a	closed	system,	
and	the	water	is	cooled	through	
heat	exchangers	using	either	air	or	
a	secondary	water	circuit	as	cooling	
medium.	

The	water	in	the	valve	cooling	sys-
tem	passes	continuously	through	a	
de-ionizing	system,	to	keep	the	con-
ductivity	of	the	water	low.	The	tem-
perature	of	the	water	in	the	valves	is	
controlled	by	a	MACH-�-based	cool-
ing	control	system,	regulating	for	
example	the	number	of	fans	to	oper-
ate	to	achieve	the	necessary	cooling	
capacity.	In	addition	to	temperature	
measurements,	the	cooling	system	
is	also	equipped	with	sensors	for	
pressure,	water	flow,	level	and	con-
ductivity	and	it	controls	motor-oper-
ated	valves,	pumps	and	fans.	If	nec-
essary,	electrical	heaters	or	glycol	
can	be	added	to	prevent	the	water	
from	freezing,	if	the	converter	station	
is	located	in	a	cold	area.
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Valve cooling system.

All	major	parts	of	the	valve	cooling	
system	are	provided	with	redundant	
equipment.	The	control	system	con-
sists	of	two	separate	systems	that	
measure	all	parameters	using	dif-
ferent	transmitters,	all	to	minimize	
the	risk	of	an	unwanted	stop.	Both	
systems	are	able	to	control	the	two	
main	pump	motors,	and	the	low-
voltage	switchgear	has	switcho-
ver	functions	to	ensure	uninterrupt-
ible	operation.	The	software	also	
performs	weekly	changeovers	of	
the	pumps	in	operation,	to	achieve	
equal	wear	of	the	equipment.	
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The	redundancy	of	all	equipment	
also	simplifies	the	maintenance	of	
the	valve	cooling	system.	It	is	possi-
ble	to	manually	change	directly	from	
the	operator	computer	which	pump	
will	run,	if	maintenance	is	necessary.	
Some	parts	of	the	cooling	system	
can	be	closed	and	disconnected,	to	
allow	maintenance	to	be	done	with-
out	interrupting	the	power	transmis-
sion.	

The	valve	cooling	system	used	for	
HVDC	Light®	is	based	on	the	valve	
cooling	system	used	for	thyristor	
valves	in	conventional	HVDC	con-
verters	since	1980.
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5.1.9 Station service power

The	station	service	power	system	
is	vital	for	reliable	operation	of	the	
HVDC	Light®	station.	The	design	of	
station	service	power	is	focused	on:

-	 Redundant	power	supplies,	one		
	 from	the	internal	AC	bus	and	one		
	 from	a	external	source.

The	supply	the	internal	AC	bus	can	
be	taken	from	a	yoke	winding	on	the	
converter	transformer.	In	this	way	
power	supply	is	guaranteed	at	all	
times	when	the	station	is	in	opera-
tion.	The	output	voltage	is	6	–10	kV,	
which	means	an	intermediate	trans-
former	is	necessary	to	get	a	400	V	
system.

The	external	power	supply	is	taken	
from	a	local	AC	system	provided	by	
the	customer	and	is	used	as	a	back-
up	source.

-	 Duplication	of	all	critical	parts,		
	 valve	cooling	pumps,	station	
	 batteries	and	battery	chargers.

- Automatic changeover
The	incomers	to	the	400	V	switch-
gear	have	automatic	changeover	
control.	The	supply	coming	from	the	
internal	AC	bus	is	pre-selected	as	
primary	supply	and	the	supply	from	
the	external	local	AC	system	is	pre-
selected	as	backup	supply.	If	the	
pre-selected	supply	fails,	change-
over	to	the	backup	supply	takes	
place	within	a	pre-set	time.	When	
the	pre-selected	supply	returns,	the	
changeover	system	changes	back	
to	the	primary	supply	within	the	pre-
set	time.

- Duplication of all critical  
equipment
-	 valve	cooling	pumps

The	duplicated	valve	cooling	pumps	
are	controlled	by	frequency	convert-
ers	for	maximum	flexibility	for	flow	
control	of	cooling	water.		The	fre-
quency	converter	also	makes	it	pos-
sible	to	use	a	DC	backup	source	to	
keep	the	pump	running	if	auxiliary	
power	is	lost	for	a	long	time.

-	 station	battery	system

The	control	equipment	and	other	
station	DC	loads	are	supplied	from	
a	duplicated	station	battery	system	
with	a	backup	time	of	at	least	two	
hours.	

Critical	AC	loads	within	the	control	
equipment,	such	as	servers,	comput-
ers,	LAN	switches	etc	are	supplied	
from	a	DC/AC	inverter	fed	from	the	
station	battery	and	with	an	automatic	
switchover	to	the	alternative	AC	sup-
ply	in	the	event	of	inverter	failure	or	
overload.

5.1.10 Fire protection 

For	HVDC	Light®	projects,	the	fire	
protection	area	is	generally	small-
er	than	for	conventional	HVDC,	but	
the	requirements	are	the	same.	The	
design	of	fire-fighting	and	fire	pro-
tection	is	in	accordance	with	NFPA	
(National	Fire	Protection	Associa-
tion)	and	with	the	requirements	of	all	
authorities	having	jurisdiction	over	
any	parts	of	the	works.
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The	valve	enclosures,	the	control	
enclosure	and	all	areas	that	have	
a	high	demand	because	of	sensi-
tive	equipment	are	detected	with	air	
sampling	systems.	The	air	sampling	
system	can	detect	smoke	at	a	very	
early	stage.	Being	able	to	detect	
smoke	at	an	early	stage	is	an	advan-
tage	since	this	can	prevent	unnec-
essary	tripping	or	shutdown	of	the	
station.

The	power	transformer	is	isolated	
by	firewalls.	Depending	on	the	local	
regulations	or	client	requirements	
the	transformer	may	or	may	not	be	
protected	by	a	sprinkler	system.	
The	converter	reactors	have	smoke	
detectors.

If	necessary,	the	valve	enclosures	
and	other	detected	areas	with	air	
sampling	systems	can	be	protected	
with	total	flooding	by	gas	or	water	
mist	extinguishing	systems	in	accor-
dance	with	NFPA	�001or	NFPA	750.	

If	a	water	pumping	system	is	
required,	it	consists	of	one	electric	
pump	and	one	standby	diesel-driv-
en	pump.	A	ring	main	water	loop	will	
then	be	located	on	the	site	(under-
ground)	for	fire-fighting	water	supply.	
It	is	connected	to	an	isolation	valve	
that	will	bring	redundancy	in	the	ring	
main	loop	for	fire	fighting	water.	Fire	
hydrants	will	be	located	strategi-
cally	around	in	the	site	area	close	to	
the	main	loop.	Water	supply	storage	
will	be	connected	to	the	fire	fighting	
water	loop.

The	signals	from	the	detection	sys-
tem	and	the	pumps	will	be	connect-
ed	to	a	fire	alarm	panel	in	the	opera-
tor	control	room
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5.1.11 Civil work, building and 
installation

- General
For	HVDC	Light®	systems	up	to	150	
kV,	land-based	stations	are	built	
without	a	dedicated	valve	hall.	The	
converter	station	has	a	compact	lay-
out,	with	the	majority	of	equipment	
housed	in	a	typical	warehouse-style	
building.	The	buildings	are	made	of	
steel	sheet	and	are	provided	with	
doors,	stairs	and	catwalks.

The	IGBT’s	valves	are	installed	in	
steel	enclosures	which	are	placed	
on	a	concrete	slab.	The	control	and	
cooling	equipment	is	normally	also	
installed	in	enclosures.	Concrete	
slabs	are	also	used	for	locating	the	
AC-filters	and	DC	equipment.	Over	
all	the	equipment	a	simple	steel	
building	is	erected.	The	main	func-
tions	of	the	building	are	HF	shield-
ing,	noise	reduction	and	weath-
er	protection.	All	the	enclosures	
(valves,	control	and	cooling)	have	
a	controlled	indoor	environment	as	
regards	temperature,	humidity	and	
cleanness.

The	wall	cladding	of	the	building	is	
normally	metal	sheeting,	which	can	
be	insulated	with	sound	barriers	to	
achieve	the	required	noise	level.	The	
building	can	be	fitted	with	a	ventila-
tion	system	if	required.	

Transformers	and	cooling	fans	are	
located	outside	the	building	.	The	
power	transformers	are	placed	on	
solid	foundations.	The	transformer	
is	connected	to	the	indoor	AC-filter	
by	cables.	If	required,	a	convention-
al	AC	switchgear	with	breakers	etc	
can	be	added	to	connect	the	power	
transformer	to	the	AC	network.

Both	the	civil	works	and	equipment	
installation	is	normally	contracted	to	
a	local	contractor,	who	will	perform	
the	works	under	the	supervision	of	
ABB	Engineers.
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- Site inspection zand testing
System	testing	is	normally	the	last	
test	activity	prior	to	handing	over	the	
HVDC	system	to	the	client	for	opera-
tion.	Prior	to	system	testing,	sever-
al	other	test	activities	will	have	been	
performed.	The	general	philosophy	
is	that	all	tests	must	be	performed	
as	early	as	possible	in	order	to	allow	
early	remedial	work	to	be	done.	The	
on-site	inspection	and	test	activities	
comprise:

Verifications	and	tests	during	civil	
work	and	during	installation	of	indi-
vidual	equipment/unit.

n	 Verifications	and	inspection		
	 during	civil	work.

n	 Pre-installation	verifications.

n	 Verifications	during	installation.

n	 Equipment	tests.

Test	of	subsystems	of	the	HVDC	
system.

n	 Subsystem	functional	(circuit)		
	 tests.

n	 Start	up	of	auxiliary	systems,		
	 including	building	systems.

System	tests	of	the	HVDC	system.

n	 Terminal	Test

	 •	High-voltage	energizing	

	 •	Terminal	operation

n	 Transmission	test

In	addition	to	the	tests	specified	
above,	acceptance	tests	will	be	per-
formed	according	to	specification	
and	contract	agreement.

All	verifications	and	tests	on	site	are	
listed	in	the	inspection	and	test	plan	
for	field-tests	(ITP).	During	inspec-
tions,	the	environmental	impact	
requirements	specified	in	the	various	
design	drawings	will	also	be	verified.

All	tests	will	be	performed	or	super-
vised	by	ABB	commissioning	engi-
neers	and	ABB	experts.	

All	tests	under	high-voltage	condi-
tions,	terminal	tests	and	transmis-
sion	tests,	will	be	directed	by	ABB’s	
test	manager	with	the	assistance	of	
ABB	commissioning	engineers,	but	
under	full	operational	responsibility	
of	the	customer’s	operational	orga-
nization.
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5.1.12 Availability

When	designing	a	modern	HVDC	
Light®	transmission	system,	one	of	
the	main	design	objectives	is	to	min-
imize	the	number	of	forced	outag-
es	and	the	down	time	due	to	forced	
outages	and	scheduled	mainte-
nance.

The	HVDC	Light®	transmission	is	
designed	according	to	the	follow-
ing	principles	in	order	to	assure	high	
reliability	and	availability:

•	 simple	station	design	

•	 use	of	components	with	proven		
	 high	reliability	

•	 automatic	supervision

•	 use	of	redundant	and/or	back-up		
	 control	systems	and	equipment		
	 such	as	measurements,		
	 pumps,	etc.	

•	 available	spare	units

•	 the	design	must	allow		
	 maintenance	activities	(forced	and		
	 scheduled)	to	be	performed	with		
	 minimum	curtailment	to	the		
	 system	operation	

•	 scheduled	maintenance	that		
	 requires	link	shut-down	must	be		
	 minimized	

•	 the	scheduled	maintenance	time		
	 has	been	kept	low	thanks	to	few		
	 mechanical	parts

Maintainability	is	increased	by	the	
introduction	of	redundancy	up	to	an	
economically	reasonable	level.	The	
maintenance	times,	especially	for	
work	that	requires	curtailment	of	the	
HVDC	Light®	transmission,	should	
be	minimized	by	use	of	exchange	of	
modules	or	components	instead	of	
repair.

1)	October	�00�,	Average	availability	is	decreased	by	annual	preventive	maintenance	in	Murray	Link
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Observed	energy	availability	from	
two	of	our	projects	in	commercial	
operation	is	above	98%	as	shown	in	
the	figure	below.	Since	the	number	
of	installed	equipment	are	less	for	
an	HVDC	Light	scheme	compared	
to	a	conventional	HVDC	scheme	the	
target	value	for	availability	is	equal	
or	even	better	for	HVDC	Light	com-
pared	to	conventional	HVDC.
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5.1.13 Maintainability

The	unavailability	due	to	sched-
uled	maintenance	depends	both	
on	the	design	of	the	HVDC	Light®	
transmission	and	on	the	organiza-
tion	of	the	maintenance	work.	The	
modern	design,	which	incorporates	
extensive	redundancies	for	essen-
tial	systems	such	as	cooling	sys-
tems,	duplicated	control	systems	
and	station	service	power,	allows	
most	of	the	maintenance	work	to	be	
done	with	no	interruption	of	opera-
tion.	This	work	will	require	�00-400	
man-hours	per	year,	depending	on	
the	size	of	the	transmission	system.	
As	an	example,	the	remaining	main-
tenance	effort	for	a	�50	MW	mod-
ule,	that	requires	curtailment	of	the	
HVDC	transmission	is	estimated	
to	require	approximately	160	man-
hours	every	second	year	per	station.	
The	time	to	do	this	work	is	estimat-
ed	to	be	60	hours,	the	necessary	
workforce	will	then	be	six	persons,	
and	the	minimum	scheduled	unavail-
ability	will	then	be	maximum	0.�5%	
average	per	year.	However,	with	
increased	staff	and	proper	planning	
the	maintenance	work	can	be	per-
formed	in	a	shorter	time.

5.1.14 Quality Assurance/
Standards

ABB	has	developed	an	effective	
and	efficient	quality	assurance	pro-
gram	complying	with	ISO	9001	and	
other	applicable	standards	and	
an	environment	management	sys-
tem	complying	with	ISO	14000.	The	
know-how	acquired	by	long	experi-
ence	with	HVDC	projects	of	differ-
ent	nature,	solid	technical	resources	
and	closely	developed	relations	to	
key	sub-suppliers,	ensures	reliable	
products	in	compliance	with	speci-
fications.

The	quality	assurance	program	pro-
vides	the	tool	to	ensure	that	the	
work	in	different	phases	is	executed	
in	a	predictable	manner.

Several	systems	for	feedback	of	
experience	are	used,	including	fol-
low-up	and	testing	during	equipment	
manufacturing	(type-test	and	routine	
test	for	equipment,	factory	system	
test	for	control	equipment),	installa-
tion,	commissioning	and	commercial	
operation.	Included	equipment	is	in	
line	with	applicable	IEC	standards.

5.1.15 Acoustic noise

A	major	part	of	the	equipment	that	
generates	noise	is	located	inside	
the	buildings	and	this	noise	can	be	
successfully	attenuated	by	proper-
ly	designed	acoustic	properties	of	
the	walls	and	roof.	The	station	layout	
should	also	be	adapted	to	fit	acous-
tical	requirements.

There	may	be	several	different	
sound	requirements	for	an	HVDC	
Light®	station.

Identifying	which	of	them	are	valid	
and	may	be	critical	for	the	design	
of	the	plant	is	a	major	task	at	the	
beginning	of	the	acoustic	design	
process	.

The	sound	requirements	usual-
ly	apply	to	the	areas	outside	the	
station,	the	space	inside	the	sta-
tion,	and	the	inside	of	the	buildings/
enclosures.

Sound	requirements	for	the	outside	
area	may	vary	depending	on	state	
regulations,	or	on	local	regulations,	
or	industry	practices.

- Decibel scale
Sound	is	measured	as	sound	pres-
sure	level	(usually	called	sound	level)	
and	is	stated	as	decibel	(dB)	value,	
which	represents	a	value	related	to	
a	certain	reference	sound	pressure	
level.	

It	is	normal	that	the	value	used	is	
corrected	for	the	spectral	sensitiv-
ity	of	the	human	ear;	this	is	known	
as	dB(A).

- Sound requirements
The	most	common	sound	require-
ments	for	the	areas	outside	the	sta-
tion	area	are	set	at	the	following	
locations.

•	 At	the	station	fence.		
	 (typically	60	dB)

•	 At	the	property	line.	

•	 At	a	given	distance	/radius	from		
	 the	station;

•	 At	the	nearest	residences.		
	 (typically	40	dB)

- Acoustic design
To	ensure	that	noise	requirements	
for	the	plant	will	be	met,	it	is	nec-
essary	to	design	and	construct	the	
station	correctly	from	the	very	begin-
ning.
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The	process	of	acoustic	design	of	
the	plant	includes	following	steps:

•	 Identify	the	noise	requirements	for		
	 the	plant

•	 Identify	the	real	constraints	for	the		
	 noise	design

•	 Influence	the	layout	design	so	that		
	 the	noise	requirements	will	be		
	 fulfilled

•	 Predict	the	expected	noise	level		
	 around	the	equipment	used	and		
	 the	entire	plant		

•	 Decide	the	maximum	permissible		
	 noise	levels	for	the	most		
	 significant	pieces	of	equipment

•	 Decide	the	acoustic	properties	of		
	 the	enclosures,	buildings	and	
	 expected	attenuation	screens

•	 Work	out	the	verification		
	 procedures	for	final	compliance		
	 with	the	noise	requirements	for		
	 the	plant	

- Noise sources in an HVDC Light® 
station

Typical	noise	sources	in	the	HVDC	
Light®	station	are:

•	 Power	transformers;

•	 Cooling	fans	for	cooling	systems;

•	 Ventilation	openings	and	facades		
	 of	the	equipment	buildings;

•	 PLC	filter	components;

•	 Air-conditioning	equipment.

- Prediction model
The	calculation	for	prediction	of	the	
sound	contribution	from	the	HVDC	
Light®	equipment	is	usually	done	in	
a	three-dimensional	(�D)	model	of	
the	plant	and	its	surrounding.	The	

�D	model	is	created	in	the	qualified	
software,	which	is	also	used	for	cal-
culations.

All	significant	sound	sources	in	the	
plant	are	included	in	such	a	model.	
The	most	essential	elements	of	sta-
tion	surroundings	which	may	influ-
ence	the	sound	propagation	from	
the	station	are	also	included	in	the	
model.	The	�D	model	makes	pos-
sible	to	study	different	possible	lay-
outs	and	different	configurations	of	
the	equipment	for	the	future	station.	
The	result	of	the	prediction	may	be	
shown	as	a	sound	contribution	map	
for	the	area	around	the	station	and	
can	also	be	supplemented	with	the	
tables	containing	the	exact	sound	
level	values	for	the	chosen	locations	
of	interest.

5.2 HVDC Light® control and   
protection 

5.2.1 Redundancy design and 
changeover philosophy

- Active/standby systems
The	redundant	PCP	systems	are	
designed	as	duplicated	systems	act-
ing	as	active	or	hot	standby.	At	any	
time	only	one	of	the	two	control	sys-

An example of a 3D model and a 
result map for a typical  

HVDC Light® station.

D E S C R I P T I O N S

tems	is	active,	controlling	the	con-
verter	and	associated	equipment.

The	other	system,	the	standby	sys-
tem,	is	running,	but	the	“outputs”	
from	that	system	are	disabled.	If	a	
fault	is	detected	in	the	active	system,	
the	standby	system	takes	over	con-
trol,	becoming	the	new	active	sys-
tem.	The	faulty	system	(the	previous-
ly	active	system)	should	be	checked	
before	being	taken	into	operation	as	
the	standby	system.

- System changeover
The	system	switchover	commands	
can	be	manually	or	automatical-
ly	initiated.	The	manual	commands	
are	initiated	by	a	pushbutton	in	the	
active	system,	whilst	the	automatic	
commands	are	initiated	by	exten-
sive	internal	supervision	functions	of	
the	subsystems,	or	on	a	protection	
order.	The	switchover	commands	
are	always	initiated	from	the	cur-
rently	active	system.	This	switcho-
ver	philosophy	means	that	a	fault	or	
testing	activity	in	the	standby	sys-
tem	cannot	result	in	an	unintentional	
switchover.	Furthermore,	a	manual	
switchover	order	to	a	faulty	standby	
system	is	not	possible.
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- Changeover from protections
Control	problems	may	initiate	pro-
tection	actions.	To	improve	the	over-
all	reliability	performance	of	the	
HVDC	Light®	transmission	by	avoid-
ing	unnecessary	trips	in	connec-
tion	with	control	problems,	some	of	
the	converter	and	pole	protections	
initiate	a	fast	changeover	from	the	
active	to	the	standby	control	system.	
Before	a	trip	order	is	issued	from	
the	DC	protection	system,	a	sys-
tem	changeover	is	performed	if	the	
fault	type	could	have	been	caused	
by	a	control	failure,	and	the	inher-
ent	delay	in	such	a	changeover	is	
acceptable.	If	the	redundant	control	
system	is	healthy	and	successfully	
re-establishes	undisturbed	power	
transfer	on	the	HVDC	link,	the	pro-
tections	in	both	systems	will	reset	
and	not	time	out	to	trip.	To	achieve	
proper	coordination	between	block/
trip	orders,	both	time	and	level	sep-
aration	is	used.
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- Protection redundancy
Both	AC	and	DC	protection	trip	
actions	are	active	in	both	systems	
but	only	some	of	the	DC	protections	
i.e.	those	that	may	have	been	initi-
ated	due	to	a	control	problem,	can	
order	a	changeover.

Both	systems	are	equipped	with	
identical	protections	fed	from	sepa-
rate	primary	sensors	where	practi-
cally	possible.

- Self supervision
Inadvertent	trips	are	avoided	as	
each	system	is	provided	with	exten-
sive	self-supervision,	which	further	
enhances	system	security.	Examples	
on	methods	for	self-supervision	are:

•	 Inherent	supervision	in	measuring		
	 systems	(e.g.	DCCT,	DCOCT).

•	 Comparison	in	software	between		
	 actually	measured	zero	sequence		
	 components	and	zero	sequence		
	 components	calculated	in		
	 software	in	the	case	of	three		
	 phase	current	measurement.

•	 Duplicated	inputs	and		
	 comparison	in	software.

•	 Supervision	of	data	bus		
	 communications.

•	 Supervision	of	auxiliary	power.

Any	detected	failures	in	the	control	
and	protection	hardware	will	result	in	
a	request	for	changeover,	which	will	
be	executed	if	a	standby	system	is	
available	and	ready	to	take	over.

5.2.2 Converter control

Each	HVDC	Light®	converter	is	able	
to	control	active	and	reactive	power	
independently	by	simultaneously	
regulating	the	amplitude	and	phase	
angle	of	the	fundamental	compo-
nent	of	the	converter	output	voltage.	
The	general	control	scheme	of	one	
converter	station	is	shown	in	the	fig-
ure	below.

Control block diagram with 
simple Single-line diagram
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5.2.3 Current control 

The	purpose	of	current	control	is	to	
allow	the	current	through	the	con-
verter	phase	reactors	and	the	trans-
former	to	be	controlled.	The	con-
trol	operates	in	a	coordinate	system	
phase	synchronous	to	the	funda-
mental	frequency	in	the	network,	
referred	to	as	dq-frame.	The	control	
reference	object	is	the	transformer	
current.

- Voltage sequence decomposition
The	voltage	sequence	decomposi-
tion	provides	the	true	positive	volt-
age	sequence,	u_dq_pos,	for	the	
phase-locked	loop,	the	quasi-posi-
tive	sequence,	u_pcc_p,	and	the	
true	negative	sequence	voltage,	u_
pcc_n,	for	the	AC	current	control	
feed-forward	voltages.

- DQPLL and SYNCPLL
The	phase-locked	loop	(PLL)	is	used	
to	synchronize	the	converter	con-
trol	with	the	line	voltage.	The	input	of	
the	PLL	is	the	three-phase	voltages	
measured	at	the	filter	bus.

- AC current control
Control	the	currents	through	the	
converter	phase	reactors	and	pro-
vides	a	symmetrical	three-phase	
current	to	the	converter,	regardless	
of	whether	the	AC	network	voltage	
is	symmetrical	or	not.	The	current	
order	is	calculated	from	the	power	
order.

- OPWM 
The	OPWM	(optimal	pulse	width	
modulation)	function	must	pro-
vide	two	functions:	-	calculate	the	
time	to	the	next	sample	instant,	and	
modulate	the	reference	voltage	vec-
tor.	OPWM	is	a	modulation	method	
that	is	used	for	harmonic	elimination	
and	to	reduce	converter	losses.	The	
harmonic	elimination	concentrates	
the	harmonics	to	a	narrow	band-

width,	which	is	beneficial	for	the	fil-
ter	design.	Thus,	the	filters	can	be	
made	smaller.	The	converter	losses	
are	reduced	by	switching	the	valves	
less	often	when	the	current	is	high.	
Using	pulse	width	modulation	makes	
it	possible	to	achieve	fast	control	of	
the	active	and	reactive	power.	This	
is	beneficial	when	supporting	the	AC	
network	during	disturbances.	The	
control	is	optimized	to	have	a	fast	
and	stable	performance	during	AC	
system	fault	recovery.

5.2.4 Current order control

The	current	order	control	provides	
the	reference	current	for	the	cur-
rent	control	and	acts	as	an	interface	
between	the	PQU	order	control	that	
operates	on	RMS	values	and	the	
momentary	control	signals	within	the	
current	control.

- DCVC and UDCCOL
The	DC	voltage	control	provides	
control	of	the	DC	voltage	using	the	
current	order.	

- UACCOL
The	AC	voltage-dependent	current	
order	limiter	provides	control	to	keep	
the	AC	filter	bus	voltage	within	its	
upper	and	lower	limits.	

- PQ2idq
The	pq�idq	calculates	the	dq	cur-
rent	orders	with	respect	to	the	posi-
tive-sequence	voltage.	
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5.2.5 PQU order control

The	PQU	order	control	object	must		
mainly	calculate	and	provide	the	cur-
rent	order	control	block	with	active	
and	reactive	power	references.	

- Active power control/frequency 
control
The	active	power	control	controls	
the	active	power	flow	by	generat-
ing	a	contribution	to	the	DC	voltage	
reference	depending	on	the	active	
power	reference.	In	isolated	mode	
the	frequency	control	will	control	the	
frequency	of	the	isolated	network.

- Reactive power control
The	reactive	power	control	controls	
the	reactive	power.

- AC voltage control
The	AC	voltage	control	controls	the	
AC	voltage.

- Tap changer control
The	tap	changer	control	is	used	to	
keep	the	filter	bus	voltage	and	thus	
the	modulation	index	within	suitable	
limits.	
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5.2.6 Protections

- Protection system philosophy
The	purpose	of	the	protection	sys-
tem	is	to	cause	a	prompt	removal	of	
any	element	of	the	electrical	system	
from	service	in	the	event	of	a	fault,	
for	example	when	it	suffers	a	short	
circuit	or	when	it	starts	to	operate	
in	any	abnormal	manner	that	might	
cause	damage	or	otherwise	inter-
fere	with	the	effective	operation	of	
the	rest	of	the	system.	The	protec-
tive	system	is	aided	in	this	task	by	
the	AC	circuit-breakers,	which	dis-
connect	the	AC	network	from	the	
converters	and	are	capable	of	de-
energizing	the	converter	transformer,	
thereby	eliminating	the	DC	current	
and	voltage.

The	protection	system	has	exten-
sive	self-supervision.	Any	failures	
detected	in	the	control	and	protec-
tion	hardware	result	in	appropriate	
actions	depending	on	the	sever-
ity	of	the	fault.	Failures	may	result	
in	a	request	for	changeover	to	the	
redundant	system,	which	is	execut-
ed	if	there	is	a	standby	system	ready	
to	take	over.

When	a	protection	operates	the	fol-
lowing	fault	clearing	actions	are	
taken	depending	on	the	type	of	fault:	

•	 Transient	current	limitation	by		
	 means	of	temporary	blocking	of		
	 the	converter	control	pulses	on	a		
	 per	phase	basis

•	 Permanent	blocking	of	the		
	 converter

•	 Trip	of	the	AC	circuit-breakers

- Protective actions and effects

Alarms
Alarms	are	generally	generated	as	
a	first	action	by	some	protections	to	
notify	the	operator	that	something	is	
wrong,	but	the	system	will	still	con-
tinue	to	run	as	before	the	alarm.	

Transient current limiter
The	transient	current	limiter	stops	
sending	pulses	to	the	IGBTs	corre-
sponding	to	the	phase	with	high	cur-
rent.	The	pulses	are	re-established	
when	the	current	returns	to	a	safe	
level	(i.e.	temporary	blocking	on	a	
per	phase	basis).	Overvoltage	pro-
tection	temporarily	stops	the	pulses	
in	all	three	phases	simultaneously.

Permanent blocking
Permanent	blocking	means	that	a	
turn-off	control	pulse	will	be	sent	to	
all	IGBTs	and	they	stop	conducting	
immediately.	

AC circuit-breaker trip
Tripping	of	the	AC	circuit-breaker	
disconnects	the	AC	network	from	
the	converter	equipment.	This	pre-
vents	the	AC	system	from	feeding	
a	fault	on	the	valve	side	of	the	con-
verter	transformer.	In	addition,	the	
removal	of	the	AC	voltage	source	
from	the	converter	valves	avoids	
unnecessary	voltage	stresses	espe-
cially	when	the	valves	have	suffered	
severe	current	stresses.

All	protective	trip	orders	to	the	AC	
circuit-breakers	energize	both	A	and	
B	coils	of	the	breakers	through	two	
redundant	devices.	Two	redundant	
auxiliary	power	supplies	also	feed	
the	redundant	trip	orders.

Set lockout of the AC circuit- 
breaker
If	a	trip	order	has	been	sent	to	the	
AC	circuit-breaker,	an	order	to	lock	
out	the	breaker	may	also	be	exe-
cuted.	This	is	done	to	prevent	the	
breaker	from	closing	before	the	
operator	has	checked	the	cause	of	
the	trip.	The	operator	can	manually	
reset	the	lockout	of	the	breaker.

Pole isolation
The	pole	isolation	sequence	involves	
disconnecting	the	DC	side	(posi-
tive	and	negative	poles)	from	the	DC	
cable.	This	is	done	either	manual-
ly	during	normal	shutdown	or	auto-
matically	by	order	from	protections	
at	faults	which	require	that	the	DC	
side	is	disconnected,	for	example		a	
cooling	water	leakage.

Start breaker failure protection
At	the	same	time	as	a	trip	order	is	
sent	to	the	AC	breaker,	an	order	
may	also	be	sent	to	start	the	break-
er	failure	protection.	If	the	breaker	
does	not	open	properly	within	a	cer-
tain	time,	the	breaker	failure	protec-
tion	orders	re-trip	and/or	a	trip	of	the	
next	breaker.
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Protection overview
The	figure	below	shows	the	protec-
tions	included	in	an	HVDC	Light®	
station
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5.3 Control and protection   
platform - MACH 2 

5.3.1 General

To	operate	a	conventional	HVDC	
or	an	HVDC	Light®	transmission	as	
efficiently	and	flexibly	as	possible,	a	
powerful,	flexible	and	reliable	con-
trol	and	protection	system	is	clearly	
required.	The	control	system	should	
not	impose	any	limitations	on	control	
of	the	main	system	apparatus,	such	
as	the	converter	valves,	and	should	
not	prevent	new,	advanced,	control	
and	protection	functions	to	be	intro-
duced.

To	fulfill	the	current	and	future	
requirements	of	the	HVDC	and	
HVDC	Light®	control	and	protection	
system	ABB	has	developed	a	fully	
computerized	control	and	protection	
system	using	state-of-the-art	com-
puters,	micro-controllers	and	digi-
tal	signal	processors	connected	by	
high-performance	industrial	stan-
dard	buses	and	fiber	optic	commu-
nication	links.

The	system,	called	MACH	�,	is	
designed	specifically	for	convert-
ers	in	power	applications,	meaning	
that	many	compromises	have	been	
avoided	and	that	both	drastic	vol-
ume	reductions	and	substantial	per-
formance	improvements	have	been	
achieved.

All	critical	parts	of	the	system	
are	designed	with	inherent	paral-
lel	redundancy	and	use	the	same	
redundancy	and	switchover	prin-
ciples	as	used	by	ABB	for	HVDC	
applications	since	the	early	1980s.	

Because	of	the	extensive	use	of	
computers	and	micro-controllers,	it	
has	been	possible	to	include	very	
powerful	internal	supervision,	which	
will	minimize	periodic	maintenance	
for	the	control	equipment.

As	a	consequence	of	placing	all	
functions	in	computers	and	micro-
controllers,	the	software	will	play	the	
most	important	role	in	the	design	of	
the	system.	By	using	a	fully	graphi-
cal	functional	block	programming	
language	and	a	graphic	debugging	
tool,	running	on	networked	standard	
computers,	it	is	possible	to	establish	
a	very	efficient	development	and	test	
environment	to	produce	high	quality	
programs	and	documentation.

To	achieve	high	reliability,	qual-
ity	is	built	into	every	detail	from	the	
beginning.	This	is	secured	by	careful	
component	selection,	strict	design	
rules	and	finally	by	extensive	testing	
of	all	systems	in	a	real-time	HVDC	
simulator.
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Developments	in	the	field	of	elec-
tronics	are	extremely	rapid	at	pres-
ent,	and	the	best	way	to	make	sure	
that	the	designs	can	follow	and	ben-
efit	from	this	development	is	to	build	
all	systems	based	on	open	inter-
faces.	This	can	be	done	by	using	
international	and	industry	stan-
dards	wherever	possible	as	these	
standards	mean	long	lifetimes	and	
ensure	that	spare	and	upgrade	parts	
are	readily	available.
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5.3.2 Control and protection 
system design

The	HVDC	Light®	Control	and	pro-
tection	system,	built	with	the	MACH	
�	equipment,	consists	of	HMI,	main	
computer	systems,	I/O	systems	and	
valve	control	(valve	base	electron-
ics),	typically	arranged	as	in	the	fig-
ure	below.

The	design	criterion	for	the	control	
system	is	100%	availability	for	the	
transmission	system.	The	way	to	
achieve	this	is	that	no	single	point	
of	failure	should	interrupt	operation.	
Therefore,	redundancy	is	provided	
at	all	system	parts	involved	in	the	
power	transfer	of	the	HVDC	Light®	
transmission.

The	redundant	systems	act	as	active	
or	hot	standby.	At	any	time	only	one	
of	the	two	control	systems	is	active,	
controlling	the	converter	and	asso-
ciated	equipment.	The	other	sys-

tem,	the	standby	system,	is	running,	
but	the	outputs	from	that	system	
are	disabled.	If	a	fault	is	detected	
in	the	active	system,	the	standby	
system	takes	over	control,	becom-
ing	the	active	system.	The	internal	
supervision	giving	switchover	orders	
includes	auxiliary	power	supervision,	
program	execution	supervision	(stall	
alarm),	memory	test	and	supervision	
of	the	I/O	system	communication	
over	the	field	buses.		
The	special	ABB	feature	of	using	
appropriate	protections	for	swi-
tchover	between	systems,	further	
increases	the	control	system	reli-
ability.

Thanks	to	the	high	performance	of	
the	MACH	�	equipment,	the	same	
type	of	hardware	and	system	soft-
ware	is	used	for	an	ABB	HVDC	
Light®	control	system	as	in	a	con-
ventional	HVDC		control	system.	In	
fact	only	the	application	software	
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differs.	This	is	also	the	case	with	the	
valve	control	(valve	base	electron-
ics)	including	the	communication	to	
the	IGBT	firing	unit,	although	a	more	
advanced	firing	logic	is	needed	for	
the	IGBTs.		

The	MACH	�	control	and	protection	
system	design	can	also	be	shown	
in	a	more	function-oriented	way,	
as	shown	in	the	figure	below.	This	
figure	shows	the	very	simple	and	
streamlined	design	with	main	com-
puters	for	the	central	control	func-
tions	and	distributed	I/O	systems	
with	sensors	and	actuators	for	the	
main	circuit	apparatus.	The	number	
of	DSP	boards	in	the	main	computer	
can	easily	be	adapted	to	the	number	
of	I/O	systems	and	the	only	connec-
tion	needed	for	a	new	I/O	system	is	
field	bus	and	TDM	bus	fibers.	The	
high	performance	of	the	system	aris-
es	from	the	fact	that	a	main	comput-
er	with	only	one	DSP	board,	PS80X,	
can	handle	all	control	functions	for	
an	HVDC	Light®	transmission.		
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The	following	aspects	of	the	stan-
dard	computers	have	been	exten-
sively	tested	and	evaluated:

-	quality	of	the	computers

-	compatibility	with	our	software

-	environmental	compatibility

-	EMC

-	Performance

The	computers	used	for	control	
and	protections	are	of	the	heavy-
duty,	rack-mounted	type,	see	the	
figure	below,	and	are	powered	by	
110/��0V	DC	from	the	station	bat-
teries.
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5.3.3 Main computers

To	be	able	to	take	full	advantage	of	
the	very	fast	electronic	development,	
ABB’s	MACH	�	system	is	based	on	
high-performance	industrial	comput-
ers,	built	around	a	processor	plat-
form	with		INTEL	Pentium	proces-
sors.	The	computing	power	of	the	
main	computer	is	typically	used	to	
execute	functions	with	cycle	times	of	
0.5-1.0	ms	and	above.	All	faster	con-
trol	and	protection	functions,	with	
cycle	times	down	to	a	few	µs,	are	
handled	by	floating	point	DSPs		on	
add-in	boards.

The	use	of	industrial	computers	
assures	that	ABB	can	fully	utilize	the	
extremely	rapid	developments	in	the	
field	of	microprocessors	and	always	
design	the	control	and	protection	
system	for	the	highest	possible	per-
formance.

Control	and	protection	main	computer	rack	and	connected	I/O	systems
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5.3.4 PCI add-in Boards 

- PS80X High-performance DSP 
board
The	PS80X	board	mainly	compris-
es	a	cluster	of	six	very	high	per-
formance	DSPs	(ADSP�106�,	
SHARC)	that	together	deliver	a	cal-
culation	capacity	of	more	than	700	
MFlops.	The	activities	of	the	DSPs	
are	coordinated	by	a	general-pur-
pose	processor	(a	486DX4	running	
at	100MHz.	This	processor	handles	
housekeeping	and	the	very	impor-
tant	self-supervision	tasks.	The	

Main	computer

PS80X	PCI	add-in	board
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DSPs	on	the	PS801	board	get	their	
numerical	data	through	six	high-
speed	synchronous	serial	channels	
of	TDM	type.	Digital	(binary)	orders	
and	indications,	for	example	to	cir-
cuit-breakers,	are	handled	by	two	
CAN	busses.

The	programs	for	the	processors	
and	DSPs	on	the	PS801	board	are	
stored	in	Flash	PROMs	which	are	
programmed	and	erased	on	board.	
Software	changes	can	therefore	be	
done	without	removing	the	board.

5.3.5 I/O system

The	process	interface	of	the	redun-
dant	main	computer	systems	is	the	
I/O	systems,	placed	in	the	control	
and	protection	cubicles	or	in	sepa-
rate	cubicles	or	boxes.	The	field	bus	
connections	between	the	different	
levels	of	equipment	(cubicles)	are	
always	optical	to	avoid	any	possible	
interference.	
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5.3.6 Communication

The	communication	inside	the	con-
verter	station	uses	a	hierarchy	of	
serial	buses.	A	general	rule	for	
the	use	of	serial	buses	is	that	only	
industry	(or	international)	standard	
busses	are	used.	This	means	that	
no	proprietary	buses	are	used.	The	
objective	is	to	ensure	a	long	eco-
nomic	lifetime	for	the	buses	and	to	
ensure	that	the	components	used	to	
build	the	bus	structures	are	available	
from	independent	sources.

- Local communication
•	 The	local	area	network	used	in	
the	pole	is	based	on	the	well-known	
IEEE	80�.�	(Ethernet).

•	 The	SCADA	LAN	is	used	to	trans-
fer	data	between	the	control	and	
protection	main	computers	and	
the	various	clients	on	the	network,	
OWS,	GWS.

- Field buses
•	 I/O	control	bus	–	CAN	
To	communicate	with	binary	type	I/O	
devices	(disconnectors	and	break-
ers	etc.),	an	ISO	standard	bus,	ISO	
11898,	also	known	as	a	CAN	(con-
trol	area	network)	is	used.	This	bus	
combines	a	set	of	properties	impor-
tant	for	use	in	an	HVDC	station.	It	is	
a	high-speed	bus	with	an	efficient	
short	message	structure	and	very	
low	latency.	There	is	no	master/slave	
arrangement,	which	means	that	the	
network	is	never	dependent	on	the	
function	of	any	single	node	to	oper-
ate	correctly.	CANs	also	have	effi-
cient	CRC	checksum	and	hardware	
features	to	remove	a	faulty	node	
from	the	network.

Any	application	(software	function)	
in	a	control,	protection	or	I/O	sys-
tem	can	easily	communicate	with	
other	applications,	simply	by	con-
necting	their	signals	to	send	and	

receive	software	function	blocks	
(see	HiDraw	below).

The	operation	of	the	field	buses	is	
monitored	by	a	supervisory	function	
in	the	control	and	protection	system,	
continuously	writing	and	reading	to/
from	each	individual	node	of	the	sys-
tem.	Any	detected	faults	results	in	
an	alarm	and,	if	in	an	active	system,	
switchover	to	the	standby	system.

•	 TDM	bus	
The	TDM	buses	are	used	for	high-
speed	measurement	signals.	The	
TDM	bus	used	is	characterized	by	
large	data	carrying	capacity,	very	
low	latency	and		“no	jitter”	operation.	
This	is	absolutely	essential	when	
used	to	feed	the	HVDC	controls	with	
high-bandwidth	measurement	sig-
nals.	Each	TDM	bus	can	transmit	
over	�00	000	samples	per	second	
(one	sample	every	�	µs).	
The	receiving	nodes	in	the	main	
computers	continuously	check	the	
TDM	bus	operation	status.	Detected	
faults	give	alarm	and	switchover	to	
the	standby	system.

- Remote communication
If	station-to-station	communication	
is	included,	it	is	handled	by	com-
munication	boards	in	the	main	com-
puter	of	the	pole	control	and	protec-
tion	(PCP)	cubicles.	This	pole-level	
communication	gives	a	more	robust	
design	than	a	centralized	station-
level	telecommunication	unit.	
The	communication	is	synchronous	
and	conforms	to	ISO��09	(HDLC	
frames)	for	high	security.	

ABB	has	experience	with	all	types	
of	telecommunication,	ranging	from	
50	and	�00	bps	radio	links,	over	the	
very	common	1�00,	�400	or	9600	
bps	communication	links	using	ana-
logue	voice	channels,	up	to	digital	64	
kbps	or	higher	speed	links	obtained	
with	optical	fiber	connections.

5.3.7 Software

- Application software develop-
ment (HiDraw)
Most	application	software	for	the	
HVDC	control	and	protection	system	
is	produced	using	a	fully	graphical	
code-generating	tool	called	HiDraw.	
HiDraw	is	very	easy	to	use	as	it	is	
based	on	the	easiest	possible	drag-
and-drop	method.	It	is	designed	to	
produce	code	either	in	a	high	level	
language	(PL/M	or	ANSI	standard	C)	
or	in	assembly	language.	For	func-
tions	not	available	in	the	compre-
hensive	library	(one	for	each	type	of	
processor	board)	it	is	very	easy	to	
design	a	new	block	and	link	to	the	
schematic	with	a	simple	name	ref-
erence.	HiDraw	can	be	run	on	any	
industry-standard	Windows-compat-
ible	computer.

A	schematic	drawn	in	HiDraw	con-
sists	of	a	number	of	pages.	One	
page	specifies	cycle	times	and	the	
execution	order	of	the	other	pages.	
HiDraw	includes	a	first	on-screen	
plausibility	check	of	the	drawn	sche-
matic	and	automatic	cross-reference	
generation	between	the	pages.	As	
output,	HiDraw	produces	code	and	
a	“make”	file	ready	to	be	processed.

The	next	step	in	the	workflow	is	to	
run	this	make	file	(on	the	same	com-
puter)	which	means	invoking	the	
necessary	compiler/assembler	and	
link	locate	programs	(these	are	usu-
ally	obtained	from	the	chip	manufac-
turers	e.g.	Intel	and	Analog	Devices).	
The	result	is	a	file	that	is	ready	to	
be	downloaded	from	the	computer	
to	the	target	and	stored	in	the	flash	
PROMs.
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- Hierarchical design
HiDraw	supports	hierarchical	design	
in	order	to	ease	understanding	of	
complex	applications	and	to	encour-
age	top-down	design.	Hierarchical	
design	means	an	organization	of	the	
drawings	in	a	hierarchical	structure,	
where	symbols	on	the	top	layer	rep-
resent	functionality	in	rough	outlines.	
Double-clicking	on	such	a	symbol	
opens	a	“hierarchical	drawing”	with	
more	details	of	that	symbol,	etc.	(see	
figure	below).	
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Hierarchical	symbols	and	drawings

5.3.8 Input to system studies

Code	generation	is	performed	by	
means	of	the	code	definitions	in	
an	HDF	file	(HDF	=	HiDraw	Defini-
tion	Format).	Each	graphical	symbol	
in	a	symbol	library	has	a	name	and	
the	name	is	used	to	define	a	piece	
of	code	in	a	separate	HDF-file.	This	
open	ABB	approach	is	very	advan-
tageous	in	several	aspects.	One	is	
from	the	HVDC	Light®	system	point	
of	view.	The	HiDraw	drawings	for	

D E S C R I P T I O N S

control	and	protection,	with	the	nor-
mal	definition	files	producing	code	
in	C,	PL/M,	or	DSP-assembler,	are	
used	simply	by	switching	the	defini-
tion	files	used	to	generate	FORTRAN	
code.	The	electromagnetic	transient	
program	EMTDC	can	use	this	FOR-
TRAN	code	directly,	and	an	exact	
representation	of	the	control	and	
protection	functions	is	thus	achieved	
in	the	digital	system	studies.
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5.3.9 Debugging facilities

For	debugging,	a	fully	graphical	
debugger,	called	HiBug,	operat-
ing	under	Windows	is	used.	HiBug	
allows	the	operator	to	view	several	
HiDraw	pages	at	the	same	time	and	
look	at	any	internal	software	“signal”	
in	real	time	simply	by	double-clicking	
on	the	line	that	represents	the	signal.	
Parameters	can	easily	be	changed	
by	double-clicking	on	their	value.

For	fault	tracing,	it	is	easy	to	fol-
low	a	signal	through	several	pages	
because	when	a	signal	passes	from	
one	page	to	another,	a	double	click	
on	the	page	reference	automatically	
opens	the	new	page	and	allows	the	
trace	to	continue	immediately	on	the	
new	page.

There	are	also	a	number	of	support-
ing	functions	such	as	single	or	mul-

5.3.10 Human-machine inter-
face (HMI)

A	well-designed	and	flexible	human-
machine	interface	(HMI)	is	clear-
ly	essential	when	it	comes	to	more	
demanding	application	areas	such	
as	HVDC	Light®	power	transmission.	
To	avoid	human	errors,	all	parts	of	
these	systems	must	also	be	easy	
to	use.	The	HMI	must	be	able	to	
announce	alarms	and	perform	oper-
ator	controls	in	a	safe	and	reliable	
way.	Wrong	operator	actions	due	to	
a	bad	HMI	are	not	acceptable	and	
could	be	very	costly.	

The	requirements	for	tools	of	this	
type	are	therefore	strict.	For	exam-
ple	several	thousands	of	measured	
values,	indications	and	alarms	of	dif-
ferent	types	need	to	be	handled.	All	
changes	of	state	of	these	signals	
must	be	recorded	with	high	time	
resolution	for	accurate	real-time	and	
post-fault	analysis.	Time	resolution	
down	to	one	millisecond	between	
the	stations	is	often	required.

The	new	generation	of	integrated	
HMIs	adopted	by	ABB	in	MACH	�™,	
the	station	control	and	monitoring	
(SCM)	system,	employs	the	most	
advanced	software	concepts	with	
regard	to	system	openness	and	flex-
ibility,	as	well	as	ergonomic	aspects.	
A	number	of	power	companies	have	
made	valuable	contributions	to	this	
work.

HiBug 
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tiple	stepping	of	tasks	(one	HiDraw	
page	is	normally	a	task)	and	coordi-
nated	sampling	of	signals.

The	fact	that	HiBug	allows	inspec-
tion	of	signals	while	the	application	
system	is	running	makes	it	very	use-
ful	not	only	for	debugging	but	also	to	
facilitate	maintenance.

Because	the	debugger	works	in	the	
Windows	environment,	it	is	also	pos-
sible	to	transfer	sets	of	signal	val-
ues	to	other	Windows-compatible	
programs,	such	as	Excel,	for	further	
analysis.

All	these	development	and	debug	
tools	are,	of	course,	supplied	to	all	
customers	of	our	plants,	to	facili-
tate	their	maintenance	and	future	
improvements	of	their	HVDC	Light®	
control	and	protection	systems.
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Distributed	over	an	Ethernet	LAN,	
the	SCM	system	comprises	sev-
eral	operator	workstations	(OWSs)	
and	SQL	servers.	The	Windows	NT	
based	OWSs	are	characterized	by	
high	performance	and	an	open	soft-
ware	architecture	based	on	the	lat-
est	trends	in	data	engineering	sup-
porting	TCP/IP,	SQL	and	OPC.	

The	SCM	system	integrates	a	large	
number	of	features	such	as:

•	 Control	of	the	HVDC	Light®	from		
	 process	images,	see	figure	below

•	 Sequential	Event	Recorder,	SER,	

See	figure	below

•	 Archiving	of	events

•	 Powerful	alarm	handling	via	list		
	 windows

•	 Effective	user-defined	data		
	 filtering

•	 Flexible	handling	of	both	on-line		
	 and	historical	trends

•	 On-line	help	functions	and	direct		
	 access	to	plant	documentation

•	 TFR	analysis

•	 Remote	control	via	Dispatch		
	 Gateway

•	 Instant	access	to	standard		
	 applications	such	as	e-mail,	word		
	 processing,	spreadsheet,	Internet

•	 Automatic	performance	report		
	 generation	developed	with	the		
	 most	versatile	graphical		
	 package		

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Event list

SLD for a typical HVDC Light® station 
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5.3.11 Maintenance of MACH 2

- General
As	far	as	possible,	the	ABB	control	
equipment	is	built	to	avoid	periodic	
maintenance	and	provide	the	short-
est	possible	repair	times.	The	main-
tenance	of	the	control	equipment	
does	not	require	any	periodic	shut-
down	of	any	main	circuit	equipment,	
due	to	its	redundant	design.

Maintenance	is	minimized	by	the	
extensive	use	of	self-supervision	
built	into	all	microprocessor-based	
electronic	units	and	the	ability	to	
check	all	measured	values	dur-
ing	operation	without	disturbing	the	
operation.

The	internal	supervision	of	micro-
processor-based	systems	includes	
auxiliary	power	supervision,	program	
execution	supervision	(stall	alarm),	
memory	test	(both	program	and	
data	memory)	and	supervision	of	the	
I/O	system	communication	over	the	
field	buses.

The	operation	of	the	field	buses	is	
monitored	by	a	supervisory	function	
in	the	pole	control	and	protection	
system,	which	continuously	writes	to	
and	reads	from	each	individual	node	
of	the	system.	Any	detected	faults	
result	in	an	alarm	and	switchover	to	
the	standby	system.

Another	example	of	integrated	self-
supervision	is	the	switch	control	unit.	
In	this	unit	the	outputs	to	the	break-
ers	etc.	are	continuously	monitored	
to	detect	failure	of	the	output	circuits	
of	the	board.	
Very	short	repair	times	are	facili-
tated	by	the	self-supervision,	but	
another	contribution	to	this	is	the	
high	degree	of	integration	in	all	units.	
As	an	example,	the	entire	control	
computer,	including	the	convert-
er	firing	control	system	etc.,	is	eas-
ily	changed	in	a	couple	of	minutes	
as	the	whole	system	is	a	single	rack	
unit	with	only	a	handful	of	connec-
tion	cables.

- Transient fault recorder (TFR):
The	TFR	integrated	in	the	HVDC	
control	system,	as	a	part	of	the	con-
trol	and	protection	software,	is	an	
invaluable	tool	for	maintenance	and	
outshines	old-fashioned	external	
TFRs	as	it	always	gives	a	correct	
representation	of	the	important	inter-
nal	control	signals.	The	TFR	continu-
ously	samples	the	selected	channels	
to	be	monitored	for	fault	analysis.	
There	is	a	pre-defined	selection	of	
protection	and	control	signals,	but	
also	a	number	of	channels	which	
are	available	to	be	chosen	freely	by	
the	operator.	This	makes	it	possi-
ble	to	monitor	any	internal	signal	in	
the	control	and	protection	software.	
Important	external	signals	can	of	
course	also	be	connected	for	moni-
toring	by	the	TFR.	

D E S C R I P T I O N S

As	the	TFR	is	an	integrated	part	of	
the	HVDC	control	system	it	also	runs	
in	both	the	active	and	the	standby	
system.

Any	standard	software	analysis	pro-
gram	interpreting	the	COMTRADE	
format,	(IEEE	C�7.111-1991),	can	be	
used	for	post-fault	analysis	of	the	
stored	TFR	records.	
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5.4 HVDC Light® Cables 

5.4.1 Design

The	cables	are	designed	to	meet	the	
current	and	voltage	ratings	for	the	
specified	power	transmission	capac-
ity	and	for	the	specified	installation	
conditions.

5.4.2 Land cable

A	general	cutaway	drawing	of	the	
land	cable	design	is	shown	below

Conductor
Aluminium	or	copper

Conductor screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Insulation
Dry	cured	HVDC	polymer

Insulation screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Metallic screen
Copper	wires

Swelling tape

Aluminium laminate 

Outer covering
Polyethylene
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5.4.3 Submarine cable

A	general	cutaway	drawing	of	the	
submarine	cable	design	is	shown	
below

Conductor
Aluminium	or	copper

Conductor screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Insulation
Dry	cured	HVDC	polymer

Insulation screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Swelling tape

Lead alloy sheath

Inner jacket
Polyethylene

Tensile armour
Galvanized	steel	wires	

Outer cover
Polypropylene	yarn

D E S C R I P T I O N S
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5.4.4 Deep sea submarine 
cable

A	general	cutaway	drawing	of	the	
deep-sea	submarine	cable	design	is	
shown	below

Conductor
Aluminium	or	copper

Conductor screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Insulation
Dry	cured	HVDC	polymer

Insulation screen
Semi-conductive	polymer

Swelling tape

Lead alloy sheath

Inner jacket
Polyethylene

Tensile armour
Two	layers	of	tensile	armours		
(laid	in	counter	helix)	
Galvanized	steel	wires	

Outer cover
Polypropylene	yarn
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5.5 General design of cables

Typical	HVDC	Light®	cable	designs	
are	previously	shown.

5.5.1 Cable parts

- Conductor
The	shape	of	the	conductor	is	round	
and	built	up	of	compacted	stranded	
round	wires	or,	for	large	cross-sec-
tions,	concentric	layers	of	keystone	
shaped	wires.

On	request	the	conductor	can	be	
water	sealed,	in	order	to	block	longi-
tudinally	water	penetration	in	case	of	
damage	of	the	cable	

- Insulation system
The	HVDC	polymeric	insulation		
system	consists	of:

-	 Conductor	screen	

-	 Insulation

-	 Insulation	screen

The	material,	specifically	developed	
for	HVDC	cables,	is	of	highest	qual-
ity	and	the	insulation	system	is	triple	
extruded	and	dry	cured.	The	sen-
sitive	interface	surfaces	between	
insulation	and	conductive	screens	
are	not	exposed	at	any	stage	of	the	
manufacturing	of	the	insulation	sys-
tem.	High	quality	material-handling	
systems,	triple	extrusion,	dry	curing	
and	super-clean	insulation	materials	
guarantee	high	quality	products.

- Metallic screen
Copper	wire	screen,	for	land	cables,	
with	cross-section	design	for	fault	
currents.	

- Metallic sheath
For	submarine	cables,	a	lead	alloy	
sheath	is	provided.

For	land	cables,	a	metal-polyethyl-
ene	laminate	may	be	provided.	The	
laminate	is	bonded	to	the	polyethyl-
ene,	which	gives	excellent	mechani-
cal	properties.

- Inner jacket (for submarine 
cables)
A	polyethylene	sheath	is	extruded	
over	the	lead	sheath.	The	polyethyl-
ene	sheath	is	a	mechanic	and	a	cor-
rosion	protection	for	the	lead	sheath.

- Tensile armour (for submarine 
cables)
The	tensile	armour	consists	of	gal-
vanized	round	steel	wires	close	to	
each	other	twisted	round	the	cable.	
The	tensile	armour	is	flooded	with	
bitumen	in	order	to	obtain	a	good	
corrosion	protection.	

The	tensile	armour	is	needed	when	
the	cable	is	laid	in	sea.	The	tensile	
armour	is	also	a	mechanical	protec-
tion	against	impacts	and	abrasion	
for	a	cable	not	buried	to	safe	depth	
in	the	seabed.

- Outer sheath or serving
The	outer	serving	for	submarine	
cables	consists	of	two	layers	of	
polypropylene	yarn,	the	inner	one	
impregnated	with	bitumen.	The	poly-
propylene	yarn	is	a	semi-wet	cov-
ering.

D E S C R I P T I O N S

The	outer	sheath	on	land	cables	is	
normally	a	thermoplastic	polyethyl-
ene	(PE)	sheath	or	an	extruded	PVC	
sheath.	PE	is	a	harder	material	and	
better	mechanical	protection,	and	
is	the	first	choice	for	most	applica-
tions.

PVC	sheaths	are	classified	as	halo-
gen	material	and	are	flame	retardant.	

The	surface	of	the	outer	sheath	may	
be	provided	with	a	thin	conduc-
tive	layer,	which	is	simultaneous-
ly	extruded	with,	and	thus	strong-
ly	bonded	to,	the	non-conductive	
underlying	jacket.	This	is	useful	to	
ensure	the	physical	integrity	of	the	
cable	in	the	after	installation	test.

5.5.2 Standards and 
Recommendations

-	 Cigré,	ELECTRA	No.	171	Recom	
	 mendations	for	mechanical	tests		
	 on	sub-marine	cables

-	 Cigré	Technical	Brochure	Ref	No		
	 �19	“Recommendations	for		
	 testing	DC	extruded	cable		
	 systems	for	power	transmission	at		
	 a	rated	voltage	up	to	�50	kV”,		
	 published	in	Cigré	Technical		
	 Brochure	Ref	No	�19

-	 IEC	60��8	Conductors	of		
	 insulated	cables

-	 IEC	60��9	Tests	on	cable		
	 over-sheats	which	have		
	 a	special	protective	function	and		
	 are	applied	by	extrusion
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UP1	 Lightning	impulse	voltage		
	 >	1.15×LIPL.	Not	applicable		
	 for	HVDC	Light®	System.

UP�,S	 Same	polarity	switching		
	 impulse	voltage		
	 >	1.15×SIPL.

UP�,O	 Polarity	reversal	switching		
	 impulse	voltage.	

Peak	values	of	UP1,	UP�,S	and	UP�,O	
are	defined	as	maximum	voltages	
to	ground	when	a	suitable	charge	is	
transferred	from	the	impulse	genera-
tor	to	the	cable.

5.5.3.1 Type test

The	table	below	summarizes	the	
status	of	type	tested	HVDC	Light®	
cable	systems	(up	to	year	�004).	If	
type	tests	have	already	been	per-
formed	they	need	not	to	be	repeat-
ed	for	cables	within	the	scope	of	
approval	as	defined	by	Cigré.

Voltage 
U0 

[kV]

Conductor 
area 

[mm2]

Number of 
performed 
type tests

80 95 4
80 �00-�40 5
80 6�0 �

150 95 4
150 1�00-1600 11
150 �000 1

Total �7

The	electrical	type	tests	is	com-
posed	of	following	test	items:

-	 Mechanical	tests:	
	 Bending	of	land	cables	as	per		
	 IEC	60840.	
	 Submarine	cables	as	Cigré		
	 Recommendations,		 	
	 ELECTRA	No.	171	–	clause	�.�.

-	 Load	Cycle	Test:	
	 Loading	cycles	at	UT

-	 Superimposed	impulse	voltage		
	 test:	Switching	Surge	Withstand		
	 Test,	at	UP�,S		and	UP�,O

5.5.3.2 Routine and sample test 

Routine	test	will	be	performed	on	
each	manufactured	length	of	cable.

-	 Voltage	test,	UT	during		
	 15	minutes.

For	land	cables	also:

-	 DC-test	of	non-metallic	sheath,		
	 according	to	IEC	60��9.

The	following	sample	tests	are	per-
formed	(generally	on	one	length	from	
each	manufacturing	series):

-	 Conductor	examination

-	 Measurement	of	electrical	resis	
	 tance	of	the	conductor

-	 Measurement	of	thickness	of		
	 insulation	and	non-metallic	sheath

-	 Measurement	of	diameters	on		
	 complete	cable	(for	information)

-	 Hot	set	test	of	insulation	material

5.5.3.3 After installation test

-	 Voltage	test,	UTP1	during	15	min.

For	land	cables	also:

DC-test	on	non-metallic	sheath,	
according	to	IEC	60��9

-	 IEC	60�87	Electric	cables	-		
	 Calculation	of	the	current	rating

-	 IEC	60840	Power	cables	with		
	 extruded	insulation	and	their		
	 accessories

5.5.3 Testing

Tests	are	performed	according	to	
combinations	of	relevant	parts	from

-	 Cigré	recommendations	for		
	 mechanical	testing	of	submarine		
	 cables	published	in	Electra	171

-	 Cigré	“Recommendations	for	tests		
	 of	power	transmission	DC	cables		
	 for	a	rated	voltage	up	to	800	kV”,		
	 published	in	Electra	189

-	 IEC	60840,	Power	cables	with		
	 extruded	insulation	and	their		
	 accessories

-	 Cigré	“Recommendations	for		
	 testing	DC	extruded	cable		
	 systems	for	power	transmission	at		
	 a	rated	voltage	up	to	�50	kV”,		
	 published	in	Cigré	Technical		
	 Brochure	Ref	No	�19

HVDC Light® Cable test voltages

U0

kV
UT

kV
UTP1

kV
LIPL
kV

UP1

kV
SIPL
kV

UP�,S

kV
UP�,O

kV
80 148 116 160 185 14� 165 9�

150 �78 �17 �04 �50 �75 ��0 175
�00 555 4�5 57� 660 541 6�0 �50

Definitions
U0	 Rated	DC	voltage.

UT	 Load	cycle	test	voltage	=		
	 1.85×U0	at	test	at		
	 works	and	Factory		
	 Acceptance	Test.

UTP1	 Polarity	reversal	test	voltage		
	 =	1.45×U0,	also	at		
	 test	after	installation.
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5.5.4 Cable drums

Land	cables	are	typically	transported	on	cable	drums.

Cable
dia.

Wooden	drum Steel	drum

mm K14 K16 K18 K�0 K�� K�4 K�6 K�8 K�0 St	�8 St	�0 St	�� St	�4 St	�5 St	�6 St	�7 St	�8 St	�9 St	40 St	4�
�6 570 760 850 1155 1560 �090 �860 4000 5800 4600 6080 7670 9�50 99�0 111�0 11750 1�000 1�600 14900 17700
�8 470 6�0 8�0 1075 1�90 1780 �490 �600 4900 4�00 5��5 68�0 84�0 8970 10110 10700 11�00 1�500 1�100 15700
40 450 610 690 900 1100 1560 ���0 ��00 4400 �700 5085 60�0 75�0 8050 91�0 9680 10�50 11400 1�000 14500
4� 4�0 500 660 870 1070 1510 �160 �100 �950 �600 4485 5850 68�0 7��0 8�50 8880 9400 9900 11100 1�900
44 �40 480 5�0 7�0 10�0 1�10 18�0 �800 �900 �000 �8�0 5100 6000 6475 7400 7940 8450 8900 9500 11740
46 ��0 450 510 690 860 1�60 1780 �4�0 �460 �900 �695 4500 5800 6�60 67�0 7�00 7690 8100 8600 10840
48 �10 �60 480 660 8�0 1070 1540 ��60 �1�0 �450 �175 4�40 5170 5600 6040 6490 6950 7400 7900 9960
50 	 �60 400 550 670 10�0 1490 �090 �8�0 �410 �1�0 �880 4670 5090 55�0 5960 6410 7�00 7800 9��0
5� 	 �40 �85 5�0 670 910 1�80 18�0 �750 ��00 �990 �7�0 4490 4890 5�00 67�0 6165 6600 7060 8500
54 	 ��0 �60 505 640 870 1�80 1775 �450 1880 �5�0 ��00 �9�0 4�00 4680 5080 5490 5900 6�40 7690
56 	 �60 �60 475 610 8�5 1090 1715 ��80 1840 �470 �1�0 �850 4��0 4600 5600 4990 5400 5810 71�0
58 	 �40 �75 �85 510 7�0 1040 1550 �090 1800 �410 �740 �410 �775 4140 4510 4900 5�00 5710 6560
60 	 	 �75 �65 480 680 990 1490 �0�0 1760 �050 �680 ��40 �690 4050 4050 44�0 4800 5�00 6450
6� 	 	 �50 �65 480 680 460 1�70 1770 1�90 1940 �540 �850 �170 �500 �850 4�00 4570 4570 57�0
64 	 	 �50 �45 450 545 8�5 1�70 17�0 1�50 1890 �180 �780 �100 �4�0 �4�0 �675 4100 4470 5��0
66 	 	 �40 �45 �70 545 8�5 1��0 15�5 1��0 1575 �1�5 �710 �710 �0�0 ��40 �675 4000 4010 5100
68 	 	 �40 ��0 �45 515 785 10�5 1475 1�80 15�0 �060 ��40 �640 �940 ��50 ��50 �580 �910 4610
70 	 	 	 �50 �45 515 670 10�0 1475 1�80 15�0 �060 ��40 �640 �940 �960 ��50 �600 �910 4610
7� 	 	 	 �50 �45 480 6�5 985 1�60 1010 1490 1750 ��90 ��90 �580 �880 �190 �190 �510 4190
74 	 	 	 �50 ��0 400 6�5 985 1�60 980 1440 1690 1950 ���0 �510 �800 �800 �100 �4�0 4080
76 	 	 	 ��0 ��0 400 6�5 810 1�10 940 1170 1640 1890 �160 �4�0 �4�0 �7�0 �000 �010 �6�0
78 	 	 	 ��0 ��0 400 600 810 1�10 910 11�0 1590 18�0 �090 �090 ��50 �6�5 �6�5 �9�0 �5�0
80 	 	 	 	 ��0 ��5 500 810 1015 910 11�0 1�60 18�0 1840 �090 ��50 ��70 �6�5 �9�0 �5�0
8� 	 	 	 	 ��0 ��5 470 775 1015 885 1090 1�10 1540 1780 �0�0 �0�0 ��95 �560 �560 �140
84 	 	 	 	 �10 �00 470 660 1015 880 1090 1�10 1540 1780 �0�0 �0�0 ��95 ��10 �560 �140
86 	 	 	 	 �10 �00 470 615 965 660 1050 1�70 1490 17�0 17�0 1970 ���0 ���0 �495 �050
88 	 	 	 	 �10 �75 440 615 840 6�0 8�0 1��0 14�0 14�0 1660 1890 1890 �140 �140 �670
90 	 	 	 	 �10 �75 440 615 840 6�0 8�0 1��0 14�0 14�0 1660 1670 1890 �140 �140 �670
9� 	 	 	 	 	 	 �55 585 800 610 785 970 1�80 1�80 1600 1600 18�5 18�5 �070 �580
94 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 585 800 610 785 970 1180 1�80 1�90 1600 18�5 18�5 �070 ��40
96 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 485 755 585 755 9�0 11�0 1��0 1��0 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40
98 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 485 640 580 755 9�0 11�0 1��0 1��0 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40
100 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 455 640 580 755 9�0 11�0 1140 1��0 1�40 1540 1760 1760 ��40
10� 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 19�0
104 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 19�0
106 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �85 5�0 690 860 1040 1040 1��0 1��0 14�0 14�0 1860
108 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �80 5�0 690 860 1040 1040 1��0 1��0 14�0 14�0 1860
110 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �80 5�0 690 860 1040 1040 1��0 1��0 14�0 14�0 1860
11� 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �65 505 660 8�0 990 990 990 1180 1180 1�70 1570
114 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �60 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1�70 1570
116 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �60 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1�70 1570
118 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �45 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 11�0 11�0 11�0 1500
1�0 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �40 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 950 11�0 11�0 1500
1�� 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �40 480 6�5 785 780 790 950 950 11�0 11�0 1��0
1�4 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 1070 1070 1�50
1�6 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 900 1070 1�50
1�8 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50
1�0 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ��5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50
1�� 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �05 �05 4�0 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190
1�4 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �05 �05 4�0 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190

Cable lenghts in metres on Wooden drum K14 - K30 and Steel drum St 28 - St 34
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Sizes and weights of wooden drums

	 	 Drum	type

	 	 K14 K16 K18 K�0 K�� K�4 K�6 K�8 K�0

Shipping	volume m� �.14 �.86 �.58 5.1� 6.15 7.�6 10.56 1�.88 17.15

Drum	weight	incl.	battens kg 185 �75 ��0 485 565 6�5 1145 1460 18�0

a		Diameter	incl	battens mm 1475 1675 1875 �075 ��75 �475 �700 �900 �100

b		Flange	diameter mm 1400 1600 1800 �000 ��00 �400 �600 �800 �000

c		Barrel	diameter mm 800 950 1100 1�00 1400 1400 1500 1500 1500

d		Total	width mm 98� 1018 1075 1188 1188 1�00 1448 1650 1800

e		Spindle	hole	diameter mm 106 106 1�1 1�1 1�1 1�1 1�� 1�� 1��

Steel	drums	with	outer	diameters	up	
to	4.5	m	are	available,	but	transport	
restrictions	have	to	be	considered.	
Special	low-loading	trailers	and	per-
mits	from	traffic	authorities	can	be	
needed	depending	on	local	regula-
tions	and	conditions.	Special	wood-
en	drums	with	larger	barrel	diameter	
or	larger	width	(up	to	�.5	m)	are	also	
available,	if	needed.

5.5.5 Installation

- Land cables
The	installation	of	cable	systems	
consists	mainly	of	cable	pulling,	
clamping	of	cable	and	accessories	
as	well	as	mounting	of	accessories.	
The	installation	design	is	an	impor-
tant	part	of	the	cable	system	design.	
ABB	certified	erectors	perform	the	
high	quality	work	necessary,	for	a	
reliable	cable	system	operation	dur-
ing	its	lifetime.	

ABB	has	long	and	good	experience	
from	traditional	installation	technol-
ogies	like	direct	burial,	duct,	shaft,	
trough	and	tunnel	but	also	trench-
less	technologies	like	directional	
drilling,	pipe	jacking	and	others.

Submarine	cable	installation	may	
include	following	items	of	work:

-	 Route	survey

-	 Calculation	of	tensile	forces

-	 Installation	plans

-	 Cable	laying	vessels

-	 Marine	works

-	 Burial	of	the	cable

-	 Equipment	for	cable	pulling

-	 Directional	drilling	at	shores

-	 Testing	after	installation

- Submarine cables
The	cable	can	be	installed	on	all	
types	of	seabed,	like	sand,	sedi-
ment,	rocks	and	reefs.	For	protec-
tion	against	anchors	and	fishing	
gear	the	cable	can	be	buried	by	var-
ious	methods,	or	be	protected	by	
covers.

The	cables	can	be	laid	either	sepa-
rately	or	close	together,	and	protec-
tion	can	be	made	by	means	of	water	
jetting	or	ploughing	either	simultane-
ous	with	or	after	the	cable	laying.
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5.5.6 Repair

- Fault Location
It	is	important	to	perform	a	fairly	fast	
pre-location	of	a	fault	for	the	repair	
planning.	The	converter	protections	
identify	the	cable	that	is	faulted.	If	
possible	the	pre-location	could	start	
with	an	analysis	of	the	records	in	the	
converter	stations	in	order	to	roughly	
estimate	the	location	of	the	fault.

- Pre-location of fault with pulse 
echo meter or fault location bridge
A	fault	in	the	HVDC	cable	is	pre-
located	with	impulse	genera-
tor	(Thumper)	and	a	Time	Domain	
Reflection	meter	(TDR).	The	thumper	
creates	high	voltage	impulses	and	
the	time	required	for	the	pulse	to	
travel	forth	and	back	is	measured	
with	the	TDR.

A	fault	in	the	HVDC	cable	can	also	
be	located	with	a	fault	location	
bridge.	The	fault	location	bridge	is	a	
high	precision	instrument	based	on	
the	Wheatstone	measuring	bridge	
and	a	measurement	with	the	fault	
location	bridge	should	give	approxi-
mately	the	same	distance	to	the	fault	
as	the	TDR.	

- Fine-location of a fault
The	principle	for	this	method	is	to	
use	the	powerful	thumper	to	create	
a	flashover	at	the	fault.	The	sound	
from	the	flashover	and/or	the	mag-
netic	field	from	the	pulse	will	be	
picked	up	with	microphones	or	with	
spikes	connected	to	a	receiver.

- Repair time
An	HVDC	Light®	cable	repair	on	a	
land	cable	should	not	take	more	
than	a	week.	This	even	if	a	section	
has	to	be	removed	and	replaced	in	
a	duct	system.	A	direct	buried	cable	

Cable termination for 150 kV HVDC 
Light® cables.

can	easily	be	opened	and	repaired	
in	a	short	time	(approx.	4	days)	by	
installing	a	new	section	of	cable	and	
two	joints.

The	base	would	then	be	to	have	
some	spare	joints	and	jointing	tools	
available	at	the	customers’	stores.

5.5.7 Accessories

The	only	required	accessories	for	
HVDC	Light®	cable	systems	are	
cable	joints	and	terminations.

- Cable terminations
Terminations	are	used	to	connect	
the	cables	to	the	HVDC	convert-
ers.	The	terminations	are	mounted	
indoor	in	the	converter	stations.	The	
termination	is	made	up	of	several	
prefabricated	parts.	

- Cable joints
Joints	for	HVDC	Light®	are	based	on	
field	moulding	or	pre-fabricated	joint	
techniques.

The	field	moulding	method	uses	a	
mini	process	to	restore	the	insulation	
and	it	gives	a	joint	with	the	same	
diameter	as	the	cable.	

Pre-fabricated	joints	are	used	to	
connect	the	cables.	The	design	
involves	a	screwed	conductor	con-
nector	and	a	pre-fabricated	rub-
ber	joint	body.	The	body	has	a	built-
in	semi-conductive	deflector	and	a	
non-linear	resistive	field	control.	The	
one-piece	design	of	the	joint	body	
reduces	the	amount	of	sensitive	
interfaces	and	simplifies	pre-testing	
of	the	joint	bodies.
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5.5.8 Auxiliary equipment

Other	auxiliary	may	be	used	for	the	
cable	system,	e.g.:

-	 Cable	Temperature	Sensing		
	 Systems	

-	 Forced	Cooling	Systems

5.5.9 Environmental

The	cable	does	not	contain	oil	or	
other	toxic	components.	It	does	not	
harm	marine	life	organisms.	Due	to	
its	design	the	cable	does	not	emit	
electric	fields.	The	magnetic	field	
from	the	cable	is	negligible.	After	
the	useful	lifetime	the	cable	can	be	
recovered	and	recycled.

Pre-fabricated 150 kV HVDC Light® cable joint.

5.5.10 Reliability of 150 kV 
HVDC Light® Cable projects

Cross Sound Submarine Cable, 
Connecticut – Long Island
8�	km		 HVDC	Light®		
	 Cables	with		
	 1�00	mm�	copper		
	 conductor
7	pcs	 Flexible	Cable		
	 Joints	
4	pcs		 Cable	Terminations
Delivery	year		 �00�.	

Operating	experience	very	satisfac-
torily.	No	faults.

Murray Link Land Cable, Victoria 
– South Australia
1�7	km		 HVDC	Light®		
	 Cables	with		
	 1400	mm�		
	 aluminum		
	 conductor
���	km		 HVDC	Light®		
	 Cables	with		
	 1�00	mm�		
	 aluminum		
	 conductor
400	pcs	 Stiff	Cable	Joints	
4	pcs		 Cable	Terminations
Delivery	year		 �00�	

Operating	experience	very	satisfac-
torily.	One	fault	attributed	to	scrap-
ing	from	outside.
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6.1 Feasibility study 

During	the	development	of	a	new	
project	it	is	common	to	perform	a	
feasibility	study	in	order	to	identify	
any	special	requirements	to	be	met	
by	the	system	design.	ABB	can	sup-
ply	models	of	HVDC	Light®	trans-
missions	in	the	simulation	tool	PSS/
E.	For	unusual	applications,	ABB	
can	perform	feasibility	studies	using	
a	detailed	control	representation	in	
EMTDC.

For	new	applications	it	is	advisable	
that	ABB	performs	pre-engineering	
studies,	which	include	main	circuit	
design,	system	performance	and	
station	layout	design.

6.2 System design 

A	suitable	rating	of	converters	and	
DC	cables	is	determined	to	satisfy	
the	system	requirements.	The	HVDC	
Light®	system	is	adapted	to	fulfill	the	
requirements	for	the	project.	Some	
engineering	work	needs	to	be	done	
to	define	the	system	solution,	equip-
ment	and	layout	needed.	The	flow	
diagram	below	illustrates	the	types	
of	engineering	required.	

The	main	circuit	design	includes	the	
following	design	studies:

-	 Main	circuit	parameters

-	 Single-line	diagram

-	 Insulation	coordination

-	 AC	and	DC	filter	design

-	 Radio	interference	study

-	 Transient	overvoltages

-	 Transient	currents

-	 Calculation	of	losses

-	 Availability	calculation

-	 Audible	noise	study

The	control	system	design	specifies	
the	requirements	to	be	met	by	the	
control	and	protection	system.	Dur-
ing	the	detailed	design	the	control	
system	characteristics	are	optimized	
to	meet	the	requirements.

The	equipment	design	specifies	
the	requirements	of	all	main	circuit	
apparatus.	The	rating	includes	all	
relevant	continuous	and	transient	
stresses.

The	auxiliary	system	design	includes	
the	design	of	auxiliary	power,	valve	
cooling,	air	conditioning	system	and	
fire	protection	system.

The	layout	of	the	main	circuit	equip-
ment	is	determined	by	the	electro-
mechanical	design	and	the	station	
design	specifies	buildings	and	foun-
dations.

6.3 Validation 

- DPS
The	performance	of	the	combined	
AC	and	DC	system	is	validated	in	a	
dynamic	performance	study	(DPS).	
The	setup	includes	a	detailed	repre-
sentation	of	the	main	circuit	equip-
ment	and	the	control	model	is	a	
copy	of	the	code	that	will	be	deliv-
ered	to	site	(see	5.�.7	above).	The	
AC	systems	are	represented	with	a	
detailed	representation	of	the	nearby	
area	and	an	equivalent	impedance	
for	the	rest	of	the	AC	system.	Typi-
cal	faults	and	contingencies	are	sim-
ulated	to	show	that	the	total	system	
responds	in	appropriately.

- FST
During	the	factory	system	test	(FST)	
the	control	equipment	to	be	deliv-
ered	is	connected	to	a	real-time	sim-
ulator.	Tests	are	performed	accord-
ing	to	a	test	sequence	list	in	order	to	
validate	that	the	control	and	protec-
tion	system	behaves	as	required.

- Site test
During	the	commissioning	of	
the	converter	stations,	tests	are	
performed	according	to	a	test	
sequence	list	in	order	to	validate	the	
specified	functionality	of	the	system.

6 System Engineering
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- Reference cases
The	figure	abow	shows	a	compari-
son	between	site	measurement	and	
EMTDC	simulation	of	the	DC	volt-
age	at	a	load	rejection	of	��0	MW.	
Even	though	the	transient	is	fast	the	
behavior	is	quite	similar.

6.4 Digital Models

- Load flow
During	load	flow	calculations	the	
converters	are	normally	represent-
ed	with	constant	active	power	and	a	
reactive	power	that	is	situated	with-
in	the	specified	PQ-capability,	in	the	
same	way	as	generators.	A	load	flow	
model	of	a	VSC	HVDC	transmis-
sion	is	included	in	the	latest	version	
of	PSS/E.

- Stability
The	dynamic	model	controls	the	
active	power	to	a	set-point	in	one	
station	and	calculates	the	active	
power	in	the	other	station,	includ-
ing	current	limitations.	The	reac-
tive	power	or	the	AC	voltage	is	con-
trolled	independently	in	each	station.	
A	dynamic	model	of	a	VSC	HVDC	
transmission	is	included	in	the	latest	
version	of	PSS/E.

- Dynamic Performance
Detailed	evaluation	of	dynamic	per-
formance	requires	an	extensive	
EMTDC	model	that	can	be	supplied	
to	the	customer	during	the	project	
stage.
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7.1 Projects 

Gotland	HVDC	Light®	Project

Directlink	HVDC	Light®	Project

Tjæreborg	HVDC	Light®	Project

Eagle	Pass	HVDC	Light®	Project

Cross	Sound	Cable	HVDC	Light®		
Project

Murray	Link	HVDC	Light®	Project

Troll	A	Precompression	Project

Estlink	HVDC	Light®	Project

7.2 Applications 

Applications

HVDC	Light®	as	interconnector

HVDC	Light®	for	offshore

Wind	power	and	grid	connections

7.3 CIGRÉ/IEEE/CIRED Material

DC	Transmission	based	on	VSC

HVDC	Light®	and	development	of	VSC

VSC	TRANSMISSION	TECHNOLOGIES

HVDC	Light®	experiences	applicable	to	
power	transmission	from	offshore	wind	
power	farms

Cross	Sound	Cable	Project	–	second-
generation	VSC	technology	for	HVDC

Murray	Link	–	the	longest	HVDC	under-
ground	cable	in	the	world

Power	system	stability	benefits	with	
VSC	DC	transmission	system

New	application	of	voltage	source	con-
verter	HVDC	to	be	installed	on	the	Troll	
A	gas	platform

The	Gotland	HVDC	Light	project	-	
experiences	from	trial	and	commercial	
operation

CIGRE	WG	B4-�7-�004

7.4 General 

For	further	material	please	refer	to	
ABB	HVDC	Light®	on	the	Internet:

http://www.abb.com/hvdc	

R E F E R E N C E S

7 References
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Abstract The fast development of power electronics based on
new and powerful semiconductor devices has led to innovative
technologies, such as HVDC, which can be applied to
transmission and distribution systems.  The distribution voltage
level is smaller than the transmission one, thus the power
electronics are less expensive in distribution.

The technical and economical benefits of this technology
represent an alternative to the application in AC systems. Some
aspects, such as deregulation in the power industry, opening of the
market for delivery of cheaper energy to customers and
increasing the capacity of transmission and distribution of the
existing lines are creating additional requirements for the
operation of power systems. HVDC offer major advantages in
meeting these requirements.

Key words: direct current, alternating current, power
transmission, distribution.

1. Introduction

The transmission and distribution of electrical energy
started with direct current (DC) in the late 19th century, but
it was inefficient due to the power loss in conductors.
Alternating current (AC) offered much better efficiency,
since it could easily be transformed to higher voltages, with
far less loss of power. AC technology was soon accepted as
the only feasible technology for generation, transmission
and distribution of electrical energy.

However, high-voltage AC transmission links have
disadvantages and engineers were engaged in the
development of a technology for DC transmissions as a
supplement to the AC transmissions. The invention of
mercury arc rectifiers and the thyristor valves, made the
design and development of line-commutated current
sourced converters possible.

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission finally
proved to be technically feasible. The world's first
commercial HVDC transmission link, was built in 1954
between the Swedish mainland and the island of Gotland,
with a rating of 20 MW, 200 A and 100 kV.

HVDC transmission based on current sourced converters
has been in use for 50 years. The Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors  (IGBT) with high voltage ratings have
accelerated the development of voltage sourced converters
for HVDC applications in the lower power range. Voltage
Sourced Converter (VSC) HVDC transmission has come
into use in the last  years.

This paper presents a comparison between the AC and DC
transmission system technology. Economical, technical and
environmental considerations of the AC and DC power
flow are studied. It reviews the underlying technology  and
discusses the HVDC systems from a design, construction,
operation and maintenance points of view. The paper also
presents a numerical analysis of the power increase that can
be achieved on an existing distribution network when a 3-
phase link is substituted by DC link.

2. The HVDC technology

The HVDC transmission systems are point-to-point
configurations where a large amount of energy is
transmitted between two regions. The traditional HVDC
system is built with line commutated current source
converters, based on thyristor valves. The operation of this
converter requires a voltage source like synchronous
generators or synchronous condensers in the AC network at
both ends. The current commutated converters can not
supply power to an AC system which has no local
generation. The control of this system requires fast
communication channels between the two stations.

A. Components of HVDC transmission system

The most relevant components that comprise a HVDC
system, are the following:

- The Thyristor or IGBT valves make the conversion from
AC to DC and thus are the main component of any HVDC
converter. Each single  valve consists of a certain amount
of series connected thyristors (or IGBTs) with their
auxiliary circuits.



- The Converter Transformers transform the voltage level
of the AC busbar to the required entry voltage level of the
converter.

- The Smoothing reactor, which main functions  are:
• Prevention of the intermittent current
• Limitation of the DC fault currents
• Prevention of resonance in the DC circuits

- The Harmonic Filters, on the AC side of a HVDC
converter station, which have two main duties:
• To absorb harmonic currents generated by the HVDC

converter
• To supply reactive power

Also DC filter circuits have to be used. Besides Active
Harmonic filters can be a supplement to passive filters due
to their better performance.

- Surge arrester, which main task is to protect the
equipment of over-voltages.

- DC Transmission circuit, which include DC Transmission
line, cable, high speed DC switches and earth electrode.

- Control and Protection.

A HVDC station requires considerable land because the
transformers, filters and phase correction capacitors are
placed outdoors. However, the valves and control
equipment are placed in a closed air-conditioned/heated
building, this distribution is due to the fact that the
completely enclosed system requires a large building and is
too expensive.

B. Feasibility of HVDC transmission

A HVDC system can be ‘monopolar’ or ‘bipolar’. The
monopolar system uses one high voltage conductor and
ground return. This is advantageous from an economic
point of view, but is prohibited in some countries because
the ground current causes corrosion of pipe lines and other
buried metal objects. However, in Europe, monopolar

systems are in operation. Most of them are used for
submarine crossings.

The bipolar system uses two conductors, one with plus and
one with minus polarity. The mid point is grounded. In
normal operation, the current circulates through the two
high voltage conductors without ground current. However,
in case of conductor failure, the system can transmit half of
the power in monopolar mode. Besides, this operation can
be maintained for a limited time only.

Recently, ABB and Siemens started to build HVDC
systems using semiconductor switches (IGBT or MOSFET)
and pulse width modulation (PWM). The capacity of a
HVDC system with VSCs is around 30-300 MW.
Operating experience is limited but many new systems are
being built worldwide. The PWM controlled inverters and
rectifiers, with IGBT or MOSFET switches, operate close
to unity power factor and do not generate significant
current harmonics in the AC supply. Also the PWM drive
can be controlled very accurately. Typical losses claimed
by ABB for two converters is 5%.

3. HVDC Operation and Maintenance

In general, basic parameters such as power to be
transmitted, distance of transmission, voltage levels,
temporary and continuous overload, status of the network
on the receiving end, environmental requirements etc. are
required to initiate a design of a HVDC system.

For tendering purposes a conceptual design is done
following a technical specification or in close collaboration
between the manufacturer and the customer. The final
design and specifications are in fact the result of the
tendering and negotiations with the manufactures/suppliers.
It is recommended that a turnkey approach be chosen to
contract execution, which is the practice even in developed
countries.

In terms of construction, it can take from three years for
thyristor-based large HVDC systems, to just one year,

Transmisión
cable

AC Filter

Control
System

AC bus

ConverterTransformer

DC Filter

Smoothing
reactor

Fig. 1 HVDC system components



depending on the different technologies, to go from
contract date to commissioning.

To the extent that the term operation denotes the continual
activities that are aimed at keeping the system availability
at designed levels, modern HVDC links can be operated
remotely, in view of the semiconductor and microprocessor
based control systems included. There are some existing
installations in operation completely unmanned. Moreover,
modern HVDC systems are designed to operate unmanned.
This feature is particularly important in situations or
countries where skilled people are few, and these few
people can operate several HVDC links from one central
location.

Maintenance of HVDC systems is comparable to those of
high voltage AC systems. The high voltage equipment in
converter stations is comparable to the corresponding
equipment in AC substations, and maintenance can be
executed in the same way. Maintenance will focus on AC
and DC filters, smoothing reactors, wall bushings, valve-
cooling equipment, semiconductor valves. In all the above,
adequate training and support is provided by the supplier
during the installation, commissioning and initial operation
period.

Normal routine maintenance is recommended to be one
week per year. The newer systems can even go for two
years before requiring maintenance. In fact in a bipolar
system, one pole at a time is stopped during the time
required for the maintenance, and the other pole can
normally
continue to operate. Depending on the in-built overload
capacity it can take a part of the load of the pole under
maintenance.

In addition, preventive maintenance shall be pursued so
that the equipment will achieve optimally balanced
availability with regard to the costs of maintenance,
operating disturbances and planned outages. As a guideline
value, the aim shall be to achieve an availability of 98 %
according to Cigrè protocol 14-97.

While HVDC systems may only need a few skilled staff for
operation and maintenance, several factors influence the
number of staff needed at a station. These factors are: local
routines and regulations, working conditions, union
requirements, safety regulations, and other local rules can
separately or together affect the total number of personnel
required for the type of installed equipment.

4. HVDC system costs

The cost of a HVDC transmission system depends on many
factors, such as power capacity to be transmitted, type of
transmission medium, environmental conditions and other
safety, regulatory requirements etc. Even when these are
available, the options available for optimal design

(different commutation techniques, variety of filters,
transformers etc.) render it is difficult to give a cost figure
for a HVDC system. Nevertheless, a typical cost structure
for the converter stations can be as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Cost Structure

The cost of the traditional HVDC system is high because of
the need for filters, capacitors and other auxiliary
equipment. The traditional HVDC system is designed for
the transmission of large amounts of energy measured in
hundred of megawatts. This system is not economical less
for than 20 MW loads.

The price must be based on few data, as rated power,
transmission distance, type of transmission and voltage
level in the AC networks where the converters are going to
be connected. When the voltage is lower the price goes
down, so in distribution networks the total cost is lower
than in the transmission ones.

Following, an example of approximate cost is shown.
These values can be used only to compare different
systems:

• HVDC system 50 MW, 100kV, Thyristor converter.
Approximate per unit value is: 500 EUR/kW

• HVDC Light 50 MW, +/-84kV, IGBT converter pair.
Approximate per unit value is: 150 EUR/kW

• Transformer 50MVA, 69kV/138kV. Approximate per
unit value is: 7,5 EUR/kVA

For a bipolar line HVDC transmission, a price of 190
kEUR/km is assumed, converter stations are estimated to
190 MEUR. Besides, for a double circuit AC transmission a
price of 190 kEUR/km (each) is assumed, AC substations
and series compensation (above 600 km) are estimated to
60 MEUR.

It should be pointed out that the relationship between the
cost and capacity (MW) is not linear, because the cost of
the control system, communication system, auxiliary
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electrical supply are more or less independent of the size of
the converter. Similarly the size of the place and building
also has a lower limit. The cost figures indicated can be
reasonably used above 10 MW.

5. DC versus AC.

The vast majority of electric power transmissions use three-
phase alternating current. The reasons behind a choice of
HVDC instead of AC to transmit power in a specific case
are often numerous and complex. Each individual
transmission project will display its own set of reasons
justifying the choice.

A. General characteristics

The most common arguments favouring HVDC are:

1) Investment cost. A HVDC transmission line costs
less than an AC line for the same transmission
capacity. However, the terminal stations are more
expensive in the HVDC case due to the fact that
they must perform the conversion from AC to DC
and vice versa. On the other hand, the costs of
transmission medium (overhead lines and cables),
land acquisition/right-of-way costs are lower in the
HVDC case. Moreover, the operation and
maintenance costs are lower in the HVDC case.
Initial loss levels are higher in the HVDC system,
but they do not vary with distance. In contrast, loss
levels increase with distance in a high voltage AC
system

Above a certain distance, the so called "break-even
distance", the HVDC alternative will always give
the lowest cost. The break-even-distance is much
smaller for submarine cables (typically about 50
km) than for an overhead line transmission. The
distance depends on several factors, as transmission

Fig. 3 HVAC-HVDC cost

medium, different local aspects (permits, cost of
local labour etc.) and an analysis must be made for
each individual case (Fig. 3).

2) Long distance water crossing. In a long AC cable
transmission, the reactive power flow due to the
large cable capacitance will limit the maximum
transmission distance. With HVDC there is no such
limitation, why, for long cable links, HVDC is the
only viable technical alternative.

3) Lower losses. An optimized HVDC transmission line
has lower losses than AC lines for the same power
capacity. The losses in the converter stations have of
course to be added, but since they are only about 0.6
% of the transmitted power in each station, the total
HVDC transmission losses come out lower than the
AC losses in practically all cases. HVDC cables also
have lower losses than AC cables.

4) Asynchronous connection. It is sometimes difficult or
impossible to connect two AC networks due to
stability reasons. In such cases HVDC is the only
way to make an exchange of power between the two
networks possible. There are also HVDC links
between networks with different nominal
frequencies (50 and 60 Hz) in Japan and South
America.

5) Controllability. One of the fundamental advantages
with HVDC is that it is very easy to control the
active power in the link

6) Limit short circuit currents. A HVDC transmission
does not contribute to the short circuit current of the
interconnected AC system.

  7) Environment.  Improved  energy  transmission
possibilities contribute to a more efficient utilization
of existing power plants. The land coverage and the
associated right-of-way cost for a HVDC overhead
transmission line is not as high as for an AC line.
This reduces the visual impact. It is also possible to
increase the power transmission capacity for
existing rights of way. There are, however, some
environmental issues which must be considered for
the converter stations, such as: audible noise, visual
impact, electromagnetic compatibility and use of
ground or sea return path in monopolar operation.

In general, it can be said that a HVDC system is
highly compatible with any environment and can be
integrated into it without the need to compromise on
any environmentally important issues of today.
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B. Power carrying capability of AC and DC lines

It is difficult to compare transmission capacity of AC lines
and DC lines. For AC the actual transmission capacity is a
function of reactive power requirements and security of
operation (stability). For DC it depends mainly on the
thermal constraints of the line.

If for a given insulation length, the ratio of continuous-
working withstand voltage is as indicated in equation (1).

)(tan
tan

rmsvoltagedwithsAC
voltagedwithsDCk

−−
−−

= (1)

Various experiments on outdoor DC overhead-line
insulators have demonstrated that due to unfavourable
effects there is some precipitation of pollution on one end
of the insulators and a safe factor under such conditions is
k=1. However if an overhead line is passing through a
reasonably clean area, k may be as high as √2,
corresponding to the peak value of rms alternating voltage.
For cables however k equals at last 2.

A line has to be insulated for overvoltages expected during
faults, switching operations, etc. AC transmission lines are
normally insulated against overvoltages of more than 4
times the normal rms voltage; this insulation requirement
can be met by insulation corresponding to an AC voltage of
2.5 to 3 times the normal rated voltage.

5.2
)(1 =

−−
−−

=
pEvoltageACrated

levelinsulationACk (2)

On the other hand with suitable conversor control the
corresponding HVDC transmission ratio is shown in
equation (3).

)(2
pVvoltageDCrated

levelinsulationDCk
−−

−−
= =1.7 (3)

Thus for a DC pole to earth voltage Vd and AC phase to
earth voltage Ep the relations (4) exist.

poleDCeachfor
requiredlengthinsulation

phaseACeachfor
requiredlengthinsulation

ratioInsulation

−−−
−−−

−−−
−−−

=−  (4)

and substituting (1), (2) and (3) equations, we obtain
equation (5) for the insulation ratio.
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DC transmission capacity of an existing three-phase double
circuit AC line.

The AC line can be converted to three DC circuits, each
having two conductors at ± Vd to earth respectively.

Power transmitted by AC:

Lpa IEP ×= 6          (6)

Power transmitted by DC:

ddd IVP ×= 6         (7)

On the basis of equal current and insulation

dL II =     (8)
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The following relation shows the power ratio.
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For the same values of k, k1 and k2 as above, the power
transmitted by overhead lines can be increased to 147%,
with the percentage line losses reduced to 68% and
corresponding figures for cables are 294 % and 34%
respectively.

Besides, if the AC line is converted, a more substantial
power upgrading is possible. There are several conversions
of AC lines to DC lines proposals [2], these conversions are
carried out as a simple reconstruction. The most feasible of
them is Double Circuit AC Conversion to Bipolar DC, it
implies tower modifications that maintain all the
conductors at a height above ground of 1 to 2 meters below
the original position of the lowest conductor during the
whole construction phase. Two new crossarms are inserted
at the level of the old intermediate crossarm.

No change is made to the conductors, the total rated current
remains the same, which means that the transmitted power
increases proportionally to the adopted new DC line-to-
ground voltage. The conversion of lines where an increase
of phase to ground voltage can be higher than 3, is possible
when all the conductors of one AC circuit are concentrated
in one DC pole.

The line to line (LL) AC voltage is doubled for use with
DC, thus the transmitted power will increase by 3.5 times.

)(2)( ACUrmsDCU = (11)



Table I: Transmitted power and losses for the original double circuit AC lines and the converted DC lines

Table I shows the transmitted power and relative losses as a
function of current density for distribution networks with a
25 mm diameter conductor. Only Joule losses are taken
into account, because they are the most important in
distribution voltage levels. The numerical values are
function of the defined factors, and are proximate values
that show the magnitude order of the power increases that
can be achieved.

6. Conclusions

The construction of new overhead electric lines is
increasing difficulty, thus there is a need to look at
alternatives that increases the power transfer capability of
the existing right of ways.

It is technically feasible to achieve a substantial power
upgrading of existing AC lines through their conversion for
use with DC, by using the same conductors, tower bodies
and foundations, but with changes in tower head and
insulation assemblies.

When using existing AC lines to transmit DC power, the
lines are already built, so that cost can be saved. The
distribution networks cost is lower than the transmission
ones, because of the lower voltage level applied to the
semiconductor cost. It

is also remarkable the fast development of multiterminal
DC systems.

DC transmission has many more advantages, such as
stability, controlled emergency support and no contribution
to short circuit level.
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66 89 3.8 127 5.4 178 7.6
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P (MW)P (MW)
Voltage (kV)

P (MW)
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AC

Joule % of P Joule % of P Joule % of P
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33 26 11.0 37 16.1 52 22.6
132 130 3.5 180 4.9 262 7.1

P (MW)P (MW) P (MW)
Voltage (kV)

0,7 A/mm2 1.0 A/mm2 1.4 A/mm2

DC
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1 RESUM EXECUTIU 

 
1.1 Capacitat de la xarxa de Girona respecte del creixement de la demanda 

 
Xarxa actual 
 
La xarxa actual de Girona té com a centre de distribució la subestació de Juià, que s’alimenta 
des de Vic mitjançant una línia en doble circuit (dos circuits amb suports compartits formant 
una única línia) en el nivell de 220 kV. 
 
Al mateix temps, el nus de Vic es connecta a 400 kV amb Baixàs (França) i Pierola. La longitud 
d’aquests enllaços, l’absència de mallat i la llunyania de la generació, fan que la xarxa de 400 
kV en el nus de Vic sigui dèbil, i existeixin sèries dificultats per mantenir els valors de tensió 
dins dels rangs admissibles, fins i tot en operació normal sense fallades. 
 
Les connexions de la zona de Girona amb l’exterior estan constituïdes bàsicament per: 
 
- Alimentació a Juià a 220 kV mitjançant la línia en doble circuit Vic–Juià. 
- Alimentació des de la subestació de S. Celoni a través de la transformació 220/110 kV i el 

doble circuit S.Celoni–Tordera. Al mateix temps, la subestació de S. Celoni s’alimenta a 
220 kV des dels circuits S. Celoni–Sentmenat i S. Celoni–Vic. 

- Alimentació des de les subestacions de La Roca i Coloma a través de transformacions 
220/132 kV, l’eix de 132 kV en doble circuit S. Coloma–La Roca, La Roca–Buixalleu–Salt, 
La Roca–Llinars–Salt i la línia en doble circuit Salt–Juià. 

- Alimentació des de Vic en el nivell de 132 kV, a través de l’eix Vic–Olot amb els circuits 
Vic–Olot i Vic–S. Cecília–Ripoll–Olot, i de la línia Olot–Salt. 

- Alimentació a 110 kV des d’Osona, a través de l’eix en doble circuit compost per Osona-
S.Hilari-Susqueda-Xirgu i Osona-Sau-P. Estany- Xirgu. 

 
Diagnòstic de la situació 
 
L’escàs grau de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a la zona (220 kV i 400 kV), fa que la 
xarxa de distribució assumeixi aquesta funció per a la que no ha estat dimensionada. D’aquesta 
forma, la situació de la xarxa actual es caracteritza per: 
 
- Un elevat grau de saturació (càrrega de les línies i transformadors) fins i tot en condicions 

normals sense fallades, en els eixos de distribució mencionats d’alimentació a la zona (110 
kV i 132 kV). 

- Gran vulnerabilitat. Especialment la fallada del D/C Vic–Juià a 220 kV deixa la zona sense 
connexió alguna amb la xarxa de transport, es produeixen sobrecàrregues inadmissibles a la 
xarxa de distribució (110 kV i 132 kV) i un col·lapse de tensions a tota la zona. 
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En la situació actual es vulneren ja els límits admissibles de tensions en situació N (sense 
fallades), i no es compleixen els criteris de seguretat de comportament davant contingències. 
El sistema no admet ja amb la punta de demanda d’estiu de 2005, una fallada simple o doble. 
 
La situació s’agreuja amb el creixement previst de la punta d’estiu en anys successius. El “Pla 
de l’Energia de Catalunya 2006-2015”, preveu creixements anuals de les puntes de demanda en 
el període 2004-2015 compresos entre el 3’5 y el 4 %. 
 
Resum de la situació actual de la xarxa 
 
Situació N. Plena disponibilitat de la xarxa 
 
- La tensió a Vic es troba, en situació de punta de demanda, fora dels rangs habituals 

d’operació. 
- A l’hivern, per a un increment d’un 5 % de la punta de demanda, es trobaria fora del rang 

admissible en contingències. 
- A l’estiu, el creixement admissible de la punta de demanda sense que es produeixin 

saturacions a les línies de la xarxa de transport i de distribució és d’un 2’5 %. 
 

Màxima capacitat d’alimentació Girona Punta d’hivern Punta d’estiu 
Valors reals any 2005 (MW) 840 820 
Valors màxims per rang de contingències 882 (105%) 840 (102,5%) 
 
Comportament davant contingències 
 
- La fallada més desfavorable és la fallada del D/C Vic–Juià 220 kV. A l’actualitat, la xarxa 

de Girona no pot afrontar determinades indisponibilitats d’elements en situació de punta de 
demanda. 

- La màxima demanda que podria abastar-se complint els requisits de seguretat del sistema 
davant contingències seria la reflectida a la taula adjunta, per sota dels valors punta 
obtinguts a 2005. 

 
Màxima capacitat d’alimentació Girona (MW) Punta d’hivern Punta d’estiu 

Valors reals any 2005 (MW) 840 820 
Valors màxims contingències N-1 (MW) 798 (95%) 574 (70%) 
Valors màxim per a fallada D/C Vic-Juià 220 kV (MW) 588 (70%) 533 (65%) 

 
1.2 Urgència de les actuacions 

 
Al analitzar el límit temporal disponible per cometre les reformes necessàries de la xarxa, convé 
distingir les diferents funcions de les reformes previstes a la xarxa de Transport: 
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- Garantir el subministrament amb fiabilitat a la zona de Girona. 
- Permetre, a través del nou enllaç amb França Bescanó–Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs, importar 

l’energia suficient per cobrir el dèficit del conjunt de Catalunya en les puntes de demanda. 
Els criteris de seguretat exigeixen que això sigui possible fins i tot davant una situació de 
contingències (fallada d’una línia d’interconnexió), i estant en situació de parada algun dels 
grups nuclears. 

 
Urgència des del punt de vista de la fiabilitat de subministrament a Girona 
 
La situació actual vulnera ja al 2005 els criteris de seguretat. Les reformes han de ser 
immediates. En canvi, considerant terminis realistes d’execució, és difícil que la reforma de la 
xarxa de transport amb la SE de Bescanó i línies associades pogués entrar en servei abans del 
2008. 
 
Urgència des del punt de vista del risc de cobrir la demanda punta del conjunt de 
Catalunya 
 
A l’escenari base de previsió d’evolució de la demanda i considerant la possibilitat de situació 
de parada d’un dels grans grups nuclears les dates límit són: 
 
- Any 2008 si es considera la possibilitat de la fallada del D/C Aragó–Ascó. 
- Any 2012 si es considera únicament la possibilitat de fallada d’un S/C. 
 
Si no es considerés la possible situació de parada de les nuclears en la punta de demanda, les 
dates corresponents serien els anys 2011 i 2015. 
 
Urgència de l’enllaç Bescanó-Baixàs 
 
La subestació de Bescanó s’alimentarà a 400 kV mitjançant un D/C Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–
Bescanó. La possible fallada d’aquest doble circuit produeix una situació general de col·lapse, 
fins la entrada en servei de la nova via alternativa d’alimentació a Bescanó a través del nou 
enllaç amb França Bescanó–Baixàs. 
 
De aquesta forma, la urgència de la necessària ampliació de la xarxa de 400 kV a la zona es 
fa estensiva a la nova interconnexió amb França Bescanó-Baixàs, indispensable també per 
poder garantir el subministrament a la zona de Girona. 
 
1.3 Alimentació elèctrica al TAV a la zona de Girona 

 
La càrrega de les subestacions del TAV és de naturalesa fortament desequilibrada, amb un 
consum molt diferent entre les tres fases. Cada subestació consta de dos transformadors de 
tracció bifàsics de 60 MVA cadascun, que converteixen l’energia del sistema d’alta tensió al 
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nivell de 2x27’5 kV que alimenta directament la catenària (60 km per cada subestació 
aproximadament). 
 
Els consums previstos pel TAV en potència mesurada en 15 minuts són 84 MW a Riudarenes i 
74 MW a Sta. Llogaia. 
 
Per preservar la qualitat d’ona evitant possibles afeccions a altres consumidors existeix una 
limitació en el desequilibri admissible. La pertorbació sobre la xarxa està íntimament 
relacionada amb la potència de curtcircuit en el punt d’interconnexió. La normativa europea i 
l’adequació al Sistema per l’Operador REE estableixen un desequilibri màxim de 0’7% 
(quocient entre potència desequilibrada i potència de curt circuit en el punt d’interconnexió). 
 
Amb els consums esperats, la potència de curtcircuit mínima requerida en el punt de connexió 
seria de 6.000 MVA a Riudarenes i 5.285 MVA a Sta. Llogaia. 
 
Aquests valors de potència de curtcircuit no poden aconseguir-se a la xarxa de 220 kV de la 
zona de Girona (escassament mallada i allunyada de la generació), ni fins i tot preveient 
actuacions de reforçament que suposin un mallat addicional o implantació de nova generació. El 
compliment del requisit de desequilibri admissible implica necessàriament connexió a la 
xarxa de 400 kV per a ambdues subestacions. 
 
1.4 Necessitat de desenvolupament de la infrastructura de 400 kV a Girona 

 
El desenvolupament planificat de la infrastructura de 400 kV a Girona consta de les següents 
actuacions: 

− Nova subestació de Bescanó i línies de connexió associades des de Sentmanat i des 
de Vic. 

− Noves subestacions a 400 kV per a l’alimentació del TAV i injecció de reforç a la 
xarxa de transport en Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia. 

− Nou nus de 400 kV a Juià amb E/S d’un dels circuits Bescanó-Baixàs (l’altre circuit 
realitza E/S a Sta. Llogaia) 

− Nova interconnexió amb França a través de l’eix en doble circuit Bescanó-Juià-
Baixàs i Bescanó-Sta. Llogaia-Baixàs. 

 
A la subestació de Juià, actualment existent únicament coma nus de la xarxa 220 kV, es preveu 
la E/S d’un dels circuits Bescanó-Baixàs, de forma que al llarg del tramo que es desvia de la 
traça en derivació, els circuits d’entrada i sortida discorrin per traces independents. Es crea així 
a Juià un nou nus de la xarxa 400 kV connectat mitjançant transformació 400/220 kV a la 
instal·lació actual. 
 
La nova infrastructura de 400 kV respon a les següents necessitats: 
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- Necessitat de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona. 
- Necessitat de proporcionar un punt de connexió al segon enllaç amb Franca, Bescanó–

Baixàs, necessari per mantenir la cobertura de la demanda al conjunt de Catalunya amb els 
criteris de seguretat estipulats. 

- Necessitat d’alimentació del tren de velocitat a la zona. Les noves subestacions del TAV 
s’aprofiten a més per a injecció de potència a la xarxa de distribució de la zona, molt 
sobrecarregada. 

- Necessitat d’augmentar la transformació 400/220 kV a la zona, al quedar saturada la 
transformació de Vic a l’horitzó d’estudi. 

 
Necessitat de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona 
 
L’escàs desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona produeix saturació de les xarxes de 
distribució. 
 
La magnitud de la potència punta demandada a la zona elèctrica de Girona, exigeix la connexió 
al nivell de tensió de 400 kV. Veure Taules amb evolució de les puntes de demanda. 
 

Demanda punta (MW) zona Girona Hivern Estiu 
Any 2004 750 770 
Any 2005 840 820 
Any 2006 (estimació) 850 840 
Any 2007 (estimació) 885 875 
Any 2008 (estimació) 920 910 
Any 2015 (estimació) 1.130 1.170 

 
És necessari mantenir la capacitat d’abastament fins i tot davant de possibles contingències 
simples i fallades de dobles circuits. 
 
Comparant la capacitat de transport de les línies de 220 kV (estiu 250 MVA) amb les habituals 
de 400 kV (estiu 850–1000 MVA), es comprova que l’optimització i l’ús racional dels 
corredors existents per a infrastructures elèctriques amb aquests nivells de càrrega, 
impliquen la utilització del nivell de 400 kV a la zona. 
 
D’altra banda, la selecció de les localitzacions de transformació des de la xarxa 400 kV fins a la 
xarxa 220 kV en Bescanó i Juià, permeten diversificar l’alimentació de la demanda i un òptim 
aprofitament de les capacitats de transformació i transport de la xarxa. La introducció del nivell 
de 400 kV a Juià amb la corresponent transformació 400/220 kV, afavoreix la transmissió 
eficient d’energia des de la xarxa de transport cap al consum, al tractar-se d’un camí elèctric 
directe entre la xarxa 400 kV i el centre geogràfic de la distribució. 
 
Necessitat de proporcionar un punt alternatiu per al segon enllaç amb França 
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La nova subestació de Bescanó proporciona un punt de connexió alternatiu a Vic per a la nova 
interconnexió requerida amb França. 
 
El nou enllaç amb Baixàs des de Bescanó és necessari per a: 
 
− Cobrir el dèficit energètic del conjunt de Catalunya en la punta de demanda. 
− Assegurar l’alimentació de la zona en contingències. 
 
El reforç de les interconnexions necessari podria cobrir-se mitjançant la duplicació de l’enllaç 
existent Baixàs–Vic; en canvi, en aquest cas: 
 
− La fiabilitat de l’enllaç resultant seria, en un futur, inferior a la prevista amb la solució 

actual per dependre d’un circuit doble. 
− A més, es mantindria la vulnerabilitat a la fallada del D/C d’alimentació de Bescanó a 400 

kV. 
 
La duplicació de Vic – Baixàs no és suficient per assegurar el subministrament a Girona. 
 
El nivell de càrrega a la zona a l’any 2015, exigeix disposar d’enllaços diversificats amb la 
xarxa de 400 kV (al menys dues traces independents). L’enllaç Bescanó–Baixàs proporciona 
aquesta segona traça alternativa d’alimentació a Bescanó. 
 
Necessitat d’alimentació de TAV a Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia. Necessitat d’injecció de 
potència des d’aquestes subestacions a la xarxa de distribució. 
 
Les subestacions de la xarxa de 400 k<v alimentades des de Bescanó a Riudarenes i Sta. 
Llogaia, a més de proporcionar alimentació al TAV, compleixen la funció de proporcionar punts 
d’injecció des de la xarxa de transport a la xarxa de distribució, disminuint la saturació de les 
línies de 110 kV i 132 kV i evitant múltiples reformes puntuals que d’altra forma seria necessari 
cometre. 
 
En concret estan previstos els següents punt d’injecció de potència: 
 
− A Riudarenes està prevista transformació 400/110 kV i connexió amb la subestació de 

Tordera. 
− A Sta. Llogaia està prevista transformació 400/132 kV i connexió amb Figueres. 
 
 
 
 
Resolució del problema de saturació de la xarxa de 110 kV a Tordera i Costa Brava 
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En situació normal, sense fallada, la xarxa de distribució en el nivell de 110 kV (Eix S. Celoni–
Tordera–Lloret–C. Aro) assumeix ja funcions de transport d’energia per a les que no ha estat 
concebuda. En situació de contingències es produiran nombroses saturacions de la xarxa en la 
zona de la costa i subtensions en molts nodes. La saturació es veu agreujada en la punta de 
consum a l’estiu, i es fa insostenible a l’horitzó de 2015. És imprescindible una nova injecció a 
la xarxa de 110 kV des de la xarxa de transport, per disminuir la càrrega de les línies de 
distribució i diversificar les possibilitats d’alimentació, evitant la possibilitat de fallades 
comuns. 
 
En concret el punt òptim per a aquesta injecció és la subestació de Tordera, a una distància 
aproximada de 12 km des de Riudarenes. Aquesta injecció permet: 
 
− Disminuir la càrrega de l’eix S. Celoni–Tordera 110 kV, que es satura a l’actualitat en 

nombroses contingències. 
− Disminuir la càrrega de les línies de 220 kV d’alimentació a S. Celoni, Vic–S. Celoni, 

Sentmenat–S. Celoni. 
− Augmentar el recolzament de potència des de Tordera fins a C. Aro, descarregant les línies 

de 110 kV que parteixen de Juià, Juià–C. Aro, al límit de la seva capacitat a la punta d’estiu. 
 

Resolució de saturacions a la xarxa de 132 kV del Nord de Girona 
 
El Nord de Girona s’alimenta a 132 kV des de Juià, a través de l’anell Juià–Torrevent–Llançà–
Figueres–Juià. Donada la concentració de càrrega a l’anell, la fallada en els trams de l’anell 
pròxims a Juià, produeix saturació en els extrems oposats. 
 
L’anell de 132 kV de la zona nord de Girona presenta els següents problemes: 
 
− Elevada concentració de càrrega depenent d’una única font (subestació de Juià). 
− Anell format per grans longituds i en configuració de D/C de manera que és possible que 

una fallada única condueixi a la pèrdua d’una gran quantitat de consumidors. 
 
La única solució possible consisteix en la injecció des de la xarxa de transport a Sta. Llogaia 
que permeti diversificar les fonts d’alimentació i descongestionar l’excessiva càrrega de 
l’anell. 
 
Els reforçaments de la xarxa de distribució per resoldre les saturacions previstes serien 
nombroses i implicarien un fort cost ambiental. A més, aquests reforços tindrien un termini de 
validesa molt inferior. Els recolzaments a la xarxa de distribució a Riudarenes i Tordera 
constitueixen una solució a aquestes saturacions amb el major grau d’eficàcia i mínima 
relació cost-benefici des d’un punt de vista mediambiental. 
Necessitat d’augmentar la transformació 400/220 kV a la zona 
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A Vic existeixen quatre (4) autotransformadors amb una capacitat total de 1.400 MVA, que 
aconsegueixen la saturació en contingències a l’horitzó de 2009. 
 
La nova transformació Bescanó proporciona un emplaçament alternatiu per a la nova 
transformació necessària, evitant així la concentració excessiva en un únic nus. 
 
1.5 Necessitat de la línia d’interconnexió Bescanó-Baixàs 

 
El nou enllaç planificat Bescanó–Baixàs a 400 kV té com a funcions: 
 
− Garantir la capacitat d’importació d’energia del conjunt de Catalunya en situació de 

punta de demanda. 
− Reforçar la xarxa de transport a Girona amb una possibilitat d’alimentació addicional a la 

futura SE de Bescanó, necessària per permetre el manteniment de les tensions en valors 
admissibles i poder garantir el subministrament a la zona davant les contingències que han 
de ser previstes segons els criteris de seguretat de la xarxa. 

 
Necessitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya. 
 
S’observa que amb les interconnexions actuals no serà possible superar una situació de fallada 
del doble circuit Aragó–Ascó en la punta d’estiu de l’any 2012. Si a més es considera que 
aquesta contingència té lloc en el moment en que un dels grups nuclears (Vandellòs, Ascó) es 
troba fora de servei per manteniment o avaria, la situació de risc es planteja ja des de 2008 per a 
fallades del dobles circuit i des de 2008 per a fallades simples. 
 
Reforçament de la xarxa de transport 
 
Si no es construís l’enllaç amb Baixàs des de Bescanó, el D/C de 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, 
Sentmenat–Bescanó, quedaria com a únic enllaç de la zona amb la xarxa de transport, i la seva 
fallada portaria a una situació de saturació de les línies de distribució i col·lapse general de 
tensions. 
 
Possibilitat de substituir el nou enllaç per la duplicació de Vic-Baixàs 
 
La possibilitat de substituir aquest nou enllaç per la duplicació de l’existent Baixàs–Vic, està 
subjecta als següents condicionants: 
 
− La dificultat de la construcció física ja que és necessari mantenir el circuit existent en servei. 
− La capacitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya quedaria assegurada, si bé amb un grau 

de fiabilitat menor en les interconnexions, per la possibilitat de fallada comú d’ambdós 
circuits. 
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− La duplicació del circuit Vic–Baixàs no és vàlida per resoldre els problemes de 

vulnerabilitat de la xarxa davant la fallada del D/C Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó. Per 
aconseguir-ho serien necessàries reformes estructurals importants addicionals a la xarxa, a 
més de disposar d’almenys 400 MW de generació addicional a la zona. 

− La xarxa al 2015, encara contemplant aquestes reformes estructurals, quedaria al límit de la 
seva capacitat. El nivell de càrrega adquirit per la subestació de Bescanó al 2015 fa 
aconsellable disposar de nous enllaços de 400 kV. 

 
Es conclou que l’enllaç Bescanó–Baixàs, és necessari per assegurar el subministrament del 
conjunt de Catalunya i superar la vulnerabilitat del subministrament a Girona. Compleix 
l’important paper de diversificar els enllaços de la xarxa de transport a la subestació de 
Bescanó, el que no s’aconsegueix mitjançant altres alternatives com podria ser la duplicació 
de l’enllaç Vic–Baixàs. 
 
1.6 Altres actuacions a la xarxa. Possibilitats de desmuntatge i compactació de línies 

 
Noves línies de 220 kV necessàries 
 
A la planificació de la xarxa està previst un enllaç en D/C al nivell de 220 kV entre la nova SE 
de Bescanó i Juià. Aquesta nova línia és imprescindible per evitar que una fallada en un D/C 
d’enllaç de 400 kV entre Bescanó i Juià, pugui tallar completament les connexions de Juià amb 
la xarxa de transport. 
 
La vulnerabilitat actual davant la fallada del D/C Vic-Juià queda esmorteïda, ja que el 
desenvolupament planificat de la xarxa de 400 kV, amb E/S d’un circuit a Juià, proporciona 
altra via alternativa d’alimentació al nus de Juià. No resulta per tant imprescindible des d’un 
punt de vista de seguretat de la xarxa, duplicar l’enllaç de 220 kV entre Bescanó i Juià. 
 
Possible supressió de línies 
 
La supressió del D/C Salt–Juià 132 kV és possible, amb la condició que es porti a terme 
alguna injecció addicional des de la xarxa de transport, que podria aconseguir-se mitjançant 
una transformació a Riudarenes 400/132 kV (actualment no prevista) i connexió al doble 
circuit 132 kV Buixalleu–Llinars–Salt. 
 
Possible compactació de línies 
 
− Compactació de D/C Juià–Figueres de 132 kV, amb el D/C 400 kV Bescanó–Juià–Sta. 

Llogaia. 
− Compactació de D/C Bescanó–Riudarenes de 400 kV amb Xirgu–Sils de 110 kV. 
 
Reforçaments alternatius en cas de no execució de l’enllaç Sta. Llogaia-Baixàs 
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En cas de que no es construís al 2015 l’enllaç previst Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs, la xarxa seria molt 
vulnerable a la fallada del D/C 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó. No hi ha diferències 
en aquest sentit respecte de la situació planificada actualment. Aquesta fallada condueix a 
saturacions a la xarxa i a la impossibilitat de mantenir les tensions dins dels rangs admissibles. 
Les reformes estructurals de la xarxa amb nous circuits d’enllaç a 220 kV o 400 kV, no 
serien suficients per cobrir aquesta possible contingència, i seria imprescindible la disposició 
de generació addicional a la zona (400 MW). 
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2 CAPACITAT DE LA XARXA ELÈCTRICA DE GIRONA RESPECTE DEL 

CREIXEMENT DE LA DEMANDA 

 
2.1 Objecte 

 
L’objecte d’aquest apartat és el diagnòstic sobre la situació actual de la xarxa elèctrica de 
Girona (any 2005), en relació amb la seva capacitat per afrontar les puntes de demanda d’estiu i 
d’hivern, tant en situació d’operació normal com davant de diverses contingències 
d’indisponibilitat d’elements de la xarxa, sense talls en el mercat. 
 
Es determinen els marges existents per a creixement futur de la demanda a Girona amb la 
infrastructura de Transport actual, amb la finalitat de comprovar els terminis disponibles per 
portar a terme les actuacions de reforçament previstes a la planificació de la xarxa. 
 
2.2 Metodologia 

 
L’avaluació de capacitat de la xarxa elèctrica per satisfer la punta de demanda ha d’efectuar-se 
tenint en compte determinats criteris de seguretat que, per a la Xarxa de Transport (nivells de 
tensió de 220 i 400 kV), queden recollits en els Procediments d’Operació proposats per 
l’Operador del Sistema REE. Aquests criteris estableixen els marges admissibles de variació 
d’algunes magnituds, tensions en nusos i nivells de càrrega en línies i transformadors 
principalment, per a que la continuïtat de subministrament quedi garantida. 
 
Els marges anteriors s’apliquen a les situacions de punta de demanda tant d’hivern com d’estiu, 
que han de ser objecte d’anàlisi separats, ja que no només varia d’una a altra la potència total 
consumida a la zona d’estudi, sinó la seva distribució geogràfica, així com la capacitat de 
transport dels diferents elements de la xarxa. En el cas de línies aèries, aquesta capacitat és 
considerablement superior a l’hivern al estar directament condicionada per la màxima 
temperatura que poden aconseguir els conductors en operació. 
 
Igualment, per a cadascuna de les dues puntes de demanda, és objecte d’estudi tant la situació 
d’operació normal amb plena disponibilitat d’elements, com a les situacions degradades amb 
indisponibilitat d’un únic element (N-1) o de pèrdua d’un doble circuit, en les que els 
procediments d’operació del sistema exigeixen mantenir la continuïtat del subministrament. 
 
El present anàlisis s’ha realitzaT a partir d’una modelització completa de tota la xarxa de 
Transport i Distribució a Catalunya, i de les seves interconnexions amb la xarxa francesa i amb 
la resta del sistema peninsular. Per a les condicions d’intercanvi d’energia amb l’exterior, fluxos 
de potència a les interconnexions i tensions en els punt frontera, s’han adoptat els valors reals 
obtinguts en les situacions de punta de demanda corresponents a l’any 2005. L’anàlisi de 
contingències s’ha portat a terme aplicant una sistemàtica exhaustiva de simulació 
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d’indisponibilitats de tots els elements de la xarxa, incloent centrals de generació, línies en 
simple circuit, transformadors i trams de línia en doble circuit en els que és possible la fallada 
comú. 
 
2.3 Descripció de la xarxa actual a Girona  

 
2.3.1 Connexió de Girona a la xarxa de transport 

 
La província de Girona té com a centre d’alimentació i connexió a la xarxa de transport, la 
subestació de Juià que rep energia des de Vic en el nivell de 220 kV i la transforma als nivells 
de 132 kV i 110 kV. 
 
Les possibles alimentacions a la zona procedeixen de: 
 
− Alimentació a Juià a 220 kV mitjançant la línia en doble circuit Vic–Juià. 
− Alimentació des de la subestació de S. Celoni a través de la transformació 220/110 kV i el 

doble circuit S. Celoni–Tordera. A la seva vegada, la subestació de S. Celoni s’alimenta a 
220 kV des dels circuits S. Celoni–Sentmenat i S. Celoni–Vic. 

− Alimentació des de les subestacions de La Roca i S. Coloma a través de transformacions 
220/132 kV, l’eix de 132 kV en doble circuit S. Coloma–La Roca, La Roca–Buixalleu–Salt, 
La Roca–Llinars–Salt i la línia en doble circuit Salt–Juià. 

− Alimentació des de Vic en el nivell de 132 kV, a través de l’eix Vic–Olot amb els circuits 
Vic–Olot i Vic–S. Cecília–Ripoll–Olot, i de la línia Olot–Salt. 

− Alimentació en 110 kV d’Osona, a través de l’eix en doble circuit composat per Osona–S. 
Hilari–Susqueda–Xirgu i Osona–Sau–P. Estany–Xirgu. 

 
2.3.2 Xarxa de distribució a Girona 

 
Des de la subestació de Juià, la distribució a la zona s’efectua en els nivells de tensió de 110 kV 
i 132 kV, mitjançant els següents anells: 
 
− Anells de distribució a 132 kV. Existeix un anells de distribució Juià–Figueres–Llançà–

Torrevent–Juià. La subestació de Juià, a més de disposar de la transformació 220/132 kV es 
connecta a 132 kV mitjançant un doble circuit amb l’eix La Roca–Llinars–Buixalleu–Salt–
Juià. La subestació de Salt queda connectada a la seva vegada a 132 kV amb Olot. 

− Anells de distribució a 110 kV. Existeixen dos anells de distribució a 110 kV des de Juià: 
o Juià–Girona–Sils–Tordera–Lloret–C. Aro–Juià 
o Juià–Bellcaire–Palafrugell–C. Aro. 
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Al mateix temps, el nus de Tordera es connecta amb S. Celoni a través del doble circuit 110 kV 
(amb elevat nivell de càrrega a les puntes d’estiu), i amb Mataró a través de l’eix Tordera–
Calella–Mataró. 
 
2.4 Anàlisi de resultats de les simulacions de xarxa 

 
Les simulacions efectuades per a la xarxa de Girona amb els nivells de demanda actuals en 
situacions de punta d’estiu i d’hivern, mostren un alt grau de saturació i vulnerabilitat de la 
xarxa elèctrica actual. 
 
L’escàs mallat de la xarxa de 400 kV a la zona, amb la presència d’un únic nus a Vic, l’elevada 
longitud de les línies d’interconnexió d’aquest nus i la llunyania de la generació, incideixen en 
greus dificultats per al manteniment de les tensions dins del rang de variació admissible. A més, 
al efectuar-se la distribució d’energia a la zona des de la subestació de Juià, alimentada des de 
Vic a través d’un únic enllaç configurat en doble circuit a 220 kV, el subministrament a la 
província de Girona queda condicionat per la disponibilitat i capacitat de transport d’aquest 
enllaç. Aquesta dependència es tradueix en un molt escàs marge disponible de creixement de la 
punt de demanda i risc de talls de subministrament davant la indisponibilitat d’aquesta connexió 
crítica. 
 
2.4.1 Situació d’operació normal amb plena disponibilitat 

 
Fins i tot amb plena disponibilitat de tots els seus elements, la xarxa actual de Girona presenta 
en situació de punta de demanda gran dificultat per al manteniment dels nivells de tensió 
requerits i un alt grau de saturació. 
 
Dificultat en el manteniment dels nivells de tensió. 
 
El nus de Vic a la xarxa de 400 kV manté dues úniques connexions de gran longitud amb les 
subestacions de Pierola, pel costat de la xarxa de Catalunya, i amb Baixàs pel costat de França. 
En les situacions de punta de demanda, el flux de potència a través de l’enllaç de 400 kV Vic–
Baixàs és importador tant a l’estiu com a l’hivern. La tensió al nus de Vic a 400 kV depèn 
fonamentalment del valor de la tensió a Baixàs (s’ha adoptat el valor de 400 kV coincident amb 
el valor mig en l’hora punta al llarg del mes de gener de 2005), i del flux de potència a través de 
l’enllaç Vic–Baixàs, per al que s’han considerat els valors actuals d’importació mesurats en les 
puntes d’estiu i hivern de 2005, corresponents a 700 i 850 MW respectivament. 
 
Segons els procediments d’operació del sistema, per a la xarxa de 400 kV es considera 390–420 
kV com a rang de variació en operació normal, i 375–435 kV com a rang de variació admissible 
en contingències. Per a la xarxa de 220 kV es considera 205–245 kV com a rang en operació 
normal, i 200–245 kV com a rang de variació admissible en contingències. 
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La següent Taula mostra els valors de tensió esperada als nusos de Vic (400 kV) i Juià (220 kV) 
per als actuals nivells de demanda total a Girona, i increments del 5 % i del 10 % sobre aquesta 
punta de demanda. Els casos estudiats que contemplen increments de punta de potència a 
Girona, consideren un creixement de la punta de demanda a tota Catalunya en la mateixa 
proporció. 
 
Tensió en el nus de Vic (400 kV) 
 

TENSIÓ NUS VIC (400 kV) PUNTA ESTIU 
Rang normal 390-420 kV 
Rang emergència 375-435 kV 

Valor de tensió 
(kV) 

Càrrega punta estiu 2005 (820 MW) 382,9 
Increment del 5 % (861 MW) (*) 381,4 
Increment del 10 % (902 MW) (*) 379,8 

 
TENSIÓ NUS VIC (400 kV) PUNTA HIVERN 
Rang normal 390-420 kV 
Rang emergència 375-435 kV 

Valor de tensió 
(kV) 

Càrrega punta hivern 2005 (840 MW) 377,9 
Increment del 5 % (882 MW) (*) 373,8 
Increment del 10 % (924 MW) (*) 364,7 

(*) NOTA: S’ha suposat també un increment de demanda del conjunt de Catalunya en la mateixa proporció 

 
Tensió en el nus de Juià (220 kV) 
 

TENSIÓ NUS JUIÁ (220 kV) PUNTA ESTIU 
Rang normal 205-245 kV 
Rang emergència 205-245 kV 

Valor de tensió 
(kV) 

Càrrega punta estiu 2005 (820 MW) 212,9 
Increment del 5 % (861 MW) (*) 208,7 
Increment del 10 % (902 MW) (*) 207,0 

 
TENSIÓ NUS JUIÁ (220 kV) PUNTA HIVERN 
Rang normal 205-245 kV 
Rang emergència 200-245 kV 

Valor de tensió 
(kV) 

Càrrega punta hivern 2005 (840 MW) 211,5 
Increment del 5 % (882 MW) (*) 204,7 
Increment del 10 % (924 MW) (*) 197,1 

(*) NOTA: S’ha suposat també un increment de demanda del conjunt de Catalunya en la mateixa proporció 

 
S’aprecia que ja a l’actualitat no resulta possible mantenir la tensió al nus de Vic dins dels 
marges habituals d’operació de la xarxa amb la punta de demanda actual, i que per a un 
creixement de la demanda global punta d’hivern a Catalunya d’un 5 %, el valor esperat de 
tensió queda fins i tot sota del mínim admissible en situació d’emergència. 
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El valor de la tensió al nus de Juià queda per sota dels marges d’operació habitual per a un 
increment de la punta de demanda d’hivern d’un 5 %, i fora dels marges d’emergència per a un 
increment d’un 10 %. 
 
Saturació de la xarxa 
 
En situació de punta d’estiu i encara amb plena disponibilitat d’elements (situació N), ja es 
produeixen alts nivells de càrrega respecte de la capacitat nominal a les línies: 
 
− Doble circuit Vic–Juià 220 kV 
− Doble circuit S. Celoni–Tordera 110 kV 
− Eix Juià–Figueres 132 kV 
 
La línia Juià–Figueres (132 kV) adquireix en punta d’estiu de 2005 un nivell de càrrega del 98 
% de la seva capacitat de transport i se saturaria per a un increment d’aquesta punta del 2,5%. 
 
Els dobles circuits Vic–Juià 220 kV i S. Celoni–Tordera 110 kV, aconsegueixen un nivell de 
càrrega del 86 % respecte de la seva màxima capacitat de transport, en situació de punt d’estiu a 
l’any 2005 (820 MW), i un nivell de càrrega del 91 % davant un augment de la demanda del 10 
% (902 MW). 
 
2.4.2 Comportament de la xarxa en contingències 

 
Saturacions davant contingències punta de demanda any 2005 
 
La contingència més desfavorable actualment és la fallada del doble circuit Vic–Juià a 220 kV, 
única injecció directa des de la xarxa de transport. Aquesta indisponibiltat obliga a les xarxes de 
distribució de 110 kV i 132 kV a assumir la funció de transport, i produeix saturacions en les 
transformacions de 220/132 kV de S. Coloma i La Roca i 220/110 kV de S. Celoni, en les línies 
de 110 kV del Maresme S. Celoni–Tordera i Mataró–Calella–Tordera, en les línies de 110 kV 
del Maresme S. Celoni–Tordera i Mataró–Calella–Tordera, en els eixos de 132 kV S. Coloma–
La Roca i S. Coloma–Montmeló–La Roca, i en l’eix d’alimentació des de l’interior a 110 kV 
Osona–S. Hilari–Susqueda. Igualment, al injectar-se una gran quantitat d’energia a Tordera, es 
produeixen saturacions en l’eix de 110 kV Tordera–Lloret–C. Aro. Aquesta contingència afecta 
també a les línies de 220 kV que alimenten S. Celoni produint sobrecàrregues a S. Celoni–
Sentmenat i S. Celoni–Vic. Es produeixen a més de subtensions no admissibles en les xarxes 
que surten de la subestació de Juià cap a la costa a 110 kV (Bellcaire, C. Aro, Palafrugell) i cap 
al Nord a 132 kV (Figueres, Llançà, Torrevent). 
 
Altres contingència que donen lloc a situacions de saturació, són les següents: 
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− Fallada d’un circuit simple Vic–Juià 220 kV que produeix saturació a l’altra circuit. 
− Fallada de l’enllaç S. Celoni–Vic de 220 kV que produeix saturació a S. Celoni–Sentmenat 

220 kV. 
− Fallada de l’enllaç S. Celoni–Sentmenat de 220 kV que produeix saturació a S. Celoni–Vic 

220 kV. 
− Fallada en els extrems de l’anell de 132 kV Juià–Figueres–Llançà–Torrevent, que produeix 

saturacions a l’altre extrem. 
− Saturacions en la xarxa de 110 kV davant la fallada del tram que transcorre en D/C 

Bellcaire–Juià, C. Aro–Juià 110 kV. 
− Saturacions en les alimentacions a Mataró (Mogent–Granollers–Mataró i S. Celoni–Mataró) 

així com a Calella–Mataró davant diverses contingències. 
− Saturació de l’eix S. Celoni–Tordera 110 kV en diverses contingències. 
− Saturacions de l’eix del Vallès, S. Coloma–Montmeló–La Roca de 132 kV, incloent la 

transformació 220/132 kV de S. Coloma i La Roca. Aquest eix, si bé no es troba en la zona 
de Girona, adquireix sobrecàrregues inadmissibles davant contingències a la zona de Girona 
(fallades Vic–Juià 220 kV, Pierola–Vic 400 kV, Baixàs–Vic 400 kV, etc.). 

− Saturació de la transformació a Vic 400/220 kV davant fallada d’un dels transformadors. 
− Saturació de la transformació 220/110 kV de Juià davant fallada d’un dels transformadors. 
− Saturació de la transformació 220/132 kV de Juià davant fallada d’un dels transformadors. 
− Saturació de la transformació 220/110 kV de S. Celoni davant diverses fallades de la xarxa 

de Girona. 
 
Límits de demanda en la zona de Girona en contingències 
 
L’aplicació dels criteris de seguretat de la xarxa davant a contingències o indisponibilitats a la 
xarxa actual de Girona, portaria als següents límits de potència punta que podria abastar-se: 
 
− Contingències N-1. Amb la finalitat de permetre la possibilitat de mantenir el 

subministrament en una contingència N-1 o fallada d’un únic element, la punt de demanda a 
Girona tindria que estar limitada a 798 MW per a la punt d’hivern (95 % de la punta actual 
de 2005) i a 574 MW a l’estiu (70 % de la punta actual de 2005). 

− Fallada d’un D/C. Amb la finalitat de permetre la possibilitat de mantenir el 
subministrament davant la fallada del doble circuit més desfavorable (Vic–Juià 220 kV), la 
punta de demanda a Girona tindria que estar limitada a 588 MW per a la punta d’hivern (70 
% de la punta actual de 2005) i a 533 MW a l’estiu (65 % de la punta actual de 2005). 

 
2.5 Creixement de la punta de demanda en la zona de Girona 

 
A la zona elèctrica de Girona (no coincideix exactament amb els límits geogràfics de la 
província sinó amb l’àrea alimentada amb centre de distribució des de la subestació de Juià) les 
puntes de consum net d’estiu i hivern al llarg de l’any 2005 han sigut respectivament de 820 i 
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840 MW, amb un creixement anormalment elevat respecte de les aconseguides a 2004 de 770 i 
750 MW respectivament. 
 
S’ha de tenir en conte que a l’escenari base de previsió de la demanda cal esperar els 
creixements de la càrrega punta que s’indiquen a la Taula adjunta per al conjunt de Catalunya 
(valors obtinguts dels gràfics de previsió d’evolució de la punta de demanda inclosos en el “Pla 
de L’Energia de Catalunya 2006-2015). 
 

Creixement anual estimat de la càrrega punta Hivern Estiu 
Any 2006 3,56% 3,64% 
Any 2007 3,94% 4,05% 
Any 2008 3,94% 3,98% 

 
2.6 Conclusions sobre situació actual i marges disponibles de creixement de demanda. 

 
Els anàlisis de capacitat de la xarxa elèctrica han d’efectuar-se tenint en compte el manteniment 
dels nivells de tensió dins d’un rang admissibles de funcionament i els fluxos de potència en 
situació de punta de demanda per sota de les capacitats corresponents de línies i transformadors 
segons es tracti d’hivern o estiu. A més, les condicions anteriors han de verificar-se: 
 
− En situació normal d’operació amb plena disponibilitat d’elements de la xarxa. 
− En contingències N-1, que suposen fallades o indisponibilitats d’un únic element de la 

xarxa. 
− En criteri N-1 estès que suposa fallades d’un doble circuit (els dos circuits que comparteixen 

suports comuns). 
 
La xarxa actual a Girona presenta molt escàs desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport. 
L’energia es distribueix des de Juià, alimentada des de Vic mitjançant un doble circuit de 220 
kV. Degut a aquest escàs desenvolupament de la infrastructura de transport, la xarxa presenta un 
alt grau de saturació i vulnerabilitat en situació de punta de demanda tant d’estiu com d’hivern. 
Ja en l’actualitat no resulta possible mantenir els nivells de tensió a la xarxa de Transport en els 
marges admissibles i s’incompleixen els criteris de seguretat de la xarxa davant contingències. 
 
Situació N. Plena disponibilitat de la xarxa 
 
La tensió a Vic es troba, en situació de punta de demanda, fora dels rangs habituals d’operació. 
A l’hivern, per a un increment d’un 5 % de la punta de demanda, es trobaria fora del rang 
admissible en contingències. 
 
A l’estiu, el creixement admissible de la punta de demanda sense que es produeixin saturacions 
en les línies de la xarxa de transport i de distribució és d’un 2’5 %. 
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Màxima capacitat d’alimentació Girona Punta d’hivern Punta d’estiu 
Valors reals any 2005 (MW) 840 820 
Valors màxims per a rang de contingències 882 (105 %) 840 (102,5 %) 
 
Comportament davant contingències 
 
La fallada més desfavorable és la fallada del D/C Vic–Juià 220 kV. A l’actualitat, la xarxa de 
Girona no pot afrontar determinades indisponibilitats d’elements en situació de punta de 
demanda. La màxima demanda que podria abastar-se complint els requisits de seguretat del 
sistema davant contingències, seria la reflectida en la taula adjunta. 
 

Màxima capacitat d’alimentació Girona (MW) Punta d’hivern Punta d’estiu 
Valors reals any 2005 (MW) 840 820 
Valors màxims contingències N-1 (MW) 798 (95 %) 574 (70 %) 
Valors màxims per a fallada DC Vic–Juià 220 kV 
(MW) 

588 (70 %) 533 (65 %) 
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3 URGÈNCIA DE LES ACTUACIONS 

 
3.1 Objecte 

 
L’anàlisi de la situació actual de la xarxa de Girona recollit en l’apartat anterior, reflexa una 
situació de saturació i vulnerabilitat que exigeix emprendre actuacions de reforçament en la 
xarxa de transport. L’objecte d’aquest apartat és avaluar la urgència d’aquestes actuacions, 
analitzant la prioritat en el temps de cadascuna d’elles. 
 
Donat que algunes d’aquestes actuacions encara no començades presenten un termini 
d’execució prolongat, s’estudia si existeixen possibles mesures addicionals de reforçament que 
podrien contribuir a superar la situació de precarietat fins a la data de posada en servei de les 
noves instal·lacions requerides. 
 
3.2 Funcions dels reforçaments previstos 

 
Els reforçament previstos per a la xarxa de transport a l’horitzó del 2015 a la zona de Girona 
compleixen diferents funcions, amb la finalitat de respondre a les carències i debilitats 
detectades ja en l’actualitat i que es veuran agreujades amb el previsible augment de la punta de 
demanda en els pròxims anys: 
 
− Reforçament de la interconnexió exterior de la xarxa de Catalunya. Nova interconnexió amb 

França, com a reforç de la interconnexió existent Vic–Baixàs, amb la finalitat d’assegurar a 
l’abastiment de la punta de demanda en el conjunt de Catalunya, fins i tot davant la 
indisponibilitat d’un dels grans grups nuclears (Vandellòs, Ascó). En aquest sentit es tracta 
de comprovar mitjançant l’evolució del balanç total instantani de potències a Catalunya a les 
puntes de demanda dels propers anys, en quin moment el compliment dels criteris de 
seguretat de la xarxa, fa imprescindible la nova interconnexió amb la finalitat de compensar 
el dèficit energètic. 

− Reforçament de la pròpia xarxa de transport a Girona per resoldre el problema del 
manteniment de les tensions i la vulnerabilitat davant contingències. 
o La debilitat de la xarxa de transport a Girona es deriva de la gran longitud de les línies 

d’interconnexió del nus de Vic a 400 kV amb Baixàs i Pierola, i de la llunyania respecte 
dels punts de generació, i redunda en la dificultat existent per mantenir les tensions en 
els nusos d’aquesta xarxa. En especial els nusos de Vic a 400 kV i Juià a 220 kV 
resulten especialment dèbils. 

o La xarxa de Girona és en l’actualitat vulnerable a la fallada del D/C Vic–Juià a 220 kV. 
Les futures connexions de la xarxa a 400 kV Vic–Bescanó–Sentmenat–Bescanó, 
compartiran suports comuns, amb el que es manté la vulnerabilitat davant la possibilitat 
de fallada d’un doble circuit. El nou enllaç amb França a través de Bescanó, i per un 
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traçat diferents de les línies anteriors, permetrà superar aquesta situació de risc i 
vulnerabilitat. 

 
3.2.1 Necessitat d’importació d’energia del conjunt de Catalunya 

 
S’entén en el que segueix que la nova interconnexió amb França ha d’anar acompanyada d’un 
reforçament de la xarxa francesa que permeti duplicar l’actual capacitat d’importació a través de 
Vic–Baixàs, el que suposa poder arribar al menys fins a 1.600 MW de capacitat tècnica 
d’importació. 
 
L’anàlisi es realitza per a dos diferents escenaris d’evolució de la punta de demanda: escenari 
base, mantenint la línia actual d’evolució, i escenari IER de màxima eficiència energètica. 
 
Es considera que, encara que la nova interconnexió amb França sigui un circuit doble, la 
capacitat d’importació efectiva és la d’un circuit simple addicional. 
 
Tenint en compte la consideració anterior s’adjunta la taula següent amb la necessitat en el 
temps de les dues interconnexions previstes. 
 
− Les situacions previstes són: 

o Actual, les actuals interconnexions de Catalunya a 400 kV. 
o Amb nova interconnexió, les interconnexions actuals i la interconnexió Sta. Llogaia–

Baixàs 400 kV (considerant la capacitat d’un únic circuit). 
− Els valors de la Taula indiquen balanç de potència aproximat a MW en punta de demanda. 
− Els colors de la Taula indiquen la possibilitat de saturació en contingències: 

NS  No es produeixen sobrecàrregues 
SD/C Sobrecàrrega de la interconnexió amb fallada d’un D/C (doble circuit) 
SS/C Sobrecàrrega de la interconnexió amb fallada d’un S/C (simple circuit) 
SSF Sobrecàrrega de la interconnexió sense fallades. 
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Taula: Capacitat tèrmica de les interconnexions en cas de contingències 
 

ESTIU IER/ ANY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Balanç potència amb Vandellòs (MW) -548 -787 -853 -129 -239 -415 -378 -684 -988 -1.288 -1.272 -1.569
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
             
Balanç potència sense Vandellòs (MW) -1.635 -1.874 -1.940 -1.216 -1.326 -1.502 -1.465 -1.771 -2.075 -2.375 -2.359 -2.656
Interconnexió actual  NS S D/C S D/C NS NS NS NS S D/C S D/C S D/C S D/C S S/C 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS S D/C 

 
HIVERN IER / ANY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Balanç potència amb Vandellòs (MW) -371 -601 -659 145 31 -94 -35 -347 -658 -964 -910 -1.211
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
             
Balanç potència sense Vandellòs (MW) -1.458 -1.688 -1.746 -942 -1.056 -1.181 -1.122 -1.434 -1.745 -2.051 -1.997 -2.298
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS S D/C 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 

 
 

ESTIU BASE/ ANY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Balanç potència amb Vandellòs (MW) -548 -796 -1.020 -585 -812 -1.110 -1.296 -1.345 -1.854 -2.237 -1.988 -2.335
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS S D/C S D/C S D/C S D/C 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
             
Balanç potència sense Vandellòs (MW) -1.635 -1.883 -2.107 -1.672 -1.899 -2.197 -2.383 -2.432 -2.941 -3.324 -3.075 -3.422
Interconnexió actual  NS S D/C S D/C NS S D/C S D/C S D/C S D/C -S S/C S S/C S S/C SSF 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS S D/C S D/C S D/C S S/C 

 
HIVERN BASE/ ANY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Balanç potència amb Vandellòs (MW) -367 -606 -824 -318 -551 -793 -953 -970 -1.474 -1.864 -1.542 -1.897
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
             
Balanç potència sense Vandellòs (MW) -1.454 -1.693 -1.911 -1.405 -1.638 -1.880 -2.040 -2.057 -2.561 -2.951 -2.629 -2.984
Interconnexió actual  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS S D/C S D/C S D/C S D/C
Nova interconnexió NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 

 
De l’anàlisi de la Taula anterior es deriven les següents conclusions: 
 
Escenari IER 
− Si es considera la possibilitat de situació de parada d’una de les nuclears coincidint amb la 

punta d’estiu, la data límit per a la nova interconnexió és: 
o Any 2011 si es considera la possibilitat de la fallada del D/C Aragó–Ascó 
o Any 2015 si es considera únicament la possibilitat de fallada d’un S/C. 

− Si no es considera la situació de parada d’una de les nuclears en la punta d’estiu, la nova 
interconnexió no seria imprescindible en l’horitzó de 2015. 
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Escenari BASE 
− Si es considera la possibilitat de situació de parada d’una de les nuclears coincidint amb la 

punta d’estiu, la data límit per a la nova interconnexió és: 
o Any 2008 si es considera la possibilitat de la fallada del D/C Aragó–Ascó. 
o Any 2012 es considera únicament la possibilitat de fallada d’un S/C. 

− Si no es considerés la situació de parada d’una de les nuclears en la punta d’estiu, la data 
límit per a la nova interconnexió és: 
o Anys 2012 si es considera la possibilitat de fallada del D/C Aragó–Ascó 
o No seria necessària en l’horitzó de 2015 si únicament es considera la possibilitat de 

fallada d’un S/C. 
 
Conclusió 
 
Des del punt de vista de necessitat d’importació d’energia en el conjunt de Catalunya en la 
punta de demanda d’estiu, i en les hipòtesis més desfavorables, que són les que hi hauria que 
aplicar seguint els criteris de seguretat de la Xarxa, la nova interconnexió seria necessària a 
l’any 2008 en l’escenari Base i en l’any 2011, en l’escenari de consum IER. 
 
3.2.2 Fiabilitat d’alimentació a la zona de Girona 

 
Mentre no es construeixi la nova interconnexió Bescanó–Baixàs, l’alimentació a la zona de 
Girona és molt vulnerable a la fallada del D/C Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó de 400 kV, 
que talla completament la connexió de Girona a la xarxa de 400 kV. 
 
Es comprova en aquest apartat quin seria el comportament de la xarxa davant aquesta fallada, 
sense construir la nova interconnexió amb França, però reforçant la xarxa de 220 kV amb un 
abast addicional S. Celoni–Juià. 
 
La Taula adjunt mostra les saturacions més importants de la xarxa davant aquesta contingència 
en el 2012, suposant en tots els casos que no estigués disponible el nou enllaç Bescanó-Baixàs. 
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Anys 2008 i 2012. Saturacions d’elements produïdes per fallada D/C 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, 
Sentmenat-Bescanó, sense nova interconnexió Bescanó-Baixàs 

Element que se satura Any 2008 Any 2012 
 Actual (sense reforç  

220 kV) 
Actual (sense 
reforç 220 
kV) 

Amb reforç 
addicional 
220 kV 
(S.Celoni-
Vic) 

S.Celoni-Sentmenat 220 kV 63% 117% 126% 
S.Celoni-Vic 220 kV 91% 128% 149% 
Buixalleu-La Roca 132 kV 92% 158% 71% 
La Roca-Llinars 132 kV 107% 176% 90% 
La Roca- Montmeló 132 kV 92%   
La Roca-S.Coloma 132 kV 123% 251% 135% 
Montmeló-S.Coloma 132 kV 92%   
Olot-Salt 132 kV 116%   
Olot Vic 132 kV 90% 145% 75% 
C.Aro-Lloret 110 kV 115% 134% 48% 
Calella-Mataró 110 kV 149% 330% 128% 
Iluro-Mataró 110 kV 95% 199% 141% 
Iluro-S.Mateu 110 kV 116% 233% 171% 
Lloret-Tordera 110 kV 154% 202% 95% 
Osona-S.Hilari 110 kV 137% 235% 115% 
Osona-Sau 110 kV 100% 179% 79% 
P.Estany-Sau 110 kV 111% 190% 89% 
S.Celoni-Tordera D/C 110 kV 145% 286% 100% 
S.Fost-S.Mateu 110 kV 138% 246% 190% 
S.Hilari-Susqueda 110 kV 128% 227% 100% 
Sils-Tordera 110 kV 98%   
Transformador la Roca 220/132 kV 94% 163% 84% 
Transformadores S.Coloma 220/132 kV 142% 166% 89% 
Transformador Vic 220/132 kV 90% 152% 75% 
Transformador S.Celoni 220/110 kV 93% 156% 62% 

 
Des d’un punt de vista de fiabilitat de subministrament a Girona, la fallada del D/C 400 kV 
Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó, porta a una gran quantitat de saturacions si no es construeix 
la nova interconnexió Bescanó–Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs, ja des del 2008. 
 
Si es construís un nou enllaç de reforç addicional 220 kV S. Celoni–Juià, aquesta situació 
quedaria reduïda en gran mesura. Seria necessari en aquest cas un reforçament addicional de la 
xarxa de 220 kV S. Celoni–Vic i S. Celoni–Sentmenat, així com d’algunes línies de 110 kV. 
Amb terminis realistes d’execució els reforços descrits no podrien estar operatius fins dates 
posteriors al 2008. 
 
De totes maneres, tal com es pot apreciar a la Taula, la situació de saturació no queda resolta al 
2012 ni encara amb el possible reforç addicional en 220 kV S.Celoni-Juià, degut a que 
l’efectivitat d’aquest hipotètic nou enllaç a 220 kV per transportar energia cap a Juià 
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descarregant la xarxa de distribució, no és comparable a la proporcionada por la interconnexió 
prevista Bescanó-Sta. Llogaia-Baixàs al nivel de 400 kV. 
 
Conclusió 
 
Des d’un punt de vista de fiabilitat de subministrament a Girona, la xarxa és molt vulnerable a 
la fallada del doble circuit 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó sinó es construeix l’enllaç 
amb França Bescanó–Baixàs. Les actuacions de reforçament són necessàries ja en l’actualitat. 
 
Aquesta situació de saturació en la contingència descrita i en absència del nou enllaç podria 
millorarse amb un reforç addicional de la xarxa de 220 kV, que estaria constituïda per un nou 
eix S. Celoni–Juià de 220 kV i reforçaments a la xarxa existent de 220 kV i 110 kV, si bé el 
termini d’execució d’aquestes actuacions superaria el 2008, fent-les inoperants, per evitar la 
situació de risc. De totes maneres, al 2012, ni tan sols amb aquest hipotètic nou reforç es podria 
afrontar la fallada del D/C 400 kV d’alimentació a Bescanó. 
 
3.3 Mesures alternatives necessàries a la xarxa de Girona a l’horitzó de 2009 

 
Donats els terminis d’execució de la subestació i les línies d’alimentació amb Sentmenat i Vic, 
no és previsible que la subestació de Bescanó pugui entrar en servei fins a finals de 2008. Si es 
considera l’augment previst de la demanda d’energia en les puntes d’estiu i hivern per a 
aquestes dates, les actuals dificultats de la xarxa per afrontar diverses contingències es veuen 
agreujades. 
 
Els problemes que s’originen pel retard en la construcció de la subestació de Bescanó i les seves 
interconnexions són fonamentalment les següents: 
 
− Saturació dels transformadors de Vic 400/220 kV en contingències N-1. Els nous 

transformadors 400/220 kV a Bescanó evitaran aquesta saturació, però fins a la seva entrada 
en servei, els transformadors de Vic aconsegueixen valors de càrrega lleugerament superiors 
a la seva capacitat nominal en cas de fallada del més gran d’ells. (600 MVA) 

− La fallada del D/C Vic–Juià a 220 kV condueix a saturacions en la xarxa de distribució: 
o S. Celoni–Vic 220 kV 
o Eix S. Celoni–Tordera 110 kV 
o Eix S. Coloma–Montmeló–La Roca 132 kV 
o Eix La Roca–Buixalleu–Llinars–Salt–Juià 132 kV 
o Eix Osona–S. Hilari–Susqueda 110 kV 
o Lloret–Tordera 110 kV 
o Eix Calella–Mataró 110 kV 
o Transformacions de S. Coloma 220/132 kV, La Roca 220/132 kV, S. Celoni 220/110 

kV. 
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− La fallada del D/C Vic–Juià condueix a subtensions importants als anells de Girona de 110 

kV (Bellcaire, C. Aro, Girona, Juià, Palafrugell) i 132 kV (Figueres, Juià, Llançà, 
Torrevent). 

− Saturació en els transformadors de Juià 220/132 kV (posteriorment es disposarà de 
recolzament amb la transformació 220/132 kV a Bescanó i Sta. Llogaia) i 220/110 kV 
(posteriorment es disposarà de transformació 400/110 kV a Riudarenes). 

 
Si bé algunes de les mesures per resoldre els problemes originats coma conseqüència del retard 
en la posada en servei de la nova SE de Bescanó i de les seves interconnexions comportarien 
terminis d’execució que es perllongarien més enllà del 2009, es resumeixen a continuació 
aquelles actuacions recomanades per disminuir al menys els riscos de contingències que podrien 
conduir a talls de subministrament a la zona:  
 
− Reforçament de S. Celoni–Vic 220 kV. Canvi de conductor per aconseguir una capacitat de 

transport a l’estiu de 410 MVA o bé execució d’un nus d’enllaç 220 kV a Centelles (unió 
Sentmenat–Centelles i Vic–La Roca) i duplicar el circuit des de Centelles a S. Celoni. 

− Reforç de capacitat de cadascun dels circuit Vic–Juià a 320 MVA. 
− Nou autotransformador a Vic 400/220 kV 600 MVA (posterior trasllat a Bescanó). 
− Nou transformador 220/132 kV a Juià (posterior trasllat a Bescanó). 
− Nou transformador a Juià 220/110 kV (avanç a 2006). 
− Inici de construcció d’interconnexió addicional a 220 kV des de S. Celoni fins a Juià. 

D’entre les diferents possibilitats, la següent podria aconseguir màxim aprofitament 
d’infrastructures: 
o Canvi de tensió de D/C S. Celoni–Tordera a 220 kV 
o Nova línia 220 kV Tordera–Riudarenes (10 km). 
o Nova línia Riudarenes–Bescanó 220 kV (amb aïllament per a 400 kV, per a futura 

alimentació del TAV). 
o Nova línia en D/C Bescanó–Juià 220 kV (necessària també després de la posada en 

servei de Bescanó per a preveure la fallada del D/C Bescanó–Juià 220 kV). 
− Inici de conversió de l’eix S. Coloma–Montmeló–La Roca de 132 kV a 220 kV i trasllat de 

transformació 220/132 kV a La Roca. Aquesta actuació és necessària amb independència de 
la SE de Bescanó. Adquireix en canvi més urgència amb el retard de la SE de Bescanó. 
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4 ALIMENTACIÓ ELÈCTRICA DEL TAV A LA ZONA DE GIRONA 

 
4.1 Objecte 

 
A la zona de Girona s’han previst dues subestacions de la línia del Tren d’Alta Velocitat (TAV), 
localitzades a Sta. Llogaia i Riudarenes. L’objecte d’aquest anàlisi és avaluar els requisits 
tècnics que han de complir les alimentacions elèctriques a aquestes subestacions, així com les 
seves implicacions en el mode de connexió a la xarxa elèctrica de la zona. 
 
4.2 Descripció de l’alimentació elèctrica del TAV 

 
A cada subestació de tracció del TAV existeixen dos transformadors de tracció bifàsics de 60 
MVA cadascun, que converteixen l’energia del sistema d’alta tensió al nivell de 2x27,5 kV, 
amb el que s’alimenta directament la catenària del tren d’alta velocitat. Els criteris de disseny de 
l’ADIF (Administrador de Infraestructuras ferroviarias) estableixen una subestació de tracció 
cada 60 km, que alimenta dos cantons elèctrics A i B de 30 km, cadascun d’ells amb vies en 
ambdós sentits. El consum previst a cada subestació depèn de la freqüència i composició del 
tràfic ferroviari en ambdues direccions. A més, en cas de fallada d’un transformador, la 
subestació col·lateral ha de ser capaç d’alimentar el tram corresponent. Com es deriva del 
sistema d’alimentació descrit, la càrrega de les subestacions del TAV és per naturalesa 
fortament desequilibrada, és a dir, amb un consum desigual entre les tres fases. 
 
4.3 Anàlisis geogràfic 

 
A la taula adjunta es representa la totalitat de subestacions de tracció existents i previstes en el 
tram Madrid–Frontera Francesa, amb el seu punt quilomètric (PK), la interdistància entre 
subestacions, la longitud dels cantons elèctrics A i B alimentats, i la totalitat de plataforma 
alimentada (els valors en cursiva són estimats): 
 

S/E PK 
Interdistància 

S/E 
(m) 

Cantó A 
(m) 

Cantó B 
(m) 

A+B 
(m) 

Anchuelo 44.333 44.333 23.334 23.286 46.620
Brihuega 86.550 42.217 18.931 25.624 44.555
Medinaceli 152.414 65.864 40.240 36.555 76.795
Terrer 214.842 62.428 25.873 26.439 52.312
Rueda de Jalón 268.891 54.049 27.610 25.116 52.726
Zaragoza 316.426 47.535 22.419 30.286 52.705
Peñalba 377.587 61.161 30.875 30.703 61.578
Alcarrás 430.446 52.859 22.156 27.406 49.562
Espluga 491.200 60.754 33.348 27.800 61.148
La Gornal 550.000 58.800 31.000 25.317 56.317
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S/E PK 
Interdistància 

S/E 
(m) 

Cantó A 
(m) 

Cantó B 
(m) 

A+B 
(m) 

Rubí 599.500 49.500 24.183 31.000 55.183
Sant Boi  66.000 40.683 11.500 52.183
Nus de la Trinitat  23.000 11.500 35.000 46.500
Riudarenes  70.046 35.000 29.000 64.000
Sta. Llogaia  58.000 29.000 24.950 53.950
Le Soler  52.600 25.950   

 
Com pot apreciar-se a la Taula anterior, la posició geogràfica de les subestacions de Riudarenes 
i Sta. Llogaia, respon a la necessitat de cobrir el tram entre Barcelona (Nus de la Trinitat) i la 
frontera amb França, seguint els criteris d’alimentació descrits i mantinguts al llarg de tota la 
xarxa, que impliquen la necessitat d’una interdistància mesurada entre subestacions de 60 km. 
 
4.4 Requisits de potència d’alimentació 

 
En concret, per a les subestacions del TAV properes a la frontera francesa de Riudarenes i Sta. 
Llogaia, les previsions de potència necessària i les condicions de servei establertes per l’ADIF 
són les indicades a continuació: 
 
− Condicions de servei: trens a 350 km/h, amb unitats motors de 16 MVA, i amb una 

freqüència de pas de 3 minuts en cada sentit. En aquestes condicions cada S/E alimenta de 
forma simultània a 8 trens. 

− Consum previstos per cada cantó i cada subestació indicats a les taules adjuntes: 
 
S/E Riudarenes A Cató Riudarenes-BCN 45 MW 
S/E Riudarenes B Cantó Riudarenes-Sta. Llogaia 80’7 MW 
S/E Sta. Llogaia A Cantó Sta. Llogaia-Riudarenes 51’2 MW 
S/E Sta. Llogaia B Cantó Sta. Llogaia – Boca Sud del Túnel de 

Perthus 
64’3 MW 

 

Valor màxim 

S/E Riudarenes 
(condicions 
normals) 

S/E Sta. Llogaia 
(condicions 
normals) 

Punta 125’7 MVA 115’5 MVA 
Mitja 1 minut 105’9 MVA 93’7 MVA 
Mitja 5 minuts 90’2 MVA 79’8 MVA 

Mitja 15 minuts 84 MVA 74 MVA 
 
En resum, la potència punta de demanda establerta per l’ADIF a efectes tèrmics seria de 84 
MVA a Riudarenes i de 74 MVA a Sta. Llogaia. Aquests valors comprenen els dos cantons de 
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via alimentats per cada subestació i els trens en ambdues direccions. En cada subestació, aquesta 
seria la càrrega subministrada pels dos transformadors bifàsics. 
 
Els valors anteriors proporcionats pels càlculs d’estimació de l’ADIF estan en línia amb els 
recollits en normativa. Per al disseny de la línia d’alta velocitat, s’aplica la norma UIC 795 
“Puissance minimale installée. Catégories des lignes”, en la que la línia d’alta velocitat Madrid 
– Frontera Francesa queda classificada dins de la categoria IIc, que les seves característiques 
són: 
 
− Velocitat màxima de la línia 300 km/h. 
− Espai mínim entre trens: 3 minuts. 
− Potència màxima del tren en pantògraf: 15 – 20 MW. 
− Demanda de potència de la línia 1’5 – 2’5 MVA / km de plataforma ferroviària. 
 
Per a la configuració tipus de l’ADIF, utilitzant transformadors de 60 MVA per a alimentar un 
cantó de 30 km, el ràtio de potència de disseny és 2 MVA / km. Els ràtios que resulten dels 
valors indicats per als cantons de via estimats per a les subestacions a la zona de Girona seguint 
un criteri d’igual repartiment d’interdistàncies (veure Taula de distribució geogràfica) serien de 
1,3 MVA / km a Riudarenes, i 1,4 MVA a Sta. Llogaia. 
 
4.5 Requisits Tècnics de l’alimentació a subestacions 

 
Els requisits tècnics que ha de complir el subministrament d’energia elèctrica al TAV es 
recullen en el document de REE “Condicions Tècniques a complir per al subministrament 
d’energia elèctrica al tren d’Alta Velocitat Madrid–Barcelona–Frontera Francesa” de Març de 
1997, i respon a les diferents pertorbacions introduïdes a la xarxa: 
 
− Desequilibris de tensió. 
− Distorsió harmònica. 
− Fluctuació de tensió. 
− Pertorbacions electromagnètiques no conduïdes. 
 
La majoria d’aquests pertorbacions està íntimament relacionada amb la potència de curtcircuit 
existent en el punt de lliurament d’energia. L’afecció de l’alimentació al TAV sobre la xarxa, i 
per tant sobre els restants consumidors, és menor quant major sigui aquesta potència de 
curtcircuit. Considerant que la tassa d’injecció d’harmònics és molt depenent del tipus de 
locomotora utilitzada i, en qualsevol cas, susceptible de correcció mitjançant equips de 
mitigació (filtres), l’anàlisi següent es centra fonamentalment en el desequilibri de tensió. 
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L’alimentació elèctrica a les subestacions del TAV constitueix una càrrega desequilibrada de 
gran potència, que introdueix distorsions en la qualitat d’ona de la xarxa que puguin afectar a 
altres consumidors. 
 
Cada subestació del TAV constitueix des del punt de vista de connexió a la xarxa, una càrrega 
desequilibrada, és a dir, amb un consum elèctric no igual a les tres fases. El desequilibri originat 
a la xarxa elèctrica per un consumidor d’aquestes característiques afecta directament a la 
qualitat d’ona. El paràmetre que mesura la qualitat d’ona està directament relacionat amb la 
tassa de desequilibri, o quocient entre l’energia consumida en un punt de la xarxa i la potència 
de curt circuit en aquest punt. Quant major és la càrrega desequilibrada que alimenta un sistema, 
major ha de ser la potència de curt circuit en el punt de connexió de la mateixa, amb la finalitat 
de mantenir un determinat valor de qualitat de l’ona exigit per la Normativa. 
 
La Norma UNE EN 50160 “Característiques de la tensió subministrada per les xarxes generals 
de distribució”, estableix uns nivells mínims de qualitat de l’ona, que cada Operadors de 
Sistema concreta en unes tasses de desequilibri admissibles per a consumidors connectats en 
alta tensió: 
 
− A España, REE estableix en el document “Requisits mínims de disseny i equipament per a 

instal·lacions connectades a la xarxa de transport” un desequilibri màxim del 0’7% mesurat 
en minuts, o 1% mesurat en segons. 

− A França, RTE estableix un desequilibri màxim del 0’6%, amb tolerància fins al 1’8% 
mesurat en intervals de 10 minuts. 

 
Per aquest motiu les subestacions de tracció del TAV han de connectar-se a punts de la xarxa 
amb un alt valor de potència de curt circuit, que presenten major insensibilitat als desequilibris 
de tensió, el que es pot aconseguir mitjançant: 
 
− Connexió a la xarxa de 400 kV, que presenta els valors més elevats de potència de curt 

circuit. 
− Connexió a xarxes de 220 kV fortament mallades, el que increment la seva potència de curt 

circuit. 
− Connexió al nivell de tensió de 220 kV o inferiors (132 kV), però a través de línies i 

transformadors dedicats (exclusius per al TAV), amb aquesta configuració, els desequilibris 
de tensió es mesuren amb relació al nivell d’AT al que es connecten (200 o 400 kV) ja que 
no afecten directament a altres consumidors. 

 
A la vista de les potències mesurades demandades per a les subestacions de Sta. Llogaia i 
Riudarenes, i del requisits de màxim desequilibri admissible, les potències de curtcircuit 
mínimes exigibles a l’entrada de cada subestació serien de l’ordre de 6.000 MVA a S/E 
Riudarenes i de 5.285 MVA a S/E Sta. Llogaia. Aquests valors resulten directament de 
l’aplicació del criteri del màxim desequilibri del 0’7% als valors de desequilibri estimats a 
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Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia de 42 i 37 MVA respectivament (corresponen a la meitat de la 
potència consumida en cada sotsestació que es divideix entre els dos transformadors bifàsics 
aproximadament). 
 
Convé ressaltar que la potència de curtcircuit en un punt de la xarxa varia en funció de la 
configuració d’operació en cada moment (maniobres d’obertura / tancament d’interruptors que 
donen lloc a diferents graus de mallat i fluxos de corrents de curtcircuit) i de l’estat de la 
generació pròxima (connexió o desconnexió de centrals). Per aquest motiu, els valors anteriors 
de requisits mínims de potència de curt circuit en els nusos de connexió, han d’entendres 
aplicats no a la potència de curtcircuit màxima, sinó a la potència curtcircuit habitual o valor 
que és superat el 95 % del temps. 
 
4.6 Possibilitats de compliment de requisits tècnics a la xarxa de Girona 

 
Els valors actuals de potència de curtcircuit màxima a la xarxa de 220 kV de la zona són: 
− Vic 220 kV: 5.610 MVA. 
− Juià 220 kV: 3.120 MVA. 
− S. Celoni: 4.350 MVA. 
 
La connexió sobre aquesta xarxa de 220 kV de les SE de Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia, portarien a 
valors de potència de curtcircuit de: 
− Riudarenes 220 kV: 3.400 / 2.730 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
− Sta. Llogaia 220 kV: 2.540 / 2.040 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
 
Aquests valors són conseqüència del baix grau de mallat de la xarxa de 220 kV, molt inferior a 
l’existent en el nucli urbà de Barcelona. 
 
Sinó es desenvolupa la xarxa de 400 kV a la zona, però s’efectua un mallat addicional de la 
xarxa de 220 kV (amb enllaç addicional La Roca–Juià), els valors serien: 
− Riudarenes 220 kV: 3.700/2.960 MVA (max./95% del temps) 
− Sta, Llogaia 220 kV: 3.240/2.590 (max/95% del temps) 
 
La implantació de noves centrals de generació a la zona implicaria un augment de la potència de 
curtcircuit en els nusos de Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia. La influència dependrà de la ubicació i 
proximitat del nus de connexió de la generació. Avaluant diverses possibilitats d’ubicació 
geogràfica i considerant un màxim total de 400 MW de generació, els màxims valors de 
potència de curt circuit que podrien obtenir-se són: 
− Riudarenes 220 kV: 5.450/4.360 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
− Sta, Llogaia 220 kV:4.990/3.990 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
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S’ha de tenir en compte que, en aquest cas, els valors de potència de curtcircuit el 95 % del 
temps dependrien del tipus de generació. Els valors anteriors respondrien a una generació ideal 
sense indisponibilitats (fins i tot encara que es tractés de generació gestionable, en totes les 
centrals ha d’existir una tassa d’indisponibilitat programada per manteniment anual). 
 
Si es connecten les subestacions a la xarxa de 400 kV, amb la xarxa planificada per REE a 2015, 
que inclou la nova interconnexió Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs, els valors de potència de curtcircuit 
serien: 
− Riudarenes 400 kV: 8.093/7.390 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
− Sta, Llogaia 400 kV: 9.070/7.500 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
 
Si es considerés una hipotètica duplicació de l’enllaç Vic–Baixàs de 400 kV, en lloc de l’enllaç 
planificat Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs, els valors serien: 
− Riudarenes 400 kV: 7.915/6.330 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
− Sta, Llogaia 400 kV: 7.950/6.360 MVA (max/95% del temps) 
 
La Taula adjunta resumeix les dades anteriors amb les potències de curtcircuit disponibles el 95 
% del temps en els nusos d’alimentació del TAV amb diferents tensions i possibilitats de 
creixement de la xarxa. 
 
Potències de curt circuit en els nusos de connexió del TAV en diferents alternatives (MVA) 
Valors de potència de curt circuit superada el 95 % del temps 
 
VALORS EXIGITS 
Riudarenes 6.000 
MVA 
Sta. Llogaia 5.285 
MVA 

Connexió  
Riudarenes 220 kV 
Sta. Llogaia 220 kV 
Xarxa actual 

Connexió  
Riudarenes 220 kV 
Sta. Llogaia 220 kV 
Xarxa actual amb 
mallat addicional 220 
kV 

Connexió  
Riudarenes 220 kV 
Sta. Llogaia 220 kV 
Xarxa actual amb 
mallat addicional 220 
kV i generació 
addicional 400 MW 

Connexió  
Riudarenes 400 kV 
Sta. Llogaia 400 kV 
Xarxa actual amb 
duplicació Vic-
Baixàs 400 kV 

Connexió  
Riudarenes 400 kV 
Sta. Llogaia 400 kV 
Xarxa actual amb 
interconnexió Sta. 
Llogaia-Baixàs 

Riudarenes 2.730 2.960 4.360 6.330 7.390 
Sta, Llogaia 2.040 2.590 3.990 6.360 7.500 
 NO VÀLID NO VÀLID NO VÀLID VÀLID VÀLID 

 
Les úniques possibilitats de connexió a la xarxa de les subestacions del TAV a Sta. Llogaia i 
Riudarenes que compleixen amb els requisits de mantenir una determinada potència de 
curtcircuit adequada al grau de desequilibri de la càrrega les subestacions del TAV, són les que 
suposen connexió a la xarxa de 400 kV per a ambdues subestacions. 
 
4.7 Conclusió per a l’alimentació del TAV a Girona 

 
La pertorbació de l’alimentació a les subestacions del TAV sobre la qualitat d’ona de la xarxa 
està íntimament relacionada amb la potència de curtcircuit en el punt d’interconnexió. En 
general, quant més elevada és la potència de curtcircuit, menor és l’afecció sobre la xarxa 
relativa a injecció d’harmònics i desequilibris de tensió. 
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La càrrega de les subestacions del TAV és de naturalesa fortament desequilibrada, amb un 
consum molt diferent entre les tres fases. Per preservar la qualitat d’ona existeix una limitació 
en el desequilibri admissible. Amb els consums previstos a Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia es 
requereixen uns nivells de potència de curtcircuit en els punts d’interconnexió amb la xarxa. 
Aquests valors no poden aconseguir-se en la xarxa de 220 kV de la zona de Girona, ni fins i tot 
preveient actuacions de reforçament que suposin un mallat addicional o implantació de nova 
generació. El compliment del requisit de desequilibri admissible implica necessàriament 
connexió a la xarxa de 400 kV per a ambdues subestacions. 
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5 NECESSITAT DE DESENVOLUPAMENT DE LA INFRASTRUCTURA DE 400 

kV 

 
L’objecte d’aquest apartat és determinar les raons objectives que justifiquen la necessitat de 
desenvolupament de la infrastructura de 400 kV a Girona a través de les següents actuacions: 
 

− Nova subestació de Bescanó i línies de connexió associades des de Sentmenat i des 
de Vic. 

− Noves subestacions a 400 kV per a l’alimentació del TAV i injecció de reforç a la red 
de transport en Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia 

− Nou nus de 400 kV a Juià amb E/S d’un dels circuits Bescanó-Baixàs (l’altre circuit 
realitza E/S en Sta. Llogaia) 

− Nova interconnexió amb França a través de l’eix en doble circuit Bescanó-Juià-
Baixàs i Bescanó-Sta. Llogaia-Baixàs. 

 
A la subestació de Juià, actualment existent únicament coma nus de la xarxa 220 kV, es preveu 
la E/S d’un dels circuits Bescanó-Baixàs, de forma que al llarg del tram que es desvia de la traça 
en derivació, els circuits d’entrada i sortida discorrin per traces independents. Es crea així a Juià 
un nou nus de la xarxa 400 kV connectat mitjançant transformació 400/220 kV a la instal·lació 
actual. 
 
La nova infrastructura està relacionada amb les següents necessitats: 
 
− Necessitat de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona. 
− Necessitat de proporcionar un punt de connexió al segon enllaç amb França, Bescanó–

Baixàs, necessaris per mantenir la cobertura de la demanda en el conjunt de Catalunya amb 
els criteris de seguretat estipulats. 

− Necessitat d’alimentació del tren de velocitat a la zona. Les noves subetacions del TAV 
s’aprofiten per a injecció de potència a la xarxa de distribució de la costa, molt 
sobrecarregada. 

− Necessitat d’augmentar la transformació 400/220 kV a la zona, al quedar saturada la 
transformació de Vic en l’horitzó d’estudi. 

 
5.1 Necessitat de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona 

 
La nova subestació de Bescanó 400/220 kV i la introducció del nivell de 400 kV a Juià amb 
transformació 400/220 kV, tenen coma finalitat l’aproximació del nivell 400 kV al principal 
centre geogràfic de distribució de la zona, evitant les nombroses situacions de saturació que es 
produeixen davant indisponibilitat dels circuits de 220 kV Vic-Juià, i descarregant els eixos de 
132 kV i 110 kV en les zones de Girona i del Vallès-Maresme. 
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Tal i com s’ha discutit en l’apartat núm. 2 en relació amb el diagnòstic de la situació de la xarxa 
actual, l’escàs grau de desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport (220 kV i 400 kV) a Girona 
donar origen a una situació de saturació i vulnerabilitat davant contingències. 
 
Les possibles alimentacions a la zona procedeixen de: 
 
− Alimentació a Juià a 220 kV mitjançant la línia en doble circuit D/C Vic–Juià. 
− Alimentació des de la subestació de S. Celoni a través de la transformació 220/110 kV i el 

doble circuit S. Celoni–Tordera. A la seva vegada la subestació de S. Celoni s’alimenta a 
220 kV des dels circuits S. Celoni–Sentmenat i S. Celoni–Vic. 

− Alimentació des de la subestació de La Roca i S. Coloma a través de les transformacions 
respectives 220/132 kV i l’eix de 132 kV en doble circuit S. Coloma–La Roca, La Roca–
Buixalleu–Salt i La Roca–Llinars–Salt i la línia en doble circuit Salt–Juià. 

− Alimentació des de Vic al nivell de 132 kV, a través de l’eix Vic-Olot amb els circuits Vic-
Olot i Vic-S.Cecília-Ripoll-Olot, i de la línia Olot-Salt 

− Alimentació des de la línia de 110 kV d’Osona, a través de Sau i Susqueda fins a Girona. 
 
La contingència més desfavorable actualment és la fallada del doble circuit Vic–Juià a 220 kV, 
única injecció directa des de la xarxa de transport, que obliga a les xarxes de distribució de 110 
kV i 132 kV a assumir la funció de transport, i produeix saturacions en les transformacions de 
220/132 kV de S. Coloma i La Roca i 220/110 kV de S. Celoni, així com en les línies de la 
xarxa de distribució de 110 i 132 kV. 
 
Atenent a la seva funció de constituir un nus de transport a la xarxa de Girona de recolzament a 
la subestació de Juià que eviti les possibilitats actuals de saturació, la subestació de Bescanó 
requereix un enllaç en doble circuit a 220 kV amb Juià. Al mateix temps, els criteris de 
seguretat de la xarxa, en relació a les alimentacions a Bescanó, exigeixen dos circuits 
d’alimentació a 400 kV: Vic–Bescanó i Sentmenat–Bescanó. Si, com és el cas, ambdós circuits 
tenen possibilitat de fallada comú, ha de preveure’s una tercera via d’alimentació (Bescanó–
Baixàs). 
 
D’altra banda, la injecció des del nivell 400 kV mitjançant l’entrada/sortida en Juià, permet 
diversificar l’alimentació de la demanda i un òptim aprofitament de les capacitats de 
transformació i transport de la xarxa, al tractar-se d’un camí elèctric directe entre la xarxa 400 
kV i el centre geogràfic de la distribució; és a dir, d’entre les possibles ubicacions per a la 
transformació, la de Juià presenta la màxima efectivitat per reduir les sobrecàrregues observades 
a la xarxa de distribució, ja que injecta un flux de potència directament en el centre de consum. 
El preservar els nivells de seguretat de la xarxa exigeix emprar traces independents per als 
circuits de 400 kV d’entrada i sortida a la subestació, evitant la possibilitat de fallada comú. 
 
Si es considera la zona elèctrica de Girona, amb centre de distribució a la subestació de Juià, 
l’històric de puntes de demanda d’estiu i hivern i la previsió d’evolució és la recollida a la Taula 
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adjunta. Els valors són el resultat d’aplicar a les puntes de demanda reals mesurades a la zona de 
Girona en el 2005, les tasses de creixement de consums màxims per al conjunt de Catalunya 
estimades en el “Pla de l’Energia de Catalunya 2006-2015”. 
 

Demanda punta (MW) zona Girona Hivern Estiu 
Any 2002 690 705 
Any 2003 745 785 
Any 2004 750 770 
Any 2005 840 820 
Any 2006 (estimació) 850 840 
Any 2007 (estimació) 885 875 
Any 2008 (estimació) 920 910 

 
A la zona elèctrica de Girona les puntes de consum net d’estiu i hivern al llarg de l’any 2005 
han sigut respectivament de 820 i 840 MW, amb un creixement anormalment elevat respecte de 
les aconseguides a 2004 de 770 i 750 MW respectivament. Amb la previsió de punta de consum 
a 2015, per sobre dels 1.100 MW, i tenint en conta la capacitat tèrmica habitual de les línies de 
220 kV a l’estiu, entorn als 250 MVA, es comprova que el nombre mínim d’enllaços de la zona 
en el nivell de 220 kV per abastir aquesta demanda amb possibilitat de superar la contingència 
N-1 estesa (fallada d’un doble circuit), seria de sis. 
 
Resulta evident que per al nivell de consum adquirit en la zona al 2015, criteris de 
racionalització de la xarxa i d’optimització en el aprofitament de corredors per a infrastructures 
elèctriques, exigeixen la introducció del nivell de 400 kV. D’aquesta manera, fent ús de la major 
capacitat de transport de les línies de 400 kV (850–1000 MVA a l’estiu), pot assegurar-se el 
subministrament, fins i tot en contingències, amb la mínima infrastructura addicional. 
 
5.2 Necessitat de punt de connexió per al segon enllaç amb Franca: Bescanó–Baixàs. 

 
La nova subestació de Bescanó proporciona un punt de connexió per a la nova interconnexió 
requerida amb França. Com s’analitza en el capítol núm. 6, el nou enllaç amb Baixàs des de 
Bescanó és necessari per cobrir el dèficit energètic del conjunt de Catalunya en la punta de 
demanda, i per assegurar l’alimentació de la zona en contingències. El reforç de les 
interconnexions necessari podria cobrir-se mitjançant la duplicació de l’enllaç existent Baixàs–
Vic, en canvi, en aquest cas, es mantindria la vulnerabilitat a la fallada del D/C d’alimentació de 
Bescanó a 400 kV. El nivell de càrrega a la zona al 2015, exigeix disposar d’enllaços 
diversificats amb la xarxa de 400 kV (almenys dues traces independents). 
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5.3 Necessitat d’alimentació a les subestacions del TAV de Riudarenes i Sta. Llogaia. 

 
Com s’analitza en el capítol núm. 4, el tren d’alta velocitat requereix connexió a la xarxa de 400 
kV, amb la finalitat de reduir l’afecció a la qualitat d’ona que es deriva de la naturalesa 
intrínsecament desequilibrada de la seva càrrega. El desequilibri en el consum de les 
subestacions del TAV (que consten de dos transformadors bifàsics) exigeix la connexió a xarxes 
amb una potència de curt circuit determinada, només disponible en el nivell de 400 kV. 
 
Les noves subestacions de 400 kV requerides per a alimentació del TAV a 400 kV, queden 
situades en localitzacions clau per a permetre injeccions des de la xarxa de transport a la xarxa 
de distribució. En concret: 
− Riudarenes: transformació 400/110 kV i connexió a D/C Riudarenes–Tordera 110 kV, 

contribuint a injectar potència directament des de la xarxa de transport a les poblacions de la 
Costa Brava i descarregant els enllaços des de Juià i S. Celoni. 

− Sta. Llogaia: transformació 400/132 kV i connexió a D/C Sta. Llogaia–Figueres 
descarregant la transformació 220/132 kV de Juià, i l’enllaç Juià–Salt en cas de 
contingències. 

 
Necessitat d’injecció a la xarxa de Girona de 110 kV 
 
La costa de Girona està alimentada mitjançant un doble anell de 110 kV. Des de Juià s’alimenta 
per un costat l’anell Juià–Bellcaire–Palafrugell–C. Aro–Juià. D’altra banda, la sotsestació de 
Tordera rep alimentacions des del Maresme (S. Celoni–Tordera, Mataró–Calella–Tordera), a 
través de C. Aro–Lloret–Tordera, i a través de Juià–Girona–Sils–Tordera. Aquesta xarxa en 
configuració de doble circuit i amb elevat nivell de càrrega a l’estiu presenta diverses 
saturacions en contingències N-1. 
 
L’escàs desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport a Girona obliga a que, ja en situació normal 
sense fallada, la xarxa de distribució en el nivell de 110 kV (Eix S. Celoni–Tordera–Lloret–C. 
Aro) assumeix funcions de transport d’energia per a les que no ha sigut concebuda. En situació 
de contingències es produirien nombroses saturacions de la xarxa a la zona i subtensions en 
molts nusos. La situació es veu agreujada en la punta de consum a l’estiu, i es fa insostenible en 
l’horitzó de 2015. És imprescindible una nova injecció a la xarxa de 110 kV des de la xarxa de 
transport, per a disminuir la càrrega de les línies de distribució i diversificar les possibilitats 
d’alimentació, evitant la possibilitat de fallades comuns. 
 
En concret el punt òptim per a aquesta injecció és la subestació de Tordera, a una distància 
aproximada de 12 km des de Riudarenes. Aquesta injecció permet: 
− Disminuir la càrrega de l’eix S. Celoni–Tordera, que se satura en l’actualitat en nombroses 

contingències i que fins i tot en situació d’operació normal pot saturar-se amb un increment 
de la demanda punta d’estiu actual d’un 10 %. 
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− Disminuir la càrrega de les línies de 220 kV d’alimentació a S. Celoni, Vic–S. Celoni, 

Sentmenat–S. Celoni. 
− Augmentar el recolzament de potència des de Tordera cap a C. Aro, descarregant les línies 

de 110 kV que parteixen de Juià, Juià–C. Aro, al límit de la seva capacitat en la punta 
d’estiu. 

 
D’aquesta forma, la connexió de la xarxa de transport amb la de distribució a Riudarenes, en les 
proximitats del nus de Tordera, es converteix en una actuació clau per assegurar el 
subministrament a tota la costa de Girona en la punta d’estiu, i constitueix d’entre les possibles 
alternatives, la de major ràtio de benefici en capacitat i seguretat de subministrament davant el 
cost ambiental, ja que evita altres moltes actuacions puntuals i disperses de reforç que s’hauria 
de cometre a la xarxa de distribució de 110 kV, que suposant similar, i fins i tot, superior 
impacte medi ambiental (major nombre de km en circuits de 110 kV), no són tan eficaces per 
assegurar la seguretat de subministrament i tindrien un abast de validesa temporal molt inferior. 
 
Necessitat d’injecció a la xarxa de Girona de 132 kV 
 
El Nord de Girona s’alimenta a 132 kV des de Juià, a través de l’anell Juià–Torrevent–Llançà–
Figueres–Juià. Donada la concentració de càrrega a l’anell, la fallada en els trams de l’anell 
pròxims a Juià, produeix saturació en els extrems oposats. 
 
L’anell de 132 kV de la zona nord de Girona presenta els següents problemes: 
− Elevada concentració de càrrega depenent d’un única font (subestació de Juià). 
− Anell format per grans longituds i en configuració de D/C de forma que és possible amb 

única fallada perdre una gran quantitat de consumidors. 
 
L’única solució possible consisteix en la injecció des de la xarxa de transport en altre punt de 
l’anell diferent de Juià, que permeti diversificar les fonts d’alimentació i descongestionar 
l’excessiva càrrega de l’anell. 
 
En aquest sentit com a solució a aquest problema s’han previst dues actuacions: 
− Nova línia Olot–Serinyà– Figueres a 132 kV de recolzament addicional a la zona. 
− Incloure en la subestació de Sta. Llogaia transformació 400/132 kV de recolzament a l’anell. 
 
5.4 Necessitat de resoldre la saturació de la transformació 400/220 kV a Vic 

 
Les noves subestacions de Juià i Bescanó compleixen la funció de proporcionar un 
emplaçament alternatiu per a la nova transformació 400/220 kV necessària a la zona a l’horitzó 
del 2015. A Vic existeixen quatre (4) autotransformadors amb una capacitat total de 1.400 
MVA, que aconsegueixen la saturació a contingències en l’horitzó de 2009. 
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La disposició dels nous nusos de 400 kV de Bescanó i Juià evita la concentració de 
transformació excessiva en un únic nus. 
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6 NECESSITAT DE LA LÍNIA D’INTERCONNEXIÓ BESCANÓ-BAIXÀS 

 
6.1 Objecte 

 
Entre les actuacions planificades a la xarxa de transport a l’horitzó del 2015, es troba l’execució 
d’un segon enllaç amb França Bescanó–Baixàs, que proporciona a més una via addicional de 
connexió a la subestació de Bescanó a 400 kV. Aquest segon enllaç quedaria per tant connectant 
Bescanó–Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs mitjançant un doble circuit de 400 kV, transcorrent per un traçat 
completament independent de la connexió existent Baixàs–Vic. 
 
L’objecte d’aquest apartat és analitzar en detall la necessitat d’aquest nou enllaç. S’estudia la 
possibilitat de substitució d’aquest enllaç per la duplicació de l’actual circuit Vic–Baixàs, i 
s’avaluen mesures de reforç de la xarxa de transport que s’hauria de cometre en l’horitzó del 
2015, si aquest enllaç (Bescanó–Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs) no s’arribés a construir-se. 
 
6.2 Funcions de l’enllaç Bescanó–Baixàs 

 
La necessitat d’aquesta nova interconnexió compta amb dos motius fonamentals: 
 
− Augmentar la capacitat d’importació de Catalunya per assegurar l’abastament de la totalitat 

del consum interior en situacions de punta de demanda, davant determinades contingències 
o fallades. 

− Reforçar la xarxa de transport de Girona, diversificant les vies d’alimentació a la nova SE de 
Bescanó, de la qual dependrà el consum de la zona, i permetent un major grau de mallat per 
a assegurar el manteniment dels valors de tensió dins dels marges admissibles, fins i tot 
davant possibles contingències. 

 
6.2.1 Augment de capacitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya 

 
Les Taules de l’apartat 3.2.1 reflecteixen l’evolució en el temps de la situació del balanç net de 
potència del conjunt de Catalunya en situacions de punta de demanda d’estiu i d’hivern. Els 
valors es presenten tant per a l’escenari base com en l’escenari IER d’eficiència energètica. 
 
En l’escenari base i en la punta d’estiu (situació més desfavorable per la menor capacitat de 
transport de les línies ), s’aprecia que amb les actuals interconnexions no serà possible superar 
una situació de fallada del doble circuit Aragó–Ascó al 2012. Si a més es considera que aquesta 
contingència té lloc en el moment en que un dels grups nuclears (Vandellòs, Ascó). En un 
escenari d’òptima eficiència energètica, el moment en que la situació es converteix en 
insostenible es retarda en el temps, passant al 2012 per a fallada del D/C amb Vandellòs fora de 
servei, i a l’any 2015 per a fallada d’un únic circuit amb Vandellòs fora de servei. 
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La necessitat de reforç de les interconnexions de Catalunya amb l’exterior en l’horitzó del 2015, 
resulta evident per poder cobrir el dèficit energètic en les puntes de demanda. 
 
6.2.2 Reforç necessari de la xarxa de Girona 

 
Pel que es refereix a la fiabilitat del subministrament a Girona, el principal problema que es 
derivaria de la no execució d’aquest segon enllaç amb França, resideix en la situació de 
precarietat en que quedarien les alimentacions a la subestació de Bescanó en 400 kV. Aquesta 
subestació s’alimenta a través dels circuits Vic–Bescanó i Sentmenat–Bescanó, que discorren 
compartint suports en gran part del seu recorregut donant origen a una possibilitat de fallada 
comú. La contingència de fallada d’aquest doble circuit, produiria una sobrecàrrega en totes les 
línies de distribució de la zona cap a la subestació de Juià, a més de subtensions inadmissibles 
en múltiples nusos. 
 
La taula adjunta indica les saturacions d’elements de la xarxa en l’horitzó de 2015 davant una 
fallada del D/C de 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó, suposant que totes les restants 
reformes de la xarxa es realitzen, excepte l’enllaç Bescanó–Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs a 400 kV. 
 

Element de la xarxa que es sobrecarreguen Càrrega respecte de 
capacitat actual 
(futura) en % 

Sta. Coloma- -Montmeló-La Roca (futuro 220 kV) 128 
Sentmenat-S.Celoni 220 kV 111 
S.Celoni-Vic 220 kV 133 
Bescanó-Olot 132 kV 103 
Buixalleu-La Roca 132 kV 178 
Buixalleu-Salt 132 kV 128 
Figueres-Serinya 132 kV 128 
La Roca-Llinars 132 kV 205 
Llinars-Salt 132 kV 138 
Olot- 132 kV 131 
Olot-Serinyà 132 kV 152 
Olot-Vic 132 kV 206 
Ripoll-S.Cecília 132 kV 179 
S.Cecilia-Vic 132 kV 127 
Arenys-Calella 110 kV 150 
Arenys-Mataró 110 kV 172 
Calella-S.Sussanna 110 kV 330 
Osona-Cercs D/C 110 kV 137 
Girona- P.Estany 110 kV 127 
Girona-Susqueda 110 kV 170 
Mogent-Granollers-Mataró 110 kV 153 
Iluro-Mataró 110 kV 175 
Iluro-S.Mateu 110 kV 216 
Lloret-Tordera 110 kV  255 
Maçanet-Sils 110 kV 175 
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Element de la xarxa que es sobrecarreguen Càrrega respecte de 

capacitat actual 
(futura) en % 

Maçanet-Tordera D/C 110 kV 185 
Osona-S.Hilari 110 kV 273 
Osona-Sau 110 kV 204 
P.Estany-Sau 110 kV 218 
S.Celoni-Tordera 110 kV 290 
S.Fost-S.Mateu 110 kV 243 
S.Hilari-Susqueda 110 kV 259 
S.Sussanna-Tordera 254 
Transformador La Roca 220/132 kV 184 
Transformadors S.Coloma 220/132 kV 198 
Transformadors Vic 220/132 kV 220 
Transformadors S.Celoni 220/110 kV 163 

 
D’altra banda s’aprecien també saturacions en menor mesura davant la fallada del doble circuit 
de 400 kV Sentmenat–Bescanó, Pierola–Vic, situació en que la zona de Girona queda amb la 
única alimentació en 400 kV de Baixàs–Vic. La magnitud d’aquests saturacions depèn de la 
capacitat tècnica d’importació d’energia de França a través de la línia Vic–Baixàs, que no 
coincideix necessàriament amb la capacitat tèrmica d’aquesta línia. Per a la màxima capacitat 
tècnica actual s’observen saturacions a Osona–S. Hilari 110 kV, Lloret–Tordera 110 kV, La 
Roca–Montmeló i La Roca–S. Coloma (132 kV). 
 
El nivell de càrrega que adquireix la subestació de Bescanó a l’horitzó del 2015 amb les noves 
càrregues del TAV, supera el de la capacitat de transport d’una única línia de 400 kV a l’estiu. 
Per aquest motiu, al quedar la subestació de Bescanó alimentada amb dues línies de 400 kV 
únicament, s’aprecien saturacions en cas de fallada d’una d’elles. 
 
D’altra banda, pel que es refereix al problema de manteniment de les tensions, s’ha de destacar 
que els problemes actuals de manteniment de les tensions en el nus de Vic (400 kV), que estan 
ja en situació d’operació normal fora dels rangs habituals, estan relacionats amb la dèbil 
interconnexió de la xarxa a la zona (línies de gran longitud, elevats fluxos de potència i 
llunyania de la generació). El segon enllaç amb Baixàs permet amés mantenir valors superiors 
de tensió a Bescanó, tant en situació d’operació normal com en contingències. D’altra manera 
Bescanó quedaria en el 2015 amb una interconnexió dèbil en antena i amb valors de tensió fora 
de rangs admissibles, fins i tot en operació normal. 
 
6.3 Possibilitat de substitució de l’enllaç Bescanó–Baixàs per la duplicació de l’enllaç Vic–

Baixàs 

 
S’analitza en aquest apartat la viabilitat de substitució del nou enllaç previst amb el doble circuit 
400 kV Bescanó–Baixàs, per la conversió a doble circuit de la línia actual en simple circuit 400 
Vic–Baixàs. 
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És necessari analitzar la viabilitat d’aquesta substitució des dels següents punts de vista: 
− Factibilitat de la solució. 
− Repercussions en el reforç de la capacitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya. 
− Repercussions en la fiabilitat de la interconnexio. 
− Repercussions en la fiabilitat del subministrament a Girona. 
− Perspectives de creixement de la xarxa a horitzons posteriors a 2015. 
 
6.3.1 Factibilitat de la solució 

 
La conversió d’una línia en simple circuit a doble suposa la substitució dels suports en tota la 
longitud de la línia. Donat que és imprescindible el manteniment del servei almenys durant les 
èpoques de l’any de major necessitat d’importació, seria convenient la construcció d’un traçat 
paral·lel a l’existent per a posteriorment, una vegada energitzada la nova línia, procedir al 
desmantellament de la línia existent. En canvi, aquesta solució no és viables en tot el recorregut, 
ja que hi ha trams en la zona dels Pirineus d’especial interès paisatgístic, en els que la traça 
alternativa no seria possible. Aquests trams haurien de construir-se al llarg de varis períodes de 
descarrega de línia, abordant la construcció dels nous suports una vegada desmantellats els 
existents, amb el que el termini d’execució de la reforma es prolongaria en el temps. 
 
6.3.2 Repercussions en la capacitat d’importació 

 
A l’any 2005 les necessitats d’importació a través de Vic–Baixàs en les puntes de demanda 
d’estiu i hivern, han sigut respectivament de 700 i 850 MW. 
 
En principi la capacitat d’importació tèrmica global de transport dels enllaços seria menor amb 
l’alternativa del circuit addicional Vic–Baixàs amb relació al D/C previst Bescanó–Sta. 
Llogaia–Baixàs. Es canvia un nou doble circuit per un circuit simple addicional. En canvi, s’ha 
de tenir en compte que la capacitat d’importació efectiva des de França és molt inferior a la 
suma de capacitats tèrmiques individuals de les línies d’interconnexió, quedant limitada per 
altres elements de la xarxa al llarg del frontera. Per aquest motiu, des d’un punt de vista global 
d’interconnexions, l’alternativa proposta no suposa alteració a efectes pràctics de la capacitat 
d’importació prevista des de França en moments de punta de demanda respecte de la proposta 
de REE. El reforçament de capacitat d’importació que és necessari ja des d’estiu de 2005 per a 
evitar la saturació dels restants enllaços davant la fallada del doble circuit d’Aragó amb una de 
les gran nuclears en situació de parada, queda cobert amb la duplicació de l’enllaç Vic–Baixàs. 
D’aquesta forma, des del punt de vista de capacitat tèrmica de les interconnexions globals de 
Catalunya, l’alternativa és equivalent a la proposta de REE. 
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6.3.3 Repercussions en la fiabilitat de la interconnexió 

 
Des d’un punt de vista de fiabilitat de les interconnexions, la diferència estaria en que la 
duplicació del circuit Vic–Baixàs entranya la possibilitat de fallada simultània d’ambdós 
circuits, mentre que aquesta possibilitat no existeix en l’enllaç previst Bescanó–Baixàs. Mentre 
es mantingui com a única alimentació a Baixàs des de la xarxa francesa el doble circuit La 
Gaudière–Baixàs, aquesta possibilitat de fallada simultània quasi no constitueix una diferència 
qualitativa de fiabilitat entre la proposta de REE i l’alternativa estudiada, ja que de fet la 
possibilitat de pèrdua total del recolzament de Baixàs ja existeix amb independència dels rutats 
de les interconnexions des de Baixàs cap a Catalunya. 
 
En canvi, en un futur posterior en el que la xarxa de transport francesa queda mallada a Baixàs, 
si podria dir-se que la solució d’interconnexió Bescanó–Baixàs és preferible des d’un punt de 
vista de fiabilitat a la duplicació del circuit Baixàs–Vic, ja que no admet la possibilitat de fallada 
comú amb el circuit existent. 
 
6.3.4 Repercussions en la fiabilitat del subministrament a Girona 

 
És necessari ressaltar, que els problemes de la resposta de la xarxa de transport davant 
contingències a la zona de Girona, es deriven d’un mallat insuficient. L’aproximació del nivell 
de 400 kV als centres de distribució mitjançant la futura subestació de Bescanó, és una mesura 
adequada als nivells de consum de la zona, però no suficient, ja que si no es diversifiquen les 
vies d’alimentació a aquest nou nus, persistirà la possibilitat de que una fallada única (fallada 
d’un doble circuit) produeixi falta total d’alimentació a la subestació i per tant a la zona. 
 
En aquest sentit pot dir-se que la subestació de Bescanó no dissipa per si mateixa els riscos de 
pèrdua d’una part important de la xarxa, ja que per a aquesta finalitat es requereix a més una 
connexió addicional amb la xarxa de transport, tenint en compte que les dues línies previstes 
Sentmenat–Bescanó i Vic–Bescanó comparteixen suports i presenten per tant possibilitat de 
fallada comú. La línia prevista Bescanó–Baixàs compleix aquesta funció de diversificació 
d’enllaços a la zona. 
 
En el cas de que la nova interconnexió amb França s’efectuarà a través de Vic (duplicació de 
Vic–Baixàs), serien necessaris reforçaments addicionals de la xarxa. 
 
6.3.5 Reforçaments addicionals que serien necessaris a la xarxa 

 
Es tracta de determinar els reforçaments mínims que serien necessaris per a pal·liar les 
saturacions que es produirien en cas de fallada del D/C de 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–
Bescanó. 
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En general els reforçaments de la xarxa que poden contribuir a disminuir les saturacions són 
aquells que faciliten el transport des de Vic cap a Juià a 220 kV, fins a Bescanó a 400 kV i/o 
reforcen els eixos de 132 kV i 110 kV afectats per aquest aportament d’energia a la zona. 
 
Possibles mesures de reforçament serien: 
− Conversió de l’eix en D/C de 132 kV La Roca–Llinars–Buixalleu–Juià a 220 kV. 
− Conversió de l’eix en D/C de 110 kV S. Celoni–Tordera a 220 kV, enllaç Tordera 

Riudarenes a 220 kV i transformació en Riudarenes 400/220 kV (Riudarenes ja té connexió 
amb Bescanó a 400 kV). 

− Construcció d’un nou eix en 400 kV des de Sentmenat a Riudarenes (Riudarenes ja té 
connexió amb Bescanó a 400 kV). 

 
Les simulacions realitzades permeten comprovar que aquests reforçaments no són suficients en 
l’horitzó de 2015, per afrontar la possibilitat de fallada del D/C Sentmenat–Bescanó, Vic–
Bescanó. Seria necessari combina algunes de les actuacions anteriors de reforçament estructural 
de la xarxa, amb la implantació de nova generació en la zona de Juià. 
 
En concret una possibilitat amb els reforçament mínims indispensables seria: 
− Cicle combinat a Juià de 400 MW de potència. 
− Reforçament de la capacitat de l’eix de 220 kV S. Celoni–Vic (bé mitjançant reforçament de 

la línia actual o mitjançant nus addicional a Centelles i conversió en doble circuit). 
− Conversió de l’eix S. Coloma–La Roca a 220 kV, en els seus dos circuits, transferència total 

de la càrrega de La Roca a 220 kV i pas d’almenys un dels transformadors 220/132 kV de S. 
Coloma a La Roca. 

− Conversió de l’eix S. Celoni–Tordera de 110 kV a 220 kV i instal·lació de transformació 
220/110 kV a Tordera. 

− Realització de l’eix previst en la planificació Tordera–Riudarenes a 220 kV en lloc de 110 
kV i transformació a Riudarenes 400/220 kV, en lloc de la prevista 400/110 kV. 

 
Sent aquestes les actuacions mínimes complementàries imprescindibles que han de realitzar-se 
abans del 2015, l’estudi realitzat mostra aconsellable cometre en paral·lel altres remodelacions 
que han de coordinar-se amb les anteriors i que resultaran també indispensables en un horitzó de 
treball posterior a 2015. Aquestes actuacions consisteixen bàsicament en la conversió de l’eix S. 
Coloma–Buixalleu–Llinars–Juià de 132 kV a 220 kV, amb modificació de tensió de les 
subestacions. 
 
En qualsevol cas, s’aprecia la necessitat de la nova Planta de generació a Juià, com a part 
integrant indispensable en qualsevol de les solucions. Una Planta de Cicle combinat de 400 MW 
en la zona presentaria el inconvenient d’un baix rendiment respecte d’una de similars 
característiques localitzada a nivell del mar i possibilitat de refrigeració per aigua de mar. Per a 
igualar prestacions tindria que recórrer a la post combustió amb la conseqüent inversió 
econòmica addicional. 
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A partir de l’any 2008 i fins que aquesta nova Planta entri en servei (previsió de l’any 2010), el 
sistema mantindria la vulnerabilitat davant la fallada mencionada, que no pot resoldre’s 
avançant altres actuacions de reforç de la xarxa. 
 
6.3.6 Perspectives de creixement de la xarxa en horitzons posteriors a 2015. 

 
Finalment és necessari realitzar alguna indicació sobre la situació en que quedaria la xarxa a 
l’any 2015, i les seves possibilitats de creixement posterior si no es construís l’enllaç Bescanó–
Baixàs, duplicant Vic–Baixàs en el seu lloc. Amb un nivell de consum a la zona elèctrica de 
Girona entorn als 1.100 MW a l’any 2015, serà immediatament necessari disposar de noves 
connexions de Bescanó en el nivell de 400 kV (dos únics circuits a 400 kV no són suficients). 
Per a aquest nivell de potència els successius reforçaments a través de la xarxa de 220 kV 
portarien a un impacte ambiental inadequat per requerir-se un major nombre de línies 
d’interconnexió. Encara quan es procedís a la duplicació de l’actual enllaç Vic–Baixàs, i a les 
reformes estructurals necessàries, la xarxa a 2015 quedaria al límit de les seves capacitats per a 
afrontar creixements posteriors. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 

 
El nou enllaç planificat Bescanó–Baixàs a 400 kV té com a funcions: 
− Garantir la capacitat d’importació energia del conjunt de Catalunya en situació de punta de 

demanda. 
− Reforçar la xarxa de transport a Girona amb una possibilitat d’alimentació addicional a la 

futura SE de Bescanó, necessària per permetre el manteniment de les tensions en valors 
admissibles i poder mantenir el subministrament a la zona davant les contingències que han 
de ser previstes segons els criteris de seguretat de la xarxa. 

 
Amb relació a la necessitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya, considerant un escenari base 
d’evolució de demanda i generació, s’observa que amb les interconnexions actuals no serà 
possible superar una situació de fallada del doble circuit Aragó–Ascó en la punta d’estiu de 
l’any 2012. Si a més es considera que aquesta contingència té lloc en el moment en que un dels 
grups nuclears (Vandellòs, Ascó) es troba fora de servei per manteniment o avaria, la situació de 
risc es planteja ja des de 2008 per a fallades del doble circuit i des de 2007 per a fallades 
simples. 
 
En relació al reforç de la xarxa de transport, si no es construís l’enllaç amb Baixàs des de 
Bescanó, el D/C de 400 kV Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó, quedaria com a únic enllaç de la 
zona amb la xarxa de transport, i la seva fallada portaria a una situació de saturació de les línies 
de distribució i col·lapse general de tensions. 
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La possibilitat de substituir aquest nou enllaç per la duplicació de l’existent Baixàs–Vic, està 
subjecta als següents condicionants: 
− Dificultat de la construcció física ja que és necessari mantenir el circuit existent en servei. 
− La capacitat d’importació del conjunt de Catalunya quedaria assegurada, si bé amb un grau 

de fiabilitat menor en les interconnexions, per la possibilitat de fallada comú d’ambdós 
circuits. 

− La duplicació del circuit Vic–Baixàs no és vàlida per resoldre els problemes de 
vulnerabilitat de la xarxa davant la fallada del D/C Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó. Per a 
aconseguir-ho serien necessàries reformes estructurals importants addicionals a la xarxa, 
amés de disposar d’almenys 400 MW de generació addicional a la zona. 

− La xarxa a 2015, encara amb aquests reformes estructurals, quedaria al límit de la seva 
capacitat. El nivell de càrrega adquirit per la subestació en el 2015 fan aconsellable disposar 
de nous enllaços de 400 kV. 

 
Es conclou que l’enllaç Bescanó–Baixàs, és necessari per assegurar el subministrament del 
conjunt de Catalunya i superar la vulnerabilitat del subministrament a Girona. Compleix 
l’important paper de diversificar els enllaços de la xarxa de transport a la subestació de Bescanó, 
el que no s’aconsegueix mitjançant altres alternatives com la duplicació de l’enllaç existent 
Vic–Baixàs. 
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7 ALTRES ACTUACIONS NECESSÀRIES A LA XARXA. POSSIBILITATS DE 

DESMANTELLAMENT I COMPACTACIÓ DE LÍNIES 

 
7.1 Objecte 

 
Aquest apartat te coma objecte concretar les possibilitats de supressió i compactació de línies 
existents que permet l’extensió de la xarxa 400 kV a la zona amb transformacions al nivell 220 
kV a Bescanó i Juià, i connexions al nivell 132 kV a la nova subestació de Bescanó. Igualment 
s’analitza la necessitat d’altres actuacions a la xarxa 220 kV necessàriament lligades al 
desenvolupament de la xarxa 400 kV. 
 
Es pretén: 
 
− Comprovar la possibilitat de compactació i supressió de línies existents. 
− Justificació de la necessitat de les noves línies de 220 kV requerides en relació amb el 

desenvolupament de la xarxa de transport. 
− Analitzar l’impacte sobre la situació descrita de la no execució a 2015 de la línia prevista en 

la planificació Sta. Llogaia–Baixàs de 400 kV, que constitueix una segona interconnexió 
amb França, avaluant possibles reforçaments de la xarxa substitutius d’aquest enllaç. 

 
7.2 Noves línies de 220 kV necessàries 

 
A la planificació de la xarxa està previst un enllaç en D/C al nivell de 220 kV entre la nova SE 
de Bescanó i Juià. Aquesta nova línia substitueix a l’enllaç actual Vic-Juià, però amb una 
longitud molt inferior. És imprescindible per evitar que una fallada en un D/C d’enllaç de 400 
kV entre Bescanó i Juià, pugui taller completament les connexions de Juià amb la xarxa de 
transport. 
 
La vulnerabilitat actual davant la fallada del D/C Vic-Juià queda esmorteïda, ja que el 
desenvolupament planificat de la xarxa 400 kV, amb E/S d’un circuit a Juià, proporciona un 
altra via alternativa d’alimentació al nus de Juià. No resulta per tant imprescindible des d’un 
punt de vista de seguretat de la xarxa, duplicar l’enllaç de 220 kV entre Bescanó i Juià. 
 
7.3 Possibilitats de supressió de línies 

 
És possible la supressió del D/C Juià–Salt 132 kV a condició que es realitzin algun dels 
següents reforçaments addicionals: 
 
− Segon circuit Bescanó–Salt 132 kV (12 km aprox.) que passés per un traçat independent del 

previst, de forma que no admetés possibilitat de fallada comú amb aquest. 
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− Injecció addicional des de la xarxa de transport, com podria ser una transformació a 

Riudarenes 400/132 kV i connexió al doble circuit Buixalleu–Llinars–Salt. Això suposaria 
la inclusió de la SE de Riudarenes a la xarxa de 132 kV actualment no prevista. 

 
7.4 Possibilitats de compactació de línies 

 
Possibles compactacions de línies: 
 
− Compactació de D/C Juià–Figueres de 132 kV, amb el D/C circuit de 400 kV Bescanó–

Juià–Sta. Llogaia 
− Compactació de D/C Bescanó–Riudarenes de 400 kV amb Xirgu–Sils de 110 kV. 
 
7.5 Possibles mesures de reforçament alternatiu en cas de no execució de l’enllaç Sta. 

Llogaia-Baixàs 

 
Les possibles mesures per resoldre aquesta situació, passarien necessàriament per la construcció 
d’un nou enllaç de Juià amb la xarxa de transport que no admetés possibilitat de fallada comú 
amb la fallada d’aquest D/C Bescanó–Vic, Sentmenat-Bescanó o el seu perllongament Bescanó-
Juià, Bescanó-Sta. Llogaia. En concret s’han estudiat dos possibilitats: 
− Enllaç addicional a 220 kV. Suposa la conversió de l’eix S. Celoni–Tordera a 220 kV, 

construcció de l’enllaç Tordera–Riudarenes a 220 kV i transformació 220/400 kV a 
Riudarenes. 

− Enllaç a 400 kV. Construcció d’un enllaç Sentmenat–Riudarenes a 400 kV que permeti 
mallar completament la xarxa de 400 kV a Girona. 

 
Cap de les mesures de reforç de la xarxa estudiades per al cas de que no es construís l’enllaç 
Baixàs–Sta. Llogaia, seria suficient per a mantenir les tensions en valors admissibles davant la 
contingència de la fallada del D/C Vic–Bescanó, Sentmenat–Bescanó. 
 
Qualsevol de les dues opcions requeriria de generació addicional connectada al nus de Juià per a 
permetrà mantenir el servei en cas de fallada d’aquest D/C Bescanó–Vic, Sentmenat–Bescanó 
(al menys 400 MW). 
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ABB Power Technologies AB
Grid Systems/HVDC
SE-771 80 Ludvika, Sweden
Tel: +46 240 78 20 00
Fax: +46 240 61 11 59
e-mail: info.hvdc@se.abb.com
www.abb.com/hvdc
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SCHEME 1. GOTLAND 2. SKAGERRAK 1 & 2 3. CAHORA BASSA 4. INGA-SHABA 5. CU-PROJECT 6. NELSON RIVER 2 7. ITAIPU

Commissioning year 1970 1976-1977 1977/1979 1982 1978 1978/1985 1984-1985/1987

Power transmitted, MW (20) + 10 500 1930 560 1000 2000 3150 + 3150

Direct voltage, kV (100) + 50 ±250 ±533 ±500 ±400 ±500 ±600

Converters per station (2) + 1 2 8 2 2 4 4 + 4

Direct voltage per 50 250 133 500 400 250 300 
converter, kV

Direct current, A 200 1000 1800 560 1250 2000 2610

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condensers Synchronous condensers Synchronous condensers Power generator Synchronous condensers

Converter station location Västervik, 130 kV Kristiansand, 275 kV Songo, 220 kV Inga (Zaire River), 220 kV Coal Creek, 235 kV Henday, 230 kV Foz do Iguaçu, 500 kV 
and AC grid voltage Visby, 70 kV Tjele, 150 kV Apollo, 275 kV Kolwezi (Shaba), 220 kV Dickinson, 350 kV Dorsey, 230 kV Ibiuna, 345 kV

Lenght of overhead – 113 km 1420 km 1700 km 687 km 940 km 785 and 805 km,
DC line 

Cable arrangement 1 cable, ground return 1 cable per pole – – – – –

Length of cable 96 km 127 km –

Grounding of the For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two
DC circuit sea electrode stations ground electrode stations ground electrodes ground electrode stations ground electrode stations electrode stations ground electrode station 

(

AC grids at both ends Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous Foz do Iguaçu, 50 Hz
I

Control Constant frequency Constant power in Constant power Constant power or constant Constant power, Constant power Constant power,
on Gotland either direction frequency in Shaba damping control damping control

Emergency change of – On manual or automatic – – – – –
power flow order to preset value

Main reason for choosing Long sea crossing, Sea crossing Long distance Long distance Distance, environment, Long distance Long distance,
HVDC system frequency control s

Power company Statens Vattenfallsverk, Statkraft, Oslo Hidroelectrica de Cahora SNEL, Kinshasa, CPA, Minneapolis, Manitoba Hydro, FURNAS, Rio de Janeiro,
Vällingby, Stockholm, NORWAY  Bassa, MOCAMBIQUE DR Congo Minnesota, USA Winnipeg, Manitoba, BRAZIL
SWEDEN Elsam, Fredericia, Electricity Supply U

DENMARK Commission, Johannesburg, Minnesota, USA
SOUTH AFRICA

Main supplier of ABB ABB ABB/Siemens/AEG ABB: Converters, controls, ABB ABB/Siemens/AEG ABB
converter equipment s

4. INGA-SHABA 5. CU-PROJECT 6. NELSON RIVER 2 7. ITAIPU

1982 1978 1978/1985 1984-1985/1987

560 1000 2000 3150 + 3150

±500 ±400 ±500 ±600

2 2 4 4 + 4

500 400 250 300 

560 1250 2000 2610

Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condensers Power generator Synchronous condensers

Inga (Zaire River), 220 kV Coal Creek, 235 kV Henday, 230 kV Foz do Iguaçu, 500 kV 
Kolwezi (Shaba), 220 kV Dickinson, 350 kV Dorsey, 230 kV Ibiuna, 345 kV

1700 km 687 km 940 km 785 and 805 km,
respectively

– – – –

– – – –

For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two
ground electrode stations ground electrode stations electrode stations ground electrode station 

(intermittent) per bipole

Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous Foz do Iguaçu, 50 Hz
Ibiuna, 60 Hz

Constant power or constant Constant power, Constant power Constant power,
frequency in Shaba damping control damping control

– – – –

Long distance Distance, environment, Long distance Long distance,
stability benefits 50/60 Hz conversion 

SNEL, Kinshasa, CPA, Minneapolis, Manitoba Hydro, FURNAS, Rio de Janeiro,
DR Congo Minnesota, USA Winnipeg, Manitoba, BRAZIL

UPA, Elk River, CANADA
, Minnesota, USA

ABB: Converters, controls, ABB ABB/Siemens/AEG ABB
system responsibility
GE: Transformers, filters
synchronous condensers



SCHEME 8. GOTLAND 2 9. DÜRNROHR 10. PACIFIC INTERTIE 11. CHATEAUGUAY 12. INTERMOUNTAIN 13. HIGHGATE 14. BLACKWATER
UPGRADING

Commissioning year 1983 1983 1985 1984 1986 1985 1985

Power transmitted, MW 130 550 (1600) + 400 2 x 500 1920 200 200

Direct voltage, kV 150 145 ±500 2 x 140.6 ±500 57 56.8

Converters per station 1 2 (6) + 2 4 2 2 2

Direct voltage per 150 145 100 140.6 500 57 56.8
converter, kV

Direct current, A 914 3790 2000 2 x 3600 1920 3600 3600

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors and SVC Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condenser

Converter station location Västervik, 130 kV Dürnrohr, 420 kV Celilo, 230 kV Hydro-Queb. side, 315 kV Intermountain, 345 kV Highgate North, 120 kV New Mexice side, 345 kV
and AC grid voltage Visby, 70 kV CSSR side, 420 kV Sylmar, 230 kV U.S. side, 120 kV Adelanto, 500 kV Highgate South, 115 kV Texas side, 230 kV

Lenght of overhead 7 km Back-to-back 1360 km Back-to-back 785 km Back-to-back Back-to-back 
DC line

Cable arrangement 1 cable, ground return – – – – – –

Length of cable 96 km – –

Grounding of the For full current in two One point grounded For full current in one One point grounded For full current in two One point grounded One point grounded
DC circuit sea electrode stations ground and one sea ground electrode stations

electrode station (
(intermittent)

AC grids at both ends Asynchronous Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous

Control Constant frequency Constant power in Constant power in either  Constant power Constant power, Constant power in Constant power,
on Gotland either direction direction and small signal damping control either direction reactive power control

modulation

Emergency change of – – On manual or automatic – – Automatic power reduction –
power flow order to preset values t

Main reason for choosing Long sea crossing Asynchronous link Long distance, Asynchronous link Long distance Asynchronous link Asynchronous link
HVDC system rapid control rapid control

Power company Statens Vattenfallsverk, Österreichische Bonneville Power  H
Vällingby, Stockholm, Elektrizitatswirtschafts AG, Administration, Portland, Quebec, CANADA Sandy, Utah, USA Company Inc., Rutland of New Mexico (PNM),
SWEDEN Vienna, AUSTRIA Oregon, USA, The Depart- Agent: The Department of Vermont, USA Albuquerque, New Mexico,

ment of Water and Power W
of the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Los Angeles,
Los Angeles California, USA California, USA

Main supplier of ABB ABB/Siemens/AEG ABB ABB/Siemens ABB ABB ABB
converter equipment

11. CHATEAUGUAY 12. INTERMOUNTAIN 13. HIGHGATE 14. BLACKWATER

1984 1986 1985 1985

2 x 500 1920 200 200

2 x 140.6 ±500 57 56.8

4 2 2 2

140.6 500 57 56.8

2 x 3600 1920 3600 3600

Capacitors and SVC Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Hydro-Queb. side, 315 kV Intermountain, 345 kV Highgate North, 120 kV New Mexice side, 345 kV
U.S. side, 120 kV Adelanto, 500 kV Highgate South, 115 kV Texas side, 230 kV

Back-to-back 785 km Back-to-back Back-to-back 

– – – –

– – – –

One point grounded For full current in two One point grounded One point grounded
ground electrode stations
(intermittent)

Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous

Constant power Constant power, Constant power in Constant power,
damping control either direction reactive power control

– – Automatic power reduction –
triggered by AC-signal

Asynchronous link Long distance Asynchronous link Asynchronous link

Hydro-Quebec, Montreal Intermountain Power Agency, Vermont Electric Power Public Service Company
Quebec, CANADA Sandy, Utah, USA Company Inc., Rutland of New Mexico (PNM),

- Agent: The Department of Vermont, USA Albuquerque, New Mexico,
r Water and Power of the City USA
, Los Angeles, Los Angeles,

A California, USA

ABB/Siemens ABB ABB ABB



SCHEME 15. VINDHYACHAL 16. BROKEN HILL 17. GOTLAND 3 18. RIHAND-DELHI 19. KONTI-SKAN 2 20. QUEBEC – 21. FENNO-SKAN
N

Commissioning year 1989 1986 1987 1990 1988 1990-1992 1989

Power transmitted, MW 2 x 250 40 130 1568 300 2000 (Multiterminal) 500

Direct voltage, kV 70 8.3 150 ±500 285 ±450 400

Converters per station 2 + 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 

Direct voltage per 70 8.3 150 500 285 450 400
converter, kV

Direct current, A 3600 2400 914 1568 1050 2200 1250

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condenser Synchronous condenser

Converter station location Northern system, 400 kV 22 kV Västervik, 130 kV Rihand, 400 kV Lindome, 130 kV Radisson, 315 kV Dannebo, 400 kV
and AC grid voltage Western system, 400 kV 6.9 kV Visby, 70 kV Dadri, 400 kV Vester Hassing, 400 kV Sandy Pond, 345 kV Rauma, 400 kV

N

Lenght of overhead DC line Back-to-back Back-to-back  7 km 814 km 61 km 1480 km 33 km 

Cable arrangement – – 1 cable –

Length of cable – – 96 km – 88 km – 200 km

Grounding of the One point grounded Mid-point grounded For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two All stations grounded by For full current in two sea 
DC circuit sea electrode stations ground electrode stations sea electrode stations totally three electrode stations electrode stations

(

AC grids at both ends Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Synchronous Asynchronous HQ synchronous Synchronous
N

Control Constant power in either Constant 40 Hz frequency Constant frequency Constant power, Constant power in Multiterminal, constant power Constant power,
direction, damping control on Gotland damping control either direction control, frequency control damping control

Emergency change of Automatic power reduction – –
power flow triggered by AC signal order order to preset value the AC system at severe

A

Main reason for choosing Asynchronous link Frequency control Long sea crossing Long distance, stability Sea crossing, Asynchronous link Sea crossing
HVDC system a

Power company National Thermal Power Southern Power Statens Vattenfallsverk, National Thermal Power Statens Vattenfallsverk, Hydro Quebec, Montreal, Statens Vattenfallsverk,
Corporation, New Delhi, Corporation, Broken Hill Vällingby, Stockholm Corporation, New Dehli, Vällingby, Stockholm Quebec, CANADA Vällingby, Stockholm,
INDIA AUSTRALIA SWEDEN INDIA SWEDEN New England Hydro SWEDEN

E

Main supplier of ABB ABB ABB BHEL, India, main contractor ABB ABB ABB
converter equipment A

18. RIHAND-DELHI 19. KONTI-SKAN 2 20. QUEBEC – 21. FENNO-SKAN
NEW ENGLAND

1990 1988 1990-1992 1989

1568 300 2000 (Multiterminal) 500

±500 285 ±450 400

2 1 2 1

500 285 450 400

1568 1050 2200 1250

Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Rihand, 400 kV Lindome, 130 kV Radisson, 315 kV Dannebo, 400 kV
Dadri, 400 kV Vester Hassing, 400 kV Sandy Pond, 345 kV Rauma, 400 kV

Nicolet, 230 kV

814 km 61 km 1480 km 33 km 

– 1 cable – 1 cable

– 88 km – 200 km

For full current in two For full current in two All stations grounded by For full current in two sea 
ground electrode stations sea electrode stations totally three electrode stations electrode stations
(intermittent)

Synchronous Asynchronous HQ synchronous Synchronous
NEH asynchronous

Constant power, Constant power in Multiterminal, constant power Constant power,
damping control either direction control, frequency control damping control

On manual or automatic On manual or automatic Isolation of Radisson from 
order order to preset value the AC system at severe

AC disturbances

Long distance, stability Sea crossing, Asynchronous link Sea crossing
asynchronous link

National Thermal Power Statens Vattenfallsverk, Hydro Quebec, Montreal, Statens Vattenfallsverk,
Corporation, New Dehli, Vällingby, Stockholm Quebec, CANADA Vällingby, Stockholm,
INDIA SWEDEN New England Hydro SWEDEN

Elsam, Fredericia, Transmission Electric Imatran Voima oy,
DENMARK Company Inc., Westborough, Helsinki, FINLAND

Massachusetts, USA

BHEL, India, main contractor ABB ABB ABB
ABB subcontractor to BHEL
under licence agreement



SCHEME 22. PACIFIC INTERTIE 23. GEZHOUBA – 24. NEW ZEALAND 25. SKAGERRAK 3 26. BALTIC CABLE 27. KONTEK 28. CHANDRAPUR –
EXPANSION SHANGHAI DC HYBRID LINK P

Commissioning year 1989 1989 1991-1992 1993 1994 1995 1998

Power transmitted, MW 1100 1200 560 440 600 600 1500

Direct voltage, kV ±500 ±500 -350 350 450 400 ±500

Converters per station (8) + 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 

Direct voltage per 500 500 350 350 450 400 500
converter, kV

Direct current, A 1100 1200 1600 1260 1364 1500 1500

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condensor Synchronous condensor

Converter station location Celilo, 500 kV Gezhouba, 500 kV Benmore, 220 kV Kristiansand, 300 kV Kruseberg, 400 kV Bjæverskov, 400 kV Chandrapur, 400 kV
and AC grid voltage Sylmar, 230 kV Nan Qiao, 230 kV Haywards, 220 kV Tjele, 400 kV Herrenwyk, 380kV Bentwisch, 400 kV Padghe, 400 kV

Lenght of overhead DC line 1360 km 1000 km 575 km 113 km 12 km – 736 km 

Cable arrangement – – 2 cables + 1 spare 1 cable 1 cable 1 cable –

Length of cable – – 42 km 1

Grounding of the For full current in one ground For full current in two For full current in one For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two
DC circuit and one sea electrode  ground electrode stations ground and one sea ground electrode stations sea electrodes sea electrodes electrode stations

station (intermittent) electrode station

AC grids at both ends Synchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous A

Control Constant power in either  Constant power, Constant power, frequency Constant power in Constant power, frequency Constant power, frequency Constant power, frequency
direction and small signal  reactive power control and damping control either direction and damping control and damping control and damping control
modulation

Emergency change of On manual or automatic On manual or automatic Frequency control of On manual or automatic On manual or automatic On manual or automatic On manual or automatic
power flow order to preset value order to preset value isolated Wellington area order to preset value order to preset value order to preset value order

Main reason for choosing Long distance, Long distance, Long distance including Sea crossing Sea crossing Sea crossing Long distance,
HVDC system rapid control stability benefits sea crossing a

Power company Bonneville Power Administra- Central China Electric Power Trans Power New Zealand Statnett, Oslo, Baltic Cable AB, Malmö Elkraft, Copenhagen, Maharashtra State
tion, Portland, Oregon, USA Administration, Wuhan, Ltd., Wellington NORWAY SWEDEN DENMARK Electricity Board, Bombay
The Department of Water CHINA NEW ZEALAND Elsam, Fredricia, VEAG, Berlin INDIA
and Power of the City of East China Electric Power DENMARK GERMANY
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Administration, Shanghai,
California, USA CHINA

Main supplier of ABB ABB/Siemens ABB ABB ABB ABB ABB/BHEL
converter equipment

25. SKAGERRAK 3 26. BALTIC CABLE 27. KONTEK 28. CHANDRAPUR –
PADGHE

1993 1994 1995 1998

440 600 600 1500

350 450 400 ±500

1 1 1 2

350 450 400 500

1260 1364 1500 1500

Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors
Synchronous condensor

Kristiansand, 300 kV Kruseberg, 400 kV Bjæverskov, 400 kV Chandrapur, 400 kV
Tjele, 400 kV Herrenwyk, 380kV Bentwisch, 400 kV Padghe, 400 kV

113 km 12 km – 736 km 

1 cable 1 cable 1 cable –

127 km 250 km 170 km (120 km under ground) –

For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two For full current in two
ground electrode stations sea electrodes sea electrodes electrode stations

Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Synchronous

y Constant power in Constant power, frequency Constant power, frequency Constant power, frequency
either direction and damping control and damping control and damping control

On manual or automatic On manual or automatic On manual or automatic On manual or automatic
order to preset value order to preset value order to preset value order

Sea crossing Sea crossing Sea crossing Long distance,
asynchronous systems stability

Statnett, Oslo, Baltic Cable AB, Malmö Elkraft, Copenhagen, Maharashtra State
NORWAY SWEDEN DENMARK Electricity Board, Bombay
Elsam, Fredricia, VEAG, Berlin INDIA
DENMARK GERMANY

ABB ABB ABB ABB/BHEL



SCHEME 29. LEYTE-LUZON 30. SWEPOL 31. BRAZIL-ARGENTINA 32. ITALY-GREECE 33. THREE GORGES – 34. BRAZIL-ARGENTINA 35. THREE GORGES –
INTERCONNECTION 1 CHANGZHOU INTERCONNECTION 2 GUANGDONG

Commissioning year 1997 1999 2000 2000 2003 2002 2004

Power transmitted, MW 440 600 2 x 550 500 3000 2 x 550 3000

Direct voltage, kV 350 450 ±70 400 ±500 ±70 ±500

Converters per station 1 1 2 + 2 1 2 2 x 2 2

Direct voltage per 350 450 70 400 500 70 500
converter, kV

Direct current, A 1260 1330 3930 1250 3000 3930 3000

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Converter station location Ormoc, 230 kV, Stärnö, 400 kV Garabi, Brazil, 525 kV Galatina, 400 kV Longquan, 500 kV Garabi, Brazil, 525 kV Jingzhou, 500 kV
and AC grid voltage Naga, 230 kV Slupsk, 400 kV Argentina, 500 kV Arachthos, 400 kV Zhengping, 500 kV Argentina, 500 kV Huizhou, 500 kV

Lenght of overhead 433 km – Back-to-back 110 km 890 km Back-to-back 940 km
DC line

Cable arrangement 1 cable + 1 spare 1 cable – 1 land and 1 sea cable – – –

Length of cable 19 km 230 km –

Grounding of the For full current in two For current in two Midpoint grounded For full current in two For full current in two Midpoint grounded For full current in two
DC circuit sea electrodes sea electrodes no ground current sea electrode stations ground electrode stations no ground current ground electrode stations

(

AC grids at both ends Asynchronous Asynchronous Brazil, 60 Hz Asynchronous Asynchronous Brazil, 60 Hz Asynchronous
Argentina, 50 Hz A

Control Constant power, Power control, Constant power Constant power Constant power Constant power Constant power
frequency control emergency power control

Emergency change of On manual or automatic On automatic order On automatic order Frequency control – On automatic order –
power flow order to preset value to set values to preset values t

Main reason for choosing Long distance including Long distance and Different AC system Sea crossing Long distance Different AC system Long distance
HVDC system sea crossing sea crossing frequences Asynchronous networks frequences Asynchronous networks

Power company National Power Corporation SwePol Link AB, CIEN a company of ENEL (Italy) and China Power Grid CIEN a company of State Power Corporation
Manila, PHILIPPINES Stockholm, SWEDEN the Endesa Group PPC (Greece) Development Co Ltd the Endesa Group of China

B

Main supplier of ABB ABB ABB ABB ABB ABB ABB
converter equipment

32. ITALY-GREECE 33. THREE GORGES – 34. BRAZIL-ARGENTINA 35. THREE GORGES –
1 CHANGZHOU INTERCONNECTION 2 GUANGDONG

2000 2003 2002 2004

500 3000 2 x 550 3000

400 ±500 ±70 ±500

1 2 2 x 2 2

400 500 70 500

1250 3000 3930 3000

Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Galatina, 400 kV Longquan, 500 kV Garabi, Brazil, 525 kV Jingzhou, 500 kV
Arachthos, 400 kV Zhengping, 500 kV Argentina, 500 kV Huizhou, 500 kV

110 km 890 km Back-to-back 940 km

1 land and 1 sea cable – – –

200 km (40 km + 160 km) – – –

For full current in two For full current in two Midpoint grounded For full current in two
sea electrode stations ground electrode stations no ground current ground electrode stations

(intermitted) (intermitted)

Asynchronous Asynchronous Brazil, 60 Hz Asynchronous
Argentina, 50 Hz

Constant power Constant power Constant power Constant power

Frequency control – On automatic order –
to preset values

Sea crossing Long distance Different AC system Long distance
Asynchronous networks frequences Asynchronous networks

ENEL (Italy) and China Power Grid CIEN a company of State Power Corporation
PPC (Greece) Development Co Ltd the Endesa Group of China

Beijing, CHINA

ABB ABB ABB ABB



SCHEME (*) 36. RAPID CITY DC TIE 37. VIZAG II 38. THREE GORGES -  39. NORNED 40. SHARYLAND 41. SAPEI 42. OUTAOUAIS
SHANGHAI 

Commissioning year 2003 2005 2007 2007 2007 2008 2009

Power transmitted, MW 2 x 100 500 3000 700 150 1000 1250

Direct voltage, kV ±13 ±88 ±500 ±450 ±21 ±500 ±87.5

Converters per station 2 + 2 1 + 1 2 1 1 + 1 2 2

Direct voltage per 26 176 500 900 42 500 175
converter, kV

Direct current, A 3930 2860 3000 780 3600 1000 3600

Reactive power supply Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Converter station location Rapid City, South Dakota, Visakhapatnam, India, Yidu, 500 kV Eemshaven, 400 kV Sharyland, Texas, USA, Fiume Santo, 400 kV Outaouais, Quebec
and AC grid voltage USA, 230 kV both sides 400 kV both sides Huaxin, 500 kV Feda, 300 kV 138 kV both sides Latina, 400 kV Quebec side, 315 kV

O

Lenght of overhead Back-to-back Back-to-back 1059 km – Back-to-back – Back-to-back
DC line

Cable arrangement – – – 2 x 450 kV cables

Length of cable – – – 560 km

Grounding of the Midpoint grounded Midpoint grounded For full current in two Midpoint grounded Midpoint grounded For full current in two sea Midpoint grounded
DC circuit no ground current no ground current ground electrode stations 12-pulse converter in no ground current electrode stations no ground current

(intermittent) Eemshaven. 
N

AC grids at both ends Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous

Control Power Control, Power Control, Constant power Constant power. Constant power. Frequency control on Sardinia Constant power. Frequency
emergency power control frequency control Reactive/AC-voltage d
voltage control voltage control control. P

Emergency change of –
power flow

Main reason for choosing Asynchronous networks Asynchronous networks Long distance. Long distance submarine Asynchronous networks Long distance submarine Asynchronous networks
HVDC system Asynchronous networks c

Power company Basin Electric Power Powergrid Corporation of State Grid Corporation of   Statnett, Norway Sharyland Utilities, L.P., Terna, Italy Hydro Quebec, Montreal,
Cooperative and India Ltd. China Tennet, The Netherlands Texas, USA Quebec, CANADA
Black Hills Power & Light

Main supplier of ABB ABB ABB - Chinese Consortium ABB ABB ABB ABB
converter equipment

39. NORNED 40. SHARYLAND 41. SAPEI 42. OUTAOUAIS

2007 2007 2008 2009

700 150 1000 1250

±450 ±21 ±500 ±87.5

1 1 + 1 2 2

900 42 500 175

780 3600 1000 3600

Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors Capacitors

Eemshaven, 400 kV Sharyland, Texas, USA, Fiume Santo, 400 kV Outaouais, Quebec
Feda, 300 kV 138 kV both sides Latina, 400 kV Quebec side, 315 kV

Ontario side, 240 kV

– Back-to-back – Back-to-back

2 x 450 kV cables – 2 cables –

560 km – 420 km (sea) + 15 km (land) –

Midpoint grounded Midpoint grounded For full current in two sea Midpoint grounded
12-pulse converter in no ground current electrode stations no ground current
Eemshaven. 
No ground current.

Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous

Constant power. Constant power. Frequency control on Sardinia Constant power. Frequency
Reactive/AC-voltage dependant power control. 
control. Power swing damping 

control.
Frequency dependant 
power control.
Power swing damping 
control

– – – Runback control.

Long distance submarine Asynchronous networks Long distance submarine Asynchronous networks
crossing. crossing.
Asynchronous networks

Statnett, Norway Sharyland Utilities, L.P., Terna, Italy Hydro Quebec, Montreal,
Tennet, The Netherlands Texas, USA Quebec, CANADA

ABB ABB ABB ABB



SCHEME (*) Commissioning year Power Scope Power company
MW

Original plant Upgrade

U1. SKAGERRAK 1 & 2 (2.) 1976 - 77 1991 500 Valve control and valve Elsam, DENMARK,
electronics replacement. Statkraft, NORWAY

U2. NEW ZEALAND 1965 1992 2 x 500 Paralleling of mercury-arc poles. Trans Power New Zealand Ltd.,
DC HYBRID LINK Total control replacement. Wellington, NEW ZEALAND
(mercury arc valves)

U3. CU-PROJECT (5.) 1978 2001 1000 Valve control and valve Great River Energy, MN, USA
electronics replacement.

U4. CU-PROJECT (5.) 1978 2002 1000 Voltage upgrade ±10 kV (2.5 %), Great River Energy, MN, USA
+ 25 MW.

U5. CU-PROJECT (5.) 1978 2004 1025 Control and protection upgrade. Great River Energy, MN, USA

U6. SQUARE BUTTE 1977 2004 500 Control and protection upgrade. Minnkota Power Coop., Grand Forks,
HVDC SCHEME ND, Minnesota Power,
(Originally built by Duluth, MN, USA
General Electric)

U7. PACIFIC HVDC INTERTIE, 1970, 2004 3100 Re-building of the Sylmar East The Department of Water and Power
SYLMAR SYLMAR 1985, converter station from 1,100 to of the City of Los Angeles, CA, USA
REPLACEMENT PROJECT (22.) 1989 3,100 MW.

U8. SKAGERRAK 1 & 2 (2.) 1976 - 77 2007 2 x 250 Control and protection upgrade. Energinet.dk, DENMARK,
Statnett, NORWAY

U9. CAHORA BASSA, 1977-79 2008 1920 New outdoor valves, AC and DC ESKOM, Johannesburg,
APOLLO UPGRADE (3.) filters and control and protection SOUTH AFRICA

system.

U10. BLACKWATER (14.) 1985 2009 200 Valve cooling and control and Public Service Company of New Mexico
protection system upgrade. (PNM), Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

* Figures in brackets refer to the project in the main table.

HVDC converter station upgrades
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Foreword
Efficient transmission and distribution of electricity is 
a fundamental requirement for  providing European citizens,
societies and economies with essential energy resources.
The need to renew Europe’s electricity networks, meet 
growing electricity demand, enable a trans-European 
electricity market and integrate more sustainable 
generation resources (including renewable sources), 
presents major challenges. Research and development have
an important role to play in addressing them.

The move towards a more integrated European Research Area has resulted 
in a better pooling of dispersed resources and expertise. Under the EU’s Sixth
Framework Programme (FP6), important projects and actions have benefited 
from improved information exchange, innovative solutions and co-ordination.
Technological advances in transmission and distribution of electricity supported by
FP6 are not an exception: they are stimulating the generation of new knowledge,
innovation and European integration.

The vision for electricity networks of the future presented here by the Advisory
Council of the technology platform ”SmartGrids” proposes that Europe should
move forward in different ways in these important fields. This vision would lead 
to new products, processes and services, improving industrial efficiency and use 
of cleaner energy resources while providing a competitive edge for Europe in 
the global market place. At the same time, it would ensure the security of the
infrastructure, helping to improve the daily lives of ordinary citizens. All this 
makes smart grids an important element for achieving the largest knowledge-based
economy in the world.

In this highly regulated sector, efficient knowledge sharing and the pooling of
research and technological development resources of all disciplines are now critical.
Through co-operative RTD actions, both within and outside the Union, Europe is
creating a critical mass of ideas and solutions strengthening European excellence.
The setting up of this Technology Platform for the “Electricity Networks of the
Future” is one way of responding to these objectives. It, will hopefully bring together
all parties involved in smart grids to  develop a Strategic Research Agenda. 

I wish this initiative every success and expect to see the activities of the platform
leading to greater energy sustainability in Europe and beyond.

Janez Potočnik
Commissioner for Science and Research

3
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Europe’s electricity networks have provided the vital links between electricity producers and consumers
with great success for many decades. The fundamental architecture of these networks has been developed
to meet the needs of large, predominantly carbon-based generation technologies, located remotely from
demand centres. The energy challenges that Europe is now facing are changing the electricity generation
landscape. 

The drive for lower-carbon generation technologies, combined with greatly improved efficiency on 
the demand side, will enable customers to become much more inter-active with the networks. 
More customer-centric networks are the way ahead, but these fundamental changes will impact 
significantly on network design and control. 

In this context, the European Technology Platform (ETP) SmartGrids was set up in 2005 to create a joint
vision for the European networks of 2020 and beyond. The platform includes representatives from
industry, transmission and distribution system operators, research bodies and regulators. It has 
identified clear objectives and proposes an ambitious strategy to make a reality of this vision for 
the benefits of Europe and its electricity customers.

The energy policy context
The European Commission’s 2006 Green Paper “A European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and
Secure Energy” emphasises that Europe has entered a new energy era. The overriding objectives of
European energy policy have to be sustainability, competitiveness and security of supply, necessitating 
a coherent and consistent set of policies and measures to achieve them.

Europe’s electricity markets and networks lie at the heart of our energy system and must evolve to meet
the new challenges. The future trans-European grids must provide all consumers with a highly reliable,
cost-effective power supply, fully exploiting the use of both large centralised generators and smaller 
distributed power sources throughout Europe.

A shared vision
The SmartGrids vision is about a bold programme of research, development and demonstration that charts 
a course towards an electricity supply network that meets the needs of Europe’s future.
Europe’s electricity networks must be:
• Flexible: fulfilling customers’ needs whilst responding to the changes and challenges ahead;
• Accessible: granting connection access to all network users, particularly for renewable power sources

and high efficiency local generation with zero or low carbon emissions;
• Reliable: assuring and improving security and quality of supply, consistent with the demands of the 

digital age with resilience to hazards and uncertainties;
• Economic: providing best value through innovation, efficient energy management and ‘level playing

field’ competition and regulation.

The vision embraces the latest technologies to ensure success, whilst retaining the flexibility to adapt
to further developments. Network technologies to increase power transfers and reduce energy losses
will heighten the efficiency of supply, whilst power electronic technologies will improve supply quality. 
Advances in simulation tools will greatly assist the transfer of innovative technologies to practical 

1. Executive Summary
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application for the benefit of both customers and utilities. Developments in communications, metering
and business systems will open up new opportunities at every level on the system to enable market
signals to drive technical and commercial efficiency.

Making it happen
Enabling Europe’s electricity grids to meet the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century and fulfil
the expectations of society requires intensified and sustained research efforts. It is essential that this takes
place in a coherent way addressing technical, commercial and regulatory factors, to minimise risk and
allow business decisions to be made by companies in an environment of stability.

Key elements of the vision include:
• Creating a toolbox of proven technical solutions that can be deployed rapidly and cost-effectively, 

enabling existing grids to accept power injections from all energy resources;
• Harmonising regulatory and commercial frameworks in Europe to facilitate cross-border trading of

both power and grid services, ensuring that they will accommodate a wide range of operating situations;
• Establishing shared technical standards and protocols that will ensure open access, enabling the

deployment of equipment from any chosen manufacturer;
• Developing information, computing and telecommunication systems that enable businesses to utilise 

innovative service arrangements to improve their efficiency and enhance their services to customers;
• Ensuring the successful interfacing of new and old designs of grid equipment to ensure inter-

operability of automation and control arrangements.

These and other elements will be addressed through a Strategic Research Agenda that the Technology
Platform will produce in 2006.

Delivering the benefits
The projects resulting from the SmartGrids vision will stimulate innovation in new network and associated 
information technologies. The benefits of new technologies will have a positive effect for Europe’s citizens
and for international business. Job opportunities will be broadened as the networks require workers with
new skills and integration across new technology areas.

SmartGrids will help achieve sustainable development. Links will be strengthened across Europe and with
other countries where different but complementary renewable resources are to be found. An increasingly
liberalised market will encourage trading opportunities to be identified and developed. SmartGrids 
networks will, in addition to electricity flows, establish a two-way flow of information between supplier 
and user.

For a successful transition to a future sustainable energy system all the relevant stakeholders must become 
involved: governments, regulators, consumers, generators, traders, power exchanges, transmission 
companies, distribution companies, power equipment manufactures and ICT providers. Coordination 
at regional, national and European levels is essential and the SmartGrids Technology Platform has been 
designed to facilitate this process.
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The vision will input into European and national research,
development and demonstration programmes over the
coming years. This will be done via an integrated and
innovative approach to technical, commercial and 
regulatory dimensions. The vision will stimulate 
constructive dialogue between all stakeholders involved in
the electricity sector and help to ensure the European
public and private investments required for the 
implementation of the research and development 
(R&D) strategies.

The time is now
The electricity grids that serve European consumers today have evolved over more
than a hundred years. However, new challenges arising from market liberalisation and
technical breakthroughs call for fresh thinking. Current grids have served well but
will not be adequate in the future: grids must ensure secure and sustainable
electricity supplies throughout Europe, take advantage of new technologies and 
comply with new policy imperatives and changing business frameworks.

Responding to needs
The electricity sector faces new challenges and opportunities which must be 
responded to in a vision of the future:

• User-centric approach: increased interest in electricity market opportunities, 
value added services, flexible demand for energy, lower prices, microgeneration
opportunities;

• Electricity networks renewal and innovation: pursuing efficient asset management,
increasing the degree of automation for better quality of service; using system wide
remote control; applying efficient investments to solve infrastructure ageing;

• Security of supply: limited primary resources of 
traditional energy sources, flexible storage; need for
higher reliability and quality; increase network and 
generation capacity;

• Liberalised markets: responding to the requirements
and opportunities of liberalisation by developing and
enabling both new products and new services; high
demand flexibility and controlled price volatility, 
flexible and predictable tariffs; liquid markets for 
trading of  energy and grid services;

2. The origins of SmartGrids
The SmartGrids European Technology Platform for Electricity Networks of the Future began its work in

2005. Its aim was to formulate and promote a vision for the development of Europe’s electricity networks

looking towards 2020 and beyond. What lies at the heart of this vision and what does it hope to achieve? 

SmartGrids’ mission is to 
create a shared vision which:

SmartGrids is a new concept for 
electricity networks across Europe. 

The initiative responds to the rising
challenges and opportunities, bringing

benefits to all users, stakeholders 
and companies that perform efficiently

and effectively.

• enables Europe’s electricity 
grids to meet the challenges and
opportunities of the 21st century;

• fulfils the expectations of society;

• strengthens the European busi-
ness context for the electricity
sector and its international
opportunities.
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• Interoperability of European electricity networks: 
supporting the implementation of the internal market; efficient management of
cross border and transit network congestion; improving the long-distance transport
and integration of renewable energy sources; strengthening European security of
supply through enhanced transfer capabilities;

• Distributed generation (DG) and renewable energy sources (RES): local energy
management, losses and emissions reduction, integration within power networks;

• Central generation: renewal of the existing power-plants, development of 
efficiency improvements, increased flexibility towards the system services, 
integration with RES and DG;

• Environmental issues: reaching Kyoto Protocol targets; evaluate their impact on 
the electricity transits in Europe; reduce losses; increasing social responsibility and
sustainability; optimising visual impact and land-use; reduce permission times for
new infrastructure;

• Demand response and demand side management
(DSM): developing strategies for local demand
modulation and load control by electronic metering
and automatic meter management systems;

• Politics and regulatory aspects: continuing 
development and harmonisation of policies and 
regulatory frameworks in the European Union (EU)
context;

• Social and demographic aspects: considering 
changed demand of an ageing society with increased comfort and quality of life.

According to the International
Energy Agency (IEA),
European electricity
consumption is projected to

increase at an average annual
rate of 1.4% up to 2030 and
the share of renewables in

Europe’s electricity 

generation will double; from
13% now to 26% in 2030.

SmartGrids is a necessary response to
the environmental, social and political
demands placed on energy supply.

SmartGrids will use revolutionary new
technologies, products and services to
create a strongly user-centric approach
for all customers.
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A broad spectrum of stakeholders
As markets across Europe become more liberalised and dynamic, an increasing

number of people are implicated in the future of electricity supply. From 

government members to everyday users, every stakeholder will help to shape the

SmartGrids system. What are the different needs and responsibilities that will

feed into the project design?

Users: Users’ needs include quality of service and value for money. In the coming
years, users’ expectations will broaden and will include value added services, energy
services on demand and total connectivity. They will be asking for connection of 
in-house generation, the ability to sell surplus generation back to the grid, real time
tariffs and the freedom to choose their suppliers.

Electricity network companies: Network owners and operators are called upon to
fulfil customers’ expectations in an efficient and cost effective way. They are required to
undertake necessary investments to guarantee high levels of power quality and 
system security, while assuring adequate remuneration for their shareholders.
Investment remuneration and stable regulatory frameworks will be necessary for a
“level playing field” competition in a liberalised market.

Energy service companies: Companies will have to
satisfy the growing needs of users. Some users will seek
simple “turnkey” products. Cost efficiencies and savings
will need to be made visible, in monetary terms. 

This must be accompanied by an increase in services delivered and a reduction of
intrusion upon the customer, such as for maintenance of the system. In general, a trend
will be observed from the present “infrastructure-driven” to progressive “service-driven”
paradigms in the European electricity supply industry.

Technology providers: Significant technology and business changes lie ahead and
equipment manufacturers will be key players in developing innovative solutions and
in achieving their effective deployment by working with the grid companies. As with
grid companies, technology providers will have important investment decisions to
make. A shared vision will be critical to ensuring sound strategic developments that
provide open access, long-term value and integration with existing infrastructure.
Innovation will be needed in relation to networks, demand, and for generation, both
distributed and centralised, as grid system operational characteristics change.

Researchers: The research community has a critical role to play: without research
there is no innovation and without innovation there is no development. Cooperation
among universities and research centres, utilities, manufacturers, regulators and 
legislators must be fostered, not only for the successful development of new 
technologies but also to overcome non-technical barriers.

Traders: Free trade throughout Europe will be facilitated by open markets, harmonised
rules and transparent trading procedures. Congestion management and reserve power
must be resolved for a fully integrated European market. Customers will benefit from the
opportunity to choose the energy supplier that best suits their requirements. 

Customers, providers, researchers and
lawmakers are all implicated in the

future of electricity provision.
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Generators: Electricity grids are complex, integrated
systems and there is a sensitive interaction between
generators, the grid systems, and the demands. It will
be important for the future to ensure the continuing
close involvement of generation companies, 
understanding the electrical characteristics of their
equipment, and their operational dynamics.

Regulators: The European market for energy and related services should be 
supported by a stable and clear regulatory framework, with well-established and 
harmonised rules across Europe. Regulatory frameworks should have aligned 
incentives which secure a grid with increasingly open access, a clear investment
remuneration system and keep transmission and distribution costs as low as possible.
Effective and efficient innovation should be rewarded.

Governmental agencies: Governments and lawmakers will have to prepare new
legislation to take into account apparently contradictory goals. Increasing 
competition is expected to keep a downward pressure on energy prices, but a more
environmentally friendly energy mix may bring cost challenges. Legislation will be
affected by innovative technologies, the evolution of grid organisations, the 
requirement for greater flexibility and increased cross-border trading and by the need
to ensure economic development, greater competitiveness, job creation and high
quality security of supply (both short and long term) in the EU.

Advanced electricity service and solution providers: New businesses will be
provided with the choice between own (on-site) generation, including sales of 
surplus to the grid, and the purchase of electricity from supplier companies. 
They will have the opportunity to offer demand side response products and services
to the grid. In the case of electricity-intensive industries, their decisions will be
influenced by market price changes. Thus businesses will be seeking a wider range
of solutions than is currently available.

Preparing adequate workforce and continuous education: Power 
engineering is perceived to be old-fashioned. Particular attention will need to be
addressed to solve the shortage of skilled staff with manufacturers, grid operators,
regulators, etc. A multidisciplinary approach (engineering, economic, regulatory-
legislation) has to be envisaged.

Co-ordination between actors is essential in maintaining a secure supply, an efficient
network operation and a transparent market. Common technical rules and tools need
to be adopted by the different players regarding data exchange, modelling grids,
ancillary services and their users. They must also share a vision of electrical system
performance. A pan European approach is essential since, even if the technology is
available and the vision and motivation exist, a smart power grid will not be 
implemented unless there can be a collective evolution into the future.

Thanks to SmartGrid technologies, 
products and services, European
Companies will be able to get ahead 
in international business.
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Looking to the future
Whilst current networks presently fulfil their function,

they will not be sufficient to meet current challenges

and policy imperatives. It is essential that, right across

Europe, actors are able to agree upon a vision of the

future that will ensure needs are addressed. It is 

essential that clear objectives are defined and a 

strategy for making vision reality is adopted. 

What do the different players hope to achieve?

Today’s electricity networks provide an essential service
for society, built to ensure access for every single 
electricity customer. They form a vertically integrated
scheme with centralised generation; distributed
consumption; limited interconnection capabilities 

between the control areas; and commercial and regulatory frameworks that are not 
harmonised for mutual advantage.

In response to new challenges and opportunities, electricity networks have begun to
evolve. The aim is that they accommodate more decentralised generation services,
with many actors involved in the generation, transmission, distribution and operation of
the system. At the same time, centralised generation and high voltage bulk-transmission
of electricity will continue to play a major role for the foreseeable future.

A shared vision
In order to manage changes successfully, a shared vision must be created. This will
encapsulate the possibilities and areas where Research and Technological Development
will bring significant benefits. 

A shared vision of the opportunities for all stakeholders remains an essential 
ingredient in successfully achieving efficient liberalised markets. Such a vision is fully
compatible with a competitive commercial environment: it reduces investment risk;

SmartGrids: The Vision 

Europe’s electricity networks in 2020 and beyond will be:
• Flexible: Fulfilling customers’ needs whilst responding

to the changes and challenges ahead;
• Accessible: Granting connection access to all network

users, particularly for RES and high efficiency local 
generation with zero or low carbon emissions;

• Reliable: Assuring and improving security and quality of
supply, consistent with the demands of the digital age;

• Economic: Providing best value through innovation,
efficient energy management and ‘level playing field’
competition and regulation.

Commercialisation, whether in Europe or 
internationally, can only take place when 

innovation has been proved in the demanding
world of real operational service. 

ETP-SmartGrids has been structured to ensure that
cutting edge research is rapidly 

evaluated and deployed.

SmartGrids: Objectives

• To develop a shared vision for 
the future which encourages the
engagement of multiple, 
independent parties;

• To identify research needs and
build support for an increased
public and private research
effort on electricity networks;

• To align ongoing RTD 
projects and new European, 
national and regional program-
mes on electricity transmission
and distribution systems;

• To draw conclusions and 
recommendations for follow-up

actions and implementation of
the strategic research agenda
and deployment plan.

KEY AIM: To develop a strategy 
for research, development 

and demonstration
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encourages the development of common
technical protocols and standards for open
access; and avoids the likelihood of stranded
assets and technology “dead ends”.

The vision will be made real using the latest
technologies, within commercial and regulatory
frameworks. The process will require a 
trans- European approach along with 
harmonised frameworks and standards that
promote innovation and its deployment.

It is important to recognise the scope of the
ambitions for SmartGrids: it is not a purely
technical venture. The overall goal of the 
project is to develop a strategy for research,
development and demonstration. This will
empower network companies, allowing them
to respond to the considerable challenges
that they will face in the coming decades. 

It is essential to have an integrated approach
covering technical, commercial and regulatory
factors along with the development of a shared
vision. This will minimise risk and allow 
business decisions to be made by independent
companies in an environment of stability.

SmartGrids: 

Why take action now?

New technologies- for generation, networks, energy storage, load 
efficiency, control and communications, liberalised markets and 
environmental challenges- require a shared vision and strategic 
implementation plan for Europe’s grids. This will ensure that the 
networks of the future meet the needs of tomorrow’s customers and 
a broader spectrum of stakeholders.

The driving factors requiring action now are:
• Increasing participation of customers in the energy field;
• European and national policies encouraging lower carbon 

generation, new and renewable energy sources and more efficient
use of heat energy;

• The need to understand and manage the technical challenges and
opportunities for integrating new generation technologies into
Europe’s grids;

• The need for investment in end-of-life grid renewal in an innovative
way to better position the networks for the next 50 years of 
operation;

• The need to handle grid congestions with market based methods;
• The desire to deliver benefits to customers at the earliest opportunity;
• The need to reduce uncertainty and risk to businesses making

investment decisions;
• The progress in technology, which allows improvements in 

operation and new services at reasonable costs.

Successful development and deployment of a vision for electricity grids
has application beyond Europe. There is significant benefit for jobs in
Europe and for European businesses internationally. A prerequisite is
the adequate technical staff trained by high level universities and other
technical schools.

Networks are evolving: SmartGrids 
incorporates the latest technologies to ensure 
that they will be flexible, accessible, reliable 
and economical.

SmartGrids Vision: Recognising its scope

The SmartGrids vision goes far beyond 
a technical proposition: 
• It’s not about academic research alone;
• It’s not a centralised plan for Europe’s grids;
• Its not only concerned with distribution grids;
• It’s not just about the trans-European 

electricity network;
• It’s not a vision for specific infrastructure projects

or about the details of investment funding and risk
management;

• It’s not about emission trading markets or 
addressing security of primary fuel;

• It’s not about detailed research 
proposals, but is rather about research themes 
and topics.
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• The European Internal Market: This market evolution, associated with an 
efficient regulatory framework, will promote economic growth and play a key role
in the EU’s competitiveness strategy. Increasing competition will encourage 
efficiency and spur on technological progress and innovation. As a result, the 
internal market is expected to provide benefits to the European citizens such as 
a wider choice of services and downward pressure on electricity prices.

• Security and Quality of Supply: Modern society depends critically on a 
secure supply of energy. Countries without adequate reserves of fossil fuels are
facing increasing concerns for primary energy availability. Furthermore, the ageing 
infrastructure of Europe's electricity transmission and distribution networks is
increasingly threatening security, reliability and quality of supply. 

It is time to redesign electricity grids which take account of new roles and 
challenges. Significant investment will be required to develop and renew these
infrastructures: the most efficient way to achieve this is by incorporating 
innovative solutions, technologies and grid architectures.

• The Environment: Besides issues of primary energy supply, the major 
disadvantage of fossil fuels is that they emit CO2, SO2, NOX and other pollutants
when burnt to generate electricity. The greenhouse gases contribute to climate
change, which is recognised to be one of the greatest environmental and economic

challenges facing humanity. Research is needed to help
identify the most cost-effective technologies and 
measures that will enable the EU to meet its targets
under the Kyoto Protocol and beyond.

New generation technologies
Hydro- and nuclear power plants are well established methods of generation with
nearly zero greenhouse gas emissions. Accommodating change may be possible by
incorporating new generation technologies. One successful example of this is the
wind farm and there are many other distributed generation technologies that are
either already commercial or close to being on the market. These have to be 
introduced into existing transmission and distribution networks, which were not
initially designed to incorporate these kinds of generation technology in the scale
that is required today. 

Global investments required 
in the energy sector for 2003-
2030 are an estimated 
$16 trillion, according to the
IEA. In Europe alone, some
€500 billion worth of 
investment will be needed to
upgrade the electricity 
transmission and distribution
infrastructure.

The electricity network of the future
must be secure, cost-effective and gentle

on the environment.

3. Driving factors in the move towards SmartGrids
The current climate demands change in the way electricity is supplied. As the internal market 

develops, European citizens will start to benefit from greater choice and lower costs. Fossil fuels are 

running out and the security of electricity supplies is under threat. Environmental issues have

moved to the fore and the EU must meet targets set. Precisely which factors must future grids 

accommodate and how will they do so? 
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These forms of generation have different characteristics from traditional plants.
Apart from large wind farms- possibly off-shore- and large hydropower plants, this
type of generation tends to have much smaller electricity outputs than the traditional
type. Some of the newer technologies also exhibit greater intermittency. 

It is difficult to predict the impact of distributed generation on the future energy mix.
However, if EU energy policy continues to promote the increased use of DG there is
an urgent need to transform Europe’s grids to allow for the larger scale deployment
of these new technologies. Distributed generation can have a material impact on local
grids, causing reversal of power flows and variation of local grid voltages and other
technical parameters necessary for secure operation. Effective and economic 
solutions to these issues have yet to be developed.

Targets to be reached
Meeting these challenges requires intensified and prolonged research efforts. 
The Lisbon Strategy, a major priority of the European Union, outlined the intention 
to boost competitiveness, job creation, social cohesion and environmental 
sustainability throughout the continent. Both research and energy are key elements
of this Strategy. The 2002 Barcelona European Council goal of increased RTD 
expenditures from the present 1.8% of EU GDP to 3% of EU GDP by 2010, increasing
the private funding proportion from 55% to two-thirds, was put in place to close 
the competitiveness gap between the EU and its major competitors.

Liberalisation

Innovation 
and competitiveness

Low prices 
and efficiency

Primary energy 
availability

Reliability 
and quality
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Nature
and wildlife
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Eliminating uncertainty
There is uncertainty in many aspects of future grids:

• In the primary energy mix
• In the electricity flows created by the liberalised market
• Of the instantaneous power output of many RES
• In regulatory frameworks and investment remuneration in innovation

The best strategy for managing these uncertainties is to build flexibility and 
robustness into the networks. This will be achieved through the research and 
development of SmartGrids and will also allow the identification and address of any
regulatory uncertainty in a systematic way.

A united front
Coordination at regional, national and European levels is 
needed to reform and strengthen the public research and
innovation systems; facilitate public-private partnerships;
ensure a favourable regulatory environment; help to develop
supportive financial markets; and create attractive education,
training and career conditions to achieve this goal. 

In this way, research and innovation performance will be
boosted and will lead to more growth, jobs and 
competitiveness for Europe. In addition, research and 
innovation will improve the sustainability of the EU, leading
to win-win solutions for economic growth, social 
development and environmental protection.

SmartGrids: 

Enhancing grid flexibility & robustness

• Create a toolbox of proven technical solutions

that can be deployed rapidly and cost-effectively,
enabling existing grids to accept power injections
from distributed energy resources without 
contravening critical operational limits (such as 
voltage control, switching equipment capability and
power flow capacity);

• Establish interfacing capabilities that will allow
new designs of grid equipment and new 
automation/control arrangements to be successfully
interfaced with existing, traditional, grid 
equipment;

• Ensure harmonisation of regulatory and 

commercial frameworks in Europe to facilitate
cross-border trading of both power and grid 
services (such as reserve power, for instance Nordic
hydropower), ensuring that they will accommodate
a wide range of operating situations without 
creating perverse incentives or other unintended
consequences;

• Establish shared technical standards and protocols
that will ensure open access, enabling the 
deployment of equipment from any chosen 
manufacturer without fear of lock-in to proprietary
specifications. This applies to grid equipment,
metering systems, and control/automation 
architectures;

• Develop information, computing and 

telecommunication systems that enable 
businesses to utilise innovative service 
arrangements to improve their efficiency 
and enhance their services to customers.

Research is needed to help identify 
the most cost-effective technologies 

and measures. This would enable Europe 
to meet its targets under the Kyoto 

protocol and beyond.

Coordination across Europe will boost
research and innovation performance, 

leading to more growth, jobs and 
competitiveness.
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Today’s grids are predominantly based on large central power stations connected to
high voltage transmission systems which, in turn, supply power to medium and 
low-voltage local distribution systems. The transmission and distribution systems are
commonly run by natural monopolies (national or regional bodies) under energy
authorities’ control. In contrast, the generation sector is increasingly competitive. 

The overall picture is still one of power flow
in one direction from the power stations, via
the transmission and distribution systems, to
the final customer. Dispatching of power and
network control is typically the responsibility of centralised facilities, controlling 
several regions from one place. There is little or no consumer participation and no
end-to-end communications.

Traditional grid design has evolved through economies of scale in large centralised
generation and the geographical distribution of generation resources (locations near
coalfields, cooling water, hydro resources, etc). The grids were optimised for regional

4. From today to tomorrow

Important changes must be incorporated into the nature of electricity supply, as demand rises and

traditional resources are depleted. Major players have been brought together to define a clear vision

of the future, but these ideas must be translated into practical solutions. The present grid system has

served well, so what will be different about the new networks? 

Future models for electricity grids 
have to allow for changes in technology,
values, the environment and commerce.

Limited cross-border 
interconnections 

Centralised control

Technology approaching 
an age of one century

Large generating stations

Technically optimised 
for regional power adequacy

Differing regulatory and 
commercial frameworks

The Traditional Grid



or national adequacy. Interconnections were originally developed for mutual support
between countries and regions in emergency situations, but they are increasingly
being used for trading between states. 

The transmission grid provides an arena that has traditionally enhanced the overall
reliability of power supply. The existing grid system provides an excellent 
foundation from which future challenges and opportunities can be met. 
However, the change should be accomplished through an incremental rather than 
a revolutionary approach and so the design of a long-term strategy is indispensable.

Future grids
Distribution grids will become active and will have to accommodate bi-directional
power flows. The European electricity systems have moved to operate under the 
framework of a market model in which generators are dispatched according to 
market forces and the grid control centre undertakes an overall supervisory role 
(active power balancing and ancillary services such as voltage stability). Distribution
networks, on the other hand, have seen little change and tend to be radial with 
mostly unidirectional power flows and ”passive” operation. Their primary role is 
energy delivery to end-users.
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User specified quality, 
security and reliability 
of supply for the digital age

Flexible, optimal 
and strategic grid 
expansion, maintenance 
and operation

Flexible DSM and 
customer-driven value 
added services

Coordinated, local energy
management and full 

integration of DG and RES with
large-scale central power

generation

Extensive small, 
distributed generation 

connected close to end 
customers

Harmonised legal 
frameworks facilitating 
cross-border trading of 

power and grid services

Grids of Tomorrow
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Future models for the electricity grids have to meet the changes in technology, 
in the values in society, in the environment and in commerce. Thus security, safety, 
environment, power quality and cost of supply are all being examined in new ways
and energy efficiency in the system is taken ever more seriously for a variety of 
reasons.

New technologies should also demonstrate reliability, sustainability and cost 
effectiveness in response to changing requirements in a liberalised market 
environment across Europe.

Future electricity markets
The liberalisation of electricity markets is an important factor to take into account. 
It affects the business framework of companies in a fundamental way and, when
implemented well, it can bring the benefits of competition, choice and incentives
for an efficient development. 

The change might be better described as a revision of the traditional monopoly-based
regulation of electricity supply. It has been accompanied by a trend towards an open
market in power, meaning free choice of power supplier by electricity consumers. 
In addition, liberalisation has separated the responsibility for the secure transmission
and distribution operation from the electricity generation business.

The whole electricity sector business is in a fundamentally changed commercial, 
regulatory and environmental context.

Needs must
Liberalisation is not the only challenge for how 
networks will evolve in the future. The organisation of
the network in the future will be affected by the 
dynamics of energy markets. Scarcity of primary 
energy sources on one hand and climate 
change on the other is likely to greatly affect decisions on new investments in 
generation. It is not so much the case of playing central versus distributed solutions,
but much more to take advantage of a wide energy technology portfolio and the 
coexistence of many possible solutions.

How many people in 1960

would have believed that

wind power was to become

an important source of

energy?

Yet, thanks to a combination
of aerodynamic, blade 
material and power converter
breakthroughs, this has 
become an accepted reality.
And the evolution continues.

As the powers of computers
advance rapidly, new 
technologies will be tested,
evaluated and modified 
on-line before physical 
equipment is constructed.

A wide range of energy technologies 
will be employed to meet the 
challenges of a liberalised market 
and a changing climate.
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Future networks
A proportion of the electricity generated by large conventional plants will be 
displaced by distributed generation; renewable energy sources; demand response;
demand side management; and energy storage. 

Additional stand-by capacity might be required, which could be called upon 
whenever the intermittent RES ceases to generate power. It may be economically
efficient to seek a European solution for balancing power rather than national ones. 

For instance, the massive amount of fast-controllable hydro power in the Nordic and
other mountainous countries of Europe could be used as real-time balancing power
for those areas in central Europe, where a large part of electricity generation could be
provided by non-controllable primary energy. Efficient integration of DG is unlikely to
be made without changes to transmission and distribution network structure, 
planning and operating procedures. Indeed it is envisaged that there will be less of 
a distinction between these network types, as distribution networks become more 
active and share many of the responsibilities of transmission.

Future: Operation of system will be shared between central and distributed generators. Control of distributed 

generators could be aggregated to form microgrids or ‘virtual’ power plants to facilitate their integration both in 

the physical system and in the market.

Central power plant

Virtual power plant

Offices

Storage

Micro-
turbines

Houses

CHP

Fuel cells

Wind turbines
Industrial plants
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Today, most users are passive receivers of
electricity without further participation in the
operational management of the generation
sources and the grid. Each user node is 
simply a ‘sink’ for electricity.

However, in the last decade many countries have started the process of 
liberalisation of their electric systems, opening access to transmission and 
distribution grids. The process has been accompanied by a rapidly growing
presence of DG of various technologies, some of it in the form of RES. 
This responds to the climate change challenge, the need to improve fuel
diversity and provide affordable electricity with high quality of supply. 

There has been rapid development of renewable energy technologies and
co-generation and increased interest in other distributed energy resources
and energy storage technologies. Smart metering, with two way 
communications capability and greatly improved user information, is now 
a reality and deployment is already taking place in some European countries.

Benefits all round
These developments change the trend in 
50 years of grid evolution. They present
significant opportunities and challenges for all
stakeholders: for example, multilateral 
participation in the real-time balance between
supply and demand. 

Conceptually, a demand reduction is equivalent to a generation increase in the
balancing process: avoidance of usage or local generation enables each user
node in the future network to behave as both sink and source. Extending the
definition of generation to commercial and industrial demand customers and
individual households allows demand management to be treated as a form of
indirect generation. This landmark change in the concept of grid operational
management may now become a reality, enabled by modern technological
developments including end user communications access.

5. Setting up Smart Power Grids

Electricity grids of the future are Smart in several ways. Firstly, they allow the customer to take an

active role in the supply of electricity. Demand management becomes an indirect source of 

generation and savings are rewarded. Secondly, the new system offers greater efficiency as links are

set up across Europe and beyond to draw on available resources and enable an efficient exchange 

of energy. In addition, environmental concerns will be addressed, thanks to the exploitation of 

sustainable energy sources. The potential benefits are impressive, but how will they be achieved? 

A landmark evolution in the concept 
of grid operational management may
now become a reality, enabled by
modern technological developments.

These developments buck the trend of 
a 50-year grid evolution. Information
exchange is developed and customers
take on an active role.
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Future Network Vision
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Across Europe and beyond
Europe’s future electricity system will provide all consumers with a highly reliable,
cost-effective power supply. Sustainable electricity production will be 
achieved through power sources having zero or low emission of greenhouse gases
combined with maximum conversion efficiency. Bulk electricity transport and power
balance will be facilitated by trans-European grids that are developed to recognise the
SmartGrids principles. This will have the potential to exploit fully the use of both
large, transmission connected generators and smaller distributed power sources
throughout Europe. 

The aim of SmartGrids is to help achieve sustainable
development and a more efficient transmission grid
will contribute by improving the opportunities for RES
and DG. It will facilitate the interconnection of
regions that have different but complementary 
renewable generation resources (such as wind power
and pumped storage hydropower). An increasingly

liberalised market will encourage trading opportunities to be identified and 
developed. In addition to energy trades between Member States, it can be expected
that electricity exchange will be provided with systems in the East of Europe and
towards Africa.

An interactive grid
Just like the internet, the electricity grid will be interactive for both power generation
sources and power consumption sinks (loads). In 2020, energy service companies will
let everyone to have access to the provision of electricity supply services such as the
demand management capabilities. Enabled by smart metering, electronic control
technologies, modern communications means and the increased awareness of 
customers, local electricity supply management will play a key part in establishing new
services that will create value for the parties involved. 

In this context, metering services will represent the gateway for access to the
grid of the future and will have a critical consequence on power demand 
evolution. For this reason, electronic meters, automated meter management 
systems and telecommunications – together with other communications systems
that use electricity supply networks as their delivery infrastructure – will serve as 
enabling technologies. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and 
business process integration will be valuable tools in the real time management of the
value chain across suppliers, active networks, meters, customers and corporate systems.

Wide area monitoring and protection (WAM & WAP) systems will be applied to 
manage the congestions in the transmission systems in a way that improves the 
security and reliability of grid operation.

SmartGrids will help to achieve 
sustainable development through using

efficient, environmentally-friendly
power sources.



Supporting new initiatives
Distribution companies will deal with customers who are more aware of the 
possibilities offered by the market and their on-line response. These include 
flexible and competitive tariffs; local generation; supporting schemes for renewable
energies; cost-effective energy saving programs; demand side management and
converging utilities; communication and billing services.

Regulatory bodies will develop harmonised rules to favour competition on a non-
discriminatory basis in the EU context. This will guarantee open access at all levels, 
ensuring the removal of unnecessary barriers and 
ensure access to common benefits and incentives. 

Harmonised regulation will underpin a common 
EU energy strategy. This will provide the basis for 
establishing a Europe-wide market for energy, 
real-time balancing power and ancillary services open
to both power producers and load management operators. Free trade throughout
Europe will be facilitated by standardised, open communication means, transparent
rules and a liquid cross-border trading. Congestion management will be handled by 
a market-based system.

Increasing efficiency
Advanced power electronics will allow variable-speed operation of electric generators
and motors to increase the overall efficiency of the electricity supply chain as well as to
increase the quality of the power supply. They may also extend the application of HVDC
lines- for example with superconducting cables- which could enhance transmission and
distribution. Broadband communications will be used to access virtually all power produ-
cers and loads on every power level and with very low cost.This will permit new strategies
to be implemented, such as the realisation of virtual power plants or the establishment of
markets even for small producers or consumers.

Working it out together
For a successful transition to a future sustainable energy system all the relevant 
stakeholders must become involved: governments, regulators, consumers, 
generators, traders, power exchanges, transmission companies, distribution 
companies, power equipment manufactures and ICT providers. 

There is a strong need for pilot projects, not only in the technical sense but also at the
markets and organisational level. For example, regulatory regimes should be revised,
based on new knowledge about how regulation should work to provide incentives for
innovation. New organisational structures can be implemented and monitored for the
benefit of all parties, for example allowing network companies to conduct limited 
commercial activities with respect to long time investments.

Grids will become intelligent systems
with flexible, controlled power flows
supported by advanced information
technology.
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Grids are being transformed into millions of 
interconnected nodes, integrated across Europe at all
levels of transmission and distribution. 
Bulk transmission and distributed generation will 
coexist on interconnected grids where the distinction
between traditional transmission and distribution is

becoming increasingly blurred. This unified European electricity grid will provide
Europe’s industry and European citizens with a highly secure electricity supply on a
most cost-effective basis with minimum damage to the environment, in line with
European related policies.

Shaping up for the future
Throughout the development of the new grids, communication at every level is

essential. Effective dialogue between stakeholders will ensure that relevant 

information influences the system design. The latest technologies will be 

incorporated into the network and the approach will remain flexible to 

accommodate further developments. Once the networks are up and running,

two-way flows will exist between provider and user. This type of exchange has 

characterised the popularity of the internet- how is SmartGrids preparing 

for success?

Many factors will shape future electricity networks and the actions and decisions
taken today will influence longer-term outcomes. It is therefore important to 
recognise that a flexible approach and regular interaction with stakeholders is 
required to respond to future challenges and opportunities.

Future work should adopt a techno-economic system approach for a trans-European
network. This calls for the development of:

• distribution grids accessible to distributed generation and renewable energy
sources, either self-dispatched or dispatched by local distribution system operators;

• distribution grids enabling local energy demand management to interact with end
users through smart metering systems;

• distribution grids that facilitate dynamic control techniques and high levels of
power security, quality, reliability and availability;

• transmission grids with minimum negative side-effects on the environment and
the society; 

• secure transmission grids that can comply with different forms of generation 
including large and small, controllable and non-controllable, variable and 
intermittent sources;

• transmission grids that can accommodate central and non-central, multi-product
markets.

SmartGrids: 

Ensuring success

The ETP-SmartGrids is aware of
the realities facing the 
development of a new 
electricity supply network. 
It has identified the pitfalls it
must avoid:
• It will not introduce like-

for-like replacement of time-
expired infrastructure, which is
ineffective in meeting the
needs of tomorrow’s European
customers and businesses;

• It will guard against a lack of
harmonisation of European
technical standards, regulatory
and commercial frameworks;

• It will address confidentiality
constraints with insufficient
data transparency;

• Since grids are highly complex
with multiple connection
points, it is recognised that 
isolated developments will be
ineffective in such complex
value chains;

• It will tackle the issue of an
insufficient availability of
skilled staff, particularly to
achieve the development and
deployment of innovative 
technologies.

Grids are being transformed into 
an elaborate, interconnected 

network that will provide European 
citizens with a secure and 

cost-effective electricity supply.
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Internet-style inspiration
One possible model for the electricity network of the future would be analogous
to the internet, in the sense that decision-making is distributed and that flows
are bi-directional. Applying this concept to the electricity networks would lead to
control is being distributed across nodes spread throughout the system. Not only
could the supplier of power for a given consumer vary from one time period to
the next but also the network use could vary as the network self-determines its
configuration. 

Such a system would require advanced hardware and management protocols 
for connections, whether for suppliers of power, for consumers or for network 
operators. The market structures and regulatory mechanisms need to be in place 
to provide the necessary incentives.

This type of network would ease the participation of DG,
RES, DSM and flexible energy storage and would also
create opportunities for novel types of equipment and
services, all of which would need to respect the protocols
and standards adopted. New business and trading 
opportunities can be envisaged- based on new power
sources, new power consumption habits and new 
regulation, all of which favour cleaner and more efficient generation and consumption as
well as the development of a flexible, multi-user connected network which establishes
power and communication transfer possibilities among all players.

Keeping it real
It is important to emphasise the role of ICT – in particular telecommunications – 
in adapting electricity networks to the real time actions and managing control distributed
in the network, which may not be fully supported by the present internet generation. 

Even if the internet protocol is universal, a serious effort is needed to effectively use 
communications equipment for a distributed real-time control of electricity networks. 
The real time performance of the internet as communication means is known to be
very difficult to assess and it is critical given the power balance needed at any instant
in time.

It is possible to conceive such a network but the real hardware, protocols, 
standards and markets at all levels are more difficult to realise. The question of
international regulation must be addressed, not only at the technical but also 
at the political level.

A two-way flow of energy and 
information between customer 
and supplier will heighten efficiency
and lead to cleaner electricity 
generation.
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A period of transition
In managing the transition to the internet-like model, it may be useful to consider
concepts under development in a number of projects under the European
Commission’s Framework Programmes: for example, active distribution networks.

The function of the active distribution network is to efficiently link power sources with
consumer demands, allowing both to decide how best to operate in real time. The level
of control required to achieve this is much greater than in current distribution systems.
It includes power flow assessment, voltage control and protection require 
cost-competitive technologies as well as new communication systems with more sensors
and actuators than presently in the distribution system.

The increase in required control leads to a dramatic rise in information traffic
derived from status and ancillary data. This, along with the ability to re-route power,
means that the active network represents a step towards the internet-like model.

Active management
The evolution of active management, summarised in the next figure, can be described
as follows:
• Initial stage: Extension of DG and RES monitoring and remote control to 

facilitate greater connection activity. Some connections will rely on bilateral
contracts with distributed generators for ancillary services. Rules will have to be
defined to outline physical and geographical boundaries of contracting.

• Intermediate stage: A management regime capable of accommodating 
significant amounts of DG and RES has to be defined: local and global services 
and trading issues, adaptability without information overload, control issues.

• Final stage: Full active power management. A distribution network management
regime using real-time communication and remote control to meet the majority
of the network services requirement. The transmission and distribution networks
are both active, with harmonised and real-time interacting control functions and
efficient power flow.

Emphasis on 

Information Value
Emphasis on 

Information Value

Emphasis on Energy Value

Tomorrow:
Intergrated secure 

network combining 
central and DG

Final stage

Intermediate  stage
Initial  stage

Today: 
Highly 

centralised power  
and little DG
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When the final stage is achieved, the users of the network will expect a responsive
system. They will experience connection according to simple and defined standards.
They will also expect accurate billing – to pay for what they use and to be paid for
what they supply. Plug and play with real-time trading and accounting will result.

New networks, new systems
The realisation of such active distribution network technologies will allow radically
new system concepts to be implemented. The two proposed examples are:
• Microgrids
• Virtual utilities

These are not fixed, discrete or unique solutions.
• Microgrids are generally defined as low voltage networks with DG sources, 

together with local storage devices and controllable loads (e.g. water heaters and
air conditioning). They have a total installed capacity in the range of between 
a few hundred kilowatts and a couple of megawatts. The unique feature of 
microgrids is that, although they operate mostly connected to the distribution 
network, they can be automatically transferred to islanded mode, in case of faults
in the upstream network and can be resynchronised after restoration of the 
upstream network voltage.

Within the main grid, a microgrid can be
regarded as a controlled entity which can
be operated as a single aggregated load or
generator and, given attractive remunera-
tion, as a small source of power or as
ancillary services 
supporting the network. 

• Virtual utilities (or virtual electricity 
market) adopt the structure of the 
internet-like model and its 
information and trading capability, rather
than any hardware. Power is purchased
and delivered to agreed points or nodes.
Its source, whether 
a conventional generator, RES 
or from energy storage is determined by
the supplier. The system is enabled by
modern information technology, advan-
ced power electronic 
components and efficient storage.
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Technologies to make it happen
Analysing system architectures is an important early step in setting the direction for
future grid development. Delivering an adequate architecture will require the 
development of a number of ‘enabling’ technologies. Many of these are already 
available to some extent; some are currently being employed in other sectors.

Other new technologies currently available are further away from commercialisation
and widespread deployment on grid systems. The resources needed to bring totally
new products into use in grid systems are often significant. 

In these situations, success will most likely be achieved through combining efforts
and resources within a co-operative research, development and demonstration 
programme. In the absence of a central planning regime, this can only be 
accomplished if all stakeholders form a shared vision for future grids and 
develop an implementation framework that is consistent with the liberalised 
business model.

SmartGrids: ‘Enabling’ 

technologies 

• Active distribution networks,
revealing characteristics of
today’s transmission grids;

• New network technologies
that facilitate increased power
transfers and losses reduction
(e.g. GIL, superconductivity,
high operating temperatures,
FACTS technologies, etc.);

• Wide deployment of 
communications to enable
grid automation, on-line 
services, active operation,
demand response and DSM;

• Power electronic 
technologies for quality 
of supply;

• Stationary energy storage
devices.

CHP
Households

Industrial & commercial Wind farms

Energy Market
Distribution 

System Operator

Transmission 
System Operator
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Points to consider
To enable the concepts for change to be realised and the benefits to become a reality,
the change of the electricity supply structure towards progressively more DG, RES
and active grids requires that a number of wider and disparate factors be addressed.
These include:
• Improvements of security standards in the context of critical infrastructures;
• Integration of both central and distributed generation;
• Integration of innovative technologies into existing grids;
• Harmonisation of equipment standards to allow “plug-and-play”;
• Increased funding for large research incentives, including public 

and private sharing;
• The impact of neighbouring electricity systems on the European network;
• Higher education and skills issues.

With regards to education and skills, it is already 
evident that an insufficient number of well-trained 
engineers are being produced in the power 
engineering field. In order to develop, operate and
maintain future networks, cross-functional, intra-
disciplinary educational strategies must be adopted. Recruitment strategies must be
enhanced to meet the skill sets needed. Multidisciplinary curricula should include not
only power engineering and information technologies, but also economics & market,
regulatory & legal and environmental aspects. A skills shortfall is a key risk to the
successful adoption of the SmartGrids vision for Europe.

A flexible framework
The diagram on page 30 summarises the proposed flexible framework approach
that seeks to ensure that the special features of innovation on grids are addressed 
in a holistic way. The Framework is designed to ensure that the outcomes of 
successful research are, from the start, developed in a way that recognises the 
realities faced by grid companies and other parties who have the responsibilities 
for adoption of innovation in operational business circumstances. 

The diagram shows (in a simplified way) how needs would be matched with
potential innovative solutions. An impact assessment would then be undertaken to
confirm a cost/benefit business case, following which viable solutions would be
evaluated and proven by projects on live operational grid networks.

A holistic approach to energy supply 
ensures that all relevant factors are 
considered in the system development. 
The flexible framework enables 
appropriate modifications to be made.



Rules and regulations
A further distinguishing feature of grid innovation, particularly in a liberalised sector,
is the regulatory and legal environment in which grid companies operate. 
It is recognised that innovative approaches may from time to time be hindered by 
unintended regulatory or legal barriers. To address this aspect, the Flexible
Framework proposes that ‘catalyst projects’ would be undertaken to address any 
barriers to wide commercial deployment.

Successful demonstration and catalyst projects open the way to full deployment on
operational grids. It is only through wide deployment (sometimes called ‘roll out’)
that benefits will be seen by European customers and that international market
opportunities will be released.
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Simplified Representation 
of the Proposed Flexible Framework

The R&D process
envisaged 

for delivering the
SmartGrids Vision

Network 
challenges & 

customer needs

Solutions 
and strategies

Lighthouse 
pilot projects

Catalyst 
projects 

Matching processes and 
feasibility evaluation

Commercial adoption
with benefits delivered to customers 

and companies

Key elements of the Flexible

Framework

• Future network challenges

and customer needs will be
identified and matched;

• Solutions and strategies –
technical, commercial and
regulatory – will be identified;

• Challenges and solutions will
be tested for feasibility and

commercial viability;
• Solutions that withstand this

process will be taken forward
as pilot projects with the aim
of widespread adoption; 

• Catalyst projects will be
undertaken in parallel with
pilot projects to address any
barriers that had been 
identified to wide-scale 
commercial adoption, such 
as developments needed to
regulatory or legal 
frameworks;

• Techniques such as 
showcasing and early 

adopter forums will enhance
the perceived value of
deploying successfully piloted 
innovative solutions;

• Based on early adopter
deployment, real user 

experience will be 
disseminated to the wider
market place to generate 
awareness of and confidence
in new technologies;

• The perceived risk of 
adopting new technology 
will be mitigated and 
commercial adoption will
follow when companies
know it works.
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As in other ETPs, a group of high-level stakeholders came together with one primary
objective: to define a coherent and unified industry-driven approach to tackling
major economic, technological and societal challenges, of vital importance for
Europe’s future competitiveness and economic growth. 

More specifically, an Advisory Council has been established to develop and 
consolidate a joint Vision and put forward a Strategic Research Agenda that sets RTD
priorities for the medium to long-term. 

Platform objectives
The platform has agreed its initial objectives and is committed to bringing forward 
relevant high quality research, combined with mechanisms, to mobilise the private and
public investments required for the implementation of the RTD strategies. 
In this respect, integrated research and demonstration projects in electricity networks
are envisaged, as these are key to a successful adoption strategy in the industrial context
of an increasingly liberalised and competitive market.

Platform actions
The primary purpose of the SmartGrids European
Technology Platform is to enhance the level of coherence
between the European, national and regional programmes
addressing the challenges of future networks. This will ensure that the challenges and
opportunities ahead are responded to efficiently for the benefit of all stakeholders in
Europe. 

It will do this in a number of ways.
• It will propose, promote, discuss and refine a vision for the future development of

Europe’s grids;
• Based on this vision, it will propose a Strategic Research Agenda in 2006 that will 

provide an initial framework for future European R&D activities;
• It will form links with equivalent bodies in other countries, particularly North America

and Japan, to ensure that international development paths are complementary and
consistent with the development of commercial products;

• It will establish Working Groups to focus on specific aspects of system development
and to pursue the goal of R&D coherence at this level;

6. The Technology Platform

Behind the SmartGrids initiative is the SmartGrids Platform. This group of

individuals is working together under the common goal of transforming

electricity provision, from the conception to the realisation of a new system.

In order to achieve its aims, ETP-SmartGrids must ensure widespread 

cooperation and sufficient investment to fund extensive research. It is 

divided into different bodies, each of which has defined roles. How does 

the platform function?

The platform must mobilise private 
and public investments to allow 
crucial research to be carried out.

SmartGrids: How will 

transition be achieved?

• Jointly addressing 
technical, commercial and

regulatory issues;
• A flexible framework

approach that is responsive
to emerging needs, 
stimulates R&D and deploys
lighthouse pilot projects to
facilitate innovative 
solutions;

• A pan-European approach
that maximises the benefits
to European citizens, 
including cross border
exchanges of electric energy
and grid services;

• A strategic approach to
developing a range of new

and innovative grid 

architectures that can be
deployed on distribution
and transmission grids as
the situations demand.
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• It will provide the basis for centres of excellence in
future grid issues and consider how it might best
employ this expertise in the delivery of lighthouse
pilot projects;

• SmartGrids will not be a purely technical venture. It is
recognised that commercial and regulatory issues must
be addressed in parallel with technical development
and the challenge of achieving coherence requires
these three elements to be addressed together;

• SmartGrids projects will be developed on a flexible basis and particularly will respond
to the unique features of innovation on electricity grids.

ETP-SmartGrids unites high-level 
stakeholders in defining a vision of the

future development of grids. 
The platform leads the way in 

facilitating the construction of a new
and effective network.

SmartGrids: Unique features of grid

innovation

• Unlike business innovation, technology
innovation cannot be done in-house;

• The supply chain is not the same as 
the procurement chain;

• By definition it brings risks by and these
have to be managed;

• The risk profile varies significantly across
the innovation chain and its stages;

• New grid technology cannot be fully 
proven in the laboratory or on 
a simulator;

• Pilot operation, in a controlled 
situation on a real grid is a prerequisite
for adoption;

• There is little value in one-off new 
technology installations;

• Wide area adoption, through commercial 
mechanisms, is needed to attain 
its benefits.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY
(Bi-)annual Technology Platform Forum

Member States’
Mirror Group

Advisory Council
(Executive Group) 

26 membres

Group of
Associations

TP Secretariat
Information

Office
IT Support Service

Network 
Assets

Networks
Operations

Demand and
Metering

Generation and
Storage

PLATFORM OPERATIONS
New and on-going projects and initiatives (EC + MS national, regional and local)

The structure of the ETP SmartGrids is shown in the following diagram:

The functions of the key groups are:

• Advisory Council: provides guidance, stimulates initiatives and monitors progress;

• Mirror Group: enables the involvement of Member States, candidate countries 
and associate states;

• Working Groups: take responsibility for progressing the work at a detailed level;

• Group of Associations: enable participation of associations of stakeholders.

Electricity Networks of the Future Technology Platform
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AC Alternating Current

CHP Combined Heat and Power

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

DG Distributed Generation

DSM Demand Side Management

ETP European Technology Platform

EU European Union

FACTS Flexible AC Transmission Systems

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GIL Gas Insulated Line

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current

ICT Information and Communication Technology

IEA International Energy Agency

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

R&D Research and Development

RES Renewable Energy Source

RTD Research and Technological Development

SO2 Sulphur Dioxide

List of Acronyms
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-CWhilst current electricity networks presently have fulfilled their function 

effectively, more of the same will not be sufficient to meet current challenges
and policy imperatives. In this context, the European Technology Platform (ETP)
SmartGrids was set up in 2005 to create a joint vision of European networks
for 2020 and onwards. The platform includes representatives from industry,
transmission and distribution system operators, research bodies and 
regulators. It has identified clear objectives and proposes a strategy 
for the development of future electricity networks.
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1	 Introduction	and	Executive	Summary

This document outlines a proposal from Airtricity for the development of a European Offshore Supergrid®, 

bringing together the latest technology in wind generation and electricity transmission to provide a secure, 

sustainable and uninterrupted supply of electricity to EU member states. Airtricity is a leading international 

renewable energy company specialising in the development, construction and long-term ownership of onshore 

and offshore wind farms.

Europe faces the prospect of being caught in an ‘energy crunch’ within the next 20 years. The depletion of 

finite indigenous resources, political risk and increased global competition, in particular amongst the US,  

India and China, are factors which threaten Europe’s security of energy supply. 

Europe has the world’s richest wind resources and advances in technology have made the process of 

converting wind to electricity more effective and commercially competitive. Airtricity’s vision is to harness this 

natural energy resource by creating a European Offshore Supergrid located in the seas of Northern, Western 

and Southern Europe. 

By connecting and integrating geographically disperse wind farms across Europe, each experiencing a different 

phase of the region’s weather system, electricity is produced wherever the wind is blowing and transported  

to regions of demand, ensuring a reliable and predictable source of energy.

By providing interconnection between electricity systems, the Supergrid will automatically overcome the 

most significant barrier to establishing a single internal market for electricity, and thereby will create a more 

competitive electricity supply for Europe. The establishment of a functioning internal market in electricity is a 

necessary complement to the need for a single external energy policy for Europe, if it is to retain competitive 

energy supplies into the future and to avoid sliding into irreversible economic decline. 

The first step in the Supergrid programme is the development of a �0GW* Foundation Project to prove both 

the concept of the Supergrid and the technologies to be employed. Located between the UK, Germany and the 

Netherlands, the �0GW Foundation Project will consist of around 2,000 wind turbines covering 3,000 km²  
with a capacity of �MW each, delivering output to all three countries. 

The �0GW Foundation Project will have a capital cost of #2m/MW, with a grid cost of #2bn. The cost of 

power is estimated to be #77/MWhr in the first 2� years, and #�8/MWhr for years 26 to �0. The Supergrid 

will have a capacity utilisation rate in excess of 70%, compared to about �0% for dedicated offshore wind 

farm connections.

In order to establish the Supergrid, the �0GW Foundation Project must be successfully delivered. It is necessary 

to gain support for the �0GW Foundation Project Delivery at both European and national levels.

The national governments of the UK, Germany and the Netherlands should adopt the �0GW Foundation 

Project as a preferred mechanism to provide a significant contribution to environmental targets and security 

of energy supply, at an economic cost. An undertaking from the European Investment Bank to underwrite the 

debt is required to finance the project.

The �0GW Foundation Project is a very large project by any measure and it is not one that Airtricity seeks to 

accomplish alone. Given the political support described above, Airtricity proposes to establish a consortium 

of progressive companies in order to develop, finance and build the project. Airtricity proposes to lead this 

consortium.

Airtricity	believes	that	the	European	Offshore	Supergrid		
is	a	project	that	offers	significant	benefits	to	EU	member	
states:

•  A secure, sustainable and reliable supply of electricity from an environmentally sound, 
renewable source;

•  Support towards the EU’s targets for the reduction of greenhouse gases and its own stated 
objectives of limiting global warming to a maximum 2°C average temperature increase 
above pre-industrial levels; and

•  The establishment of an internal electricity network that will enable all forms of electricity 
to be traded freely amongst member states.

*�0GW is enough capacity to power over 8 million homes.
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•  Second, the future vision must be based on primary energy sources that are indigenous, secure, 

sustainable, clean and competitive, while simultaneously conferring a competitive advantage on 

the European economy.

•  Finally, the vision must be consistent with the founding principles of the European Union 

– solidarity among the Member States and common action in the external arena of the global 

economy. Additionally, it should conform to the requirements of a functioning internal market  

as dictated by the Treaties.

This submission is concerned with two of these three fundamental elements – a primary energy 

source that meets a diverse and existing range of requirements and the need for common external 

and internal action within the framework of the Treaties.

With these requirements in mind, this submission offers a vision based on the common exploitation 

of a primary energy source that is European, secure, clean and cost-free. 

That primary energy source is wind.

‘The	future	vision	must	begin	with	the	imperative	for	
greater	energy	efficiency	and	conservation.	It	must	be	
based	on	primary	energy	resources	that	are	indigenous		
to	Europe	and	are	secure,	sustainable,	clean	and	
competitive.	It	must	also	confer	competitive	advantage		
on	the	European	economy.	
	
That	primary	energy	source	is	wind.’

2.		 Vision

This submission sets out a new vision for Europe’s energy policy. That a new vision is urgently 

needed can hardly be disputed.

Europe is facing threats to its energy security, ranging from political instability in the regions 

supplying oil and gas to exponential growth in the global competition for finite resources that 

are being rapidly depleted. At the same time, Europe has accepted onerous environmental 

responsibilities for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and for developing green energy that  

will be difficult to fulfil.

All these challenges raise a single question: how is Europe to survive the energy, environmental  

and economic crisis that is already upon us?

In all truth there is probably no single answer. But three things are clear. 

•  First, any future energy policy must begin with the imperative for greater energy efficiency  

and conservation. That is inescapable.
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2.1		 Europe’s	Wind	Resource

Europe is endowed with the world’s richest wind resources, mainly in the seas around its northern and western 

coasts. The volumes of wind flowing across the seas and landmass of Europe are vast and are sufficient in 

themselves to supply all the power demands of the European Union. The issue, as with any natural resource, 

is the availability of technology to access and exploit the resource at an economic cost and with acceptable 

environmental impact.

The technology for converting offshore wind to electricity has advanced to the point where it is not only 

technically efficient but fast becoming commercially competitive.  

‘Offshore	wind	meets	the	geo-political	and	environmental	
demands	of	a	coherent	and	sustainable	energy	policy	for	
Europe.’

Wind power can help make Europe independent of external fuel sources and can help to protect the European 

economy from the inevitable continual escalation in the price of hydrocarbons. It will enable Europe to meet, 

and exceed, its obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions without inflicting irreparable damage on the 

economy. 

The exploitation of this resource will be the means for keeping energy costs under control while at the same 

time creating a vibrant industrial sector based on Europe’s traditional strengths in engineering, technological 

innovation and infrastructure development.

2.2		 The	European	Offshore	Supergrid®

Airtricity’s proposal, the European Offshore Supergrid®, marries the technology of offshore wind with the latest 

transmission technology, to provide the EU with a clean, sustainable and secure supply of power indefinitely. 

In common with other natural resources, wind has its own particular characteristics in terms of physics and 

energy conversion. The most notable features are its limitless supply and fluctuating availability. The challenge 

in harnessing this energy supply is to overcome the problem of variability by ensuring a reliable source of 

power from wind.

‘The	European	Offshore	Supergrid	is	a	bridge	to	the	future	
on	which	Europe	determines	its	own	destiny.’

In the vision offered here, the problem of variability is solved by exploiting the meteorological characteristics of 

the European weather system. At any given time, areas of high pressure are matched by areas of low pressure 

some hundreds of kilometres apart. In this way it can be said that regions negatively correlate with each other 

in terms of wind availability. In short, the wind is always blowing somewhere.

By building wind farms in the seas around Northern and Western Europe, as well as areas of the 

Mediterranean, it would become possible to harness the wind whenever it is blowing and transform it into  

a stable source of power. This exploitation of the negative correlation between regional weather systems turns 

a perceived disadvantage of wind into a strength.
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From a European Union perspective, the Supergrid offers a truly unique opportunity for joint action by the 

Member States in pursuit of a common good. The Supergrid will best function if it stretches geographically 

from the Baltic Sea via the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean. At any given point along 

this superhighway, the power generated is a common European asset.

2.3		 Internal	Electricity	Market

The immediate consequence of this proposal, and potentially one of its strongest selling points for European 

decision-takers, is that the Supergrid facilitates the creation of a functioning internal market for electricity. 

Indeed, success is arguably dependent on an internal market which, in itself, would be a boon for the  

European economy.

‘Currently,	less	than	10%	of	Europe’s	electricity	is	being	
traded	across	borders.’

Despite the demonstrable advantages of a functioning internal market for electricity, it remains a fact that the 

Member States have been unable to agree on the necessary steps needed to remove obstacles to trade. One 

such obstacle is, of course, the lack of interconnection between national markets, which results in less than 

�0% of Europe’s electricity being traded across borders. 

‘By	creating	interconnection	in	green	electricity	and	
multiplying	interconnection	in	all	sources	of	electricity,	the	
Supergrid	would	overcome	one	of	the	biggest	defects	on	
the	Internal	Market	–	the	lack	of	competition	in	electricity.’

A feature of the Supergrid is that it would automatically provide inter-connection between all the national 

markets involved. This inter-connectivity could be used for trading all sources of electricity, thereby enhancing 

the economics and facilitating the integration of electricity markets.

By creating interconnection in green electricity and multiplying interconnection in all sources of electricity, 

the Supergrid would overcome one of the biggest defects of the Internal Market – the lack of competition in 

electricity.

2.4		 Common	European	Energy	Policy

Europe needs an energy policy that enables it to meet the environmental objectives agreed internationally by 

the Union in an economic manner. Alternatively expressed, the task is to agree on economic policy, which turns 

environmental objectives into a realisable energy policy.

‘The	task	is	to	agree	on	economic	policy,	which	turns	
environmental	objectives	into	a	realisable	energy	policy.’

Added to this is the necessity of devising an energy policy which limits, and preferably eliminates, the risks to 

the security of supply. It is salutary to recall that two of the three founding Treaties of the EU – the Coal and 

Steel Community and Euratom – dealt with energy. Jean Monnet, one of the founding fathers of the European 

Union, was himself preoccupied with the unacceptable geopolitical consequences of Europe’s dependence on 

imported energy. It is even more salutary to note that Europe’s dependence on imported energy has risen from 

20% in Monnet’s time to its present level of �0% and is forecast to reach 70% by 202�.

At that point, Europe will be caught in an ‘energy crunch’. On the one hand, oil production will have peaked, 

or will certainly be on the verge of peaking. Even the most optimistic forecasts of the International Energy 

Agency agree on this point. On the other hand, both Chinese and Indian demand for oil and gas will have 

increased by a factor of six to eight times their present levels. 

‘Europe’s	dependence	on	imported	energy	has	risen	from	
20%	in	Monnet’s	time	to	its	present	level	of	50%	and	is	
forecast	to	reach	70%	by	2025.’

At that point it is inevitable that with dwindling supplies and ferocious global competition for resources 

between the US, China and India, the European Union will be marginalized unless the Member States start to 

act in concert in the world energy market. The costs of an uncoordinated approach amongst European States 

would, in these circumstances, be truly damaging in both economic and societal terms.

There is reason to believe that the Member States will take the step of creating a common policy in primary 

energy sources. The scale of ambition would be no greater than that of creating a common currency with a 

common monetary policy and a supranational central bank. Steps in this direction will probably be accelerated 

by the recognition that the alternative to pooling sovereignty and resources is collective economic decline.

It is inevitable that a common external energy policy should be complemented by an internal market in 

electricity and by common standards in energy efficiency, as well as common measures to develop bio-fuels  

so as to bring transport into unison with power generation and building standards.

’The	European	Union	will	be	marginalised	unless	the	Member	
States	start	to	act	in	concert	in	the	world	energy	market.’

The European Union will either have a holistic energy policy a quarter of a century from now or it will have 

slid into inevitable and irreversible decline. The history of the Union gives hope that the path chosen will be 

that of common action based on the pooling of sovereignty in accordance with the Treaties. 

It is with that expectation that the concept of a European Offshore Supergrid is offered for consideration by 

policy-makers throughout the Union.
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3		 Strategy

3.1		 About	Airtricity

•  Airtricity is an international renewable energy company founded in ����.

•  The company specialises in the development, construction, operation and long-term 
ownership of onshore and offshore wind farms and the generation/supply of green 
electricity.

•  The company currently supplies renewable electricity to over �0,000 commercial 
customers in both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. 

•  The company operates in Ireland, Scotland, England and the US and is exploring 
business possibilities in China. Its wind farm development pipeline worldwide 
exceeds �000MW.

•  On the basis of a co-development agreement with GE Wind, Airtricity is developing  
the �20MW Arklow Bank wind farm off the east coast of Ireland, the world’s second 
largest consented offshore wind project. Phase � of the project (2�MW) is now in 
operation.

•  Together with its joint venture partner, Fluor, Airtricity is developing the �00MW wind 
farm in the Thames Estuary, which is planned to be operational in 200�.

3.2		 Europe’s	Energy	Challenge

•  Conventional primary energies, such as coal, oil, gas and nuclear, have finite life 
expectancies.  Without access to alternative sources of power, Europe faces a bleak 
energy future.

•  Europe is ill-equipped to compete globally against the US, China and India for scarce 
resources.  Those countries have the advantage over Europe of a single energy policy, 
concentrated purchasing power, especially in the case of China, and a developed 
strategy for the future.

•  By contrast, Europe has denied itself these competitive advantages by opting for 2� 
national policies. EU Member States actively compete against each other externally 
for energy sources and refuse to cooperate internally in the creation of  
a functioning single market for electricity.

•  The key energy requirement is security of supply. This cannot be achieved by reliance 
on hydrocarbons for either power or transport. Oil production will peak, gas supplies 
will become more precarious and the price of both will escalate.

•  Europe needs its own indigenous sources of energy to meet the demands of 
its economy either from primary natural resources or fuels produced by new 
technological processes.
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3.3		 The	Environmental	Imperative

•  Climate change is the greatest challenge Europe and the World will face this century. 

•  Global warming is no longer a contested phenomenon and has been described by UK 
Prime Minister Blair as alarming and unsustainable. The 200� report by the European 
Environment Agency urged policy makers to act with urgency in cutting CO2 emissions.

•  The electricity generation industry is the biggest single source emitter of CO2 
worldwide due to a reliance on fossil fuels for energy. The effects of climate  
change will be irreversible if action is not taken now.

‘Europe	needs	an	energy	policy	based	on	its	own	
comparative	advantages.’

•  A radical change is required in the way energy is produced and consumed. In 
common with the rest of the world, Europe needs clean, sustainable energy so as to 
protect the environment and at least stall, if not reverse, the phenomenon of global 
warming. 

•  The European Union has committed itself to limiting global warming to a maximum 
2°C average temperature increase above pre-industrial levels. This requires global 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to be cut by approximately half by the middle  
of the century. Global emissions will have to peak and decline in the next one to  
two decades for temperatures to stay below the 2°C threshold. 

•  In order to overcome its competitive weakness in the market for global energy 
resources, to tackle the serious problem of climate change and to secure its energy 
supply indefinitely, Europe needs an energy policy based on its own comparative 
advantages.

•  This policy should, in short, lay down criteria for the replacement of hydrocarbons 
by energy sources which ensure that Europe’s future supply will be environmentally 
sustainable, immune from global competition and economically competitive.

3.4	 The	Concept

•  Conscious of the energy challenge facing Europe, Airtricity first advanced the concept of a 
European Offshore Supergrid in 200� to supply a large tranche of EU electricity demand.

•  Since then the technology for converting offshore wind to electricity has advanced 
to the point where it is both technically efficient and fast becoming commercially 
competitive. 

•  Airtricity’s proposal, the European Offshore Supergrid Project, marries the technology 
of offshore wind with the latest transmission technology, to provide the EU with 
clean, sustainable, secure and economic power indefinitely.

•  Acting as the lead developer, Airtricity is proposing a first step in the form of a �0GW 
Foundation Project to act as a proving ground for the concept of a Supergrid, of the 
technologies to be employed and of the market structures to be developed for a truly 
trans-national source of power. 

‘The	Supergrid	is	an	answer	to	Europe’s	energy	needs’

•  Following necessary approval the �0GW Foundation Project will take about five years 
to complete at a cost of €20bn and will provide green energy indefinitely for Europe.
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3.5	 Introducing	the	European	Offshore	Supergrid®

•  The Supergrid is a high voltage sub sea transmission network.

•  It could ultimately cover the Baltic Sea, North Sea, Irish Sea, English Channel,  
the Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean.

•  The Supergrid treats wind as a continental resource and enables EU member states  
to share in this enormous energy source, to their mutual advantage. 

•  This will be achieved by the member states cooperating in the capture of their 
common wind resources and the conversion of this free energy into a reliable and 
predictable supply of electricity.

•  As power is always being generated on the Supergrid it can be fed into the national 
grids to meet electricity demand. 

•  The Supergrid also acts as an interconnector between national markets and thereby 
helps to create a properly functioning internal market in electricity.

•  This will bring additional benefits for European consumers in terms of greater 
competition, lower prices and increased security of supply.

‘ABB – Power and productivity for a better world 
We have today established an advanced transmission technology, HVDC Light, for demanding offshore applications 
to feed electricity to platforms but also to connect and support integration of electrical networks. We have 
worked very closely with Airtricity on the technology aspects of their concept for an EU Supergrid Project and 
have concluded that this European technology fits well with their plans to construct an offshore grid.’ 

Bo Normark, Senior Vice President Marketing and Sales, ABB Grid Systems

 

     

4		 Implementation

4.1	 Wind	–	The	European	Energy	Resource

• The Supergrid concept is based on the inherent nature of wind.

•  Wind is a major European energy resource, which can be exploited in common  
by EU Member States.

•  Wind is clean – the conversion of wind into electricity emits no CO2 or other 
greenhouse gases.

‘Wind	is	infinitely	sustainable	–	once	constructed,	wind	
farms	can	go	on	producing	electricity	indefinitely.’

•  It is infinitely sustainable - once constructed, wind farms can go on producing 
electricity indefinitely.

•  It is a secure source of energy - wind belongs to the countries over which it blows. 
The more it is used, the more it reduces dependence on imported fuels. 

•  It is a free source of energy - wind is a free fuel. While the generating plant has a 
high initial capital cost, the operating costs for converting wind into electricity are 
minimal, and fuel costs are zero.

•  These unique features make wind competitive with hydrocarbons, an advantage  
that can only increase with time, as oil and gas prices continue to escalate.

The European Offshore Supergrid
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4.2	 The	Technology

•  The Supergrid is based on the combination of two recent but proven technologies 
– large offshore wind turbines and voltage source converter HVDC transmission.

•  Wind turbines have increased their capacity by a factor of ten over the past two 
decades.

•  The offshore turbines operated by Airtricity in the Irish Sea have a capacity of 3.6MW.

•  With advances in technology the individual turbines to be used in the �0GW 
Foundation Project will have a capacity of �MW each.

‘The	Supergrid	is	based	on	the	combination	of	two	
recent	but	proven	technologies,	large	offshore	wind		
turbines	and	voltage	source	converter	HVDC	transmission.’

•  The Supergrid is intended to take advantage of the limitless energy supply from wind 
and to mitigate the problem of variability.

•  It achieves those complementary objectives by spreading wind generators over long 
distances thereby intersecting Europe’s offshore weather systems. This smoothes the 
level of the electricity output and thereby delivers reliable power continuously into 
the grid and on to the final customer.

•  The use of voltage source converter HVDC technology to transport energy from large 
new wind banks offshore creates the backbone of a new Supergrid located in the 
seas and oceans around the EU that is used to transform offshore wind energy into 
electricity.

•  The Supergrid, stretching across a maritime electricity highway from the Baltic Sea 
to the Bay of Biscay and on to the Mediterranean, will be made up of high voltage 
AC and DC sub sea and land cables, onshore and offshore voltage source HVDC 
technology converter stations and other essential transmission equipment.

•  A meshed system will be necessary 
to allow trading between national 
markets.

•  Older generation DC cannot operate 
in a meshed configuration but newer 
voltage source converter HVDC has 
overcome this limitation and will be 
used in the Supergrid.

•  The HVDC is scalable from �00MW 
to �,000MW offering �00% more 
capacity at 2�-33% more cost.

4.3	 Introducing	the	10GW	Foundation	Project

•  The �0GW Foundation Project will be the first element of the Supergrid. It will consist 
of a �0GW wind farm located in the North Sea between the UK, Germany and the 
Netherlands.

•   The area chosen is particularly suitable in terms of wind resources and characteristics. 
The total area covered by the project will be in the region of 3000 km².

•  It will consist of about 2000 offshore wind turbines located on the seabed in water 
depths up to �0m.

•   A thorough Environmental Impact Assessment will be conducted during the project-
planning phase. The assessment will seek to identify any impacts associated with the 
development through all phases of its evolution. Potential impacts can be mitigated 
through careful strategic planning including diligent site selection, responsible project 
design and wide consultation with interested stakeholders.

   

  

10GW Foundation Project

‘The	scale	of	the	project	will	give	critical	mass	to		
the	further	development	of	the	core	technologies	
involved,	thereby	leading	to	economies	of	scale		
and	technological	breakthroughs’	

    

•  The �0GW Foundation Project will enable the output of the wind farm to be 
transmitted to the electricity markets of the UK, Germany and the Netherlands.

•  At the same time it will interconnect the electricity systems of the three countries 
enabling greater trade of electricity between them.
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4.4	 Financial	Modelling	of	the	10GW	Foundation	Project

•  The principle financial assumptions underlying the project are:
	 • Wind Farm Capital Cost:  e2m/MW
	 • Wind Farm Capacity Factor: �0%
	 • Grid Cost:  e2bn
	 • 90% Debt:  @ �.�%
	 • 10% Equity:  Rate of return 20%

•  The design lifetime of wind turbines is 2� years. Refurbishment after 2� years will be 
at �0% of original cost i.e. e�m/MW.

•  The cost of power is estimated as follows:
	 Years � – 2� (Phase One): e77/MWhr
	 Years 26 – �0 (Phase Two): e�8/MWhr

•  The prices will be constant over each 2�-year period because the fuel is free.

•  For the first period, the price of e77/MWhr is lower than that projected by ILEX  
for the UK out to 202�. It also fits within the current fixed feed-in tariffs in Germany 
and the Netherlands.

•  The decrease in price of approximately one third in the second phase is due to the 
lower capital cost of refurbishment.

4.5	 Project	Risk

•  Although technologically, there is nothing particularly groundbreaking in the project, 
its scale, market diversity, capital employed and regulatory complexity put the project 
in the high-risk category.

•  For these reasons, it can be expected that commercial banks will not lend �0% debt 
risk at �.�% to the project.

•  But it is obvious that any dilution of the debt level / or increase in the interest rate 
would affect the economics and increase the price of electricity.

•  These considerations underline the argument that EU institutions can play a vital 
role in delivering the project. They can do this by reducing the level of risk, especially 
regulatory risk.

•  The �0GW Foundation Project is the first ever project intended to supply power 
simultaneously to three different national electricity systems. This poses the problem 
of operating in three different regulatory environments and raises the prospect of 
either harmonising the existing regulatory regimes or devising a common regime to 
manage the �0GW Foundation Project. 

•  The harmonised or common regime would deal with capacity allocation, user charges, 
publication of tariffs, non-discrimination between different forms of electricity and 
the separation of the transmission networks and generating entities.

4.6	 Project	Benefits

•  The �0GW Foundation Project will deliver electricity that is clean, sustainable, secure, 
reliable and cost competitive.

•  It will make a significant contribution towards the reduction of harmful greenhouse 
gas emissions that will otherwise likely be generated from fossil fuel electricity 
generation.

•  The Project will not only contribute to the global environment through reduction  
of carbon emissions but will also benefit local marine habitat. Positive impacts  
of offshore wind farms include the contribution to an increase in local diversity  
of benthic invertebrates and fish biomass.

•  It will add significantly to Europe’s ability to meet its Kyoto targets.

•  The output can be sold directly to a number of national markets.

•  The Supergrid as a whole has the advantage of connecting geographically dispersed 
regions and so smoothing out variations in output as weather patterns move across 
the seas and oceans around Europe.

•  The �0GW Foundation Project will demonstrate this potential for aggregation, as the 
region it connects are sufficiently far apart to benefit from the smoothing effect.

•  Peak demand varies across the regions covered by the �0GW Foundation Project due 
to differences in sunrise and sunset times, lifestyles, uses of electricity and time zones. 
The �0GW Foundation Project can help meet this elongated peak demand and thus 
confer a capacity credit far greater than if the offshore wind farm was connected to  
a single national system.

•  The Supergrid can be used to increase trading in all forms of power between the 
connected countries.

•  The Supergrid will have a capacity utilisation rate in excess of 70% compared to 
about �0% for dedicated offshore wind farm connections.

•  Finally, the Supergrid will go a long way towards realising the objective of a single 
electricity market for the EU.
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4.7		 Next	Steps	for	10GW	Foundation	Project	Delivery

•  For the �0GW Foundation Project to proceed, it is necessary that it is supported  
at both European and national levels.

•  The European Union should support the project as one of strategic importance, 
meeting its environmental, energy and economic needs.

•  The national governments of the UK, Germany and the Netherlands should support 
the project as a preferred mechanism to provide a significant contribution to 
environmental targets and security of supply, at an economic cost.

•  An undertaking from the European Investment Bank is necessary to underwrite the 
debt required to finance the project;

•  Political risk must be removed from long-term off-take agreements for the project  
(i.e. through EU or state guarantees).

•  The European Union may also consider adopting the transmission element of the 
�0GW Foundation Project as a priority project under the Trans-European Energy 
Networks initiative in order to facilitate funding of the early feasibility/development 
costs. 

•  In addition, agreement will be required between the governments of the UK, 
Germany and the Netherlands as to how renewable energy generated from offshore 
wind farms in the North Sea will be treated when exporting directly to a second 
country (e.g. a wind farm in UK waters exporting to Germany);

•  Agreement will also be required between these same governments or other 
appropriate authorities dealing with the regulation and operation of the European 
Offshore Supergrid.

•  Finally, in order to allow development of the project to proceed, national governments 
will need to ensure that any necessary Strategic Environmental Assessments are 
completed, to ensure compliance with the SEA Directive; and the award of  
sea-bed leases for the project.

•  The �0GW Foundation Project is a very large project by any measure and it is not one 
that Airtricity seeks to accomplish alone. Given the political support described above, 
Airtricity proposes to establish a consortium of progressive companies in order to 
develop, finance and build the project. Airtricity proposes to lead this consortium.
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When power must be transmitted
over long distances, overhead lines
(OHL) have long been the prevailing
technology. The costs and perform-
ance of buried cables made them
unattractive as an alternative.

The advent of HVDC Light® is bringing
about a huge change. Whereas buried
cables are not suitable for long-dis-
tance high-voltage AC transmissions,
the different behavior of DC funda-
mentally changes this.
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Light and invisible
Underground transmission with HVDC Light
Dag Ravemark, Bo Normark 

The high costs of burying cables
which has long made this mode unat-
tractive is also losing ground as an
argument. The combination of envi-
ronmental concerns over the impact
of overhead lines and the availability
of new cost-saving technologies is
leading to a re-think. Underground
cables are now more attractive than
ever before.    
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For over a century
electrical transmission

systems have been based
mainly on overhead trans-
mission lines (OHL). The
main reason for this has
been the cost advantage
when compared to high-
voltage underground trans-
mission. 

Recent studies suggest the
cost premium of under-
ground transmission is in
the range of 5 – 15 times the
traditional overhead trans-
mission alternative. But this
comparison is already dat-
ed. Two main factors are
affecting the paradigm:

Environmental restrictions are in-
creasing the costs and implementa-
tion time for overhead transmission.
Technological development signifi-
cantly reduces the cost of under-
ground transmission.

Consequences of environmental
restrictions
There are several reasons why under-
ground HVDC cables have a better
environmental profile than overhead
HVAC lines.

Land use
An HVDC cable uses significantly 
less land than an overhead HVAC line.
The right-of-way for a 400kV OHL 
can be a 60 m wide strip where 
no buildings/high trees are allowed
whereas an underground DC cable
needs at most a 4m wide inspection
road on top of it. For AC OHL the
amount of land required for a 400km
transmission is 2,400 hectares 
(1 hectare = 10,000 m2). However
only 160 hectares are required for 
DC cable (< 6 percent).

Audible noise 
Restrictions on land use stretch be-
yond the immediate right-of-way.
Audible noise from transmission line
corona – most noticeable when con-
ductors are wet in foggy weather con-
ditions – might restrict buildings close
to OHL. The width of this “noise cor-
ridor” depends on local noise ordi-
nance as well as on the design and
voltage of the line. Noise objections
from neighbors make it more difficult

1

to obtain permits. An underground DC
cable naturally has no audible noise
emission.

EMF
Magnetic and electrical fields can also
restrict the use of land close to an
OHL. In several countries a precau-
tionary policy vis-à-vis magnetic fields
is in force. The Swedish National
Electrical Safety Board and the Dutch
Ministry of Housing and Environment

both suggest a 0.4 µT safety
level for 50 Hz magnetic
fields from transmission
lines. This level corresponds
to field levels normally en-
countered in city environ-
ments today. In contrast to
an AC line, the field for a
DC cable is static (non-radi-
ant). Applying the same pre-
cautionary policy as for AC
would not call for the provi-
sion of any “EMF corridor”
around an underground DC
cable. The field immediately
above the cable is far less
than the earth’s natural mag-
netic field.

Right-of-way as a loss of CO2 sink
Growing forests are considered CO2

sinks because trees convert carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere into car-
bon stored in the form of wood and
organic soil matter. A forest can ab-
sorb 9.2 tons of CO2 per hectare per
year. Building a 400 km, 400kV over-
head transmission line through an
area that is 75 percent forest repre-
sents a loss of a carbon sink of 
16,780 tons of CO2 per year.

HVDC Light® technology
was introduced in 1997
with a small test installa-
tion of 3 MW. Since then,
both cables and convert-
ers have progressed
dramatically in both size
and performance.

Material use
The material intensity of an AC OHL
is higher than a DC cable. The statisti-
cal material use per meter of transmis-
sion is compared in . 

Using lifecycle assessment (LCA) to
analyze the “cradle to grave” material
impact, the DC cable has an environ-
mental impact of 64.5 kg of CO2-
equivalents per meter and the AC
OHL has an impact of 365.4 kg of
CO2-equivalents per meter. In other
words, the material used in the DC
cable has only 17.6 percent the envi-
ronmental impact of the AC OHL. 

Table 1

Grid flexibility

Material DC AC
underground OHL

Aluminium 3.3 kg 2.1 kg
Copper 1.4 kg
PVC 2.3 kg
PEX 6.1 kg
Steel 100.0 kg
Ceramics 0.3 kg
Concrete 376.3 kg
Total 13.1 kg 478.8 kg

Comparison of material usageTable 1

Land use comparison for HVDC Light® and AC OHL transmission.1

AC right of way 60 m

AC noise clearance 100 m (commercial)

AC noise clearance 200 m (residential)

AC EMF clearance 360 m (school)

DC
•

AC OHL

DC underground right of way; 
a 4m inspection road

Effect of proximity of overhead line on
property values (in Finland).
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Aesthetics – Property value
Several studies have shown that prop-
erty values are reduced close to OHL.
For example, a study carried out in
the United Kingdom showed the value
of detached properties a distance of
100m from OHL were 38 percent
lower than comparable properties. 
A Finnish study showed that the re-
duction is proportional to the distance
from the line . 

Assuming that every 500m along the
400 km line there is: 

One property 500m from the OHL
(with 8 percent value reduction). 
Two properties 1000m from the
OHL (with 4 percent value reduc-
tion). 
Three properties 2000m from the
OHL (with 2 percent value reduc-
tion). 

If an average property is valued at
$ 150,000, the reduction in property
value along the 400 km OHL then
amounts to a staggering $ 25 million.

Electrical losses
When HVDC Light® underground
transmission is used inside an 
AC-grid, the transmission system can
be operated in a more optimal way
leading to lower electrical losses. The
losses in the HVDC line are equivalent
to the loss reduction of the AC grid,
ie, the HVDC line is considered to
transmit electricity “without” losses.
The more efficient operation of a
transmission system with HVDC can
be attributed to two causes: the aver-
age higher voltage level in the AC
grid and the reduction of reactive
power flows. 

For example, on a 350 MW transmis-
sion (50 percent utilization) there are
no HVDC losses whereas HVAC losses
amount to 5 percent. This means the
operator has 76,650 MWh more elec-
tricity to sell each year with an HVDC
connection. 

The overall electrical losses1) can be
translated into 45,990 tons of CO2

emitted per year.

Power system stability
HVDC systems can never become
overloaded, and they offer additional
benefits through their ability to con-

2

trol power flow and voltage . HVDC
can be very effective in damping
power oscillations, as well as avoiding
or limiting cascading system distur-
bances, particularly when connecting
two points inside the same AC-grid,
ie, in parallel with AC-lines: an HVDC
Light® converter is excellent at gener-
ating or consuming reactive power. 

Technical characteristics of
underground transmission system
When planning traditional overhead
transmission lines, it is better to
choose high voltage lines for trans-
mission over large distances because
not only can transmission capacity be
increased but losses are also reduced.
However, for AC transmission in
underground cables the situation is
somewhat different. If the voltage is
increased, the reactive power absorp-
tion of the cable increases so that its
technical maximum length is reduced
rather than increased. The laws of
physics in this case then work against
long AC transmission. Today’s experi-
ence of cable transmission suggests a
maximum transmission distance of
about 60km for a 345kV AC under-
ground cable.

Reasons why under-
ground HVDC cables
have a better environmen-
tal profile than overhead
HVAC lines include land
use, audible noise, EMF,
material use, and power
systems stability.

HVDC Light®, a new transmission
system designed for underground
transmission
This technology is based on some key
components:

Extruded cable technology
Converter technology
Control and protection technology

Voltage source converters cause less
stress on the cables than conventional
HVDC converters and this has enabled

3 the development of extruded cables
for HVDC. The extruded cable has
some significant advantages over tra-
ditional mass impregnated cables. It:

Is completely oil free.
Has low weight.
Is very flexible and this simplifies
handling during installation.
Has very simple prefabricated
joints. 

Grid flexibility

HVDC improves the stability of AC networks.3

Bus voltage      Maximum voltage
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HVDC Light® product matrix.4

Available 2000         Available 2004
Available 2006

DC Voltage 500 A 1000 A 1500 A

+/-   80 kV

+/- 150 kV

+/- 300 kV 700 MW350 MW 1000 MW

280 MW

500 MW

90 MW 180 MW

350 MW170 MWFootnote
1) Using the OECD average of 600 kg CO2/MWh for

electricity.
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Voltage source converters also show
significant advantages over traditional
HVDC converters such as:

Dramatically smaller size. Typically
they are half the height and their
footprint is 25 percent smaller.
Superior voltage and reactive power
control reduces the risk of black-
outs.
They act as a “firewall” for network
disturbances and block the cascad-
ing trips that occur in AC systems2).
They can operate in very weak net-
works and do not require network
reinforcements.
They reduce down time after outages
with their “black start” capability.

New high-speed control and protec-
tion technology makes it possible to
fully utilize the inherent benefits of
the voltage source converters. 

Technical development of 
HVDC Light® systems
HVDC Light technology was intro-
duced to the market in 1997 with a
small test installation of 3 MW. Since
then, both cables and converters have
progressed dramatically in both size
and performance. Today the largest
system in service is a 330 MW system
operating at ± 150kV. A 350 MW sys-
tem is currently under construction.
The converter design has been refined
by the adoption of new switching
schemes that reduce the number of
components and cut the converter
losses by 60 percent.

In contrast to traditional HVDC, an
HVDC Light® system is highly modu-
larized and makes greater use of semi-
conductors. The product matrix
shown in highlights available mod-
ules.

Increased environmental
pressure on overhead
transmission lines is both
raising total costs and
increasing the risk for
substantial project delays.

Cable installation techniques
A crucial element in underground
transmission is the cable installation
technique. In the Murraylink project
in Australia, and , a very suc-
cessful installation was implemented
using modified pipeline installation
equipment. Up to 3 km of cable was
successfully installed per day. The
total cost of laying the 170km cable
system amounted to the very reason-
able sum of about AU$10 million
($ 7.6 million). HVDC Light cables
have relatively low weight (typically
< 10kg/m), making its installation sim-
ilar to that of fibre-optic cables: the
equipment used for trenching and the

65

4

depth at which the cables are laid is
comparable (1 to 1.5m below the
surface). 

Cost comparison Overhead lines –
Underground transmission
The new HVDC technology has, as
already mentioned, some unique char-
acteristics particularly when it comes
to increasing network security. This
means before a strict cost comparison
is performed, a needs evaluation is
required. Some key checkpoints are
listed in .Table 2

Grid flexibility

Construction of Murraylink HVDC Light® (Australia).5

Footnote
2) See “HVDC: A ‘firewall’ against disturbances in

high-voltage grids”, Lennart Carlsson, ABB Review

3/2005 pp 42–46.

Need for power transmission 
50–1000 MW
Need for accurate and fast control
Distance more than 100 km
Difficult to obtain permits for OHL
Asynchronous networks
Weak AC network
Risk for dynamic instability
Power quality issues
Need for grid black start capability
Need for high availability although 
occurrence of thunderstorms, wind   
storms/hurricanes or heavily icing 
conditions may apply
Need for low maintenance
Need for small footprint
Risk of low harmonic resonances
Need for fast voltage an reactive power 
control to enhance network security

HVDC suitability checklistTable 2
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HVDC Light® valve.6

If at least three of these conditions are
fulfilled it is likely that an HVDC
Light® system will offer a very attrac-
tive solution. If, however, OHL per-
mits are difficult to obtain, then this
reason alone is sufficient to warrant
an HVDC Light® solution. 

In the following paragraphs, two ex-
amples currently being studied are
presented.

Case 1,700 MW over 400 km
It is assumed this case fulfils at least
five of the criteria outlined in ,
such as:

The need for 50 – 1000 MW.
Transmission distance is greater
than 100km.
Difficulty to obtain permits for OHL.
Risk of dynamic instability.
Need for fast voltage and reactive
power control to enhance network
security.

A comparison of the direct investment
cost shows the following span:
The direct investment cost for HVDC
Light® option including converters,
cables and their installation is in the
range of $ 275 – $ 420 million. The
breadth of this range is primarily due
to differences in installation costs and
local market conditions.

For the AC overhead option there is
an even greater span in cost. A study

Table 2

made by ICF consultancy in 2001
shows a huge variation in costs from
country to country. Using these data,
the direct investment cost for the AC
overhead option gives a cost range of
$ 130 – $ 440 million for the line includ-
ing installation and substations.

At the direct investment cost level 
the price for the underground alter-
native is between 0.6 and 3.2 times
the overhead option. This is quite a
difference from the normally antici-
pated 5 – 15 times. 

Furthermore, other factors should also
be considered, for example:

Additional investments in equip-
ment to manage voltage and reac-
tive power control in the AC case.
Losses (both cases).
Costs for permitting the overhead
solution.
Cost for permission and construc-
tion time (both cases).
Increased transmission capacity in
the existing AC grid (HVDC case).
Loss of property value.

When these factors are included in
the evaluation, the competitiveness 
of the HVDC alternative increases.
Assume, for example, the following
realistic additional factors for the
overhead option:

Additional reactive compensation:
$ 25 million.

Loss of property value: $ 25 million.
Value of increased transmission
capacity in existing AC grid: 
$ 50 million.

Applying these factors raises the price
tag of the AC alternative to between
$230 million and $ 540 million, and
that of the underground option to be-
tween $ 275 million and $ 420 million.
The costs of the two alternatives are
quite comparable and local factors
determine which option is the most
advantageous.

Case 2,350 MW over 100 km
A similar exercise for this case results
in a direct investment cost for the
HVDC option of between $ 110 million
and $ 150 million, whereas the AC
overhead version costs vary between
$40 million and $ 90 million. The
relative direct investment cost of the
HVDC solution is in the range of
1.2 – 3.75 times that of an OHL. The
application of the additional factors
discussed above will again reduce the
cost difference between the alterna-
tives.

Conclusions
Increased environmental pressure on
overhead transmission lines is both
raising total costs and increasing the
risk for substantial project delays.
New HVDC technology in the form of
HVDC Light® has made underground
options technically feasible and eco-
nomically viable. This is especially so
if the new grid investment is driven
by security of supply issues. The con-
ventional view that an underground
link will cost 5 – 15 times its overhead
counterpart must be revised. Depend-
ing on local conditions, it is realistic
that the costs for an underground
high-voltage line are equal to that of
traditional overhead lines.

Light and invisible

Dag Ravemark

ABB Cororate Research

Västerås, Sweden

dag.ravemark@se.abb.com

Bo Normark

ABB Power Technologies

Zürich, Switzerland

bo.normark@se.abb.com
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5.0 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM ACTIONS

Improvements in transmission system operations and transmission equipment efficiency can
reduce GHG emissions through a reduction in system losses.  Decisions about investing in
transmission & distribution (T&D) systems affect how much of the power generated is
actually delivered to customers.  Energy losses occur due to under-investment in T&D
infrastructure, inefficient operation and theft.  While energy losses range widely, average
losses among 88 developing countries was greater than 18%, significantly higher than
average 5-10% losses of OECD countries.

Transmission capacity also affects the ability of utility systems to engage in power trading.
Some countries/regions experience transmission bottlenecks that prevent
regional/international power exchanges; this inhibits the use of existing generation capacity in
the system and may cause electricity shortages, because of the inability to transmit power
between areas with surplus power and power deficits.  The environmental impacts of this may
varyit may lead to increased use of older, less efficient (and higher emitting) plants, and
may also lead to the construction of new units or individual back-up units to compensate for
the shortfall.

Transmission system reliability should be evaluated with regard to GHG emissions.
Consumers will adopt alternative energy strategies when transmission reliability is poor.
When alternatives include small generators powered by internal combustion engines, then
there will be a contribution to GHG emissions.  This is especially the case when poor
transmission reliability results in nonpolluting generating capacity, such as hydropwer, being
replaced by internal combustion engines.

This section discusses some of the predominant transmission system actions being undertaken
in developing countries to improve system operations.  Indications of the GHG effects are
provided when available; however, GHG effects are largely site-specific since they are
dependent on the fuels and technologies used to generate the electricity.
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5.1 HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT

CHARACTERISTICS

Most transmission lines use alternating current (AC), where the current direction typically
reverses itself 60 times per second. High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) systems transmit
power using direct current, which flows in (only) one direction.  80% of the losses occurring
during transmission and distribution are due to resistance, which is inversely related to
voltage—therefore, the higher the voltage, the lower the T&D losses.  Electrical resistance
losses in HVDC systems can be less than half of those in AC transmission lines, making
HVDC well-suited for bulk transfer of electricity over large distances.

With lower losses, less electricity generation is required.  With lower generation, there is also
a reduction in GHG emissions when the transmitted electricity is generated by emitting
sources.

Experience with HVDC dates to 1954 when the first HVDC line—with a power rating of 20
MW and 1900 kV over a distance of 96 km—was built in Sweden.  Lines are now capable of
larger loads—Brazil has a 6,300 MW and 600 kV line that spans 800 km.  Current world
HVDC capacity is approximately 63 GW, with plans for additional expansion underway.
New methods of power generation that generate in direct current  (thermoelectric,
magnetohydrodynamic, fuel cells) will further improve the attractiveness of HVDC.

SIZE: 20 MW and 100 kV to 6,300 MW and 600 kV.
FEATURES: Overhead lines can extend more than 800 km.  Cables can be

strung for more than 40 km.  Transmission lines are perpetual,
but the lifetime of HVDC components (rectifiers, invertors,
thyristors and DC circuit breakers) is about 30 years.

COST: Total cost of HVDC systems includes conductors, insulators,
converters, tower and right-of-way costs.  HVDC lines are less
expensive than AC, but require converters at each terminal.
HVDC is more economical than AC transmission for distances
over 500 km for overhead transmission lines; 20-50 km for
submarine cables; and 40-100 km for underground cables.
These break-even costs do not include any credit for avoided
emissions, or for avoided generation costs.

CURRENT USAGE: In 1993, world HVDC capacity was 58,000 MW.
POTENTIAL USAGE: An additional 9,000 MW planned (as of 1993).

ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION

• There is a lack of industry familiarity with HVDC technology, and environmental criteria
are not well defined.

 
• No DC circuit breaker exists, restricting DC use to point-to-point.  Switching or fault
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clearing cannot be accomplished without total outage of all connected DC lines.
• “Back-to-back” HVDC installations are needed to connect two alternating current

systems.  Need further development of DC breakers to increase HVDC system flexibility
and development of lower cost converters at terminals.

• HVDC does not create an electromagnetic field.
• There is a limited ability to respond to large generator outages or system faults, resulting

in potential system instability.
 
 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
• Typical transmission line losses on the order of 7-10% in the United States and other

developed countries could be reduced to 3-5%, resulting in a corresponding reduction in
GHG-emitting generation demand.  Transmission system line losses are often much higher
in developing countries, affording the opportunity for even greater reductions.

 EMISSION ESTIMATE: Because DC transmission is more efficient than AC, use of
HVDC reduces generation needed and the associated emissions
of greenhouse gases.

 COST-EFFECTIVENESS: N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS: Use of more efficient DC transmission also minimizes associated

emissions avoided from electricity generation.
 
 RESOURCES
 
• Thallam, R.S. 1993. "High-Voltage Direct-Current Transmission," The Electrical

Engineering Handbook, Dorf, R.C. (ed.), CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL (US).
• There is a partnership between the U.S. Department of Energy, (U.S.) Federal Marketing

Authorities, the Electric Power Research Institute, several electric utilities and equipment
manufacturers to develop and demonstrate HVDC.  Projects have been conducted in the
following areas:  the DC Pacific Intertie, New England/Hydro Quebec Line, and HVDC
Lines in the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool.

• HVDC transmission lines are installed from Sardinia-Corsica-Italy, Greece-Crete, Zaire-
Egypt, Russia-Finland and Finland-Sweden, Brazil, India, and more.

• An HVDC interconnection project between TNB of Malaysia and EGAT (Thailand) is
scheduled to be operational by mid 1999. With the development of the project, the
present 132/115 kV AC interconnection will be upgraded in terms of power capacity and
controllability which will further enhance system integrity, security and economic
interchange between the two parties.

• An example transmission service agreement for the use of an HVDC line can be found on
the www at http://www.nees.com/oasis/hvdcts.htm.

• The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has and is developing HVDC support
equipment including a revenue meter and an HVDC transmission line reference handbook.

 
 
 CONTACTS

a
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 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 Electric Power Research Institute
 Mark Wilhelm
 Director, Power Delivery Group
 Palo Alto, CA
 Tel:  (650) 855-2771
 mwilhelm@epri.com
 http://www.epri.com/pdg/trans/
 
 Electricité de France
 Alain Le Du
 Paris, France
 Tel:  +33 1 47 65 33 88
 Fax:  +33 1 47 65 32 51
 Alain.Ledu@edfgdf.fr
 
 

 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel:  (312) 831-3170
 Fax:  (312) 831-3999
 pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
 
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory
 Jim Van Coevening
 Power Systems Technology Program
 Energy Division
 Oak Ridge, TN
 Tel:  (615) 574-4829
 http://www.ornl.gov
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 5.2 IMPROVING LINE FLOW CONTROL
 

 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 Power electronics can be used to control the flow of electrical energy, making better
utilization of the transmission system possible, effectively increasing transmission capacity.
 
 The Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) uses advanced solid-state switches that
direct the flow of electric power more precisely along specific transmission lines and swiftly
stabilize power swings caused by short circuits and other disturbances; this gives significantly
greater control and efficiency on utility transmission lines compared with conventional
equipment.  TCSC also makes it possible to achieve a much higher level of compensation and
optimization of power delivery strategies
 
 System optimization will allow more effective integration and use of renewables, energy
storage, and demand-side management leading to possible GHG reductions.  Spinning reserve
requirementsthe generating capacity used as backup powercould be reduced, also
resulting in lower air pollutant and GHG emissions.  The balancing of phase currents reduces
the losses associated with residual currents.  However, increasing current flow on a
transmission line increases line losses, which can reduce or offset the net GHG emission
reductions.
 
 SIZE: Feasible for all transmission voltages
 FEATURES: Increases transmission capacity on existing lines while improving

control of power flow. by increasing stability and decreasing the
effective “length” of the lines.

 COST: Prices are quoted in $ per kVAr of capacitor rating
 CURRENT USAGE: Currently in use on power systems in U.S., Canada and Europe
 POTENTIAL USAGE: Can be used on any bulk power alternating and direct current

transmission systems.  Development is underway of a Flexible
Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS)—a
collection of power transmission control technologies that are
faster and less susceptible to wear than conventional mechanical
devices, that will improve controls of system volt-amperes-
reactive (VARS) and system impedances (TCSC) (also system
voltages).

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• In many cases, transmission line flows may already be sufficiently controlled such that

further line flow controls may not be cost-effective.
• Research and development is needed in protection and real time control areas, and in

flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) device technology.
• Higher line currents will produce greater magnetic fields, resulting in electro-magnetic

health concerns.
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• Series capacitor installations that compensate more than 25% of line impedance should be
studied for potential sub-synchronous resonance problems.

 
 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
• Reduces losses thereby avoiding demand.  However, if demand shifts, total emissions may

not be reduced.
 EMISSION ESTIMATE: Varies according to the fuel source used to generate electricity.
 COST-EFFECTIVENESS: N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS: Varies according to the fuel source used to generate electricity.
 
 RESOURCES
 
• Numerous applications of improved power electronics exist in the U.S. including: 1)

series compensation of a 500 kV line and other projects to improve power flow and
system stability, 2) projects testing EPRI/Slatt Thyristor switched capacitor; 3)
investigation of dynamic rating of transmission line conductors.  More specific
information is available in the U.S. DOE Climate Challenge Options Workbook.
http://www.eren.doe.gov/climatechallenge/

• The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has a Capacitor
Subcommittee of its Transmission & Distribution Committee.  The Subcommittee has
various working groups including: Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor Working Group.
Shunt Capacitor Standard Working Group and a Series Capacitor Standard Working
Group.   http://www.electrotek.com/ieee/capsub/capsub.htm.

• West Virginia University Electricity Restructuring Research Group, 1998, “Transmission
Enhancement and Expansion,” Interim Report No. 5 (January).
http://www.nrcce.wvu.edu/special/electricity/elecpaper5.htm.

• Electric Power Research Institute, Guide for Economic Evaluation of Flexible Access
Transmission Systems (FACTS) in Open Access Environments (TR-108500).

• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Subsynchronous Resonance Counter-
Measures, PES publication 81 TH0086-9-PWR.

a
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 CONTACTS
 
 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 Electric Power Research Institute
 Mark Wilhelm
 Director, Power Delivery Group
 Palo Alto, CA
 Tel: (650) 855-2772
 mwilhelm@epri.com
 http://www.epri.com
 
 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel:  (312) 831-3170
 Fax:  (312) 831-3999
 pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
 

 Oak Ridge National Laboratory
 Jim Van Coevening
 Power Systems Technology Program
 Energy Division
 Oak Ridge, TN
 Tel:  (615) 574-4829
 http://www.ornl.gov
 
 Tennessee Valley Authority
 Jeffrey Nelson
 Chairman
 IEEE Capacitor Subcommittee
 Knoxville, TN
 Tel:  (423) 751-8275
 Fax:  (423) 751-4788
 jhnelson@tva.gov
 http://www.tva.gov
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 5.3 CONDUCTOR LOSS REDUCTION AND PHASE
CURRENT OPTIMIZATION

 
 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 Maximum utilization of existing transmission assets while ensuring transmission reliability
makes good business sense.  Especially where transmission lines are operated with open
access, it is critical for operators to be able to assess and uprate existing lines at minimum
cost.
 
 Conductor performance may be affected by line sag, wind damage, corrosion, and other
causes.  Conductor loss rates are determined by the resistance of the transmission line
conductor. As conductor line diameter is increased, resistance is lowered.  Resistance, and
thus losses, is also a function of the type of material of which the conductor is made.
Replacing a conductor with one of a larger diameter and/or changing to a lower resistance
material will reduce power loss.  Segmenting shield wires eliminates losses associated with
loop flow through this path. Lower loss rates result in lower generation demand and a
decrease in GHG emissions.
 
 SIZE: Transmission line conductors range in size according to voltage,

line length and power transfer requirements.
 FEATURES: Transmission conductors are fabricated from electrical grade

aluminum (copper is no longer used).  At higher voltages
multiple bundles of conductors per electrical phase are used.

 COST: Cost is based on cost of material, installation and when replacing
an existing conductor there is an added cost to strengthen
support towers.  Conductor costs in low labor cost markets are
about 20-25% of total line costs.

 CURRENT USAGE: Upgrading of existing overhead transmission lines may be
considered on shorter lines and where procurement of new right
of way is difficult.

 POTENTIAL USAGE: As right of way becomes more difficult to obtain, consideration
of the conductor upgrade option will increase.

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• Replacing existing conductor lines is generally only cost-effective when a thermal

capacity increase is required.  Conductor losses should be considered in designing
transmission lines.

• Existing transmission line pole, tower and cross arm strength may not be sufficient for a
larger conductor requiring a complete rebuild of the transmission line, not just conductor
replacement.

• Public misperceptions about electro-magnetic fields (EMF) increase difficulties in siting
and extensive environmental permitting can be required, especially where structure
rebuilding is necessary.
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 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT
 
 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED
 
 CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
l The U.S.-based Commonwealth Electric Companies, participating in the U.S. DOE-

sponsored Climate Challenge, estimates that upgrades to its transmission & distribution
systems including voltage and equipment upgrades, conductor loss optimization and the
use of loss transformer and other equipment will reduce CO2 emissions by approximately
12,400 tons of CO2 annually.

 EMISSION ESTIMATE:  N/A
 COST-EFFECTIVENESS:  N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS:  N/A
 
 RESOURCES
 
• Power Technologies, Inc. sponsors educational programs on modifying conductors when

uprating transmission lines. http://www.pti-us.com
• Electric Power Research Institute Reports, EL-5478, Shield Losses in Medium-Voltage

Cables, details how to design neutral conductors for maximum cost-effectiveness and
includes calculations of circulating current losses and ampacities for commonly used
cables.

• Electric Power Research Institute Reports, EL-6759-D, Transmission Cable Magnetic
Field Research, provides magnetic field data for one cable configuration.

 
 CONTACTS
 
 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 
 
 
 

 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel: (312) 831-3170
 Fax: (312) 831-3999
 pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
 
 

a
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 5.4 INSTALLING MORE EFFICIENT TRANSFORMERS
 

 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 Transformers are used to step-up the generator voltage for transmission and to step-down
the transmission voltage to intermediate levels for distribution and customer use. Commonly
used transformers are oil-filled, pole-mounted types for overhead distribution; and oil-filled,
pad-mounted models for underground feeds.  Dry-type transformers, used for smaller, special
applications, are typically located inside buildings away from harsh environments.  Current
standard practice is to design large power transformers based on economic considerations,
rather than on maximum operating efficiency.  Transformers consume power even when loads
are switched off or disconnected, and every time a transformer is energized, an electrical loss
in the transformer known as "core loss" occurs.
 
 Recent technological advances have succeeded in reducing core losses, thereby improving
efficiency.  Increasing transformer efficiency requires less electricity generation to provide
the same level of customer service; this will reduce fuel consumption and GHG emissions.
Also, because of the large number of transformers installed throughout the world, even small
improvements in transformer performance can add up to a significant reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions.
 
 Transformer failure may be catastrophic and cause power interruptions; other transformer
problems are more subtle and may result in energy waste that goes unchecked for years.
Current research is seeking ways to further reduce core losses as well as decreasing winding
loss.
 
 SIZE: Transmission grid power transformer:  110 kV to 765 kV,  200

MVA  to 1,500 MVA
   Distribution transformer:  37.5 kVA,     120 to 600 V.
 FEATURES: Transmission power substation transformers; pad or pole

mounted distribution transformers.  Many transformers operate
at more than 98% efficiency, but even losses of 2% of total
electricity generation translates into billions of kilowatt hours of
wasted electricity each year.

 COST: Transformers are evaluated in terms of total ownership cost,
equal to net selling price plus discounted value of future load
and no-load losses. Transmission power substation:
~$4,145/MVA plus $4,100-6,000/kW for load loss  Distribution
transformer: ~$750/kVA plus $3,000-6,000/kW for load loss.

 CURRENT USAGE: Conventional steel core transformers are commercially available.
In newer transformers, PCB-containing oils are not used in
cooling systems, which increases their attractiveness.

 
 
 POTENTIAL USAGE: Low temperature and high temperature superconducting
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transformers are under development.  Amorphous core
transformers offer potential loss reduction benefits.

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• Increased capital cost of high efficiency transformers may not be offset by direct cost-

savings from reduced generation demand.
• Replacement of older transformers requires treatment and disposal of PCB containing

oils.
• Transformers consume power even when loads are switched off or disconnected.

Disconnecting the primary side of transformers to save transformer standby losses is safe
provided that critical equipment such as clocks, fire alarms, and heating control circuits
are not affected.

• For three-phase transformers, ensure that each phase balances in voltage with others to
within the minimum transformer step. If this fails to yield equal tap settings, redistribution
of loads is necessary.

 
 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
• If demand shifts as a result of improved efficiency, total emissions may not be reduced.
 EMISSION ESTIMATE: Produces no direct emissions. Avoids the emissions associated

with a 0.25% reduction in total transmission losses (usually 5%
to 6%).

 COST-EFFECTIVENESS: N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS: N/A
 
 RESOURCES
 

• Dirks, J., et al. September, 1993.  High-Temperature Superconducting Transformer
Performance, Cost, and Market Evaluation, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, PNL-
7318.

• Fink, D., and H. Beaty, 1993, Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, 13th Edition,
McGraw-Hill.

• Oak Ridge National Laboratory, The Feasibility of Replacing or Upgrading Utility
Distribution Transformers During Routine Maintenance, Oct 1972.

• The U.S. EPA's Energy Star Transformer Program has information about manufacturers
of distribution transformers that have committed to produce and market efficient
transformers.  http://www.epa.gov/appdstar/transform/

 
 
 
 
 CONTACTS
 

a
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 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel:  (312) 831-3170
 Fax:  (312) 831-3999
 pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
 

 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
 EnergyStar Transformer Program
 Alison ten Cate
 Tel:  (202) 544-9023
 Fax:  (202) 565-2079
 tencate.alison@epamail.epa.gov
 http://www.epa.gov
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 5.5 INCREASING AND STABILIZING LINE VOLTAGE
 

 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 Increasing transmission line voltage improves the efficiency of electricity transmission over
the line.  Using the highest transmission voltage that is operationally and economically
justified reduces line losses and increases line utilization.
 
 Conventional line designs use porcelain or composite silicon insulators.  Cable systems use
oil-impregnated paper insulated cables and solid dielectric insulation.  Static Var
Compensation (SVC) devices are thyristor controlled devices installed at transmission line
terminals, and control the flow of reactive power to maintain terminal voltage within pre-set
limits; typically +/- 5% or 10% of nominal.
 
 The increased efficiency means less electricity must be generated to provide the same level of
customer service, reducing fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
 
 SIZE: 110 kV to 765 kV alternating current transmission lines.  SVC

ratings in the range of hundreds of MVAr at costs in the range
of $50 to $100 per kVAr of capacity rating.

 FEATURES: SVC’s control terminal voltage on overhead transmission lines
and cable systems.

 COST: Voltage upgrades can range from 50% of original line cost to
total replacement of existing lines — costs range from $50,000
to $750,000 per km. SVC ratings (hundreds of MVAr) cost
from $50-100 per kVAr of capacity rating.

 CURRENT USAGE: Conventional line designs use porcelain or composite silicon
insulators.  Cable systems use oil-impregnated paper insulated
cables and solid dielectric insulation.

 POTENTIAL USAGE: Development of gas insulated systems with SF6 gas and
superconducting cables is underway

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• Energy loss reductions alone do not offset the cost of additional equipment or the

replacement of existing line and terminal components.  Voltage upgrades are generally
only cost-effective when used to increase capacity.  Also, higher voltage transmission
facilities have increased costs.

• Public concerns and misperceptions with electromagnetic fields (EMF) exist.  Increased
voltage is incorrectly associated with increased EMFs.

• Existing lines may need to be rebuilt to obtain sufficient clearance required for increased
voltage. New permitting may be required for higher voltage lines.
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
• Increasing and stabilizing line voltage indirectly avoids emissions through increasing

efficiency and reducing energy demand.
 EMISSION ESTIMATE:  N/A
 COST-EFFECTIVENESS:  N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS:  N/A
 
 RESOURCES
 
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1993, Suggested Techniques for Voltage

Stability Analysis, PES publication 93 THO 620-5
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1993, System Protection for Voltage

Stability, PES publication, 93 THO 596-7-PWR
 
 CONTACTS
 
 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 Electric Power Research Institute
 Palo Alto, CA
 http://www.epri.com
 

 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel:  (312) 831-3170
 Fax:  (312) 831-3999
 Pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
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 5.6 INSTALLING NEW, MORE EFFICIENT
TRANSMISSION LINES

 

 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 The location of power transmission lines often does not optimize power delivery efficiency.
This may be due to normal changes in customer demand, shifting of demand centers, or
attempts to avoid installation of new facilities.  However, proper placement of new
transmission lines—especially in populated areas—may achieve significant reductions in
transmission losses, and allow for trading of electricity from systems that may have excess
capacity to those with capacity shortfalls.
 
 Lowering transmission losses results in reduced generation requirements, with subsequent
reductions in GHG emissions.
 
 New transmission lines between utility systems allow excess capacity in one system, which
may be more efficient and produce less GHG, to be made available to other systems with
capacity shortages or more carbon-intensive fueled generation.  Energy consumption for
spinning reserves may also be reduced.  New transmission line capacity connecting utility
systems is generally required to achieve these results.
 
 SIZE: Alternating current transmission lines operating at voltages from

110 kV up to 765 kV.
 FEATURES: Design of lines to provide greater reliability, reduced resistance

losses, reduced leakage currents and improved lightning
performance.

 COST: Increase total line construction costs by 10% to 25%.
 CURRENT USAGE: Transmission line designs use composite silicon-based

insulators, more precise design calculations of shielding angles,
and economic conductor selection.

 POTENTIAL USAGE: Improved relaying with high speed re-closing, improved
insulation to reduce Corona and pollution losses, and high phase
order (six phase) transmission lines.  Also some potential for use
of Gas Insulated Transmission and solid dielectric insulated
cable systems.

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• Inter-utility transmission lines may not be considered “used and useful” by regulators, and

could possibly be excluded from the utility rate base.
• Competitive opportunities may be created when electricity users have transmission

alternatives.
• The regulatory process for the routing and permitting of transmission line projects can be

a deterrent.
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• Public opposition and concern with EMF and the construction of new transmission lines
can increase the difficulties in undertaking new projects.

• Underground transmission lines are expensive.
 
 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
l Emissions are avoided when generation is shifted from lower-emitting sources to meet

demand that would otherwise be met by higher-emitting source.  For example, installing a
new line to transport power generated by a natural-gas burning facility instead of adding
capacity at a coal-fired power plant.

 EMISSION ESTIMATE: N/A
 COST-EFFECTIVENESS: N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS: N/A
 
 RESOURCES
 
• U.S. Office of Technology Assessment; Electric Power Wheeling and Dealing;

Technological Consideration for Increasing Competition”; OTA-E0409; Washington
D.C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, May, 1989.

 
 CONTACTS
 
 ABB Power T&D
 Henry Chao
 Raleigh, NC
 Tel:  (919) 856-2394
 http://www.abb.se/pow/home.htm
 
 Electric Power Research Institute
 Mark Wilhelm
 Director, Power Delivery Group
 Palo Alto, CA
 Tel:  (650) 855-2771
 mwilhelm@epri.com
 http://www.epri.com/pdg/trans

 Harza Engineering
 Peter Donalek
 Electric Power Systems Department
 Chicago, IL
 Tel:  (312) 831-3170
 Fax:  (312) 831-3999
 Pdonalek@harza.com
 http://www.harza.com
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 5.7 COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS AND
MODELS

 

 CHARACTERISTICS
 
 Computer software provides the necessary analytical tools required to establish technical and
economic feasibility of improved transmission facilities for reduction of GHG.   There are a
large number of software tools available from industry-based research organizations such as
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the United States, the Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) in Japan, and the Centro Elettrotecnico
Sperimentale Italiano (CESI) in Italy.  With the shift toward a restructured electric utility
industry these organizations are now making their software products available on a semi-
commercial basis.  In addition to traditional load flow, short circuit, transient stability and
electromagnetic transient programs, transmission line design work stations and individual
transmission line design programs are also available.
 
 SIZE: Available for design of transmission lines from 110 kV to 765

kV
 FEATURES: Economic conductor selection, shielding angle lightning

protection, tower and foundation design, structural upgrading,
right of way mapping, tower spotting, and cable rating

 COST: Cost of individual software packages begins at $25,000; other
software is available by membership.  (Membership also includes
access to future upgrades and benefits from access to new
research efforts and information).

 CURRENT USAGE: Software such as the ElectroMagnetic Transients Program
(EMTP) has been in use since the 1960s and is supported by the
Bonneville Power Administration. In the U.S., Europe and Japan
electric utilities, consultants, contractors, and equipment
suppliers use up-to-date software to prepare transmission line
designs.

 POTENTIAL USAGE: With the improved access available from the Internet it is
possible to download software to utility company work  stations
anywhere in the world.

 
 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING ACTION
 
• The cost of software in addition to the subsequent need for computer hardware, software

training and maintenance may be difficult for management to justify.
• Annual membership fees and software maintenance charges are expensive for utilities in

developing countries.
• Software license, copyright protection and membership agreement language create

bureaucratic barriers.
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 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

 EMISSION EFFECT:   AVOIDED OFFSET REDUCED

CONDITIONS FOR EMISSIONS MITIGATION:
• Models may be able to quantify expected emissions mitigation.
 EMISSION ESTIMATE:  N/A
 COST-EFFECTIVENESS: N/A
 SECONDARY EFFECTS: N/A
 
 RESOURCES
 
• Most industry-based research groups host websites with detailed descriptions of their

products.  These include:
Ø Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, http://criepi.denken.or.jp/
Ø Centro Elettrotechnico Sperimentale Italiano, http://www.cesi.it/
Ø Electric Power Research Institute, http://www.epri.com

CONTACTS

Electric Power Research Institute
Mark Lauby
Palo Alto, CA
Tel:  (415) 855-2282
Fax:  (415) 855-2065
mlauby@epri.com

a
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Introduction

Interfaces you can trust
ABB manufactures underground and submarine power 
cables up to the highest voltages available. 

Furthermore, we produce associated joints, terminations 
and other accessories for all types of cables. The products 
are designed to work perfectly together. Thus, we know 
what we connect. 

Experience you can rely on
We have extensive experience of cable projects all over the 
world, encompassing every aspect from planning to commis-
sioning, including engineering, route surveys, cable-laying, 
installation and final testing. Very few manufacturers can 
point to such a long tradition in the high voltage field as ABB. 
We delivered our first electrical cable in 1883 and introduced 
triple-extruded XLPE cables around 1970. In the early 1970s 
we started to supply cables for over 100 kV and our first 245 
kV XLPE cable was put into service in 1978. ABB has since then 
supplied more than 7,300 km of XLPE cables above 100 kV. 
Experience you can rely on.

Research and development
ABB has always been a pioneer in the high voltage field 
and we have many world’s first and world records among 
our references. But there are no shortcuts to success. 
Maintaining our position calls for innovative research and 
development, backed up by the wealth of know-how we 
have accumulated over the years. One of the driving forces 
for our R&D is to meet the new and constantly increasing 

requirements from the power industry and a deregulated 
market. Today we aim to develop the solutions our custo-
mers will need tomorrow.

State-of-the-art manufacturing lines
Experience and state-of-the-art expertise go hand in hand 
for us. We have been manufacturing cables for over 120 
years and have since the beginning been one of the 
leading producers. Our factories are among the most 
modern in the world and our advanced quality system 
leaves nothing to chance. Every cubic millimeter of the 
cable has to be perfect. We design and produce cables in 
accordance with internationally approved standards or/and 
according to our customers’ specifications.

This guide presents XLPE cables and systems for under-
ground applications mainly.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

XLPE Cable Systems
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XLPE	cable	systems	–	design,	installation	and	testing

XLPE cables 
Single- or three-core XLPE cables consist of the following  
components:

• Conductor 
 - Copper (Cu) or Aluminium (Al) stranded compacted  
   conductor or 
 - Cu segmental conductor or 
 - Cu or Al conductor with key-stone shaped profiles 
 - Longitudinal water sealing of conductor

• Triple extruded and dry cured XLPE insulation system

• Metallic screen 
   Copper wire screen 
    Copper tape screen 
    Radial water sealing 
  - Al or Cu laminate solidly bonded to outer  
      polyethylene jacket or 
  - Lead sheath 
    Longitudinal water sealing of metallic screen

• Non-metallic outer sheath 
 - PE 
 - PVC 
 - Halogen free flame retardant 
 - Co-extruded conductive layer over the sheath for  
   special sheath testing

• Armour 
 - Single wire armour 
 - Double wire armour

Cable accessories
ABB’s line-up of cable accessories for ABB XLPE cable systems 
includes:
• Straight joints and joints with integrated screen  
 separation for cross bonding

• Transition joints for connection of XLPE to fluid- 
 filled cables

• Outdoor terminations with porcelain or composite  
 insulators
• Screened separable connectors for switchgears and  
 transformers

• Cable terminations for transformers and  
 Gas Insulated Switchgears (GIS)

• Link boxes for earthing and cross-bonding

• Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) Systems with  
 integrated optical fibre in metallic tube (FIMT)

• Integrated optical fibre cable for control and  
 communication, as an alternative to separately installed  
 optical fibre cable. Especially suitable for 3-core  
 submarine cables and for cables with a copper wire metallic 
 screen.
More information about our accessories is available on www.abb.com

X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S  -  D E S I G N ,  I N S T A L L A T I O N  A N D  T E S T I N G
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Testing of XLPE cable systems
Standard routine tests, sample tests, type tests and after lay-
ing tests are normally performed according to IEC-standards. 
Other international or national standards may be followed 
upon agreement between contractor and purchaser.

Routine tests of XLPE cables and accessories
• PD-measurement test.  
• High-voltage test of main insulation  
• Electrical test of oversheath, if required   
• Visual inspection  

Sample tests
Sample tests are carried out with a frequency according to  
applicable IEC standards.
• Conductor examination
• Electrical resistance of conductor 
• Check of dimensions
• Capacitance test
• Hot set test
• Electrical tests

After laying tests
• DC voltage test of oversheath
• AC voltage test of main insulation

Installation of XLPE cable systems
Installation of cable systems includes trenching, cable pul-
ling, clamping of cable, cable splicing as well as mounting of 
accessories. High quality installation work performed by ABB 
certified field personnel is essential for achieving the low 
failure rates and reliability performance that is expected from 
modern underground transmission and distribution circuits.
 ABB has long and extensive experience from different types 
of cable installations including direct burial, duct, shaft, trough, 
tunnel and submarine installations, but also trenchless technolo-
gies like directional drilling, pipe jacking and others.

X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S  –  D E S I G N ,  I N S T A L L A T I O N  A N D  T E S T I N G
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ABB´s XLPE cable systems are designed to meet requirements  
in international and/or national standards. Some of these are 
listed below. 

IEC 
XLPE cable systems specified according to IEC 
(International Electrotechnical Commission) are among 
many other standards accepted. IEC standards are conside-
red to express an international consensus of opinion.

Some frequently used standards are:
IEC 60228
Conductors of insulated cables.

IEC 60287
Electric cables - Calculation of the current rating.

IEC 60332
Tests on electric cables under fire conditions.

IEC 60502
Power cables with extruded insulation and their accesso-
ries for rated voltage from 1 kV (U

m
=1,2 kV) up to 30 kV 

(U
m
=36 kV).

IEC 60840
Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories 
for rated voltage above 30 kV (U

m
=36 kV) up to 150 kV 

(U
m
=170 kV). Test methods and requirements.

IEC 60853
Calculation of the cyclic and emergency current rating of 
cables.

IEC 61443
Short-circuit temperature limits of electric cables with rated 
voltages above 30 kV (U

m
=36 kV)

IEC 62067
Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories 
for rated voltage above 150 kV (U

m
=170 kV) up to 500 kV 

(U
m
=550 kV). Test methods and requirements.

CENELEC
In Europe, cable standards are issued by CENELEC. 
(European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization.) 
They are as a rule implementations of the IEC specifica-
tions. Special features in design may occur depending on 
national conditions.

HD 620 
Distribution cables with extruded insulation for rated volta-
ges from 3.6/6 (7.2) kV up to and including 20.8/36 (42) kV.

HD 632 
Power cables with extruded insulation and their acces-
sories for rated voltage above 36 kV (U

m
=42 kV) up to 150 

kV (U
m
=170 kV). Part 1- General test requirements. 

Part 1 is based on IEC 60840, and follows that standard 
closely.
HD 632 is completed with a number of parts and subsec-
tions for different cables intended to be used under special 
conditions which can vary nationally in Europe.

ICEA
For North America cables are often specified according to 
ICEA (Insulated Cable Engineers Association, Inc.)

S-97-682
Standard for utility shielded power cables rated 5-46 kV.

S-108-720
Standard for extruded insulated power cables rated above 
46 through 345 kV. 

ISO Standards
ABB has well-developed systems for quality and environ-
mental management which put the needs and wishes of 
the customer first. Our systems comply with the requi-
rements of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 and are certified by 
Bureau Veritas Quality International.

XLPE	cable	and	cable	system	standards

ISO	14001	and	ISO	9001	Certificate	of	Approval	

X L P E  C A B L E  A N D  C A B L E  S Y S T E M  S T A N D A R D S
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Trefoil and flat formation
The three cables in a 3-phase circuit can be placed in different 
formations. Typical formations include trefoil (triangular) and 
flat formations. The choice depends on several factors like 
screen bonding method, conductor area and available space 
for installation.

Bonding of the metallic screens
The electric power losses in a cable circuit are dependent 
on the currents flowing in the metallic sheaths of the cables. 
Therefore, by reducing or eliminating the metallic sheath cur-
rents through different methods of bonding, it is possible to 
incresase the load current carrying capacity (ampacity) of the 
cable circuit. The usual bonding methods are described below:

Both-ends bonding
A system is both ends bonded if the arrangements are such 
that the cable sheaths provide path for circulating currents 
at normal conditions. This will cause losses in the screen, 
which reduce the cable current carrying capacity. These 
losses are smaller for cables in trefoil formation than in flat 
formation with separation.

Single-point bonding
A system is single point bonded if the arrangements are such 
that the cable sheaths provide no path for the flow of circulat-
ing currents or external fault currents. In such case, a voltage 
will be induced between screens of adjacent phases of the 
cable circuit and between screen and earth, but no current 
will flow. This induced voltage is proportional to the cable 
length and current. Single-point bonding can only be used for 
limited route lengths, but in general the accepted screen volt-
age potential limits the length.

Cross-bonding
A system is cross-bonded if the arrangements are such that 
the circuit provides electrically continuous sheath runs from 
earthed termination to earthed termination but with the 
sheaths so sectionalized and cross-connected in order to 
eliminate the sheath circulating currents. In such case, a volt-
age will be induced in between screen and earth, but no 
significant current will flow. The maximum induced voltage 
will appear at the link boxes for cross-bonding. This method 
permits a cable current-carrying capacity as high as with sin-
gle-point bonding but longer route lengths than the latter. It 
requires screen separation and additional link boxes.

Trefoil													or		 flat	formation

XLPE	cable	system	configurations

X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M  C O N F I G U R A T I O N S
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The XLPE cable should at least have a conductor cross section 
adequate to meet the system requirements for power trans-
mission capacity. The cost of energy losses can be reduced by 
using larger conductor. 

Load losses in XLPE cables are primarily due to the ohmic loss-
es in the conductor and the metallic screen.  XLPE cables can 
be loaded continuously to a conductor temperature of 90°C. 

The dielectric losses in the XLPE insulation system are present 
also at no load current and depend primarily on the magni-
tude of the operating voltage.

Dielectric losses in XLPE cables are lower than for EPR and 
fluid-filled cables.

Continuous current ratings for three-core cables are given in 
Table 1 and for single-core cables in Tables 2-5. The continuous 
current ratings are calculated according to IEC 60287 series of 
standards and with the following conditions:
- One multi-core cable or one three-phase group of  
 single-core cables
- Ground temperature 20°C
- Ambient air temperature  35°C
- Laying depth L 1.0 m   
- Distance “s” between cable  
 axes laid in flat formation 70 mm + D

e

- Ground thermal resistivity 1.0 Km/W

Rating factors for single-core cables are given in Tables 6 
to 14.

Table 1  

Rated voltage up to 220 kV

Cross
section

mm2

Aluminium conductor Copper conductor

In ground In air In ground In air

65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

16 74 89 60 8� 96 115 78 105

�5 95 115 80 110 1�0 145 105 140

35 115 135 97 130 145 175 1�5 170

50 135 160 1�0 165 175 �10 155 �10

70 165 195 145 195 �10 �50 185 �50

95 195 �30 170 �30 �50 300 ��0 �90

1�0 ��0 �65 �00 �70 �85 340 �55 345

150 �45 �95 ��5 300 315 380 �85 390

185 �80 335 �55 345 355 430 3�5 440

�40 3�0 385 300 400 410 495 380 515

300 365 435 335 455 460 555 430 580

400 410 490 385 5�5 515 6�5 490 680

500 465 560 445 610 580 700 560 780

630 5�5 635 510 705 640 785 635 890

800 585 715 585 810 705 865 715 1000

1000 645 785 655 915 755 935 785 1100

Current	rating	for	XLPE	cable	systems

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S

Current rating for three-core cables, ampères
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Table 2

Rated voltage 10-70 kV, aluminium conductor – 25 or 35 mm2 screen

Cross
section

conductor

Cables in Ground Cables in Air

        Flat formation        Trefoil formation         Flat formation        Trefoil formation

Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends

mm2 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

95 ��0 �65 �15 �60 �10 �50 �10 �50 �30 310 ��5 305 �00 �70 �00 �70

1�0 �50 300 �45 �95 �35 �85 �40 �85 �65 355 �60 350 �30 310 �30 315

150 �80 335 �70 3�5 �65 3�0 �65 3�0 305 410 �90 395 �60 355 �60 355

185 3�0 380 300 365 300 360 300 360 350 470 330 445 300 405 300 405

�40 370 445 345 4�0 350 4�0 350 4�0 410 555 380 5�0 355 480 350 480

300 4�0 500 385 465 395 475 390 470 475 640 430 590 405 550 400 550

400 480 575 430 5�0 455 545 445 540 555 745 490 675 470 645 465 635

500 550 660 480 585 5�0 6�0 505 610 645 870 555 765 550 750 540 735

630 630 755 530 650 590 710 570 690 750 10�0 630 870 635 870 6�0 850

800 710 855 580 710 665 805 640 775 870 1180 700 975 730 1005 705 975

1000 795 960 6�5 775 740 895 700 855 995 1350 770 1080 830 1140 795 1100

1�00 860 1040 660 815 795 965 750 915 1095 1490 8�0 1155 905 1�45 855 1190

1400 9�0 1115 685 855 845 1030 790 965 1190 16�0 870 1��5 975 1345 915 1�75

1600 970 1175 710 885 890 1080 8�0 1005 1�65 1730 905 1�85 1030 14�5 965 1350

�000 1060 1�85 745 930 960 1170 875 1075 1410 1930 965 1380 1135 1575 1050 1470

Table 3

Rated voltage 10-70 kV, copper conductor – 25 or 35 mm2 screen       Segmental conductor for 1200 mm2 or more.

Cross
section

conductor

Cables in Ground Cables in Air

        Flat formation        Trefoil formation         Flat formation        Trefoil formation

Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends

mm2 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

95 �85 340 �75 330 �70 3�0 �70 3�5 �95 400 �85 390 �55 350 �55 350

1�0 3�5 380 310 370 305 365 305 365 340 460 3�5 440 �95 400 �95 400

150 360 435 340 410 345 410 340 410 390 5�5 360 495 335 455 335 455

185 410 490 375 455 385 465 385 460 445 600 405 555 385 5�0 380 5�0

�40 475 570 4�5 515 450 540 440 530 5�5 710 465 640 450 615 445 610

300 535 645 465 570 505 610 495 600 605 8�0 5�0 7�0 515 705 505 695

400 610 735 515 630 575 690 560 675 705 955 585 815 595 815 580 800

500 695 835 565 695 650 785 6�5 760 815 1105 655 910 690 945 665 915

630 790 950 615 760 735 885 695 845 945 1�85 7�5 1015 790 1085 755 1045

800 885 1070 660 8�0 815 990 765 930 1080 1470 795 11�0 895 1�30 845 1175

1000 975 1180 700 870 890 1080 8�0 1005 1�15 1660 855 1�15 995 1375 930 1�95

1�00 1130 1365 755 945 1060 1�80 930 1145 1450 1965 955 1360 1�15 1670 1090 15�0

1400 1��0 1475 785 985 1140 1380 980 1�10 1590 �160 1010 1440 13�5 18�5 1170 1640

1600 1300 1570 810 1015 1�05 1465 10�5 1�65 17�0 �340 1055 1510 14�0 1960 1�40 1740

�000 14�5 1730 840 1060 1315 1600 1085 1345 1915 �6�0 1110 1595 1570 �175 1335 1885

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S

Current rating for single-core cables, ampères
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Table 4

Rated voltage 110-500 kV, aluminium conductor – 95 mm2 screen

Cross
section

conductor

Cables in Ground Cables in Air

        Flat formation        Trefoil formation         Flat formation        Trefoil formation

Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends
       

Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends

mm2 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

300 415 495 365 445 395 475 385 460 465 6�5 415 565 410 550 400 540

400 470 565 410 500 450 540 435 5�5 535 715 470 640 475 640 460 6�5

500 540 645 455 555 515 6�0 490 595 6�0 835 530 7�5 550 745 530 7�0

630 6�0 740 500 610 590 710 550 670 730 975 595 8�0 640 865 605 830

800 700 845 540 665 670 805 610 745 840 1130 660 910 735 995 685 940

1000 785 950 585 7�0 745 900 670 8�0 960 1�95 7�0 1005 830 1135 765 1055

1�00 850 10�5 610 755 805 970 710 870 1055 14�0 765 1070 905 1�35 8�5 1140

1400 910 1100 635 785 855 1040 745 915 1140 1545 805 11�5 975 1335 880 1��0

1600 960 1165 655 815 900 1095 775 955 1��0 1650 835 1170 1035 14�0 9�5 1�85

�000 1050 1�75 685 855 975 1190 8�0 1015 1355 1840 885 1�50 1140 1570 1000 1395

Table 5

Rated voltage 110-500 kV, copper conductor – 95 mm2 screen       Segmental conductor for 1200 mm2 or more.

Cross
section

conductor

Cables in Ground Cables in Air

        Flat formation        Trefoil formation         Flat formation        Trefoil formation

       
Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends

     
Crossbonded Both ends Cross bonded Both ends

mm2 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

300 530 640 440 535 505 610 480 580 600 805 500 685 5�5 710 500 685

400 600 7�0 485 595 575 690 540 650 680 915 565 775 605 8�0 575 785

500 685 8�5 530 650 655 785 600 730 790 1060 6�5 860 695 945 650 895

630 780 940 570 705 740 890 660 810 915 1�35 685 950 800 1085 735 1010

800 870 1055 610 755 8�5 995 7�0 885 1045 1415 745 1040 905 1�35 815 1130

1000 960 1165 645 800 900 1095 770 950 1175 1590 800 11�5 1005 1380 895 1�45

1�00 1115 1345 690 860 1060 1�80 855 1055 1395 1880 880 1�40 1�10 1650 10�5 14�5

1400 1�05 1455 715 890 1145 1385 895 1110 1530 �065 9�0 1300 13�0 1800 1090 15�5

1600 1�80 1550 735 9�0 1�15 1470 930 1155 1655 ��35 960 1355 14�0 1940 1150 1615

�000 1410 1705 765 955 13�0 1605 980 1��0 1845 �500 1000 14�5 1565 �145 1�30 1740

�500 1540 1875 795 1000 1445 1755 10�5 1�85 �095 �845 1065 1515 1750 �410 1330 1890

3000 1640 1995 8�0 10�5 1530 1865 1055 1330 ��80 3105 1100 1575 1885 �600 1400 1990

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S
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Rating factors

Rating factor for cross section area of metal screen

The rating factor is applicable to single-core cables in flat and 
trefoil formation with the screens bonded at both ends.
The rating factor does not apply to single-point bonding or 
cross-bonded systems.

Table 6             10-70 kV 35 mm2 screen

Rating factor for tables 2 and 3

Conductor 
mm2

Copper screen mm2

Al Cu 25 35 50 95 150 240 300

300 1.00 1 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95

500 300 1.00 1 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.93

800 500 1.01 1 0.99 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.90

1�00 630 1.01 1 0.99 0.95 0.9� 0.89 0.88

�000 800 1.01 1 0.98 0.94 0.91 0.87 0.86

1�00 1.0� 1 0.97 0.91 0.85 0.81 0.80

�000 1.03 1 0.96 0.88 0.8� 0.77 0.76

3000 1.03 1 0.96 0.88 0.8� 0.76 0.75

Table 7              110-500 kV 95 mm2 screen

Rating factor for tables 4 and 5

Conductor 
mm2

Copper screen mm2

Al Cu 25 35 50 95 150 240 300

300 1.0� 1.0� 1.01 1 0.99 0.98 0.97

500 300 1.03 1.03 1.0� 1 0.98 0.96 0.96

800 500 1.05 1.04 1.03 1 0.97 0.94 0.94

1�00 630 1.06 1.05 1.04 1 0.97 0.93 0.9�

�000 800 1.07 1.06 1.04 1 0.96 0.9� 0.91

1�00 1.1� 1.1 1.07 1 0.94 0.89 0.88

�000 1.16 1.13 1.09 1 0.93 0.87 0.86

3000 1.17 1.14 1.10 1 0.93 0.87 0.85

Rating factor for ground temperature

Table 9

Rating factor for ground temperature

Conductor
temperature, oC

Ground temperature, oC

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

90 1.07 1.04 1 0.96 0.93 0.89 0.84 0.80

65 1.11 1.05 1 0.94 0.88 0.8� 0.74 0.66

Table 10

Rating factor for ground thermal resistivity

Thermal	resistivity,	
Km/W

0.7 1.0 1.� 1.5 �.0 �.5 3.0

Rating	factor		 1.14 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.74 0.67 0.61

Table 11

Rating factor for phase spacing
One group in flat formation with cross-bonded or single-bonded screens

Spacing	s,	mm De De+70 �50 300 350 400

Cable	diam,	mm Rating	factor

<80 0,93 1,00 1,05 1,07 1,08 1,09

81-110 0,93 1,00 1,04 1,06 1,08 1,09

111-140 0,93 1,00 1,03 1,06 1,09 1,11

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S

Table 8

Rating factor for laying depth

Laying depth, m Rating factor

0.50 1.10

0.70 1.05

0.90 1.01

1.00 1.00

1.�0 0.98

1.50 0.95

1 mm2 copper screen is equivalent to: 1.66 mm2 aluminium sheath 

 12.40 mm2 lead sheath
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Table 12

Rating factor for groups of cables in the ground
One three-core cable is equivalent to one group of single-core cables

Distance cc
between groups,

mm

Number of groups

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

100 1 0.76 0.67 0.59 0.55 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.46

�00 1 0.81 0.71 0.65 0.61 0.49 0.56 0.53 0.5�

400 1 0.85 0.77 0.7� 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.6�

600 1 0.88 0.81 0.77 0.74 0.7� 0.71 0.70 0.69

800 1 0.90 0.84 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.75

�000 1 0.96 0.93 0.9� 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90 0,90

Rating factor for cables installed in pipes in the ground
The rating factor given for single-core cables partially 
installed in separate pipes, applies only when a cable sec-
tion between screen earthing points must be partially laid 
in pipes, under the following conditions:
- the cables are laid in trefoil formation over the major  
 portion of the section
- the pipes are laid in flat formation
- the piped length is less than 10% of the section  
 between earthing points
- one cable per pipe
- the pipe diameter is two times the cable diameter.

Rating factor for cables installed in air

Table 13

Rating factor for cables in pipes in ground

Single-core 
cables

partially 
installed in
separate 

pipes

Single-core 
cables in
separate 

pipes

Single-core 
cables in

a common 
pipe

Three-core 
cable

in a pipe  

0.94 0.90 0.90 0.90

Example of the use of rating factors
2 groups of  60 kV XLPE cables with aluminium conductors 
1 x 500/150 mm2 in the ground in trefoil formation. Metal 
screens bonded at both ends, 90°C conductor temperature. 
Table 2 gives current rating 610 A, unadjusted value.
	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 Table	 Rating	factor

Current	rating		 610	A	 			�	 -

Screen	area	 150	mm�	 			6	 0.95

Laying	depth	 1.5	m	 			8	 0.95

Ground	temperature		 30ºC	 			9	 0.93

Ground	thermal	resistivity		 1.5	Km/W	 	10	 0.84

Distance	between	groups	 400	mm	 	1�	 0.85	(�	groups)

Overload capacity
As infrequently as possible, an XLPE-cable may be overloaded 
above 90°C and the conductor temperature may reach up 
to 105°C. Singular emergency overloads are not expected to 
produce any significant impact to the expected service life 
of the cable. However both occurrence and duration of these 
overloads should be kept at a minimum. Cyclic and emergency 
ratings can be calculated according to IEC publication 60853.

Short-circuit currents
During short circuit events the maximum allowable tempera-
ture in conductor or screen/metallic sheath is determined by 
the adjoining insulation and sheath materials. This is specified 
in IEC 61443 “Short circuit temperature limits of electric cables 
with rated voltage above 30 kV (U

m
=36 kV). The dynamic for-

ces between the conductors must be taken into account for 
cable installations.

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S

Table 14

Rating factor for ambient air temperature

Air	temperature,	oC 5 10 15 �0 �5 30 35 40 45 50 55

Rating	factor		 1.�8 1.�4 1.19 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.0 0.95 0.89 0.83 0.77

Adjusted current rating per group;

  610 x 0.95 x 0.95 x 0.93 x 0.84 x 0.85 = 365 A

Please note that use of rating factors gives good general 
indication during planning future circuits. 
Once a circuit layout is defined, an accurate calculation 
should be performed to confirm the assumptions.
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Copper screens may reach a temperature of  250oC without 
damaging adjacent insulating material. With an initial tem-
perature of 50oC this corresponds to a current density of 
165 A/mm2 during 1s. (Both higher and lower current den-
sities may be allowed if other conditions apply.)
Lead sheath temperatures of up to 210oC are permitted in 
connection with short circuit events. With an initial tempe-
rature of 50oC this corresponds to a current density of 28 
A/mm2 during 1 s.

Maximum short circuit currents due to thermal restrictions
The thermal energy developed during a short-circuit is 
determined by the short-circuit magnitude and duration. 
For design purposes, an equivalent short-circuit current 
with a duration of 1 sec is used according to formula 
below. This formula is valid for a short-circuit duration of 
0.2 to 5.0 sec.

 
I
sh
= short-circuit current [kA] during time t

sh

I
1  

= short-circuit current rating during 1 second. See the 1 
second value in Table 15 for the conductor and in Table 
16 for the metal screen.

t
sh
= short-circuit duration (sec)

For XLPE insulated conductors the maximum allowable 
short circuit temperature is 250oC.

C U R R E N T  R A T I N G  F O R  X L P E  C A B L E  S Y S T E M S

Table 15

Max. short-circuit current on the conductor during 1 s, kA

Conductor  temperature before the short-circuit

Cross
section

Aluminium
conductor

Copper
conductor

mm2 65oC 90oC 65oC 90oC

�5 �.6 �.4 3.9 3.6

35 3.6 3.3 5.5 5.0

50 5.� 4.7 7.8 7.�

70 7.� 6.6 11.0 10.0

95 9.8 9.0 14.9 13.6

1�0 1�.4 11.3 18.8 17.�

150 15.5 14.� �3.5 �1.5

185 19.� 17.5 �9.0 �6.5

�40 �4.8 ��.7 37.6 34.5

300 31.1 �8.3 47.0 4�.9

400 41.4 37.8 6�.7 57.�

500 51.8 47.� 78.4 71.5

630 65.� 59.5 98.7 90.1

800 8�.8 75.6 1�5 114

1000 104 94.5 157 143

1�00 1�4 113 188 17�

1400 145 13� �19 �00

1600 166 151 �51 ��9

�000 �07 189 313 �86

per	mm� 0.104 0.0945 0.157 0.143

Table 16

Max. short-circuit current on the screen during 1 s, kA

Metallic screen
cross section, mm2

Metallic screen 
temperature

before the short-circuit

Copper 
screen Lead sheath 50oC 70oC

16 94 �.6 �.4

�5 147 4.1 3.8

35 �06 5.8 5.4

50 �95 8.3 7.7

95 560 16 15

150 884 �5 �3

300 1768 50 46

per	mm�	Cu 0.165 0.153

per	mm�	Pb 0.0�8 0.0�6

Dynamic forces during short circuit events
In addition to the thermal stresses, the dynamic forces in the 
cables and accessories during a short circuit event must also 
be considered.  
 The dynamic effect of parallel conductors carrying cur-
rent is responsible for the dynamic force.
The dynamic force between two conductors, can be calcu-
lated as:

Where; I
peak

= 2.5 I
sh
 [kA]

  I
sh
= Short current [kA] RMS

  S = Centre to centre spacing between  
   conductors [m] 
  F = Maximum force [N/m]
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Cable	drums

C A B L E  D R U M S

Wooden drums/reels are standardized. For certain purposes steel drums/
reels are applicable. Both wooden and steel-drums can be obtained for 
special purposes with other dimensions than stated below.

Table 17

Cable lenghts in metres on standard wooden drums K14 - K30 and steel drums St 28 - St 43

Dia. Wooden drum Steel drum

mm K14 K16 K18 K20 K22 K24 K26 K28 K30 St 28 St 30 St 32 St 34 St 35 St 36 St 37 St 38 St 39 St 40 St 43

36 570 760 850 1155 1560 �090 �860 4000 5800 4600 6080 7670 9350 9930 11130 11750 13000 13600 14900 17700

38 470 630 8�0 1075 1�90 1780 �490 3600 4900 4300 5335 6830 84�0 8970 10110 10700 11�00 1�500 13100 15700

40 450 610 690 900 1100 1560 ���0 3�00 4400 3700 5085 6030 7530 8050 9130 9680 10�50 11400 1�000 14500

4� 430 500 660 870 1070 1510 �160 3100 3950 3600 4485 5850 68�0 73�0 8350 8880 9400 9900 11100 1�900

44 340 480 530 7�0 1030 1310 1830 �800 3900 3000 3830 5100 6000 6475 7400 7940 8450 8900 9500 11740

46 330 450 510 690 860 1�60 1780 �430 3460 �900 3695 4500 5800 6�60 67�0 7�00 7690 8100 8600 10840

48 310 360 480 660 8�0 1070 1540 �360 3130 �450 3175 4340 5170 5600 6040 6490 6950 7400 7900 9960

50 360 400 550 670 10�0 1490 �090 �8�0 �410 31�0 3880 4670 5090 55�0 5960 6410 7300 7800 9330

5� 340 385 530 670 910 1�80 1830 �750 �300 �990 37�0 4490 4890 5300 6730 6165 6600 7060 8500

54 3�0 360 505 640 870 1�80 1775 �450 1880 �5�0 3�00 39�0 4300 4680 5080 5490 5900 6340 7690

56 �60 360 475 610 8�5 1090 1715 �380 1840 �470 3130 3850 4��0 4600 5600 4990 5400 5810 71�0

58 �40 �75 385 510 7�0 1040 1550 �090 1800 �410 �740 3410 3775 4140 4510 4900 5300 5710 6560

60 �75 365 480 680 990 1490 �030 1760 �050 �680 3340 3690 4050 4050 4430 4800 5�00 6450

6� �50 365 480 680 460 1�70 1770 1390 1940 �540 �850 3170 3500 3850 4�00 4570 4570 5730

64 �50 345 450 545 8�5 1�70 1730 1350 1890 �180 �780 3100 34�0 34�0 3675 4100 4470 5��0

66 �40 345 370 545 8�5 1�30 1535 13�0 1575 �1�5 �710 �710 30�0 3340 3675 4000 4010 5100

68 �40 3�0 345 515 785 10�5 1475 1�80 1530 �060 �340 �640 �940 3�50 3�50 3580 3910 4610

70 �50 345 515 670 1030 1475 1�80 1530 �060 �340 �640 �940 �960 3�50 3600 3910 4610

7� �50 345 480 635 985 1�60 1010 1490 1750 ��90 ��90 �580 �880 3190 3190 3510 4190

74 �50 3�0 400 635 985 1�60 980 1440 1690 1950 ��30 �510 �800 �800 3100 34�0 4080

76 �30 3�0 400 6�5 810 1�10 940 1170 1640 1890 �160 �430 �430 �7�0 3000 3010 3630

78 �30 3�0 400 600 810 1�10 910 1130 1590 1830 �090 �090 �350 �635 �635 �9�0 35�0

80 �30 3�5 500 810 1015 910 1130 1360 1830 1840 �090 �350 �370 �635 �9�0 35�0

8� �30 3�5 470 775 1015 885 1090 1310 1540 1780 �030 �030 ��95 �560 �560 3140

84 �10 300 470 660 1015 880 1090 1310 1540 1780 �030 �030 ��95 �310 �560 3140

86 �10 300 470 615 965 660 1050 1�70 1490 17�0 17�0 1970 ���0 ���0 �495 3050

88 �10 �75 440 615 840 630 8�0 1��0 1430 1430 1660 1890 1890 �140 �140 �670

90 �10 �75 440 615 840 630 8�0 1��0 1430 1430 1660 1670 1890 �140 �140 �670

9� 355 585 800 610 785 970 1380 1380 1600 1600 1835 1835 �070 �580

94 3�5 585 800 610 785 970 1180 1380 1390 1600 1835 1835 �070 �340

96 3�5 485 755 585 755 930 1130 1330 1330 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40

98 3�5 485 640 580 755 930 1130 1330 1330 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40

100 3�5 455 640 580 755 930 1130 1140 1330 1340 1540 1760 1760 ��40

10� 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 1930

104 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 1930

106 385 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

108 380 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

110 380 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

11� 365 505 660 8�0 990 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

114 360 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

116 360 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

118 345 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 11�0 11�0 11�0 1500

1�0 340 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 950 11�0 11�0 1500

1�� 340 480 6�5 785 780 790 950 950 11�0 11�0 13�0

1�4 3�5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 1070 1070 1�50

1�6 3�5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 900 1070 1�50

1�8 3�5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50

130 3�5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50

13� 305 305 430 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190

134 305 305 430 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190
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Table 18 

Sizes and weights of wooden drums
Drum type

K14 K16 K18 K20 K22 K24 K26 K28 K30

Shipping	volume m3 �.14 �.86 3.58 5.1� 6.15 7.36 10.56 13.88 17.15

Drum	weight	incl.	battens kg 185 �75 3�0 485 565 6�5 1145 1460 18�0

a		Diameter	incl	battens mm 1475 1675 1875 �075 ��75 �475 �700 �900 3100

b		Flange	diameter mm 1400 1600 1800 �000 ��00 �400 �600 �800 3000

c		Barrel	diameter mm 800 950 1100 1300 1400 1400 1500 1500 1500

d		Total	width mm 98� 1018 1075 1188 1188 1�00 1448 1650 1800

e		Spindle	hole	diameter mm 106 106 131 131 131 131 13� 13� 13�

Large and special drums.
Steel drums with larger outer diameters are available, but 
transport restrictions have to be considered. Special low-
loading trailers and permits from traffic authorities might 
be needed depending on local regulations and conditions.
 Special wooden drums with larger barrel diameter or 
larger width are also available. 

Table 19

Rated voltage and corresponding test voltages according to IEC

Type test Routine tests
Nominal
voltage 

Impulse
voltage

AC voltage 
test

Partial discharge
test at

kV kV kV
Duration
minutes kV

10 75 �1 5 10

�0 1�5 4� 5 �1

30 170 63 5 31

45 �50 65 30 39

66 3�5 90 30 54

110 550 160 30 96

13� 650 190 30 114

150 750 �18 30 131

��0 1050 318 30 190

�75 1050 400 30 �40

330 1175 4�0 60 �85

400 14�5 440 60 330

500 1550 580 60 435

Tests	according	to	other	standards	can	be	carried	out	upon	agreement.

Table 20

Minimum bending radius for standard designs
Single-core

cable
Three-core

cable

At	laying 15	De 1�	De

When	installed 10	De 8	De

De	is	the	external	diameter	of	the	cable
For	other	cable	designs	other	bending	radii	may	apply.

Cable	handlingTesting	of	XLPE	cables

C A B L E  D R U M S  |  T E S T I N G  |  C A B L E  H A N D L I N G

Maximum pulling forces
The following pulling forces should not be exceeded:
Aluminium conductors  40 N/mm2 (4 kg/mm2)
Copper conductors  70 N/mm2 (7 kg/mm2)

Sizes and weights of steel drums
Drum type

St 28 St 30 St 32 St 34 St 35 St 36 St 37 St 38 St 39 St 40 St 43

Shipping	volume	 m3 �0.6 �3.5 �6.6 �8.9 31.6 33.4 35.� 37 38.9 40.9 47.1

Drumweight	incl.	battens kg 1500 1700 ��00 �600 �700 �800 3000 3100 3300 3500 4000

a	Diameter	incl.	battens mm �930 3130 3330 3530 3630 3730 3830 3930 4030 4130 4430

b	Flange	diameter mm �800 3000 3�00 3400 3500 3600 3700 3800 3900 4000 4300

c	Barrel	diameter mm �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000 �000

d	Total	width mm �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400 �400

e	Spindle	hole	diameter mm 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150

Cable lenghts in metres on standard wooden drums K14 - K30 and steel drums St 28 - St 43

Dia. Wooden drum Steel drum

mm K14 K16 K18 K20 K22 K24 K26 K28 K30 St 28 St 30 St 32 St 34 St 35 St 36 St 37 St 38 St 39 St 40 St 43

36 570 760 850 1155 1560 �090 �860 4000 5800 4600 6080 7670 9350 9930 11130 11750 13000 13600 14900 17700

38 470 630 8�0 1075 1�90 1780 �490 3600 4900 4300 5335 6830 84�0 8970 10110 10700 11�00 1�500 13100 15700

40 450 610 690 900 1100 1560 ���0 3�00 4400 3700 5085 6030 7530 8050 9130 9680 10�50 11400 1�000 14500

4� 430 500 660 870 1070 1510 �160 3100 3950 3600 4485 5850 68�0 73�0 8350 8880 9400 9900 11100 1�900

44 340 480 530 7�0 1030 1310 1830 �800 3900 3000 3830 5100 6000 6475 7400 7940 8450 8900 9500 11740

46 330 450 510 690 860 1�60 1780 �430 3460 �900 3695 4500 5800 6�60 67�0 7�00 7690 8100 8600 10840

48 310 360 480 660 8�0 1070 1540 �360 3130 �450 3175 4340 5170 5600 6040 6490 6950 7400 7900 9960

50 360 400 550 670 10�0 1490 �090 �8�0 �410 31�0 3880 4670 5090 55�0 5960 6410 7300 7800 9330

5� 340 385 530 670 910 1�80 1830 �750 �300 �990 37�0 4490 4890 5300 6730 6165 6600 7060 8500

54 3�0 360 505 640 870 1�80 1775 �450 1880 �5�0 3�00 39�0 4300 4680 5080 5490 5900 6340 7690

56 �60 360 475 610 8�5 1090 1715 �380 1840 �470 3130 3850 4��0 4600 5600 4990 5400 5810 71�0

58 �40 �75 385 510 7�0 1040 1550 �090 1800 �410 �740 3410 3775 4140 4510 4900 5300 5710 6560

60 �75 365 480 680 990 1490 �030 1760 �050 �680 3340 3690 4050 4050 4430 4800 5�00 6450

6� �50 365 480 680 460 1�70 1770 1390 1940 �540 �850 3170 3500 3850 4�00 4570 4570 5730

64 �50 345 450 545 8�5 1�70 1730 1350 1890 �180 �780 3100 34�0 34�0 3675 4100 4470 5��0

66 �40 345 370 545 8�5 1�30 1535 13�0 1575 �1�5 �710 �710 30�0 3340 3675 4000 4010 5100

68 �40 3�0 345 515 785 10�5 1475 1�80 1530 �060 �340 �640 �940 3�50 3�50 3580 3910 4610

70 �50 345 515 670 1030 1475 1�80 1530 �060 �340 �640 �940 �960 3�50 3600 3910 4610

7� �50 345 480 635 985 1�60 1010 1490 1750 ��90 ��90 �580 �880 3190 3190 3510 4190

74 �50 3�0 400 635 985 1�60 980 1440 1690 1950 ��30 �510 �800 �800 3100 34�0 4080

76 �30 3�0 400 6�5 810 1�10 940 1170 1640 1890 �160 �430 �430 �7�0 3000 3010 3630

78 �30 3�0 400 600 810 1�10 910 1130 1590 1830 �090 �090 �350 �635 �635 �9�0 35�0

80 �30 3�5 500 810 1015 910 1130 1360 1830 1840 �090 �350 �370 �635 �9�0 35�0

8� �30 3�5 470 775 1015 885 1090 1310 1540 1780 �030 �030 ��95 �560 �560 3140

84 �10 300 470 660 1015 880 1090 1310 1540 1780 �030 �030 ��95 �310 �560 3140

86 �10 300 470 615 965 660 1050 1�70 1490 17�0 17�0 1970 ���0 ���0 �495 3050

88 �10 �75 440 615 840 630 8�0 1��0 1430 1430 1660 1890 1890 �140 �140 �670

90 �10 �75 440 615 840 630 8�0 1��0 1430 1430 1660 1670 1890 �140 �140 �670

9� 355 585 800 610 785 970 1380 1380 1600 1600 1835 1835 �070 �580

94 3�5 585 800 610 785 970 1180 1380 1390 1600 1835 1835 �070 �340

96 3�5 485 755 585 755 930 1130 1330 1330 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40

98 3�5 485 640 580 755 930 1130 1330 1330 1540 1540 1760 1760 ��40

100 3�5 455 640 580 755 930 1130 1140 1330 1340 1540 1760 1760 ��40

10� 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 1930

104 560 7�5 900 1080 1080 1�80 1�80 1490 1490 1710 1930

106 385 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

108 380 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

110 380 530 690 860 1040 1040 1�30 1�30 1430 1430 1860

11� 365 505 660 8�0 990 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

114 360 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

116 360 505 660 8�0 8�0 990 990 1180 1180 1370 1570

118 345 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 11�0 11�0 11�0 1500

1�0 340 480 6�5 785 780 950 950 950 11�0 11�0 1500

1�� 340 480 6�5 785 780 790 950 950 11�0 11�0 13�0

1�4 3�5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 1070 1070 1�50

1�6 3�5 450 595 595 740 740 900 900 900 1070 1�50

1�8 3�5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50

130 3�5 450 450 595 740 740 750 900 900 1070 1�50

13� 305 305 430 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190

134 305 305 430 560 560 700 700 850 850 850 1190
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Table 21

IEC

Cross section
Diameter
approx.

Maximum d.c. resistance
at 20oC, ohm/km

mm2 kcmil mm aluminium copper

�5 49 5.8 1.�0 0.7�7

35 69 7.0 0.868 0.5�4

50 99 8.0 0.641 0.387

70 138 9.6 0.443 0.�68

95 187 11.� 0.3�0 0.193

1�0 �37 1�.8 0.�53 0.153

150 �96 14.� 0.�06 0.1�4

185 365 15.9 0.164 0.0991

�40 474 18.0 0.1�5 0.0754

300 59� �0.5 0.100 0.0601

400 789 �3.1 0.0778 0.0470

500 987 �6.4 0.0605 0.0366

630 1�43 30.� 0.0469 0.0�83

800 1579 33.9 0.0367 0.0��1

1000 1973 37.9 0.0�91 0.0176

1�00 �368 44* 0.0�47 0.0151

1600 3158 5�* 0.0186 0.0113

�000 3944 56* 0.0149 0.0090

�500 4931 66* 0.01�0 0.007�

3000 59�0 7�* 0.0100 0.0060

Conductors

XLPE Cable Design

Insulation

Conductor screen
The conductor screen consists of an extruded layer firmly 
bonded to the XLPE insulation. A very smooth material is used 
to obtain good electrical performance.

Table 22

ICEA

Cross section
Diameter
approx.

Nominal d.c. resistance
at 20oC, ohm/km

AWG kcmil mm2 mm aluminium copper

4 �1.� 5.4 1.36 0.830

� 3�.6 6.8 0.857 0.5�1

1 4�.4 7.6 0.680 0.413

1/0 53.5 8.5 0.539 0.3�8

�/0 67.4 9.6 0.4�8 0.�61

3/0 85 10.7 0.383 0.�06

4/0 107 1�.1 0.�69 0.164

�50 1�7 13.� 0.��8 0.139

300 15� 14.5 0.190 0.116

350 177 15.6 0.16� 0.0990

500 �53 18.7 0.114 0.0695

750 380 �3.0 0.0759 0.046�

1000 507 �6.9 0.0563 0.0347

1�50 633 30.� 0.0454 0.0�78

1500 760 33.5 0.0380 0.0�31

1750 887 36.� 0.03�5 0.0198

�000 1013 38.0 0.0�85 0.0173

�500 1�67 45* 0.0�30 0.0140

3000 15�0 49* 0.019� 0.0117

1	ohm/100	ft	=	3.�8	ohm/km

C O N D U C T O R S  |  I N S U L A T I O N

Standards – IEC and ICEA
Conductors are manufactured according to the following 
standards:

IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) Standard 
Publication 60228, Class 2: Stranded circular or shaped 
conductors of copper or aluminium.
 
ICEA, Standard Publication No. S-97-682, further specified in 
ASTM B 400-18 for aluminium, ASTM B 496-81 for copper. 

Conductor water sealing
If required, the conductor can be water sealed by:
- Swelling material between the conductor strands.  
 This material turns into jelly when in contact with water.
- Filling compound between the conductor strands.

*Segmented	Cu	conductor	including	tapes
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Copper wire screen, standard design
A polymeric sheath covers the copper wire screen.

Metallic	screen

Copper wire screen, water tight design
Radial water sealing is achieved by using a metal-PE  
laminate. The metal is normally aluminium. Copper may 
also be used. The laminate is bonded to the polyethylene, 
which gives excellent mechanical properties. Longitudinal 
water sealing is achieved by using a water swelling mate-
rial at the copper wires or swelling powder between the 
screen wires.

Lead sheath
Radial water sealing achieved by a corrosion resistant lead 
sheath. Longitudinal water sealing is achieved by using a 
water swelling material applied under the lead sheath. 

Copper tape screen
Cross section defined by the geometrical cross section of 
the copper tapes.

I N S U L A T I O N  |  M E T A L L I C  S C R E E N

XLPE insulation
The XLPE insulation is extruded simultaneously with the 
conductor screen and the insulation screen, e.g. triple 
extrusion. The interface surfaces between insulation and 
conductive screens are not exposed at any stage of the 
manufacturing. High quality material-handling systems, 
triple extrusion, dry curing and super-clean XLPE materials 
guarantee high quality products. The insulation thickness 
is determined by the design electrical stresses for AC or 
impulse. The actual thickness for different voltage levels 
and conductor sizes is given in Tables 23 to 39. 

Insulation screen
This screen consists of an extruded layer firmly bonded to 
the XLPE insulation. The material is a high quality conductive 
compound. The interface between the screen and the insula-
tion is smooth.
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Non-metallic	outer	sheath

PE or PVC are normally used for the non-metallic outer 
sheath. IEC 60502 recommends a thickness of t = 0.035 x 
D + 1.0 mm, where D is the diameter under the sheath. 
For heavy installations a larger thickness is recommended. 
PE is the first choice for most applications. PVC is used 
when there are high requirements on fire retardation beha-
viour.

Conductive	outer	layer

A conductive outer layer facilitates testing of the non-
metallic outer sheath. This testing is important to ensure 
the physical integrity of the cable from time to time, either 
in factory, after transportation, directly after laying, upon 
completion of the installation, or periodically thereafter.
A conductive outer layer obtained by simultaneous extrusi-
on with the non-conductive outer sheath presents superior 
electrical and structural properties.

Flame	retardant	outer	layer

For PE-sheathed cables a halogen free and flame retardant 
layer can be applied in order to limit the fire spread in 
buildings and tunnel installations.

Fire	behavior

This relates to cables in buildings and tunnels.

Several serious fire accidents have focused attention on 
the fire behaviour of cables. Experience shows that cables 
seldom initiate fires. However, in some cases cable instal-
lations have influenced the extent of a fire, as a propagator 
of flames and or as a source of intense aggressive smoke. 

Cables having a PVC sheath are considered as flame retar-
dant. However, once PVC is on fire, it generates hydro-
chloric acid fumes (HCl) acid. This gas is highly corrosive 
and irritating to inhale. Cables with a standard PE outer 
sheath do not generate any corrosive HCl but are not 
flame retardant. Special polyolefines with flame retardant 
properties but without chlorine or any other halogenes are 
optional for the outer sheath. 

N O N - M E TA L L I C  O U T E R  S H E AT H  |  C O N D U C T I V E  O U T E R  L AY E R  |  F L A M E  R E TA R D E N T  O U T E R  L AY E R  |  F I R E  B E H AV I O R
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Cross-
section
of con-
ductor

Diameter
of con-
ductor

Insulation
thickness

Diameter
over 

insulation

Cross-
section

of 
screen

Outer 
diameter 
of cable

Cable 
weight 
(Al-con-
ductor)

Cable 
weight 

(Cu-con-
ductor)

Capaci-
tance

Charging 
current 

per 
phase

at 50 Hz

Inductance Surge
impe-
dance

mm2 mm mm mm mm2 mm kg/m kg/m µF/km A/km mH/km mH/km Ω

Table 23 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 10 kV (Um = 12 kV)

50 8 3.4 16.4 16 �4.0 0.7 1.0 0.�6 0.5 0.41 0.73 �3.5

70 9.6 3.4 18.0 16 �6.0 0.7 1.� 0.�9 0.5 0.39 0.70 �0.8

95 11.� 3.4 19.6 �5 �8.0 0.9 1.5 0.33 0.6 0.37 0.67 18.4

1�0 1�.6 3.4 �1.0 �5 �9.0 1.0 1.8 0.35 0.6 0.36 0.64 17.1

150 14.� 3.4 ��.6 35 31.0 1.3 �.� 0.39 0.7 0.34 0.63 15.4

185 15.9 3.4 �4.� 35 3�.0 1.4 �.5 0.4� 0.8 0.33 0.61 14.�

�40 18.1 3.4 �6.5 35 35.0 1.6 3.1 0.47 0.8 0.3� 0.59 1�.7

300 �0.4 3.4 �8.8 35 38.0 1.9 3.7 0.5� 0.9 0.31 0.57 11.5

400 �3.� 3.4 31.6 35 41.0 �.� 4.7 0.57 1.0 0.30 0.55 10.4

500 �6.� 3.4 35.� 35 44.0 �.6 5.7 0.65 1.� 0.�9 0.53 9.5

630 �9.8 3.4 38.8 35 48.0 3.1 7.0 0.7� 1.3 0.�8 0.51 8.6

800 33.7 3.4 4�.7 35 53.0 3.7 8.6 0.80 1.5 0.�8 0.49 7.7

1000 37.9 3.4 46.9 35 58.0 4.4 10.6 0.89 1.6 0.�7 0.48 6.9

1�00 44 3.4 54.8 35 64.0 5.1 1�.5 1.05 1.9 0.�6 0.46 6.5

1400 49 3.4 59.8 35 71.0 6.0 14.7 1.15 �.11 0.�6 0.45 5.9

1600 5� 3.4 6�.8 35 74.0 6.7 16.6 1.�1 �.� 0.�6 0.44 5.6

�000 56 3.4 66.8 35 79.0 7.9 �0.3 1.�9 �.3 0.�6 0.43 5.�

Table 24 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 20 kV (Um = 24 kV)

50 8 5.5 �0.6 16 �9.0 0.8 1.1 0.18 0.7 0.45 0.74 3�.4

70 9.6 5.5 ��.� 16 30.0 0.9 1.4 0.�0 0.7 0.4� 0.70 �9.0

95 11.� 5.5 �3.8 �5 3�.0 1.1 1.7 0.�� 0.8 0.40 0.68 �6.�

1�0 1�.6 5.5 �5.� �5 34.0 1.� �.0 0.�4 0.9 0.39 0.65 �4.0

150 14.� 5.5 �6.8 35 35.0 1.5 �.4 0.�6 1.0 0.37 0.63 ��.1

185 15.8 5.5 �8.4 35 37.0 1.6 �.8 0.�8 1.0 0.36 0.6� �0.5

�40 18.1 5.5 30.7 35 40.0 1.9 3.4 0.31 1.1 0.35 0.60 18.5

300 �0.4 5.5 33.0 35 4�.0 �.1 4.0 0.34 1.� 0.33 0.57 16.8

400 �3.� 5.5 35.8 35 45.0 �.5 5.0 0.38 1.4 0.3� 0.56 15.1

500 �6.� 5.5 39.4 35 49.0 �.9 6.0 0.4� 1.5 0.31 0.54 13.9

630 �9.8 5.5 43.0 35 53.0 3.4 7.3 0.47 1.7 0.30 0.5� 1�.5

800 33.7 5.5 46.9 35 58.0 4.0 9.0 0.5� 1.9 0.30 0.50 11.3

1000 37.9 5.5 51.1 35 6�.0 4.8 11.0 0.57 �.1 0.�9 0.48 10.�

1�00 44 5.5 59.0 35 68.0 5.5 13.0 0.67 �.4 0.�8 0.46 9.4

1400 49 5.5 64.0 35 76.0 6.5 15.� 0.74 �.7 0.�8 0.45 8.5

1600 5� 5.5 67.0 35 79.0 7.� 17.1 0.77 �.8 0.�7 0.45 8.1

�000 56 5.5 71.0 35 83.0 8.4 �0.8 0.83 3.0 0.�7 0.44 7.6

Technical	data	for	cables	in	the	ABB	XLPE	cable	system
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Table 25 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 30 kV (Um = 36 kV) 

95 11.� 8.0 �8.8 �5 37.0 1.4 �.0 0.17 0.9 0.43 0.69 33.3

1�0 1�.6 8.0 30.� �5 39.0 1.6 �.4 0.18 1.0 0.41 0.67 30.3

150 14.� 8.0 31.8 35 41.0 1.9 �.8 0.�0 1.1 0.40 0.65 �7.5

185 15.8 8.0 33.4 35 4�.0 �.1 3.� 0.�1 1.� 0.38 0.63 �5.8

�40 18.1 8.0 35.7 35 45.0 �.3 3.8 0.�3 1.3 0.37 0.60 �3.1

300 �0.4 8.0 38.0 35 48.0 �.6 4.5 0.�5 1.4 0.36 0.59 �1.�

400 �3.� 8.0 40.8 35 51.0 3.0 5.5 0.�8 1.5 0.35 0.57 18.8

500 �6.� 8.0 44.4 35 54.0 3.5 6.6 0.31 1.7 0.33 0.55 16.9

630 �9.8 8.0 48.0 35 58.0 4.0 8.0 0.34 1.9 0.3� 0.53 15.3

800 33.7 8.0 51.9 35 63.0 4.9 10.0 0.38 �.0 0.31 0.51 13.6

1000 37.9 8.0 56.1 35 67.0 5.7 1�.1 0.41 �.� 0.30 0.49 1�.4

1�00 44 8.0 64.0 35 74.0 6.6 14.� 0.48 �.6 0.�9 0.47 10.1

1400 49 8.0 69.0 35 81.0 7.4 16.� 0.53 �.9 0.�9 0.46 10.0

1600 5� 8.0 7�.0 35 84.0 8.1 18.� 0.55 3.0 0.�8 0.45 10.1

�000 56 8.0 76.0 35 88.0 9.6 ��.3 0.59 3.� 0.�8 0.44 9.�

Table 26

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 45 kV (Um = 52 kV)

95 11.� 8.0 �8.8 �5 37.0 1.4 �.0 0.17 1.4 0.43 0.69 33.3

1�0 1�.6 8.0 30.� �5 39.0 1.6 �.4 0.18 1.5 0.41 0.67 30.3

150 14.� 8.0 31.8 35 41.0 1.9 �.8 0.�0 1.6 0.40 0.65 �7.5

185 15.8 8.0 33.4 35 4�.0 �.1 3.� 0.�1 1.7 0.38 0.63 �5.8

�40 18.1 8.0 35.7 35 45.0 �.3 3.8 0.�3 1.9 0.37 0.60 �3.1

300 �0.4 8.0 38.0 35 48.0 �.6 4.5 0.�5 �.1 0.36 0.59 �1.�

400 �3.� 8.0 40.8 35 51.0 3.0 5.5 0.�8 �.3 0.35 0.57 18.8

500 �6.� 8.0 44.4 35 54.0 3.5 6.6 0.31 �.5 0.33 0.55 16.9

630 �9.8 8.0 48.0 35 58.0 4.0 8.0 0.34 �.8 0.3� 0.53 15.3

800 33.7 8.0 51.9 35 63.0 4.9 10.0 0.38 3.1 0.31 0.51 13.6

1000 37.9 8.0 56.1 35 67.0 5.7 1�.1 0.41 3.4 0.30 0.49 1�.4

1�00 44 8.0 64.0 35 74.0 6.6 14.� 0.48 3.9 0.�9 0.47 10.1

1400 49 8.0 69.0 35 81.0 7.4 16.� 0.53 4.3 0.�9 0.46 10.0

1600 5� 8.0 7�.0 35 84.0 8.1 18.� 0.55 4.5 0.�8 0.45 10.1

�000 56 8.0 76.0 35 88.0 9.6 ��.3 0.59 4.8 0.�8 0.44 9.�
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Table 25 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 30 kV (Um = 36 kV) 

95 11.� 8.0 �8.8 �5 37.0 1.4 �.0 0.17 0.9 0.43 0.69 33.3

1�0 1�.6 8.0 30.� �5 39.0 1.6 �.4 0.18 1.0 0.41 0.67 30.3

150 14.� 8.0 31.8 35 41.0 1.9 �.8 0.�0 1.1 0.40 0.65 �7.5

185 15.8 8.0 33.4 35 4�.0 �.1 3.� 0.�1 1.� 0.38 0.63 �5.8

�40 18.1 8.0 35.7 35 45.0 �.3 3.8 0.�3 1.3 0.37 0.60 �3.1

300 �0.4 8.0 38.0 35 48.0 �.6 4.5 0.�5 1.4 0.36 0.59 �1.�

400 �3.� 8.0 40.8 35 51.0 3.0 5.5 0.�8 1.5 0.35 0.57 18.8

500 �6.� 8.0 44.4 35 54.0 3.5 6.6 0.31 1.7 0.33 0.55 16.9

630 �9.8 8.0 48.0 35 58.0 4.0 8.0 0.34 1.9 0.3� 0.53 15.3

800 33.7 8.0 51.9 35 63.0 4.9 10.0 0.38 �.0 0.31 0.51 13.6

1000 37.9 8.0 56.1 35 67.0 5.7 1�.1 0.41 �.� 0.30 0.49 1�.4

1�00 44 8.0 64.0 35 74.0 6.6 14.� 0.48 �.6 0.�9 0.47 10.1

1400 49 8.0 69.0 35 81.0 7.4 16.� 0.53 �.9 0.�9 0.46 10.0

1600 5� 8.0 7�.0 35 84.0 8.1 18.� 0.55 3.0 0.�8 0.45 10.1

�000 56 8.0 76.0 35 88.0 9.6 ��.3 0.59 3.� 0.�8 0.44 9.�

Table 27

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 60 kV (Um = 72.5 kV)

95 11.� 9.0 30.8 �5 39.0 1.5 �.1 0.16 1.7 0.44 0.69 35.6

1�0 1�.6 9.0 3�.� �5 41.0 1.6 �.4 0.17 1.8 0.4� 0.67 33.�

150 14.� 9.0 33.8 35 43.0 1.9 �.8 0.18 �.0 0.41 0.65 31.0

185 15.8 9.0 35.4 35 44.0 �.1 3.� 0.�0 �.1 0.39 0.63 �8.4

�40 18.1 9.0 37.7 35 47.0 �.3 3.8 0.�1 �.3 0.38 0.61 �6.4

300 �0.4 9.0 40.0 35 50.0 �.6 4.5 0.�3 �.5 0.37 0.59 �4.�

400 �3.� 9.0 4�.8 35 53.0 3.0 5.5 0.�5 �.8 0.35 0.57 ��.1

500 �6.� 9.0 46.4 35 56.0 3.5 6.6 0.�8 3.1 0.34 0.55 �0.�

630 �9.8 9.0 50.0 35 60.0 4.0 7.9 0.31 3.4 0.33 0.53 18.3

800 33.7 9.0 53.9 35 65.0 4.7 9.7 0.34 3.7 0.3� 0.51 16.6

1000 37.9 9.0 58.1 35 70.0 5.5 11.7 0.37 4.1 0.31 0.50 15.�

1�00 44 9.0 66.0 35 76.0 6.3 13.7 0.44 4.7 0.30 0.47 13.6

1400 49 9.0 71.0 35 83.0 7.4 16.0 0.48 5.� 0.�9 0.46 1�.4

1600 5� 9.0 74.0 35 86.0 8.1 18.0 0.50 5.4 0.�9 0.45 11.9

�000 56 9.0 78.0 35 91.0 9.4 �1.8 0.53 5.8 0.�9 0.45 11.�

Table 28

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 70 kV (Um=84 kV)

150 14.� 10.0 35.8 35 45 � 3 0.17 �.� 0.4� 0.65 33.0

185 15.8 10.0 37.4 35 47.0 �.� 3.3 0.17 �.3 0.41 0.64 31.8

�40 18.1 10.0 39.7 35 49.0 �.5 4.0 0.18 �.5 0.39 0.61 �9.5

300 �0.4 10.0 4� 35 5�.0 �.8 4.6 0.�0 �.7 0.38 0.59 �6.9

400 �3.� 10.0 44.8 35 55.0 3.� 5.7 0.�� 3.0 0.36 0.57 �4.5

500 �6.� 10.0 48.4 35 59.0 3.6 6.7 0.�4 3.3 0.35 0.55 ��.6

630 �9.8 10.0 5�.0 35 6�.0 4.� 8.1 0.�6 3.6 0.34 0.53 �0.7

800 33.7 10.0 55.9 35 67.0 4.9 9.9 0.�9 4.0 0.33 0.5� 18.7

1000 37.9 10.0 60.1 35 7�.0 5.7 11.9 0.3� 4.4 0.3� 0.50 17.0

1�00 44 10.0 68.0 35 78.0 6.5 14.0 0.37 5.1 0.30 0.48 15.3

1400 49 10.0 73.0 35 85.0 7.6 16.3 0.40 5.5 0.30 0.47 14.1

1600 5� 10.0 76.0 35 88.0 8.3 18.3 0.4� 5.8 0.�9 0.46 13.4

�000 56 10.0 80.0 35 93.0 9.7 ��.1 0.44 6.1 0.�9 0.45 1�.7
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Table 29 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 110 kV (Um = 123 kV)

185 15.9 16.0 49.4 95 60.0 3.8 4.9 0.13 �.7 0.45 0.66 41.8

�40 18 15.0 49.7 95 6�.0 3.9 5.4 0.15 3.0 0.44 0.63 36.8

300 �0.5 14.0 50 95 6�.0 4.1 5.9 0.17 3.4 0.41 0.61 3�.4

400 �3.1 13.0 50.8 95 6�.0 4.3 6.8 0.19 3.9 0.39 0.58 �8.8

500 �6.4 13.0 54.4 95 66.0 4.8 7.9 0.�1 4.3 0.37 0.56 �6.�

630 30.� 13.0 58.0 95 69.0 5.4 9.3 0.�3 4.7 0.35 0.54 �3.8

800 33.7 13.0 61.9 95 74.0 6.� 11.1 0.�5 5.1 0.35 0.53 ��.1

1000 37.9 13.0 66.1 95 79.0 7.0 13.� 0.�8 5.5 0.34 0.51 19.9

1�00 44 13.0 74.0 95 85.0 7.9 15.3 0.3� 6.4 0.3� 0.49 18.0

1400 49 13.0 79.0 95 93.0 9.1 17.8 0.35 6.9 0.3� 0.48 16.5

1600 5� 13.0 8�.0 95 96.0 9.9 19.8 0.36 7.3 0.31 0.47 15.9

�000 56 13.0 86.0 95 100.0 11.� �3.6 0.39 7.7 0.30 0.46 14.8

�500 66 13.0 96.0 95 111.0 13.3 �8.8 0.44 8.8 0.31 0.41 13.1

3000 7� 13.0 10�.0 95 117.0 15.� 33.8 0.47 9.4 0.31 0.39 1�.�

Table 30

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 132 kV (Um = 145 kV)

185 15.9 18.0 53.4 95 64.0 4.� 5.3 0.1� 3.0 0.47 0.66 44.9

�40 18 17.0 53.7 95 65.0 4.3 5.8 0.14 3.3 0.45 0.64 39.5

300 �0.5 16.0 54 95 65.0 4.4 6.3 0.15 3.7 0.4� 0.61 35.9

400 �3.1 15.0 54.8 95 66.0 4.7 7.� 0.18 4.� 0.40 0.59 31.0

500 �6.4 15.0 58.4 95 70.0 5.� 8.3 0.19 4.6 0.38 0.57 �8.9

630 30.� 15.0 6�.0 95 74.0 5.8 9.7 0.�1 5.0 0.37 0.55 �6.�

800 33.7 15.0 65.9 95 79.0 6.6 11.6 0.�3 5.5 0.36 0.53 �4.1

1000 37.9 15.0 70.1 95 83.0 7.5 13.7 0.�5 6.0 0.35 0.51 ��.�

1�00 44 15.0 78.0 95 89.0 8.4 15.9 0.�9 6.8 0.33 0.49 19.9

1400 49 15.0 83.0 95 97.0 9.7 18.4 0.31 7.4 0.33 0.48 18.4

1600 5� 15.0 86.0 95 100.0 10.5 �0.4 0.3� 7.7 0.3� 0.47 17.7

�000 56 15.0 90.0 95 105.0 11.9 �4.3 0.34 8.� 0.31 0.46 16.7

�500 66 15.0 100.0 95 115.0 14.0 �9.5 0.39 9.3 0.31 0.41 14.6

3000 7� 15.0 106.0 95 1��.0 15.9 34.5 0.4� 10.0 0.31 0.39 13.6
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Table 29 

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 110 kV (Um = 123 kV)

185 15.9 16.0 49.4 95 60.0 3.8 4.9 0.13 �.7 0.45 0.66 41.8

�40 18 15.0 49.7 95 6�.0 3.9 5.4 0.15 3.0 0.44 0.63 36.8

300 �0.5 14.0 50 95 6�.0 4.1 5.9 0.17 3.4 0.41 0.61 3�.4

400 �3.1 13.0 50.8 95 6�.0 4.3 6.8 0.19 3.9 0.39 0.58 �8.8

500 �6.4 13.0 54.4 95 66.0 4.8 7.9 0.�1 4.3 0.37 0.56 �6.�

630 30.� 13.0 58.0 95 69.0 5.4 9.3 0.�3 4.7 0.35 0.54 �3.8

800 33.7 13.0 61.9 95 74.0 6.� 11.1 0.�5 5.1 0.35 0.53 ��.1

1000 37.9 13.0 66.1 95 79.0 7.0 13.� 0.�8 5.5 0.34 0.51 19.9

1�00 44 13.0 74.0 95 85.0 7.9 15.3 0.3� 6.4 0.3� 0.49 18.0

1400 49 13.0 79.0 95 93.0 9.1 17.8 0.35 6.9 0.3� 0.48 16.5

1600 5� 13.0 8�.0 95 96.0 9.9 19.8 0.36 7.3 0.31 0.47 15.9

�000 56 13.0 86.0 95 100.0 11.� �3.6 0.39 7.7 0.30 0.46 14.8

�500 66 13.0 96.0 95 111.0 13.3 �8.8 0.44 8.8 0.31 0.41 13.1

3000 7� 13.0 10�.0 95 117.0 15.� 33.8 0.47 9.4 0.31 0.39 1�.�

Table 30

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 132 kV (Um = 145 kV)

185 15.9 18.0 53.4 95 64.0 4.� 5.3 0.1� 3.0 0.47 0.66 44.9

�40 18 17.0 53.7 95 65.0 4.3 5.8 0.14 3.3 0.45 0.64 39.5

300 �0.5 16.0 54 95 65.0 4.4 6.3 0.15 3.7 0.4� 0.61 35.9

400 �3.1 15.0 54.8 95 66.0 4.7 7.� 0.18 4.� 0.40 0.59 31.0

500 �6.4 15.0 58.4 95 70.0 5.� 8.3 0.19 4.6 0.38 0.57 �8.9

630 30.� 15.0 6�.0 95 74.0 5.8 9.7 0.�1 5.0 0.37 0.55 �6.�

800 33.7 15.0 65.9 95 79.0 6.6 11.6 0.�3 5.5 0.36 0.53 �4.1

1000 37.9 15.0 70.1 95 83.0 7.5 13.7 0.�5 6.0 0.35 0.51 ��.�

1�00 44 15.0 78.0 95 89.0 8.4 15.9 0.�9 6.8 0.33 0.49 19.9

1400 49 15.0 83.0 95 97.0 9.7 18.4 0.31 7.4 0.33 0.48 18.4

1600 5� 15.0 86.0 95 100.0 10.5 �0.4 0.3� 7.7 0.3� 0.47 17.7

�000 56 15.0 90.0 95 105.0 11.9 �4.3 0.34 8.� 0.31 0.46 16.7

�500 66 15.0 100.0 95 115.0 14.0 �9.5 0.39 9.3 0.31 0.41 14.6

3000 7� 15.0 106.0 95 1��.0 15.9 34.5 0.4� 10.0 0.31 0.39 13.6

Table 31

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 150 kV (Um = 170 kV)

�40 18 �1.0 61.7 95 74.0 5.� 6.7 0.1� 3.3 0.47 0.65 45.3

300 �0.5 �0.0 6� 95 74.0 5.3 7.� 0.13 3.6 0.45 0.6� 41.3

400 �3.1 19.0 6�.8 95 75.0 5.6 8.1 0.15 4.1 0.4� 0.60 36.5

500 �6.4 18.0 64.4 95 76.0 5.9 9.0 0.17 4.6 0.40 0.58 3�.4

630 30.� 17.0 66.0 95 78.0 6.3 10.� 0.19 5.� 0.38 0.55 �8.7

800 33.7 17.0 69.9 95 83.0 7.1 1�.1 0.�1 5.7 0.37 0.54 �6.4

1000 37.9 17.0 74.1 95 87.0 8.0 14.� 0.�3 6.� 0.35 0.5� �4.1

1�00 44 17.0 8�.0 95 94.0 9.0 16.5 0.�6 7.1 0.34 0.50 �1.9

1400 49 17.0 87.0 95 101.0 10.3 19.0 0.�8 7.6 0.33 0.48 �0.3

1600 5� 17.0 90.0 95 105.0 11.1 �1.0 0.�9 8.0 0.33 0.48 19.5

�000 56 17.0 94.0 95 109.0 1�.5 �4.9 0.31 8.4 0.3� 0.47 18.3

�500 66 17.0 104.0 95 1�0.0 14.8 30.3 0.35 9.5 0.31 0.41 16.1

3000 7� 17.0 110.0 95 1�6.0 16.7 35.3 0.38 10.� 0.31 0.39 14.9

Table 32

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 220 kV (Um = 245 kV)

630 30.� �3.0 78.0 185 9�.0 8.9 1�.8 0.16 6.� 0.41 0.57 34.4

800 33.7 �3.0 81.9 185 97.0 9.9 14.8 0.17 6.7 0.40 0.55 3�.3

1000 37.9 �3.0 86.1 185 101.0 10.8 17.0 0.18 7.� 0.38 0.54 30.�

1�00 44 �3.0 94.0 185 109.0 11.9 19.4 0.�1 8.� 0.37 0.5� �6.9

1400 49 �3.0 99.0 185 114.0 13.3 ��.0 0.�� 8.9 0.36 0.50 �5.3

1600 5� �3.0 10�.0 185 118.0 14.� �4.1 0.�3 9.� 0.35 0.49 �4.�

�000 56 �3.0 106.0 185 1��.0 15.7 �8.1 0.�4 9.7 0.34 0.48 �3.1

�500 66 �3.0 116.0 185 133.0 18.� 33.7 0.�7 11.0 0.31 0.41 �0.4

3000 7� �3.0 1��.0 185 139.0 �0.� 38.8 0.�9 11.7 0.31 0.39 19.1

Table 33

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 275 kV (Um = 300 kV)

630 30.� �4.0 80.0 185 94.0 9.� 13.1 0.15 7.6 0.4� 0.57 36.0

800 33.7 �4.0 83.9 185 99.0 10.� 15.1 0.16 8.� 0.40 0.56 33.8

1000 37.9 �4.0 88.1 185 103.0 11.1 17.3 0.18 8.8 0.39 0.54 30.6

1�00 44 �4.0 96.0 185 11�.0 1�.3 19.7 0.�0 10.0 0.38 0.5� �7.9

1400 49 �4.0 101.0 185 116.0 13.7 ��.4 0.�� 10.7 0.36 0.50 �5.6

1600 5� �4.0 104.0 185 1�0.0 14.6 �4.5 0.�� 11.� 0.36 0.49 �5.1

�000 56 �4.0 108.0 185 1�4.0 16.1 �8.5 0.�4 11.8 0.35 0.48 �3.4

�500 66 �4.0 118.0 185 135.0 18.6 34.1 0.�7 13.3 0.31 0.41 �0.7

3000 7� �4.0 1�4.0 185 141.0 �0.6 39.� 0.�8 14.1 0.31 0.39 19.7
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Table 34

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 330 kV (Um = 362 kV)

630 30.� �8.0 88.0 185 10�.0 10.5 14.4 0.14 8.� 0.43 0.58 39.1

800 33.7 �7.0 89.9 185 105.0 11.1 16.1 0.15 9.1 0.4� 0.56 36.�

1000 37.9 �6.0 9�.1 185 107.0 11.8 18.0 0.17 10.0 0.40 0.54 3�.3

1�00 44 �5.0 98.0 185 114.0 1�.6 �0.1 0.19 11.6 0.38 0.5� �9.0

1400 49 �5.0 103.0 185 118.0 14.1 ��.8 0.�1 1�.5 0.36 0.50 �6.6

1600 5� �5.0 106.0 185 1��.0 15.0 �4.9 0.�� 13.0 0.36 0.50 �5.4

�000 56 �5.0 110.0 185 1�6.0 16.5 �8.9 0.�3 13.7 0.35 0.49 �4.�

�500 66 �5.0 1�0.0 185 137.0 19.0 34.5 0.�6 15.4 0.31 0.41 �1.4

3000 7� �5.0 1�6.0 185 143.0 �1.1 39.7 0.�7 16.4 0.31 0.39 �0.4

Table 35

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 400 kV (Um = 420 kV)

630 30.� 3�.0 96.0 185 111.0 11.8 15.7 0.13 9.� 0.45 0.59 4�.�

800 33.7 30.0 95.9 185 11�.0 1�.1 17.1 0.14 10.3 0.43 0.57 38.7

1000 37.9 �9.0 98.1 185 114.0 1�.8 19.0 0.16 11.3 0.41 0.55 34.5

1�00 44 �7.0 10�.0 185 119.0 13.3 �0.8 0.18 13.4 0.39 0.53 30.6

1400 49 �7.0 107.0 185 1�3.0 14.8 �3.5 0.�0 14.3 0.37 0.51 �7.9

1600 5� �7.0 110.0 185 1�7.0 15.7 �5.7 0.�1 14.9 0.37 0.50 �6.7

�000 56 �7.0 114.0 185 131.0 17.3 �9.7 0.�� 15.7 0.36 0.49 �5.4

�500 66 �7.0 1�4.0 185 14�.0 19.9 35.4 0.�4 17.6 0.31 0.41 ��.9

3000 7� �7.0 130.0 185 148.0 ��.0 40.6 0.�6 18.8 0.31 0.39 �1.3

Table 36

Single-core cables, nominal voltage 500 kV (Um = 550 kV)

800 33.7 34.0 103.9 185 1�0.0 13.6 18.5 0.13 11.8 0.44 0.58 41.6

1000 37.9 3�.0 104.1 185 1�1.0 13.9 �0.1 0.15 13.� 0.4� 0.56 36.7

1�00 44 31.0 110.0 185 1�9.0 14.8 ��.3 0.17 15.� 0.40 0.54 3�.8

1400 49 31.0 115.0 185 133.0 16.4 �5.1 0.18 16.3 0.39 0.5� 30.8

1600 5� 31.0 118.0 185 137.0 17.4 �7.3 0.19 16.9 0.38 0.51 �9.4

�000 56 31.0 1��.0 185 141.0 19.0 31.4 0.�0 17.7 0.37 0.50 �7.9

�500 66 31.0 13�.0 185 15�.0 �1.7 37.� 0.�� 19.8 0.36 0.48 �5.1

3000 7� 31.0 138.0 185 158.0 �3.9 4�.5 0.�3 �1.1 0.35 0.47 �3.8
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Table 37 

Three-core cables nominal voltage 10 kV (Um = 12 kV)

�5 5.8 3.4 15.� 10 40 1.� 1.7 0.�3 0.4 0.39

35 7.0 3.4 16.4 16 43 1.5 �.1 0.�6 0.5 0.37

50 8.0 3.4 17.4 16 45 1.7 �.6 0.�8 0.5 0.36

70 9.6 3.4 18.0 16 46 �.0 3.3 0.�9 0.5 0.33

95 11.� 3.4 19.6 �5 50 �.5 4.3 0.33 0.6 0.31

1�0 1�.8 3.4 �1.0 �5 53 �.9 5.1 0.35 0.7 0.30

150 14.� 3.4 ��.6 35 57 3.4 6.� 0.39 0.7 0.�9

185 15.9 3.4 �4.� 35 61 3.9 7.4 0.4� 0.8 0.�8

�40 18.0 3.4 �6.9 35 67 4.8 9.3 0.48 0.9 0.�8

Table 38

Three-core cables nominal voltage 20 kV (Um = 24 kV)

�5 5.8 5.5 18.4 10 47 1.7 �.� 0.15 0.6 0.43

35 7.0 5.5 19.6 16 50 �.0 �.6 0.17 0.6 0.40

50 8.0 5.5 �0.6 16 5� �.� 3.� 0.18 0.7 0.39

70 9.6 5.5 ��.� 16 56 �.6 3.9 0.�0 0.7 0.37

95 11.� 5.5 �3.8 �5 60 3.1 4.9 0.�� 0.8 0.35

1�0 1�.8 5.5 �5.� �5 63 3.5 5.8 0.�4 0.9 0.33

150 14.� 5.5 �6.8 35 67 4.1 6.9 0.�6 1.0 0.3�

185 15.9 5.5 �8.4 35 70 4.7 8.1 0.�8 1.0 0.31

�40 18.0 5.5 30.7 35 76 5.6 10.1 0.31 1.� 0.30

Table 39

Three core cables nominal voltage 30 kV (Um = 36 kV)

�5 5.8 8 �3.4 10 59 �.7 3.� 0.1� 0.7 0.48

35 7 8 �4.6 16 6� 3.0 3.6 0.13 0.7 0.45

50 8 8 �5.6 16 64 3.3 4.3 0.14 0.8 0.43

70 9.6 8 �7.� 16 68 3.7 5.0 0.16 0.9 0.40

95 11.� 8 �8.8 �5 71 4.3 6.1 0.17 0.9 0.38

1�0 1�.8 8 30.� �5 75 4.7 7.0 0.18 1.0 0.37

150 14.� 8 31.8 35 78 5.4 8.� 0.�0 1.1 0.36

185 15.9 8 33.4 35 8� 6.1 9.5 0.�1 1.� 0.34

�40 18 8 35.7 35 87 7.1 11.6 0.�3 1.3 0.33

300 �0.5 8 38.0 35 93 7.� 13.0 0.�5 1.4 0.3�
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F O R M U L A E

Formulae

Where ε
  

= relative permittivity of the insulation
 d

0  
= external diameter of the insulation (mm)

 d
i  

= diameter of conductor, including screen (mm)
 ε XLPE

 
= 2.3

Where U
  

= rated voltage (kV)
 f

  
= frequency (Hz)

 C   = capacitance (µF/km)  
 tan δ = loss angle

Where trefoil formation: K = 1
 flat formation: K = 1.26
 s  = distance between conductor axes (mm)
 r  = conductor radius (mm)

Formula for capacitance Formula for dielectric losses

Formula for inductance

Formula for inductive reactance

Where f = frequency (Hz)
 L = inductance (mH/km)

Conductor screen:

Formula for electric stress

r
i 
 = radius of conductor screen

r
0 
 = radius of XLPE insulation

U = voltage across insultaion

Insulation screen:

r
0 
 XLPE

r
i 
 

Formula for maximum short circuit currents

 
I
sh 

= short-circuit current during time t
sh

I
1 

= short-circuit current rating during 1 second.  
  See the 1 second value in tables 15 for the conductor  
  and in Table 16 for the metallic screen.
t
sh 

= short-circuit duration (sec)

For XLPE insulated conductors the maximum allowable 
short circuit temperature is 250oC.

Formula for calculation of dynamic forces between 
two conductors

Where; I
peak 

= 2.5 I
sh
 [kA]

  I
sh 

= short current [kA] RMS
  S  = centre to centre spacing between  
    conductors [m] 
  F  = maximum force [N/m]
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Support 
The transmission network in most countries is very large and 
complex. It may incorporate many different types of transmis-
sion circuits, including AC and DC over-head lines, fluid-filled 
cable systems and extruded cable systems, etc. Also, many 
modern networks contain extensive underground and sub-
marine cable systems for supply of major metropolitan areas 
and for interconnection with neighboring countries.
ABB’s experienced project managers, technical specialists and 
other staff will give their professional support in evaluating 
suitable solutions. We aim to offer the most optimal solution 
and we can supply the complete underground or submarine 
cable system which can include:

• Power cables for underground or submarine  
 applications 
• Cable accessories
• Control- and telecommunication cables
• System design for network optimization 
• Project management
• Civil works
• Installation and supervision
• Testing and start-up operations
• Disassembly and recovery of old cables
• Fault localization and cable repair
• Maintenance of fluid-filled systems
• Leasing of installation equipment
• Training

NOTE: All data given in this brochure are non-binding and 
indicative only

S U P P O R T
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Checklist	for	Cable	Inquiry

Technical information		 *Required	information

Cable	system	input:

Maximum	System	Voltage	Umax																																																																* kV

Nominal	System	Operating	Voltage	U																												* kV

Continuous	current	capacity																																									* A/MVA

Maximum	symmetrical	short-circuit																															*	
current	and	duration

kA/s

Maximum	earth-fault	current	and	duration																						* kA/s

Route	length																																																															* m

Conductor:	copper/aluminum,	cross-section Cu/Al,	mm

Longitudinal	water	protection																																								* Yes/No

Radial	water	protection																																																* Yes/No

Any	special	cable	design	requirements		
Customer	specification

Installed in air                                                             * Yes/No

Air	temperature,	maximum °C

Installed	in	trough	 Yes/No

If	trough,	inside	dimension	of	trough	
(width	•	height) mm	•	mm

If	trough,	filled	or	unfilled

Exposed	to	solar	radiation	 Yes/No

Direct buried installation                                            * Yes/No

Soil,	ground	temperature	at	laying	depth °C

Laying	depth mm

Thermal	resistivity	backfill K•m/W

If	drying	out,	thermal	resistivity	dry	backfill	
close	to	cable K•m/W

Backfill	material:	selected	sand,	CBS,	etc

Special	requirements	for	trench

Cables in ducts or pipes, buried ducts                       * Yes/No

Material:	PVC,	PE,	Fibre,	steel,	etc

Distance	between	ducts/pipes mm

Outside	duct/pipe	diameter mm

Inside	duct/pipe	diameter mm

Ambient	temperature	at	burial	depth °C

Thermal	resistivity	of	ground K•m/W

Thermal	resistivity	of	backfill	 K•m/W

If	drying	out,	thermal	resistivity	dry		
backfill	close	to	duct K•m/W

Laying	depth mm

Backfill	material:	selected	sand,	CBS,	etc

Termination

Type	of	termination	and	quantity.	Indoor,	outdoor,		
AIS,	GIS,	transformer,	etc.

Type		*	
Qty				*

Special	requirements	-	pollution	level,	rod	gap,		
polymer	insulator,	etc.

Joints

Type	of	joint	and	quantity	-	premoulded,	
vulcanized,	sectionalized,	straight	etc

Type		*	
Qty				*

Special	requirements	

Link boxes

Type	of	link	box

Special	requirements	

Other accessories

Other relevant information

Accessories

Routine,	sample	and	after	installation	test.	IEC,	other

Type	test	requirements.	IEC,	other

Other	test	requirements

Tests

Cable	configuration:	Flat/Trefoil

Number	of	parallel	circuits																																																																		*

Distance	between	parallel	circuits mm

Heating	from	existing	cables Yes/No

If	yes,	distances	to	and	losses	of	parallel	cables mm,	W/m

Other	heat	sources,	distance	to	and	losses	of	sources mm,	W/m

Screen	earthing	(Both	ends,	Cross,	Single)

Installation data

*Required	information

*Required	information

*Required	information

*Required	information

ABB is always prepared to work closely with our customers 
to develop optimized and cost effective cable system design 
solutions. In order for us to identify the best overall design 
solution for a specific application, we kindly request that the 

below data checklist is submitted with each inquiry (if some of 
the requested data is not available at the time of the inquiry 
or does not appear applicable, just insert N/A in the cor-
responding data cell).

Commercial information *Required	information

Name	of	project *

Customer *

Location	of	site	for	delivery *

Inquiry	for	budget	or	purchase *

Tender	submission	date *

Do	any	special	conditions	apply

How	long	should	the	tender	be	valid *

Required	delivery/completion	time *

Terms	of	delivery	(FCA/CPT	etc.) *

Specific	requirements	on	cable	length	per	delivered	drum

Do	any	specific	metal	prices	apply

Installation:	
Turnkey	by	ABB	
Installation	by	ABB	
Supervision	by	ABB

	 *
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ABB's high voltage cable unit in 
Sweden
Phone		+46	455	556	00
Fax	+46	455	556	55
E-mail:	sehvc@se.abb.com
www.abb.com/cables

For	additional	information	please	contact	you	local	ABB	Sales	Office

Brochure	issued	by:
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